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Abbott, E. A.: The Son of Man: or, ContribtUians
to the Study of the ThougfUa of Jesue, London,
1910.

Africa: R. E. Dennett, Nigerian Studies; the re-

ligious and political System qf Yoruba, New
York, 1910.

Alexandria: CSCO, vol. DL, fasc. II.» contains
Severus Ben el Mogaffa: Historia Patrir
archarum Alexandrinorumf vol. I., faso. 11.,

ed. C. F. Seybold, Vienna, 1910.

Afocrtpha: J. MOller, Beiirdge zur ErJdOrung und
Kritik des Buches Tobit, in Revue de Vorient

chritien, 1910.

ApoiiOGETics: J. F. Love. The Umque Message and
the Universality of Christianiiy, New York
and Chicago, 1910.

W. D. Mackensie, The Final Faith; a Statement

of the Nature and Authority of Christianity as
&e Beligion of the World, New York, 1910.

Armsnia: T. E. Dowling, The Armenian Church,
London, 1910.

M. Ormanian, Uaglise amUnienne. Son his-

toire, sa doctrine, son rMme, sa discipline, sa
littirature, son present, Paris, 1910.

Abtlum: J. C. CoX; The Sanctuaries and Sanctuary
Seekers of Medioeval England, London, 1910.

Atonement: J. B. Champion, The Living Atone-
ment, Philadelphia, 1910.

C. C. Moigan, A Lawyer's Brief on the Atone-
ment, Boston, 1911.

Augustine: W. J. S. Simpson, St, Augustine and
African Church Divisions, London, 1910.

Sancti Aurelii Augustini episcopi de dvitate
dei libri XXIL, ed. E. Hoffmann, vol. I., libri

i.-xiii., Vienna, 1910.

Babylonia: C. Fossev, L'Assyrioloqie en 1907.
QHUraUUs. Explarations etfoumes. Langues
sumirienne et assyrienne. Oeograpkie et hie-

toire, religion, droit, vie privSe, aetronomie,
mitiorologie, littirature, varia, archiologie, in-
fluences babyloniennes, Paris, 1910.

R. F. Harper, Assyrian and Babylonian Letters
bdonging to the Kouyunjik Collections of the

British Museum, vol. ix., Chicago, 1910.
H. Schneider, Kultur una Denker der Baby-

Umier und Juden, 2 vols., Leipsic, 1910.

Bacon, F.: G. W. Steeves, Francis Bacon: a Sketch

of his Life, Works, Literary Friends, etc.,

London, 1910.

Bernard of Clairvaux: St. Bernard, Abbot of
Clairvaux. Selections from his Letters, Medv-
tations, etc., rendered into English by a. Grim-
ley, London, 1910.

Bible Text: Der Cambridger Psalter, Hambuig,
1911.

H. A. Sanders, TJie Old Testament Manuscript
in the Freer CoUectian. Part I.: The Wash-
ington Manuscript of Deuteronomy and
Joshua, New York, 1910.

A. Souter, Novum Testamentum GrcBce, London,
1910.

H. J. Vogels, Die Harmanistik im Evangdiumr
text des Codex Cantabrigiensis, Bin Beitrag
twr neutestamendichen Textkritik, Leipsic,

1910.

Bible Versions: J. O. Bevan, Our English Bible:
The History and Its Devdopment, London,
1911.

W. J. Heaton, Our Own English Bible: its

Translatars and their Work, London, 1910;
The Bible of the Reformatim, London, 1910.

J. P. Hentz, Hist, of Lutheran Versions of the
Bible, Columbus, Ohio, 1910.

Vf.VLMXt, Our Grand Old Bible. Being the Story
of the Authorized Version of the English Bible,
Toldfor the Tercentenary Celebration, London,
1910.

Fourteenth Century Enalish Bible Versions, ed.
A. C. Pauls, Cambridge, 1904.

BiBUCAL Criticism: F. C. Conybeare, History of
New Testament Criticism, Ix>ndon, 1910.

R. Eittel, The Scientific Study of the Old Testa-
ment. Its Principal Results, and their Bear-
ing upon Religious Instruction, London, 1910.

Biblical Theology: T. K. Cheyne, The Two Re-
ligions of Israel. With a Re^examination of
the Prophetic Narratives and Utterances,
London, 1910.

M. Dibelius, Die Oeisterwelt im Olauben des
Paulus, Gdttingen, 1909.

P. C. Purves, The Gospel according to Hosea and
the Master's Gospel, London, 1910.

H. C. Sheldon, New Testament Theology, new
rev. ed., New York, 1911.

J. Weiss, Paulus und Jesus, Berlin, 1909.

Blaurxr, T.: Briefwechsd der BrUder Ambrosius
und Thomas Blaurer, 1609-164S. Herausge-
gthen von der badischen histonschen Kommis-
sion, ed. Traugott Schiess. Vol. i.: J509 bis
Juni 16S8. Vol. ii., Auguet 1638 bis Ends
1648, Freibuig, 1908-10.
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BoBSUET, J. B.: E. Longuemare, BoBsuet et la ao"

cUU JranQoise Mm* le rhgne de Louis XIV,,
Paris, 1910.

BoxTBiGNON, A.: A. R. Haoewen, AnUnnette Bourig-
non, Quietut; her Lije and Doctrines, New
York, 1910.

BowNB, B. P.: C. B. Pyle, The PkOosophy of Bor-
den Parker Bowne and its Application to the

Rdigious Problem, Columbus, O., 1910.

Brookb, P.: J. Gregory, PkiUips Brooks: A Study
for Present-day Preachers, London, 1911.

Brahmanism: H. Brunnhofer, Das Buck der hun-
dert Pfode (Catapatha Brahmana), die dt-

teste Qudle der Ritualwissenschaft, Bern,
1910.

Bxtddhibm: T. Richard, The New Testament of
Higher Buddhism, New York, 1911.

J. Wettha Sinha^ The Singularity of Buddhism,
with Introduction and Notes by F. L. Woodr-
ward, London, 1910.

BuRKTiT, F. C: The Earliest Sourcesfor the Life of
Jesus, London, 1910.

Bubma: R. T. Kelly, Burma; tKe Land and the

People, Boston, 1911.

CATHABmuB, Ambbobius: J. Schweiser, Ambrosius
Catharinus Politus (tJ^^r-lddS), ein Theologe
dee Reformationseitalters, Sein Leben und
seine Sckriften, MOnster, 1910.

Charles V.: E. Armstrong^ The Emperor Charles
F., 2 vols., new ed., London, 1910.

China: A. Little, deaninqs from Fiftu Years in
China. Revved by Mrs. A, Lttue, London,
1910.

E. H. Parker, Studies in Chinese Rdigion, New
York, 1910.

Christoloot: W. Olscbewski, Die WOrteln der
paulinischen Christologie, KOnigsberg, 1909.

Church Histort: H. Appd, Kung^asste Kirchen-
geschichte fOr Studierende. Part 1. Alte
KirchfngeschichU, 1909. Part 2. Kirchen-
geschichte dee Mittelalters, Leipsio, 1910.

B. W. Bacon, The Founding of the Church,
London, 1910.

F. W. Butler, The Permanent Element in
Christianity, London, 1909.

L. David and P. Lorette, Hietoire de Viglise,

Paris, 1910.

S. M. Deutsch, Lehrbuch der Kirchengeschichte,
Bonn. 1909.

E. A. Edg;ehill, The Spirit of Power, as seen in
the Christian Church in the Second Century,
London, 1910.

Canon E. E. Holmes, The Church; her Books
and her Sacraments, New York, 1910.

W. KOhler, Idee und Persdnlichkeit in der
Kirchengeschichte, Tabingen, 1910.

M. Manitius, Geschichte der lateinischen Litero'
twr des Mittelalters, I. Teil: Von Justinian
bis zur Mitte des 10. Jahrhundert, Munich,
1910.

C. Platts, Pioneers of Faith, London, 1910.
Sir W. M. Ramsay, Pictures of the Apostolic

Church, its Life and Thought, Philadelphia,
1910.

K. Sell, Christenthum und Weltgeschichte bis
eur R^ormaHon, Leipsio, 1910.

Clement OF Romb: BruchetUcke des erslen Clemene-
bri^es, ed. F. Rdsch, Strasburg, 1910.

CoMBNiXTS, J. A.: The QreaJt Didactic. Translated
into Enalish and edited with biooravhical,

historical and critical Introductions by M. W.
Keatinge, part 1, London, 1910.

Common Prater, Book op: J. H. Benton, The
Book of Common Prayer and Books Conr
neded with its Origins and Orowth; Catalogue
of the Collection of Josiah Henry Benton,
Boston, 1910.

CoMPARATiVB Reuqion: A. Churchward, The
Signs and Symbols ofPrimordial Man. Being
an Explanation of the Evolution of Religious
Doctrines from the Eschatology of the ancient
Egyptians, London, 1910.

F. B. Jevons, The Idea ofOod in Early Rdigions,
London, 1910.

Conscience: T. H. Lipscomb, Conscience and its

Culture: or through Conscience to Christ,

Nashville, Tenn., 1910.

CooxE, G. A.: The Progress of Revelaiion. Sermone
chiefly oti the Old Testament, Edinburgh,
1910.

Creation, Babylonian Accoxtntb of the: A.
Kirchner, Die babylonische Kosmoqonie und
der biblische Schdpfungtbericht. Etn Beitrag
eur Apotogie des biblischen Oottesbegriffes,

Monster, 1910.

Daniel: E. Hertlein, Der Danid der RUmerseit,
Leipdc, 1908.

Dante: R. W. Church, Dante, new ed., London,
1910.

F. Flamini, Introduction to the Study of the

Divine Comedy, Boston, 1910.

Denmark: A. Krarup and J. Lindbask, Acta Ponr
tificum Danica, vol. iv., 1471-^2, Copen-
hagen, 1910.

DioNTSius: A. B. Sharpe, Mysticism, Us true Na-
ture and Value. JVith a TrandatUm of the

mystical Theology of Dionysius and of the

Letters of Carus and Dorotheus, London,
1910.

DisEABEs A2n> THE Heauno Art: L. Eotelmann,
Die Opthalmelogie bei den alien Hebrdem.
Aus den alt- und neutestamendichen Schrif-
ten mit BerUcksichtigung des Talmuds dor-
gesteUt, Hamburg, 1910.

Divorce: H. J. Wilkens, The History of Divorce
and Remarriage. Compiled from Holy Scrip-
ture. Church Councils, and Authoritative
Writers, London, 1910.

DoBSCHUETz, E. von: The Apostolic Age, New
York, 1910; The Eschatology of the Gospels,

London, 1910.

Doctrine, History of: G. N. Bonwetsch, Orund-
riss der Dogmengeschichte, Mimich, 1909.

A. Humbert, Les Origines de la iheclogie mo-
deme. 1. La Renaissance de Vantigmti chr6-

tienne {1460-1690), Paris, 1910.

DoDS, M.: Early Letters of Marcus Dods, London,
1911.

DooMA^DoGMATics: See below. Lobbtbin.
J. H. Snowden, The Basal Belies of Christie

anity. New York, 1911.

Eotpt: E. a. W. Budj^, Facsimiles of EgyMm
Hieratic Papyri in the British Museum, Brit-
ish Museum, 1911.
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EoTPTiAN Exploration Fund: E. Naville, The
Eleventh Dynasty, Temple at Devr-d-Ba-
hari. Part II . With Arckitectwral Deacrij^

turns by Somera Clark. 13th Memoir of the

Egyptian Exploration Fund, 1911.

England, Chxtbch op: J. F. Kendall, A Short His-
tory of the Church of England, New York,
1911.

F. J. Kinsman, Principles of Anglicanism
London, 1911.

Epiphaniub: K. HoU, Die handschrifdiche Ueberlie-

feruna des Epiphanius (Ancoratus und Pan-
arion), Leipeic, 1910.

Episcopact: D. Stone, Episcopacy and Valid
Orders in the Primitive Orders in the Primi-
tive Church, A Statement of Evidence, New
York, 1910.

Eschatologt: See above, Dobschubtz.

Ethics: T. C. HaU, History of Ethics within Organr
ized Christianity, Ixmdon, 1910.

EusEBiuB OF Cjbbarea: Eusebii Hieronymi ems-
tuUe, Para I. Epistida L-LXX., ed. I. Hil-

berg, Vienna, 1910.

Exobcism: F. J. Dolger, Der Exorsismus im aU"
christUchen Tat^finUual, Eine rdigionsge-
schichUiche Studie, Paderbom, 1909.

Ezra-Nehbioah: J. Theis, Gesckichtliche und
literarkritische Fragen in Esra i.-vi., in Ah-
handlungen, alttestameniliche, vol. ii., part 4,

Monster, 1910.

Faith: J. G. W. Herrmann. Faith and Morals,
1. Faith as Ritschl defined it; 2, The Moral
Law as understood in Romanism and Pro-
testantism, London, 1910.

J. Lindaay, The Psychology of BeUef, London,
1910.

Gabvis, a. E.: The Christian Certainty amid the

idpdem Perplexity, London, 1910.

Gkiobb, a.: L. Geiger, Abraham Geiger, Leben und
Lebenawerh, Berlin, 1910.

Gebiiant: W. Konen, Oermanenbekehrung, Part
I. Die Heidenpredigt und der Oermanenbe-
kehrung, DQseeldor^ 1910.

Gospelb: W. M. F. Petrie, The Orowth of the Cos-
pds as Shown by Structural Criticism, New
York, 1910.

T. J. Tbobum, The Resurrection Narratives and
Modem Criticism, A Critique of Prof,
Schmiedd's Artide in the Encydopcsdia Bw-
Uca, London, 1910.

J. M. Wilson, Studies in the Origins and Aims
of the Four Gospels, London, 1910.

Hall, F. J.: The Trinity {Dogmatic Theology, vol.

iv.). New York and London, 1911.

Hbbbews, Epistle to the: F. Dibelius, Der Ver-
fasser des Hebrderbriefes, Eine Untersuch-
ung zur Oeschichte des Urchristentums, Stras-
burg, 1910.

Hbobl, G. W. F.: The Phenomenolopy of Mind, 2
vols., Trand., with Introduction and Notes
by J, B, BaiUie, London, 1910.

Herrmann, J. G. W.: See Faith, above.

Hexateuch: See below under Naville.
H. M. Wiener, The Origin of the Pentateuch,

Oberlin, O., 1910.

Hinduism: Brahm Sankar Misra, Discourses on
Radhasoami Faith, An Exposition of the

Principles oftheNew Rdigious Order, Benares,
1910.

Holt Spirit: W. E. Biederwolf, A Help to the

Study of the Holy Spirit, New York and
Chicago, 1911.

HuouBNOTs: J. Bloundelle-Burton, The Fate of
Henry of Navarre, London, 1910.

HxjTTBN, U. von: D. S. Jordan, Ulrich von Hutten
" Knight of the Order of Poets,** Boston, 1910.

Innocent XI.: F. de Bojani, Innocent XI, Sa cor-

respondanoe avec ses nonces 2t Septembre
1676-^1 Dicembre 1679, Rome, 1910.

Isaiah: M. Glasebrook, Studies in the Book of
Isaiah, New York, 1910.

Israel, Histort of: D. Chwolson, BeUrdge zwr
Entwickdunq des Judentums, LeiiMio, 1910.

S. Daisches, The Jews in Babylonia in the Time
of Nehemiah according to Babylonian Inscrijh

tions, London, 1910.
A. Loisy, The Religion of Israd, New York,

1910.
L. Lucas, Zur Oeschichte der Juden im 4, Jahr-

hundert, Berlin, 1910.
D. Neumark, Oeschichte der jUdischen Pkiloso-

pkie des MittdaUers nach ProUemen darge-

steUt. Vol. II.. part 1. Die Qrundprinzipien;
part 3: Attributenlehre, 1st half: AUertum,
Berlin, 1910.

N. Peten, Die jUdische Oemeinde von Elephanr
tineSyene und ihr Tempd im 6. Jahrhundert
vor Christi, Freiburg, 1910.

W. M. F. Petrie, Egypt and Israd, London,
1910.

Italy: G. Buschbell, R^ormation und Inauisition

in Italien um die Mitte des XVI, Jahrhun-
derts, Paderbom, 1910.

P. Villari, Medicgwd Italy from Charlemagne to

Henry VII., London, 1910.

Jainism: Ny&y&vatara: The Earliest Jaina Work
on Pure Logic, by Siddha Sena Divakara,
Calcutta, 1909.

Jesus Christ: C. M. Bishop, Jesus the Worker;
Studies in the Ethical Leadership of the Son
of Man, London, 1910.

A. Drews, The Christ Myth, Trandated from
the Third Edition (revised and enlarged) by
C, Bums, Chicago and London, 1910.

F. H. Dudden, Christ and Christ's Rdigion,
Edmbuigh, 1910.

F. R. M. Hitchcock, Christ and His Critics,

Studies in the Person and Problems of Jesus,
London^ 1910.

A. Niemojewsld, OoU Jesus im Lichte fremder
und eigener Forschungen samt Darstdlung
der evangdischen Asbralstoffe, Astralszenen
und Astralsysteme, 2 vols., Munich, 1910.

Job: N. Schmidt. The Message of the Poets; the

Book of Job and Canticles and some Minor
Poems in the Old Testament, New York, 1911.

John the Apostle: E. H. Askwith, The Historical

Value of the Fourth Oospd, London, 1910.
P. Ferguson, A Month unth the Apostle John,
A Study of his First Epistle, London, 1910.

G. T. Jowett, The Apocalypse of St. John; a
brief Contribution to the Controversy as to Date
and Authority thereof with a short History of
its interpretation, New York, 1910.
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Kai«t: F. Pinski, Der hdchste Skmdpunkt der Tranr
zendental Philoaovhie. Versuch dner Ver-
voUMndigung una syatemoHschen DarsUUung
der leUten Gedanken Immanud KanU, Halle,

1911.

R. M. Wenlev, Kant and his Philawpkical Reih
duHon, Ec&nbui^h, 1010.

Kbmpis. T. 1.: R. Storr, Concordance to the Latin
Original of De imitatione CkrisH, New York,
1910.

Knox, G. W.: The Ooapd ofjeausj the Son of Ood.
An Interpretation for the Modem Man,
London^ 1910.

Leighton, R.: Archlriehop Leighton'e Practise of
the Presence of Ood: a Tercentenary Volume
with Biographical Introduction by 2>. But-
ler, London, 1911.

LrruBGT: F. C. Eeles, Traditional Ceremonial and
Customs Connected with the Scottish Liturgy

^

New York, 1910.

T. Schermann, Der liturgische Papyrus von der

Balyzeh, Eine Abendmahlslitwrgie des Osier-

morgens, Leipsic, 1910.

LoBSTBiN, P.: An Introduction to Protestant Dog-
maticSy Chicago, 1910.

Luke: B. S. Easton, Linguistic Evidence for the

Lucan Source L, in JBL, xxiz (1910), ISO-
ISO.

Lutherans: E. Weber, Der Einfiuss der protes-

tanlischen Schulphilosophie auf die orthodox-

hUherische Dogmatikf Leipsic, 1908.

McCabb, J.: The Evolution of Mind, London,
1910.

Magic: T. de Cauzons, La Magie et la sorcdUrie en
France, Paria, 1910.

Manning: V. de MaroUes, Kardinal Manning,
Mainz, 1911.

Math: S. Beissel, Geschichte der Verekrung Marias
im 16. und 17, Jahrhundert, Freiburg, 1910.

Missions: W. O. Carver, Missions and Modem
Thought, New York, 1910.

J. Jackson, Lepers: Thirty-^ix Years* Work
Among Them. Being the History of the Mis-
sion to Lepers in India and the East, 1874-
1910, new ed., London, 1910.

H. F. Williams, In Four Continents; a Sketch

of the Foreign Missions of the Presbyterian

Church, U. S., Richmond, Va., 1910.

W. T. Coppin, John Martin; Pioneer, Mission-
ary, Hero, and Saint, London, 1911.

J. P. Jones, The Modern Missionary Challenge;

a Study of the Present Day World Missionary
Enterprise; its Problems and Results, New
York and Chicago, 1910.

H. C. Mabie, The Task worth while; or, the di-

vine Philosophy of Missions, Boston, 1910.

Alexander Tomoiy: Indian Missionary, Edin-
burgh, 1910.

Methodists: G. Alexander, The Doctrines and Dis-

cipline of the Methodist Episcopal Church,

South, Nashville, Tenn., 1910.

W. J. Townsend, H. B. Workman, and G. E.

Ayres, New History of Methodism, 2 vols.,

London, 1910.

Mohammed, Mohammedanism: M. Bromhall, Islam

in China. A Neglected Problem, London,
1910.

J. Strayffowski, Beitrdge zur Kunstgeschichte des
MitkSdters von Nordmesopotamien, in Ma-
teriauz vour V&pigraphie et Vhistoire musul'
manes au Diyar-Behr par M. van Berchem,
Heidelberg and Paris, 1910.

MoNAsncisM: M. Dix, Instructions on the Religious

Life. Given to the Sisters of St. Mary, New
York and London, 1910.

MoRALTTT, Moral Law: See Faith, above.
E. Westermarck, Ursnrung und Entwickdung

der Moralbegriffe, vol. ii., Leipsic, 1909.

Mtthologt: W. Schmidt, Die Mythologie der
austronesischen Vdlker, Vienna, 1909; idem,
OrundHnien einer Vergleichung der Rdi-
gionen und Mythologien der austronesischen

Vdlker, Vienna, 1910.

Navillb, E.: La Dicouverte de la loi sous le Roi
Josias. Une Interpritation ^gyptienne d^un
texte biblique, Paris, 1910, Eng. tranal., The
Discovery of the Book of the Law under King
Josiah, London, 1910.

Nbstorians: W. A. Wigram, An Introduction to

the History of the Assyrian Church; or the

Church of the Sassinid Persian Empire, 100-
640, A.D., London, 1910.

Nestorius: LeLivred'HeradidedeDumas. TraduU
enfrancais par F. Nau, avec le concurs du R.
P. Bedjan et de M. Briire. Suivi de texte

grhc des trois homilies de Nestorius sur les

tentations de Notre-Seigneur et de trois ap^
pendices: Lettre d Cosme, Presents envoyis
d'Alexandrie, Lettre de Nestorius aux habitants

de Constantinople, Paris, 1910.

Nicaa: E. a. W. Budge, Texts Relating to Saint
Mina of Egypt ana Canons of Nicaa in a
Nubian Dialect, London, 1910.

Nietzsche, F.: S. Friedl&nder, Friedrich Nietesche:

Eine inidiektudle Biographie, Leipsic, 1911.

D. Halevy, The Life of Friedrich Nietzsche.

Translated b^ J. M. Hone, London, 1911.

A. M. Ludovici, Nietzsche, London, 1910.

Works, vols, vii.-ix.. New York, 1911.

Non-conformistb: J. Ritson, The Romance ofNon-
conformity, London, 1910.

North African Church: F. Martroye, Oenseric.

La ConouSte vandale en Afrique et le destruc-

tion de Vempire d'occident, Paris, 1907.

W. J. S. Simpson, St. Augustine and African
Church Divisions, New York, 1910.

Oesterlet, W. O. E., The Psalms in the Jewish
Church, London, 1910.

Ordination: T. A. Lacey, A Roman Diary and
other Documents Relating to the Papal In-
quiry into English Ordinations, London,
1910.

Organization: C. G. A. Haniack, Constitution and
Law of the Church in the First Two Centuries,

New York, 1910.

Orr, J.: The Faith of a Modem Christian, London,
1910.

Palestine: W. Harvey and Others, The Church of
(he Nativity at Bethlehem, London, 1911.

Parables: L. G. Broiiriiton, The Kingdom Para-
bles and their Teaching, New York and
Chicago, 1910.
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Pascal: A. Grajier, Lea Demiera Jaura de Blaiae
Pascal, Etude hiatorique et critique, Paris,

1911.

Pastoral Theology: W. J. Davies, The Miniater
at Work, London, 1910.

Paul the Apostle: R. J. Fletcher, A Study of the
Conversion of St, Paul, London, 1910.

M. Jones, St. Paul the Orator, London, 1910.
R. Knopf, Paulua, Leipsic, 1909.
E. Viscner, Der Apoatd Pavlua und aein Werk,

Leipsic, 1910.

Paxtl rV.: L. Riess, Die Pditik Paula IV. und
seiner Nepoten, Berlin, 1909.

Pebsbcutions: J. THsser, Der Ckristenvervotgin-
gen in de eerste eeuwen na Christus. Kempen,
1910.

Pebsia: V. B^rard, lUvoluiuma de la Perse. Les
Provinces, les peuptes, et le govemement du rot

des rots, Paris, 1910.
EUa C. Sykes, Persia and Ha People, New York,

1910.

Peru: C. R. Markham, The Incaa of Peru, London,
1910.

Pessimibm: A. VSgele, Der Peaaimiamua und daa
Tragiache in Kunat und Leben, Freiburg,
1910.

Petbie, W. M. F.: see above, Israel, History of.

Pfleiderer, O.: Primitive Ckriatianity; Ita Wri-
tings and Teachings in their Historical Conr
nectUms, vol. 3, London, 1910.

Philip op Hesse: P. Wappler, Die SteUung Kur-
sachaens und des Landgrafen Philipp von
Hessen zwr Tauferhewegung, MOnster, 1910.

Pbilo: E. Br^er, PkUon, Commenlaire aUegorique
dea Saintea Loia, Greek Text with French
Translation, Paris, 1909.

PiERSON. A. T.: Knouring the Scripturea; Rulea and
Methoda of Bible Study, London, 1910.

Platonism: N. Hartmann, Platoa Logik dea Seine,
Giessen, 1909.

Pope, Papacy: W. E. Beet, The Riae of the Papacy,
London, 1910.

H. K. Mann, The Livea of the Popea in Middle
Agea, vols, v.-viii., London, 1910.

L. Pastor, History of the Popes from the dose
of the Middle Ages, vol. x., London, 1911.

Regeaia Pontificum Romanorum. lubenie regia
aocietate GotHngenai congeaait Paulua Fridoli-
nua Kehr, Vol. i., Italia pontifida aive reper-
torium privilegiorum et htterarum a Romania

pontifidbua ante annum MCLXXXXVIII.
Italia ecdesiis, monaateriis, concessorum sin-

gulisque personis concessorum, vol. iii.,

Etruria, Berlin, 1908.

Pragmatism: J. M. MacEachran, PragmaOsmua,
sine neue Richtung der Phiiosophie, Leipsic,

1910.
A. W. Moore, PragmaHam and ila Critica,

Chicago, 1910.

Property, Ecclesiastical: A. Hauck, Die Eniate-
hung der geisUichen Territorien, Leipsic,

1909.

Psalms: See above, Obsterley.

Psychotherapy: R. M. Lawrence, Primitive
Psycho-Therapy and Quackery, Boston and
London, 1910.

Punishment, Eternal: C. K. Irwin, Eternal Pun-
ishment. The Teachino of the Church and
Holy Scripture upon the Doctrine, London,
1910.

Punishment, Future: Add to bibliography: W.
Jackson, The Doctrine ofRetri&ution, pkUo-
sophicaUy Considered (Bampton lectures),

1875.

Reformation: F. Thudichum, Die deutsche Refor»
motion 1617 his 1637, vol. ii., 1626-S7, Leip-
sic, 1909.

Religion, Philosophy op: H. E. Warner, The
Psychology of the Christian Life, London,
1911.

Ritualism: F. G. Henke, A Study of the Psychdogy
of Ritualism, Chicago, 1910.

Robinson, C. S. : Add to list of his writings: Anno-
tations upon Popular Hymns: for Use in
Praise-Meetings (New York, 1893).

Sabbath: Add to biblic^aphy: G. Schiaparelli,

Astronomy in the 0. T., chap, ix., Oxford,
1905.

A. T. Clay, Amurru, the Home of the Northern
Semites, pp. 65 sqq., Philadelphia, 1909.

Sanctipication: P. Fleisch, Zur Geschichie der
HeUigungsheweguna. I Heft. DieHeiligunga-
bewegung von Wesley his Boardman, Leipsic,

1910.

Savonarola, G.: T. Sardi, Oirolamo Savonarola
giudicato da un suo contemporaneo, Docun
menti inediH pMicati da A, Bianconi, Rome,
1911.

Social Service: W. F. Crafts, A Quarter Century
of . . , Legislaiion , . . RelcUing to Moral
and Social Reforms, Washington, D. C, 1911.
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BIOGRAPHICAL ADDENDA
Atwill, E. R.: d. at Kansas City Jan. 24, 1911.

Berthsau, C: d. at Hamburg Deo. 19» 1910.

Bradford, A. H.: d. at Montclair, N. J., Feb. 18,

1911.

Dawson, W. J.: Accepted call to First Presby-
terian Church, Newark, N. J., 1911.

J. M.: d. at Flatbush, L. I., Jan. 30,
1911.

FuNCKE, O.: d. at Bremen Deo. 26, 1910.

Hastings, T. S.: d. at New York Apr. 2, 1911.

Klostsrmann, E.: called to Strasburg as ordi^

nary professor of N. T. theology.

Erisg, K.: d. at Freiburg Jan. 24, 1911.

MsAD, C. M.: d. at New Haven Feb. 15, 1911.

Parbt, W.: d. at Baltimore Jan. 18, 1911.

ADDENDA ET CORRIGENDA

Vol. vii., p. 251, col. 2, lines 7 and 6 from bottom:

Read " Doniso . . . Domniso " for " Doni-

sone . . . Donmisone.''

Vol. viii., p. 143, col. 2, line 14: Read " Odhner "

for " Odhner."

Vol. viii., p. 162, col. 1, line 17, first word: Read
" Papacy " for " Popes."

Vol. viii., p. 236, col. 1, line 21 from bottom: Read
" Nagot " for " Magot."

Vol. viii., p. 487, col. 2, line 40: Read " S. D. F."

for " G. D. F."

Vol. ix., p. 120, col. 1, article Polycrates: Insert

after line 2 " by his controversy with Pope

Victor on the cele-."

Vol. ix., p. 122, col. 1, line 14 from bottom: Read
" den Uraprung " for " den Alter,"

Vol. ix., p. 132, col. 2, line 9 from bottom: Read
" Giesebrecht " for " Gieselbrecht."

Vol. ix., p. 143, col. 2: Read "HOlbghbr" in

signature.

Vol. ix., p. 163, ool. 2, lines 18-17 from bottom:

Read " Jan van Ruysbroeck " for " Henry
Ruysbroek."

Vol. ix., p. 174, coL 1, line 17: Remove " (q.v.)."

Vol. ix., p. 175, col. 1, line 1: Read " I. F. E." for

i? J. E. F."

Vol. ix., p. 289, col. 1, line 21: Read " Batterson "

for " Patterson "; line 24: Read " E. E." for

" R. E."; line 47: Read " J. W." for " J. A.";

line 53: Read " F. N." for " F. W."

Vol. ix., p. 337, col. 1, line 20: Read " 1723 " for

" 1743 "; Une 21: Read " Vlis " for " Blis ";

line 10 from bottom: Read " Gunkel " for

" Gunkelchen."

VoL ix., p. 338, col. 1, line 21 from bottom: Read
" Apocrypha " for " Apocryphi "; line 19

from bottom: Read " Beloved of God."

Vol. ix., p. 339, col. 1, line 6 from bottom: Read
" AbrahoB " for " Abrahamat "; line 4 from

bottom: Read " Vassilyew " for " Bassilyew."

Vol. ix., p. 340, col. 1, Une 20-- Read " B. Beer"
for " G. Beer."

Vol. ix., p. 342, col. 1, line 2 from bottom: Read
" Bousset " for " Bossuet "; col. 2, line 6:

Read " Couard " for " Conrad."

Vol. ix., p. 479, col. 1, line 11 from bottom:

Read " 1911 . . . $101,000 " for " 1908 . . .

$65,000."

Vol. ix., p. 422, col. 2, line 37: Read " 1570 " for

" 1557 "; line 39: Read " Bocskai " for

" Bocskag."

Vol. X., p. 19, col. 2: In signature read " G. E."

for " D."

Vol. X., p. 38, col. 2, line 3 from bottom: Change

signature to " H. Cbsmer."



LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

Abbreviatioiis in common use or self-evident are not included here. For additional information con-
cerning the works listed, see vol. i., pp. lii.-xx., and the appropriate articles in the body of the work.

ADB
Ad9 ..

AJP,,

AJT.,

AKB.

ALKO,

Am....

AMA,.

ANF,

Apoe.
Avol
Ai»b
Anun ,

•rt.

Art. SchiDAl ,

ASB

ASM

iT:::::
Aon. Con.
A.V.
Baldwiii.

DicfioiMry..

Bardenhewer,
OttckiehU. .

,

Bttitieiibeirer,

PatmloigU...

B«nsinc«r,
ArdiiUiooiB..

AUotrntinB dmiltdba Biogmpli/U, Leipsio,
1875 sqq., toI. 63. 1007

adv€rmUt acainst

"

Ameriean Jourmd <4 PMMooVt Balti-
more, 1880 aqq. *

American Jcwrntd nf ThMiogy, Chioaco,
1897 aqq.

Arekiv fOr kalh6li*ch§9 KirdtermdU,
Inosbniok. 1857-61, Maini, 1872 aqq.

Arehiv fOr Ltlfarotur- und Kireheno^-
adUdUf dM MiiUUdUn, Freibuxs. 1885
•qq.

Amerioan
AhhantUuno^n der MUndisntr AkadewUe,

Mwiieh, 1763 aqq.
AnU-Nietris FaOm, Amerioan edition
by A. Cleveland Coxe, 8 Tola, and in-
dex, Buffalo. 1887; Tol. iz., ed. Allan

.
Mensies, New York, 1897

Apoerypha, apoeryphal
ApoloQta, Apology
Arabic
Aramaic
article
Sohmalkald Articles
Acta oanekrrum^ ed. J. BoUand and others,
Antwerp, 1643 aq9.

Ada wanetorum ordtnU 8. BonodteH, ed.
J. Mabillon, 9 Tola., Pteia. 1668-1701

.AMsrrian

.AlUo TMiameni, " Old Testament

"

.Augsburg Confession

.Authorised Version (of the English Bible)
J. If. Baldwin. DuMonary of PhOooophy
and PoyekdLooy, 3 vols, m 4, New York,

O. Bardenhewer, (huhichU der aUktrcK-
UeKen lAtUratur, 2 vob., Freiburg, 1902

O. Bardenhewer, Patrotogie^ 2d ed., Frei-
burg, 1901

The DieHonary Hitloneai and CriHoal of
Mr. Peter Bayle^ 2d ed., 5 vols., London,
175U-ftA

i

Bouquet. Boaml

Bower, Popoo, .

.

BQB.

BRO
Quit
«»» /

Giimer iluleurs t

Ckron
I Chron.
II Chnm
C!0

CIL

C!8

cod.
tod, ThMl
CoL
epi.. cols. .

.

ConJ
Iter.
ncor.....
COT
COR.

Corvue inoerip^ionntm LolinanifM, Berlin,

.codex
eodox Theodooianue
.Epistle to the Coloasians
column, columns
Con/essiofiM, ** Confessions "

First Epistle to the Corinthiana
Second Epistle to the Corinthiana
SeeSehrader
The Churdi Quarloriy Bofriow, London,
1875 sqq.

CB.

Creighton,
Papacy

,

C8C0

C8BL

CSHB
Currier. Bdigiom

Ordere
D
Dan.

DB,

DCA.

DCB,

Dca.

Dent
Dsvtr. in.
DOQ

DNB,

Driver. Inirodue
tion

E.

BB,

Bed,

Eceles
Ecdua
ed
Eph
Bpiet
Ersch and Qm

ber. BneyHo
pddie

E. V

Eaek.
faso..
Fr...

Friedrich, £D.
Gal

Gams, 8erie9
epioeoporwn .

Gee and Hardy
Documante ..

.

Germ
GOA GotUnaiet^ Gdehrte Ameioen, GAttingen,

1824 sqq.
E. Gibbon, Hidcry of the Dedine and

"~ ^"**
I Bury, 7 vola., London, 1896-1900

t Gre
•

Gross, 8ouree9,

Greek
, Gross. The Soureee and Literature of
^^HBM^ Hiatory ... to I486, London,

Hab. '.Habakkuk
H«dd&B aim! r^ ^' Haddan and W. Stubbs, CouneOe
^^SLcnum^l o^ BedeeiaeHad DoeumenS RdaHngmubbe, COW.K ^ g^^ ^^^^^ ^^ Irdand, 3 vola!.*^

I Oxfoid, 1869-78



zvi LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

Hot.

Hag
Harduin, Con-

diia

Hamaek, Dogma

-

Hamaok, I«tt«ra-
tur

Hsuek, KD

Hauok-Heraog,
RB.

Heb ^
Hebr Hebrew

Hefele,C<mn/ten>-
oeschichte

Refers to patrutic worke on heredes or
heretics, TertuUian's De nraaeripUone,
the Pro§ haireteiM of Irencua, the
Panarion of Epiphanius, etc

J. Harduin, CaneUiorum eotttcHo regia
maxima, 12 vols., Paris, 1715

A. Hamack, Hiatory of Dogma . . . froim
the Sd Otrman edition, 7 vols., Boston,
1895-1900

A. Hamack, OescAtdUs der altehrieUidten
LiUeratur hia EuMbiua, 2 vols, in 3,
Leipeio, 1893-1904

A. Hauck, KirehenonehiehU Drntieeh-
lands, vol. i., Leipsic, 1904; vol. ii.,

1900: vol. ill.. 1906; vol. iv., 1903
Roalenekylop^ie /Qr proleatanHaehe The-

oloffiB und Kirehe, founded by J. J.
HersofLSd ed. by A. Hauok, Leipeic,

Epistle to the Hebrews

Heimbueher.Or-
den und Kon-
gregationen. .

.

Helyot, OrdrtB
manaatiquee. .

.

Henderson, Z>oo>
umenta

C. J. von Hefele. ConciliefiffstcAMAls. con-
tinued by J. HersenrOther, vols. L-vi.,
viu.-ix, Freiburg, 1883-93

M. Heimbucher. Die Orden und Kongre-
gaUonen der kaAoliedien Kireke, 2d ed.
3 vols., Paderbom. 1907

P. Helyot, Hietoire dee ordree monae-
Hquee, rdigieiut et milHaina, 8 vols.,
Paris, 1714-19; new ed., 1839-42

E. F. Henderson, Sded Hiatoriad Docu-
menu of the Middle Agea, London, 1892

Hist History, niatoire, hieloria

Wimt 4M.J i Bietofia eodeeiaaHea, eedeeim, " Church^*****
1 History"

Horn HomUia, homUiai, " homily, homiUea "
Hos. Hoeea
Isa. Isaiah
Ital Itl^H^n

J Js
JA Ji

Jacobus, ,

"*

Dictionary. ...

JbB4,BRG...

Jafftf, Begeata. .

JA08.

JBL.,

JB

JE

Jc

'Ti

The combined narrative of the Jahvist
(Yahwist) and Elohist

Jer. Jeremiah
jFIavius Josephus. "Antiquities of the
1 Jews

"

Josephus, Avion . Flavins Josephus, " Against Apion "

Josephus, Life, . . Life of Flavius Josephus
Josephus, War. . . Flavius Josephus, " The Jewish War "
Josh Joshua

Josephus, Ant .

rpTi SJahrbllcher fikr proCsslanlisc^ TKeAog/ie,•'^^
1 _Leip8ic 1876 sqq.

Jet
"

JQB,

JBAB

JTS
Julian, Hynk'

ndUigy
KAT
KB
KD
KL,

. » sqq.
The Jeunah QuarieHy Review, London,

1888 sqq.
Journal of the Royal Aaiatie Society, Lon-

don. 1834 saa.

d

KrOger, Hietory

Krumbacher,
OeachichU

Labbe, Concilia

Lam
Lanigan, Bed.
mat

. Lamentations
i
J. Lanigan. Ecdeaiaatical Hietory of Ire-

^ ISth Century, 4 volt., Dub-
(J. Lanigan. E
< land to the .

\ lin. 1829
Lat Latin, Latinised

f^Lev
Liehtenbeiger,
BSB

Lorens, DQQ ..

LXX
I Mace
II Mace
Mai, Nova eol-

lecUo
Mai

nova eoU-

Mann, Popea . .

.

Manai, ConeUia.

Matt.

Legea^ Legum
Leviticus
F. Liehtenberger, Bntydopidie dee ad-

eneea rdigieueea, 13 vols., Paris, 1877-
1882

O. Lorens. DeuteMande OeechidUaqud-
len tm MitteUdter, 3d ed., Berlinri887

.The Septuagint

. I Maccabees

.II Maccabees
(A. Mai, Scriptorum veterum ..

\ lectio 10 vols., Rnne, 1825^38

JR. C. Mann. I^M^st qf the Popea in tke
Body Middle Agea, London, 1902 sqq.

O. D. Mansi, Sanctorum condliorum
eoUectio nova, 31 vols., Fk>renoe and
Venice, 1728

Matthew
Monumenia Oermania hietoriea, ed. Q. H.

Peril and others, Hanover and Ber-
lin, 1826 sqq. The following abbreviA-
tiona are used for the sections and
subsections of this work: Ant., Antioui-
taiea, "Antiquities"; AueL ant., Aue-
fores anti^iaeimi, " Oldest Writen ";

Chron, fffun.. Chronica minora, " Lessn
Chronicles "; Dip., Diplomata, " Di-
plomas, Documento"; BpiaL, Bpie-
talm, ''Lettera"; Oeet. ponL Rom.,
Oeeta nonHfLntim Romantarunt^ ** TUmAtk

MGH.

Mie.

Milman, LcUin
Chriatianity .

.

Mirbt, QueUen.

MPG.

MPL.

Bfioao

H. H. Mihnan, Hietory of Latin Chrie-
tianity, Induding that of the Popae to
. . . Nieholaa K., 8 vols., Lcmdoo,
1860-61

C. Mirbt, QueOen tur Oeachiehte dee Papat-
tuma und dee r&mieehen Katholieiameu,

TQbingen, 1901
J. P. Mine, Patrologite curaua eompletua,

aerieeGr€Bea, 162 vols., Paris, 1857-66
J. P. Migne, ratnlogia eureua eompletua,

eerieaLoHnea, 221 vols., Pkris, 1844-^
MS., MSB Manuscript, Manuscripto

Muretori, Scrip- j L. A. Muretori, Rerum Itdlioarum senp-
forei 1 fores, 28 vols., 1723-61

( Neuee AnMv der OeeaUachaft fOr HUere
NA < deutache Oeaehichtakunde, Hanover,

( 1876 sqq.
Nah Nahum
n.d. no date of publication

KntLnAmw r%ri». \^ Ncandcr, General Hietory of th^ Chrie-

tiSn^hkSS^\ **^^ R^^Ufion and Church, 6 vols., andhan Church.
. ^ ^^^ Boston, 1872-81

Neh Nehemiah
R. P. Nioeron. Mimoirea pour earmr h

Vhiatoire dee hommee Uluetria . . . , 43
vols., Paris, 1729-45

Nieeron, Mi-
moirea

Nielsen, Papacy

.

NKZ
Nowack, ArchA-

ciogia

F. K. Nielsen, History of the Pap
the Nineteenth Cerdury, 2 vols.. New

- York, 1906
Mfnvw^M P<.«w,^ i F. Nippold, The Papacy in the NineteenthNippold, Papacy. CenU^, New YofkT 1900

Neue kirchliche Zeitachrift, Leipde, 1890

W. Nowack, Lehrbuch der hdbrdiachen
ArehAdogie, 2 vols., Freiburg, 1894

n.p no place of publication

The Nicena and Poat-Nicena Fathera, Isi
series. 14 vols.. New York. 1887-«2; 2d
series. 14 vob.. New York, 189(>-1900

New Testament, Novum Teetamentum,
Nouveau Teetament, Neuea Teatament

Num Numben
Ob Obadiah

NPNF.,

N.T.,
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PUtina, PopM

Potthast,

I'

rk a n i Ordo mneU BrnmUeU, '* Order of St.
0>a.B.

j Benedict"
O.T Old Testament
OTJC See Smith
P Priestly document

( L. Pastor, The Hiatary of the Popee from
Pastor, PofMt. ..< Ihe Cloee o! the MvidU Agee, 8 vols.,

( London. 18Q1-1008

OBJ j Patree eedeaia AngUeana^ ed. J. A. Giles,^^^ 1 34 vob..Londoiv 1838-46
PEP Palestine Ehcploration Fund
I Pet First Emstle of Peter
n PM Second £{>istle of Peter

( B. Platina, lAvee of the Popeefrom . . .

Oreoory Vtl. to , . , Paul It., 2 vob.,
Ixmdon, n.d.

Pliny, Hiai. fia<...Pliny, Hietoria naturalie
m^^ K A. Potthast, Bihtiotheea hUioriea medii^^rJ fgj^ Weovmeer dtarch die Omchichte-

r werke, Berlin, 1806
Prov Proverb*
Pa Psalms
DQDj iProeeedinot of the Sodeiy of Biblieal^^^^ 1 ArefceoJow, London, 1880 eqq.
q.v., qq.v auod iqtut)tndet " which see "

n.«k-« r>,*m^ |I^ 0° Kanke, Hietory of the Popee,Ranke. Pop«. .
. { 3 vols., London, 1906

RDM Revue dee deux mondee, Paris, 1831 sqq.
RE See Hauck-Hersos
Reich, DocM- j E. Reich. Select DoeumenU lUuetraHno Me-

metUa ( diiBwd and Modem Hietory, London, 1005
RBJ Revue dee Studee fuivee, Paris, 1880 sqq.

n«tik«nr irn ^F.'W.netiheTg,K%rehenoee<^iditeDeut$chr'
Rettbeig. KD. .

. 1 j^^ 2 vols., Gfittingen. 184^-48
Rev Book 01 Revelation

Revue de Vhietoire dee religione, Paris,
1880 Boq.

E. C. Richardson, Alphabetical Subject In-
dex and Index Bncydopaedia to Period-
io(d Artidee on ReTigion, 1890-99, New
YorkTlOO?

A. L. Kichter, Lehrbuch dee katholiedien
und evangdiedien Kirehenrechte, 8th
ed. by W. KahL Leipsic, 1886

EL Robinson, BibUoal Reeearchee in
PaUeUne, Boston, 1841. and Later
BMiod Reeearchee in Paleetine, 3d ed.
of the whole, 3 vols., 1867

J. H. Robinson, Readinge in European
Hietoru^ 2 vols., Boston. 1004-06

J. H. Robinson, and C. A. Beard, Develop-
ment cfModem Europe, 2 vols., Boston,
1007

.Epistle to the Romans
jjyp S Revue de ^Uologie et de phUoeophie,...........

y Tjausanne, 1873
R.y Revised Version (of the English Bible)
eme emeulum, ** oentunr

"

I Sam I Samuel
nSam II Samuel

Sitmniubenchte der Berliner Ahademie,
Berlin. 1882 sqq.

,F. Max Mdller and others. The Sacred
BBS - Booke of the Baet, Oxford, 1870 sqq.,

I vol. xlviii.. 1004

RHR

Rtcnardson, En^
eydopaedia. .

.

Rtditer, Kirthen'
redU

Robinson, Re-
eearchee, and.
Later Re-
eearchee

Robinson. Euro-
pean Hietory. .

Robinson and
Beard, Afodem
Europe

Rom

8BA

8BOT

Sdiafr. ChrieUan
Chttnh

Sahail. Creeds. .

.

COT..

BAndfBr,KAT.

KB...

BehOrer,
Oeeehiehle.

Sacred Booke of ihe Old Teetament (" Rain-
bow Bible "), Leipsic, London, and
Baltimore, 1804 sqq.

P. Schaff, Hietory of the ChrieUan ChurOi,
vols, i.-iv., vi., vii^ New York,1882-02,
vol. v., 2 parts, by D. S. Schaff, 1007-10

P. Schaff. The Creede of Chrietendom,
8 voU., New York, 1877-84

E. Sohrader, Cuneiform Inecriptione and
the Old Teetament, 2 vols., London,
1885-88

£. Sehrader, Die Keilinechriften und doe
AUe Teetament, 2 vols.. BerUn, 1002-03

E. Sehrader, Keiline<^irifaiche Bibliothek,
6 vols.. Berlin, 1880-1001

E. SchQrer, Oeechichte dee jUdiechen
VoUeee im Zeitalter Jeeu Chrieti, 4th ed.,
3 vols.. Leipsic. 1002 sqq.; Eng. transl., 5

, vols.. New York, 1801
Script Seriptoree, " writers "

Serivener, ( F. H. A. Scrivener, Introduction toNew Tee-
IntrodueHon . . \ lament Critieiem, 4th ed., London. 1804

Sent Sentential ** Sentences "

S. J Soeietae Jeeu, ** Society of Jesus "

8MA. ( Sitaungeberidite der MUnchener Akor-
I demi«, Munich. 1860 sqq.

8.mth. Ki^v..\^-g%^t:^^i:^^'^<-^^ <»

Smith, or/c...

Smith. Propheta..

Smith, Rel. of
Sem

S. P. C. K.

S.P.G....

W. R. Smith, The Old Teetament in the

Jewish Churdi, London, 1802
W. R. Smith, Propheta of lerael ... to

the Eighth Century, London, 1805
.W. R. Smith, Religion of the Semitea,

London, 1804
Society for the Promotion of Christian
Knowledge

Society for the Propagation of the Gospel
in Forei^ Parts

sqq and following
Strom Stromata, " Misoellanies "

S.V sub voce, or sub vcrbo
Swete, introduc- \ H. B. Swete, Introduction to the Old Tea-

tion ( lament in Greek, London, 1000
Syr Syriac
Tluttoherand (O. J. Thatcher and E. H. McNeal, A

McNeal,&>uroe-< Source Book for Mediaval Hietory,
Book i New York, 1005

I Thees First Epistle to the Thessalonians
II Thees Second £i>istle to the Thessalonians

ThT

Tillemont,
moiree..

I Tim

MS-

TQ.

TS.,

TSBA.

TSK...

TV.

Ugolini, Theaau-

Thedooiadie Tijdechrift, Amsterdam and
Leyden, 1867 sqq.

L. S. le Nain de Tillemont, Mimoirea
. . . ecdiaiaatumea dee eix premiere
eOclea, 16 vols., Paris. 1603-1712

First Emstle to Timothy
II Tim Second Epistle to Timothy

( TheUogiacher Jahreabericht, Leipsic, 1882-
TJB < 1887, Freiburg, 1888, Brunswick, 1880-

I 1807, BerUn, 1808 sqq.
Tob Tobit

Theologieche Quartalaehrift, TQbingen.
1810 sqq.

J. A. Robinson, 7*«xls and Studiee,
Cambridge, 1801 sqq.

Tranaactiona of the Society of Biblical
Ardimology, London, 1872 sqq.

Theologieche Studien und Krittken, Ham-
burg, 1826 sqq.

Texte und Unterauchungen tur Oeachidite
der alidirietlichen LitUratw, ed. O. von
Gebhardt and A. Hamack, Leipsic,

. 1882 sqq.
B. Ugounus, Theaaurua anOquitatum

aacrarum, 34 vob., Venice, 1744-60
V. T Vetue Teatamentum, Vieux Teetament, "Old

Testament "

W. Wattenbach, Deuiachlanda Geachichta-
quellen, 5th ed., 2 vols., BerUn, 1885;
6th ed., 1803-04; 7th ed., 1904 sqq.

J. Wellhausen, Reate arabiachen Heiden"
tuma. Berlin, 1887

I J. Wellhausen, Prolegomena tur Qeaehiehte
^ laraeU, 6th ed.. Berlin, 1005, Eng.

transl.. Edinbun^, 1885
Zeitackrift fiir AaayrU^ogie, Leipric,

1886-88. BerUn, 1880 sqq.

T. Zahn, Einleitung in daa Neue Teeta-
ment, 3d ed., Leipsic 1007; Eng. transl..
Introduction to the New Testament, 3
vols., Edinburgh. 1000

T. Zahn, Oeechichte dee neuteatament-
lichen Kanona, 2 vols.. Leipsic. 1888-02

Zeiiechrift fOr die altteatamenUiche Wia-
aenechaft, Giessen, 1881 sqq.

ZeitechriftfUr detUachea AUerthum und deut-
ache Literatur, BerUn, 1876 sqq.

Zeiiechrift der deutechen morgenl&ndiachen
Oeaella<haft, Leipsic, 1847 sqq.

ZeiUchrift fUr deuteche PhUolcgie, Halle.
1860 sqq.

Zeitedirift dee deutethen PalAatina^Ver-
eine, Leipsic, 1878 sqq.

Wattenbach,
DOQ

Wellhausen,
Heidentum. .

.

Wellhausen,
Prolegomena..

ZA

Zahn,EinUi-
tung

Zahn, Kanon.,

ZATW
ZDAL

ZDMO
ZDP..,

ZDPV.
1

Zech Zechariah
2Seph Zephaniah

{Zeiiechrift far die hiatoriadte Theologie,
ZHT published successively at Leipsic,

Hamburg, and Gotha, 1832-75
Zeita<hrift fUr KirchengeechicfUe, Gotha,ZKG..

ZKR.

ZKT.,

ZKW...

ZNTW.

ZPK....

ZWT.

1876 sqq
Zeitachrift far Kirchenreeht, BerUn, TQ-

bingen. Freiburg, 1861 sqq.
Zeitedirift fUr katholiache Theologie, Inns-

bruck. 1877 sqq.
Zeiteehrift fur kirddiche Wiaaenaehaft und

kirdUichea Ld>en, Leipsic. 1880-80
ZeitachTxft far die neutealamentliche Wia-

aenadCaft, Giessen. 1000 sqq.
Zeitackrift fOr Proteetantiemue und Kirche,

Eriangen. 1838-76
Zeitedirift far wiaaenachaftliche Theologie,

Jena. 1858-60. HaUe, 1861-67, Leipdo,
1868 sqq.
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The foUowlng system of tnuuUtentlon has been used for Hebrew:
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ENCYCLOPEDIA OF RELIGIODS KNOWLEDGE

REUSCH, reish, FRANZ HEINRICH: German
Old Catholic; b. at Brilon (78 m. n.e. of Cologne)

Dec. 4, 1825; d. at Bonn Mar. 3, 1900. He was ed-

ucated at the universities of Bonn (1843-45), Tu-
bingen, and Munich (1845-47), and the seminary
of Cologne (1848-49) ; he was ordained to the priest-

hood in 1849, chaplain of St. Alban's at Cologne
until 1853, when he returned to Bonn as lecturer

in the theological seminary there, and in 1854 be-

came privat-docent in the Roman Catholic theo-

logical faculty of the university of the same city.

In 1858 he was appointed associate professor of Old-
Testament exegesis, and three years later became
full professor, while in 1873-74 he was rector of the

imiversity. The Vatican Council of 1870 marked
an epoch in the life of Reusch, after he had already

written his commentaries on Tobit (1857) and Eo-
clesiasticus (1861), as well as a Lekrhuch der Einr

leUung in das AUe Testament (1859) and Bibel und
Natwr^ Varlesungen aber die mosaische Urgesckichte

und ihr Verhdltnis zu den Ergebnissen der Natwr-

forschung (1862). As a theologian he had taken a
position with the Hberal wing of the Roman Catho-
lics, as evidenced by his editorship of the Theologi-

sches LiUeraturblaU from 1866 to 1877. His refusal

to subscribe to the declaration of papal infallibility,

however, caused him to be suspended and excomr
mimicated, and he then took an active part in or-

ganizing the Old Catholic Church, being made gen-

eral vicar by Reinkens, and also acting as pastor of

the Old Catholic congregation at Bonn. With the

abolition of the requirement of celibacy in his de-

nomination in 1878, Reusch resigned his offices,

though he continued to give instruction in religion,

as well as to conduct occasional services and to hear

confessions.

His change of confession turned Reusch from Old-

Testament exegesis to the history of the Roman
Catholic Church after the Reformation. Here be-

long, accordingly, his Luis de Leon und die spanische

Inquisition (1873), Der Prozess Golileis und die

Jesuiten (1879), and, above all, his Index der ver-

botenen BOcher (2 vols., 1883-85). Together with

J. J. I. von DoUinger (q.v.) he published the Sdbst^

biograpkie des Kardinals Bellarmin (1887) and the

Geschichte der Moralstreitigkeiten in der rdmisch-

katholischen Kirche seit dem sechzehnten Jakrhundert

(2 vols., 1889), and after Dollinger's death he ed-

ited his Brie/e und Erfddrungen Ober die vatikanir

schen DekreU (1890) and Kleinere Schriften (X890).

X.—

1

During this latter period of his life Reusch also

wrote, besides numerous briefer contributions. Die
deutschen Bischd/e und der Aberglaube (1879) and
BeHrdge zur Geschichte des Jesuitenordens (1894),
while his last work was his Brie/e an Bunsen von
rdmischen KardinOlen und Prdlaten {1818-37) mit
Erlduterungen (1897). (L. K. Goetz.)

Biblxoorapht: L. K. Ooetz. Fratu Heinrich Reusch 18t5~
1900, Qotha, 1901; J. F. von Sohulte, Der AUkathoHcia-
mua, Giessen, 1887; J. Mayor, FratiM Heinrich Reuach^
Cambridge, 1901; Vigouxoux, Dictionnaire, fasc. xxxiv.
1078-79.

REUSS, reis, EDUARD GUILLAUME EUGENE:
Biblical scholar; b. at Strasbui^ July 18, 1804; d.

there Apr. 15, 1891. His preliminary studies were
pursued at the gymnasium of his native city, during
which his bent was developed for accurate scholar-

ship; he continued work first at the University of

Strasbui^, where his dissertation De statu literarum

theologicarum, per scBcula VII. et VIII. was written

(1825), after which he went to Gdttingen and later

to Halle and Jena, and finally to Paris, where he
worked under Sylvestre de Sacy. In 1828 he be-

came privat-docent in the Protestant seminary at

Strasbuig, in 1829 licentiate in theol(^y with the

thesis De libris Veteris Testamenti apocryphiSf ex-

traordinary professor in 1834, professor in 1836,

and he,entered the theological faculty in 1838. Dur-
ing the rest of his activity there he held many offices

of importance and influence.

Reuss did not permit himself to engage in a wide
field of research, and had no interest in either dog-
matic or practical theology, while he preached only

three times. Philosophic speculation also had no
attraction for him, and he confined his efforts to

Biblical science, in which he evinced the talents of a
historical investigator, showing patience in pur-

suing details and diligence in collecting facts. An
illustration of this is the fact that he projected his

work on the history of the Old Testament as early

as 1834 but issued it only in 1881 (OeschichU der

heiligen Schriften des Alten Testaments^ Brunswick).
Graf was one of his students and was influenced by
him in the line of work carried on by himself and
further developed by Kuenen and Wellhausen. A
like importance attaches to his work on the New
Testament, his original edition of Die Geschichte der

heUigen Schriften Neuen Testaments appearing in

Brunswick, 1842 (6th ed., 1887; Eng. transl.. Hist,

of the Sacred Scriptures of the N. T., Edinburgh,
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1884), in subsequent editions growing greatly in sise,

comprehensiveness, and completeness. His general

attitude had some connections with the TQbingen

.

school, but was much more opnservatiyQ. ;^ib*.$iStf

'

liotheca Npvi JTealeiTicftKlGr^* (l87^X^th£ rtibiflt-

of tV<ml3lt2iDea2p^of.iii4^q^ toil.* ' 'Hu work as a
teach^ wAs no lesd cSBTective than his literary labors,

fitting his teachings to the needs of his students, and
eschewing the merely pedantic, and he lectured in

both Freaoch and Qcrman. The results of his first

lectures in French was a demand for the printing

of his work, and this ended in his Hist, de la thioloffie

chritienne au sihde apoatolique (2 vols., Strasburg,

1852; Eng. transl., Hist, of Christian Theology in

the Apostolic Age, 2 vols., London, 1872-74). Other
works which may be noted are Die johanneische

Theologie (Jena, 1847); Hist, du canon des saintes

icrUures dans Viglise dtriHenne (Paris, 1863; Ekig.

transl., Hist, of the Canon of the Holy Scriptures in

the Christian Church, Edinburgh, 1884); La Bible,

traduction nouveUe avec introductions et commentaires

(16 vols., Paris, 1874-81); Notitia codicis quatuar

evangeliorum OrcBci (Cambridge, 1889); and a
laige number of luminous contributions to the

Revue de thiologie (1850-67) and to other period-

icals. He also collaborated in the complete edition

of Calvin's works (see Calvin, John, Bibliography),

for which he fumiished the prol^omena.
(P. LOBSTEIN.)

BxBLioaRAPBT: R^uas' oorrespondenoe, ed. K. Budde and
H. J. Holtimann, appeared at Giessen, 1004. Consult:
T. Qerold, Eduard Beuu, 1804-01, Stnabunst 1802; idem,
Bdouard ReuM. Notice biographiquet Faria, 1807; A.
Groti, in Vie chrHienne^ May, 1801; H. Holtimann, in

ProteatatUiaehe Kirehetueitung, 1801, pp. 386-303; P.
Lobetein, in EvanoUe et libertS, 1801, nos. 20-23; idem,
in Revue chritienne, viii (1801). 481^*87; J. H. W. Stucken-
beis, in Homiletic Review, zziii (1802), 81-82; C. A.
BrigBB, Oeneral Introduction to the Study of Holy Scripture,

passim. New York, 1800; Vigourouz, Dietionnaire, fasc.

xodv. 1070-1080.

REUTER, rei'ter, HERMANH FERDINAIID:
German Lutheran; b. at Hildesheim Aug. 30, 1817;
d. at Kreiensen (35 m. s.w. of Brunswick) Sept. 17,

1889. He was educated at the imiversities of G<5t-

tingen (1837-38) and Berlin (1838-40), and in 1843,

after having published his De error^ms qui cetate

media doctrinam christianam de sanda eucharistia

turpaverunt (Berlin, 1840) and Johannes von Salis-

bury: zur Geschichte der christlichen Wissenschaft

(1842), he began as privat-docent his lectures at
Berlin, which were eventually to range over the

entire domain of the historical theology of the time.

In 1845 he published at Berlin the first volume of

his Oeschichte Alexander des Dritten und seiner Zeit,

which he later entirely rewrote (3 vols., Berlin,

1860-64). In 1852 he became associate professor

at Breslau, where he lectured primarily on church
history, though he also gave courses in systematic

theology. During this period, besides editing the

AUgemeines Repertorium fUr die theologische LUr
teratur, of which he was the head from 1845 to 1860,

he published hib Abhandlungen zur systematischen

Theologie (Berlin, 1855). Immediately after the
publication of this collection Reuter was called to

Greifswald as professor of theology. He now
began te restrict himself more and more to sym-
boUcsy the results being shown in his Ueber die

EigenthUmUchkeit der sitOichen Tendenx des Pro-
(estantismus im VerhdUnis turn KathoUtismuM
(Greif&wfldd, 1869).

; /Jn-ld^ Reuter returned to Breslau as professor

'of church histoiy. Pursuing the theme already be-

gun in his history of Alexander III., he wrote his

Oeschichte der rdigidsen AufklOrung im Mittdalter

vom Ende des achten Jahrhunderts bis sum Anfang
des vierzehnten (2 vols., Berlin, 1875-77). In 1876
he was called to Gdttingen as the suooessOT of

Duncker. Here he was appointed abbot oi Burs-

felde in 1881, having been a consistoiial councilor

at Breslau since 1869. In 1887 he issued his Auj^ux-

tinische Studien (Gotha, 1887), and in the same
year received, in honor of his seventieth birthday,

the KirchengeschichtUdie Studien of T. Brieger, P.

Tschackert, T. Kolde, F. Loofs, K. Mirbt, and his

son, A. Reuter (Leipsic, 1888). Reuter also con-
tributed largely to theological periodicals, especially

to the ZKG, of idiich he was one of the founders.

(T. KOLDB.)
Bibuoorapbt: Worie geeproehen on dem Sarge dee Frofe*-

eore Hermann Reuter, Gotha, 1880; T. Briefer, in ZKO,
vol. xi.

REUTER, QuiKlnuS: German Reformed; b.

at Mosbach (20 m. e. of Heidelberg) Sept. 27, 1558;

d. at Heidelberg Mar. 22, 1613. He was educated
at the SapienzkoUegium, a theological institution

in Heidelberg, and when the Reformed were dis-

missed from it in 1577 by the Lutheran Louis VI.,

he received a scholarship at the Dionysianum, an
institute for indigent scholars. In the following

year (1578) he accepted a call to Neustadt. In 1580

he went to Breslau as the tutor of the eldest son of

Andreas Dudith, whom he succeeded in winning

over completely to Reformed views. He qiiickly

became the confidant of Dudith, whose Orationes he
published posthumously (Offenbach, 1590). Dur-
ing his residence in Breslau, Reuter is said to have
written his De signiftcatione cometarum, but eariy in

1582 he was recaJled by John Casimir to Neustedt.

He did not, however, leave Breslau until the end of

Mar., 1583. His teacher Ursinus had died on the
sixth of the same month, and at the suggestion of

Dudith Reuter edited the works of Ursinus (3 vols.,

Heidelberg, 1612).

Renter's initial duties in Neustadt were teaching

and preaching. He was soon appointed third pas-

tor at Neustadt, and in 1584 was the opponent of

Jakob Gryn»us in the disputation between the Lu-
therans and Reformed. Soon after he became
teacher at the Psdagogium, and in the same year
was made pastor at Bensheim, while in 1587 he was
called to the pastorate of Neuhausen near Worms.
Three years later he was appointed second teacher

at the SapienskoUegium, but in 1593 became the

pastor of the Reformed chureh in Speyer. In 1598
he succeeded Parens as ephor of the SapienzkoUe-

gium. Four years later he was appointed professor

of Old-Testament theology at Heidelberg, a posi-

tion which he retained until his death. Reuter was
the author of Censura catecheseos HeideBbergensis

diatriba de ubiquitate; Tractatus de ecdesia; Aphor-
ism* theotogici de vera rdigione; De cuUu Dei not-

urali; De lege morali non abrogata; Utrum inter

ecdesiam Lutheranam et pontifidam sit speranda
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canjunctio; De rrformatiane ecdesiw; and a com-
mentary on Obadiah. (J. Schnbidbb.)
Bibuoobapht: The original aouroe ia an oration by Simon

Steniua JHued in 1613. Dependent upon this are: P.

Frefaer, Theatrum vtrorwn darorum, 2 voIb.» Nurembeis,
1888; M. Adam, Viim darorum virorumt pp. 390 sqq.,

Frankfort, 1706; C. G. J6cher, OMehrtenrLexikon, 10

vob., Bremen. 1750-87; J. Schwab, Qvatyor weculorttm

rtctonim in aeademia, Heidelberg, 1786; ADB, xzxviii.

32&-329.

RBUTERDAHLy rei^ter-dol, HBNRIK: Swe-
dish archbishop; b. at Malmd (20 m. s.e. of Copen-

hagen) Sept. 10, 1795; d. at Upsala June 29, 1870.

After completing his education at the University of

Lund, he became, in 1817, docent at the theolog-

ical seminary at the same dty, associate adjunct

in the theological facility in 1824, and prefect of

the seminary in 1826. Several years later he was
made first adjunct of theology, was appointed chief

librarian of the university in 1838, fidl professor of

theology in 1844. With all his duties Reuterdahl

found time for literary pursuits. Together with

J. H. Thomander, Beigquist, and others, he founded

the " Theological Quarterly " in 1827, and in 1838

published the first volume of his Svenska kyrkana

Mstoria (3 vols., Lund, 1838-63), a work in which
the ecclesiastical material is obscured by details of

secular politics, though its author's careful investi-

gation of original sources renders it important for

future investigators. In 1844 Reuterdahl was
elected deputy to the diet for the theological sem-
inary, and was repeatedly reelected, even after be-

ing appointed provost of the cathedral at Lund in

1845. He was minister of religion, 1852-^, and
in this capacity sought forcibly to prevent any de-

fections from tiie Swedish church through sectarian

movements, thus arousing considerable opposition.

In 1855 Reuterdahl was chosen bishop of Lund,
and in the following year was appointed arehbishop

by the king, as well as prochancellor of the Univer-

sity oi Upsda. During his administration sweep-

ing reforms were carried out by Charles XV. in

1865, whereby the clergy ceased to form an estate

in the diet. Reuterdahl, reluctantly acquiescing,

beki the first general synod under the new order of

aflfairs in Sept., 1868. In the winter of 1869 severe

illness put an end to his public career.

(A. MlCHBUSBNt.)

RBVEL, ALBERT: Waldensian; b. at Torre Pel-

Koe (21 m. s.w. of Turin), Italy, Jan. 2, 1837; d.

at Florence Nov.— , 1888. He was educated at the

Waldensian college of his native place, at the theo-

logical school at Florence, and in the New Collie
(Free Chureh), Edinburgh; was ordained in 1861;

became professor of Latin and Greek literature in

the Waldensian collie at Torre Pellice, 1861, and
professor of Biblical literature and exegesis to the

Waldensian Chureh, Florence, 1870. He was the

author of UEpisUAa di S. Jacoho (Florence, 1868);

L'Epittda di S, ClemenU Romano d CorinU (1869);

AnHehUa bibliche (1872); Teoria dd cuUo (1875);

Le origini dd Papato (1875); Cenlo leeioni suUa
vita di Gtsu (1875); Storia leUeraria ddl* antico

TeMamento (Poggibonai, 1879); Manuale par lo

9tudio deOa Ungua dnwca (Florence, 1879) ; / Salmi;
vtrxione e eommerUo aopra i Salmi i.-^d. (1880); /Z

Nuovo TestamerUo, tradoUo 8ul Uato origiruUe (1881);

Le aetU ckiese ddV Asia Minore (1886) ; Enddopedia
ddle acieme Udogiche (1886); LetUratwra ebraiea (2

vols., Milan, 1888); and / seUe 8uggdli (Apoc, IV.-
VIL; Florence, 1890).

REVELATION.
Origin and Meaning (I 1).

Biblical History (I 2).

Dogmatic Hiatoiy (I 3).

Modem Method (I 4).

Sabjeotivism (I 6).

Depreciation of the Historical and Personal (I 6)*

Theory Based on the Bible and Positivism (I 7).

The Doctrine of the Word of Qod (I 8).

PhUosophic Adjustment of this View (I 9).

Revelation is the act of Cod in disclosing or com-
municating truth to the human soul. The concept

here becomes a subject of theological discussion as

a scientific technical expression. Doubtless it comes
from the Greek Bible (apokalypteint

X. Origin phaneroun, ddoun, gnoruein), where
and the variety of representation indicates

Meaning, that, as later in ^e language of prayer

and hymn, no fixedness of idea had
yet been reached. The idea embodied in the later

technical term was distinctly that of an act of God,
direct or indirect. Ecclesiastical Latin first pro-

vided definite form by laying down the term revdare,

with manifedare for narrower usage. With the

Christian era philosophy ceased to employ itself

exclusively with the concept of God; so religious

phenomena, and consequently also the idea of reve-

lation, were taken under consideration, especially

after the advent of the genus-concept of rdigiOf

which is not found in the Bible. With increasing

measure rdigio and revdare become twin-thoughts;

the idea of revelation became estranged from its

original historical ground and both were subjected to

comparative generalization and lifted to the rare at-

mosphere of abstraction. The utmost content com-
prehended in these conceptions may be denoted as

that which constitutes the ground of religion. The
variety of meanings is not improbably due to sub-

servience to expediency in theological system-build-

ing. Fundamental to all views is a making or

becoming manifest, whether the object enter within

the horison for the first time (either existing previ-

ously or coming into existence simultaneously), or

the removing of an impediment to its realization

(either without or within the recipient). By this

the conveyance of the description, originally re-

ceived by sensible appreciation, to the spiritual real-

ization is for the most part effected, if this also

mediates through sense. The process of revelation

presupposes consciousness for its object, and through

taking possession of intuition for the sphere of re-

ligion, there fall to revelation, as its content, the

actual or possible subjects of a religious character.

Thought on these points originated in connection

with the historical monotheism of the Bible. God
is represented as opening intercourse with men by

various means. Theophany or the ap-

2. Biblical pearance of angels alternates or com-
History. bines with speech. Miraculous events

assume the value of signs. Decisive

experiences of the people or of divinely appointed

persons are conceived as specially designed dis-

pensations of God. Prophecy comes to Uie front.
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retuing what resembles oracle (Urim and Thum-
min; q.v.)» and by the prophets God now sp^Jcs
directly to the people, llius the word coming from
God takes its authoritative place. In the immedi-
ate preXlThristian period, under the impression that

prophecy has been silenced, apocalyptic revelation

takes its place. Instead of continuous intercourse

with God there arises tradition with the dogma
of sacred Scripture and its inspiration, more and
more extraordinary, in representation. Depend-
ence upon Hellenism introduced the allegorical

method of interpretation. This dogma of Old-Tes-

tament Scripture was carried over for the estimar

tion and treatment of the New, with two points of

difference. First, the Jewish representation dealt

with reflection upon events in the past; the New
arose under the sense of a living intercourse with

God. Second, and more significant, Judaism di-

rects its inquiry to the transcendent God who con-

trols the world; the New Testament realizes more
intimately than in olden time the relation with Grod,

and this through the presence of the Holy Spirit.

In the fellowship of the risen Christ all are in the

most direct communion, as were the prophets. This

assurance is dependent on the knowledge of the

person of him who was sent by the only true God
(John xvii. 3). Jesus is more than prophet; he not
only speaks the word of God, but this was made a
human person in him, manifesting the invisible God.
What this person represents historically, is trans-

mitted and interpreted by the Spirit of God and
Christ in the hearts of believers. In this Christ are

all the treasures of wisdom but not their acquire-

ment, for redemption is the instrumental good.

Two elements, more distinct in thought than in

life, are contained in the New-Testament idea of the

Spirit of Christ in Christianity: the distinctive sig-

nificance of the historical fact named Christ; and
the immediate contact of every Christian with God

through his Spirit. The conception of

3. Dogmatic the former is identified with the re-

History, ceived account of it, and subsequently

with the Bible. With the completion

of the double canon of Scripture, the other element,

conscious possession, either had to lose itself in the

confirmation of crystallizing tradition, or aim to

sustain its independence by new productivity, which
it did in Montanism (q.v.) and Ecstasy (q.v.), or in

eclectic Biblicism or mysticism. In the next place,

the Chureh in awe of traditionalism fell a victim to

the confusion of dogma and revelation. This, to-

gether with the native equipment and training of

the Greek theologians, resulted in positing the op-

eration of revelation as the advancement of knowl-
edge, and the validity of such knowledge was to be
deduced from the idea of the supernatural mode of

transmission. In support was adduced, in depend-
ence upon Scripture, the proof of the Spirit and
power evidenced by the accordance of prophecy
with fulfilment and by miracle. This rented, in

the course of the Middle Ages, in the problem of the

relation of the reason to the materials of traditional

thought (see Scholasticism). Previously an ob-

servation of far-reaching consequence comes into

view. The mission to the Greeks was fond of fall-

ing back upon the philosophic and popular mono-

theism for a baas (A connection, and for a counter-

part to revelation. This gave rise to the assumption
of a revelation in all religions, even in the ethical,

and the claim was made for these remnants or rays

of. light, in behalf of the revealer or Logos, The
Reformation planting itself on the Bible destroyed

irremediably the assurance that chureh doctrine

and revelation coincide. Protestant orthodoxy in

the interest of dogmatism followed with the reen-

forcing dogma of the inspiration of an infaUible

text. The strain of attack drew out, on the part

of reason, the theory of an original revelation, of

the innate ideas, and of the two books of nature and
conscience. The period of the Enlightenment (q.v.)

brought forth the idea of a supernatural instruc-

tion as a supplement to a rational foundation given

in and with creation. A philosophic followed by a
literary criticism demolished the dogma of a mirac-

ulously constructed text. The supernatural in-

struction was said either to be substantially cor-

roborated by reason (Wolff), or to be a temporary
episode until rational knowledge was ripe and self-

sufficient (Semler, Lessing). Finally, the possibil-

ity itself of such a revelation comes to be challenged

(Reimarus), and ordinary rationalism presumes, on
the basis of deism, to have done with revelation as

superfluous, impossible, and unreal. Meanwhile,

earnest treatment of Scripture turns from the vaUd-
ity of dogma to the unity of Biblical history. Ro-
manticism (q.v.) instilled a reaction as to the value

and origin of religion. The mystical infusion is not
to be disregarded after Schleiermacher. To this

influence of psychological and anthropological em-
piricism only one more point of view has been added,
which may be termed ethnological empiricism.

Under its banner. Comparative Religion (q.v.) is

prosecuted, which is a statistic of religions with ret^

rospect of their origin and growth, which again in

respect of the study of the soiutses is denominated
history of religion, and on the basis of the evolu-

tionary h3rpot£esis is elaborated into a philosophy

of religion.

During the long period of orthodox thought the

concept of revelation served to insure an otherwise

inaccessible content. To remain certain that this

was received intact, the representation

4« Modem of the communication was wrought out
Method, without regard to the facts of historical

and individual personal life. Ecstasy

as the intermission of personal life is valid in the

strictest sense, and miracle as interruption is a
mark for the recognition of revelation, particularly

in rationalistic supematuralism (see Rationaxism
AND Supernaturausm), at the risk of losing a con-

tent, however, otherwise inaccessible. In straining

the point of the mode, the content was neglected,

with which, however, revelation originaUy started

out. The resulting modem movement has, in all

its variations, the observation of the human phe-
nomenal form of revelation in the forefront. The
problem presents itself in the relation of human
autonomy to divine operation, and further in tense

ethical subjectivism. This is most evident in the

consideration of prophecy. The matter of con-

tent, however, readily recedes into the background,
while the problem becomes epistemological because
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the content whose form of transmission is under

examination is itself spiritual. Within this anthro-

pocentrici exclusively earthly horizon two funda-

mentally distinct series of observation have found
room: one, the historical empiricism from Bengel

to Hegel, to the modem science of religion; the

other, the psychological, proceeding from " the

inner testimony of the Holy Spirit," through
Schleiermacher, to the agnostic m3rsticism of the

religion of the indeterminate or blank religiousness.

According to Aristotle (see Religion, Philobopht
of), the practical activity of reason consists in the

judgments of formal thought, from which results

the overestimation of coordinating abstractions and
of empty universal formal concepts.

5. Sab- Such a fate also befalls the considera-

jectivism. tion of the religious life from which
depends the understanding of revela-

tion. Employed by the imiversal concept of relig-

ion, revelation is either not imiversal and then not
essential to religion, or else remains as an insepa-

rable accompaniment. Theology presumes to find

in revelation the cause of religion, and the term
offers itself conveniently to denote that unknown
quantity through the effective entrance of which
into the soul-processes the appearance of religion

in the inner household may be explained. The
points of connection with the ideas of natural re-

ligion and revelation lie already at hand for the

correlation of these ideas. The axiom is assumed:
no revelation, no religion, whether in history or in

personal Hfe. What, however, is thus thought of as

revelation is compared throughout with the preva-

lent idea of religion according to psychological de-

termination. In this collation immediacy of the

religious relation or the original capacity for relig-

ious experience in every human being coalesces with

revelation. R. A. lipsius emphatically pronounces
mystical experience to be the vital center in relig-

ion and the essential in revelation. This experience,

however, is not a disclosure, since it gives rise to a
feeling never fully tangible to apprehension. Turn-
ing the thought around, it appears evident that re-

ligion, so far as its content is concerned, would never

get beyond the speaking of tongues. But the fun-

damental perception is everywhere at hand, wher-

ever the fact of religion is found in universal relig-

iousness fundamentally independent of history. Li

case this rehgiousness is found in connection with

an atheistic philosophy, it affords revelation even
without deity. The transfer of the ecclesiastical

technical expression to formal analogies observed

in other departments of life affords means for closer

comparison. Discoveries have been made, whether
by search or fortuitously, which have been desig-

nated revelations. The ingenious conception of the

thinker (especially of the artist), or vision, offers

itself as analogous to the flash of tiie religious spark.

If thought be not reinforoed by conviction, with

reference to the content of religion, from elsewhere,

namely, from the more seciirely grounded ethical

consciousness, or if the pious only experiences him-

self and the self-assigned relation to the non-ego,

then the fear arises that such revelation may be no
more than self-deception of the imagination, or pos-

sibly a universal strained representation, without

foundation in fact (Feuerbach). Against such a
subjectivistic dissection of the generalized concept

of revelation recourse from the abstract theory of

religion to comparative religion affords no relief.

There is, indeed, no little mention, in such presenta-

tions, of revelation underl3ring all religions, without

going into the concept of it. Nevertheless it is ad-

mitted (Thiele) that a class of religions of revela-

tion is to be abstracted; namely, those conscious

of the possession of revelations. Meanwhile there

remains for this consciousness, so long as religion

is assumed to be nothing else than becoming in-

wardly aware of an inevitable superior power,

nothing but the verdict that it is an imagery of the

fancy pertaining to psychological movements other-

wise explainable. If it is only a matter of influences

and their psychological exercise, then the specially

religious lies either in the content, or perhaps on
the side of the elaborating soid and its mode of ap-

prehension. In either case the special mediation

of religious operations drops out and with this also

the occasion for applying the notion of revelation.

If not set aside, its universalized use serves to

generalize the Biblical religions with the others, by
presenting them merely as particularly shaded
modes of the universal concept of religion.

This entire point of view is guilty of a deprecia-

tion of the historical. Schleiermacher was aware of

this when he declared ethics to be the book of forms
for histoiy, and histoiy to be the book of illustra-

tions for ethics; only it is to be borne

6. Depre- in mind that by ethics he meant the

ciation of formulation of the natural laws of so-

the Histor- cial life. The uniform laws, therefore,

ical and are essential; the variations of phe-

PersonaL nomena are secondary. So also as re-

gards the religious; they are varieties

similar in kind to the species of a genus. So far,

however, the introduction of the historical treat-

ment of religion does not alter the case. For if the

steps of religious movement are deduced not from
what is characteristic in religion, but from the prog-

ress of mental culture, the illumination of ethical

views, or the repletion of philosophical thought—in

short, from influences whose representations are in-

dependent of religion—then religion and its line of

development remain the same, namely, the ever

fundamentally invariable religiousness. Only its

reflex imagery in consciousness and its spiritual

elaboration vary. Consequently the standard for

judging these influences lies outside of the religious,

according to this position. In this connection also

appears, with some logical consequence, a departure

in the use of the concept of revelation. Originally

denoting an impulse giving rise to the fact of re-

ligion, its given historical connection leads to the

observation that religiousness in the strongly ex-

ercised becomes itself revealing upon the passively

susceptible. As these transmissions must fulfil

themselves in the active appropriation of impulses,

and their use is determined by influences from with-

out, these mediations must ultimately be of indif-

ferent importance or must act as inhibitions, just

as soon as religiousness becomes first-hand or orig-

inal. Inasmuch as this form of revelation again

removes itself from the field, all thought of a relig-
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ioua content communicated thereby can no longer

be entertained, or the unvarying consciousnees of

dependence continues to hold the groimd, remain-

ing fundamentally awry with respect to all indi-

vidual or historical supplementing. The concept of

revelation is consumed by the naked idea of causa-

tion. The reason is that the phenomena dealt with
are taken from the observation of things in general

without respect to the peculiarity oi personal life;

except that it is impossible to banish reflex imagery
from consciousness, although this receives treat-

ment only in accordance with the nature of those

phenomena. The main matter is not altered by
substituting for the differentiation of the class in

varieties the series of necessary development, i.e.,

for things coexistent things in succession. The re-

sultant ever remains the exercise of the unvarying
basis in religious consciousness. If this is as a mat-
ter of fact once conceded, its practical elaboration

or '' revelation," just as readily on an atheistic as a
pantheistic hypothesis, is oi itself understood.

In this way, the idea of revelation has become a
mere adjunct to that of religion, and with doubtful

advantage; for it serves partly to make prominent
the nativity of religion in every indi-

7. Theory vidual, and partly to describe in a
Based on vacillating manner the religion's recip-

the Bible rocal activity. In contrast, the idea

and has been positively remanded to its

Positivism, original field; i.e., for the historical life.

This has taken place in the name of the

Bible, on the part of the later Biblicists, and on the

ground that religion exists only in historical posi-

tivism (Ritschl). History is the department of

those facts which pertain to acting persons, their

practical conduct, and its effects. Here the setting

of aims or ends is a matter of fact. Room is af-

forded for the transactions of God apart from his

imiversal activity according to law. It may find

play in events, in the formal complexity of things,

or in the appointment of particular persons. Such
transaction invades effectively the whole; for the

receptive mind it is at the same time presentation.

It is to be called revelation by manifestation. In

reaction to the self-analysing intellectualistic con-

ception, revelation by divine act merely has ob-

tained acceptance (Hofmann). The question then

occurs, What raises a fact or group of facts in their

revealing value above doubt? Two answers are

possible: the one points to the imity of universal

design; the other to the admission that the reveal-

ing fact may not be satisfactorily deduced from
historical conditions. These considerations may
mutually support or may oppose each other. Both
result in recognizing in Jesus Christ the focus of

historical revcSation. That is to say, they will ad-

mit, as real revelation, only history determined
through him. Another path leads to this point. If

the personal life be held in view, its ethical quality

looms up as important, and so also, in connection

with the Bible, the fact of human sin. It throws
light upon the necessity of a special revelation, pro-

ductive ot the view that it is to be regarded as one
phase of the redemptive activity of God (Krauss).

As redemption appears to generalising thought in

the aspect of a particular form of revelation, so here

this appears as an instrumental effort of divine ac-

tivity for the conquest oi evil wrought by sin. Its

unique position within the comprehensive divine

activity becomes self-evident as well as character-

istic. However forcefully this special activity of

God in the manifestation of Christ is set fortii, it

yet falls subject, so far as it is presentative, to the
conceptual appropriation of man. Then the old

question reappears—^whence comes the warrant for

the corresponding conception and a reliable trans-

mission, if even this presentation constitutes an in-

dispensable part oi the redeeming act. Further,

how is certainty to be gained that God is acting and
making revelation in any other way than in his

univeraal worid-aotivity? Does not special history

dissolve on every hand into the stream of human
evolution in conformity with law? Within this, the

merely negative marics oi an undedudble content
of the fact or uniqueness of the personal manifes-

tation of Christ will not submit to proof. The tran-

scendence above nature and the revelation value of

the fact has become questionable. Here the most
recent critical movement has applied the fruits of

oriental study to the Old Testament.
The Bible places the word foremost among the

instruments of revelation. Word and act are not
exclusive in simple meaning or in human life. Word

is not without act; it may be a most
8. The forceful act, but wordless act is never
Doctrine revelation. Revelation has not to do

of the Word with an all-working power that must
of God. be provided with the word by the con-

templation of its impression on man
who has fallen under its influence; but it knows
the speaking God. God avails himself of human
thought and speech to make himself known and
his speech intelligible, so far as knowledge of him
is requisite for sinners to overcome by it sin and
death. How much, according to the Biblical mode
of thought, the divine act, for the sake of continu-

ing disclosure, is in need of the opening of the
mind to conceive and of the understanding to ex-
plain, is shown in that the incarnate Word attains

only to effective revelation by the aid of the Para-
clete. As indispensable as this instructive disclo-

sing activity may be, so positive is this effected

Word of revelation; it is not merely the inade-

quate expression of what is, according to its nature,

ineffable. Without hesitation this intuition so
obtained is regarded even to its very form of state-

ment as that designed and imparted by God con-
cerning himself and his will (I Cor. ii. 9-10). The
operation of God by his Spirit upon men is not lim-

ited to the generation of his Word; for it is the
comprehensive challenge, which caUs forth the re-

lation to him in all phenomenal forms: but the
formation of words belongs to it essentially. Such
influence of the Holy Spirit restricts itself not to
impulse and feeling; it makes requisition upon all

the forms of thought. The indwelling Spirit is not
thought of as a power operating externally upon the
conscious activities which mediate through the
senses. The characteristic figure within the hori-

zon of this circle is not the genius who founds sects,

but the prophet prepared for martyrdom; the mee-
senger oi liie word which laid a task upon him.
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This statement concerning a prbceas which inter-

relates manifestation and inspiration, the perma-
nent result of which is the word of God (C. J.

Nitssch; Rothe), produces itself as the expression

of present experience. Just as soon as the thread

of continuity is broken, as among the Jews after

the exile and in the poet-Apostolic Church, percep-

tion becomes readily darkened. That, however, not
merely its caput mortuum is present, is proved by
the experience that this word may by proxy repre-

sent the manifestation more effectively than the

manifestation itself, where there is a thorough ac-

tivity of the Spirit. This statement of the self-

revelation of God does not explain how religion

originated on the whole or primarily. The knowl-
edge concerning God, who may then be sought and
rediscovered in his world-activity, is presupposed
in all revealing action; the Bible knows nothing

concerning a monotheism discovered only in late

times. T^ fact of religion is presupposed for all

men, and not until the state of religious necessity

appears does revelation come under observation.

Revelation is fundamentally alwajrs the self-evi-

dencing of God for the recognition of him, and only

subsequenUy does it extend itself also to the cor-

relative. Wherefore, the knowledge of God has just

the opposite force, within these limits, of himianly
found and himianly conditioned thoughts concern-

ing the divine. For it no simpler or more absolute

testimony can be given than that of the first peti-

tion oi the Lord's Prayer. Neither are the depths
of deity exhausted in every dimension nor are the

means provided for the impenetration of the uni-

verse in detail (theosophy); only the reality and
verity of the acquaintance with the self-revealing

God are assured.

It has already become clear that the historicity

of revelation is not alone to be proved in the fact

that it fulfils itself in actuality that must first be
imderstood in order to be described;

9. PhUo- much rather the emphasis rests upon
lophlc Ad- the ccnnplex happening, evidentiy in

justment of fulfilment of a purpose, in which the

this View, indicating word is invc4ved in a cor-

responding onward movement. So it

may well be said of revelation, that it generates a
development; in a certain sense also that it devel-

ops in its results. Only that such revelation must
not be taken as analogous to the process in nature,

but is to be conceived as the manifestation of a
tauining according to design; for otherwise there

would be a becoming manifest by means of, but not
a revelation to, human consciousness. If abstract

metaphysics, to the extent of deism, has assimied

too disparate a conception of the hi^est being for

alternative activity with the finite, then modem
anthropology takes too disparate a conception of

the subjectivity of persons to get any farther with
respect to influence upon them than a stimulus to

self-propulsion. Both exclude such a revealing op-

eration of God, which is something else than a con-

dition of the well-ordering of the whole. Therefore

the God-man must be, apart from the ethical, a
cosmic ordering and with him and in him is revela-

tion (Domer). At this point comes to view the de-

pendence of the various forms of the conception of |

revelation upon cosmology. Something of this kind
seems to be unavoidably bound up with the solu-

tion of the problem of the natural or the supernat-
ural character of revelation through the generali-

zing of this idea, which is really indigenous only to
the circle of New-Testament religions. Therefore,

it is advisable, in its theological treatment, not to

overlook how, in its origins, revelation serves, not
only to weigh the knowledge of God afforded by it

over against other representations; but, much more,
to distinguish it as the true over against the decep-

tions; and not to forget how positively revelation

is identified in thought, not merely with the reality

of contact with God, but above all with the truth of

the knowledge of God. In the restriction of the

concept to this one side of the comprehensive activ-

ity of God, by which he founds the new life and
within it the perfect religion, it preserves its pecu-
liar significance, and is indispensable for the main-
tenance of the understanding of the religious rela-

tion on the high level of personal life, be it in the

form of religiousness or of positive religion.

(M. ElHLBR.)

Bibuoobapht: For the Biblical side oonsult the literature

named in and under Bibleoal Thboloot; and for the
dogmatic side the works on systematio theology named
in and under Apoloobtiob; Dooiia, Dooiiatics; Doo-
TBINK, H18TOBT of; and Inspibation. Ck>nsult further:

R. Seebeig, RevOaium and Irupir€Uum, New York, 1910;
J. Ldand, The Advantage and Neceeaiiy of ChriaUan Reve-
laHoHt ehoum firam the State of ReHgion in the Ancient
Heathen World, 2 vols., London, 1708, Phihidelphia. 1818;
H. Alford, Coneietenejf of the Divine Conduct in Reveaiing
the Doctrines of Redemption, 2 vols., London, 1842; F. D.
Maurice, What ie Revdationf A Seriea of Sermons on the

Epiphany, ib. 1859; idem. Sequel, to the Inquiry, *' What
is Revdationf" Letters in Reply to ManseCs Examination
of Strictures on the Bampton Lectures, ib. 1860; K. A.
Auberien, Die gOtUiche Offerharvng, Basel, 1861, Eng.
transl., TAc Divirie Revelation, Edinburgh, 1867; E.
KrausB, Die Lekre vender Offenbarung, Ootha, 1868; A. B.
Bruce, The Chief End of Revetation, London, 1881, new
ed. 1887; R. W. Dale, Epiatte to the Epheaians, iU Doctrine
and Ethics, lecture viii., ib. 1882; G. T. Ladd, The Doe-
trine of Sacred Scripture, 2 vols.. New York. 1883; J.

Roboon, The Bible; iU Revelation . . . , London. 1883;
C. A. Row, Revelation and Modem Theology, ib. 1883;
J. H. A. Ewald. Revelation: ite Nature and Record, Edin-
buigh, 1884; H. Rogers, The Superhuman Origin of the

Bible, London, 1884; W. W. Olasen, Revelation, Universal

and Special, New York, 1885; S. J. Andrews, Ood^s Reve-
lations of Himself to Men as successively made in the Patri-

archal, JewiA, and Christian Dispensations and in the

Messianic Kingdom, ib. 1886; R. H. Button, Essays Theo-

logical and Literary, 2 vols., London, 1888; J. F. Weir,
The Way, the Nature, and the Means of Revdation, Edin-
buxgh, 1889; G. P. Fisher, The Nature and Method of
Revdation, New York, 1890; E. Cowley, The Writers of
Genesis and Related Topics, Illustrating Divine Revelation,

ib. 1890; W. D. Thomson, Revelation and the Bible. A
popular Exposition for the Times, London, 1890; R. F. Hor-
ton. Revelation and the Bible. An Attempt at Reconatrve-

tion, ib., New York, 1892; E. R. Pahner, Development

of Revdation, London, 1892; D. Van Home, Rdigion and
RevdMm, Dajrton, Ohio, 1892; J. Macgregor, Revdation
and the Record, London, 1893; S. J. Andrews, Ood^s Reve-

lations ofHimsdfto Men, New York, 1901; C. B. BrewB-
ter, Aapeeta ofRevdation, London, 1901; J. R. Illingwortb,

Reason and Revdation, ib. 1902, new ed., 1908; T. Simon,
Entufiddung und Offenbarung, Berlin, 1907; H. Bavinck,

The PhUomphy of Revdation, New York, 1909; J. WOson,
How Ood has spoken. Or, Divine Revdation in Nature, in

Man, in Hebrew History and in Jesus Christ, Edinbuigh,

1909; J. Orr, Revelation and Inspiration, London, 1910;

G. Henderson, The Bible a Revdation from Ood, Edin-

bai^, 1910; DCO, ii. 520-^626; Vigouiouz, Dictionnaire,

faao. zzziv. 1060-83.
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R]£v^SZy DiRB: Hungarian Reformed; b. at

Debreczin (116 m. e. of Budapest) Jan. 14, 1826;

d. there Feb. 13, 1881. He was educated at De-
breczin (1841-51), and after completing his studies

at Vienna, Berlin, and in Switzerland, became, in

1856, pastor at Debreczin. In 1861 he was elected

to the Reichstag, though he resigned a few months
later to devote himself exclusively to pastoral and
literaiy labors. He distinguished himself in the de-

fense of his church, when, in 1856, Leo Thim, the

Austrian minister of public worship, drafted a new
system of government for the Hungarian Protes-

tants which completely destroyed consistorial in-

dependence. Three years later an imperial patent

was issued directing the Hungarian Lutherans and
Reformed to organize in accordance with the royal

charter. Both churches protested, while R4v^
presented argunu;nt8 from history to show that the

autonomy of the Protestant bodies could not be

changed without the consent of their own synods.

He likewise addressed a memorial to the foreign

powers, which was presented, in English transla-

tion, to the British ambassador and printed in The
Edinburgh Review (1860). He was a member of

the Protestant deputation which unsuccessfidly

sought to gain audience with Francis Joseph I. in

Jan., 1860, and after his return he drew up and pub-
lished a program for passive resistance to the exe-

cution of the obnoxious patent. The program was,

however, confiscated by the government, and R6-
vto, among others, was summoned to appear be-

fore the civil courts. He now wrote his " Defense

of the Hungarian Protestant Church " (Sdrospatak,

1862; which appeared in its essential parts in

German in the ProtestanHsche Kirchemeitung, 1861).

In 1860 the obnoxious patent was withdrawn, and
the suits against Bj6\68z and other Protestants were

quashed.
In 1870 R^vto foimded the monthly Figyei-

mezdf which he conducted for nine years, and in

this he combated the German Protestant Union
(see Protestant Union, German). Among his

numerous works, all of them in Hungarian, special

mention may be made of the following: " Basal

Principles of Protestant Church Oiganization

"

(Szarvas, 1856); ''Jan ErdOsi, the Hungarian Re-
former" (Budapest, 1859); " life and Woiks of the

first Hungarian Reformer, Mathias Bir6 of D^va "

(1863); "Calvin's Life and Calvinism" (1864); and
a Hungarian translation of the sermons of Frederick

William Robertson (3 vols., 1864-69).

F. Balooh.

Biblioorapht: F. Balogh, in The Catholic Prethyterian,

London, 1861, pp. 418-427; K. Kuxmani, Urkundenbuch
Mum dsUrreichuchen eoangdxBchen Kirckenrechl, Vienna,
1856.

REmLE, r^vir, ALBERT: French Protestant:

b. at Dieppe Nov. 4, 1826; d. at Paris Oct. 25, 1906.

He was educated in his native city and at the uni-

versities of Geneva and Strasburg; was assistant

pastor at Ntmes'ln 1847-48; pastor at Luneray in

1848-51 ; and of the Walloon church at Rotterdam,
1851-73; professor of the history of religions in the

CoU^ de France, Paris, 1880-1906, as well as presi-

dent of the section in the £cole pratique des hautes

Etudes for religious sciences in the same city after

1884. He translated J. H. Scholten's Geechiedcnis

der godedienet en wijsbegeerte (Leyden, 1853) under
the title Manuel d'hietoire comparie de la phUoso-

phie etdela religion (Paris, 1861); and wrqte L'Au-
thenticiU du Nouveau Testament (1851); De la re-

demption (1860); Eaaaie de critique religieuee (1860)

;

Etudes critiques sur V&oangHe eelon Saint Matthieu
(Leyden, 1862); Manuel d^instruction religieuse

(1863; Eng. transl., London, 1864); Theodore

Parker, eavieetaes anivree (1865; Eng. transl., Lon-
don, 1865); Hietoire du dogme de la divinity de

Jisua-Chriet (1869; 5th ed., 1906; Eng. transl., Hia-

tory of the Doctrine of the Deity of Jeaua Ckriety Lon-
don, 1870; revised, 1905); Histoire du diable, see

origines, sa grandeur et ea decadence (Strasburg,

1870; Eng. transl., The Devil, hie Origin, Greatness,

and Decadence, London, 1871); Proldgombnes de

Vhi^oire des religions (1881; Eng. transl., London,
1884); Les Religions des peuples nonrcivilis^ (2

vols., 1883) ; The Origin and Growth of Religion as

illustrated by the Native Religions of Mexico and
Peru (Hibbert lectures, London, 1884; French
transl., Paris, 1885) ; La Religion chinoise (2 vob.,

Paris, 1888); and Jisus de Nazareth (2 vols., 1897).

Bibuograpbt: Polybiblion, 1897, pp. 199-203; P. Alphan-
d6ry, in RHR, 1906, pp. 401-423; Revue ckritimnt, 1896,

pp. 416-417; Vigouroux, Dictionnaire, fasc. xxxiv. 1083-
1084.

REVn^LB, JEAIf : French Protestant, son of the
preceding; b. at Rotterdam, Holland, Nov. 6,

1854; d. at Paris May 6, 1908. He was educated at

the universities of Geneva, Paris, Berlin, and Hei-

delberg; was pastor at Sainte-Suzanne (1880-83);

teacher of the Evangelical religion in the Lyc<^
Henri Quatre, Paris (1884-86); instructor in church
history in the &ole pratiqtie des hautes Etudes,

Paris (1886-94); and professor of patristics in the

Protestant theological faculty of the University of

Paris (1894-1907); succeeded his father as profes-

sor of the history of religions in the Coll^ de
France. He was also editor of the Revue de Vhis-

toire des religions after 1884. Among his numerous
works special mention may be made of La Religion

d Rome sous les S&vbres (Paris, 1884); Les Origines

de Vipiscopat (1894); Paroles d*un libre croyant

(1898); Le Quairihne Evangile, son origine et sa

valeur historique (1900); Le Protestantisme liberal,

sea origines, sa nature, sa mission (1903; Eng. transl..

Liberal Christianity, its Origin, Nature, and Mission,

London, 1903); and Le ProphMisme hibreu; cs-

quisse de son hist, et de ses destinies (Paris, 1906).

Bibuoorapht: W. Sonday, Criticism of the Fourth Gospel,

pp. 2, 28. 31, 200, 256, Oxford, 1905; JowmtU de Genive,
May 8, 1908; A. Reiyss, in Le Protestant, journal des Chre-
tiens liMraux, 1908, pp. 155-156; RHR, June-July, 1908;
Vigouroux, Dictionnaire, fasc. xxxiv. 1084.

REVroS, r^M-us, JACOBUS: Dutch theologian;

b. at Deventer (8 m. n. of Zutphen) Nov., 1586; d. at
Leyden Nov. 15, 1658. He was educated at Leyden
(1604-07) and Franeker (1607-10), and in 1610-
1612 visited various foreign universities, particu-

larly Saumur, Montauban, and Orleans. Return-
ing to Holland, he held brief pastorates at Zeddam,
Winterswijk, and Aalten in 1613, and by Oct., 1614,
had become pastor. in his native city, where he re-

mained twenty-seven years. Li 1618 he was ap-
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pointed librarian of the Fraterhuis, and in the same
year the Synod of Dort assigned him a part in the
new revision of the Dutch translation of the Old
Testament. The committee of translators and re-

visers, which convened at Leyden in.1633-34, made
Revius secretary. He likewise took an active part
in the establishment of the Athensevim at Deventer
in 1630, and was influential in calling the first pro-

fessors. In 1641 he accepted a call to Leyden as
regent of the state college, and held this position

for the remainder of his life. His closing years
were embittered by the rise of Cartesianism, to which
he was intensely opposed. A rare Hebrew scholar,

Revius was also a prolific writer. He showed, how-
ever, a domineering disposition and exercised a
vehement polemic, as shown in his struggle with
Cartesianism and the Remonstrants. Against the
latter he wrote, Schriftuurlijk tegen Bericht van de
Leere der Gereformeerde Kerken aengaende de godde-

lijke PredesUnaHe ende andere aeiv-clevende Poineten
(Deventer, 1617); against the former he wrote es-

pecially his Statera pkUoaophicB Cartesiancs (Leyden,
1650); and Theke, hoc est leviias defensumia Carte-

siancB (Briel, 1653). The rights of the Church he
defended in his Examen . , . aeude poUstate magis-
tratuum reformatorum circa res ecxlesiasHcas (Amster-
dam, 1642), and his Uittreksds . . . over de macht
der overheid in het afzetten van predikanien (Leyden,
1650). While endeavoring to avoid the contempo-
rary controversy whether men might wear long
hair, he was obliged to defend his moderate position

in his Liberias Chri^iana circa usum captUitii defensa

(1647).

While he was regent, no less than 576 disputa-

tions took place at Leyden. In 1623 Revius pub-
lished at Leyden his own Greek and Latin
translation of the Belgic Confession, a revised and
enlarged edition appearing four years later as Bel-

gicarum ecdesiarum doctrina et ordo. Copies of this

were widely circtdated among the Orthodox Greeks
and won the approval of Cynl Lucar (q.v.), whose
own '^ Confession " may thus have been materially

influenced by the Belgic Confession. Revius also

conferred a considerable service on science by edit-

ing 300 letters of the famous Joseph Juste Scaliger

(q.v.) imder the title Epistres franQoises des person^

nages illustres et doctes d Af. Joseph Jtute de la Scala
(Harderwijk, 1624). His main work entitled him
to prominence among historical writers, Daveniria
iUustratcB, sive histories ttrbis Daventriensis libri sex

(Leyden, 1651). Revius was also one of the best
poets of his time, publishing Over-Yseselsche Sangen
en Dichten (Deventer, 1630; enlarged ed., Leyden,
1634), and De CL Psalmen Davids . . . insinen de
rijmen gebetert (Deventer, 1640).

(S. D. VAN Veen.)

Bibuoorapbt: Souroes are his own sketch in hjs Daventria
iUuttratiB, ut sup., pp. 72&-728; and J. Hoorabeek, Mi^
eeUanea tacra, pp. 575-591, Utrecht, 1676. Consult: J.
van Vloten, HH Leven en de uUgeUxen aangen en diehUn van
Jacobua Reviue, Schiedam, 1863; E. J. W. Posthumus
Meyjes, Jaeobua Reviua, tijn Leven en Werken, AniBteidam«
1895.

I. Theory of Revivals.

n. E^arly Revivals.
In Biblical Times ($1).
Protestant Revivals (( 2).

HI. In America.
1. Revivals under Edwards.

Revival of 1734-35 (J 1).

Great Awakening. 1740 (( 2).

Revival under Criticism ($ 3).

James Davenport ($ 4).

Edwards' Defense; Statiitics

(§5).
2. Revivals about the Year 1800.

REVIVALS OF RELIGION.

CoUeiEe Revivals; Timothy Dwight
(Jl).

liymsjx Beecher (f 2).

Kentucky Revival (( 3).

3. Theology of these Revivals.
4. Later Revivals.

Asahel NetUeton (( 1).

Charles Grandison Finney (f 2).

Criticism of Finney's Methods
(J 3).

Dwight Lyman Moody (( 4).

6. General View of the Nineteenth and
Twentieth Centuries.

In Genera! (f 1).

Benjamin Fay Mills (f 2).

Reuben Archer Torrey (ft 3).

J. Wilbur Chapman (( 4).

IV. The Welsh Revival of 1004-1906.
The Welsh People (( 1).

The Revival Described (( 2).

Its Origin (S 3).

Evan John Roberts; Early life

(J 4).

Work in the Revival (( 5).

Occult Phenomena (( 6).

V. Roman Catholic BCission.

The phrase " revivals of religion " is ordinarily

applied to the spiritual condition of a Christian

community, more or less limited in extent, in which
a special interest is veiy generally felt in respect to

religious concerns, accompanied with a marked
manifestation of divine power and grace in the

quickening of believers, the reclaiming of back-
sliders, and the swakening, c0&viction, and conver-

sion of the unregenerate.

L Theory of Revivals: The progress of Chris-

tianity in the world has rarely, for any length of

tame, been uniform. Its growth in the individual

and in the community is characterized by very ob-

vious fluctuations. Like all things temporal, it is

subject to constant change, exposed to influences

the most varied and antagonistic. Now it makes
rapid advances in its conflict with sinful propen-
sities and developments; again it is subjected to

obstructions and reverses that effectually check its

onward course, and result in spiritual declensions.

Growth in grace is attainable only by ceaseless vigi-

lance, untiring diligence, unremitting conflict, and
a faithful improvement of the opportunities and
means of spiritual advancement. Any relaxation

in the strife with moral evil tends to spiritual re-

tardation: the evil gets the advantage over the
good; the religious fervor abates; the soul becomes
lukewarm, cold, dead. As with the individual be-

liever, so is it with the conununity. A church, a
sisterhood of churches covering a large section of

coimtry, by reason of the predominating influence

of some woridly interests—the greed of gain in a
season of great commercial prosperity, the strife of

party during a highly excited political campaign,
the prevalence of a martial spirit in time of war, or

the lust of pleasure in a time of general woridly

gaiety and festivity, or any absorbing passion for

mere temporal good—may be so diverted from the

direct pursuit of holiness, and the prosecution of

the work of advancing the kingdom of Christ, as to
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lose, to a considerable extent, the powei^ if not the

life, of godlinees. The spiritiml and eternal become
subordinate to the worldly and temporal. The
blight of spiritual declension settles down and at-

taches itself with increasing persistency year by
year. Such has been the history of Christian

churches everywhere. This being the testimony of

universal experience to the pronenees of human
nature to decline from the spirit and the power of

godliness, how, it is asked, is this tendency to be
checked? Obviously the true and only dffective

and appropriate remedy for a season of spiritual

declension is a season of spiritual revival. Such a
season, by whatever agencies or instrumentalities

brought about, by whatever adjuncts of question-

able propriety it may be accompanied, and of

greater or less extent, may property be termed " a
revival of religion." These manifestations, more-
over, are to be regarded as a result of a special and
peculiar effusion of the Holy Spirit. All spiritual

life, all progress in the divine life, whether in the in-

dividual or in the community, in the church or in

the nation, is the Spirit of God. The wbdlb period

of grace, from the Day of Pentecost to the final

judgment, is properiy termed " the dispensation of

the Holy Spirit." Every true convert is begotten

of the Spirit, and so becomes a child of God. The
Spirit is alwajTs in and with the Church, carrying

forward the work of redemption.

n. Barly Revivals: Mention, moreover, is made
in the Scriptures of special dispensations of the

Holy Spirit, of copious fusions of the Spirit of par-

ticular times of refreshing from the

z. In Bib- presence of the Lord: '' It Edball come to

Ileal Times, pass afterward, that I will pour out

my spirit upon all flesh." "nie fulfil-

ment of this prediction of the prophet Joel began,

as the Apostle Peter testifies, on the Day of Pen-
tecost next following the crucifixion of our Lord.

So great and so efficacious was this outpouring of

the Spirit, that about 3,000 souls were that day
made partakers of the divine nature by regenera-

tion. And this was only the initial of a marvelous

dispensation and display of divine grace in the re-

newal and sanctification of a great multitude of

souls extending through a continued series of yean,
whereby the Christian Church was planted, took

root, and filled the land of Israel with its blessed

fruits. It was a great and glorious revival of re-

ligion. This was but the first great revival in the

history of the Christian Church. Times without

number, at particular periods, in peculiar exigen-

cies God has interposed for the redemption of the

Church and for the triimiphant advancement of the

(xospel of Christ. After a season of spiritual de-

clension, when iniquity had come in, and rolled over

the whole land like a desolating flood, a wave of

renewing and sanctifying grace has spread itself

over a whole region of coimtry, whereby the atten-

tion of the multitude has been aroused, great num-
bers of the careless and thoughtless have been
brought under saving conviction, and converts by
thousands have been brought into the Church of

such as should be saved. Marvelous changes have
thus been wrought in the aspect of large communi-
ties, affecting most favorably the character and the

results of the preaching of the Word, the devoticms

of the doeet, tibe family, and the sanctuary, and the

interest taken by the multitude in spiritual and ex-

ternal concerns, resulting in an extraordinary quick-

ening of religious affecticms, a general stimulus of

Christian graces, and the divine renewal of souls

that were dead in trespasses and sins. Not only at

Jerusalem, but everywhere in all the region round
about where the apostles and apostolic men preached

in those days, and far away among the Gentiles,

such scenes were witnessed. So many and so mighty
were those special manifestations of divine power
and grace in the Grospel, by reason of such effusions

of ti^ Holy Spirit, that Tertullian could say at the

beginning of the third century, in his appeal to the

€M1 authorities, " We have filled all places of your
dominions,—ci^es, islands, corporations, councils,

armies, tribes, the senate, the palace, the court of

judicature." *' So mightily grew the work of God,
and prevailed."

Passing over the intervening centuries, it may
wdl be asked. What was the Protestant Reforma-
tion, that, begiiming in the fourteenth century under
Wydif, and continuing under Huss in the fifteenth,

at length culminated in the sixteenth

a. Protet- under Luther and Calvin and a host of

tant kindred spirits? It was a special dis-

Revivali. pensation of the Spirit, whereby the

minds of men everywhere in Christian

lands were turned toward the utterances of the

divine word, the errors of the piracy were discov-

ered and renounced, the truth as it is in Jesus was
apprehended and embraced by multitudes, and the

churches were built up in the faith of the Gospel. It

was a great and general revival of religion, whereby
converts by tens of thousands were bom of the

Spirit of God. So thorough and wide-spread were
those conversions, that the fires of persecution were
kindled in vain. In spite of princes and prelates,

converts to the pure faith of the Gospel were made
all over Germany, Switzerland, Fnmce, Holland,

and Great Britain, and not a few in Spain and Italy.

It was the greatest revival of religion that the world

had witneraed, and the Church enjoyed, since the

days of Constantine. From that day, all along the

centuries, the annals of the Church abound in tes-

timonies to the reality and efficacy of these special

effusions of the Spirit. The Church of Scotland was
bom anew in the great revival under Knox and his

brethren. ''The whole nation," says Kirkton,
" was converted by limip." Near the dose of the

sixteenth century, under the ministry of such di-

vines as Wishart, Cooper, and Welsh, all Scotland

was visited by an extraordinary effusion of the Hdy
Spirit. So mightily were men affected, that the

whde general assembly, 400 ministers and dders,

while renewing their solerrm league and covenant,

with sighs and groans and tears, were swayed by
the Spirit, as the leaves of the forest by the " rush-

ing of the wind " of the driving tempest. Similar

scenes were further witnessed in Scotland, begin-

ning in 1625, at Stewarton, extending thrcnjgh the

land and into the north of Ireland, and eventuating

in that remarkable display of divine grace in the

Kirk of Scotland, where in June, 1630, under the

preaching of Bruce and Livingston, '* near 500 "
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aoulfl in one day were brought under deep convic-

tion of sin, and presently into the light and liberty

of the Go€^. So, too, in 1638, on the occasion of

«»g"<ng the covenant, the whole country was stirred

as by the mighty hand of God. Such was the prep-

aration in Scotland, and in England, also, for the

great reformation that issued in the commonwealth
under Cromwell and the prevalence of Puritanism

in the Church of England.

like importance attaches to what is known as the

Ehrangelioal revival imder the Weslejrs in Great
Britain, which spread also to America under Francis

Asbuiy (q.v.) and Philip Embury (q.v.), resulting

in the foundation and upbuilding of Methodism
(see Methodists). E. F. HATFiBLDt.
m. In America.—1. Bevivmla under Edwards:

The earliest period of New England history

was a period of almost constant revival, for

religion was the chief interest of the Pilgrim and
Puritan churches, and revivals of a

1. Bevlvml less continuous type were not infre-

of 1784-86. quent in the later years of their first

century and the beginning of the

next. Increase Mather was a powerful revival

preacher. Both the father and the grandfather

(Solomon Stoddard, q.v.) of Jonathan Edwards had
revivals in their parishes. But the history of Amer-
ican revivals, as a distinct element of the religious

life, begins properly in 1734 with the preaching of

a series of sermons by Edwards, at Northampton,
apon justification by faith. There had at this date

been no considerable additions to the village church
for a long time. The religious condition of the

church had become low, and that of the commimity
around it worse. Interest began among the young
and spread to the old. Five or six persons were con-

verted; and then, all at once, the commimity as a
whole began to manifest an absorbing interest in per-

sonal religion. Religious meetings became thronged.

In half a year about 300 persons were converted,

embracing neariy all the town above sixteen years

of age. The revival was not limited to Northamp-
ton, but spread, partly with the active cooperation

of Edwards, to most of the towns about, then into

Connecticut^ and even into New Jersey. The means
taken to extend the revival were the simple and
ordinary services of the house of Crod, special meet-
ings for a lecture by the minister, followed by meet-
ings for prayer, group meetings of young and of old,

and private interviews by the pastor with persons

specially concerned. The sermons upon justifica-

tion were upon the traditional lines of (^vinistic

theology, and great emphasis was laid upon what
" jtistice " would demand in God's treatment of

men, and upon the utter lack of claim that any
sinner had upon God for favorable treatment. And
the sovereignty of Grod was so emphasized as to

give the impression that, even after the sinner has

repented, it may be entirely imcertain whether God
wfll forgive him or not I Still, Edwards took occa-

sion to encourage the diflident with the assurance

of the goodness of Crod, and that it is his '' man-
ner " to give success to diligence. The great

motive emplojred was, however, fear. It was
Edwards' purpose to produce conviction of sin

and a sense of the great danger in which the

soul stood of suffering the torments of an eternal

heU.

In the spring of 1740 the spirit of revival was
again present. The same increasing seriousness as

had ushered in the former revival was observed.

Some conversions occurred. And in

A^flv^^^ October Gteorge Whitefield (q.v.), who
^^^40 ''^^ come to New England from Geor-

gia, and was preaching from place to

place with great power, to immense assemblies of

people, arrived in Northampton. While his com-
ing does not seem to have had a revolutionary in-

fluence, he was lai^y instrumental in producing
the general prevalence of a revival which was lim-

ited to no part of the coimtiy, and enlisted the ac-

tive cooperation of a large number of effective

preachers. Of these one of the most famous was
Gilbert Tennent (q.v.). Edwards himself joined in

the itinerant woi^ in which Whitefield took the

lead. In this revival, as in the former, the great

appeal was to fear. It was at this time that the

famous sermon of Edwards upon Sinners in the

Hands of an Angry Ood was preached at Enfield,

Conn. " Before the sermon was ended, the assem-
bly appeared deeply impressed and bowed down
with an awful conviction of their sin and danger.

There were such manifestations of distress and weep-
ing that the preacher was obliged to speak to the

people and desire silence that he might be heard.

This was the begiiming of the same great and pre-

vailing concern in that place with which the colony

in general was visited."

Had the revival been confined to places imder the

influence of Edwards and his more inmiediate i

1 ^^ *^ °^y ^ ^^^ comparatively

Md ^^® criticism would have been called

Critloism.^
forth. It is necessary here to call at-

tention to certain phemonena which
arose in the newly compacted Presbyterian church
of New Jersey. This was composed of a Scotch-

Irish element, attached to the forms and methods
of an established church, and making little inquiry

into the evidence of regeneration among professing

Christians, and a New England Congregational ele-

ment, with whom the reality of the experience of

regeneration was the great prerequisite for church
membership as well as the great essential of the re-

ligioiis life. William Teiment (q.v.), of the New
England side, had founded a college in his parish

to educate men for the ministry, upon which the

Scotch looked with some suspicion; and when his

son, Gilbert Tennent (q.v.), inveighed against an
" unconverted ministry " and went about preach-

ing the Gospel to all whom he could gather, the

criticism was stUl stronger. Teiment and his friends

were thus brought into the parishes of many men
who had no sympathy with their doctrines or their

methods. And so at the synod of 1741 a ** protes-

tation " was made which objected to their " an-

archical principles," their ** irregular irruptions

upon the congregation to which they have no im-

mediate relation," " their principles and practise of

rash judging and condemning all who do not fall in

with their measures, both ministers and people,"

their doctrine of the necessity of an inward divine

call to the ministry, '' their preaching the terrors of
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the law/' and their doctrine of conscious religious

experience. It was natural that Tennent's preach-

ing in New England should arouse strong criticism

from men of tike mind with the ** Old Side " of his

own church.

The first and chief difficulty in New Ehigland was,

however, connected with James Davenport, of

Southold, L. I. The news of Whitefield's successes

had led him in 1740 to begin special exhortation of

his people, and in the following year he began an
itinerary at Easthampton which carried him through

4 Jama Connecticut, and finally as far as Bos^

DaveMort. ^^* ^^^^^ ^ piety was genuine, it
'
is not to be doubted that he was labor-

ing under a mental aberration which increased dur-

ing his itinerant ministry. He indulged in caustic

criticism of most of the ministers whom he met. In
New Haven the final outcome of his work was the
formation of a separate church. Even the legisla-

ture at Hartford took notice of his excesses and
sent him home as a man of disordered mind. In
Jime, 1742, he appeared in Boston, and here began
in consequence that opposition to the revival wUch
long continued and greatly affected the entire later

history not only of that city but of all America.
The association of ministers issued a declaration in

which they gave generous recognition to Davenport's
excellencies, but on account of his irregularities,

they judged it their " present duty not to invite

Mr. Davenport into our places of pubUc wor-
ship." The result of this declaration was that there

were preachings upon the conmion, a great deal of

controversy and disturbance, and finally a present-

ment before the general court, upon which Daven-
port was discharged as not guilty because non com-
pos mentis. After a while Davenport departed for

home. On his arrival, and with the mending of his

health, he saw his errors and published " retracta-

tions ** in which he withdrew his statements and
expticitly recognized his errors. It is upon such a
backgroimd that the history of Whitefield's revival

movements in New England is painted. He was
charged with being an ** enthusiast," i.e., one who
acted on stimuli furnished by dreams and sudden
impulses which he mistook for inspiration, with
disorderly methods, censoriousness, slander, and
with deluding the people.

Edwards' defense of the revival did not ignore
" imprudences," " irregularities," " indiscreet zeal,"

nor ** outcries, agitations, and faintings of the
body "; but he defended the revival, nevertheless,

B Sdward » '^^^^^ ^* ^^ produced " a remark-

Defense; *^^® *°^ general alteration in the face

Statistics. ^^ N®^ England " in matters pertain-

ing to religion and common morals. He
defends the evangelists in respect to many things

for which they had been imjustly blamed, as he
thought, and maintains that there is a proper ad-
dress to the emotions, and that the preaching of

terror is justifiable, for the state of unrepentant
man is indeed terrible. Neither did he refuse to see

in physical effects of preaching ^' probable tokens
of God's presence." Edwards left quite complete
and very significant data as to the nimibers affected

by this revival, and their ages, from which the fol-

lowing table is compiled, in which no distinction is

made between males and females, who were con-

verted, according to Edwards' expticit statement,

in about equal niunbers.

A«e.
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But as the new century drew near, isolated revi-

yals ooourred in a nuxnber of places. In 1781

there was a revival in Dartmoutii Col-

i* ??^?* ^^^> e^rtending into the towns twenty

^^J~* 5 miles aroundj in 1783 in Yale CoUege,

I>w^ht[ ^^ch increased the membership of the

college church to a point to which it had
never before attained. Twelve years later, how-
ever, its visible effects had departed. Princeton

College was in a condition quite similar to Yale.

From 1778 to 1787 there had been a revival, under
the lead of a layman, Joseph Patterson, in western

Penn^lvanla, and more than 1,000 persons pro-

fessed conversion. In the winter of 1798 there was
a great revival in western New York, and in 179G-
1798 in western Connecticut and Massachusetts.

But in eastern Afassachusetts there was no revival

from 1745 till long after 1800. The most important
center of this revival was Yale College under Tim-
othy Dwight. When he came to the presidency in

1795 he found infidelity very prevalent among the

students, while the college church was almost ex-

tinct. Dwight began by discussing the fimdamen-
tals of theology with the senior students, and soon

open infidelity passed away. But the " revival
**

proper did not break out in Yale College till 1802.

A student destined to play a large part in later re-

vivals, L3rman Beecher, was converted in 1795-96,

but it was a case of solitary religious interest, be-

ginning at home in consequence of a chance remaric

of his mother, but kept in progress largely by the

sermons of Dwight in the college pulpit, and gradu-
ally developing into fixity of purpose to serve God.
TbBre were other solitary cases, but the college for

some time went backward rather than forward. In

1799 only four or five imdeigraduates were members
of the college church. But in 1801 desire for a re-

vival began to be manifested, and in the spring of

1802 the work developed until seventy-five out of

230 students had been converted, of whom about
one-half became ministers. There were later revi-

vals in 1808, in 1812-13 with twenty converts; in

1815 with eighty; in 1831, and so on, so that up
to 1837 there were seventeen distinct revivals in

Yale College.

What Dwight was as a revivalist may be still

more clearly seen from the work of his pupil, Ly-
man Beecher (q.v.). Settled in E^asthampton in

1799, his activity in revivals began at

once. Interest was awakened that

spring, and in 1800 a marked revival,

continuing six weeks, resulted in the conversion of

ei^ty and the addition of fifty to the church. But
the revival of 1807-08 brought out the principles

upon which Beecher always conducted such work
and showed what manner of man he was. From
the general assembly at Newark he returned with
** fire in his heart," and began with the young peo-

ple; but when nothing " would take hold," he

planned a series of sermons on election. He preached
" cut and thrust, hip and thigh," but it was a new
doctrine of election that he taught, imder the influ-

ence of Dwight and Taylor, by which its eminent
reascmableness was emphasized. The doctrine of

eternal punishment was also so preached as to pre-

sent " the kingdom of darkness ... as nothing

9. Ityinan
Ba«oher.

but the prison of the imiverse . . . and small com-
pared to the realms of light and glory." It was the

emancipation of the congregation from the domina-
tion of the instinctive emotion of overpowering fear.

While this early revival at Yale was proceeding
quietly, avoiding excesses of every kind, in Ken-
tucky in the year 1800 there was proceeding a re-

vival which illustrated the dangers

8. Kentuokywhich attend the supreme appeal to
BavivaL fear in a population of a low ^ade of

intellectual life. The Scotch-Irish im-
migration into America had brought into the moun-
tains of Kentucky and Tennessee a population
which had degenerated in the seclusion of these re-

mote regions. Religion had lost its hold upon them.
The ** inhibitions " of both the intellectual and the

moral natures were laigely removed, and at the

same time a condition of unstable equilibriimi had
been set up in the nervous system. They had to be
ever upon the alert against the savages. Thus they
lived in an environment of apprehension, the power
of " latent fear " was therefore veiy great, and ex-

cessive emotional manifestations ndght be coimted
upon. This moimtain population sent out num-
bers of emigrants as time went on, and about the

year 1800 l^re had gathered in Logan Coimty, in

southwestern Kentucky, on the Tennessee border,

a large population of this people, intermixed with
numbers of violent and hardened criminals. An
irregular government had been established in the
interest of law and order, and a miniature civil war
had been waged till finally the better elements had
got the upper hand. The ministry of James Mc-
Gready, who came to this region in 1796, was from
the first attended with great power. His preaching
seems to have resembled that of Edwards. '^ He
would so array hell before the wicked," it was said,
'' that they would tremble and quake, imagining a
lake of fire and brimstone yawning to overwhdm
them and the hand of the Almighty thrusting them
down the horrible abyss.^' In 1799 he was holding

a meeting at Red River for the purpose of observ-

ing the sacrament when violent physical demonstra-
tions began in the audience so that people fell from
their seats to the floor. This was the beginning of

a great epoch of nervous excitement in connection
with revivals. The work spread to Pennsylvania
and Ohio, and violent physical phenomena called
** the jerks " prevailed. Great camp-meetings were
gathered, and, like a contagion, excitement would
run through the crowds assembled. People would
continue for hours in an apparently breathless and
motionless state; about one in every six would fall

helpless to the earth, and one man jerked so vio-

lently as to snap his neck and die. It was not till

the summer of 1803 that an end came to such mani-
festations.

8. Theology of these Bevlvmls: Theology had
passed through a regular development since the
time of Bkiwards. The treatise upon the freedom
of the will, in which the great leader had pronoimced
for determinism, had led to a constant discussion

of the whole psychology of revivals, and while this

was conducted upon the universal plan of that day,
the consultation of the individual consciousness, it

had led to a gradual modification of determinism
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in favor of a true freedom, till in Nathaniel William

Taylor's teaching the will has always, in eveiy case

of actual choice, a ** power to the contrary " (for

the history see New Engiand Theology). As the

outcome of the development of this theology, the

preacher in these revivals felt that he was actually

and powerfully influencing his hearers to repentance,

and they felt that upon them alone lay the respon-

sibility of choosing or refusing the service of God,
since they possessed a perfect ability to choose or

refuse; and yet preacher and convert praised the

grace of God as efficient agent and divine benefac-

tor in every man's salvation (cf. F. H. Foster's

Genetic History of the New England Theology, Chi-

cago, 1907).

4. Later Bevivmls: Among Congregationalists

and associated denominations revivals went for-

ward up to the point now reached without the help

of any one who was exclusively devoted to this

woric. The period of professional revivalists had
not set in. The early educational advantages of

1 Afl&hAi
-^8*^®^ Nettleton (q.v.) were small,

Kettleton. ^^^' ^^ parents were not professing
* Christians, it was not till his eighteenth

year that he became a Christian. Inclined first to

the foreign missionary work, he was gradually

drawn into revival labors, and was never able to

extricate himself from the responsibilities thus in-

curred. He traversed a large part of Connecticut,

with frequent labors in Massachusetts and New
York, and in the South his journeys carried him as

far as Charleston, S. C. For about twenty-three

years he was one of the most active and conspicu-

ous figures in the service of the churches through

the conduct of revivals. Of his special preparation

for his work, gained by experience in the work itself,

his observers frequently speak. Because of his

familiarity with the experiences of many different

men in many different places, he often seemed to be
describing ^e experience of his auditors as if he
were personally acquainted with their innermost
thoughts. " When he commenced his labors in any
place, he first attempted to impress the people with
the fact that their help must come from above, and
that they must place no dependence upon an arm
of flesh." So earnest was he in this feeling, that if

he thought they were depending too much upon
him, he would suddenly leave them for a time. He
began his work by seeking to deepen the earnest-

ness of the church and the sense of responsibility.

He would preach upon the sins of Christians, and
by his searching and personal methods of applica-

tion seek to carry conviction home to them first.

Then he was ready to preach to sinners. His style

was simple and impressive. He did not seek to

awaken great emotion, but preferred a quiet re-

vival. Preaching earnestly, following this with
familiar addresses in the lecture room, and adding
to these faithful private conversation and personal

labor, he gathered the fruit " by hand," as some
one has feUcitously described the personal method
of labor. His conversation with such was, however,
usually brief, and partook somewhat of the nature

of a physician's prescriptions. One duty and one
only did he press upon anxious inquirers, that

of immediate repentance. He urged this upon them

because they could do nothing short of it which
would in any way improve thdr condition. Thus
he fell in with the best line of New England teach-

ing. In one respect these revivals were very defect-

ive. To the end, the peculiar path which NetUeton
had had to tread when he came into the kingdom
continiied to exercise an influence upon him and
upon the religious experience of his converts. There
was a long period of distress through which most of

them had to pass, and a great degree of dimness
and mystery and uncertainty about the act of con-

version itsdf. It was the result of bad teaching,

just as was the supreme (and successful t) effort

which one of Edwards' young people went throu^
with, to repent of her sin in Adam! Nowhere is it

possible to find a clear explanation of the nature of

faith in his sermons. Nowhere does he tell a sinner

exactly what he is to do in terms which possess

clearness because resting upon a dear ps3rchology

of repentance and faith, llie day for sJl this had
not come. He produced true faith because he so

powerfully presented the motives under which it

arises; but just what happened at the decisive

moment in his soul, neitlier the sinner nor his

teacher really knew.
Charles Grandison Finney (q.v.), living in Central

New Yoric, then a frontier country, was brought up
with meager advantages as to education, and with
religious advantages yet more deficient; so he grew

to young manhood, studied law and

Jj^[j;j^ entered upon its practise, in Adams,

THnrtay, N. Y., without any real acquaintance
with the Gospel. He had had some

educational opportimities in his later youth, hav-
ing spent a brief time in a high school in Connecticut;

but the religious privileges which he then enjojred

had brought little light to his mind. He sajrs of

himself, when he began the study of law, that he
was ** almost as ignorant of religion as a heathen."
His first Bible was purchased because of the refer-

ences to it which he foimd in his law books. There
was a new element in the revival work which Fin- *

ney's conversion led him to imdertake which goes
back to his own mental processes and spiritual ex-

periences. The day he was converted he gained a
new idea of the nature of faith. He had held it to

be an intellectual belief, but now he imderstood
that it was a voluntary trust. This he put forth

by the direct act of his will, and upon this his con-
version followed, though he did not at once under-
stand that he was converted, in this particular re-

hearsing the experiences of many converts from the
time of Edwards down. But the application of this

principle to the philosophy and the methods of re-

vivals could not long remain hid from him, nor his

own mode of procedure remain imaffected by it.

The out-working of this principle manifested itself

first in the realm of theology. Fiimey was a bom
theologian. He possessed the interest in abstract

truth, the power of analytical thought, and the love

of cogent proof, which imited make the theologian,

and constitute him, at the same time, an original,

investigating, and advancing theologian. He was
therefore soon engaged in further discussions with
his pastor, and was led step by step to substantially

the same positions taken by Nathaniel William
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Taylor (see Nxw England Thbologt, V., 1 1), with
whom he afterward had some brief association. He
was soon licensed to preach by the local presbytery

and subsequently ordained, though not without

much criticism of his peculiar views. His labors had,

however, been too fruitful to permit of refusing him
ordination. After his woriE at Adams, Finney went
to Evans' Hills and began that long series of re-

vival meetings by which he wrought more power-
fully and over a greater territory than any man of

his generation. The stoiy is fascinating as repeated

by himself in his Memoirs, replete with strildng in-

cidents and with remaricable successes. From the

first he was apparently fully prepared and entirely

mature. His eloquence was astonishing, his meth-
ods were original and effective, his personal power
was extraordinaiy, the results were unmatched.
The open secret of his skill in handling men was the

perfect clearness with which he apprehended the

nature of conversion and the nature of man. His

perfect confidence also in the main doctrines of

the Evangelical scheme and the startling vividness

with which he presented them led to the most pro-

found self-examination and personal consecration.

Through it all ran the vein of rationality, for Finney
was always explaining and defending doctrines, and
had the art of making them appear self-evident and
their contradictories inconceivable. It is to be
doubted if anywhere, at any period in the history

of the Christian church, there were more profound

experiences or a firmer and more intelligent grasp

of the essentials of the process of making one's

peace with God.
Opposition was early felt in various wajrs, but it

was to those futures of Finney's methods which
would to-day be regarded as his principal merits,

to his use of homely illustrations, his avoidance of

a stOted rhetorical style, and his extemporaneous

Q_4^^^ address. They were the very reasons

**??^~*of his success, and had he listened to

^KethodU.**^ directions of those about him, he
would have become as ineffective as

they were. But there was no opposition from those

that knew the work because of any irregularities,

such as were soon to raise the antagonism of the

brethren in New England and involve Asahel Net-

Ueton. Nettletcm's d)jeetions to Finney's methods
were to the '' irreverence " displayed in prayer, to
" the spirit of denunciation " exhibited, especially

against ministers, " the practise of females praying

in promiscuous assemblies," the creation of discord

in churches, and " pra3dng for people by name."
In his own letters nothhig is said a^^dnst the prac-

tise of asking inquirers to come forward to anxious

seats; but iSna is one of the new measures against

which Nettleton's biographer, Bennet I^r, repre-

sents him as objecting. On the whole, it i^pears

that Tyler's representation of the matter is some-
what exaggerated, and that he did not have correct

sources of information; Nettleton also seems to

have obtained his information largely indirectly,

and it appears exaggerated and incorrect. Fiimey's

work was not open to the charges which both of

these men made so freely against it. The antago-
nism between Firmey and Nettleton was a matter of

temperament, for the one was as contained as the

other was uiuestrained. It was partly a matter of

civilization—^the settled and staid East against the
newer West; partly a matter of party—conserva-
tive New En^and against a man who reproduced
in the West the Taylorism against which Tyler and
Nettleton were contending in the East. But at

bottom it was an antagonism of ideas, excited by
the inability of Nettleton and others to think their

way throu^ the consequences and implications of

a new theory of the will.

Firmey's revivals covered a wide and interesting

field, which included Philadelphia, New York (where
he foimded the Broadway Tabernacle, and made
the acquaintance of the men who sustained him at
Oberlin), Oberlin itself and the intense and wonder-
ful history of its early years, London, England, and
back again among American towns of greater or less

celebrity. The revivals at Rochester were among
his greatest, and long left their mark upon that city.

That in the year 1842 was chiefly among the lawyers
of the city, a large number of whom were converted.

The preaching was argumentative and covered the

range of Christian doctrine. That Fiimey should
have gained men is not strange when it is remem-
bered that men are gained preeminently by the

ideal, by convictions as to duty, and rational fear.

Were exact statistics present, they would probably
show something like those of Edwards' revival of

1734-^, the culmination of conversions lying about
the years of a man's prime, viz., about forty-five.

For the work of Dwight Lyman Moody see the

article on him. The philosophy of revivals under
which this laborer worked was, for the most part,

the philosophy of conmion sense. He believed in

large assemblies of people, and was anxious to hav&
Christian people in great nimibers. He

4. Dwlirht knew the dangers of a crowd, and

j^"^ promptly suppressed everything like
^* imdue excitement. To preach the

Gospel as wisely as he could, to gather the interested

together for special instruction and encouragement,
to rely greatly upon prayer, to busy converted men
in various ChrisUan work, these constituted all the

method Mr. Moody had. Perhaps a greater change
from the methods of his predecessors was to be
foimd in his preaching than anywhere else. His
doctrine was of the old Evangelical type, and he
taught as an essential part of it the eternal future

punishment of the wicked. This position gave
strenuousness to his efforts for the salvation of men;
but it did not fix that salvation as consisting pri-

marily in rescue from punishment. He preached

the doctrine of atonement by the substitution of

Christ for the siimer before the face of justice; but
this did not make the salvation which Christ brought
an external and merely forensic affair which left

the irmermost man imtouched. Both of these

doctrines were transfigured by the conception of

the awfulness of sin as alienation from God, and
the glory of salvation as the restoration of personal

and loving relations between the sinful child and
the heavenly Father. The doctrine of the divine

love had at last come to its rights. Moody urged
predominantly the love of God as the great reason

for repentance. It was preeminently reasonable

that the child should return to his Father, to be
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away from him could be nothing but miaeiy, the

love of God constituted a claim upon the man which
could not be ignored—all of which considerations

Moody uiged with great power and pathos, guided

by the instincts of a great heart, aflame with love

to God. He preached particulariy to despairing

sinners, sinners who knew they were such and who
could not believe that the grace of God was meant
for them. Probably his greatest sermons were
upon this general topic.

6. Qeneral View of the Nineteenth and Twen-
tieth Oentoriee: Besides the revivals of the

year 1800 and the years immediately follow-

ing, it should be noted that the period of

the Unitarian controversy in New
1. In England (1819 sqq.) was also one of

OeneraL revival. Diuing the first thirty years

of the century the Presbyterians in-

creased fourfold in membenhip, chiefly by revivals,

the Congregationalists twofold, the Baptists three-

fold, and the Methodists sevenfold. In the six

years from 1826 to 1832 it is estimated that 200,000

people imited with the leading Evangelical churciies,

of whom 60,000 were young men. The financial

panics of 1837 and 1857 were followed by revivals,

the latter of great power. The Biillerite excite-

ment of 1843 (see Aoventibtb) produced a reaction

unfavorable to revivals. But after 1857, for two
years there was a general revival all over the coun-
try, conducted for the most part by pastors through
tbdr regular ministrations, having its chief expres-

sion in prayer-meetings, which brought in about
300,000 into the churches. The period of the Civil

War was unfavorable to revivals; and it was not
till 1874 that the current was reversed in connec-

tion with the great revivals imder Moody, George
Frederick Pentecost (q.v.), and others. The decade
from 1870 to 1880 saw an increase of 3,392,567 com-
mimicants in Evangelical churches, among the best

in the history oi American Christianity. Nothing
is more remarkable in the whole history than the

revivals in colleges. Among recent prominent re-

vivalists are to be mentioned B. Fay Mills, Sam
Jones, and Sam Small, William A. Simday, R. A.

Torrey, and J. Wilbur Chapman (qq.v.).

F. H. Foster.
In the perspective of revival history during the

close of the nineteenth and begiiming of the twen-
tieth century, three persons, Benjamin Fay MiUs,

Reuben Archer Torrey, and J Wilbur Chapman
(qq.v.), all clergymen, appear as leaders in a move-
ment especially noted for the prominent part taken
in it by the laity. They all owe their stimulus in

their special work to Dwight L. Moody (q.v., and
see above), with whom they were eariy brought

into close touch. They borrowed from him their

message—plain. Scriptural, urgent, made effect-

ive by a fiery conviction, feathered by anec-

dote, incident, and experience, and unfettered by
labored aigumentation or the embellishments of

rhetoric.

The first of these, Benjamin Fay Mills (q.v.), was
a classmate at Lake Forest University, 111., of

Chapman, with whom also for a time later he was
associated with marked success in revival cam-
paigns. He begnn his evang:eli8tic work in 1886,

and for ten years continiied in it uninterruptedly,

visiting many of the principal centers of population

in the United States and Canada. His main and
immediate dependence was a popular

2. Benjamin address to the masses assembled, in

Fay Mills, which he was a master; but back of

that. Mills may be said to have been
the first to have '' oiganhsed success." His one
outstanding method was his " district combination
plan " by which cities were divided into section"

over which a network of services was spread. He
was systematic, taking time and pains to prepare

by arousing interest, enlisting support, and form-
ing and multiplying prayer-circles. And then when
the blow was struck in his Gospel appeal he drew
the net by his card-signing device, which he was
the first to introduce, thereby securing immediate
decision. For the time in which Benjamin Fay
Mills gave his fine talents to the woik of soul-

saving, few men have been more honored of

God.
Next to him, an evangelist of commanding per-

sonality is Reuben Archer Torrey (q.v.). The rise

of Torrey goes back to the founding

^•^^^ in 1889 at Chicago of the Moody Bible^
Institute, the purpose of it being aAroher

Torrey.
thorough and practical study of the

English Bible. His close, personal connection with
Moody in this Bible work made him, like Moody
himself, a " Bible-man." Torrey is distinguished

above both Mills and Chapman by a thorough
mastery and use in revival work of the Bible in the

vernacular. That Bible Institute, under Moody,
Torrey, and others, became a veritable " power-
house " in the great World's F^^* campaign in

Chicago in 1893. And since then, out from its Bible

atmosphere Torrey himself has gone forth on many
a revival enterprise, notably in the instance of his

recent English mission which was marked by such
intense interest, not, however, without much antag-

onism on the part of some non-conforming cleigy-

men who took exception to his hyper-orthodoxy.

But the foremost of the three named is J Wilbur
Chapman (q.v.). He is the product of a wider en-

vironment, and therefore reaches out

4. J Wilbur in influence to a larger periphery. He
Ohapman. was early associated with Moody both

as vice-president of the Bible Insti-

tute and in evangelistic work. His pastorates were
a gymnasium where he was put in training for the

noblest athletics, that of bringing sinners to God—
^in Albany, N. Y.. where in one revival he har-

vested more than 100 souls, including some of the

leading men of the city; and later in a steady re-

vival fire, gathering in more than 500 converts in

five years; in Philadelphia, adding 1,100 to the

membership of the church in three years; and in

New York, when he resigned the pastorate, in 1902,

to become head of the Evangelistic Committee of

the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church
in the United States of America.

His subsequent record is brilliant. His famous
Boston campaign, for magnitude, power, and per-

manence of results, is without a parallel in this

coimtry. Early in 1910 he returned from evangel-

istic journey around the world, in which he visited
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eleven countries, spoke in sixty cities—in Australia,

Qiina, Japan, and England. Late in the winter of

1910-11 he resumed work in Brooklyn, N. Y.
The period of Mills, Torrey, and Chapman has

been the most fruitful in the history of revivals in

American Christianity. Those named have had as

associates and imitators men like A. C. Dixon, H.
M. Wharton, Major Whittle, J. Arthur Smith, and
others; and so their methods have been adopted in

many places with greater or less effect.

S. B. Dunn.
IV. The Welsh Revival of Z904-Z906: Wales is

well known as the land of revivals. Owing to the

intense national spirit of the Welsh people these

awakenings possess characteristics

X. The which distinguish them from the gen-

Welsh eral religious movements of Great
People. Britain as a whole. Through the long

centimes of Saxon domination the in-

habitants of Wales—^who nimiber, all told, less than
one-half of the population of London—have pre-

served their independence in language, literature,

sfld national consciousness. A fiery and imagina-

tive race of mountaineers, imbued with a strong

religious spirit, they have from time to time ex-

perienced great spiritual upheavals which have
proved epochal in the life of the nation. Thus the

revival of the eighteenth century under Daniel

Rowlands and Howel Harris was a national renais-

sance which liberated the forces of Christian de-

mocracy in the principality and introduced a new
era of progress and education.

The religious movement known as ''The Great
Welsh Revival " is the latest and most widely

known of these national awakenings.
2. The This revival covers a period of two
Revival years—^from the early part of 1904 to

Described, the beginning of 1906. During that

time it is estimated that over 100,000

professed conversion. Of this nimiber some 60,000
can be accounted for as being in 1910 members in

good standing in the Protestant chiirches of Wales.
The immediate ethical results of the movement
were remarkable. A great wave of sobriety over-

swept the country so that the liquor trade suffered

enormous financial losses; the decrease in criminal

cases was no less remaricable; hundreds of out-

lawed debts were settled; goods stolen fifteen or

twenty years before were returned to their owners;
a phenomenal increase was recorded in the demand
for good literature; feuds of long standing were
healed; and sectarianism, a great curse of Welsh
national life, was softened by a larger charity and
a deeper consciousness of an underlying imity.

The movement must not be confused with the or-

ganized missions that were held about this time in

various parts of Great Britain. The genius of the
Welsh revival was quite distinct from that of any
of these missions. It was spontaneous, imoonven-
tional, and without organization of any sort. None
of its ** leaders " was over thirty years of age, and
none was a great preacher. Most of the workers
were from the bundle walks of life and were com-
paratively imeducated. Some of the most success-

ful were young girls, under twenty, who assisted

at the meetings with exhortation and song. In

X—

2

method—or its absence—the services have been
termed a triumph for Quakerism; " obedience to
the Spirit " was the only condition insisted upon.
Only very rarely was a sermon attempted; the
meetings were devoted to prayer, song, testimony,
and exhortation, and seldom concluded before the
small hours of the morning. They were character-

ized by far less violent demonstrations than previ-

ous revivals in the principality. The burden of the
revival-message was the love of God. As is usually

the case in Wales, there were many apparently
occult phenomena—^visions, voices, and signs in

the heavens (see § 6, below).

So far as the origin of the movement can be
traced at all, it appears to have begun in Feb.,

1904, in New Quay, Carmarthenshire, South Wales.
Revival manifestations were first noticed in the

local Calvinistic Methodist Chiirch, of

3. Its which Joseph Jenkins was pastor.

Origin. Later, a convention was held in Blaen-
anerch where there were many indi-

cations of a spiritual awakening. This convention
was attended by a yoimg man who was to ! e known
later as the " leader " of the revival—Evan John
Roberts, at that time a candidate for the Welsh
Presbyterian ministry and student in a prepara-
tory school in Newcastle Emlyn, South Wales. In
the autiunn of the same year the revival flame that
had been flickering obscurely in New Quay and
other places, burst forth and quickly spread over
the country, sweeping upward from the South to

the moimtainous extremities of northern Wales
and subduing all before it. The remarkable scenes

witnessed were reported in the English press and
presently aroused the interest of the entire civil-

ized world. By this time Evan Roberts had be-

come the central figure of the awakening; still, to
designate him the 'deader" of the revival is to
contradict the real genius of the movement, which,

throughout, was without organization or executive

direction. The revival was really bogun before

Roberts started upon his apostolate; but undoubt-
edly he became the chief and most honored repre-

sentative of the movement.
Evan John Roberts was bom on July 8, 1878.

He is of humble parentage and is the ninth of a
family of fourteen children; of these, two sisters are

living in the United States. His birth-

4. Evan place is Bwlchymynydd, Loughor,

John South Wales, a small mining town of

Roberts; 3,000 or 4,000 inhabitants. He was
Early Life, brought up in the Welsh Calvinistic

Methodist Church (see Presbtterians,
IV.), of which his parents are members and which
he himself joined at the age of thirteen. When
eleven years old Roberts left school and went to
work as door-boy in a local coal mine where his

father also labored. Here he narrowly escaped death
in a coal-truck accident, and, later on, in a collieiy

explosion A third narrow escape happened toward
the end of the revival when, a few yards from a steep

precipice, he was thrown from a carriage drawn by
a runaway team. At twenty-four Evan Roberts left

the mines and apprenticed himself to the trade of

his imde, Evan Edwards, a blacksmith. A year
later he was accepted as candidate for the Welsh
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Prasbyterian ministry and in 1904 entered a pre-

paratory school in Newcastle Emlyn, South Wales.

Before this he had become subject to mystical expe-

riences of a tranoe-like nature. He devoted many
hours each day to prayer. He heard ** voices " and
saw " visions '' and felt himself caught up above
the limitations of time and sense into the immediate
presence of God. This last experience came to him
twice a day at regular hours and continued for some
time. He foimd himself unable to pursue his studies

to his own satisfaction in Newcastle Emlyn. His
text-books would seem, as he has expressed it, to

be aflame in his hand, and he would be seised with

violent physical pain until he would drop the book
and take up his Bible. His friends feared for his

mental condition. On Sept. 29, 1904, in Blaen-

anerch Calvinistic Methodist CSiapel he passed

through a spiritual crisis, in which, to use his own
words, " Living Force " entered him with almost
physical violence, imparting to him intense joy,

bodily strength, and mental fllumination, as well

as spiritual earnestness and power.

On Oct. 31 he returned to his home in Loughor
and began his woric as revivalist—first among his

own family and then in the church of which he was
a member. At the beginning he was

5. Work regarded with suspicion and consid-

in the ered demented, but the power of his

RevivaL meetings was irresistible and he quickly

became a national figure as the torch-

bearer of the revival. In his meetings he confined

himself almost exclusively to the Welsh language.

He sometimes gave addresses of an hour or an hour
and a half in duration, but usually he spoke for

less than ten minutes at a time. His style was pithy

and epigrammatic, aboimding in quaint metaphor
and homely illustration. He was ready-witted and
often in the meetings indulged in dialogue and quick

repartee. He is possessed of clairvoyant and clair-

audient powers, and occasionally these were exer-

cised in the meetings. Toward the close of the re-

vival he cloistered himself in the home of a friend

and observed a seven-days' sUence, shutting himself

away from the outside world, and refusing to com-
municate with any one except by writing. This he
did, as he believed, in obedience to the divine voice.

He emerged from this strange experience much
stronger physically and in a state 6( great mental
and spiritual exaltation. His only mission outside

Wales was in Liverpool (where he was accorded a
public banquet by the lord mayor, Apr. 7, 1905).

In this mission he addressed himself mainly to the

Welsh people and rarely spoke in English. When
in Liverpool, in order to silence adverse criticism

which had raised the question of his sanity, he was
examined by five English specialists who issued a
certificate of his mental soundness. In 1906, at the

end of the revival, Roberts suffered a severe nerv-

ous collapse. He passed into retirement in the home
of friends residing in Leicestershire, England, where,

imtil Nov., 1910, he remained in comparative se-

clusion. His health has improved. fVom his re-

tirement he has written one or two articles for the
religious press, but they lack the brilliance of his

extempore revival addresses. He is a good musician

and a poet of some ability. Before the revival he

acquired an dementaiy knowledge of Greek and
Latin and took up as a diversion the study of as-

tronomy and some of the occult sciences.

The religious awakening has brought about in

Wales a qtdckening of national spirit which is seek-

ing expression in progressive legislation and genial
reform, and in this way it is still fulfilling itself.

It has undoubtedly contributed to the movement
for the politkal independence of Wales—the grant-

ing of a measure of autonomy by which the klealiam

of Welsh democracy can be given an adequate organ
of expression.

Concerning the so-called occult phen(nnena ol

the revival much could be written. In almost every
village within the revival sone testimony was given
to the experience of mysterious psyddcal experi-

ences. In Evan Roberts himself, the
6. Occult occult faculties are strongly developed

Pheoomeoa* (see 1 4 above). He is (or was) subject

to trance-like ecstasies. He claimed to
be able to hear the prayers offered for him in far-

distant places; he was quick to detect any spirit

of opposition or skepticism in his meetings and to
trace it to its source; he was continually hearing
" voices " and seeing visions. It must be added
that in these matters the self-restraint of the re-

vivalist was as remarkable as the experienoes

themselves. They came to him imsought and were
consistently subordinated to his Ehrangelical mes-
sage. The Rev. H. Elvet Lewis in his chronicles

of the awakening (With CkrUi among the Minen,
London, 1906) narrates many instances of signs

and visions, the most noteworthy being the case

of Birs. Jones, a peasant woman of Egiyn, Meri-

onethshire, whose evangelistic woric during the re-

vival was largely influenced by the appearance of

phenomenal lights (a record of her experiences is

to be found in the Transactiona of the British Pay-
chical Research Society for Dec., 1905). Mr. Lewis
thus describes his meeting with her: " She made no
reference to the signs imtil my friend and I asked
her. She answered us simply as if she were speak-

ing about the fire on the hearth, that she had seen,

almost from the first, each evening a fire or light

between her and the hills which rise from the mareliy

shore—a quickly vibrating light, ' as though full oif

eyes,' so another described it. It had revealed to
her what to expect at the meetings? Yes, without
fail. One evening she had interpreted the sign to
mean foiur converts. But only three responded
when the test was made in the crowded little chapel.
' But there must be four,' she said. No, there could
not be; all the rest, except the three who had de-
clared themselves that night, were already members.
' But there ought to be four to-night,' she repeated.

No fourth could be found, until the door of the little

vestibule was opened and one stood there halting

between two opinions. The opening of the door
and a kindly word of invitation brought the in-

quirer inside. And the four was completed. She
had seen the light hovering over some houses on
the hilltops; she was puzzled, for she thought there

was no one in those houses unconverted, or at least

out of church membership. But one day she was
told by the Wesleyan minister at Barmouth and
another friend who visited her, that there was one
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old woman in one of the houses, not now on Christ's

side. ' Ah, that must be it/ she said. The two
friendBwent up—found the woman in concern for her

soul. Mi8. Jones herself visited her; she became one

of the fifty-one [converts] in that marvelous fort-

night.

" She had visited several villages near her home
during the dark nights. The li^t, she said, had
frequently accompajoied her—not a terrifying light,

but gentle and calm, just showing her way as she

walked." "The problem," concludes Mr. Lewis,
*' bUII remains imadved. But there can be no rear

Booable doubt of the appearance of these lights, at

the time and place. Afterward they grew, no doubt,

into a sort of foolish cult. Some, from mischief,

made lights appear where Mrs. Jones went to con-

duct missions; at other times natural lights were

taken to be extraordinary. But the eajdier phe-

nomena stand by themselvea—possibly natural,

but in any case abnormal. There still remain to be

ezplaioed their association with her movements
and their alleged clairvoyant signs."

It must be said that these phenomena have in

some quculers been exaggerated out of all pro-

portion to their importance in the revival. The
part that they played was comparatively insignifi-

cant. QwiLTlf OSWAID QbIFFITH.

V. The Roman Catholic Kiasion: " Mission " is

a term applied by Roman Catholics to efforts which

are the equivalent of the Protestant "revival,"

consisting of efforts directed to reclaiming those

within the territory of the Chiuch who have been

estaanged from religious observances. There was no
need for this sort of work until, with the establish-

ment of Christianity as the state religion, large num-
bers of pagans came in, and, with the conversion of

the Teutonic races, the Church was further increased

by multitudes who were only superficially affected

l^ the Christian spirit. The earlier penitential in-

stitutions no longer sufficed. When, in 1215, the

duty of confession was made universal, the idea of

legal satisfaction, made prominent by the hierarch-

ical tendency, was a hindrance to real pastoral work,

and neither the monks nor even the friars found the

right road to successful pastoral influence. Only

small commimities, like the Brothers of the Com-
mon life (see Common Life, Brbthben of the) at

the end of the Middle Ages, devoted themselves with

real thoroughness and love to the cultivation of an

inner spirit of Christian piety. It was the Reforma-

tion which stirred the Roman Catholic Church to

make strong efforts to confirm the wavering and re-

claim the wanderers. The Jesuits (q.v.) were the

most lealous instruments of this movement for res-

toration among the upper classes, and the Capu-

chins (q.v.) among the lower. The movement first

gained strength in France, where the bishops had

kepi up a tradition of personal acquaintance with

the spiritual state of their dioceses. It was fur-

thered by Vincent de Paul, who, in 1616, began his

work in behalf of the galley-slaves, and at FoUeville

in the next year preached the desirability of general

oonfession with such fervor that he was obliged to

caD in the Jesuits from Amiens to help him with the

crowds who came. Ultimately he founded the Con-

gregation of the Mission, or Lasarist order (see

TiAgARTHTs), to promote not only education and
missions among the heathen but also similar efforts

in Christian lands. A new impulse was given by the
congregation of mission-priests founded in 1815 by
the Abb^ L^gris-Duval, expressly devoted to this

particular work. After the upheaval of 1848 the

German episcopate made frequent use of missions to

reclaim the estranged masses; they were usually

preached by Jesuits and Redemptorists (qq.v.),

sometimes by Capuchins and Franciscans (qq.v.),

and by the two latter orders from 1872 to 1894,

when the two former were excluded from the Em-
pire. [In the United States missions have become
a regular part of the ecclesiastical machinery, held

at intervals in most of the larger parishes, by Jesu-

its, Augustinians, Dominicans, Passionists, Paul-

ists (qq.v.), and other orders.] They last two or

three weeks, after careful preparation of the ground
by the parochial deigy, and consist largely of fre-

quent stirring sermons on sin, repentance, judgment,
and Christian duties, leading to the reception of the

sacraments of penance and communion, and closing

with the solemn renewal of the baptieonal vow by
the whole congregation. There can be no difference

of view between Protestants and Roman Catholics

as to the duty d the Church to preach the Gospel

not only to the heathen but also to lukewarm and
nominal Christians. But there may well be a ques-

tion as to whether this rapid succession of exciting

sermons, accompanied by appeals to the emotions

in external ways, is really calculated to produce

lasting fruits rather than simply to bring the

people into obedience to ecclesiastical precepts,

especially confession. It is doubtful whether the

constant striving after effect, the rhetorical decla-

mation, the exaggerated pictures drawn of the evils

and the punishment of sin, and the appeal to fear

can well be productive of real moral renewal.

(D. STEITZf.)

Bibuoobapht: To be taken into account are (1) the arti-

dee in this work on the men named as revivalists in the
textt especially those of Edwards, Lyman Beecher, Tyler,

Finney, Spring, Taylor, Wesley, Whitefield. Moody, Tor-

rey, and others; (2) the works by those men which deal

with the subject (e.g., Edwards' ThouohU eoneeming the

pTMerU Revival of Rdioion, and Narrative of the Work of
Ood in Northamj^on); and (3) the literature under the ar-

ticles on these men, which often discusses the revival activi-

ties of the subjects.

Treatises on the general history of revivals are: W. B.
Spnigue, Lecturea on Revivals ofReUffion, New York, 1833;

C. G. Finney, Lectures on Revivals of ReUoien^ Boston*
1835, new ed., London, 1010; J. Gillies. Historical Collec-

tions Relatino to Remarkable Periods of Success of the Gos-

pel, Preface by H. Bonar, London, 1846; B. Tyler, New
England Revivals, as they Existed at the Close of the 18th

and the Begifming of the 19th Centuries, Boston, 1846; E.
Porter, Letters on the Religious Revivals tohich Prevailed

about the Beginning of the Present Century, Boston. 1858;

H. Humphrey, Revival Sketches and Manual, New York,

1850; W. Gibson, The Year of Grace: a HisL of the Re-

vival in Ireland, 1859 AM., Boston. 1860; J. H. Vincent.

Hist, of the Camp Meeting and Grounds at Wesleyan Grove,

Boston, 1860; Mrs. M. N. Van CJott. The Harvest and the

Reaper: Reminiscences of Revival Work, New York, 1876;

C. L. Thompson, Times of Refreshing: Hist, of American
Revivals, Chicago, 1877; W. W. Bennett, Narrative of the

Great Revival in the Southern Armies during the CivU War,

Philadelphia, 1877; J. Porter, Revivals of Rdigion, New
York, 1878; 8. C. Swallow. Camp Meetings: their Origin,

Hist., and Utility; also their Perversion, New York, 1878;

H. Bushnell, Building Eras in Religion, New York. 1881;

C. P. Jones, From the Forecastle to the Pulpit; fifty Years
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among SaHon; coniainino on AeeouiU of a vondorftd Re-

vival upon the Sea; with an Introduction by W. P. Striek-

land. New York. 1884; & B. HiOlidAy and D. 8. Qragory.

The Chvrch in America and ite Baptieme of Fire, Loo-
don and Toronto, 1806; A. Sims, Remarkdble NarroHvee,

or Recorde of Powerful RevivaU, Kingston, Ont., 1800;

H. Johnson, Storiee of Cheat Revivale, London, 1000; A.

T. PietBon, Forward Movemente of the Laet Half Centunf*

New York, 1000; O. C. Morgan, Bvangdiem: a Studff of

Need and Opportuniiy, London, 1004; W. A. Candler,

Great Revivale and the Great Republic, Atlanta, Oa., 1004;

F. G. Beardsley, Hiet. of American Remvale, New York,

1004; J. Page, Great Evanoeliete and how God hae ueed

them, London, 1005; J. Burns, Revivale; their Lowe and
Leadere, London, 1000.

On the " Great Awakening ** oonstilt: J. Tracy. The
Great Awakening: a HieL of the Revival of Religion in the

Time of Edwarda and Whitefleld, Boston, 1842 (a classic);

E. P. Hood, Vignettee of the Great Revival of the 18th Cen-

tury, London, 1880. reissued With a eupplemental De-
ecription of the Revival in America, Philadelphia, 1882;

J. H. Overton, Bvangdioal Revival in the 18th Century,

New York, 1886.

On special recent revivals: D. L. Moody and I. D.

Sankey, Narrative of Lahore in Great Britain and Ireland;

with Addreeeee and Leeturee, New York. 1875; R. W. Clark.

The Work of God in Great Britain under Meeere. Moody
and Sankey in 187S-76, New York, 1875; Chrietian Con-

vention of the Northweel. . . . Union Revival Meetinge con-

ducted by B. F. Mille and J. W. Chapmaji, Minneapolis.

1803; R. Harkness, With the Torrey-Alexander Mieeion
round the World, London, 1004; J. K. Maclean. Triumphant
Evangdiem: the three Yeare' Miaeione of Torrey and Alex-

ander in Great Britain, London, 1005; G. T. B. Davis,

Torrey and Alexander; the Story of a World-wide Revival,

London, 1005; T. R. Williams. The True Revival vereue

Torreyiem, London, 1005.

On the Welsh revival: W. T. Stead, The Coming Re-
vival, WfuU I have eeen and hope to eee, London, 1005;

idem. The Revival in the Wed, ib. 1005; Awstin (pseud.).

The Rdigioue Revival in Walee, 1904, Cardiff, 1005; I. W.
Charlton, The Revival in Walee, London, 1005; J. P.

Lewis, The Awakening in Wales and Some of the Hidden
Springs, London. 1005; H. Elvet Lewis, With Christ among
the Miners, ib.. 1007; J. V. Morgan, The Welsh Rdigioue
Revival 1904-06', a Rdrospect and a CriOeiem, London,
1000; The Welsh Revival, in Cambridge Modem Hiatory, vi.

81 sqq.. New York, 1000.

On the psychology of revivals: E. D. Staifouok, Pey-
ehology of Rdigion; an empirical Study of the Growth of
rdigioue Conedoueness, New York, 1800; G. A. Coe, Spir-

itual Life, Studies in the Science of Religion, New York.
1000; W. James, Varieties of Rdigioue Experience, New
York, 1002; F. M. Davenport. Primitive Traite in Rdig-
ioue Revivale, New York, 1005; Henke, in AJT, 1000, pp.
103 sqq.

On the theory and practise consult: J. W. Alexander,

The Revival and iU Lessons, New York, 1861; L. T. Town-
send, The Supernatural Factor in Rdigioue Revivals, Bos-

ton, 1877; W. W. Newell, Revivals: how and when. New
York, 1882; W. P. Doe, editor. Revivals; how to promote

them. New York, 1884; G. W. Hervey, Manual of Re-

vivaU, New York, 1884; J. O. Peck. The Revival and the

Pastor, New York. 1804; J. E. W. Ditchfield. Fishers of
Men, or how to vnn the Men, London. 1800: J. W. Qiap-
man. Revivals and Missions, New York. 1000; idem, Free-

ent-Day Evangdism, ib., 1003; J. P. Bnishingham, Catching

Men: Studies in vital Evangdism, Cincinnati. 1006; R. A.
Torrey, How to Conduct and Promote a Successful Revival,

Chicago, 1006; J. V. Coombs, Chrietian Evangdism, Cin-

cinnati. 1007; C. LeR. Goodell. Pastoral and Personal
Evangdism, New York. 1007; W. Hamilton, Sane Evangd-
ism, Philadelphia, 1000; J. Bums, Revivals, their Laws
and Leaders, London, 1000; O. O. Green, Normal Evangd-
iem, New York, 1010.

REWARD: That which is given in recognition

of merit or work performed, or in requital c^ good
or evil. The Bible frequently employs the concep-

tion of reward to express the certainty that God
guarantees the ultimate success and happiness of

those who obey his law. Such expressions, how-

ever, raise two serious questions: Does not the

promise of a reward vitiate the motive of ethical

conduct by introducing into it an egoistic element,

and does it not contradict the doctrine of salvation

through God's grace as taught by Paul?
On closer examination it will be seen that both

questions can be answered in the negative. In
private life reward is an economic conception, repre-

senting proportionate compensation for work accom-
plished. Here the reward b usually the sole mo-
tive for action. In public life the case may be quite

different. Here altruistic motives come into play,

and reward, in the sense of remuneration, may
cease to form a motive for action, since the service

rendered, the good done the community, may be
its own reward. However, the public official who
neglects his private affairs to serve the community
may reasonably expect to be provided for. Simi-

lariy the Christian in the service of God. Since his

woric in the moral vineyard leaves mere personal

interest out of account, it, too, can be regarded as a
service rendered to the community, or to the di-

vine power that presides over the moral order; and
it carries with it naturally the expectation of rec-

ompense for the personal sacrifice entailed. Here
there is no thought of an equivalent for service

rendered, as in the case of a laborer in private life,

for the reward has not been the sole motive to ac-

tion. If reward be taken in the strictest sense, it is

clear that no one can make demand of God for rec-

ompense. The expectation of a reward, therefore,

becomes a matter of faith, and the reward itself a
matter of grace. In the last analysis human service

itself is a gift of grace, since it is accomplished
through the spirit of God (Phil. i. 6, iL 13). In this

view the objections urged by many modem ethical

writers (most strongly by Eduard von Hartmann
and Nietzsche, qq.v.) against reward as a motive
become irrelevant. Both Jesus and Paul taught ex-
pressly that the Christian-ethical life does not spring

from any thought of reward, but from the grace of

God in us and from the love toward God and our
neighbors which it awakens. In the New Testament
the conception of reward is not employed as a motive
for conversion, but as an encouragement to per-

severance in the Christian life; and in the religious

view of the world it serves to express the certainty

that the moral order is not merely a human but a
divine affair.

The idea that God not only gives the law but
also sees to its fulfilment is inseparable from the
religious view of the world. According to the proph-
ets it b an inviolable rule that the righteous are re-

warded and the wicked punished (Isa. iii. 10-11;

Amos V. 14-27; Hos. iv. 1-3). A decision between
obedience and disobedience toward God is a choice

between blessing and curse, between life and death
(Deut. xxviii. 1-68, xxx. 15-20; Lev. xxvi. 3-45;
Josh, xxiii. 14-16). In numerous sayings and para-

bles Jesus promises the goods of his kingdom, or
eternal life, as the reward of his disciples (Matt. v.

2-10, xix. 29, xxiv. 46-^51, xxv. 34-46; Luke vi.

22-35, xii. 33-44, xiv. 12-14); but it is clear that

he did not make the expectation of reward the chief

motive of Christian life. In fact, the man who seeka

to gain the reward by his own efforts forfeits it
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(cf. Matt. vi. 1-6, 16, xviii. 1-4; Mark viii. 35).

It is duty done without expectation of reward that

is rewarded (cf. Luke xvii. 10). In the writings of

Paul the idea of reward is subordinated to the doc-

trine of salvation by grace. Eternal life is a gift

of God (Rom. vi. 23), which can not be demanded
as a right (cf. Rom. iv. 4-5); and the basis of eth-

ical conduct is not the hope of reward, but a realr

ization of the mercy of God (Rom. xii. 1), love

toward Christ and a desire to obey him (II Cor.

viii. 8, X. 5-7), and the desire to live in the spirit

(Gal. V. 25; Rom. viii. 13-17). While Paul does

not always reconcile the idea of reward with the

doctrine of salvation by grace, on the whole he

teaches that any divine requital of human activity

is a manifestation of grace; and that such activity

itself can not be dissolved into a series of separate

deeds meriting reward. Rather, Christian conduct

presents itself as a uniform manifestation of faith

woridng itself out ethicaUy.

The Biblical conception of reward has been ex-

plained away in mysticism, which sees in it a relic

of egoism; or it has been rejected in non-religious

systems <A ethics, which, regarding ethical conduct
as a human affair, find that the idea of an eternal

reward obscures ethical insight; or it has been
coarsened and formalized in legal conceptions of

religion, where the basis of Christian-etMcal con-

duct is laid in arbitrary statutes. Here the

striving for a reward, which was only an acces-

sory motive in the Biblical view, becomes the chief

motive.

Froti the view of Augustine that to cling to God
is both virtue and the reward of virtue (Epist,, civ.

12) was developed in the Middle Ages that mystical

love of God in which the self is forgotten. Bernard
of Clairvaux gave this mysticism its classic expres-

sion in his doctrine of the four gradations of love.

It may be added that Melanchthon, in the " Apol-

ogy " of the Augsburg Confession (C/2, xxvii. 275

sqq.), opposes the obscuring of the Pauline doc-

trine of grace by the conception of reward. Simi-

lariy, the Council of Trent (Session VI., cap. xi.)

characterised the expectation of an eternal reward
as a subsidiary motive beside the chief motive, viz.,

the glorification of God, though Canon XXXI.
seems to make expectation of reward alone a suffi-

cient motive (Schaff, Creeds, ii. 117). While in

modem philosophical ethics reward as a motive has

been severely criticized and generally rejected, it

may be said that any system of ethics which re-

jects the idea of an ultimate divine recompense is

incomplete, in that it neglects to emphasize the

dominant position of the good in the world.

(O. Kirn.)

Bibuogbapht: R. W. Hamflton, The Revealed Doctrine of
Bewarde and PtmiahmenU, London, 1853; P. Mehlhom,
in JahrbUeher fltr protealantiache Theaiogie, 1876; R. Neu-
meiBter. DienevUeUxmenilidulAhrevomLohn^Ylw^^lBSOx
W. G. T. Shedd. DoQmatie Theoloov, i. 300. New York,
1880; H. Sehults, in T8K, 1800. 1804; A. Juncker. Dae
leh und die Motivation dee WiUene im Chrietenthum, Halle,

1801; H. P. Uddon, Sermone on Some Worde of Chriet,

London. 1802; H. H. Wendt, Die L^re Jeeu, pp. 166

qq.. 2d ed.. Qdttingen. 1001. En«. tnnsl. of let ed.. The
Teaehino of Jeeue, 2 vols.. London, 1802; E. Ehrfaardt.

Der Orvndeharakter der Ethik Jeeu, Freibui«. 1806; K.
Thieme, Die eitUiehe Triebkraft dee Olavbene, Leipaic,

1806; A. TitiuB, Die neuteetameniliche Lehre von der Setio-

keil, parts i.-iv., Tubingen. 1805-1000; H. Jaooby. ATeu-

teetamenUiehe Ethik, Kdnigsbeis. 1800; H. Cromer. Die
paulinieche Reehtfertigwnoalehre, pp. 350-368, GOtenloh,
1000; C. A. Briggs, Ethical Teaching of Jeeue, pp. 206,

240. New York, 1004; DCO, ii. 528.

REYNOLDS, ren'ols, EDWARD: Chmtjh of Eng-
land bishop; b. at Southampton Nov., 1599; d. at

Norwich Jan. 16, 1676. He was educated at Mer-

ton College, Oxford (B.A., 1618; fellow, 1620;

M.A., 1624; D.D., 1648); became preacher at

Lincoln's Inn in 1622 and served as royal chaplain;

became vicar of All Saints, Northamptonshire, 1628,

and rector of Bramston, 1631. At the breaking

out of the civil war he was a moderate Anglican,

was a member of the Westminster Assembly, 1643,

but did not take the covenant till 1644. He was
one of the committee of twenty-two to examine
and approve ministers, was vicar of St. Lawrence
Jewry, London, 1645-62; dean of Christ Church,

1648-50 and again in 1659; was chosen vice-chan-

cellor in 1648, but ejected from Christ Church in

1659 for not taking the " engagement." At the

Restoration Reynolds conformed, was made war-

den of Merton College and canon of Worcester in

1660, and bishop of Norwich in 1661. In the same
year he took part in the Savoy Conference (q.v.).

He carried his Puritanic principles into practise

even while a bishop, and lived only for his diocese.

His Works were first collected and published in

1658; best edition, with Lt/e, by A. Chalmers,

6 vols. (London, 1826).

Bzbuoorapht: Beddee the Life by A. ChalmerB, ut sup.,

consult: A. k Wood. Athena Oxonienaea, ed. P. Bliss, iii.

1083. and Faeti Oxonieneee, ii. 115, 129. 355. 4 vols.. Lon-
don, 1813-20; DNB, xlviii. 40-41.

REYNOLDS, HENRY ROBERT: Congregation-

alist; b. at Romsey (7 m. n.w. of Southampton),
Hampshire, England, Feb. 26, 1825; d. at Brox-

bourne (16 m. n.n.e. of London), Hertfordshire,

Sept. 10, 1896. He was educated at Coward Col-

lege and University College, London (B.A., 1848);

became pastor at Halsted, Essex, 1846; at Leeds,

1849; president of Coimtess of Himtingdon's Col-

lege, Cheshimt, Herts, 1860, from which he retired

in 1894. He was author of Beginnings of the Di-

vine Life (London, 1859); Notes of the Christian

Life (1865); John the Bap^isf, Congregational Union
lectures for 1874 (1874); Philosophy of Prayer, and
other Essays (1881); conmientajy on Hosea and
Amos (1884), in C. J. Ellicott's Old-Testament Com-
mentary (1882-84); of exposition, conmientary, and
introduction to the Gospel of John (1887-88; in the

Ptdpit Commentary) ; Athanasius: his Life and Life

Work (1889); Light and Peace. Sermons and Ad-
dresses (1892) ; and Lamps of the Temple, and other

Addresses to Young Men (1895). He was also joint

editor and compiler of Psalms, Hymns, and Passages

of Scripture for Christian Worship (1853); editor

of Ecdesia: Church Problems, 2 series (1870-71);

Athanasius (1889); and was coeditor of the British

Quarterly Review (1866-74), and of The Evangelical

Magazine (1877-82).

Bibugorapbt: A memoir is prefixed to one of lus publica-

tions not named above. Who aay ye that I am, London.
1896; H. R. Reynolds, Hie Life and LeUere, ed. by his sis-

ten, ib. 1898.
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REYNOLDS (RAINOLDS), JOHN: Puritan di-

vine; b. at Pinhoe (4 m. n.e. of Exeter), Devon-
Bhire, 1540; d. at Oxford May 21, 1607. He prob-

ably entered Merton College, Oxford, but in 1563
received a scholarship at Ck>rpus Christi (probation-

ary fellow, 1566; full fellow, and B.A., 1568); he
there became tutor to Richard Hooker (q.v.), Greek
reader (an important office), 1572-73-78; resigned

his fellowship in 1586; was then appointed to a
temporaiy lectureship; became dean of Lincoln,

1593; and president of (corpus Christi, 1598. He
was one of four Puritan representatives (and the

chief one) at the Hampton Court Conference (q.v.)»

at which he is credited with suggesting to King
James the desirability of a new translation of the

Bible (see Bible Vebsions, B, IV., 6). Of this

work he was made a participant, being one of the

committee which had in chaige the translation of

the prophets, but he did not live to see the com-
pletion of the task. He was celebrated for his great

learning, remarkable memoiy, sound judgment,
lofty character, uprightness, piety, and regard for

his students. Among the works published by him
are: Sex theses de sacra Scripiura et ecclesia (Lon-

don, 1580); T?ie Summe of the Carrference between

John Rainolds and John Hart touching the Head and
the Faiih of the Church (1584); De Romanes ecdesim

idolatria (1586); The Overthrow of Stage-Players

(1599). The following were issued after hia death:

Defence of the Judgment of the Reformed Churches

that a Man may lawfuUie not ordie put awaie his Wife
for her AduUerie but aiso marry another (1609) ; Cen-

sura librorum Apocryphorum Veteris Testamenti

(1611); The Prophecie of Obadiah opened and ex-

plained (1613); The Judgment of Doctor Reigndds
concerning Episcopacy, whether it be Ood*s Ordinance

(1641); and Sermons on the Prophecies of Haggai
(1648).

Bibuoorapbt: R. Onokaathorpe, Defenaio todetim Ana-
Uoanm, chap, bdz., London, 1025; D. Neal, HiM. of tht

PurUaru, i. 262. ed. J. Toulmin. Bath, 1793; W. H. Frero.

The Enolidi Church {IdSS-lOU), pp. 296 aqq., ib. 1904;
R. G. Usher. The ReconatnusUon of the Bnoluh Church,
New York. 1910; DNB, xlviL 180-182.

RHABANUS MAURUa See Rabanus BIaubus.

RHEES, rlc, RUSH: Baptist; b. at Clhicago Feb.

8, 1860. He was educated at Amherst (A.B., 1883),

where he was Walker instructor in mathematics in

1883-85, and at Hartford Theological Seminary,

from which he was graduated in 1888. After being

pastor of the Middle Street Baptist Church, Ports-

mouth (188^-92), he was associate professor of New-
Testament interpretation at Newton Theological

Institution (1892-94); professor of the same sub-

ject (1894-1900); and president of the University

of Rochester since 1900. He has written The lAfe

of Jesus of Nazareth: A Study (New York, 1900).

RHEGIUS, rt'ji-us (RIE6ER), URBANUS: Ger-
man Reformer; b. at Langenargen (17 m. e. of

Constance) in the latter half of May, 1489; d. at
Celle (23 m. n.e. of Hanover) May 27, 1541. He
received his first education at lindau, whence he
went to Freibuiig, where he came under strong hu-
manistic influence, also associating much with Eck,
the subsequent opponent of Luther. When Eck

was called to a professorship at Ingolstadt in 1510^

Rhegius followed him. After 1512 he devoted in-

creased attention to theology, still under Eck's

guidance, and in 1518, while visiting Constance, he
wrote his first theological treatise, the De dignitate

sacerdotum, from a strictly orthodox Roman Catho-

lic point of view. In 1519 he was ordained to the

priesthood at Constance, and at the beginning of

the controvenfy between Luther and Eck took the

side of his teacher. By Mar., 1520, however, his

position had for some unknown reason so veered

that he could be termed a friend of Luther. He
can not, however, at that time have changed his

attitude decidedly, for in the same year he was called

to Augsbuiig as cathedral preacher in place of (Eco-

lampadius, who had entered the monastery of St.

Brigitta. He was forced to leave late in 1521 for

openly supporting Luther, and he then lived at

Aigen and Tetnang, and preached for a time at

Hall in the valley of the Inn. In 1524 he publidied

his Ob das new testament yetz recht verteutscht sey, in

reply to the attack of Hieronymus Emser (q.v.)

against Luther's translation of the Bible in his Auss
was grund imnd ursach Luther's dolmatschung . . •

dem gemeinen man bUiig vorbotten sey (Leipsic, 1523),

and in the same year returned to Au^^uiig as a
private citisen. During his absence friction be-

tween the dd faith and the new movement had led

to riot and even to conspiracy, until the demands
laid on the vacillating city councU forced it to take

a firm stand and finally to check the uprising.

Rhegius now became pastor of St. Anne's; on Christ-

mas Day, 1524, he administered the Lord's Supper
imder both kinds; and in 1526 he married. In the

eucharistic controversy, except for a brief period of

practical subscription to Zwinglianiam, Rhef^us
adhered to the position of Luther, swayed, no doubt^

by fear of the dangerous radicalism of the Anabap-
tist movement, which both he and his coUeagues

vainly sought to check. His feeble efforts to effect

a mediation between Lutheranism and Zwin^ian-

ism were equally fruitless; religious dissension of

all kinds steadily increased, and the civil authorities

were timid and wavering.

The diet of 1530 ended the career of Rhegius at

Augsbuiig. On the day after his arrival (June 17)

the emperor demanded that all Protestant preaol^

ing cease at once, and Rhegius was dismissed with

the other preachers. Toward the end of August he
accepted the invitation of Ernest the Confessor

(q.v.), duke of LOneburg, to become pastor at Celle,

and, after having brought about a conference be-

tween Melanchthon and Butzer, he took with him
a series of articles to be submitted to Luther, whom
he met at Cobui^g in an interview which made a deep
impression upon him. In the territoiy of L(lnebuig»

though it was already won for the Lutheran cause

with the exception of the capital, much remained to

be done by Rhegius, who was appointed superin-

tendent in 1531. In this same year he preached at

LQneburg and issued a church order, though it was
not firmly established until Sept., 1532. As super-

intendent Rhegius took special pains to provide the

congregations with efficient preachers and to rouse

those already in office to 1^ proper dischaige of

their duties. His activity extended even beyond
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the duchy of LOneburg, especially after the monas-
teries had been reformed by his untiring activity.

The dty of Hanover owes to him the renovation of

its religious life after the victory of the Refonnation,
for in 1536 he drew up for it the church order which
is still in force. He was also active in the reforma-

tion of the cities of Minden, Soest, and Lemgo, and
he strenuously opposed the Anabaptists who foimd
warm qrmpathiaers throughout northern Germany.
As the adviser of Duke Ernest, Rhegius was an im-
portant factor in securing the acceptance of the

Formula of Concord. His last public appearance
was at the conference of Hagenau in 1540. Among
his writings special mention may be made of the

following: De dignUate aacerdoium (Augsbuig, 1519)

;

Underricht, Wie cdn Chriatenmeruch Oat aeinem her-

ren teglieh beichUn aoU (1521); Wider den newen
imal Doctors Andrea von Cartkadt dee Sacraments
halbwamung (n.p., 1524); Von Uyheygenschafft oder

KnedUheyt (n.p., 1525); Wamvng wider den neuen
Taitforden (1527); and Formulcs eavde loquendi

(Wittenbexg, 1535; Germ, ed., 1536, Celle, 1880).

The worics of Rhegius, both Latin and German,
were almost completely edited by his son, E. Rhe-
gius (2 vds., Nuremberg, 1561-62).

[Rh^us also wrote Uie following works which
were translated into English: Novm dodrina ad
veterem coUaHo (Augsburg, 1526 [?]), transl. by W.
Turner, A Comparison betwene the Olds leamynge
and the Newe (Southwark, 1557); Ain Summa
ekristlicher leer (Augsbuig, 1527), transl. by W.
Lynne, A declaraHon of the twelve articles of the

christen faythe (London, 1548); and Dodrina cer-

tisaima (Frankfort, 1545), transl. by J. Fox, An
instruceyon of Christen fayth (London, 1550 [7^; as

well as sermons on Matt. ix. 16-26 (transl. by W.
Lynne, London, 1548), Luke xxiv. (transl. by W.
Hilton, London, 1578), and Matt, xviii. 10 (transl.

by R. Robinson, London, 1590), and an exposition

of Ps. Ixxxvii. (transL by R. Robinson, London,
1594).] (Paul Tbchackert.)
BnuoQSAPBnr: H. C. Heimbiuger, Urbantu Rhtpiw, Qotha,

1851; Q. Uhlhom, Urbanw Rh^w, Leben und auage-
wShiU Sekriften, Elbofeld, 1802; O. Seiti, Die theotogitche

BMwidMung dee UfbanuB Rhegiut, Gotha. 1898; and
litemtim under Luthbb, MAsnN; and Zwinou, Huld-
BBCB.

RHEIMS nSW IBSTAMBRT. See Biblb Ver-
8IOM8, B, rV., i 5.

RHODES. See Asia Minob, V.

RHODES, KRIOHTS OF. See John, Saint,

Obdbb of HosprrALBBs of.

RHODOH, r5Men: Greek author of the second

century. The sole source of information concerning

him is ESusebius (Hist, ecd., V., xiii.), who states that

he was bom in Asia and educated at Rome by
Tatian, so that he would seem to have been con-

verted between 165 and 172. Rhodon, however,

never broke with the Church. According to Euse-

Inus, he was the author of a work against Biarcion,

and the citations preserved by Eusebius are impor-

tant for a knowledge of Apelles and his doctrine, as

wdD as other Mardonists. Eusebius likewise states

that Rhodon wrote a commentaiy on the hexaem-
eroo, and that he designed a polemic against an

otherwise imknown work of Tatian entitled " Prob-
lems," in which all difficult passages of the Bible

had been collected. Whether Rhodon ever wrote
this refutation and explained the problems thus
posited is unknown. At Rome Rhodon held a dis-

putation with Apelles, and as the latter died about
180, while Rhodon wrote his anti-Marcionistic trear

tise during the lifetime of Apelles, the composition
of the work must have been between 170 and 180.

It has been suggested, though without foimdation,

that Rhodon was the author of the Canon of Mura-
tori (q.v.; Hamaok, Litterahar, i. 599) and of the
anti-Montanistic treatise excerpted by Epiphaniua
(Hist, ecd,, xlviii. 2-13; H. G. Voigt, Eine verschcifr

lene Urkunde dee anHmontanisHschen Kampfes, pp.
224 sqq., Leipsic, 1891).

(Ebwin Pbsubchbn.)
Bibuoobapbt: The fragmentB are coUeoted, with notes, in
M. J. Routh, Rditvim merm, L 43^-446, Oxfoid, 1846;
MPG, V. 1331-38; Eng. tiand. in ANP, viiL 766. Con-
sult: A. Qallandi, BibUdhtcaveUrvm vaitnan^ ii., pp. zviL,
144-146, Venice, 1766; P. Caspari, UngtdfuckU
QudUn BUT Oetchichte det TaufeymboU, iii. 816, 340-341,
364-366, Christaania, 1871; A. Hilgenfeld, Die KeUerge'
echichU dee Urehrietenthume, 632-^633, Leipsic, 1884; Bar-
denhewer, Patrohoie^ pp. 106, 110-111, Eng. transl., St.

Louis, 1908; idem, GeechiefUe, L 490-401; KrOger, Hietory.

pp. 143-144; Hamaok, LiUenUw, i. 699, iL 1, pp. 313-^14;
DCB, iv. 646.

RICCI, CATHERINB DE. See Cathbbinb db
Ricci.

RICCI, ilt'chi, LORENZO: General of the Jesuits;

b. at Florence Aug. 2, 1703; d. at Rome Nov. 24,

1775. He entered the order of the Jesuits in 1718,

and became its general in 1758. He was of an ami-
able yet inflexible disposition, and was unalterably

attached to the tenet of obedience. To all proposi-

tions to change the constitution of the order, emar
nating either from the pope or from the Roman
Catholic princes, he answered ** Sint ut sunty aid

non sint" (** Let them [the Jesuits] be as they are

or let them cease to exist")- The consequence
was that the pope dissolved the order by the bull

Dominus ac redemptor noster, July 21, 1773. Ricd
protested emphatically against the action and was
confined in tiie castle of St. Angelo for the rest of

his life.

Bibuoobapbt: J. J. I. von D6llinger, BeiirOge but poUU'
eehen, kirchliehen, und CuUurgeechidUe, iii 1-74, Vienna,
1882; A CirewneUMntial Account of the Death of Abbi
Laurence Ricci, To which ie annexed a Copy of the PrO'
testation tohich he left at hie Death, London, 1776; A.
Carayon, Doeumente inSdite coneemant la compagnie de
JSeue, vol. zvii., Paris, 1869; L. A. de CaracoioU, Vita
deir Abati Loreneo Riccitn.p,,n.d.; Ranke, PopM, ii 446-
447; KL, x, 1170-72.

RICCI, MATTEO; Roman Catholic missionaiy
and astronomer; b. at Macerata (120 m. e.s.e. of

Florence), Italy, Oct. 6, 1553; d. at Peking, China,

May 11, 1610. He first studied law, but, going to

Rome in 1571, entered the Society of Jesus and gave
especial attention to the study of astronomy; he
was sent to India as a missionary in 1577, and there

completed his theological stucQes and was made
priest; thence he was called to Macao, where he
gained the favor of the viceroy of the province of

Kwantung both by his persontd characteristics and
by his acquaintance with the Chinese language.

Under the new vioerqy he was compelled to leave
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Macao, but had pennission to settle at Shaotsao in

the same province, 1590. He had as his object,

which he kept steadily in mind, a mission to Peking;

this he brought about in 1600, where his astronom-
ical instruments aroused the curiosity of the em-
peror; permission to remain was not definitely

gained, however, until 1605, when he was enabled

to gain a settled residence. His further religious ac-

tivities were carried on there, looking to the con-

version of the Chinese; and no less devoted were
his services to astronomy and mathematics, which,

however, he made use of as an introduction to the

truths of Christianity. The esteem which he won
at court paved the way for the success of Roman
Catholic missions in China, and his work was car-

ried on by his successors. He did much in the way
of writing in the Chinese language, producing works
not only in theology, but also in mathematics and
geometry. See China, II., 2, § 2.

Biblioobapbt: Biographies have been written by P^re
D'Orleana, Paris. 1093; C. 8ainte-Foi. ib.. 1869; A. Werfer,
Regeaebarg, 1870; and L. Nooentini, in the " Acts " of the
foarth international oongrees of orientalists, ii. 273 sqq.,

Florence, 1881.

RICCI, SCIPIONE DE': Bishop of Pistoja and
one of the few representatives of the Enlightenment
within the Roman Catholic Church in Italy; b. at

Florence Jan. 9, 1741; d. at Rignano (11 m. e.s.e.

of Florence) Jan. 27, 1810. At the age of fifteen he
was placed in a Jesuit school at Rome, but was re-

called on manifesting a tendency to enter the order,

and completed his theological studies at Pisa and
Florence. He was ordained to the priesthood in

1766, and in 1775 became vicar-general to the arch-

bishop of Florence. Five years later, on the death

of the bishop of Pistoja, Ricci was nominated as his

successor by Leopold, grand duke of Tuscany, who
deemed him capable of carrying out proposed re-

forms in the training of the clergy, the improve-

ment of moral conditions, and the introduction of

the Janienistic " Colbert catechism." Ricci was
duly consecrated, only to be confronted by almost

insuperable difficulties in his diocese. EvU condi-

tions in the monasteries could be remedied only by
abrogating their exemption and placing them under

episcopal jurisdiction; and other reform measures

contemplated the improvement of the cure of souls

and of preaching, the protection of the secular

against the regular clei^gy, the enforcement of the

rules on fasting, the introduction and diffusion of

enlightening literature; the purification of religious

ideids, and the diminution of the cult of saints and
relics and of the Sacred Heart. To these the synod

convened by Ricci at Pistoja in 1786 added the

holding of annual synods, improvement of the brev-

iary, encouragement of Bible reading, and the

strengthening of episcopal power against the Curia.

Only two bishops, however, besides Ricci, took the

decisions of the synod seriously, although the ses-

sions were attended by 233 parish priests and thir-

teen regular clergy. Every effort was made to ob-

viate the charges of Jansenism already made against

the leaders by stressing the articles on sin and orig-

inal sin transmitted by the faculty of Louvain to

Innocent XI. and recognized as orthodox. It was
also aflirmed that even the Church had no power to

posit new rules of faith, her sole duty being to pre-

serve in original purity what had been given her by
Christ and the apostles. Indulgences, moreover,

were declared to be simply the remission of the dis-

cipline of the Church; parallel forms for the liturgy

in the vernacular were demanded; processions were
restricted; the nimiber of saints' days was decreased,

and a decree on the life of the clergy and the con-

ferring of ecclesiastical offices forxned the conclu-

sion. A letter was likewise addressed to the grand
duke, containing additional proposed reforms, and
asking that a national council be convened.

With the express sanction of Leopold, the coun-
cil was convened at Florence on Apr. 23, 1787, only

to reject most decidedly the fifty-seven propositions

of the grand duke. Tlie canonists and theologians

deputed to present them were silenced by the epis-

copal authority of the assembled bishops, who, with

the exception of Ricci and the bishops of Chiuai

and Colle, voted unanimously against each of Leo-

pold's proposed reforms. "Hiis overwhelming op-

position rendered it impossible for the grand duke
to carry out the changes which he desired, although,

as long as he remained in Italy, he supported Ricci

against the efforts of his opponents to render it im^

possible for him to remain in Pistoja. When, how-
ever, Leopold succeeded his brother, Joseph II., as
emperor of Austria in 1790, Ricci's enemies, aided

by a feeble regency, attained their object, and the

bishop, resigning from his see, retired to private life.

The resolutions of the Synod of Pistoja were con-

demned by the bull Auctarem fidei (Aug. 28, 1794),

which also rejected eighty-five statements in it as

heretical and erroneous, a decision to which Ricci

formally submitted before Pius VII., when the

pontiff was returning from Paris in 1805. Ricci

was the author of a number of episcopal charges as

well as of Istruzione crisHana sopra U saaramento

deHa canfermazwne (3d ed., Pistoja, 1783), a volume
of sermons (1788), and the posthumous Memorie di

Scipione de* Ricci, vescovo di Prato e Pistoja (ed.

A. Gelli, 2 vols., Florence, 1865) and Alcune lettere

inedite di Sdpiane de* Ricci ad Antonio Marini (ed.

C. Guasti, Prato, 1857). K. Benrath.
Bibuoorapht: The souroee are the Memorie and Alcvne

lettere noted above. Based on these is L. J. A. de Pot-
ter's Vie de Scipion de Ricci, 3 vols., Brussels. 1825. which
was put on the Index. Consult further: A. von Reiz*

mont. GeeckichU Toeeanaa, ii. 148 sqq., Gotha, 1877;

KL, X. 34 sqq.; Lichtenbei^er, ESR, id. 230-231.

RICE, EDWIN WILBUR: Congregationalist;

b. at Khigsborough, N. Y., July 24, 1831. He was
graduated from Union College (A.B., 1854) and
Union Theological Seminary, New York (1857).

He has been associated with the American Sunday
School Union since 1859, in which he has been a
missionary (1859-64), superintendent of missions

(1864-70), assistant secretary of missions (1870-

1879), and editor of the periodicals and other pub-

licaiions of the organization (since 1879). He has

prepared the Schdar'a Handbooks on the Interna'

Oonal School Lessons from 1873 to 1889 and written

popular commentaries on Matthew (Philadelphia,

1886; 6th ed., 1910) ; Luke (1889); John (1891), and
Acts (1896; 4th ed., 1909), as well as OrganizaHon

and Classification of Sunday Schools (1881); The
Origin of Sunday Schools (1886) ; Stories of Great

Painters: or. Religion in Art (1887); Our Sixty-^ix

i
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Sacred Books: How they came to its and What they

are (1892); Handy Hdpa/or Busy Workers (1899);
The Heavenly City (1899]?; A Century of Sunday
School Progress (1899); and A Short History of the

InUmaHonal Lesson System (1902).

RICE, LUTHER: Baptist; b. at Northborough,
Mass., Mar. 25, 1783; d. at Edgefield, S. C, Sept.

25, 1836. Converted in his youth, he united with
the Northborough Congregational church in Mar.,

1802. As a student in Williams College he mani-
f^ted a deep interest in missions to the heathen
and in association with other students was instru-

mental in bringing about the organization of the

American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Mis-

sions (see CONOREGATIONAUSTB, I., 4, § 11; cf.

JuDSON, Aookiram). He offered himself as a mis-

sionary along with Judson, Nott, Mills, and Richards
(1811). The number of applicants being thought
too great, his i^pointment was made conditional on
his first raising the money for outfit and passage.

He accomplished this in a few days and was ready
to go with the rest (Feb. 6, 1812). He followed

Judson and his wife in adopting Baptist views and
was immersed in India by the English Baptist mis-
sionary William Ward, Nov. 1, 1812. He returned
to America (Sept., 1813) to adjust relations with the

American Board and to interest and organize the

Baptists for the support of the Burman mission

which Judson proceed to inaugiu*ate. Through
his untiring efforts fimds were raised for the imme-
diate need, local missionary societies were oi^gan-

ized in many places, and in 1814 the Triennial Con-
vention was formed as a national Baptist society for

the support of missions. Largely through his efforts

a theological seminary in Philadelphia was estab-

lished in 1818, and Cohmibian University In Wash-
ington in 1822. Under his leadership the Triennial

Convention imdertook home mission work (from

1817), for which a separate society was later con-

stituted. In 1816 he began the publication of a re-

ligious quarterly (Latter Day Luminary) and in 1822

he began to issue the first Baptist weekly. The
Columbian Star, His multifarious denominational
enterprises soon outgrew the income that he was
able to secure and financial worries probably short-

ened his days. A. H. Newman.
BiBX4oaRAPBT: T. Armitage, Hitt, of the BaptiHa, pp. 434,

464. 502. New York, 1803: A. H. Newman, in American
CKurch History Series, ii.. 390, 302. 300. 406, 427. ib.. 1804;
H. C. Vedder, The Baptists, pp. 163-164, ib., 1002.

RICE, NATHAN LEWIS: Presbyterian; b. in

Garrard County, Ky., Dec. 29, 1807; d. at Chatham,
Bracken County, Ky., June 11, 1877. He studied

at Center College, Danville, Ky., and at Princeton

Theological Seminary, 1829; and was pastor at

Bardstown, Ky., 1833-41, where he also established

an academy and a newspaper, the Western Protes-

tant, afterward merged in the Louisville Presby-

terian Herald, He preached at Paris, Ky., 1841-

1844; was pastor at Cincinnati, 1845-^3; at St.

Louis, Mo., 1853-58, where he edited the St. Louis

Rresbyterian; was pastor at Chicago, 1857-61; pro-

fessor of theology at the Chicago Theological Semi-

nary, 1859-61
;
pastor of the Rfth Avenue Presby-

terian Church, New York, 1861-67; president of

Westminster College, Fulton, Mo., 1869-74; and
professor of theology at Danville, Ky., 1874-77.

An able debater and preacher, he engaged in several

memorable discussions: namely, witii Alexander
Campbell (q.v.) at Lexington, Ky., in 1843, on bajx-

tism; with J. A. Blanchard in 1845, on slavery;

with £. Pingree the same year, on imiversal salva-

tion; and with J. B. Puroell (q.v.) in 1851, on Ro-
manism. His publications, besides the debates al-

ready referred to, include Ood Sovereign, and Man
Free (Philadelphia); Romanism not Christianity

(New York, 1847) f Baptism, the Design, Mode, and
Subjects (St. Louis, 1855); and Immortality (Philar

delphia, 1871).

RICH, EDMUND. See Edmund, Saint, of
Canterbury.

RICHARD FITZRALPH: Archbishop of Armagh
and primate of Ireland; b. at Dimdalh (50 m. n. of

Dublin), County of Louth, Ireland, probably in the

last years of^the thirteenth century; d. at Avignon,
France, profiably Nov. 16, 1360. He was fellow of

Balliol College, Oxford; became chancellor of the

University of Oxford in 1333; chancellor of Lincoln

cathedral, 1334; soon after archdeacon of Chester;

dean of Lichfield in 1337; and in July, 1347, arch-

bishop of Armagh, from which he was called '' Arma-
chanus." When negotiations were going on between
the Armenians and Pope Boniface XII., and two of

their number, Nerses, archbishop of Melaggert, and
John, bishop-elect of Khilit, appeared at Avignon,

Richard, who happened to be on a mission at the

papal court, upon their request, wrote a treatise in

nineteen books, Summa in qucMtUmibus Armenorum
(Paris, 1511), in which he examined their doctrines

and refuted their heresies. This work won him wide-

spread fame as defender of Roman orthodoxy. His
visit to Avignon in 1349 marked the opening of a
conflict with the mendicant friars which lasted all

his lifetime. A memorial to the pope, presented in

July, 1350, he later elaborated and published as De
pauperie salvatoris in seven books. His attacks

upon mendicancy occasioned great agitation in the

orders which were quietly supported by the pope.

Richard was sunmioned to appear at Avignon and
there defended himself in a disooiuise, Nov. 8, 1357,

later published as Defensio curatorum (Lyons, 1496;

also in Fasciculus rerum expetendarum et fugierv-

darum, ed. E. Brown, ii. 466-487, London, 1690).

Bibuoorapht: J. Ware, De prcMtdibus Hibemim, Dublin,

1665; J. Prince. Worthies of Devon, Exeter. 1701; H.
Cotton, PasH ecdesim Hibemiea, 6 vols., Dublin, 1846-

1860; T. Netter, FaseieuU Zinaniorum, ed. W. E. Shir-

ley, pp. ziii., liiL. 284, 346. 366. London. 1858; Q. Lech-
ler. John Widif and his English Precursors, i. 76-88, 117-

118. London, 1878; W. W. Capes. English Church in 14th

and 16th Centuries, London, 1900; Q. M. Trevelyan, Eng-
land in the Age of Wydiffe, pp. 139, 143, 172, London,
1900.

RICHARD OF ST. VICTOR: French Augustinian;

b. probably in Scotland; d. at St. Victor 1173 (prob-

ably Mar. 10). At an early age he went to Paris and
entered the monastery of canons regular at St. Vic-

tor several years before tlie death of Hugo of St.

Victor (q.v.), whose pupil he was. In 1169 he

was subprior and in 1162 became prior, although

the incapadty of the abbot caused double responsi-
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bility to devolve on Richard. Richaitl was an im-

portant figure in the struggle of Thomas k Becket
with Henry U. of England. Together with a
certain abbot of St. Augustine he recommended
Thomas' cause to the pope, and, with Abbot Ervis-

ius, sharply admonished Robert of Melun, bishop

of Hereford, who had deserted his patron Thomas
for the king.

Like his teacher Hugo, Richard was one of the

theologians who sought to save traditional dogmas,
imperUled by the dialectic methods of Aristotelian

logic, by recourse to mysticism. Holding the ob-

jects of belief to be partly in accord with reason,

partly transcending reason, and partly contradic-

tory to reason, he taught that tnith could be at-

tained only by him who should immerse himself in

them in believing mysticism, so that where reason

failed, meditation and contemplation might lead

to the truth. These views he advanced especially

in his Benjamin minor, or De prctparatione ammi ad
contemfdaHanem, and the Benjamin major, or De
gratia eontemplationia, with the appendix AUegoria

tabemacidifcBderie. These sources are supplemented
by his Z>e extenminoHone maU et promotione boni, De
eiaiu interiorie homtnie, De emdiHone interioria

hominiSf and De gradihua cariUUie, as well as by his

interpretations of Esekiel and the Apocalypse, the

ExpUcaHo aHquorum paeauum difficiUum (Patdi)

apaetoU, DedaroHonee nonnvMaram dxffieuUaJtum

ecripttarcB, De Emmanude, De auperexedlenU bap'

Hemo ChrisH, MyeHea adnoiationee in Paalmoe, Ex-
positio oanUci Habacuc, In cantica cantieorumf Qtuh
modo CkristuB poniiur in eignum populorum, and
the Easter sermon De wdeeione Spiritua SancH.

In the Benjamin minor Richard traces the psy-
chological development of man from his first dim
longings for purer knowledge to the highest con-

templation by an allegorical exegesis of the family

of Jacob (Gen. xxix. 16 sqq.). The wives of Jacob
represent the basal powers of the soul, Leah typi-

fying affection and Rachel reason, the two opera-

ting through their handmaids sensuality and imag-
ination (Zilpah and Bilhah). The births in Jacob's

house BymboUie the progress of the soul to contem-
plation, Leah bearing ^st because the primal im-
pulse comes from affection. Reuben, the *' son of

vision," typifies the fear arising from careful con-

sideration of faults; while the grief following fear

wherein nuin is houd, is ssnnboHsed by Simeon,
'' hearing." To fear and grief are added the hope
(represented by Levi, ** addition ") which leads to

forgiveness. The hope gained from fear and grief

results in loving praises of God (Judah, " confess-

ing "). Leet, however, one should now iJiink him-
sdf at his goal, Leah, or affection, now ceases to

bear, and Rachel, or reason, longs for offspring, since

reason is unable to think through mere intelligence,

but begins with imagination. Bilhah, or imagina-

tion, accordingly beara two sons, Dan typifying the

formation of a mental image on the basis of visible

objects, and Naphthali symbolising the endeavor
to rise jfrom ihe visible to a knowledge of the invisi-

ble. The success of reason now rekindles affection,

and when Leah sees that Rachel bears children by
her handmaid, she could not rest until Zilpah also

bore, and from sensuality thus controlled proceeded

temperate life (Gad) and patience in adversity

(Asher). The way is thus prepared for new affec-

tion and Leah herself again bears. After departing

from false joys and idle commotions, afifection gives

rise to true joy (Issachar), on which follows hatred

of all evil (Zebukm). The series of virtues is com-
pleted by shame (Dinah), which proceeds from ab-

horrence of sin.

All these affections can not bring man to his goal,

for virtues become vices unless controlled by medi-

tation. God accordingly gives fertility to Rachel,

since only through the interposition of divine grace

can man reaHie his capabilities. Thus Joseph and
Benjamin typify meditation and contemplation. But
the birth of contemplation is accompanied by the ex-

tremest pangs, yet reason, tiiough knowing that this

birth transcends her powers, is insatiable in her long-

ing. After the birth of contemplation, therefore,

reason must die. Thus the goal is gain^ but the

soul must still press on imtil at the last all darkness

shall vanish and eternal truth shall be revealed.

In the Benjamin major Richard, restricting him-
self to the intellectual factors, distinguished six

grades of contemplation: imagination alone; im-

agination according to reason; reason according to

imagination; reason alone; above, but not con-

trary to, reason; and above, and apparently con-

traiy to, reason. The three first grades can not
dispense with the Imaginative faculty, though they

gradually weaken it, so that in the second grade

imagination receives reason, and in the third rea-

son rises to an equality with imagination. The
fourth stage is pure reason, which in the sixth is

entirely transcended by true wisdom.

Richard appears in an absolutely different Ught
in a series of writings on the Trinity: De TriniUUe

witib its appendix, De trilme appropriaUs pereonie in

Trinitate; De Verba ineamato; anid Quomodo Spiri-

tus Sanetua eat amor Patria et FHU, The argument
of the six books De Trinitate is conventionally scho-

lastic, but there seems to be no reason to doubt its

authenticity. In the philosophy and theology (^

the Middle Ages Richard exerdsed considerable in-

fluence, as on Alexander of Hales, Bonaventura, and
Peter c^ AOli (qq.v.), as well as on much later Ger-

man mysticism. He is also interesting for culture

history, as in his accounts of contemporary philoso-

phy and monastio life. (Fbbdinand Cohbs.)
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RICHARD, FRANCOIS MARIS BENJAMIN:
Cardinal; b. at Nantes Mar. 9, 1810; d. at Paris

Jan. 28, 1008. He was educated at the chAteau of

Laveigne and at the Seminary of St. Sulpioe, Paris,

and from 1840 to 1860 was vicar general of Nantes.
In 1871 he was consecrated bishop of Belley, and
four years later was made tituli^ archbishop of

Larissa and coadjutor of the archbishop of Paris,

with the right of succession. In 1886 he succeeded
to this dignity, and in 1880 was created cardinal-

priest of Santa Maria in Via. He wrote Vie de la

bienheureiue Frangaise d*Anibo%8e, ducheaae de Bre-

iagne et religieuee carmdUe (2 vols., Nantes, 1865),

and Let Saints de Viglise de NarUee (1873).

RICHARD, TIMOTHY: Baptist missionary and
educator; b. at Ffaldybrenin, Carmarthenshire,

Wales, 0)ct. 10, 1845. He received his education at

Swansea Normal School and Haverfordwest College;

went out as missionary for the Baptist Blissionary

Society to China in 1869, very early traveling in

Manchuria and in Korea; he was located for eight

years in the province of Shantung, then for the

same length of time in Shansi; was in Peking and
Tientsin, 1889-00; in 1890 he was chosen by the

missionariee on the field to make a presentation of

Christianity to the Chinese government, and in the

same year became editor of a daily and a weekly
paper in Chinese, both of which were influential in

wide circles; became secretary in 1801 for The So-
ciety for tl^ Diffusion of Christian and General
Knowledge among the Chinese, now the Christian

Literature Society for China; in 1877-78 he was
chief almoner of the fund raised to relieve the great

famine in China; in 1001 he was called in to aid in

the negotiations for settling the indemnity for the
massacre of missionaries in Shansi, and through him
a university, of which he was made chancellor,

was established in the capital of the province, the

example of which led to a decree for like colleges in

each of the capitals of the separate provinces; in

1901 he was appointed religious adviser to the

Chinese government; in 1004 he assumed, in addi-

tion to^ other duties, the position of secretary to

the International Red Cross Society in Shanghai; he
10 in charge of the work for his denomination of
HiMftminat.ing CSiristian literature among the Chi-

neee, and is president of the Educational Associa-

tion of China. His theological position ia stated in

the words that he " desires to promote everything

which God has revealed or nuin discovered for the

progress of the human race In all departments."

He " believes that Qod has left none of the great

nations without light from Heaven, that those who
divide the religions of the world into true and false,

and go in for destructive criticism and attacks on
the native religions, do incalculable harm." Most
of his literary work has been done in Chinese (the

number of works rendered by him into CSiinese num-
bers over fifty), and his labors have been recognised

by the Chinese government by an appointment as

mandarin of the first rank and religious adviser. In
Kngliah he has written Hieiorical Evidences of
ChrisHaniiy; Canvereion by the MxOion (2 vols.,

published in the East); Guide to Buddahood: being

a eUmdard Manual of ChAneae Buddhism, IransUUed

from the Chinese (London, 1008); and The New
Testament of Higher Buddhism (E<^buigh, 1010).

RICHARDS, WILLIAM ROGERS: Presbyte-
rian; b. at Boston Dec. 20, 1853; d. in New York
City Jan. 7, 1910. He studied at Yale University

(B.A., 1876), Columbia Law School (1876-76), and
Andover Theological Seminary (graduated, 1870);

was pastor of the Central Congregational Church,
Bath, Me., 1870-84; of the Oeeoent Avenue Pres-

byterian Church, Plamfield, N. J., 1884-1002; and
also of the Brick Presbyterian Church, New York
City, after 1002. He served on the Board of Foreign

Missions of his denomination, on the Board of Di-

rectors of Union Theological Seminary, New York,
and on the Council of the University of the City of

New York. He wrote: Ways of Wisdom (New York,

1886); For Whom Christ died (Philadelphia, 1002;

sermons) ; Ood^s Choice of Men: a Study of Scripture

(New York, 1006); The AposOes* Creed in Modem
Worship (1006); and A Study of the Lord's Prayer

(1010).

RICHARDSON, ERNEST CUSHINO: Congre-
gationalist; b. at Wobum, Mass., Feb. 0, 1860.

He was gpraduated from Amherst College (B.A.,

1880) and Hartford Theological Seminary (1883).

He was librarian of Hartford Theological Seminary
(1883-00); and associate professor (1886-00), and
since 1800 has been librarian of Princeton Univer-

sity. He is prominent in library work, especially in

the American Library Association, in which he has
held many offices. He has also been chairman of

the bibliographical committee of the American His-

torical Association since 1001 and vice-president of

the Bibliographical Society of America since 1006.

In theology he describes himself as *' scientific, inde-

pendent, Biblical, Congr^ational," and as holding
'' the deity of Christ, the Virgin birth, the organic

evolution of the Bible, regeneration by the Word, the

survival of the fittest for eternal life, and the climax

of the evolutionary progress of the universe in the

social and material headship of Jesus Christ in a sub-

stantial resurrected universe." He has revised the

translation of Eusebius' ** Life of Constantine " for

the NPNF (New York, 1800) and the " lives of

Illustrious Men " of Jerome and Gennadius for the

same series (1802), edited the same in Latin (Leip-

sic, 1806); prepared Bibliographical Synopsis of
the Ante-Nicene Fathers (New York, 1887) and An
Alphabetical Subject Index and Index Encydopadia
to Periodical Artides an Religion (1890-99) (1008);

and has written Classification, TfteoreUcal and
Practical (1001).

RICHELIEU, rtsh-lytK or rish'e-lQ.

Youth; CaU to Public Office (| 1).

Conflict with the Piotestanta (| 2).

Struggle against Conspiracy (| 3).

Constructive Policy (( 4).

Achievements for Bfarine, Industry, andOommone (I 5).

Foreign Policy (| 6).

Foreign Allianoes (( 7).

Characterisation (I 8).

Armand-Jean Duplessis, due de Richelieu, French
cardinal and statesman, was bom at Paris Sept.

5, 1585, and died there Dec. 4, 1642. He was the

fourth son of a petty noble of Poitou. At first he
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was intended for the army, but his eldest brother,

who was bishop of Lu^n, having resigned his

dignity in order to enter a monastery, RiolMlieu en-

tered the Church in order to preserve this bishopric

in the family. He was educated at the

z. Youth; Sorbonne and then returned, as he said,

Call to ''to the poorest bishopric in France/'
Public In 1614 he was elected a deputy of

Office. the clergy of Niort to the States-

General, where he attracted the atten-

tion of the queen-mother, Marie de Medici, who
made him almoner to the young queen, Azine of

Austria, in 1616. In the mases of intrigue that

prevailed at court Richelieu displayed from the
first a keen knowledge of men and great capacity for

dissimulation. Physically half an invalid, his energy
of mind and body was astonishing. It is said that

he required eleven hours' sleep. Nevertheless he
was capable of great physical endurance, as before

La Rochelle in 1628, and in 1630 in the war against

the duke of Savoy. The weakness of Louis XIII.

was Richelieu's opportunity, but the fondness of

Marie de Medici for him was also a factor. In
1622 he was made cardinal and soon after entered

the king's coimcil as secretary of state, of war,
and of foreign affairs (Apr., 1624), becoming prime
minister in Nov., 1629. In assuming office Richelieu

had a clear idea of his own purposes and the needs
of France. As he said: ''When your Majesty re-

solved to give me, at the same time, both entrance

into your council and a great part of your con-

fidence in the government of affairs, I can truth-

fully say that Uie Huguenots divided France with
you; that the nobles conducted themselves as if

they were not subjects, and the powerful provincial

governors as though they were sovereigns in their

offices. ... I promised your Majesty to employ
all my industry and all authority that might be
given me to ruin the Huguenot party, to abase the

pride of the nobles, to reduce all subjects to duty,

and to raise your name among foreign nations to

the point where it ought to be." To the execution

of tiiese purposes Richelieu brought an inflexible

and fierce energy justified, in his eyes, by the

grandeur of the purposes to be attained. At the

beginning of his ministry Richelieu summoned an
assembly of fifty-five prelates, nobles, magistrates,

financial officials, and others, in Dec., 1626. Fifteen

propositions were laid before them dealing with the

means to suppress corruption in the army, with

the development of commerce, the navy, and the

suppression of crimes against the safety of the state.

Richelieu was the enemy of the factional Hugue-
nots because, as he said, they tended "to form a
state within a state," and set himself "to ruin the

Huguenot party." It was accomplished in two
wars. In 1625 difficulties in connection with the

execution of the Treaty of Mont-
2. Conflict pellier provoked a rising of the Hugue-
with the nots in Brittany, Poitou, and Langue-

Protettants. doc. At the head of the movement
were Henri, duke of Rohan (see

Rohan, Henri), and his brother Soubise. 'The

latter seised the Isle of Oleron. Richelieu sent

troops into Brittany and Poitou and obtained ships

and seamen from Holland and England. Oleron

was taken; Soubise fled to England. But the car-

dinal was threatened by court intrigues and did

not follow up his advantage, renewing the settle-

ment of Montpellier (February, 1626). The Protes-

tant refugees in England resumed the oonffict with

the aid ci Buckingham, the favorite of Charles I.

An English fleet disembarked a force on the Island of

R^ in July, 1627. Richelieu displayed a prodigious

activity in collecting vesseb of war, munitions, and
provisions, and forced the English to withdraw.

Then began the protracted siege of La Rochelle,

the stronghold of the Huguenots. Rochelle was not

an easy place to take; on the land side it was pro-

tected by marshes and formidable fortifications,

and its harbor enabled it to reach the open sea.

Among the famous Huguenot leaders within the

city were the mayor Guiton, the admiral of the

Protestant fleet, the pastor Salbert, and the intrepid

dowager duchess of Rohan, who despite her eighty

years displa3fed amam'ng resolution and activity.

Richelieu, with a force of 25,000 men, blockaded

the place and threw up a line of entrenchments.

The greatest difficulty was to close the port to

outside assistance. In spite of the winter storms a
tremendous mole over 1,400 paces long was built

across the harbor. Two English relief fleets were
unable to force this colossal barrier. When all hope
of deliverance failed and the city was reduced to

starvation, Rochelle surrendered, on Oct. 28, 1628.

The historic city was condenmed to lose its munici-

pal privileges and franchises and to have its waUs
rased. The war continued in the C^vennes, where
Henri Rohan for a time held out with the moun-
taineer Calvinists and the aid of Spain—a most
anomalous alliance. The Edict of Ntmes (q.v.) fixed

anew the situation of the Huguenots. The Edict

of Nantes (q.v.) was maintained in so far as it

guaranteed liberty of conscience and liberty of wor-

ship, but the Huguenot strongholds were sur-

rendered and their political assemblies forbidden.

The Protestants as a political party ceased to exist.

Since the death of Henry IV. in 1610 the chief

obstacle to the regular exercise of the royal au-

thority had been the factions and the hopes of the

noblesse. The whole ministry of Richelieu was
filled with the conffict against them.

3. Struggle The cardinal has been accused of hav-
Against ing been a bitter enemy of the privi>

Conspiracy, legsd order, but this is a mistake.

"It is necessary to consider the no-

blesse as one of the chief sinews of the state," he
wrote in his "Political Testament." What he did

exact was obedience and the abandonment of

political activity by the nobles. Most of the in-

trigues and plots against Richelieu were hatched
at court, and the instigators or accomplices were
often members of the royal family. Gaston of

Orleans, who for a long time had cherished the

hope of succeeding his brother, was the soul of all

these conspiracies; another was the queen-mother,

Marie de Medici, who became an implacable enemy
of the cardinal after his elevation. A third was the
queen herself, Anne of Austria, whose secret cor-

respondence with Spain Richelieu stopped. Mother,
wife, and brother brought all the pressure l^y
could upon Louis Xlll. to Hiamigw his minister.
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The first important conspiracy was that in which
the count of Chalais and Mardial Omano were the

chief outward factors. It culminated in the death

of both of them. Nov. 11, 1630, was the famous
"Day of Dupes." The king, who never liked, but
who feared the cardinal, had been persuadcKi to

cloee his private cabinet to the minister. For a
moment Richelieu thought himself lost. But the

duke of St. Simon, father of the great writer, brought

about an interview between the king and Richelieu

at Versailles, where Louis XIII. had a shooting box.

The great palace was not yet built. In the pres-

ence of the cardinal, Louis XIII. 's oppoeiticm oozed

away. Richelieu's enemies paid dear for their short

triumph. Chancellor Biarillac was deprived of office

;

his brother, Marshal Marillac, was arrested in Italy

at the head of his conmiand, tried before a com-
mission which sat in the cardinal's own house, and
put to death. Marie de Medici, exiled from court,

fled to Brusseb, became a wanderer in Flanders and
England, and died miserably poor and despised at

Cologne. Gaston fled to Duke Charles IV. of Lor-

raine, whose sister he married. He attempted, with

a small army, to reenter France and join the duke
of Montmorency, governor of Languedoc, who had
espoused his cause, but the royal army defeated

the rebels under the walls of Castelnaudary, Sept.

1, 1632. In spite of his wonderful popularity in the

country the duke was executed at Toulouse. Less

important plots were crushed in the ensuing years.

The most important of them was the conspiracy of

Cinq-ldars in 1642.

Similarly, the provincial governors who be-

haved like sovereigns in their governments were
rigorously crushed; e.g., the duke of Vend6me in

Brittany, Marshal Vitry in Provence, the duke of

Epemon in Guyenne. Richelieu reduced the

governors to mere military commandants and took

from them the administration of justice and the

finances. The offices of constable and grand ad-

mind, to which was attached a power which might
be dangerous, were suppressed. Two edicts abol-

ished some inveterate abuses; the first, the prac-

tise of dueling, which was remorselessly enforced;

the seccmd required the destruction of the fortifica-

tions of towns, castles, and fortresses, unless situated

upon the frontier. A final step in the destructive

policy of Richelieu was the overcoming of the pro-

vincial parlements, the historic opposition of which
was crushed by an edict of 1641, which required

them to register all acts sent to them without

deliberation and without change.

In his conffict with the Huguenots and the nobles

Richelieu was not content to destroy; he also built

up. In the theory of the law the royal authority

was absolute; Richelieu made it so in fact. Ad-
ministration had become loose during

4. Construct- the wars of religion and the troubles

ire Policy, of the regency. Richelieu resinned

the unfinished monarchical policy of

Francis I. and Henry II. The council of state had
acquired a great importance during the sixteenth

century, but during the regency its organisation

fell into confusion. A series of rc^gulations rendered

during the ministry of Richelieu fixed its rank in the

administrative hierarchy, its competence, its com-

position. It became the center of all administra-

tion. The ooimcilors of state no longer purchased
their seats like the officials of justice and finance.

They were chosen and held office at the pleasure of

the king. The secretaries of state, who executed
the decisions of the coimcil, became the agents of

the cardinal and lost much of their independence.

Under Louis XIII. a permanent division began to

be made in their attributes. After 1610 general

affairs of war and correspondence with commanders
of the army corps were entrusted to a single secre-

tary of state. The same change was made in the

administration of foreign affairs in 1626. Before
that time the foreign affairs of each important
country had had each its particular secretary. In
order to execute the king's will in the provinces,

Richelieu made great use of agents chosen from
among the masters of requests (mattres des re-

quites), ordinarily known as intendants. Riche-
lieu was not, as was once almost universally sup-

posed, the creator of the intendants. They firat

appeared in the middle of the sixteenth century
as special commissioners of the crown in designated
provinces, but they did not then become a regular

institution, and recourse to them was only occa-
sional. Such as it was the institution went to pieces

during the Huguenot wars and was revived and
made universal for France by the cardinal. The
intendants were employed, sometimes in the girU-

raliUs (revenue districts), sometimes in the armies,

where they were responsible for the commissariat,

the ambukmce corps, and the pay of the soldiers,

and were required to suppress pillage and mutiny.
Richelieu found in these functionaries, who were
revocable at will, devoted agents of his policies.

Those who were permanently established in the

giniraliUs took tfa^ title of intendants of justice,

police, and finance, and concentrated in their hands
a large part of the provincial administration. Under
Louis XIV. the intendants became the regular and
onmipotent agents of the absolute monarchy.
Every part of the state was the object of Riche-

lieu's activity. He is one of the creators of the
French navy. In his ''Political Testament'' he
says: "The sea is the heritage over which all

sovereigns claim sovereignty," but that

5. Achieve- ''one must be powerful to claim such a
mentsfor heritage." Again he says: "It seems
Marine, In- that nature has wished to offer the

du8try,and empire of the sea to France when we
Commerce, regard the position of its two coasts,

equally provided with harbors on two
seas, the Atlantic and the Mediterranean." Riche-

lieu sought to profit by the natural advantages of

the coxmtry to establish ports and arsenals, con-

struct vessels, recruit sailors. He improved the

harbors of Havre and Toulon; he created those of

Brest and Brouage, south of La Rochelle. He made
the French navy a material fact. The king, who in

1621 and in 1626 had been obliged to purchase

or to hire vessels from the Dutch in order to

combat the Huguenots, in 1642 possessed sixty-

three vessels of war and twenty-two galleys. The
French fleets, commanded by the archbishop of

Bordeaux, d'Escoubeau de Sourdis, met victor-

iously those of Spain. In regard to commerce and
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industry Richelieu was the forerunner and model of

Colbert. He outlined his project in his ''Political

Testament.'' He wanted to develop the national

industry to such a point that the French might
become an export nation for cloth, velvet, taffetas,

and silks. His nimierous occupations, his con-

tinual conflicts against enemies within and without,

the importance of the foreign politics of France,
prevented Richelieu from realizing all these proj-

ects. But at least he attempted much for Frendi
commerce. He was an advocate of great commercial
companies, such as those of Engkmd and Holland.

"In order to become master of the sea," he said,

"it is necessary for us, like our neighbors, to form
great companies, to compel the merchants to enter

into them, to give them great privil^;es.'' In con-
formity with this idea Richelieu created and favored
various trading companies, notably those of Morbi-
han, of the West Indies (1628), of the American
Isles (1635), and of Africa. They were not suc-

cessful during his life, and failed after his death.

Nevertheless Richelieu was the founder of the
French colonial empire. He created Canada by
sending out Champlain.

In 1624 Richelieu came into power with a well-

formed design "of raising the name of the king

among foreign nations to the point at which it

ought to be.'' It was shortly after the beginning of

the TTiirty-Years* War (q.v.). He foimd the em-
peror in conflict with the king of Denmark and
some of the German Protestant princes, but he

could not at once profit by the op-

6. Foreign portunity to revive the policy of Henry
Policy. IV. to debase the house of Austria

because of the troubles at home with

the great nobles, and especially with the Hu-
guenots. Nevertheless, he attentively followed

events in Germany and sustained with French
subsidies the enemies of the emperor—llansfeld,

the king of Denmark, Gustavus Adolphus, and the

Swedes after Latzen. On two different occasions

he went to war to protect the interests of France.

When he came to power the Valteline, that is to

say, the upper valley of the Adda, had revolted

against the Grisons, and was occupied by papal

troops in alliance with Spain. It was important
not to let the Spaniards, who were masters of the
Milanais, seize the communications between the
upper Adda and the Tyrol, which belonged to
Austria. Richelieu threw an army into the region,

which drove out the papal troops and Spaniards
from the Valteline, and put the country again under
the domination of the Grisons (1626). Some years
later he intervened in upper Italy in the matter of

the succession to the duchy of Mantua. The duke
of Savoy, the Spaniards, and Emperor Ferdinand
sought to prevent the legitimate claimant, the duke
of Nevers, who was a French prince, from entering

into his heritage. Loijus XIII., accompanied by
Richelieu, forced the Alps through the Pass of Susa
(1629). The territories of the duke of Savoy were
occupied by a French army and the Spaniards
beaten. At the same time the famous Jesuit diplo-

mat, P^re Joseph, was sent by Richelieu to the

diet of Regensburg, and succeeded in altering the
policy of ihe emperor. The duke of Nevers ao-

quired the duohy of Mantua and France retained

the important fmtress of Pignerol on the eastern

side of the Alps (T^^aty of Cherasco, 1631).

At the moment of intervening in Germany after

the death of Gustavus Adolphus in 1632, Richelieu

concluded alliances with the states of Germany
threatened by the fanaticism and ambition of the

house of Austria. To the German
7. Foreign princes in alliance against the emperor
AUiancei. he promised men and money, condi-

tioEial upon the acquirement of AJsaoe

by France and imperial confirmation of French pos-

session of the "Three Bishoprics," y/Mch France
had possessed since 1552, but which the empire
had never confirmed. In 1635 he concluded a treaty

with the Dutch Republic for the partition of the

Spanish Netherlands; with the Swiss and the dukes
of Parma and Mantua, for the partition of the Mila-

nais, which Spain possessed. The alliance formed
with Gustavus Adolphus was renewed with Oxen-
stiema, the Swedish chancellor. Finally Richelieu

took into the pay of France the most famous general

of the Protestants after the death of Gustavus,

the brilliant Bernard of Saxe-Weimar. In pur-

suing these negotiatiohs Richelieu revived the policy

originated by Francis I., actually begun by Henry
II., long interrupted by the wars of religion, re-

vived by Henry IV., and abandoned by Marie de
Medici. The general characteristics ci this policy

consist (1) in the alliance of France, though a Roman
Catholic power, with the Protestant powers, as

Holland, Sweden, England, and with the German
Protestant princes and cities. Though a cardinal

of the Ronian Church, a zealous Roman Catholic,

and victor over the Huguenots in France, Richelieu

had no scruples in making conmion cause with
Protestant powers when the interests of the State

demanded it. He did not confuse spiritual and tem-
poral interests. (2) In the protection accorded by
France to the petty states of Germany and Italy,

oppressed by Austria and Spain. It was not for

conquest that France intervened in Germany,
except in so far as she might realise her "natural

frontiers,'' that is to say, the Rhine, the Alps,

and the Pyrenees. The resdisation of these purposes,

in so far as they were realised, is a part <^ the his-

tory of the Thirty-Years' War, and the consmnma-
tion of them came after Richelieu's death.

No better characterization of Richelieu has ever

been made than that of Montesquieu: "He made hia

master the first man in Europe and the second man
in France." Richelieu kept the promise made to

Louis XIII. when he became minister.

8. Charac- He left the king master within, power-
terizatton. ful and feared without. The Huguenot

party was ruined, the nobles and pro-

vincial governors obedient, the parlements reduced
to silence. Abroad the two branches of the house of

Hapsburg had been reduced, and the French armies

occupied Artois, Alsace, and Roussillon. In spite

of his immense services to the king and to the State,

Richelieu was hated by his contemporaries, and has
been judged too severely by posterity. It is true

that he was harsh and hypocritical, but though he
may be criticised for the means and methods he
used, the verdict of history is clear as to the vahie
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of the results he achieved. It Is not to be foi^tten
that in the seventeenth century the French nobility

had long ceased to fulfil the duties corresponding to

their privileges; that the conduct of officials was too
often influenced by narrow self-interest; that the
position of France both at home and abroad was a
perilous one. The evils of the later monarchy are not
to be laid to his charge. In fine, Richelieu's great
policy was to unite France at home and make it

powerful and feared abroad. More than any of its

kings, he was the foimder of the French monarchy.
James Westfall Thompson.

BauoamAPsr: The fint pUoe in authority will be taken
by Mhnoina du Cardinal de Richelieu, PubliSe dCaprU lee

montucrite oni^fiatix powr la aoeiiU de rhieUnre de France,
•MM lee auepieee de Vacadhnie firanpaiee, voL i., Paris, 1007.
Oooault farther: M. Topin, Lotde XIII, el Richelieu,
Paris. 1876; W. Bobeon, Life of Richelieu, London, 1878;
H. Cinget, Le Cardinal de Richelieu el eon minietire, St.

Dents, 1879; E. de Moniie, Le Cardinal de Richelieu,

Tours, 1879; Q. Masson, Richelieu, London, 1884; Q.
d'Avoiel, Richelieu el la monarchie ofrsoJus, 4 vols., Paris,

1884-00; idem. La Nobleeee firanfaiee etme Richelieu, ib.

1001; L. Dtissieux, Le Cardinal de Richelieu, ib. 1885;
J. B. Peridns, France under Maearin, wilh a Review of the

Adminieiraiion of Richelieu, 2 vols., New York, 1886;
idem. Richelieu tmd the Growth of French Power, ib. 1000;
A. Pellisier, UApogSe de la monarchie firanpaiee, £tudee
hietotiquee eur Richelieu el Louie XIV., Paris, 1880; J.

Miohelet, RicheUeu el la Fronde, in voL zi. of his CBuoree
eompUtee, ib. 1803-M; Q. Hanotaux, Hietaire du Car-
dinal de Richelieu, vols, i.-ii., ib. 1803-1003; Q. Fagniea,
Le Pire Joeeph et Richelieu {1677-1698), 2 vols., ib. 1804
(crowned by the Academy); R. Lodge, Richelieu, Lon-
don, 1806; L. Lacroix, Richdieu bi Lupon: ea jeuneeee, eon
ipiecopat, new ed., Paris, 1808; J. B. Perkins, Richelieu,

Growth ofFrench Power, New Yoric, 1000; Comte de Beau-
diamp, Louie XIII., d^aprie aa correepondance avec le car-

dinal d€ Richelieu (ien-4^), ib. 1002; L. Dedouvres. Le
Pire Joeeph et la eiige de la RocheUe, ib. 1004; Q. Paseot,
Fanean el Richdieu, U probUme proteelant eoue Louie
XIII., ib. 1004; Cambridoe Modem Hietory, vol. iv., chap,
iv.. New York, 1006; J. McCabe, The Iron Cardinal The
Romanee of Richelieu, ib. 1000.

RICHER, BDMOND: French Roman Catholic

and advocate of Galllcaniam; b. at Chource, a vil-

lage of Champagne, 1560; d. at Paris 1631. After

ccHnpIeting his education in 1690, he was a pariah

priest for four years, and was then made president

of the college of Cardinal Lemoine. Shortly after-

ward, he became a censor of the university, where
he was also professor in the theological faculty. In
1607 he published in three volumes at Paris, after

some opposition, an edition of the writings of J.

Qerscm, and in the followiog year he was chosen
syndic of the theological faculty, in this capacity

(^)posing theses in defense of papal infallibility. In
1611 the brief summary of his De ecdeaiasHca et poU-
Hea poteaiaie (2 vols., Cologne, 1629), defending the

siq)eriority of councils over the pope and main-
taining the independence of the secular government
in things temporal, brought a storm of attack upon
him. His declines were condemned by several

provincial ^smods and the Curia, he was deposed
from office, and was saved from imprisonment and
being sent to Rome only by the appeal of the uni-

versity. In 1627, after years of stniggle, he made a
loroed recantation. Among his works, special men-
tion- may be made of the posthumous Apologia pro

/. Gerwnio (Leyden, 1674). (C. ScHMiDrf.)

BnuoomAPBT.' A. BaiUet, La Vie d^Edmond Richer, doe-

teur de Sorbonne, Amaterdam, 1715; E. Puyol, B, Rtcher,

Atudehidoriqueet critique eur la renovation dugaUicanieme
. . . d« xvii. eiide, 2 vols., Pazia, 1876.

RICHMOND, LE6H: Church of England; b. at
Liverpool Jan. 29, 1772; d. at Turvey (50 m. n.w. of
London), Bedfordshire, May 8, 1827. He was gradu-
ated at Trinity College, Cambridge, 1794 (MA.,
1797). In the latter year he became a curate on the
Isle of Wight, and in 1806 rector of Turvey. While
a child he was lamed for life. Re edited The Fathers

of the English Church (8 vols., London, 1807-12);
and wrote Dotneetic Poriraiiure, or the Sttcceesful

Application ofRdigioue Principle in the Education of
a Family, exemplified in the Memoirs of Three of the

Deceased Children of the Rev. Legh Richmond (9tii

ed., 1861). But the work by which he is best known
is The Annals of the Poor, 2 vols., 1814, which con-
tains the unmortal tracts: The Dairyman*s Daughter,
The Negro Servant, and The Young Cottager, pre-
viously published separately, of the first of which
millions of copies have been circulated in nineteen
languages.

Bibuoorapbt: T. S. Grimshawe, Memoir of the Rev, Leioh
Richmond, London, 1828 (many eda. during the fint year
of publication); Q. T. Bedell, Life of Legh Richmond,
Philadelphia, 1829; T. Fry and E. Bicketiteth, Domeetic
Portraiture, London, 1833; Q. F. U. Munby and T. Wri^t,
Turvey and Legh Richmond, with an Account of the Mor-
daunu, Ohiey, 1894; DNB, xlviiL 258>259.

RICHTER, riH'ter, JBMILinS LUDWIO: Prot-
estant canonist; b. at Stolpen (2 m. e. of Dres-
den) Feb. 15, 1808; d. at Berlin May 8, 1864. He
entered the University of Leipsic in 1826, studied
law, became privat-docent and associate professor

in 1835; and in 1839 regular professor of canon law
and civil procedure at Marbuig. His first publica-

tion was Corpus juris canonici (Leipsic, 1833-39),
followed by Lehrbuch des kaiholischen und evan-
gdischen Kirchenrechts mit besonderer Rilcksicht auf
deutsche Zustdnde (1842; 8th ed., 1886). Funda-
mental in importance was Die evangdischen Kir-
chenordnungen des 16. Jahrhunderts (2 vols., Weimar,
1846). In 1846 he went to Berlin, where he con-
tinued as teacher in the high school and author,

serving in the mean time in various ecclesiastical

positions, and displaying in all his tasks a deep
spirituality, devotion to the Evangelical church,

erudition, coiftcientious exercise of duty, and an
irenic reserve. His knowledge and counsel were in

demand in all Germany and Austria, and he served
no less Roman Catholics, by whom his stand-

point was often acknowledged to be liberal and im-
biased. He recognised in the historical churches
certain ethical quantities distinct from the State, to

be conducted by organs of their own, unhindered
by the sovereign State in the exercise df its function

of securing to the church associations autonomy
within Intimate spheres and defining its limits.

He denied the doctrine of state omnipotence and
vindicated for the Roman Catholic Church auton-

omy and self-administration, without, however,
acceding to the pretension of that church to an
imperium in imperio. Of much concern to him
were the conditions of laisses-faire that arose in

Prussia and continued until 1873, in relation to

the Roman Catholic Church, when a delimitation

of Church and State was attempted by constitu-

tional compliance with the Concordat and the
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necessaxy supplementary legislation was delayed.

Richter insisted upon the necessity of enforcing by
repressive means the right of state supervision,

whereby the State insured its own safety, so that the

churches in their fimotions would confine themselves
within their limits; and, especially, upon the neces-

sity of defining by statute the right of state self-

preservation.

In relation to the canonical sources are the fol-

lowing works: BeUrdge tur Kenntnia der QueUen
dea canonischen Rechta (3 parts, Leipeic, 1834), and
De inedUa decrekdium (1836). In relation to the

particular sources of the Ronian Catholic canon law
must be mentioned above all Richter and J. F.

Schulte's edition of Canones ei decreta concUii Trident

Hni ex edUione Ramana ab 18S4 repeHH (1853).

The special value of this work is the treatment of

the subject in its historic development. Die evan-

gdiachen Kirchenordnungen dee 16. JakrhunderU (ut

sup.) has become an indispensable basis for the

study of EvangeUcal canon law. Its advantage con-

sists in the comprehensive appropriation of source-

material from the century of the Reformation.

Richter was imbued with Uie historical spirit, and
offered a prospective history of the canonical sources.

EUs labors in this connection are characterised by a
profoimder basis, elaborate particularistic develop-

ment, and a broad grasp of the inner connection.

He falls back upon the cardinal principles of the

Reformation in his fundamental constructions, hav-
ing in mind to offset the fatal conditions due not only
to the territorial system (see Te&ritoria tjam) of

Christian Thomasius (q.v.), but to the neglect of

church organization during the Reformation period.

He none the less objected to church government in

the hands of the educationals using the sovereigns

as their mere agents. While declaring, in 1848,

church government by the sovereign ruler, as then
constituted, to be incompatible with a constitutional

monarchy, he opposed the error that they were ir-

reconcilable. He countenanced a representative

synod as an extreme necessity on extraordinary

occasions. The recognition of the right of self-

administration was to be followed by the gradual
formation of an ascending organization of congre-

gations and synods to represent the development of

the church constitution, without infringing upon the

historical right of the relation of the king to the

Church. Later he foresaw that the general synod
must occupy a laiger sphere; for it became evident

to him that in the conflicts between Church and State

and between different churches, the constitutional

monarch could not occupy the same position in the

forefront as the former land sovereign. Other works
were, Beitr&ge ztir Oeachichte dea Eheacheidungarechta

in der evangdiachen Kirche (Berlin, 1858) ; Geachichie

der evangdiachen Kirchenverfaaaung in Deutachlcmd
(Leipsic, 1851) ; and Der Stoat und die DeuiachkaJtho-

liken (1846). (R. W. DovEf.)
Bibuograprt: P. Hinschius, in ZeiUehrift fUar KtreKenge-

BchichU, iv (1864). 361 Bqq.; J. F. Schulte. in ZKR, v
(1865). 259 sqq.; R. W. Dove, in ZKR, vii (1867). 273
qq.

RICHTER, 6REG0R: German Roman Catholic;

b. at GrtLsselbach (a village near Cassel) Apr. 29,

1874. He was educated at the philosophical and

theological institute of Fulda and the University of

Freiburg, and after the completion of his studies was
ordained to the priesthood and was city chaplain at

Fulda until 1899. Since the latter yeu* he has been

professor oi church history and canon law at the

philosophical and theological institute in the same
city. In addition to editing the Fuldaer Geachichia-

UdUer and Qtieflen und Abhandlungen sur Geachichie

der Abtei und der Didteae Fulda since 1904, he has

written Die eraten Ai\fdnge der Baur und Kunsir
thOHgkeU dea Kloatera Fulda (Fulda, 1900) and Star

tuta majoria ecdeaia Fuldenaia, ungedruckte QueUen
Mur kirchlichen Rechta^ und Vervaaaungageachichte

der BenedikUnerabtei Fulda (1904).

RICKARD, HERBERT: Church of En^and;
b. at Derby Feb. 23, 1867. He received his education
at Derby School, King's College School, London, and
Jesus CoUege, Oxford (BA., 1886; MA., 1889); was
made deacon, 1888, and priest, 1889; was curate

of St. Paul Lozells, Birmingham, 1888-90; assist-

ant organising secretary of the Assistant Curates

Society, 1890-92; curate of Christ Church, Epsom,
1892-97; vice-principal of Chichester Theological

College, 1897-99; principal in 1899; perpetual cu-

rate of Sennicotts, 1897-1906; rector of St. Peter's

the Less, Chichester, 1903; and prebendary of

Chichester, 1905.

RIDDLE, JOSEPH ESMOND: Church of Eng-
land; b. at Bristol Apr. 7, 1804; d. at Cheltenham
Aug. 27, 1859. He was educated at Oxford (B.A.,

1828; M.A., 1831); was ordained priest, 1832, and
was incumbent of Leckhampton, near Clieltenham,
1840-59. In 1852 he was Bampton lecturer. He is

best known for his Lattn-Engliah Dictionary^ foimded
on W. Freund (London, 1849), and (with T. K.
Arnold) EngliahrLaHn Lexicon (1849); he also

wrote a commentary on I Peter (1834) ; Luther and
hia Timea (1837) ; Sermona Doctrinal and Practical

(1838); the valuable Manual of Chriatian Anii^
uiOea (London, 1839); Ecdeaiaatical Chronology

(1840) ; Churchman*a Guide to the Uae of the Engliah
lAtwrgy {\%^); Natural Hiatory ofInfiddity (Bamp-
ton lectures, 1852); Hiatory of the Papacy to the

Period of the Rrformation (1854) ; Manual of Scrips

ture Hiatory (1857); and HouaehM Prayera (1857).
Bibuoobapby: DNB, xlviii. 274.

RIDDLE, MATTHEW BROWN: Pzwbyterian;
b. at Pittsburg, Pa., Oct. 17, 1836. He was grad-
uated from Jefferson College, Canonsbtirg, Pa.
(A.B., 1852), and New Brunswick Theological Semi-
nary, New Brunswick, N. J. (1859). He was ad-
junct professor of Greek in Jefferson College in
1857-^ and chaplain of the Second New Jersey
Volunteers in the Army of the Potomac in 1861.
He then held Dutch Reformed pastorates in Hobo-
ken, N. J. (1862-65), and at Newark, N. J. (1865-
1869), and spent two years (1869-71) in travel and
study in Europe. He was professor of New-Testa-
ment exegesis in Hartford Theological Seminary
(1871-87), and since 1887 has filled a similar posi-
tion in the Western Theological Seminary, Alle-
ghany, Pa. He was a member of the American
Company of New-Testament revisers, and for many
years was an editor of the American standard edi-
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tion of the Revised Version of the Bible, besides be-

ing a member of the goieral assembly's committee
to revise the proofs of the Westminster Standards.

He translated and edited the sections on Romans
(except chaps. i.~v.) I Galatians, Ephesians, and Co-

lofisians for the American edition of J. P. Lange's

commentary (New York, 1869-70) ; contributed (in

collaboration with P. Schaff) the portions on Mat-
thew, Mark, and Luke (1879), Romans (1882), and
Ephesians and Colossians (1882 ; thesetwo independ-

ently) to P. Scha£f's Illustrated Papular Commen-
tary; and the volumes on Mark (1881), Luke (1883),

and Romans (1884) to the same scholar's Intema-
Hanoi Revision Commentary; edited Mark and Luke
in the American edition of H. A. W. Meyer's Com^
merUary on the New Testament (New York, 1884);

revised E. Robinson's Harmony of the Four Gospels

in Greek (Boston, 1886), Harmony of the Four Gos-

pels in English (1886); and revised the Didache,

n Clement, Pseudo-Clementine Literature, and the

New-Testament Apocr3rpha for the American edi-

tion of The Ante-Nicene Fathers (New York, 1886-

1888), as well as Chrysostom's " Homilies on Mat-
thew " and Augustine's " Harmony of the Gospels

"

for the first series of The Nicene and Post-Nicene

Fathers (1888); and wrote Story of the Revised New
Testament, American Standard Edition (Philadel-

phia, 1908).

RIDGEWAT, CHARLES JOHN: Church of

England bishop of Chichester; b. at High Roding,
near Dunmow (32 m. n.e. of London), July 14, 1841.

He received his education at Trinity College, Cam-
bridge (B.A., 1863; M.A., 1884; D.D., 1905); was
curate of Christ Church, Tunbridge Wells, 1866-

1868; vicar of North Malvern, 1868-75; rector of

Buckhurst Hill, 1875-80, being also diocesan in-

spector at St. Albans, 1876-80; rector of St. Paul's,

Edinburgh, 1880-84; vicar of Christ Church, Lan-
caster Gate, 1884-1905, serving also as select preach-

er at Cambridge in 1893, to which office he was again

called in 1905; Golden lecturer at St. Margaret's,

Lothbury, 1896-1905; prebendary of St. Paul's,

1899-1905; rural dean of Paddhigton, 1901-05;

commissioner to the archbishop of Capetown, 1900-

1905, to the bishop of North China, 1901-05, and
to the bishop of Shantung, 1904-^5; dean of Car-

lisle, 1905-08; and was consecrated bishop of Chi-

ehester, 1908. He is the author of: Foundation
Truths: a Course of Instructions (Edinburgh, 1884);

Holy Communion, Instructions and Devotions (Lon-

don, 1887); The Mountain of Blessedness (1888);

Is not this the Christ f A Course of Sermons (1889);

Confirmation; or, the Laying on of Hands (1898);

What does the Church of England Say f (1899); In
Paradise (1904); Story of the Prayer Book (1906);

The King and his Kingdom^ and Other Sermons
(1906) ; Social Life (1907) ; and Short Family Prayers

(1908).

RIDLET, NICHOLAS: Eng^h Reformer and
martjrr; b. near WilUmontswyke (30 m. w. of New-
castle), Northumberland, early in the sixteenth cen-

tury (15007); d. at the stake at Oxford Oct. 16,

1555. After studying at the grammar-school at

Newcastle-upon-iyne, he entered Pembroke Hall,

Cambridge, 1518, where he later became fellow.

X.—

3

In 1527 he took orders and went for further study
to the Sorbonne, Paris, and to Louvain. Return-
ing to England, he rose to the position of senior

proctor at Cambridge, 1533. As proctor he signed

the decree against the papal supremacy, 1534. He
was already much sought after as a pr^M^er. Cran-
mer made him his domestic chaplain and vicar of

Heme, East Kent. In 1540 he was appointed king's

chaplain and master of Pembroke Hall, in 1541
canon of Canterbury, in 1545 canon of Westminster,
and in 1547 bishop of Rochester. During the rdgn
of Edward VI., Ridley was active in promtilgating

the new views. In 1545, and partly in consequence
of the perusal of Ratramnus' De corpore et sanguine
Domini (Eng. transl., The Book of Bertram the Priest

Concerning the Body and Blood of Christ in the Sacra-
ment, London (1549, 1686, and often, latest, 1880)
he publicly renounced the doctrine of transubstan-

tiation. He was deputed to set forth the Reformed
views in York, Durham, and other dioceses, and in

1549 to place Protestantism on a firm basis at Cam-
bridge. He sat on the commission that deposed
Bormer, bishop of London, and Gardiner, bishop of

Winchester, and in 1550 was promoted to Bormer's

place. Foxe instances, as a sign of his goodness,

that for months he entertained Bonner's mother
at his palace, assigning to her the place of promi-
nence at the table, and contrasts Ridley's spirit

with the severity of Bormer. His deep interest in

the unfavored classes led him to make suggestions

to King Edward which foimd ultimate expression

in the foundation of three hospitals in London, St.

Thomas, Christ, and Bethlehem. Ridley's name is

indissolubly associated with the names of Craimier

and Latimer as a foremost leader and a martyr of

English Protestantism. Mary, who had taken
offense at a visit Ridley had made her and his offer

to preach in her presence, on her accession to the
throne quickly ordered his deposition, reinstating

Bonner as bishop of London, July 20, 1553. Ridley
was corrunitted to the Tower from which he was
removed to Oxford, where he was held a prisoner in

Bocardo jail and the mayor's house. On Apr. 17,

1554, he was called upon to stand trial in iiie Di-

vinity School, Oxford, and was declared a heretic.

The Spanish friar, Soto, labored in vain to turn him
back to the old faith. After the passage of the new
statutes on heresy, the prisoner was summoned
again, Sept. 30, 1555, by Archbishop Pole, and was
convicted and condenmed to the flames. In com-
pany with Latimer, he was burned in ** the ditch

"

over against Balliol Hall. The night before his exe-

cution he said to some friends with whom he supped

:

'' I mean to go to bed, and, by God's will, to deep
as quietly as ever I did in my life." Arrived at the

stake, he ran to Latimer, embraced him, and kissed

him. A " scant sermon, in all a quarter of an hour,"

as Foxe puts it, was preached by Dr. Smith, which
Latimer and Ridley were both ready to answer but
they were denied the opportunity. Promised life,

if he would recant, Ridley replied, '* So long as

breath is in my body, I will never deny my Lord
Christ and his known truth." He gave his clothes

to the bystanders, and was bound to the stake by
an iron chain. When the faggots were being lighted,

Latimer spoke to Ridley the famous words, " Be of
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good comfort, Bfaster Ridley. Play the man. We
shall this day light such a candle, by God's grace,

in England, as I trust shall never be put out."

The flames were slow in doing their work. Again
and again the martyr cried, ** Let the fire come unto
me. I can not bum." His lower members were
first consumed, and the end came when the fire

reached a bag of gunpowder which Ridley's brother-

in-law had tied at his neck. Foxe has given the best

account of Ridley's life and martyrdom, and de-

scribes him as " a man beautified with excellent

qualities so ghostly inspired and godly learned and
now written, doubtless, in the Book of Life." In

his account of Ridley's administration of the epis-

copal office, this writer emphasises his attention

to prayer, as well as his constant industry, relieved

after dinner and supper by a game of chess. His
most famous saying is the one recorded during his

interview with Mary before she became queen.

When the Reformer expressed the hope that she

would not refuse God's Word, the princess replied,

"I can not tell what ye call God's Word. That is not

God's Word now that was God's Word in my father's

days." To this Ridley answered: " God's Word is

one at all times, but hath been better understood

and practised in some ages than in others." Mary
in her response declared, " As for your new books,

I thank God I never read any of them, I never did,

nor ever will do." The few writings Ridley left be-

hind him have been published by the Religious

Tract Society, Treatiae and Lettera of Dr. NichoUu
Ridley (London, 18307), and by the Parker Society,

Works of NichoUu Ridley, D.D. (ed. H. Christmas,

London, 1841). Among the writings are a Brief

DedaraUon against Transvbetantiationf a Treatise

against Image Worship, and A Piteous Lamentation

of the Miserable Estate of the Church in England in

the Time of the Late Revolt from the Gospel. The
Parker Society volume also contains an account of

his disputations at Oxford prior to his death and a
reprint of Fox's account of his martyrdom. An
avenue in the yard of Pembroke Hall is still known
as Ridley's Walk. Quarles has a poem on Ridley

in which are the lin^:

** Rome tliundered death, but Ridley's dauntless eye
Stared in Death's face, and scorned Death standing bye.
In spite of Rome, for England's faith he stood
And in the flames, he sealed it with his blood."

David S. Schapp.
In 1839 there was erected at Oxford a " Martyrs

Memorial," with statues of Cranmer, Latimer, and
Ridley, i»rtly by way of protest against the Trac-

tarian Movement (see Tractarianism), one of the

characteristics of which was hostility to the Refor-

mation. A. H. N.

Bibuoorapht: The original source is J. Fox's AcUt and
Monument* (for editions see under Fox, John). An ex-

cellent memoir appears in H. Moule's ed. of the Brief
DeeiaraUon of the Lordee Supper, London, 1896. Consult
further: Q. Ridley, Life of Dr. Nichailae Ridley, eonuHme
Biehop of London, London, 1703; the memoir in tiie

volume on Ridley in L. Richmond's Fathere of the Bnglieh
Church, 8 vols., London, 1807-12; Q. T. Ridlon, Hid. of
the Ancient Ryedalea and their Deecendanta, pp. 419-424,
Manchester, N. H.. 1884; W. Qark, The Anglican Refor-

mation, New York, 1897; J. Gaiidner, Engliah Church in

the leih Century, passim, London. 1903; DNB, xlviii.

286-289; and, in general, the works on the history of the

period, secular and ecclesiastical.

RIE6ER, rt'ger, 6E0R0 KOHRAD: Pietistic

preacher; b. at Cannstadt (4 m. n.e. of Stuttgart)

Mar. 7, 1687; d. at Stuttgart Apr. 16, 1743. After

studjring theology he was private tutor at TQbingen,

1713-15; city vicar at Stuttgart and deacon at

Urach, 1715-31; and from that time continued in

educational and ministerial work at Stuttgart. He
was one of the most gifted preachers in the Evan-
gelical Church of Gemiany, and was of the school

of J. A. Bengel (q.v.). He excelled all other Piet-

ists in eloquence, emotional power, and freshness.

He knew how to employ simple colloquialisms with-

out losing in dignity and force. His preaching was
marked by clearness, interest, and fluency. His

imagination served him well in using illustrations.

Dogmatic subjects frequently received painstaking

treatment, though without pedantry. He placed

himself in immediate touch with his hearers, never

losing the thread of his discourse. He published

collections of sermons as follows: HertenspostiUe

(Zttllichau, 1742; Stuttgart, 1853-64); Hert- und
Hand-PostiUe (1746; Berlin, 1852); De cwra mini-

morum in regno gratia (Stuttgart, 1733) ; and Rich-

tiger und leichier Weg zum Himmd (Stuttgart, 1744,

1844, and after). He published also Die Kraft der

Oottseligkea (1732-36). (Hermann Beck.)

Bibuografht: Biographic material is contained in Rieger's

Riehtioer und leiehter Weg (Stuttgart. 1844) ; C. O. Schmidt,
QeechidOe der Predigt in der evangeliechen Kirehe Deutech-
lande, pp. 196 sqq., Ootha, 1872; H. C. Stuckenberg,
Lutheran Quarterly Review, xix (1889), 564 sqq.

RIB6ER, KARL HBIRRICH: Son of the

preceding; b. at Stuttgart June 16, 1726; d.

there Jan. 15, 1791. After studying theology,

he was domestic tutor at Augsbuig, 1747-49;

vicar, 1749-^; tutor at TObingen, 1750; deacon
at Ludwigsbuig, 1754-57; and imtil his deatii

preacher at Stuttgart. He left the impression

of a strong, firm character; and represented the

traditional teaching of the Lutheran Church in

opposition to the new rationalism. Through his in-

fluence the revision of the hymnal was moderate,

and of the old catechism (of 1681 and 1696) conserv-

ative. He was an active member of the Christwi-

thumsgesellschaft, founded by J. A. Urlspeiger

(q.v.). As a preacher, he was less spirited and
forceful than his father, but possessed rare pene-

tration, emphasis, and spirituality, moral earnest-

ness, a quiet, clear thoughtfulness, and ease, with

true Christian wisdom, and a winning grace and
mildness; but his form and presentation were
clumsy and awkward. After his death appeared
Predigten und Betrachtungen (Stuttgart, 1794);

Betrachtungen Ober das Neue Testament (4 vols.,

1828; 1875); and Betrachtungen Hber die Psalmen
und die zwClf kleinen Propheten (1835; 1859).

(Hermann Beck.)

Bibuoorapht: Chrielen^Bote, ed. J. C. F. Burk, i (1832),

105 sqq.; C. Qrosse, Die alien Trdater. Wegweieer in die

Efhauungditleratur der evangeliech-lutheriechen Kirehe dee

16. 6m 18. JahrhunderU, pp. 496 sqq., Hennazmsbuiv,
1900.

RIBHM, rim, EDWARD KARL AUGUST: Bib-

lical scholar; b. at Diersbuig, near Offenburg (17

m. S.8.W. of Carlsruhe), Baden, Dec. 20, 1830; d.

at Halle Apr. 5, 1888. He studied theology and
philology at Heidelberg, 1848-50; and at Halle,
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1850-52; and again at Heidelberg, 1852; was ad-

mitted to the ministry in 1853; vicar at Durlach,

1853-54; and garrison chaplain at Mannheim after

1855. In 1858 he entered the theological faculty

at Heidelberg, where he was associate professor,

1861-62; and, 1862-66, associate professor of Old-

Testament exegesis at Halle, and professor, 1866-

1888. He was the author of: Die Geaetzgebung

Mom im Lande Moab (Gotha, 1854); Der Lehr-

begriff dea HebrOerbrufa (Ludwigsburg, 1858-59);

Die besandere Bedeuiung dee A, T. fUr die rdigidae

Erkenntnie und doe religidee Leben der ckrieilichen

Gemeinde (Halle, 1864); Die meseianieche Weia-

aagung (Gotha, 1875); Der Begriff der SUhne im
AUen TeaiamerU (1877); and HandwMerbuch dea

biblischen AUertuma (Bielefeld, 1875-84, and others).

After his death appeared EirdeUung in daa AUe
Teatament (Halle, 1889); and AlUeatamerUliche

Theologie (1889). A pupil and afterward colleague

of H. Hupfeld at Halle, he revised the latter's com-
mentary on Psalms ((}otha, 1867-71); was one of

the editors of the TSK (Gotha), 1866-88; and was
a member of the commission for the revision of

Luther's translation of the Bible, 1865-88. In his

ezegetical work he was scientific, thorough, and im-

partial, and emphasised the religion of the Old
Testament as one of revelation.

(K. H. Pahncds.)

RIESSLER, rtsler, PAUL: Old-Testament
scholar; b. at Stuttgart Sept. 16, 1865. He received

his elementary education at Stuttgart and Rottweil,

and his advanced training at the University of Tdb-
ingen and the theological seminary at Rottenburg;
was vicar at Mergentheim and Ellwangen, 1889-

1892; taught in the higher gymnasium at Ehingen,

1892-98; was city preacher at Blaubeuren, 1889-

1907; became professor of Old-Testament exegesis

at Tabingen in the Roman Catholic theological

faculty, 1907. He has written a critical commen-
tary on Daniel (Stuttgart, 1899), and another on
the same book in the Kunge/aaater tnaaenachafUicher

Kommeniar (Vienna, 1902).

RISTSCHEL, rit'shel, CHRISTIAll 6E0R6: Ger-
man Protestant, son of the sculptor of the famous
Luther monument at Worms; b. at Dresden May
10, 1842. He was educated at the imiversities of

Eriangen, Berlin, and Leipsic from 1860 to 1864, and
after being a member of the Domkandidatenstift at

Berlin in 1864-65 and of St. Paul's seminary for

preachers at Leipsic in 1866-67, was pastor at

ROdigsdorf, Saxony, in 1868-74, head pastor at Zit-

tau in 1874-78, second director of the preachers'

seminary at Wittenberg in 1878-84, and first director

of the same institution in 1884-87, superintendent

and district inspector of schools in 1878-87, and
pastor of St. Matthew's, Leipsic, in 1887-89. Since

1889 he has been professor of practical theology in

the University of Leipsic, and also first university

preacher and director of St. Paul's seminary for

preachers in ihe same city, while in 1904-05 he was
rector of the university. He has written Die Ge-
wdhnmg der Abendmahiagemeinachaft an Rrformierte
und UnierU (I^psic, 1868); Martin Luther und
IgnaHua von Loycta, eine vergUichende Charakteria-

tik ihrer inneren^ Entwiddung (Wittenberg, 1879);

Abachnitt vierzehn der Kirchen- und Synodal-Ord-

nung (1885); Luther und aein Haua (Halle, 1888);

Luther und die Ordination (Wittenberg, 1889); Daa
Wort vom Olauben (sermons; Leipsic, 1892); Die
Avjgabe der Orgd im Ootteadienat bia ina achtzehnte

Jahrhundert (1893); Der evangdiache Ootteadienat

unter dem Geaichtapunkt der Anbetung im Oeiat und
in der Wahrheit (Halle, 1894); Die Frage dea Zu-
aammenachluaaea der deutachen evangdiachen Landea-
kirchen zur Wahrung und Fdrderung ihrer gemein-

aamen Angelegenheiten (Leipsic, 1900); Lekrbuch
der Liturgik (2 vols., Berlin, 1900-08) ; Weihnjochten

in Kirche, Kunat und VoUcald>en (Bielefeld, 1901);

Die evangdiache Kirche und die aozUde Frage (Leip-

sic, 1904); and Zur Reform dea Rdigionaunter^

richta in der Volkaachtde (BerHn, 1909).

RIGG, JAMES HARRISON: English Wesleyan
Methodist; b. at Newcastle-on-Tyne Jan. 16, 1821;

d. at London Apr. 17, 1909. He was educated at

Old Kingswood School, and, after being a teacher

from 1835 to 1845, entered the Wesleyan ministry.

In 1866 he was dected a member of the *' Hun-
dred " (830Methodists, L, 1, § 6) and two years later

became principal of the Wesleyan Training College

for Day School Teachers, Westminster, London, a
position which he retained until 1903. He was
president of the Wesleyan Methodist Conference,

and in this capacity was instrumental in seciuing

the admission of laymen to that body in 1878. For
fifteen years he was editor of The London Quarterly

Review and was also on its editorial staff for several

years longer. He edited E. A. Rumbold's Vindi-

cation of the Character and Adminiatration of Sir T,

Rumboldy Bart.f Oovemor of Madraa in 1778-80
(London, 1868), and was the author of: The
Principlea of Wedeyan Methodism (London, 1850);

Congregational Independency and Wedeyan Connex-
ionaUam Contraated (1851); Modem Anglican Theol-

ogy (1857); Eaaaya for the Timea on Ecdeaiaatical

and Social Subjecta (1866); The Sabbath and the

Sabbath Law before and after Chriat (1869); The
Churchmanahip of John Wealey (1868); National

Education, Engliah and Foreign (1873) ; The Living

Wealey aa he waa in hia Youth and in hia Prime
(1875); Connexional Economy of Wedeyan Method-
iam (1879); Diacouraea and Addreaaea on Leading
Trutha of Rdigion and Philoaophy (1880); The
Character and Life-Work of Dr. Puaey (1883); Waa
Wealey a High Churchman, and ia Modem Method-
iam Wedeyan Methodism t or, John Wealey, the

Church ofEngland, and Wedeyan Methodism (1883)

;

A Comparative View of Church Organiama, Primi-
tive and Protestant (1887); Oxford High Anglican^

iam and ita Leadera (1895); Scenea and Studiea in

the Ministry of Our Lord, tvith Thoughts on Preach-

ing (1902); and Reminiacencea Sixty Yeara ago

(1904).

Bxbuoobapbt: J. Telford. The Life ofJamea Harrieon RioQ*
18tl-1909, London. 1009.

RI6GENBACH, rig^en-bOH, CHRISTOPH JO-
HANNES: Swiss Protestant theologian; b. at Basel

Oct. 8, 1818; d. there Sept. 5, 1890. He pur-

sued his studies at Basel, Berlin, and Bonn under
Peterman, Nitssch, Bleek, Sack, and others. He
was ordained in 1842, became pastor in Bennwyl,
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where his affiliationa were at first with the radical

school of theology. His position later on became
more moderate. In 1850, he was called to the the-

ological faculty at the University of Basel, teach-

ing New Testament, pastoral theology, giving pop-
ular lectures on the life of Jesus, and «>wgaging also

in the study of church music and hymnology. He
became an earnest opponent of theological radical-

ism, combated the leaders of the modem school,

and helped to found the Kirchenfreund as the oigan
of the conservative group. Even in this polemical

atmosphere, he never lost the penxmal friendship

of his opponents. He was one of the founders of

the Evangelisch-kirchlicher Verein, which worked
in conservative interests, and was interested in the
Evangelical Alliance. He was also a leader in the
extension of missionary work, becoming president

of the Basel missions committee in 1878. He pub-
lished: Voduungen aber da$ Leben Jesu (Basel,

1858); Die"mo8ai8che SitfUhiUie (1862); Die Zeug-
nisse fUr da$ Evangdium Johannia (1866); Der
Kirchengesang in Btud sett der Rrformatian (1870);
Hieronymus Annoni (1870); Der aogenarmte Brirf
dee Bamabae (1873); Eine Reiae nach PalOeUna
(1873) ; and the commentary upon I and U Thes-
salonians in Lange's commentary.
Bibuookapbt: Deui9ch-€vanod%9eh4 KirehmMsihtno, iv

(1800). 494-496; P. Wunn. in AUoemeins Afumofumf-
tehrift, zvii (1890), 660-506; Owi. in Badsr Kuchm-
Jreund, 1893, nos. 2-^ of. 1890, no. 19.

RIGGS, ALEXANDER BROWN: Presbyterian;

b. at Portsmouth, O., June 21, 1842. He was edu-
cated at Jefiferson College, Pa. (A.B., 1863), and
after teaching mathematics at Western University,

Pittsburg, Pa., for a year, was admitted to the
Pennsylvania bar. He had practised only two
years, however, when, giving up law, he entered
Auburn Theological Seminaiy, where he spent two
years, and completed his theological training at
Union Theological Seminary (1870), after which he
held pastorates at the Reformed CJhurch, Fort Plain,

N. Y. (1870-76), the Presbyterian CJhurch, Water-
ford, N. Y. (1876-90), and the Seventh Presbyte-
rian Clhureh, Cincinnati (1891-1902). From 189i
to 1897 he was instructor in Greek in Lane Theo-
logical Seminary, Cincinnati, and since 1897 has
been professor of New-Testament exegesis and in-

troduction in the same institution.

RICjGS, EDWARD: Presbyterian; b. at Smyrna,
Turkey, June 30, 1844. He was graduated from
Princeton College (A.B., 1865) and Union Theo-
logical Seminary, New York Gty (1869). In 1869
he was appointed a missionary of the American
Board of (Commissioners for Fordgn Missions and
went at once to Sivas, Asia Minor, where he re-

mained seven years. Since 1876 he has been sta-

tioned at Biarsovan, Turkey, where he has been
chiefly associated with the Theological Seminary of

the Western Turkey Mission, having been pro-

fessor of systematic theology for a number of years

and president since 1903. He has also been a man-
ager of Anatolia College, Marsovan, since its or-

ganization in 1886, and has given instruction in

various departments as a missionary. In theology
he describes himself as '' a broad, progressive con-
servative, holding to the main tenets of the tra-

ditional evangelical theology, adhering strictly to

the Scriptures of the Old and New Testaments, but
subjecting everything to the most rigid tests of

genuine and ca^ul scholariy examination." He
likewise holds ** that an honest application of the

most seardiing criticism results in maintaining the

sound orthodox beliefs in all their essential points."

He prepared the chapter on The Christian Foroee

at Work in the Twrkish Empire for W. D. Grant's

Chriitendom Anno Domini MDCCCCI (New Yoric,

1902).

RIOGSy ELIAS: American missionary in Turkey;
b. at New Providence, N. J., Nov. 19, 1810; d. at

Constantinople Jan. 17, 1901. He graduated at

Amherst CoUege, Bfass., 1829, and at Andover The-
ological Seminaiy, Bfass., 1832; was missionary of

the American Board at Athens and Aigos, Greece,

1832-38; later at Smyrna, Asia Minor; and at

Constantinople 1853-1901. He visited his native

country once, in 1856, and taught Hebrew in the

Union Theological Seminary, New York, 1857-^
He was a remarkable philologist, having eariy ap-

plied himself to a mastery of the Semitic languages

and Greek. In 1844 he was assigned to the Arme-
nian branch of the Turkish mission and was en-

gaged in translating the Scriptures into Armenian,
1845-52. He was one of a committee engaged in

1873 by the American and the British and Foreign

Bible Societies to translate the Bible into Turkish;

and, as a result, the entire Bible was published both
in Armenian imd Arabic charactere in 1878. He
participated also in a revision of the same issued

in 1886. He is said to have had a working knowl-

edge of twenty languages and the mastery of twelve,

and to have produced either as originals or transla-

tions no less than 478 h3rmns in the Bulgarian lan-

guage alone. He was the author of A Manual of
the Chaldee Language containing a Orammar, Chres-

tomathy, and a Vocabulary (Andover, 1832; re-

vised ed., New York, 1858); Grammar of the

Modem Armenian Language, with a Vocabulary

(Sm3rma, 1847); Grammar of the Turkish Language
as written in the Armenian Character (Constantinople,

1856); and TrandaOon of the Scriptures into the

Bulgarian Language, completed with the aid of nar
tive scholars (Constantinople, 1871); Suggested

Emendations of the A, V. of the Old Testament (An-
dover, 1873); Suggested Modifications of the R. V.

of the New Testament (1883); and Notes on Difficult

Passages of the New Testament (Boston, 1889).

RI6GS, JAMES FORSYTH: Presbyteriian; b.

at Boumabat (a village near Smyrna), Turkey, Oct.

4, 1852. He was graduated from Princeton College

(A.B., 1872), where he was Boudinot fellow in his-

tory in 1872-73, and from Union Theological Semi-
nary, New York City (1878). He was l^ben pastor

of the Presbyterian chureh at Cranford, N. J., in

1878-84, and of the Dutch Reformed church at

Bergen Point, N. J., in 1884r-92; professor of New-
Testament Greek in the New Brunswick Theolog-
ical Seminary (1892-98), and during that time de-

livered lectures on historical subjects under the
auspices of the Rutgers College University Exten-
sion system. Since 1898 he has been pastor of the

Brick Presbyterian Chureh, East Orange, N. J. In
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thec^Qgy he is a moderate Calvinist and has no sym-
pathy with revolutionaiy ideas in Biblical criticism.

RIGGS, JAMBS STEVENSON: Presbyterian;

b. at New York July 16, 1853; graduated at the

College of New Jersey, Princeton, 1874; studied at

Leipsic, 1875; graduated at Auburn Theological

Seminaiy, N. Y., 1880; was pastor at Fulton, N. Y.,

1880-84; adjimct professor of Biblical Greek in

Auburn Theological Seminaiy, 1884-^; and pro-

fessor since 1887. He is author of a History of the

Jeuriah People: Maccabean and Roman Periods

(New York, 1899), and Meeeagee of Jeeua according

to the Ooapd ofJohn (1907).

RIGGS, STEPHEN RETURN: Presbyterian mis-

sionary to the Indians; b. at SteubenvUle, O., Mar.

23, 1812; d. at Beloit, Wis., Aug. 24, 1883. He was
graduated at Jefferson CoU^e, 1834; studied for a
year in the Western Theological Seminary, Alle-

gheny, Pa.; was licensed in 1836; and was from
1837 till 1883 a missionaiy among the Dakotas. He
mastered their language and reduced it to writing

and into it translated nearly the entire New Testa-

moit, and also portions of the Old. He also pre-

pared a dictionary of the language and other aids

for its acquisition. He was the author of many
translations into it. In English he wrote his auto-

biography, Mary and /. Forty years with the Sioux,

Chicago, 1880; also Tc^koo Wahrkan; or, the Ooe-

pd among the DakoUu, Boston, 1869.

RIGHTEOUSNESS, ORIGINAL.

Doetrinal Development tOl Augustine (| 1).

Tbe Soholaetio Dootrine (| 2).

Teeehing of RefonnezB and Roman Catholioe (§ 3).

Later Protestant Views (| 4).

Conehision (| 6).

The older Protestant theologians designated by
the term justtUa originalis, the Latin equivalent of

original righteousness, the condition of man as
made in the image of God, and before

X. Doctrinal the fall. It is found for the first time
DeveloiH in the writings of the Schoolmen, but
ment tin the development of the doctrine was
Augustine, begun by Augustine, who uses the term

prima juetitia, ** first righteousness
"

{De peccaiorum meritie et remiseione, II., xxxvii.).

While a condition of original integrily of man, and
of a subsequent breach of harmony and deprava-

tion, was generally presupposed in Christian be-

lief, Augustine was the first to bring this condition

into intimate connection with man's creation in the

divine image, and he arrived at a higher valuation

of both. IreouBUs, Theophylact, Justin, and Clem-
ent of Al^Eandria spoke of the first state as one of

childlike simplicity and innocence, but Athanasius
developed the doctrine (De trinitate, iii. 16) :

" those

who mortify the deeds of the body and have put
on the new man which is created after Qod are after

his image; for such was Adam before his disobedi-

ence." The first state was not treated in its rela-

tion to the essential nature of man; prominence
was given, not to what he originally was, but to

what he was by nature, and the image of God was
sought chiefly in man's spiritual endowment with
reason and freedom, through which he is enabled
to attain perfection. Thus moral perfection was

denied for the first state, though nothing was said

of the actual condition therein, of a " superadded
gift," or of the '' equilibrium " of Pelagianism.

With Augustine the image of God is the inalien-

able " rational soul." This includes the will, with a
positive inclination to holiness, though even the
first man needed the assistance of grace in order to
reach " full righteousness." At first man willed not
to sin, and by supematiiral grace he was able not
to sin. It might seem as if the will not to sin was
not true righteousness, but " good will " in the
first man constituted righteousness in the same de-

gree as concupiscence in man after his fall consti-

tutes original sin. At the fall the concupiscence of

the flesh took the place of the " good will " and is

itself sin.

After Augustine's death, semi-Pelagianism pre-

vailed in the Church. Its opposition to Augustine
directed itself, indeed, against his doctrine of pre-

destination, but not on the basis of the
2. The conception of sin and salvation. It

Scholastic was really an opposition to inexorable

Doctrine, severity in the valuation of natural

corruption. In this respect, semi-

Pelagianism was successful at the Synod of Orange,
in 529, which asserted that " by the sin of Adam
the free will was so inclined and attenuated that no
one was afterwards able to love God as he should,

to believe in God, or to be influenced concerning

God, unless the prevenient grace of the divine

mercy acted upon him." Sdiolastic theologians

went further. ' They dated the discord between
flesh and spirit before the fall. It is true, "original

righteousness" as well as a sinful state resulting

from the fall would be impossible in this case, if

Augustine had not offered a way of escape in the

thought that divine grace subjected the flesh to

the spirit in the case ^ Adam, and thus a harmony
was effected which is not inherent in man per ae.

But this harmony or subjection of concupiscence to

reason or the will of God is " original righteousness
"

which consequently is a "sup^udded gift." The
proof was found in the all^;ed difference between
"likeness" and "hnage" (Gen. i. 26). The essential

attributes of the divine image were reason and will.

By the accidents which belong to it but do not con-

stitute it, and are added as a gift of grace, man is

enabled to acquire eternal life. Thus man after his

fall is still in his first pure state with the modification

that his senses and lusts are no longer held in check

by the assistant grace, and thus a state of disorder

has taken the place of subjection to reason. Then
original sin becomes a lack of "original righteous-

ness " ; it is not, however, sin in the positive sense

of Augustine, but only in a n^ative sense.

The Reformers, witii their deep sense of the gross-

ness of sin, were utterly unable to assume a naturally

pure condition; for nature was impure. Original

sin is a real and true sin, and not simply

3. Teaching a deficiency or infirmity, but such a
of Reformers sin as condemns and eternally separates

and Roman from God all men that proceed from
Catholics. Adam (cf. Augtburg Confeesion, ii.),

and thus the first state of man must
have included an opposite operation of the good.

But as this operation is an essential condition of life
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for him, it can not be i^gmrded as a mere accident, it

must be something that originally and necessarily

bekMigs to man. The Fonnula of Concord, thoefore,
in accordance with the view of the Refonners,

jjpngnAt/fid original ri^teousness not simply as

"concreate righteousness," but as the essential fact

of having been created in the image of God. Thus
the Luthoan Church, as well as the Refonned, ad-

vanced a step beyond Augustine. Scholasticism had
1^ a number of questicMis unsettled, such as whether
original ri^teousness was a '' grace making accept-

able " (Thomas Aquinas) or a *'grace given to those

acceptable" like the charitmata (Duns Scotus).

The Council of Trent avmded pronouncing on this

pcnnt, and affirmed that Adam, "when he had trans-

gressed (xod's commandment in Paradise, immedi-
ately lost the holiness and ri^teousness in which
he had been placed," with the apparent intentimi of

excluding not scholastic deductions but the doctrine

of the Refonners. Bellarmine developed the Roman
Catholic doctrine in this opposition cleariy and
adroitly. The Lutherans, according to him, agree

with the Pelagians because they deprive the first

man of supernatural gifts, adding the further errOT

that after the fall man lacks "a natural attribute"

—free wilL In contrast to this doctrine, according

to him, the Roman Catholic CThurch distinguishes

between "image" and "likeness." The former
refers to nature, the latter to the supernatural, and
denotes some " omamoits of wisdom and righteous-

ness" which man received in creatimi but lacks

now. As man came forth from the creator's hand,
he consisted of flesh and spirit, and stood related

both to the animals and to the angels. On the
latter side he had intelli;;ence and will; (m the

former, senses and appetites. A conflict arose, and
from the conflict "a terrible difficulty in doing well."

This was the "disease of nature" which inheres in

matter, hence Ckxl added the gift of original right-

eousness. It was this perfection of the divine image,

and not the image itsetf, which man lost at the fall.

Among later Protestant theologians, the rational-

ists did not essentiaUy change the doctrine concern-

ing the first state. Since the time of Schleiermacher

a certain necessity of original nature

4. Later has been attached to sin. Schleier-

Protestant macher expressly states thatan incapac-
ViewB. ity for good works was in human nature

b^ore the fall, located in the flesh,

that is, "the totality of the lower faculties of the

soul," and that consequently the sin which was
transmitted to his descendants was originally in the

first man. Sin, according to him, is not the first

actual condition; with the awakening of the con-

sciousness of Ckxl it was preceded by a state of per-

fectimi which was not without consequences per-

ceptible even after the fall. Subsequently, however,

a time was bound to come in which sensuousness in-

creased in some direction. Lipsius transformed

the "state of original perfection" as taught by
Schleiermacher into the "primitive form of ethical

religion," that is, into the immediate, but uncon-
scious and only relative, communion with (lod

which from the consciousness of its opposite ap-

pears as a lost paradise. Rothe considers man the

union of two elements of opposite qualities, bound

to strive after the ri^t proportion between his ego

and his material nature, thus transposing man's

likfgiees to the image of (Sod into the future. Bieder-

mann sees the basis of sin in the sensual nature of

man, which was created by (xod intenticmaUy in

order to reahie and develop his redeeming grace in

the history of salvation. Ritschl agrees with Bieder-

mann so far as to hold that the doctrine of the first

state should be retraced by that of the destiny of

All these views correctly presuj^Mse the idratity

of the present substance of man with the original

substance, but they err in id^itifying man's present

condition with his original condition. It is an im-

probable assumption that anything lost by sin must
be "superadded" unless the condition is considered

something " superadded " to the substance. A sub-

stance must have its oorrespcmding

5. Condo- state or condition, it must have attri-

tion, butes ; but the question is whetherman's

present oonditicHi corresponds to the

human substance. Lutheran theologians teach that

the human essence does not now possess that

condition which it requires; that man's actual con-

dition is not merely in a state of imperfect develop-

ment, it is opposed to the essence. The next ques-

tion is, ipdkether man began with a state of absolute

moral perfection. Against this view, Julius Moller

property brings the objectimi that it excludes the

possibility of the falL But neither Luther, the other

Reformers, nor the Lutheran confessions teach a
state of abecdute moral perfecti<Hi. It should be

asked rather, whether man might have begun with

goodness, and this question must be answered in

the affirmative; for it is the conviction of every

justified person that the moral condition must be

good b^ore any good action can be done. The moral

condition must in the fiist man lie at the basis of his

conduct, and can exist only as an effect wrought by
(xod in the same way as in the justified and regen-

erate. In this respect there is no difference between
the primitive state of innocence and the restoration

of innocence in justificatimi. The difference between

the first state and that of the redeemed lies rather in

the fact that the latter has reached the point where
the first man should have stood after his temptation;

but the moral quality imparted by Ckxl has nothing

to do with this. The assumption of an original in-

difference presupposes a will without content or aim
and at the same time a preponderating capacity

for goodness; thus there would be a capacity which
in its quality would be superior to the will; such an
instinctive desire for goodness, overpowering the

will, would make sinning impossible. Moreover,

indifference annuls freedom; for indifference is not

freedom, but constraint of will; freedom is rather

the capacity for unhampoed normal self-activity.

Man's original ccmdition was not without positive in-

clination to goodness. His will had this disposition

;

but while it was in hannony with (jod's will, it

might sin, and in the possibility of sinning consisted

its freedom. It was man's duty to preserve his

rectitude by voluntary choice, thus confirming God's
work. (H. T. CRBiCEKt)

BiBUoaaAPBT: The pertinent Uterature is quite fully given
under Imaob or Qod. The eariier dieeunions are well
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repTMentad by Aucustine's ** City of God," XII., L-ix.,

TTJii.; Ansdm, D« ctuu duAoli, zil.; Aquinas, Summa,
II., xciii.-xcvii.; Z. Urainui, Summe ofCfauHan Rdioion,
QuM. 6, London, 1687; J. Edwards, Doctrine of Orioinal
8%n Defended, II.. i., in his Works, New York, 1808-00;
J. Howe, Oradee of Ood, leotures xvi.-xix., in his Work;
vok. vii.-viii., London, 1822. The subject is usually dis-

cussed underAnthropolosy in the systems of theology (see

in and under Dogma, Dogmatics), e.g., W. Q. T. Shedd,
Doomatic Theotogy* ii- 95-114, cf. the citations from earlier

authorities in iii. 288-302. New York, 1889-04, cf. also

his Hial. ofDodrine, u. 54-65, 8th ed., ib. 1884; C. Hodge,
SyeUmatie Theolooy, ii 92-115, New York, 1871-73; H. B.
Smith. Syetematic Theotoffy, pp. 252-250, New York, 1884;
A. H. Strong, Syetemaiie Theaiogy, pp. 202-208. Rochester.
1886; H. E. Jacobs, The Book of Concord, consult index
under ** Man.*' Philadelphia, 1803.

RXMHIG OFFICES: Liturgical offices in which
not only the hymns, but also all antiphons, respon-

sories, versicles, etc., are in rime and meter, the only
prose being the Psalms and lessons. Since the anti-

phons and responsories originally were concerned
with the history of a feast or a saint, these offices

were called historia rhythmicoe. Some 900 of these

offices, only a small portion of the original number,
have been edited by Clemens Blume and Guido
Maria Dreves in their Analecta hymnica medii CBvi, v.,

xiii., xiv. 6, xvii., xviii., zxiv., xzv., xxvi., xzviii.,

xli. a, xlv. a (Leipsic, 1889-1904). First appearing
in the ninth and tenth centuries, the riming offices

reached their zenith between the middle of the

twelfth and the middle of the fourteenth centuries,

though specimens are known as late as the seven-

teenUi century. This rich development finds its

explanation in the liturgical liberty allowed in the

Middle Ages, while the distinctly local character of

the riming offices is shown by the fact that the chief

sources are the breviaries of individual dioceses and
orders. On the other hand, wider circulation was
enjoyed by the offices contained in the breviaries of

such orders as the Franciscans and Dominicans; if

a riming office was incorporated in the Roman
Breviary, its wide use was assured; and the popu-
larity of the saint honored by a particular office,

as well as the literary merit of the office in question,

was yet another factor in the extension of its use.

The present Breviary (q.v.) contains no complete
riming office.

From a literary point of view the riming offices

run the entire gamut from perfunctory doggerel to

flights of genuine poetry. Among the best-known
are the offices in honor of Gregory the Great (Anor
lecta kymnica, v. No. 64), Saints Anne (xxv. No. 18),

Benedict (xxv. No. 52), Elisabeth (xxv. No. 90),

James (xxvi. No. 42) Peter (xxvi. No. 48), and
Catharine (xxvi. No. 69), and the Virgin (xxiv. Nos.

25. 29, 30). The authorship of offices is known in

only a few cases, among these writers being Alfanus,

archbishop of Salerno (d. 1085); Goswin of Bossut

(d. after 1229); Origo Scaccabarozzi of Milan (d.

1293); John Peckh^, archbishop of Canterbury
(d. 1292); Brinolph I., bishop of Scara (d. 1317);

Christian of Lilienfeld (d. b^ore 1332); Bu^er,
archbishop of Upsala (d. 1383); and Lippold of

Steinberg (d. 1415). (P. Dbewb.)
BnuoQBAPHT: Consult the introductions to the oflBces

printed in the Analecta hymnica medii cm, ut sup.; 8.

BAumer. Oeeehiehte dee Breviere, pp. 360-364. Freibuii.

1805; Jviian*$ von Spdr liiurgieche Reimofflden, ed. H.
Felder. Freibuii in Switserlsnd, 1901.

n

RIMMON, rim'on.

The Deity.
The Name; Extent of the Cult (| 1).

Ramman in Babylonia (§ 2).

In Assyria and Syria (§ 3).

Place of Origin (§ 4).

As a Place Name.

Rimmon is the name given to a deity and to

several places named in the Old Testament.
L The Deity: According to II Kings v. 18,

Rimmon was a S3rrian deity who possessed a temple
almost certainly located in Damascus; the name
occurs as an element in the personal name Tabrim-

mon, father of Benhadad (I Kings xv.

I. The 18); cf. also Hadadrhimon. The
Name; pronunciation indicatedby the Maaoret-

Extent of ic pointing is certainly mistaken. This
the Cult is suggested (1) by the variant readings

of the texts of the Septuagint (Remmany
Reeman, Remmaih, with similar forms for the ele-

ment in Tabrimmon); (2) by the Syriac reading

Ramun; (3) by the fact that a god Ramman, who
is especially identified in the cuneiform writings

with the ^'Westland'' (Syria), is known to have
been worshiped in Assyria and Babylonia from an
early period; (4) by the form Raman used by Philo

Byblius as preserved in a fragment (C. and T.

Muller, Fragmenta historicorum €fr(Bcorum, iii. 575,

Paris, 1841); (5) the Masoretic pointing is easily

accounted for by the fact that rimmon is ^e Hebrew
for "pomegranate,'' which (a) is common in Pales-

tine, probably giving rise to a number of place

names (see below, II.), and (b) has an important
position in religious symbolism (being an emblem
of fertility) and ornamentation (cf. Ex. xxviii.,

xxxix.; I Kings vii.; II Clhron. iii. 16, iv. 13), and
this pronunciation might easily be transferred to a
deity by those who fixed the pointing of the text.

Assuming Ramman as the proper vocalization of the

name (derived probably not from rUm or ramanif
" to be high," but from rammanu, "to thunder"), it

appears Uiat the ideograph used in the cimeifonn

records is /Af, and that this ideograph represents also

a deity Hadad (Adad, Addu, Daddu, Dada; cf.

Pinches in PSBA, 1883, pp. 71-73; Bezold, in

PSBAf 1887, pp. 174 sqq.) whose provenience is the
" Westland," i.e., Syria. It then appears that Ram-
man and Hadad are the same deity, that his cult

was wide-spread, and that other designations are

Ragimu (from ragam, " to cry aloud "), Mer and Bur
(these names being possibly those of earlier or local

deities whose personality and functions Ramman
absorbed and appropriated), Martu (from the name
for "Westland"), and many others; one list alone

is said to apply to him forty-one names. The wor-

ship of this deity can bymany references in the cune-

iform documents be traced in Babylonia and Assyria,

also in Syria and Palestine through the Amama
Tablets (q.v.) and through the discoveries at Taan-
ach (cf. Sellin in the publications of the Vienna

Academy, 1904, pp. 113, 118, 119; Macrobius,

Saturnalia, I., xxiii. 18, makes him chief deity of the

Assyrians), also in Arabia (CIS, ii. 117 gives an in-

scription from North Arabia of fourth or fifth cen-

tury in which appears Rmnnthn, "Rammon has

given"—cf. the Hebrew Jonathan, "Yahweh has
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^ven " ; CIS, iv. 140 gives an inscription of c. 24 B.C.

which knows a deity Rmn who is '' Lord of Ahnan ''

;

CISf ii. 73 gives a reading ^dkrmn, "Ranunan is

just" or "Ramman justifies/' cf. the Hebrew names
Zedekiah and Jehosadak). Attempts to find this

deity in the Avesta are as yet doubtful in their re-

sults. The Rama of Vendidad i. 1; Sirosah i. 7, 16,

ii. 7, etc., can be better accounted for on Indo-Aryan
grounds; moreover the extent of the indebtedness

of Zoroastrianism to Babylonian religion has not

been made out. Hence it can not be asserted cate-

gorically that this Rama is equivalent to the Ram-
man of Syria, Assyria, and Babylonia.

In Babylonia about Hammurabi's time Ramman
was associated, in a hymn which may be earlier than
Hammurabi, with Bel (not Marduk), Sin, Ninib,

Ishtar, and Shamash. In Babylonia the

a. Ramman ideograph already referred to is gener-

inBaby- ally used; possibly the deity was
Ionia. known also as Immeru (cf. the name

Mer); but Ramman is well authenti-

cated for Babylonia, especially in the region of

Shirpurla (Telloh). Ramman seems to have come
into prominence in the south in the time of the king

named, and after that period increased in popularity

(with some vicissitudes), especially under Uie Kas-
shites and later under Nebuchadreszar I. An in-

scription from the Kasshite period calls him "lord

of justice," and in this function he was associated

with Shamash, with whom he was also consulted

as an oracle god. He was a storm-deity, a syllabary

designates him the god of thunder, and he carries

the thunderbolt and ax (cf. with this the expression

in no. 149 of the Amama Tablets, Winckler's num-
bering: " he who thunders in the heavens like Addu,
so that the whole land trembles at his voice"); in

the omen tablets he is called the withholder and the

sender of rain. His connection with the rain is dis-

tinct from that with justice ; he has a twofold aspect,

he sends rain to fertilize the fields and produce

crops in order to reward virtue, also to destroy crops

and thus to punish the sin of the impious. In this

latter relation he is brought into causative connec-

tion with the deluge, this being due to his anger.

He is also described as making weeds to grow and
BO punishing the wicked. In the pictorial represen-

tations Ranmian-Hadad is often accompanied by a
bull, and he at times wears the horns of that animal.

The eleventh month (January-February) was sacred

to him. His consort was Shala (" woman," " wife "),

whose part, however, is insignificant, like that of

goddesses generally in the Semitic world.

That in Assyria this deity was early of importance

is shown by the name of the king of c. 1825 B.C.

which may be read either Shamshi-Ramman or

Bhamshi-Hadad (see Assyria, VI., 3, §1). For it is

now known that in at least some cases the element

in Assyrian royal names which has

3. In Assyria been transcribed Ramman must be

and Syria, read Hadad (cf., e.g., the Sitasungshe'

richte of the Berlin Academy, 1899, p.

118). It is demonstrable that in Assyria Hadad
and Ramman were current as names for this deity

along with other designations as in Babylonia. He
appears to have been more popular in Assyria than

in the south. He shared with Anu in Asshur a

temple dedicated to him alone by Shamshi-Ram-
man, so that the connection with Anu seems later

than the dedication, Anu being received as a sort €i

guest. The statues of Ramman and Shala were
carried away from Ekallate (a city—or temple?

—

represented as in the south of Assyria) and restored

by Sennacherib. Tiglath-Pileser I. calls this god
Martu, and the connection with storms is still held,

his weapons being lightning, hunger, and death.

For Syria and Palestine the worship is indicated

by the personal names (probably not by the names
of places; see below, II.) compounded with Hadad.
Biblical passages are: (1) I Kings xv. 18, 20; II

Chron. xvi. 2, 4, Benhadad a king of Syria contem-
porary with Asa; (2) I Kings xx.; II Kings vi.

24, viii. 7, 9, another king of the same name con-

temporary with Ahab; (3) II Kings xiii. 3, 24, 25,

a son of Hasael; probably Amos i. 4 and Jer. xlix.

27 use the name as a title of the Syrian kings. The
name Adadi-rimani appears in an inscription of

the seventh century in Haran. The forms Addu
and the like occur frequently in theAmama Tablets.

The origin of Ramman is still a matter of doubt.

Incidental expressions in the cuneiform records,

such as that which names him Martu, seem to in-

dicate that the Assyrians assigned to him an Ara-
mean origin. The resulting supposition

4. Place long was that contact of Assyria with

of Origen. Anun brought the god into the Assyrian

pantheon, and that Aramean immi-

gration carried him also into Babylonia, the result

being his adoption by the priests and people of the

two regions. But the early evidence of his worship

in both Babylonia and Assyria, his mention under

the ideograph /Af, and a multiplicity of minor items

have raised at least the possibility that he was of

Sumerian origin, emerging into prominence only

in the period named. His character as a storm-god

is general and uniform. Dr. William Hayes Ward
presents the theory that Hadad was the prototype

out of which Yahweh developed. A Hittite deity

carried the same emblems as Hadad-Ramman, as did

Jupiter Dolichenus; in these cases the probability

is in favor of a borrowing.

n. As a Place Name: In this sense Rimmon oc-

curs frequently in the Old Testament: (1) a city in

Judah or Simeon (Josh. xv. 32; Zech. xiv. 10), prob-

ably to be read En-rimmon (Neh. xi. 29), the present

Um al-Ramamim; (2) a rock in Benjamin (Judges

XX. 45, 47, xxi. 13), the modem Rammun, four

miles east of Bethel; (3) a city in Simeon possibly

identical with (1) above (I Chron. iv. 32); (4) a
city in Zebulon (I Chron. vi. 77; cf. Josh. xix. 13

R.V.), the modem Rummaneh, north of Nazareth;

(5) a station on the exodus, Rimmon-parez (Num.
xxxiii. 19-20); (6) Gath-rimmon, a city of Dan
(Josh. xix. 45; cf. the Oid-rimmu of the Amama
'Tablets, no. 164 in Winckler's edition). In these

cases the probability is against any connection with

the deity, the name being better taken from rimmon,
"pomegranate." Geo. W. Gilmobb.
Bibuoorapbt: insult, besides the references given in the

text, the literature on the religion given under AmyritL
and Babylonia, especially: M.^astrow, Jr.. Rdiown of
Babylonia and Assyria, Boston. 1889. Qerm. ed.. Oiessen,

1905 (best); W. von Baudissin, Studien wur semiHscken
RdioionsgeaehichU, i. 294 sqq., 306, sqq., Leipsio, 1876;
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P. Sebolts. OetMendienti und Zauberweaen bei den atUn
Htffrrdcm, pp. 244-247. ReKensburg. 1877; J. Hftl^vy. in

MHanoM de criiiQue et hitioire, p. 424, Paris. 1883; F.
Baethsen. BeitrOge tur Bemitisehen Rdioion$Qe9chiehU, pp.
60. 75. 84. 255. Berlin 1889; P. D. Chantepie de la Saus-
•aye. ReligiofugeechiehU, L 287-288, Tabingen. 1905. For
epicntphio and oUier illustrative material consult: H. C.
Rawlinaon. IfucripHont, iv. 28, no. 2, London, 1861; E.
Qlaser. Die Abeeeinier in Arabien, p. 35, Munich, 1889;

P. Jensen. Koemologie der BabyUmier, pp. 488-489. Stras-

buxK. 1890; idem. />ieffiMi(«r ttfid Armenier, pp. 171-173,

ib. 1898; A. H. Sayce. Higher Criticiem and ihe Verdict of
the Monument; London, 1894; H. Winokler. Td-d-Amama
Lea#r«.New York. 1896; idem, Der Thanlafdfund, Beriin,

1896; C. W. H. Johns. Doomeday Book, Leipaic, 1901; idem.
Babylonian and Aseyrian Lawe, Coniraete, and Letter;

Edinburgh, 1904; and the following magaiine literature:

ZDMQ, zxiz (1875), 237 sqq., xxxi (1877), 734-736;
GoMeUe archMoQigue, ii (1876), 78-82; ZA, U (1887), 331-
332. ix (1894), 310-314; JA, 1887. p. 461, 1895. p. 386;
American Journal of Semitic Languaget, xii (1895-96),
159-162.

RIHALDI, li-nal'dt, ODORICO (ODERICUS
RATNALDUS): Italian Oratorian and church
historian; b. at TreviBO (18 m. n. by w. of Venice)

1595; d. at Rome Jan. 22, 1671. He was educated
in his native city» the Jesuit college at Parma, and
Padua; and in 1618 went to Rome, where he en-

tered the Oratorian order, of which he was twice

general superior. A diligent Thomist, such was his

learning that he was chosen by his order to continue

the annals of Csesar Baronius (q.v.), beginning with
1 198. Taking as his sources the notes of his prede-

cessor and the documents contained in the archives

and libraries of Rome, he completed a history of the

Church from the pontificate of Innocent III. to the

Reformation. His work is the best of all the con-

tinuations of Baronius, though not free from errors

and prejudices. His history, the last volume edited

and supplemented after his death by other Orato-

rians, appeared under the title Annales ecdesiasHci

ab anno 1198 , . . ad annum 1666 (9 vols., Rome,
1646-77), and he also made an abridgment of both
Baronius' annals and his own in Latin (3 vols.,

Rome, 1667) and Italian (3 vols., 1670). In recogni-

tion of his services Innocent X. offered to place him
at the head of the Vatican library, but Rinaldi de-

clined the honor. A complete edition of the annals

of Baronius and Rinaldi was edited by J. D. and
D. G. Mansi (38 vols., Lucca, 1738-59), and, with the

continuation of Giacomo Laderchi and an extension

to modem times, by A. Theiner (23 vols., Bar-le-

Ehic, 1864-73). (O. ZOcKLBRf.)
BiBUoaRAPBT: The pr^aoe to Mansi's ed. of the AnndUe,

vol. i.. Luoca, 1747; O. Tiraboeohi, Storia ddia Letteratura

Italiana, vol. viii., 10 volB.,'Roine, 1782-97; H. LMmmer,
De Cenaria Baronii literarum commereio, Frelbuii, 1903;
KL, X, 842-843.

RIHCKART (RIKKART), rink'art, MARTIN:
German dramatist and h3nnnist; b. at Eilenburg

(12 m. n.w. of Leipsic) Apr. 24, 1586; d. there Dec.

8, 1649. He was educated at the University of

Leipsic (1608-10), and in 1610-11 taught at Blans-

feld, besides being choirmaster at the church of

St. Nicholas. He was then called to be deacon
of St. Ann's at Eisleben, and there wrote in

1613 the Luther drama Der eistebische ckristUche

Ritier, in which the fable of the three rings, later

used by Lessing, is used to t3rpify the contest of the

three confessions for th^ inheritance of Immanuel.
In the same year Rinckart was called to the pas-

torate of Erdebom, where he remained four years

and wrote his second drama, LtUherus desideratus,

in which he treated the concepts and tendencies to

reform which prevaUed from 13(X) to 1500. A third

drama, the IndulgenHarius oonfumti, was written to
celebrate the jubUee of the Reformation, forming
the third part of the author's intended heptalogy on
Luther. In 1617 Rinckart was called to his native

city as archdeacon, and there until his death he
delivered weekly sermons on the catechism, the

result being his Die KaUckimituwohUhalen (Leipsic,

1645). In 1621 he wrote his fourth drama, of which
the manuscript is lost, entitled Luiherua magnani-
mu8. This was followed in 1624 by the fifth drama,
Manekariua aediHonu oder der mUnizerieche Bauem-
krieg. During this period, when the land was devas-

tated by the hosts of Tilly, Wallenstein, and Gus-
tavus Adolphus, and when Rinckart himself was
afflicted with domestic grief, he wrote Jahe ckriat-

lichet wirkliche und wunderhare Kreuzechule (1619),

Chriaibeechreibung an die herdidtsU MuUer (1619),

and the brief Kreu^chvie, Never losing courage,

however, he wrote in 1628 the comforting Der
evangeliaehen Pilgrim gCldenerWanderstab. Thiswaa
preceded in 1627 by the NovanHgua Eilenbergicaf a
history of Eilenburg in Latin and German verse from
its foundation to 1545. To the same period of exile

belongs his Zekr^acher hibUacher Lohdr und Qedenk-
ring oder Oedenktirkei,

In 1630 Rinckart wrote the sixth drama of his

heptalogy, Lutherus Auguetue, based on the proph-
ecy of Cardinal Cusanus that in 1630 John the
Baptist would rise again and show the lamb of God
to all the world. To this same period belong Rinck-
art's four "parodies," or remodelings df older

poems. The first of these is the song of the ** Luther-
an Deborah" of 1636; the second the ''extract from
Martin Rinckart's jubilee comedy" of 1630, the

third the Latin-German poem Fera arundinie! /er-

QTumferociesifrujaramfeTOciMima, and the fourth the

hymn by which Rinckart is best known, the "Nun
danket alle Gott," apparently written in its briefer

form in 1630 and expanded in its author's Jeau
HerabUchlein (Leipsic, 1636). This hymn has been
called, not inaptly, "the Gennan Te Deum." The
melody also is by Rinckart, who derived it from
an older composition by Lucas Biaurentius, master
of the chapel at Rome (1581-99) . During the famine
of 1638 Rinckart composed the Deutacher Jeremiaa

und aein geiaU und leiblichea Hungerlied aua dem
vienehnten undfdr^aehnten Kapitel,

With the meeting of the envoys of the powers at

Monsterand OsnabrQck in 1643 came hopes of peace,

marked by Rinckart in his Dea teutachiBn Friedena-

Herolden giUdenea Pacem und Hberachifnea Freuden-
Kleinod (written about 1644). Rinckart himself,

the ardent lover of peace, was fortunately spared to

enjoy for a brief space the Peace of Westphalia.

(A. Fretbe.)
Bibuookapht: The bfographioal work which uses in espe-

cially full and worthful manner a wealth of sources is

W. BOohting. Martin Rinckart, ein Ldtendnld, Qftttlngen.

1903. Other noteworthy sketches are: L. Plato, Martin
Rinckart nach eeinem Hueeeren Ld>en und Wirken, Leipdc,
1830: J. D. V6rkel. Martin Rinckart, ein evangdieehee
BUdaue der Zeit dee SO^dhrigen Kriegee, Eilenbuii. 1857;
J. Linke, M. RinckarU OeieUiche Lieder nd>d einer Dar-
aleaung dee Ldtene vmd der Werke dee Dichtere, Qotha,
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1886; Qimubner, Bin Bmtrag ctr Ld>€n9099ehiehU M.
RinekarU. InavouraldtMaeriation, Halle, 1887. Consult
also: C. M Oiler. Der BitUbiteks RiUer, tin ReformaHont-
9p%d, Halle, 1884; 8. W. Duffield. Bngluh Humm, pp.
303-304, New York. 1886; E. Michael, Martin Rimckarl
alt Dramatiker, Leipsio, 1804; W. Nelle, Martin RinekaH,
Hamburg, 1004; Julian, Hymnolon* PP< 062-063.

RING, EPISCOPAL. See Vestmsnts and In-

signia, Ecclesiastical.

RINOS. See Dress and Obnahent, Hebrew.

RINK, MELCmOR: Gennan Anabaptist; b.

mHee8einl493orl494; d. after 1540. He matric-

ulated at the University of Leipsic in 1516, and in

1523 was teaching in a school at Herafeld, where he
helped introduce the Reformation, taking an open
stand in its favor in 1524. Soon afterward he came
under the influence of Thomas MOnser (q.v.) and
removed to Thuringia, where he labored first at

Oberhausen (near Eisenach) and later at Eckardt-
hausen. He took part in the Peasants' War, acting

as leader in the battle near Frankenhausen. Neither

the defeat of the Anabaptists in this engagement nor
the death ofMQnser could change his course ; and he
now proceeded to work for the propagation of Anar
baptist tenets, and henceforth led the life of a wan-
derer. In 1527 he was at Worms, where, with other

Anabaptists, he challenged the Evangelical clergy

to a debate. In the following year he was again in

Hesse, where he gathered some adherents in the

vicinity of Hersfeld and attracted the attention of

the authorities. Landgrave Philip, though enfor-

cing no coercive measures, directed the theological

faculty of Marburg to confer with Rink, but the

n^otiations, which were held on Aug. 17-18, 1528,

led to no result, and the landgrave merely dis-

ciplined Rink with public ecclesiastical penance.

It was not until this period of his career that
Rink's ability as an agitator was fully developed.

He now formed small communities in Hesse and
Thuringia, and saturated them so thoroughly with
Anabaptist doctrines that only in rare instances do
they seem to have recanted when brought to trial

for their beliefs before the civil magistracy. In
1531, Rink and twelve other Anabaptists gathered
for worship were discovered in the course of a
domiciliary visit at the village of Vacha on the
Werra. Henceforth the Anabaptist leader seems to

have been held in custody. Butzer interceded with
the landgrave in his behalf (Mar. 17, 1540), but since

he refused to recant, he probably did not recover

his freedom. The year of his death is unknown.
Rink was an opponent of infant baptism, and of

the doctrines of original sin, the real presence, and
the vicarious atonement, as well as of the literal in-

terpretation of Scripture; and stood for a mystical

and spiritualistic type of Christianity. At the out-

set, like Manser, he contested the legitimacy of civil

authority; but after the Peasants' War he re-

stricted himself to denying the Christian's right to
occupy a civil position and to demanding that the
churches have authority to elect civil magistrates.

The propaganda for these ideas met with great suc-

cess. Rink personally evinced the courage to stand
loyal to his convictions amid the gravest obstacles;

while his strict morality and his learning were
acknowledged. Carl Mdibt.

BtBUOGKAPBT: B. N. Kxohn, O^adiiekU der fanaiiaehen vtd
enthuMuuU9ehm WiedertAufer, pp. 18 sqq., Leipsic 1758;

J. Hast. Oe$ehichU der Wiedert&ufer, pp. 254-255. Mon-
ster. 1836; K. W. H. Hochbuth, in ZHT, xxviii (1858).

541-^553. XXX (1860). 272; L. KeUer. (HaehiekU der Wie-

dert&ufer und ihree Reiche eu MUneter, pp. 127-128. Mon-
ster. 1880; M. Lena. Briefweehed Landoraf Philippe dee

OroeemHUoen von Heeee mit Bueer, i. 156, 161, 164. 325,

Leipdo. 1880; F. H. Reusch. Der Index der verboUnem
Biicher, p. 120. Bonn. 1883: F. O. but Linden. Mdekior
Hofmann, pp. 171-185. Leipsic, 1885; A. H. Newman.
Hiel. of AnU-PedobapHem, pp. 274-276. Philadelphia,

1807; K. Rembert. Die *' WiedertAufer '* tm Hertogtwn
Julieh, pp. 170. 106. 453. Beilin. 1800; O. aemen, in

Monateeehrift der Comeniue^eeeUechaft, ix. 113-116, ib.

1000.

RIPHATH. See Table of the Nations, § 4.

RIPPON, JOHH: English Baptist hymnologist;

b. at Tiverton (47 m. n.e. of Plymouth), Devon,
Apr. 29, 1751 ; d. at London Dec. 17, 1836. He was
pastor at London, 1773-1836; and he edited the

Baptist Annual Register, 1790-1802. He is best

known as the compiler df Selections of Hymns from
the Best Authors (London, 1787; new ed. after the

30th, 1840; Comprehensive Edition, known as "The
Comprehensive Rippon," 1844). The earliest edi-

tion was intended as an appendix to Isaac Watts'

Psalms and Hymns, His final work has stood as one
of the first half-dosen of hymn-books of historical

importance, as a basis for subsequent compilation,

and through its immense sale is said to have gained

wealth for him. Among the few hymns of his own
was, "The day has dawned, Jehovah comes."

Bibuoorapbt: J. Ivimey. HieL of Bngli^ BapHete, iii. 452»
4 vob.. London. 1811-30; J. A. Jones. BunMU Memoriaie,

pp. 232-236. ib. 1840; Julian. Hymnology, pp. 063-964;
DNB, xlviiL 318-310.

RISHELL, CHARLES WESLEY: Methodist
Episcopalian; b. near Williamsport, Pa., Mar. 9,

1850; d. at Newburyport, Mass., Sept 27, 1908. He
was educated at Drew Theological Seminaiy (1874-

1875), Wittenberg College, Springfield, 111. (A.B.,

1876), and the University of Berlin (1889-91).

In 1876 he entered the mimstiy of his denomi-
nation and held Ohio pastorates at Finley Church,

Cincmnati (1876-78), Winton Place (1878-80).

Delhi (1880-83), Avondale (1883-86), First Church,

Urbana (1886-^), Asbury Church, Cincmnati (1891-

1894), and Central Church, Springfield (1894-95).

After 1895 he was professor of historical the-

ology in the School of Theology of Boston University

and assistant dean after 1904. In theology he was
a progressive conservative. He wrote A History

of Christianity (Chicago, 1891 ; based on R. Sohm's
KirchengesehichU); The Higher Criticism (1892);

The Official Recognition of Women in the Church

(1894); The Foundations of the Christian Faith (New
York, 1899); and The Child as God's Child (1905).

RIST, JOHANH: CSermanhymnist and dramatist;

b. at Ottensen, a suburb of Hambuig, Mar. 8, 1607;

d. at Wedel (13 m. w. of Hamburg), Aug. 31, 1667.

He was educated at the universities of Rintein and
Rostock, and is also said to have studied at Leyden,
Utrecht, and Leipsic, though during this latter

period he seems actually to have lived at Ham-
burg and Ottensen. In 1633-35 he was private tutor

at Heide, but in 1635 accepted the pastorate of

Wedel, where he spent the remainder of his life.
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Here he lived quietly, beloved by his people, and
attending to their physical ills by his knowleclge of
medicine, until 1643, when Wedel was sacked by
Toretenson in the Thirty Years' War. These melan-
choly events he described in his HoUteina Klag-
und Jammerlitd; another poem addressed to* the
emperor in the following year, when the peace en-
voys convened at Monster, gained him the laureate-
ship. In 1653 he received a patent of nobility, and
later the title of imperial comt- and palsgrave, thus
having the right to crown poets and to create doc-
tors, licentiates, masters, and bachelors. In 1656
he foimded the Elb-Schwanenorden, and also en-
joyed the favor of princes, especially of Duke
Christian of Mecklenbuig, who created him eccle-

siastical and consistorial councilor. Shortly before
his death he composed his CkrisUiche Sterbekanst
(Hamburg, 1667) and AUeredeUte ZeUverkurzung
(1667).

Rist published his hymns, which number 659,
in ten collections from 1642 to 1664. Though some
of the hjmms are mechanical and of inordinate
length, Rist still remains, next to P. Gfebhardt,
both the most prolific German writer of hymns and
the one who has done most for Lutheran hymnol-
ogy. At the same time, he designed his com-
positions to serve for private worship as well as for

public services. The faults of tediousness and
pedantry appear prominently in his " historical

poems '' and his eulogies. The former he collected in

his Mxua TeuUmica (1634) and Poetiacher Lustgarten.

His short lyrics are in higher vein, being conceived
with ^iie depth of feeling, though not entirely free

from mythological pedantry.
As a dramatist Rist is also important. He him-

self states Uiat he wrote more than thirty dramas,
though only five were ever printed. These are as
follows: Irenaramackiaf oder Friede und Krieg (pub-
lished under the name of his friend Stapel, 1630);
Perseus (1634); Das FriedewUnschende Teuiachkmd
(1647, and often); Das friedejauchtzende Teuisch-
land (1653); and DisposiHo ComvH typographici

(1654, and often). Rist likewise states that he pub-
lished a tragedy entitled, Herodes, The Friedejauchl-

tendes TeuUMand is written entirely in High Ger-
man, but the other foiu* dramas are of value for a
knowledge of Low German, especially in their comic
interludes, as well as for contemporary records of

the period. At the same time he made a plea for

pure German in his ReUung der edlen teutschen

Hauptsprache (Hamburg, 1642). (A. Fretbe.)
Among English translations of parts of his hymns

may be named "Lord Jesus C9uist, the living

bread." by A. T. Russell; " Praise and thanks to
thee be sung," by Miss Winkworth ;

** O Jesu ! wel-

come, gracious namel" by A. T. Russell; " Now
God be praised, and GJod alone," by Miss Wmk-
worth; and '' Rise, O Salem, rise and shine," also

by Miss Winkwor^.

Btbuookapht: T. Hansen, Johann RiH und aeine Zeit,

Halle. 1872; K. Qoedeke and J. Tittmann. DeuUche
Diehier d— 17. Jahrkvnderta, vol. xv.. Leipsio, 1885 (the
intioduetion valuable, corrects Hansen); K. T. Qaederts.
in Jakrbueh dea VereinM far nUderdeuUeKe Sprachfortekung,
vii (1881). 104 sqq. Less important are H. A. Pick. Jo-
katm Ritt, d^r Pfairer von Wedd, Hamburg. 1007; and
Julian. Hymnolon, pp. 964-066.

RITSCHL, ritsh'l, ALBRECHT BENJAMUV.
I. Life.

II. Theology.
Attitude toward Dogmatics and Philosophy (§ 1).

Theological Position and Biblical Theory (§ 2).

Faith's Relation to Justification and Atonement (| 3).

Theory of the Church (§ 4).

The Work of Christ (§ 6).

Doctrine of Ood and Sin (§ 6).

L Life: Albrecht Benjamin Ritschl, one of the
foremost German Protestant theologians of the

nineteenth century, was bom at Berlin Mar. 25,

1822; d. at Qdttingen Mar. 20, 1889. He was edu-
cated at the universities of Bonn (1839-41) and
Halle (1841-43), and during this period gradually

passed from Biblical supranaturalism to a critical

and speculative position, to the distress of his

father, Geoig Karl Benjamin Ritschl (q.v.). Mean-
while he had also become interested in H^elian-
ism and in the study of the doctrine of the atone-

ment, and his dissertation for the doctorate bore the
title ExposUio doctrines AugusHni de creaHane

mundi, pecoato, gratia (Halle, 1843). After leaving

Halle, Ritschl passed the winter in Berlin and then
spent almost a year with his parents at Stettin.

Desiring, however, to fit himself for the career of a
teacher, he studied for six months at Heidelberg in

1845, and then went to Tobingen, where he became
an enthxisiastic follower of Ferdinand Christian

Baur (q.v.), seeking to prove that the apocryphal
gospel of Blarcion, mentioned by Tertullian, was
the source of Luke, this theory being advanced in

his Daa Evangdium Marcions und das kananische

Evangdium des Lukas (TObingen, 1846).

In 1846 Ritschl became privat-docent for New-
Testament theology at Bonn. Here independent
study led him further and further from the position

of the Tubingen school, although his monograph
entitled Die Entstehung der aJUkaiholischen Ktrche
(Bonn, 1850) as yet marked no decisive break.

Soon, however, he rejected his own theory concern-

ing Luke, now maintaining the priority of Mark
over the other Synoptic Gospels; and in 1856 came
the open breach between him and Baur. In the fol-

lowing year Ritschl issued a complete revision of his

history of the early Church, in which he denied the
h3rpotheses of the TObingen school, and maintained
that the alleged delimitation between Paul and the
original apostles (who were not to be considered

Jewish Christians) was non-existent. He likewise

held that Jewish Christianity was not a factor in

the development of the early Church, but that, on
the contrary, it was a specifically determined phase
of gentile Christianity, which must, however, be dis-

tinguished from the system of Paul. In 1852 Ritschl,

whose theological development was bringing him
back to close intellectual sympathy with Ifis father,

was appointed associate professor, his work now
including systematic theology, even as he had al-

ready been permitted to lecture on church history

and the history of dogma since 1848.

In 1859 Ritschl was promoted to a full profes-

sorship at Bonn, but in 1864 accepted a caU to the
University of Gdttingen. Here he lectured not only
on the New Testament, but also on all branches of

systematic theology, and here, after years of pre-

liminary study and writing, he produced his great
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work, Die chrMiche Lehre von der EechiferHgung

und Ver8dhnung (3 vols., Bonn, 1870-74; 4th ed.,

1895-1902; Eng. transl. of vol. i., CriHcal History

of the Ckriatian Doctrine of Justification and Recon-

ciliation, Edinburgh, 1872, of vol. iii., The Christian

Doctrine of Justification and ReconcUiiUion, New
York, 1900). A brief summary of the basal con-

cepts of this work was given by Ritschl in Ueberdie

christliche Volkommenheit (G5ttingen, 1874; 3d ed.,

1902); his judgment of the theological t^idendes
of the nineteenth century was set forth in Schleier-^

mockers Reden iiber die Religion und ihre Nachr
wirkungen auf die evangdische Kirche Deutschlands

(Bonn, 1874); and he prepared a compend of his

theological system in Unterricht in der christUchen

Religion (1875; 6th ed., 1903). His only impor-
tant later contribution to systematic theology was
the Theologie und Metaphysik (Bonn, 1881; 3d ed.,

1902). After 1876 he turned again to historical

problems, as in the Geschichte des Pietismus (3 vols.,

Bonn, 1880-86).

Between 1870 and 1874 Ritschl declined a call

to Strasbui^ and foiur calls to Berlin, as well as an
invitation to become a member of the supreme
ecclesiastical council of the State Church of Prussia.

In 1876-77 and in 1886-87 he was prorector of the

university, and in 1878 was elected a member of

the national consistory of Hanover, although he
seldom attended its sessions. After his death his

briefer contributions were collected under the title

of Gesammelte Aufs&tze (Freiburg, 1893).

n. Theology: Although Ritschl exercised a
profound influence at Bonn, the so-called " Ritsch-

lian school " did not rise till nearly a decade after

he had gone to Gottingen; and the movement was
led less by his students than by those who had been
impressed by his writings, especially by his study

of the atonement. Ritschl himself,

I. Attitude however, was opposed to all forms of

toward Dog- partisanship, nor did he construct a
matics and formal system of dogmatics, the near-

Philosophy, est approach to this being the Un-
terricht mentioned above. At the

same time, in the middle portion of the third vol-

ume of his work on the atonement he found him-
self compelled to give an almost complete outline

of dogmatics to fiunish the setting for the cardinal

doctrine of Protestant Christianity, though he felt

himself at liberty to omit some topics and to treat

others briefly. To the latter cattery belong the

questions of general methodology and of the prin-

ciples of dogmatics, which border on the sphere of

philosophy. Later, however, in the Theologie und
Metaphysik he devoted attention to the problems
of epistemology as expounded by Kant and Lotze,

in 80 far as they were pertinent to theology, al-

though the science of epistemology always remained
to him one of subordinate importance. This very
attitude, however, led to many misinterpretations

of his system. Since he appealed to epistemology,

he was chai^ged with making his dogmatics depend
on the solution of problems involved in the theory

of knowledge; and since in his later years he held

that religious knowledge finds expression in inde-

pendent or direct value-judgments, some of his

critics accused him of constructing a quasi-Feuer-

bachian theology. As a matter of fact, however,

Ritschl's " direct or independent value-judgment

"

meant nothing more than that theoretical religious

knowledge is differentiated from the theoretical

knowledge of science simply by the fact that the
former is conditioned by the inherent practical in-

terests of the soul rather than by the impersonal

endeavor to offer an objective explanation of the
problem of existence. It is, therefore, entirely in-

correct to chaige Ritschl with the constructive use
of a philosophy which he excluded on principle.

>His entire system of thought was centered in, and
conditionedby, Christian revelation; and it applied

the interpretation of a distinctively Christian relig-

ion to all the great phenomena of the soxil and of

the history of Christianity. It was quite charac-

teristic, then, that, in his work on the atonement,
Ritschl should proceed from the history of the de-

velopment of the dogma in question back to the
Biblical teachings on the theme, thus reversing

the customary procedure. Maintaining that tlie

final revelation of God was given in the person
and works of Christ, and at the same time postu-
lating the inadequacy of the mere facts recorded
concerning him in the New Testament, Ritschl held

that the foundation of theological doctrines must be
sought in the primal consciousness of the Christian

community, the sole source here being the New
Testament.
While the position just outlined implies that

Ritschl was essentially a Biblicist, his attitude was
materially conditioned by the ecclesiastical charac-

ter which he ascribed to dogmatics. Like Luther,

moreover, he held that the Bible is the word of God
only in so far as it emphasises Christ,

2. Theolog- so that, while all ordinances and be-
ical Position liefs of primitive Christianity are not
and BiUical binding on Christian theology and on
Theory, the Christian Church, every doctrine

of the salvation won through Christ

must be based in substance on the Bible. In addi-
tion, he maintained that the Pauline doctrine of
justification by faith was binding on theology; and,
unlike most modem theologians, who stress the new
and distinctive character of New-Testament con-
cepts, he maintained that, unless there is direct

proof to the contrary, the Biblical writers must be
supposed to be capable of expressing their thou^ta
in orderly and methodical fashion. This theory,

however, presupposed an essentially modem tjrpe

of interpretation, which excluded sympathy with
the ancient modes of thought and feeling that are
evidently present in the New Testament; and
Ritschl's Biblical theology, developed early in his
career and changed but Uttie in tiie course of his
life, represents iJbe point of view of the middle of
the nineteenth century, and has been in great part
superseded by the results of the historical studies
of primitive Christianity. In addition to all this,

Ritschl came to appeal more and more to the ideal

of life of the Reformers and to the creeds of Lu-
theranism, ascribing more importance to the latter

than to the 83rmbol8 of the early Church, which he
valued only in so far as they maintained rehgiaos
positions, especially the divinity of Christ. The
authority of the Protestant concept of religion con*
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siBted, in his opinion, in its maintenance of the doo-

trine of justification by faith, lacking in the Eastern

Church, but established in the West by Augustine

and defended by the medieval representatives of

classical Roman Catholicism. On the other hand,

this very position led him to depreciate the work
of the " Reformers before the Reformation " and
ci the mediating theology. like the Reformers, ^
Ritschl made justification and atonement the car-

dinal doctrines of Christianity, and this fact is the

key to his chief theological teachings. So strongly,

moreover, did he consider that the sole basis for a
knowledge of God is in the divine revelation in the

works and person of Christ, that he rejected all nat-

ural theology and ignored its proofs for God's e^dst-

ence. Since, however, such an estimate of Christ

presupposes Christian belief, and since this belief

can arise in the Christian community only through
experience of justification and atonement, religious

comprehension of God and Christ necessarily has as

its sole foundation the personal faith whidi arises

through justification. In accordance with this posi-

tion, he reversed the usual method, and placed

the subjective elements of Christianity first, disre-

garding the ontology of the object of faith as a basis

of a religiously conditioned theological knowledge.

It thus becomes clear that Ritschl's concept of ^e
Bible was not one of a mere external standard, but
ratlier implied that the revelation of God in Christ,

in so far as drawn from the New Testament, pos-

sesses the character of revelation only for a faith

which comprehends and recognizes it as such.

Faith, according to Ritschl, is not a mere passive

service of man, but an active trust in God and di-

vine providence, directly displayed in humility,

patience, and prayer, and influencing

3. Faith's the development of the moral life.

Relatbn to The reconciliation of this religious and
Jostificatbn ethical independence of the Christian

and Atone- with his sense of absolute dependence
ment on God was the cardinal problem of

Ritschl's theory of justification and
atonement. To solve the difficulty Ritschl advanced
the theory that the sinner who becomes a believer

is first passively placed by God in a state of justi-

fication, justification in turn being practically real-

ised in ^e atonement which perfects it, and the

atonement constituting the basis of Christian activ-

ity. Justification, which is synonymous with for-

giveness of sins, frees the sinner from the guilt that

separates him from God; the mistrust of God ari-

sing from consciousness of sin vanishes before the

promise of divine grace; and the old active oppo-
sition to the divine will gives place to an equally

active obedience to the commandments of God.
Though good works may be imperfect even when
the wUl of man has been renewed, yet, on the whole,

the exerdse of trust, humility, patience, and prayer,

and the fulfilment of moral requirements in the

spirit of ChrisUan love, constitute what was under-

stood and required by the New Testament and by
the Reformers as Christian perfection, though this

must be understood qualitatively, not quantita-

tively. Justification and atonement lay the foun-

dation for the transformed sinner's new status as a
chikl of God; but at the same time justification,

which finds its practical realization in the atone-

ment, is a creative act of the divine will, condi-

tioned by no human merits or circumstances, but
due to the fact that the sinner who comes to be-

lieve is held by God to be righteous despite his sin,

so that the Father takes the initiative by establish-

ing religious fellowship between himself and man,
the basis of this being, not the sinner, but the work
of Christ and its efficacy.

like Luther, Ritschl made the concept of the re-

ligious community bear directly upon his theory of

justification, this religious community in question

connoting, not the Church as a visible

4. Theory oiganization, but the complex of all

of the justified believers and the permanent
Church, result of its lord and foimder, Christ,

whose influence it ever preserves and
perpetuates. The agency which produces belief in

justification in the individual, and thus leads to re-

generation and divine sonship, is preaching; and
through this proclamation of the word of God
or of the Gospel the religious community comes
to be the mother of the individual believers.

Thus Ritschl was able to avoid the sectarian

theory of the Church as a voluntary association

of individual believers; and he could, on the conr

trary, maintain that the Church traces her origin

back to her founder Christ, and that her members
receive from a preexisting organization those powers
of the Holy Ghost within h^ which call forth their

faith and influence their subsequent lives. To es-

tablish the genetic bond between individual be-

lievers within the Church and Christ as its head,
Ritschl maintained that the Church, which is not
subject to the limitations of empiricism or time, is

an organic whole which, though visibly existing

only in its parts, logically posits the preexistence of

the whole. Accordkigly, the Church was the object

of divine love before the individuals who belong to
it. At the same time, the experience of justifica-

tion and atonement b individual, not collective;

especially as the consciousness of guilt and the mis-

trust of God, which are removed by justification,

are considered by him to be individual defects.

These empirical personal experiences, however, do
not conffict with the logical construction of the
ideal relation of the Church to Christ (who founded
it for the salvation of its individual members) and
God (who chose it as the body of all future believers

and as the means for the realization of his kingdom
on earth). Only thus could he establish the prior-

ity of justification, as a supratemporal creative act

of God, to regeneration, as a personal experience of

the believer.

In conformity with this theory of the Church
Ritschl construed the work of Christ under the two
aspects of royal prophet and royal priest, the royalty

of both phases bdng derived from the

5. The spiritual kingship exercised by Chiiet

Work of throughout his life. The prophetic

Christ office of Christ is exercised from God to

man, the priestly from man to God.
In the priestly function, wMch logically presup-

poses the achievement of his prophetic mission, is

found the essential reason why, for Christ's aake,

God grants regeneration to sinners—the fact that
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through faith they are united with Christ as mem-
bers of his Church. Christ does not, however, rep-

resent the believer in a juristic sense which sepa-

rates his righteousness from himself to impute it to

the believer, but in an inclusive sense, so that, with-

out being himself dispensed from the obligation of

righteousness, the believer has imputed to him the

relation of Christ to the love of God. From this

estimate of the work of Christ Ritschl sought to

deduce his view of the person of Christ. He
taught an ideal preexistence of Christ as the ful-

filler of the divine plan of salvation in a world
which, like mankind, had been created for this

very end; and although the earthly Christ lacks

the traits of divine omnipotence, omniscience, and
omnipresence, he is recog^iised and honored as God
by the faithful.

Ritschl *s Christology forms the transition to his

doctrine of God, who must be known not from meta-
physical speculations of natural religion or theology

but solely in religious faith from the works and the

person of Christ. Accordingly, God can be con-

ceived only as the Father, whose es-

6. Doctrine sence is love, the quality which all

of Ood other divine qualities serve merely to

and Sin. prove. Only those who sin against the

Holy Ghost by obstinately opposing

the good which God desires for them are doomed to

final destruction. All others are objects of the

fatherly training of God, so that the punishments
which he visits upon them are intended solely for

their correction and religious progress. All evil,

however, is not to be considered divine punishment
of sin, for the concept of evil is not theological and
is subjectively conditioned in each specific case.

The Christian must, through his faitii in divine

providence, transform into good the evils which
beset him, regarding them as means whereby God
advances what is really best for him. The true

punishment of sin is guilt, which is removed by
justification, or the forgiveness of sins. From the

divine point of view sin is ignorance, but from the

human point of view it b guilt aad rebellion against

God. The doctrine of original sin is, therefore, to

be rejected for the theory of a kingdom of sin which
impedes the freedom of the individual toward good,

and which is strengthened by the evil-doing of each
one. It is impossible to prove the general necessity

of sin, but its empirical probability is self-evident.

The kingdom of sin is, however, opposed by the

kingdom of God, which b distingubhed from the

Church in that it promotes the moral welfare of the

believer, while the Church furthers his capacity for

worship. From thb point of view Ritschl draws
an antithesb between the ethical duties of the

Church (prayer, profession of faith, and teaching)

and her religious functions (preaching and the sacra-

ments), the visible oiganization of the Church be-

ing but a means to these ends. In this the concept

of the kingdom of God has no immediate part, but
it enters vitally into Ritschl's interpretation of the

Christian ideal of life, which embraces, on the one
hand, aU Christian duties and virtues, and, on the

other, the obligation to mutual love, to be mani-
fested in the conscientious discharge of the moral

calling. (O. Ritbchl.)

Bibuoorafbt: The one biocraphy k by O. RitachU 2 vols.,

Freibuii. 1892-M. On the theolosy consult: E. Luthandt,
in ZmUchriU far kirehUehe WiaaenBchaft und Uben, 1881.

pp. S17-643; H. Weiss, in TSK, 1881, pp. 377-417; G.
A. Frioke, MHaphywik und Dogmatik in ihren o^o^n^eitio^n

FsrAdftntsM, unier bemmd. Betishtmg auf die RiUchTmAs
Theolooie, Leipsic, 1882; L. Haug, DanUUuno und Beur-
theaung der RitachCaehen Theologie, Ludwigsburg. 1885;
O. FlCkgel, A. RiUehTt phUotaphiacha AnaichUn, Langen*
salsa. 1886; M. Reiscble. Ein WoH xur Kontrovarae abar
dia MyaUk in dar Thmlogia, Freiburg. 1886; J. Thik6tter.

DaralaUuno und BeurtheUuno dar TKeolooie Albracht Ritaehla,

2d ed.. Bonn, 1887; F. H. R. Frank. Uebar die kirchlicha

Badevtuno dar ThaoUtgia Albracht Ritaehla, Leipsic. 1888;

T. HAring, Zu RitaehTa Varadhnunoalehre, Zurich, 1888;
F. liohtenberger, German Theotogy in the Idth Century,

Edinbuigh, 1889; E. Bertrand, Una NouveUe Conception
de la rtdemption. La doctrine . . . dona le ayathne thl-

ologiqua da Ritachl, Paris, 1801; O. Pfleiderer, Die RitachT-

ache Theologie kritiach beleuchtet, Brunswick, 1891; H.
Schoen, Lea Originea hieloriquea da la thMogie de Ritachl,

Parii, 1893; R. Favre, Lea Principea philoaophiq%tea de la

thMogie de Ritachl, ib. 1894; Q. Mielke, Dae Syatem Al-
brecht RitachU, Bonn, 1894; G. Ecke, Die theologiache

Schule A. Ritechie und die eeangdiache Kirche der Oegen-
waH, 2 vols.. Berlin, 1897-1904; R. Wegener. Albracht

Ritaehla Idee dee Reichea GoOea im Licht der Oeachichte,

Leipsic, 1897; A. E. Garvie, The Ritachlian Theology,

Edinburgh, 1899; J. Wendland, AUtrecht Ritachl undaeine
SchUler, Berlin, 1899; F. Nippold, Handbuch der neueaten

Theologie, iii. 439 sqq., ib. 1901; A. T. Swing, The Theol-

ogy of Albert Ritachl, New York, 1901; F. Kattenbusch,
Von Sehleiermacher mu Ritachl, 3d ed., Giessen, 1903; C.

von KOgelgen, Grundriaa der RitachTachen Dogmatik, 2d
ed., G6ttingen, 1903; J. Orr, RitacMianiam: Bxpoaition

and critical Eaaaya, London, 1903; W Herrmann, Faith
and Morale, London and New York, 1904; C. Stange,

Der dogmatieehe Erirag der RitachTachen Theologie nach
Juliua Kaftan, Leipsic, 1906; C. Fabricius, Die Entwiek-
lung in Albrecht RitacKla Theologie von 1874 ^w IS89 nach
Werke dargeateOt und beurteiU, TQbingen, 1909; J. K.
Mosley, Ritaehlianiem: An Eaaay, London, 1909; and
C. Fabricius, Die Entwicklung in A. Ritechie Theologie,

1874-89, Tabingen, 1909; E. A. Edghill, Faith and Fad;
a Study of Ritaehlianiem, London and New York, 1910.

An important periodical literature is indicated in Rich-

ardson, Encyclopaedia, pp. 939-940.

RITSCHL, GEORG KARL BENJAMUV: Ger-

man Lutheran, father of the preceding; b. at

Erfurt Nov. 1, 1783; d. at Berlin June 18, 1858.

He was educated at the universities of Erfurt (1799-

1801) and Jena (1801-02), where he came under
rationalistic influences, though later he returned to

positive Christianity. In 1804 he settled in Berlin

as a private tutor, also acting as an instructor at the

Gymnasium zum grauen Kloster, where he grad-

ually rose to be subrector. He also preached after

1807, and in 1810 was chosen third pastor of St.

Mary's, Berlin, where his simple and direct style of

preaching, based on the Bible only, made a deep

impression on all classes. On the reestablishment

of the consistories in the Prussian provinces in 1816,

Ritschl was appointed assessor for Brandenburg,

and in the following year was made a councilor.

Here his duties were practically restricted to the

examination of theological candidates, but in 1818

he collaborated in the preparation of the Berlin

hynmal which appeared in 1829. In 1827 he was
appointed bishop of the Evangelical Church, gen-

eral superintendent of Pomerania, director of the

consistory, and first preacher at the castle church

of Stettin. These positions he filled for many years,

his service being interrupted only in 1829-30, whea
he was sent to St. Petersburg to collaborate on the

agenda for the Russian Lutherans which was pub-
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lished in 1832. As general superintendent Ritschl

had to encounter much less opposition than as a
member of the consistory, although his coming had
been the signal for a general improvement in

religious and ecclesiastical conditions throughout

Pomerania. After 1847 he had new problems to con-

front, for while he was in sympathy with the intro-

duction of the union into his province, the measure
had resulted in the separatistic movement of Old
Lutheranism (see Luthebanb, Jl,), the difficulty

being complicated by the revival sermons of indi-

vidiial preachers. The attempt to obviate schism

brought about the counter-evil of Neo-Lutheran-

ism, which determinedly resisted union, especially

after 1848. These troubles embittered the closing

years of Ritschl's administration, despite his marked
success as general superintendent. Feeling himself

unable to cope, by reason of his age, with the new
questions which were now arising, he resigned his

offices in 1852 and retired to Berlin, and there he
passed the remainder of his life. In 1855 he was
made an honorary member of the supreme ecclesi-

astical council, where his ripe experience proved to

be of the greatest value. (O. Ritbchl.)
Bibuookapht: O. Ritschl, AtbrtcfU RiUchU Leben, chaps,

i.-ix. et passim, 2 vols., Freiburg, 1892-06; idem. Die
Senduno dea BUehofa RittcfU naeh Peteraburg %m Jahre
18t0, Bomi, 1890; H. Dalton, Ztar OeachicfUe der evangeli-

mJun Kirche in Ruadand, pp. 1-35, Leipsio. 1893.

RITSCHL, OTTO KARL ALBRECHT: German
Protestant; b. at Bonn June 26, 1860. He was ed-

ucated at the imiversities of GQttingen, Bonn, and
Giessen from 1878 to 1884 Qic. theol., Halle, 1885),

and in 1885 became privat-docent for church his-

tory at the University of Halle. Four years later

he was called to Kiel as associate professor, whence
he went, in 1894, to Bonn in a similar capacity, where
he became full professor of systematic theology in

1897. He has written: De epishdis Cyprianicu
(Halle, 1885); Cyprian von Karthago und die Ver-

fasaung der Kirche (G5ttingen, 1885) ; Schleiermtichr

ere SteUung zum Christentum in eeinen Reden iiber

die Religion (Gotha, 1888); Dae chriaUiche Lebena-

ideal in Luihera Auffaaaung (Halle, 1889); Al-

brechi RUachla Leben (2 vols., Freiburg, 1892-96);

Ueber WeUwrteile (1895); NieUachea Wdtr und
lAbenaanachauung in ikrer Entatehung und ErUr

wickhmg (1897); Die Cauaalbetrachtung in der

Geiaieaunaaenacha/l (Bonn, 1901); Wiaeenachaftr

Uche Ethik und moraliache Geaetxgdmrug (Tubingen,

1903); Die freie Wiaaenachaft und der Idealiamua

auf den deutachen Univeraitdten (Bonn, 1905) ; Sys-

tem und ayatemaiiache Methode in der Geachidkte dea

maaenachafdichen Sprachgebraucha und der philoeo'

pfdachen Methodologie (1906) ; and Dogmengeachichte

dea ProteatanHamuSf vol. i.. Prolegomena^ BibUda-
mua und TradiUonaliamua in der aUproteataniiachen

Theoloffie (Leipsic, 1908).

RITTER, ERASMUS: Reformer; d. at Bern
Aug. 1, 1546. The place and date of his birth,

like the details of his education, are unknown.
He bad, however, acquired distinction as a preacher

at Rottweil, and in 1523 was invited to Schaff-

hausen to counteract the influence of the Franciscan
Sebastian Hofmeister (q.v.), whom Zwingli had
eonverted to Reformed doctrines. Though received

with great honor and made preacher at the Bene-
dictine abbey of All Saints, he met with no success,

and becoming convinced that he must meet Hof-

meister on hiB own groimd, he began the studies

which resulted in his own conversion to Protestant-

ism. This remarkable change conspicuously ad-

vanced the Protestant cause, and Bitter and Hof-
meister were delegated by the council to accompany
the Baden deputation in 1526 and ably seconded

(Ecolampadius. In 1524, moreover, Michael Eg-
genstorfer, the last abbot of All Saints, changed the

abbey into a provostship and applied its revenues

to education and charity, as well as to the payment
of the clergy.

In 1525, however, conditions changed. In con-

sequence of a petty insurrection, Hofmeister was
dismissed, and his place was taken by the Roman
Catholic Gallus Steiger. The position of Bitter now
became more difficult. Though the nascent Refor-

mation was not forcibly suppressed, extreme cau-

tion became necessaiy. Nevertheless, the friends

of Bitter, who was ably counseled by Zwingli, stead-

ily increased in the great council, and they were

aided by the council of Zurich. With the triumph
of Protestantism in Bern (1528) and Basel (1529),

all opposition vanished, and in 1529 an embassy
from Zurich, Bern, Basel, and St. Gall, coming to

Schafifhausen at Bitter's instigation, was cordially

welcomed, so that on Sept. 29 both councils unani-

mously voted to accept the Reformation. With the

abolition of the mass celibacy was renounced, and
within the year Ritter had married an ex-nun, the

sister of Michael Eggenstorfer.

The years following were unfavorable to the fur-

therance of the work. Ritter was involved in futile

controversies with the Anabaptists, and, as an ad-

herent of Zwingli's views, he was in open conflict

with his colleague, Benedikt Buigauer of St. Gall,

who was as pronouncedly Lutheran in his eucharistic

doctrines. The struggle between the two dragged

on, nor could either the appeal of (Ecolampadius to

Buigauer or the envoys from Zurich, Bern, and
Basel to the council produce any lasting peace.

Equally futile was the appointment of a committee
of three in Dec., 1530, to hear both sides, for though
Buigauer expressed himself as in error, and though
both he and Ritter signed a formula drawn up by
Butzer and agreed to keep peace, Burgauer's word
was quickly broken. Ritter desired to found a the-

ological school and advised the council to secure

Leo Jud as instructor, but the appointment was
never made, probably because Jud was from the

suspected city of Zurich. Burgauer and Ritter

were accordingly obliged, despite their differences,

to combine in their Biblical lectures for the instruc-

tion of the young, Ritter interpreting the Old Tes-

tament, and Biugauer the New.
In view of the complications arising from the re-

tention of certain usages of the old faith, and in

consideration of the decay of moral discipline, the

Qlergy, in 1532, presented to the council a memorial,

probably drawn up by Ritter, luging the necessity

of action. Buigauer alone refused to sign the me-
morial, which was without result. In the following

year, with the arrival of new assistance in the per-

son of Beat Gerung, the clergy of Schaffhausen de-
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tennined to introduce a uniform lituigy, and their

unanimous outline for such a lituigy was approved
by the council. Burgauer now objected to some
unessential details and refused to yield, even
when wrg&d by Bullinger and Blaurer. The clergy,

wearied by his obstinacy, finally requested the

council to remove him from his position; and the

council, after some hesitation, acquiesced. Bur-
gauer's partisans, in their turn, insisted on Hitter's

dismissal, and on Whitsunday, 1536, both received

their cong^.

On May 8, 1536, Bitter was called to Bern, where
he soon became chief dean. Yet here again he was
involved in controversy. The rigid Zwinglianism

which had formerly prevailed in Bern had been dis-

turbed by the call to the city of two advocates of

ihe union urged by Butser, Peter Kims, and Sebas-

tian Meyer. The unionisUc faction was now headed
by Kims and the Zwinglians by Kaspar Megander
(q.v.). In the following year, however, Megander
1^ Bern on account of certain changes made with-

out his knowledge by Butser in a catechism which
he had been commissioned by the council to frame,

Butser seeing in the original draft obstacles to the

union between the Lutherans and the Reformed.
Bitter, having taken no active part in the a£Fair,

felt able to obey the command of the council to sub-

scribe to the catechism under pain of dismissal,

but Megander, deeply offended by the successful

opposition of Butser, left Bern for Zurich, soon
followed by his friend Johannes Moller (Rhelli-

canus). The compliance of Bitter, though sincere,

especially in view of the needs of the church
at Bern, was disapproved by his partisans ,* and
clerical dissatisfaction with the action and attitude

of the councU led to violent demonstrations. At
this crisis Bitter labored successfully to secure

peace, and at the same time regained the confi-

dence he had forfeited.

In Mar., 1538, Hitter and Kunz were delegates

to the Synod at Lausanne, where the former formed
ties of friendship with Calvin, Farel, and Viret. He
was the only one of the Bernese deigy to welcome
the exiles from Geneva, later accompanying them
to Zurich, where their case was to be considered in

May; and when the council of Bern sent a delega-

tion to Geneva to bring the exiles back. Hitter was
one of the number at the special request of Calvin.

The places of Megander and Hhellicanus at Bern
were filled by the unionistic Thomas Giynaeus and
Simon Sulser, but Hitter, though now the only

Zwinglian among the city cleigy, rapidly regained

his wonted sure footing, especially as he was sup-

ported by the majority of the dissatisfied cleigy

of the countryside, and until his death he held his

position, unwearied in his polemics.

(G. KmCHROFEB.)

Bibuoobapht: J. Striokler, AktentamnUwHi but dehweiMeri-

•chen RefomuOiafuoeachiehiB, Zurich. 187S-84; M. Kiroh-
hofer. Sebtutian Hofmeinter, ib. 1800; idem, 8chaffhau»eri-
weheJahrbUcher 1619-MO, Fmuenfeld. 1838; C. B. Hundes-
bacen. Die KonfiikU de» Zwiriolianimiuat Luthertunu und
CalvinimnuM in der bemischen Landetkircke 1689-68, Bern,
1842; J. J. Meager, OeachiehU der deuleehen B%beHiber$eU'
Mia^A in der eehvpeiaeriech-rtformierUn Kirche, pp. 160
eqq.. Basel, 1876; K. Sohweiaer, in Theolooieche Zeit-

eehrift aua der Schtoeig, 1801; E. Blteeh, OtechiehU der
eehweiMeriech-reformierUn Kirehe, voL i.. Bern, 1808.

RITTBR, KARL: German geographer; b. at

Quedlinbuig (31 m. s.w. of Magdebuig) Aug. 7,

1779; d. at Berlin Sept. 28, 1859. He received his

education at Halle; served as pr'vate tutor; be-

came professor of history in the Gymnasium at

Frankfort, 1819; and was appointed professor of

geography in the University of Berlin in 1820, and
gave a new and powerful impulse to that branch of

study. Those of his works which are of interest for

the student of the Bible are Der Jordan und die

Betckiffung dea Todten Meerea (Berlin, 1850); Bin
Blick aUff PalOaUna (Berlin, 1852); and DU Erd-
kunde in nineteen pcirts (1822-59; in part trans-
lated by W. L. Gage and entitled The Comparo'
Hve Otography of Palestine and the Stnaitic Peninr
eula, 4 vols., Edinburgh, 1866).

BnuooKAPRT: W. L. Qace, The Life of Cad Bitter, 1867;
A. Quyot, CaH RiUer, Princeton. N. J.. 1860; Q. KraLmer.
Cad RiUer, Bin LebentbUd, Halle, 1875; F. Harthe. Woe
bedeutet CaH Bitter fUr die Oeographiet Berixn, 1880; F.
lUtael, Beiirao mu K. BiUere lOO-jAhrigen (hbvcrUtaQe, in
KUine ScKriften, vol. L, Munich, 1006.

RITUAL: A form of worship or other solemn
service, prescribed and established by law, precept,

or custom, in contrast with a more or less extem-
poraneous mode of worship that depends on the
discretion of the leader or the impulse of the wor-
shipers. Also the office-book of a ritualistic body.
See BiruALiSM.

RITUAL-EXAMIHATIOn (fld>etm)erh&r). From
the time when the Ghristian Church first developed
into an objective organized institution, certain

proofs of a knowledge of the faith have been exacted
from those accepted into its membership. The
Church has endeavored to guard, confirm, and
cherish the Christian life of its members, by preach-
ing, instruction, and the other instrumentalities of
the care of souls, but also by formal tests, and
admission to its honors and privileges, and even par-
ticipation in the sacraments have been conditioned
upon the result of such examination. Thus during
the Middle Ages sponsors had to show that they
knew at least the creed and the Lord's Prayer.

People gathered for confession before the Holy
Communion were examined, and even bride and
bridegroom had to undergo a test (BratUexamen;

see Wedding Customs). The Protestant church
rituals of the second half of the sixteenUi century
prescribe a public examination for all young people
and servants, which was in no way identical with
the catechetical tests for confirmation. The Pom-
eranian church ritual of 1593 appointed one Simday
afternoon in each quarter for this purpose. Similar

orders and regulations are contained in the Branden-
burg ecclesiastical order (1572) and in that of the
electorate of Saxony (1580). The Thirty Years'

War abolished these catechetical institutions, and it

was not easy to restore them after the return of

peace. But with the advent of Pietism (q.v.) under
Spener they were revived.

These catechetical institutions imderwent a pe-
culiar development in Sweden and East Prussia.

The Swedish ecclesiastical order of 1686 appointed
examinations on a large scale. There was (1) an
examination on the sermon on Sunda3rs when the
Holy Communion was not celebrated; (2) of persons
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engaged to be married, covering the smaller cate-

chism of Luther; (3) church examinations consist-

ing of questions on the catechism and in the season

of Lent on the passion of Christ; (4) in the home,
in which the entire family participated, and lasting

for from five to eight hours. The subject was
usually the catechism, some passages of the Bible, or

the conduct of the people present. At, the end a
simple meal was served. These home-examinations
were highly appreciated by the peasants, while in the

cities they were not always well attended, the well-

to-do especially keeping aloof. In East Prussia

the development of catechetical examination im-

derwent several phases. The first is characterized

by the order of Maigrave Albert (1543), according

to which it was the duty of every pastor to examine
and instruct all his parishioners in eveiy place of

his parish at least once a quarter. The order of

1633 marks a second phase according to which the

examination was to take place once a year in the

home of the buigomaster or village mayor. In the

course of time the institution was frequently dropped
altogether or maintained itself only sporadiciaJly.

After the middle of the nineteenth century these

examinations again came into vogue. The pastor

visited once a year, iisually in the fall, every village

and hamlet of his parish. The parishioners pro-

vided for his conveyance and paid other expenses.

Each family had the conference held in the home in

turn and provided for a conmion meal. The pastor

also usually received a contribution in money and
products of the field. Later the people began to

refuse to provide the pastor with the facilities for

travel, and the conferences sometimes d^enerated
into carousals. So they have in large part taken
the form of church services in places where there

is no chxirch. (H. Jacobt.)
BiBUoaiLiPHT: H. F. Jakobton, in Deutaehe ZeiUchriJt fUar

ekrutiiclu Wisaenachaft und ehrialliehea Le&m, vi (1865),

000. 43-45; idem. Dot evangdisehe Kirehenrecht dea

vreuuuehen Staaiea, iL 608, Halle, 1860.

RIXUALE ROMANTJM: A Roman Catholic

liturgical book containing the prayers and forms
for the administration of the sacraments, together

with directions for pastoral care, compiled for the

special assistance of parish priests. Books of this

type were drawn up as early as the twelfth century,

primarily for the monasteries, the secular cleigy

having none until Uie fourteenth century. There
were at first no diocesan ritualia, but each parish

priest might compile his own according to local

usage. A book of the type in question was called

Afanuale in the thirteenUi century, Rihtale or LAber

benedictionum in the fourteenth, and Agenda^ Liber

cbsegviorum, Parockiale, FaxUrraUy etc., in the fif-

teentli. The name Rituale, however, came into

general use through the introduction of the Rituale

Ramanum, when the attempt was made to obviate

the wide diveigencies of local usages and at least to

secure harmony in each diocese. It was not, how-
ever, until the Council of Trent that real headway
was made in securing liturgical uniformity; and
even then, though the Roman breviary, missal,

pontifical, and ceremonial were officially sanctioned,

there was no single rituale. Paul V. (1605-21),

however, appointed a oommittee of cardinals who,

X-4

on the basis of the rituale of Cardinal Sanctorio

(1584), the SacerdoUde Romanum of the Dominican
Castellani (1537),and the Scuxrdotale of the Lateran
canon Samarino (1579), drew up the Rituale Ro-
manum, which was officially confirmed by the con-
stitution Apoeklicm aedie of Paul V. (June 17, 1614).

So great, however, was the tenacity of local usages
that this rituale, based on the Roman use, made
slow progress, though it ultimately prevailed.

The Rituale Romanum of Paul V. was revised in

1752 by Benedict XIV., who added two formularies
for the papal blessing, and Leo XIII. had a definite

edition prepared (R^ensbuig, 1884). It is divided
into ten " titles," subdivided into chapters. The
first title contains general directions for the ad-
ministration of the sacraments; the second treats

of baptism; the third of penance; the fourth of

the Eucharist (the liturgy for which is given in the
missal); the fifth of extreme unction and all pas-
toral care of the sick and dying; the sixth of burial;

the seventh of marriage and churching; the eighth
of the various benedictions; the ninth of proces-

sions; and the tenth of exorcism, and the keeping
of parish records; the whole being concluded by an
appendix containing instructions for missionaries

with various benedictions. (P. Dbewb.)
Bibxjoobapht: On ritualia in general consult A. Frani,
Da$ RitvaU wm St. Florian aw dem IM. Jahrhunderi, pp.
3-12, Freibuii, 1904 (contains useful bibliognphy). On
the Roman Rituale consult: Q. Catalanl, RUvale Romanum
. . . perpttuU commentariia exomcUum, Rome, 1757; H.
Baruifaldi, Ad rituaie Romanwn commeiUariif Venice,
1731; V. Thalhofer, Handbuch der katholiachen Liiwvik,
ed. A. Ebner, i. 1, pp. 51-62, 69-00, Freibuig, 1894; KL,
X. 1217-18.
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" Ritualism " is used as a popular catchword to

describe the second stage of Uiat movement in the

English Church which in its earlier condition had
been named Tractarianism (q.v.). The name first

appears, probably, in connection with the riots in

London at St. G(eorgeVin-the-East in 1859 (cf.

quotation from East London Observer of May, 1859,

in Bryan King, Sacrilege and ite Encouragement
... a Letter , , . to the Lord Biehop of London,
London, 1860).

The revival of interest in Roman dogma, effected

by the Oxford writers of the Tracte for the Times,

was naturally suceeded by a revival of interest in

Roman obe^ances. This practical

I. Origin revival carried the movement into

inTractari- novel circumstances and situations;

anism. for the earlier detection and exhibition

of that sacerdotal structure of the

church which had been secured to it by struggles of

the Elizabethan divines, was carried on, of neces-

sity, in the intellectual, academic region. The claim
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asserted had, first, to make good its doctrinal status:

it had to begin by working its way into the mind
and the imagination. The Tractarian writers recog-

nized this necessary order; they anxiously held

aloof from precipitating those effects, which they,

nevertheless, distinctly anticipated from this teach-

ing. " We the old Tractarifliis," wrote Dr. Pusey
in the Daily Express, May 21, 1877, " deliberately

abstained from innovating in externals." " We
understood the ' Ornaments Rubric * in its most
obvious meaning,—that certain ornaments were
to be used which were used in the second year of

King Edward VI.; we were fully conscious that we
were disobeying it; but we were employed in teach-

ing the faith to a foi*getful generation, and we
thought it injurious to distract men's minds by
questions about externals. We left it for the church
to revive " (Letter of Dr. Pusey to English Church
Union). Also, Letter to the TimeSy Mar. 28, 1874:
" There was a contemporary movement for a very

moderate ritual in a London congregation. We
(the Tractarians) were united A^ith it in friendship,

but the movements were unconnected."
As soon as their teaching had secured believers,

it set itself to apply its principles in action; and
this active application of recovered belief in a
sacerdotal church inevitably took the form of re-

covering and reasserting that litur-

2, Logical gical structure which still underlay the

Character of Book of Common Prayer. The move-
Transition, ment, in making this fresh efiFort,

passed from the study to the street;

it became practical, missionary, evangelistic. It

insisted that its work upon the masses, in their

dreary poverty, demanded the bright attraction

and relief of outward ornament and the effective

teaching of the eye. This change from the univer-

sity to the town was signalized by the establish-

ment of, e.g., St. Saviour's, Leeds (to which the

Tractarian leaders lent all their authority), and of

the Margaret Street Chapel, imder F. Oakcley, a de-

voted companion of J. H. Newman.
The transition to ritual was not only a practical

expediency, it was also the logical outcome of the

new i>osition; for the doctrinal revival lay in its

emphatic assertion of the conception of mediation,

of mediatorial offering. This mediation was, it

taught, effected by the taking of flesh; i.e., of the

outward to become the offering, the instrument of

worship. The body of the Lord was the one ac-

ceptable offering, sanctified by the Spirit; and in

and through that mediatorial body all human na-

ture won its right to sanctification, to holy use.

The spirit needs, according to this teaching, an out-

ward expression to symbolize its inward devotion.

Its natural mode of approach to God is through
sacramental signs; and the use of special sacra-

ments justifies, of necessity, the general use of visi-

ble sjTnbols. If grace comes through outward
pledges, then devotion will obviously be right in

using for its realization forms and signs and ges-

tures; love w^ill be right in showing itself through
beauty; and prayer and praise will instinctively

resort to ceremonial.

Nor was the pressure toward ritual merely doc-

trinal. The double movement in the church had

its parallel in the secular world. The spiritual re-

vival of Wordsworth had its reflex in the emotional

revival of Walter Scott. The set of

3. Parallel things was running counter to Puritan

Movements, bareness. The force and reality of

imagination in the shaping of life's in-

terests were recognized with the glad welcome of a
recovered joy. A touch of kindlineRS repeopled the

earth with fancies and suggestions, and visions and
dreams. This world was no longer a naked factory,

housing the machinery of a precise and unyielding

dogma; nor was it the bare and square hall in which
reason lectured on the perils of a morbid enthusiasm;

it was a garden once more, rich with juicy life, and
warm with color. This literary warmth mixed itself

in with the doctrinal movement toward the enrich-

ment of the churches. The emotions were making
new demands upon outward things; they required

more satisfaction. They had been taught by the

novelists to turn to the past, whether of cavaliers

with plumes and chivalry, or of the Middle Ages
with wild castles and belted knights, and praying

monks and cloistered nuns. All this world of strange

mystery and artistic charm had become alive again

to them, and the revival made them discontented

with the prosy flatness of common life. The churches

were responcUng to a real and wide need when they

offered a refuge and a relief to the distressed imag-
ination. Everywhere began the Crothic revivaL

The restoration of the disgraced and destitute par-

ish churches, which had become practically neces-

sary, was taken up by men full of admiration for

the architecture which had first built them. They
were passionately set on bringing them back as far

as possible into ^eir original condition. The archi-

tects thus were, indirectly, ardent workers on the

side of the ecclesiastical revival. They eageriy

studied liturgical correctness in restoring tiie beauty
of the chancels, in placing the altar at its prop^-

height and distance, in arranging the screen and
the stalls, the altar-rails and credence-table. This

combination of ecclesiastical and architectural sen-

timent was greatly furthered by the Cambridge
Ecclesiological Society, which did much to foster

antiquarian exactness, and to promote active efforts

at restoration (A. J. B. Hope, Worship in the Church

of England, London, 1874). This architectural

movement, which dated its earliest impulses from
J. H. Newman's chiirch, built at Littlemore amid
much ferment and anxiety, culminated in the vast

achievements of Gilbert Scott and Geoi^ Street,

whose handiwork has been left in restored churches
throughout the length and breadth of England.
[Worthy of mention here is the new Roman Catho-
lic cathedral of London, consecrated 1910. Even
though it does not belong to the Anglicans, it ema-
nates from the same source as that named in the
text and the aim was to make it primitive Byzan-
tine in style.] This general restoration of order and
fairness into the public services, which ran level

with the renewal of church fabrics, roused much
popular hostility, which made itself known in riot-

ous disturbances, chiefly directed against the use
of the siirplice in the pulpit, following a direction

for its use given in a charge by Bishop Blomfield in
1842.
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But just as the artistic movement deepened from
the external ornamentation of the Waverley novels

into the impassioned m3rsticism of Dante Gabriel

Bo68etti and the pre-Raffaelite brothers, so the

architectiiral revival deepened into

4. Legal the symbolism of a more rapt sacra-

Questions, mentalism. This it was which pro-

and the duced the historical crisis; and this

Source, crisis became yet more critical by
forcing into sharp antagonism the civil

and ecclesiastical jurisdictions which were called

upon to deal with the renovating ministers. The
story of the movements turns around the various

legal judgments given to determine the sense of the
" Ornaments Rubric/' i.e., the rubric inserted, in

its first form, into tiie Prayer-Book of Elizabeth,

and reinserted, in a slightly changed form, in the

Prayer-Book of the Restoration, prescribing the

ornaments of the minister and of the chancel during

all offices (see Ornabientb). The aim of the Eliz-

abethan divines had been to secure the main work
of the Reformation, and yet to protect the liturgy

from the ** loose and licentious handling " of the

more eager of the Marian exiles. They had therefore

accepted, with some important alterations, the sec-

ond of the two Prayer-Books of Edward VI. as

the standard of the Reformed services; but, owing
to the strong pressure of the queen, they refused

to adopt it also as the standard of the ornaments;
and for this they went back to an earlier date, the

second year of King Edward VI., when much
ritual remained which the first Prayer-Book of Ed-
ward VI. had accepted, but which the second book
had rejected. There is no doubt that this in-

cluded and intended chasubles and copes, albs

and tunicles (see Vestments and Insignia, Ec-
clesiastical), with other details of altar fur-

niture. The question that arose was as to how
far this rubric, when reenacted in the Act of

Uniformity (see Uniformity, Acts of), was in-

tended by the divines of the Restoration to retain

its full original sense. In its earlier form it was
prescribed '' imtil the queen should take further

order." Was that " further order " ever taken;

and, if so, does the later condition of the rubric, in

omitting any reference to this " further order,"

assume that order, or ignore it? If it ignored it,

why was it never acted upon? For certainly these

ornaments have never been in full use. But, if it

assumed it, how was it possible not to define what
the " order " was, or to prescribe still the second

year of Edward VI. as the standard, without a hint

of any qualification? Around this main issue a
swarm of complicated historical, legal, and litur-

gical arguments arose; and who was to decide among
them? Here started up a new diflSculty.

The juridical relations between CThurch and State

were the result of a long and intricate history, which
at the Reformation had finally assumed this gen-

eral form. The old machinery of ecclesiastical

courts remained entire—consisting of the bishop's

courts of first instance, in which the bishop's

chancellor adjudicated; and the archbishop's court

of appeal, in which the dean of arches gave judg-

ment, as the embodiment of the archbishop.

But from this, again, there was to be an appeal to

the king; and for hearing such appeals a com-
posite court had been erected by Henry VIII.,

the court of delegates, the exact

5. Decision jurisdiction of which had never been
Favorable clearly defined. This had continued,

to Ritualism, rarely used, dimly considered, until,

without anybody's notice, a great l^al
reform, carried out by Lord Brougham, was discov-

ered to have transferred, without intending it, all

the power of this court of delegates to a certain

committee of privy council, composed and defined

for other general purposes. When suddenly there

was need of a final adjudication on anxious and agi-

tating spiritual questions, it was this committee of

privy council which the rival parties foimd them-
selves facing. It dealt with the question of bap-
tism, in the case of George Oomelius Gorham (see

GoRHAM Case); and Bishop Blomfield of London
had in consequence, speaking in the house of lords,

protested against the nature and character of the

committee as a court of final appeal in ecclesiastical

questions. No change, however, had been effected;

and in Mar., 1857, the question of ritual was brought
before it, on appeal, in the case of " Westerton vs.

Liddell," in which case the ritualistic practises of

St. Barnabas, Pimlico, had been condenmed in the

consistory court of London and in the court of

arches. Amid great excitement, the committee
pronounced that the rubric permitted generally the

use of those articles which were prescribed under
the first Prayer-Book, and therefore sanctioned the

use of credence-table, altar-cross, altar-lights, col-

ored altar-cloths, etc. From that moment the Rit-

ualists have acted steadily in the belief that this

legal decision was but affirming that which is the

plain, historical sense of the words in the rubric,

and have pressed, often with rashness, sometimes
with insolence, for the revival of all the ritual which
this interpretation justified. In accomplishing this,

they have been aided, advised, and sustained by
the elaborate organization of the English Church
Union, numbering now over 20,000 members,
formed for the defense and protection of those who,
in carrying out the rubric so imderstood, were men-
aced by perils and penalties. For however favor-

able single congregations might be, yet the work of

revival had to be carried on, (1) in defiance of the

long unbroken usage, which had never attempted
anything beyond that simpler ritual which had
been adopted and allowed as tJie practicable mini-

mum imder Elizabeth and Charles II.; (2) in de-

fiance of the bishops, whose paternal authority was
generally exercised to suppress, by any pressure in

their power, any sharp conflict with this common
custom; (3) in defiance of fierce popular suspicion,

roused by dread of Romish uses, such as broke out,

e.g., in the hideous rioting at St. George's-in-the-

East (1858-60), which the weakness of the bishop

of London and the apathy of the government al-

lowed to continue for months, and finally to suc-

ceed in expelling the rector, Bryan King, and in

wrecking his service; (4) in defiance of the court of

final appeal, which in a series of fluctuating, doubt-
ful, and conflicting judgments, had created a deep
distrust of its capacity to decide judicially questions

so rife with agitated feelings and popular prejudices.
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This distrust—strongly roused by the Mackon-
ochie judgment (1868) and the Purohas judgment
(see PuBCHAS, John), in which it was supposed, in

spite of obvious paradox, that everything not men-
tioned in the Prayer-Book was disallowed and illegal

—<nilminated in the Ridsdale judgment (1877), in

which it was declared that the '' fur-

6. Decision ther order " allowed by the queen had
Adverse to been taken in the issuing of the adver-
Ritualtsm. tisements under Archbishop Parker

(see Advbbtisbmentb op Elisabeth),
and that the divines of Charles 11. therefore,

when they permitted the ritual of the second
year of Edward VI., really intended only so

much of it as was required in the Elisabethan ad-
vertisements. This startling decision the main block

of High-church clergy foimd it impossible to respect

or accept; and this repudiation of its verdict brought
to a head the protest that had been made ever since

the Gorham judgment against the validity of the

court itself as an ecclesiastical tribimal. This last

problem had been made critical by the famous Pub-
lic-Worship Regulation Act (1874), introduced in

the house of lords by the archbishop of Canterbury,

in disregard of the protests of the lower house of

convocation, and declared in the house of commons
to be a '* bill to put down ritualism " by Disraeli,

then prime-minister, who, in spite of Gladstone's

mipetuous opposition, carried it, amid intense ex-

citement, in an almost unanimous house. This bill

swept away all the process in the diocesan courts;

it allowed any three aggrieved parishioners to lodge

a complunt, which, imless stayed by the bishop's

veto, was carried before an officer nominated nor-

mally by the two archbishops to succeed to the
post of dean of arches on its neict vacancy. From
him the appeal would be, as before, to the privy
coimcil. Thus the scanty fragments of ecclesiastical

jurisdiction, which, under existent conditions, might
be supposed to balance the civil character of the

court of appeal, were all but wholly abolished. The
attempt to enforce this bill by the bishops was met
by absolute resistance, ending, after being chal-

lenged at every turn by technical objections, in the

imprisonment of four priests. In this collision with
the courts, the Ritualists had the steady support of

the mass of High-church clergy, who had held aloof

from their more advanced and dubious ritual. This
support evidenced itself in the " Declaration " of

over 4,000 clexgy, headed by the deans of St.

Paul's, York, Durham, Manchester, and others

(1881).

The condition of things had become intolerable;

and in 1881 a royal commission was issued to con-

sider the whole position of ecclesiastical jurisdiction.

A similar mode of relief had been attempted in 1867,

when a royal commission on ritual had been ap-
pointed, which under the chairmanship of Arch-

bishop Longley,—after taldng an im-

7. Attempts mense mass of evidence, and after

to Relieve prolonged discussions—^had issued a
the Stress, report on the crucial point of the " Or-

naments Rubric," which recommended
the ** restraint " of the use of vestments, ** by pro-

viding some effectual process for complaint and
redress," but which, by the use of the word ** re-

strain," declined to declare their illegality, and thai
had found itself unable to attain anything like

unanimous agreement on the nature of the legal

process which it proposed to recommend. The inner
history of the commission will be found in A. R.
Ashwell and R. 0. Wilberforce, L\fe 0/ . . , S,
Wilber/orce, vol. ill. (London, 1882). No l^;islation

on the main subject followed this divided report.

But convocation in 1879, and the Pan-Anglican
S3mod in 1880, had come to resolutions more or less

in accord with the commissioners' report, in the
sense of recommending a prohibitory discretion to
the bishop in any case where a chaioge of vesture

was attempted. Such a recommendation seemed
naturally to allow and assume the abstract legality

of the change. Yet the courts of law had finally

decreed vestments illegal, and the majority of bisb-

ops were prepared to accept their interpretation;

and, as long as they did so, no terms of peace could
be found on the basis of the proposal in convoca-
tion. For even though the bishops were willing to
abstain, in favorable cases, from pressing the legal

decisions, they were forced to set the law in motion
by the action of a society called the " Church As-
sociation," which exerted itself to assert and sup-
port the rights of any parishioners who might be
aggrieved by the ritual used in any church. Thus
the exercise of discretion was made all but impos-
sible to a bishop, who could only veto proceedings

brought against a cleigyman by giving a valid rea-

son, and yet was forbidden to offer as a valid rea-

son the possible legality of the vestments.

The commission on ritual, therefore, had left the
conflict still severe and unappeased. Only the sig-

nal to relieve its stress had been given. For the last

act of Archbishop Tait, on his death-

8. The Work bed, was to suggest a truce to the fierce

of the legal prosecutions which had embit-
Commission. tored the long controversy, by bring-

ing about an arrangement which would
terminate the historic case of Martin vs. Mackon-
ochie, round which the contest had turned for eight-

een years. Thus the tension slackened; the pos-

sibility of peace seemed to have become conceivable.

The question had widened from the consideration

of ritual to the problem of the permanent adjust-

ment of Church and State. A wiser temper had
come over the public, which had, by the appoint-

ment of the commission, allowed that the problem
of ecclesiastical jurisdiction was open to historical

examination. Bishop Temple had come to London
and was determined to avoid all legal measures. A
time for consideration was then secured, pending
the report of the conunission. It did not report

imtil 1883. The report included the historic papers
prepared by Bishop Stubbs and Dean Cliurch.

Under the weightof ^eir authority it decided against

retaining the existing judicial committee of privy

coimcil as the court of final appeal. It proposed a
reconstructed court which should obvioiisly exhibit

its primary character, as a court of the crown and
not of the church, while, on aU matters affecting

doctrine and discipline, it should act on the ad-
vise of the spirituality, which for this purpose is

represented by the bishops. No action was taken
on the recommendation of this report—a fatal in^
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action, for the report had deoisiyely confirmed the

protest of churchmen against the jurisdiction of the

privy coimcil. The existing judgments, which con-

stituted the actual law, now, therefore, lost all

moral authority. No one could expect them to be
obeyed, when the case against the authority which
promulgated them had been formaUy justified.

This is the heart of all the difficulties that followed.

The appeal to the bishops to make the law obeyed
and the appeal to the clerical conscience to repudi-

ate breaches of law lost all force when once it was
allowed that the law itself was the chief matter in

question.

It was obvious that the bishops must secure obe-

dience by other methods than prosecution in court.

They must discover some basis of agreement other

than that provided by privy council

9. The judgment. At the crisis, providence

Archbishop's gave them the opportunity of finding

Decision, such a basis—an opportunity bravely

seised by the chi^ authority con-

cerned. In 1888, the Church Association instituted

l^al proceedings against Dr. King, Bishop of Lin-

coln, in order to test the legality of certain usages.

The archbishop, after prolonged discussion as to

the legitimacy of his action, decided to hear the

case himself with the episcopal assessors. He gave
his judgment Nov. 29, 1800, sanctioning under de-

fined conditions the use of the mixed chalice, of

altar lights, the adoption of the eastward position,

and the singing of Uie Agnus Dei; and he forbade

the signing of the cross in giving the absolution and
the benediction. An app^ was made to the privy

council, but that judicial body was far too wise to

traverse a judgment of such intrinsic weight backed
by kno^edge superior to their own. They con-

firmed it, even where it was against their former

decision.

Here, then, was a basis provided, on which a gen-

eral conciliation could take effect. The judgment
stood on its own merits as an ecclesiastical pro-

nouncement delivered by the highest authority in

the church. The clergy could afford to accept it, if

the bishops would limit their ftl^ima

xa D^ni- within its lines. Under the broad as-

tive sumption of these'tenns, ten years fol-

Settlement lowed of steady peace. Bishop Temple
not yet had resolutely used his power of veto

Reached, to prohibit l^a^ measures being taken
against the rmdos of St. Paul's cathe-

dral, and had been supported in his right by the

highest court of appeal. It was understood that he
had set hiis face against any appeal to force. He
honored good pastoral work in whatever form he
found it; and he trusted to his own personal influ-

ence to do the rest. It was a noble hope, and in-

deed it ought to have been met by a spontaneous

determination not to take advantage of his confi-

dence. But a great diocese like London can not,

ultimately, be expected to work on delicate under-

standings of this kind. New men come in who have
had no part in the understanding. The extreme
pressure of local work compels even the best men
to concentrate upon its immediate needs, as they
feel them, without regard to the wider political dt-

uation. The situation develops of itself without

anyone exactly intending it. So it was that while
Bishop Temple absorbed himself in the labors of

the diocese and left his clergy to themselves over
ritual, trusting to their honor to keep the terms, a
very wide license was gradually taken, and the in-

dividual divergences of use became perilous and
alarming. The leaders of the movement themselves
became aware that things were getting out of hand;
and, at a sudden crisis over some practises in a city

church, they refused to defend them, drew up a
statement which recognized the necessity for a
stricter supervision of special services, and expressed

their desire for a greater measure of submission to

authority as the fiSrst principle of Catholicism. The
bishops were prepared to take action, and they met
with signs of loyal response. Unluckily a storm
broke out, and swept away the opportunity for con-

ciliatory action. A Protestant speaker of the name
of Kensit aroused the passion of the crowd against

illicit practises, and Sir William Harcourt kindled

the flflume in parliament by letters to T?ie Times in

the summer of 1898. From this moment reasonable

treatment of a delicate and complicated situation

became impossible. In 1899 Archbishop Temple
made one notable attempt to rescue the cause of

reason and peace from the welter of passion. He
requested the bishop of London to bring before him
as supreme ordinary certain vexed questions about
the use of the incense, of portable lights, of the

practise of reservation, that he might give them a
" hearing "; not as before a court, but as a matter
for " an opinion." He and the archbishop of York
delivered a joint " opinion " on the first two points

and concurred in forbidding any form of reserva-

tion of the consecrated elements. This " opinion
"

failed to secure complete compliance. The arch-

bishop, who had been driven back on the law, which
he had done his utmost to avoid, took a singularly

limited and unelastic view of what the law was;

and in the mean time Mr. Kensit, in town and coun-

try, and Sir William Harcourt, in parliament, had
made a peaceable solution impossible. A series of

church discipline bills introduced by Mr. McArthur
in the house of commons, even though they never

got beyond second readings, and not always so far

as that, nevertheless, raised the ultimate issues be-

tween Church and State; and these issues had to

be met. The result was a new royal commission on
ecclesiastical discipline, very strongly manned,
which was authorised to " inquire into the alleged

prevalence of breaches or neglect of the law, relating

to the conduct of divine service, and to the orna-

ments and fittings of the churches; and to consider

the existing power and procedure applicable to such

irregularities." It was appointed in Apr., 1904, and
reported in 1906. It will be noticed tiiat it was to

consider ** neglect " as well as disorder, and also to

report on the problem of the jurisdiction of the

courts. By including the last point it confessed

that the key to the ritual disorder lay in the doubt-

ful condition of the authoritative law. Obedience

to the law is possible only when moral confidence

in the law had first been secured.

The commission was faithful to its conception

of the task committed to it, and after taking an
enormous amoimt of evidence dealing with neglect
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and omissions^ as well as with the excesses and
irregularities, it accepted the verdict given by

the earlier commission on the con-

II. The stitution of the present court of final

New Com- appeal. It declared that ** the present

mission's structure of the ecclesiastical jurisdio-

Report. tion is, in our view, one chief cause of

the growth of ritual irregularities.'* It

pronounced the present court of final appeal to be
a civil court of the crown, not exercising any au-
thority from the church. It desires this character

to be made clear in a newly constituted court, which
should be obviously secular, and should be required

to refer any matter of doctrine or discipline to the

spirituality, in the persons of the bishops. Until

this new court of appeal has been secured, with its

correspondent church courts, it considers it inex-

pedient to press for coercive measures, excepting
in certain specified cases of special gravity, which
are inconsistent with the teaching of the Church,
and the illegality of which can not be held to de-

pend upon judgments of the privy coimcil. These
include reservation of the sacrament, with a view
to its adoration; benediction with the sacrament;
hymns, prayers, etc., involving invocation of the

Blessed Virgin; the observance of the festival of

the Assumption of the Virgin; the veneration of

images and roods. These practises are to receive

no toleration. But for the other matters it is pro-

noimced desirable *' to postpone proceedings until

the reforms recommended in connection with the
final court of appeal and the diocesan and provin-

cial courts can be carried into effect." The com-
mission, therefore, admits the case against the*
courts, on which the ritualists have insisted. But
it considers that certain specified acts can be dealt

with as illegal because their illegality is separable

from any judgment of the existing court of appeal.

But the commission did more. It recognised

frankly the impossibility and the inexpediency of

the rigid imiformity of worship implied imder the
Elizabethan settlement. Such a uniformity has
never been actually carried out in practise. It be-

longs as an ideal to a time when the ideas of relig-

ious liberty and toleration in Church
13. Remits; and State were xmknown. *^ In Church

Present and State alike, these ideas have now
Status. seen their way to undisputed preva-

lence. It is incongruous that the pre-

cise and uniform requirements which were in har-
mony with the Elizabethan ideas of administration

should still stand as the rule for the public worship
of the Church under altered conditions and amid
altered ways of thought." " A laige comprehen-
siveness in matters of doctrine has grown up, while
it is sought to maintain a severe rigidity in rites

and ceremonies." This is inconsistent and incon-

ceivable. ** It has proved impracticable to obtain
complete obedience to the acts of uniformity in one
direction, because it is not now, and never has been,
demanded in other directions." By these pronoimce-
ments the commission has opened a new era. It

has abandoned the ideal of Elizabethan uniformity,
on which an appeal to coercion had rested. It asks
for elasticity or variety within the hmits of the
church order, and under the direction of the ordi-

nary. It advises that letters of business be issued

to the convocations to consider (a) a new rubric

regulating the vesture of the ministerB, and (b) to
frame modifications in the ftxisting law which will

secure greater elasticity in the conduct of divine
service. It would give the bishops power to au-
thorize special services, etc. So tfa^ verdict standB.

The letters of business have been issued, the con-
vocations are engaged in the task of revision. No
action has as yet been taken on the matter of the
final court of appeal. Until this is done the ritual

details under dilute (other than the specified ille-

galities singled out for independent condemnation)
should, according to the report, be held over in sua-

pended judgment. On these lines a conciliatory

policy is made possible, and it is this which the
bishops are now attempting to work. If they are
hurried into inunediate coercive measures by popu-
lar passion, at this jimcture, they will be defying
the serious and wise conclusion of this powerfid
commission. This consideration of the evid^ce
leads to two conclusions: first, the law of public
worship is too narrow for the religious life ik the
present generation. Secondly, the machinery for

discipline has broken down.
Henrt Soott Hollakd.

Bibuoobafht: W. H. Frere, Th^ Prineiplm of IUKff%ou9
Ceremonial, Loadon, 1906; HiMory of Ritualum, by Vox
CUmantis. London, 1907; P. Martin, Anol!ieanrRituai%9m
09 ten by a CaiKoHe and a Foreignm', ib. 1881; J. O. Nor-
ton, A Plea for the Toleratum of RUuaiuU, ib. 1881; 8. D.
White, RUuaiiam, ib. 1881; C. Wordsworth, On the /Vm-
ent Diequielvde wi the Church, ib. 1881; Oxoniwupt. Ro-
maniam, Protettantiem, Anolieaniem, ib. 1882; Z. H.
Turton, Hioh Churchmen and their Church, ib. 1888; W.
Nicholas, Ritualiam, ib. 1890; J. C. Ryle, The Pre»etU
CrieU, London, 1892; Romaniem and the Ritual%»w% in
Great Britain and Ireland, Edinboish, 1895; W. M. Sin-
clair, Wordt to the Laity on Contemporary Bccleeiaaticai
Controverty, London, 1895; P^re Racey. La Criae reU-
gieute en Angleterre, Paris, 1896; F. Peek, The BnoHA
Chitrch and the Altar, London. 1897; J. Brown, The I^ree-

0ent Crieit in the Church ofEngland, ib. 1899; H. W. Clarke,
Romanxam voittwut the Pope in the Church of England^
Beckenham, 1899; P. T. Forqrth. Rome, Reform and Re-
action: four Leeturea, London, 1899; K. Ireton, Rituaiiem
Abandoned: or, a Prieat redeemed, ib. 1899; A. W. JoUffe.
What ia Ritualiam t and who are RituaHata f Shanklin,
1899; J. Heldrum, Lawbreaka in the Church, Singapore.
1899; H. H. Henson, Church Problema, A View of mod-
em Anolieaniam, London, 1900; F. Meyrick, Old AnoUean-
iam and Modem RUualiam, ib. 1901; V. Staley, Studiea in
Ceremonial, Oxford, 1901; J. Wenn, The PrieaUy Lettera:
or, the Prieat that ia the Enemy, London, 1902; L. HeitlaadU
Ritualiam in Town and Country, ib. 1903; E. W. Leach-
man, The Church'a Object Leaaona, Leaaona on the Struc-
ture, Symboliam, and outward Worahip of the Church, Ox-
ford. 1904; F. Meyrick. An Appeal from the Twentieth
to the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuriea, London, 1905;
W. P. Swain. Hiatory and Meaning of the OmamenU Ru-
bric, Bath. 1905: H. Wace. An Appeal to the Firat Six Cen-
turiea, London. 1905; J. Warren, Ritualiam, ito Leadina
TeneU, ib.l906: C. Walker. The Ritual Reaaon why, ecL
T. I. Ball. London. 1908; W. Preston. AntirRituaKenu A.
Catechiam for Proteatant CommunicanU, new ed., Inr €X
Neil. ib. 1910.

RIVER BRETHREH: A denomination ol
Mennonite origin and peculiarities, dating frcHn a
revival in Pennsylvania in 1770. The name ia sup-
posed to be due to the fact that the original mem*
bers were baptized in the Susquehanna River, or,
because living near that stream, came to be known
to others as the " Brethren by the River." Jacob
Engle, the first minister among them, oame with
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thirty Mennonite families from Canton Basel, Swit-

zerland, on account of long persecution. The voy-

age was disastrous, one of the ships with the goods

of the emigrants being lost. One company, inclu-

ding Jacob Engle and his brother John, settled near

the Susquehanna River in the southeastern part of

Lancaster Coimty, Pa. A revival in 1770, conducted

by Lutherans, Mennonites, and Baptists, including

Philip William Otterbein (q.v.)i Boehm, and the
FnglAftj resulted in many conversions. Differences

arose among the converts respecting the mode of

baptism and separate movements were the result.

The Engles held to trine immersion and those who
were of the same mind formed the denomination
known simply as the River Brethren, which grad-

ually spread to Ohio, Indiana, Kansas, New York,

and other states, and to Canada. In 1862 the de-

nomination sought a legal status as a body holding

to the principle of non-resistance. Some of its mem-
bers had been drafted for the army in the Civil War,
and a legal status was needed to protect them from

a violation of their principles. At the same time

they adopted the name " Brethren in Christ,'' which

is also claimed by a small Mennonite body. The
River Brethren have siiffered division. Differences

on minor points led to the withdrawal of the Yorker
Brethren in 1843 and in 1852 of the '' Brinsers " or

United Zion's Children.

The River Brethren have no formulated creed.

They accept the doctrines known as Evangehcal, and
hold to Trine Lnmersion (q.v.) as the only proper

form of baptism, to confession of sins to God and
man, and to the ceremony of foot-washing in connec-

tion with the eucharist. Non-resistance is one of

their cardinal principles. There are bishops, minis-

ters, and deacons. The deacons have charge of the

business of the churches, serve at the commimion
table, and do some pastoral visiting. Ministers are

the teaching body, do parish work, and in the absence

of the bishop admiidster the communion. The
bishops preside at aU coimcil meetings and exercise

all the fimctions of the ministry. District councils

and the general conference are composed of ministers

and lajrmen. The latter meets annually and has

charge of the missionary work of the Church. The
denominational headquarters are at Harrisburg, Pa.

The differences between the three bodies are

alight. In the United Zion's Children in the cere-

mony of foot-washing one person both washes and
wipes; in the other branches one person washes and
another wipes. The three bodies in 1908 reported

201 ministers, 98 churches, and 4,114 communicants.

The Brethren in Christ, the main body, has 174

ministers, 65 churches, and 3,675 communicants.
H. K. Carrolij.

BxBUoaKAPmr: Ckuwult the literature under Mbnnonitbs.

RIVET, rt-v6', ANDRE (ANDREAS RIVETUS):
Huguenot; b. at Maixent (27 m. s.w. of Poitiers),

France, Aug., 1572; d. at Breda (28 m. s.e. of

Rotterdam), Holland, Jan. 7, 1651. After com-
pleting his education at Bern, he studied theology

privately at Bern and La Rochelle, and from 1595

to 1620 was at Thouars, first as chaplain of the duke
of La Tr^mouille and later as pastor; in 1617 he

was elected president of the S3mod at Vitr6; and
in 1620 he was called to Leyden as professor of the-

ology. In 1632 Frederick Henry appointed Rivet

tutor of his son, later William II., while the univer-

sity made him honorary professor. In 1641 he at-

tended the prince on his visit to England, and in

1646 was appointed curator of the educktional in-

stitution in Breda, where he passed the remainder
of his life.

A rigid Calvinist and an uncompromising enemy
of the Roman Catholic Church, Rivet was in his

day the most influential member of the theological

faculty of Leyden; and together with his colleagues

he drew up, in 1625, the Synopsis purioris theologicBf

which discussed the entire field of Reformed dog-

matics in fifty-two disputations. At Leyden Rivet
labored also in Old-Testament exegesis. His nu-

merous writings are divided among the provinces

of polemics, exegesis, dogmatics, and edification.

They were collected in three volumes (Rotterdam,

1651-53), the most important being the Isagoge ad
scriptwram sacram Veteris et Novi Testamenti (Dort,

1616). (S. D. VAN Veen.)

Bzblioorapht: J. Meurrius, Athena Batava, pp. 315 sqq.,

Leyden, 1625; Lea Demiires Heurea de M. Rivet, Delft,

1651. Eug. transl.. The Last Houera of . . . Andrew Rivei^

The Hague, 1652; B. Clasius. Oodgdeerd Nederland, iii.

180-186, '8 Hertogenbosch. 1851-56; E. and E. Haag, La
France proteatante, ed. H. L. Bordier, viii. 444-449, Paiia.

1877 sqq.; Lichtenberger. ESR, xi. 238-241.

RIVIUS, riv'l-us, JOHANNES: German humanist
and theologian; b. at Attendom (42 m. n.e. of

Cologne) Aug. 1, 1500; d. at Meissen (15 m. n.w.

of Dresden) Jan. 1, 1553. In 1516 he entered the

University of Cologne, and later, after studying

manuscripts in Rhenish monasteries, went to Leip-

sic, where he found friendly reception with Kaspar
Bomer. After teaching at Zwickau for a short time,

he went to Annabcrg, Marienberg, and Schneeberg,

and in 1537 was called to Freiberg as director of the

Latin school and tutor to Duke August. With the

latter, in 1540, he visited the University of Leipsic,

and he also accompanied his pupil to Dresden after

the death of Duke Henry. In the latter city Rivius

was employed in church and school administration,

and when Duke Maurice departed for the Turkish

war in 1542, he was made a member of the bureau
of spiritual affairs. In 1544 he was appointed in-

spector of schools at Meissen, where he evinced ex-

cellent administrative gifts. In 1545 he was made
assessor in the newly established consistory of Mei&-

sen, and occupied this position until his death.

The literary activity of Rivius was directed pri-

marily to the humanistic sphere. Here belong col-

lections of notes on Terence, Cicero, and Sallust,

and an edition of the last-named, as weU as the

long popular De iis disciplinis gum de sermone agunt,

ut sunt grammatical dialectical rheiorica lihri duo-

deviginti (Leipsic, 1539). Far more important, how-
ever, were his theological wTitings, in which the

elegant diction, Biblical and ecclesiastical learning,

and hilosophic training make him appear a pupil

of Erasmus. He was sometimes regarded with sus-

picion by Luther. His polemic writings in behalf of

the new doctrines show an honorable and exact

mode of discussion of the problems involved, and
he did not hesitate to quote from his opponents in

the course of his arguments. To this class of works

belong his De instaurata et renovcUa doctrina ecde-
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nastioa (Ldpeio, 1541); De abunbua ecdenasticU
tive erroribu$ pontificicrum (1546); De admirabili

Dei coneUio in cdando mytUrio redempHonie Au-

maniB (Basel, 1545); De fiducia ealuHe propter

Chrietum (1552); and De rdigiane et quo pado $e in

hisce disMvie gerere juverUue d^beat. Some of his

ethical works are still worth reading, anuHig them
De consdenHa bones mentie (Leipsic, 1541); De per-

peiuo in terrie gaudio piorum (Basel, 1550); De
vita et morUme Ckristianorum (1552); and De etui-

titia morUdium in procrctetinanda vita correcHone

(n.d.; Eng. transl. by J. Bankes, London [15507],

and T. Rogers, London [1582]). To the department
of practical theology, finally, belong his De con-

Bolandie cdgrotanHbue (Basel, 1546) and De officio

paetorali (1549). One of his writings was translated

into English by W. G(ace) as A Guide unto Oodli-

nesee, moite worthy to bee foUowed of aU true Chrie-

tiana (London, 1579). Georg Mulleb.
BfBUOomArar: The Opera, vol. i., pp. a* to b*. contain a

Vita by Qtorg Fabridua, Baad, 1662. new ed.. 1014. and
thk waa often printed Mparately. e.g., MeiiMn, 1843.
Conault further: K. Kirohnor. Adam Siber, pp. 9-10. 39.
e7. 161-164. Chemnits. 1887; ADB, zxviiL 709-713.

ROBBER COUNCIL. See Euttchianism, | 3.

ROBBINSy WILFORD LASH: Protestant Epis-

copalian; b. at Boston Aug. 7, 1859. He was grad-
uated from Amherst College (A.B., 1881) and the
Cambridge Episcopal Theological School (1884).

He was ordered deacon in the same year and priested

in 1885. He was rector of the Church of Our Re-
deemer, Lexington, Bfass. (1883^87), and dean of

All Saints' Cathedral, Albany, N. Y. (1887-1903).

Since 1903 he has been dean of the General Theo-
logical Seminary, New York C^ty. He has written

An Essay toward Faith (New York, 1900) and A
Christian Apologetic (1902).

ROBERT D' ARBISSEL. See FoNTivBAUi/r, Ob-
deb of.

ROBERT OF ciTEAUX. See Cistebcians, | 1.

ROBERTS, Wn^LIAM HENR7: Presbyterian;

b. at Holyhead (67 m. w. of Liverpool), Wales,
Jan. 31, 1844. He was educated at the College of

the City of New York (A.B., 1863); was statistician

in the United States Treasury Department (1863-

1865) and assistant librarian of Congress, Washing-
ton, D.C. (1866-71); graduated from Princeton
Theological Seminary (1873). He was then pastor
of the Presbyterian church at Cranford, N. J. (1873-

1877); librarian at Princeton Theological Seminary
(1878-86); professor of practical theology at Lane
Theological Seminary, Cincinnati, O. (1886-93);
acting pastor of the Fourth Presbyterian Church,
Trenton, N. J. (1895-1900); and since 1884 stated

clerk and treasurer of the General Assembly of the
Presbyterian Chtirch in the United States of Amer-
ica. He has been American secretary of the Alli-

ance of the Reformed Churches throughout the
World since 1888, chairman of the Committee on
Church Cooperation and Union of the General As-
sembly since 1903, and secretary of the Inter-

Church Conference on Marriage and Divorce since

the same year. In addition to editing the Minutes
of the Ocneral Assembly (27 vols., Philadelphia,

1884-1910) and Addresses at the Two Hundred and

Fiftieth Anniversary of the Westminster Assembly

(1898), he has written, History of the Presbyterian

Church (Philadelphia, 1888); The Presttyterian

System (1895); Iaews rdaUng to Religious Corporor

tions (1896); and Manual for RuUng Elders (1897).

ROBERTSON, ALBZAHDBR: Presbyterian; b.

at Edinburgh, Scotland, Nov. 30, 1846. He was
educated at tiie University of Edinburgh and has
held pastorates at South Ronaldshay, Orkney
(1875-81), San Remo, Italy (1881-90), and Venic^
Italy (since 1890). He has lectured extensively in

Great Britain on the religious condition of Italy,

the ancient republic of Venice, and similar topics,

and has written Count Campobdlo and Catholic Re-

form in Italy (London, 1891); Fra Paolo Sarpi, the

Greatest of the Venetians (1894); Through the Dolo-

mites from Venice to Toblach (1896); The Bible of
SL Mark: St. Mark's Church, the Altar and Throne

of Venice (1898); The Roman CathoUc Church in

Italy (1902); Venetian Sermons (1905); and The
Papal Conquest' Italy's Warning—" Walee up, John
Biifl"(1909).

ROBERTSOH, ARCHIBALD: Church of England,
bishop of Exeter; b. at Sywell (6 m. n.e. of North-
ampton), Northamptonshire, June 29, 1853. He
was educated at Trinity College, Oxford (B.A.,

1876), where he was fellow from 1876 to 1886 and
dean from 1879 to 1883, and honorary fellow since

1903. He was ordered deacon in 1878 and ordained
priest in 1882. He was principal of Bishop Hat-
field's Hall, Durham (1883-97); principal of King's
College, London (1897-1903); fellow of the same
institution after 1899; member of the Senate of the

University of London (1899-1903); and vice-

chancellor of the same (1902-03). In 1903 he was
consecrated bishop of Exeter. He was examining
chaplain to the bishop of Bristol in 1897, Boyle
lecturer in 1900, and Bampton lecturer in the fol-

lowing year. Besides performing his duties as editor

of Handbooks of Theology from 1896 to 1903, he has
edited and translated the De Incamatione oi Atha-
nasius (2 vols., London, 1884r-93); prepared Sded
Works of St. Athanaeius for The Nicene and Po^
Nicene Fathers, 2d series, vii. (London, 1892); and
written Regnum Dei (Bampton lectures; 1901) and
The Roman Claims to Supremacy (1902).

ROBERTSON, ARCHIBALD THOMAS: B^tist;
b. near Chatham, Va., Nov. 6, 1863. He was edu-
cated at Wake Forest College, Wake Forest, N. C.
(A.M., 1885), and Southern Baptist Theological

Seminary, Louisville, Ky. (Th.M., 1888). Since
1888 he has been connected with the latter institu-

tion, where he has been instructor in New-
Testament interpretation (1888-92), professor of
Biblical introduction (1892-95), and professor of
New-Testament interpretation (since 1895). He has
written Critical Notes to Broadus's Harmony ofthe

Gospds (New York, 1893); Life and Letters ofJohn
A. Broadus (Philadelphia, 1900); SyUalms of New
Testament Greek Syntax (Louisville, 1900); BibUog^
raphy of New Testament Greek (1903); Teaching of
Jesus concerning God the Father (New York, 1904);
Students' Chronological New Testament (1904); Key-
words in the Teaching of Jesus (Philadelphia, 1906);

Syllabusfor New Testament Study (Louisville, 19C6)

;
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Epochs in the Life o/Jeaus (New York, 1907) ; Short
(rammar of the Greek New Testament (1908; 2d
ed., 1909); and Epochs in the Life of Paul; A Study
of Levehpmeni in St, Paul's Career (1909).

ROBERTSOH, FREDERICK WILLIAM: Eng-
lish preacher; b. at London Feb. 3, 1816; d. at
Brighton Aug. 15, 1853. He was the descendant
of a family of soldiers whose traditions afterward
became of decisiye influence upon his inner life.

He was brought up under the strong Evangelical
impreedons of his home, then studied at Beversley
grammar-school, the gjrmnaainTn of Tours, the New
Academy of Edinbuigh, and the university of the
same place. His father had intended him for the
ministry, but he himself desired to become a sol-

dier. He was finally articled to a solicitor, but ^e
sedentary habits of his calling broke down his health.

He was then placed upon the list of dragoons in
India and prepared himself for that service in the
usual manner, but as he had to wait more than two
years for a call, the desires of his father became
urgent so that with self-sacrifice—a characteristic

trait—he entered, in 1837, Brasenose College, Ox-
ford (B.A., 1841; M.A., 1844), to stu^ theology.

He occupied himself for a time with Platonic metar
ph]r8ics and Aristotle. As a theologian he clung at
that time to the Evangelical party in its strict Cal-
vinistic expression. The theological ferment at
Oxford impelled him to the study of the Bible, es-

pecially of the Greek New Testament, the most im-
portant portions of which he memorised. In 1840
be took orders and the curacy of the parish of St.

Maiy Kalendar, Winchester. Breaking down under
the pressure of hard work and nervous a£Fection, he
was compelled in 1841 to seek relaxation, and went
to Switzerland, meeting there Helen, a daughter of

Sir William Denys, whom he married the same year.

After his return to England he accepted, in 1843, a
position as curate at Christ Church, Cheltenham.
Discouraged by ill success in his official life, he
resigned his position and in 1846 sought rest in

Heidelbeig. After a short rest he accepted the
charge at St. Ebbe's in Oxford, and, in 1847, the
incumbency of Trinity Chapel, Brighton, which he
held until his death.

Robertson's character was marked by great in-

tensity of feeling, which led him into an emphasis
of expression that sometimes partook of over-state-

ment. He was broad in his feelings, realising some-
thing in each of the schools of theology in ^e An-
glican communion with which he was in S3rmpathy.
He was especially successful in winning the con-
6dence of the working classes. His usefulness was
limited and his own Ute shortened by the absolute

seriousness of his temperament, which did not per-

mit the soothing and quieting infliiences of humor to
have their effect in the bearing of petty annoyances.
He was one of the foremost pulpit orators of his

people, excelling less in depth and learning than in

the power of his pathos, warm feeling, di^ty, and
beauty of language. Most of his published works,
principally sermons, were issued posthumously.
The most important are: Sermons preached at Trinr
ity Chapdy Brighton (5 series, London, 1855-74,
often reprinted, e.g., 1006, in the later editions with

sketch of the life prefixed. This is one of the most
remarkable and influential series of sermons ever
issued, and is marked by a fresh, strenuous, and
burning piety and a hunger for souls. They were
written out after delivery, and are much condensed)

;

Literary Remains (1876) among them Lectures on
the Influence of Poetry on the Working Classes, Less
influential were Expository Lectures on St, PauTs
Epistles to the Corinthians (1859), and Notes on
Genesis (1877).

BiBUoamArar: S. A. Brooke, Life and LetUn of F. W.
Roberiton, new ed.* 2 vols.. London, 1873 (thorough, wym-
pathetic); W. S&wyer, Memoir of Rev, F, W, RoberUon,
Brighton, 1853; Q. Sutton, FaUh and Science, and a
Crititue upon Mr. Roberteon of BriohUm, London, 1868;
F. A. Noble, A Lecture on F. W, Roberteon, ib. 1872; Q.
MacCrie, The Rdioion ofour Literature, ib. 1875; F. Arnold.
Roberteon of Briohton, with eome Noticee of hie Timee and
Contemporariee, ib. 1886 (contains many interesting no-
tices of friends of Robertson); J. P. Edgar. Roberteon of
Brighton, Edinburgh, 1887; L. Dumas. Un prSdieateur
anolaie, Hontauban, 1894; DNB, xlviii. 404--407; and
the list of literature in Richardson, Encyclopaedia, p. 941.

ROBBRTSOH, JAMBS: The name of three Pres-

byterian divines.

1. Church of Scotland; b. at Ardlaw (36 m. n.

of Aberdeen), Aberdeenshire, Jan. 2, 18()3; d. in

Edinbuiigh Dec. 2, 1860. After a brilliant career

at Aberdeen University (M.A., 1820) and study in

the divinity hall there from 1821 to 1824, he was
licensed by the presbyteiy of Deer and appointed
schoolmaster of Pitsligo, 1825, tutor and librarian

at Gordon Castle, the seat of the duke of Gordon,
headmaster of Gordon's hospital in Aberdeen, 1829,

and at last given a parochial chaige, that of Ellon,

1832. In the troubles preceding the disruption of

the Church of Scotland, he took a prominent part on
the side of the moderates who opposed the rupture.

He also sided with the ministers of Strathbogie

presbytery who had been deposed by the gene^
assen^ly because they, constituting the majority
of presbytery, had acted contrary to the order
of ^e assembly in taking a presentee on trial, 1842.

When the disruption came tiie neict year he stayed
in the Kirk, and was made professor of divinity

and church history in the University of Edinbuigh,
and so remained till his death. In 1844 he demitted
his parochial charge.

He is remembered for two things, that in 1841

he advised the farmers, in accordance with Liebig's

suggestion, to use bones dissolved in sulphuric acid as

a manure; and second, that he was the remarkably
efficient chairman of the oonunittee in the Kirk on
the endowment of chapels of ease. In recognition

of his services he was dected moderator of the gen-
eral assembly in 1856.

His publications embrace Exposition of the Prin^
ciples, Operation, and Prospects of the Church of
Scotland's Indian Mission (Edinburgh, 1835); On
the Power of the Civil Magistrate in Matters of Re-
ligion (1835); Observations on the Veto Act (1840);

Statement for the Presbytery of Strathbogie (London,

1841); Answers to the Remonstrance (1841); Ap-
peal for the Advancement of Female Education in

India (Edinburgh, 1846); Remarks and Suggestions

relative to the Proposed Endowment Scheme (1846);

Letters to the Editor of the Northern Standard (1854);

Old Trulths and Modem Speculations (1860).
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2. Canadian Presbyterian; b. at Dull (25 m. n.w.

of Perth), Scotland, Apr. 24, 1839; d. in Toronto,

Canada, Jan. 4, 19(X2. He was bom in poverty, at-

tended the school at Dull, but in 1855 removed to

East Oxford, Ontario, Canada, with the family and
then attended school at Woodstock, a neighboring

village; passed the teacher's examination and re-

turned to teach at Woodstock (1857), later near
Innerskip (1859), but in 1863 he matriculated at

the University of Toronto, from which he passed
to Princeton Theological Seminary in 1866 and after

two years entered Union Theological Seminary, New
York City, whence he graduated in 1869. For the

next six years he was pastor of Norwich, Windham,
and East Oxford in the Presbyterian diurch of

Canada; in 1874 he became pastor of Knox Church,
Winnipeg, Manitoba, and in 1877 lecturer in Mani-
toba college in the same place. In 1881 he became
superintendent of missions of his church for Mani-
toba and the Northwest, and so continued till his

death. In 1895 he was moderator of the general

assembly.

While a student in the university he belonged to

the Queen's Rifles and saw service in connection

with the Fenian raid of 1866. Thus early did he
show his courage and his fidelity to duty. When his

church called him to watch over and promote her

missions in the wilds of Canada he addressed him-
self to his task with a skill, devotion, boldness, and
tact which have seldom been equalled, and so he
passes into history as one of the master missionaries.

Those who would know what kind of a life he led

have but to read the tales of Ralph Connor (Charles

William Gordon, q.v.) for he was the " sky pilot
"

who moves through them as the great friend of God
and man.

3. Church of Scotland; b. at Alyth (14 m. n.w.

of Dundee), Perthshire, Mar. 2, 1840. He was ed-

ucated at University and King's College, Aberdeen
(M.A., 1859), and St. Mary's College, St. Andrews;
was a missionary of the Chiutih of Scotland at Con-
stantinople in 1862-64 and at Beirut in 1864-75;

minister of Mayfield Church, Edinbuigh (1875-77)

;

and since 1877 has been professor of Hebrew and
Semitic languages in the University of Glasgow.

In 1904 he was Murtle lecturer at the University of

Aberdeen. Theologically he is " Calvinistic by tem-
perament, and generally described (by others) as a
conservative theologian or conservative critic." He
prefers, however, " to be regarded as a critic of the

modem school of Old-Testament criticism." He
has edited SabbcUh School Teachers' Book, Third

Grade (Edinburgh, 1890), translated the sjrntactic

portion of A. MdUer's Hebr&ische SchulgrammatUc

(Halle, 1878) under the title Outlines of Hebrew Syrv-

tax (London, 1882); and written The Early Religion

of Israel (Edinburgh, 1892); The Old Testament and
its Contents (1893); The Poetry and the Religion of

the Psalms (1898); The First and Second Books of

the Kings in the Temple Bible (London, 1902) ; and
Five and Twenty Years in a Hebrew Chair (Edin-

burgh, 1903).

Bibuoorapht: On 1: A. H. Charteria, Life of Rev. Jame*
Robertson, Professor of Divinity, London, 1863; idem, A
Faithful Churchman: Sketch of the Life and Work of Pro-

fessor James Robertson, ib. 1897; DNB, xlviii. 410-411.

On 2: C. W. Qordon (Ralph Connor). The Life of James

Robertson, Missionary Superintendent in the Northwest

Territories, New York, 1008.

ROBERTSON, JAMBS CRAIGIB: Church of

England; b. at Aberdeen 1813; d. at Canterbury

July 9, 1882. He was graduated at Trinity College,

Cambridge (B.A., 1834; M.A., 1838); was vicar of

Beckeeboume, near Canterbury, 1846-59; canon

of Canterbury, 1859-82; and professor of ecclesias-

tical history, Kings College, London, 1864-74. His

historical works take high rank. He wrote: How
shall we Conform to the Liturgy of the Church of Eng-

land f (London, 1843); History of the Christian

Church to the Reformati4m (4 vols., 1854-73; new
ed., 8 vols., 1874-75); Sketches of Church History

(1855-78); Becket, Archbishop of Canterbury (1S5I9);

and Plain Lectures on the Growth of the Papal Power

(1876). He edited P. Heylyn's History of the Refor-

mation (2 vols., 1849) ; John Bargrave's Alexander

VII, and his Cardinals (1867); and Materialsfor tJie

History of Thomas Becket, in the RoUs Series (8

vols., 1875-«3).

Bibuoorapht: DNB, zlvui. 412-413.

ROBERTSON, WH^LIAM: Church of Scotland;

b. at Borthwick (10 m. s.s.e. of Edinburgh) Sept.

19, 1721; d. in Edinburgh June 11, 1793. After

studying at the University of Edinbuigh, he was
hcensed and settled at Gladsmuir, 1743; was set-

tled over Lady Tester's Cliapel, Edinburgh, 1758;

was translated to the Old Grayfriars Church, 1761.

He was reputed the most eloquent preacher in Scot-

land, but he published only one sermon, the one he
preached before the Society in Scotland for Propa^

gating Christian Knowledge, upon the state of the

world at the coming of Christ (1755). From 1763

till 1780 he was moderator of the general assembly;

from 1762 till 1792 principal of Edinburgh Univer-

sity. His fame with posterity does not come from

his pulpit or administrative iU)ility, but from three

historical works which are now superseded because

later writers have had access to much better infor-

mation than he, but are noteworthy for their style

and their impartiaUty : The History of Scotland dur-

tng the Reigns of Queen Mary and of King James VL
till his Accession to the Crown of England, With a
Review of the Scotch History previous to that Period,

and an Appendix containing original Papers (Lon-

don, 2 vols., 1758-59); The History of the Reign of
the Emperor Charles F., with a View of the Progress

of Society in Europe from the Subversion of the Ro-
man Empire to the Beginning of the Sixteenth Cen-

tury (3 vols., 1769); and The History of America

(4 vols., 1777-96, going down to 1652 for Virginia

and to 1688 for New England). There are numer-
ous collected editions of his Works (most of them
containing the Life by Dugald Stewart), e.g., 11

vols., London, 1800-02, 12 vols., 1812; 6 vols.,

Edinburgh, 1813; best, 8 vols., Oxford, 1825, re-

prints often, e.g., 1865.

Bibuoobapbt: Besides the life by Stewart, ut sup., then
is An Account of the Life and Writinos of WHliam Robert-

son, by Q. Gleig, Eklinbursh, 1812; and one in Lord
Brougham's Lives of Men of Letters and Science, 2 vc^.,
London, 1845-46. Referenoes to scattered notices are
given in DNB, zlviii. 425-430.

ROBINS, HBHRY EPHRiOM: Baptist; b. at

Hartford, Conn., Sept. 30, 1827. He was educated
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at the Literary Institute, Suffield, Coim.| Faiimount
Theological Seminary, and Newton Theological

Institution, from which he was graduated in 1861.

He held Baptist pastorates at the Central Baptist

Church, Newport, R. I. (1861-67), and the First

Baptist Church, Rochester, N. Y. (1867-73); was
president of Colby University (1873-82); and
professor of Christian ethics in Rochester Theological
S^ninary (1882-1904). He has written Harmony
of Ethics with Theology (New York, 1891); The
Christian Idea of EducaUon as distinguished from
Secular Education (Philadelphia, 1895); and
Ethics in Christian Life (1904).

ROBIHSOH, CHARLES HENRY: Church of

England; b. at Ke3msham (5 m. 8.e. of Bristol),

Somerset, Feb. 27, 1861 . He waseducated at Trinity

College, Cambridge (BA., 1883), and was ordered

deacon in 1884 and ordained priest in 1885. He was
curate of Pateley Bridge, Yorkshire (1884-86) and of

St. Johns, Darlinghurst, Sydney, N. S. W. (1886-

18S7). He became fellow and tutor of St. Augus-
tine's 0>llege, Canterbury (1889), and was vice-

chancellor of Truro Cathedral and vice-principal of

the ChanceUor's School at Truro (1890-93). In 1892
he visited Armenia to report to the archbishop of

Canterbury on the condition of the Armenian
Church. He was engaged in a first expedition to
Kano, the commercial capital of central Soudan
(1893-95), and since 1896 has been lecttuer in Hausa
in the University of Cambridge, honorary canon of

Ripon since 1897, and in 1902 was made editorial

secretary to the Society for the Propagation of the
Cospel. He has written T?ie Church cmd her Teach-
ing (London, 1893); Hausaland: or. Fifteen Hun-
dred Miles through the Central Soudan (1896);
Specimens of Hausa lAteraiure (Cambridge, 1896)

;

Grammar of the Hausa Language (London, 1897);

Mohammedanismf has it any Futuret (1897); Die-
Oonory of the Hausa Language (in collaboration with
W. H. Brooks; 2 vols., London, 1899); Studies

in the Character of Christ (1900); Nigeria^ our latest

Protectorate (1900); Human Nature a Revelation ofthe
Divine (1902); Studies in Christian Worship (1908);
and Studies in the Resurrection of Christ (1909).

ROBINSOH, CHARLES SEYMOUR: Presbyte-
rian; b. at Bennington, Vt., Mar. 31, 1829; d.at
New York Feb. 1, 1899. He graduated at Williams
College, 1849; studied at Union (New York) and
Princeton Theological Seminaries; was pastor at
Troy, N. Y., 1855-60; Brooklyn, N. Y., 1860-68;
the American Chapel at Paris, France, 1868-71;
Madison Ave. CSiurch, New York, 1871-88; and
of other churches at New York, 1890-92, and after.

He has published vohmies of sermons entitled.

Christian Work (New York, 1874) and Bethel and
Penud (1874); Studies of Neglected Texts (1883);
Sermons in Songs (1885); and Simon Peter: His
Early Life and Times (2 vols., 1889). He is espe-
cially famous as l^e compiler of books of hymns and
tuna, some of which are, Sor^s of the Church (New
York, 1862); Songsfor the Sanctuary (1865, 1889);
Psalmsf Hymns, and Spiritual Songs (1874); and
Laudes Domini (1884-90).

Bduoobafbt: 8. W. Duffield, BngKBh Bynma, pp. 472-
473. New York, 1886; JuUu, HymnoUn, p. 909.

ROBXHSOH, EDWARD: Biblical scholar, and
pioneer in modem explorations in Palestine; b.

at Southington, Conn., Apr. 10, 1794; d. in New
York City Jan. 27, 1863. He was graduated from
Hamilton College (1816), and after studying law at

Hudson, N. Y., returned to his alma mater as tutor

in mathematics and Greek (1817-18). In 1818, he
married Miss Elisa Kirkland, daughter of the Oneida
missionary, who died the next year. From his mar-
riage until 1821, he worked his wife's farm, but also

piu^ued his studies. In 1821 he went to Andover to

superintend the printing of his edition of part of the
Iliad (bks. i.-ix., xviil., xxii.), which appeared in

1822, and while there, under Moses Stuart's influence,

b^gan his career as a Biblical scholar and teacher.

From 1823 to 1826 he was instructor in the Hebrew
language and literature at Andover Theological

Seminary, meanwhile being busily occupied with
literary labors. He assisted Professor Stuart in the
2d ed. of his Hebrew Grammar (Andover, 1823, 1st

ed., 1813), and in his translation of Winer's Oramr
mar of the New-Testament Greek (1825), and alone
translated Wahl's Clavis philologica Novi Testa-

menti (1825). In 1826 he went to Europe, and
studied at Cbttingen, Halle, and Berlin, making the
acquaintance, and winning the praises, of Gesenius,

Tholuck, and RAdiger in Halle, and Neander and
Ritter in Berlin. In 1828 he married the youngest
daughter of L. A. von Jacob, professor of philosophy
and political science at the university of Halle, a
highly gifted woman of thorough culture, well known
before her marriage by her pseudonym of "Talvi."

In 1830 he returned to America, and from 1830 to

1833 was professor-extraordinary of Biblical litera-

ture, and librarian at Andover. In 1831 he founded
the Biblical Repository, subsequently (1851) imited

with the Bibliotheca Sacra, to which he contributed

numerous translations and original articles. In
1832 he issued an improved edition of Taylor's trans-

lation of Odmet's Dictionary of the Bible, and in

1833 a smaller Dictionary of the Holy Bible, and a
translation of Buttmann's Greek Grammar (exten-

sively used as a text-bogk). In 1833 ill-health, in-

duced by his severe labors, compelled him to resign

his professorship, and he removed to Boston. In
1834 he brought out a revised edition of Newcome's
Greek Harmony of the Gospels; in 1836, a translation

of Gesenius' Hebrew Lexicon (5th edition, the last

in which Robinson made any changes, 1854), and the

independent Greek and English Lexicon of the New
Testament (revised ed., 1850). In 1837 he was called

to be professor of Biblical literature in Union
Theological Seminary, New York City. Prior to

entering upon his duties, he sailed in July, 1837, for

the Ho^ Land, and in conjunction with Rev. Dr. Eli

Smith, the accomplished Arabic scholar and faithful

missionary of the American Board in Syria, explored
all the important places in Palestine and Syria.

In Oct., 1838, he returned to Berlin; and there for

two years worked upon his Biblical Researches in

Palestine, Mount Sinai, and Arabia PetroBa, This
great work, which at once established l^e author's

reputation as a geographer and Biblical student of

the first rank, appeared simultaneously in London,
Boston, and in a German translation carefully re-

vised by Mrs. Robinson, and carried through the
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press in Halle by Professor ROdiger (3 vols., 1841).

In recognition oi his eminent services, he received

in 1842 the Patron's Gold Medal from the Ro3ral

Geographical Society ol London, and the degree

of D.D. from the university of Halle, while in 1844

Yale College gave him that of LL.D. In 1852 he

visited Palestine again, and published the results of

this second visit in 1856, in the second edition of his

Biblical Researches, and in a supplemental volume,

Later Biblical Researches in Palestine and the Adjacent

Regions (3d. ed. of the whole work, 3 vols., 1867).

Dr. Robinson regarded the work as only a prepara-

tion for a complete physical, historical, and topo-

graphical geography ol ihe Holy Land. But re-

peated attacks of illness undermined his constitution

and an incurable disease of the eyes obliged him in

1862 to lay down his pen. After his deal^, the first

part of the projected work, the Physical Geography

of the Holy L<md, which was all he had prepared,

was published in English (London and Boston, 1865)

and in German translation by his wife (Berlin).

He also prepared a Oreek Harmony of the Oospels

(1845), which was far superior to anything ol the

kind which had then appeared, and in 1846 an
English Harmony.

In May, 1862, he made his fifth and last visit to

Europe, but failed to receive any permanent benefit

to his eyesight. In Nov. he returned, and resumed
his lectures, but died after a brief illness.

Dr. Robinson was a man of athletic form and im-

posing figure, though somewhat bent in later years;

of strong, soimd, good sense; reserved, though when
in congenial company often entertaining and humor-
ous. He was thorough and indefatigable in his

investigations, skeptical of all monastic legends,

reverent to God's revelation. Outwardly cold, his

heart was warm, and his sympathies tender. He is

probably the most distinguished Biblical scholar

whom .Ajnerica has produced, indeed, one of the most
distinguished of the nineteenth century. The
original manuscript of Dr. Robinson's Biblical Re-

searches and a part of his library are in the posses-

sion of the Union Theological Seminary.
P. ScHAFFf. D. S. SCHAFF.

BiBUoaRAPHT: The memorial addressefl by R. D. Hitch-
cock and H. B. Smith are in Life, WriHno^f and Character

oj Edward Robinaon, New York, 1863; A. P. Stanley, Ad-
dreaaea and Sermona in America^ pp. 23-34, ib. 1879; Q. L.

Pnaitaas, The C7mon Theological Seminary in the City o
New York, pp. 243-254 et paeaim. ib. 1889.

ROBINSON, GEORGE LIVINGSTONE: Presby-

terian; b. at West Hebron, N. Y., Aug. 19, 1864. He
was graduated from Princeton College (A.B., 1887),

Princeton Theological Seminary (1893), and studied

at the iiniversities of Berlin (1893-94) and Leipsic

(Ph.D., 1895). He was an instructor in the Syrian

Protestant College, Beirut, Syria (1887-90); pastor

of the Presbyterian church at Roxbury, Mass.

(1896); professor of Old-Testament literature and
exegesis at Knox College, Toronto (1896-98); held

a similar position in McCormick Theological Semi-

nary, Chicago (1898-1906); and was appointed pro-

fessor in the American School of Archeology at

Jerusalem (1906). He has made extensive explora-

tions in Palestine, particularly in l^e peninsula of

Sinai and Kadesh-Bamea. In theology he is a con-

servative liberal. He has written The Origin and
Date of Zechariah ix.-xiv. (Chicago, 1896); The
Biblical Doctrine of Holiness (1904); and Leaders cf

Israel: History of the Hebrews from the Earliest

Times to the Downfall of Jerusalem^ A J). 70 (New
York, 1906).

ROBINSON, HENR7 DOUGLAS: Protestant

Episcopal missionary bishop of Nevada; b. at

Lowell, Bfass., Mar. 15, 1860. He was educated at

Racine College (BA., 1884), and was assistant rec-

tor of the grammar-school of l^e same institution in

1884-85, and instructor in mathematics in San Mateo
Military Academy, San Mateo, Cal., in 1885-89.

Having been ordered deacon in 1886 and priested in

1888, he was also curate of St. Matthew's in the same
city until 1889, after which he was rector (1889-99)

and warden (1899-1908) of the grammar-school of

Racine College. In 1908 he was consecrated mis-

sionary bishop of Nevada.

ROBINSON, JOHN: English Separatist, the min-
istered the Pil^im Fathers; b. probably at Lincoln,

i^ut 1575; d. at Leyden Mar. 1, 1625. He ^tered
Corpus Christi (or Benet) College, Cambridge, in

1592 (B.A., 1596; feUow, 1598; MA., 1599); was
curate of St. Andrew's, Norwich, 1602; married

1604; was compelled to leave his chaige because

he had criticised prelacy and the ceremonies of

the Church of England, 1606; then is heard of in

many places anxiously endeavoring to find out

his duty as to leaving the church. Finally he
decided to leave and in 1606 became an officer

of the Separatist congregation meeting at William

Brewster's house, Scrooby, Nottinghamshire; be
went with the congregation to Amsterdam in 1608,

and in May, 1609, settied in Leyden, where he was
publicly ordained as pastor and Brewster became
ruling elder. In Jan., 1611, Robinson and three

others bought a house for 8,000 guilders, but, proba-

bly owing to difficulty in raising the money, did not
obtain possession till May, 1612; the building was
then used as a church and dwelling, and a score of

small houses were erected on the property for the

poorer members. In Sept., 1615, Robinson was
admitted a member of the university as a student of

theology and attended the lectures of EpiscofHus
and Pol3rander (Jan Kerckhoven). He is said to

have entered actively into tiie Arminian controver-

sies, taking the Calvinistic side. The determina-
tion to emigrate to America was formed as early as
1617, when John Carver, a deacon, and Robert
Cushman, a man of business experience, were sent

to London to negotiate with the London-Yiiiginia
Company, carrying with them seven articles of be-
lief subscribed by Robinson and Brewster as evi-

dence of their orthodoxy and loyalty. The first

company oi emigrants crossed the Atlantic in the
Mayflower and landed at Plymouth, Dec. 21, 1620,
under Brewster's guidance. Robinson remained in

Holland with the majority oi the congregation, who
chose to defer their departure, and he died before
he was able to unite his divided flock. He was
buried Mar. 4, 1625, in St. Peter's CSiurch, Leyd«i.
His congregation was broken up, some going to New
England and others to Amsterdam. In 1865 a
marble slab was placed on the building occupying the
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site of Robinson's house in Leyden (taken down
about 1650), and in 1891 a bronze tablet was dedi-

cated on St. Peter's Church. Robinson was a man
of amiable character, of sound judgment and good
sense, and exercised a good influence over all the

KngliBh in Holland. See Congreqationalists,
I-» 1> it 5-7. His Works (nearly complete), with

memoir by Robert Ashton, appeared in 3 vols.,

London, 1851. The most important are A Justificor

turn of Separationfrom the Church of England (Ley-

den, 1610); Of ReUgioue Comunion, Private and
Pvblic (1614), a reply to Thomas Helwys and John
Smyth; Apologia justa et neceeearia quorumdam
Chrietianorum dictorum Brownietarum eive Barrouna-

tarum (1619; in Eng., 1625); OheervaiionSt Divine

and Moral, essays on monJ and religious topics

(1625; 1628; 1638).

Bibuog&apht: The first source for s life is Robinson's own
wntmgs, and next to that is W. Bradford. HiH. of Plum-
otUh Piantation, in CoUeetiana of MaamMchuaeUt Hutorieal
Sodaiy, 4 series, voL iii., 1856. cf. A. Young, ChromcUa
of tha PUgrim FtUhera, 2d ed.. Boston. 1844. The prin-

cipal external sourees are conveniently and compactly
brought together by £. Arber in The Story of the PHorim
Fathera leOB-MS . . , aa Told by themadvea, their Frienda,
and their Bnemiea, London, 1887. Consult further: O. 8.

Davis. John Robinaon^ the PHorim Paator, Boston, 1903;
H. M. Dexter. Conoraootwnaliam of the Laal Three Hun-
dred Yeora, pp. 357-410 et passim. New York, 1880; D.
Campbell, The Puritan in Holland, Sngland, and America,
ii. 240 sqq.. ib. 1893; W. Walker, in American Church
Hietory Seriea, iii. 57-72, ib. 1894; idem. Ten New EnQ-
land Leadera, pp. 17-29 et passim, ib. 1901; A. E. Dim-
ning. Conoregaiianaliata in America, ib. 1894; John Brown,
The PHorim Fathera of New Bnoland and their Puritan
Sueeeaaora, ib. 1897; O. Burrage. New Facta cancemino
John Robinaon, Paator of the PHorim Fathera, Oxford. 1910
(iMed in the foregoing sketch); DNB, xlix. 18-22 (where
reference is made to scattering notices). Much of the
literature cited under Pubitans. Pubitanum will be
found to contain material on the lubjeet.

ROBINSON, JOHN EDWARD: Methodist Epis-

copal bishop in Southern Asia; b. at Gort (28 m.
n. of Limerick), County Galway, Ireland, Feb. 12,

1849. He was graduated at Drew Theological

Seminary (1874), and in that year went to India as

a missionary. He was presiding elder of the Bur-

mah District (1884-88), the Bombay District (1888-

1896), the Asansol District (1896-1900), and the Cal-

cutta District (1900-04). He was elected bishop

in 1904. In theology he is a liberal evangelical. In

addition to editing the Burmah Evangeliet from
1884 to 1887 and the Indian Witness from 1896 to

1904, he has written Apostolic Succession RefiUed

(Rangoon, 1884) and The Rise and Progress of

Methodism (1899).

ROBINSON, JOSEPH ARMTTAGE: Church of

England; b. at Keynsham (5 m. s.e. of Bristol),

Somerset, Jan. 9, 1858. He was educated at Christ's

College, Cambridge (B.A., 1881), and was ordered

deacon in 1881 and advanced to l^e priesthood in

the following year. He was then domestic chaplain

to the bishop of Durham (1883-84), curate of Great

St. Mary's, Cambridge (1885-86), Cambridge White-

hall preacher (1886-88), vicar of All Saints', Cam-
bridge (1888-92), Norrisian professor of divinity at

Gambridge (1893-99), and canon of Westminster

(1899-1902). Since 1902 he has been dean of Wesl^

minster. He was Ukewiee fellow of his oolloge in

1881-99, of which he has been honorary fellow since

1904, and was dean of the same college in 1884-90.
He was examining chaplain to the bishop oi Bath
and Wells in 1888-92, a prebendary in Wells Cathe-
dral in 1894-99, select preacher at Oxford in 1899,

and rector of St. Margaret's, Westminster, in 1899-
1900, while since 1902 he has been a chaplain-in-

ordinary to the king. He prepared the English
translation, with a preface and appendices, ofS.
Lampros's CoUaOon ofthe Athos Codex ofthe Shepherd
ofHermas (Cambridge, 1888); and edited the larger

portion of the Greek text ol the *'Apology " of Aris-

tides for J. R. Harris's edition of the Syriac version

of the same document (1891) ; The Passion of Saint
Perpetua (1891) ; and The Philocalia ofOrigen (1893)

;

besides editing Texts and Studies: Contr^nUions
to Biblical and Patristic Literature (Cambridge,
1891 sqq.); and An Unrecognized Westminster

Chronicler, 1S81-1S94 (1907). As independent
works he has written The Oospel according to

Peter and the Revelation of Peter (Cambridge, 1892;

in collaboration with M. R. James); EtUhixliana:

Studies of Euthalius (1895); Unity in Christ, and
other Sermons (London, 1901); Study of the

Oospds (1902); Some Thoughts on the Incamar
tion (1903); St, Paul's Epistle to the Ephesians:

Revised Text and Translation, with Exposition and
Notes (1903); Some Thoughts on Inspiration (1905);

Some Thoughts on the Athanasian Creed (1905) ; The
Vision of Unity (1908; sermons); The Historical

Character of St. John's Oospel (1908); St PauTs
EpisHe to the Ephesians, an Exposition (1909);

The Manuscripts ofWestmin^er Al^ (1909; with
M. R. James).

ROBINSON, ROBERT: Baptist; b. at Swaff-

ham (25 m. w. of Norfolk), Norfolk, Sept. 27, 1735;

d. at Birmingham June 8, 1790. From 1761 he was
pastor of a society at Cambridge, acquired consider-

able land, and engaged at the same time in business

as a com and coal merchant; and, besides preach-

ing on Simdays at Cambridge, did Evangelical work
in as many as fifteen neighboring stations during

week-days. In his Plea for the Divinity of our Lord
Jesus Christ (Cambridge 1776; new ed., 1813) he
represented Sabellian views, was influenced by
Joseph Priestley (q.v.), and in a letter (1788) scouted

the idea of the doctrine of the Trinity and of the

personality of the Spirit. Deficient in training, he
taught himself four or five languages, possessed great

powers of speech, and his History of Baptism (Lon-

don, 1790) was strongly written, minute in learning,

and abounding in rustic witticism. His Posthumous
Works were issued in 1792; a volume of Sermons in

1804; his Miscellaneous Works, ed. B. Flower, in

4 vols., in 1807; and Select Works, ed. W. Robinson,
1861. He wrote the two popular hjrmns ''Come
thou Fount of every blessing" (1758) and "Biighty

God, while angels bless thee" (1774).

Bibuoobapht: The funeral sermoiis by Joseph Priestley,

Abraham Rees. and Joshua Touhnin were all published
in 1790. The monograph is by Q. Dyer, Memaira of the

Life and Writinoa of Robert Robinaon, London, 1796.

Memoira by the editors were prefixed to the Miacetta-

neoua Worka and Sdect Worka, ut sup. 06nsult further:

8. W. Duffield. Bnoliah Hymna, pp. 116-117, 352-367,
New York, 1886; Julian, Hymnoioov* PP. 969-970.
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ROBmSOH, STUART: Preabyterian; b. at

Strabane (13 m. 8.8.w. of Londonderry), Ireland,

Nov. 26, 1816; d. at Louisville, Ky., Oct. 5, 1881.

He was graduated at Amherst College, 1836; studied

theology at Union Theological Senidnaiy, Va., and
at Princeton; was ordained, 1842; pastor at Kan-
awha Salines, W. Va., 1841-47; at Frankfort, Ky.,

1847-52; at Baltimore, 1852-56; was professor of

church polity and pastoral theology in the Presbyte-

rian theological seminary at Danville, Ky., 1856-57;

and pastor at Louisville, Ky., 1858-81. He was one
of the most prominent olerg3rmen of the South, and
published The True Pretbyierian; but, his loyalty

being doubted, the paper was suppressed by the

military in 1862, and he removed to Canada, preach-

ing at Toronto. In 1866 he returned to his pastorate

at Louisville and resumed his journal under the title

Free Christian Commonwealth, Expelled from the

general assembly in 1866 for signing the ** Declara-

tion and Testimony " (a protest against pditical

deliverances by the official bodies of the church), he

induced the synod of Kentucky to unite with the

general assembly of the Southern Presbyterian

Church in 1869. Among his published works are.

The Church ofOodan Essential Elementcf theOospd
(Philadelphia, 1858); Slavery ae Recognited by the

Mosaic Law (Toronto, 1865); and Discoiarses of
Redemption (New York, 1866; Edinburgh, 1860).

ROBSON, GEORGE: United Free CJhurch of

Scotland; b. at Glasgow liay 8, 1842. He was edu-

cated at the university of his native city (MA.,
1861), the universities of Erlangen, Berlin, TQ-
bingen, and Geneva (1862-65), and United Presby-

terian Hall, Edinburgh (1866). In 1866 he was or-

dained minister of Union Street Church, Inverness,

where he remained until 1895, when he accepted a
call to the pastorate of Bridgend Church, Perth.

He retired from the active ministry in 1903, and
since that time has resided in Edinburgh, although

he still remains senior pastor of Bridgend. He has

taken a prominent part in educational movements
and was one of the foimders of the Northern Coun-
ties Institute for the Blind. In 1874 he visited

Norway to investigate recent religious movements
in that country, and fifteen years later paid a similar

visit to the Church missions in the West Indies. He
has been the editor of The Missionary Record since

1891. His theological position is essentially con-

servative, and he has a strong desire for union among
evangelical churches and for their cooperation in

evangelistic work. In addition to translating and
editing the first volume of the English version of

I. A. Domer's Oeschichte der protestantischen Theol-

ogiCf besonders in Deutschland (Mtmich, 1867) under
the title History of Protestant TJieology, particur-

larly in Germany (Edinburgh, 1871) and pre-

paring the English translation of the seventh edition

oi G. A. Wameck's Abriss einer Oeschichte der protes-

tantischen Missionen von der Reformation his auf die

Oegenwart under the title Oviline of the History

of Protestant Missions (Edinburgh, 1901), he has

written The Story of the Jamaica Mission (Ekiin-

burgh, 1894).

ROCHBLLE: A dty on the west coast of France

in the department of the Charente^Inf^rieure,

having a population of about 28,000. It is a suf-

fragan bi^oprio of Bordeaux and a fortress of the
first class. Its origin dates from the tenth century
when the town grew up around a feudal castle built

upon a rocky escarpment {ftupdUi, Rochdla) in the

midst of the marshes of the lower Charente. In the

twelfth century it became the chief place of the feu-

dal county of Aunis. The city and territory passed

to England with the marriage of Eleanor (^ Aqui-
taine to Henry II. (1151), and remained under Eng-
lish rule until 1224 when it was captured by Louis
Vni. During the Hundred Years' War, it was
taken by the English and formally ceded by France
in the Treaty of Br^tigny (1360). But it continued
to remain French in spirit. In 1372 the RocheUds
refused to help the fleet ci the Earl of Pembroke
which was destroyed by a Castilian fleet in the serv-

ice of France in the Bay of Biscay. In recognition

qI this service CSiarles V. confirmed anew the city's

ancient municipal privileges. Its harbor became
an important roadstead of the French marine and
it was from Rochelle that the French discoverer

Bethenoourt sailed in 1402 for the conquest of the

Canary Isles. The chief interest in La Rochelle,

however, is religious, in connection with the Hiigue-

not wars. About 1534 Calvinism acquired an im-
portant following in the region round about, and
when the wars of religion began in 1562, Rochelle

became an important Protestant stronghold in the *

west of France, rivaling Montauban and Mont-
pellier in the south. Its peculiar importance lay

in the fact that it was open to the sea and had ready
conmiunication with its coreligionists in England
and Holland. During the third civil war (1572-74),

which was precipitated by the Massacre of St.

Bartholomew,.Rochelle was ineffectually besiegedby
the Roman Catholic forces under command of the

duke of Anjou, brother of Charles IX. The peace
which terminated this war had an important part in

shaping the ultimate settlement of the Huguenot
question by the Edict of Nantes. In 1624, when
the Huguenot troubles broke out anew, but under
radically changed conditions (see RiCHSLnsu),
Rochelle again was their chief stronghold. The situ-

ation was all the more dangerous to France because

the Huguenots were operating in connection with

the English under the duke of Buckingham, whose
fleet had captured the Island of R^. Fortunately

for the king C!ardinal Richelieu was at the helm. On
Aug. 15, 1627, the royal army invested the city.

The difficulties of the siege were great. The walls

were so strong thatwit^ the means which siege-

craft possessed at that time it seemed impossible to
force them. The chief difficulty, however, was the

ready assistance of England. Richelieu did not lay

siege to the place in regular form at once. He at-

tempted one or two surprises, but sapping and
mining were not effective and no assault was made.
Instead a long line of redouts, some three leagues

in length and connected by forts, was thrown up
from one side of the bay to the other. It was then
decided to close the bay. In accordance with the

plans of an Italian engineer and a Parisian architect,

an enormous dike was built. The work was be-

gun at the end of November, with a spur oi masonry
from each side of the bay, which when completed
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was over 1,400 paces long. By May, 1628, the con-

struction of the mole was so well advanced that an
English relief fleet was unable to enter the harbor.

Meantime Bochelle was famishing. Everything

edible was devoured, even boiled parchment.
Finally, on Oct. 28, 1628, the city surrendered. Its

privileges were abolished, its property was attached

to the royal domain, its walls were leveled, and the

Roman Catholic religion was restored within it.

But Richelieu's opposition had been purely political.

Freedom of worship was still left to the Protestants.

Under the active conmiercial policy of Colbert

Rochelle shared with all the Huguenots of France in

the prosperity of the times. It had important com-
mercial connection with the French colonies in

America, with Santo Domingo, and the West African

coast But the revocation of the Edict of Nantes
(q.v.; also see NhcES, Edict op) in 1685 was a blow
from which it never recovered. It is estimated then

to have lost 5,000 inhabitants. So low did it sink

that even during the French Revolution and Napole-

onic wars it had almost no history. To-day it is a
dull provincial town engaged in the fisheries and
having some South American trade. See Hugub-
NOTs; RiCHEUzn; and Rohan, Henri, Due db.

Jam£s Wbstfall Thompson.

BnuooRAPBT: J. W. Thompson, Wan ofReUgion in France,

1669-76, Chicaco, 1009 (with extenaive bibliocraphy; re-

Utes to the aiege of 1573-74); A. Barbot, HiH. de la

RoehdU, Paris. 1886; T. E. Kemmerer. HU, de CUe de
Ri, La RocbeUe, 1888; Q. Muaset, La RoehdU el eee porU,

ib. 1890; P. Suxanne, La RoeheUe pittoreeque, ib. 1903;

Cambridge Modem History, iii. 10-1 1 , 20-25, 32, New York,
1905; and the literature under Hugubnots; Richxluu;
and Rohan, Hsnbz.

ROCHET. See VBarMBNTS and Insignia, Ecclb-
SIASTICAL.

ROCK, DANIEL: Roman Catholic; b. at Liver-

pool Aug. 31, 1799; d. at Kensington, London, Nov.

28, 1871. He was educated in ihe English College,

Rome; was ordained priest in 1824; served at St.

Mary's, Moorfields, London, 1825-26, then at the

Bavarian Chapel in Warwick St., 1826-27; was
domestic chaplain to the earl of Shrewsbury, 1827-

1840; then pastor at Buckland, near Farringdon;

and, on the reintroduction of the Roman Catholic

hierarchy, canon of Southwark, 1852-54. He was
an eminent antiquarian, and wrote, Hierwrgia^ or

the Sacrifice of the Mass Expounded (2 vols., London,

1833) ; Did the Early Church in Ireland adenowUdge
the Pope's Supremacyf (1844); wid The Church of

our Fathers, as seen in St, Osmond's Rite for the

Cathedral of SaHdmry (3 vols., 1849-54).

Bibuoosapht: J. Gillow, LUerary and Biographical Hie-
tory . . . of EngHah Caikolica, v. 436-^7, London and
New York, n.d.; DNB, xlix. 75-76.

ROCK, JOHANH FRIEDRICH. See Inbpirbd,

The.

RODANIM. See Dodanim.

RODE, rd'de, HIHlfE QOHANNES RHODIUS):
B. in Frieeland c. 1490; d. in East Friesland c. 1535.

He belonged to the Brethren of theCommon Life (see

Common Life, Brethren op the) as their most
eminent member and the most conspicuous per-

sonal force, and was connected with the school they

had established under the patronage of St. Jerome.
Nothing is known of his early life, neither the exact
time nor place of his birth. He first comes into pub-
lic note as rector of the school named above, and
was held in high esteem for piety and learning. He
was no stranger to humanistic efforts, nor to the

movements that preceded the Reformation, espe-

cially as exemplified by Wessel. Whether Rode
made the acquaintance of Wessel, who died in 1489,

and so received some incitation from him directly,

is not ascertainable. At all events he was acquaint-

ed with Wessel's widely diffused, much read and
esteemed, influential writings. In this situation

Luther's advent was hailed with joy. His theses

were circulating in that region as early as 1518,

while his books found ready sale despite of or

perhaps because of much vehement zeal on the

opposing side (Erasmus, Epist, cccxvii.. May 18).

Tlie contest was also greatly reinforced by Lu-
ther's pupils, as by Henry of Zatphen (see

MOLLER, HeINRICH).
The Lutheran movement at Utrecht had begun

in 1520, through the efforts of a Dominican, Worte
(Walllier), who preached in Delft against the indul-

gence bestowed by the pope in favor of St. Law-
rence's Church at Rotterdam. He was joined by
Master Friedrich Hondebeke (Canirivus); Geoigius

Saganus, a scholastically cultivatedman, wil^ whom
Rode subsequently journeyed to Germany; and
the youthful Johannes Sartorius, or Snijders. Their

most important fellow-combatant was Cornells

Henriks (Hinrichson) Hoen (Honius), advocate in

the court of justice at The Hague; but Rode was
the movement's leading spirit. Hoen objected

to the Roman doctrine, deviating, however, from
Wessel in construing the words of institution, which
Hoen explained: " this is a pledge, the symbol of my
body; it signifies my body." On all sides, how-
ever, there was a desire for Luther's view, upon
which rested all decisions as to Scripture. Rxxle

was sent to ask from Luther a decision upon this

matter and to request him to edit the writings of

Wessel. In spite of all researches, there is still de-

bate as to the year when Rode was at Wittenberg.

The majority favor 1520-21 ; Moller and Loofs,

1622. After visiting Luther, Rode made a journey

by way of Basel to Zurich, to confer with Zwingli.

In 1522 he was condemned at home on the ground
of his Lutheran doctrine.

Leaving the Netherlands, Rode returned to Basel

some time before Sept. 1, 1522, his immediate pur-

pose being to supervise the issue of Wessel's Farrago^

which appeared in Sept., 1522. Rode could not

continue at home by reason of the hostile state of

mind there. So early as 1523, two Augustinians

were executed; also two young lads, Henricus Voes

and Johannes Esch. Tlie new bishop, Henry of

Bavaria, continued the persecution with greater

vehemence. Johannes Pistorius, a pupil of Rode's,

was executed Sept. 8, 1525.

At this period Rode was in Strasbuig with Butzer,

as witness the latter's letter to Martin Frecht, a

document of much significance in connection with

Butzer's attitude toward Rode and with the contro-

versy over the Lord's Supper. In thit the foUow-

ing passage occurs:
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" Bieanwhile, mfter Cariftadt'i inet hftd Kppmnd, pre-

Mating his revised interpreUtioa down to 1524, . . . there

oame to me a etnnge man. Job. Rodius, a heart eo de-
vout, eo illumined in deedi end words, that I know of no
one, not even eacoeptins Luther, . . . whom I oould prefer

to this man in insicht and judgment. ... He is a native of

the Netherlands, where be follows the same calling as
Paul among the Greeks. Although reoognising Luthtf* as
his teacher, be owes more, in oertain articles, to Wessel.
Moreover, I can note ease wondering that we profit so little

by this man. This Rodius was my guest (in the autumn
of 1524); and, Bible in hand, be oonverMd at much length
with me on tlie question of the Lord's Supper, wherein I

defended Luther's opinion against him with all my might.
But I then discerned that I was no peer to this man's mind,
nor equal to all his arguments; and that one can not con-
sistently maintain, by the Scripture, what I desired to
affinn. I had to waive the oorpoieal presence of Christ in the
bread; albeit I still hesitated concerning the certain ex-
planation of the words."

The foregoing sketch by a contemporary disclooes

the significance of Rode, and likewise his infliienoe

upon the Swiss Reformed theology. The Eucharis-

tic dispute emanated from Rode; Luther gaged
him correctly, and hence Luther's vigorous opposi-

tion. Just as the Strasburg and Swiss theologians

proved susceptible to Rode's influence in the doc-

trine as to the Lord's Supper, it was also due to him
that the Netherlands Qiurch, and afterward the
East Frisian Qiurch, became estranged from the

Lutheran trend. Rode later returned to Deventer,
in his home country, where Gerhard Geldenhauer
(Noviomagus) met him in 1525. From data con-

cerning Rode in the letters of Butser and Capito,

dated July 9 and Sept. 26, 1526, it appears that

he married in 1526. This was why, to escape
constant persecutions, he accepted a teacher's

position at Norden, in Ostfriesland. Owing to

Rode's aggressive intervention in the East Frisian

movement, the previously Lutheran sentiment now
took on a Reformed complexion. Rode, when de-

posed on account of his opposition to Luther, went
to Wolfhusen, protected by Coimt Enno.

Rode's widow died in 1557; the year of his own
death is not known. While nothing is certainly ex-

tant in the way of his writings, that he produced
none is hardly probable; it is not beyond reason

to suppose Rode the possible author of a work with
the title (Ecanomia Christiana. Rode is still men-
tioned along with Gnapheus and Honius in connec-

tion with the translation of Luther's New Testament
into Dutch (Amsterdam, 1525). Yet there are

serious doubts in the matter. L. Schulee.
BiBUGomArar: The first source is the Doesburg Chronicle,

in part published by W. Moll, in KerkfUtloruch Arehief,
iii. 10»-115, Amsterdam. 1862; then A. R. Hardenbeiv's
Vila Wetadiit prefixed to the Opera of Wessel, Qroningen,
1014 (of. the literature under Wbsssl); and D. Qerdes,
Introdudio in hid. Bvanodii 9ecttlo XVI., L 22S-^1,
Qroningen, 1744. Consult A. J. Van der Aa, Bio-
graphi^eh Woordenboek van der Nederianden, xvi 302,
Haarlem, 1852 sqq.; W. Moll. Kerkgeaehiedenie van Neder-
land, 2 vols., Amhem and Utrecht. 1864-71; J. Q. de
Hoop-Scheffer, Oeechiedeni$ der Kerkhervormifig in Neder-
land, pp. 30. 00-91. 105-106. 263. 316 et passim, Amster-
dam, 1873; T. Kolde. Martin LtOher, ii. 557-578, Qotha,
1884; O. Clemen. Hinne Rode in Wittenberg, Baed, Zu^
rich in ZKQ, xviU (1898), 346 sqq.; J. Kfistlin,

Martin Luther, ed. Kawerau, Berlin, 1903; ADB, vol.

xxix.

RODGERS, JOHN: Presbyterian; b. at Boston
Aug. 5, 1727; d. at New York May 7, 1811. He
received his education under Samuel Blair and

Gilbert Tennent (qq.v.); was licensed Oct., 1747;
pastor at St George's, Del., 1749-65; and at New
York, 1765-76, and from the the close of the Revo-
lutionary War till his death. In 1789 he was
elected moderator of the first general assembly
of the Presbjrterian Qiurch, at Philadelphia. He
was a stanch patriot during the Revolution, and
served as chaplain in the continental army in 1776,

of the provincial congress of New York, of the

council of safety, and of the first legislature in 1777.

He was a prominent character in church and city life.

BiBUOonArar: S. Miller, Memaire of the Rev. J. Rodgere,
Late Paator of the WaU Stred and Brick Churchee in the

Citw of New York, New York. 1813; W. B. Spracue, An-
naU of the American Pulpit, uL 154-165. ib. 1858; K H.
Qillett, Hiet. of the Predfyterian Church, vol. i. passim,
Philadelphia, 1864; R. E. Thompson, in Ameriean Church
Hietory Seriee, voL vL passim. New York. 1895.

ROEHM, rOm, JOHARN BAPTIST: German
Roman Catholic; b. at Lauingen (26 m. n.e. of Ulm)
Jan. 6, 1841. He was educated at the University ctf

Munich, after which he was curate in Ettringen,

Thannhausen, and Oettingen in the diocese of Augs-
burg, and then an instructor in religion at Augsburg,
and curate and professor at the royal theologi(^
seminary in Munich. Since 1899 he has been canon
of the cathedral at Passau.

He has written: AuegewtMte Reden dee heUigen Oregor von
Naaiang (Kempten, 1874); AuegewiUUte Schriften dee Ori-
genee (1876); Predigten auf dem Feete der HeUigen (Auss-
buis, 1876); Dae Olaubeneprintip der katholiechen Kirche
(Vienna, 1877); Predigten auf dem Feete der edigeten Jung-
frau (Passau, 1879); Aufgabe der proteetantiechen Theologen
(Aucirt>uiv, 1882); Gedanken Hber die Union (Hfldesheim.
1883); ConfeeeioneUe LehrgtgendUze (1883); Orobe Un-
vahrheiten von und Hber Luther (1884); Der ereU Brief an
die Theeealoniker (Passau, 1885); Sin WoH dber die deuteche
proteetantieehe Sehule (5 parts, Hildesheim, 1887); Zttr
Charakterietik der proteelemtiechen Polemik der Oegenwari
(1889); Zur TeteeOegende (1889); Proteetantieehe Lehre vom
Antichrid (1891); Zur Charakterietik dee Proteetantiemut in
Vergangenheit und Oegenwari (1892); Sendechreiben einee
katholieehen an einen orthodoxen Theologen (Auffibuii. 1895);
Der Proteetantiemue uneerer Tage (Munich, 1897); Die Wie-
dervereinigung der ehrietliehen Konfeeeionen (Mains, 1900).

ROEHR, rOr, JOHARH FRIEDRICH: German
Lutheran of the rationalistic school; b. at Ross-
bach (24 m. S.W. of Leipsic) July 30, 1777; d. at
Weimar June 15, 1848. After completing his educa-
tion at the University of Leipsic, he was appointed
assistant preacher at the university church of the
same city, and then taught for two years at Pforta
(1802-04). He was then pastor at Ostrau, near
Zeits, until 1820, when he was called to become
chief pastor at Weimar, where he passed the re-

mainder of his life. He was likewise chief court
preacher, supreme consistorial and ecclesiastica]

coimcilor, and general superintendent for the
principality of Weimar.
The importance of Rdhr lies in his defense of pop-

ular rationalism, a position first consciously set
forth in his Bri^e Hber den RaHonalismus (Aachen,
1813). This S3rstem was essentially the blending of
two religious truths, revealed and non-revealed
(reason), the final end of religion being pure moral-
ity; l^e divinity of C^irist was categorically denied.
Rbhr's views were received with so little favor
that in the second and third editions of his Orundr-
und Olauben89dtze der evangdischrprotestanHschen

Kirche (Neustadt-on-the-Oder, 1834, 1844) he was
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forced to modify the radicalism of his theories.

He ooDtinued his advocacy of rationalism in the

journal published by him under the successive

names of Predigerlitteraiur (1810-14), Neue und
neueste Predigerlitteraiur (181&-19), and KriUeche

Prediger-Bibliothek (182(M8). He was at the

same time involved in polemics with all who dif-

fered from him, until the untenability of the posi-

tion of popular rationalism was effectually shown
by Hase after a bitter controversy. Rdhr likewise

savagely assailed the school <^ Scheiermacher

after the death of its foimder. The character of

R6hr, both as a theologian and as a man, is mir-

rored in his sermons, which appeared in several

collections, as in his ChristcHogische Predigten (2

vols., Weimar, 1831-37), as well as in the Magazin
fikr chrietliche Prediger, which he edited after 1828.

He also wrote Lehrbuch der Anthropologie fur
Volksachulen und den Selbetunterricht (Zeits, 1815);

PdUUiina oder Mstarisck-geographiache Besckreibung

dee jadiechen Landes twr Zeit Jesu (1816) ; Luthera

Leben und Wirken (1818); Kleine thedogUche

Schriflen (Schleusingen, 1841); and Die gute Sache

dee Protestantiemue (Leipsic, 1842).

(G. PRANKf.)
BnuooKAPHT: B. Hain, Neue Nekrolog der DeuUehen,
xzvi 1 (1848). 451; Q. Frank, Oeachiehte der proUatanH-
tchen Theologie, iiL 308, Leipsio. 1875; ADB, xxx. 92.

ROELL, rOl, HBRMAlfN ALEXANDER: Dutch
Reformed; b. at Dolbergh, Westphalia, 1653;

d. at Amsterdam July 12, 1718. He was edu-

cated at Hamm (166^70), Utrecht (1670-71),

and Groningen (1671-72), but he was forced by the

siege to leave the latter city, and remained in Ger-

many and Switserland until 1674, when he resumed
his studies at Hanmi (1674-75), completing them
at Utrecht. He then lived for a time at Leyden,

after which he was chaplain of the Princess Pala-

tine Elisabeth (1679-80) imd of Albertina Agnes,

widow of William Frederick, stadtholder of Fries-

land (1680-82). For four years he was pastor at

Deventer, but in 1686 was appointed professor of

theology at Franeker, where he remained until 1704,

when he accepted a similar appointment at Utrecht.

Toward the end of his life he resided in Amsterdam.
RofiU belonged to the school of Cocceius and Des-

cartes, and as a rigid critic, holding that reason

could not be in conflict with revelation, he sought

to harmonise the two, maintaining that revelation

had been given to supplement the inadequacy of

reason. Working along the lines of his inaugural

address at Franeker, De rdigione naiurcdi (Franeker,

1686), Ro^ became the object of severe criticism,

particularly from the rigidly Calvinistic Ulrich

Huber, professor of jurisprudence. Before the con-

troversy was ended by the conmiand of the estates

of Friesland, RoGll, who was supported by his

Franeker colleagues J. van der Waeyen and R. ab
Andala, had written, in reply to the critiques of

Huber, his Kort anderzoek over de twaaif ateUingen

van Ulr, Huber (Franeker, 1687) and VindicicB

examinia hrevia duodecim poaitionum UIt, Hubert
(1687). Meanwhile his deference to the importance
of reason and his non-Calvinistic views on the eternal

generation of the Son had aroused suspicion. He
taught that "generation" here implied merely that

X.—

5

the second person of the Trinity possessed the same
nature and essence as the first, coexisting with the
Falser from eternity, appearing in the flesh, and
revealing the glory of the Father in his works. The
terms "Father" and "Son," moreover, connoted
simply an extremely close association oi the two,

the relation between the divine sender and the divine

envoy. He also taught that the earthly deal^ of tho
righteous satisfies divine justice and is suflicient to

obtain forgiveness; and at the same time he was
suspected of entertaining heretical views on the eter-

nity of the divine decree and the divine obligation to

punish sin, as well as on satisfaction, justification,

and other doctrines.

These views were assailed by Ro^'s colleague, C.

Vitringa, in 1689, whereupon RoCll defended a series

of Theaea iheclogicm de generaJbUme Filii et morte

fiddium (Franeker, 1689), following this up with
the publication of his own two dissertations De
generaiione FUii (1689) in answer to the strictures

of Vitringa. The cont^roversy was finally ended in

1691 and Ro^, to prevent any fiu-ther misunder-
standing, wrote the Kort en eenvoudig berigt van
het verackU over de geboorle dea Soona (Amsterdam,
1691), while the senate forbade all professors, pas-

tors, and ecclesiastical bodies to occupy themselves

longer with the matter. Despite all this, the Synod
of South Holland condemned the teachings of

RoSU in 1691, similar courses being pursued by the

synods of North Holland, Utrecht, and Groningen.

Even with Roll's death bitterness against him did

not disappear, for imtil the end ol the eighteenth

century some synods issued an annual warning
against his doctrines. At the same time, though
condenmed by his chureh, RoGll enjoyed the support
of the civil authorities, and, thanks to his gentle

disposition, had an honorable career as a teacher.

Among his works not already mentioned, special

allusionmay be made to his De theologiee et theologiee

aupranaturalia prcs naturali prcsataniia (Utrecht,

1704); Commentariua in epiatolam ad Epheaioa (2

parts, 1715-31); and ExplicaHo cathecheaeoa HetdeL-

bergenaia (1728), as well as to his editions of the

writings of A. Gulichius, A. Rouse, and T. Nemethi.
(S. D. VAN Veen.)

Bxbuoorapht: A Vita is in Bibliotheca BremenHa, Clam
II.. pp. 707-723. Bremen. 1760-66; the Judicium eceU-

aieuticum ma published at Leyden, 1723; B. Glaaius,

Qcdodeerd Nederiand, iii. 189-197. Bois-le-Duo. 1851-
1856; W. B. S. Boelea. Friedanda Hoogeaehool en het

Rijke AthentBUM te Franeker, n. 309-318. Leeuwftrden,
1889.

ROERDAM, rt^dOm, THOMAS SKAT: Danish
bishop; b. at Laastrup (15 m. n. of Viborg) Feb. 11,

1832; d. at Copenhagen Sept. 25, 1909. Having
acquired the degree of B.A. in 1848, he continued

study under his father and at the University of

Copenhagen (cimdidate in theology, 1855), speciali-

sing in the Semitic languages; as a result he pub-
lished Paul of Telia's Judges and Ruth in the S3rriac

from the Septuagint (Libri Judicum et Ruth aecur^

dum veraionem Syriaco-Hexaplarem, Copenhagen,
1859-61), with Greek translation, notes, and disser-

tation. During 1858-69 he resided in Copenhagen,
stud3ring and teaching, in 1866 publishing Hiatoriak

Oplyaning om den hdlige Skrift, and in 1868 Den
kriaielige Lore frematiliet i SammenhcBng. He was
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minister in S6nderup and Nordrup (1869-73), in

Rdnnebffik and Olstnip (1873-80), at Helligaands-

kirken in Copenhagen (1880-^); provost at Hol-

men (1866-95); and in 1895 was appointed bishop

of Zeedand, being primua inter pare9 among the

Danish bishops, fuid having after 1900 the title of

Ordensbiskop. As a preacher his influence was
wide, especially among the younger clergy, and his

sermons are widely read. As bishop he worked
indefatigably for the building of churches, did much
for the hymnal, and also influenced legal provisions

for Denmark. He translated the New Testament,

with explanatory notes (1887-1892).

John O. Evjen.

ROEUBU, WILHELM. See Rextbun.

ROGATION DAYS: Days appointed for public

supplication to Crod for a blessing on the fruits of the

earUi and other benefits. Such special supplications,

known as lUania rogoHones, are found in the Church
at an early period (Soiomen, H%8t, ecd., viii. 8).

Processions with litanies of two kinds took place, the

regular on St. Mark's Day (April 25) and in the

week before Ascension Day, and others on special

occasions for extraordinary needs. Sidonius de-

scribes the solemnities as consisting of fasting,

preaching, singing, and weeping. In the Franldsh

kingdom the rogations before Ascension Day were
made of imiversal obligation by the first Synod of

Orleans (511) ; in Spain there were peculiar observ-

ances (second Synod of Braga, 663, can. xvi., cf.

Hefele, C<mcUienge9chkhte, iii. 17-18, Eng. transl.,

iv. 383-384, Pr. transl., iii 1, p. 178; fifth of

Toledo, can. i., of. Hefele, ut sup., iii. 88, Eng.
transL, iv. 459, Fr. transl., iii. 1, pp. 277-278;

sixth, can. ii., Hefele, ut sup., iii. 90 [merely re-

aCBrms the finding of the fifth qmod]). Those who
took part in the St. Mark's Day procession in Rome
were divided, according to the pattern set by
Gregory the (jrreat, into seven classes, clergy, lay-

men, monks, virgins, married women, widows, the

poor, and children, and from this arose the ''seven-

fold litany." The seventeenth Coimcil of Toledo,

694 (can. vi.), decreed monthly rogations for the

Visigothic kingdom, and the same were ordered by
the Lateran Council under Innocent III. for the

deliverance of the Holy Land. In the Evangelical

Lutheran Church the ancient "week of (prayer"
before Pentecost has been retained in a number of

places, sometimes with the processions, as in Pom-
erania and Brandenbuig. Even to-day solemn pro-

- cessions are made through the fields for a blessing

on the fruits of the earth in the month of May or at

other times, on which occasions the ancient solemn
litanies (the Litania communU) in responsive form
are usually used. [In the Anglican communion the

Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday before Ascension
Day are counted as fast-days, '' on which the Church
requires such a measure of abstinence as is more
especially suited to extraordinary acts and exercises

of devotion."] M. Hbrold.

BiBUooRAPHTt Binsham, Orioinn* XIII., i. 10, XXI.. ii.

8; A. J. Bioterimt DenkwHrdigkeUen, iv. 656 sqq.. Malm,
1827; J. C. W. Aucuati. DenkwHrdigkaten, x. 7-72. Leip-
sic. 1829; T. F. D. Kliefotb. Lituroiache Abhandlungm,
vL 156, 8 vols.. 2d ed., Schwerin. 1868-60; F. Proctor
and W. H. Frare, New HitL oftkt Book oSCommon Fra^or^

paaaim, Loodon, 1006; J. H. Blunt. AnmaUdtd Book of
Common Pro^or, pp. 221-222. 206-208, New York. 1008:
KL, iL 804-807.

R06BRS, HBRRT: Essayist and apologist; b.

at St. Albans (19 m. n.n.w. of London) Oct 18, 1806;
d. at Pennal Tower, Machynlleth (53 m. n.e. of Car-
digan), Ninth Wales, Aug. 20, 1877. He was edu-
cated at Highbury College, 1820-29; was Independ-
ent minister at Poole, Dorset, 1829-32; lecturer

on rhetoric and logic at Highbury College, 1832-36;
professor of the English language and literature.

University College, London, 1836-39; of English
literature and language, mathematics, and mental
philosophy, Spring Hill College, Birmingham, 1839-
1858; and principal of the hidependent College,

Manchester, from 1858 until a few years before his

death. An incurable throat trouble cconpeUed him
to abandon preaching so that he devoted himself to
literary pursuits. From 1839 to 1859 he was con-
nected with the Edinburgh Review, in the columns
of which he published much of his best work. He
particularly distinguished himself by his opposition

to the Tractarian movement. His reputation mainly
rests upon his Edipse ofFaith, or a Vieit to a rdigious
Sceptic (London, 1852) and Defence (1854). Hisother
writings embrace, E88ay on the Life and Genius of
Jonathan Edwards (prefaced to Edwards's Works,
1834); Life of John Howe (1836); Essays from
the Edinburgh Review (3 vols., 1850-55); Essay
on the Life and Oenius of Thomas Fuller (1856);
Selectionsfrom the Correspondence of R, E, H, Qrey^
son, the name Greyson being an anagram for Rogers
(2 vols., 1857); and The Superhum^m Origin of the

Bible inferred from itself, Congregational Lectures

(1873).

Bibuoobapbt: A Memoir by R. W. Dale preCaoea the 8th
ed. of Tho Suporhwnan Orioin ofthe BMe, 1803; Congnoar-
tional Year Book, 1878, p. 347; DNB, xlix. 121-123.

ROGERS, JOHH: 1. Eng^h Protestant martyr;
b. at Deritend in the parish^ Aston (2 m. n. of Birm-
ingham) about 1500; burned at Smithfield, London,
Feb. 4, 1555. He was graduated at Cambridge
(BA., 1526); received an invitation to Christ
Church, Oxford; about 1534 became chaplain to
the Merchant Adventurers at Antwerp, and there
made the acquaintance of Tyndale and became a
Protestant. Jn 1537 he issued (probably at Witten-
berg), under the pseudonym of "Thomas Mat-
thewe," a skilful combination of the Bible transla-

tion of Tyndale and Coverdale with preface and
notes, which has dnce been known as Matthew's
Bible. (See Bible Vbbsions, B, IV., { 4.) He re-

moved to Wittenberg, where he was pastor until the
accession of Edward VI., when he returned to Eng-
land (1548). He was in 1550 provided by Bishop
Ridley witii settlements in London, and in 1551
made prebendary of St. Paul's. On the succession

of Queen Mary (1553) he was arrested for his vigor-

ous denunciation of Romanism, and after montlis of
imprisonment was burnt—^the first Marian martyr.
Bibuoorapht: J. L. Chester, John Rooere, the Compiler of

the Fitel AtOhorieed Bnolieh Bible, LondoD, 1861; C. An-
denon, Annate of the BnglUh Bible, ed. Hugh Andenon,
pp. 268. 294. 295. 429-438. ib. 1862; J. I. Mombert. Hand-
Book to the Enolieh Vereione of the Bible, pp. 176 sqq.. New
York. 1883; H. W. Hoare. EvoluHon of the BnoHeh Bible^

pp. 180-183. ib. 1902; I. M. Price. Aneeetry of our Bna-
lieh Bible, pp. 300-253. 262. Philmdelphia, 1907.
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8. KnglJBh Ilfth-monarchy man; b. at Mesedng

(43 m. n.e. of London) in 1627; d. probably in Lon-
don in 1665. His father Nehemiah was a devout
Anglican minister, loyal to Charles I. and Arch-
biflhop Laud. Religiously awakened when ten years

of age by the terrific preaching of the Puritan Will-

iam Fenner and later by Stephen Marshall, one of

the Presbyterian preachers to the Long Parliament,

and by the reading of H. Drezelius' ConnderaHons
upon Eternity (in Latin, Cologne, 1631), his reason

was dethroned so that he had to be tied hand and
foot in bed where his continuous cry was, " I am
damnedl I am damnedl I am sure I can not be
saved! It is impossible! Oh, hell! hell! fire about
mel The devils are at me I" As dreams of torment
drove him mad, so a dream of heavenly mercy and
comfort restored his reason. After he had associa-

ted himself with the Roundheads (1642), his father

cast him off in the midst of wintes*. He made his

way by begging to Cambridge, where he had studied

for awhile before, hoping to support himself by
labor or to secure a sdiolarship. Failing in this he
came near starving, subsisting for some time on
refuse, and even eating leather, feathers, and grass.

He was sorely tempted to eat his own flesh and to

commit suicide. Just in the nick of time a position

as tutor in a gentleman's family was offered him
(1643). Soon afterward he felt called to preach

and realised that he possessed the necessary gifts

and graces in multiplied abundance. He was or-

dained as a Presbyterian minister (1647 or 1648)

and became rector of Burieigh. In less than a year

he renounced Presbyterianism and became Inde-

pendent lecturer at St. Thomas Apostle's in London.
In 1650 he was jchosen by parliament one of six

ministers to preach in Dublin at a salary of £200
a year. Christ Church cathedral was assigned to

him and Governor Hewson was a member of his

congregation. He did not hesitate to join with

Hewson in military service when there was need.

His ministerial work was seriously disturbed by
Thomas Patient, also a parliamentary preacher,

who convinced many of Rogers' parishioners of the

unscripturalness of infant baptism and the duty of

behevers' baptism. Rogers' defense of infant bap-
tism alienated half of his constituents and his ad-

vocacy of toleration and the rights of women the

otiier half. His position having thus become un-

tenable be returned to London after six months in

DabUn and resumed his lectureship. In his Beth-

themMh: Epistle to the Churches (London, 1653) he
gives a highly colored account of the annoyances
and persecutions that he suffered in Dublin and re-

veals much of the spirit of his ministry. He also

polemises sharply against the Presbyterian deigy,

whom he compares with Romanist priests in point

of bigotiy and intolerance. InhiBSagrir: or Domes-
day Drawing Nigh, with Thunder and Lightning to

Lawyers (1654), he denounces the lawyers as the

arcbenemies of true Christianity and sets forth his

views respecting the approaching end of the Fourth
Monarchy with its laws and lawyers and the inaugu-

ration of the Fifth Monarchy ** with those godly

laws, officers, and ordinances that belong to the

legislative power of the Lord Jesus." The Sagrir

contains a letter ^* to the Right Honorable the Lord

General Cromwell, the People's Victorious Champion
in England, Ireland, and Scotland." He seeks to

convince Cromwell that he has been chosen by the

Lord to lead the hosts of the redeemed against the
Roman Catholic and Protestant persecutors of the

continent, '' to break in pieces the oppressor and to

deliver the poor and needy." In the " Epistle to

the Reader " he declares himself the champion of

Christ against Antichrist and polemizes fiercely

against the tithing-law and any connection of Church
and State. He claims recently to have been treated

contemptuously and violently by a committee of

parliament while presenting his objections to tithing

and State-Churchism. He predicts that the Fifth

Monarchy, " where Christ and his saints shall rule

the world," will begin in 1656. ''As in Noah's flood,

after the doors were shut up there was no mercy,
though they came wading middle-deep, so let this

be an alarum to all men to make haste while the

door of the ark is open. In a few years they will

find it shut, and then though they wade through
and through much danger, whetiier Parliament
men. Army men. Merchant men, Cleigy men, Law-
yers, or others, they may find it too late." His de-

mand was that Cromwell first of all lead an English

army into France for the overthrow of the Boiu*bon

dynasty and the relief of the persecuted Huguenots.
Germany and Austria were to be conquered by the

English with the help of the Huguenots and the per-

secuted in those countries. Last of all Rome should

be taken and the hierarchy destroyed. He assures

the English army and statesmen that " if they will

not take their work abroad they shall have it at

home, as sure as God lives and is righteous. For
when the kingdom of Christ comes there is no such
thing as bounds, or limits, or rivers, or seas, that

shall cap up or confine the fervent seal and flaming

affections of an Army, Representative, or People
spirited for the work of Christ." His ^diortations

are based upon the most sanguinary passages in

the Old Testament and the Apocalypse. The forci-

ble dissolution of the Barebones Parliament by
Cromwell (Dec., 1653) because of its abolition of

tithes and of the court of chancery and other rad-

ical measures infuriated the Fifth-monarchy men,
one of whose leaders. Major-general Harrison, was
highly influential in this legislation. Harrison,

Rich, and Carew, lay members of the party, were
imprisoned or sent into involimtary retirement.

Rogers, Feak, Vavasor Powell, and Simpson, Fifth-

monarchy preachers, violently denounced Crom-
well and hiis supporters and were one by one on
various pretexts imprisoned, Rogers at Lambeth
in July, 1654. In February preceding he had pub-
lished his Fifth Epistle to Cromwdl, entitled Mene,
Tekd, Peres: or a Litde Appearance of the Hand-
writing . . . against the Powers and Apostles of the

Times, While in prison at Lambeth Rogers pub-
lished Morning Beams: or the Vision of the Prison

Pathmos (1654). This writing throws much light

on the spirit of the Fifth-monarchy movement. An
interview with Cromwell Feb. 6, 1655, resulted in

no better understanding. Two months later he
was removed to Windsor Castle. His sufferings pt

Windsor he recorded in Jagar Sahadutha: An Oiled

Pillar. Released in Jan., 1657, he retiuned to Lon-
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don and soon became involved in a Flftb-mcnuirchy

conspiracy against Cromwell's government and was
sent with Harrison and others to the Tower. Crom-
well died the following September and was succeeded
by his son Richard. Rogers and other Fifth-mon-
archy men cooperated with Sir Heniy Vane for the
overthrow of Richard Cromwell and enjo3red great

favor under the restored Long Parliament. At the

restoration of the Stuart dynasty (1660) Rogers
retired to Holland and studied medicine at Leyden
and Utrecht, proceeding to the degree of M.D. in

the University of Utrecht Oct. 17, 1662. Return-
ing to England soon afterward he practised medicine
at Bermondsey and was admitted ad eundem gror

dum at Oxford Jime 13, 1664. He published med-
ical theses in 1662 and 1664, in connection with the

receiving of his degree. He seems to have taken no
further interest in religious questions after he be-

came interested in medicine. He is lost sight of after

1665 and probably died of the plague that prevailed

in London and its subiuiw that year. Seie Futh-
MoxARCHT Mbn. a. H. Newman.
Bibuoorapht: E. Rogen, Som« Aecovad of the Life and Opin-

ions cf a Fifth^Monarcky-Man, Chiefly extraeUd from the

Writinoe of John Rogere, Preacher, London, 1<MI7. J. L.
Chestor, The Life of John Rogere, the Compiler of the ftret

Authorited Englieh BibU, ib., 1801 (oontaini tkatoh of the
Fifth-monarchy man, who aooordins to family tradition

was a deeoendant of the martyr); DNS, idiz. 130-182.

ROGERS, ROBERT WILLIAM: Methodist Epis-

copal, orientalist; b. at Philadelphia Feb. 14, 1864.

He studied at the high school of his native city, the
University of Pennsylvania (1882-84), Johns Hop-
kins University, Baltimore (graduated, 1887),

where he took poet-graduate courses, the University
of Leipsic (Ph.D., 1895), and Haverford College, Pa.
(Ph.D., 1890); was instructor in Hebrew in Haver-
ford College, 1890; professor of English Bible and
Semitic History, Dickinson College, Pa., 1890-92;
and has been professor of Hebrew and Old-Testa-
ment exegesis in Drew Theological Seminary since

1893, also non-resident lecturer at the Woman's
College, Baltimore, 1896-1900. In the interest of

oriental studies he attended the congresses of orien-

talists at London in 1892, where he was honorary
secretary, Geneva in 1894, Paris in 1897, Hamburg
in 1902, and Copenhagen in 1908. He has prepared
Two Texts of Eaarhaddon (CJambridge, Eng., 1889);
Catalogue of Manuscripts, chiefly Oriental (1890);
Inscriptions ofSennacherib (LondonflS93); OtUlines

of the History of Early Babylonia (Leipsic, 1895);
History ofBabylonia and Assyria (2 vols., New York,
1900); and Religion of Babylonia and Assyria^

especially in its Relation to Israel (1909).

ROGOE, reg'e, BERNARD FRIEDRICH WIL-
HELM: German Protestant; b. at Grosstinx (a

village near Liegnitz, 40 m. w.n.w. of Breslau),

Silesia, Oct. 22, 1831. He was educated at the uni-

versities of Halle and Bonn, after which he was a
teacher in a high school for girls at Coblens and a
vicar in VoUenden in 1854-56, a pastor at Stollberg

near Aachen in 1856-59, and a cUvisional pastor at
Coblens in 1859-62. Since 1862 he has been court
chaplain at Potsdam, serving also as army chaplain
in the campaigns of 1866 and 1870-71. In theology
he belongs to the mediating school of Lutheranism.

Among his numerous writings, special mention may
be made of his Die evangeUschen OeisUichen im
FddMug von 1866 (Berlin, 1867; Eng. transl., The
Chaplain in the Field of War, London, 1870); Die
evangdischen Fdd- und Lazarethgeistlichm der kdnig-

lichen preussischen Armee im Fddzuge von 1870-71

(1872); Oott war mil uns, Predigien und Reden im
FddMugevon 1870-71 (1872); LutherbOchlein (Leip-

sic, 1883); Fddmarschall Prim Friedrich Carl

(Berlin, 1885); Kaiserbiichlein zur Erinnertmg an
Deutschlands Hddenkaiser Wilhdm /. (1888) ; Fried-

rich III,, deutscher Kaiser (188S); Kaiser Wilhdm
der Siegreiche (Bielefeld, 1889); AUeteit im Herm
(collected hymns and poems; Leipsic, 1890; new ed.,

1909); ChrisUiche Charakterbilder aus dem House
HohenMoUem (Hanover, 1890); Vom Kurkut zw
Kaiserkrone (2 voh., 1891-92); Qeneralfddmarschall

Qraf McUke CVHttenberg, 1891); Theodor Kdmer
(1891); PfMnerUben (Leipsic, 1893); FarH Bismark
(Hanover, 1895); SedanbUchlein (Dresden, 1895);
Bei der Oarde, Erinnerungen aus dem Fddzvge
1870-71 (Hanover, 1895), Aus sieben Jahrtehnten

(autobiography; 2 vols., Hanover, 1895-09); Eine
Osterreise nach Jerusalem (1896); lUustrierte Ge-

schichte der R^ormaUon in Deutschland (Leipsic,

1899); Johann Friedrich der OrossmOHge (Halle,

1902); Oenera^eldmarschaU Roon (Hanover, 1903);

and Unser Kaiserpaar (Goslar, 1906); BUdersaal
der chrisdichen Welt (1907 qq.); Rdigidse Charak-
tere aus dem 19. Jahrkundert (1908); and Das
Evangdium in tier Verfolgung, Bilder aus den
Zeiten der Oegenreformation (Cologne, 1910).

ROHAN, r6''an', HENRI, PUC DE: Huguenot
leader; b. at the chAteau of Blain (23 m. n.w. of

Nantes) Aug. 21, 1579; d. on the battlefield of

Rheinfelden (10 m. e. of Basel) Feb. 28, 1638. He
belonged to a famous Breton family which espoused
Protestantism in the sixteenth century, of which he
and his brother Benjamin, prince of Soubise, were
the most celebrated members. Each owed his abili-

ties to his mother, Catherine de Parthenay, idio
educated them. At the age of sixteen under Henry
IV. Henri fought against the Spaniards and was
present at the siege of Amiens (1597). In the years
following he traveled through Italy, Germany, Hol-
land, England, and Scotland. He married a dfuighter

of Sully, the great minister of Henry IV. When the
troubles of the Huguenots (q.v.) broke out early in
the reign of Louis XIII., Rohan became their

leader. He commanded their forces in Upper Lan-
guedoc and Upper Guienne, and checkmated Mar-
shal Luynes at Montauban. As a result of the peace
of Oct. 9, 1623, in which the Edict of Nantes (q.v.)

was confirmed, Rohan was made a marshal of FVance
and invested with the governments of Ntmes and
Uids, with a compensation of 800,000 livres for the
loss of the government of Poitou and St. Jean
d'Ang^ly. Thispeace was merelya truce, and in 1627
the Huguenots, rebellinganew, made their last stand
at La Rochelle, in the defense of which Rohan and
his brother took part (see Rochelle). With the fall

of the Huguenot power in France Henri retired to
Italy, where he wrote his celebrated Le poarfaiUt

Capitaine (1636; Eng. transl.. The CompleU Captain,
London, 1640). But Richelieu was loath to lose his
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abilities, and in 1633 he took part in the war in the

Valteline (see Rich£lieu). He was also made com-
mander of the Swiss mercenaries in France, but the

cardinal, growing suspicious of his influence with the

Protestants, sent him into exile, and he retired to

Baden. Again he returned to France and for a
time fought against the Spaniards in the Alpine

passes, but soon fell out with the cardinal and
offered his sword to Bernard of Saxe-Weimar, the

greatest Protestant leader in the Thirty Years' War
(q.v.) after the death of Gustavus Adolphus. He
fell in the first engagement (at Rheinfelden) in

which he took part. Among other works he wrote
Mimoires star Us chosea advenues en France depute

la mart de Henri IV juequ'd la paix de Juin, 1629
(Paris 1630; 8th ed., 2 vols., Amsterdam, 1756;

Eng. transl., London, 1660) ; and MHnairee et lettres

tur la guerre de la VaUeline, ed. Zuslauben (3 vols.,

(Geneva, 1758). James Westfall Thompson.

BxBUooRArar: Fauvdet du Tor, Hid, de Henry Due de
Rohan, Pans, 1667; A. Laugel, in Revue dee deux mondea,
1879; idem, Henry de Rohan, eon rdle poliHque el militaire

eouM Louie XIII,, ib. 1889; M. Q. SohyberBBon, Le Due de
Rohan et la chute du parti proteetant en France, ib. 1880;
H. de L* Garde, Le Due de Rohan et lee proteetante eoua
Louie XIII., ib. 1884; J. BOhring. Venedio. Ouetaf Adolf

,

u^ Rohan, Halle, 1885; F. Qtiillennet, Rohan et lee Gene-
toie, Paris. 1891; J. de Bouffard-Madiane, Mhnoiree eur
lea guerree dvHee du due de Rohan, 1610-99, ed. C. Pradel,
ib. 1889; F. Pieth, Die FetdeUge dee Hereoge Rohan in
VeUHn und in OravbUnden, Bern, 1905; LichtenbeiKer,
BSR, xi. 255-267.

ROHR, rOr, IGNATZ: German Roman Catholic;

b. at Hochmdssingen (a village near Obemdorf,
43 m. s.w. of Stuttgart) June 29, 1866. He was edu-
cated at the University of TQbingen (Ph.D., 1894;

D.D., 1899), where he was a lecturer on philosophy

from 1894 to 1899 and on dogmatics from 1899 to

1903. Li 1903 he was appointed professor of New-
Testament exegesis at the University of Breslau,

where he remained until 1906, when he went in a
similar capacity to Strasburg. He assists in editing

BibHache Zeitfragen (MOnster, 1908 sqq.); and has
written Paulus und die Oemeinde von Corinth auf
Gnmd der beiden Corintherbrie/e (Freiburg, 1899);

Der Vemichhmgekampf gegen dae bibUeche Chrie-

tutbOd (Monster, 1908); and Die GlaubvrardigkeU

des MartueevangeUume (1909).

ROIJAARDS, rey'yards, HERMAN JOHAN:
Dutch Reformed; b. at Utrecht Oct. 3, 1794; d.

there Jan. 2, 1854. After completing his education

at the University of Utrecht in 1818, he became
pastor of the church at Meerkerk, and in 1823 was
appointed pittfessor of theology at Utrecht. He was
one of the founders in 1839 of the Arckief voor kerke-

Ujke Oeschiedenie, a journal, in which he began his

hi8t<M7 of the Church in Holland, by an account of

the Reformation in Utrecht (1845). He published

Invoering en vesHging van het Christendom in Neder^

land (Utrecht, 1842), which was supplemented by
QeeMedenie van het geveetigde Chrietendom en de

chietdijke kerk in Nederland gedurende de mid-
ddeeuwen (2 parts, 1849-53), which as a principal

work is of permanent value. He also furthered the

study of canon law in Holland, by his Hedendaagech
Kerkregt bijde Hervormden in Nederland (2 parts,

1834-37). (J. J. Van OoarsRZBBt.)

ROKYCANA, rec"is-a'na, JOHN: Bohemian priest,

who was the central figure in the ecclesiastical his-

tory of Bohemia, 1430-70; d. 1471. He first became
prominent in 1427, by denouncing, in a sermon, the
policy of Sigismimd Korybut, who was attempting
to bring about a reconciliation between Bohemia
and the pope, which led to the expulsion of Korybut.
After a temporary success at arms, Bohemia was in-

duced, from exhaustion, to enter the negotiations

of the 0)uncil of Basel (q.v.), which ended in the

acceptance of the compacts by the Bohemians,
Rol^cana taking a chief part. Before the compacts
were signed (1435), the Bohemians secretly elected

Rokycana archbishop of Prague, with two suffra-

gans; but Sigismimd did not recognize him as arch-

bishop without the consent of the coimcil of Basel.

The Roman dJatholic reaction in 1437 obliged

Rokycana to flee from Prague, but he resumed
his ofi^oe when the influence of George of Podiebrad
(q.v.) became supreme, in 1444.

Bibuoorapbt: Monumenta conciliorum generalium eaeuli,

XV., vol. i., Vienna. 1857; F. Palaoky, BeitrOoe eur Oe-
eehichU dee HueeitenkrieQee, 2 vols., Prague, 1872-73;
Cieighton, Papacy, ii. 189, 238-246, 255 et i>a8Bim, iii.

130, iv. 35-38; Hefele, ConeUiengeechichte, vol. vii.

panim; and the literature under Basbl, Council op;
Hum, Jobn, Hussitks; and Podxsbbao and Kunstatt,
Qbobob or.

ROLLS. See Canon of Scbiftttbb, I., 6.

ROMAINE, ro-m6n^ WILLIAM: English Evan-
gelical divine; b. at Hartlepool (17 m. s.e. of Dur-
ham), England, Sept. 25, 1714; d. at London July

26, 1795. He was educated at Hart Hall and Christ

Church, Oxford (B.A., 1734; M.A., 1737); was
ordained deacon, 1736, and priest, 1738; and was
curate for many years at Baustead, Surrey, and
Horton, Middlesex. While yet a deacon he made an
attack upon William Warburton's Divine Legation^

pursuing the subject in his first two sermons at the

University of Oxford (1739, 1741). To critical study

he made the contribution of a Hebrew O)ncord-

ance, 1747-48, being an edition of that of Marius

de Calasso. Drawn into the Evangelical revival, he

first adhered to John Wesley, but in 1755 passed to

the side of George Whitefield; and remained the

ablest exponent among the Evangelicals of the

highest (yalvinistic doctrine. He was appointed to a

lectureship at the united parishes of St. George's,

Botolph's Lane, and St. Botolph's, Billingsgate,

London, 1748; and to a double lectureship at St.

Dunstan's-in-tiie-West, 1749, in addition to which

he became morning preacher at St. George's, Han-
over Square. His extreme C!!alvinism and radical

manner, though popular with the masses, resulted

in turbulence; and he was limited to an evening

service at St. Dunstan's and deprived of St.

George's. In 1756 he became curate at St. Olave's,

Southwark; of St. Bartholomew the Great, in 1759;

and at Westminster Chapel, 1761. After a turbu-

lent career, he obtained the living at St. Anne's,

Blackfriars, and St. Andrew of the Wardrobe m
1764, where he continued as a great popular at-

traction till his death. As a preacher he exercised

great power, and his theology and views on the

spiritual life are best contained in the long-popu-

lar works: The Life of Faith (London, 1764); The
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Walk of Fcnih (1771); and The Triumph of Faith

(1795).

BnuooKAPHT: W. B. Cadogan. Life of W. Aomowm, pre-

fixed to BoooaiiM*! Workt, 8 yoIs., London. 1796; C. E.

DeCoetlocon. Ufe oftheJud BxempUfUd m the CkaraeUr
of , . . W. RomaUu, ib. 1705; T. Hawm. Life of W,
AoMOttM, ib. 1707; J. C. Ryle. ChruHan Leaden of the

Laat Ceniwy, ib. 1868; Q. T. Fox. Ufe and Doctrine of

Bomaine, ib. 1876; DNB, zlix. 175-177.

ROMAN CATHOLICS.

I. InOenefaL
1. Doctrine.

2. Qoverament and Diwrfpline.

3. Wonhip and Ceremonka.
4. Histoiy.

The Foundation (| 1).

Qxeoo-Latin Cathoticinn (| 2).

Medieval Latin Chitetendom (| 3).

Modem Romanism (| 4).

Tridentine and Vatican Bomanim
(15).

Pius IX.; LeoXm.; PiiMX.(|6).
n. Uniaie Chuicboa.
1. InGenend.

of Union (I 1).

Aeti of Union. 1367-1506 (| 2).

Aeti of Union after 1506 (| 3).

2. The Individual Uniate Churabes.
In Europe; Rutbeniana, Rum»-

niana, Aimenians (| i).

In Russia and Turkey (I 2).

In Asia and Africa (| 3).

m. In America.
Early Work in Qreauland and Ice-

land (I 1).

In Braafl (f 2).

In Otber Parts of South .

(13).

North
ExpkHmtkm (I 4).

The Oolonies of

(15).
Awwinn by Trnmigiation (| 6).

Services to Indians and Nesioes
(§7).

Attitude of the American Qovem-
ment and People (| 8).

Charities, Architecture, and Schools

(10).
Achievements of

(I 10).

Adminirtimtkm (f 11).

L In Ocnanl: The Roman Oatholie Church b
the largest of the three grand diviaons of Christen-

dom (Gredc, Latin, and Protestant), and in its own
estimation the only church foimded by Christ on
earth. Bellannin, one of its standard divines, de-

fines the Church as consisting of all who (1) profess

the true faith, (2) partake (rf the true sacraments,

and (3) are subject to the rule of the pope as the

head of the C3iurch. The first mark excludes all

heretics, as well as Jews, heathen, and Mohanmie-
dans; the second excludes the catechumens and
the excommunicated; the third, the schismatics

(i.e., the Greeks and Oriental Christians, who hold

substantially '' the true faith " and the seven sacra-

ments, but refuse ouedience to the pope). The
Protestants, without distinction, are excluded as

being both heretical and schismatical. The mem-
bers of the Anglican communion and of the Protes-

tant Episcopal Church of the United States also

belong in this category of heretics by the dedsion
of Leo XIII., in an Apostolical Letter of Sept. 13,

1S96, pronouncing Anglican orders invalid (Eng.
transl. is given in The Oreat Encydical LetUn of
Pope Leo XIIL, New York, 1903). But all who
hold those three points belong to the church mili-

tant on earth, without regard to their moral charac-
ter {etiamsi reprobi, sedetH et impii nn/), though
only the good members will be saved. Thus de-
fined, the Church, says Bellarmin, is as visible and
palpable as the (quondam) republic of Venice or the
(quondam) kingdom of France. He denies the dis-

tinction between the visible and invisible diurch
altogether.* A recent Roman (Catholic writer on
canon law, Philipp Hergenr5ther (Lehrhuch dee
kathoHechen Rechte, p. 2, Freiburg, 1905), defines
the Church as " the communion of those who are
united under one Head, C]!hri8t, and his visible vice-

gerent for the confession of one faith and the par-
ticipation in the same means of grace."' One of the
fundamental qualities of the (Church is visibility (p.

*pe ctmeaOe et eedeeia, lib. iiL c. 2: ** Pnfeaaio verm
fidei, eaeratnentorum commmwp, et evbieetio ad legitimwn
paMorem Romumwn pontificem, . . . Bedeeia eet catua homi'
nwm ita vieOnKe et palpalnHa, ut eet ciMtue pojhtH Romam,
vei Reffnum OaOuB aut ReepvbHea Venetonam " (the text is
Siven by Mirbt. QueOen, pp. 274 sqq.).

22). The fun name of the Roman communion is the
" Holy, Cathdic, Apostolic, and Roman Church."

It numbers over two hundred millions of souls, or

about one-half of the ait^re Christian populaticm of

the globe.* It is found in all continoits and among
all nations, but is strongest in southern countries,

and among the Latin and Celtic races in Italy,

Spain, France, Austria, Ireland, and South America.

It agrees in ail essential doctrines and usages with
the Greek (^urch (except the papacy), but has
more vitality and ^lergy; while it b behind the
Protestant communions in general culture, intelli-

gence, and freedom. The Roman Church has a rich

and most remaikable history, and still exercises a
greater power over the masses of the people than
any other body of Clhristians. It stretches in un-
broken succession back to the palmy days of heathen
Rome, has outlived all the governments of Europe,
and b likely to live when Macaulay's New-Z^
lander, " in the midst of a vast solitude, shall take
hb stand on a broken arch of London Bridge to
sketch the ruins of St. Paul's."

1. Dootrinet The Roman Oatholie qrstem of

doctrine b contained in the ecumenical creeds (the
Aposties', the Nicene with the Filioque, and the
Athanawan, qq.v., and also see Stmbolicb), in the
dogmatic decisions of the ecumenical coundb
(twenty in number, from 325 to 1870), and in the
ex ooMedra deliverances of the popes. The principal
authorities are the canons and decrees of the Coun-
cil of Trent (see Trent, Ojuncil of), the Profession
of the Tridentine Faith, commonly called the '' Oeed
of Pius IV." (see Tridentinb Pbofession of
Faith), the Roman Catechism (1566), the decree of
the immaculate conception (1854), and the Vatican
decrees on the (Ilatholic faith and the infallibility of
the pope (1870). A thesaurus of decisions on all

sorts of doctrinal and disciplinary questions b af-

* Acoordinc to the stetistiaB of 1907, the proportiaa stood
thus:

Romsn OsthoUos 230,806,533
Protestants 143,237,625
Qreefa 06.015,000

The number of Roman OathoBos assisned to the United
Statee as 10379.050, the enumeration being of the total
Catholic oonstituency, while the Protestant denonUnataoos
count only their communicants.
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forded in the books of the canon law beginning with

the '' Concordance ** of Evatian (e. 1150), but this

has never been pronounced a final authority. The
best summary of the leading articles of the Roman
faith is contained in the Creed of Pius IV., which is

landing upon all priests and public teachers, and

which must be confessed by aJl converts. It con-

sists of the Nicene Creed and eleven articles. To
these must now be added the two additional Vatican

dogmas of the Immaculate Conception (q.v.), of the

Virgin Mary and the Infallibility of the Pope (q.v.).

The Roman Catholic system of doctrine was pre-

pared as to matter by the Fathers (especially Ire-

naeus, Cyprian, Augustine, Jerome, Leo I., Gregory

I» qq*v)i logically analyzed, defined, and defended

by Uie medieval schoolmen (Anselm, Alexander

Hales, Peter the Lombard, Thomas Aquinas, Duns
Scotus, qq.v.), and vindicated, in opposition to

Protestantism, by Bellarmin, Bossuet, and Mdhler

(qq.v.), and completed in the Vatican dogma of

papal infallibiMty, which excludes all possibility of

doctrinal reformation. A question once settled by
infallible authority is settled forever, and can not

be reopened. But the same authority may add new
dogmas, such as the assumption of the Virgin Blary,

wMch still remains only a ** pious opinion " of a
large number of Catholics, as the immaculate con-

ception was before 1854.

8. Oovemment and Diaoipline: The Roman
Church has reared up the grandest governmental

fabric known in history. It is an absolute spiritual

monarchy, culminating in the pope, who claims to

be the successor of Peter, and the vicar of Christ

and God on earth, and hence the supreme and in-

fallible head of the Church. The laity are excluded

from all participation even in matters of temporal

administration; they must obey the priest; the

priests must obey the bishop; and the bishops, the

pope, to whom they are boimd by the most solemn

oath. This system is the growth of ages, and
reached its final statement at the Vatican Council

(q.v.). The claim of the bishop of Rome to univer-

se dominion over the Christian Church, and even

over the temporal kingdoms professing the Roman
Catholic faith, goes back to the days of Leo I. (440-

461), and was renewed by Nicholas I., Gregory VII.,

Innocent III., Boniface VIII., Leo X., and by
other less prominent pontiffs. But this claim has

always been resisted by the Greek Church, which
has claimed equal rights for the Eastern patriarchs,

and by the German emperors and other princes,

who were jealous of the independent rights of their

sovereignty. The conflict between the pope and
the emperor, between priestcraft and statecraft,

runs through the whole Bliddle Ages, and was re-

vived under a new aspect by the papal syllabus of

1864, which reasserted the most extravagant claims

of the medieval papacy, and provoked t^ so-called

KuUurkamp/ in Germany and France (see Ultra-
montanibm), and the recent movements in France
(q.v.) culminating in the complete separation of

Church and State.

The pope is aided in the exercise of his functions

by a college of cardinab limited to seventy. Arch-
bishop HcCloskey (q.v.) of New York was the first

American cardinal, appointed in 1875, and Arch-

bishop Gibbons (q.v.) of Baltimore thesecond (1882).

The pope was at first chosen by the Roman deigy
and people; but since the time of Gregory VII. he

has been dected by the cardinals (for method of

election see Pope, Papacy, Papain System, II.).

The pope with the cardinals together form the

Consistory (q.v.). The various departments of ad-

ministration are assigned to Congregations (q.v.),

under the presidency of a cardinal, such as the Con-
gregation of the Index librorum prohibitorum, the

Congregation of Sacred Rites, the Congregation of

Indulgences, and the Congregation de propaganda
fide. The pope has regular nimcioe in the princi-

pal Roman Catholic capitals of Europe except Paris,

namely, in Munich, Vienna, Lisbon, Madrid, and
Brussels. The greatest public display of the Roman
hierarchy was made in the Lateran Coimcil of 1214

under Innocent III., and in the Vatican Council of

1870 under Pius IX.
8. Worship and Oeremonlas i These are embodied

in the Roman Missal, the Roman Breviary, and
other liturgical books for public and private devo-

tion (see Bbeviaby; Mibsal). The Roman Church
accompanies its members from the cradle to the

grave, receiving them into life by baptism, dismis-

sing them into the other world by extreme unction,

and consecrating all their important acts by the
sacramental mysteries and blessings. The worship

b a most elaborate S3rstem of ritualism, which ad-

dresses itself chiefly to the eye and the ear, and
draws all the fine arts into its service. Cathedrals,

altars, crucifixes, madonnas, pictures, statues, and
relics of saints, rich decorations, solemn processions,

operatic music, combine to lend to it great attrac-

tions for the common people and for culttired per-

sons of prevailing esthetic tastes, especially among
the Latin races. Yet it must be noted that con-

verts from Rome often swing to the opposite ex-

treme of utmost simplicity. In this communion
every day of the calendar b devoted to the memory
of one or more saints. The leading festivals are

Christmas, Easter, Pentecost, the feast of the Im-
maculate Conception, the Annimciation (Mar. 25),

Purification (Feb. 2), Assumption of the Virgin

Mary, All Saints, and All Souls (Nov. 1, 2; see

Feasts and Festivals). The weekly Sabbath is

not nearly as strictly observed in Roman Catholic

coimtries as in Great Britain and the United States.

Roman Catholic worship is the same all over the

world, even in language, the Latin being its sacred

organ, and the vernacular being used only for ser-

mons, which are subordinate. Its throne is the

altar, not the pulpit (which is usually built at one
side). It centers in the Blass (q.v.), and this is re-

garded as a real though unbloody repetition of the
atoning sacrifice of Christ on the cross. At the mo-
ment when the officiating priest pronounces the
words, " This is my body," the elements of bread
and wine are believed to be changed into the veiy
substance of the body and blood of our Savior; and
these are offered to God the Father for the sins of

the living and the dead in purgatory. The Reform-
ers saw in the mass a relapse into Judaism, a re-

fined form of idolatry, and a virtual denial of the
one sacrifice of Christ, who, '' by one offering hath
perfected forever them that are sanctified " (Heb.
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1. The
Founda*
tion.

z. 14). But Roman Catholics doiy the charge, and
reverently regard the maas as a dramatic com-
memoration and renewed applicaticm of the great

mystery of redemption, and the daily food of the

devout believer (on the Roman Catholic worship,

cf. the literature under Bbeviart; Mass; and
Misbal).

4. Hiatorj. The earliest record of a Christian

Church in Rome is given in Paul's Epistle to the

Romans (58 a.d). Though not founded by Peter or

Paul, it may possibly be traced to those '' strangers

of Rome, Jews, and proselytes," who
witnessed the Pentecostal miracle on
the birthday of the Christian Church
(Acts ii. 10). It is probably the oldest

church in the West, and acquired great distinction

by the martyrdom of Peter and Paul. The Vatican

Hill, where the chief of the apostles was crucified,

became the Calvary, and Rome the Jerusalem, of

Latin Christendom. The Roman martyrdom of

Paul b universally conceded. The sojourn of Peter

in Rome has been doubted by eminent Protestant

scholars, and it can not be proved from the New
Testament (imless '' Babylon " in I Pet. v. 13 be
understood figuratively of Rome); but it is so gen-

erally attested by the early Fathers, Greek as well

as Latin, that it must be admitted as a historical

fact, though Peter probably did not reach Rome
before 63 a.d., as there is no mention made of him
in tlbe Epistle to the Romans, or in Paul's Epistles

of the Roman captivity, written between 61 and 63.

The metropolitan position of the city, whose veiy

name means " power/' and which for so many cen-

turies had been the mistress of the world, together

with the wide-spread belief that Chiist (Matt. zvi.

18) had instituted a perpetual primacy of the

Church in the person of Peter and his successors in

office, supposed to be the bishops of Rome, are the

chief secondary causes of the rapid growth of that
congregation to the highest influence. It inherited

the ambition and prestige of empire, and simply
substituted the cross for the sword as the symbol of

power. For fifteen centuries the fortunes of Westr
em Christendom were bound up with the Roman
Church; and even now, in its old age, it is full of

activity everywhere, but especially in Protestant

coimtries, where it is stimulated by opposition.

Three stages may be distinguished in the develop-
ment of Roman Catholicism.

The age of ancient Greco-Latin Catholicism, from
the second to the eighth century, before the final

rupture of the Greek and Latin communions. This
is the common inheritance of all

Latin^ churches. It is the age of the Fathers,

Oatholiciam.^^ ^^ ecumenical creeds and councils,

and of Cliristian emperors. Many of

the leading features of Roman Catholicism, as dis-

tinct from Protestantism, are already found in the
second and third centuries, and have their roots in

the Judaizing tendencies combated by St. Paul.

The spirit of traditionalism, sacerdotalism, prelacy,

ceremonialism, asceticism, monasticism, was power-
fully at work in the East and the West, in tiie Ni-
oeoe and post-Nicene ages, and produced most of

ttfllB jbgbines, rites, and institutions which are to^m^^ "* *

'
* ^^ ^he Greek and Roman

churches. There are few dogmas and usages of

Romanism which may not be traced in embryo to

the Greek and Latin Fathers: hence the close re-

semblance of the Greek and Roman churches, not-

withstanding their rivalry and antagonism. But,

alongside of these Romanising tendencies, there are

found also, in the school of St. Augustine, the Evan-
gelical doctrines of sin and grace, which were, next

to the Bible, the chief propdling force of the Refor-

mation.

The age of Medieval Latin Catholicism, as dis-

tinct and separated from the Greek, extends from
Gregory I. (or from Chariemagne) to the Reforma-
tion (5QQ-1517). It is the missionary age of Ca-

tholicism among the Celtic and Teutonic races in

northern and central Europe. Here

?*zjf^*^ belong the conversion of the barbarians

Ohilat«n- ®^ Europe, imder the fostering care of

^^gg^
" the bishops of Rome; the growth of

papal absolutism, though in constant

conflict with the secular power, especially the Ger-

man empire; the scholastic theology, culminating

in the discussions of Anselm and the system of

Thomas Aquinas, and «^1<y> the various forms of

mysticism, represented by St. Bernard, Richard and
Hugo of St. Victor (qq.v.), and Eckhart, Tauler

(qq.v.), and other German mystics (see Mtbticism) ;

an imposing theocracy, binding all the nations of

Europe together, yet with strong elements of op-

position in its own communion, urging forward

toward a reformation in head and members. Here
occurred the Crusades (q.v.), lasting for two hun-

dred years (1096-1292), and here was bom the

Gothic type of architecture and were reared the im-

posing cathedrab of the continent and Great Brit-

ain. In this period belongs the revival of monas-

ticism in the rise of the mendicant orders, with

Francis of Assisi and Dominic of Spain (qq.v.) as

their foimders; and also the papal schism with

rival popes reigning in Rome and Avignon (1377-

1417). The Middle Ages cradled the Protestant

Reformation as well as the papal Counter-Reforma-

tion. Wyclif in England, Hus in Bohemia, Wessel

in Germany, Savonarola in Italy, the Waldenses,

the Bohemian Brethren, the Councils of Rsa, Con-

stance, and Basel (qq.v.), and the revival of letters

(see Humanism), prepared the way for the great

movement of the sixteenth century, which emanci-

pated Christendom from the spiritual bondage of

Rome.
The age of modem Romanism, dating from the

Reformation, or from the Coimcil of Trent (1563).

This is Roman Catholicism, in opposition not only

to the Greek Church, but to Evangel-

In some respects

it was an advance upon the Middle

Ages, and experienced great benefit from the Ref-

ormation. No Alexander VI., who was a monster
of wickedness, nor Julius II., who preferred the

sword to the staff, nor Leo X., who had more inter-

est in classical literature and art than in the Church,

could now be elected to the chair of St. Peter. No
such scandal as the papal schism, with two or three

rival popes cursing and excommunicating each

other, has disgraced the Church since the sixteenth

century. On the other hand, the papacy has given

4. Xodem .^^ Protestantism.
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formal sanction to those scholastic theories and
ecclesiastical traditions against which the Reform-
ers protested. It has also again and again expressly

condemned their doctrines, and, by claiming to be
infallible, made itself doctrinally irreformable. In

1816 the first condenmation of Bible societies was
issued by Pius VII., who declared them " a most
subtie invention for the destruction of the very
foundations of religion " (Mirbt, QudLen^ p. 347).

Pius IV. in 1564 expressly condemned all versions

of the Scriptures by heretical authors, i.e., Luther-

ans, Zwinglians, Ctdvinists, and the like.

In modem Romanism, again, two periods must
be distinguished, which are divided by the reign of

Pope Pius IX. (a) Tridentine Romanism is di-

rected against the principles of the Protestant Ref-

ormation, and fixed the dogmas of the rule of faith

(Scripture and tradition), original sin, justification

by faith and works, the seven sacra-

tin **d'
°^®'^*^» *^® sacrifice of the mass, purga-

Yatican ^^* invocation of saints, the venera-

Bomanism. ^^^ °^ relics, and indiilgences. The
" Old Catholics " (q.v.), who seceded

in 1S70 and were exconmiunioated, took their stand
first on the Coimcil of Trent, in opposition to the

Council of the Vatican, and charged the latter with
apostasy and corruption; although in fact, and as

viewed from the Protestant standpoint, the one is

only a legitimate, logical development of the other.

(6) Vatican Romanism is directed against modem
infidelity (rationalism), and against liberal Catholi-

cism (Gallicanism) within the Roman Church itself.

It created, or rather brought to full maturity and
exclusive authority, two new dogmas and two cor-

re^wnding heresies,—concerning the Virgin Mary,
and the power and infallibility of the Roman pon-
tiff, questions left tmsettled by the Council of Trent.

Gallicanism flourished in France during the golden
age of its literature, and was formulated by Bos-
suet in the famous articles of Galilean liberties; but,

since the restoration of the order of Jesuits in 1814,

the Ultramontane school, which defends papal ab-

solutism, has gradually gained the ascendency, and
secured a complete triumph—^first in 1864, when
Pius IX. proclaimed the immaculate conception of

the Virgin Mary to be a dogma of faith; and in the

Vatican Council in 1870, which declared the pope
to be infallible. The same pope, in 1864, issued the
'* Syllabus of Errors,"—an infallible official docu-
ment, which arrays the papacy in open war against

modem civilization and civil and religious freedom.

The reign of Pius DC. (q.v.) was very eventful in

the history of the papacy: it marked the height of

g p^ , its pretensions and the logical comple-

i^meJ^TTT / tion of its doctrinal system, but also

Pins JL^
' ^^ ^^'^ ^^ '^ temporal power. On the

very day after the passage of the papal

infallibility dogma (July 18, 1870), Napoleon III.,

the chief political and military supporter of the

pope, declared war against Protestant Prussia (July

19), withdrew his troops from Rome, and brought

upon imperial France utter defeat and contributed

to the rise of the new German Elmpire with a Prot-

estant bead, and the downfall of the temporal power
oC the papacy. Victor Enmianuel, supported by
the Tote of the people, marched into Rome, fulfilled

the dream of centuries by making it the capital of

free and united Italy, and confined the pope to the

Vatican and to a purely ecclesiastical jurisdiction

(Sept. 20, 1870). History has never seen a more
sudden and remarkable revulsion. The rule of Pitis

IX., lasting thirty-one years, broke the tradition

that no pontificate would exceed that of Peter, said

to have lasted twenty-five years. His successor,

Leo XIII. (q.v.), who gained the respect of all West-
em Christendom by his culture and character,

walked in the way of his predecessors in again de-

nouncing Protestantism as the " Lutheran rebel-

lion, whose evil virus goes wandering about in al-

most all the nations " (Encyclical, Aug. 1, 1897)

and in exalting the scholastic theology by formally

pronouncing Thomas Aquinas the standard theo-

logian of the Roman Catholic Church and the pa-
tron of Roman Catholic schools {Mtemi pafyris,

Aug. 4, 1879). He also took an almost impossible

position against Biblical scholarship in pronoimcing
the passage about the three witnesses, I John v. 7,

genuine (Jan. 15, 1897). His successor, Pius X.
(q.v.), in his encyclical Pascendi gregiSf 1907, has
tiJcen a position against all freedom of Biblical and
theological discussion by condemning Modernism
(q.v.), forbidding all meetings of the cleigy for the-

ological discussion except in rarest cases and imder
severe restrictions, and ordering the appointment of
" councils of vigilance " in every diocese to condenm,
without giving reasons, all writings and teachings

containing the scent of " Modernism." He has

also shown his retrograde policy by forbidding

women to sing in churches and limiting church
music to the Gregorian chant. Both these popes
have been as emphatic as was Pius IX., who made
Alphonso da Liguori a doctor of the Church, in as-

cribing to the invocation of Mary infinite efficacy,

and in calling upon the Roman Catholic world to

pray to her.

The history of the Roman Church during the

nineteenth century shows the remarkable fact that

it has lost on its own groimd, especially in Italy,

France, and Spain, but gained large accessions on
foreign soil, especially in England, by the secession

of Cardinal Newman, Cardinal Manning, and 400
Anglican clergymen, and, by immigration, from Ire-

land, in the United States, and, to mention a small

district, Geneva. Pius IX. reestablished the Ro-
man Catholic hierarchy in England in 1850 and in

Holland in 1853, and Leo XIII. in Scotland, 1878.

On the other hand, this gain has been more than
neutralized by the Old Catholic secession in Germany
and Switzerland, under the lead of Drs. DdUinger,

Reinkens, and von Schulte, and other eminent
Catholic scholars, whose learning and conscience

did not permit them to submit to the Vati-

can decrees of 1870 (see Old Cathoucb), and the
Loa von Rom (q.v.) movement in Aiistria, and by a
growing spirit of enlightened Biblical discussicKi

within the church by such men as Loi£y of France
and Father Tyrrell of England.

P. SCHAPPf. D. S. SCHAFF.
For the Roman Catholic Church in different lands

apart from the United States and the Uniates (for

which see below) see the articles on the separate

countries.
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IL Unlate Churches.—1. In 0«n«ral: Rome has
been successful in winning away from all the

churches of the orient greater or (more generally)

smaller fragments and subjecting them to obedience

to itself. In corporate f<Min, though
"5^** ^ individual cases imder circimistances

^'^* which it is not profitable to follow out
in detail, native churches in Europe, Asia, and
Africa have submitted to affiliation with Rome, and
so in the peculiar sense which that church attaches

to the word " Catholic " have gained the right to

apply the term to themselves. Officially these

churches are spoken of as having their own '* rite."

As opposed to the " Latin " rite the rites of the

Uniates are said to be four in number, the Greek,

Armenian, Syrian, and Coptic. But there are with-

in these divisions, apart from the Armenian, sub-

divisions which are made partly upon national

groimds and partly upon the bases of customs of

cultus or of speech. The term '* rite " b according

to Latin usage broader than in common accepta-

tion. Commonly the word denotes the form of

cultus, the usages of the church in its celebrations,

while the Latin sense includes eveiy kind of eccle-

siastical custom and also descent or derivation.

Everywhere it may be said that a rite is '' intro-

duced," so that a " rite " may spring up anywhere;
but ecclesiastically a rite must represent a tradi-

tion. The expression is akin to that conveyed by
" discipline," and so may include the idea of or-

ganisation, but must exclude that of theory. The
Roman Church distinguishes between ordinances

of divine right and those of human right. What
is not of divine right is freer in its nature, over it

the Church exercises jurisdiction. To the sphere

of divine right belong dogma and the sacrament.

Hence every dogmatic teaching, everything that

belongs to the " essentials," must be taken into rec-

ognition where the " Catholic " church is. " Rite "

includes the external usages, customs, ordinances,

and institutions which are in the sphere of ** human
right " and are consequently not necessarily uni-

form throughout the Church. Even in the sacra-

ment what is not of its essence is ** rite." Hence
Rome suffers as a condition of affiliation, where in-

sistence upon the Latin rite would raise serious op-
position, the waiving of externals, provided that

submission is made to its dogma and " all " the

sacraments are admitted. Since 1870 one of the
requirements is acceptance of papal infallibility.

In the orient dogma lives in the celebration; what
is not lituigically expressed is dogmatically irrele-

vant; conversely, there is seen in the permission of

individual mysterious usages a cheapening of the

customary special teachings. The oriental churches
are generally ready to grant that other churches
may have a charism. Their demands in the matter
of propaganda and union are small. Having due
regard to the protection of their forms of cultus,

they are easily able to make approach to other

churches and therefrom receive leadership. Forms
of jurisdiction vary among oriental Christians.

The same councils which established " divine eccle-

siastical law " are recognized as ecumenical in the
East as in Rome. These churches even concede a
kind of primacy to the Roman bishop, according to

their own definition of it. Hence a sort of superi-

ority may be conceded by the orientals to the
Latin Church, which the latter may wield in a
way not to displease. Again, the latter may
waive the Latin rite in virtue of its own reception

as ruler and of the pope as the highest " regent."

Until 1870 illusions niight be cherished respecting

the character of the Roman primacy. Since then
no union has been effected, nor is any likely to

occur.

A certain measure of theological, though not of

juristic, importance attaches still to the confession

of faith submitted, in accordance with the proposal

of Clement VI. in 1267, to Gregory X. (q.v.) at the
Council of Lyons in 1274 by the Em-

». Acts of
J, Michael Palrologus (cf. H. Den-

18^1606.'^°^' Snckiridum ^ymbolarHm et de-

finitionum . . . , no. UX., WOrs-
burg, 1900). It agreed to the fiUoque, the Roman
doctrine of the sacraments and purgatory, and,

above all, in blimt form, to the papal primacy.

Over against this document is to be noted the reser-

vation of the Decreium unionis of Florence in 1439,

proclaimed in the bull LceterUur cadi of Eugenius
IV. In this latter there appears as assured to the
Roman Church only the recognition of the '' right

"

of its dogmatic position, particularly so far as litur-

gical forms were concerned; the fiUoque was recog-

nised as lawfully and rationally added to the creed,

but the Greeks were not obligated to embody it;

transubstantiation was practically admitted, though
not in explicit terms, and the controversy over
leavened or imleavened bread was regarded as deal-

ing with non-essentials, each church being per-

mitted to follow its own custom. The matter of

puigatory and of the value of masses for the dead
was " ddBned," as was the papal power of ruling

and governing the whole Church universal (Den-
singer, ut sup., no. LXXIU.; A. Hefele, ConcUien-

geachichUf vii. 724; see also Ferraba-Florencs,
Council of). Witii the bull LceterUur cadi as the
basis of the expected union of the whole Greek
Church, or at least of certain fragments of it,

Eiigenius could issue two further decrees of union,

the ExuUats Deo of 1439 having reference to the
Armenians, and the Cantate Domino concerning the
Jacobites (Demdnger, ut sup., LXXIH., B and C).

The result of these last was only partial success, as
in the case of the Greeks. A bridf of Leo X. (q.v.)

issued in 1521 confirmed to the Greeks not only
their cultic forms and usages, but also their hier-

archy. The bull Magnus Dominua of 1595 of dem-
ent VIII. simply renewed the formula of Ferrara-

Florence and laid the basis for the Ruthenian union,

and the bull Decet Romanoe ponHficea of 1596 fol-

lowed, having relation to the hierarchy of the new
church.

The relation of Benedict XIV. to union b of espe-
cial importance; through the bull Etsi paaiaraUe oC
1742 he regulated the connection of the so-ealled

Italo-Greeks in Italy, and through the

^^SSn buU Demandatam ccdiiua he dealt with

aitarifioa ^^® patriarchs and bishops of the^^
Mdchites (q.v.). By the buU Inter

plures of 1744 he extended the conditions of ih&
preceding bull to the Ruthenians, a process carried
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Btni farther, to the " oriental Church/' by Leo XIII.

in the bull OrierUalxutn digniiaa of Nov., 18M. In

1755 Benedict XIV. confirmed formally the cor-

rectness of certain " rites." Pius IX. also has sig-

nificance here because of his two briefs of 1862,

Romam pontificea and AmanUssimuSf creating a
central institution to deal with the churches of the

oriental rite, vis., the Congregatio de propaganda
fide pro negotus ritus orientalis. He thought it time

to go farther into the matter of introducing " re-

forms " and organic changes in the hierarchical re-

lations of the oriental churches; hence there issued

the bull Reverwrus in 1867 referring to the Arme-
nians and the Cum ecdesiaatica of 1869 to the
'* Chaldeans." But of all the popes Leo XUI. was
most earnest in his efforts for union. He wooed the

orioitals incessantly, and employed to the full

measures of organisation in order to strengthen the

Uniate churches and to enlaige them by accessions

(cf. L. K. Goets, Leo XIIL, pp. 221 sqq., Gotha,

1800). He followed the example of certain of his

predecessors in establishing colleges for the educa-

tion of the priesthood to serve among the Uniates,

carrying this movement out not only in Rome but
also in Constantinople and Athens. Among the

subjects which appeared in the encyclical PrcBdara

grahilatiams, issued at his episcopal jubilee in 1804,

which he said lay near to his heart, appeared that

of union. He promised the orientals both for him-
self and his successors that there should be no de-

duction from the rights, patriarchal privileges, or

the ritual customs of each church, and this was in

legal form confirmed by the bull OrienUdium dig-

nUa$ already mentioned. He listened with patience

to the complaints of the orientals concerning the

persecutions which they had suffered, notwithstand-

ing the consideration due them because of their

long-established freeddm. He was clever enough
and great enough to censure the attempts at Latin-

isation which were made; while he did not recall

the Latin patriarchates of the orient, he limited

the seal which was being exercised in making
" Latins *' of the orientab.

Were these intentions carried out fully in papal

policy, the essential aspect of the Uniates would by
no means be that of Iloman Catholicism. It is wdl
remarked by Loofs (Symbolikf vol. i., Tabingen,

1002) that the non-use of Latin is not the only

privilege left to the Uniates. They have their own
liturgies and a series of festivals peculiar to them-
selves; while they must recognise the saints of the

Roman Church they do not celebrate the days sa-

cred to these saints, and of the celebrations of the

Western Church they have actually taken in only

Corpus Christi; their monasticism has not the great

diversity of that of the West, there being in most
regions only the Basilian and the Antonian orders,

to which may be added that of the Mekhitarists

(q.v.) in Venice and A^enna; and above all they

retain in slightly modified form their own ecclesias-

tical law and church discipline. Indeed, it may be
said that the Western-Roman type of piety could

not in any case be made to grow in these churches;

for eastern piety is depend^t upon other factors

than sheer dogma and external connection with

Rome.

8. The Individual TTniate Ohurches: The entire

number of Uniates may amount to five and a half

millions. Varied groupings may be made according
to the principle employed. One method has al-

ready been given above (1, § 1), depending upon the
" rite." Another is based upon the method of or-

ganisation, resulting in three groups: (1) those

which have their own '' rite " only in a subordinate

sense, and have not a separate hierarchy, being

under Latin bishops, of whom are the Greeks in

Italy, the few Biilgarians and Abyssinians, a part

of the Armenians, and the so-called Thomas Chris-

tians (see Nestobians); (2) those which have thdr
own bishops and sometimes a metropolitan, espe-

cially in Austria-Hungary; (3) the patriarchates

of the East. It must always be borne in mind that

there is a difference in the conception of ecclesias-

tical law in the Roman Church as applied to " prov-

inces of the apostolic see " and " mission lands,"

making it necessary to have in mind the organisa-

tion in force in the latter. The details regarding

the Uniate churches are under the Congregation de
propaganda fide. A practical method which wiU be

followed in this article is to consider the churches

in their geographical order.

In Europe the Uniate churches are oldest in their

connection with the Roman Catholic Church and
have attained the closest union. The Italo-Oreeks

(cf. KL, vi. 1133-41) consist of isolated

1. In groups scattered throughout the king-
Bnrope; Bu- Jom. There are more compact groups
thenians, ^ Calabria and Sicily, and the total

J^^^Jj^JJ'number is about 60,000. A source of

'knowledge b the bull Etn pcuitoralU,

referred to above. Though these Greeks are under

Latin bishops as ordinaries, yet there are special

bishops who administer consecration to the priests.

The Uniate churches of Austria-Hungary include

Rutnenians, Rumanians, and Armenians. The first

two belong to the Greek rite. Of the Bathanians
there are now only renmants, comparatively speak-

ing, though they are still the most nimierous of all

the Uniates, three millions in Galicia and half a
million in Hungary. The churches which use the

Old Slavic have a complete independent organisa-

tion in Galicia with archbishopric (established 1807),

with Halics as see city, and two suffragan bishop-

rics, Prsemysl and Stanislau. In Hungary there

are two bishoprics, Munkacs and Eperies, these

being under the Latin primate, the archbishop of

Gran. There is also an afliliated Servian bishopric

in Himgary, that of Kreutz in Croatia under the

Latin archbishop of Agram, representing about

25,000. This was an independent eparchy imder

Maria Theresa. It may be classed under the Ru-
thenians, since all the Slavic churches use the same
ecclesiastical language, and the Uniates use this

written in the same alphabet, the GlagoUtic; the
" Orthodox," or, as the Roman Catholics express

it, the non-Catholic or ** schismatic " churches use

this language, but written with a different alphabet

called the Cyrillian. The Ruthenians are among the

peoples who have not yet come into their rights in

history. They first bore the name " Riissian," and
in Kief possessed the first metropolis of the E^ast

Slavs; even yet in Russia they are known as
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Ukrains or Little RussiaiiB, and altogether they

number about 30,000,000. After the Tatar inva-

sion in the thirteenth century, their land fell partly

to the Poles and partly to the Lithuanians, and
after the union of the two kingdoms (1385) to the

Poles. They were an unsafe dement in this king-

dom so long as they remained " orthodox." Par-

ticularly after ** Great Russia " had won in Moscow,
by the elevation of the metropolitanate into a pa-

triarchate, a new center and new ^lat, there existed

a great danger for the Poles. So there arose from
political motives a movement for a union between
the Ruthenians and Rome. The metropolitan of

Kief, Michael Rahosa (Ragosa), found Uiem only

externally pliant; his successors, Hypatius Pociej

(1600-13) and Velamin Rutski (1613-37), were the

more eager; though in fact the negotiations had
been completed at the Synod of Brest in 1596, yet

actual union did not eventuate till the middle of

the seventeenth century, the dioceses of Lemberg
and Luzk, however, not coming in till 1700 and
1702. This union affected essentially that part of

the kingdom which eventually fell to Austria. The
Ruthenians have often complained of what they
have had to endure at the hands of Latin bishops,

and in Galicia complaints continue on both political

and ecclesiastical groimds. Even in Russia the

Ruthenians suffer imder disabilities as a separate

nationality, and consequently the Orthodox Church
has little real attraction for them.
The church of the Bnmanians exists only in Him-

gary, especially in Transylvania, and it may be
traced biwk into the seventeenth century. The in-

cidents of its changing history are not without in-

terest. It was in connection with the Rumanians
that the idea of ** personal dioceses " first arose,

under which it is possible to have several bishops

(for the separate " rites ") at the same place, and
of course the occasion was the existence in the same
region of churches having separate rites, etc. This
church came to possess its own ecclesiastical lan-

guage first in the seventeenth century. At present

it possesses an independent metropolitan at Fo-
garas in Transylvania, and three suffragans at

Lugos, Grosswardein, and Szamos-Uvjar, and its ad-

herents nimiber about a million. For the church
of the Armenians there is an archbishopric at Lem-
berg, and a very large community at Vienna, and the

Armenians of Venice belong in this communion also.

The adherents number only about 5,000. The Mek-
hitarists (q.v.) are an important order of this branch.

The changes in fortune in the Ruthenian Church
were, as already seen, closely connected with the

Polish kingdom. At times it seemed as though this

church would be coextensive with the
2. InBuaalajjingdom. The Polish Latin clei^

_*JJt was exceedingly zealous to transform

the union into annexation and to re-

duce the independent hierarchy to complete de-

pendence; on the other hand, the Poles were po-
litically too strong to permit the quashing of the

independence attained. But in Kief there was
established alongside of the Ruthenian or Latin an
" Orthodox " (i.e., Greek) metropolitanate as early

as 1620, and the political power of the Poles could

not hinder the perpetuation of this ** schismatic
"

series of bishops, the most noted of whom was Pe-

trus Mogilas (q.v.). After a great part of the re-

gion had been absorbed by Russia, Kief remaining

in Poland but becoming ecclesiastically insignifi-

cant, this place was established firmly as a Uniate

metropolitanate. Meanwhile, in 1775, 1793, 1795,

and 1815 successive parts of Poland were incorpo-

rated in Russia, and in Prussia there was absorbed

the Uniate diocese of Suprasl (1807). It became a
settled policy of Russia to recover the Ruthenians
for the Greek Church; the measures of Catharine

II. were direct and restrained by no scruples, and
she endeavored to have the see of Kief done away
with entirely. It is reported that she recovered for

the Greek Church no less than 8,000,000 Ruthe-
nians, though she still suffered the archbishopric of

Polotsk to continue. The next rulers, Paul I. and
Alexander I., were in comparison tolerant, and the

Uniates, especially in the northern Lithuanian dis-

tricts, were reorganised. But Nicholas I. resumed
the policy of Catharine, and by 1839 brought it

about that the Uniates in Russia proper '' volun-

tarily " asked to be received into the Greek Chiurch.

In 1875 the relatively small diocese of Chelm, which
imtil then remained in the ranks of the Uniates,

was also received into the national church, and this

ended the existence of a Uniate Church in Russia.

The '' Easter decree " of 1905 issued by Nicholas

II., which proclaimed freedom as to worehip in the

empire, apparently put it within the power of those

who have secretly remained Uniates in sentiment

to go over to Rome; but as yet there is no recog-

nition of a Roman Catholic Church with the Greek
rite in Russia. There are, however, scattered Uni-

ates in Russia, belonging to the Armenian rite, and
these are under a Latin vicariate.

Tlie only Uniates to be considered in Turkey in

Europe are those in the Balkan peninsula, and they

are in small groups, considered as belonging to the
'' missions." There appeared to be hope for union

so long as they were politically under an alien gov-

ernment and ecclesiastically dependent upon the

ecumenical patriarchate. In 1860 a movement
toward union was begun, but it was too eneigetically

pushed by Pius DC., and it died out, especially after

the foundation of the ** Bulgarian exarchate " in

1872. Bulgarians have been ever since their con-

version (see BuLQARiANS, CoNVEBSioN OF thb) an
object of hope to the Roman Catholic Church, and
as continually a disappointment. Leo XIII. in

1883 divided the '' United Church of the Bulga-

rians " into three apostolic vicariates; but the adher-

ents do not exceed in number 15,000. In Constan-

tinople there are a nimiber of Uniate Armenians
and Melchites.

The Uniate churches in Asia and Africa have
especial historical and legal interest owing to the
fact that they are organised as patriarchates. But

the measure of independence of the
8. In AaiA

xjniate patriarchs with reference to

AMoa. *^® P^P® ^®® ^^ obscurity. The Ro-
man Church is prepared to protect the

old ecclesiastical rank and rights in definite meaa-
ure so far as they are involved in the title of patri-

arch. The chief characteristic of this eccleaastical

order is that the patriarchs have the right to name
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their suffragans and may call specific synods (cf

.

P. mnschius, Daa Kirchenrecht, i. 538 sqq., 562
sqq., Berlin, 1869). There are six Uniate patri-

archates as follows: (1) Patriarchatiis Cilici» Ar-

meoonim. This has had its home in Constantinople

sinoe 1862, and claims fourteen churches and about
16,000 adherents; the Armenian-Catholic communi-
ties in Russian Armenia and in the non-European
dominions of the Sultan bebng to this patriarchate.

The title indicates the origin of the church among
Qlidan and Syrian Armenians (until 1867 the
patriarch resided in the Lebanon). Under the

patriarch are nineteen dioceses, but the total num-
ber of souls in his jurisdiction can not much exceed

100,000. (2) There are three Antiochian patri-

archates: (a) Patrlarchatos Antiochenus Or«co-
Mekhitamm. This includes the Uniate Greek nar
tionals of the Turkish empire. The largest number
are in Syria. The Melchites are organised in fifteen

dioceses and number about 120,000 souls, (b)

Patriarchatos Antiochenus Syro-llaronitanim. This
represents the most compact Uniate church of

tfafi orient, most of its adherents living in Leba-
non. It is organised with eight or nine dioceses,

and the number of adherents is about 250,000.

(c) The Patriarchatos Antk>cheau8 Syromm con-

sists of a fragment of the Jacobites (q.v.). The
patriarch resides in Mardin (near Diarbekr on the
upper Tigris), and governs nine dioceses with per-

haps 20,000 adherents. The inclusion of the name
of Antioch in the title of these three patriarchates

probably indicates a historical tradition of connec-

tion with that city. (3) The Patriarchatus Chal-

daomm Babylonensts represents a Uniate church
won from the Nestorians (q.v.). The patriarch,

with Mosul as see city, is at the head of eleven

dioceses, and the estimates of adherents range from
40,000 to 70,000. They present an attractive sub-

ject for the historian on account of their past. The
erection of a sixth Uniate patriarchate is due to

the measures of Leo XIII., and is known as Patri-

archatiis Alexandrinus Coptorum. The seat of

the patriarch is Cairo, and he has two dioceses; the

nimiber of adherents is in doubt, but does not ex-

ceed 21,000. In addition to the foregoing there are

to be taken into account the Abyssinians and
Thomas Christians (see Nestorians). The niunber
of the first who are in afl&liation with Rome is very
small and they are under a resident vicar. Leo
Xm. in 1887 established for the Thomas Christians

three Vicariatus apostolid Syro-Malabarorum, the

vicars using the Syrian rite, and the vicar-general

having a council from the people to act as his ad-

visers. The number of Thomas Christians involved

here is about 100,000. (F. Kattenbusch.)

t UL In America: By the conversion of the in-

habitants of Greenland early in the eleventh cen-

tury (see Egeds, Hans, § 2), Chiistian-

z. Early ity was first established in the western

Work in hemisphere. To the people of Iceland

Greenland (q.v.), which is situated in both hemi-
and spheres, the Gospel had been preached

Icelaiid. long before. The first incumbent of the

bishopric of Gardar, in Greenland, was
appointed in the year 1112, and thereafter, until

1492, there was a succession of bishops of Greenland

and A^neland (cf. Gams, Series episcaporum, p. 334).
As shown by the sagas, one of those ecclesiastics,

Bishop Eric, sailed in quest of Vineland in the year
1121, but of his having found it there is no mention.
In the sagas now extant there is no evidence that
any church was ever built in Vineland. It is only
known that the Norsemen who visited that country
were Christians. It is almost certain that the region
in which they traded for centuries was within the
present limits of the Atlantic States. No memorials
of Norse activity have ever been found in America,
and the discovery of any is hardly to be expected, for

those intrepid mariners were simply traders or at
most but the sojourners of a few seasons. The
skraelings or natives appear not to have been influ-

enced by the religion or the civilization of their visi-

tors. In the very year that Columbus discovered
Americsi, Pope Alexander VI. confirmed the last

bishop appointed to the see of Gardar. After a long
struggle for existence that lonely outpost of Chris-

tianity was abandoned.
When Spain discovered the New World, her pop-

ulation, diminished by centuries of warfare, could
not have exceeded 6,500,000. Never-

2. In theless, she endeavored to achieve what
BraziL no nation has ever attempted. Amid

the wildernesses of mighty continents
and in vast archipelagos the Spaniards sought to
civilise innumerable races of whom even the most
advanced had scarcely attained to the upper stages
of barbarism. In Brazil (q.v.), where the Jesuits

and other Portiiguese missionaries engaged in work
similar to that undertaken by the Spanish friars,

the aborigines were, if possible, still more degraded.
In many parts of that vast coimtry the practise of

cannibalimn was conunon. It was on this foundation
that the first Christian missionaries were compelled
to begin the civilization of two continents. For
more than 2,000 miles along the Brazilian coast all

the natives were brought imder the superintendence
of missionaries. They were taught to know God,
to comprehend something of the universal laws of

morality, and in many other ways prepared for civil-

ization. Joseph Anchieta, who labored among them
for forty-four years, composed a Brazilian granunar
and also a dictionary of that dialect. The canticles

prepared by him replaced the indecent songs of the

natives, ^tonio Vieyra, an author and statesman,

continued in the succeeding century the splendid

work of Anchieta. In districts from which Portu-

guese soldiers had been expelled the zealous mis-

sionaries established themselves. In this noble work
the Franciscans and the Dominicans were also en-

gaged. At one time the Jesuits in South America
nimibered 1,700. Their number is not to be ascribed,

however, to the pleasures of an apostolic career.

In his History of Brazil (part I., 2d ed., pp. 320,

321, London, 1810), Robert Southey states that in

the year 1570 sixty-nine missionaries set sail for

South America in Portuguese vessels, and encoun-

tered the British and French (Huguenot) pirates

off the coast of Brazil and were put to death. Mis-

sionaries had also been attacked by the Dutch.
Even Portuguese merchants, with whose slave-trade

they interfered, misrepresented the missionaries in

Lisbon and in 1573 hundreds of them were deported
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and for eighteen years were allowed to languish in

Portiiguese prisons. After the expulsion of the mis-

sionaries the industries established by them were
soon in ruins. The prosperity of the ooimtry was
destroyed, slavery was easily revived, and vice and
drunkenness became general. Notwithstanding this

succession of calamities it was estimated that in

1856 there were 800,000 domesticated Tndians in

Brazil.

With some modifications this outline of mission-

ary activity in Brazil will serve for a sketch of early

Spanish America. Eveiywhere there

3. In Other was the same apostolic zeal, the same
Parts of enlightened missionary methods, the
South same miraculous success, and the same

America, fatal interference by government. In
the Cordilleras, where no Spanish army

had ever penetrated, a successful college was estab-

lished by the missionaries. Indeed, the educational

progress of Spanish America was remarkable. The
late Prof. Edward Gaylord Bourne, of Yale, says that

the efficiency of Spanish colonial academies in the

sixteenth century was not equaled in the United
States until the nineteenth century was well ad-

vanced (Spain in America, p. 310, New York, 1906).

Long before the humane Quakers, of Pennsylvania,

began their agitation for the abolition of slavery a
South American Jesuit had denounced it. Whoi
guilty traders brought their human caigoes from
Guinea or Angola, Blessed Peter Claver consoled the

wretched negroes on their arrival in Cartagena.

From the experience of Brazil the Due de Choiseul

had learned nothing. He, too, attempted to get
along without missionaries and endeavored to de-

velop Guiana along economic lines of his own. Per-

haps no political philosopher has ever surpassed

this particular act in stupidity. When he had ban-
ished the priests, the Indians fled to the forests and
his colony was practically destroyed. Prosperity

returned with the restoration of the missionaries.

The economist Rae, quoted byJohn Stuart Mill, gives

an interesting account of the celebrated Jesuit mis-

sions of Paraguay. For winning savages to the ways
of civilization they appear to have been ideal, but,

like those established elsewhere in South America,
they, too, were destroyed by government interfer-

ence. After the conqueror came the missionary.

Everywhere civilization was sustained by the priests,

and when they were expelled it began ever3rwhere

to decline. The political science of a later day seems
to have regarded as antiquated the custom of adopt-
ing an enlightened system of taxation to obtain a
revenue for government and instead to have relied

chiefly upon confiscation. From the effects of this

new system of economics and from the selfish oppo-
sition to religion many parts of South America have
never completely recovered. In favored regions,

however, it is even now in the vanguard of civiliza-

tion, and almost everywhere there are evidences of

improvement. So rapid is the succession of changes
in that part of the globe that descriptions written
a decade ago are no longer correct.

It has already been stated that the contact of

Norse Roman Catholics with the natives of Vine-
land had no lasting consequences. Roman Catho-
lics did not revisit that country imtil 1497, when

John Cabot's expedition traced the eastern out-
line of North America. In the knowledge of the
New World brought to Europe by these Englishmen

there b something of the vagueness of

4. Bzplora- the sagas. Whoi England resumed the
tk>n. work of exploration, her rulers had be-

come Protestant. Her claims to this

continent were based, however, upon the discovery
and exploration encouraged by Henry VU., her last

great Roman Catholic l^ig. After the Cabots the
Spanish navigators explored the Atlantic seaboard
from Nova Sa>tia to Cape Horn and from Magellan's
Strait northward to the Oregon coimtiy. They also

explored Mexico and much of what is now the south-
western part of the United States. In the extension

of geographical knowledge the Portuguese had few
rivals; even in the New World they were distin-

guished explorers. The French, too, were interested

in discovery, exploration, and settlement. That
nation, however, confined its activity chiefly

to the coimtry of the St. Lawrence, tibe region

of the Great Lakes, and the great basin of the
Mississippi.

From the preceding it b clear that with the dis-

covery and the laiger exploration of An[ierica, the
Protestant states of Europe had nothing whatever
to do. With the settlement and development of
the northern continent the matter b quite different.

In the territory now comprised in the United States

so great was the activity and success of the people
of non-Catholic nations that Roman Catholics are
not popularly regarded as having been among the
founders of ^lis republic.

Of those colonies that were destined to form the
United States, Maryland alone was settled byRoman
Catholics. Though they were in a minority at the

outset and in every later stage of its

5. The development, they shaped its policy as
Colonies completely as if they had been the only
of North people in that part of oiu* planet. From
America, the beginning all its inhabitants en-

jo3red religious liberty. It was not,

however, until Apr., 1649, that there was passed the
famous act of toleration. William Claiborne had
already invaded the province and it then seemed
necessary to enact into law the objective fact of free-

dom of worship. When religious strife had once
begun, it was not easy to restore tranquillity. In-
deed, imtil the era of independence Roman Catho-
lics were the victims of gross discrimination. On
the subject of the first establishment of religious

toleration in the United States, contat>versy may
wax and wane, but it is not probable that there will

ever be found for that honor any person with a
title so clear as that of Geoiige Calvert. In Penn-
sylvania and in other conununities Roman CatJiolics

wiere also to be found. However, they formed only
a very small part of the population, and the chron-
icles of the time tell little concerning their numbers,
their social status, or their contributions to the in-
tellectual life of the colonies. It has been estimated
that at the time of the Revolution they numbered
about 25,000. Though the Roman Catholic popula-
tion of the United States was small at the time of
the War of the Revolution, members of that faith
were numerous on all its borders and everywhere
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they were either neutral or friendly. Whea Colonel

GeoTgie Rogers Clark was engaged in the winning of

the West, two Roman Catholic companies from the

Illinois country joined his gallant battalion of Vir-

ginians; a priest, Pierre Gibaulty acted as his recruit-

ing officer at Kaskaskia and his treasuiy was
strengthened by the loan of one Francois Vigo. In
case of disaster darkknew that he could find a haven
of refuge with the Spaniards beyond the Mississippi.

The Spaniards of New Orleans, too, were friendly

from the beginning of the war for independence.
This friendship was confirmed when, in 1779, Spain
declared an independent war on England. Though
the policy of Spain seemed hesitant, she finally

loaned a considerable sum to the yoimg republic.

In the United Provinces were elements friendly to

America, but none more so than the Roman Catho-
lics. The friendship of Spain and of the United
Provinces, however, was completely overshadowed
by the generous assistance of France. So much so,

indeed, that their services are not popularly known.
A very few Roman Catholics took sides with Eng-
land, but there was probably no Christian church
unrepresented in the ranks of the American loyalists.

Roman Catholics were to be found in the army, in

the navy, and in the halls of legislation. In all the
later wars they have not been less loyal than in the
struggle for independence. Those who were not
qualified for military or naval service, the faithful

and patient sisters, rendered services not less useful

in a multitude of hospitab. In vain might
one scan the pages of our history for any
complete narrative of the nurses of the Civil War.
The veterans of that conflict, however, cherish

a vivid recollection of the fine services of those

gentle heroines.

At an early date the Roman Catholic Church in

the United States began to receive accessions from
immigration. These came chiefly from

6u Accsssion Europe and because of the operation

bjimmi- of a variety of causes. Multitudes have
(ration, come from Germany, Ireland, Poland,

Austria, Italy, Portugal, and Canada.
In some instances they were driven hither by op-

pressive laws; in others they came to escape relig-

ious discrimination, and in many cases to avoid
militaiy service. The expectation of enjoying po-
litical liberty and industrial prosperity was not
the least powerful of the causes that have attracted

settlers to this favored nation. In shaping these

multitudes for citizenship many forces have op-

erate. One of the most important agencies in

making homogeneous this variety of ethnical ele-

ments has been the Roman Catholic Church. To
this end the influence of priests and prelates has
tended constantly. The services in this field of such

leaders as Archbishops Carroll and Hughes, Bishop
F.nglfmH and Father Hecker, Archbi^op Ireland

and Cardinal Gibbons (qq.v.), is a mattea* of com-
mon knowledge. The list of patriotic clergymen,

from the Revolution to the Civil War, could be ex-

tended indefinitely. Only typical examples will be
gjven.

To the political institutions that they assisted

!ti founding, Roman Catholics have been xealously

attached. Indeed, Charles Carroll of CarroUton, the

public representative of their faith whom they hold
in highest esteem, was an honored signer of the Dec-
laration of Independence. They also cherish the
memory of Daniel Carroll, one of the framers of the
Constitution. Of that instrument Chief Justice

Taney was one of the ablest expounders. In a de-

mocracy an exponent of social authority is needed,

and the Roman Catholic Church supplies that need.

To regard Roman Catholicism as a sort of police

power, however, is puerile. It is infinitely more
than that.

It is greatly to be regretted that, as yet, no satis-

factory narrative exists of the servicjes rendered by
the Roman Catholic Church to the

7. Services Indians of the United States. In its

to Indians natiu^ that work is not spectacular

and and many a noble deed has passed

Negroes, without observation. This is a phase

of activity for which it will never be
necessary to apologise and a theme that is likely

some day to attract some competent historical

scholar. Few achievements of the Roman Catholic

Church or, for that matter, of any other church,

are more praiseworthy than the services to the

Indians. The Roman Catholic Church has been criti-

cized for alleged indifference to the negro. Doubt-
less more could have been done for him. Neverthe-

less, the negro had friends among Roman Catholics,

and a scrutiny of the Ust of anti-slavery men would
discover the name of an occasional priest. In the

Nashville diocese, situated in the very heart of the

slave states. Bishop Whalen and, except the poet,

Father Ryan, all his priests were anti-davery men.
Notwithstanding the existence of the ** black code,"

Roman Catholic masters very commonly taught
their negroes to read the catechism and the pra3rer-

book. Macaulay affirms that in Roman Catholic

countries slavery has always worn a milder aspect

than elsewhere. It should be remembered that in

the South, where slavery was established, Roman
Catholics were and still are few in numbers. The
utmost activity on their part could have accom-
plished little in the way of changing public opinion

in communities where they were themselves only

tolerated.

Toward the Roman Catholic Church the Federal

government has alwajrs maintained a friendly atti-

tude. In the begiiming this was demanded both by
the sentiments of gratitude and the

8. Attitude teachings of political science. How-
of the ever, after the republic became great

American and powerful, it continued and there-

Govern- by proved the sincerity of its friend-

ment and ship. It has not always been so with
People, the American people. In the long in-

tervals of peace there have been a few

anti-Roman Catholic outbreaks. In the early

thirties the opposition to Roman Catholicism was
marked; again, in 1844, and thereafter till the Civil

War, the Know-Nothing party (see Know-Noth-
ING Movement) developed considerable strength.

The latest of these agitations was that oi^anised by
those who were popularly known as A . P. A .

's. Not-

withstanding these symptoms of religious intoler-

ance, the American people are the most tolerant

and the most fair-minded on the globe. The con-
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stant stream of Roman Catholic immigrants is suf-

ficient proof of this statement, if, indeed, any proof

b required.

The charity work of this church is immense.
Hospitals, orphan asylums, houses of tiie Good

Shepherd, and similar eleemo8}mary
9. Charitieiy institutions cover the face of the con-
Architec- tinent, and their administration is both
ture, and eflkient and enlightened. For the
Schools, general absence of beauty in their

ecclesiastical structures American Ro-
man Catholics have been criticised with severity.

From this general censure, it is true, certain cathe-

drals, which are triumphs of architectural skill, are

commonly excepted. In contrasting Protestant

Episcopal churches with Roman Catholic churches

it should be remembered that many entire Roman
Catholic congregations are composed of the indus-

trial classes. The nature of their emplo3anent8
leaves little leisure for the cultivation of esthetics.

Though American Roman Catholics are in advance
of European Roman Catholics in many things,

it may be admitted that in music, painting,

sculpture, and architecture their triumphs are yet
to come.
One of the grandest achievements of American

Roman Catholics is the fine system of parochial

schools (see Roman Catholic Parochial Schools)
that they have established. In good part this has
been accomplished during the past thirty years and,

of course, without assistance from any of the states,

as the latter have public schools of their own. In
these schools the instruction is even now efficient,

and when their organization and unification are

further perfected, it will be still more so. From the
earliest times academies, ecclesiastical seminaries,

and colleges have been in existence, and these have
long been sending forth cultured men and women.
The demand for higher education led later to the

establishment of a number of universities. These
are already doing scholarly work and are contrib-

uting rapidly to improve both secondary and
primary education. The appearance of Roman
Catholic pedagogical journals, the establishment of

summer courses, and the institution of normal and
other schools for the training of teachers are the
present evidences of Roman Catholic activity in

this important field.

What has been said of apostolic labors in South
America is equally true of the northern continent.

There was scarcely an achievement of

zo. Achieve-Brazil or Paraguay that was not par-

ments of alleled by the Jesuits of North America.
Roman The nature of the task was the same

Catholics, and the training of those who at-

tempted it was similar. In those vivid

narratives known as the Jesuit RdaHons (see bib-

liography) there exists an early and an exceedingly

valuable contribution to American scholarship. As
historical documents they have great worth. There
is also contained in them a vast mass of facts of the

highest linguistic and anthropological value. In-

deed, there were few phases of himian activity un-
touched by those trained observers. Since the

seventeenth century American Roman Catholics

have been contributors to pure as well as applied

literature. In the literature of power they are

creditably represented in poetry, fiction, oratory,

and criticism. It is true that there have been among
them no great poets. Indeed, in this country there

have been none of the first class among the mem-
bers of any creed. For the entertainment of the
reader, and that is a legitimate object for the poet,

John Boyle O'Reilly, Father Ryan, Maurice Francis

EJgan, Father Tabb, Miss Eleanor Donnelly, and
Was Guiney take high rank. As in the case of poets,

there have been no American Roman Catholics in

the first class among orators. A few, such as Daniel
Dougherty and William Bourke Cockran, have been
successful in political oratory, and many, like the
late Archbishop Ryan, were pulpit orators of rare

eloquence. In essay writing and in criticism Ro-
man (Catholic names are familiar. In this depart-

ment are found Richard Malcom Johnston, Agnes
Repplier, and Bishop John Lancaster Spalding
(q.v.). Except to say that he was a prose writer

of ability it is not easy to classify the convert Orestes
Brownson. He was active in many fields. In the

literatiu^ of knowledge Roman Catholics have been
creditably represented. To say nothing of histor-

ical essays and monographs, of which many of ex-
cellence have appeared, Hughes, Shahan, and Shea
rank with the first historians of America. On the
subject of law. Dr. W. C. Robinson is an authority

of considerable reputation, and Dr. Murphy is not
unknown in the science of medicine. In economics
Roman Catholics have been interested from the
dajrs of Matthew Carey to the time of Rev. John
A. R3ran, the author of A Living Wage. Perhaps
the best notion of the standing of Roman (Catholics

in applied literature will be obtained from an ex-

amination of The Catholic Encyclopedia^ a publica-

tion covering, if not the entire realm of knowledge,
at least many of its important provinces. In di-

dactic literature also American Roman Catholics

are well represented. In the ranks of translators

and prose stylists there are authors of the type of

Rev. Dr. Hugh T. Henry. There is not space even
to enumerate those who have been distinguished

in journalism. Many Roman Catholics may be
found in the medical and in the legal professions.

In a word, they are very rapidly rising into

those classes that may be considered the natural
leaders of society.

In the United States the affairs of the Roman
Catholic Church are administered by an apostolic

delegate, by fourteen archbishops, of

zz. Admin- whom one has the rank of caixiinal,

istration. and by upwards of eighty bishops.

These ecclesiastical superiors, acting

in perfect harmony with the Holy See, are assisted

by more than 16,550 priests in attending to the
spiritual needs of, perhaps, 15,000,000 Roman
Catholics. Frequent reports furnish the Holy See
with accurate information concerning American
conditions and needs. If Rome were not very
exactly acquainted with the institutions of America,
Pope Leo XUI. could never have obtained so firm

a grasp of its current problems and he never could

have manifested for the entire American nation so

enlightened and so profound a S3rmpathy. His affec-

tion for this republic will be evident to even a casual
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reader of his great encyclicals. The attitude of his

illustrious successor is the same.
In the minds of many non-Catholie Americans

there exists a distrust of Catholicism, but for this

suspicion there is no foundation in American his-

tory; it was imported, and it is about as old as the

R^ormation in England. The privilege of living

in an enlightened state under a constitution of gov-
ernment such as the world has never seen, is appre-
ciated by Roman Catholics as fully as it is by men
of other creeds, and that fact begets as high a
degree of loyalty. If our Federal state is

ever menaced by socialism, one of its greatest

resources will be found in the patriotism of its

millions of Roman Catholics.

Chables H. McCabtht.
Bxbuoobapht: The literature on the Roman Catholic
Qiureh prior to the Reformation is that on the Church at
laice apart from that on the oriental churches, and the
works which stand out are cited in the article Chubch
HzsiOBT. Much relevant material is to be foimd in the
bibUocraphiea to the articles to which cross reference is

made in the text, as well as in the articles on the popes
and the various notables and ecclesiastics found through-
out this work, as well as under such articles as Cubia;
Pops, Papacy, Papal Ststbm; Ultkamontanism, and
the like. A reference list in certain important depart-
ments as given in this work in vol. i., pp. zxii.-xxiv. The
literature, historical, apologetic, and polemic, is so vast
that only a comparatively small selection can be given
here, llie history, dogma, and apologetics of the church
in all their branches are set forth in the KL, and in The
CathoUe Encyclopedia, New York. 1907 sqq. A very large
list of books b given in Q. K. Fortescue's Subieei Index
. , . of the BrUieh Mueeum, under *' Roman Catholics,"

London, 1903-06. Other lists of literature are: J. M.
FSnotti, Bibliographia Caiholica Amerieana; Liet of Worke
hy CaihoUee Author* and PtMiehere in the U. 8., 1784"
18M0, New York, 1872; D. Gla, SyeUmaHeeh geordnHee
Repertorium der katholieeh-theolooiechen Litteratwr . . .

1700-1900, 2 vols., Paderfoom, 1895-1904; A Complete
Cataioffue of Catholic Literature; containing all Catholic

Booke published in the United Statee together vrith a Selec-

tion from the Caialoguee of the Catholic Pitbliehere of Eng-
land and Ireland, Boston, 1910.

Among works to be named on Roman Catholic apolo-
getics and dogmatics is the fullest repositoiy of Roman
OatboUo theological learning, vis., Bfigne*s Nouvdle ency-

clopSdie thioiogique, 52 vols., Paris. 1850 sqq., to which are
to be added the KL, and the Catholic Encyclopedia, ut
iup. Consult further: R. F. R. Bellarmin. Dieputationee

de controvereiie ChrUtianm fidei, 4 vols., Ingolstadt, 1581-
1593 (standard; often republished); J. B. Bossuet, Ex-
poeition de la doctrine de Vigliae catholique eur lee matih-ee

de controveree, Paris, 1671 (standard); B. J. Hilgen, Sym-
boHeche Theologie oder die LehrgegenaOtze dee Katholicie-

«itu tmd Proleetantiemue, Bonn, 1841; J. L. Balmes. El
Proleatantismo comparado con el Catoliciemo en eue rela^

donee con la civUizadon Ewopea, 2d ed., 4 vols., Baroe-

kma. 1844-45, Eng. transL, Proteetantiem and Catholicity

Compared in their Effecte on the CivUieaiion of Europe,

Loodon, 1849, 10th ed., Baltimore, 1868; J. J. I. von
Ddllinger, Kirche und Kirchen, Papetthum und Kirchen-

alatd, Munich, 1861; J. Gibbons (cardinal). The Faith of
our Fathera, New York, 1871, Baltimore, 1890, and often

(the circulation has run up into the hundreds of thou-

sands); J. Perrone, Praleetionee theoiogic€B, 36th ed., Re-
getisbuig. 1881; R. Soeder, Der Begriff der Katholicitat

der Kirche, WOnbuxg, 1881; J. P. Qury, Compendium
theoloQUM moraUe, New York, 1884; N. A. Perujo, El
Apologieta eat^Ueo, 2 vols., Valencia, 1884; E. Bala, La
ReHgione eattoUca eepoela edifeea, Milano, 1884; G. BalufFi,

The Charity of the Church a Proof of her Divinity, Dublin,

1885; Faith of Catholiee: confirm^ by Scripture and atr

teeted by the Fathere of the Firet Five Centuriee of the

Ckwth, 3 vols.. New York, 1885, 4th ed., 1910 (J. Ber-

ingtoo and J. Kirk. oompUers); J. J. Moriarty, The Key$
of the Kingdom: or, the unfailing Promise, ib. 1885; C. F.

B. AUnatt, The Church and the SeeU, 2 ser., London, 1887-

X.-6

1890; P. Sohans, Christian Apology, 3 vols.. New York,
1891; W. Byrne, The CathoUc Doctrine of Faith and
Morals, Boston, 1892; D. Lyons, Christianity and InfaUi-

bQity; both or neither, London and New York, 1892; J. O.
G. Shea and R. H. Clarke, Oiw Faith and its Defendere,

New York, 1892; J. A. Mdhler, SymboUk oder DarsteUung
der dogmatischen OegensOtse der KathoUken und Prates-

tanten, 9th ed., Regensburg, 1894, Eng. transL, Symbol-
ism; or. Exposition of the doctrinal Differences between

Caiholice and ProtesUmte as evidenced in their symbolical

Writings, 5th ed., London, 1906 (standard); L. Riving-

ton. The Primitive Church and the See of Peter, New York,
1894; C. Pesch, Pralectiones Dogmatica, 9 vols., St. Louis,

1895-99; P. Bold, Catholic Doctrine and Discipline simply
Explained, London, 1896; W. W. Pounch, The Catholic

Church. An Explanation of her Faith, her Ministry and
her Sacraments, New York, 1896; G. TVrrell, External

Religion; ite Use and Abuse, St. Louis, 1899; A. de Salas y
Gilavert, Influence of CathtMcism on the Sdenees and Arts,

St. Louis, 1901: A. Ehrhard, Der Katholisismus und da$
twansigsle Jahrhundert tm Lichte der kirchlichen Bnir
wiekdung der Neuxdt, 12th ed., Stuttgart, 1902; W. De-
vivier. Christian Apologetics; Defense of the Catholic

Faith, 2 vols.. New York, 1903; R. Meny del Val, Truth

of the Papal Claims, St. Louis, 1903; M. J. Scheeben.
Handbuch der kathoHschen Dogmatik, 4 vols., Freiburg*

1903; C. M. Schneider, Die fundamentale Olaubenslehre

der katholischen Kirche. Aus den p&pstlichen Kundgeb.
ungen, Paderbom, 1903; J. Burg, Kontroverelexikon.

Die konfessiofuUen Strdtfragen swischen Katholiken und
Protestanten, F^sslingen, 1905 (combats Kohlschmidt)

;

J. Chapman, Bishop Oore and the Catholic Claims, London,
1905; M. Hubert, VEvdution de la foi catholigue, Paris.

1905; J. H. Newnum, Addresses to Cardinal Newman with

his Replies, 1879-81, London, 1905; G. Reinhold, Der
alte und der neue Olaube. Ein Beitrag sur Veriddigung
dee katholischen Christentwne gegen seine modemen Oeg-

ner, Vienna, 1908; H. E. Sampeon, Progresdve Redemp-
tion. The Catholic Church, ite Functions and Office in

the World, London, 1909; especially the works of

Cardinals Newman and Wiseman (named in the articles

on them).
Some examples of anti-Roman polemics are: M. CJhem-

nits, Examen conciHi Tridentini, 1666-7S, new ed., by
E. Preuss, Beriin, 1861, there was an Eng. transl., Lon-
don, 1582 (damaging to papal claims); I. Barrow, Trea-

tise on the Pope*s Supremacy, ib. 1680, new ed., 1881;

P. K. Marheineke, Das System dee Katholicismus, 3 vols.,

Heidelberg, 1810-13; R. Whately, The Errors of Roman-
ism Traced to thdr Origin in Human Nature, London.
1830; F. C. Baur, Der Oegensats dee Katholicismus und
Protestantismus, Tabingen, 1836 (against Mdhler); P.

Sohaff, Das Prindp dee Protestantismus, Chambersburg,
Pa., 1845: idem. Creeds, i. 83-191, iL 77-274; C. Words-
worth, Letters to Mr, Gordon on the Destructive Character

of the Church of Rome, both in Rdigion and Policy, London,
1847; J. Bragden, Catholic Safeguards against the Errore,

Corruptions, and Novelties of the Church of Rome; bdng
Discourses and Tracts sdected from the Writing of Divines

. . . who lived during the Seventeenth Century, 3 vols., ib.

1849-51; C. Elliott, Delineation of Romanism Drawn from
the Authentic and Acknowledged Standards of the Church of
Rome, 2 vols.. New York, 1851; F. D. Maurice, The Re-
ligion of Rome and ite Influence on Modem Civilisation,

London. 1855; J. C. Hare, The Contest with Rome, ib.

1856; J. Cairns, Romanism and Rationalism as Opposed
to Pure Christianity, ib. 1863; E. B. Pusey. Irenicon, 3
parts, Oxford, 1856-70; H. L. Bfartensen, Katholicismus

%tnd Protestantismus, GOteistoh, 1874; Proceedinge oj the

Evangelical Alliance Conference of 1873, pp. 449-466. New
York, 1874; J. Delitssch, Das LehrsysUm der rdmischen

Kirche, Gotha, 1875; W. E. Gladstone. Rome and the New-
est Fashions in Religion, London, 1875: E. de Laveleye,

Protestantism and Catholicism in thdr Bearinge upon the

Liberty and Prosperity of Nations, ib. 1875; S. W. Bar-

num, Romanism as it is; an Exposition of the Roman
Catholic System for the Use of the American People, new
ed., Hartfoid, 1876; R. W 'Hiompeon, The Papacy and
the Civil Power, New York, 1876; C. A. Hase. Handbuch
der protestantischen Pokmik gegen die rdmisch-katholische

Kirche, 4th ed.. Leipeic 1878, Eng. transl.. Handbook to

the Controversy with Rome, London, 1906, rev. ed., 1909;

B. Jenkins, Romanism, a Doctrinal and Historical Bxamr
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inaHon of the Creed of Pirn IV., ib. 1882; P. T^Mshaokert,

BvangeHeehe Polemik geoen die r&mieehe Kirche, Ootha*
1885. 2d ed., 1888; E. Ekele. JeeuiHemve und KaikoUeie-
niM, HaUe, 1888; & 8. WyneU-Mayow. Tke Light of Rea-
mm, London, 1889; R. F. Littledale, PUdn Reaeone againet

Joining tKe Church of Rome, ib. 1880; T. Moore, AngUean
Brief againet Roman Claime, ib. 1805; Qimf P. von Hoent-
broeich, Dae PapeUum in eeiner eotiaUntti%ireUen Wirkeam-
keit, voL L, Leiprio, 1900; D. H. Falconer, The Brrore of
the Roman Caiholie Faith, ib. 1901; J. MaoLaughlin, The
Divine Plan of the Church, ib. 1901; A. H. Oalton, The
Church*e Outlook, Our Attitude toward BngHeh Roman Cath-

oUee and the Papal Court, ib. 1902; J. B. Nichols, Bwmgd-
teal Belief, /to Contrael with Rome, ib. 1903; J. M. Lo^,
Six Anti-Papal Studiee, ib. 1904; Kontfovere-Lerikon, Die
konfeeeionellen StreUfiragen ewiechen Katholiken und Pro-
teelanien, Easen, 1904-05; O. Hennena and O. Kohlschmidt.
Proteetantiechee Taechenbueh, Leipsio, 1904; C. Gore, Roman
Catholic Claime, London, 1905; K. Sell, Katholieiemue
und Proleetantiemue in Omchichte, Religion, PoUtik, KuUur,
Leipeic, 1908.

On the unfolding of woiahip and law oonault: L. P.

Guteanger, L*AnnSe liturgioue, 16 vols., Paris, 1841 sqq.,

Eng. transl., London, 1867 sqq.; R. von Lilieneron,

Ueber den Inhalt der allgemeinen BUdung in der Zeit der

Scholaetik, Munich, 1876; B. Thalhofer, Handbuch der
kathoUeehen Liturgik, 2 vols., Freibuis. 1883-03; H. von
Eioken, OeechiehU und Syetem der mittdalterlichen WeUan-
echauung, Stuttgart, 1887; J. J. I. von D5llinger and F.

H. Reusch, Oeechiehte der Moraletreitigkeiten in der remieeh-
kathoUeehen Kirche eeit den 16. Jahrhundert, 2 vols., ib,

1889; J. Dippel, Dae hatholieche Kirchenjahr, 6 vols.,

Regensburg, 1889-93; S. B&umer, Oeechiehte dee Breviere,

St. Louis, 1895; P. Batiffol, Hiet. of t/»e Roman Breviary,

London, 1898; K. A. H. KeUner, Heortologie oder doe
Kirchenjahr und die HeUigenfeele in ihrer geeehichtUehen

Bntwickelung, Freiburg, 1901; F. Plainer, Bntwickelung

dee kathoUeehen Kirchenrechte im 19. Jahrhundert, TQb-
ingen, 1902; F. von Teasen-Wesiendd, Der AutoriUUebe-

griff in den Hauptphaeen seiner hietoriechen Entwieklung,

Paderbom, 1907; F. Acin, La igleeia catoliea, eu coneti-

tudon interna y rdacionee extemae, Huesca, 1910.

For the general histoiy of the church consult: The
Annalee of Baronius (for bibliographical details see

Baboniub); J. J. I. von Ddllinger, Lehfbuch der Kirchen-
geechiehte, Regensburg, 1833-38, 2d ed.. 2 vols., 1843,

Eng. transl., Hiet. of the Church, 4 vols., London, 1840-
1842; J. A. Mdhler, Kirchengeeehiehte, ed. P. B. Gams,
3 vols., Regensburg, 1867-70; F. X. Kraus, Lehrbueh der
Kirchengeeehiehte, 4 vols., Treves, 1872-76; J. B. Alsog,
Univeretdgeechiehte der chriellichen Kirche, 10th ed., 2 vols.,

Mains, 1882, Eng. transl. of 9th ed., 3 vols., Cincinnati,

1874-78. new ed.. 1903; E. Renan. Lecturee on the Influ-

ence of Rome on ChrieUanity (Hibbert Lectures), new ed..

New York, 1898; R. F. Rohibacher, Hiet. univereeUe de
rtgUee caUuOique, 9th ed., 15 vob., Paris, 1899-1900;
F. Nippold, Handbuch der neueeten Kirchengeeehiehte, 4
vols. Berlin, 1901; C. Bougl6, V6gliee romaine. Drame
hietorique de xx. eiikiee, Paris, 1902; H. Brack, OeechiehU
der kathoUeehen Kirche im 19 Jahrhundert, 2d ed., 2 vob..

Mains, 1902; E. Pardo-Basan. Par la Buropa catoliea,

Madrid. 1902; B. W. Aecher. CharacterieUce of the Ro-
mieh Church, London. 1904; J. P. Kirsch and V. Luksch.
lUuetrierte Oeechiehte der kathoUeehen Kirche, Munich.
(1905); A. Baudrillart. The Catholic Church, the Renaie-
eance and Proteetantiem, London. 1908; MacCSaffrey. Hiet.

of the Caiholie Chwrch in the 19th Century, 2 vols., Dublin.
1909.

Tlie literature on the history of the church in different

lands is to be looked for under the articles on those lands,
the following works being merely supplementary except
in the cases of Great Britain and the United States. On
the history of the Roman Catholic C?hurch in Great Brit-
ain and oolonlea consult: J. Forbes, VtgUee catholique
en Ecoeee it la fin du xvi. eikele, Paris. 1885; W. F. Leith.
NarraHvee of Scottish Catholies tmder Mary and James
VI., Edmburgh. 1885, A. BeUesheim. OeechiehU der
kathoUeehen Kirche in Schottland, 2 vob.. Mains. 1883.
Eng. transl.. History of the Catholic Church in Scotland,
4 vob.. Edinburgh. 1887-00. W. J. Amherst, Hielory of
Catholic Emancipation and Progress of the Church, 1771-
1890, 2 vols.. London. 1886: Kenny. Hielory of Catholic-
ity in Australia to 1840, Sydney. 1886; T. D. Ingram.

^fi^^ofMl and Rome: History of the Relations between
the Papacy and the BngUeh State, London. 1892; G.
Grabinski (Count), La Renaiesance cathoUque en AngU-
terre et U Cardinal Newman, Lyon, 1893; W. Ward, W.
O, Ward and the CathoUe Revival, London, 1893; De
Madaune. Hietoire de la renaissance du eathoUeieme en
AngUterre au xix. eiMe, Paris. 1896; Alexia, Hietoire de
la province eecleeiaetique d^Ottawa, 2 vob.. Ottawa, 1879;
P. F. Moran, History of the CathoUe Church in AuetraU
aeia, Sydney, 1897; idem. The CathoUee in Ireland under
the Penal Laws in the Eighteenth Century, London, 1899;
P. Thuieau-Dangin, La Renaieeanee catholique en AngU-
terre au xix. eiMe, Paris, 1899; P. H. Fitsgerald, Fifty
Years of CathoUe Life under CardinaU Wieema$i, Maiming,
Vaughan and Newman, 2 vob., London, 1901; J. Foxbea,
VAgUee catholique en Ecoeee h la fin du xvi. sikle, Paris,

1901; S. J. Jones, England and the Holy See, London,
1902; M. J. F. McCarthy, PrieeU and PeopU in Ireland,

Dublin, 1902; idem. Five Years in Ireland, 1895-1900,
London, 1903; idem, Rome in Ireland, ib. 1904; M.
O'Riordan, Catholicity and Progreee in Ireland, ib, 1905;
J. R. WOlington, Dark Pages of English History. Being
a ehori Account of the penal Lowe against CathoUee from
Henry VIII. to Oeorge IV., ib. 1902; F. A. Gasquet, Short
History of the Catholic Church in England, ib. 1903; J. B.
Nichob, The Advance of Romaniem in England, ib. 1904;
D. Williamson, Roman Catholic Orders in Oreat Britain,
ib. 1904; Mn. Biyan Stapelton, History of the Poet'
Reformation Catholic Missions in Oxfordthire, ib. 1905;
J. A. Bain, The New Rsformation. Recent EvangeUeal
MovemerUe in the Roman CathoUe Church, Edinbuxi^,
1906; idem. The DevelopmenU of Roman CathoUeiem,
London, 1908; W. Fori>es-Leith, Historical Letters and
Memoire of Seottieh Catholics, 2 vob., London and New
York, 1908; B. Ward, The Dawn of the Catholic Revival
in England, 1781-1803, 2 vob., London, 1909; Report of
the 19th EveharieUc Congress, held at Weetmineler, Sept.
9-13, 1908, ib. 1909. For Franoa, beside the literature

under that article and GAixxcANiaM, consult: J. de Mag-
deleine. La France catholique el la France /vtve, 2 vols.,

Paris, 1888; J. B. Jeannin, U6gUee etlafinde eiide, ib.

1891; P. Boyle, The Irish CoUege in Parte, 1878-1901,
London, 1901; L. Bourgain, L*EgUee de France et FHat
au dix-neuvihne tilde, 2 vob.. Pans, 1901; M. P. Imbart,
L'igUee Calholigue, La Criee et La Renaissance, ib. 1009.
On 0«rmany use: F.W.Woker,AuenorddeutechenMie'
eionendeel7.undl8.Jahrhunderte,Co]offi^lS»i; Michel.
Die rdmieehe Kirche, ihre Einwirkung auf die germanieehen
St&mme, Halle, 1889; J. May, OeechiehU der OeneraUer-
sammltmgen der Katholiken Deutechlands, 1848-190B.
Cologne, 1903; R. Seebeig, Die Kirche Deuttehlande im
neuneehnten Jahrhundert, Leipaic, 1903; H. A. Krose,
Konfeeeionstatislik Deuteehlande, Freibuig, 1904; G.
Gayau, L'AUemagne rdigieuee. Le CathtOieieme, 1800-
1848, 2 vob., Paris, 1905. For Italy consult: Letino
Carbonelli, La Chieea, la proprieta, lo staio, Naples. 1884;
S. Muens. Aus Quirinal und Vatikan, Beriin. 1891; R.
Murri. Battaglie ^oggi, 3 vob.. Rome. 1901; A. Robert-
son, The Roman CathoUe Church in Italy, London, 1003;
R. de CJesare. The Laet Days of Papal Rome, 1860-1870,
ib. 1000. On the church in the XTnitad States consult:

J. J. O'Connell, Catholicity in the CaroUnae and Oeorgia
. . . 18M0-78, New York. 1870; B. J. Webb, Centenary
of Catholicity in Kentucky* Loubville, 1884; J. G. Shea.
Hietory of the Catholic Church in the U. 8. A., 2 vob..
New York. 1886; idem. The CathoUe Chwrch in Colonial
Days, 16£l-17e3, ib. 1887; H. H. Heming. CathoUe Church
in Wisconsin, Milwaukee, 1807; T. O'Qonnan, in Amer-
ican Church History Series, vol. ix.. New York. 1897;
Hist, of the CathoUe Church in the New England States, 2
vob.. Boston, 1800; J. O'K. Murray. CathoUe Pionemre

of America, new ed., Philadelphia. 1001; Q. F. Houck.
Hist, of Catholieity in Northern Ohio, 2 vob.. Cleveland.
1003; J. M. Flynn, CathoUe Church in New Jersey, Mor-
ristown, N. J.. 1004; A. Houtin. LAmerieanieme, Paris,
1004; W. P. Tracy. Old Catholic Maryland and iU Bariy
Jeeuit Missionaries, Baltimore. 1006; The CathoUe chwrch
in the United States of America, vol. i.. The reUgious Con^
munities, vol. ii.. Province of Baltimore, New York, 1908
sqq.; W. H. Bennett, CathoUe Footstepe in Old New York;
a ChronicU of Catholicity in New York, 169^1808, ib.

1000; J. P. Conway. The Question of the Hour: a Surwe^
of the Position and Influence of the CathoUe Chur^ in Aa
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U, S„ ib. 1000; J. L. Kiriin. CaOMieiiy in PhOaddphia
from th€ EorliMi MitaionariM down to the Pnunt Timt,
PhilAdelphia, 1909; F. T. Morton. Tha Roman Cathoiie

Chwrek and iU Rotation to tk€ Federal Oovomment, Boston,

1900; Tho Cathoiie Church in the Untied State; New Yoris.

1006 aqq. On Other Oonntrlea oontult: B. Wolfentan,
The Catholic Chwreh in China 1860-1907, London. 1000;

P. Pieilinc. La Rtueie el la SaintSi^e. ttudee diph-
moH^uee, Paris. 180^1001; L. Leseoeur. L'fyUee eatho-

Hquee et le gouoememeni rueee, ib. 1003; P. H. Zacbera.

Geackiedeme van het Heretd der Hierarchie in die Neder-
landen, 2 vob.. Nijmfl«en. 1003-04; 0. Venpcyen. Le
Parti ealholique heloe, Ghent, 1803; F. Deschampe. Catho-
Hquee actueU, Noe Httirairee, Louvain, 1803; L. Schmitt.
Die Vertetdigung der kaihoHeehen Kirehe in DAnemark
gegen die ReHgioneneuerung tm 16. Jahrhundert, Pader-
bom, 1800; J. P. Restrepo, La Igleeia y d Betado en
Colombia, London, 1885.

On the Uniate ohuxchea oonault: L. AUathis, De eccl&-

mm oecidentalie atque orientaUe perpetua eoneeneione,

Colocne, 1048; P. P. Bodoti, Dd Origine , , . dd rito

Greco in ItaHa, Borne, 1768-03; A. Theiner, Die ne%teeten

ZuatAnde der kaiholiaehen Kirchen beider Ritue in Polen
und Ruedand eeii Katharina II„ Augirt>uii, 1841; O.
Hejer, Die Propagamda, ihre Provineen und ihr Recht^ 2
pArta, Qdttincen. 1852-53; L. Lesooeur, L*£gliee eatho-

tique en Pologne, Paris, 1860; J. Lelewel, Hiet. de la Li-
thuanie ddela Rvihinie, Paris, 1861; M. Ton Malinowsld.
Die Kitchen- %md Staateateungen bexUglich dee grieehiech'

katholieehen Rittte der Ruthenen in Oalieien, Lembers,
1861; J. HeiieniOther, Die ReehteeerhdUmaee dor ver-

achiedenen Riten, in Archiv fOr katholiechea Kirchenreeht,
Toli. TiL-viii., 1862; L. Tolstoi, Le Catholieieme romain
en Rueeie, Paris, 1863; A. Piehler, Oeeehiehte der kirthr
liehen Trennung ewiechen dem Orient und Occident, 2 vols..

Himich. 1864-65; J. B. Pitta, Jurie eedeeiaetiei One-
eorum hiatoria et monumenta, 2 vols., Rome, 1864-68;
A. Theiner and F. Miklosich, Monumenta apectantia ad
unionem ecelaaiarum Ortaca d Romania, Vienna, 1872; J.
Peleas, Oeeehiehte der Union der rtttheniachen Kirehe mit
Rom, 2 vols., Vienna. 1878-«0; N. Nilles, Kalendanum
manuah utriueque ecdeaia, 4 vols., Innsbruck, 1870-85, 2d
ed. of vols. L-ii, 1806-07; E. Likowski, OeachichU dee aU-
gemeinen Verfatta der unierten rvtheniaehen Kirehe im 18.
und 19. Jahrhundert, 2 vols., Posen, 1886-87; O. Werner,
Ofbia terrarum catholieua aive totiw eecleaia catholicm . . .

eenapeetua geographieua d atatiatieua, Freibuii, 1800;
F. Kattenbuseh, Vergleiehende Konfeaaionakunde, Leip-
sJo. 1802; Q. M. Rae, The Syrian Church in India, Lon-
don. 1802; A. Amdt, Die gegenaeitigen ReehtaverhdUniaae
der Riten in der katholieehen Kirehe, in Archiv fUr katholi-

adkm Kirchenreeht, bad (1804); W. Kfthler. Die katholi-

aeken Kirehen dee Morgenlanda, Darmstadt, 1806 (very
tiiorouch); H. Deosinger, Ritua orientalium, 2 vols.,

WOrsbnrc 1863-64, 0th ed., 1000; M. Fowler. Chriatian
Egypt, London, 1001; K. Beth, Die orientaliaehe Chriaten-

heit der MittebneerlAndar, Berlin, 1002; Cotroneo. II Rito
Greco in CaUAria, Regg^o, 1002; F. Loofs, Symbolik, I
883 sqq., TObingen, 1002; E. Likowski. Die rutheniaeh-
rdmnaehe Kirehenvereinigung, genannt Union au Bred,
Craoow. 1004; A. Silbernacl, Verfiuaung und gegenvOrtiger
Beetand eikmUieher Kirchen dee Orienta, 2d ed., ed. J.
Sehnitaer, Recensburg, 1004; Prince Max, Duke of Saxony,
Voriaeungen Qber die orientaliaehe Kirehenfrage, Fxeiburs-
in-8witaerland. 1007; Sesoetris Sidarouss, Dee Patriarcata.

Lee Patriartata dona fempire ottoman et apSdalement en
igypte, Paris, 1007; Charon. Le quinaihae eentenaire de
8. Jean Chryaodome, pp. 258-264, Rome, 1000; KL, iii.

41-45, vi 428-446, 1133-41, x. 141&-20; Hobner^ura-
sdiek. Oeograpkiach-datidiaehe TabeUen aUer lAnder (an
annual): La Oerarehfia CattoHca (an annual).

ROMAlt CATHOLIC BUCHARISnC CON-
GRSSSBS: Name given to assemblies of eodesias-

tacs and lajrmen convened for the purpose of glorify-

ings the Eucharist, and of devising means to

imxmote knowledge and love thereofamong the faith-

ful Because of the constant traditional doctrine

of the real presence (see Lord's Supper; andTRAN-
0UB8TANTIATION), the EuchaHst has always been

considered as thB most precious treasure bestowed

by Christ upon his Church, and for long centuries it

has been the center of Roman Catholic worship, the

chief source of Christian piety. The latter haif of

the nineteenth century was marked by a general

movement among Roman Catholics in the direction

of an increase of devotion toward the £ucharist;

confraternities of the Blessed Sacrament were or-

ganised, and works of adoration and the practise of

frequent communion became more wide-spread

(see Perpetual Adoration of the Blessed Sac-
rament). Of this general movement Eucharistic

Congresses became an important and stimulating

factor. The first of these gatherings was convened
at the instance of Bishop Gaston de S^gur and was
held at Lille, France, in June, 1881. It was a local

event with a small attendance, but the idea rapidly

gained favor and from the year 1885 when the

fourth congress was held in lYeibuig, Switzerland,

under the direction of Mgr. MermiUod, bishop of

Lausanne, the assemblies began to assume an inter-

national character. The eighth congress was held

in Jerusalem (May 14-21, 1893) and was presided

over by Cardinal Lang^eux, archbishop of Reims,
who acted as papal delegate sent by Leo XIII. In
the mean time there had grown up, in all countries

where Roman Catholics were numerous, local gather-

ings of the Eucharistic leagues, and these too became
potent factors in the spreEul of the devotion. The
nineteenth congress was held in London Sept. 9-

13, 1908. It was attended by a vast number of

ecclesiastics and laymen from all parts of the world,

and it was considered to be in many respects the
most important congress yet held. Besides great

numbers of bishops and priests, there were present

seven cardinals, among whom was CJardinal Vin-
cenzo Vanutelli, who presided as special delegate of

Pius X. It had been planned to carry the host in

triumphal procession through the streets, but on
account of violent opposition on the part of many
English non-Catholics the project was abandoned
after a request to that effect had been addressed by
Premier Asquith to Archbishop Bourne of West-
minster. The twentieth congress was held in Mon-
treal, Canada, Sept. 7-11, 1910. It was the first

held in America, and in point of enthusiasm and
attendance on the part of the faithful it surpassed

all previous gatherings of the kind. Three cardinals

were present, one of them being (Cardinal Vincenso
Vanutelli, who again presided as papal delegate.

Among the salient features of the congress were a
monster procession in the streets, and an open-air

mass celebrated on the southeastern slope of Mount
Royal at which 40,000 persons assisted.

James F. Dribooll.

Bibuoobapbt: ThoaumF. M^othan, in Catholic Bneydopedia,
V. 603^504, New York. 1909; offioial ReporU of the differ-

ent eonnriMwee; The Narrative of the Etaeharietic Congreaa,

Montreal, 1910; A. SAcor, Biographie nouveUe de Mgr.
DeS4gur,VtA,l885,

ROMAN CATHOUC PAROCHIAL SCHOOLS:
Name given to the private schools maintained in

the United States chiefly by Roman Catholics inde-

pendently of support from the State. The reason

for the existence of such schools outside and inde-

pendent of the otherwise excellent public school

system of this country is simply a matter of religious
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principle. No fault is found with the equipment

or efficiency of the public schools on the score of

secular instruction or ethical standing, but the

contention of Roman Catholics, and of some other

religious bodies as well, is that these schools are

wanting in an important respect, that they lack

an essential factor in the training of youth, vis., the

element of religious instruction and influence, and
for Roman^Catiiolics, of course, religious influence

means the ^)ecific influence of the Roman Catholic

religion. Hence throughout the period of the rapid

growth of Catholicism in the United States the

school question has always been a matter of con-

cern and frequently of controversy. The practical

impossibility of giving religious instruction in the

public schools, frequented as they are by pupils

representing the various Christian denominations

and the Hebrew faith, is recognised by Roman
Catholics and Protestants alike, and though it has
been sometimes suggested that a general knowledge
of Christian truth might be imparted without giving

offense to the adherents of any of the sects, the idea

has been opposed especially by Roman Catholics

who contend that all religious instruction, to be of

any value or even safe, must be positive and doc-

trinal, and consequently denominational in charac-

ter. But the seal of Roman Catholics for the es-

tablishment and maintenance of parochial schools

b not determined solely or even primarily by the

desire to secure for their children proper religious

instruction. This need can be, and often has to be,

provided for in other wa3rs. Of still greater impor-

tance in their esteem is what may be termed the
religious atmosphere of the Roman Catholic school,

with its multifarious subtile influences, all tending

to foster reverence and love for the Church and all

things pertaining thereto. The schools are oigan-

ized under the immediate direction of the ptuish

cleigy, and are for the most part in chaige of teach-

ing brothers and nxma whose lives, being models of

devotedness and self-sacrifice, can not fail to make
a deep and lasting impression on the minds of the

children. These and other influences create in the
parochial schools a feeling and attitude toward re-

ligion and things religious which is rarely, if ever,

met with in the public schools. The same secular

instruction is given as in these latter, but it is per-

meated throughout with a religious spirit, and Ro-
man Catholic ideals and practises are commended
by word and example. Doubtless Roman Catholics

are not alone in advocating the importance and
need of the religious element in the education of

our American youth. Like views have often been
proclaimed by representatives of other religious

bodies, and within the last few years an important
movement in this direction has been inaugurated

by an association of eminent educators, but it is

among Roman Catholics that the principle of re-

ligious education has been most widely and consist-

ently carried out especially as regards the elemen-
tary schools.

The origin of the parochial schoob in the United
States dates from the early da3rs of the Maryland
colony, about the middle of the seventeenth cen-

tury, and the growth of the system ever since has
been intimately connected with the growth and

oiganijEation of Catholicism in the country. For
more than a century development was very slow,

but the American Revolution, by bringing about a
rebtively greater freedom for Roman Catholics than
th^ had previously enjoyed, gave an impetus to

the cause of Roman Catholic education which was
bter on powerfully aided by the great influx of

Roman Catholic immigrants with whom came also

many members of the various teaching orders.

Passing over in thb connection the early work of

the Benedictines (see Benedict of Nubsia), Do-
minicans (see Dominic, Saint), Franciscans (see

Francis, Saint, op Assisi), and Jesuits (q.v.), who
generally combined educational activities with their

missionaiy labors, mention should be made of the
Christian Brothers (q.v.), and particularly of the
orders of women, for it b chiefly through ^eir zeal

that the rapid development of tiie parochial system
has been made possible. As early as 1727 the Ursu-
line Sisters (see Ursuunes) established the first

sisters' school in the then French-speaking colony
of New Orleans. In 1799 the founders of what was
destined to become the American branch of the
A^tation order (see Vmitation, Nuns op the)
opened at (Seoigetown the first free school in the
District of Columbia, and by the year 1850 branch
houses and schoob under the control of thb center

had been established in Baltimore, Washington, St.

Loub, Mobile, and Kaskaskia, HI. Of still greater

importance was the work begun by Mrs. Elbabeth
Ann Seton (q.v.), who, being a convert to the Ro-
man Catholic Church, founded in Baltimore (1812)
the American branch of the Sisters of Charity of

St. Vincent de Paul (see CHARmr, Sisters of, 1).

Thb foundation proved remarkably successful, and
in 1908 the community, together with the branches
connected with it, comprised about 5,500 sisters

with over 120,000 pupib—being about one-tenth
of the total Roman Catholic school attendance in

the United States. Among the other orders which
have rendered important services in the cause of

parochial school education are the Sisters of Mercy
(see Merct, Sisters op), the Sisters of St. Benedict,

the Franciscan Sisters, the Sisters of St. Dom-
inic, the Sisters of St. Joseph, and many others
(see Teaching Orders). Because of the great
expenditure involved in the establishment and sup-
port of the parochial schoob, the Roman Catholics

of thb country have frequently sought to obtain
state recognition for their educational work and
thus be relieved of the burden of taxes imposed for

the maintenance of the public school system which
for religious reasons they^o not find satisfactory.

A notable effort in thb direction was made in

1840 by the Roman Catholics of New York under
the leadership of Archbishop John Hughes (q.v.).

It was aigued in a petition to the aldermen of the
city and to the state legislature that if the same
quality of secular instruction was given in the
parochial as in the public schools—a point of fact

to be controlled by state inspection and examina-
tions—^the former were in justice entitled to a pro
rata share in the public funds set apart for school

purposes. But the proposal was bitterly assailed

by Protestants generally, and the project failed,

as have also all subsequent efforts on the part of
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Roman Catholics to bring about a compromise in

the matter such as obtains in England and Canada.
Local concessions and arrangements have been
sometimes made, as, for instance, in Poughkeepsie,

and at Faribault, Minn., in the early nineties, but
th^ have been of short duration, and have gener-

ally failed to satisfy either party to the controversy.

In the mean time the Roman Catholics have gone
on building and equipping their schools, and accord-

ing to the official statistics of the year 1908 the
total number of such schools in the United States

was 4,443, the number of pupils 1,136,906, and the
number of professional teachers, lay and religious,

20,755. The amount of property invested was esti-

mated to be over $100,000,000, with an annual ex-

penditure for school purposes of about $15,000,000.

A few years previous to this date an important move-
ment was inaugurated for the better organization

and unification of the system throughout the coun-
try. This is a part of the work undertaken by the
Catholic Educational Association which aims at
carrying out a similar aim for all the Roman Catho-
lic educational establishments in the United States,

theological seminaries, colleges, academies, and
high schools, under the general supervision of the

Catholic University of America located in Wash-
ington, D. C. To aid in the accomplishment of this

general purpose the professors of the latter institu-

tion have begun the publication of a Catholic Edu-
cational Review. James F. Driscoll.
BauooKAPHT: J. A. Bums, The Catholic School SywUm in

thelUnited Statet, iU PrindpU; Origin and EatablithmerU,
New York« 1908; Annual ReporU of the Catholic Eduoa-
tional AflBOciation, 1903 aqq., Columbus, Ohio; The Offi-

cial Caiholie DireOory, published yearly by the M. H.
Wiltdus Co., Milwaukee and New York.

ROMAN CATHOLIC POSITION ON THE BIBLB
IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS: This topic has fre-

quently been a matter of controversy between
Protestants and Roman Catholics, particularly in

the United States. The custom of reading the Bible

as a part of the regular school exercises is doubtless

a survival from the earlier days when educational

^institutions were in the main denominational, and
consistently imparted religious as well as secular

instruction, llie attitude of Roman Catholics

toward the practise is determined not by hostility

to Bible-reading as such, but by certain considera-

tions of principle. In the first place, they are not
convinced of the utility or expediency of indiscrim-

inate Bible-reading especially for young children,

unless it be accompanied by suitable explanation,

and consequently this mode of imparting Scrip-

tural knowledge is rarely employed in Roman Catho-
lic elementary schools. It is judged preferable to

reduce the voluminous and often bewildering narra-

tive portions of the Bible to the simpler form of

Bible histories, while its dogmatic, ethical, and re-

ligious teaching finds expression in catechisms and
religious instruction. If it be proposed as an al-

t^native to have the Bible-reading in the public

schools accompanied by commentary on the part

of the teachers, Roman Catholics object, not only

because they question the authority of these ex-

ponents and their competency for such a task, but
also because such commentary is liable to be Unged
with sectarian bias.

Furthermore, Bible-reading in the schools is

sometimes connected with the recitation of pra3rers

and the singing of hymns, thus taking on the char-

acter of a religious service. All these elements may
be veiy good in themselves and free from any in-

herent denominational tendencies, but Roman
Catholics consistently, with that exclusiveness which
is traditional in their church, refuse to take part in

a non-Roman Catholic (or, as they claim) heterodox

act of public religious worship. This prohibitive

principle, logically reducible to what the theologians

term communicatio in diviniSf obtained originally

in most of the Protestant denominations as weU as

among the older branches of Christianity, but of

late, and for obvious reasons, it has been rapidly

disappearing from the various forms of Protestant-

ism, and though among Roman Catholics it is now
less acutely emphasised than formerly, it is never-

theless maintained as an integral element of the

Roman Catholic position—a principle which can
not consistently be sacrificed.

Exception has also been taken by Roman Catho-
lics to the fact that the Bible read in the public

schools was the '' Protestant " or King James ver-

sion, whereas a long-standing decree of ecclesias-

tical authority had made it obligatory for lay Ro-
man Catholics (imless otherwise permitted) to use
currently only those vernacular translations of Holy
Writ which had received the approbation of their

church, and were provided with suitable notes for

the proper understanding of certain passages. This
objection flows logically from the general Roman
Catholic principle according to which the Chiirch

is held to be the divinely appointed guardian of the

Scriptures and their sole authoritative interpreter.

The prohibition in question, which is as old as the
Council of Trent, was based on the assumed danger
(now doubtless more remote than in the sixteenth

centmy) which, especially in those troubled times,

might result for the faith of Catholics from an in-

discriminate use of the various unauthorised trans-

lations then in vQgue. It was assumed—and not
entirely without cause—that doctrinal bias had in-

fluenced the rendering of certain passages supposed
to have a bearing on the religious differences be-

tween Protestants and Roman Catholics. As in^

stances of this Bishop Kenrick (Theologia Dogmatica,

i. 427 sqq., Philadelphia, 1839) calls attention to

such passages in the Authorized Version as Matt,

ix. 11; I Oor. vii. 9, ix. 6, xi. 27; Heb. x. 38, etc.,

as being erroneous dogmatic renderings due to po-
lemical preoccupation. In this connection Roman
Catholics quote also the words of Robert Cell, the
chaplain to George Abbot (q.v.), Protestant arch-

bishop of Canterbury (one of the translators), who
says: *^ Dogmatic interests were in some cases al-

lowed to bias the translation, and the Calvinism of

one party, the prelatic views of another, were both
represented at the expense of accuracy." To this

may be added a recent Protestant admission, viz.,

that of Bishop Ellicott: ** In spite of the veiy con^
mon assumption to the contrary, there are many
passages (in the version of 1611) from which erro-

neous doctrinal inferences have been drawn, but
where the inference comes from the translation, and
not the original " (ConsideraUons on the Revision cj
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the Engluh Version of the New Testament, p. 89, cf

.

also p. 88, London, 1870). Be that as it may, it is

certain, on the other hand, that this phase of the
objection to the Protestant Bible has now lost much
of its interest and cogency. It is not here the place

to discuss the relative merits of the " Authorised
"

and of the Douay version, which through episcopal

authority has become the accepted translation for

the use of English-speaking Roman Catholics. Each
has its points of superiority and its defects. It is

worthy of note, however, that some of the alleged

faulty renderings mentioned above have been
emendated by tfa^ revisers of 1881.

A further and more serious objection on the part
of Roman Catholics to the use of the Protestant
Bible is based on the difference as regards the Scrip-

tural canon. The so-called " apocryphal " or deu-
tero-canonical books, which Roman Catholics (on
the authority of the Church) accept as having the
same divine authority as the other portions of Holy
Writ, have been excluded from the King James ver-

sion since the edition of 1826, whence arises the
Roman Catholic contention that the Protestant
Bible is a truncated version and materially incom-
plete. Apart from the question of authority which
finally determines the Roman Catholic position in

such matters, it is pertinent to note that such an
eminent and independent scholar as Charles A.
Briggs (Oeneral Introduction to the Study of Holy
Scripture, chap, v., " The Canon of Scripture," New
York, 1800) is inclined to accept the lai^r tradi-

tional canon as defined by the Council of Trent.
But whatever the scientific merits of the contro-
versy, this and the above-mentioned reasons may
serve to render intelligible the attitude of Roman
Catholics who have opposed the reading of the Bible
in the public schools. Jambs F. Dbibcoll.

ROMAN CATHOLIC RESTRICnON OF BIBLB-
READINO BY THE LAITY: The traditional and
official attitude of the Roman Catholic Church
toward Sacred Scripture and its use was formulated
in the fourth session of the Council of Trent (Apr.

8, 1546) the main enactments of which were re-

affirmed by the Vatican Council (q.v.). After de-
claring the substance of divine revelation to be
contained in Holy Writ and in the unwritten (i.e.,

non-inspired) ecclesiastical traditions (in libris

seriptiSf et sine ecripto traditionibus), the council form-
ally accepted the traditionally received books of

the Old and New Testaments with all their parts
as contained in the Latin Vulgate (decreeing at the
same time that a new, and as far as possible accu-
rate, edition of the same be prepared; see Biblb
Vebsions, a, II., 2, I 5), and further enacted that
this version, which was declared a substantially cor-

rect translation of the original Scriptures, should
henceforth be considered as the official test to be
appealed to in all theological discussions, and for
general use in the Church. At that time, as for

centuries before, Latin was the official and Htuiigi-

cal language of the Church, and the Fathers of the
council, in thus tnalring the Vulgate the standard
text, had no intention of declaring a preference for
it over the original Hebrew or Greek, but wished
simply to affirm its substantial conformity with the

latter, and to confer upon it for practical purposes
an official authority with reference to the other
existing Latin translations. Underlying these and
imilftr enactments is the fundamental Roman
Catholic doctrine that the authority of the living

Church—not the letter of Scripture—is the proxi-

mate rule of beli^, and that the Church is the di-

vinely appointed custodian of Holy Writ, the sole

authoritative interpreter of its tn<»ftiiing in all mat-
ters pertaining to faith or morals. In her capacity

of guardian l^e Church assumes the duty of pre-

serving the substantial purity of the original text,

and likewise claims the right of supervision and di-

rection whenever it is question of translating the
Scriptures into any of die modem languages. Aa
these vernacular versions fonned an important
factor of the controversies and the disturbed relig-

ious conditions of the sixteenth centuiy, it was de-
creed by the Council of Trent that no such trans-

lation might be used by the laity imless it had the
sanction of ecclesiastical authority, and were pro-

vided with suitable notes for the proper understand-
ing of difficult and disputed passages. This re-

strictive legislation still retains force of law, though
the reasons justifying it are obviously less cogent
now than in the dajrs of early Protestantism when
so much stress was laid by the Reformers on the
right of private interpretation. The Latm Vulgate
is still retained as the basis of all authorised trans-

lations, though free recourse may be had to the
Hebrew and Greek by way of comparison and eluci-

dation. In this as in similar matters, Roman Catho-
lic authority, while professing due respect for the
conclusions of critical scholars, seeks above all to
maintain the consensus of Christian tradition. See
Biblb-Rbapino bt thb liAnr, Rsstrictionb on.

Jambs F. Dbiscoll.
Bibuocibapbt: Acta €t D^enta ConeOH TntfwilMM, 8mm»
IV, ; H. Densinier, Bnehindian Symbolarym, Fnibais,
1906; Th0 CaihoUe Chweh and the BibU, London, 1906.

ROMANS, BPISTLB TO THE. See Paul thx
ApoaTLB, II., 3, |{ 5-7.

ROMANTICISM: The name of a movement
which especially affected literature, art, religion,

and theology in the last half of the eighteenth and
the first half of the nineteenth century. It arose on

a background of three other move-
The Back- ments which had much in common with
ground, one another. Classicism, Humanism,

and the Enlightenment. (1) Gaasi-
dsm, which has retained its place ever since the re-

vival of learning, has adhered to those forms of ex-
pression which prevailed in the creative periods of
Greece and Rome. It was an attitude of mind, a
method of literary and artistic activity fonned on
the severe models of ancient thought, characterised
by energy, freshness, purity, proportion, restraint^

objectivity, i.e., subserviency to nature, and revo^
ence for the authority of long-estabhshed types.

(2) Humanism (q.v.)—another name for the Ren-
aissance in Italy, 1350-1425—turned away from
metaph3rsics, from scholastic logical formulas as de-
fined by the Church, from the despotism of the
Church as claiming exclusive right to absorb human
interests, from the division of knowledge into that
of the " Two ways "—supernatural and natuxvl, ro*
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ligious and acientifio (see Albbbtub Magnus). It

studied afresh the literature of dassio Rome;
through the re^val of Platonism, Neoplatonism,

and Aristoteliamsm the freshness and freedom of

the Greek ^irit were reawakened; and the ancient

Gireek cosmology, doctrines of nature, philosophical

skepticism, and the eclectic mixture of incongruous

elements all came to life again. Owing to the new
scientific spirit discoveries and inventions of great

magnitude were on the threshold. With the redis-

covery of many splendid examples of Greek statu-

ary there was quickened the illimitable sense of

bc»uty and wonder associated especially with the

human form as the most perfect embodiment of the

ideal. In a word, Humanism drew attention once

more to man himself as a rational being with ca-

pacities of inexhaustible richness, susceptible of in-

finite culture (cf. J. A. Symonds, Renaissance in

Italy, 5 vols., new ed.. New York, 1886). (3) The
EnUghtenment (q.v., 1650-1800; also see Ration-
AUSM AND Sufernaturalism). Mofc than two
centuries after the decline of Humanism and when
the Protestant Reformation was well under way, in-

terest was again directed to man, this time centering

in his rational nature and its capacities as such. The
movement may be summarized as the sufficiency of

the human reason for all the problems of life. Hu-
manism had indeed implied tMs, but it had not pro-

ceeded.far enough to become self-conscious, to re-

flect upcm what would be required to justify its

attitude and activity, and to offer a rational defense

for the entire movement. The Enlightenment was,

however, the ^irit of Humanism come to life again

in the English, French, and German consciousness.

Like Humanism it esdiewed metaphysics; it con-

tinued the investigation into the inner nature of

man always from the side of experience, the valid-

ity of his knowledge of the world, and the meaning
of human life boUi individual and social; and it

allied itself with the culture and literary activity of

the period. Yet it was conscious of having awa-
kened in a new world, no longer that of the church or

of Greece and Rome, but of new discoveries, a new
scientific method, new economic and social values,

a new peychology, and new historical postulates.

In tiie process of working out its essential principle,

however, there were disclosed its inevitable limita-

tions, and also its inadequacy to answer to one large

element in man's nature—the poetic and imagina-

tive and the more definitely personal. In its ab-

stract superficial intellectualism, its individualistio

and social utilitarianism, itc denial of personal free-

dom, and its elimination of mystery it paved the

way for a profound reaction of consciousness in

which neglected regions of personality should re-

assert liidr abiding worth. The time was therefore

ripe for a movement in which intellect and theoretic

culture should give place to the esthetic side of

man's nature wherein this should find authentic

and luxuriant expression.

In a description of Romanticism the following

features require attention: (1) Subjectivity. J. G.

Fichte (q.v.) held that self-consciousness is deter-

mined by notiung outside of itself, and that every-

thing exists only by tJie activity of the Ego. Ac-

coidiDg to F. W. Schelling (q.v.) nature is the Ego

in process of becoming. In Rngliqh thought nature
was conceived as an analogon of spirit so that

nature and spirit answer to eac bother
Special (cf. S. T. Coleridge, Aids to Refiedum,

Features. London, 1825, and often, e.g., ed. T.
Fenby, 1873; H. Bushnell, Ood in

Christ, "Dissertation on Language," New York,
1849, and often). Besides this phUosophical basis,

there was a profound feeling that the soul it-

self was a mine of exhaustless treasure as yet
scarcely explored. Nor was this limited to the

normal consciousness, but in certain of the German
romanticists the weird, fantastic, capricious, and
morbid were developed to extreme proportions (cf

.

Novalis, i.e.. Baron F. L. von Hardenberg, d. Mar.

25, 1801; and E.T. A. Hoffmann, d. July 24, 1822).

(2) Not so much the rational as the esthetic aspect

of the world and human Hfe absorbed interest.

Thus appeal was made to imagination and fancy.

Duty was determined by feeling, and even religion

was resolved into the feeling of absolute depend-
ence (cf. Schleiermacher, q.v.). (3) Closely asso-

ciated with the esthetic element was the sense of

beauty, not indeed that of standards derived frcmi

Greece and Rome or even of the Middle Ages,

excei)t in Scott. There was first the beauty of

the natural worid which, slumbering for centuries,

awoke in the romantic spirit—^not alone the beauty
of great mountains, of quiet or tumultuous seas,

but clouds, sunsets, moonlight, flowers. The
search became a passion. It was found in out-

of-the-way places, in outcast and neglected per-

sons, in common and trivial events. Chi the other

hand the most extravagant situations were created,

the personality subjected itself to the most ex-

traordinaiy experiences in order to discover and
extract a quintessence of beauty never before dia-

tilled. (4) Mystery arising not only from the un-

fathomed depths of the soul, from the infinite as-

pects of being, but also from an inner and insatiate

longing for ^e unexperienced and the unknown.
For Novalis philosophy is homesickness—^the wish
to find one's home in the Absolute. Johann Ludwig
Tieck was consumed with longing for something
which transcended the finite. Shelling thought of

beauty as the infinite appearing in finite form.

Wordsworth was haunted by the strangeness of

nature, which only reflected a deeper strangeness

in his own soul. (5) The relation of the inner to the

outer world is presented from two points of view.

First, so far as the outer world is a copy of the in-

ner world, this may be due to an idealiring panthe-

ism. For either the harmony of the external world

is the creation of the Ego, or both are partial ex-

pressions of the infinite and all-pervaduig Unity
(Novalis, Lehrlinge zu Sais) . Or, secondly, the inner

world of individual consciousness is first depicted

with entire disregard of outer social conventions,

wherein two types of life are allowed to coexist

side by side, one, of untrammeled development

of those who are gifted with genius, the other,

the conventional order of such as have not the

strength or courage to assert the independent free-

dom of self-realization. The first type is regarded

aa the highest human ideal, and the actual world is

judged by its degree of correspondence with this
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" unchartered freedom." In like manner by a proo-

ees of ideal selection even the natural world is con-

ceived as the seat of marvelous forces which rarely

come to manifestation. (6) The free unfolding of

each personality according to its genius involved

recognition and obedience of all individual impulses,

inclinations, and even idiossmcrasies. Various were
the outward conditions in which the great roman-
ticists developed their genius—^Wordsworth in soli-

tude, Scott in historical study of medieval life, Byron
in wanderings and heroic devotion to the cause of

liberty, Schelling and Schlegel in speculative phi-

losophy, most of the French and German writers in

more or less indifference to social conventions. The
theory constantly reiterated is, that the genius must
be free to follow his star so as to give his artistic

powers free play. Not only must no constraint be
permitted, but only in the pathway of perfect liberty

can the individual reach the goal of self-realisation.

Instead of turning back to Greece and Rome or to

ibe Middle Ages for their material, they isolate

single aspects of their own experience and develop

these as if they were in truth of imiversal validity.

Whatever is vital in their writings is autobiographic.

Each one felt that he must himself first live the ro-

mantic life, since only then was he able by subtle

analysis and \msparing self-revelation of his inmost
consciousness to portray his ideal. Accordingly he
renounced conventions in his writings as he had al-

ready done in his life, he wrote as he felt and as he
thought, and dipped his metal white hot from the

seething cauldron of his own heart. (7) The roman-
tic writings are all with scarcely an exception tinged

with pan^eism and mysticism. Philosophy, ethics,

religion, no less than conceptions of nature and hu-

man love, so far as these are self-conscious, are

frankly pantheistic. The infinite is not fully real-

ised save as every possible form of consciousness

and action and human relation finds expression. If

the English pantheism was on the whole more sober

and naturalistic than that of the German and
French, this may be referred to the quieter tempera-
ment and severer restraint of the English mind. As
related to mysticism, not all mystics are romanti-

cists, and not all romanticists are m3r8tics, but the

two are commonly associated in the same person.

The romanticists believe that reality is revealed not

by rational thought, but through feeling, immedi-
ate experience, spiritual illumination. Accordingly

a part of the meaning of life eludes analysis. Any
portrayal of it, however concrete and vivid, is at

best partial and suggestive rather than complete
and ^lal. On the other hand, in romantic experi-

ence ecstasy is never far away. The secret of gain-

ing truth is less by searching than by brooding, by
listening to the inner voices, by interpreting what
is " given " in moments of rare and exalted feeling

(see Wordsworth, Wiluam).
Authorities are not agreed as to the exact begin-

nings of romanticism. One may, however, hold

that, in literature, the earlier traces of the move-
ment in Great Britain after Spenser, Shakespeare,
and Milton are in the eighteenth century found in

Thomas Gray, d. 1771, and William Blake, d. 1827
(cf. Arthur Ssrmonds, The Romantic Movement
in English Poetry, New York, 1909); in France

in J. J. Rousseau, d. 1778; and in Germany in

Herder (q.v.). In philosophy, its ultimate vindica-

tion is to be referred to Kant's (q.v.)

Begfamingi. primacy of the will, reaching its

metaph3r8ical exposition in the doc-

trine of Schopenhauer (q.v.) that the essence of man
and world is wiU. In theology, one goes to Fichte

and Schleiermacher (qq.v.) for the subjective and
esthetic elements respectively.

The spirit of Romanticism has been active in

other fields than those described above: in music,

F. P. Schubert (d. 1828), F. F. Chopin (d. 1849),

and R. Schimmnn (d. 1856); in paint-

Spirit ing, J. M. W. Turner (d. 1851), and
F. V. E. Delacroix (d. 1863); in travel,

the inspiring motive of which since the latter part

of the eighteenth centuiy has been to quicken the

feeling of beauty and sublimity in the presence of

impressive natural scenery; in social experiment,

as the Brook Farm episode, 1841-47, which sought

to put into practise the system of association or

phalanstery proposed by F. M. C. Fourier (d. 1837)

;

and, finally, in appeal to the chivalrous and heroic

in ministry to the suffering on the field of battle

(Florence Nightingale, q.v., in the Crimea, 1854-

1856) and in great cities (William Booth, q.v.).

The literature of Romanticism is of extraordi-

naiy brilliancy—^tales, poems, dramas, essays, psy-

diology, ethics, religion, and theology.

Literatiire. Only a tithe of this output can be here

referred to. In Great Britain: Lord
Byron (d. 1824); William Blake (d. 1826); S. T.

Coleridge (q.v.); W. Wordsworth (q.v.). In Ger-

many: Novalis (d. 1801), Die Lehrlinge zuSaia, and
Heinrich von 0/Urdingen in Werke (Leipsic, 1898),

and, in Eng. tnmsl., Hymns and Thoughts on Retig^

ion (Edinbuigh, 1888); H. von Kliest (d. 1811),

Werke (Berlin, 1826); E. T. A. Hoffmann (d. 1822),

Werke (Leipsic, 1899); J. P. F. Richter, ''Jean

Paul" (d. 1825), Titan (Beriin, 1800-03; Eng.
transl., London, 1863; cf. T. Carlyle, Essays, vols,

i. and iii., ib. 1887); F. von Schlegel (d. 1829),

Ludnde, in Athendum, 1798-1800, cf. also Esthetic

and MiscMmeous Works (London, 1875); F. D. E.
Schleiermacher (q.v.), Reden uAer die Religion

(Berlin, 1799; Eng. transL, On Religion, London,
1893); A. W. von Schlegel (d. 1845), Vorlesungen

ueber dramatische Kunst und lAtteratur (Heidelberg,

1805-1 1 ; Eng. transl., Lectures on Dramatic Art and
Literature, London, 1861); Ludwig Tieck (d. 1853),
" William Lovell," Die VerkehrU Welt, in collected

works published in Berlin from 1828 to 1854 (for

Eng. transl. of several stories, cf. Translations from
Musaus, Tieck, and Richter, London, 1889). In
France: Madame de Stati (d. 1817), De VAUemagne
(London, 1813, Eng. transl, Oermany, 2 vols., New
York, 1871; cf. H. Heine, Romantische Sckule,

Hambuig, 1836) ; Thtophile Gautier (d. 1872), Mad-
emoisdle de Maupin (Paris, 1835; Eng. transl.,

London, 1887), Fortunio (Paris, 1837); Alfred de
Musset (d. 1857), La Confession d*un enfant du sikde

(Paris, 1836); George Sand (d. 1876), Indiana (Paris,

1831), Ldia (ib. 1833), Jacques (ib. 1834), Lucrt^
Floriani (ib. 1846; Eng. transl. of Consudo, London,
1847, and Little Fadette, b. 1849); \^ictor Hugo (d.

1885), Hemani (Paris, 1830; Eng. transl. in idem.
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Dranuu, London, 1888), LesAfM^o^^ (Paris, 1862;

Kng. transl.y London, 1862). C. A. Bbckwith.
BnuooKAPHT: T. Carlyle, CriHoal and MitcdUmmuB Bb-

Myc, Boston, n.d.; J. A. S3rmoiid0, Rmai§9etnc4 in Italy:

Th0 Revival of Leamino, New York. 1885; W. Pater, Ap-
prteiationt, London, 1889; H. H. Boyeeen, BuayM in Oer-
man LiUriaiun, ** The Romantio School in Germany,"

New York, 1802; Qeorge Brandes, Main Currents in
Nineteenth Century Literature; *' The Romantic School in

Germany," vol. ii.; " Natuniiam in England,** voL iv.;
*' The Romantic School in France,'* vol. v.. New York, 1902;
D. G. Maaon. The Romantic Compoaera, ib., 1906; Cam-
bridge Modem Hietory, vi. 822-837, ib., 1909; R. Euoken.
The Problem ofHuman Life, pp. 308-336, 345, 418, 447-
482. ib. 1910; I. Babbitt, The New Laokoon, Boston, 1910.

ROMANUS, ro-ma'nus: Pope, 897. Formerly
cardinal priest of St. Peter ad Vinciila, he was
raised to the papal throne in the autumn of 897
on the murder of Stephen VII. His pontificate

lajsted only four months, during which he con-

firmed the possessions of the Spanish churches of

fUna and Qerona at the request of their bishops.

(R. ZOPFFELf.)

BiBUoamArHT: Lt^er pontifiealie, ed. L. Duchesne, \L 230,
Paris, 1892; Ja£f^ Regeata, pp. 303 sqq.; Mann, Popea,
iv. 86-^7; Hefele. ConcUieTioeachichte, iv. 566; Bower,
Popea, ii. 301; Platina, Popea, i. 239.

ROMAIIUS: Bysantine religious poet; b. at

MiBftani (according to the Bollandists, at Emesa),
Syria; d. at Constantinople in the sixth century.

After being deacon at the church of St. Anastasia at

Berytus, he came to Constantinople during the reign

of Anastasius (probably in the last decade of the

fifth century), where he was attached to the church

of St. Mary's en tois Kyrou. Either here or in the

Blachemian church he received from the Viigin in a
vision the gift of poetry, and forthwith composed
his famous Christmas hymn, which was followed by
a thousand other hymns for various feasts. Accord-

ing to Nicephorus Callistus, the Greek Church later

discarded the h3rmns of Romanus, with the ex-

ception of one for each feast; while Metrophanes
Critopulus {De vodbtts) states that in his time only

four hundred of the thousand h3rmns survived. The
scanty details concerning the poet are practically

restricted to a brief synaxarium (ed. most conve-

niently in the Analecta BdUandiana, 1894, pp.
440-442).

The titles of all the h3rmns of Romanus are known.
They contain no allusion that would imply a later

date than the reign of Justinian (527-65), the period

assigned Romanus by the author of the Syruuuxrium.

Thus, the passage in the firsthymn to the ten viigins,

with its phrase, ''Lo, the Assyrians, and the Ish-

maelitee before them, have led us captive,'' needs not
refer to successive inroadsby the Omayads ofDamas-
cus and the Abbasids of Bagdad, thus referring

to the eighth century, but may equally well allude

to the Persians and Saracens who menaced Bysan-

tium in the reign of Anastasius I. Nor do the

doctrinal references in the hymns imply a later date

than Justinian's reign, for though Mary is termed

"ever virgin," her freedom from original sin is not

taught, though great reverence is shown her and she

is regarded as a mediator between God and Christ

for mankind—concepts which were held in the Jus-

tinian period. Again, the Christology of Romanus
to allude to docetic theories, to Anus, to

Apollinarius of Laodicea, and to the theopaschitic

controversy in the reign of Anastasius, but of refer-

ences to the monothelite heresy, for example, there

is no clear evidence. There are likewise probable
allusions to the Chalcedonian Creed. The question

of the date of the poet, who would thus seem to be
no later than the reign of Justinian, though some
have sought to place him in the period of Anastasius
II. (71^716), is of importance in that on its solu-

tion depends the setting of the acme of Byzantine
religious poetry in the sixth or the eighth century.

Until the second third <^ the nineteenth century

the poems of Romanus were scarcely known in the

West, and occidental knowledge of them was in-

troduced by Cardinal J. B. Pitra's edition of twenty-

eight h3rmns and four sticharia in his Analecta

Soleemensia, i. 1-241 (Paris, 1876). A faulty edi-

tion was later prepared by the archimandrite Am-
philochius in his KondakarUm (2 vols., Moscow,
1879), but chief knowledge concerning Romanus
and his work is due to four studies of K. Krum-
bacher in the SiUungsberichte der MUnchener
AkademU (phU.^hU, Klaeee, 1898, ii. 69-268, 1899,

ii. 1-166, 1901, pp. 69a-766, 1903, pp. 551-691).

The material of Uie poems is drawn chiefly from
the Bible, especially from the great events of sal-

vation such as Christ's nativity, epiphany, passion,

crucifixion, resurrection, and ascension, and the

outpouring of the Holy Ghost. Romanus was like-

wise attracted by Biblical accounts of the Virgin

and by leading events in the lives of the apostles,

such as the denial of Peter and the conversion of

Thomas. Beautiful parables, as that of the ten

virgins, afforded welcome material to the poet.

Some fifty of his poems are concerned with Biblical

themes, thirty with the saints, while the remainder

are penitential hymns and the like. In his exegesis

he showed the influence of C^lhrysostom and Ephraem,
and in his hymns to the saints he followed well-

known lives. The purpose of his poems Romanus
expressly states to be didactic. Strangely enough,

his hymns were almost totally abandoned by his

church some centuries later, when, in the ninth

century, the Greek lituigies were remodeled and
the canons took the pla^ of the hymns. Only a
few of the poems of Romanus were then retained,

such as the Christmas hymn and the so-called

requiem. Of the other hymns only single stanjsas

were retained in the liturgies, chiefly introductory

and closing verses of general character.

The beauty of the poems of Romanus is evident

even in their external form. In Byzantine poetry

rhythm took the place of the classical metrical

scheme, thus giving a characteristic form with pecu-

liar rhythmic melody. After one or more proems
follows the poem proper, which may have more than

twenty stanzas. Each strophe closes with a refrain

which repeats the chief thoughts of the poem, and
the name of the author is usually given in an acros-

tic. This form of poetry was developed to its per-

fection by Romanus, the greatest hymn-writer of

the Greek church. His verse is easy and euphonious,

and varied by antitheses, assonances, paronomasias,

and rime plays. The refrain is used by Romanus
with admirable effect. The poems are preponder-

atingly dramatic in form, consisting of converse-
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tions between the oharactere introduoed, as in the
dialogue between Satan and Hades, wh«i they learn

that the cross of Golgotha is destined to crush their

power. On the other hand, Romanus occasionally

becomes unnecessarily dogmatising, moralising, and
prolix.

Romanus was a noble poet in matter as well as

in form, beautifully expressing the spirit of the Qos-
pel and seeking to lead man to believe that for him
personally salvation exists. He frequently praises

the free grace of God and Christ, declaring that the

reward which the Lord shall give in the life to come
is the reward of grace. Through sin mankind falls,

but rises through righteousness and faith, and is

saved tiirough grace. Above asceticism and or-

thodoxy Romanus ranks love of man, though he
praises asceticism highly. He likewise lauds celi-

bacy, but at the same time does not unduly de-

preciate marriage. Finally it may be noted that

his view of life was strongly eschatological, some
of his most beautiful poems being devoted to the

last judgment and to the life to come. In him By-
santine poetry comes to its fullest bloom.

(Pmupp Mbtsb.)

Bibuocirapht: A oomplete edition of the worke k prom-
ieed by Krumbaoher. Twenty-nine poems, ed. J. B.
Pitm. are in AnaUcta Sacra, i (1876), 1-241; three others,

in Sanehu Bomania vHerum mdodorwn vrinc^p*, Rome,
1888; ft pnyer, ed. Papedopulos Kenuneus, in Anai^da
leramAumitikit, i (1891), 300-392. Consult: Krum-
baoher, (TeaeAtcAte, pp. 0<^-671; idem, in the SUnmo*-
berichU of the Bavarian Academy, phflologio-phOoeoph-
ical and historical class, 1898, vol. ti. 69-268, 1899, vol.

ii. 1-166, 1901, pp. 693-766, 1903, pp. 661-491; idem,
MitcelUn mu Romano*, Munich. 1907; J. B. Pitra, Hym-
nographie d$ F^lUe grooque, Rome, 1867; idem, AnaUda
aaara tpidUgium, i. 1-241, Paris, 1876; idem, Al Sommo
Pontifieo Leone Xlll. omagoio gittbilart dMa BMioteea
VaHcami, Rome, 1888; W. Christ and M. Paranikas, An-
tholooia Oraca, Leipsio, 1871; Jaoobi, in ZKG, 1882, pp.
177-260; W. Meyer, in the Abhandlyngon of the Bavarian
Academy, philosophio-hiBtorioai class, 1886, pp. 268-
449; H. Qelser, in the AhkaruUvnoen of the Saxon Acad-
emy, xviiL no. 6, p. 76; BywanHnioche ZoiUchrifU 1893,

pp. 660-606 (by Papadopuloe Kenuneus), 1900, pp. 633-
640 (by De Boor), 1903. pp. 163-166 (by Van den Ben),
1902, pp. 368-369 (by 8. P«trides), 1906, pp. 1-44,

837, 1907, pp. 267, 666-687, and 1910. 286-806 (aU by P.
Maas); Vailh6, in Behot tPorierU, 1902. pp. 207-212; T.
M. Wehofer, IJnttrtuekufioon sum Liod dea Romanoo auf
dor Wiodorkvnft doo Horm, ed. A. Erhaid and P. Haas.
Vienna, 1907.

ROMBSTIN, AUOUST HBIIRT BUOBNB DB:
Church of England; b. at Paris May 9, 1830; d.

at London May 18, 1900. He was a scholar of Win-
chester College, 1843-48; of St. John's College, Ox-
ford (BA., 1852; MA., 1854); was ordained deacon
1852, and priest 1854; was curate of Mells, Somer-
set, 1853-54; of St. Thomas Biailyr, Oxford, 1854-

1855; English chaplain at Freiburg-im-Breisgau,

1803-65; and at Baden-Baden, 1865-68; chaplain

of Woolland, Dorset, 1868-69; perpetual curate of

Freeland, Oxford, 1874-85; rural dean of Wood-
stock, 1879-85; vicar ci Stony Stratford, Bucking-
hamshire, 1885; warden of House of Mercy, Great
Maplestead, Essex, 1885-91; rector of Tiptree,

1891-96; and vicar of Sledmere, 1896-1900. Bis
theological standpoint was that of the school of E.
B. Pusey. He was the author or editor of Teaching

of the Twdve ApoatUs, Text, with Introduction^

TrantlaHon, and NoUs (London, 1884); 8aM

Augtutine, On Instructing the Unlearned; Concern-

ing Faith of Things Unseen; On the Adwmtages

qf Bdieving; The Enchevridion to Laurentius;

and Concerning Faith, Hope and Charity, Latin

and English (1885); The Five Lectures of Saint

CyrU on the Mysteries (1887); An Inquiry into the

Belief of the Church from the Beginning untU Now
as to the Limitation of Our Lords KnouHedge (1891);

and Saint Arnbrose in the Sdect Library of the

Nicene and Post Nicene Fathers (1895).

ROMUALD, SAINT. See CAMALDOLrrss.

RONOB, JOHANIIBS. See Qbrman CatAou-
CISM, {{ 1, 6.

RONSDORFy rens'dOrf, SBCT: A chiliastic and
communistic sect founded at Elberfeld in 1726
by Elias EUer and the Reformed pastor Schkier-

inacher. Eller (b. at Ronsdorf, 5 m. s.e. of Elberfeld,

early in the eighteenth century; d. there May 16,

1750) went, while still a lad, to the neighboring

city of Elberfeld, where he became foreman of a
factory for a rich widow named Bolckhaus. Pietis-

tic, chiliastic, and communistic influences had been
rampant in ihe district, and with these Eller came
in contact. He began to read the Bible and all

accessible writings of the enthusiasts and pietists,

and evolved an apocalyptic, chiliastic system of his

own, blending it with communistic elements. The
reception accorded his teachings attracted the at-

tention of Frau Bolckhaus, whom he soon converted

to his tenets and married, thus becoming a man of

wealth. Eller now came in contact wiUi Schleier-

macher, and the pair held frequent meetings of the

faithful, who called themselves the awakened and
the elect. Among their number was a certain Anna
van Buchel, the daughter of an Elberfeld baker, a
girl of remarkable besLUty. She was converted by
Eller, who instructed her how to undei^go ecstasies

and receive revelations from heaven, taiight her the

Apocalypse, and inspired her with chiliastic ideas.

Somewhat later, accordingly, she was seised with
religious ecstasy, prophe^ring and describing in

glowing colors the coining of the chiliastic kingdom
hi 1730, also declaring that the Lord had frequently

appeared to and spolDen with her. Hencef(Hth Anna
van Buchel was regarded as a prophetess. Before
long, Eller's wife died, and he soon married Anna
van Buchel with whom he had maintained for some
time illicit relations; as he alleged, to protect her
iimocenoe. He now resolved to advance his doc-

trines more openly. His wife's visions became still

more frequent. She and her husband were of the
tribe of Judah and the lineage of David; and were
to found the New Jerusalem. Kings and princes

were to descend from them; they were the two
witnesses (Rev. xi.), she was the jroman clothed

with the sun (xii.), the tabemad^^ (xod among
men (xxi. 3), and thebri de of the lamb (Cant.).

These revelations being received with trust and awe,
Eller now declared that God had revealed to his

wife that she was the mother of Zion who should
give birth to the savior of the world a second time,

who would be the king of the chiliastic reign. Un-
iortunately Anna gave birth to a daughter. EUer,

however, explained this by the fact that sufficient
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faith had not been shown him and the mother of

Zion, and bade his followers wait in patience. In
1733 the mother of Zion gave birth to a son, who
was baptised as Benjamin, on the basis of Ps. Ixviii.

27. The child was reverenced in his cradle as the

future great prophet and savior of the world, and
EUer declared that his children were divinely be-

gotten, and consequently bom without sin.

By this time the number of his adherents had so

increased that Eller could think of establishing a
church. He accordingly divided his adherents into

three classes; those of the court, the threshold, and
the temple. Only the initiate were allowed to re-

ceive the complete doctrine, and they must first

swear to maintain inviolable secrecy. The distinct-

ive tenets were as follows: (1) the fulness of the

Godhead dwells in Eller alone; (2) though the Bible

is the Word of God, the divine annunciation to the

mother of Zion that a new epoch is to begin necessi-

tates a new revelation, this being in the booklet

called HirtenUiache which was granted in secret to

the select alone; (3) not only will the saints appear
again on earth, but the Savior must be bom again;

(4) Eller is the counterpart of Abraham, but greater

than he. The person of the Father is in Abraham,
oi the Son in Isaac, and of the Holy Ghost in Sarah;

but in Eller is the fulness of the Godhead. Hence,
except through him there la no blessing or happiness

from above, and those who do not follow him must
face the wrath of God; (5) Eller, circumcised by
God, must bear sickness and pain for the sins of the

world; (6) Moses and Elijah were not only proto-

types of Christ, but also of Eller, as were David and
Solomon; (7) the children of Eller are begotten

directly of God. Eller now sent apostles throi^out
Germany, Switierland, and the northern countries^

but somewhat to the detriment of his doctrine

"little Benjamin" died when barely a year old.

Though able to restore the confidence of his fol-

lowers, the practises of his commimity attracted

suspicion and silent investigation by the consistory

from 1735, so that in 1737 he left Elberfeld, which he
declared to be a second Sodom and Gomorrah; and
removed to Ronsdorf, where God had bidden the

mother of Zion to build the New Jerusalem.^ Biany

of his adherents followed him, so that soon fifty

houses had been erected, all facing the East toward
Zion, which, as the tabernacle, was EUer's house,

and his wife was the ark, the Urim and Thummim.
So many fimds poured in from various portions of

Germany, as well as from Holland, England, and
' Switserlimd, that not only could a new church be
built at Ronsdorf, but in 1741 the Reformed
preacher Schleiennacher was called from Elberfeld

to be the preacher of the sect. /Schleiennacher

and EUer worked in harmony, and when the mother
of Zion again bore a daughter, instead of the propho-

Bied Benjamin, it was Schleiennacher who held the

doubting believers together, until Eller had as-

sembled the chief meipbers of the sect and informed

them that God had revealed to the mother of Zion

that her daughter was called to do masculine deeds.

Hardly had this child reached the age of two, before

it received divine homage.
Meanwhile the growtib of the sect in Ronsdorf

rendered it possible for Eller to gain absolute con-

trol of the government; and the most unlimited
license held sway in connection with the rites of the
sacraments or on birthdays, Eller justifying him-
self boldly by the transgressions of the patriarchs,

David, and Solomon. In 1744 the mother of Zion
died mysteriously, after giving birth to another
daughter; and EUer now declared that aU which
had previously appUed to his wife must henceforth
be understood as referring to himself, the prophet,
high priest, and king. Schleiermacher, however,
becoming suspicious of EUer, and horrified at his

ticentiousness, finaUy was convinced of his leader's

vileness. In bitter repentance, he acknowledged
his errors openly, charged EUer with wilful deceit,

and sought in his sermons to undo the mischief

he had wrought. EUer, in alarm, unsuccessfuUy
forbade attendance at Schleiermacher's addresses;

and then caUed one of his fieriestadherents, Wulffing
of Solingen, to Ronsdorf as second preacher. For a
time Wolffing and Schleiermacher remained on
peaceable terms, but in 1749 the latter was forced to

leave Ronsdorf. Rudenhaus of Ratingen was chosen
in his stead, at the instance of EUer to whom he,

like Wolffing, rendered blind submission. At EUer's

death the sect b^gan to decline. Wtllfi&ng vainly

endeavored to carry on EUer's practise, aided by
Johannes Bolckhaus, the son of EUer's first wife.

Shortly afterward, however, WOlffing himself died,

and the ^reat majority of the viUagers of Ronsdorf
quickly retimied to the EvangeUcal faith.

(G. H. KuppELf.)
Bxbuoorapbt: Souxxwb are: J. W. Knevel, Ordud der

VeruHUtuno an heUigen SUUte, oder die Oeheimndsae der
BoeheU der Ronadorfer Sekte, Fnmkfort. 1750; P. Wdlff-
ing, Ronedorifiacher Katechitmua, DOsseldorf, 17M; idem.
Ronedorffa eitbeme Trompete oder Kirchenbuch, ib. 1761;
J. Bolckhaus. Ronedorfa gerechU Saehe, ib. 1757; P. Wdlff-
ing and J. Bolckhaus. Dae iubUierende Ronedorf, MOhl-
heim. 1731. Consult: J. A. Engels. Vereueh einer Oe-
echichte der rdigi&een Schw&rmerei in . . . Henootttm
Berg, Sohwelm. 1826.

ROOSy r66, MAGNUS FRIEDRICH: German Lu-
theran and devotional writer; b. at Sulx (40 m. s.w.

of Stuttgart) Sept. 6, 1727; d. at Anhausen (about

20 m. s.e. of TQbingen) Mar. 19, 1803. He was
educated at TQbingen, and in 1767 became pastor at

Lustnau and dean of the diocese of Bebenhausen,

also lecturing on theology at Tubingen. He was
later transferred, in accordance with his own wish,

to Anhausen, where he could have more leisure for

writing. In 1788-07 he was also a member of the

natioiial committee of WOrttemberg. Theologically

Roos was a moderate Pietist and essentially a pupil

of Johann Albrecht Bengel both in his life and his

writings. Among the latter, which were very numer-
ous, special mention may be made not only of his

commentaries on Paniel, Galatians, Romans, the

Johannine Epistles, etc., but also of his Einleitung

in die bibliachen Oeschichlen (TQbingen, 1774; Stutt-

gart, 1876) and Ckriatliche OlaubensUhre (Stuttgart,

1786; Basel, 1867). He likewise wrote much on
eschatology, as Bdeuchtung der gegenw&rtigen gro^-

sen Begebenheiten durch das propheHsche Wort OoUea

(TQbingen, 1779) and Prdfung der gegentoariigen

Zeit nach der Offenbarung Johannia (Stuttgart,

1786); while his strictly devotional works include

his ChrisUichu Hatubuch (2 parts, Stuttgart, 1790;
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1871); Kreuz8chtde (1799; 8th ed., 1896), and
BeichJtr and K(mmunumbttch (4th ed., 1805).

(Hermann Beck.)
Bibuograpbt: An autobiognphy with notes by his son
and his grandson is contained in the Binleituno, ut sup.,

ed. of 1876. Consult: ChruUnbote, 1831, pp. 1 sqq., 1832,

pp. 63 sqq.; C. Qroflse, Die aUen TrfitUr, pp. 484 sqq.,

Hennannsbuigt 1900.

ROOTS, LOGAN HERBERT: Protestant Episco-

pal missionary bishop of Hankow, China; b. near
Tamaroa, 111., July 27, 1870. He was educated at

Harvard (A.B., 1891), and, after a year as graduate
secretary of the Harvard Christian Association and
traveling secretary of the college department of the

Y. M. C. A., entered the Episcopal Divinity School,

Cambridge, Mass., from which he was graduated in

1896. He was ordered deacon in the same year and
was advanced to the priesthood in 1898. In 1896
he went to China, and, after studying at Wuchang
imtil 1898, was stationed as a missionary at Hankow
imtil 1904, when he was consecrated (second) mis-

sionary bishop of Hankow.

ROPES, CHARLES JOSEPH HARDY: Congrega-
tionalist; b. in St. Petersbuig, Russia, Dec. 7, 1851.

He was educated at the City of London School

(1862-67), the gymnasium of Amstadt, Germany
(1868-69), the Sorbonne, Paris (1869), Yale College

(A.B., 1872), the University of Tttbingen (1872-73),

Andover Theological Seminary (1873-75; resident

Ucentiate, 1875-76), and Union Theological Semi-
nary (1876-77). He was pastor at Ellsworth, Me.
(1877-1881); and professor of New-Testament lan-

guage and literature in Bangor Theological Semi-
nary (188I-I908). He was also librarian of the

same institution from 1887-1901, and resimied this

office in 1906. He has written The Morality of the

Greeks as ehovm by their LUerahire, Art^ and Life

(New York, 1872), and has translated G. Uhlhom's
Conflict of Christianity with Heathenism (in collabora-

tion with E. C. Smyth; 1879).

ROPES, JAMES HARDY: Congregationalist; b.

at Salem, Mass., Sept. 3, 1866. He was graduated

from Harvard (A.B., 1889), Andover Theological

Seminary (1893), and studied at the universities of

Kiel, Halle, and Berlin (1893-95). He was instruc-

tor in New-Testament criticism and exegesis at

Harvard (1895-1903), and has been Bussey profes-

sor of the same subjects since 1903, as well as Dexter
lectiirer on Biblical literature since 1904. He has

written Die Spruche Jesu die in den kanonischen

Evangelien nicht ilberliefert sind (Leipsic 1896).

ROSARY: A string of beads, each eleventh one
larger than the rest, used in the Roman Catholic

Church to aid in the reciting of a fixed number of

Our Father's and Hail Marys; also the devotion

in which such a string of beads is employed. Quasi-

analogues may be traced in non-Christian religions,

as among the Tibetan Buddhists, who use strings of

beads, generally 108 in number, and made of jewels,

sandal-wood, mussel-shells, and the like, according

to the status of their owners; while the Mohanmie-
dans, in like manner, have a tasbih, or string of

thirty-three, sixty-six, or ninety-nine beads, to be

counted as the corresponding names of Allah in

the Koran are recited.

The custom of repeatedly reciting the Our Father

arose in the monastic life of Egypt at an early time,

being recorded by Palladius and Sosomen. The
Hail Mary, or Ave Maria, on the other hand, first

became a regular prayer in the second
Origin half of the eleventh century, though it

and was not until about the thirteenth that

History, it was generally adopted. The ad-

dition of the words of Elisabeth,

''blessed is the fruit of thy womb, Jesus" (Luke i.

42), to the Angelical Salutation, '' Hail, Mary, full of

grace; the Lord is with thee; blessed art thou
among women " (Luke i. 28), is first mentioned
about 1130; but Bishop Odo of Paris (1196-1208)

requires the recitation of the Hail Mary together

with the Our Father and the Creed as a regular

Christian custom. The closing petition, "Holy
Mary, Mother of God, pray for us sinners, now and at

the hour of our death," developed gradually in

the sixteenth century, and was res^uxied even by the

Council of Besan^on (1571) as a superfluous but
pious custom. These facts show that the traditions

which ascribe the invention of the rosary to Bene-
dict of Nursia, Bede, or Peter the Hermit are im-
trustworthy, and the same statement holds of the
Dominican tradition which makes Dominic receive

a vision of the A^gin commanding him to introduce

the use of the rosaiy. At the same time, the rosary

was originally an essentially Dominican mode <^

devotion, though first arising long after the death
of the founder of the order; but while some in-

fluence may have been exercised by the ac-

quaintance of oriental Christians with ^e Moham-
medan taebihf all the characteristics of the recita-

tion of the Our Father, like the meditations con-

nected with it, can be explained only from the

operation of specifically Christian ideas.

The devotions of the rosary are some twenty in

number, of which the most important now call for

consideration. The complete, or Dominican, rosary

discovered, according to tradition, by Dominic about
1208, consiBts of fifteen decades of small beads
(Hail Marys), each separated by a large bead (Our

Father). This is also called the
Chief rosary (or psalter) of the Blessed

Types and Virgin Mary, the alternative title im-
Derivation plying that the 150 Psahns may like-

of Name, wise be regarded as so many prayers

to the Virgin. The ordinary rosary,

traditionally ascribed to Peter of Amiens about
1090, contains five decades of Hail Marys and five

Our Fathers, the former shaped (towuxi the end
of the Middle Ages) like white lilies to symbolize
the purity of the Virgin, and the latter like red roses

to typify the five wounds of Christ. The rosaiy of

St. Bridget consists of sixty-three Hail Marys,
representing the traditional number of years of the

Virgin's life (or seventy-two among the Francis-

cans), and seven Our Fathers. The Crown <rf our
Savior is a rosary traditionally ascribed to a
Camaldolite monk of the early sixteenth century,

and consists of thirty-three Our Fathers (represent-

ing the thirty-three years of the life of CThrist) and
five Hail Marys (typifying the five wounds of Qirist).

A similar devotion is the " little rosary," with three

decades of Hail Marys and three Our Fathers; and
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the angelical rosary likewise has thirty-three beads.

In the latter, however, the Hail Mary is recited only

at the first bead of etLch. decade, the 8anctu$f fol-

lowed by the lesser doxology, being repeated at

each of the nine others.

The origin of the name rosary for an object bear-

ing no resemblance whatever to a garland of roses

is problematical. Some Roman Catholic authors

derive the term from the Virgin's appellation of

"mystic rose" in the Church; or from St. Rosalie

(twelfth centuiy), who is represented sometimes
with a string of beads and sometimes with a crown
of gold and roses; or from the roses which, legend

says, bloomed on the lips of those who paid true

homage to the Virgin and the Angelical Salutation,

and which she plucked and twined into a garland

about their brows. It is more probable, however,
that, in the spirit of the mystic piety of the Middle
Ages, the devotion itself was conceived as a garden
of roses, each of which, as a separate prayer, \m-
folded in honor of the Blessed Virgin, especially as

this corresponds in meaning with the English
*' chaplet," Lat. corona (" crown"), etc., as a designa-

tion of the rosary or of separate decades of it.

On beginning the rosary the sign of the cross is

made, the smaU cross attached to the center of the

string of beads is held, and the Creed, one Our
Father, three Hail Marys, and one Gloria are recited,

as they also are on the completion of the devotion.

The recitation of the rosary also involves meditation

on the five joyful, the five sorrowful,

Mode of and the five glorious mysteries. The
Recitatk>n. five joyful mysteries are the annuncia-

tion, the visitation, the nativity, the

presentation, and the finding of Jesus in the Temple;
the five sorrowful mysteries are the agony and
bloody sweat of Christ in the garden, the scourging,

the crown of thorns, Christ carrying his cross, and
the crucifixion; the five glorious mysteries are the

resurrection, the ascension, the coming of the Holy
Ghost, the assumption of the T^rgin, and the corona-

tion of the Virgin. The jo3r8, sorrows, and glories

of Mary are thus linked in an ascending scale with

the great facts of redemption. The rosary is gen-

erally connected with a single group of the mysteries

at a time: the joyful m3r8teries on Monda3rs and
Thur8da3rs, and the Sunda3rs of Advent and from
Epiphany to Lent; the sorrowful mysteries on
Tuesdays and Fridays, and the Simdays in Lent;

and the glorious mysteries on Wednesda3rs and
Satiudays, and the Sundays from Easter to Advent.

A tradition of the Church, first fully developed in

the nineteenth century, grants indulgences for the

recitation of the rosary. The indulgence attaches,

moreover, to individual beads as well as to the

entire rosary, and only when more than half are

lost at the same time, or when the medal with the

picture of the Virgin is mutilated or become imrec-

ognizable, does the indulgence become invalid.

The Confraternity of the Holy Rosary was
founded a* Cologne by the famous Dominican
Jakob Sprenger in 1475, and was privileged by
Sixtus rV. on condition that the rosary be recited

on the five great feasts of the Virgin (Purifica-

tion [Feb. 2]; Annunciation [Mar. 25]; Visita-

tion [July 2]; Assumption [Aug. 15]; and

Nativity [Sept. 8]), as well as on other da3r8,

each time with an indulgence of 100 days. Suc-

ceeding pontiBfs extended the confra-

Confrater- temity and its privileges, and its

nity of the prestige was increased during the
Holy Turkish wars of the sixteenth century.

Rosary. The success of the Christian arms at

the battle of Lepanto (Oct. 7, 1571;

the first Sunday in October) was attributed to

the intercession of the Virgin for the prayers of

the confraternity, and Pius V. accordingly made
that day the feast of Our Lady of the Rosary (trans-

ferred by Gregory XIII. in 1583 to its present place,

the first Simday in October). The limitation of the

feast, by Gregory XIII., to churches containing a
chapel or altar in honor of the rosary was gradually

extended by his successors imtil the Austrian
victory at Temesvar on the feast of Our Lady of the

Snows (Aug. 5) and the raising of the Turkish siege

of Corfu on the feast of the Assumption of the

Blessed Viigin Mary (Aug. 15) were deemed such
conclusive proofs of her power of intercession that

Clement XI., in the following year, commanded
that the feast be observed throughout Christendom.
The members of the Confraternity of the Holy
Rosary are bound to recite the rosary at least once
daily. Recently, however, there has been a tend-

ency to form "Living Rosaries," each of fifteen

members, each reciting a decade daily. These
fifteen members constitute a "rose," fifteen "roses"
a "tree of God," and fifteen "trees of God" a "di-

vine garden of the Blessed Virgin." Leo XIII. was
an especially fervent promoter of the devotion of the

rosaiy, no less than eight of his encyclicals touching

upon it.

The monks of the Greek Church, particularly on
Mount Athos, have a quasi-analogue to the rosary

in their kombologion or komboachoinionf a cord with

a himdred knots, each of which, when told, must
be accompanied with the sign of the cross. Some
of the monks of Athos are required to repeat this

office twelve times daily, accompanying these 1,200

prayers with 120 genuflections. (O. ZdCKLEBf.)

Bibuoorapht: H. Alt, Daa Kirehenjahr des chriMichen
Morgen- und Abtndlandea, pp. 72 sqq., Berlin, I860: V.
Moraad, 72 RoMrio deUa B, V, Maria, Casalis. 1867; M.
Ch^ry, La Thtologie du taint romire, 2 vols., Paris, 1869;
K. Martin, Die Schdnheiten dea Roaenkraruest Mains, 1876;
H. Duffant, Une hypoihUe »ur la date et le lieu de VinetitU'

Hon du roaaire, Freiburg, 1878; M. Plues, ChaU about the

Roaary, London, 1881; T. Leikes, Roaa aurea, Dfllmen,
1886; L. C. Oay. EiUretiena aw le roaaire, 2 vols., Paris,

1887; W. Lescher, The Roaary, ita Hiat. and Indulgencea,

London. 1888; idem, St. Dominic and the Roaary, Leices-

ter, 1901; T. E^Bser, Unaerer lieben Frauen Roaenkrana,
Paderfoom, 1889; A. Kdnig, Officium dea heiiigen Roaen-
krarnea, Breslau, 1890; Ada aancta aedia . . . pro ao-

cietate a. roaarU, 4 vob., Leyden, 1891; T. Esser. in Katho-
lik, 1897, pp. 346 sqq., 409 sqq., 615 sqq.; O. Zdckler,

Aakeae und MOtuihtum, passim, Frankfort, 1897; S. Knoll,
Maria die K&nigin dea Roaenkranaea, oder ttoUaUindige Er-
kl&runo der heUigen Roaenkrans Oeheimniaae, R^ensburg,
n.d.; Manual of Prayera for the Uae of the Catholic Laity,

pp. 368-382, New York, n.d. (gives English prayers,

meditations, etc.); J. J. Roche, Short Explanation of the

Roaary, London (Duffy and 0>.), n.d.; Canon Ryan. The
Holy Roaary, in vol. iv. of Collected Pvhlicationa, Catholic
Truth Society, London, n.d.; Qraf Hoensbroech, Dos
Papattum in aeiner aocial-kuUurellen Wirkaamkeit, i. 277-
283, Leipsic, 1901; J. Procter, Roaary Guide for Prieata

and People, London, 1901: D. Dahm. Die BrQderachaft
vom heiiigen Roaenkrana, Treves. 1902; H. Holzapfel. St.
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Dominiktuund dm" Ro»enkraiiu,U}Uikh, 1909; W.Sehmiti,
Dot Ro9€nkrafUO€b0l m /5. und tm Anfiinoe dea 19. Jahr-

htmderU, Freibuis, 1903; K. O. Beste, Bom miftHea; the

MytUrif oftKe Romry, London. 1904; A3B, Aug., L 422-

437; DCB, ii. 1819-20; KL, x. 1275-80. For ethnic

rosaries consult: Monier Williams, in Athtnanmi^ Feb. 9,

1878; I. M. Casanowios, Th4 CoUedion of BoMrin in the

U. S. NatiamU Mueewn (Washington Gov't Pub.), 1909.

ROSCBLINaS, roe^lai'nus (ROSCBLUNUSi
ROZELINUS, RUCBLINUS), JOHANIIBS: Nomi-
nalist and tritheist of the eleventh century; b. in

northern France, probably in the diocese of Soi»-

sons. Of his life almost nothing is known, and it is

difficult to define his ttieologi(»il and philosophical

views. He received his education at Soissons and
Reims, and then taught at Tours and

Life. at Locmenach near Vannes in Brit-

tany. Shortly before 1092 he was
canon at Compidgne, but since he taught views on
the Trinity that seemed heretical, and since he ap-

pealed to Lanfranc and Anselm as supporting Us
position, the latter addressed a letter of complaint

to Bishop Fulco of Beauvais immediately before

the synod of Soissons (1092). The qmod bade
Roecelinus to recant, and as not only the members
of the s3mod, but apparently the whole people, had
been aroused against him, he obeyed from fear.

The form of recantation, which seems to have been
merely an abjuration of tritheism, must have
enabled him to adhere to his doctrine without

directly violating his word, for he was soon once

more defending his old opinions. He lost his

canonry and sought refuge in England where, as an
opponent of Ansdm, he expected a favorable recep-

tion from William Rufus. He was compelled to

leave, however, after the reconciliation of the king

with Anselm, especially as he had attacked Anselm's
teaching concerning the incarnation. He returned

to France and became canon of Toiirs and Besan^on.

While at Locmenach he had been the first teacher

of Abelard, but the pupil came to despise his

master, and in his Z>e trinitate (1119) Abelard very

emphatically defended the unity of God in the

trinity of persons, with unmistakable reference to

the opinions of Roecelinus which had been con*

demned at Soissons. Roecelinus determined to

chaige his pupil with heresy in regard to the Trinity

before Bishop Gisbert of Paris, whereupon Abelard
addressed a letter to the bishop, defending himself

and offering to hold a disputation with Roecelinus,

at the same time making a sharp attack on his errors

and his private life. The letter in which Roecelinus

replied to Abelard is the sole product of his pen
which is now extant (ed. J. A. Schmeller, in AMA,
philosophisch-philologische Klasse, 5 ser., iii. 189-

210, 1849; also in Abelard's Opera, ed. V. Cousin,

ii. 792-803, Paris, 1859). In this letter he haughtily

ignored the attacks upon his character, but referred

to Abelard's career, and expressed himself cautiously

but clearly on the theological points in controversy.

He reveals himself as ready to submit to the author-

ity of both the Bible and the Church, and as fully

recognizing the prestige of such a theological op-

ponent as Anselm. After this episode Rioecelinus

disappears from history.

In considering the doctrine of Roecelinus, his

deviation from the orthodox doctrine of the Trinity

may first be discussed, then his nominaHsm, and
finally the connection between the two. He re-

garded the 'three persons of the Trinity as ''three

self-existent beings," who, however, are united by
unity of power and will, thus endeavoring to avoid

the deductions that in the Son the Father and the

Holy Ghost were also incarnate. Anselm, in his

polemic against RosceUnus, asked

Trinitukui what he meant by the expression

Doctrine, "three self-existent beings"; if he re-

ferred simply to the relations by which

the Father and the 8aa are distinguished in God,

his doctrine would not be in disagreement with the

doctrines of the Church which teaches that the

Father as Father is not the Son, and the Son as

Son is not the Father. This, however, in his judg-

ment, could not be the opinion of Roecelinus, since

he sa3rs that the three Persons are ** three essen-

tially separate beings," whichwould implya stronger

distinction, the assumption of three different Gods.

This was likewise evident, according to Ansehn,

from Roecelinus' comparison of the Trinity with

three angels or three souls, these evidently being

three substances, and not merely three relations

of one and the same being, whereas the Church
teaches that the three persons of the Trinity are not

three substances (i.e., three Ckxls), but one (Sod.

Furthermore, if the " three beings " bore the name
of God in virtue of one and the same power and will,

as three men bear the name of king, God would not

be something substantial, but accidental, and the
'' three beings ** would then be three Gods as cer-

tainly as three men could not be one king. If

Roecelinus divides the whole God into three indi-

viduals, he would have to extend the incarnation,

according to Anselm, to all three persons if this is

to be true and perfect. The doctrine of the Church,

however, is not compelled to assume this because it

sees in the one being, which is God, three distinct

persons, so that it sees the same God in the Father

as in the Son, only in another relation, and is, ac-

cordingly, not forced to ascribe to the Father every-

thing that belongs to God in the Son, e.g., the incar-

nation. Anselm derived the error of Roecelinus from
his excessive stress on the concept of personality

in reference to God. When he states that Roscelinus
" either wished to set up three gods or did not know
what he did mean," he was half right and half wrong.

Roscelinus posited three gods in so far as he deariy

perceived the difiiculty of simultaneously conceiv-

ing of numerical unity and triple and true person-

ality in the Trinity; but he was no tritheist in the

heretical sense of the term, and he thought that

tritheism was fully avoided by his union of the per-

sons in power and will. Herein he was wrong, and
the rigid dialectics of Anselm clearly proved how
inevitably his phraseology led to tritheistio con-

clusions.

In philosophy Roscelinus was a nominalist,

maintaining that universale are not real and self-

existent, but are mere abstract names which exist

in apd for thought. He, therefore, taught that a
whole cannot have parts in the sense that the

whole really exists while the parts proceed from it;

on the contrary, only the parts are real, their

synthesis forming a whole that can be diHtingiiished
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as a unit from them only logically, not really. If,

now, the whole, or " thing," comprised parts, then,

since the whole is nothing but the

Nominallstic parts, the part would be part both of

Foundation, itself and of the other parts; and again,

since each part is necessarily prior to

the whole, this whole, if it is comprised of parts, must
be prior to them, so that the part is prior to itself.

This paradox is solved by the fact that Roecelinus

attached to " whole " (or " thing ") the connota-
tion of a concrete and existent individual, which is

consciously delimited from other objects, and ceases

to be itself when one of its elements is withdrawn.
The heresy of Roecelinus condemned by the Synod
of Soissons was not based ostensibly upon his nom-
inalism; but it is probably incorrect to aigue that
he proceeded from a theological to a nominalistic

point of view in order to reconcile philosophy and
theology, for he was primarily a dialectician, and
considered theological problems from his philosoph-

ical standpoint. Regarding the universal as a mere
logical, nominal abs^'action of particulars, he could
conceive God to exist only as an individual, and
could construe the " three beings " only as three

individuals, not as " one being " in the realistic

Beoae, so that the unity of the three could consist

only in their common power and will. In reaching
this conclusion he seems to have concealed his nom-
inalistic basis, lest, from its use in advancing a theo-

logical innovation, he should bring both theory and
basis into discredit. According to Anselm, Roece-
linus declared that '' we must defend the Christian

faith." On the surface this implies a purely apolo-

getic interest, but it has also been construed as a
plea for dialectic elucidation of the faith, and even
for relative freedom of reason in the interpretation

and development of ecclesiastical doctrine, espe-

cially as nominalism was generally associated with
a more rationalistic tendency than was realism.

The data are, however, too scanty to pronounce a
decision. (A. Hauck.)
BiBUoamAPBT: Anaelm, De fid9 irinitatU, eonira bUuphe-
waaa Boaedlini, in MPL, dviiL; F. PioAvet, Romsdin, phi-
loaophe ^ thMogien, Paris, 1896; Huioire liUirain de la
France, ix. 358 sqq.; J. M. Chladen, De vita et heweei
Boeceaini, Erlancen, 1750; J. M. de Qerando, Hiet. com-
parie dee eyeUmee de phOaeaphie, ii. 440, Paris, 1804; V.
Cousiii, Fraomtnte de pkHoeaphie ecolastique, pp. 119 sqq..
Fans. 1840; H. Bouchltt^ Le Rationalieme ehrHien d, laM du aruihne eikie, Paris, 1842; C. de lUmusat. AbOard,
2 vob., Paris. 1845; B. HaurAau. De la pMloeophie teo-
laatique, I 175-179, Paris. 1850; C. Prantl, OeechiehU der
Looik un Abendlande, ii. 77 sqq., Leipsio, 1861 ; A. StOekl.
OteehitMe der PkOoeophie dee MittelaUere, L 135 sqq..
Ifains, 1864; C. S. Barach, Zur OeachickU dee Nominaiie-
mue, in Kleine phUoeophieehe Sehriften, Vienna, 1878; F.
Ueboweg, GeeehichU der PkOoeophie, ed. M. Heinse, voL
iL, Beriin, 1905, Enc. transl. of eariier ed., L 364, 372-
376, 380. New York, 1874; SchaiT, Christian Church, v.

1, pp. 592, 600, 613; Neander. Chriatian Church, vol. iv.

pBsdm; KL, x. 1272-73; Hamack. Dogma, vi. 34, 151-
162, 182; the works on the histoiy of philosophy by J. E.
Sidmann, 3 vols., London, 1892-98, and W. Windelband,
New York, 1893.

ROSE, THE GOLDBN. See Goldbn Rosb.

ROSE, HENRY JOHN: Chureh of England; b.

at Uckfield (15 m. n.e. of Brighton) Jan. 3, 1800;
d. at Bedford Jan. 31, 1873. He was graduated
from St. John's College, Cambridge (B.A., 1821;
M.A., 1824^ B.D., 1831; fellow, 1824-38); rector of

Houghton Conquest, Bedfordshire, 1837-73; and
archdeacon of Bedford, 186&-73. He was joint edi-

tor of the EncydopeMa Metropolitana (London,
1817-45) from 1839, from which he reprinted, with
additions, his History of the Chriatian Church from
1700 to 1858 (1S5S), He was a member of the Eng-
lish Old-Testament company of revisers, and wrote
in part the notes on Daniel in The BiUe Commenr
tary (London, 1872-82). He was author of The
Law of Moaea in Connection with the Hiatary and
Character of the Jewa, Hulsean lectures, 1833 (Cam-
bridge, 1834) ; and Anawer to the Caae of Diaaentera

(1834). He was a conservative churchman, an in-

defatigable collector of books, and a voluminous
miscellaneous editor and writer.

BnuooBAPBT: J. W. Buison, The Livee of Twelve Oood
Men, pp. 284-295 et paasim, 2 vob., London, 1888; E.
M. Qoulbum, John W. Burgon: a Biography, 2 vob^
London, 1891; DNB, xlix. 232-233.

ROSE, HUGH JAMES: Chiuxsh of England,
brother of the preroding; b. at Little Horsted (14
m. n.e. of Brighton) June 9, 1795; d. at Florence,

Italy, Dec. 22, 1838. He was graduated at Trinity

College, Cambridge, 1817; was vicar of Horsham,
1822-30; prebendary of Chichester, 1827-33; Chris-

tian Advocate in the University of Cambridge, 1829-

1833; rector of Hadley, Suffolk, 1830-33; incum-
bent of Fairsted, Essex, 1834-37, and of St. Thomas,
Southwark, 1835-38; professor of divinity at the
University of Durham, 1833; and principal of

King's College, London, 1836. He was a very
learned man, and a Highrchurchman of the most
pronoimced type. He early established relations

with J. H. Newman and others of the Oxford move-
ment, and the celebrated Hadleigh conference, which
bore fruit later in crystallizing that movement, was
held at his rectory, although later Rose took but
little part (see Tractabianibm). He founded the
Britiah Magazine and Monthly Register of Rdigioua
and EcdeaiaaUcal Information, 1832; was editor of

the Encyclopedia Metropolitana (29 vols., London,
1817-45) in 1836-38; and projected the New Genr
eral Biographical Dictionary (12 vols., London,
1848). He published Christianity always Progress-

ive (London, 1829); and The Oospd an Abiding
System (1832).

Bibuogbapht: J. W. Buison, The Livee of Twelve Oood
Men, 2 vols., London, 1888; J. H. Newman, Apologia pro
viia eua, ohap. iL, ib. 1864; H. P. liddon. Life of Ed-
ward Bouoerie Puaey, passim, 3 vols., ib. 1893-04; DNB,
xlix. 240-242; and literature under TBACfTABiANisM.

ROSBNIUS, KARL OLOF. See Bornholmbrs.

ROSBNMUELLBR, rO'ien-mQl'aer, ERNST
FRIEDRICH KARL: German Lutheran and orien-

talist; b. at Hessbei^g (a village near Hildbuig-
hausen, 17 m. s.e. of Meiningen) Dec. 10, 1768; d.

gt Leipsic Sept. 17, 1835. He was educated at the
University of Leipsic, where he was privat-docent

(1792-96), associate professor of Arabic (1796-

1813), and full professor of oriental languages (1813-

1835). His life was the uneventful one of a quiet,

earnest student. Besides reediting 8. Bochart's
Hieroxoicon (3 vols., Leipsic, 1793-96), he wrote
Scholia in Vetus Testamentum (16 parts, 1788-1817;
excerpted in five parts, 1828-35); HandbuchfOr die

Litteratur der biblischen Kritik imd Exegese (4 parts.
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GdttiDgen, 1797-1800); IrMtutioMa ad funda-
merUa linguiB Ardtnca (Leipdo, 1818); Daa du und
neue MorgerUand, oder EHduierungen der heiligen

Schrtft aua der ruUHrlichen Beechaffenheitf den Sagen,

SiUen und Oebrduchen dee Morgerdandee (6 vols.,

1818-20); Handbuch der hiUiechen AUertumekunde

(4 vols., 1823-^1); and Analeda Arabiea (1824).

Portions of his Handbuch were translated by N.
Morren under the titles Biblical Geography of Aeia
Minor, Phenicia, and Arabia (Edinbuigh, 1836),

and Biblical Geography of Central Aeia (2 vols.,

1836-37), and by N. Morren and T. G. Repp under
the title Mineralogy and Botany of the Bible (Edin-

buigh, 1840). (G. FRANKt.)
Bibuoorapbt: Ntuer Nekrolog der Deuttchen, XIII., iL

766-769; ADB, xxix. 216.

ROSBNMUELLER, JOHAHN 6B0R0: German
Lutheran, father of the preceding; b. at Ummer-
stftdt, near Hildbuighausen (17 m. s.e. of Meinin-

gen), Dec. 18, 1736; d. at Leipsic Mar. 14, 1815.

After completing his education at the University of

Altdorf, he was for several years a private tutor and
teacher; then pastor at Hildbuighausen (1767-

1768), Hessberg (1768-72), and K5nigsberg in Fran-
oonia (1772-75); professor of theology at Erlangen

(1775-83); first professor of the same at Giessen

(1783-85); and professor of theology, pastor of St.

Thomas', and superintendent at Leipsic (1785-

1815). In theology he was an opponent of the

Kantian exegesis and an adherent of the mediating

school, regarding the principles of the unbiased

reason to be as authoritative as the clear expres-

sions of Scripture. The fruit of his activity as

teacher and preacher appeared in writings on exe-

gesis, hermeneutics, practical theology, and, above
all, in books of edification. Special mention may be
made of his Scholia in Novum Teetamenbum (6th

ed., 6 vols., Nuremberg, 1815-31); Hietoria inter-

pretationie librorum eacrorum in ecdeeia Christiana

(5 vols., Hildburghausen, 1705-1814); Morgen- und
Abendandachten (1799); Betrachtungen aber die

vomehmeten Wahrheiten der Religion auf aUe Tage
dee Jahree (4 vols., Leipsic, 1801); Aueerieeenee

Beicht- und Kommunionbuch (1799); and Ckriet-

lichee Lehrbuch/Hr die Jugend (1809).

(G. FRANKt.)
Bibuoorapbt: Notuen aiw RoMnmHUer^M Leben, Leipsic,

1815; J. C. DoU. RoeenmiOlen Leben, ib. 1816; 0. Fnmk,
Oeachichie der proleatanHechen TKeotogie^ iiL 102, ib. 1875;
ADB, TTiT. 219.

ROSBNZWBIO, rO'xen-tsvaig, ADOLF: German
rabbi; b. at Turdossin (52 m. s.s.w. of Gracow),
Hungary, Oct. 20, 1850. He was educated at the

rabbinical seminary at Pressbuig, the Lehranstalt

for die Wissenschaft des Judentums, Berlin, and
the University of Berlin. In 1874 he became rabbi

at Pasewalk, Pomerania, whence he was called, %
few years later, to Bimbaum, Posen, where he re-

mained until 1879. From 1879 to 1887 he was
rabbi at Teplitz, Bohemia, and since 1887 has been
rabbi and preacher of the Jewish community at

Berlin. He has written Zur Einleitung in die BUcher
Eera und Nehemia (Berlin, 1875); Zum hunderten

CMmrtetage dee Nathan der Weiee (Posen, 1878);

Dae Jahrhundert nach dem babyloniechen Exile mit
beeonderer RUckeicht auf die religidee Entwicklung

dee Judentume (Berlin, 1885) ; KUnetler und Jugend-
bilder (Neuhaus, 1886); Der poliUeche und reUgidee

Charakter dee Joeephue Flaviue (Berlin, 1889);

Jeruealem und Cceearea (1890); Dae Auge in Bibd
und Talmud (1892); Oeedligkeit und Oeedligkeite-

freuden in Bibd und Talmud (1895); and Kleidung
und Schmudc im bibliechen und talmudiechen Schrif-

ten (1905).

ROSBTTA STONE. See Eqyft, I., 6, { 1; In-

scRipnoNs, L, I 3.

ROSXCRUCIAIIS: An alleged mystical order of

the early seventeenth century, whose origin ia sup-

posed to be given in the AUgemeine vnd General

R^ormaHon, der ganteen toeiten Welt, Beneben der

Fama Fratemitatief deee LdbUchen Ordene dee Rosen-

kreuteee . . . Auch einer kurtzen Responeion, von
dem Herm Haedmeyer geetdlet, wdcher deeewegen

von den Jeeuitem iat gefdnglich einge-

The Mogen, vnd auffeine Galleren geechmiedet

Apocryphal (Gassel, 1614). The Fama is the most
Sources, important section of the work, the

General R^ormation being a satire on
crasy reforms translated from an Italian original,

and the Reeponeion (which had been printed sepa-

rately two years previously) likewise deviating

widely from the style of the Fama. The alleged

author of the Reeponeion^ Adam Haselmeyer, is de-

scribed as a notary of the archduke or an ordinary

imperial judge in a Tyrolese village near Hall, but
how far these assertions are authentic is unknown.
The Fama professes to give information concern-

ing a secret society founded some two centuries be-

fore, by a German of noble birth called Fr. R. C.

(^Frater roeecB crude, or " brother of the rosy

cross "), who, placed in a monastery at the age of

five, had started on a pilgrimage to the Holy Sepul-

cher. At Damascus he had become acquainted with
the lore of the Arabs, and there he had translated

into Latin '^ the book and the book M " {^mundi).
After three years he was sent by his hosts to Egypt
and Fes, but in the latter city he learned the superi-

ority of his own faith and that man is a microcosm.
Two years later he sought to promulgate his new
wisdom in Spain, but to no purpose, and finally he
returned to Crermany. Here, in a special " house
of the Holy Spirit," he formed a little band who
were to go into all lands, wearing no special habit,

freely healing the sick, reporting annually in per-

son or by letter to their founder, seeking worthy
successors, having as their seal and symbol '' R. C."
{^Roeea Crux, " Rosy Cross "), and concealing

the existence of the fraternity for a hundred years.

A hundred and twenty years after the death of the

founder, a secret door was discovered in the '' house
of the Holy Spirit," behind which was a vault with
an altar covering the uncorrupted body of the
founder, who held in his hand a little parchment
book with letters of gold. This discovery showed
that the Rosicrucians could now publicly proclaim
themselves; the Fama was published in five lan-

guages; the learned were invited to test it; and the

hope was expressed that some might be led to join

the fraternity. The Rosicrucians explicitly de-

clared their belief in Christ, also implying that they
were Protestants, and particularly disavowing all
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connection with heretics, sectarians, and false

prophets. Their philosophy was to be " Jesus on
every side." They opposed the accursed transmu-

tation of metals as a petty thing in comparison with

the real glory of the true philosopher, who is able to

see the heavens open and the angels of God ascend-

ing and descending, and to know that his name is

written in the book of life. The Fartia was supple-

mented in 1615 by the Confewio JrcUemiUUia R. C.

ad erudUo8 Europctf printed at Cassel, both in Latin

and German. While in general harmony with the

Fama, it is more strongly apocalyptic and opposed
to Roman Catholicism; and it suggests positive re-

forms and advocates a practical Biblical piety which
would transcend th^ denominational barriers of

Protestantism. Its fanciful history occupies a minor
place, but at the same time it states that the name
of the founder of the Rosicrucians was Christianus

Rosenkreutz, and that he was bom in 1378 (d., ac-

cording to the Rosicrucian system, 1484).

These two works, the Fama and the Con/eanOf are

the sole original sources for the Rosicrucians. They
both had a phenomenal popularity, and evoked a

flood of writings on, for, and against

Sensational them. Some doubted the very exist-

Results. ence of the fraternity, and Descartes

and Leibnitz vainly sought to make
the acquaintance of a real Rosicrucian. From Ger-

many the Rosicrucian excitement spread to Eng-
land, France, and Italy; they were identified with

the Spanish Alombrados (q.v.); under the pseu-

donyms of IrenflBUs Agnostus and Menapius a pre-

tended adept (probably really named Friedrich

Grick) wrote again and again in pretended defense

of the Rosicrucians, though really in mockery of

them; and Johann Valentin Andre& added his seri-

ous warnings against them. Finally the outbreak

of the Thirty Years' War centered attention on other

matters, and more discerning minds at least per-

ceived that the whole fraternity was nothing but a
gigantic hoax. Henceforth the name Rosicrucian

proved an attraction for secret societies and many
sorts of impostures, and a century after its origin

Rosicruciamsm underwent a recrudescence in con-

nection with freemasoniy, which not only deemed
Rosicrucianism genuine, but even borrowed usages

and customs from the writings of those who had
satirised the fraternity.

The Fama and Ca^feasio have been ascribed to

the most divergent soiutses, including Luther and
Tauler, but it is now generally agreed that the real

author was Johann Valentin Andreft (q.v.) . Though
intended externally as a satire, the imderlying mo-

tive of the works was, as in most sa-

Autlionhip tires, serious; and though later Andre&
and Motive saw himself forced to attack the unruly

of the spirits he had unwittingly imloosed, he

Fntod. never denied his authorship of the two
writings in question. Moreover he

criticised with equal severity his own Chymische

Hochzeii ChrisHani RoaencreuU (Strasburg, 1616),

which is analogous in style, phrase, and content

(even to the nam^ of the hero) with the Fama and
the Canfessio. According to his own statement, the

Hochteit was written about 1603, and was, there-

fore. Andre&'s first essay in that development of the

X.--7

Rosicrucian hoax which was to lead to results so
imwelcome to its author. The fantastic elements
were drawn from romances of knighthood and
travel, and from cycles of alchemistic legend, and
were designed to arouse interest in the serious por-

tions. The very name of the hero contains allusions

to the author, " Christian " obviously referring to

Andreft's Reipvblica christianopolitanas deacriptio,

and *' Rosenlo^utz " to his coat of arms, a St. An-
drew's cross, gules, between four roses, gules,

shadowed by two wings, argent. Under all this fan-

tasy lay, as already noted, the most serious pur-

poses: the combating of alchemy and Roman Ca-
"tholicism, and the promotion of Christian truth as

revealed in the Bible and the maintenance of the

principles of the Reformation. The intermingling

of jest and earnest finds its parallel in Andre&'s own
MenipptLSf which appeared in 1618. As early as

1617, however, Andre& was obliged to attack his

creation in his Invitatio ad fratemitatem CkrisH ad
amoris candidatos, but his attempt to found a C^hris-

tian brotherhood, together wiUi his introduction

of Calvinistic elements into his own church, aroused

suspicions of his orthodoxy on the part of strict

Lutherans, especially when it became known that

he was the author of the HochzeiL In his own de-

fense he pleaded that he was not a Rosicrucian in

the accepted sense of the term, but his peculiar

position in the Cliurch of WOrttembeig, as well as

his persozMd vicissitudes, forbade him either to deny
or to admit the authorship of the Fama and Canr

feasio, the first of which seems to have been in his

mind as early as 1604 and was in manuscript by
1610, or about the time when the Confessio appears

to have been taking shape. (H. Hebmelink.)
Bibliography: For lists of the older literature consult: G.
KkMS, Bibliographie der Freimatarer^ pp. 174 sqq., Frank-
fort, 1844; and F. Katsch, Die EnHehung und der wahre
Endxweck der Freimaurereif pp. 116 sqq., Berlin, 1897.
Consult: A. E. Warte, The Real History of the Roeicrur
eiane, London, 1887; Q. Arnold, Unparteiieche Kitchen-
und KeUerhietorief part II., chap, xviii., Frankfort, 1729;
J. S. Semler, Unparteiieche SamnUungen tur Hielorie der
Roaenkreuter, Leipeic, 1786-88; C. O. de Murr, Vtber den
wahrtn Uraprung der Roaenkretuer und Freimaurert Suli-

bach, 1803; J. Q. Buhle, Ueber den Ureprung und die

vomehmaten Schickaale der Orden der Roaenkretaer
und Freimaurer, Qdttingen, 1806; G. E. Guhrauer,
in ZHT, 1862, pp. 298-316; F. C. Baur, OeachichU
der ehrieUichen Kirche, iv. 361 sqq., Leipeic. 1863;

E. Sierke, Schw&rmer und Schvnndler au Ende dee 18. Jahr-
hunderta, Leipeic. 1874; J. G. Herder, S&nUliche Werke,
XV. 57 sqq., xvi. 298 sqq., 691 sqq., Berlin, 1877-99; H.
Kopp, Die Alchemie, 2 vols., Heidelbei^. 1886; F. Hart-
mann, The Secret Symbcla of the Roaicruciana, London,
1888; idem. Among the Roaicruciana, ib. 1888; idem. In
the Pronaoa of the Temple of Wiadom, ib. 1890; idem. With
the Adepta, ib. 1909; W. Begemann, in MonatahefU der

ComeniuageaeUachaft, viii (1899), 146 sqq.; J. Kvacala,
in Ada et commentaOonea imperialia univereitaHa Jurieoienr

aia, Dorpat, 1899; F. B. Dowd, The Temple of the Roay
Croaa, Salem, 1906; R. S. Clymer, The Fraternity of the

Roaicrueiana; their Teachinga and Myateriea according to the

Manifeatoea iaaued at varioue Time*, Allentown, 1906;
H. Jennings, Roaierudana, their Ritea and Myateriea, 1870, *

4th ed., London and New York, 1907; KL» x. 1283-90;
literature under Andbba. Johann Valbmtin.

ROSIN BIBLE. See Bible Vbbsions, B, IV., § 9.

ROSKOFF, GE0R6 GUSTAV: German Protes-

tant; b. at Pressburg Aug. 31, 1814; d. at Ober-

tressen, near Aussee (40 m. s.e. of Salsburg), Styria,

Oct. 20, 1889. He was educated at the University
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of Halle and the Evangelical theological faculty at
Vienna (1839-46); and was privat-docent of Old-
Testament exegesis in the latter institution (1846-

1850); and professor from 1850. He was the author
of Die hebfiischen AUertHmer in Brie/en (Vienna,

1857); Die SimaonMoge und der HeradesmythttB
(Leipsic, 1860); Die GeachichU dea TevfeU (2 vols.,

1869); and Daa Beligionmvesen der roheaten Nature
vdUcer (1880). (G. FRANKf.)
Bibuoorapbt: Evanodi$ehe KirchenMeittmo fUr OeBlerreich,

1885, no. 3, 1889, no. 21; PnteaUmtitche Kireheiueihmo,
1889, no. 45.

ROSMnn-SERBATI, res-mi'ni-s&r-bd'ti, AN-
TONIO: Italian Roman Catholic and philosopher,

and founder of the Institute of Charity, or Con-
gregation of Roeminians; b. at Roveredo (13 m.
s.w. of Trent), Tyrol, Mar. 26, 1797; d. at Stresa

(3 m. s. of Pallanza), Italy, July 1, 1855. He was
educated at the University of Padua and was or-

dained to the priesthood in 1820, after having al-

ready pursued the studies in mathematics and
philosophy which were later to result in his Nuovo
aaggio euU* arigine ddle idee (3 vols., Rome, 1830;
Eng. transl., Origin o/IdeaSt 3 vols., London, 1883-

1886). He now took up his residence at Milan,

where he became acquainted with the French mis-

sionary, J. B. L5wenbrack, and with him estab-

lished at Domodoasola, on the road from Lago Mag-
giore to the Simplon, the Instituto di carit^ as a
center for a congregation of clergy who would de-

vote themselves both to learning and to practical

Christian piety. At Rome, in 1628, Rosmini was
cordially welcomed by Cardinal Bartolommeo Al-

berto Capellari (afterward Pope Gregory XVI.),
although the Jesuits were later to oppose him with
the weapons placed in their hands by his own Cinque
piaghe detla eanta chiesa (Lugano, 1848; abridged
Eng. transl., Five Wounds of the Holy Churchy Lon-
don, 1883). Nevertheless, the years immediately
following were devoted by Rosmini to the elabora-

tion of his epistemology. As a genuine realist, he
held that ideal being is the ultimate cause behind
phenomena, and maintained that such being is cog-

nosdble through inmiediate perception; but while

thus opposing the prevailing sensationalistic philoso-

phy, he diveiged equally from the pantheism of

^ncenso Gioberti, who based perception on purely

natural groimds, thus positing a natural intuition

of God. In the literary controversy which ensued
the Jesuit Joseph Aloysius Dmowski shifted the

issue to theology and charged Rosmini with Jan-
senistic errors, so that in 1843 Gregory XVI. foimd
himself obliged to command both parties to be
silent. Rosmini now restricted himself to practical

duties, especially as the Institute of Charity had
spread widely, particularly in England and Ireland.

Rosmini himself went in 1837 to Stresa, where he
labored for some years in his college for novices

until he saw himself involved in the excitement
which pervaded all classes in Italy at the accession

of Pius IX. He submitted to the new pontiff an
outline of a constitution for the States of the Church,
but it was unheeded, and he then published the
Cinque piaghe^ which he had written sixteen years
before, the '* five wounds " in question being de-

clared to be the suppression of the vernacular in

the liturgy, the false teaining of the deigy, the false

position of the bishops, the exclusion of the lower

clergy and the laity from the election of the popes,

and the arbitrary use of the property of the Church.
The work evoked bitter opposition from the ultra-

montanes and was naturally placed upon the Index,

whereupon Rosmini made his submission. The at-

tempt was also made to condemn Rosmini's other

writings, but the Congregation of the Index, in

1854, officially declared that they might be read.

Nevertheless, opposition to them was still main-
tained, and by a decree of 1887 Leo XIII. expressly

condemned forty propositions of Rosmini. The in-

stitutions founded by him, however, still exist both
in England and in Italy.

A collection of Roonini's works, although not
absolutely complete, has appeared under the title

Opere edite e inedite ddl* abbcUe A. RoeminiSerbati

(31 vols., Milan and Turin, 1837-57). Among these

special mention may be made of the following, all of

which have been translated into English: Maesime
di perfenone crietiana (13th ed., Milan, 1883; Eng.
transl.. Maxima of Chriatian PerfecUonf London,
1849); Cateckiamo diapoato aecondo Vordine delle

idee (latest ed., Rome, 1898; Eng. transl.. Catholic

Catechianif methodically Arranged^ by W. S. Agar
London [1849]); Paic^ogia (2 vols., Novara, 1846-

1848; Ehig. transl., Paychdogy, 3 vols., London,
1884-88); Siatema filoaofico (Lucca, 1853; Eng.
transl., PhUoaophical Syatem of Antonio Roamini
Serbatif London, 1882); and the posthimious Dd
Principio aupremo delia metodica e di alcune aue ap-
plicazioni in aervigio deU* umana educazione (Turin,

1857; Eng. transl., The Ruling Principle of Method
applied to Educationf by Mrs. W. Grey, Boston,

1887) and Schizzo auUa filoaofia modema (Turin,

1881; Eng. transl.. Short Sketch of Modem PhUoao-
phiea^ London, 1882). A number of his letters have
also been translated by D. Gaszola under the title

Letlera on Religioua Subjecta (London, 1901).

K. Benbath.

Bibuographt: On the life conault: W. Lockhardt, Life of
Antonio Roaminv^erbati, 2 vols., 2d ed., London, 1886;
V. Qarelli, Bioorafia di AnUmio Roamini, Turin, 1861; F.
Angeleri, Antonio Roaminit Treves, 1871; E. H. Derinc,
The Philoeopher of Rovereto, London, 1874; T. Davidson,
The PhUoaophital Syelem of A. RoeminiSerbati, with
Sketch of Auihor^a Life, etc., London, 1882; Q. S. Hao-
walter, Life of A. Roamini-SeriiaH, London, 1883; S. E.
Jarvis, Roamini, a Chriatian PhUoaopher, Market Weigh-
ton, 1888; A. Dyroff, Roamini, Mains. 1906; O. B. Pagani,
Life of Antonio Roamini-Serbati, London and New York.
1907.

On his philosophy consult: O. FezTari« Baaai aur le

principe et lea limitea de la phUoaophie de Fhiatoire, pp.
184-202, Paris, 1843; A. Pestalossa, Le Dottrine di Roa-
mini, 2 vok., Milan, 1851-53; idem. La Mente di Roamini,
lb. 1855; T. Roberti, DeUa Spirito filoaofico di A. Roa-
mini, Bassano, 1855; Q. Bertassi, Siatema ideologico di
Antonio Roamini, Verona, 1858; M. Debrit. Hiatal doa
doctrinea phUoaophiquea dana VltaJie eontemporoine, Paris.
1859; C. M. Feir^ Eapoaiaione del Principio filoaofico di
Antonio Roamini, Verona, • 1859; J. Bemardi, Oiovane
eth e primi Studii di Antonio Roaminii, Pinerolo, 1860;
S. Frati, A Roamini: eenni aulT Immortalita deff AntnMU
Parma, 1861; L. Ferri, Baaai aur Fhiatoire de la phUoao-
phie en Italic, Paris, 1869: V. Lilla, Kant e Roamini, Turin,
1869; L. Palatini, Dd Prindpio filoaofico di Antonio Roa-
mini, Verona, 1869; 0. Buroni, Roamini e S. Tommaao,
Turin, 1878: idem, Antonio Roamini e La Civilth Cattolica,

lb. 1880* Q. Petri, A. Roamini e i Neo-Scolaatici, Rome,
1878; K. Werner, ^i. Roamini'a SieUung in der Geaehidde
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der neyeren PhUowphie, Vienna, 1884; idem. Die itaUenir
tehe PhOotophie de» IB, JakrhvnderU, Vienna, 1884; E.
Avo^ftdxo, La FUomtfia ddP Abbate Antonio Romnini
eaaminata^ Napoli, 1885; F. H. Reusch, Index der ver-

botenen BUcher, u. 1130 sqq., Bonn, 1885; F. X. Kraua, in

DetdBche RundiBehau, 1888; P. Montacnani, Roemini, 8an
Tamtnaao, e la Logica, Bologna, 1890; G. Vidari, Roemini e

Spencer, Milan, 1890; F. de Saiio, La Logica di A. Rosmini,
Rome, 1893; idem, Le Baei delta Psicologia e delia Biologia

eecondo U Roamini, ib. 1893; H. C. Sheldon, in Papers of
the American Society of Church Uietory, firat eeriee, viii.

41-66, New York, 1897; G. Gentile, Romnini e Oioberti,

Pisa, 1898; C. CaUi, Roamini neOa preeente Qvietione

eocidle, Turin, 1899.

On the order: Heimbuoher, Orden tmd KongregoHonen,
iiL522.

ROSS, JOHH: Presbyterian missionary to China;

b. at Easter Rarichie, Nigg (138 m. n. of Glasgow),

Scotland, Aug. 6, 1842. He received his education

at the village school at Nigg, through private in-

struction, at Glasgow University, and at the United
Presbyterian Theological Hall, Edinburgh; and has

been a missionary in Manchuria since 1872, during

recent years serving also as principal of the Theo-
logical Hall for Manchuria. In 1873 he visited the

Korean Gate, at that time the only place where
Koreans could come into contact with foreigners,

and he became in this way a pioneer in the work of

introducing Protestant Christianity into the Korean
peninsula. He states his theological position as fol-

lows: ** Mankind, being alienated from the unself-

ish goodness which is the character of God, has
brought loss and misery unlimited upon itself. God
being the All-loving as he is the All-righteous, it is

reasonable that he should by abnormal means reveal

this his character to his lumdiwork man, such rev-

elation being beyond the normal. Jesus in his life,

by word and deed culminating in the cross, revealed

the fact that God pities man, desires his salvation

from the state of alienation, and pleads with the

alienated to become reconciled and thus eradicate

the cause of his misery. By this reconciliation and
imitation of the unselfish good-doing of God, the

reign of peace for which Jesus came will be estab-

lished on earth." By his writings he has contributed

to the success of missions, enabling later comers to

the field to acquire through his works acquaintance

with the languages of the parts adjacent to Man-
churia. Of his works mention may be made of:

Mandarin Primer (Shanghai, 1876) ; Corean Primer

(1877); History of Corean Ancient and Modem
(Paisley, 1879); The Manchus^ or the Reigning Dy-
nasty o/Cfdna (1880); Old Wang, the First Chinese

Evangdist in Manchuria (London, 1889); Mission
Methods in Manchuria (1903); and The Original

ReHgion ofChina (Edinburgh, 1909) . He also trans-

lated the New Testament into Korean (Mukden,
1882-84); and was a member of the committee to

provide a commentary on the Bible in Chinese, in

connection with which he furnished the parts on
Isaiah i.-zxxix., Job, the latter half of Mattiiew, and
James.

ROSSI, T6^a, GIOVANNI BATTISTA DE: Roman
Catholic archeologist; b. at Rome Feb. 23, 1822;

d. there Sept. 20, IS94. He was educated at the

Collegium Romanum. Under the impulse from the

Jesuit Marchi he devoted himself to archeology,

particulariy the catacombs, laying the foundation

of his work by collecting antiquities in Italy, Swit-
zerland, France, Germany, and England. In this

department he became the chief by universal ac-

knowledgment and the founder of Christian arche-
ology. In 1854 he became one of the collaborators

of the InscripHones urbis Roma LaUnas for the Ber-
lin Academy of Sciences, Corpus inscriptorum, vol.

vi (Berlin, 1863 and after). In the Spicilegium
Solesmense of J. B. Pitra were published De chris-

tianis monumerUis ichthun exhibentibtts, vol. iil

(Paris, 1855), and De christianis titulis Carthagini-

ensibus (1858). His great work, which he began in

1843, was InscripHones ckristiana urbis Romas sep-

Hmo soeculo antiquiores (vols. i. and ii., Rome, 1861-
1888). This was followed by the Roma sotteranea

Christiana (3 vols., 1864-77; Eng. adaptation, Lon-
don, 1869), leaving the materials for vol. iv. almost
complete. He made the BvUetino di archcdogia

sacraf which he issued quarterly, 1863-94, a treas-

ure store of material from the excavations of cata-

combs and archeology in general. He succeeded,
during forty years, in investigating the most im-
portant cemeteries, relocating most of the martyrs'
tombs, and bringing them to light. From 1872-
1894, he published the Musaici cristiani with its

chromo-li^ographic plates (Spithoever ed., Rome,
1872-1900). For fifty years secretary at the Vati-

can, he published wiUi copious notes Index codicum
latinorum Bibliotheca Vaticance, vols, x.-xiii (1886,

and after), treating over 2,600 codices; and, with
other scholars, issued the (Euvres compUtes de Bar-
tolomeo Borghesi (9 vols., 1862, and after). Rossi
was professor at the University at Rome and after

1851 a member of the Accademia pontificia di

archsologia, and before his death its president. He
promoted a common bond between Roman Catholic

and other archeologists, and passed the influence

of his spirit to a school of successors.

Bibuoorapht: F. B. Leitner, Leben des . . . Johannes
Baptiela de Rosei, Regensburs, 1899. A valuable period-
ical literature ia indicated in Riohardaon, Encydojfaedia,
p. 958.

ROSWEYDE, ros-voi'de, HERIBERT: Jesuit

hagiographer, originator of the idea afterward car-

ried out by BoUand and his associates in the Acta
Sanctorum BoUandistarum (see Bolland, Jan, Boir
landibtb); b. at Utrecht Jan. 21, 1570; d. at Ant-
werp Oct. 4, 1629. He entered the Society of Jesus
in 1588, and was ordained priest in 1598. He was
professor of rhetoric at Brussels, 1592-95, of phi-

losophy 1598-1600, and of controversial theology
1605-07, then for four years head of the colleges of

Courtray and Antwerp. From about 1614 he de-
voted himself with increasing exclusiveness to his-

torical studies, especially the lives of the saints, for

which the Belgian abbeys offered a vast mass of

manuscript material. He formed the plan of a
comprehensive collection of such lives which should
surpass the existing ones in extent and critical ac-

curacy; but official duties and the controversies in

which he became engaged with Scaliger, Casaubon,
and others took up too much of his time for ^ini to
do more than begin the vast labor. He published

the Martyrologium parvum Romanum which he had
discovered, together with that of Ado (Antwerp,

1613) ; the first edition of the Windesheim Chronicle
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of Johann Busch (1621); an editioii of the " Imita-

tion of Christ " (1617); and one of the Ftto patrum

(1615). His faithfulness to duty was no less ad-

mirable than his scholarly activity, and his last

illness was due to disease contracted at the bed-

side of the dying.

Bibuograpbt: A8B, Jan.. L, profaoe, 1 6, and Mat., L.

preface to the life of J. BoUand, | 4; (V. de Buck], in

AnaUcUt pour Mivir d FfUMoir^ «edMaaHq%i» de la B«t-

OtQue, V (1S68)» 261-270; KL, x. 1314-16; liohtenbeiger,

ESB, xL 301-302.

ROSWrrHA, ros-vl'ta (R08WITH, HROS-
WITHA, HROTSUIT): Nun of Gandersheim in the

duchy of Saxony in the last third of the tenth cen-

tury; the years of her birth and death are not

known. Her abbess Gerberga (95^1001) asked her

to write a heroic poem in honor of the Emperor
Othol. It was finished in 968 and is entitled ffrot-

suithcB carmen de geeUs Oddonie /. itnperaUma, but

is not preserved entire. As the authoress drew her

material from members of the imperial family, dip-

lomatic considerations influenced her work; yet her

representation is an important source of histoiy.

Later she wrote the histoiy of her monastery, De
primordtia catnobii GandersheimenM, and also com-
posed many poems on saints. Her Christian come-

dies, modeled after those of Terence, are well known.

Ebert has disputed with good reason the earlier

view that these plays were written with the inten-

tion of suppressing the immoral plays of Terence.

(A. Hauck.)

Bibuoorapbt: Roswitha's worla were edited by K. A.

Barack, Nurembeis. 1868; and K. Strecker, Leipsio, 1006;

and are in MPL, oxzxvii. 971-1106. The two historical

poems are in MOH, Script., iv (1841), 302-336. There

are Gennan translations of the Otto by W. Oundlach,
Innsbruck, 1804, and others. Consult A. Ebert, LUUra-
twr dea MiUeUdUr; iiL 286 sqq., Leipsio, 1887; A. H.
Hoffmann, De RomoUhm vita H •cripHe, Wratislaw, 1839;

O. Rommel, in Forechvmgen mw deuteishen Oeeehiehte, iv

(1864), 123-168; R. Kopke, HroteuU von Oanderehoim,

Berlin, 1869; idem. Die HUeete deuteeKe Diehterin. Kul-
turoeechichtiiehee BUd aue dem 10, Jahrhunderi^ ib. 1869;

R. Steinhoif, in Zeiteehrift dee Hartvereine fUr Oeeehiehte

und AUerthumekunde, xv (1882), 116-140; a notable series

of contributions by O. Grashof are to be found in Shidien

und MtttheUungen aue den BenedikHner- und Cieterdeneer-

Orden, 1884-88; Wattenbaeh, DOQ, i (1886), 4. 313^16,
i (1893), 334-336; W. H. Hudson, in Bnoli^ Hietorieal

Review, 1888, pp. 431-467; ADB, xzix. 288-294; Blaiy

Reed, in FreeReview, 1 269-282, London, 1893-94; Hauck,
KD, iii. 301 sqq.

ROTA ROMANA. See Curia, § 3.

ROTH, r6t, I:ARL JOHANll FRIBDRICH: Ger-

man Lutheran; b. at Valhingen (5 m. s.w. of Stutt-

gart), WUrttembeig, Jan. 23, 1780; d. at Munich
Jan. 21, 1852. He studied law at the University

of TQbingen (1797-1801), and was then consul for

Nuremberg at Paris, Vienna, and Beriin. When
Nuremberg came under Bavarian control. Roth en-

tered the service of the state, first as financial cotm-
selor for the circle of Pegnits at Nurembeig, then

(1810) as chief financial counselor at Munich, and
finally (1817) as ministerial counselor in the royal

ministry of finances. His De beUo Boruaeico com-
meniarvue (1809) proved his unusual scholarship.

Meanwhile he had passed from the point of view of

Voltaire and Rousseau to orthodoxy, as was shown
by his selections from Luther's writings, Die Weie-
heU Dr. Martin Luthera (1817), and his editions of

the works of J. O. Hamann (Leipsic 1821-25). As
president of the supreme consistoiy of Bavaria

(1828-48) he exercised rare tact and administrative

skill, in guiding the Church through the troublous

reaction against rationalism, in cultivating the per-

sonal acquaintance of the cleigy, and in executing

the existing order, thus elevating the moral and the

intellectual status of the deigy. He established a
stated supervision of theological students at £r-

langen, which was soon given up, and a seminary

for the l^-aining of the Evangelical cleigy at Mu-
nich, which was soon obliged to reduce its number
of students from eight to six annually. During the

period 1837-48, the Roman Catholics were in the

ascendency with the government, and Roth was
blamed for being remiss in not insisting upon the

Protestant claims, though, perhaps, without jus-

tice. Nevertheless, in 1848 he was retired in order

to allay the agitation against him. Soon after, he
was made a member <^ the council of state, in

which he continued almost till his death.

(KaBL BUBGERt.)

ROTHB, rO'te, RICHARD: Theologian; b. at

Posen (lOO m. e. of Frankfort-on-the-Oder) Jan.

28, 1799; d. at Heidelberg Aug. 20, 1867. His
father was characterised by strong fidelity to duty

and patriotic devotion; his mother by
Early Life fervent piety. The latter was of a

and rationalistic type, as was also the

Educatkm. wretched religious instruction obtained

from the side of the school and the

Church. However, he was led into a supernatural

vein ot thought by the imaginative works of Novaiis

and other leaders in the Romantic movement, and by
his own reading of the Bible. He thus acquired a
living Christianity. Accordingly, against his par-

ents' inclination, he resolved to study theology,

and, at Easter, 1817, betook himself to Heidelberg.

Here he was influenced anew by Romanticism, so

that he came to entertain warm ssrmpathies with

Roman Catholicism. At Berlin, whither he re-

moved in 1819, there prevailed, in part, a Pietistic

type of religion, together with a very conservative

spirit in matters of State and Church, and a prefer-

ence for the Hegelian philosophy. Rothe listened

to He^'s lectures on natural law and political sci-

ence with enthusiasm, and was but littie attracted

by Schleiermacher's lectures and sermons. He ac-

quired growing reverence for August Neander (q.v.),

through whose good oflSces he found entrance to the

circle that gathered about Baron von Kottwits.

Yet he felt not at all content, but tired of academic

life and yearned for home. Cheered and refreshed

by a bri^ visit to his parents, he went to the Theo-

logical Seminary at Wittenberg in the autumn of

1819. Most influential over him here was the third

director H. L. Heubner (q.v.); nevertheless Rothe
aimed to preserve his individuality and mental free-

dom. He also here, as formerly at Berlin, at first

vigorously withstood the attempts of the new semi-

nary adjunct Rudolf Stier and of Baron von Kott-

wits and the licentiate Tholuck on a visit from
Berlin to ¥rin him over to a Pietistic form of relig-

ion; but before long his sensitive temperament
yielded. On Bfay 9, 1821, he reports of the inward
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change produced in him, as though it were the eiv-

trance oi a new spiritiial spring. For a consideral^ld:

time thereafter his letters were couched in the un-

natural mode of utterance in vogue among Pietists,

and abounded in the bluntest expressions respecting

everybody of a different opinion and all worldly

pursuits. He even condemned all scientific treat-

ment of theology. The Evangelical attempts in

the cause of church union merely aro\ised his ab-

horrence, and served only to enhance his inclina-

tion toward Roman Catholicism. He manifested

q>ecial predilection for the quietistic mysticism of

the extravagant Francis of Sales (q.v.). Although
he then assured his distressed parents that he had
won inward rest and blessedness, he nevertheless

later admitted in retrospect that he had not been a
happy Pietist, but had been without joy. Grad-
uaUy he felt the lack of satisfying, solid work at the

Wittenbeig Seminary, though he had often preached

and studied much there, and, in the autumn of 1822,

he left Wittenbeig, not without satisfaction, to re-

turn home. Here, thanks to the good offices of

Heubner, he was called to be ohaplaLi to the Prus-

sian embassy at Rome. He now passed his second

theological examination, was ordained at Berlin,

married Louise von Bruck, a sister-in-law of Heub-
ner, and journeyed with her to Italy.

He reached Rome early in 1824. What usuaUy
attracted people he regarded with indifference, de-

siring simply to serve his congregation faithfully,

and thereby the kingdom of God. But
Career, owing to the peculiar constituency of

that body, the conscientious execu-

tion of this task was bound to enlarge his field of

vision. The nucleus of the Prussian congregation

at Rome comprised some finely cultivated Evan-
gelical families of the embassy, and a number of

artists of idealistic taste. He soon discerned that

Christianity was not to be presented before these

circles in the form of a narrow-minded Pietism.

Not a few of the members, above all the highly

talented, eager personahty of Joeias Bimsen (q.v.),

counselor of the legation, evinced by their combn
nation of a vital Christian intelligence with political,

scientific, artistic, and other spiritual and secular

interests, that the two do not exclude each other.

Hence the Pietistic forms, foreign as they always
were to Rothe's individuality, feU gradually away
from his habit of life and thought. In his modesty,
bis inner devoutness, his fellowship with Christ, his

preference for quiet, he had much in common with
Pietism, and these he retained enduringly. His style

of correspondence now became more natural, and
his judgment of Pietism more and more critical.

At ibe same time, being at the very center of Ro-
man Catholicism, he was radically cured of his pre-

dilection for that system, and perceived that a
stanch ecdesiasticism still affoniB no warrant of

Christian piety. Thus his own Christianity grew
more Hbend toward the world, and, stimulated by
bis official activity, he awakened more keenly to the

need of scientific studies. Before conferences of cul-

tivated members of his congregation, in response to

the request of some artists, he discussed topics in

ecclesiastical history. This Roman sojourn, how-
ever, had also its dark sides. Rothe's wife ap-

,peared unable to bear the climate. Then the
IregCiei^ oh^pges in the constituency of the Prus-

^dflarMll|pfe^ti^^reiid€fedthe;fruits of his activity

insecure.* Wit6.jhjpl;ei|^ing d^d^itbe towar^ pubn-

licly disclosing his 'ihlnost ^jpl^d^^i^/beg^r^o.,
doubt his qualification for a pradticaT 'chi^neh

'

career, and his desire for active scholarship grew
apace. Under the drciunstances a call to be
professor at the theological seminary at Wit-
tenberg in 1828 was gladly accepted, and this

was fcJlowed by the appointment to be second di-

rector and ephor, 1832. In 1837 he became uni-

versity preacher, and professor and director of the
new seminary at Heidelbeig. To be released from
the latter Ciffice he accepted a call to Bonn in 1849.

Feeling too much weighed down by the practical

duties of preaching in connection with the public

worship of the university, he returned to Heidel-

berg, 1854, where he now lectured on ecclesiastical

history, exegesis, systematic theology, the life of

Christ, encyclopedia, and, occasionally, on practical

theology till his death.

From the beginning of his independent theolog-

ical research, his deepest interest turned to the sci-

entific knowledge of the ideal truth of Christianity.

But in distinction from the dialectics of Schleier-

macher, which seemed to him too formal and ab-
stract, he strove after a more replete speculation,

rendering more justice to the realities

Work hi of the world and of historical Chris-

Exegesis tianity. Hence his theological studies

and were applied, first, to Biblical exegesis

History, and ecclesiastical history. His exe-

getical studies were taken up at Rome,
and pursued with special zeal during the later period

of hLs sojourn there, since Biblical writings formed
the topics of discussion in the conferences of culti-

vated church-members. This gave rise to Rothe's
first literary publication, his monograph on Rom.
V. 12-21, prepared at Ischia, and published under
the title, Neuer Vermich einer AuaUgung der Pavlini-

9chen SteOe Rihner F., IS-Sl (Wittenbeig, 1836).

However, purely exegetical interest was not very
lively with him, and he published nothing further

in scientific exegesis. Still, his official tasks at Wit-
tenbeig led him to produce edifying elucidations of

Scripture; and his exposition of I John is one of the

best of its kind, Der erate Britf Johannia (Witten-

berg, 1878). His studies next turned to the his-

torical field. Already at Breslau, after Neander had
inspired him at Berlin to the academic vocation, he
had devoted himself to studies in ecclesiastical his-

tory. At Rome association with the versatile and
scholarly Bunsen gave him new impetus. Coinci-

dent with his own interest the Roman artists be-

sought him for information on the history of Roman
Catholicism. The reaction which then took place

in his critical estimation of Romanism also occa-

sioned the need of some independent historical ex-

amination on this topic. His deep study of the

sources thus prepared him for the course of lectures

on " Church Life " that he was pledged to deliver

at Wittenberg, in which he treated the nature and
history of the Christian religion and Church. An-
other fruit of this labor was his much-noted work,
Die Anf&nge der ckriaUichen Kirche urtd ihrer Fer-
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fa88ung (1837). Inherent in the nature of all re-

ligions, he asserts, there is the radical yaupvH^ Of*

self-expression. In ^e Clujs^An<r9U(^^;^e.i)foo«
ess of such^ivuufestdtion^*bfUi/ipri^ g|M^^ cdn-

•OpmiQ&tid^Uf -tAB langdOm t>f God on earth, as

.:pt:fiDiae4 h^ t^lhrlsC." But the State, as the most
• cOiAprehensiye structure wrought by mind into

matter, is the actiial realisation of all moral life,

which, in its final perfection, must immanently in-

volve religion. In contrast, the Church, by virtue

of its intrinsic character, shall ever serve purely

religious ends. Therefore the kingdom of God on
earth can present itself only in the form of a per-

fected state or organism of states, wherefore the

Church becomes gradually superfluous. For the

present, however, the Church still has a lofty sig-

nificance. The idea of the Church sprang from an
internal necessity, and began to achieve its fulfil-

ment. As a matter of fact, the formation of the
Church followed soon after the destruction of Jeru-

salem, when the surviving apostles instituted the

episcopate as an organic expedient for the outward
unity of Christian fellowship. Incipiently, the idea

of the Church was vaguely identified wi^ this em-
pirical Church. As all sorts of contingencies arose

to make this identification less congruous, there de-

veloped, over against the heresies, with increasing

certainty, the recognition of the papal Church of

Rome. This fiction, however, was bound ere long

to give rise to a contradiction resting fundamentally
upon the fact that the Church, as a whole, is not
the form of the Christian life in correspondence
with it. For the first time was the question funda-
mentally involving the transition from Apostolic

Christianity to the hierarchical Roman Catholic

Church so definitely raised. In comparison with
Neander's treatment of church history, whereby
the inner Hfe of the individual Christian personal-

ities received a one-sided emphasis, there was a
distinct advance with Rothe, when he placed due
importance upon the general development of Chris-

tianity in its social forms. A reciprocal defect ap-
peared, however, in that, according to Rothe, the
idea of the Church realised itself essentially only by
the adoption of constitutional forms; and that this

abstraction of a constitution did not appear to be
evolved from the inner life of the Church, but was
externally instituted by the apostles. In this view
a reaction from his earlier admiration of Roman
Catholicism can not be mistaken, while his thought
of a gradual resolution of the Church into the State
becomes clear in the light of his impressions in child-

hood, and his subsequent transition from narrow
Pietism to the wider sphere of life at Rome. Rothe
did not publish any further historical development
of this view, and his lectures were published in

fragmentary form, Vorlesungen aber Kirchenge-

schichU (2 vols., Heidelberg, 1875-76).

Rothe's first production in church history im-
pelled him to a purely systematic work. Only then
did he approach the task for which he was best

fitted, by which he most amply developed his gifts.

He sought to arrive at an explanation of his views
on Christianity, Church, and State on the basis of

the clear representation of the relation between the
religious and the ethical. This was the purpose of

,*his ethics. While he assigned dogmatics to histor-

JlbaA theology, ethics, as the conclusive part of specu-

lative theology, was to unfold its sub-

Theological ject only in accordance with the law
Ethics, of logical thought. It was to take its

point of departure from the consoiou»-

ness of God; and this, contrary to Schleiermacher,

from its objective content. Rothe thus proceeds
deductively from God to the creation of the world
as the necessary means whereby he is distinguish-

able, and from the infinite process of creation to

its continuation in the ethical process, which sub-

sists in the unity, fixed in the human mind, of

personality and material nature. Inasmuch as this

concept of the ethical appears in the threefold form
of moral good, virtue, and duty, Rothe's ethics falls

under three main hc»uis. The first sets forth the

ethical process, namely, the original unity of mor-
ality and religion; its distiu-banoe by the evil which
subsists in the predominance of the nature of sense

over personality; the redemption from evil through
the second Adam; the primarily religious, then
moral efficacy of this redemption upon individual

men, through the kingdom of God, first resolved in

the form of a church and finally fulfilled in a Chris-

tian state organism; and the end of all things.

Compared with this comprehensive thought outline

of the first part, all else in his ethics, although
containing many beautiful details, is like a super-

fluous appendix.

Concerning the fundamental views of his religious-

ethical system in the first part, his effort to derive

the entire organism of Christian truth by logical de-

duction from a single concept can not
Estimation, be upheld. It proved itself incapable

of logical conclusion, and led to the

tendency of a pantheistic confusion of God and the

world; of conceiving the divine and the moral in

natural terms; of thinking of the spiritual as a mere
product of matter; and of denying, in determinist

fashion, all freedom of divine and human action.

Yet this tendency was contradicted by Rothe's
strong ethical and theistic temperament, as well as

by his positive supematuralism, such as he exhibited

in his admirable Zur Dogmatik (Gotha, 1863). Tliis

inconsistency occasioned many palpable contradic-

tions and defects in his system. His identification

of religion with morality, whence emanated his evi-

dentiy erroneous ideas on the relation of Church
and State, was also involved with a pantheistic

inclination. A practical consequence of these views

was his mode of participation during his closing

years in the affairs of the State Church of Badoi.
In the liberation of culture and of its exponents from
domination by the Church, he saw nothing short of

an operation by his Savior. Therefore he believed

that he was serving him best when he cooperated
in the plan of introducing the congregational prin-

ciple in constitutional polity, whereby cultivated

laymen, with their " unconscious Christianity,"

were to be associated in congregational autonomy,
and when by the " Protestant Union " (q.v.) Chris-

tianity became effectually emancipated from its

ecclesiastical restrictions, offensive as these were
to the cultured. Thus Rothe, though abhorring all

partisan tactics, himself proved a partisan. Finally,
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it should be borne in mind that the defects in Rothe's
ethics are, to some extent, involved with insoluble

antinomies, and they are compensated in his work
by superior merits; such as his dialectical adapta-
bility and his skill in the grouping of his matter,

let aJone his affluence of significant and useful ideas,

even of elements of tru^ in his most vulnerable

representations. F. Sieffert.

Bibuoorapht: F. Nippold, Richard Rothe, 2 vols., Wit-
tenbeis. 1873-74; A. Hausrath, Richard Roihe ttnd Mtn«
Freunde, 2 vols., Berlin, 1902-00; J. Cropp, in Prote*-

tanHaehe MonaUhefU, 1897, 1899; E. Achelis. Dr. Richard
Rathe, Ootha. 1809; W. HOnic. Richard Roihe. Charak-
ter, Leben ttnd Denken, Berlin, 1898; H. Baasennann,
Richard Rathe ale prakOecher Thedoot, Frubuis. 1899;
O. FlQgel, Richard Rathe ale epekuiaHver Theoiooe, Lanc-
ensaUa. 1899; P. Mesger, Richard Roihe. Bin theo-

logiechee Charakteririid, Berlin, 1899; K. SeU, in Theo-
logieche Rundechau, 1899; H. SpOrri, Zur Britmervno an
Richard Rathe, Hamburs, 1899; E. Troeltsoh, Richard
Rathe. OedOchtnierede, Freibuiv, 1899; R. Kem, Dr.
Richard Rathe, Caasel. 1904; L. Witte, Richard Rathe Hber
Jeaue ale WunderthOter, Halle. 1907; J. Happel, Richard
Rathee Lehre von der Kirche, Leipiio, 1909.

ROTHMANIV (ROTTMANll), BBRIIHARD. See
MuENBTBB, Anabaptists in.

ROTHSTBIN, rOt'stOin, JOHANll WILHELM:
German Protestant; b. at Puhl, a village of Rhen-
ish Prussia, Mar. 19, 1853. He was educated at the

universities of Bonn (Ph.D., 1877; lie. theol., 1878)

and HaUe, where he devoted himself to theology

and Semiti<» (1872-78). He was a teacher in the

gymnasium at Elberfeld until 1884 and at the girls'

high school in Halle until 1889, when he was ap-

pointed associate professor of Old-Testament exe-

gesis at the University of HaUe, and in 1910 became
professor in the same branch at Breslau. Theo-
logically he bases his work on a belief in Biblical

revelation, and, though favoring earnest historical

criticism, is opposed to rationalistic interpretations

of the Old and New Testaments from the point of

view of comparative religion. He has written: De
ckronographo Arabe anonymo qrd codice Berolinensi

Sprengeriano tricesimo corUinetia' (Bonn, 1877); Das
Bundetbuch wnd die rdigioMgeschichUiche Entwkk-
lung IsraeU (HaUe, 1888); Das Hohe Lied (1893);

Der OoUesglaube im alien Israel und die religians-

gesMchUicheKriUk (19O0); BUder aus der Oesckichie

des alien Bundes in gemeinverstdndlicher Form, vol.

i. (Erlangen, 1901); Die Genealogie des Kihiigs von

Jvda Jojackin und seiner Nachkommenschaft in I

Ckron. Hi. 17-24 (Berlin, 1902) ; OescMchte und Offenr

barung mit Beeug auf Israels Religion (Stuttgart,

1903); Juden und Samaritaner. Die grundlegende

Scheidung von Judentum und Heidenium. Sine
kriHsche Studie gum Buche Haggai und zur jUd-

ischen Oesckichie im ersUn nachexilischen Jakrhundert

(Leipsic, 1908); GrundziigedeshdrrdisehenRhythmus

und seiner Formenbildung, nebst lyrischen Texten mil

kritischem Kommenlar (1909); Psalmenlexte und der

Texl des Hohen Liedes (1909; reprinted from the

GrundzUge des . , . Rkgthmiui); and Die Nachlge^

jtiehU des Sacharya (1910). He has translated into

German W. R. Smith's The Old Testament in the

Jewish Church (Freiburg, 1894) and S. R. Driver's

Introduction to the Lilmture of the Old Testament

(Beriin, 1896), and contributed Jeremiah and Ze-

phaniah to £. Kautisch's Das Alls Testament (Frei-

burg, 1894; in the 3d ed., 1910, Jeremiah, Ezekiel,

and Chronicles), the apocryphal portions of Daniel,

as well as Baruch and the Epistle of Jeremiah to

the same scholar's Apokryphen und Pseudepigraphen
des AUen Testaments (1900), and Jeremiah and Exe-
kiel to R. Kittel's Biblia Hdyraiea (Leipsic, 1906).

ROUS, raus, FRANCIS: Puritan; b. at Dittisham

(26 m. e. of Pl3rmouth) in 1579; d. at Acton (7 m.
w. of London) Jan., 1658-59. He was educated at
Oxford (B.A., 1596-97), and the University of Ley-
den (1598-99); was a member of parliament dur^

ing the reign of Charles I., of the Long Parliament,

and others (1625-56); was appointed lord of par-

liament by Cromwell (1657); and became provost
of Eton (1643-44). The Westminster Assembly ap-
pointed him one of its lay assessors (1643); and he
was chairman of the committee for ordination of

ministers after its oiganization (1643-44). In 1649
Rous went over to the Independents and served on
the committee for the propagation of the Gospel,

which framed an abortive sch^e for a state church
on the Congregational plan, revived without suc-

cess by the Little Parliament of which he was
speaker (1653). When that body dissolved itself,

he was sworn on the protector's council of state.

He was placed on the committee for the approba-
tion of public preachers 1653-54, and with Crom-
well on that of discussion of the kingship (1656).

He was author of Psalms Translated into English

Metre (1643; 1646), a version approved by the
Westminster Assembly, authoriied by parliament
for general use, and adopted by the committee of

estates in Scotland, where its popular use has con-

tinued till the present day. During a period of re-

tirement from the Middle Temple to Landrake,
Cornwall (1601-25), he wrote Meditations of Instruc-

tion, of Exhortation, of Reproof (London, 1616); The
Arte of Happiness (1619); Diseases of the Time
(1622); sad Oyl ofScorpions (1623). His piety was
of an intensely subjective kind, as illustrated in

Mystical Marriage (1635), and Heavenly Academie
(1638). A number of his works were collectively

republished in Treatises and Meditations (London,
1656-57).

Bibuoorapht: A. 4 Wood, Athena Oxonienaief ed. P. BUas,
iii. 467, 4 vols., London, 1813-20; D. Neal. HieL of the

Puritane, ed. J. Toulmin, 5 vols., Bath, 1793-07; J. A.
Alexander, Livee of the Speakere of the Houee of Commone,
London, 1860; S. W. Duffield, Bngliah Hymne, p. 533,
New York, 1886; W. A. Shaw, Hietary of the Englieh
Church . . . 1640-^0, 2 vols., London, 1900; Julian,

Hymnolaov. pp. 918, 979, 1023; DNB, xlix. 316-317
(where many oattering references are given).

ROUSSEAU, rus'^se/, JEAN JACQUES: French
deistic philosopher and author; b. at Geneva June
28, 1712; d. at Ermenonville (28 m. n.e. of Paris)

July 2, 1778. His mother died at his birth, and his

father, a dissipated and violent-tempered man, paid

little attention to the son's training, and finally de-

serted him. The latter developed a passion for

reading, with a special fondness for Plutarch's

Lives. Apprenticed first to a notary and then to

a coppersmith, he ran away (1728) to escape the

rigid discipline, and, after wandering for several

dajTS, he fell in with Roman Catholic priests at Con«

signon in Savoy, who turned him over to Madame de
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Warens at Annecyi and she sent him to an educa-

tional institution at Turin. Here he duly abjured
Pyotegtantism, and next served in various house-

holds, in one of which he was charged with theft.

After more wanderings he was at Chambdry (1730),

whither Madame de Warens had removed. In her

household he spent eight years diverting himself in

the enjoyment of nature, the study of music, the

reading of the English, German, and French phil-

osophers and chemistry, pursuing the study of

mathematics and Latin, and enjoying the play-house

and opera. He next spent eighteen months at

Venice as secretary of the French ambassador,
Ckmite de Montaignu (1744-45). Up to this time,

when he was thirty-nine, his life, the details of

^hich he publishes in his Con/eanons (Geneva,

1782; Eng. transl., The Confession of J. J, Roti^
seau, London, 1891), may be styled as subterra-

nean. He now returned to Paris, where his opera
Lea Muaea goiantea failed, copied music, and was
eecretaiy of Madame Dupin. Here he came into

association with Diderot, Grimm, D'Alembert, Hol-
bach, and Madame d'^pinay, and was admitted as

a contributor to the Encydapidie (see Enctclopb-
DiBTs) ; and his brilliant gifts of entertainment, reck-

less manner, and boundless vanity attracted atten-

tion. With the Diacoura aur le aciencea et lea arta

(Paris, 1750), a prize essay in which he set forth the
paradox of the superiority of the savage state, he
proclaimed his gospel of '* back to nature." His
operetta Devin du village (1752) met with great

success. His second sensational writing app^ired:
Diacoura aur VirUgaliU parmi lea hommea (1753),

against the inequalities of society. His fame was
then assured. In 1754 he revisited Geneva, was
received with great acclamation, and called him-
self henceforth " citizen of Geneva." In 1756, upon
invitation of Madame d'£pinay, he retired to a cot-

tage (afterward " The Hermitage ") in the woods
of Montmorency, where in the quiet of nature he
expected to spend his life; but domestic troubles,

his violent passion for Countess d'Houdetot, and his

morbid mistrust and nervous excitability, which
lost him his friends, induced him to change his resi-

dence to a chateau in the park of the duke of Lux-
embourg, Montmorency (1758-62). His famous
works appeared during this period: Lettre d d'Alem-
bert (Amsterdam, 1758); Jidie ou la nouveUe He-
loiae (1761); Du contrat aocial (Amsterdam, 1762;
Paris, 1795; Eng. transl.. The Social Contract, 2
vols.. New York, 1893, new transl, 1902); and
^mile ou de VeducaHon (Amsterdam, 1762; Eng.
transl., Emiliua; or an Eaaay on EducaitUm, 2 vols.,

London, 1763, and again, 1895). The last-named
work was ordered to be burned by the French
parliament and his arrest was ordered; but he
fled to Neuchdtel, then within the jurisdiction of

Prussia. Here he wrote his Lettrea Scritea de la

Montague (Amsterdam, 1762), in which, with refer-

ence to the Geneva constitution, he advocated the
freedom of religion against the Chim5h and police.

Driven thence by peasant attacks (Sept., 1765), he
returned to the Isle St. Pierre in the Lake of Bienne.
The government of Berne ordered him out of its

territory, and he accepted the asylum offered him
by David Hume in England (Jan., 1766). But his

morbid misanthropy, now goaded to an insane sense

of being persecuted, made him suspicious of plots,

and led him to quarrel with his friends for not ma^
king his opponents their own enemies, and he fled to

France (1767). After wandering about and de-

pending on friends he was permitted to return to

Paris (1770), where he finished the Confeaaiona

b^gun in England, and produced many of his best

stories. Here he copied notes, and studied music
and botany. His dr^Etd of secret enemies grew upon
his imagination, until he was glad to accept an in-

vitation to retire to Ermenonville (1778), where his

death came suddenly.

Rousseau was possessed with an overmastering

love of nature, and reacted against the artificiality

and corruption of the social customs and institu-

tions of the time. He was a keen thinker, and was
equipped with the weapons of the philosophical

century and with an inspiring eloquence. To these

qualities were added a pronounced egotism, self-

seeking, and an arrogance that led to bitter antag-

onism against his revolutionary views and sensi-

tive personality, the reaction against which resulted

in a growing misanthropy. Error and prejudice in

the name of philosophy, according to him, had
stifled reason and nature, and culture, as he found
it, had corrupted morals. In ^rnile he presents the

ideal citizen and the means of training the child for

the State in accordance with nature, even to a
sense of God. This " nature gospel " of education,

as Goethe called it, was the inspiration, beginning

with Pestalozzi, of world-wide pedagogical meth-
ods. The most admirable part in this is the creed

of the vicar of Savoy, in which, in happy phrase,

Rousseau shows a true, natural susceptibility to

religion and to God, whose omnipotence and great-

ness are published anew every day. The Social

Contrady on the text that all men are bom free and
equal, regards the State as a contract in which in-

dividuals surrender none of their natural rights, but
rather agree for the protection of them. Most re-

markable in this projected republic was the provi-

sion to banish aliens to the state religion and to

pimish dissenters with death. The Social Contract

became the text-book of the French Revolution,

and Rousseau's theories as protests bore fruit in

the frenzied bloody orgies of the Commune as well

as in the rejuvenation of France and the history of

the entire Western world. Among many editions

of Rousseau's complete works are those by P. A.

Du Peyron (35 vols., Geneva and Paris, 1782) fol-

lowed by (Euvrea poathumea (12 vols., 1782-83);

and by V. D. Musset-Pathay, with biography and
notes (26 vols., Paris, 1823-27). His Lettrea in-

iditea, ed. H. de Rothschild, appeared Paris, 1892.

Also see Deism, II., § 4.

Bibuographt: Recent issues of some of the works of Rous-
seau in English are: EmxU; or, TreatUe on BduoaHon,
London. 1895; The Social Contract; or. Principles of
Political Rioht, ib. 1902; Confewiona, 2 vols., ib. 1907;
Morals, ib. 1908; Humane PhUoaophy, Maxima and Prin-
ciplea, aelected ... by Frederika Macdonald, ib. 1908.

Studies of Rousseau's life and works are: J. Moriey,
/. /. Rouaaeau, 2 vols.. London. 1888; A. J. Bamiel-
Beauvert, Vie de /. /. Rouaaeau, ib. 1789; V. D. Musset-
Pathay. Hiatoire de la vie et dea owfragea de J. J. Roua-
Matt, 2 vols., Paris. 1822; M. O. Streokeisoi, /. /. Roua-
aeau, aea amia et aea ennemia, 2 vols., ib. 1865; F. Broeker-
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hoff, /. /. RouMteau, m» Leb€n und 99ine Werke, 3 Tob..
Leipuo, 1863-74; T. Vogt, /. /. RouMMeau*9 Lebwn, Vieona.
1870; H. B«audoum, La Vie H let rnvmree de Jean Jaeqtue
Ro%uaeau, 2 vols., Paris, 1872; A. Chuquet, Jean Jaeqttet
Roueeeau, ib. 1893; Samt-Maro-Qirardin, J. J. Rotte-
MOtt, ea vie ei eea owmxgea^ ib. 1875; A. Meylan,
Jean-Jaeqtaea Roueeeau^ ea vie eleee cmvret, ib. 1878; H.
Gehrig, Jean Jacquee Rotuaeaii^ eein Leben und eeine

padaooffieehe Bedeutuno, Neuweid, 1879: H. 0. Qraham,
Roueeeau, London, 1882; A. Bougeault, Bhide eur VUatmen^
ialdeJ.J. Roueaeau, Paris, 1883; L. Duoros, J. J. Roue-
Mau, ib. 1888; R. Wahrenholts, Jean^aequee Roueeeau:
Leben, Oeialeaentwiekltmo und Hauptwerke, Leipsio, 1889;
idem, Jean Jaequee Roueeeau, New York, 1907; £. Aase,
J, J. Roueeeau, Paris, 1900; J. Lemaitre, Jean Jaeqttee
Roueeeau, ib. 1907, Eng. tiansl.. London, 1908.
On the philosophy and ideas of Rousseau consult: E.

. Hohenhaussen, Roueeeau , , , ein kriiieeh-^Uerarieeher
Umriee, Cassel, 1847; L. Moieau, /. J, Roueeeau H le

eidcie pkOoeophique, Paris, 1870; C. Borgeaud, J, J, Roue-
eeau*e Relioionephiloeophie, Leipsio, 1883; G. Bfaugias,
QuereOee de phUoeophee Voltaire el J, J, Rotueeau, Paris,

1886; O. Schmidt, Roueeeau und Byron, Leipsio, 1890;
A. Spitiner, Natitr und NaturgemOeeheit bei J, J, Roue-
eeau, Leipsio, 1892; L. Claritte, J, J, Roueeeau, Paris,

1896; H. Hdffding, Roueeeau und eeine PhUoeophie, Stutt-
gart, 1897; T. Davidson, Roueeeau and Bducation accord-
inc to Nature, New York, 1898; E. F&hrmann, Roueeeau*e
Naturanechauung, Leipsio, 1901; W. H. Hudson, Roueeeau
and NaturaUem in Life and Thouoht, Edinburgh, 1903;
Frsderika Maodonald, Jean Jacquee Roueeeau, a New
Critieiem, 2 vols., London and New York, 1907(7); G.
Oompayrft, Jean Jacquee Ro%teeeau and BdueaHon from
Nature, London, 1908.

ROUSSEL, rtlHsel', GERARD (GERARDUS RU-
FUS or TOLHINnS): French Roman Catholic; b.

at Vaquerie (a village near Amiena) about 1500;
d. at Biaulton (25 m. s.w. of Pau) in the early part

of 1550. At the age of twenty he went to Pau,
where he attended the lectures of Jacobus Faber
Stapulensis (see Faber, Stapulbnbis, Jacobus) ; but
his teacher was suspected of heresy by the Sorbonne,
and Roussel accordingly followed him to Meaux,
where they found refuge with Bishop Guillaume
Bri^onnet (q.v.). Under this prelate's patronage
Roussel was appointed vicar of St. Saintain, later

becoming canon and treasurer of the cathedral of

Meaux, where for some months he preached with-

out interference. Though he held that the time had
not yet come to break with the Roman Catholic

Church, nevertheless, on Dec. 13, 1524, Bishop
Bri^onnet, alarmed by the warning that he might
be summoned before parliament, suspended Rous-
sel, who, at the instigation of Farel, endeavored to

set up a printing-office at Meaux for the publication

of Protestant tracts, but was forced to take refuge

in Strasburg, where the new teachings had become
supreme. At the invitation of Francis I., he went,
in 1535, to Paris, where he delivered sermons of a
Protestant character at the Louvre, but was for-

bidden by the Sorbonne to continue. Neverthe-
less, he enjoyed the patronage of Margaret of Na-
varre, and in 1536 was consecrated bishop of Oleron.

Roussel's dream was the reformation of the Church
without breaking with it. He preached three and
four times daily, administered the Eucharist in both
kinds, and his deigy were required to recite each
Sunday in the vernacular the Ten Commandments,
the Lord's Prayer, and the Apostles' Creed. His
two main doctrines were that God can be known
only through the study of the Bible and that sal-

vation is won only through grace. The dialogue in

which he set forth these views, the Familikre ea>

pontUm du 9ymbole, delaloi etde Vcraison daminu
cole, was, however, condemned by the Sorbonne
and was never published, although it is preserved
in manuscript in the Biblioth^que Nationale, to-

gether with its continuation, the Forme de vieitea de
dioc^. Before this action on the part of the Sor-

bonne had become known to him, the bishop died
from injuries received while preaching at Maulton,
where a fanatic had hacked away the pulpit with an
ax. The only works of Roussel, besides those just

noted, were editions of the ArithmeUca of Boethius
(Paris, 1521) and of the Moralia magna of Aristotle

(1522). G. BONBT-lfAUBT.
Bibuoobapht: Sooroes are: Besa*s Hiet, eodieiaetique dee

Sglieee reformSee, 1580, new ed. by J. W. Baum and A. E.
Cunite, 3 vok.. Paris. 1883-^, abo, ed. P. VeMon, 2
vob., Paris, 1882-83; and A. L. Henninjard. Correepon-
donee dee Riformateure, vob. i., iil., v.-vii., iz (consult in-

dex). Geneva, 1878-07. Ckmsult: C. Schmidt, Q4rard
Roueeel, Strasbuiv, 1845; Toussaint du Plessis, Hiet. de
riqliee de Meaux, vol. i., Paris, 1731; H. Graf, Beetn eur
la vie d lee ScriU de Lefivre d^Btaplee, Strasbuis, 1842;
E. and E. Hasc, La France proteetante, ed. H. L. Bordier.
Paris» 1877 sqq.; E. Doumeisue, Jean Calvin, Lausanne,
1899; L. Delkle, Notieee et extraiU de la BibliotMque
nationale, vol. zxzvi, Paris, 1899; G. Kawerau, in TSK,
1902 (on the letten of Sturm to Butser); V. L. BouriUy
and N. Weiss, in Bulletin du proteetantieme francaie, 1903
(on the Protestants and the Sorbonne) ; of. abo the Btl^
letin, ziv., p. di, and 2 ser., x. 415; Liohtenbexier, B8R,
xL 334-35.

ROUTE, routh, MARTm JOSEPH: (Hiuroh of

England; b. at South Elmham (00 m. n.e. of Lon-
don), Suffolk, Sept. 18, 1755; d. at Oxford Dec. 22,

1854. He was educated at Oxford (B.A., 1771;
M.A., 1776; B.D., 1786). In 1791 he succeeded to

the presidency of Magdalen 0>llege, Oxford. He
published the ReLiquia aacra, fragments of the lost

Christian authors of the second and third centimes,

one of the most important and useful works upon
patristic literature, revealing the finest F^nglifth

scholarship (4 vols., Oxford, 1814-18; 2d ed., 1846,

supplementuy vol., 1848); and Scnptarum ecdeai-

aeOcorum apuicula (2 vols., 1832) ; and edited Bishop
Bumel'e History of kie Ovm Time (7 vols., 1823).

Bibuoorapht: J. W. Bui|on, Ltves of Twelve Oood Men,
2 vols., London, 1888; T. Mosley, Reminieeeneee, chiefly

of Oriel and the Oxford Movement, 2 vols., ib. 1882; DNB,
xliz. 324-326.

ROW, THOMAS: En^ish Baptist hymnist; b. in

1786; d. at Little Grausden, Ciambridgeshire, Jan.

3, 1864. He was pastor at Hadleigh, Suffolk, and,
after 1838, at Little Grausden. He published Con^
dee Spiritual Poems (London, 1817), containing 529
hymns; and Original and Evangdidd Hymns (1822),

containing 543 hymns. They are Calvinistic in

type, and possess little poetic merit, but some have
foimd their way into wdl-known collections.

Bxbuoorapbt: Julian, Hymnology, p. 979; DNB, zlix. 831.

ROWS, HBIIRT KALLOCH: Baptist; b. at

Dorchester, Mass., Nov. 30, 1869. He was educated
at Brown University (A.B., 1892; A.M., 1895),

Harvard (1892-93), and Boston University (Ph.D.,

1905). From 1893 to 1903 he was a teacher in

academies and private schools, after which he was
instructor in history in Boston University until

1906, since when he has been assistant professor of

church history in Newton Theological Institution,

Newton Center, Mass.
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ROWS, PETER TRIMBLB: Protestant Episoo-

pal missionary bishop of Alaska; b. at Meadowville,

Qnt., Nov. 20, 1856. He was educated at Trinity

University, Toronto (B.A., 1878); was a mission-

ary at Garden River, Ont. (1876--82); a missionary

at Sault Ste. Marie, Mich. (1882-95); and a com-
missioner of schools in Chippewa Coimty, Mich.

(1890-04). In 1895 he was consecrated bishop of

the newly created missionary diocese of Alaska.

ROWLANDS, DANIEL: Welsh Methodist; b. at

Pantybeudy, parish of Nautcwnlle (40 m. n.n.w.

of Swansea), Cardiganshire, Wales, in 1713; d. at

Uangeitho (41 m. n.w. of Swansea) Oct. 16, 1790.

Of his youth and early manhood nothing is known,
except that he studied at the granmiar-school of

Her^ord. Ordained deacon in London, 1733,

whither he traveled on foot, and priest in 1735, he
became curate to his brother at Llangeitho. Some
time before 1736 he became curate at Ystrad Ffin,

Carmarthenshire, and presently began to organise

Calvinistic Methodist societies. His Methodistic zeal

cost him his curacy of Ystrad Ffin, but he Kceived
instead that of Llanddewi Brefi, Cardiganshire. In
1763BishopSquire suspended him from clerical func-

tions, and henceforth he preached in an improvised

build^ at Llangeitho, thronged for twenty-five

years by pilgrims from all parts of Wales in addition

to his congregation. He exercised an immense power
as a preacher, ranking next to Geoige Whitefield.

Once in his history a revival began with his reading

of the litany of the Church of England. At the

words, '' By thine agony and bloody sweat, good
Lord, deliver us," the congregation began to weep
loudly. Eight Semums, tnmslated from the Welsh,

were published (London, 1774); and Three Ser-

mons (1778; new ed. in Welsh, 1876, with

memoir).

Bibuographt: The best memoir ii that||n the 1876 ed. of

the Sermaru (ut sup.) in Welsh. Consult further: J.

Owen» Memoir of the Rev. Danid Rouflande, London,
1840; E. Moisan, Mimderial Records; or, brief Account
of the great Progreaa of Rdigion under . . . D. Roietande

.... London, 1840; J. C. Ryle. ChruHan Leaders of
the Last Century, London, 1809; Owen Jones, Some of the

Great Preachers of Wales, London, 1885; DNB, xlix. 360-
351.

ROWLANDS, DAVID: Welsh Ck>ngregationalist;

b. at Geufron, Rhosybol, Anglesea, Mar. 4, 1836.

He was educated at ^e Independent College, Bala,

New College, London (B.A., University of London,
1860), and the Congregational Memorial College,

Brecon. He was ordained in 1861, and held Con-
gregational pastorates at the Welsh church in Llan-

brynmair, Montgomeryshire (1861-67), and the

English churches in Welshpool, Montgomeryshire
(1867-71), and Carmarthen (1871-72). Since 1872

he has been connected with the Congregational

Memorial College, Brecon, Wales, where he has been
professor of mathematics (1872-82), professor of

Greek Testament exegesis and diurch history

(1882-96), and principal and professor of Greek
Testament exegesis and practical theology (since

1896). He has been for many years adjudicator in

poetry and prose at the National Eisteddfod, and
has also been a member of the Gorsedd of the Bards
of the Isle of Britain, with the degrees of Druid
and Bard under the pseudonym of Dewi Mon, since

1863, and a member of the Honorable Society of

Cymmrodorion since 1874. In theology he is a
liberal conservative. He was associate editor of

Yr Annxbynwr ("The Independent"); Y Dysge-

dydd (" The Instructor "; the monthly journal of

the Welsh Congregationalists) ; Cambrian MinstreL-

eie, a collection of Welsh airs, to which he contrib-

uted the notes and most of the Welsh and English

Ijrrics (6 vols., Edinbuigh, 1893); and Caniedydd
yr Yegcl Sid (" Sunday School Songster "), to which
he contributed many hymns (1898); and also ed-

ited Tdi/n Tudno (" Tudno's Harp "), the poetical

works of Tudno (Wrexham, 1897). In addition to

twelve volumes of sermons and his Men and Women
of the Old and New Testaments (6 vols., Manchester,

1904), special mention may be made of his Canup-

dau Serch (" Songs of the Affections," Bala, 1854);

Sermons on Historical Subjects (London, 1870);

Oramadeg Cymraeg ("Welsh Grammar"; Wrex-
ham 1874); Owersi mewn Oramadeg (" Lessons in

Grammar"; Dolgelly, 1876); the librettos of the

late Joseph Parry's Emmanuel, Arianwen, Blod-

toen, Joseph, and Paul; and the notes on I and II

Thessalonians in the BM y Teulu (" Bible for the

Family "; Denbigh, 1906).

ROTCB, JOSIAH: Layman, philosopher; b. at

Grass Valley, Nevada Co., Cal., Nov. 20, 1855. He
was graduated from the University of California

(1875); was instructor in English literature and
logic in the same institution, 1878-82; instructor

and assistant professor at Harvard University,

1882-92; and has been professor of the history of

philosophy there since 1892. He is the author of:

Religious Aspect ofPhilosophy: Critique of the Bases

of Conduct and of Faith (Boston, 1885); California,

from the Conquest of IS^S to the Second Vigilance

Committee in San Francisco (1886) ; Spirit of Mod-
em Philosophy (1892); Conception of Ood: phUo-
sophical Discussion concerning the Nature of the Di-
vine Idea as a demonstrable Reality (in collaboration

with others; New York, 1897); Studies of Good
and Evil: Essays upon Problems of Philosophy and

of Life (1898); Conception of Immortality (1900);

The World and the Individual (2 series, Gifford lec-

tures; London and New York, 1900-01); Oudines

of Psychology (190S); Herbert Spencer; an Estimate

and a Review (New York, 1904); Philosophy of
Loyalty (1908); and Race Questions, Provincialism,

and Other American Questions (1908).

ROTSTON, PETER SORENSOll: Church of

England; b. in London June 6, 1830. He was edu-
cated at St. Paul's School, London, and at Trinity

College, Cambridge (B.A., 1853; M.A., 1861; D.D.,

1872); was resident tutor in the Church Miseionary

College, London, 1853-55; corresponding secretary

for the Church AGssionary Society and incumbent of

that society's church at Madras, India, 1855-62 and
1866-71, during the same period editing the Mad-
ras Church Missionary lUcord; fellow of Madras
University, 1858-73; incumb^it of St. Thomas',
Biauritius, 1865; was chosen bishop of Mauri-
tius, 1872, resigning because of ill-health in 1891;

was assistant bishop to the bishop of liverpool,

1891-1905; vicar of Childwall, 189^1903, and rural

dean of Childwall, 1896-1903. He was also one of
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the editors of the Proceedings of the South Indian

Miuionary Conference held in 1858.

RUBRICS (Lat. rtJbricat from rtiber, ''red'O: In

the ecclesiastical sense, the directions in service

books which show how, when, and where the vari-

ous parts of the liturgy should be performed. The
name was derived from the fact that rubrics were
originally written in red, a custom which is now
almost obsolete. The word was borrowed from the

legal usage, according to which it was applied

to the tities or headings of chapters in certain

law-books.

RUCHAT, ra-sha', ABRAHAM: Historian of the

Reformation in French Switserland; b. at Grand-
cour (28 m. n.n.e. of Lausanne) Sept. 15, 1678; d.

at Lausanne Sept. 29, 1750. He was educated at

Lausanne, and after being ordained in 1702 was for

several years a teacher in Bern. In 1705 he se-

cured a scholarship which enabled him to travel,

and he accordingly studied for a time in Berlin, and
still longer in Leyden, during this period preparing

his OrammaHca Hebraica facili methodo digesta

(Leyden, 1707). Returning to Switzerland, he
made his first essay in what was to prove his future

field in his Ahrigi de Vkietoire ecdisiasiique du pay

9

de Vavd depuie VUablissement du chrietianisme

piaqu'd noire temps (Bern, 1707; Lausanne, 1838).

After being vicar in his native district, he was ap-

pointed minister at Aubonne in 1709, and in 1716

was called to the pastorate of Rolle, where he re-

mained more than twelve years. The sole produc-

tion of his pen during this period was his Ddices de

la Suisse (4 vols., Leyden, 1714), a work which won
high praise and evoked equally strong opposition.

In 1721 Ruchat was appointed professor of elo-

quence at Lausanne, a position which carried with

it the rectorate of the Latin school. The success

which his own talents should have gained was, how-
ever, frustrated by the theological animosities of

the time, and he accordingly plunged into the his-

torical studies for which he had been collecting

materials for two decades. He now published the

first half (1516-36) of his HisUrire de la rtformoHon

en Suisse (6 vols., Geneva, 1727-28); but political

conditions forbade the publication of the entire

work, which extended to 1566, until a century

later, when the complete history was edited by
L. VulUemin (7 vols., Lausanne, 1835-38; abridged

Eng. transl. by J. CoUinson, London, 1845). In

1733 Ruchat became second professor of theology,

and was promoted to the first professorship fifteen

years later. During this period of his career his

writings were mainly theological and in the do-

mains of polemics and Old-Testament theology.

To the former category belong his Examen de Vori-

ginisme (Lausanne, 1733) and the anti-Roman
Catholic Lettres el monuments de trots phres apos-

iUiques (2 vob., Leyden, 1738; translations of the

epistles of Gement, Ignatius, and Polycarp and
the martyrdoms of the two latter, with excursuses

attacking the Roman Catholic Church); to the

latt^, among others, his TraiU des poids, des mesures

el des monnoyes donl il est parli dans VScriture sainte

(Lausanne, 1743). He took an active interest in

tniaoiftng to the Jews, while his leisure was devoted

to studies in Swiss history, especially of the medi-
eval period, the results being contained in manu-
script in the libraries of Bern and Lausanne.
Ruchat's DUices de la Suisse and Histoire de la

riformoHon en Suisse were placed on the Index, and
two unnamed Jesuits sought, in 1724, formally to
refute his history of the Reformation in Vaud. In
addition to the works already noted, mention may
be made of his anonymous Franch translations from
the English and Spanish of works of J. Beeverell

and J. Alvarez de Colmenar imder the respective

titles DAices de la Orande Brelagne el de VIrlande

(8 vols., Leyden, 1707) and DAices de VEspagne el

du Portugal (5 vols., 1707).

(H. VXTILLEUIOSB.)

Bibuoorapht: Bridel, in ConMroaUur ttMMe, vol. sdv (1828);
the Bketoh by L. Vulliemin in his ed. of the HUi, ds ta

riforms d* la SuUBe, vii. 423-448, 1838; E. SeoTetan,
OaUrU 9ui$»e, L 586-600, LauMume, 1874; P. Qodet,
HiaL l%tthxiir§ de la 8%ti$9e francaite, pp. 178-170, PariB,

1880; V. Roaeel, HiaL litUrairt de la SuUee romande, iL

63 sqq.. ib. 1800; lachtenberBer, E8B, zL 342-346.

RUCHRATHy JOHAim. See Weskl, John of.

RUDBLBACH, rd'del-bOH, ANDREAS GOTTLOB:
Dano-Cerman Lutheran; b. at Copenhagen Sept.

29, 1792; d. at Slagelse (50 m. s.w. of Copenhagen),

Zealand, Mar. 3, 1862. He was educated at the

university of his native city, where he became
privat-dooent. During this period he edited, in col-

laboration with N. F. S. Grundtvig, the Theologisk

Maanedskrifl (13 vols., 1825 sqq.), and in 1829 was
called to the pastorate of Glauchau, Saxony, where
he powerfully aided religious awakening and revolt

against the rationalism of the period, though at the

same time he opposed any formal separation from
the Lutheran Church. In 1830 he aided in 'found-

ing the Muldenthal pastoral conference, but oppo-

sition gradually developed against him, largely on
account of his uncompromising Lutheranism, and
in 1845 he gladly resigned his pastorate and re-

turned to Denmark. From 1846 to 1848 he lec-

tured at the University of Copenhagen on dog-

matics and introduction, but the death of his royil

patron in the latter year exposed him to the at-

tacks of those who regarded him as a Cterman and
a traitor. He accordingly accepted a call to the

pastorate of Slagelse, where he passed the remain-

der of his life.

He edited the Zeitschrift fUr die gesammie lulher'

ische Theologie und Kirche (in collaboration with

H. E. F. Ciuericke, Leipsic, 1839 sqq.) and Christ-

liche Biograpkie, i (1849), and wrote, in addition to

the works already mentioned and several volumes
of sermons: Hieronymus Savonarola und seine Zeil

(Hamburg, 1835); Reformation, Luthertum und
Union (Leipsic, 1839); Histarische-kritische Ein-

leitung in die Augsburgische Konfession (Dreedoi,

1841); Amdiches Gutachien Ober die Wiederein-

fHhrung der Kaleckismus-Examina im Kdnigreich

Sachsen, nebsi kistorischer ErMerung der KatheckiS'

mus-Anstalten in der evangelisch4utherischen Kirche

DeutsMands (1841); and Om Psalme-Literaturen

og Psalmeboge-Sagenf kistarish-kritiske Undersdgeiser

(Copenhagen, 1856). (Oswai-d ScHifiDTt.)

Bibuoobapbt: An autobiognphy was projected, and itt

pubUoatkm as ** Confessions ** begun in the ZmUchrift /tSr

haherUeke Theologie vnd Kirche, 1801, i. 1 sqq., iL 601
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Bqq.» 1862, ^ 401 aqq.* and oontinaed (ed. C. R. KaImt
from author's manuBcript) in NKZ, 1002. pp. 163-180,
522-646 (goes to end of univernty period). Consult

:

C. R. Kaiser, Andreiu Octtlob Rvddbaeh, Leipsio, 1892;
J. R. Stockholm, in Kirkdig KaUndar for Norg; pp. 36-
230, Christiania, 1877 (in Norwegian); and for a list of
the writings, E. A. Zuohold, Bibliothsea Zuehold, iL 1004-
1006, Q6ttingen, 1864.

RUDIN, ERIC 6E0R6 VALDEMAR HAPOLBOH:
Swedish Lutheran; b. at Oestenyd, OesteigOtland,

July 20, 1833. He was educated at the University

of Upsala, being graduated from the philosophical

course in 1857 and from the theological two years
later. He was then secretary of the National Evan-
gelical Society at Stockholm (1859-62), and direc-

tor of the Foreign Missionary Society in the same
city (1862-69), after which he was vice-chaplain

of St. Clara's, Stockhohn, until 1872. In 1872 he
became privat-docent at the University of Upsala,

where he was made adjunct in theology in 1875;

was associate professor of ezegetical theology

(1877-93), and from 1893 untU Ids retirement as

professor emeritus in 1900 was full professor of the
same subject. He was appointed court preacher

in 1873 and in 1886 was made provost. In 1883
he became a member of the committee for the re-

vision of the Swedish translation of the Old Testa-

ment. In theology he is a moderate Lutheran,
friendly to the Biblical theology of Beck and to the
mystics. He has written '' Intimations of Eter-

nity " (Stockhohn, 1872); "Biblical Psychology,"

i (Upsala, 1875); "Life of S5ien Kierkegaard"
(1880); " Synopsis of the Gospels " (1881); " Gos-
pel of Mark " (1883); " Introduction to OM Testa-
ment Prophecy" (1884); " Commentaiy on the
Minor Prophets" (1884); "Discussions on Theo-
logical and Ecclesiastical Subjects " (2 parts, 1885-

1886); and " Survey of the Scriptural History of

the Oki Testament " (1886).

RUDOLF OF EMS: German poet and writer of

the thirteenth century. The details of his life are

unknown, except that he was probably a Swiss by
birth and that his death occurred between 1250 and
1254 at some place unknown while he was in the
company of Emperor Conrad IV. He was, how-
ever, one of the most fruitful poets of his period,

and also entered the field of historical writing, be-

sides woridng in the field of Biblical history (see

Historical Bibles). Among his poems are Der
gute Gerhard (ed. M. Haupt, Leipsic, 1840; Germ,
transb. by Lersch, Bonn, 1847, and K. Simrock,
2d ed., Stuttgart, 1864), which exalts the grace of

Christian humility; and Baarlaain und Joaaphat
(ed. F. K. Kdpke, Berlin, 1818, and F. Pfeiffer,

Leipsic, 1843), a retelling of that story (see Baab-
LAAM AND JosAPHAT for analysis and literature).

Of his historical works the two of interest are Wil-

lehalm von Orlens (ed. V. Junk, Beriin, 1905), and
WeUchronikf dedicated to Coniud IV. (only frag-

ments have been published for this—^for a list of

these cf. Potthast, WegxjoeiBer, pp. 986-987), which
told the story of the Old Testament as far as the

death of Solomon. This was much used for a time,

but was combined with the much poorer work of

an unknown writer to its own detriment.

BiBUooRAPinr: A. F. C. Valmar, DU turn Receiuiorun und
HandBchriftenfamilien der Wdtchronik Rudolph* vcn Em%,

Maiimii, 1830; ZMher, in ZmUehrift fikr deuUdu PhOoIr
ooU. Iz (1877), 461-«71: O. Doberante, in the tame, zii

(1880). 267-^1, 887-464, xiii (1881), 20^7, 165-223;
V. Zeidler, Die QuetUn von Rudolft von Em* WUKdm von
OrUn; Beriin, 1804.

RUDOLPH, ROBERT LIVIN6ST01I: Reformed
Episcopal bic^op-coadjutor of the New York and
Philadelphia Synod; b. in New York City Dec. 29,

1865. He was educated at New York University

(B.A., 1892) and the Reformed Episcopal Theolog-
ical Seminary, Philadelphia, from which he was
graduated in 1894, also taking a post-graduate

course at Princeton Theological Seminaiy, and later

stud3ring at £>langen. He became assistant pastor

of the Rrst Reformed Episcopal (Dhurch, New York
Gty, in 1895, and in 1903 was appointed professor

of systdknatic theology and Christian ethics in the

Reformed Episcopal Theological Seminaiy, Phila-

delphia, still retaining his pastorate. In 1896 he
was made secretary of the New York and Philsr

delphia Synod and held this position until 1908»

when, wiUiout resigning his professorship, he was
made bishop of the same synod.

RUECKERT, rOdcert, KARL THEODOR: Ger-
man Roman Catholic; b. at Beckstein (a village

near Kdnigshofen, 17 m. s.e. of Wertheim), Baden,
Feb. 2, 1840; d. at Freiburg Nov. 8, 1907. He
was educated at the University of Freibuig from
1859 to 1862 (D.D., 1865), and, after being engaged
in pastoral and state duties from 1863, was a pro-

fessor at the gymnasia of Tauberbischofsheim and
Freibuig until 1880, when he became privat-docent

at the University of Freiburg, still retaining his

gymnasial professorship, however, until 1890, when
he was appointed associate professor of New-Testa-
ment literature at the University, where he was
promoted to a full professorship of the same sub-
ject in 1895. He wrote Die QueUen der Apostelge-

eckichte (Freibuig, 1865); Die ReUgion vom apcio-

getiechen Standpunkt (Tabingen, 1874); Nach
PaUUtina und ^ber Libanan (Mainz, 1881); Na^
Nardafrika (WOrzbuig, 1898); and Die Lage des

Bergea Sion (Freibuig, 1898).

RUECKERT, LEOPOLD IMMANUEL: German
Lutheran; b. at Grosshennersdorf (a village near
Hermhut) Feb. 1, 1797; d. at Jena Apr. 9, 1871.

His first education was received from the Mora-
vians and was completed at Leipsic (1814-17).

After being a private tutor in Niederlausits and
Juterbog, and aiter preaching at Berlin, he became
deacon of his native village in 1819. He earnestly

desired an academic position, but as this was im-
possible for the time being, he set forth his ideals

of a teacher in a series of works which included

Ckriadiche Philoeopkie, oder PkUoeapkie, Oeschichte

und Bibd nach ihren wahren Beziehungen zu einan-

der (2 vols., Leipsic, 1825). In 1825 ROckert was
appointed a teeusher in the gymnasium at Zittau.

Tliere he taught Hebrew, French, history, mathe-
matics, and science, and studied not only Plato,

whose Symposium he edited (Leipsic, 1828), but
also the New Testament, especially the Pauline

writings, publishing commentaries on Romans,
Galatians, Ephesians, and Corinthians (5 vols.,

Leipsic, 1831-37). After having been suggested,
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but not accepted, as a professor in Erlangen in 1832
and at Greifswald in 1836, he became the successor

of F. L. O. Baumgarten-Crusius at Jena in 1844.

Here, besides his academic duties., he preached fre-

quently, some of his sermons being collected in his

Seeks ZeUpredigten in den Jakren 1848 und 1849
gehalten (Jena, 1850) and Kleine AufsdUe/ilr christr

liche Bdekrung und Erbauung (Berlin, 1861). After

the stormy year of 1848 RUckert wrote hLs Theo-
logie (2 parts, Leipsic, 1851), which was essentially

a scientific picture of the ideal life, practical life,

and the life revealed and rendered possible to man
through Christ, and not the conventional dogmatic
or ethical theological treatise. Certain portions of

this work were further elucidated in his Dae Abend-
mM, eein Wesen und eeine Oeeckichte in der alien

Kirdhe (Leipsic, 1856), and his BUchlein van der

Kirche (Jena, 1857). His theological point of view
receives its full expression in his Der Ratianaliemua

(Leipsic, 1859). It should also be noted that

in his Luthera VerhOUnie gum augf^mrgiechen

Bekennntis (Jena, 1854) he sought to prove that

the Augsbuig Confession could not truly be called

Luther's.

ROckert held in exegesis that a prime factor was
the ability of the scholar so to identify himself with
his subject as to have no idea of Us own which
should diverge from the subject in question; he
denied the existence of any evidence beyond the
^here of morals; and he regarded Christ merely
as a man of surpassing goodness who gave his life

for the moral regeneration of his race. His ration-

alism, however, was regarded by him as ethical, or
Christian, and as opposed to the older empirical

system. He deemed it to consist solely in search

for facts and their truths, and to be hindered by no
auUiority from clinging to the truths thus ascer-

tained. He accordingly advocated a critical proc-

ess of simple investigation, neither believing nor
denying, but accepting what seemed to be credible

and rejecting all else. Portions of ROckert's com-
mentary on I Cor. were translated into English by
B. B. Edwards in the Sdectionsfrom Oerman LiUror
twre prepared by him and E. A. Park (Andover,

1839). (G. FRANKt)
BauoGEAPHT: H. Doering, JenuUcker UfUvenitOU-Al-

wtanach, p. 64. Jeoa, 1845; J. GObther, LAentkiaen der
Profmaoren der UnivereiUU Jena, p. 42, ib. 1858; 0. Frank,
Die jenaieche Theoiooie, p. 125. Leipsio. 1858; C. Sohwan.
Zvr Geechiehie der neueeten Theologie, p. 482, ib. 1809.

RUBDIN6ER (RUEDI6BR), rO'ding-er, ESROM:
German Protestant theologian and educator; b. at
Bamberg May 19, 1523; d. at Nuremberg Jan. 2,

1590. He was educated at Leipsio, and after being

tutor to the children of Joachim Camerarius (q.v.)

was privat-docent at Leipsic in 1546-47 and second
teacher at Schulpforta in 1547-48, reassuming
his position at Leipsic that he might marry the

eldest daughter of Camerarius. From 1549 to 1557
he was rector of the school at Zwickau, but his

theological position as a firm Philippist brought him
into ccNoflict with strict Lutherans, especially as he
taught the necessity of good worla. It was a wel-

come change, therefore, when he was called in

1557 to be professor of physics at Wittenbeig, where
he also lectured on ethics and the interpretation of

Latin authors. In 1570 he became professor of

Greek, and was dean of the philosophical faculty

in 1559 and 1570 and rector in 1562. He became
involved, however, in the eucharistic controversy
between the Lutherans and the Philippists in 1574,

and was imprisoned for a short time at Toigau for

refusing to sign the '' Torgau Articles." He was
permitted to return to Wittenberg, and then, though
forbidden to leave the city, he fled to Berlin. De-
clining ofifers from Basel and Heidelberg, he ac-

cepted the rectorate of a school newly erected at

Eibenschits (12 m. s.w. of BrQnn) for young nobles

of the Bohemian Brethren and Moravians. The
school finally became ofifensive to the nascent Ro-
man Catholic reaction, and thou^ in 1578 an im-
perial command to close the institution was disre-

garded, a sharper order, issued on Jan. 22, 1583,

directing that Rfldinger be arrested and placed in

the custody of the bishop of OlmQtz, caused him to

take refuge with Frederick of Zerotin. There he
remained until 1588, when his widowed sister in-

vited him to spend the remainder of his life with
her at Niu*embeig.

Radinger's principal theological works were the

following: lAbri Pealmorum paraphraeie Latina
(Gdrlits, 1581); Endexian, tunica funebrie ex tela

Paradiei ad dexbram crude Chrieti (Nuremberg,

1591); De crigine ubiquitatie pii et eruditi cufuedam
viri tradaHo (Geneva, 1597); and DefraJtrum artho-

doxarum in Bohemia et Moravia ecdeeiolie narror

Huncula, in the Historica narraiio de fraJtrum ortho-

doxorum ecdeaiia in Bohemia, Moravia et PoUmia
of J. Camerarius (Heidelberg, 1605). A nimiber of

theological works (especially on predestination, the
" Torgau Articles," and the De Jeeu Ckrieto mar-
tyre) are contained in the CoUectio Camerariana in

tlie Royal Library at Munich. (E. Fabian.)

Bibuoorapht: A. Strobel, Neue Beitrdge ttar LittenUw dee
16, Jahrhunderte, vol. ii., part 1, 5 vols., Nurembers,
1790^-04; M. Adamua, Vitm Oermanorum phUoeopkorum,
pp. 372-^73, HeidelbeTS, 1615; J. F. Kdhler. in Dreedener
CMehrien Anaeigen, 1790, parts xzv.-xxviii.; J. F. A.
Qillet, Crato wm [Crafftheim, 2 vols., Frankfort, 1860;
H. Ball, Da§ Sehvhoeaen der bohmiechen BrUder, Berlin,

1898.

RUEBTSCHI, rOet^sht, RUDOLF: Swiss Protec-

tant; b. at Bern Dec. 3, 1820; d. there 1903. He
was educated at the universities of Bern, Berlin,

and TObingen; and in 1842 became vicar, first in

the country and later at Bern. In 1845 he became
privat-docent for Old-Testament theology at the

university of his native city; and during this period

edited the Biblieche DogmaHk of his teacher, J. L.

S. Luts (Pforzheim, 1847). Next, ROetschi was
pastor at Trub (1848-53), Kirchborg in Oberaargau
(1853-67), and at the Cathedral of Bern (1867-07).

As a theologian he belonged to the intermediate

party, midway between the extremes of conserva-

tism and rationalism. In 1878 he received an hon-

orary professorship at Bern, where he lectured on
Semitics, and on the history of Israel from the

exile to the time of Christ. He took an active part

in a Swiss translation of the Bible, of which only

the New Testament appeared, and translated Eccle-

siastes for E. Kautzsch's Die hetUge Schrift dee Alien

Teetamenta (Frdbuig-im-Breisgau, 1892-M). He
retired from active hfe in 1897. (W. Hadobn.)
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RUST, ra-6t', FRANCISCO DB PAULA: Spaniah

Plrotestant; b. at Barcelona Oct. 28, 1826; d. at

Madrid Nov. 18, 1878. After a meager education

he became a strolling player, and about 1841 aban-
doned Roman Catholicism for Waldensian teach-

ings at Turin, where he prepared himself for the

ministry. The revolution in 1855 rendered it pos-

sible for Ruet to reenter Spain, and he preached
for a month at Barcelona. He was imprisoned, first

by the governor, and again by the captain general,

and the political reaction a few weeks later ren-

dered it possible for the bishop of Barcelona to cite

him before the spiritiial court, which, after he had
been in prison seven months, sentenced him to the

stake for heresy. As such a sentence could no
longer be executed in Spain, it was changed, Sept.

18, 1856, to perpetual banishment. Forming a small

Protestant community among the Spaniards at

Gibraltar, where Ruet was ordained by a Walden-
sian committee, he made it a center for the dissemi-

nation of Protestantism in Spain. Intercepted by
the rigid watch on the Spanish border, Ruet left,

and first preached to his countrymen during the

London exposition, and later went imder the aus-

pices of a French committee to Algiers, working

among the Uiousands of Spaniards there, as well as

in Blidah and Oran. At the liberation of Spain in

1868-60, he returned and founded the Protestant

church at Madrid. The French committee being no
longer able to assist him after 1870, Ruet entered

the service of the German missionary society and
labored sealously in a chapel purchased for him in

1874 by German friends. (Fbitz FLiSDNBRf.)

RUFINUS, ru-foi'nus, TYRAHNIUS: Latin eccle-

siastical writer; b. near Aquileia, in Venetia, at the

head of the Adriatic, about 345; d. in Sicily about
410. He seems to have obtained his education at

Rome, and in 370 or 371 received baptism in a
monastery at his native place; at this time he was
a friend of Jerome. He left Aquileia probably in

373 for Egypt bent on the practise of asceticism,

and, some think, in company with a certain Me-
lania, a rich Roman lady, who, enamored of the

ascetic life, devoted her property to the service of

the saints of Christ. He visited the celebrated her-

mits of the Scetic and Nitrian deserts and was there

during the time of persecution under Lucius, the

Arian bishop, opponent of the Alexandrian Pa-
triarch Peter, meanwhile studying under Did3rmus

the Blind of Alexandria (q.v.). Possibly in 379 he
went to Palestine and settled on the Mount of Olives

and devoted himself to ministrations to the pil-

grims to the place. Not long before 394 he was
made presbjrter by Bishop John of Jerusalem. In

the dissension between John of Jerusalem and Epi-

phanius of Salamis, Rufinus took the side of John, an
action which interrupted his friendship with Jerome,

though this was once more cemented. When he
returned home again, it is not impossible that Me-
lania was again in his company, though the ex-

pression in a letter of Paulinus of Nola (in C8EL,
xxix. 246, 1), in which Rufinus is called ** attendant

on the spiritual journey of Melania," is susceptible

of another interpretation. Rufinus appears next

at the cloister of Pinetum near Terracina, where at

the wish of the Abbot Ursadus he adapted the rules

of Basil in Latin for the monks. A certain Macarius
desired him to translate the works of Origen. He
translated the first book of the Apology (for Origen)

by Pamphilus, and followed this with a translation

of Origen's Peri archdn^ the first draft of which he
completed in 398 or 399. Rufinus saw that this

engagement with the works of Origen might bring

him into disrepute, especially at a time when Origen

was not in favor; yet at the urgency of Macarius,

he carried the work through. The unfinished manu-
script, according to the report of Rufinus, was piu*-

loined and sent to Jerome by some friends of the

latter, who at once set to work on a translation

which should show the inadequacy of that of Ru-
finus, accompanying the transmission of this with

a long letter (no. bocxiv., Eng. transl. in NPNF, 2
ser., vi. 175-181); Jerome sJso wrote a letter to

Rufinus (no. bed., Eng. transl., ut sup., p. 170),

which was suppressed by the false friend, who took
advantage of the absence of Rufinus; meanwhile
Rufinus was under deep suspicion on account of his

supposed leaning toward Origenism. Rufinus

learned of Jerome's letter and wrote to a friend at

Rome, Apronianus, not for publication, however, in

sharp tenns against Jerome; Pammachius and
Marcella, the friends of Jerome, learned enough of

it to send a report of the writing to Jerome. The
latter then wrote the first two books of his " Apol-

ogy " answered by a letter to Jerome, who itien

wrote the third book of the " Apology." Rufinus

spent most of the remaining years of his life in

Aquileia, and added new friends to the old who
still stood by him, to some of whom he dedicated

further labors in translation and original work.

With old age he desired to visit again the holy

places, but got no farther than Sicily when he died.

The dispute with Jerome brought a shadow upon
Rufinus' life in the Church. Pope Gelasius held

that while Rufinus' books contained much good,

Jerome's estimate must stand {MPL, lix. 75) ; but
Gennadius praised him (De vir, ill., xvii.) and his

Latin. Of independent works may be named, be-

sides the two books against Origen's '' Apology,"

the continuation of Eusebius' '' Church History,"

covering the period 324-395, which is valuable in

spite of its defects;' CommerUanua in symbolum
apoHolorumf the earliest treatment of assured date

in Latin dealing with exposition of the symbol, but
dependent upon Cyril of Jerusalem; De benedio-^

tianibua pairiarcharam, in which the mystical in-

terpretation rules, written at the request of a Pau-
linus, probably not Paulinus of Nola. Concerning

the trsmslations made by Rufinus it is to be remem-
bered that be never strove to give an exact render-

ing. He translated numerous exegetical works of

Origen (Homilies on Gen.-Num., Josh., Judges,

Psalms, and the Song, and the conmientary on
Romans); he saved for us the Peri archdn; the
'' Apology " of Pamphilus he called De aduUeratume
librorum OrigeniSf really the title of the preface,

screening himself with the suspicion that the here-

tics had interpolated or changed Origen's state-

ments. In the translation of the Dialogue de reda

fide he is adjudged more faithful to his text than
in the other works of Origen. Greater congenialitiy
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seems manifested in the rendering of the '' Church
History " of Eusebius in nine (not ten) books; and
the translation is of value for text-critical purposes
in spite of the freedom occasionally allowed him-
self by the translator. He felt no satisfaction in

rendering the Clementine Recognitions. Out of

Basil's InsHUUa monachorum he translated a series

of homilies, also rendering some homilies of Gregory
Nasiansen, some SentenH<B of Evagrius Ponticus

(possibly the lAber centum BerUerUiarum), He put
into Latin the 8enUnH<z ad eos qui in ecmobiia et

xenodockiia habitant frabrea and the Sententia ad
virgines. The " Sentences of Sixtus " mentioned by
Oiigen and \ised by Porphyry were also translated

by him, with the addition of a prologue, and at-

tributed to Sixtus II. of Rome, though they were
the product of a Pythagorean philosopher (cf. F. C.

Conybeare, The Ring of Pope Xyetua, togdher wiih

the Proiogue of Rufinue, now first rendered into Eng-
lieh, with an kietorical and critical Commentary,
London, 1910) . For this he was severely handled by
Jerome. It is a long-standing cause of debate
whether the Hiatoria monachorum is Rufinus' own or

a translation from a Greek work, with the probabili-

ties now tending in favor of the second alternative,

though the translation is imquestionably by Rufinus.

Still an open question is whether the old Latin rend-

ering of Joeephus' " War of the Jews " is to be
attributed to Rufinus. Works not by him, but in

the list of his works, are Commentariua in Ixxv

Davidie paalmoa (probably by the Gallic Presbyter
VincenUus of the second half of the fifth century)

;

Commentariua in prophetas . . . Oaee, Jod et Amos;
Vita sttncta EugeniiE virginis ae mariyris; and two
writings entitled Defide. (G. l6tOGBB.)

Bibuoobapbt: The complete works of Rufinus have never
been published. Parts were edited by L. de la Bam,
Fkris. 1580; a fuUer edition is by D. Val]ani« Verona,
1745, this being taken into MPL, nd.. with the Vita
of J. Footanini (originally published Rome. 1742) and
that by C. T. Q. Sohoeoemann (Leipsie, 1792). A eritioal

edition of the Latin translation of Eusebius is by T.
Ifommsen, vol. L, Latpsio, 1903; one of the Commentariua
in Bifmholum apottolarum, with Notee fry C. Whittaker, aUo
TrandaHon, 2 parts. London, 1908. Translations into

English of selected works are in NPNF, 2 ser., iu. 405-
668.
Sonrees for a life are Rufinus' own works; Jerome's

** Apology against Rufinus," Eng. trsnsl. in NPNF, 2
ser.. in. 482-540, and his Epistles (nos. 3-5, 51, 57, 80-
84, 97. 125. 133); Augustine, ^piat., bdii.. elvi.; Qen-
nadius, De eeriptaribuM «oc{«tia«(ieu, zvii., Ehig. transl. in

NPNF, 2 ser., iii. 389. Consult further: A. Ebert, AU-
gemeine GemJ^iefUe der lAtteratw dee Mittelattert, I. 321-
327. Leipsie 1889; J. F. B. M. de Rubek. DieeerlaOonee
dueBf pp. 1-160. Venice, 1754; H. Bruell. De Tyrannii
RuAni . . . Commentario in eifmMum apoetolammf
DOran, 1872-79: F. Kattenbusch. BeitrAife aur Geechiehte

dee aUkirdUichen Taufeymbote, pp. 27-32, Qiessen. 1892;

B. Csapla, Oermadiue ale Litterarhieloriker, pp. 27-28, 44
sqq.. 95. M Ouster. 1898; C. Schmidt, in OGA, chd (1899),

7-27; P. Reinelt, Studien Hber die Briefe dst . . . Pau-
tinue von Soia, Braslau. 1904; M. Schans, Geechiehte der

r&mieehen Litteratur, iv. 1, pp. 371-387, Munich, 1904;

Bardenhewer. Patrologie, pp. 397-400, Eng. transL, St.

Louis, 1908; KrOger, ffutory. passim; DCB.iv. 555-^561;

KU X. 1353-56; OiUier. Atdewre eacrie, vii. 448-484, et

passim; Hamack, Doffma, vok. iii.-iv. passim; Sehaff,

Chrietian Chwreh, iii. 701 . 884. 984 note; Neander, ChrieHan
Chwreh, vols. L-iii. passim.

RUIHARTy rwt^nor, THIERRI: French Benedic-

tine; b. at Reims June 10, 1657; d. at the monaa-
teiy of Hautvilliers, near Reims, Sept. 27, 1709.

He entered the Benedictine abbey of St. Remy in

1674, made his profession in 1675, and in 1682 was
called to the great Maurist center of learning, St.

Germain-des-Pr^, at the instance of Jean MabiUon
(q.v.), to whom he was pupil, co-worker, and biog-

rapher. His life was a quiet one, broken only by
two journeys—to Alsace in 1696 and to Champagne
in 1709—for material for his works. The first of

these was the Acta primorum martyrum sincera et

selecta (Paris, 1689; 2d revised ed., Amsterdam,
1713), which was followed by the Historia perse-

cutionis Vandalica (1694) and the Oregorii episcopi

Turonensis opera omnia necnon Fredegarii scholastici

epitome et chronicum (1699). Ruinart collaborated

with J. MabiUon in the eighth and ninth volumes
of the Acta sanctorum ordinis sancH Benedicti (1701),

and also prepared the second edition of Mabillon's

De re dipUmaUca (1709), which he had previously

defended in his Ecdesia Parisiensis vindicata (1706).

He likewise wrote an admirable Abrigi dela vie de

D. Jean MabiUon (1709); but his intention of ed-

iting the fifth volume of the Annates ordinis SancH
Benedicti was frustrated by his death. The work
was prepared by Ren6 Massuet (Paris, 1713), who
placed Ruinart's biography in the preface. An in-

teresting diary of Ruinart's on the history of the

Benedictine edition of Augustine has been edited by
A. M. P. Ingold as an appendix to his Histoire de

V^ition BinSdictine de S. Augustin (pp. 154-193,

1903). RmDBsi, wrote SLiaoApologie dela mission deS.
Maur, apostre des BhUdictins en France (1702), as

well as three treatises: Disguisitio historica de pallio

archiepiscopali; VitabeatiUrbanipapalL; and/ter
litterarium in Alsatiam et LoUutringiamf all in

Ouvrages posthumes de MabiUon et de Ruinartt vols,

ii.-iii. (1724); and many letters, edited by £. Gigas,

Lettres des birUdictins de SairUrMaur (2 vols., Copen-
hagen, 1892-93), also in Correspondance inidite de

MabiUon et de Mon^faucon (3 vols., Paris, 1846).

(G. liAUBMANNt.)
Bibuoorapht: A life by R. Ifassuet is in the Annaiee de

Fordre de 8. BennoU, vol. v. Consult further: G. Lori-
quet, Le Cardinal de Bouillon . . . et T. Ruinati dana
faffoAre de Fhiet. otnirale de la maieon dCAuoergne^ Reims,
1870; H. Jadart, Dom Thierry RuinaH, ib. 1886: E. de
Broglie, MabUlon et la eoeiMi de Saint-Germain dee Prie,
2 vols., Paris, 1888; J. B. Vanel, Lee Binidietinee de
Saint-Maur, pp. 87-M, ib. 1896; lichtenberser. BSR,
zi. 348-350.

RULB OF FAITH. See Rboula Fidei.

RULING ELDERS. See Lah-t; and Prbsbttb-
RIAN8, X., 2, § 2 (4).

RULMAlf MERSWni. See Friends of God.

RX7MANIA: A kingdom (after 1881) in south-

eastern Europe, between Russia on the north and
Bulgaria on tJie south, and the Black Sea and Rus-
sia on the east and Austria-Hungary and Servia on
the west; area, 50,720 square miles; population

(1907), 6,684,265. Not including the Russian sect

of the Lipovanians and the Roman Catholics, each

numbering about 140,000 to 150,000, the Christian

population is of the Orthodox Greek Church, which
is the State Church. Art. 7 of the Constitution of

1866 provides that variance in religious confession

shall constitute no hindrance to civil and political

rights; and art. 20 assures freedom of all religkmay
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in 80 far as their exercise does not violate public

order or good morals. Further, it is provided that

the Orthodox Church is independent of all foreign

supervision, while thoroughly maintaining the unity

with the ecumenical Church of the East in the

sphere of doctrine. As early as 1864, subordination

to the patriarchate of Constantinople was declared

to be abolished, and the church of the land to

be independent, national, and autocephalous, this

in order to avert outside political influence and
unforeseen protection. For purposes of self-govern-

ment the holy synod was organised, whose constitu-

ent members are the metropolitan primate of Hun-
gary-Wallachia, or the archbishop of Bucharest;

the metropolitan of Moldavia and Susava, or the

archbishop of Jassy; the three episcopal eparchs

of Wallachia, respectively Rimnio-Valoei, Buseu,

and Arjiis^; and those ck Moldavia, respectively,

Roman, Galats, and Hush. The synod convenes

twice a year, with the minister of worship in at-

tendance. These eight dioceees embrace 3,670

parishes, 370 of which are in the cities. In roimd
nun]A>er8 there are 8,000 priests. The clergy also

comprises about 600 monks, distributed in four

notable cloisters of Moldavia and five in Wallachia,

in addition to which there are 160 small cenobitical

abodes with two to four inmates to each. The ed-

ucation of the cleigy is provided by six seminaries

with a curriculum of four years and by the theo-

logical faculty of the University of Bucharest. The
oti^er university, at Jassy, makes no such provision.

The archbishops are elected by popular representa-

tives and the boyars (privileged classes) of the first

class; and the bishops are appointed by the arch-

bishops. By action of the ssmod in agreement with

the state government, each diocese also receives a
titular biflSop as an aJtemate to the highest digni-

tary. Although the State, in 1864, sequestered

most of the cloistral estates, it contributes only

small amoimts for the support of the bishops, and
the parish clergy depend exclusively on the pro-

ceeds of the parochial real estate and the surplice

fees.

The Roman Catholic Church, influential, espe-

cially in Moldavia, till after the Middle Ages, lost

the bulk of its following; but by immigration in

the nineteenth century it has entered a more marked
development. By 1818 Jassy had become the seat

of a papal vicariate, and in 1884 of a bishopric em-
bracing 26 parishes, most of which are in the souths

em part of the diocese, and are supplied mainly
with Minorite pastors. This bishopric has about
90,000 Roman Catholics. The bishopric of Wal-
lachia did not originate imtil 1883, when it was de-

tached from that of Nicopolis in Bulgaria and
erected into an archbishopric; although there are

only 18 parishes and somewhat above 50,000 mem-
bers. Evangelical Christians are much scattered,

especially in Moldavia. Their number is estimated

at 25,000 to 26,000, including about 8,000 Magyar
Oalvinists. There are from 15,000 to 16,000 Ger-
man Evangelicals, and a small number of Method-
ists, Anglicans, and Presbyterians, principally at

Bucharest and Galatz. Owing to the immigration

from Transylvania, the German Protestants have a
congregation in Bucharest of about 8,000, whose

formal constitution, together with the school estab-

lishments, was confirmed by the German and Aus-

trian consuls-general. Other congregations in Wal-
lachia are at Crajova, Tumu-Severin, Rimnic, and
Braila. There has been one at Jassy, Moldavia,

since 1754, now including six branch congregations,

and there is one equal in sise at Galatz. There are

three congregations in the Dobrudja district (east

of the D^ube), among them, that of the port

Constantsa. There is no synodical bond between
these church commimities. Excepting Bucharest,

they have subjoined themselves to the superior

church coimcil of Berlin (see Prussia, III., 1, $1),

and are related with the pastors of Rumelia and
Bulgaria through conferences. The Jews, in spite

of much emigration to the United States, number
about 260,000. In 1878 they obtained an equality

of status with the Christians, but can acquire no
real estate before the end of a naturalization term
of ten years. There are from 44,000 to 45,000 Mo-
hammedans in the country (43,470 in 1900), mostly
in the Dobrudja, where ^ey have many mosques.

Armenians (16,598 in 1900) have a few smaU con-

gregations in the two capitals and the ports of the

Danube. (Wilhelm G<Vrzt).

Bibuoobapht: J. Samttelaon, Roumania Patl and Pre^efU,

London, 1882; J. H. A. Ubicini. Lm OrioineB de TAiaC

rattmaine, Paris, 1886; R. Beigner, RttmAnten, BroBlau,

1887; T. Tamm, (7ab«r den Urtprtmg der RumAnen, Bonn,
1891; W. Billler, The Balkana: Roumania, London and
New York, 1896; Q. Bencer. Rum&nien im Jahre 1000,

Stattgart, 1900; F. Dam6, Hid. de la Raumanie eoniem-

poraine, 18»$-1000, Paris, 1900; Stourdsa. La Terre et

la race roumainee, Paris, 1904; A. Bellesort, La Rou-
manie oontemporaine, Paris, 1906; N. Joisa, " Hist, of

the Rumanian Church and of the Religious Life of the

Rumanians," Valenii-de Munte, 1909 (in Rumanian); J.

Qherghel, Zur Frage der Urheimat der RumAnen, Vienna,
1910.

RUMANIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH IN THE
UNITED STATES AND CANADA: In the year 1900

Rumanian immigration from Transylvania, in

Hungary, began to flow toward the United States,

and later followed immigration from Rumania itself.

At present there are about 60,000 Rumanians in

the United States and Canada. Of these about

35,000 are Uniates (Roman Catholic) from Tran-

sylvania and 25,000 Orthodox. Of these last about
half come from Rumania and half from Transyl-

vania, and for this reason of the six Orthodox con-

gregations three are imder the jurisdiction of the

primate of Rumania and three under that of the

metropolitan of Hermannstadt in Transylvania.

The first congregation of the Orthodox was organ-

ised in 1904 at Cleveland, Ohio; other congrega-

tions are in Eatst Chicago, lU.; Lawyer, N. D.; and
Regina, Canada. The first congregation of the

Rumanian Uniates was also foimded in 1904, at

Cleveland, Ohio, only a little before the Orthodox
congregation of that place. Rumanian Uniate

churches are at present located at Scalp Level, Pa.;

Aurora, 111.; Youngstown, Ohio; and New York
aty. The relations between the Orthodox and
Uniate Rumanians are very friendly.

A. A. Stamouli.

RUNZE, run'tse, 6E0RG AUGUST WILHELM:
German Lutheran; b. at Woltersdorf, Pomerania,

Feb. 13, 1852. He was educated at the univ^^ties
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of Grdfswald and Berlin (1870-74), and after being

private tutor in a nobleman's fainily in Curland,

Russia (1874-76), adjunct of the Domkandidaten-
stift, Berlin (1876-77), and senior in the Studen«

tenkonvikt Johanneum (1878^80), became privat-

docent for systematic theology and the philosophy

of religion at the University of Berlin in 1880. In

1885 he was made a teacher at the Falk real-gym-

nasium in Berlin, and since 1890 has been associate

professor of systematic theology and the philosophy

of religion at the University of Berlin, and instruc-

tor in the Lessinghochschule in the same city since

1902. Besides preparing the sixth and seventh edi-

tions of C. G. J. Deter's Abrisa der Oeschichte der

PhUowphte (Berlin, 189S-1901, and 1906), he has

written Schleiermachers Otavbendekre in ihrer Ab-
hangigkeU von seiner Philosophie (Berlin, 1877);

Der ontologiache Ootteabeioeia, kritUche DareteUung

seiner Oeschichte seit Ansdm his auf die Gegenxoart

(Halle, 1881); Grundriss der evangelischen Glmtbens-

wid SiUenUhre (2 vols., Berlin, 1883-S4); Studien

zux vergleichenden Rdigianswissenschaft (3 vob.,

1889-97); PrakHsche Etkik (1891); Die akademv-

ache Laufhahn und ihre dkonamische Regdung (anon-

ymous; 1895); Friedrich Nietzsche als Thedog und
als Antichrist (1896); Katechismus der Dogmatik
(Leipsic, 1897); RdigionsphUosaphie (1901); and
Metaphysik (1905); F. F. Calos Leben und Wixken
(Berlin, 1907; prefixed to Calo's Photinissa Chrys-

opulas); Der Rdigionsunterricht eine Oewissens-

froge (Osterwieck, 1908); and Rdigian und Oe-

schUchtdid>e (HaUe, 1909).

RUPERT OF DEUTZ.

Eariy life and Writings (f 1).

Oontrovexsies on the Nature of God (| 2).

Allegorical, Biographical, and Practical Works (| 8).

The Writings of his Later Years (| 4).

Rupert's Theological Sjrstem (| 6).

Rupert of Deutz, an important medieval theologian

and abbot of Deutz, was bom, probably in Germany,
about the middle of the eleventh century; d. at

Deutz (now part of Cologne) Mar. 4, 1 135. While a
child he was brought by St. Laurence to the Bene-
dictine monastery at lA6ge, his slow talents, he
afiirmed, being quickened by the special favor of

the Virgin; but he refused to receive

I. Early ordination since the investiture con-

Life and troversy was then raging in lA^g^ (see

Writings. Investtturs). During this early

period of his life Rupert composed
some hymns, including one, now lost, on the incar-

nation, a lost work De diversis scripturarum senten-

tiiSf the fragment of the Chronicon Sancti Laurentii

Leodieneis, and biographies of Augustine and St.

Odilia. On the death of Bishop Wazo of li^e.
Abbot Berengar was removed from his monastery,

and with him, in 1092, Rupert and other Climiac

monks sought refuge in the monastery of St. Hubert
in the Ardennes. It was at this time that Rupert
wrote his Libdlus hymnorum, which in its thirteen

poems gives a faithful picture of the condition of

the Church as it appeared to the eyes of a faithful

Ultramontane. A commentary to these hymns is

afforded by the chronicle of the monastery, which
must have been completed before Aug. 9, 1095,

when Berengar and his companions returned to

U^. He now received the ordination which he
had refused to accept from the schismatic of Li^e,
probably after 1106. During this time, moreover,
besides his imdoubted study of Hebrew, he read
deeply in Plato, Plotinus, Dionysius the Areopagite,

Aristotle, Heraclitus, Augustine, Jerome, HikLiy,

Arius, Sabellius, Symmachus, Aquila, Theodotion,
and Gregory the Great. In 1111 Rupert wrote his

twelve books De divinis officiiSj which explains the
mystical meaning of the priestly office, beginning
with the hours, vigils, bells, service of the altar,

and vestments. The third book proceeds to the
church year, the lessons, and the services on indi-

vidual feasts, all the rites being explidned by an
astonishing abundance of symbolical exegeses of

Scripture. At the same time he held that imworthy
communicants received only the outward forms in

the sacrament; and that CluiBt gives in the Eucha-
rist only his spiritual, not his physical, body.

Rupert was still at Li^e when he wrote the Super
Hiob commeniariuSf based on the Moralia of Greg-
ory the Great. The all^orical method of his pred-
ecessor is followed with extreme closeness, Job,
for instance, aU^orically representing the Savior.

But his views had excited some suspicion, and
Berengar, anxious to provide for Rupert's safety,

recommended him to Abbot Cuno of

a. Contro- Si^buig and gained him a patron in

versies on Archbie^op Frederick of Ck>logne.

the Nature Rupert went to Si^buig apparently
of God. in 1113, but was soon recalled, and

within the year, or at most in 1114,

wrote his De voluntate Dei to defend himself against

the attacks of Anselm's pupils at the cathedral of

Laon. The work is in twenty-six chapters and is a
critique against the teaching at Laon and Chalons
that God's will concerning evil was twofold, one
permitting evil deeds and t£e other approving them,
to the end that ultimate good might r^ult. Rupert,
on the other hand, maintained Uiat the divine per-

mission of evil by no means implied approval of it,

but only divine patience concerning it. In his efifort

to escape the predestinationalism of William of

Champeaux and Anselm, Rupert approximated the
position of Johannes Scotus Erigena (q.v.), who re-

garded evil as in itself non-existent, and as merely the
shadow of the substance. Like thoughts fiUed the

twenty-seven chapters of the De amnipotenOa Dei,

the tenth chapter of which establishes the thesis

that God desires the salvation of all mankind. The
Laon theologians were angered, and Anselm him-
self complained to Berengar's successor, Heribrand,

as though Rupert were still a monk at li^e. Heri-

brand actuallycited Rupert toappear at Li^ge, where
he was acquitted. The opposition still continued,

however, and he now assumed the offensive. In

1117 he went to Laon and then disputed at Chalons.

Chaige after charge was brought against him, only

to be refuted with ease. In the midst of the con-

troversy, the course of events changed and Rupert
was called from li^e to Cologne, thus returning to

his monastery of Si^buig. Here he planned to

write on the majesty and the honor of Christ; but
from this task he was called by Cuno to prepare

a work In regulam Sancti Benedicti, The first

book tells of its author's learned controversies, the
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second of the arrangement of vigils, and the third of

the order of the service of the altar, while the fourth

deals with the dispute concerning the preeminence

of Augustine or Benedict. Still under the patron-

age of Cuno, Rupert wrote his In evangdium 9ancU

Joannis commentariua. This work, which is dis-

tinctly all^orical in character, is divided into four-

teen books, and was probably written before 1117.

After its completion, Rupert finished his De trinir

tale et oper%bu8 ejus, which he had begun in 1114.

This is the most important of all his writings, and
falls into three main portions: the work of the

Father, from the beginning of creation to the fall

of man; the work of the Son, from the fall to the

passion; the work of the Spirit, from the passion

to the resurrection at the last day. The major part

of the De trinitate is occupied with the Old Testa-

ment, with the mystical interpretation of its entire

ceremonial law and sacrificial ritual. Like Augus-
tine in his '' City of God," and like IrensBUS, Hilary,

Justin, and Hugo of St. Victor, Rupert regards the

six ages of the world as embracing the entire history

of the earth, the sixth day of history corresponding

to the sixth day of creation, as well as to the spirit

of fear of Isa. xi. 2, and beginning with the birth

of the Son of man. The tMrd part of the entire

work now opens, and the four Gospels show the

glory of the kingdom in which are developed the

gifts of the Holy Ghost, the Hberal arts, music, etc.

The De trinUaie was followed by the In apocalyp-

tim Joannis apoetoU libri dttodecim. Here the seven

churches of Asia are compared with the seven

women that take hold of one man in Isa. iv. 1, and
the glassy sea of Rev. iv. 6 is explained as baptism,

through which man passes to the throne of grace as

Israel passed through the Red Sea.

3. AUegor- The serpent that cast water out of his

leal, Bk>- mouth after the woman (Rev. xii. 15-

graphical, 16) tsrpifies Arius with his attack upon
and Prac- the Church. The nimiber 666 is that

tical WorkB. of man, who was created on the sixth

day, without entering the divine hep-

tad. The triple hexad is ruled by Satan, and not

only can not, but will not, become a heptad, being

triply augmented in its opposition to God. Abbot
Cuno was likewise the inspiration of Rupert's In
oantica canticorumcommentariue, also calledDe inoaX"

noHone Domini^ a work naturally composed in the

all^orical exegesis of the period. To this time may
belong the charge brought against Rupert that he
taught that the Holy Ghost was incarnate in the

Virgin. Norbert was the first to make the accusa-

tion, and it has been conjectured that Rupert's

reply may be embodied in the ConfliduB Ruperti

cum NofbertOf which is preserved in two manuscripts

at Lobkow and Weissenau. In the AUercaiio mona-
efd et derici the controversy between secular and
regular priests is discussed, the decision being that

a monk may preach after receiving ordination. A
like opinion was later expressed by Rupert in his

Epietola ad Everardum (the abbot of Brauweiler),

and his Epistola ad lAezdinum canonem on the dig-

nity of monasticism may belong to the same period.

It was probably at the request of the abbot of St.

Martin in Cologne that Rupert wrote the Vita

^ncU EUpkU, and about 1120 he also composed

his Vita SancH Henberti. Toward the ^d of the

same year he was chosen tenth abbot of Deutz, and
is said to have built a dormitory and the chapel of

St. Laurence before the castle doors. To his liter-

ary controversies were now added troubles with

squatters in the old castle, who were later gtiilty of

burning both the castle and the monastery. In

1120 Abbot Wibald of Stablo wrote Rupert asking

whether, in his opinion, self-pollution involved so

grave a breach of chastity as to forbid ordination,

and Rupert's reply, the De Utsume virginitatis, con-

stitutes a noteworthy chapter of clerical discipline.

If the unique manuscript of the De vita vere apoe-

tolicay now preserved in the monastery of Grafschaft,

is to be ascribed to Rupert, there are here five dia-

logues essentially on the old question of the relative

position of seculars and regiilars. Rupert, writing

to Canon Ideselin, ranked the monks far above the

secular clergy, the regulars being both priests and
monks.
About this time Rupert wrote his Commeniariua

in duodedm prophetae minoree, which seems to have
been completed about 1 124. It contains little which
is especially noteworthy, however, and when Arch-

bishop Cuno interrupted the work, Rupert turned to

his De victoria Verbi Dei, based on the

4. The conversations between the author and
Writings his patron during the latter's visits to

of his Deuts, and picturing, in thirteen books,

Later the victory of the Son of God over

Tears. Satan. After a brief preface, Rupert
passes to the names of the fiend, and

then the batUe breaks out in heaven, rolls over the

earth, blazing most fiercely when Christ and Satan

enter on the stage of earth, and lasts until the

dragon is slain by the Lord. On the completion of

this work, Rupert resumed nis commentaiy on the

prophets, and at Christmas of the same year (1124)

was present at the enthronisation of Pope Honorius

at Rome. He then visited Monte Cassino, but with-

in the year was one of the signers of a diploma at

the monastery of Grafschaft. Shortly after his re-

turn to Deuts, Rupert must have begun his De
gloria et honoreJUii hominie, a free exegesis of Blat-

thew in thirteen books. He begins with the vision

of Ezek. i. 6 sqq., the four cherubim t3rpif3ring Christ:

four, since he is at once God and man, king and
priest; man, since he was bom in Zion; an ox,

since as a priest he offered himself in sacrifice; a
lion, since he conquered death and rose from the

dead; an eagle, since God ascends above all the

heavens. For almost eveiy word of Matthew the

Old Testament is cited by Rupert, but in the last

book he retiuns to a philosophical consideration of

the necessity of the incarnation. The work can not

have been completed before 1126, but it was ready

by 1127, and tc^ether with it the abbot had written

his commentary on the books of Kings. About the

same time, moreover, he wrote his Dialogue inter

Chrietianum et Judoeum, a work of minor impor-

tance, except as showing his vast knowledge of the

Old 'Testament and his skill in devising exegetical

arguments. On Aug. 25, or Sept. 1, 1128, Deuts
was consumed by fire, and Rupert, an eye-witness

of the disaster, describes it in his De incendio oppidi

Tuitii, Soon afterward he composed his De a^orv-
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ficaiione sanctcB tnniiaHa et proceisu Spiritua Sanctis

qiiickly foUowed by the De medUatione mortis. In

Uie latter he holds that the word of God which for-

bade Adam to eat of the tree of life was a word of

the highest grace, in that through the death of the

body man is freed from the death of the soul in

the death of Christ. About 1130 Rupert also wrote

his In librum EccUsiastes commentarius, the method
of exegesis being the same as in his other works.

Rupert likewise wrote a De glonoso rege David,

which is no longer extant. The De glorificoHoney

however, was his last important work, and in his

later years the infirmities of age seem to have pre-

vented him from continuing his literary labors.

Essentially an allegorical exegete and a poet,

Rupert of Deuts can scarcely be said to possess a
formal dogmatic system. Dogmatic problems, in-

deed, are touched on only in the course of his exe-

gesis, and receive varying answers, in consequence
of the varying context; and thus it

5. Ruperfs became posable for the most divergent

Theological views to be held concerning his actual

System, position. On the other huid, he ap-
pealed constantly to the Bible, and to

it alone, so that his view of the imiverse and his

concepts of God and of the world must be drawn
from his exegesis. He regarded the Bible in all

three senses: literal, allegorical, and moral. In
each point of his interpretation the Scriptures were
present to his vision as a whole, forming for him a
single sentence of many clauses, each word, each
syllable, each letter of and for the one thought.

The whole system of his interpretation centers about
Christology. At the creation the incarnation was
already provided for, and the divine command that

man should multiply was designed to fill the city of

God. In his Christology, moreover, Rupert strongly

insisted on the perfect blending of the human and
divine natures in Christ; and from his Christology

his views concerning the means of grace, especially

the Eucharist, become plain. Of the Eucharist he
writes {De divinie officiia, II., 11): ''The body of

Christ, which before the passion was the body of

the Word alone, so increaised through the passion,

was so spread abroad, so filled all the world, that by
the new diffusion of this sacrament it makes into

one Church all the elect that have been from the

beginning of the world, or that shaU be to the last

one chosen at the end of the ages," that the Re-
deemer may say, when he gives the Church to God,
'* This is now bone of my bones, and flesh of my
flesh." At the same time, there has been much
question whether the eucharistic doctrine of Rupert
was orthodox or not, his editor, J. Cochlseus, fol-

lowed by the Blaurists, affirming it, while Bellar-

mine denied it. In the first place, since he regarded

the Church as essentially the mystery of the body
of Christ, little room was left for the Eucharist.

His views on the problem can scarcely be reduced

on a definite formula, and passages may be cited

from his writings which seem, at first blush, to im-

ply that he taught that the dements merely repre-

sented the body and blood of Christ. It is clear,

however, that, as a matter of fact, he postulated

the reality of the presence, and it is equally evident

that he held the doctrine of transubstantiation.

The truth b that Rupert, impelled by his general

point of view, was involuntarily led to phrases and
similes which exposed him to suspicion. Again,

while some passages would imply that he taught

that unbelievers received only ihe outward signs of

the Eucharist, there is too little evidence on this

score to assert positively that such was his doctrine.

Thirdly, it woiild seem that he would have inclined

toward the doctrine of impanation, had this been
sanctioned by the Church. There is, however, noth-

ing to prove, as is sometimes alleged, that Rupert
taught not only consubstantial impanation, but also

h3rpostatic impanation, holding that Christ was
united with the bread and wine in the same sense

that his divine and hiunan natures were hypostat-

ically united.

The deviations and the inconsistencies of Rupert
were those of his age, nor can he be judged by a
norm suited neither to him nor his period. It is far

more important to know that he was, in his teach-

ings, a mirror of the Church of the twelfth centuiy.

In philosophy he was a Platonizing mystic, a fol-

lower of Augustine, Johannes Scotus Erigena, Ber-

nard of Chartres, and Odo of Cambray. He was,

therefore, essentially opposed to Aristotelianism.

By his side in Gennany were Gerhoh and Amo of

Rdchersberg and Honorius of Autun (qq.v.), all

Platonizing mystics, in their opposition to Nestorian-

ism almost approximating Eutychianism in their

Christology. (R. RocHOLLt.)
Bxbuoorapht: Frequent editioztf of the Opera were issued
from Cologne—by Ck>ohl»u8 in 1526, 1527, 1528. by
Bfelchior Novesianus in 1539. 1540. 1542. 1577. 1602; an
enlarged ed. was put forth by Hermann Mylius at Mains,
1631; Chastelain's ed. waji issued at Paris, 1638; the
Benedictine ed. appeared in 1751. and they are in MPL,
clxvii.-cbat. Parts of the De incendio and of the De
gioria el honore FUit haminie are in MOH, Script., xii

(1856).

Ck>nsult: R. RochoU. Rupert von DeuU, Gatersloh, 1886;
idem, in ZKO, zxiv. 1 (1903); ASM, vol. v.; Jaffe. BRO,
vol. v.; Hiti. lUUraire de la France, xi. 422-587; J. Bach,
DogmenoeachicfUe dee MittelaUere, vol. ii.. Vienna, 1875; F.
W. E. Roth, in Die katholieehe Bewegung in uneeren Tagen,
vol. XX., parts 16-18. WOrabuig, 1887; J. MOUer. UAer
Rupert von DeuU und deesen Vita S. HerSberti, <>>logne,

1888; Wattenbach. DQQ, ii (1886). 123. 136. 137. 237,
347. ii (1894), 137, 150-152, 194. 382. Schaff, Christian
Church, v. 1. pp. 714. 719; Neander, Christian Church,
iv. 79. 337-338. 411; Hauck. XD. iv. 319-320; Vigourouz,
Dietionnaire, fasc xxxv., col. 1272.

RUPERT, ra'pert, SAINT: The apostle of the

Bavarians; d. at Salzburg early in the eighth cen-

tury. His biography exists in three recensions:

the oldest (between 790 and 800), the Oesta eancti

Hrodberti confesscria (ed. F. M. Mayer, Archiv far
dsterreicMsche Geschichte, bdii. 606 sqq., Vienna,

1882); the Vita primigeniaj the first part of the

ninth century De conversUme Bagoariomm et Car-

rarUanorum {MOH, Script., xi. 1854, 4-5); and the

version in ASB, Mar., iii. 702 sqq. According to

the Geata, he was a kinsman of the Merovingians

and in the second year of Childebert III. (695-711)

was bishop of Worms. His fame led to his invita-

tion to Bavaria by Duke Theodo II., and he ac-

cordingly went to Regensbui^g. Urged by his patron

to select a see city, Rupert visited Lorch, but did

not remain there; and later foimded St. Peter's on
the Wallersee (Seekirchen in Upper Austria). There
he heard of the Roman ruins at Salzach, and re-
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oeived from the duke a grant of four square miles.

He then foimded at Salsburg the church of St. Peter,

a monastery, and also a nunn^y for Erindruda of

Worms, llie Oesta thus present the picture of a
man laboring in a land only nominally Chiisttan,

and seeking primarily to revive a dead faith. It is

likewise noteworthy that the NotUia ArrumiB of

790 (Salzburger Urkundenbuch, ed. W. Hauthaler,

i. 3 sqq., Salsbuig, 1S98) represents him simply as a
mitred abbot, thus casting doubt on his being called

to Bavaria by Theodo, as well as on the entire pre-

vious history of his life. Immediate pupils of his

and monks invested by him are mentioned in the

ninth century Breves notiUa SdUburgenBes (viii. 13,

ed. Q. Kains, Munich, 1869). (A. Hauck.)
Bibuoobapht: A reiy full Iki of aditkxis of souxow snd

of litemtuie k given in Potthaat, WeQW€i9mr, pp. 1M7~68.
Consult, besides the souroes named in the text: ASM,
iiL 1, pp. 340-646; HuL littSraire de la Fmnee, iii. 448
sqq.; J. Friedrioh, Da$ wahr* ZMlaUer d«0 hmliom Rupmi,
Aj>o§UU d§r Bayem, Bunbeii, 1806; W. Wattenbaob,
BmtHkfe Mur GetchiehU dm cAmtfuAsM KimkB tn ifOAtm
tmd BMm«m Vienna, 1840; J. Q. von Kooh-8temfeld.
I]Aw da» wahre ZeitaUmr d«0 htAieen RupeH, in Arehiv

fUr Kunde ^tUrrmekiaeKtr OmehichUqutUeH, v (1860).

886-497; R. MittennOller, Da$ ZniaUer dst hea%Qm Ru-
pmt, Metten. 1867; P. Heber, Die w>HBaroUno%9chen ehri§i'

lichen Glavbeiuhdden am Rhein, pp. 140-148, Frankfort,

1868; A. Huber, Dae Cfrab dee heaioen Rupert, Vienn*,

1860; S. Riesler, OeechiehU Baieme, vol. L. Qotha, 1878;

W. Hauthsler. Die dem heMoen Rupertue . . . o«*oeihien

Kirchen und KapeUen, Salsburg, 1886; F. von Pichl,

KriUeche Abhandlunoen Ober die dUeete QeeehiehU Sate-

bwrge, Innsbruck, 1880; Bettbeig, KD, ii 103 sqq.;

Hauck, KD, L 372 sqq.; DCS, iv. 662-663.

RUPPRECHT, ra'preHt, OOTTLIBB FRIBDRKS
EDUARD: German Lutheran; b. at Atsendorf

(15 m. S.S.W. of Blagdebuiig) Blar. 2, 1837. He was
educated at the University of Erlangen (1865-59);

was a teacher of Latin at MOnchberg (1859-61);

vicar at FOrth, Middle Franoonia (1862-64) ; he was
so seriously ill as to be incapacitated for any active

life (1864-70), but in 1870 became pastor at Wal-
lesau. Middle Franoonia, where he remained eight

years. Since 1878 he has been pastor at Sausen-

hofen. Middle Franconia. In theology he adheres

to the system of Thomasius and Hofmann as set

forth by the Iowa and Ohio ssmods of the Lutheran

Church; in regard to the Old Testament, however,

he is an adh^^t of Hengstenberg and Keil. He
has written: Was tet Wahrheit (3 parts, Sagan and
GQtersloh, 1875-77); Die Anechauung der kritiechen

Sckule WeUhatisen vam Pentateuch, ein wiesenscho^t-

lich begrHndetee OlaubensMeugnie an die Oegenwart

(Leipsic, 1893) ; Der Peeudodanid und Pseudajeeaja

der tnodemen Kritik, ein neuee Glaubenszeugnis var

dem Forum dee chriaUichen Glaubene, der Moral und
Wieaenechaft (1894); Dae Ende dieeee WdOaufee,
twr EinfUkrung in die neuteetamentliche Weieaagung

(Munich, 1894); Das Rated dee FUnfhuches Mose
und eeine faUidie Ldsung (QQtersloh, 1894); Dee
ROtede Ldeung, oder Beitrdge tur ruJUigen Ldeung
dee PentateuckrOtede (3 vols., 1895-97); Die KriHk
nach ikrem Recht und Unrecht (1897); Wieeenechaft-

Uchee Handbuch der EinfUhrung in doe Alte TestOf

fii«n<(1898); ErldOrU deijdeche V<Akdnbd (J^BXiOYet,

1900); and Dae Chrietentum von D. Ado^f Har-
nock nach deeeen eechsxekn Voriesungen (QQtersloh,

1901).

Bibuookapbt: E. Hmotheus, Lieht im Dunked Skieeen
aue dem Ld>en einee eUddeyteehen TkeoloQen in Nopetten^

form, Sagan, 1807.

RURAL DEAN. See Dian (4).

RURBR, ra'rer, JOHAHR: First Protestant pas-

tor of Ansbach; b. at Bambeig; d. at Ansbach
about Whitsuntide, 1542. His university career is

unknown, but about 1505 he was in Brandenbuig,

and by 1512 had attained such reputation that he
was ai^inted vicar of St. Catherine's at Ansbach.

He soon became chaplain to Maigrave Casimir, who
later placed him in full control of the parish, where,

already an adherent of the teachings of Luther, he
was able to exerdse a powerful influence on the re-

ligious fortunes of the maigravate. On Palm Sun-
day, 1525, he held the first German services at

Anri>ach, and was soon opposing the maigrave,

who, for political reasons, saw that he had gone too

far toward the Lutheran side. Finding that he
could make no impression on Casimir and fearful

of arrest, Rurer fled, in Feb., 1527, to liegnits,

where Duke Frederick sought to secure him for his
" Christian school." Before long, however, Rurer
was recalled to Ansbach by George, the successor of

Casimir, and was made preach^ at the collegiate

church, a position which he retained until his death.

He was one of those appointed to draw up new
church regulations for the maigravate; he took a
prominent part in the conference at Schwabach on
June 15, 1528; and was a factor in the three con-

ferences on the Nurembeig proposals in February,

May, and December, 1531. Meanwhile he had ao-

companied the maigrave to the Diet of Augsbuig
in 1530, where, though at first hopeful that an un-
derstanding might be reached between Roman
Catholics and Protestants, he opposed the com-
pliance of Melanchthon; yet he was one of the
deigymen who, dreading the responsibility of re-

sistance to the emperor, advised George not to join

the Schmalkald League. Rurer was likewise active

in the introduction of the Brandenburg-Nurooiberg
agenda of 1533, which was a potent weapon in the

struggle against Roman Catholics and Anabaptists,

although he deprecated the use of violent measures
against adherents of the ancient faith. His services

to the Protestant cause, including the wirming over

of the aged Maigrave Frederick, were rewarded by
George with the income belonging to the dean of tl^

cathedral, L. Keller. Toward the end of his life

Rurer was a delegate to a number of diets, but died

shortly after the Conference of Regensbuig in 1541.

(Kabl Schornbaum.)

Bibuoobapht: F. J. Besrsohlac, SyUoge variorum opiism-
lorum, I 787 sqq., 884 sqq.. 096. ii. 184 sqq.. HaU. 1727-
1731; C. F. Jaoobi, OeeehichU der Stadt Feuchtwmgen,
pp. 6»-70, Nuiembeii. 1833; T. Kolde, Arulrtae AUhamer,
Eiianceo, 1896; K. Sohombaom. Die Stdlung dee Mark'
grafen Kaeimir, Nuxembeii. 1900; F. Cohre, Die evanoeU-
eeheii KatechiemuevereueKe, iiL 3 sqq., Berlin, 1901.

RUSHBROOKE, WILLIAM GEORGE: Church ol

England layman; b. at Ampthill (8 m. s. of Bed-
ford) Jan. 21, 1849. He prepared for the university

at the City of London School, 1862-68; became a
scholar at St. John's College, Cambridge, 1868, and
graduated, taking degrees both in Cambridge and
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London University; became senior classical master
at the City of London School, 1872; fellow of St.

John's CoUege, Cambridge, 1879; and headmaster
of St. Olave's Grammar School, 1893. He has

issued: First Qretk Reader (London, 1878); Synr
cpHcon, An Expositian of the common Matter of
the Synoptic Oovpets (1880); and The Common Tror
dition of the Synoptic Goepete (in collaboration with
£. A. Abbott; 1884).

RUSSELL, CHARLES TAZB. See Mhjjbnnial
Dawn.

RUSSELL, CHARLES WILLIAM: Roman Catho-
lic; b. at Killough (27 m. s.w. of Belfast), Ireland,

May 14, 1812; d. at Dublin Feb. 26, 1880. He re-

ceived his education at Drogheda, Downpatrick,
and at Maynooth College, becoming a Dunboyne
student at liie latter in 18^; he was made professor

of humamty in 1835; was selected for the apoetolio

vicariate of Ceylon in 1845, became professor of

ecclesiastical history at Maynooth in 1845, and
president in 1857. His significance lies in two di-

rections; his influence on the Tractaiian movement
(Newman attributes to him the major influence in

his own conversion to Roman Catholicism), and his

scholarship in antiquarian matters. He was ap-
pointed to the Historical Manuscripts Conmiission
in 1869; published A Report on the CarU MSS, in
the Bodleian Library (8 vols., Oxford, 1871), in col-

laboration with John Patrick Prendeigast; and
compiled the Calendar of Irish State Papers during
the Reign of James I, (4 vob., 1872-77). He was
the author of The Life ofCardinal MezzofanH (1858)

;

and, with M. Kelly, translated from the German of

Christian Hdnrich Schmid the Catholic Tales (3
vols., London, 1846), and also Ldbnits's System qf
Theology (1850).

Bibuoqbapbt: DNB, zUz. 428-429.

LHittoiy of the Orthodox Greek
Chujvh.

Bflgmnfagi (I 1).

From the Mongol Invaekm (| 2).

From the Petriarohate (| 8).

ILStatietiaB.

1. The Orthodox Greek Ghoreh.

RUSSIA.

2. The Eventelieal Ghuroh.
Lutherane m Ruhja Proper (| 1).

Tiiithenuie in Finland and Poland
(§2).

Refonned (| 8).

m. Seotarianiem in RuMia.
Griffin (I 1).

The PopoTshohina (| 2).

The Bespopovahchina (| 8)«
The Khlysty (| 4).

The Skoptd (| 5).

The Molokani (| S).

The Stundiata (| 7).

L Bariy History off the Ortfaodoz Greek Church:

The existence of Christianity in Russia as early as

the tenth century is shown by the treaty between
the Greeks and the Varyags of Ki^ made in 944,

the Christian Vaiyags being especially obligated to

maintiftin the peace, being called upon at its con-

clusion to take the oath in the churches of St. EHias,

''for," says the annalist, "many Varyages were
Christians." A few years later Olga,

X. Begin- the widow of Igor, embraced Chris-

nings* tianity; *^^ the y^^Tif^lff state that

Vladimir accepted the faith after

listening to the arguments of envoys of the Mo-
hammedan Bulgars, the pope, the Jewish 9&8&ra»

and a Greek philosopher, his baptism taking place

after the capture of Korsun. The scanty aocoimt
of the monk Jacob (1070) represents that he
adopted Christianity of his own accord and through
the example of his grandmother Olga, and that

he was bi^tised three years before reducing

Korsun. The Qhristianisation of Russia, which
was almost contemporaneous with the conver-

sion of Himgary and Poland, was closely con-

nected with Vladimir's alliance with the hard-
pressed Byzantine emperors and his marriage
with their sister. At Kief the idols were thrown
into the river, and the people were driven in

throngs to be baptised in the Dnieper. At Novgo-
rod baptism does not seem to have been received

without resistance, and Murom and Ryasan were
not converted \mtil the end of the eleventh century.

It was only in the latter part of the twelfth century
that Russia could be considered Christian. Vladi-

mir (d. 1015), Yaroslaw, and Vladimir Monomach
(d. 1125) sought to make provision for schools and
the training it clergy; and the bishops and metro-

politans—the latter, until the Mongol invasion, all

Greeks with two exceptions—brought with ihsm a
certain degree of culture. But the almost ceaseless

wars were unfavorable to the development of clerical

life; and theology amoimted to little more than
polemics against the Latins, with a few ascetic wri-

tings, aocoimts of pilgrimages, annals, and legends.

The writings on canon law, however, give glimpses

of the civilisation of the time. Religious life and
culture centered at the eremitic monastery at Kief,

founded by a certain Antonius, but influenced more
by its second abbot, Theodosius, who introduced

the Studite rule. The ideals of the monastery, which
was filled chiefly with members of the higher classes^

were those of Greek monasticism ; but ignorance pre-

vailed, and the cloister exerted influence only over
the more cultured grades of society. The masses
were openly pagan and utterly ignorant.

The Mongol invasion was a blow to the Church
as well as to the kingdom; the metropolitan was
either killed or forced to flee, and the same fortunes

befell the most of the bishops. After

a. From the establishment of Mongol rule, how-
the Mongol ever, the Russian Church shared in the
Invasion, religious toleration of Genghis Khan.

The worship, laws, judgments, and
property of the Church were imdisturbed; and the

deigy were exempt from taxation and could exer-

cise jurisdiction over their people in civil and crim-

inal matters. The Russians themselves preferred to

bow before the Mongols rather than to submit to

Rome. The metropolitans were no longer exclu-

sively Constantinopolitan Greeks, but also nimi-

bered native Russians. Meanwhile the grand dukes
of Moscow had contrived to enlist the cooperation

of the metropolitans as well as the favor of the
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Mongol khans. The metropolitans imposed upon
the opponents of the grand duke bans and interdicts

and helped them to imite Russia. Especially is this

true of the two most distinguished ones, Peter (d.

1326) who designated Moscow for his burial-place,

and Alexei. When Vladimir became the second

metropolitan late in 1354, it was to the advantage of

Moscow. The relation of the metropolitans to the

patriarch was changed by the fall of Constantinople,

shortly before the expulsion of the Mongols from
Russia. In 1436 the metropolitan Isidore sent from
Constantinople to Moscow was imprisoned by the

grand duke because he had accepted the Florentine

union. The next metropolitan, Jonas, was ap-

pointed without confirmation from the patriarch,

and Gennadius of Constantinople even granted

the Russian Church the right to choose and conse-

crate its own metropolitans. This practically meant,
' however, the subjugation of the church to the

grand dukes, and no less than eight metropolitans

were removed by these princes between the conse-

cration of Jonas and the erection of the Russian

patriarchate. During the reign of Ivan IV., " the

Terrible," the wilful caprice of that prince domi-
nated the church and the metropolitan Daniel was
compelled to validate his fourth marriage. In
consequence of this dependence of the metropolitans

on the grand dukes, Uie church of Lithuania sepa-

^ rated from that of Moscow and received a metro-

politan of its own at Kief. Moscow now retained

the archdioceses of Novgorod, Kazan, and Rostov,

and the dioceses of Susdal, Ryazan, Tver, Sarai,

Kolomna, Smolensk, and Perm. The grand duke
of Moscow regarded himself as the real protector of

the orthodox faith, and Moscow became a third

Rome. It was during this period that Christianity

first took deep root in Russia. Monasteries multi-

plied, among them being that of St. Sergius of Ra-
donesh (d. 1391), where communal monastic life

was adopted, as it was at the Cyrillic monastery on
the White Sea and at Joseph Sanin's cloister at Vol-

okalamsk. Nil Sorski (1433-1508), on the other

hand, defended the ideal of the sketists (see Athob),
even combining with his pupil Vassian and the

grand duke in an unsuccessful attempt to sec\u«

the secularization of monastic property at the Mos-
cow Synod of 1503. The sole heresies reported at

this period were the " Jewish sect ** and the Strigol-

niki at Novgorod. The latter, about 1375, repre-

sented essentially a protest against simoniacal

priests, and were soon suppressed. The " Jewish

sect " is said to have been founded at Novgorod
about a century later by a Jew named Skhuiyah
(Zachariah), its tenets including denial of the Vir-

gin, icons, crosses, sacraments, fasting, and holy

days. Archbishop Gennadius of Novgorod insti-

tuted stem measures against them, despite the in-

fluence they had obtained over Ivan III.; and after

about 1520 nothing more is heard of the sect. Far
more important than the Moscow Synod of 1503
was the " Synod of a Himdred Chapters," at Stog-

lav in 1551, which sought to preserve genuine tra-

dition and to improve moral conditions. Its meas-
ures were later disavowed, however, as sanctioning

the shibboleth of the Raskolniki (q.v.) ; the sign of

the cross with two fingers, and the double Hallelu-

iah, the triple HaUeluiah, and shaving the beard
being rejected as Latin heresies. Grennadius of Nov-
gorod now sought, about 1493, to imite the Slavic

translations of the Bible, while Macarius prepared
Russian lectionaries for the entire year (1541, 1552).

But despite the growth of a literature in which
translations were still more important than orig-

inal productions, even the Russian bishops remained
ignorant, and Protestant travelers in the land con-

sidered Christianity almost non-existent.

In 1589 Job was consecrated independent patri-

arch of Russia, as one of the four of the Orthodox
Greek Church. The Patriarch Hermogen, aided by
hatred of and aversion to the Latin Church, pre-

vented the Poles from becoming masters of Moscow
during the period of chaos. When Michael Roman-

off ascended the throne, his father was
3* From made patriarch and virtual regent

the Patri- (1619), and similar power was enjoyed
archate. for a time by his third successor, Nikon

(q.v.). The latter, in 1667, carried

through a reform of the liturgy, thus leading to the

great schism of the Raskolniki. In 1654 the metro-
politanate of Kief was reunited, after long prelimi-

nary negotiations, with Moscow. At Kief, moreover,

contact with the West and polemics with the Roman
Catholic Church had resulted in the growth of a type
of scholastic learning, and in 1631 Petrus Mo^las
(q.v.) had founded a college in the city. From
this school proceeded many distinguished men—Sil-

vester Medviedeff, who began the controversy over

the instant of the transformation of the bread in the

Eucharist, in which for the first time the methods
of Western theology were employed; Dimitri, met-
ropolitan of Rostov (1651-1709); Stephan Yavor-
ski (d. 1722), patriarch and the assistant of Peter

the Great, who founded the holy synod to take the

place of the patriarch; and Theophanes Proko-
povich (d. 1736), archbishop of Novgorod, ecclesias-

tical adviser of Peter, and for a century the authority

in dogmatics and pulpit oratory. In 1764 the monas-
teries were secularized under Peter III. and Catha-

rine n. The early part of the reign of Alexander
I., like the rule of Catharine, favored the Enlighten-

ment, but gradually the czar turned toward mys-
ticism. In 1812 a Bible society was established,

but in 1824 the orthodox archimandrite Photius of

Novgorod changed the course of events. The Bible

society and the Protestant mission in Transcaucasia

were suppressed under Nicholas I., and in 1835 with

Protassoff began the series of conservative chief pro-

curators of the Holy Synod, later ably represented

by Pobiedonostsev (q.v.), a firm opponent of Prot-

estantism. The dogmatic theology of Russia dur-

ing the nineteenth century was likewise predomi-

nantly anti-Protestant, until Yanisheff brought on
a more favorable reaction. At the present time

notable services are rendered, especially in the de-

partment of church history. The theological semi-

naries in St. Petersburg, Moscow, Kief, and Kazan
have their own journals; the first three have
published translations of the Church Fathers and
the last a translation of the ectunenical councils.

n. Statistics: According to the census of 1897, pub-

lished in1905, the population of Eiut)pean and Asiatic

Russia, nimibering 125,640,021 (not including Fin-
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land ; seebelow) , wasdistributed asfollows : Orthodox
Grade including the United Greek Church, 87,123,-

604; dissidents, including the Old Believers, 2,204,-

596; Roman Catholics, who form 74 per cent of

the population of Russian Poland, 11,506,809;

Lutherans, mostly in the Baltic provinces, 3,572,653;

Armenian Gregorians, 1,179,241; Armenian Catho-
hcs, 38,840; Reformed, 85,400; Mennonites, 66,-

564; Baptists, 38,139; Church of England, 4,183;

other Christians, 3,952; Mohammedans, 13,906,972;

Jews, 5,215,805; Buddhists, 433,863; Karaites,

12,894; and other non-Christians, 285,321.

1. The Orthodox Oreek Ohnroh: According to

the representation of the procurator of the holy

synod the gain was from 79,115,820 in 1898 to

86,259,732 in 1902. In 1902 there were 49,703

churches, including 723 cathedrals, 46,827 priests,

and 58,529 cantors. A parish is normally inherited

by the son-in-law of the previous incumbent. In
1898 the official income of the Orthodox Churoh
was about 60,000,000 rubles (ruble, 51 cents),

40,000,000 from the State and 10,000,000 direct

gifts, while the budget of the holy synod in 1900
was 24,000,000 rubles, and the imperial budget for

1906 was 29,126,000 rubles for the Orthodox Chureh,

and 1,752,000 for others. The czar is the head of

the Russian Church and the directing power is the

holy 83mod, which, by the ukase of 1763, must in-

clude six clerical members, among them the three

metropolitans and the exareh of Georgia; and now
includes seven bishops and a proto-presbyter, the

confessor of the czar. The presiding officer is the

metropolitan of St. Petersburg, and the rank of a
clerical member is held by the chief procurator, who
is a minister of state. There are three metropoli-

tans (St. Petersburg, Moscow, and Kief) and four-

teen archbishops, though these have no actual su-

periority in raoik. The exareh of Grusia, or Georgia,

alone has jurisdiction over his bishops. Each bishop

is aided by a consistory, whose members are ap-

pointed by the synod at his nomination; and the

supervision of rdigious instruction and censorship

are especially under his control. The eparehies, or

dioceses, generally correspond to the provinces, and
there are sixty-six, nearly fifty in European Russia.

The bishops frequently rise through a series of dio-

ceses. The monasteries nimiber 862, of which only

the most famous have many inmates; among these

are the cave-monastery, and the monastery of St.

Seigius, of Alexander Nevski at St. Petersburg (the

three lauras besides the one at Potchaiev in Vol-

hynia), and of Solovetski on the White Sea. In

1902 the monks nimibered 8,455 with 8,090 aspir-

ants, and the nuns 10,082 with 31,533 aspirants.

The higher clergy are drawn from the moiiks, but
they are such only as a transient stage in their pro-

motion. The real monks guard relics and icons,

collect alms, and by singing increase the dignity of

the service. Of the half-million white or secular

clergy, barely 35,000 were priests (" popes ") in 1887,

the remainder being deacons or psalmodists, sacris-

tans, sextons, and bell-ringers. The theological semi-

naries and academies are more for the education of

the sons of priests than of the future clergy. In

1899 there were 58 seminaries with 19,642 students;

4 academies with 930 students; and 185 secondary

schools. The clergy have no fixed income, except
in the western provinces, where they must protect

the Orthodox Chureh against Roman C!atholicism

and Protestantism. They are accordingly obliged

to use their sacred calling as a means of gain, and
possess scant educational influence. They enjoy

little respect except when conducting services,

which they make full of pomp. To many Rus-
sians worship is chiefly reverence of the icons by
crossing themselves, lighting candles, prostrations,

and genuflexions. Sermons are rare. The chief

saint, next to the Virgin, is St. Nicholas. The rigor-

ous fasting, for which the Russians were long fa-

mous, seems to have been mitigated in recent years.

In 1905 freedom of worship was granted to the Old
Believers, but reclamation from schism, as well as

the conversion of the non-faithful, has always
formed a prominent activity of the Russian Chureh
with the aid of the State. Between 1840 and 1890

there were 1,172,758 conversions, including 580,000

Greek Uniates, Roman Catholics, and Protestants.

The average axmual converts from Judaism num-
ber 936, from Mohanmiedanism 1,315, and from
paganism 3,104. In Japan Russian missionary

efforts are phenomenally successful.

2. The Evanvelioal Ohuroh: The Protestants in

Russia, including Poland but excluding Finland,

numbered (1897) 3,762,756; of whom there were

1,790,489 Germans, 1,435,937 Letts, 1,002,738

Esthonians, and 351,169 Firms (in Russia). Of
these 3,322,242 were Lutherans: 799,-

1. Luther- y^g ^ ^^ consistorial district of St.

^l^ Petersburg; 454,912 in Moscow; 659,-

Proper. ^^ ^ Courland; and 1,156,083 in

Livonia. The confession of the Luth-

eran Church in Russia is that of the Book of

Concord, and of all the Russian Protestants the

Lutherans ofthe Baltic provinces are the mostprom-
inent. Livonia sympathised with Lutheranism

from the first, but it was unable to withstand the

armies of Ivan IV. When, in 1561, it submitted to

Poland, protection was promised to Lutheranism.

At the same time an Evangelical Chureh was or-

ganized in Courland. Attempts at a Roman Catho-

hc propaganda in Livonia were frustrated by the

invasion of Gustavus Adolphus, which assured the

continuance of the existing state of affairs. Even
when the country came under Russian control, the

Augsburg Confession remained supreme, though

freedom of worship was guaranteed for tJie Greek

Church. In the reorganization of the chureh after

the war between Russia and Sweden the pietism of

Halle foimd welcome in Livonia, as did the doctrines

of Hermhut (1729-43, 1764). On the other hand,

rationalism was disseminated from Riga through-

out Livonia, at first finding a foothold even in the

new center of spiritual life created by the establish-

ment of the University of Dorpat in 1802. In 1849

the schools were placed \mder the control of the

nobility and clergy, and were raised by the aid of

the Church to a standard approximating that of

the Germans. In 1832 the Lutiieran Chtireh of the

Baltic provinces was imited with the remainder of

the denomination in the interior of the empire by

means of a general consistory, meeting at St. Peters-

burg. This consistory is composed of a lay president
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and clerical vice-president (appointed by the csar),

and of two clerical and two lay delegates serving for

three years each. Administratively it is under the

control of the minister of the interior, judicially it

is subject in general to the senate. Until 1890 the

consistories of Riga, Reval, and Oesel, each with a
superintendent at the head, were retained side by
side with those of Gourland, Livonia, and Esthonia;

but in the latter year they were merged in their

provincial consistories. -In 1794 the order for the

training of children of mixed marriages was made
applicable to Esthonia, and in 1857 sdl penal juris-

diction in provinces claimed by the State Church
was extended to the Baltic provinces. This was of

the utmost importance, in that, 1845-48, a tenth of

the population of Livonia had been led to enter the

Russian Church, and then a considerable number
returned to their former faith. By an oral decla-

ration of Alexander 11. the penalty was removed
from receiving of such reconverts, and about 30,000

returned to the Lutheran Church. When, how-
ever, Pobiedonostzeff assumed control, the Russian
Church claimed these members, and the resisting

Lutheran clergy of Livonia were prosecuted and
disciplined. It was not until the accession of

Nicholas II. that affairs were at all ameliorated, and
the first real assistance was afforded by the procla-

mation of religious toleration at Easter in 1905.

The consistorial district of Courland had (1904) 129

parishes with 117 clergy, and an outlying dias-

pora of 19 churches, 42 chapels, and 23 clergy in

the provostship of Vilna, and the governments
of Kovno, Grodno, Vilna, Minsk, Mohileff, and
Vitebsk. The district of Livonia has 154 parishes

and 180 clergy; and that of Esthonia, 57 parishes

and 69 dergy. In Livonia the Unity of the Breth-

ren and Baptists are decreasing, but the latter

gained a solid footing in Ck>urland in 1857. In 1882

they numbered in ^ese provinces, 5,884, with 10

churches and as many missionaries. The Lutherans
in the interior of the Russian Empire are divided

into two widely extended consistorial districts.

The consistory of St. Petersbuiig stretches over

eighteen governments from the Gulf of Finland and
the White Sea to the Black Sea and the Sea of Asov.
The consistory of St. Petersburg reported in 1910

641,000 Lutherans, of whom 390,000 were Germans,
133,000 Finns, 84,000 Esthonians, 26,800 Letts,

6,200 Swedes, and 1,000 belonged to other national-

ities. The dty of St. Petersbuiig lies at the heart of

a district with 22 Grerman colonies and many congre-

gations in dties, besides 19 Finnish churches; and
itself has 13 Lutheran congregations, with (1904)

about 105,000 members. The number shows a
marked diioiinution, due in great measure to the

law that the children of mixed marriages must be
brought up in the Orthodox Greek faith. In Kief

the Lutheran community, foimded in 1767, num-
bers about 5,500. The Lutheran colonies in the
government of Kief are now mostly combined into

the independent parish of Radomysl, with between
8,000 and 9,000 members in some 40 places. In the

government of Volhynia, where the first colonies

were formed in 1816, there were some 75,000 Evan-
gelicals by 1885, scattered abroad among the dis-

sident Methodist or Baptist propaganda. In the

governments of Bessarabia, Qierson, TaurieB, Yeka-
terinoslaf, and the southwest district of the Don
Cossacks, many Lutherans are scattered in thirty-

four parishes. The community of Odessa, foimded
in 1804, had in 1905 about 7,000 members. Swa-
bian colonies in this part of Russia are noteworthy
for their spiritual seal, and show tendendes that

expose ihem to Baptist prosdyting. A separate

conununity was founded by inmiigrants from
WOrttembeig at Hoffnungsthal in 1817, and in 1881

numbered 2,009. Far l^ger than the St. Peters-

buiig consistory is that of Moscow, under a general

superintendent, which embraces aJl eastern Russia
in Europe, as well as the Caucasus, Transcaspia,

and Siberia. In 1910 the consistory contained 459,-

000 Lutherans, of whom 411,000 were Germans,
22,000 Letts, 3,000 Finns, 600 Swedes, 1,000 Ar-

menians, and 400 others. In the diaspora cover-

ing the eighteen governments from Tver to Astrak-

him, outside of Saratof and Samara, there is only

the colonial oommimity of Kharkof of 3,500 mem-
bers; the isolated Lutherans almost inevitably give

up tJieir denomination, and even in the oldest Lu-
theran oommimities oif the Empire no family re-

mains Evangelical for more than a century in con-

sequence of the law governing mixed marriages. A
compact Lutheran population is found in tibe col-

onies of the governments of Saratof and Samara,
which also includes the Unity of the Brethren com-
munity of Sarepta, founded in 1764. Over 25,000

colonists, mostly from central Germany, accepted

the invitation of Catharine II. in 1763, and reached

the Volga in 1767. Their privileges were annulled

in 1872, and their schools were placed imder state

control. They now number 406,170, despite exten-

sive emigration; and are divided into 2^ parishes.

Their interest in religion, however, is keen, and they

possess five hospital, four orphaii asylums, and a
deaf and dumb asylum. Three parishes are Re-
formed. A number of colonists migrated from the

Volga to Stavropol and Piatigore^ north of the

Caucasus, where at Karas a Scotch misdon has been
active since about 1820. Chiliastic hopes and op-

podtion to rationalism led many to emigrate fnun
WOrttemberg to Georgia in 1817, where they were
served for a time by misdonaries from Basd. They
have recently been induded in the consistory of

Moscow, and have ten congregations with twelve

pastors. The congregation at Tiflis indudes about
3,000 members. Transcaspia forms a single parish,

with but one pastor. In Siberia, from the Ural to

the Padfic, there were, in 1880, about 6,650 Lu-
therans, about 5,000 bcdng in the colonies of exiles

at Omsk and Yenisdsk, about 1,400 in the cities,

and the remainder in penal institutions. They now
possess eight parishes with eight pastors.

The grand duchy of Fin/iand had, in 1900, a pop-
ulation of 2,673,200, of whom 48,812 were Ortho-

dox, 560 Roman Catholics, 2,620,891
** ^'*^'" Lutherans, 2,630 Baptists, and 317

•?f*J™" Methodists. The Lutheran dericals

Poland. ^^^"^^'^ <^^ ^ ^^^ parishes; and are

controlled administrativdy by four

bishops (the bishop of Abo being also archbishop of

Finland) and by the cathedral chapter, while the

legislative body is the general i^ynod, two-fifths of the
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members being clerical. The supreme control of the

Church, however, devolves on the department for

spiritual affairs in the Finnish senate. The laws

proposed by the synod must, on the one hand, be

approved by the diet and confirmed by the em-
peror; and, on the other hand, laws may be pro-

posed by the priest diets, which, when affecting the

liturgy, must be sanctioned by the congregations.

The pastors nominate the provosts, canons, and
three candidates for the bishopric, of whom the

emperor selects one. The congregations are free to

choose their pastors and officers. Since 1868 only

religious instruction has been left officially to the

Church; but as a matter of fact the majority of

the presidents of the school boards are Lutheran
clergymen, and all the principal teachers of the sec-

ondary schools must be Lutherans. At the Uni-

versity of Helsingfors there are four professors of

theology, and the entire school system of the grand
duchy is well organised. For the Finnish Bible So-

ciety, see Bible Societies, II., $ 5. Since 1859
Finland has had its own missionary society which
works, in collaboration with the Rhenish mission, in

the Ovambo district. West Africa, having five sta-

tions and thirteen missionaries. Finnish missionary

activity likewise endeavors to reclaim the Lapps of

the far north, who have almost faUen back into

paganism because of the constant lack of preachers

(see Lapps). In the spiritual life of the Finnish

Church two opposing tendencies may be distin-

guished: one pietistic, laying all its stress on re-

pentance and sanctification, and the other emphar
sixing foigiveness of sins by grace and joy in the

perfected atonement. Also a Biblical stands in

contrast with an ecclesiastical tendency. See Fin-
land, Christianization of. The ten governments
of the former kingdom of Poland had, in 1871, a
population of 6,026,421, of whom 4,596,956 were
Roman Catholics, and 327,845 were Protestants.

The Lutheran parishes number sixty-five. At the

time of dismemberment only two Lutheran pai^

ishes remained, those of Warsaw and Vengrov. The
others have sprung from German immigration since.

The control of the PoUsh Lutherans is vested in the
Evangelical Augsbuig Consistory at Warsaw, which
has been subject to the ministry of the interior

from 1867. The lay president is appointed by the

emperor, and the clerical president, who is at the

same time general superintendent, by the minister.

Five superintendents (at Warsaw, Kalish, Augus-
tovo, Petrikau, and Plock) are under the control of

the general superintendent. The pastors are chosen
by the congregations and confirmed by the consis-

tory. They are members of the chureh boards
which, in every congregation, not only administer

the secular side of the church, but also supervise

the pastors and other officials and provide for the
poor. The schools are now withdrawn from Evan-
gelical control. German Lutherans have migrated
in laige numbers from the Polish to the Russian
provinces of the empire in recent decades, and it is

only of late years that the Polish Evangelicals have
thrown off Uie influence of rationalism.

The Reformed Chureh in Russia enjoys greater

freedom than the Lutheran in the control of its

property and the conduct of iia Bervices. On the

other hand, it lacks the bond of a common creed

and is less consolidated. It consists of two laige

^ 2^ bodies, the synod of Lithuania and

formed. *^® consistory of Warsaw, The other

nine commimities are controlled by the
independent " Reformed sessions " coordinated with
the Lutheran consistories at St. Petersbuig, Mos-
cow, Riga, and Mitau, and composed of the secular

members of the Lutheran consistories, the Re-
formed pastors, and one or two elders. Their powers
are limited to marriage, the examination and ordi-

nation of pastors, discipline of their deigy, and the
presentation of candidates for approval to the
minister of the interior, under whose jurisdiction

they stand. In the oonsistorial session of St. Peters-

buig there are the French and German congre-

gations in the capital, and churehes at Odessa,

Chabag, Neudorf, and Rohrbach. The German
Reformed at St. Petersbuig number about 3,000, and
are active not only in religion, but also in philan-

thropy and education. At Riga there were, in 1881,

1,843 Reformed; 118 in the sznaller cities of Livonia;

and 88 in Reval. The Reformed community at
Moscow numbered about 2,000 in 1882, and at
Mitau about 400. The Reformed Church in Lithu-
ania is controlled by the Lithuanian ssmod, to
which each member of the congregation belongs.

The decisive vote, however, rests in the tynedrium^

a committee composed of the cwraioreB nati, the su-

perintendent, and elected lay " ciurators." The
executive body, under the supervision of the minis-

ter of the interior, is the Reformed collegium at
Vilna, composed of four clerical and four lay mem-
bers. The 83mod comprises three districts: the
Samogitian with four Lithuanian communities and
10,600 members (1881), and two Polish congrega-
tions with about 300 Poles and Germans in the
government of Kovno; the district of Vilna with
four congregations in the government of Vilna;

and the district of White Russia with five congre-

gations in the governments of Grodno and Minsk.

The schools formerly controlled by the Reformed
Church in the Samogitian district were closed by
the State in 1869, and replaced by state schools.

The Reformed Chureh of the former kingdom of

Poland is governed by a synod and a consistory.

The former, in which only delegates of the in-

dividual churches are now allowed to vote, rules on
general matters concerning the chureh; while the
consistory, chosen from the synod, proposes new
measures, carries out the resolutions of the synod,

and decides questions concerning marriage. The
individual congregations are represented by presby-

teries, to whidi the pajstor belongs. This consia-

torial district embraces six pastoral congregations,

of which that of Warsaw is the laigest with (1887)

2,700 members; three branch congregations with

7,659 pastoral members and 3,957 communicants;
the Reformed in Lodz; and a niunber of scattered

representatives of the denomination. The denomir
nation controls several schools, but is compelled to
support the elementary crown schools. Tlie small

embassy churehes are entirely independent, these

being the Dutch in St. Petersbuig; six Church of

EngUnd, in St. Petersbuig, Kronstadt, Odessa,

Moscow, and Riga; and an Anglo-American Con-
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gregational church at St. PetersbuiK* In Arch-
angel the Lutherans and Refonned united in 1818.

The Unity of the Brethren congregation at St.

Petersbuig numbers about 45. The Mennonites,
who settled in the governments of Tauris, Yeka-
terinoslaf, and Samara after 1784 and 1804, num-
bered 34,217 in 1860, while in 1903 there were in

Samara 1,218 Mennonites in 10 congregations.

Since 1880 the Baptists have been officially recog-

nized.

nL Sectarianigm in Russia: The stress laid by
the Eastern Church on the forms of worship as

a means of grace, with consequent insistence on the

abrogation of all innovations and opposition to any
allied emendation, however slight, became the

cause of Russian sectarianism when, in the seven-

teenth century, the attempt was made to revise the

lituigy. In the course of time devia-

z. Origin, tions in ritual had naturally developed,

but in 1551 the " Synod of the Hun-
dred Chapters ** had definitely sanctioned the lit-

urgy then observed. When the task of printing the

ritual began, the uncertainties of the text became
painfully evident, and while stem measures were
adopted to prevent emendations, the double halle-

luiah was substituted for the triple (1610) and the

sign of the cross with two fingers was adopted (1641)—^the principal matters' of the subsequent contro-

versy. When Nikon (q.v.) became patriarch, he
energetically undertook the emendation of the rit-

uals and had them sanctioned by the synods of

1654-56. The form of the Greek and old Slavonic

books was made the norm, and the approbation of

the patriarchs of Antioch, Servia, and Constanti-

nople was secured. Reforms of so sweeping a char-

acter naturally evoked opposition, but the vigor-

ous policy of Nikon prevsdled, and the synod of

1656 pronoimced the anathema over the adherents

of the old uses. His enemies graduaUy gained

strength, however, but even while the synod of

1666-67 condemned Nikon, it confirmed his reform,

and thus became the starting-point of the great

schism which still exists in tiie Russian Church.
In the north it was the monastery of Solovetskii on
the White Sea that formed the center of the oppo-
sition. It was treacherously surrendered in 1676,

after a seven years' si^e, and 400 of its inmates
were put to death. Yet this, and other stem meas-
ures, failed to crush the " ancient faith." The new
ritual was r^arded by its opponents as the doc-

trine of Antichrist. The making of the sign of the

cross with three fingers instead of two, the pronun-
ciation Hsus instead of Isus (** Jesus "), the three-

fold halleluiah instead of the twofold during mass,

the four-armed cross instead of the eight-armed,

celebration with seven " prosphers " instead of with
five, procession in a direction contrary to the ap-
parent course of the sun, the omission of " very "

(instead of ** Lord ") as applied to the Holy Ghost
in the Nicene Creed, and the prayer " Jesus Christ,

our God " instead of " Jesus Christ, Son of God *'

were all considered essential heresies of Antichrist.

Later still numerous other heresies were allied
against the State Church, especially all innovations
of Peter the Great and the entire infiltration of

occidentalism.

Within the schism itself the dying-out of priests

ordained before the separation from the State

Church led to a distinction between the " Priestly
"

(Popav8hckina) and '^ Priestless " (Bezpapovshchina),

since the lack of any bishop rendered

a. The it necessary either to have all sacra-

Popovsh- ments administered by priests who
china. had renounced the State Church, or

entirely to surrender the sacraments
excepting baptism, which, in case of necessity,

might be performed by a layman. The Popovsh-
ckinQy as the less radical sectaries, were the more
successful in foimding a new chim^h. Their chief

center at the end of the seventeenth century was
on the island of Vietka in one of the tributaries of

the Dnieper, in the government of Moghilef, where
more than 30,000 gathered. Two attacks, in 1735

and 1764, destroyed their possessions, and many
of them were exiled, chiefly to Siberia. While
Nijni-Novgorod was a favorite residence of the

SbUif a sub-sect of the Popovahchina^ the center of

the latter became Starodub in the government of

Chemigof. Since 1771, except for an interruption

of a few years, the Rogoshski cemetery at Moscow
has been the center of the Popovahchina, as the

Preobradshenski cemetery has been for the Bez-

papavBhckina, The question of reanointing priests

who had become converts from the State Chtirch

led, in 1779, to a loss of the prestige of the Popovsh-

china, who were forbidden in 1832 to receive priests

from the Russian Cliurch. A few years later, how-
ever, they received priests ordained by a deposed
Bosnian patriarch, tiiough they were long obliged

to officiate in secret. A variety of hturgical and
other questions have caused more or less serious

divisions among the Popovsfichina; while the per-

mission of the Synod (1800) for priests to officiate

according to the ancient rite resulted in the recon-

ciliation of many Papovshchina with the Church

—

the Yedirwvyeretnf or " Coreligionists." The mon-
asteries of the Yedinavyeretzi are recognized by the

State, but they have not been able to obtain an in-

dependent hierarchy. The number of this sect

scarcely exceeds a million; in 1886 it possessed 244
churches.

The Betpopovahckina, who niunber between two
and three million, are much more radical than the

Popovshckina, and are split into a greater niunber

of minor sects. Their chief home is between Lakes
Ladoga and Onega and the White Sea, so that they

are termed Pomoryane, or " Sea-

3. The Dwellers." Since all priests ordained

Bezpopovsh- before the time of Nikon had died,

china. these sectaries declared that the time
of Antichrist had come, in which all

sacraments except baptism were abrogated. In-

stead of ordained priests they had only elders and
readers, who expounded the Scriptures, heard con-

fessions, and baptised, the mode of baptizing being

the cause of many divisions. They observe the

fasts of the Russian Church, venerate icons and
relics, and avoid tobacco, sugar, and certain sorts

of food. Their formal organization was begim \n

1691, and their monastery on the River Vyga lon^

formed their center. After the time of Peter the
Great they enjoyed a certain degree of toleration;
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but when, in 1738, some of them were willing, for

political reasons, to include intercession for the

csar and his family in their prayers, the majority

proved recalcitrant, and the two sub-sects (both

named from their foimders) of " Philipists " and
** Feodosians " were consequently formed, refusing

to have any fellowship with their former comrades.

The most difficult problem for the Betpapovahchina

was that of marriage. Their quasi-monastic ideals

proving impracticable, some renoimced religious

marriage, others rejected its indissolubility, and
others still would not tolerate marriage at all, so

that their level of morality proved inferior to that

of the orthodox. The abolition of marriage could

not be carried out; the novoshennye (** newly
wedded ") were married by priests of the State

Church and then did penance. From the Filipovtzi,

toward the end of the eighteenth century, arose the

"Pilgrims" (Strannik^ or "Fugitives" (Bye-

ffuny), who, in supposed conformity with Biatt. x.

37-38, forsook their homes and famihes, rejected

legal marriage and the certificate of naturalisation

with the seal of " Antichrist," and ate no food from
the vessels of strangers. A sub-sect of the " Pil-

grims " intentionally postponed their vow of wan-
dering imtil toward the end of their lives, but occu-

pied a less honored position. From the loss of a
hierarchy others of the " priestless " Russian sec-

taries iMerred that the sacraments and public

worship were altogether abrogated, as by several

divisions of the Netovta (" Deniers "). The " Non-
Prayers " respected only the prayer of the heart,

and even r^arded all prayer as an affront to the

divine omniscience, and explained all Christian

doctrine as allegorical; the Molchalniki (" Silent ")

refused to speak, even under torture; others used

raisins instead of wine in the Eucharist; and the

tenets of others are still unknown.
Besides these sects there are a number of others

which did not originate from the schism of 1667,

which is called the r<x$kol (" schism ") par excel-

lence, whence its adherents are known as Raskolniks
(" Schismatics "). Among them mention should

first be made of certain mystics who are not sepa-

rated externally from the Orthodox

4. The Church, but frequently seem to be her

Khljity. most lealous members. These are the
" People of God," or Khlysty (" Fl^el-

lants")» probably a corruption of Khristy
(" Christs "). According to thdr accoimt, God de-

scended in 1645 on Moimt Gorodin in the govern-

ment of Vladimir, and took up his abode in the

peasant Daniel Philippov, who chose as his son,
" Christ," the peasant Ivan Suslov, who in turn

chose a " Mother of God " and twelve apostles.

Suslov is said to have been twice crucified, to have
risen and been manifested to his followers, and to

have lived until 1716. Since that time the Khlysty
have had many " Christs " (including Peter III.;

see i 5). Each member of the sect is expected to

endeavor to become a " Christ " or a " Mother of

God " by mortification of the flesh and prayer. The
" ships " in which the Khl3r8ty gather are directed

by a prophet or angel, aided by a prophetess, and
the commands of these prophets are the law of their

adherents. The twelve commands of Philippov are

also still in force, including abstinence from intoxi-

cating liquors and all carnal indulgence. They hold

that the essential baptism is that of the Spirit, and
they celebrate the Eucharist with the triturated

Easter prospher and the water blessed at the feast

of the Epiphany. Dancing and singing form the

principal parts of their religious exercises, the men
in the center and the women on the outside circling

round with frantic gestures (supposed to imitate

the flying of the angels) imtil exhausted and even
imconscious (cf. Eostast); while the incoherent

phrases which they utter are taken to be prophecies.

The secrecy attaching to the Khlysty enhances
their prestige, but much of the scandal popularly

ascribed to them seems apocryphal. The exact re-

lation of the Skakuny (" Jumpers ") to the Khlysty
is problematical.

An offshoot of the Khlysty is formed by the

Skoptn (" Self-Castrators "). They were founded
by a certain Selivanov (whose read name is un-
known), who, about 1770, declared himself to be
Peter III. and a son of God. Banished to Siberia,

he was permitted to return by Paul I.,

5. The but was confined as insane until re-

SkoptzL leased by Alexander I. He then en-

joyed quasi-divine honor in St. Peters-

buig, but in 1820 he was again placed in confinement
in ti^e monastery of Suzdal, where he died in 1832,

a centenarian. In opposition to the licentiousness

of some Khlysty, Selivanov laid all stress on Matt,

xix. 12, xviii. 8-9, distinguishing between the
" royal seal " and " second purity " (partial cas-

tration). Women usually have the breasts am-
putated. Many Skoptzi are " white doves " or
" pure spirits " only after they have begotten chil-

dren, and others are nominaUy married. Selivanov

is considered the perfect redeemer. The Skoptzi,

who on principle deny that they belong to the sect,

carry on an active propaganda, and all measures

to suppress them have failed. Tlieir number is esti-

mated at between two and three thousand, many
of them emigrants to Rumania.

Opposition to the ceremonial of the Orthodox
Church is embodied in the Molokani (" Milk Drink-

ers ") and Dukhobors (q.v.), who reject the sacra-

ments and are officially designated as rationalistic

sects. Scorning ceremonial, a special priesthood,

and the veneration of icons, they maintain that the

only worship of God is in spirit and that the heart

of man is the sole true temple of God. Instead of

baptism by water they demand the

6. The baptism of the Spirit, instead of con-

MolokanL fession to a priest confession to each
of the brethren, and instead of the

Eucharist meditation on the words of Christ. The
origin of the Molokani is obscure, nor are they offi-

cially mentioned until 1765. They claim that the

Bible is their sole foundation, and though they ex-

plain it all^gorically, they do not reject the his-

torical elements in the Gospel. They refuse to eat

pork, but in general their doctrines are vague, so

that much diversity of opinion prevails among
them. Their congregations meet in private houses,

each body having a presbyter and two assistants

conspicuous for uprightness of life. Their devo-

tions consist of prayer, the singing of hymns and
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reading of the Bible, and conversations on religious

themes. Their morality is high, and their readiness

to assist one another has led to frequent experi-

ments in communism. Theoretically they hold that

earthly rulers are only for the worldly, so that many
of them refuse to pay taxes, take oaths, or perform

military service, but practically they are, as a rule,

loyal and peaceful subjects. Laige inroads have
been made in their nimibers by tibe Baptists and
Stundists. The Molokani are also held by some in-

vestigators to include the Subotnild (" Sabbatari-

ans ")f who, though having no affinities with Juda-

ism, observe Saturday as the Sabbath, practise

circumcision, and observe the dietary laws.

There are many minor mystic and rationalistio

Russian sects, such as the ** Sighers," *' Spiritual

Brethren," " Nameless," etc. The most important

development of Russian sectarianism, however, is

that of the Stundists, who arose about 1864, pri-

marily in southern Russia. They seem

7. The to have originated from devotional

Stundists. '* hours " (Germ. Stundm) held in the

German colony of Rohrbach and visited

by Russians. Under Baptist influence Stundism
assumed a position of hostility toward the ritual,

sacraments, and icons of the Orthodox Church, and
at the same time inciured the suspicions of the gov-

ernment for supposed German tendencies. Stund-

ism seems no longer connected with the Baptist

denomination, but it has developed the sub-sect of

Malovantzi (named from its founder, the peasant

Kondrat Malovani, who b supposed to be the Mes-

siah), who resemble the Khlysty.

The number of Russian sectaries is too vague to

be stated even approximately, the figures assigned

ranging from 3,000,000 to 15,000,000.

(N. BONWBTBCH.)
BtBLiooRAPHT: For the background in the history of the

people, country, literature, and civilisation consult: W. K.
Eedly, Hiti. ofRuana^ London, 1854; A. von Haxthausen,
The Rtuaian Empire: ite People^ IfuatvHone, and Re-
eottrcee, 2 vols., London, 1856; A. Rambaud, Hid. 0/
Rueeta, 3 vols., London, 1887; H. H. Howorth, Hid. of
the MonooU, 3 vols., London, 1888; D. M. Wallace, Rue-
eia, new ed., London, 1905; A. BrQckner, Oetehiehie Ruee-
land* bie mw Ende dee 18. Jahrhunderte, Gotha, 1896; 8.

Wolkonsky, Picturee o/Rueeian Hietory and R%teeian Litera-

Itire, Boston, 189'; A. Leioy-Beaulieu, L*Empire dee

teare d lee rueeee, 4th ed., 3 vols., Paris, 1897-98; P.
Milukow, Skieeen rueeieeher KuUurgeeehiehtet 2 vols.,

Leipsic, 1898-1901; K. Walisaewsld, Hid. of Rueeian
Literature, New York, 1900; W. K. MorfeU, Hid. of Rue-
eia from Peter the Great to Alexander II., New York, 1901

;

F. H. E. Palmer. Rueeian Life in Town and Country, New
York, 1903; R. U. Bain, The Fird Romanove {1613-
17MS): Hid. of the Muecovite CivUieation, New York.
1905; A. Ular. Rueeia from Within, New York, 1905;
Jeremiah Curtin, 7A« Mongole in Rueeia, Boston, 1908;

A. Brtlckner Ru$dande oeidliche Entwidduno im Spiegel

eeiner echdnen LUeratur. Tubingen. 1908; T. H. Pau-
teniuB, Oeechichte Rueeiande von der Entetehuno dee rueei-

eehen Reichee bie tur OeQenwarl, Leipeic 1908; D'Abnour,
Hid. abrioSe dee peuplee de la Rueee. Paris 1910.

For the history of the church nearly all the literature

under Eastern Church is pertinent, and the most important
entries are cited there in classified form. The literature

under Nikon, Phottus, and Platon is also to be consulted.

P. Strahl, Beitrdoe eur rueeieehen Kirehenoeeehiehte. HaUe,
1827{ idem, Oeeehiehte der rueeieehen Kirche, vol. i., ib.

1830; A. N. Mouravie£F Hid. oj the Church oj Rueeia,
London, 1842; H. Lutteroth Rueeia and the Jeeuite, from
177» to 1890, ib. 1858; H. Dalton, QeechiehU der rejormier-

ten Kirehe in Rueeland, Ootha. 1865: idem, BeiMlo« *vr
Oeeehiehte der evangeUechen Kirche in Ruedand, 4 vols.,

ib. 1887-1905; idem. Die rueeieche Kirehe, Leipeic, 1892;
Qi^arin, Rueeian Clergy, London, 1872; Philaret, Qe-
echiehU der Kirche Rueeiande, 2 vols., Frankfort. 1872;
The Patriarch and the Tear, from the Rueeian by William
Palmer, 3 vols., London, 1871-73; M. Kflstomorov, Rue-
eieche Oeechichte in Biographien, Leipeic, 1889; F. Nip-
pold, Handbueh der neueeten Kirchengeechichte, ii. 247 fqq.,

Berlin. 1901; F. Kattenbusch, in W. D. Grant, Chrie-

tendom anno Domini 1901, i. 388 sqq.. New York, 1902;
L. K. G6ts, Dae Kiewer Hdhlenklceter ale KuUureentrum
dee vormongolieehen Ruedand, Passau, 1904; idem,
KirchenrechUiehe und Kuiturgeechiehtliche DenkmAler Alt-

rueeiande, Stuttgart, 1905; idem, Staat und Kirche in
Altruedand. Kiener Periode 988 bie IB40, Beriin, 1908;
A. Malvy, La Riforme de Figliee rueee, Paris, 1906; Serv-

ice Book of the Holy Orthodox-Catholic Apoetolie {Oreco-

Rtteeian) Church, compared, tranelated and arranged for

the Old Church-Slavonie Service Booke of the Rueeian
Church and collated with the Service Booke of the Oreek
Church, by Isabel F. Hapgood, Boston, 1906; J. Wilbois,

VAvenir de Vigliee rueee, Paris, 1907; A. Palmieri, La
Chieea Rueea, Le eue odieme condieioni e il euo riformiemo
dottrinale, Florence. 1908. Treatises in Rxissian on the
church history of Russia are by Makarij, 12 vols., St.

Petersburg, 1868-83, E. Golubinsky, 2 vols, in 3, Moscow.
1900-02.
For the history of Russian dissent and the sects con-

sult: K. K. Qraas. Die rueeieehen Sekten, Leipsic, 1905-09;
E. Pelikan, Oeechiehtlich-medieinieche Untereuchungen
aber doe Skopeentum in Ruedand, Giessen, 1876; T. Peoh,
Dm Molokanen, in Hidoriechee Taechenbuch, 5 ser., viii.

203 sqq., Leipsic, 1878; N. von Qerbel-Embach, Rueei-

eche Sektierer, in ZeUftagen der Chrietlichen Volkdebene,
vol. viii., part 4, Heilbronn, 1883; A. F. Heard, The Rue-
eian Church and R%teeian Dieeent; eomprieing Orthodoxy,

Dieeent, and Erratic SecU, London, 1887; N. Tsakni, La
Rueeie eedaire, Paris, 1888; V. Frank, Rueeieche Sdbet-
eeugnieee. Ru$eiechee Chrielentum, Paderbom, 1889;

A. Roschdestwenskij, Der e1idrueeiec?ie Stundiemue, St.

Peterebuig, 1889; D. Dan, Die lAppowaner in der Bu-
kowina, Cxemowits, 1890; F. Kattenbusch, Lehrbuch der
vergleiehenden Konfeeeionekunde, i. 234 sqq., 542 sqq.,

Freiburg, 1892; F. Knie, Die rueeiech-echiematieche Kirche,

Qras, 1894; H. Dalton, ut sup., pp. 57 sqq.; idem, Der
Stundiemue in Ruedand, Qatenloh, 1896; Hesba Stret-

ton. Highway of Sorrow at the Cloee of the 19th Century,

London, 1897; P. Biruko£F, J. Treguboff, and W. Tbchertr

koff, Chrietenverfolgung in Rueeland, Munich, 1898; J.

Gehring, Die Sdtten der rueeieehen Kirche, Leipeic, 1898;

F. Loo^ Symbolik, i. 169 sqq., TQbingen, 1902; S. Mar-
garitow, Oeechichte der nueiechen rationalietiechen und
myetiechen Sekten, Kishinew, 1902; K. K. Grass, Die 0e-

heime heilige Schrift der Skopsen, Leipsic, 1904; J. B.
Sivinc, La Secte rueee dee hommee de Dieu, Paris, 1906;

P. Strahl, BeitrAge, ut sup., i. 250 sqq.; and literature

under Duxhobgrs.

RUST, GEORGE: English theologian, usually

reckoned among the Cambridge Platonists (q.v.);

b. at Cambridge; d. at Dromore (15 m. s.w. of Bel-

fast), Ireland, Dec., 1670. He was educated at St.

Catharine's Hall, Cambridge (B.A., 1647; M.A.,

1650), and was elected fellow of Christ College in

1649. He resigned his fellow^p in 1659, and soon

after the Restoration was invited by Jeremy Taylor

to Ireland, was ordained deacon and priest May 7,

1*661, becoming dean of Connor in August, and in

1664 was rector of Lisbum. In 1667 he succeeded

Taylor as bishop of Dromore, which was now again

separated from Down and Connor, and died three

years later. He was the intimate friend of Henry
More and Joseph Glanvill (qq.v.), and wrote two
works whose subjects and spirit connect him with

their school: Discourse of Truth (London, 1677; ed.

Glanvill); and a Discourse of the Use of Reason in

MaUers of Religion (ed. H. Hallywell, 1683). The
former, by which he is chiefly known, shows an en-

lightened mind, but no largeness of grasp, while its

Hne of thought is a weaker echo of Cudworth.
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His Remains were edited by H. Hallywell

(ie86).

Bibuoobapht: Besidea the literature under Cambbidos
Platonxbtb* consult: C. H. Cooper, AnnaU of Cambridoe,
iii. 645-546, 5 vols., Cambridge, 1842-53; idem, MemoriaU
of Cambridoe, new ed., 2 vols., ib. 1858-<K); J. Ware.
AfUtquitiM and Hitt. of Ireland, 9 parts, London, 1704-05;
H. Cotton, Feati ecdeeia HibemietB, vol. iii, 5 vols., Dub-
lin, 1845-60; J. Worthington, Diary and Correepondenee,
ed. J. Croasley for Chetham Society, Manchester, 1847
sqq.; DNB, L 1-2.

RUST, ISAAK: Gennan Evangelical; b. at Muss-
bach (59 m. n.w. of Stuttgart) Oct. 14, 1796; d. at

Munich Deo. 14, 1862. He was educated at the

University of Heidelberg (1815-17); and was first

vicar, then teacher at the progymnasium at Speyer

(1817-20), where he also lectured for a term on phi-

losophy at the Lyceum. In 1820 he became pastor

at Ungstein, where he wrote his PkUosopkU und
CknaUntum, oder Wisaen %md Glauben (Mannheim,
1825), in which, from a rationalistic point of view,

he traced the intellectual and religious development
of mankind in parallels through three stages: pa-

ganism, the stage of feeling; Judaism, of under-

standing; and Christianity, of reason. Similar

views were maintained in his De nonnuUia qua in

theologia nostra ceiatia dogmaHca deaiderantur (Er-

langen, 1828), a polemic against Schleiermacher.

In 1827 Rust was called to Erlangen as pajstor of

the French Reformed church; and, in 1830, was
appointed associate professor of theology, and full

professor in 1831. His Geiat aua Luihera Schriften,

Oder Concordam der Anaichten und UrteUe dea groa-

aen Reformatora (in collaboration with F. W. Lom-
ler, E. Zimmermann, and others; 4 vols., Darmstadt,
1827-31), and Stimmen der Reformation und der

Reformatoren an die FOraten und Vdlker dieaer Zeit

(Erlangen, 1832), indicate his change to orthodoxy.

In 1833 Rust was appointed director of the con-

sistory of Erlangen in place of a pronounced ra-

tionaUst. His arbitrary spirit and seal for the

Palatine union and against the rationalistic dement
raised such opposition that, in 1836, the supreme
consistory sent two coimcilors to the Palatinate,

where they held ineffectual conferences with cler-

ical and lay members of the ssmod. Rust remained
in the consistory, however, where he exercised a
reactionary influence on theological education. Bib-

lical instruction, and missions, and on the synods.

Opposition to him and his measures continued,

until, in 1846, he was appointed to the supreme
consistory at Munich. In the stormy year of 1848,

however, his removal was repeatedly demanded,
and the separation of the unionistio Palatinate

Church from the consistory was urged again and
again. This took place in 1849, to avert which
Rust had meantime been retired from the supreme
consistory, but continued to be court chaplain, and
in 1850 was appointed ministerial councilor and
referee for Pidatine ecclesiastical affairs in the

ministry of worship. Henceforth his influence on
the church was not such as to evoke opposition, and
in 1861 he retired from active life.

(J. SCHNEIDBR.)

BnuooKAPHT: H. E. Q. Paulus, Die proteaUxntiach'tvan-

gelieeh-^tmerte Kuthe in der baierieehen PfaU, Heidelbeig.
1840; Q. F. Kbib. Kyne OeacMehte der vereinioten protee-

UintiecK-^vanQdieeK-^KritOichm Kirehe der baierieehen

PfaU, Speyer, 1847; £. F. H. Medicus, QeechichU der
eoangdiechen Kirche im Kdnigreich Bayem, supplement
vol., Erlangen, 1865; F. W. Laurier, Die eoangdiech-
proteataniiaehe Kirehe der PfaU, Kaisenlautem, 1868.

HUSTON, WILLIAM OTIS: Presbyterian; b. in

New York aty Dec. 6, 1852. He was g^uated
from the Ck)llege of the City of New York (B.A.,

1872), and from Union Theological Seminary, New
York City (1875); was pastor atFairmoimt, N. J.,

1875-77; at West Union, la., 1877-86; at Du-
buque, la., 1886-1903; professor of sacred lan-

guages and literature in the German Presbyterian

Theological School of the Northwest, since 1903;
and president of the same, 1904-08.

RUTH, BOOK OF : A book of the Old Testament
placed in the English canon between Judges and
I Samuel. It is a narrative of events which pur-

port to have taken place in the period of the Judges,

about the Moabitess Ruth, who, through a series of

singular incidents, became the ancestress of David.
Elimeleoh, a Bethlehemite, driven by famine, emi-

grated, with his wife, Naomi, and his two sons,

Bfa^on and C!hilion, to the land of Moab, where he
and his two sons d^ed after these had taken Moa-
bitish wives, Ruth and Orpah. After remaining

ten years in Moab, Naomi decided to return to her

native land and advised her daughters-in-law to

leave her; but Ruth, with filial attachment, fol-

lowed her back to Judah. There, while gleaning in

a field belonging to Boas, a kinsman, she was well

treated by him. Naomi instructed her to offer her-

self in marriage to her well-to-do kinsman, he being,

to a certain extent, bound to take the childless

widow and '* to raise up the name of the dead upon
his inheritance." Boas accepted the obligation,

after a nearer relative, to whom he gave the oppor-

tunity of redeeming the land of Elimelech and ta-

king Ruth, had declined. The son of Boas and
RuUi became the grandfather of David.

The grace and freshness of the narrative have al-

ways been admired. It bears internal evidence of

its truth, for it is not likely that a fiction would have
ascribed a Moabitish ancestress to David. How-
ever, it has an especial spiritual significance; it in-

dicates that God's people was ordained to draw
fresh strength from a heathen source. Ruth is men-
tioned as an ancestress of the Messiah in Matt, i.,

beside Tamar and Rahab. Tamar, mother of

Phares ((}en. xxxviii.), of the same genealogy, is

also mentioned by the narrator of Ruti^ as a source

of divine blessing (iv. 12); not only as a foreigner,

but as the mother of the offspring from a marriage

based on the obligations of kinship, which Judah
unknowingly and involuntarily had to fulfil. Still,

in spite of the inner significance of this mixture of

Jewish with foreign blood, in the house of David, it

seems dear that it could not have been the inven-

tion of a didactic '' tendency." Just as little could

the story have been conceived for the sake of com-
mending the levirate marriage, since that is taken

for granted and not especially uiged. Political and
myUiological motives have been ascribed to the

book, but on insufficient groimds. The book pre-

sents a historically faithful picture of ancient

customs and traditions. It is not certain to what
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period of the era of the Judges Ruth belongs. Ao-
cording to the genealogy of Ruth (iv. 18 8qq.)» she
lived about 100 years before David. The history

of David's family could have been of general inter-

est only after his accession to the tlmme. Philo-

logical evidence points to a much later date of the
writing of the book of Ruth, probably after the
exile.

If the matter was d^ved from an oral family
tradition of the house of David and the present is

a redaction of an earlier text (£. K5nig), the fact

would be admissible that the editor introduced also

didactic motives with the reproduction; but the
principal thing b not to contend for a certain
" tendency/' but to throw light on the origin of the
house of David. Some (e.g., A. Bertholet) think

that he wrote in the Esra-Nehemiah period to com-
bat the exclusion of foreigners from t^e connubiimi.

Such a polemic intention is too faintly brought out
to make its existence probable. As to integrity it

is not improbable that iv. lS-22 was a later addi-

tion. The position of the Book of Ruth differs in

the Hebrew canon and in the Septuagint. The
latter placed it after Judges; and Josephus, follow-

ing this, combines it with Judges as one book.
Many have assumed that it once formed the third

appendix of Judges and was later separated. It

was coimted among the five rolls to be read at the

five feasts. (C. von Orelu.)
Bibuookapht: Commentaries are by: S. H. TVnSt The
Rich Kintman, New York. 1856; Metager, Tflbincen,
1857; C. F. KeU and F. Delitssoh, Eng. tranal., Edin-
baigh. 1865; A. Raabe, Dot Buck Ruth und daa Hohdied
im Urlext, Leipeic, 1879; C. Hamann, AnnoUUionet critieeB

H exegeUem in librum Ruth, Maibuxs, 1871; H. Zeohokke,
BMi$ch€ Frauen, pp. 208-225, Freibuiis* 1882; E. Ber-
theau. 2d ed.. Leipsio. 1883; H. F. KohlbrOgge. Utrecht,
1886; R. Brown, Oleanino* from the Book of Ruth; or, the

Book of Ruth opened out by Comparieon with other Parte of
Scripture, London, 1887; F. de Hummelauer, Paris, 1888;
S. OettU and J. Meinhold, in Die geeehiehtliehen Hagio-
oraphien, Munich, 1889; M. C. Horine, Philadelphia, 1892;
A. Bertholet and O. Wildeboer, Tubingen, 1898; W.
Nowack, Odttingen, 1900; A. Black, Ruth, a Hebrew Idyl,
London, 1906. The Midrash Ruth Rabba ie in A. WOn-
aohe, Bibliotheca rabbinica, Leipdc, 1883, cf. the Cottegium
robbinieo-biblieum in librum Ruth, ed. J. B. Carpiov, ib.

1703.

On questions of introduction, teaching, and text oon-
sult the works on O. T. theology, on introduction to the
O. T., and on the history of Israel under Ahab; and
IsRiUBL, HiBTORT OF; F. W. C. Umbreit, in TSK, 1834,
pp. 305-308; Auberlen, Die drei Anhange dee Bu6hee der
Riehter, in TSK, 1860, pp. 536-568; C. H. H. Wright.
Book of Ruth in Hebrew, . . . Text, Readinge, Critical

Commentary, London, 1864; R. W. Bush, Popular Intro-

duction to . . . AueA, London. 1883; K. Budde, in ZATW,
xii (1892), 37-51; DB, iv. 316; EB, iv. 4166-72 (imporw
tant); JE, x, 576-578; Vigouroux, Dietionnaire, fasc.

zxxv.. cols. 1273-82.

RXJTHENIAll CATHOLICS: See Roman Catho-
UC8, II., 2, § 1.

RUTHERFORD, nTth'er-foid, SAMUEL: Scotch

Ck>veiia]iter; b. in Nisbet Parish, now part of Grail-

ing (42 m. s.e. of Edinbui^gh) about 1600; d. at St.

Andrews (Urn. s.e. of Dundee), Roxburgshire, Mar.

20, 1661. He graduated from Edinbui^h (M.A.,

1621); was regent of humanity, 1623-25; began
the study of theology, 1626; was pastor of An-
worth, Galloway, 1627-36, when he issued Exer-

cUationes apdogeticcB pro dimna gratia (1636), a
work in defense of the doctrine of grace against the

Arminians which attracted wide attention and
elicited a call to the chair of theology at Utrecht
andalsotothatatHardewyk. On July 27, 1636, he
was cited before the high commission court to an-
swer for his nonconformity to the Acts of Episco-
pacy, and his work against the Arminians. De-
prived of his living at Anworth, he was banished
to Aberdeen. When the Covenant was again tri-

umphant, in 1638, he returned to Anworth, and in

163^ was made professor of divinity at St. Mary's,

at St. Andrews. In 1643 he was chosen one of the
Scotch commissioners to the Westminster Assem-
bly (q.v.), and during his four y^ars of service in

that capacity wrote The Due Right of Prttbyteriee

(London, 1644); Lex, rex; the Law omd the Prince

(1644); The Tryal and Tnumph of Faith (1645);
and The Divine Right of Church Oovemment and
Excommunication (1646). Soon after, he became
principal of St. Mary's, and in 1651 rector of the
University of St. Andrews. His Free Disputation

against Pretended Liberty of Conscience (1649) was
pronounced by Bishop Heber " perhaps the most
elaborate defense of persecution which has ever

appeared in a Protesliint country." Joining with
the western remonstrants ia their protest to the
assembly in 1651, the schism was opened which,

ten years later, resulted in the restoration of epis-

copacy. These ten years were filled with acrimoni-

ous controversy bol^ with the sectarians and with
his colleagues at St. Andrews, where, on account of

strife, the commimion was suspended for six years.

Possessed of high ability, honesty, and unselfish-

ness, Rutherford was called the *' true saint of the

covenant "; yet by his narrow, bitter, and scurril-

ous antagonism, he helped to degrade and destroy

pre8b3rterianism, which he aimed to serve. The
LeXf rex was ordered to be burned; he was deprived
of his oflices, and summoned to answer to a charge
of treason by parliament, in 1661; but severe iU-

ness which resulted in his death prevented his ap-
pearance. He published further: The Covenant of
Life Opened (1655); Survey of the Survey of Church
Discipline by T. Hooker (1658); and Influences of
the Life of Grace (1659). Rutherford's letters are

specially interesting and edifying, published under
the title Joshua Redivivus (1664; or Letters ofSamr
ud Rutherford, with Sketch of his Life, by A. A.
Bonar, New York, 1851; 5th ed., London, 1906).
Bibuoobapht: Besides the Lettere, ut sup., consult: Manna

Crtanbe, . . . being Exeerpte from the Lettere of Samuel
Rutherford, Gathered by W, P. Breed, Philadelphia, 1865;
T. Murray. The Life of Samuel Rutherford, Edinburgh,
1828; Hew Scott. Faeti eccleeim Scotieame, 6 vols.. Edin-
buigh. 1866-71; A. P. Stanley. The Church of Scotland,

pp. 100-108, London, 1872; A. B. Qroeart. Repreeentative
Noneonformiele, London, 1870; A. F. Mitchell, The Weet-
mineter Aeeembly, London. 1883; Scottiah Divinee: 1606-
187$ (St. Giles Lectures). Edinbuigh, 1883; A. T. Innes,
Samuel Rutherford, Edinburgh. 1884; A. Thomson. Samuel
Rutherford, London. 1884; A. Whyte. Samuel Rutherford
and eome of hie Correepondente, Edinbuigh. 1894; The
Upward Way. A Book of Extraete from the Lettere of
Samud Rutherford. Written chiefly from hie Prieon at

Aberdeen, l$S6-58, ed. Eleanor C. Oregoiy, Lcmdon. 1908;
and the literature under Psbsbttbrxans relating to
Rutherford's period, and that under WssnaNSTKR
ASSKUBLY.

RUYSBROECK, reis^roH, (RUUSBROEC, RUTS-
BROBK), JAH VAN: Dutch mystic; b. at Ruys-
broeck (4 m. a.w. of Brussels) 1294; d. at the
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Augustinian monastery of Groenendael (2 m. s.e.

of Brussels) Dec. 2, 1381. Inclined, even as a child,

to the religious life, he left home at the age of

eleven and went to his uncle, canon of

Biogniphy. St. Gudula at Brussels. Here he
studied diligently for four years, and

then determined to reno\mce all secular learning

for theology. At the age of twenty-four he became
a priest and vicar of St. Gudula's. Of his career

here little is known, though he seems to have de-

voted himself more and more to the contemplative

life. Mild and charitable, he was yet stem to all

forms of vice and error, and associated much with

other mystics. In order to give his undivided

thoughts to contemplation he retired from the secu-

lar priesthood at the age of sixty to the newly es-

tablished monastery of Groenendael, of which he
became the first prior. Dividing his time between
a reform of his order and meditation, he became a
model of monastic sanctity, and received visitors

from far and wide, among them Johannes Tauler

and Geert Groote (qq.v.). Soon after his death
legend gathered aroimd his name; and, at an early

date, he was styled doctor ecstoHcus.

The writings of Ruysbroeck show a marked
similarity to those of Meister Eckart (q.v.), by which
they may well have been influenced, especially as

the worlffl of the older m3rstic were certainly read

in the vicinity of Groenendael, and he
Writings, may have heard Eckart at Cologne.

Ruysbroeck, the best prose writer of the

Netherlands in the Middle Ages, wrote entirely in

Dutch, in a style mostly quiet and simple, but
capable, under the stress of feeling and imagination,

of rising to lofty heights. On the other hand,

despite the precision with which he was able to

express the profo\mdest thoughts, he is frequent-

ly obscure through his allegories, similies, repeti-

tions, digressions, and subtile (though often illog-

ical) divisions. His works were soon translated

into Latin by his pupils Willem Jordaens and
Groote, and translations into the dialects of Gel-

derland, Cologne, the Upper Rhine, and High
German are extant. The first printed treatise of

Ruysbroeck was the Brulochtf which appeared under

the title De omaiu spirttualiuin nupHarum (Paris,

1512), while later L. Surius published the Rub-
hroehii opera (Cologne, 1552). From the latter

text, which is paraphrastic and often incorrect,

Ruysbroeck's writings were translated into German
by " G. J. C." (ed. G. Arnold, Offenbach, 1701).

Tlie Gelder and Cologne versions of foiu* tractates

have been edited by A. von Amswaldt under the

title Vier Sckriften von Johann Ruibroek in nteder-

deuischer Sprache (Hanover, 1848). The chief edi-

tion, however, is the complete one prepared, under

the auspices of the Flemish Academy of Biblio-

philes, by J. B. David, Werken van J. van Ruutbroec

(6 vols., Ghent, 1858-69). This contains twelve

treatises: (1) Ckierheit der gheeateleker Bndochtf

sent in 1530 to the friends of God at Strasburg, and
consisting of three books treating respectively of

the active, the inward, and the contemplative life;

(2) DcU Boec van den Gheestdeken Tabemaade is a

long allegorical interpretation of the ark of the

covenant as the type of the mystical life, based on

the Historia scholastica of Peter Comestor (q.v.);

(3) Dat Boec van den Ttoae^f Dogheden, more ethical

than mystical, is a development of Christian virtue,

whose foundation is hiunility; (4) the Spieghd der

ewigher Salicheit, written for the Poor Clares in

1359, is an application of the three grades of the
mystical life, respectively, to monasticism and to
the Eucharist, the work being mostly devoted to

the author's views on the sacrament; (5) the Van
den Keretenen Ohelove is a short exposition of the
Athanasian Creed; (6) Dat Boec van seven trappen

in den groet der gheesidiker minnen, on the three

grades; (7) Tractaet van seven sloten was written

for the Poor Clares and describes the duties of the
nunnery, with special stress on the necessity of in-

ward meditation; (8) Tractaet van den Rike der

Ohdieven is written laigely in rime of little poetic

value; (9) Dai Boec van den vier Becoringhen com-
bats ihe chief errors in the author's time; (10) Dat
Boec van den twadf Beghinen, on contemplation,

though often dist\u*bed in context, is of much im-
portance for a knowledge of Ruysbroeck's mysti-

cism; (11) VingherlinCf of het Uickende Steentje,

on the *' white stone " of Rev. ii. 17 (Christ, who
is given to the man of meditation), is also devoted

to the three grades, especially the last; (12) Sam'
udf of dat Boec der hoechster WaerheUf is an apology

for the author's mysticism.

Ruysbroeck proceeds, in his mystical system,

from God, descends to man, and finally returns to

God. God is simple imity, the supernal essence of

all, himself immovable, and yet the motive source

of things. The Son is wisdom, the uncreated image
of the Father; and the Holy Ghost,

Doctrines, proceeding from and returning to both,

is love, which unites the Father and
the Son. In the persons God is eternal activity, in

his essence eternal rest. All creatures are thoughts

of God before creation. In man soul and spirit are

to be distinguished, the former the principle of the

life of the creature, and the latter the principle of

divine life. The soul has three qualities: memory,
reason, and will. Higher than these are, the essen-

tial simplicity and formlessness of the spirit which
render it like the Father; the intelligence which
receives eternal Wisdom (the Son); and the sinr

deresie (or spark of the soul) which strives back to

the origin, and unites man with the divine unity

by means of love through the Holy Ghost. These
three qualities, being inseparable, constitute the

simple substance of the spirit. Obscured by sin

they must be transported by grace, or wisdom in-

carnate, above nature to God through the three

grades of the active, inward, and contemplative

life. The first consists in conquering sin and ap-

proaching God by outward acts and good works.

The second (vita affecHva), in which asceticism is

of minor importance, is characterised by ecstacy

and visions, by reentrance into self, by indifference

to everything that is not God and the defacing of

all mental pictures, striving toward God with mys-
tical love and feasting upon him, and by the inter-

pretation of the divine spirit and the spirit of man.
In the third stage (vita vitalia), the Christian rises

above hope, fai^, and all the virtues, even grace,

to plunge into the abyss of the divine essence; it
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is an immediate sense and possession of God with-

out knowledge or bounds. It means the dying and
annihilation of self» in order to behold the absolute

and eternal essence. This life» a gift of grace, re-

newed in the inner secrecy of the Spirit through

love, comes to its reality in the quiet contemplation

of God and in the absolute submission to his opera-

tion. From this repose of the Spirit is developed

the superessentia, a supraessential contemplation

of the means of differentiation of the Trinity, an
indescribable feeling and state of bliss. The ulti-

mate differences in consciousness between God and
creature, between thing and nothing, disappear.

This is the bridal flight of Christ wit^ the human
spirit; the Word is continually reborn in the eternal

present, in which God is self-produdng in the high-

est excellence of the spirit. This proceeds from
light to light until the clearness by which it sees,

the clearness which it sees, and itself are one and
the same. Consciousness of supraessential being

and imity of essence in God are attained. Here
Ruysbroeck arrives on the border of pantheism.

Yet he ever endeavored to distinguish between the

eternal spirit and the created; and in the union with

God he held that only the difference of will and
thought vanished, not the difference of personality.

However, so delicate was the line that in his phrase-

ology he often overstepped it; and, though he was
in reality in thorough accord with orthodoxy, and
he continually antagonised the Brethren of the

Free Spirit and the Beghards (see Freb Spibit,

Bbbthrbn of thb; Beohards and Bbquines), yet

in his writings he roused grave suspicions among
some more cautious minds, among whom was J. C.

Gerson (q.v.). The influence of Ruysbroeck on
theological and philosophical thought in the Nether-
lands was relatively ^ht, and the mystical wri-

tings of his immediate pupils were either ascetic or

repetitions of his own thoughts. This was doubt-
less due in part to his obscurity and the liability

of his phraseology to misinterpretation and also to

the fear of the Flemish heretical pantheistic mys-
ticism of the Beghards. Ruysbroeck's activity, in-

deed, lay rather in the power of his personality and
in the influence he exerted on kindred minds. It

was his pupil Groote who founded the Brethren of

the Common Life (see Common Life, Brethren
or the), who also very probably drew his inspira-

tion from Ruysbroeck himself.

(8. D. VAN Veen.)
Biblioorapht: In additjon to the editioiu noted in the

text F. A. Lambert edited Die Zierde, Vom (flanMenden
Stein, and Dae Buch von , , , Wahrheit, Leipsic (1901).
In English there ia Reftectione from the Mirror of a Myetie,
being Oleaninge from the Worke of John Ruydbroek (" Doc-
tor Bcetaiicue "), a Myetie of the XlVth Century, trane-

lated by Barle BaiUie, London. 1906 (contains sixteen
ohapteiB of the choicest thoughts of the great mystic).
Besides the literature under Mtshcism, and under the
articles to which reference is made in the text, especially
Common Lot, Brbthrxn of tbx, consult: M. Haeter-
Unck, Rttyabroeck and the Myetiee, with Selectione from
Ruyebroeck, London, 1894. new ed.. 1908; J. Q. V. Engel-
hardt, Richard von St. Victor itnd Johannee RuyAroeck,
Zur OeechichU der myetiechen Theologie, Erlangen, 1838;
C. Schmidt, Studee eur le myatideme aUemand au ^yator-
tihne eiMe^ Strasburg, 1845; F. BOhringer, Die Deutachen
Myetiker dee lA. und 16. JahrhtmderU, pp. 442-611,
Zurich, 1855; Q. C. Schmidt, 6tude eur Jean Ruyebroeek,
. . . M vie, eee 4erite, el ea doctrine, Strasbuic 1869; A.

Jundt, Hiet. du panthHeme populaire au moyen doe, Paris,

1876; C. UUmann, Reformere before the Reformation, ii.

81-66, Edinburgh, 1877; A. Auger, De doctrina et meritie

Joannie van Ruyabroeck, Louvain, 1892; W. L. de Bresse,

Bifdraoe tot de Kennie van het Leven en de Werken van
/. van Ruwbroec, Ghent, 1896; A. A. van Otterios, Jo-
hannee Ruyebroeek, Ben Bifdrage tot de Kennie van den
OntwikkeUnoeoang der Myetiek, 2d ed. by J. C. van Sloe.

The Hague, 1896; V. Sully, Short Account of the Life and
Writinge cf the Bleeeed John Ruyabroeck, London, 1910;
Schaff, Chrietian Church, v. 2, pp. 273-278; Lichtenberger,

BSR, xL 363-366.

RTAN, PATRICK JOHN: Roman Catholic arch-

bishop of Philadelphia; b. at Thurles (21 m. n.e.

of Tipperary), Coimty Tipperary, Ireland, Feb. 20,

1831; d. at Philadelphia Feb. 11, 1911. He was
educated at Carlow College, Ireland (from which he
was graduated in 1852), and, leaving Ireland for

the United States, was attached to the clei^ staff

of the Roman Catholic cathedral in St. Louis, of

which he became rector in 1856. Later he was ap-

pointed rector of St. John the Evangelist's in the

same city, and rose to be vicar-general of the dio-

cese. During the Civil War he was chaplain of the

Gratiot Street llilitary Prison and Hospital, St.

Louis, and in 1868 accompanied the archbishop of

St. Louis to Rome, where he preached the English

Lenten sermons. Four years later (1872) he was
consecrated titular bishop of Tricomia and ap-

pointed bishop-coadjutor of St. Loub, with the right

of succession. He was again in Rome in 1883 as

one of the United States prelates to represent the

interests of religion, and in 1884 was created

titular archbishop of Salamis. Within the year he

became archbishop of Philadelphia. He wrote Some
of the Causee of Modem Religious Scepticism (St.

Louis, 1895).

RTDBBRO, ridO^erg, ABRAHAM VIKTOR:
Swedish author and educator; b. at J5nk5ping

(80 m. e. of Gothenburg), province of Sm&land,
Sweden, Dec. 18, 1828; d. at Stockholm Sept. 21,

1895. He studied philosophy at the University of

Lund, 1848-^2; was literary editor of Gdteborgs

HanMstidningf 1854-76; lay representative at the

ohiuxjh congress of the Swedish State Church, 1868;

member of the lower house of the Swedish Parlia-

ment as representative of the city of Gothenburg,
1870-72; and professor at the high school of Stock-

holm from 1884. His service to Sweden was in the

dissemination of liberal thought. He was author
of " The Doctrine of the Bible on Christ " (Gothen-

burg, 1862); ''The Jehovah Worship among the

Hebrews before the Babylonian Captivity " (1864);
" Magic of the Middle Ages " (Stockhohn, 1865;
English transl., New York, 1879); " On the Pre-

existence of Man" (1868); "Church and Priest-

hood" (1868); "Genealogy of the Patriarchs in

Genesis and the Chronology of the Septuagint

"

(Gothenburg, 1870); " Roman Legends about St.

Paul and St. Peter " (Stockhohn, 1874); " Roman
Days" (1877; Eng. transl., includii^ "Roman
Legends," New York, 1879); and "The Ultimate
Things" (1880). In his romances he strives for

freedom, tolerance, and knowledge: " The Pirate of

the Baltic" (Gothenburg, 1857); " SingoaUa

"

(1857); and "The Last Athenian" (1859; Eng.
transl., Philadelphia, 1869). His scientific works
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are: Segersvdrdet (1884); Undersdkningar i ger-

mansk Mythologi (2 vols.» 1886-90; Exig. transl.,

Teutonic Mythology, Aberdeen, 1889); and Om
Ting och fenomen tar empirUk synpunkt (1890).

Complete works, Skrifter, were issued by Carl War-
buig (15 vols., Stockholm, 1896-1900).

RYDER, WILLIAM HENRY: Congregationalist;

b. at Elyria, O., July 24, 1842. He was graduated

from Oberlin College, Oberlin, O. (A.B., 1866), and
Andover Theological Seminary (1869). After being

pastor of the Ck)ngregational church at Watertown,
N. Y. (1869-70), he was professor of Greek at Ober-

lin \mtil 1877, and was then pastor of the First

Congregational Chiirch at Ann Arbor, Mich., until

1888; then became professor of New-Testament in-

terpretation at Andover Theological Seminary. He
served throughout the Civil War in the Union Army
and was promoted second Ueutenant.

RYERSON, roi'er-snn, ADOLPHUS EGBRTON:
Canadian Methodist; b. at Charlotteville, Norfolk

County, Ontario, Mar. 24, 1803; d. at Toronto Feb.

19, 1882. His father was an American loyalist from
New Jersey. The son entered the Methodist min-
istry in 1826; became editor of the Christian Ouar-
dian in 1829; was first president of Victoria Col-

lege, 1841-44; and superintendent of education in

Upper Canada, 1844-76. As a preacher he was elo-

quent and effective, and in representative missions

for his chiurch he was able and commanding. His
main work was in organizing education; the act

which he drafted in 1850 is the one under which the

schools of Ontario have since been maintained. He
published Epochs of Canadian Methodism (1882),

and The Loyalists ofAmerica and their Times: 1620-
1816 (1880).

RYLAND, JOHN: Baptist; b. at Warwick (20

m. s.e. of Birmingham) Jan. 29, 17«'>3; d. at Bristol

May 25, 1825. He was exceedingly precocious as a
child, learning Hebrew when only five years of age,

and Greek when nine; when fijfteen he began to

teach at Northampton in the school of his father

(who was also a pastor); he began to preach to

Baptist congregations in 1769, and was admitted
to the ministiy in 1771; he continued to teach till

1778, and became assistant pastor with his father

in 1781 and sole pastor in 1786; in 1793 he took
charge of the Broadmead chapel at Bristol and be-

came president of the Baptist college there, holding

both positions till his death. He was one of the

foimders of the Baptist Missionary Society in 1792,

and its secretary from 1815 tUl his death. He was
also a hymnist of some note, and a few of his h3anns
continue in use, including '' In all my Lord's ap-

pointed wa3rs." Among his works may be not^d:

Serious Essays on the Tru^ of the Glorious Ch>spel

(London, 1771; 121 pieces in verse, including some
hymns); The Divine Inspiration and Autkority of
the Holy Scriptures Asserted and Proved (1772);

Compendious View of the Principal Truths of the

Glorious Gospel of Christ (Salisbury, 1774); A Canr
did Statement of the Reasons which induce the Bap-
tists to differ in Opinion and Practice from their

Christian Brethren (London, 1827); Memoir of the

Rev. Andrew Fuller (1816); Serious Remearks on the

X.—

9

Different Representations of Evangelical Doctrine by
the Professed Friends of the Gospel (2 parts, Bristol,

1817-18); Pastoral Memorials; with a Memoir of
the Author (2 vols., 1826-28); and Hymns and
Verses on Sacred Subjects, with a biographical Sketch

(1862).

Bibuoorapbt: Besides the sketches aa noted above con-
B\ilt: the memorial sermon by Robert Hall, in the latter's

Work%, i. 360-414. London, 1832; F. A. Cox, Hial. of the

Baptist Misaumary Society, i. 1-290. ib. 1842; F. L. Col-
vfle. Worthies of Warwickshire, pp. 623-625. ib. 1870;
J. B. Meyers, Centenary Volume of the Baptist Missionary
Society, ib. 1803; S. W. Duffield, English Hymns, p. 250,
New York, 1886; Julian, Hymnology, pp. 083-984; DNB,
1.55-56.

RYLE, roil, HERBERT EDWARD: Clhiu-ch of

England, bishop of Winchester; b. in London May
25, 1856. He was educated at King's C!ollege, Cam-
bridge (B.A., 1879; M.A., 1882), of which he was
fellow (1881-1901). He was ordered deacon (1882),

and ordained priest (1883); was divinity lecturer

at Emmanuel CoUege, Cambridge (1881-84) and at
King's 0)llege (1882-86). He was principal of St.

David's Ck)llege (1886-88); Hulsean professor of di-

vinity in the University of Cambridge (1887-1901);
president of Queen's College, Cambridge (1896-

1901) ; examining chaplain to his father &e bishop
of Liverpool (1883-87), to the bishop of St. Asaph
(1887-89), and to the bishop of Ripon (1889-1901);
select preacher at Cambridge in 1889, 1892, 1895,

1899, and 1902, and at Oxford in 1901-03; War-
burton lectiu*er at Lincoln's Inn and chaplain in

ordinary of the same body in 1898-1901 ; honorary
canon of Ripon and commissary of Wellington
(1895-1901); honorary chaplain to the queen
(1896-98), and chaplam in ordinary (1898-1901).

In 1901 he was consecrated bishop of Exeter, and
in 1903 was translated to his present see of Win-
chester. He has edited The Psalms of the Pharisees

(in collaboration with M. R. James; Cambridge,
1891), and has written The Canon of the Old Testa-

ment (London, 1892); The Early Narratives of
Genesis (1892); Commentary on Ezra and Nehemiah
(Cambridge, 1893); Philo: Quotations from the Old
Testament (London, 1895); On the Church of Eng-
land (1904); and On Holy Scripture and Criticism

(1904).

RTLE, JOHN CHARLES: Church of England; b.

at Maccl^eld (30 m. e.s.e. of Liverpool) May 10,

1816; d. at Liverpool June 10, 1900. He was edu-
cated at Eton and at Christ Church, Oxford (B.A.,

1838; M.A., 1871). He became curate of Exbury,
Hampshire, 1841; rector of St. Thomas, Winches-
ter, 1843; of Helmingham, Suffolk, 1844; vicar of

Stradbroke, Suffolk, 1861; rural dean of Hoxne,
1869; honorary canon of Norwich, 1872; select

preacher at Cambridge, 1873-74; at Oxford, 1874-

1876, 1879, 1880; dean designate of SaUsbury, 1880;
and was bishop of Liverpool, 1880-1900. He was
an EvangeUcal in t3rpe, and in an uncommonly pure
and expressive style wrote more than a hundred
tracts on doctrinal and practical subjects, of which
more than two millions have been circulated, and
many have been translated into foreign languages.

He was also author of T?ie Bishop^ the Pastor^ and
the Preacher, being biographical Lectvres on Latimer,
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Baxter, and Whitfield (Ipswich, 1854); BiahopB

and Clergy of Other Days (London, 1868); The
Christian Leaders of the Last Century (1869); Ex-
pository Thoughts on the Oospds (7 vols., 1856-73;

new ed., 4 vols., 1900) ; Hymns for the Church on
Earth (1860), being 300 hymns and spiritual songs;

Practical Religion (1874-80); Knots Untied (1874);

Holiness (1879); and Light from Old Times
(1891).

Bibuoorapht: J. C. MaoDonnell, Life and Corrtaepondence

of William Connor Maoee, 2 vola., London, 1806; A. C.

Benson, Life of E. W. Benton, 2 vols., ib. 1890; DNB, Sup-
plement iii. 334-335.

RYSWICK, ris'wic, CLAUSE: A stipulation in-

troduced by the French representative into the

peace of Ryswick. The French had installed Ro-
man Catholic worship and diverted Evangelical

church properties to Roman Catholic use in many
German places of which Louis XIV. had taken pos-

session imder pretext of the reunion of Nimeguen
(1679). These were now to be restored by the

peace of Ryswick. The final draft was already

being prepared when shortly before midnight of

Oct. 29, 1697, the French representative insisted

upon adding to the foiuUi article the clause,
" nevertheless the Roman Catholic religion shall

remain in the same status in which it now is in the

places so restored "; and he threatened that the

French king would break off negotiations immedi-

ately and resume the war against those offering

impediments. The representatives of the emperor
and the Roman CathoUc estates, the imperial depu-

tation, and the delegates of WOrttemberg, of the

counts of Wetterau, and the imperial city of Frank-

fort attached their signatures; and for want of a
vigorous support from the English and Dutch rep-

resentatives and the Swedish mediator, the remon-
strances of the remaining Evangelicals were in

vain. The emperor, however, unconditionally rati-

fied the peace, and thus the diet consented that the

matter should rest, although 1,922 places were

affected by a change of their religious relation.

Specially, the Elector Palatinate Johann Wilhelm,

under Jesuitic influence, employed the clause for

despoiling the Evangelicals.

(C. T. G. VON ScHKUBLt.)
Bibuoorapht: J. S. Potter. Hiatortaehe Entwickdung der

heutioen Staaiwerfaeeung dee detdechen Reiche, ii. 300 sqq.,

Odttingen, 1787; J. C. Neuhaus. Der Friede von Ryewiek
und die Abiretuno Straeeburge an Frankreich 1607, Frei-

burg, 1874. The bftokground in the other treaties men-
tioned ia given in brief in Cambridge Modem Hietory, r6L
V. passiin. New York, 1008.

SAADIA, Bd-a'dl-a, BEN JOSEPH (SAID AL FAY-
YXJMI) : Jewish rabbi; b. at Dilaz in Upper Egypt,

892; d. at Sura (100 m. s. of Bagdad), Babylonia,

942. In 915 he went to Palestine, and in 928 be-

came gaon, or head teacher, of the ancient academy
of Sura; but on account of strife was compelled to

retire to Bagdad, 930-937. He is distinguished for

his Arabic translation of the Pentateuch, Job,

Psalms, Canticles, and other books of the Bible,

with brief annotations; his grammatical and lexical

works; and, above all, for his ''Book of Articles of

Faith and Doctrines of Dogma'' in Arabic, com-
pleted in 933; known only in the Hebrew transla-

tion of Judah ibn Tibbon, Se/er emtmot toe-de'ot

(Constantinople, 1562; Germ, transl., by Julius

Fuerst, Glaubenslehre und Philosophie von Saadja
Fajjumi, Leipsic, 1845, in Die jUdischen Religions^

philosophen des Mittelalters, vol. i.). Saadia was a
representative of the peshat, or literal interpreta-

tion, a creator of Hebrew philology, and the pro-

moter of a new school of exegesis characterised by a
rational investigation of the contents and a scientific

knowledge of the text. His work was characterised

by treating each book as a whole and the contents as

a unity, and by minuteness of exegesis; and his

style, in translation and authorsldp, aimed at
simple form and pure vocabulary. In his philosophy
he surveyed the entire field of doctrine, ranging from
the idea of God to ethics, in the light of reason and
revelation.

Bibuoorapht: JE, z. 678-686 (excellent; contains veiy
full list of literature) ; 8. Munk, Notice eur R, Saadia Oaon,
Paris, 1838; A. Qeiger. in Judieehe Zeitechrift fUr Wieeen-
echaft und Leben, v. 267-316; J. Guttmann, Die Religione-
philoeophie dee Saadia, OAMingen, 1882; A. Harkavy,
Studien und Mitthoaungm, vtA. v.. Beriin. 1801; idem.

in JQR, xiil. 665-668; W. Engdkemper, De Saadim
Oaonie vita, MOnster, 1807; M. Friedl&nder. in JQR, v.

177-100; 8. Posmanald, in JQR, vlii. 684-601, x. 238-276.

SAALSCHUBTZ, sOl'shatz, JOSEPH LEVIN:
German rabbi and archeologist; b. at KOnigs-
berg Mar. 15, 1801; d. there Aug. 23, 1863. He
studied in the university of K6nigsberg (Ph.D.,

1824) ; held positions as rabbi and teacher in Berlin,

1825-29, and in Vienna 1829-35; became rabbi at

KOnigsberg, after 1835; in 1847 he became privat-

docent in Hebrew archeology, and afterward pro-

fessor extraordinary. He was the author, among
other works, of Forschungen im CMnete der hebrdisch-

dgyptischen ArchOologie, three parts (KOnigsbeig,

1838-51); Form und Oeist der btblischrhebrdischen

Poesie (1853); and Archdologie der Hebrder, in

twelve parts (1855-56). He also edited a new
edition of J. D. Michaelis' Daa mos&ische Recht mit
BerOcksicfUigung des sp&tem JUdischenf in two parts

(Berlin, 1846-48).

Bibuoorapht: 8. Carpin, in AUgmneine ZeiUehrift dee Jw
denttmte, Oct. 18, 1001; JB, x. 686.

SABAOTH, sab'^th or sa-ba'-6th: A term
used twice in the New Testament (Rom. ix. 29;
Jas. V. 4) as a title of God, but in the Rngliah Old
Testament translated "hosts.''

From I Sam. i. 3, throughout the Old Testament
the Hebr. lebaothf "hosts," appears constantly as an
element in the attributes ascribed to the God of

Israel. The word is used with or without the article

in various combinations, such as "Yahweh God
of hosts." "Adonai Yahweh of hosts," "Adonai
Yahweh God of hosts," "the Ixwd Adonai of

with vttriittitB efv«ki (tdm tbeoe ^tsvenl
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fonns (cf. Isa. i. 24, x. 23, 24; Hos. xii. 5; Amos.
Hi. 13, V. 16; II Sam. v. 10, and many times). In

many of these combinations Adonai is

Use and a reading in the margin intended to

Distribution displace Yahweh; in other cases, partic-

of the Term, ularly in the second and third books of

Psalms, Elohim displaces an original

Yahweh. The formula "Yahweh God of hosts" is

comparatively rare, while " Yahweh of hosts" occurs

234 times, and the presupposition is that the latter

is the original form, which may, however, have im-

plied the fuller formula, imless it be supposed that

Yahweh is a later substitution for an earlier "El,"

another form for "God." The distribution of the

expression "of hosts" may be set forth something

like this: in the books of Samuel, eleven times; in

the books of Kings, five times; in I Chron., in

parallels to Samuel, three times; in the prophetic

books 247 (248) times, of which fifty-five occur-

rences are in Isa. i.-xxxix., and six times in Isa.

xliv.-liv.; while fifteen occurrences are in Psalms, of

which fourteen are in the second and third books.

It is omitted from the Hexateuch, Judges, Ezekiel,

Joel, Obadiah, Jonah, and the whole of the Hagiog-

rapha except Psalms and Chronicles. It often oc-

curs in the text of the Septuagint where it is not in

the Hebrew, and vice versa. In the books of Samuel
in five of the eleven cases it is used in connection

with the ark or with war, and this is to be remem-
bered in relation with the fact that the root zaba* is

broadly Semitic and deals with war. Whether the

hosts of which Yahweh was God were those of

heaven—^the angels and stars—or of Israel seems to

be decided by the fact that the use of the word in the

plural is generally in connection with the armies of

Israel (cf. Ex. vii. 4); in Ps. Ixviii. 13; Jer. iii. 19

the reference is to ^e armies of the nations (when
the heavenly hosts are meant, the singular is every-

where used, cf. Ps. ciii. 21, cxlviii. 2

Earlier amended text). This conclusion is

Usage; supported by I Sam. xvii. 45, cf. verses

Israel's 26, 36; by the fact that Israel's wars
War Hosts, are Yahweh's (Num. xxi. 14; I Sam.

XXV. 28) ; and by the fact that Yahweh
is the leader of the Israelitic armies (II Sam. v. 24;

Isa. xiii. 4; in Joel iv. 11 it is doubtful whether the

reference is to heavenly armies). A question of

interpretation is raised by Ps. xxiv. 10, cf. verse 8
and I Sam. xvii. 45; the fact that verses 7-10 were
chanted on the occasion of the bringing of the ark

into the sanctiiary makes it preferable to construe

"the Lord of hosts" of this passage also with refer-

ence to the Hebrew armies. A similar line of

reasoning is reached in connection with I Sam. i. 3,

iv. 3 sqq., where the ark is designated as belonging

to "the iord of hosts"; of especial weight in this

relation is II Sam. vi. 2. In this last case the for-

mula in the latter part of the verse simply shows
that the person or thing mentioned is in a relation of

subordination to the person bearing the name (cf.

Isa. iv. 1, briii. 19), which subordination involves

the claim to protection (Jer. xiv. 9). As the name
of Yahweh is " called" over Jerusalem (Jer. xxv. 29)

and the temple (I Kings viii. 43) to indicate the

closeness of relations with Yahweh, so the ark in

Q Sam. vi. 2 is called by Yabweh's came to show

its close connection with Um. The same re-

lationship of the ark with Yahweh as the leader

of the hosts of Israel appears in the early passage

Num. X. 35-36; cf. xiv. 44; Josh. vi. 4 sqq.; II

Sam. xi. 11, xv. 24 sqq. The general tenor of the

passages considered is to show that the expression

"Lord of hosts" recalled Yahweh as the leader of

the Israelitic battle array.

While this is so and while it appears to be the
consistent usage in the Old Testament, it is a ques-

tion whether it represents the original usage. An
examination is the more necessary in

Objections, view of the absence of the article in

some cases and of the use of the pluraL

It was advanced by Delitzsch as an objection to the

view here stated that in this case the expression

would have been expected in the Pentateuch inas-

much as in twenty cases the formula "hosts of

Israel" is foimd. But it was pointed out by A.
Klostermann (Geschichle des Volkea Israel, p. 76,

Munich, 1896) that "Lord of hosts" waa evidently

cast out of Joshua in the process of editing (in Josh,

vi. 17 the Septuagint still reads it, and Josh. xi. 11,

13 probably had it) at a time when the formula re-

called the hosts of heaven (as objects of idolatry).

Borchert attempted to show that zaba* did not
designate "hosts of war" but mere population; in

this he overlooked that in P at least (Num. ii.) the

conception is that of a warlike host from which the

Levites were excluded aa not subject to warlike

levies. A more difiBcult objection to meet is the one
that if " Lord of hosts " originally designated the war
god as the leader of Israel's hosts, this expression

should be more frequent in this sense in the earlier

prophecies. Passages which raise a doubt are Amos
iii. 13, V. 16, 27, vi. 8, 14 where the "I^ord of hosts"

threatens Israel, and Isa. i. 24, ii. 1, 12, 15, and the

like, where classes or individuab are imder menace.
Another class of passages is that in which the idea

of world rulership is inherent, such as U Kings
xix. 31; Isa. ix. 7, x. 16, 24, 26, 33, and similar

passages. Sometimes the phrase denotes simply

"the sublime" and is equivalent to "the Holy
One" (Isa. vi. 5, viii. 13, xviii. 7, Ii. 15; Amos. iv.

13). But since the activities of the divine absolute-

ness or holiness are related to his plans for Israel,

Yahweh zebaothf "Yahweh of hosts," may designate

without special emphasis Israel's God and king, as

is shown by the numerous cases in which the ex-

pression is fo\md either in apposition or parallelism

with "God of Israel" or like expressions. The op-

position between prophetic usage and the fimda-

mental thought of the idea of God as leader in battle

is by many conmientators set aside by the concep-

tion of a transformation in the course of centuries;

i.e., the earthly hosts give way in the enlarging con-

ceptions to heavenly hosts, whether of stars or

angels or other heavenly powers. The transfonna*

tion of the idea of hosts from heaven to earth is

evident; but the passages give ground for debate

whether the heavenly hosts were angels or stars.

For the former make such passages as Josh. v. 13

sqq.; II Kings vi. 17; Isa. xxiv. 21; I Kings xxii.

19; Dan. vii. 10. Yet frequently "host of heaven"
represents in part the objects of idolatrous worship
(Deiut )Vh 19} U KiagB wfL 16; Jbr. vjiiw 2$
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Zeph. i. 5), in part the monuments of God's creative

omnipotence (Gen. ii. 1; Isa. zzziv. 4; Jer.

zzxiii. 22). In this line of reasoning the mistake
has been made sometimes of noting Uie fact of the
use of the singular "host of heaven" and ignoring

the use of zdnioth (plural) to designate earthly hosts
where "of heaven" is omitted. Another difficulty

is that if Yahweh i^ebaoth originally designated the
war god of Israel as represented by the ark, this

connection could not have been so whoUy for-

gotten by the time of Isaiah as to be entirely

absent.

It is not a chance that just this designation is

used by Isaiah in the trisagion (Isa. vi. 3). Though
Isaiah was still conscious of the connection of

Yahweh tebaoth with the ark, yet the reference of

eebaoth to the hosts of Israel alone was still incon-

ceivable. The solution of these difficulties has been
sought by considering that the phrase

Solution as referring to the Qod represented by
Indicated the ark had also another designation

by Isaiah, than "earthly hosts," a meaning to

us imknown but of which the prophets

had a clear consciousness. The expression may
have been transferred from some other deity to
Yahweh, the original sense lost, and the epithet

avoided by the older writers. But Isaiah, e.g., could
not have used the phrase so purposely and wHh such
solemnity without a definite conception of its con-
tent, and this, too, as warranted by its original

meaning, even though he deepened and extended
this. And this latter would be helped by the fact

that since Solomon's time the ark had receded from
observation by remaining in the Holy of Holies,

and had come to be regarded as something fearful,

unapproachable, and supremely holy. After Isaiah

had so stamped the usage as extended to a trans-

cendental or heavenly host, there could be no reason
why another, such as Jeremiah, should not employ
it for special emphasis. As the original meaning of

the phrase receded in memory, the more would the
conception of Yahweh as leader of angel hosts ap-
pear in expression, and the same would apply to
the connection of ^^eibaoth with the stars. Thus
"Yahweh of hosts" came to designate the world
creator and world ruler. A proof of the transforma-
tion of the word is found in the varied and suc-

cessive translations of the Septuagint, where there

appear kurioa (ho theos) Sabaoth, kwrios (ho theoa)

ton dynamedn (in other translators, kurioa tOn

9braH0n)f ho theoa ho paniokratOr or hwrioa panto-'

kraiOr, " Sabaoth " stands alone as a designation of

God in the Sibylline Books, i. 304, while the Ophitic

Gnostics rn&de Sabaoth one of the planet spirits.

(E. Kautssch.)
Bibuograpbt: F. Delitnofa, in ZeUaehrift far luihsriaeha

TheoloQie und Kirche, 1874, pp. 217 sqq.; E. Schnder, in
JahrbHeher fUr proUatantisdtB Thm^ogU^ 1875, pp. 316
qq.; W. von BAudissin, Stvdien gur •emUuehm Rdioioru-
geaehichU, I 119. Leipsio, 1876; W. H. Kosten. in ThT.,
X (1876), 53 sqq.; H. Sohulti, Old Teatament ThaUoQy, 2
vob., London, 1892; A. Dillmann, ffondbudk der altteata"

mentlichen Tkeologie, pp. 220 sqq., Leipdo, 1895; Borchert,
in T8K, 1896, pp. 619 sqq.; R. Smend. Lthrbveh der aU-
teatamentlichen ReligionaQeBchiehte, pp. 201 sqq., FreibuTK,
1899; M. Lohr, UfUermehunQen Mum Buck i4mo«, pp. 38
qq., Oiessen, 1901; F. Schwally, SmniHache KriagaaUer'
turner, i. 4 sqq.. Leipsie, 1901; B. F. Wwtoott, The Hia-
toric Faith, pp. 21 sqq., London, 1904; H. Qressmann,

Dar UrapruHO dar iaraaUHach-jUdiaehen Eachalologiat pp.
72 iqq., OAttinfan, 1905; W. Hiunmftnn, BrklOrung wm
Pa, »4* PP* 81 aqq.. Dannatadt. 1905; B. Stade, Bib-
Uacha Thaotogie dea A. T., I 73-74, TObingen, 1905; O.
Westphal, in OrianialiacKa Studian sum 70. Otburlalag

r. Ndldakaa, iL 717 aqq., OiesMn, 1906; K. Harti, Ga-
aehiehta dar iaraaliHaehan Raligum, pp. 157 aqq., Stras-

bull, 1907; Zimmem, in Sehiader, KAT, pp. 421, 456;
DB, ii. 203, iii. 137-138. extra vol., pp. 636-«37; EB,
iii. 3328-8330; Vigounmx, DteHonnaire, faae. xxxv.
1288-1289.

SABAS, s(ll><ls: Name of several saints.

1. Palestinian hermit and abbot, and founder of

the order of Sabaites; b. at Mutalasca (Mutala)

near Cssarea, Cappadocia, 439; d. near Jerusalem,

probably on Dec. 5, 531 or 532. At the age of five

his parents took him to Alexandria; at eight, he
renounced the world and entered a monastery; and
at eighteen he began to live as i^ hermit on the south-

em course of the Kedron near the northwest end of

the Dead Sea (the site of the present monastery of

Mar Sabha). There he remained five years, being

a favorite disciple of the abbot £uth3rmius (d. 473).

With the spread of his fame for holiness, he suc-

ceeded in founding a laura with the rule of St. Basil,

which was the first of many. In 491 Sabas was or-

dained priest and made exarch of all hermits in

southern Palestine. Such was the honor in which he
was held by the Emperor Anastasius, that his inter-

cession in behalf of Elias, bishop of Jerusalem, was
received. Though Elias was forced into exile in

517, his successor, Johannes, was induced by Sabas
to anathematise all opponents of the Council of

Chalcedon, especially the Origenistic monks.
In art Sabas is represented with an apple, since he

refused to eat that fruit on account of its part in

the fall of man. He is likewise sometimes repre-

sented with lions, in allusion to his hermit life in a
cave. His order, the Sabaites, never spread beyond
Palestine. Their habit was a yeUowish-brown

mantle, with a black scapular.

8. Ciothic martyr; drowned in the Musaeus (a

tributary of the Danube) about 372. He is said to

have been horribly tortured by the Visigothic King
Athanaric (or Athanarid), and the account of his

death is contained in a letter from the Christian

Ck>ths to the Church of Cappadocia, to which the

Roman prefect Soranus is said to have sent his

remains at the request of Basil the Great.

8. Ck>thic martyr, put to death at Rome during

the reign (d Aurelian (270-275), together with some
seventy other Christians.

4. Bishop of Paltus in Syria, and an orthodox
del^^te to the synods of Constantinople (448)

and Chalcedon (451).

5. The surname of a hermit named Julianus, who
lived in the fourth century in a cave near Edessa,

and was distinguished for his anti-Arian orthodoxy
and for his miracles. (O. ZdCKLERf.)

Bibuoorapbt: On 1: the VUa by Cyrfl of ScythopoUa, in

J. B. Ck>teleriu8, MonumerUa aocUaia Orcsea, iii. 220-376,
Paris, 1686; A. H. Hore, Bighiaen Cantwiea of the Ortho-

dox Grade Church, pp. 285-286, New York. 1899; F. Die-
kamp. Die origaniatiachen StraUigkaiien tm 0. JahrhvndarU
pp. 5 iqq.. Monster, 1899; Ceillier, Auteura aaeria, x. 750,

zL 274-277, 882, xiv. 268; Neander, Chridian Church,
ii 271, 764; DCB, iv. 566-567. On 2: ASB, April, iL

88-90; Tomaecheek, in the Sittungd>ariehU of the Vienna
Academy, 1881-82, pp. 437-492; C. A. Soott, UlfOaa,
ApoalU of tha Gotha, p. 90, London, 1885. On 3: ASB,
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Apr., iii. 201. On 4: H. Le Quioi, Orima CMtUanuat
ii. 799. Paris. 1740; Harduin. ConcUia, iL 138. 170. 370.
On 5: ASB„ Oct 18.

8ABATIER, sd-ba-ty^', CHARLBS PAUL MARIE:
French Protestant; b. at St. Michael-de-Chabrilla-

noux, a village in the department of Ard6che, Aug.
3, 1858. He was educated at the lyceums of Besan-
9on and LiUe and in the theologiciU department of

the University (d Paris, from which he was grad-

uated in 1885. He was then vicar of the Protestant

Chiu*ch of St. Nicholas at Strasbuig, but was ex-

pelled from Germany because he declined to accept

a position which would oblige him to become a
German citixen. He then returned to France and
was for five years (1889-04) pastor at St. Ci^rge-la-

Serre, Arddche, when he was obliged by ill-health to

retire from the ministry. After that time he de-

voted himself entirely to historical and theological

studies. In 1902 he founded at Assisi, Italy, the

Soci^t^ Internationale des Etudes franciscaines. In
1898 he was created an honorary citizen of Assisi

in recognition of his studies of the life of St. Francis

of Assisi (an honor previously conferred only on
Craribaldi) and in the following year was elected a
member of the Accademia dei Lincei, Rome. He
has edited La Didachh des dovze apdtrea (Paris,

1885); Speculum perfecHoni8f eeu SancH Francieci

Aasiaiensia legenda anHquisHma, auctorefratre Leone

(1898); Frairis Francieci BarthMi de Aesisio

inctahie de Indulgeniia Sanctce Maria de Portiun'

cula (1900); Aciue SancH Francieci et eeniarum
ejue (1902); Floretttm SancU Francieci Aseieieneis,

liber aureus qui Italice dicitur, /. FioretH diSan Fran-
ceecOf and the periodical Opuaculea de critique kis'

torique, which he founded in 1904. He discovered

in May, 1901, at Capestrane in the Abnusi the

long-lost manuscript of the Franciscan Regula
OfUiqua tertii ordiniSf which he edited at Paris in

1901. As independent works he has written Vie de

St, Frangoie d^Aesiee (Paris, 1893; Eng. transl.

by L. S. Houghton, New York, 1894; this work has
been translated into the principal European lan-

guages); A propos de la e^paraHon dee igliees et

de Vaat (1905; Eng. transl., DieesUMiehment in

France, by Robert Dell, London, 1906); Lettre

auverte d . . . (e cardinal Gibbons . . . sur la sipor

ration des igliees et de Vital en France (1907); Mod-
ernism (London, 1908; Jowett Lectures); and Les
Modemistes, Notes d^kistoire religieuse contemporaine

(Paris, 1909).

SABATIER, LOUIS AnonST: French Protestant;

b. at Vallon (95 m. n.w. of Marseilles) Oct. 22, 1839;

d. at Paris Apr. 12, 1901. He was educated at the
college of MontpeUier and at Montauban, and also

studied for a time at Basel, TObingen, and Heidel-

berg. After being an agent of the Soci4t6 centrale

protestante d'^vang^lisation at Aubenas, he was
appointed, in 1870, professor of Reformed dog-
matics at the University of Strasburg. On the out-

break of the Franco-Prussian war, however, hehelped
to organise a Protestant ambulance service which
accompanied the Army of the Loire; and declining

a professorship proffered him at Strasburg by the
German government, and otherwise manifesting his

hostility to the new regime, he was ordered to teave

the city. He went to Paris, where he became secre-

tary (^ the £oole libre des sciences religieuses,

seeking meanwhile to replace Strasburg by a
theological faculty to be affiliated with the Sor-

bonne. Declining a call to Lausanne, he supported
himself chiefly by journalism; but in 1877 he saw
his hopes fulfilled when the theological faculty of

Strasburg was transferred to Paris and he again as-

sumed the chair of Reformed dogmatics. Later

he became associate director of the section for the

history of religion at the £cole des hautes etudes,

and in 1895 was made dean of the theological

faculty.

The initial point of view of Sabatier was that of

entire orthodoxy; but the lifelong problem which
he set himself, the reconciliation of faith with
science, led him further and further away from
orthodox tenets. As early at 1880 he adopted the
methods of historical criticism, and his conclusions

were such as to lead him to abandon the teaching of

the Church not only concerning the person and the
work of Christ, but also with regard to the remaining
positions of orthodox dogma. To Sabatier religion

owed its origin to the desire of man to reconcile the
antinomy between his empirical and his ideal ego,

and thus became the spiritual aspect of the instinct

of self-preservation. In the religious evolution of

the race revelation has passed through three

stages: mythological (paganism), dogmatic (Ro-
man Catholic and Protestant), and critical or

psychological, the latter alone at once satisfying

the requirements of piety and criticism. Such rev-

elation is essentially spiritual and progressive,

though always subject to the limits of hiunan
subjectivity. Religious sources and standards thus
need constant revision on the basis of personal

experience.

The culmination of religious development, ac-

cording to Sabatier, is Christianity, the cardinal

principle ci which is to be a child of God, historically

assured to man in the person of Jesus, in whom was
first realized the divine revelation which has since

been repeated as the experience of the pious Chris-

tian. This principle can not be overthrown by
scientific criticism, since it is raised above the means
and methods of historical criticism in virtue of

being personal experience. Yet theology can not
dispense with criticism, the fimction of which is to

strip temporary and chance elements from the

absolute principle, and thus to render possible an
ever purer realiisation of Christian piety. This
process of continual revision is the task of dogmatics,

its subject matter being primarily the creeds, which,

in the evolution of religion, become obsolete, lose

their practical meanings, and become mere for-

mulas. The function of Protestant dogmatics ac-

cordingly lies in the choice of such creeds as shall

correspond to the requirements of the soul and shall

harmonise with the religious consciousness.

Sabatier's works, received in Germany with com-
parative coolness, were enthusiastically welcomed
in France; a section of French Roman Catholicism

received a new impulse; and his books appealed to

the general Protestant public, and even to circles

which had broken with all religion. He was essen-

tially a representative of the modem type of theo-
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logian, yet free from all factionalism, and anxious

to construct and reconcile rather than to destroy

and alienate. In his RelijUma oj AiUhority he de-

clared that his object was '^ to reconcile all that is

eternal in the Christian faith with the most rigid

demands of the scientific spirit."

His principal writings aro CJ3 follows: Le TSmoiffnage de
Jiaut^hrui attr aa perwnne (Paris, 1863); Bwai tur lea

aovrcea delaviede Jiaua (186C) ; j ohannia cjongdium acxtdo
ineunte aecundo in eccUsia ja:n (xdftdaae demonstratvr (1860);

JUua de Nazarct\ (18G7); VApdtre i*axd (1870. 3d ed..

1890; Eng. -ransl., The Apostle Paul, London. 1801);
OuUlav.ie le tacitume (1872); De I'infiuence dea femmea
atar la lUUratwre firancaiae (1873) ; Rapport aur lea dangera

qui merutcerU Vtgliae riformle el lea moyena de rUablir

la paix dana aon aein (1870); Le Canon du Nouveau
Teatament (1877); De Veaprit thSologique (1878); Mimoir
axo" la notice kibratque de Veaprit (1879); Lea Originea lit-

tirairea de VApocalypse ile Saint-Jean (1883); La Vie in-

time dea dogmea (1800); Eaaa., d'une thiorie critiqtie de la

eonnaiaaance rdigieiiae (18t.3); j.aquisse d'une phOoaophie
de la relijion d'apr^ la paycliohgie et Vl.iatoire (1807; partial

Eng. transl.. OuUinea oj a Philoaoph'j oJ Rdijion baaed on Pay-
eholoffy ana Hiatorj, London. 1897, new ed., 1002); La Re-
ligion et la culture modeme (1897); The Vitality of Christian

Dogmaa ana their Power oj Evolution: a Ltudy in Religioua

Philoaophy (London. 1803); La Critique biblique et Vhia-

toire dea rdijiona (Paris, 1901); ^ai Doctrine de Vexpiation
et aon ivolution hiatoriquc (1003; Eng. transl., Doctrine of
the Atonement and ita Historical Evolution; Rd^jion and
Modem Culture, London, 1004); and the posthumous Lea
Rdigiona d*dutorit4 et la religion de Veaprit (1003; En^.
transl., Rdigiona of Authority and Rdioiona of the Spirit,

wUh Memoir ... by Jean R^villc. London, 1004).

(EUGEN LaCHENMANN.)
Bibuograpbt: On Sabatier's philosophy and theology con-

sult: E. Mto6goz, Publicationa diveraea aur le fidHame et

aon application a Venaeignement chritien traditionnd, Paris,

1000; idem. La Thiologie d'Auguate Sabaticr, ib. 1001;

idem, Le FidHame d la notion de la foi, ib. 1005; Riemers,
Hd Sjfmbolofideiame. Beachrijving en ImtiacJie Beachour

vino, Rotterdam, 1900; G. Lascli, Die T^^eologie der
Pariaer Schule, Characteridik und Kriti^: dea S'jinbolo-

Fideiamua, Berlin, 1001 Vv. Ward, Auguste Sabattcr and
New.: urn, in Fortnightly Review, Ixxv (1001), 808 sqq.;

J. Berthoud, Auguatc Sabatter ct ScfUeiermacher, Geneva,
1002. On the life consult, j. Vienot, F. Puaux, J. E.
Robert/, and H. Monnier Av.juMe Sabaticr, aa vie, aa
penaie, d aea trauiaiu, Paris, 10j3; J. Pdddser", Souvenira
d Hudea, Paris, 18^; dem Cinquant ar^ ae aouvenira

rdigieux d eccUaicdiquea 1830-80, ib. 1896! id^, Aur
guate Sabatter, aimplea aouvenira, Alen^on, 1904; i'. Cha-
ponni^re, Le Projeaseitr Auguate Sabatier. Pario, 1002;
L. S. Houghton, in Rejormea Church Review, (1904).

523 sqq H. Dartigue. Auffuate Sabatier, critique litiiraxre,

Pktfis. 1010.

SABDATARIANS. See Adventists, § 2; Bap-
tists, II., 4 (b); Communism, Ii., § 5.

SABBATH: The seventh day of the week, ob-
served as a holy day by the Jews. The command to

hallow each seventh day as the sabbath of Yahweh
by reframmg from aU work (Ex. xx. 8-11; Deut.
V. 12-15) is the only one ui the Decalogue which
refers to ritual. The sanctity of the sabbath z

stressed m the book of the covenant
Data of and the holiness code (Ex. xxiii.

the Old 12, xxxi. 13 sqq.. xxxiv. 21; Lev.
Testament xix. 3, 30, xxiii. 3, xxiv. 8; cf.

xxvi. 34-35, 43): and the priest code
also forbids the lighting of a fire on the sab-

bath (Ex. XXXV. 3), while t?ie account of the
manna in Ex. xvi. 22 sqq., evidently implies that
the institution of the sabbath had long been known.
The necessity of hallowing the sabbath is further

cmphasijEed by the event narrated in Num. xv.

32-36. The proper offerings for the sabbath are

enumerated in Num. xxviii. 9-10; and the holiness

code (Lev. xxiv. 8) adds that fresh showbread was to

be placed in the tabernacle on the sabbath. From II

Kings iv. 23 it is evident that the pious were accus-

tomed to visit prophets on the sabbath, doubtlessly

to hear the word of God ; and in the regal period two-

thirds of the royal body-guard were on watch at the

Temple on the sabbath, and one-third at the palace,

since on that day the concourse of worshipers was
especially large (II Kings xi. 5 sqq.). The meaning
of the "covert for the sabbath" mentioned in II

Kings xvi. 18 is unknown, neither the supposition

that it was a covered way for the king to pass from
the palace to the Temple nor the hypothesis that it

was a covered place built in the Temple for the king

to take part in the sabbath services being plausible.

The last general event narrated in the Old Testa-

ment concerning the sabbath is the suppression of

traffic on that day by Nehemiah (Neh. x. 32, xiii.

15 sqq.). The earlier prophets mention the sab-

bath three times. Amos viii. 4-5 shows that in the

northern kingdom of the eighth century traffic was
forbidden on the sabbath and on the dayB of the new
moon. According to Hos. ii. 13 the sabbath was a
day of rejoicing, and it is also clear from Isa. i. 13-14

that it was a festival of Yahweh, on which the people

assembled at the Temple and offered sacrifices.

Jeremiah's exhortation to keep the sabbath (Jer.

xvii. 19 sqq.) is held by many to be a late addition,

but the only basis for this assumption—^the theory

that such a speech could have been delivered only in

the time of Nehemiah, while Jeremiah himself was
opposed to all ritual—is entirely inadequate. Jere-

miah certainly had the Decalogue before his eyes

when he condemned the violation of the sabbath,

and the sabbath laws of the Pentateuch were already

ancient in Jeremiah's day. His language should be
understood in the light of the utterances of his con-

temporary, Ezekiel, who charged Israel and Judah
with having desecrated the sabbath (Ezek. xxii. 8,

xxiii. 38), and also severely condemned the elders of

Israel who, while wandering in the wilderness, broke

the sabbath laws given by Yahweh when he led

them out of Egypt (Ezek. xx. 10 sqq.). Since the

Pentateuch does not record a profanation of the

sabbath in the wilderness, accoimts of the events

during the thirty-eight years of wandering after the

Israelites left Sinai would seem to have existed in

the time of Jeremiah and Ezekiel which are no
longer extant. Ezekiel describes the sabbath as

a sign of the sanctification of Israel by Yahweh
(Ezek. XX. 12, 20), a concept found by him in Ex.
xxxi. 13, 17, the hypothesis that the Pentateuchal

law in question is later than Ezekiel being \mtenable.

It is also evident that by the time of Ezekiel the sab-

bath had long been distmctively a day of rest, and
there is no reason to suppose that either he or his

contemporarieo made the requirements for its ob-

servation more rigid tlian they had previously been.

The Deutero-Isaiah likewise mentions the sabbath.

He is blessed who keeps the sabbath holy (Isa. Ivi.

2), while one of the indispensable conditions of

securing the divine favor fs maintaining the sanct'ty

of the sabbath as a day of rest and one sacred to

Yahweh (Isa. Iviii. 13-14): and, finally, in the
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future reign of the Lord all flesh shall come on each

sabbath and each new moon to worship Yahweh
(Isa. Ixvi. 23). Turning to the Hagiographa, the

books of Chronicles, besides their parallel reference

to II Kings xi. 5 sqq. ( II Chron. xxiii. 1 8qq.)> con-

tain a number of allusions to the showbread that

was to be placed in the sanctuary on sabbaths and
new moons (I Chron. ix. 32, xxiii. 31; II Chron. ii.

3, viii. 13, xxxi. 3) ; in the Psalms the only reference

to the sabbath is the heading of Ps. xcii.; and Lam.
ii. 6 mourns that Yahweh has caused feast-day and
sabbath to be forgotten in Zion.

The Old Testament frequently mentions the

sabbath in connection with the new moon
(Amos. viii. 5; Isa. i. 13, Ixvi. 23; Ezek. xlvi. 1,

3;. II Kings iv. 23; II Chron. ii. 3) and also in con-

nection with both new moon and feast (Hos. ii.

13; Ezek. xlv. 17; Neh. x. 34), but in none of

these passages is there the slightest implication that

the sabbath was connected in any way
Observance with the moon, particularly (in con-

in Old- tradistinction to the new moon) with

Testament the full moon. This statement is

Times, decisively confirmed by the command-
ments regarding the sabbath (Ex. xx.

9-11, xxiii. 12, xxxiv. 21; Deut. v. 12-15), espe-

cially as there is no reason to suppose the Decalogue

to be later than Ezekiel, or ijie other sabbatical

commandments to be post-exilic. The character

of the day clearly remained practicaUy the same
from the time of Moses—a day of gladness, sacred

to Yahweh, marked by offering of sacrifice, listening

to the discourses of prophets, visiting the sanc-

tuary, and cessation of all ordinary toil. The true

reason for the coUocation of sabbaths and new
moons in the Old Testament seems to be that they

were recurrent throughout the year, whereas the

other feasts occurred but once annually. While,

however, the sabbath thus retained its original char-

acter throughout the period between Moses and
Christ, the views concerning its proper mode of ob-

servance apparently changed. It was indeed held

that all work, except what was absolutely necessary

for daily life, should cease on that day, but the

precise scope of these limitations received varying

interpretations. Although exact details are un-

obtainable, it is evident from the words of Jeremiah
and Ezekiel that those Israehtes who were little in-

clined to obey the law had almost wholly secularized

the sabbath, especially in troublous times. It is

equally impossible to ascertain the precise require-

ments laid down for the proper observance of the

day, but it is at least clear that the priestly class was
particularly firm in its demand for the hallowing of

the sabbath and that the rules laid down gradually

increased in strictness.

Two opinions as to the origin of the sabbath were
formerly held—one, that God commanded man to

rest as he himself had done after creating the

world, and that Moses revived the still

Origin lingering observance of the command;
of the the other, that the ordinance was

Sabbath, originated by Moses, both views being

based on the allusions to the sabbath

in Ex. xvi. 22 sqq. It is now held by many that the

sabbath is Babylonian in origin, though received by

the Jews immediately from the Canaanitee; while

another hypothesis maintains that the sabbath rep-

resents a moon-feast of the nomadic ancestors of the

Israelites. The Canaanitic and nomadic theories are

both imdemonstrable and unnecessary, but with the

relation between the Jewish and the Babylonian sab-
bath the problem is more complex. The cimeiform
inscriptions contain two equations of importance
in this connection, shabattu *" " day of appeasing the

heart (of the gods)," also shabaUu =- " fifteenth day."

Consequently the Babylonian sabbath was a day
of penance, and the middle of the Babylonian
month. It has also been held that the seventh,

fourteenth, twenty-first, and twenty-eighth days
of the month, designated as ill-omened, were the

Babylonian sabbaths; but for this argument there

is no evidence, and it must accordingly be assumed
that the fifteenth day of each month was the sabbath
of the Babylonians. This day was reckoned that

of the full moon, but since the Hebrew sabbath was
not connected with the full moon and was a day of

gladness, not of penance, and since the Babylonians

had no week of seven days, the assumption that

the Hebrews borrowed the sabbath from the Baby-
lonians lacks all foundation. At the same time there

is a certain connection between the Hebrew sab-

bath and the Babylonian BhabaUu, since the root

of both means "cease, end." A number of other

et3anologies have been proposed, as from Babylonian

shaba^Uf " to strike " (the day of striking the breast),

or shapatu, "to judge" (the day of legal de-

cisions), as a Sumerian word, as an Arabic word
shabcUf "seat" (the alleged pause of the moon at

each of its four phases), and as denoting the "per-

fect moon" (although shabbcUh never means "to
be perfect"), but none of these is satisfactory.

Both the Hebrew shabbath and the Babylonian sha-

battu must, therefore, mean "rest," and while there

is no evidence that the Babylonian sabbath was
such a day of rest, it can not be demonstrated that

the Babylonian here preserved the original character

of the day. The reverse would seem to be the case,

especially as the Hebrew sabbath was so much more
important than the Babylonian. The reason for

resting on the sabbath (according to Ex. xx. 10,

xxxi. 15; cf. Lev. xix. 3, 30, xxiii. 3, xxvi. 2; Deut.

V, 14) is that the day belongs to Yahweh, so that

men may not use it for their own purposes. Ex.

xxiii. 12 extends its beneficent effects to dependents

and cattle (cf. Deut. v. 14-15). The cause of the

special sanctity of the sabbath is that on it Yahweh
rested after the six days' work of creation (Gen. ii.

2-3; Ex. XX. 11, xxxi. 17). The association of sab-

bath rest with the account of creation must have
been very ancient among the Hebrews, and :t is

noteworthy that no other Semitic peoples, even the

Babylonians, have any tradition of the creation in

six days. It would appear that the primitive Sem-
ites had four chief moon-days, probab

eighth, fifteenth, and twenty-second of (

called sabbaths from the fact that there

ency to end work before them so that

be celebrated joyfully. Among the 1

these seventh days through astrologi

tions became ill-omened, while the

the middle of the month was made
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propitiation, and its name was construed as mean- •

ing'' the day for ending the wrath of the gods." The
Israelites, on the other hand, made the sabbaths the

feasts of a living and holy God. The work (d man
became symbolic c^ the work of God, and hiunan rest

c^ divine rest, so that the sabbaths became pre-

eminently da3rs of rest. Since, moreover, the limar

month had twenty-nine or thirty days, the normal
lapse of time between sabbaths was six days, al-

though sometimes seven or eight; and six working

days were accordingly assigned to the creation,

wldch was to furnish a prototype for human life.

The connection of the sabbath with the lunar phases,

however, was discarded by the Israelites, who did

not worship the moon, and the weeks were accord-

ingly divorced from the days of the months and were
made to follow in succession throughout the year,

a more regular correspondence with the week of

creation being thus secured. The first lunar day,

however, or the day of new moon, retained, although

no longer called sabbath, somewhat of its sabbatical

character, so that in the Old Testament it fre-

quently appears as a pendant of the sabbath (see

Feasts and Festivaia, I., {2; Moon, Hebrew
Conceptions of the, § 4).

After the exile the observance of the sabbath was
made extremely rigid and in the Maccabean period a
large number of ultra-orthodox Jews were killed,

together with their wives and children,

Later on the sabbath day, on which they

Jewish would offer no resistance (I Mace. ii.

Develop- 27sqq.; Josephus, ArU., XII., vi. 2-3).

ment Later, however, the Jews considered it

lawful to defend themselves on the

sabbath, though not to take the offensive (I. Mace,

ii. 39-41; II. Mace. viii. 26; Josephus, Ant,, XIV.,
iv. 2). Thirty-nine principal forms of work, to-

gether with many minor varieties, came to be for-

bidden on the sabbath. On the other hand, the

work involved in the ritual of the Temple and cir-

cumcision was permitted (Matt. xii. 5; John vii.

22-23); assistance might be given to a woman in

childbirth and also to the sick if in danger of death;

and Matt. xii. 11 states that it was lawful to rescue

a sheep from a pit on the sabbath, though this is

denied by the Tabnud. On the basis of Ex. xvi. 29,

combined with Num. xxxv. 5 and Josh. iii. 4, more
than a "sabbath day's journey'' (2,000 cubits) was
forbidden on the sabbath. Nevertheless, the sab-

bath remained a day of joy among the Jews, and the

eating of three hearty meals on that day was en-

joined. The sabbath feasts of the Jews accordingly

became widely known, although not without receiv-

ing mocking criticism, as from Juvenal ("Satires,"

xiv. 96-106), Persius (v. 184), and Martial (iv.

417), while Seneca {Opera, ed. F. Hasse, iii.

427, Leipsic 1863) lamented that a seventh

part of life should thus be wasted. Despite this

the Jews were imitated by many pagans, so that

Josephus could say (Apion, ii. 40): '* There is not

any city of the Grecians, nor any of the barbarians,

nor any nation whatsoever, whither our custom of

resting on the seventh day hath not come.''

(W. LoTJS.)

Bibliogbapht: J. Spencer, Dc legtbua HebrtBorum ritualibttr,

2 vols., Cambridge, 1727,- F. W. Farrar, Life of Christ,

I 874 sqq.. 430-443. iL 83. 113 eqq.. London. IStii ed..
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iL 63-«2. 182. 774 eqq.. London, 1883; W. Lots.

QumdionM de MiUnia SabbaH, Leipsic. 1883; L. Thomas,
Le Jour du •eicneur, 2 vols., Paris, 1892-93; A. H. Sayoe,

Verdid of tke * Hioher Critieirm * and ths MonummU,
pp. 76 sqq.. London. 1894; H. Gunkel. Schdpfvno vnd
Chaos, GAttincea, 1895; M. Jastrow, in AJT, 1898, pp.

315^52; C. H. W. Johns, Auyrian Deeds and DoeumenU,
London. 1898; C. H. Toy, in JBL, 1899, pp. 191-193;

W. Riedel. AlUeslamentliche Untersuehttnoen, pp. 74-89,

Leipsic. 1902; F. Bohn, Der Sabbat im Alien Testament^

GQtenloh, 1903; D. Nielsen, Die altarabische Mondre-
lioum, pp. 63 sqq., Strasbius. 1904; Pariches, in PSBA,
1904, pp. 61-66; Zimmem, in ZDMO, 1904. pp. 199 sqq.,

468 sqq.; F. Delitssoh, Babel and Bibel, L 62-65. Leipsic,

1905; J. Meinhold, Sabbat und Woche im A. 7*., G6ttinseci,

1905; H. Winckler, Relioionsoeschichtiieher und oeaehieht-

licher Orient, pp. 58 sqq.. Leipsic, 1906; J. Hehn, Si^bet^

sahl und Sabbat bei den Babyloniem und im AUen Testament,

Leipsic, 1907; C. F. Kent, Student's Old Testament, iv.,

f 217, pp. 263-265, New Yoric, 1907; G. Beer. Schabbath,

TQbingen, 1908; Schflrer, Oeschiehte, ii. 450-459, 470-
478, 491-493 et passim, En«. transl., II., iL 75-^, 96-
105, 120-122. et passim; Schrader. KAT, pp. 592-694;
Nowack. ArehOolooie, ii. 140 sqq.; Bensineer. AnMotogie,
pp. 389-391; DB, iv. 317-^23; SB, iv. 4173-60; JB, x.

587-602; DCG, ii. 540-642; Vigouioux. Dieiiannaure,

fasc. zxzv.. oob. 1291-1306. Also of. the literature

under Sunday.

SABBATH DAY'S JOURNEY. See Weights and
Measures, Hebrew.

SABBATH LAWS. See Sunday, II.

SABBATICAL YEAR AND YEAR OF JUBILEE:
The seventh and fiftieth year respectively, connected

with the idea of the Sabbath (q.v.) among the

ancient Hebrews and associated with religious

usages. The Book of the Covenant directs (Ex. xxL
2) tiiat a slave of Hebrew descent be set free in the

seventh year of his servitude, and Deut. xv. 12

extends this requirement to Hebrew female slaves

as well. It is evident that this year was connected

with the sabbath, although as yet there was
no reference to a year which should possess a sab-

batical character throughout the coimtry. The
Book of the Covenant (Ex. xxiii. 10-11) requires

tillage and harvesting for six years, while in the

seventh year the land was to Ue fallow and what
grew spontaneously was to be left for the poor and
wild beasts (see also Lev. xxv. 1-7). Although the

context (v. 12) clearly shows that the rest of the

land should be analogous to that of the sabbath,

there is no implication even here of a sabbatical year
for the whole country. Deut. xv. 1 sqq. further

required a release from all indebtedness of one Is-

raelite to another every seventh year, the passage

in question implying that the "year of release'' was
observed in the whole co\mtry (cf. also Deut. xxxL
10). These debts were to be remitted each seventh

year, not after the lapse of six years from their con-

traction (cf . Deut. XV. 9) ; but since a year was re-

quired for the release in question, although the ac-

tual remission might be made in a single day, it

would seem that the "release" was not a remission

of the debt but merely a cessation of requests for

payment during the year. Since the Deuteronomic
law for the manumission of slaves after six years of

bondage immediately follows the requirements

governing the "year of release," it would appear
that this manumission was at least desired in the

"year <tf release." Although it is uncertain when
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and why each seventh year came to be regarded as
a sabbatical year, the basis would seem to have been
the "year of release." According to Jer. xxziv. 8
sqq., there was a general manumission of slaves in

harmony with Deut. zv. 12 during the reign of

Zedeldah, but no certain conclusions can be drawn
from this passage. The sabbatical year was reck-

oned from autumn to autumn, since the land could
not be allowed to begin to lie fallow in the spring,

and this is borne out by the fact that the year of

jubilee, itself in a sense a sabbatical year, was
solemnly announced to begin on the tenth day of

the seventh month (Lev. xxv. 9). Although in the
preexilic period the sabbatical year was only im-
perfectly observed (Lev. xxvi. 34-35, 43; II Qiron.
xxxvi. 21), the Jews imder Ezra and Nehemiah
expressly pledged themselves to keep it (Neh. x. 31),

and it was fully observed in the time of Alexander
the Great, the Hasmoneans, and the Herodians
(I Mace. vi. 49, 53; Joeephus, Ant,, XI., viii. 6,

XIII., viii. 1, XIV., X. 6, xvi. 2, XV., i. 2; War, I.,

ii. 4; Philo, in Eusebius, PrceparcUio evangdica, vii.,

Eng. transl., i. 389-^91, Oxford, 1903; Tacitus,

Hist., v. 4). This observance must, however,
have been extremely difficult, and the Talmud
(S?id>hi*%th, VI., ii. 5-6), on the basis of Lev. xxv.

2, restricted the validity of the law to Palestine.

The law of the year of jubilee foUows that of the
sabbatical year in Lev. xxv. 8 sqq., which enacts
that at the expiration of seven sabbatical years,

i.e., in each fiftieth year, a trumpet should be
sounded throughout the land on the tenth day of

the seventh month, i.e., on the Day of Atonement,
the first day of the year of jubilee. like the sab-

batical year, the year of jubilee was to have no har-

vest reaped in it, but in addition it was a year of

freedom for all the inhabitants of the country.

Each man should return to the property which
he had been obliged to sell; all lands and buildings

sold outside the walled cities were to be held only
imtil the next year of jubilee; and Israelites who
had been forced to sell themselves into bondage
were to be released in the year <rf jubilee (Lev. xxv.
39-55). There is no reason to doubt that the law
of the year of jubilee is preexilic, and it is evidently

a remodeling of an older enactment of uncertain
nature. The precise date of its origin is equally

obscure, though it may be a parallel to the Feast dP

Weeks. There is an obvious allusion to the year
of jubilee in Ezek. xlvi. 16 sqq., and probably in

Isa bd. 1-2. Ezra and Nehemiah, on the other

hand, never mention it, and there is an express

Jewish tradition that after the time of Ezra the year
of jubilee was no long^ observed. (W. Lorz.)

Bibuographt: B. Zuckermaim. Ueb€r Sabbathjahreydua
%md Jobdptriode, Breslau. 1857; C. P. Caspari, Die ga-
tehiehaichm Sabbathjahre, in TSK, 1876. pp. 181-190;
H. Ewald. ATOiquitieM of Israel, pp. 338. 369-372. Boston.
1876; J. Fenton. Early Hebrew Life, pp. 66-74. London.
1880; Scharer. OeachichU, i. 35-37. 214. 258-259.
a. 363, iii. 104-105. Eng. trans!.. I., i. 41-43. 224. 274.
ii. 157. II.. L 362^363. ii. 295; Nowaok. ArehOolooie, ii.

163-165; Bensinger. ArdUkologie, 398; J. Meinhold, Sab-
bat vmd Woche im Alien TeetametU, pp. 21 sqq.. Qdtting-
en. 1905; C. F. Kent. StuderUs' Old Teatament, iv.. ff
223-224. pp. 274-276. New York. 1907; DB, iv. 323-326;
BB, u. 2614-16. JB, x. 605-608. Vigourouz. Diction-
noire, iii. 1753 and fase. zxxv.. cols. 1302-1306; the com-
iDflotaries on the passages cited, and the works on the

theology of the Old Testament (under Bfyt^t/ TBSOir
got).

SABBLUnS, SABELLIANISH. See Monabchi-
ANISM, VI.

SABIANS. SeeMANDEANB.

SABINE, WILLIAM TUFNELL: Reformed Epis-
copal bishop; b. in New York City Oct. 16, 1838.

He was ^udiiated from Columbia University,

(A.B., 1859) and at the General Theological Sem-
inary, New York City (1862), being ordered deacon
in the Protectant Episcopal Qiurch in the same year
and ordained priest in 1863. After being curate

of St George's, New York aty (1862-63), he was
rector of the Church of the Covenant, Philadelphia

(1863-65), and of the Church of the Atonement,
New York City (1866-74). In 1874, on the forma-
tion of the Reformed Episcopal body, he with-

drew from the Protestant Episcopal Chureh, and
from that year to 1907 was pastor of the First Re-
formed Episcopal Chureh, New York City. In 1902
he was elected bishop of the New York and Phila-

delphia Synod of the Reformed Episcopal Chureh.

SABINIAlf, sa'^bin^-an: Pope 604-606. He waa
bom at Volterra (32 m. 8.w. of Florence), Italy,

in the sixth century. Though only a deacon, he waa
elected on Sept. 13, 604, to succeed Gregory I., who
had once sent him as nuncio to Byzantium. The
only known events of his pontificate are his en-

deavors to relieve a severe famine, but even these

efforts do not seem to have saved him from the
hatred of the Roman populace [aroused by his ava-

rice and cruelty to the poor]. (A. Hauck.)

Bibuographt: Souraes are: Liber pontifiealie, ed. L.
Duchesne, 2 vols., Paris, 188(^-02, and ed. T. Mommsen,
in MOH, OeH, ponL Rom., i. 1 (1898). 163; and Paul the
Deacon's Vita Oregorii /.. in MPL, Ixxv. 41 sqq. Con-
sult: R. Bazmann, Die Poliiik der PApete von Oregor I.

frit auf Gregor VII., i. 149, Elberfeld. 1868; F. Qrecor-
ovius, Hitt. of . . . Rome in the Middle Agee, ii. 104-105,
London, 1894; Mann, Popee, L 251-259; Bower, Popee,
L 424-125; Platina, Popee, L 140-141; Biilman, LaHn
Chrietiamty, ii. 262-204.

SABTAH. See Table of thb Nations, { 6.

SACCHONI, sQch-o'nl, RAINERIO: Roman
Catholic inquisitor; d. after 1262. His birthplace

was Piacenza, but nothing is known of his earlyyears.

He joined the Cathari (see New Manicheanb, II.)

and was one of them for seventeen years, attain-

ing the dignity of bishop. He was brought back to

the faith of the Church apparently by the preaching

of Peter c^ Verona (q.v.) and the Dominican Moneta
(d. about 1235). When Peter Blartyr was murdered
at Como in 1252 at the instigation of the Cathari,

Rainerio was appointed in his place as inquisitor in

Lombardy. In 1259, the heretics succeeded in

driving him out of Milan. He had induced Alexan-
der IV. to put under the ban Uberto Pallacino, a
distinguished personage of Milan, who favored the
Cathari. Uberto obtained a decision of the Podesta
banishing Rainerio (Muratori, iScrip(are«, xvi. 662).

The last known of Rainerio is that he was summoned
to Rome on July 31, 1262, by Urban IV. to consult

on important matters. The year of his death is

unknown. Rainerio is important for his account
of the Cathari. His Summa de Chataria et LeaniaHB,
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obviously intended for the information of the In-

quisition, is still the most important source for the

history and doctrines of that obscure sect, though
it no longer exists in its original form. It was firat

published by Gretser (Lti>er contra Waldenses,

Ingolstadt, 1613), but it is doubtful whether other

writings are not included with it; also in E. Martdne
and U. Durand, Theaaurua novum anecdotorum, v.

1775 sqq. (Paris, 1717). (F. Cohrs.)

Bibuoorapbt: J. Qu^tif and J. &hard. ScripUrru ordinis

pradieaiorum, L 154 sqq.. ii. 817, Paris, 1719-21; A.
Touion, H%at» de» hommn iUuatre$ de Vordn de St. D&m-
tnWiM, i. 313 sqq., ib. 1743; J. C. L. Gieaeler. De Rainerii
tumma eomm^ntaUo critica, GOttinsen, 1834; A. W.
Dieokhoff, Die Waldeneer im MittelaUer, pp. 152 sqq., ib.

1851; W. Pracer, GeaehiehU der deutechen Myelik im Mit-
tdaUer, i. 168 sqq.. Leipsie, 1874; H. Reuter, GeaehiehU
der rdiai6un Aufklarung im MiUelalter, ii. 317, Berlin,

1877; K. MQUer, Die Waldeneer, pp. 147-148, Gotha.
1886; KL, x. 1452-53; H. C. Lea, Hiei, of the Inquiaiiion

in the Middle Agee, vol. iL paaum. New York, 1906.

SACHAXJ, sdc'au, EDUARD: Orientalist; b. at

NeumQnster (36 m. n. of Hamburg) July 20, 1845.

In 1869 he became extraordinary professor of Semi-
tic languages at Vienna, and was advanced to

ordinary professor in 1872; went to Berlin as pro-

fessor of oriental languages, 1876; traveled in

Syria and Mesopotamia, 1870-80, and 1897-98;

became director of the oriental seminary at Berlin,

1887; and received civil recognition as counciFor in

1906. He has written or edited: De Aljavaligi

ejusque opere (Halle, 1867); Theodori Mopauesieni

fragmtnta Syriaca (Leipsie, 1869); Inedita Syriaca;

eine Sammlung ayrischen UeberaeUungen von Schrif-

ten griechiacher ProfardUeraJtwr (Vienna, 1870);

The Chronology of Ancient Nationa, An Engliah

Veraion of the Arabic Text of the Athar^ul-bakiya of
AOnruni (London, 1879); Syriach-rdmiachea Rechta-

huch aua dem 5. Jahrhundert (Leipsie, 1880; in col-

laboration with C. G. Bruns) ; Reiae in Syrien und
Meaopotamien (1883); Albirun%*a India (London,

1888); Indo-Arabiache Studien eur Axiaaprache und
Geachichte dea Indiachen in der eraten Hdlfte dea 11,

Jahrhunderta (Berlin, 1888); Muhammedaniachea
ErbrecfU von Zanzibar und Oat-Afrika (1894); Skizxe

dea Fellichi-Dialekta von Moaul (1895); Ueber die

Poeaie in der Volkaaprache der Neatorianer (1896);
Muhammedaniachea Recht nach achafiiHacher Lehre

(1897); Am Euphrat und Tigria, Reiae Notizen

. . . 1897-98 (Leipsie, 1900); Drei aramdiache
Papyrua-Urkunden aua ElefanHne (Berlin, 1908);
and Ibn Saad's Biographien Muhammeda (Leyden,
1908-09); besides a considerable number of smaller

brochures dealing with various inscriptions and
other matters of oriental and Biblical interest.

SACHEVERELL, sa-shev'er-el, HENRY: Church
of England; b. at Marlborough (70 m. w. of Lon-
don), Wiltshire, about 1674; d. at The Grove (13 m.
n.w. of London), Highgate, Middlesex, June 5,

1724. He was graduated at Oxford (B.A.. 1693;
M.A., 1695; B.D., 1707); was senior dean of arts of

Magdalen College, 1708, and bursar in 1709; and was
appointed preacher at St. Saviour's, Southwark, in

1705. In 1700 he preached two sermons which, on
account of their political bearing, gave the gravest
ofifense to the ministry and the majority of parlia-

ment (whigs). He was impeached for libel by the

house of commons; and in 1710 he was convicted by
the peers, and suspended for three years from the

ministry. He was ardently supported, however, by
the tories, the clergy, and the country squires; and
the excitement caused by his trial contributed much
to the defeat of the whigs in the general election of

1710 and the downfall of Sidney Godolphin and his

colleagues. In 1713 he was made rector o( St.

Andrew's, Holbom, in which position he died.

Bibuoorapht: F. Madan, A Bibliography of Dr. Henry
Sacheverell, privately printed, Oxford, 1887 (indiapenaable

for souroes); W. Bisset, The Modem FohoHck, Loodon,
1710 (a violent attack); W. King, VindicaHon of the Rev.

Dr. Henry SacheoertU, ib. 1710 (reply to Bisset); T.
Heame, Remarke and ColUctione, ed. C. E. Doble for Ox-
ford Historical Society, vols, i.-iii. paasim, Oxford, 1885
sqq.; C. A. Lane, lUuatrated Notee on Engliah Church Hia-
tory, pp. 205-206, London, 1892; W. H. Button. 7*^0

Engliah Church . . . {1696-1714), PP. 260-2A2, ib. 1903;
DNB, 1. 80-83 (has reference to scattering notices).

SACHS, sacs, HANS: German Lutheran poet;

b. at Nuremberg Nov. 5, 1494; d. there Jan. 19,

1576. After completing his education at the Latin

school of his native city, he was apprenticed, at the

age of fifteen, to a shoemaker, and during the two
years following received his first in-

His Life, struction in the Meistersinger's art.

After his "wander years" (1511-16),

he returned to his native town, where he henceforth

resided as a shoemaker and poet. His life falls in

the period of Nuremberg's prosperity, and in this

city, the home of wealth, art, and learning, he was
honored as the master and patriarch of the Meister-

singers. The dialect used by him is Bavariim High
German. His first work as a Meistersinger was his

Bui Scheiddied (1513), but his chief activity began
after his return to Nuremberg. At the instance of

his friends, he undertook a complete edition of his

writings (5 vols., Nuremberg, 1558-79, reprinted,

Kempten, 1612-17), which contained 1,462 poems,
though he himself prepared only the first three

volumes. All forms of poetry are represented

—

epic, lyric, didactic, and dramatic—and the themes
are drawn indifferently from sacred and profane

history, legend, descriptions of nature and geog-

raphy, civil and domestic life, events of the author's

own life or the lives of others, and from his own
imagination. The sources which he expressly names
are more than 120, among the more modem being

Boccaccio, S. Brant, Reuchlin, Erasmus, Albenis,

and Agricola.

The first volume of the Nuremberg edition of Hans
Sachs is opened by his Tragedia von der Schdpffung,
Fall und Auatreibung Ada auaa dem Paradeiaaf a
drama with eleven characters and three acts, writ-

ten in 1533. Tlus is followed by a poem on the
children of Eve, based on the writings of Agricola.

The most important poem drawn from
Principal the New Testament is the tragedy of

Poems, the passion with thirty-one characters

and ten acts, written in 1557. The
antagonism between the law and the Gospels is set

forth in the tragedy of the last judgment with
thirty-four characters and seven acts (1558). From
the "golden legend" is drawn Bin Comedi von dem
reichen aterbenden Menachen der Heoaatua genanni

(1549), which treats of a rich man called from the
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joys of life to the divine judgment seat, where,

ahuidoned by his friends, he finds consolation in

faith in the merits of Christ. Besides purely Biblical

narrativei! are foimd legends c^ apostles and mar-
tyrs. In the writings which treat of virtues and
vices there is foimd keen observation, cogent

thought, and well-drawn characters, despite fre-

quent monotony and prolixity. Here mention can

only be made of Daa kUnsUich Frauen Lobj Fama daa

weitfiiegend GerHcht, Die gut und bds Eigenschqft des

Gddest and Kampfgesprdch Xenophontia Pkilosophi

mU Frau Tttgend und Frau Untugend, It is, how-
ever, in the fables, farces, and Shrove Tuesday
plays that Hans Sachs reaches the zenith of his art.

In the farces, 210 in number, the devil and fools are

the principal characters. The devil, however, is

ridiculous rather than dangerous, while the speeches

of the fools contain serious admonitions. Among
these farces allusion may be made to Der Teufd
9ueht ihm eine RuhataU auf Erdeuy Der eigeminnig

Mdneh mU dem WcMerkrug, and Der Einsiedd mit

dem Honigkrug, The Shrove Tuesday plays, of

which the Nuremberg edition contains forty-two,

are essentially dramatised farces, designed, as their

author said, "only for seemly merriment and joy.''

The first of thwe plajrs, Das Hofgesind Veneris

1517), is based on the Tannh&user cycle, and among
the others are Das bds Weib, Derfakrend SchHier im
Paradeiss, Das heiss Eisen, and Daa Weib im Brun-
nen. In regard to religion and the Church, Hans
Sachs was a Christian, almost a Protestant, poet.

Between 1514 and 1518 he wrote eight hymns, in

1525 he issued his Etliche geysdiche in der sckrifft

gegrHnte Liederfiir die layen su singen^ and in 1528

his Dreyizehen Psalmen, his entire contributions of

this character mmibering thirty-five. Many of

these marked distinct changes from the older views,

as when he modified the Sant Christoff du heyliger

man into the Ckriste roarer sun GoUesfron, To the

same category belong the paraphrases of books and
portions of the Bible, as of the Psalter, Ecclesiastes,

Eodesiasdcus, the types of the Old Testament, and
the gospels for Sundays.

Hans Sachs was not only a poet, but a polemist,

and was one of the first and most decided adherents

of the Reformation in Nuremberg. Long an ad-

mirer of Luther, he himself entered the lists against

the Roman Catholic Church with his poem of 700
verses, Die WiUembergisch NachHgaU, die man yetz

h^et aberaU (1523). In 1524 he pubUshed his Vier

Dialogen in Prosa: the disputation between a canon
and a shoemaker; an attack on the

Ant>- outward works and vows of the clergy;

Romanist and two admonitions to the Lutherans
Writingi. themselves against unseemly conduct

and against abuse of their freedom.

He created a sensation in 1527 by publishing, to-

gether with A. Osiander, his. Eyn wunderliche

weyssagung van dem Babstumbf wie es ykm biss an das
endt der tpeU gehen soi, in Ftguren oder gemdl begrif"

fen, a work consisting ot thirty pictures and 150
verses by Hans Sachs. Luther highly approved the

production, but it was suppressed at Nuremberg,
and its author received a sharp warning from the

authorities. Nevertheless, he expressed similar

views two years later m his InhaU tweierlei Predigt,

jede in einer kurzen Summ hegriffen^ in which the

Lutheran doctrine of salvation was set forth in

fifty-five verses, while all the practises of the Roman
Catholic Church were pictured in an equal number
of strophes, the reader being invited, at the close,

to make his choice. To the same category belongs

his Der gut und der bds Hirt (1531), based on John x.,

in which the shepherd with the triple crown enters

the house by the roof, while the good shepherd (the

Lutheran pastor) comes in by the door. Of bitterly

polemic character was the Vergleichung des Babst

mit ChristOf jr paider leben und passion (1551), in

seventy-five verses, and equally virulent was his

Epitaphium Lutheri (1546). Repeatedly in other

poems Hans Sachs assails usages and conditions in

the Roman (Catholic Chimsh of which he dis-

approved. His HeiUum fUr das unfleissige HaushaJr
ten was directed against relics, Der Ketzermeister

mit den viel Kessdsuppen against luxury in monastic
life, and Der Schwank vom verlamen und redeten

Otdden against the pope and indulgences, while

auricular confession, holy water, and monasticism
also came in for a share of his sarcasm. In the

comedy of Die ungleichen Kinder Evd the good
children repeat the Lutheran catechism by heart

and receive all earthly blessings, while idQ bad
answer with nonsense or in terms of atheism and
Roman Catholicism, and are condemned to servi-

tude and wretchedness.

In his lifetime Hans Sachs enjoyed wide esteem.

With the change in poetic structure in the early

seventeenth century, he sank into oblivion, but
was rescued by Goethe and Herder, and since then
he has been recognised as the first poet of the six-

teenth century. (Q. Holz.)
Bxbxjograpbt: H. 8. Ranisoh, HiMorUeK-krititeJu lAbttu-

beachreibunif Hans SachterUt Altenburg* 1765; R. Qeo^e,
Han$ Sacha und teine ZeU, 2d ed., Leipmc, 1902; J. L.
Hoffmann, Hana Sacha. Sein Leben und Wirken, Nurem-
bers. 1847; O. Haupt. Leben und dichteriaehe Wirkeam-
keit dee Hone Sacha, Poaen, 1868; F. Ahlfeld and E.
Luthard, Hana Sacha und Albrecht DUrer, Leipsio, 1875;

F. Schultheiss, Hana Sacha in aeinem Verh&Uniaae au
Reformation, Leipmc, 1879; W. Kawerau. Hana Sacha
und die Reformation, Halle, 1883; H. Nietecbmann, Hana
Sacha, Bin Lebentbitd, Halle, 1889; E. Hummenhoff, Hana
Sacha, Nurembeig, 1894; J. Nover, Hana Sacha, Ham-
burg, 1895; L. B. Suphan, Hana Sacha, HumaniiatMeii
und Oeoenwart, Weimar, 1895; L. Mettetal, Hana Sacha
et la riformation, Paris, 1895; F. Fiehler, Daa NachUben
dea Hana Sacha, Leipsio, 1904; H. Holseohuher, Hana
Sacha in aeiner Bedeutuno fUr unaere Zeit, Berlin, 1906.

SACHSSE, sflc'se, EUGEN: German Protestant;

b. at (Cologne Aug. 20, 1839. He was educated at the

universities of Bonn and Berlin (lie. theol., 1863),

and after being pastor at Notho-on-the-Weser

(1863-69), and teacher at the normal school of

Hilchenbach (1869-71), was pastor at Hamm (1871-

1883); director and professor of the seminary for

preachers at Herbom (1883-90), and was caUed
to his present post of professor of practical theology

in the Protestant facility of the University of Bonn
in 1890. He has written Ursprung und Wesen des

Pietismus (Wiesbaden, 1884); Die ewige Erldsung

(sermons: 2 vols., GQtersloh, 1885-98); Ueber die

Miiglichkeit GoU zu erkennen (Giessen, 1888);

Evangelische Kateckik (Berlin, 1897), and Der
geschichUiche Wert der drei ersten Evangdien (1904);

and has published a German translation of A. Hy-
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periiis's HomUeHk und KcUechik (in collaboration

with E. C. Achelis; Berlin, 1901).

SACK BRETHRBll (Fraire$ Moecati, Saceophari,

Sachettx): An order of hermits formed early in the

thirteenth century for rigid asceticism and works of

mercy. They received Uieir name from the rough
garments worn by them, though they were also

known as "Penitential Brethren of Jesus Christ"

and Boni Homines (q.v.). The Sack Brethren were
introduced into England by Henry III. in 1257,

though they had existed in Spain in the pontificate

of Innocent III., and in France and Flanders. The
order seems to have been suppressed by the Council

of Lyons in 1275, probably because of heretical

views rife among them, whereupon the brothers en-

tered other orders, such as the Servites. The Sack
Brethren lived extremely rigorously, abstaining

from the use of wine, drinking only water, and prac-

tising communism of property. By the end of the

fourteenth century their name had vanished from
history.

A similar order of nuns was founded by Louis IX.
of France in 1261. They termed themselves the

"Penitent Daughters of Jesus," and were also

called, from their habit, Saccarise or Sachettes.

Though the order survived only a short time in

France, where the nunneries were near St. Andr^
des-Arcs, Sack Sisters seem to have had houses
in London as late as 1357. (O. ZOcKLERf.)
Bibuoobapht: Helsrot, 0rdr^9 motuuiiquett iii. 175 iqq.;

Hcimbucher, Orden und KonortgaHonen, ii. 182; A. Q.
Little, in Bnglish HiUorieal Review, Jan., 1894. pp. 121 sqq.

SACK, sac, AUGUST FRIEDRICH WILHBLM:
German Reformed; b. at Harzgerode (50 m. s.e. of

Brunswick) Feb. 4, 1703; d. at Berlin Apr. 23,

1786. He was educated at Frankfort and Leyden,
after which he was a private tutor in Groningen.

Returning to Germany, he became, in 1728, tutor

of the hereditary prince of Hesse-Homburg, and in

1731 was called to be third minister of the German
Reformed church in Magdeburg, where he founded
a poorhouse and orphan asylum which still exist.

In 1738 he became first minister of the same church,

and consistorial councilor and inspector of the

Reformed churches in the duchy of Magdeburg.
From 1740 \mtU his retirement in 1780 he was court

and cathedral preacher at Berlin and member of

the consistory. Theologically he was orthodox in a
period of religious indifference and latitudinarian-

ism, yet possessed of characteristic Protestant in-

dependence of thought and averse to all forms of

compulsion. Though his mediating position ex-

posed him to severe criticism from adherents of

more one-sided views, he enjoyed, in general, the

support of men of all parties, many ^ whom he
counted among his personal friends and correspond-

ents. In 1745 Sack was chosen a member of the
physical section of the Berlin Academy of Sciences,

and from 1751 to 1766, in addition to his other

duties, he was a visitor of the Reformed Joachims-
thal Gymnasium. He also directed for a time the
benevolent institutions connected with the cathe-

dral, and during the residence of the royal family at

Magdeburg during the Seven Years' War was not
only their chaplain, but also the religious teacher of

the princes and princesses. I

Sack's theological convictions may be gathered
most fully from his Verteidigter GlatSbe der Chri^en
(Berlin, 1751), a popular presentation of apologetics

and dogmatics, as well as from the notes and medi-
tations contained in his Leberubeschreibung (ed. F.
S. G. Sack, 2 vols., Berlin, 1789). He was naturaUy
under the influence c^ the philosophy of Leibnits and
Wolff, and consequently presupposed a natural

religion based on concepts ol divine perfections, the
attainment of religious convictions by processes

of reason, and the like. At the same time, he re-

garded such natural religion as inadequate for the
needs of man, seeing perfection in the Bible alone,

and seeking the proof of its divine inspiration in its

contents and their effect on the human soul. The
central point of revelation he held to be the medi-
ation and the redemption by C3irist; forgiveness

and blessedness are possible only on condition of

repentance and true faith in Christ the mediator.

The doctrines of prevenient grace and justification

by faith, on the other hand, are comparatively

neglected, while regeneration is emphasised. His
sermons were collected in six volumes (1735-64).

(K. H. SACKt.)
Bibuooraprt: The ehi«f Muroe is the LAenthee^reibung,

ttt sup. Consult further: J. M. H. Ddring, Die deutechen
Kanadredner dee 18. und 19. JahrhunderU, pp. 353-300.
Neustadt, 1830; R. Rothe. QeeehiekU der PreHaU p. 421.
Wittenberg, 1881.

SACK, FRIEDRICH SAMUEL GOTTFRIED:
German Reformed; b. at Magdebiug Sept. 4, 1738;
d. at Berlin Oct. 2, 1817. He was «iucated at the
University of FraoJcfort (1755-57) and in England
(1758-59), and was appointed, in 1769, Crerman
Reformed preacher in his native city. In 1777 he
was called to Berlin as fifth court and cathedral

preacher, becoming the Reformed member of the
supreme consistory in 1786. He gradually rose to
be first court preacher, but was chiefly active in

religious instruction and in official duties. In 1804
he was made chief school councilor, and in 1814 was
appointed presiding officer of the conmiittee for the
improvement of the Protestant church system; in

1816 he became a bishop of the Evangelical Church.
In his theological viewshewas slightlysemi-Pelagian,

but an opponent of deism and of the speculation

and pan^eistic tendencies of German phUosophy
beginning with Fichte. In ecclesiastical adminis-
tration he sought to keep the Cliurch from too
close connection with the State, and in 1788 was
one of the five who protested against the officialising

of orthodoxy enacted by the religious edict issued by
Wollner's ministry. He labored earnestly to revive

true religion among both Lutherans and Reformed,
as exemplified in his OtUachten aber die Verbeesenmg
dee Religumesustandee in den kdniglichen prtue^
iacfien Ldndem (Berlin, 1802). He also wrote Schnf-
ten an einen Freund den Herm Dr. Bahrdt und sem
Olavbensbekenntnia betreffend (1779); Bin WaH
der Ermunterung an meine Mitbarger (1807); and
Ueber die Vereinigung der beiden proteeianUschen

Kirchenparteien in der preuseiechen MonarMe
(1812). (K H. SACKt.)

Bibuoorapht: M. S. L6we, BQdnieee . . . jelxtUbender
Berliner Odehrten, Berlin. 1806-07 (supplied by Stkck

himself); F. Theremin, Oeddchtnieeprediot aufden Bieckof
P, 3. O. Sack, Berlin, 1817; J. M. H. Ddrinc Dm deut-
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Khm KoMMdrtdner det 18. und 19. JahrKunderU, p. 3M,
NtfusUdt, 1830.

SACK, KARL HEIHRICH: Gennan Lutheran,

ton of the preoeding; b. at Berlin Oct. 17, 1789;

d. at Bonn Oct. 16, 1875. He was educated at the

University of G6ttingen, returning to Berlin in 1810.

Three years later he served as a volunteer in the

Napoleonic war, where he gained the Iron Cross,

and in 1815 returned to the field as a chaplain. On
the doee of hostilities he spent a year and a half in

touring Germany, Holland, and England, and on

his return became privat^ooent at the University

of Berlin. In 1818 he was called to Bonn as pro-

fessor of theologyi and in the following year also

became Lutheran pastor in the same city. In 1834,

however, he resigned his pastorate that he might

devote himself to his professorial duties. In his

theology Sack was strongly influencd by Schleier-

macher, as is clear from his Idee und Eniwurf der

chn$aichm Apoiogetik (Bonn, 1819), ChrUUiche

ApologeHk (Hamburg, 1829), and Christliche Pole-

mik (1838). His rigid adherence to the Bible as the

foimdation of the Church was evinced in his Vom
Worte OoUea (Bonn, 1825) and Ueber das Ansehen
der heiligen Sckrift (1827; in collaboration with

Nit»ch and Gottfried Christian Friedrich LQcke),

while he attacked the myth-theory of Strauss in his

Da$ Leben Jesu von Strauss (1836). Shortly after

1840 Sack visited Scotland, the results of his ob-

servations being embodied in his Die Kirche wm
SchoOand (2 parts, Heidelberg, 1844-45). In 1847

he accepted a call to Magdeburg as consistorial coun-

cilor. Here, in the face of many difficulties, he
strove faithfully to promote the cause of union, until,

in 1860, he retired from active life, living hence-

forth first in Berlin, and later at Neuwied and Bonn.
During these years of retirement he wrote his last

work, U^>er die Geschichte der Predigt van Mosheim
bis Sddeiermaeher (1866). (Dayid EBOiCANNf.)

BnuooBAPHT: W. Besrschlac, Karl Immanud Nitzaeh,

Bolia, 1872; Neue e9anoeliaeh4 KvrcheiutUuno* 1876, pp.
772-773; L. Lemme, HeUalhaUachtn ynd Olavbenaer'

Jakrunc. H«idelberg, 1896.

SACRAMENT.

Name and Early Churoh Tbeoiy (f 1).

MeitiflVAl DevelopmeDt of Saoruuntal Doctrine (f 2).

Nature of Sacmneiite (f 3).

I&teation (f 4).

Neceanty of the Saomments (| 6).

Protaetant Teaehing (f 6).

The name sacrament is given to seven sacred

Christian rites in the Roman Catholic and Eastern

churches, and to two, baptism and the Lord's

Supper, in the Protestant churches. The Greek
word mysUrion, "mystery," used in the Eastern

Church to designate these rites, is taken from the

New Testament, and contains a reference to the

hidden virtue behind the outward
I. Rame symbol (see Mtstaoooical Theol-
and Early got). The Latin word sacramentum
Church means something that is consecrated.

Theory, more particularly an oath, especially

a military oath of allegiance to the

standard; and also the sum of money deposited in

court by the plaintiff and defendant previous to the

trial pf a case, and kept in some sacred place,. The.

term was applied to Christian rites in the time of

Tertullian, but can not be traced further back by
any distinct testimony. Jerome translated the
Greek work mysterion by sacramentum (Eph. i. 9, ill.

3, 9, V. 32; I Tim. iii. 16; Rev. i. 20), and from the
Vulgate the word sacrament passed into the
Reims Version in Eph. v. 32, where marriage is

spoken of, and the translation is, "This is a great

sacrament." In other cases the Reims Version
retains the word "m3r8tery."

The doctrine of ^e sacraments was not fuUy
developed till the Middle Ages, and the Schoolmen
did for it what the diurch Fathers did for the doc-
trines of the Trinity and for Christology. With
the exception of Augustine, none of the Fathers
gave more than passing attention to the definition

and doctrine of sacraments; but the Eastern Church
held that there were two sacraments, baptism and
the Eucharist, although later the number seven
was accepted. St. Augustine has a number of

passages bearing on the definition, meaning, and
necessity of the sacraments. He calls baptism and
the Eucharist sacraments "in an eminent sense"
(Epist. ad Januarium, liv. 1, MPL, zxxiii. 2000),
and he likewise applied the term sacrament to or-

dination to the priesthood {Contra epist, Parmeniani,
n., xiii. 20; MPL, zliii. 70), to marriage (De bono
conjugali, 21 ; MPL, xl. 394; NPNF, 1 ser., iiL 408),

and to other rites. He assigned sacraments to the
Old Testament as well as to the New, and spoke of

the former as promising a Savior, and of the latter

as giving salvation (On Ps. Ixxiv. 1; NPNF, 1 ser.

viii. 343). He defined a sacrament as a visible sign

of a thing divine (De catechizandis rudibus, xxvi. 50;

NPNFf 1 ser., iii. 312), and, commenting on John
vi. 41-^9, he declared: "The sacrament is one thing,

the virtue of the sacrament another" (In Joannis
Evangelium Tradatus, xxvi. 11; NPNF, vii. 171).

He did not, however, write a connected treatise on
the sacraments; this task remained for the School-

men.
The sacramental system was one of the inspiring

constructions of the Schoolmen and engaged their

most careful and profound speculation. To no other

one branch of theology did they give more attention,

and their conclusions determined the dogma of the
Latin Church, especially when reaffirmed by the
Ck>uncil of Tr^t. The Uieologians most prominent
in developing the sacramental system were Hugo of

St. Victor, who wrote the first formal treatise on the
sacraments (see Hugo of St. Victor, §§ 5-6),

Peter Lombard, Alexander of Hales,

2. Medie- and Thomas Aquinas (qq.v.). The
valDevel- last-named did little more than clearly

opment of reaffirm the views of his three predeces-

Sacramental sors, especially Alexander of Hales;

Doctrine, and with him the development may be
said to have come to an end, for though

the Franciscan Dims Scotus (q.v.) modified some
parts of the doctrine, his teachings were set aside

by the Ck>uncil of Ferrara (1439) in favor of the
clearer statements of his great Dominican antago-

nist, Thomas Aquinas. The Schoolmen all started

with the definitions of Augustine and were not
conscious of having departed from him, although

they did so by laying emphasis upon the ex opere
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operato theory of the efficiency of the sacraments

(see Opus Operantis, Opus Operatum) and by
reducing the prominence given by Augustine to the

operation of grace. The nimiber was fixed at seven,

and thus the uncertainty which had been inherited

from the fathers and had been felt by the earlier

Schoohnen was removed, especially through the

influence of Peter Lombard and Thomas Aquinas.

Dion3rsius the Areopagite had given six sacraments

—baptism, the Eucharist, unction, the ordination of

priests, the ordination of monks, and burial rites.

Bernard of Clairvaux spoke of many sacraments

and enimierated ten, including foot-washing;

Abelard named five—^baptism, confirmation, the

Eucharist, marriage, and extreme unction; and
Robert Pulleyn (q. v.) gave the same nimiber. ^ugo
of St. Victor likewise seems to recognize five in his

Summa—baptism, confirmation, Eucharist, pen-

ance, and extreme unction—^but in his De sacror

merUis chrUHana fidei he enumerates thirty, taking

the word sacrament in the wide sense of religious

rite. In this latter work he divided the sacraments

into three classes, among which, for instance, holy

water and the use of ashes on Ash Wednesday be-

long to the second class and are distinctly called

sacraments, Thomas Aquinas himself ascribing a
quasi-sacramental character to such rites. Councils

were equally undecided as to the number of the sac-

raments and the definition of the term. Thus the

Third Lateran Council (1179) included the investi-

ture of bishops and the rites of burial among the

sacraments, and the Roman Oitholic Church to-day

makes a distinction between certain sacred rites

called Sacramentals (q.v.) and the seven sacraments.

Peter Lombard was not the first to give the number
seven. About his time it had been given by Roland
Bandinelli (afterwards Alexander III.) in his Sen-

tentuBf and by Otto of Bamberg in a sermon of 1 158,

as reported by his biographer, Herbord. The seven
sacraments are baptism, the Eucharist^ confirma-

tion, extreme imction, penance, ordination, and
marriage. The nimiber seven corresponds with the

seven virtues and the seven deadly sins, and also

unites the nimfiber of the deity (three) and of crea-

tion (four), thus illustrating the union of Grod and
man. This correspondence was called the "con-
gruity'' of the sacraments, that is, their correlation

to the spiritual maladies and needs of man. The
sacraments were not needed in man's estate of

innocence. With Augustine the Schoolmen repre-

sent the sacraments of the Old Testament as pre-

figuring the grace to come, and the sacraments of the
New as conferring grace.

In defining a sacrament, the Schoolmen started

with Augustine's definition that it is a visible sjrmbol

of an invisible grace, but went beyond him in the de-

gree of efficiency they ascribed to it. They assert

that the sacraments "contain and con-

3. Nature fer grace" and that they ^ve a virtue

of Sacra- inherent in themselves. "The favorite

ments. figure used to describe their operation

is medicine, so that Hugo of St. Victor

(De iacramentiMf I., ix. 4; MPL, cbccvi. 325) could
term God the physician, man the invalid, the priest

the minister, grace the antidote, and the sacra-

mleftit tbe V^SiM. The (dtysitiiasi giv^ tbe iniDiB-

ter dispenses, and the vessel contains the spiritual

medicine which cures the soul. The sacraments are,

however, more than channels of grace. They do
more than signify. They sanctify, and they are

the efficient causes of the operations of grace in

the recipient. The mode of this efficacy is ex

opere operatOf the expression used by such writers

as William of Auxerre and Alexander of Hales.

Hiomas Aquinas adopted the expression, and again

and again says that the sacraments make righteous

and confer grace ex opere operato, that is, by a virtue

inherent in themselves. By this he did not mean
that the religious condition of the recipient is a mat-
ter of indifference, but that the sacraments impart
virtue, if need be, without the operation of active

faith. The sacraments are efficacious only

to those who are of a religious disposition, but
they are always efficacious when properly adminis-

tered.

The relation the priest sustains to the sacraments
is vital to their efficacy, and, except in extraor-

dinary cases (as sometimes in baptism), his ministra-

tion is essential. The priest's personal character

does not affect the efficacy of the sacraments, so

that an unworthy priest confers grace, provided he
administers the sacrament according to the pre-

scribed rite of the Church. To use

4. Intention, the medieval iUustration, water is

conveyed through a leaden pipe as

well as through a silver one. The priest acts in the

name of the Church, and in uttering the words of

sacramental appointment he is giving voice to the

intention of the Church. This intention is sufficient

for the perfect work of the sacrament and ultimate-

ly, as Augustine had said, it is C!hrist and not the

priest who gives effect to the sacrament. [But in-

tention is far more than merely sufficient for the

validity of a sacrament; it is absohitely essential

in all Roman Catholic teaching; and this intention

must invariably be present on the part of the
minister of the sacrament, and generally on the part

of the recipient. It is possible, however, for infants

and idiots to receive the sacraments validly (thou^
such sacraments as orders would scarcely ever be
given them); those who subsequentiy lose their

reason, either permanently or temporarily (as in

unconsciousness), may validly receive extreme \mo-
tion. All in possession of reason, however, must
have intention if they are to receive a sacrament
validly. This intention again may be either " ac-
tual" or "virtual," the former being a conscious

intention, and the latter an intention which influ-

ences an act, even though this act be not recognised

as sacramental, as when a baptised Protestant con-
tracts marriage and thus unwittingly receives the
sacrament of marriage. If there is no intention,

there is no reception of a sacrament, so that if one
eats consecrated hosts to satisfy hunger, he does not
receive the Eucharist.

Intention on the part of the minister is invariably

required by Roman Catholic teaching, whether this

minister be lay (as in the case of a midwife who b^>-
tizcs a new-bom infant in immediate danger ol

death) or clerical (as in the mass, ordination, etc.).

The intention must, moreover, be in accord with
the f^aachaDg tf tbe ObuMbi thbfugji oite ft liwmliUi
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if possessing proper intention, may administer a
yalid sacrament. While there is danger that there

may be, on the part of the minister, either a lack

of intention or even an intention of acting contrary

to the precept of the Church (both of which render

the sacrament null and void), it is maintained by
Roman Catholic dogmaticians (e.g., S. J. Hunter,
Outlines of Dogmatic Theology, iii. 208-212, New
York [1896]) that the chance of such invalidation is

so small as to be negligible. The "defect of inten-

tion" (see the rubric on this topic in the preface to

the missal), complicated by ''defect of form,''

forms the basis of the condemnation of Anglican
orders in the bull ApostolictE cttrce of Leo XIII.

(Sept. 13, 1896), the special ground of invalidity

being sought in the failure of the Anglican ordinals

to express the concept of the sacrificial aspect of the

Eucharist.* Intention finds a place, of course, in

every sacrament; every Protestant who maintains

any form of the receptivist theory of the Lord's

Supper holds the doctrine of the necessity of inten-

tion, however unwittingly, and it is equally implied

in such rites as the non-sacramental I^testant
<Htlination, etc. Intention finds its most usual

application, however, in the sacrifice of the mass
in the Roman CathoHc Church; and it should also

be noted in this connection that in the High-church
school of the Anglican Church Holy Communion is

frequently celebrated "with intention," as for the

promotion of the unity of CJhristendom or some other

pious purpose.]

To the Schooknen Sacraments are not all of equal

necessity. Baptism alone is essential to salvation,

and baptism and the Eucharist are the mightiest.

Baptism, confirmation, and ordination

5. Heccssity impart an indelible character. Their

of the mark can not be effaced, nor can they
Sacraments, be repeated.t The other four sacra-

ments are necessary to salvation as a
horse is necessary to a journey. The Schoolmen
were not agreed as to the author of all the sacra-

* ** The Church does not judge about the mind and in-

tention in ao fiar as it it something by its nature internal;

but in ao far as it is manifested externally she is bound to
jodgtt fnn«yTninc it. When any one has rightly and seri-

ously made use of the due form and the matter requisite for

effecting or conferring the sacrament he is considered by
the Tery fact to do what the Church does. On this princi-

ple rests the doctrine that a sacrament is truly sonferred by
the ministry of one who is a heretic or unbaptised, pro-

Tidad the CatiioUc rite be employed. On the other hand.
ii the rite be changed, with the manifest intention of intro-

dudng another rite not approved by the Church and of re-

jecting what the Church does, and what by the institution

of Christ belongs to the nature of the sacrament, then it is

elear that not only is the necessary intention wanting to the
•acrmment. but that the intention is adverse to and destruc-

tive of the sacrament" (Apottolica cufa, tr. in The En-
^dieal LdUn of Pope Leo XIII., New York. 1903. pp. 403-
404).

t In both the Boman and Anglican churches provision

ii made for ** conditional baptism " if there is doubt whether
m foimer baptism was valid, Le., administered in the name
of the Trinity. The Roman Catholic Church, not recognis-

ing the validity of Anglican or Greek confirmation, requires

the reoonfinnation of all converts from those communions,
and for similar reasons both the Anglican and Roman
diurcbes insist on the reordination of all deigy becoming
converts to them and desiring to exereise priestly funo-

tkMM, the Anglican church accepting, however, the validity

of Qreek and RotaaD oidinatni, and henoe not requiring its

ments. Peter Lombard expressly ascribed extreme
imction to the apostles, while Alexander of EUdes,

Thomas Aquinas, and others held that they were
all instituted by Christ. In regard to the precedent
necessity of the sacraments, Hugo of St. Victor de-

clared that God might have saved man without
them, but now that they have been instituted, no
man can be saved except through them. The his-

tory of the doctrines of the seven sacraments is

given under Baptism, Lord's Supper, etc., but a
general statement belongs here. Baptism is the
door to the other sacraments and to the kingdom of

God; confirmation completes what baptism has
begun and confers the grace of ever-increasing

strength; the Eucharist confers the food of spiritual

life in the very body and blood of Christ; penance
deletes the guilt of actual transgressions as baptism
regenerates from the guilt of original sin; extreme
unction heals the soul from sin not already remitted
by penance, and is also intended to heal the body;
ordination empowers persons to administer the sac-

raments; and marriage makes the union between
two persons perpetual and in harmony with the
union between C^irist and the Church; or, to use
the comparison employed by the Schoolmen, the
sacraments furnish grace for the spiritual struggle

and strengthen the Christian warrior at the various

stages of the conflict. Baptism equips him on en-
tering the conflict, confirmation strengthens him in

his purpose, extreme unction helps him at the close

of ^e struggle, the Eucharist and penance renew
his strength, orders introduce new recruits into

the ranks, and marriage prepares men to be
recruits.

The first blow against the sacramental system of

the medieval Church was given by Luther in his

"Babylonish Captivity," in which he declared the
rights and liberties of the Christian

6. Protes- believer to be fettered by the tradi-

tant Teach- tions of men. He rejected all the
ing. sacraments except baptism and the

Lord's Supper, and was followed in

this by all the Reformers of the continent and Great
Britain. All the Protestant confessions demand
active faith as a condition of the efficacy of the
sacrament. Faith apprehends and appropriates

the spiritual benefits accruing from them. The una-
nimity of the Reformers as to the number of the
sacraments and the conditions of their efficacious

reception did not, however, exclude differences ol

doctrine which became the occasion of bitter con-
troversies that greatly injured the cause of Protes-

tantism.

There was general harmony regarding baptism,
except among the Anabaptists, who rejected

infant baptism and later demanded immersion;
but the doctrine of the Lord's Supper was the
cause of a dispute which has retarded or prevented
cordial Christian cooperation until this day. The
three main types of teaching on the Lord's Supper
were those of Luther, who took the view of con-

substantiation; of Zwingli, who made it a simple

memorial feast; and of Calvin, who insisted on the

mystical presence of Christ and a spiritual feeding

upon him. In England the views of Luther were
first aiftj|/UAl, but y/Zete btesr i^i^ac^, geit^fSttiXty
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speaking, by those of Calvin.* The controversy be-

tween Zwingli and Luther came to a climax at the

conference held at Marburg in 1529, and the differ-

ence led to a long-lasting cleavage between the
Lutheran and Reformed types of F^testantism.

Certain religious bodies, of whom the most promi-
nent are the Quakers, reject all external celebration

of the sacraments as opposed to the spiritual inter-

pretation of religion, and hold only to an internal

baptism, or regeneration, by the Spirit and an in-

ternal conmiunion with Christ. D. S. SCHAFF.
Bibuoohapht: Tlie piimaiy 10111008 are of oouxae (1) the
works of the Fathen and Schoohnea meatkmed in the
text—^Augustine, Abdaxd, Hugo of St. Victor, Peter
Lombard, Albertos Biacnus, TiMmas Aquinas, Bonaven-
tinm. Duns Scotus—all of whom are diseuseed in this work,
and usually also with reference to the subject of this

article; (2) the eonfessions of the various churches, in-

cluding the decrees of the Council of Trent, which are
collected and annotated in: SchafF, CrtetU; and E. F. K.
Mailer, Die BekenntniamJinfUn der reformirUn Kirehe,
Ldpeic, 1903. Secondary sources are also of two kinds:

(1) works on dogmatics and the history of dogma,
which will be found given very fully in and under the
articles Dooma, Doomatios, and DocnuMX, History or;
and (2) works on the histoiy of the Church, also very fully

given in and under Chubch Histobt. to which should be
added the works on the histoiy of the councils (see the
bibliography under CouNCiiiB and Stnoos), and the
literature on the Fathen and Schoolmen named above
under the articles on them in this work, where many
monographs will be found devoted to the subject of thk
article. A useful literature is that on Canon Law (q.v.),

the literature of which is noted in the article on that sub-
ject. Respecting this last it is to be said that refierence

to this dass of books is advised only for advanced stu-

dents, as the relation is neither so direct nor so obvious
as of the other literature named. In addition to the fore-

going, the literature on the several sacraments is to be
studied as given under the articles on them in this work.
Special treatises from the Protestant standpoint are:
R. Whately, The Scripture Doctrine coneeming the Sacra-
mente, London, 1857; O. L. Hahn, Die Ixhre von den
Saeramenten in ihrer (feeehichtlichen Entwiekeltmo inner-
halb der abendlAndiechen Kirehe bit sum KonsQ von Trient,

Breslau, 1864; J. S. Stone. The Chriatian Sacramente,
New York, 1866; J. H. Blunt, The Sacramente and Sacra-
mental Ordinancee of the Church, London, 1867; O. O.
Perry, Vox eceleeia Anglieana, ib. 1868; S. W. Critten-
den, Sacramente of the Church, Philadelphia, 1860; W. F.
Hook, The Church and iU Ordinancee, ed. W. Hook, 2 vols.,

London. 1876; R. Schmidt, in TSK, 1879, pp. 187 sqq..

391 sqq. (on the Lutheran doctrine); O. D. Armstrong,
The SacramenU of the New Tedament, New Yoik, 1880;
R. Watson. The Sacramente: Baptiem and the LonTa Sup-
per, ib. 1893; M. Dix, The Sacramental Syetem Coneid-
ered ae the Exteneion of the Incarnation, ib. 1893; The
Church*» Minietry of Grace (lectures), a>. 1893; O. Aniich.
Dae antike Myalerienweeen in eeinem Einfiuee auf doe
Chrietentum, Odttingen, 1894; O. Wobbermin, Relioione-
geechlichtliche Studien eur Frage der Beeinfiueeung dee
Urchrietentume durch doe anHke Myeterientveeen, Berlin,

1896; J. Grill, Die pereieche Myeterienrdigion im rOmiechen
Reich und doe Chrietentum, Tabingen, 1903; J. C. Lam-
bert, The Sacramente in the New Teetament, Edinburgh,
1903; K. O. Goets, Die Abendmahlefirage in ihrer ge-

aehichtlichen Entwickdung, Leipsic. 1904; A. Knox, Grace
of Sacramente, New York, 1905; J. A. Beet, The Church,
the Churchee, and the Sacramente, London, 1907; H. C.

* While the Thirty-Nine Articles of the AngUcan Church
are commonly held to teach only two sacraments, baptism
and the Eucharist (art. xxv.), it is maintained by many ad-
herents of the High-church school of that communion that
the wording of the article in question does not necessarily
militate against the doctrine of seven sacraments, although,
as in the Roman Catholic Church, baptism and the Eucha-
rist stand in a class by thonsdves as sacraments preeminent
over all the rest. The seven sacraments of this Anglo-
Catholic school are identical with those of the Roman
Catholics. .

.

t

Beeohing, The Bible Doctrine of the SacramenU, ib. 1908;
Hanck-Hersog, RE, xvii. 349-381; Schaff, Chrietian

Church, V. 1, pp. 701-748.
The Roman (3atholic idea is presented in: F. Probst. Sak-

ramente und Sakramentalien in den drei ereten chrietlichen

Jahrhunderten, Tabingen, 1872; P. Schanx, Die Ldire von
den Saeramenten der katholieehen Kirehe, Freiburg. 1893;
J. H. Oswald, Die dogmatieehe Lehre von den heiligen Sae-
ramenten der katholieehen Kirehe, 5th ed.. MOnster. 189%«
S. J. Hunter, OuUinee of Dogmatic Theology, iiL 162 sqq..

New York [1896]; J. B. Sasse. De eacramentie eoeletim,

Freiburg. 1897; KL, x. 1481-1518.

SACRAHENTALS.
Development of the Doctrine (| 1).

The Anointing of Kings (f 2).

Doctrine of Royal Consecration (| 3).

Sacramentals in General (f 4).

Legal Aspects (| 5).

Occasions for Consecration (| 6).

Protestant Teachings (| 7).

*' Sacramentals " is a term applied to certain

benedictions and consecrations in the Greek and
Roman Catholic Churches, or to the objects blessed,

from a partial resemblance between their purpose
and use and those of the sacraments proper (see

Benediction). Exorcisms, which in the name of

God undertake to rempve the influence of evil spirits

from persons and things, are included under this

head (see Exorcism). The Roman Catholic Church,

however, apart from the connection of exorcism

with baptian and with certain blessings and con-

secrations (such as that of the sacred oil and chrism

by the bishop on Maundy Thursday), employs it as

an independent rite only in the supposedly possible

case of the demoniacal possession of a member of

the Church, and its exercise even then is frequently

limited to cases where the permission of ecclesias-

tical superiors is given after careful investigation.

The order of exorcists has long been a mere step-

ping-stone to the higher orders, and the function is

in practise performed by priests.

Before the development of the doctrine that the

sacraments are seven in number, and especially

from the beginning of the eleventh cen-

X. Develop- tury to the time of Peter Lombard,
ment of the benedictions of the kind here consid-

Doctrine. ered, or at least the more important of

them, were loosely included among the

sacraments; but with the more exact definition of

the term sacrament, these spiritual operations,

which, while no longer considered as sacraments
proper, were yet supposed to impart some special

grace to persons or things, became known as sacra-

mentals. The development of doctrine in the West
was subordinated to ^e desire of the Roman spiri-

tual power for domination. As in the doctrine of the

sacraments (after Peter Lombard) the Church
found expression for its claim of jurisdiction over all

classes of persons, so the doctrine of sacramentals

expressed the relation of the Church to material ob-

jects; and from both sacrament and sacramental

grew up the doctrine of Sacrilege (q.v.).

As the power of holy orders takes a dominant
position in the system of the sacraments, so the

full significanoe of the sacramentals is most clearly

visible in the anointing of kings by the cleigy. This

practise, connected with the Old-Testament custom,

occurs in the West as early as the coronation of

Wamba, king of the "^sigoths, in 672; Egbert, king
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of tlie Anglo-Saxons, is said to have been anointed

in 739, but this is uncertain. The practise was
not found among the Merovingian

3. The kings; in the Prankish kingdom it

Anointing was first used in the case of Pepin,

of Kings, and among the East Franks in that of

Louis the Child and Conrad I., while

Henry I. refused to submit to it, its connection

with the Old-Testament theocracy seeming sus-

picious to an ambitious temporal monarch. From
Otho I., however, unction accompanied coronation

in each case. The German king was anointed on
the head, breast, shoulders, arms, and hands; at

the imperial coronation in Rome the bishop of

Ostia anointed the emperor on the right arm and
between the shoulders. While Gregory the Great,

like Isidore of Seville and even Peter Damian (d.

1072) and Peter of Blois (d. 1200), designated the

anointing of kings and princes as a sacrament, as

did the Greeks also, the degradation of this rite to

a sacramental, compared with the sacrament of

orders, could but serve to emphasise the subordinate

position of the woridly rulers in relation to the

ecclesiastical hierarchy.

According to the view laid down in the PonHficale

Ramanum, royal dignity is first conferred in its ful-

ness upon the king by the unction con-

3. Doctrine nected with the benediction; but this

of Royal view was not accepted, either at its

Consecra- promulgation or for any long period

tion. later; nor was the coronation which
in the ninth century was added to the

unction believed to have greater validity for con-

ferring regal rights in t^e Empire. Until the

eleventh century the choice of the princes, led by
the archbishop of Mains, was understood to confer

these rights, and the enthromsation by the Church
merely exhibited the king as in possession of them.

In opposition to the principle held by Charlemagne
and Louis I., it was a consequence of the dissen-

sions within the Carolingian house that imder the

later Carolingians the imperial title and dignity

were held to depend on coronation and unction at

Rome. From Otho I. the German kings claimed

the right to be thus crowned as inherent in their

office—a claim which was more than once (as by
Calirtus II.) admitted on the side of the Chiutsh.

But from the pontificate of Gregory VII. the preva-

lent curialist view tended to transfer the impor-

tance of the ceremony from unction to coronation.

The principle of free election won its victory with

the extinction of the Hohenstaufen dynasty. Con-
rad m. (1138) received imction and coronation as

German king, not as emperor, from the papal legate

at Aachen, the first instance of the kind. The con-

teasted election of 1198 and the desuetude of the

earii^ constitution gave the great popes from In-

nocent in. on a chance to dominate the elections,

while the claim of the popes to depose temporal

rulers brought the latter, even as to their political

functions, under the jurisdiction of the Church.

By tius time the election was admitted to give only

a ri^t to coronation, which was required for the

full possession of the office. In the ritual act, which
included unction and coronation, to which the tra-

dition of the in^)erial insignia and the enthroniza-

X.—10

tion in the chair of Charlemagne at Aachen were
added, the coronation at Aachen became of decisive

importance. In the Sachsenapiegd the Roman view
as a whole is assumed—^the elevation to the im-
perial throne connected with the coronation at

Aachen is considered effectively to confer the office.

The settlement of the German kingship as purely

elective in 1252 marked the complete domination
of the view that the right conferred by the pope
definitely established the possession of the royal

dignity; though in 1338 Uie electors rejected the

claim of the pope to investigate and confirm the

election. Nevertheless, although the constitution

Licet furia of Louis the Bavarian (1338) declared

that ^e election as German king conferred " the

plenitude of imperial power," and the BuUa aurea

spoke of the king as elected " to be promoted to

emperor," throughout the Middle Ages nothing
was more firmly established than the daim of the

king to the imperial crown. In 1508 Maximilian
I., without papal coronation and with the assent

of Julius II., assumed the title of " Roman emperor-
elect." This was borne also by his successors, of

whom only Charles V. (1530) was crowned by the

pope, thereafter dropping the " elect." After

Ferdinand I. (1558) the coronation took place no
longer at Aachen but in the same place as the elec-

tion, Frankfort^n-the-Main, and lost its special

character as a solemn induction into the kingly

office. Napoleon allowed himself to be anointed by
Pius VII. in 1804, but refused to be crowned by
him. In modem kingdoms, in so far as the cere-

mony of coronation is still preserved, the acquisi-

tion of royal dignity is no longer dependent upon
the ritual ecclesiastical act of unction or coronation,

but the law of the State is alone effective.

The sacramentals in general, like the sacraments,

have their individual recognized matter, form, and
minister; but tmlike the sacraments,

4. Sacra- which are based upon the direct in-

mentals in stitution of Christ, they are derived

General, from the authority of the Chiutsh,

under a general conunission given by
Grod to bless in his name. In accordance with an-

cient oriental custom, anointing forms a part regu-

larly of consecrations and sometimes of benedic-

tions. For this olive-oil is used, either pure as in

the case of that employed for catechumens and the

sick, or mixed with balsam (in the Eastern Church
with other spices as well), when it is known as

Chrism (q.v.). The effect of consecration is the

definite setting apart by the rite of unction of a
person or thing for the service of God and the

Church. A constant feature of these ceremonies is

a solemn appeal to God to grant his grace to the

person or a salutary effect to the use of the thing.

Outside of the use of the simple oil in baptism and
the ordination of priests, and of chrism in confirma-

tion and the consecration of bishops, chrism is em-
ployed also in the consecration of churches, altars,

patens, and chalices. A simple benediction, coupled
with anointing, is given by bishops to kings. Church
bells are sprinkled with holy water and anointed.

The water used in baptism is blessed. Holy Water
(q.v.) is used in the blessing of abbots and abbesses,

pilgrims, man and wife at their marriage, and
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women after childbirth. Special blessings are im-

parted to certain objects destined for the service of

God—churches, cemeteries, vestments, palls, cor-

porals, pyxes, monstrances, crosses, images of the

saints, candles, and rosaries. Particular forms of

benediction are also provided for a number of

things connected with the daily occupations and
needs of men, as for houses, ships, locomotives,

battle-flags, fields, and bread, wine, salt, and other

edibles.

In the case of objects consecrated for the direct

service of God, the act has both a litui^gical and a
l^al aspect. Through consecration

5. Legal they are not merely prepared in a
Aspects, specially solemn way for their sacred

purpose but made externally inviolable

(res sacra). The administration of the sacramen-
tals connected with the sacraments is reserved to

the person who administers the sacrament. In gen-

eral, however, the spiritual power to bless and con-

secrate is conferred on priests at their ordination,

when their hands are anointed with the prayer
" that whatsoever they bless may be blessed, and
whatsoever they consecrate may be consecrated

and hallowed." If a priest performs consecrations

reserved to bishops, they are merely irregxilar or

illicit, but not invalid as Uiey would be if performed
by a layman. To the pope, as head of the universal

Church, is reserved (apart from the imperial coro-

nation, treated above) the blessing of the wax
figures known as Agni Dei (see Aqnus Dei), of the

Pallium (q.v.) for metropolitans, of the golden

roses (see Golden Rose) sent to princes or chiutshes,

and of swords for kings and princes. This reserva-

tion, however, is merely a mark of honor attached

to the papal primacy. As the possessor of jurisdic-

tion over the whole Church, the pope can perform
consecration or benediction for any part or any
member of it, or delegate his power to any qualified

person, while the bishop's authority in such cases is

limited to his own diocese. It is of practical signifi-

cance in the development of the modem Roman
Catholic system that there has been a marked tend-

ency to restrict the power of delegating authority

to bless or consecrate churches, altars, sacred ves-

sels, and the like, to the pope. This power is nowa-
days frequently conferred on the bishops by their

quinquennial faculties (see Faculties). In recent

times the Congregation of Rites has assumed the

power of sub-delegating certain privileges directly,

such as that of blessing bells to a priest of the dio-

cese, or sacred vessels to a mitered prelate.

It is an established principle of church law and
practise that whatever is supposed to be blessed

or consecrated must be; but nimierous objects used
in Roman Catholic worship are not

6. Occastons blessed, e.g., hangings, candle-«ticks,

for Con- and censors. Misuse or profanation

secration. of blessed objects is subject to ecclesi-

astical penalties. A vsJidly adminis-
tered sacramental is not allowed to be repeated
while the original conditions of its administration

remain; the conmion blessings, however, may be
repeated for the same person or thing as often as
there is reasonable ground. If the object has un-

dergone an essential change, especially if it can no

longer either in fact or in law subserve its liturgical

purpose, the sacramental operation of the conse-

cration or blessing is supposed to cease; the object

needs no formal desecration, but a declaration of

the drcumstanoes is made to the proper authority.

A new consecration is required, as in the case of a
church, where the object is destroyed so far as to

affect its essential character and then restored.

The shedding of blood or the commission of gross

immoraUty in a church is held to pollute but not to

desecrate it; reconciliation, not a new consecration,

is required, which is accomplished with holy water
by the bishop. The pollution of a church affects

the church3rard as well, in which Christian burial is

not supposed to take place until the church has
been reconciled. The pollution of the church3rard,

on the other hand, has no effect on the church.

All that has been said above applies obviously to

the medieval or modem Roman Catholic Church.

The Evangelical Churches know no sacramentals in

the sense here discussed. They em-
7. Protes- ploy neither consecration nor benedio-

tant tion even for the inmiediate instra-

TeachingB. ments of divine worship, such as would
impart to them any property of special

sanctity, although such objects, according to Prot-

estant church law, deserve special respect and are

to be protected from profane uses. A solemn dedi-

cation is indeed usual for churches and churchyards,

with a prayer of benediction. In regard to the set-

ting apart of particular objects (pulpits, sacred ves-

sels, oi^gans, fonts), it has been held sufficient for the

officiating cleigyman, on the first occasion of their

use, to address a few appropriate words to the con-

gregation, and then to ask God's blessing upon the

employment of the objects. In regard to benedic-

tions for objects of every-day use, the older Prot-

estant ordinances not infrequently declare expressly

against them, on account of the danger of super-

stition. (R. W. DovEt.)
Bibuoorapht: T. Netter, Fateieuli giMonionan, ed. W.

Shiriey, in RoOa 8er%e$, no. 5. London, 1858; J. Helfert,

ReehU in Afuehung der heUigen Handlungen, Pncue, 1843;

F. Probst, Kirehlicke Bentdielionen und ihre VrnvaUung,
Tabingen. 1857; A. L. Riohter, Lehfbueh de» . . ,

KircheivrtehU, ed. R. W. Dove, If 260. 30e. Ldpsio. 1871;
P. I. Wapelborat. Compendium waerm lUurgimt jtata rUum
Romanum, New York, 1887; P. Hinscbius, Syatem dea

. . . KirdimreehU, iv. 141-177, Berlin, 1888; A. A. Lam-
bing, SaerameniaU of the Catholic Church, New York. 1892;

W. WUmen, Lehrbueh der Rdigion, iv. || 07-^, MOnster,
1895; F. Loofs, SymboUk, i. 848 sqq., TObingen, 1902;
KL, X. 1409 eaq.

SACRED HEART OF JESUS, DEVOTION TO.
L History of the Devotion: The devotion to the

Sacred Heart of Jesus was practically, if not abso-

lutely, originated by the Jesuits. Under the influ-

ence of her director, the Jesuit La Ck)Iombi^re,

Marguerite Marie Alacoque (d. 1690), a nun in the

Salesian convent at Paray-Ie-Monial in Buig:undy,

practised a fervent mystical devotion to Christ

which resulted in ecstasy. According to her ac-

count, on June 16, 1675, when pra3dng before the

sacrament, she saw Jesus " showing to her his heart

on a flaming throne, surrounded by thorns and sur-

mounted by a cross; and he told her it was his will

that a special devotion should be offered to hia

Sacred Heart in reparation for irreverences com-
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mitted against him in the most holy sacrament,

and that the Friday after the octave of Corpus
Christi should be set apart for this devotion." Fur-

ther revelations confirmed this, and the convent
became a seat of the devotion. Colombidre and his

successors Croiset and Rolin labored to spread it,

and Croiset published the first book on the subject

at Lyons in 1691. The new devotion was not well

received in Rome; Croiset's book was put on the

Index in 1704, while in 1697 the request of the

Salesians for a festival of the Sacred Heart with
proper office had been refused by the Congregation of

Rites, a refusal which was renewed in 1707 and
1727. Meantime, through confraternities (see be-

low) the devotion spread through German Switzer-

land into Germany. Languet, Uien bishop of Sois-

sons and later archbishop of Sens, defended it in his

biography of Marguerite Marie; and the Jesuit

GaLUfet published the more important De cuUu
sacroaancti cordis Dei (Rome, 1726). Miracles were
claimed as a result of it; kings and queens besought
the pope to grant a proper mass and office for the

festival, which was at last conceded, on the express

understanding that the cultus was paid to the heart

of Jesus only as the symbol of his love. Determined
opposition was made to the devotion under the in-

fluence of Scipione de' Ricci (q.v.), bishop of Pis-

toja, and of the rationalizing tendency which at the

end of the eighteenth century had spread from Tus-
cany through a large part of Italy, and a prolonged

literary warfare was carried on by the two parties.

The accession of Pius VI. in 1775 marked a turn-

ing-point. The bull Aiictoremfidei of 1794 gave ad-

ditional sanction to the devotion. The Jesuits had
long pushed it vigorously, and after the restoration

of the order, they continued to work, with the result

that one diocese after another asked permission to

celebrate the festival, and an increasing number of

indulgences was attached to the devotion. Both
had become practically universal when Pius IX.
(Aug. 23, 1856) established the festival as a greater

double for the whole Church; and the beatification

of Marguerite Marie in 1864 was another step in the

same direction. At the Vatican Council of 1870, the

majority of the bishops asked for the elevation of

the feast to the rank of a double (i.e., a feast at

which the antiphon is said both before and after the

psalm) of the first class (i.e., one which takes pre-

cedence in case two feasts fall on the same day) with

octave (i.e., lasting through eight days, with special

emphasis upon the celebration on the last day),

but it was then granted only to the Jesuit order,

in recognition of their services in spreading the de-

votion. The rank was extended to the whole
Ch\u*ch, though without an octave, by Leo XIII. in

1889. The devotion has constantly strengthened

its hold on the great body of Roman Catholics; and
the cautious expressions at first used have given

place to a full acceptance of the literal, material

heart of Jesus as its object.

n. Societies under the Name of the Sacred Heart:

The first Confraternity of the Sacred Heart was
founded at Paray-le-Monial in 1693; and by 1727

there were already as many as 400. That erected

by Gallifet in 1729 in the church of St. Theodore at

Rome became an archconfratemity in 1732. The

number of confraternities was 1,089 in 1765, 6,676
in 1865, and is now over 10,000. A special confra-

ternity is that founded at Bourg in France in 1863,

whose members are divided so that each has a par-

ticular hour set apart for the adoration of the Sa-

cred Heart and intercessory prayer which adora-

tion and prayer thus become continuous. The
most important of the confraternities which make
a point of intercessory prayer is the League of the

Sacred Heart or Apostleship of Prayer, founded in

1844 at Vals in France by the Jesuit P6re Gautrelet,

and provided with new constitutions by Leo XIII.
in 1879. In 1895 it had 50,000 branches all over

the world, with more than twenty million members.
The organ of the league. The Messenger of the Sor
cred Heart, is published monthly in fourteen lan-

guages. Another important society is the French
Dames du sacr6 coeur, founded in Paris in 1800 by
Madeleine Sophie Barat (d. 1865), under the influ-

ence of the Jesuit Pdre Varin. It serves the double
purpose of venerating the Sacred Heart and the ed-

ucation of girls. The statutes, drawn up by Varin,

are modeled on those of the Jesuits. The candidate
for admission spends three to six months in the

house as a postulant; then follows a two years'

novitiate, and then (since 1826) the taking of sim-

ple vows, an additional vow of stability, i.e., life-

long adherence to the congregation, being made.
Besides the professed sisters, there are soettrs coad-

julrioes for the household duties, and scsurs com-
miseianaires for the necessary intercourse with the

outside world. The superior is chosen for life, and
resides at the mother-house in Paris, the former''

H6tel de Biron in the Rue de Varennes. A general

chapter every six years watches over the strict ob-

servance of the constitutions. A peculiarity of this

congregation is that the members retain their orig-

inal names, with the prefix of ** Madame." The
costume is a black dress, a cap with a white frill,

and a black veil. In 1839 they had 40 houses, in

1851, 65; in 1864, 86, with 3,500 members; in

1880, 105, with 4,700 members, divided into 18

vicariates. In 1910 the order numbered 212 houses

and 7,800 members. Three vicariates or provinces

are established in the United States with 39 houses

and 1 ,140 sisters. The influence exerted by them has
been of no slight importance in the revival of Roman
Catholicism, especially of an iiltramontane or Jesuit

cast. (T. KoLDE.)
Bzbuoobafbt: F. S. Hattler. Oe^chichU det Fetiea und der

Andaeht Mum Herten-Jetu, Vienna, 1876; idem, Die bUd-
tiehe DarsUUung de* gdtUichen Hertena %md der Here-Jeau-
Idee, Innsbruck, 1894; J. de Qallifet, Ueber die Andaeht
gum hochheUioen Henen . . . Jeau Chriati, ib. 1884; H.
E. Manning, The Divine Glory of the Scured Heart, Lon-
don, 1873; idem. The Gloriea of the Sacred HeaH, ib. 1876;

K. Martin, Die Lehre und Uebuno der Andaeht aum gOUr-

lichen Heraen Jeau, Cologne. 1876; N. Nillee, De rationibua

featorum aaeraHaawni eordia Jeau et . . . Maria, 2 vols.,

Innsbruck, 1895;- H. J. Nix, CuUua , . . eordia Jeau,

Freibuig, 1891; H. Reusoh, Index der vethdenen BUcher,

u. 983 sqq.. Bonn, 1885; idem. Die deutache Biachdfe

und der Aberglaube, pp. 81 aqQ., ib. 1879; Heimbucher,
Orden und Konoreffotionen, vol. iii. passim; F. Berin-

ger. Die AblHaae, ihr Weaen uind OArauch, Padeibom,
1895.

SACRED HEART OF JESUS AND HART,
CONGREGATION OF. See Picfus, Congreoation
OF.
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A. H«bi«ir.
I. Stiingad lostrunitiiti*

The Lyre (f 1).

The Hup (I 2).

Other Strinced IiwtnimeiitB (I 8).

n. Wind Instruments.
The Flute and the Pipe (i 1).

The Horn and the Trumpet (| 2).

in. Instruments of Perousskm.
IV. Uses.

'

For Markinc Rhythm (| 1).

For Leading Melody (f 2).

V.EffeelB.
VI. Hannony and Rhythm.
B. Christian.

I. Character, Purpose, and Forms.
General Conception and Purpose
(ID.

The Roman CathoUo Conception
(§2).

The Protestant Conception (| 8).

SACRED MUSIC.

Hm Use of lartmmental Miaie
(§4).

Solo Singinc (| 5).

Oongregation and Choir (| 6).

Hie Ghurehes of the Beformatioa
(§7).

German Singing Sodeties (| 8).

n. Histoiy.
1. The Liturgical Side.

a. Tlie Choral Chant.
Hie Authoriasd Roman Hymnaries
(ID.

Ttie Gregorian Chant (| 2).

b. The Evangelical Hsrmn.
Developed from the Folk-Song
(ID.

Ttie Sixteenth and Seventeenth
Centuries (| 2).

Hie Eighteenth and Nineteenth
(}enturies (| 3).

2. The Artistic Side.

draroh Song Hbmopbonio till the

Year 1000 (| 1).

Development of Polyphonic Song
(12).

Hie Reformation. The Motet and
Madrigal (| 3).

Development of the Modem Hyma
Tune (I 4).

New Forms. Hie Cantata and the

Oratorio (| 6).

The Period of Rationalism and the

Nineteenth Century (| 6).

. In England and America.
The Generd Situa.tion (| 1).

Character of Rn^lifh Cburoh Miyj^y

(12).
Hymns and the Chgui (| 3).

The Sixteenth Century (| 4).

Seventeenth and Eighteenth Cen-
turies (I 6).

Nineteenth Century (| 6).

A. Hebrew: The forms of musical instruments

of the Hebrews are known from imprints of in-

struments on Jewish coins during the insurrection

against the Romans (66-70 a.d.). Moreover,

trumpets are represented on the Arch of Titus.

Especially valuable are the manifdd designs of

musical instruments on Egyptian, Babylonian,

and Assyrian monuments, since from these can be
inferred the form of their Hebrew parallds.

L Stringed Instnunenti: In the threefold cate-

gory of stringed, wind, and percussive or swaying
instruments, the stringed instruments (neghinoth,

titles of Ps. iv., vi., liv., etc.) rank first in importance
in Hebrew music, llieir strings (minnim) were
made of intestines (of sheep; cf. Homer, Odyney^
xxi. 408), or of twisted cords. It is not known
whether a particular kind of wood was used for

the framework, but among Solomon's luxuries

were instruments of the sandal wood that came from
Ethiopia (I Kings x. 12; II Chron. ix. 11). These
instruments were played either with the fingers,

as by pulling and twitching, or by striking with
the plectrum, a small rod of gold, ivory, or metal
(naggen, I Sam. xvi 16, xviiL 10; Isa. xxiiL 16;

etc. In the Psalms, tamar is ordinarily used for

both playing and singing, Ps. IxxL 22, cxliv. 0;

etc.).

Apart from the foreign wsbbekha, ** saekbut "

(Dan. iii. 5, 7, 10), the Greek sambyla, the Old Testar
ment mentions two instruments that are purely
Israelitish: kinndr, "harp," and nebhdf "psaltery."

The Old Testament gives no indications req>ecting

their form, save that they could be
X. The Lyre, carried and pla3red in processions (I

Sam. X. 5; II Sam. vL 5;^ Isa. xxiii.

16). Hence they were relatively small; though
greater sizes of the harp, for instance, may have
existed collaterally. And it may be assumed that
among the Israelites, as among the Egyptians, the
forms, in turn, were not always, and at all peri-

ods, invariably the same. Possibly even those in-

struments designated by one name took different

shapes. In the Septuagint kinnSr is usually ren-

dered kithara (cf. I Cor. xiv. 7; Rev. v. 8); less

frequently (5 times), pBoHOrion. It was, there-

fore, probably an instiximent similar to the Greek

dthara. The Ghmich Fathers find a point of dis-

tinction as between this instrument and the nAhd,
in the position of the sounding-board. The kinndr

has this feature below; being a rotund, hollow

body, whose arched surface turns downward.
The strings are stretched over the concave portion

horisontaJly. And this arrangement quite cor-

rectly describes one class of stringed instruments

Outes, guitars, etc.) in their essential outlines.

According to data transmitted by the Ghurch
Fathers, the A^nfUH*, unlike the Greek dthara, is

not plajred in an upright position, but held hori-

Bontally. It is therefore quite similar to the gen-

erally familiar ancient lyre. Its oldest form is

shown in the famous and often copied group of

Bedouin immigrants into E^jrpt, as found in a
rock sepulcher of Beni Hassan (150 m. s. of Gairo)

dating from the time of the twelfth dynasty (c 2(XX)

B.C.). The rather bulky instrument which one of

these Bedouins carries under his arm consists essen-

tially of a quadrangular board, one foot wide and
a foot and a half long, with a square excision at the

upper end, or part remote from the body; so that at

this end only a narrow frame of wood is l^t whole.

Eight strings are stretched parallel and lengthwise

over the board and the opening. The man plays

as he walks. He carries Uie instrument unde^ the

IdFt upper arm, and resting lengthwise. The per-

forated portion is also directed forward. The
strings are on the right side. His right hand
touches the strings with a plectrum about where
they are stretched over the lower part of the board,

the part serving as sounding-board. His left hand
reaches toward the strings through the excision.

The like instrument often recure in Eigyptian de-

signs. Notably from the times of the eighteenth-

twentieth dynasties, it assumed finer forms: the

upper part, or frame, showing variously waving
lines instead of the simile square. The lower part,

originally a mere board, developed into a rescmant
box. The origin of this instrument is Asiatic, and is

foimd in Asi^yrian and Babylonian designs. The
simplest form is shown by a ctelineation, reprodticed

by Rawlinson, of three Semitic captives playing
this lyre under surveillance of an kasynaji warrior.

It fuUy resembles the lyre of the Semitic Bedouins
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except that the frame grows wider above. It is

likewise carried under the left arm, and ia played
with both hands. Other designs duly indicate

finer forms, just as in case of the Egyptian drawings,

and, in particular, the curved frame, with more
or leas fantastic turns. The number of strings

varies; as from five to six or eight strings. From
this harmony between the Egyptian and Aasynan
delineations, both in the simpler and in the more
elaborate forms, a conespondhig diversity of forms
may be assumed for the Israelitish kinnOr. Neither

is it anything striking and improbable if the im-

prints on coins exhibit a frame which in the Grecian

period was fashioned according to Greek taste; cor-

responding now rather to the Grecian l3rre, now
rather to the cithara. The early Hebrew instru-

ments, indeed, may have had simpler forms; in

primitive times they probably resembled the simple

Egyptian and Asssrrian instruments.

In the case of the mbhel, it appean from the

Oiureh Fathers, who style this instrument pso^
terium, ihat the sounding-board was furnished by
a hoUow wooden body, at the upper end, as though
roofing the strings; the flat Eurface downward,

the convex arohing above. The chief

a. TheHarp. point is, that in this instrument the

strings are not stretched athwart the

sounding-board, but stand perpendicular, or else

at an acute angle to the resonant surface, and run
thence as uprights to their supporting arm at the

other end. TMs arrangement appliM to instru-

ments of the harp class. The Egyptian harps, both
the stationary upright and the portable, hiEive the

sounding-board below; the Bd[)ylonian and As-

syrian designs exhibit it above, and the Chureh
Fathers' account answers to the latter models.

The use of the harp in Asia and Egypt goes back
to primitive antiquity. The most ancient of all

representations of stringed instruments, a stone

from Telloh in Babylonia (c. 3000 B.C.), shows an
upright stationary instrument with a box-like

sounding-board, upon which rises a rude frame-

work, while the strings, two in number, run fairly

vertically from the sounding-board to the upper
cross beam. The whole instrument is rather lai^,

about three-quarters of a man's stature, and has
rough embellishments. The later Babylonian harp,

earried upright, is more wieldy, as is also the simi-

larly carried Assyrian harp. Both distinctly ex-

hibit the characteristic features of all harps: the

strings run unobstructedly from beam to beam,
the frame sustaining them is not closed on all four

sides, as in case of the Isrre, but open on one side,

and the instrument is played in a vertical position.

Yet the Aseyiian designs also reveal a recumbent
harp; and here, too, the strings are superposed, not
aide by side, but stretched like tendons between
two pieces of wood ihsX form an angle. It is es-

pecially interesting to note how, from the simple

beam of ihe Babylonian harp, that holds the strings,

the Assyrian harp has devdqped a broad sound-

ing apparatus, which roofs the strings in the manner
of a shield. The Egjrptian harp shows a great

fiiversity of forms. The ancient monarchy has
only the medium-sised harp with six or seven

strings, played in a sitting or kneeling position.

and the large harp, with twenty strings or upward,
and as tall as a man, or still taller; in playing this

harp, -the player stood. All these harps distinctly

show the instrument's original form; a great bow,
whose harp-strings take the place of bowstrings.

In this case, again, and in the course of develop-

ment, the simple arohing beam has expanded into

a soimding-board, occasionally assuming some-
what the fashion of a wooden chest. In contrast,

however, with the Asssnrian harp, this Egyptian
sounding apparatus is placed below, and serves

at the same time as the harp's base of support.

The pegs for tightening or timing the strings are

above. In the new monarohy appear also the

various portable small harps, both with and with-

out a sounding-board; now in the form of a strongly

curved bow, again, angular like the Aasyrisji

harps. They are borne before the breast, though
there is also a kind that is carried on the shoulder,

something between lute and harp. The manifold

designs of harps of all sorts attest that this instru-

ment was in great favor with the ancient E^jrptians.

Two stringed instruments besides those al-

ready mentioned were probably not unknown to

the Israelites: the lute and the psaltery. The
lute is repeatedly understood within

3* Other the Hebrew term wbhel. For this

Stringed In- the warrant rests partly upon the

itnmientt. bulging form which ndfhel is supposed
to indicate; since the term elsewhere

denotes the leathern bottle in which wine was
preserved. But again, mbhel is often compared
with the Egjrptian name for lute, and the transfer

of terms then readily suggests that of the objects

they signify. Be tMs as it may, the lute, at all

events , being an E^jrptian instrument originally,

was there highly favored. Nevertheless it migrated
even quite early to Asia, and thus into Assyria,

and in essentially the same form as in Egypt—an
elongated, yet more or less bulging, hollow body
for sounding-board, with a decidedly long support,

,

or handle, for holding the few strings, only one
to three in number and in parallel arrangement.

The player holds Uie body of the instrument with
his upper right arm. With the right hand, the

strings are set swaying just above the hollow body;
the left hand, quite agreeably to our custom with

violins, grasps round about the upper end of the

neck, and gives different lengths to the vibrating

strings by downward pressure. This instrument
was hardly unknown to the Israelites. And since

apart from kinndr and mbhel there are no desig-

nations for a third stringed instrument, it must
be assumed that the lute was comprised under
one of these terms, hence probably under the

name nebhel. The dulcimer is an Assyrian instru-

ment, which the Eigyptians do not appear to have
possessed. According to the representations, it is

played as the player walks along. It is a horizontal

instrument, with a low, slightly concave box byway
of sounding-board. Over this, and in parallel ar-

rangement, ten strings are stretched, with their

ends dependent across their supporting staff at the

forward side. The player carries the instrument

horisontally before him, with a band or belt at-

tached to his body. With the right hand hs
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strikes the strings with a plectrum, while his left

hand also seiMS or touches the strings. This

instrument found wide circulation. It became
later transmitted to the Greeks as their magadia and
was in use during the Middle Ages under the name
of psaUerium, The name itself is veiy old; cf.

the Greek translation of nebM by psaUerium, and
the Aramaic peBarUerin (Dan. iiL 5). Under this

name, in turn {aanflr), the instrument has main-
tained itself among the Arabs down to to-day.

As a foreign instrument, moreover, there is also

mention in the Old Testament of the tabbekha,

''sackbut" (Dan. iiL 5, 7, 10). Both name and
article reached the Greeks and Romans by way of

the East. The Bombykif indeed, was carried about
in the Roman Empire by oriental courtesans, ac-

cordingly styled MmbucirKB, The instrument is

described by Strabo as a triangular contrivance of

barbaric origin, with four sharp-toned strings.

IL Wind Instrumenti: The wind instruments

mentioned in the Old Testament are of the trumpet
order (horn, trumpet), or of the flute kind. Among
flutes, the Old Testament mentions 'ughabh, " or-

gan " or " flute," and hslti, " pipe." The Egyptians
had the simple long flute of wood, which varied

greatly in length, however, and in number of stops.

There likewise occur the transverse or

z. The Flute German flutes, which are played like

and the modem flutes by means of a lateral

Pipe. hole at the upper end. Much favored

are the double flutes, that is, two
flutes either joined together throughout their length,

or else only at the mouthpiece and then diverging.

Each hand plays one flute, the stops, of course,

being only few. Quite similar double flutes occur

in the Assyrian designs. A distinctively Syrian

instrument is imderstood by the small flute, a span
in length, which had a sharp and wailing tone, and
was played in connection with the mourning for

Adonis (see Tammuz) ; though with the Athenians it

was employed also at banquets and carousals. The
modem Arabian flutes vary in length and are made
of reeds. Even nowadays the double flutes are still

in great favor, of the pattem joined throughout their

length. It is probable that various t3rpes of these

flutes are comprehended imder the Hebrew term
halU, It is possible, too, that 'ughabh denotes this

type of flute (Gen. iv. 21; Job xxL 12, xxx. 31;

Ps. cl. 4). And as far as tradition goes, the same
term should imdoubtedly cover the bagpipe as

well. Perhaps, again, the latter instrument is meant
in Dan. iii. 5, 7, 10, by the expression Bumponyah
(cf. the Gk. symphdnia). At the same time, over
against this tradition it should be home in mind
that neither among the Assyrians nor among the

Egyptians are there designs of this instrument or

any other vouchers for its occurrence. With at

least the same right, indeed, the *ughabh might be
connected with the so-called "puff-cheek" pipe,

or Pan's pipe—the syrinx of the Greeks, which the

Septuagint recovers in the mashrokiha (Dan. iiL

6, 7, 10). The syrinx consists of seven to nine

reed pipes, arranged in a row, of varying length

and thickness and of varying pitch. This instru-

ment is still in use in the East, notably with
shepherds.

The trumpet class of wind instruments can haidly
be designated now as musical instruments in tlio

strictest sense of the word, since both horn and
trumpet have only one tone, hence no melody can

be played on them. Th^ both
a. The Hoxn served as signal instruments and to
and the reinforce loud shouts and cries of
Trumpet exultation. As its name imports, the

horn (shophar, also keren; Josh. vL
5; I Chron. xxv. 5; Dan. iiL 5) was originally notb-
ingmore than a natural hom of an ox or a ram. In
later times it was also fashioned of other materials,

as metal, though constantly retaining the curved
form of the animal hom; a distinctive feature,

again, in contrast with the straight trumpet. The
Talmud knows of straight horns as well. For
blowing the hom the Hebrew has two expressions:

to ** thrust " into the hom denotes diort, spasmodic
blasts; to ** draw " signifies prolonged tones. The
trumpet {hazoferah, Num. x. 1 sqq., xxxL 6; II Kings
xL 14; etc.) is straight, and usually of metal.

According to Josephus (Ant., III., xiL 6), the thin

pipes or tubes were about an ell in length, and
widen below into a campanulate bell; the mouth-
piece also showing a slight enlargement. Herein
agree the trumpets on the Arch of Titus, which also

resemble those of ancient E^rvpt. The trumpet de-
signs on coins from the time of Bar Kokba (q.v.)

are drawn decidedly shorter, and accordingly appear
quite stocky. Directly below the broad mouthpiece
they show a conical expansion, which doubtless

aims to strengthen the tone.

IIL Instrumenti of Percussion: Percussive and
rattling instruments play a much greater part in

the ancient and modem Oriental orchestra toward
enhancing the rhythm than they do with us. The
most usual of these instruments was the timbrel,

tabret, or tambourine (Hebr. toph, Gen. xxxL 27;
Ex. XV. 20; Judges xL 34; etc.). In the Egjrptian

designs it b beaten mostly by women; in the

Assyrian designs, by men as well. These instru-

ments are mosUy round, less frequently quadran-
gular. The membrane, stretched over a wooden or

metal rim, is held with one hand and beaten with
the fingers of the other hand. The modem tambou-
rines have thin metallic disks or small bells about
the rim, which jingle when shaken. Another kind
of drum that belongs to the orchestra appears in

the Assyrian delineation of drums ; it is carried from
the belt, and stmick with both hands. The cym-
bals (ze^elifn, megiUayim, II Sam. vL 5; I Chron.
xiii. 8, XV. 19; etc.) are described by Josephus (Ant,,

VIL, xiL 13) as two great broad plates of bronze,

that are clashed together with both hands. They
serve as metronomic or time-beating instruments

in the orchestra (cf. I Chron. xxv. 1-6; 11 Chron.
V. 12). The Assyrian designs exhibit both bell-

shaped cymbals, with handles, which are struck

together from above downward; and also the

flat platter kind, which are stmck laterally together.

According to the tradition attaching to the Septua-
gint and the Peshito, the shaliahim are also a kind

of cymbals (I Sfun. xviiL 6). On account of the

name others think of triangles. Castanets, or

small disks of metal, ivory, bone, or wood, that

are seised between the fingers and stmck together,
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are in great favor to-day and were also known to

the ancient Egorptians. Probably the Israelites

also had them, but whether the term ^el^tm-
Bhama adgnifies castanets is quite uncertain. The
sistra are probably meant by the term mena*anHm
(n Sam, vi 5). In Egypt they were notably in

use in the service of Isis, and then generally in

sacred rites. They are represented in the designs

as consisting of a broad, oval brass frame with
iron cross-bars. The latter support a number of

looee metal rings. A long handle, which, in turn,

supported the frame, served as motive rod, for

evoking soimd by agitating the rings.

IV. Uses: As touching the use of these instru-

ments, it is obvious that neither horn and trumpets,

nor the percussive and rattling instruments, can
serve to accompany a vocal melody,

z For Hark- or even to play one in the orchestra;

tng Rhythm, they occiu* only as " noise " instruments
to produce a loud stress of sound and

to accentuate the rhythm. Horns answer prefer-

ably to secular ends, such as watchman's signals

(Jer. vi 1; Hos. viiL 1; Amos iiL 6), war signals

(Judges iiL 27, vi 34; I Sam. xiii 3; Amos, ii 2;

etc.); and still other signals (II Sam. xv. 10;

I Kings i 34 seq.; II Kings ix. 13). They serve

also to announce worship (II Sam. vi 15; I Chron.
XV. 28; etc.); and especially the new year and the
year of jubilee are proclaimed by the blowing of

trumpets (Lev. xxiii 24; Num. xxix. 1). Ol^bei^

wise the trumpet appears as the properly sacred

instrument. Yet even in the ancient times, it

also naturally served secular ends as well: war
blasts and the like (II Kings xi 14; II Chron.

xxiii 13; Hos. v. 8). At the time of the second
Temple, however, the trumpet appears to have
served exclusively liturgical ends; above all, the

feasts and new moons are ushered in with the blare

of trumpets, and the sacrifices are accompanied
with trumpet blasts (Num. x. 2 seq., xxxi 6). For
this purpose, according to II Chron. v. 12, there

was a temple corps of 120 trumpeters. Tam-
bourines, or the timbrel, and cymbals, have their

place chiefly in the dance and processions (Ex.

XV. 20; Judges xi 34; I Sam. xviii 6; Jer. xxxi 4),

and with joyous festival singing ((Sen. xxxi 27;

Ps. Ixxxi 3; Isa. v. 12). In the second Temple,
when the timbrel ceased to be used, its place was
taken by the cymbals, for beating time (I ChrOn.
XXV. 6; n Chron. v. 12).

The proper musical instruments on which melo-
dies could be played were the stringed instruments

and the flutes, hence they are termed keli Mr,
''song instruments'' (Amos vi 5; Neh. xii 36;

I C!hron. xvi 42; II Chron. v. 13, etc.).

3. For Lead- In this connection the nebhel and
iDg Mek>^. kinndr were played only with joyful

music, never in mourning for lamen-
tation or dirges; hence they appear at the festive

banquet, at family feasts, and at poptdar jollifi-

cations (Isa. V. 12; Gen. xxxi 27; Job xxi 12).

Spiritual songs, too, were accompanied with these

instruments, both in the liturgical worship (I Chron.

XXV. 6; Neh. xii 27, etc.), and at religious popular

feasts (I Sam. x. 5; II Sam. vi 5). From its fre-

quent mention, the kinnOr appears to have been the

favorite instrument in popular use (Gen. xxxi 27;
Job xxi 12; etc.); and it was also the instrument
of the shepherd David (I Sam. xvi 16 seq.). On
the other hand, where the playing of the nebhel

is alone in question, it was employed for liturgical

purposes (Amos v. 23; Ps. cxliv. 9), or in the hands
of " artists " (Amos vi 5; Isa. xiv. 11), at all events,

never at popular meny-makings, nor in the hands
of the people. In mourning, both are out of place;

they are ** hanged upon the willows " (Ps. cxxxvii

2; Isa. xiv. 11, xxiv. 8; Lam. v. 14; Ezek. xxvi 13).

As a distinctively wailing, or elegiac, instrument

the flute was used, and in particular, the halU type.

In like manner, among other ancient peoples

(the Egyptians and Babylonians, for instance) the

playing of flutes was by no means to be omitted
on occasion of death dirges (Matt. ix. 23; Josephus,

War, IIL, X. 15). This is not saying, however,
that the flute was not used on many other occasions,

as it was a very popular instrument. Flute and
pipe occiured in all periods in connection with
popular rejoicings such as dancing, weddings, ban-
quets, and the like (I Kings i 40; Job xxi. 12, xxx.

31 ; Isa. V. 12). The ** bands " of prophets animated
themselves with music of flutes (I Sam. x. 5);

while festal pilgrims accompany their songs with
the "pipe" (Isa. xxx. 29). On the other hand,
this instrument is wanting in the music of the

Temple.
V. Effects: The importance of music as affecting

the popular life, and the position it occupied both in

the conunon life and in the worship of the period

before the exile, are not to be so highly appraised

as with the Greeks, who constantly regarded music
as an 'educational medium of great value. Still

it may be said that the ancient Israelites loved

music. It was not absent from popular feasts

nor family festivals; neither from divine service

nor from lamentation and mourning. At the festi^

val of harvest, yotmg men and maidens lead pro-

cessions of dancing with song and music (Judges
ix. 27. xxi 21); whereas the same features siao

accompany the patriotic festivals (Judges xi 34;
I Sam. xviii. 6; I Kings i 39 sqq.; Ps. xiv. 8 sqq.;

I Mace. ix. 39). He that is a master in music and
song is sure to be siurounded by a constant circle

of grateful auditors (I Sam. xvi 18; Lam. v. 14).
" Men singers " and " women singers " are not lack-

ing at the court of the king (II Sam. xix. 35; Eo-
cles. ii 8). Joyful song and strains of mirth adorn
the banquet (Ecclus. xxxii 5). True, the prophets
have no delight in such sumptuous entertainments
(Amos vi 5; Isa. v. 12, xxiv. 8, xxiii 16; Jer. vii

34, XXV. 10) because the vocation of professional

singers and dancers was not always followed by
reputable persons (Isa. xxiii. 16). Where the relig>

ious application of music best shows its impor-
tance is in connection with the popular life.

Doubtless that ancient hynm of praise in Ex.
XV. was by no means the only song to Yahweh
by the women of Israel at patriotic and relig-

ious fiestivals (II Sam. vi. 5, 14 sqq.). With the

prophets music serves direct religious objects: it

is amid music that they become transported into

holy exaltation (I Sam. x. 5, xix. 20 sqq.; II Kings
iii. 15; and see Ecstasy). With the same enchant-
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Ing tones it was also customary to exorcise the

e^ spirit in men (I Sam. x. S, xvi. 23). In the

divine service music still retained a leading sig-

nificance even in later times. A large and well-

organised gild of temple musicians was active in

the second Temple (I Chron. xxv. 6, xvi 4 sqq.,

XXV. 1 sqq.). And if all this is traditionally re-

ferred back to David, at least so much is correct

that the beautifying of the kingly temple worship
with music reaches back to those ancient times.

After the exile, many singers and musicians re-

tiuned with Zerubbabel (Esra ii. 41; Neh. viL

44), a proof that the musical tradition had not been
dislodged in captivity. In this matter, the blowing
of the trumpets on feast days is committed to the

priests in ^e way of a high prerogative; though
even in the genealogies of QirOnicles, musicians

are incorporated with the tribe of Levi. From King
Agrippa they later won the privilege of wearing
the white, and, in its origin, priestly robe (Josephus,

Ant, XX., ix. 6). Their sustenance is provided

by special prescription under Darius (Ezra vi. 6
sqq., vii. 20 sqq.; Neh. xi. 23), which attests their

importance. Their song was accompanied by the

Temple orchestra consisting of eight n^hd players

and six kinndr players. The chief musician marked
the time with cymbals (I ChrOn. xv. 19-21). In
the Temple of Herod the orchestra was composed of

two to six nd)M players, nine kinn&r players, and
one beater of cymbals. And according to the
Talmud, there were also from two to twelve flute

players and two trumpeters. Most intimately

connected with the entire development of the

Temple music stands the composition of the

Psalms (q.v.; also see Psalmody).
VL Harmony and Rhythm: Concerning the char-

acter of Hebrew music, a few conclusions may be
reached alike from what has been said concerning
the instruments and from modem oriental music.

But in the first place it is necessary to remember
that harmony, which is based on the triad and on
the interplay and flow of consonant and (Assonant

tones, is of very late origin (tenth century); and
that harmony, as such, is generaUy wanting in the
ancient music. To the oriental, even to-day, what
seems to us the harmonic blending of various tones
in chords, is a repulsive jumble. Hence the old

Hebrew music was played thoroughly in imison.

Both song and instruments run imisonally together,

or perhaps follow the octave, which also sounds
harmonious to them (cf. II Chron. v. 13). For
the distinction between men's and women's voices,

and their semblance of sounding a single tone
as they render the same time, is supplied by
nature itself. This being so, it may be left as a
remote issue, whether the expression *al *alamoih,

of playing the nd)hel (I Chron. xv. 20), is to be
understood with reference to the natural pitch of

the " virginal voice *'; and the same as to whether
the designation 'al-hasheminith [aheminith], ** after

the eighth," is to be connected with the octave
as " ei^th ** tone, in case of other instruments.
But even apart from this, the division of the oc-

tave into a scale of seven tones is to be surely

assumed. At best, detailed consideration cannot
here be given to the connection between this scale

and the whole philosophy of the orient, with its

doctrine as to the harmony of the q>here8; or the
tones produced by the seven planets in their

courses. In the place of harmony, rhythm plays

a leading part, even at the expense of melody.
Ancient songs, like the hymn of triumph in Ebc
XV. 20, were sung with the timbrel alone in the
way of accompaniment. The timbrels, however,
simply mark the riiythm. This shows ihzt the
singing was mainly a sort of rhythmic declama-
tion. Incipiently, indeed, this was the case with
vocal music generally. Nor is this the place to

set forth the process of development step by step;

as from a regular variation of the tone into an
actual melody. Suffice it that the Hebrew popular
song stood on the plane where melody is overbal-

anced by riiythm. And this is sUll ibe situation

in respect to Arabian song.

Two traits that are now distinctive in the ren-

dering of oriental vocal music are nasalising and vi-

bration. That the former trait is ancient may be
surmised on the ground of other observed qualities

of agreement between ancient and modem music.

On ^e other hand there is direct witness as to

vibration of the voice, from an Assyrian design,

wherein one of the singing women, quite in the man-
ner of Arabian singers to-day, hdds one hand under
her chin, thus exercising a slight pressure against

the throat. This is done in order to produce
notably flat tones, and to impart to them a pe-

culiar vibration, not identical, however, with our
tremolo style. Sundry obscure data in the Psalms,

referring presumably to the delivery, are not cer-

tainly resolvable. Some of them, perhaps, involve

directions concerning the time to be followed in

singing the Psalm (titles to Ps. ix., xxii., xlv., Ivi.,

Ivii., etc.). Selah (occurring seventy-one times

in forty Psalms) is rendered in the Septuagint by
diapsalma, which possibly means "interiude."

At all events it may be assumed that, in rendering

songs, the singing was intermpted at that point,

and the pause filled in by playing of the orchestra.

The expression lamena^eah has lately been trans-

lated " for the liturgy "; but this, too, is uncertain,

though, indeed, the traditionid interpretation,
" To the CSiief Musician," is still more questionable.

Else why do just those fifty-three Psalms, and not
the rest, need the like specification?

I. Benzinoeb.
B. Christiaii.—^L Character, Purpose, and Forms:

Sacred music is properly music which serves (or

edification, either in the general sense or in the

narrower sense of edification as pertaining to divine

worship. It is distinguished from secular music,

which is designed to serve ends not specifically re-

ligious, such as those of art, social life,

X. General or instraction. From the distinction

Conception between religious edification in its

and Purpose, wider sense and edification in the

sanctuary arises a distinction between
sacred music in the wider and in the stricter sense:

that is, between what may be called spiritual music,

and the music of divine worship, church music or li-

turgical music. To the former class belongs all music
which has an edifying effect upon the fedings,

which incites to devotion, which directs the im-
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agination toward the realm of the eternal and divine;

such as the Biblical oratorio, the spiritual song,

and serious instrumental music. The music of the

sanctuary comprises only such music as according

to its substance and form, object and character,

harmonizes with divine worship as a homogeneous
element of the same, not overstepping the sphere of

divine worship but essentially complementing it

and strengthening its e£Fectiveness. The essential

mark of sacred music in the stricter sense is that

its artistic effect accords with the effect aimed at

in worship, producing a single combined effect.

This acconl requires that the music heard in divine

worship shall not evoke in the hearer memories
and ideas that may divert from the object of

reverence. It excludes transfer of compositions

known to the hearer in other connections. It

requires on the composer's part subordination of

the artistic purpose to the end and conception of

divine worship. If divine worship be regarded

only as a means of converting the masses, music
is employed simply for its operation upon the

emotions; and nothing further is required of it

than exciting power, easy access to the mind, action

upon the nerves. Its esthetic value, its artistic

constitution, is not essentially in question. Ar-

tistic excellence and purity must frequently be
sacrificed for immediate effect and influence upon
the lower stratum of the congregation. This view
of church music obtains more or less where divine

service is regarded exclusively from the mismonary
and pedagogical standpoint (e.g., among Gennan
Methodists and the Salvation Army) . Where divine

worship is an end in itself, either as consummating
a sacred act whose value properly inheres in the

strict observance of the form of its consunmiation

(the Roman Catholic conception), or as the vol-

untary assembling of the congr^ation before God
with preaching of the Gospel and prayer (the

Evangelical conception), the music is, in the one
instance, ecclesiastical in the sense of constituting

a portion of the liturgy; in the other instance, in

the degree that it animates and strengthens the

presentation of the Gospel, or as it unifies the con-

gregation's prayer in due litiugical process.

According to the Roman Catholic conception,

t^ Church decides what belongs to the essence of

divine worship; music is ecclesiastical in so far

as it answers to the " will of the Church in the

sphere of music." Roman Catholic church music
is liturgical song as appointed by the Church and
such artistic song as has been carefully examined

and admitted for use in divine wor-

2. The ship. This was expressed in no equiv-

Roman ocsd manner by the decree of the

Catholic Congregation of Rites of Apr. 23 and
Conception. 26, 1883. According to this decree,

"only ihst form of Gregorian song
was to be regarded as authentic and regular, which
in virt\ie of the provisions of the Council of Trent

has been approved and confirmed by His Holiness

Pope Leo XIII., as likewise by the (Congregation of

Sacred Rites, conformably to the edition prepared

at Regensbun?, as the one used by the Roman
C^hurch.'' [This decree, however, in so far as it

made the R^^ensburg edition " authentic " or au-

thoritative, was reversed by Pius X., who shortly

after his accession to the papal throne issued a most
important Motu Propria concerning the reform of

abuses in church music and embodying many posi-

tive instructions. Scientific students of plain-song,

especially the Benedictines, had already proved
conclusively that the R^^ensbuig ** authentic " edi-

tion was very imperfect and uncritical—^that it by
no means represented the old traditional Gregorian
melodies. A critical edition of the latter, embody-
ing the results of long and painstaking labor on the
part of eminent scholars, was prepared from a com-
parative study of the ancient manuscripts by the

Benedictine Fathers of the monastery of Solesmes
in France, but while competent and disinterested

critics unanimously recognized its superiority over
the R^^ensburg edition, the latter still retained its

authoritative position in virtue of the above-men-
tioned decree of the Congregation of Rites. But
Pius X., who took a deep, intelligent interest in the

subject, cast the wei^t of his authority in favor of

the school of Solesmes, and the undeserved monop-
oly hitherto enjoyed by the R^^ensbuig editors

came suddenly to an end. The pope appointed a
pontificial conmiission to supervise the carrying-out

of the instructions contained in the Moiu Proprio,

and to look after the publication of a new " autiien-

tic" edition of the liturgical plain-song, to be
known as the Vatican edition. The members of

this conmiission were all chosen from among the

experts representing the Benedictine school, and
the new edition (not yet completed) is baseid ex-

clusively on ihst of Solesmes. The Motu Proprio

deals at length and with not a little detail with the

entire question of church music in its various as-

pects. Many abuses are pointed out and reproved,

and while modem music is not excluded from use

in church services, it is subjected to restrictions re-

quiring tiiat it be religious and ecclesiastical in

character. Music of the Palestrinian style is com-
mended, but a strong preference is expressed in

favor of the traditional Gregorian or plain-song,

the use of which is prescribed for all those parts of

the service known as the " proper." This decree

was followed by a keen revival of interest in the

question of church music both in Europe and in

America, and in most of the dioceses musical com-
missions were appointed by the bishops with a view
to carry out the instructions contained in the papal

document, j. f. d.] Cliurch music is ecclesiastical

according to its relation to the sanctioned choral

music. Its ecclesiastical quality is not involved in

the musical style of any specified epoch; or in any
specified harmonic form or musical mode of expres-

sion. Music is ecclesiastical in so far as it is an
artistic consmnmation and idealization of the li-

turgical song sanctioned by the Cliiutsh.

According to the Evangelical conception, it is

essential to divine service that the word of God,

the Gospel, be proclaimed, and that the congre-

gation inake its confession in prayer. Here muac
becomes the art which expresses emotions that

strive in vain for words, as well as the art which
unifies and idealizes every form of expression. As
music supplements the spoken word, its tones

impart a vital, apprehensible quality to the
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'* unspeakable words " (I Cor. xii. 4) of the revelar

tioQ disclosed to the human soul in the divine word,

and the ''groanings which can not

3. The be uttered" (Rom. viii. 26) which
Protestant accompany the prayer of faith. But
Conception, only to the extent that it serves to

attune the proclaiming of the Gospel
to its utmost impressiveness, and to harmonise
the congregation's prayer by melodiously defi-

ning and rhythmically modulating the same, in

accord with the fundamental principle that ''all

things be done decently and in order" (I Cot.

ziv. 40)—that is, only as a means, and not for

its own sake—^has music its rightful place in

divine service. It is the "tongue" of art,

which edifies only where it utters " words easy
to be imderstood" (I Cor. ziv. 9), and is

made immediately intelligible by virtue of the
divine word, which it aids to expound, or unto
which it contributes a freely upliftL[ig power. For
in divine service, the question is not one of artistic

edification; that is, of that intellectual stimulation

of life which contact with the beautiful evokes,

but of edification in the religious sense, or the

strengthening and enhancement of the life of faith,

as this is vouchsafed by the living realization of

the divine means of salvation in the Gospel, and
immediate contact with the same in prayer. Re-
ligious edification can be promoted only by music
which strengthens the impression made by the

Gospel, and fosters prayer; hence by music which
directs attention steadfastly not upon itself, but
upon the Gospel and prayer. Accordingly the

commonplace, frivolous, and sentimental are ex-

cluded, because these contradict the dignity, the
earnestness, and the sublimity of the object and
the sacredness of the end; and likewise there is

excluded whatever is technical and too refined

artistically or professionally, because this appeals
to musical interest exclusively, thus withdrawing
attention from the word of God, even depreciating

the same as a mere means of artistic exercise.

Moreover church music must speak to the congre-

gation; accordingly, as touching its content and
style, that quality which presupposes, in order to

be intelligently understood, a strictly technical

education is excluded. Church music does not
make its appeal to the professional musician or to

the concert public. The requirement of close con-

centration upon the aim in view becomes restricted

on the one hand to the requirement of musical

self-discipline and self-limitation, divesting itself

of every extraneous purpose; on the other hand,

to the requirement of noble simplicity and luminous
clearness in the form of composition. These funda-

mental requirements premised, no musical style
" *~

'^lelf excluded which an-

is. If in many circles

(trict the conception of

ctions and style of the

centuries, the reason

iod of productiveness in

le of concentrating the

dtions. But the works
ih (q.v.) likewise bear
»tion to the object and

end of Evangelical divine service; and the motets
of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries are not
to be preferred simply because their style has be-

come strange (see below, II., 1, b).

If, furthermore, rigid practise would exclude
instrumental music from church music (the oiigan

excepted), and limit the conception of what is

ecclesiastical to the vocal choir, this in-

4. The Use heres in the fact that the use of instru-

of Instru- ments demands a far greater degree of

mental both foresight and restraint than the

Music, vocal choir. Choral song incites to

a mood in harmony with the Church,
because the very ideal roundness and detachment of

the choral sound gives an impression of pureness

above the prose of everyday routine. The sound
of orchestral instruments ea^y rouses in the hearer

the thought of secular occasions wherein they are

employed, and for this reason orchestral music has
for many people a somewhat mundane tone. But,
after all, this is merely a matter of convention,

and principally subjective. It is only necessary to

recall Bach's employment of the orchestra—his

passion music and his cantatas—to make clear

that the matter turns only upon the manner of the

employment. Bach knew how to devote ihia

mighty giant of instrumentation, commanding, as

it does, every harmonic effect and shade of tone,

every variety of expression, and every gradation

of tonic power, to the service of edification. It

is not abstract principles and theories, but only

practical difficulties, which oppose themselves to

the employment of the orchestra for church music,

and persuade most congregations to restrict them-
selves to the vocal choir and the oi^gan. For the

latter instrument in Evangelical church music, see

Organ.
Many people would exclude solo singing from

church music for the reason that it tends to empha-
size the individual, to divert the hear-

5. Solo er's interest from divine worship, and
Singing, thus interfere with edification. Yet,

while this may easily happen, it does
not necessarily and always follow. The right use is

not abrogated by misuse. Solo song has its good
title in church music, provided it be not thrust for-

ward for its own sake, but is called for by the subject

matter and the musical composition, and accords
with the general design, helping to enrich and
deepen the total impression. On account of human
infirmity, not on abstract grounds, it is advisable,

as a rule, to keep solo song somewhat subordinated.

But to renounce a musical composition as unfitted

for church use merely because it requires solo

voices, is not Evangelical. The text holds good of

the forms and kinds of Evangelical church music,
" all things are yours, but ye are Christ's." All

things are to be admitted provided they consecrate

themselves to the sacred service. For the Church
of the Gospel, congregational singing, strictly re-

garded, is not a constituent integral element of

divine service. That is to say, the constituent

elements of the Evangelical worship are, as explained
above, the proclaiming of the word of God, the

Gospel, and the prayer of the congregation.

Whether the word of God reaches the congrega-
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tion in the way of oral discourse, or in the man-
ner of the Roman church chant in a melodiously

graduated delivery (or intonation), or

6. CongTfr- in the festival pomp of full-voiced

cation and choir music; whether the congregation

Choir, merely joins in spirit in the proffered

prayer, or directly expresses the same
in song, as in the congregational hymn, is determined
by custom and requirements, by circumstances and
means, being indeed a matter of significance with
reference to the practical effect and impressiveness

of worship, but not, as such, a part of its essence and
mtrinsic value. Nevertheless, the Evangelical

wor^p being theoretically and essentially a con-

gregational act, this implies, of course, that the

congregation as such shall take part in the same.
And this it can best do in a collective way in the form
of singing which groups a diversity of voices into

a haimonic unity. Such singing is well established

in Evangelical worship as the most suitable form
for the congregation's collective activity. The
congregation as a vehicle of divine service is not
an indiscriminate mass of people, but consists of

a variety of living individiials and groups of peo-

ple, who differ in age and sex; accordingly it

contains within itself a diversity of gifts and powers.

Divine worship is an act or transaction of the con-

gregation in proportion as the separate individuals

actively and individually cooperate in the service;

it is a congregational act in the full sense of the

term according as the gifts and powers latent in

the congregation come into active play and min-
ister to the service of edification by means of a
lively presentation of the Gospel. Among gifts

vouchsafed to the congr^ation, the gift of song
stands in the front rank in relation to divine wor-

ship; eq[>ecially the harmonic art when viewed as

a preeminent factor for enhancing the effect of

the Gospel to its utmost degree of impressiveness,

thus powerfully promoting edification. Viewed
in this light, as an instrument of edification of

singular power and effectiveness, harmonic art,

and, notably, cultivated singing, has its place in

Evangelical worship; while in the same service

the choir has its office in the way of expressive

leadership. In this worship the choir is the ex-

ponent of musical art in the divine service, being

a legitimate adjunct of the same only in so far as

the purpose of edification demands that this art

be coordinated as a homogeneous factor within the

^here of worship. The choir is not a necessary

arrangement with reference to worship, its essence

and realization; all this is complete even without

the choir's cooperation. In fact the employment
of a choir presupposes that the congregation al-

ready contains the proper intelligence for the ar-

tistic performances of the choir, and that this

intelligence has been cultivated up to a certain

degree; where this is not the case, there is no need
of choir singing. But choir singing is a no
less powerful than blessed instrument of con-

gregational edification; and as sucn it has been
duly valued by the congregation from the very

outset.

The Rflfomuttion coincided with the age when the art of

polyphony was ripening into clamrical- pwfection. This art

was quite distinctively the creation of the Chnreh (seebelow
II., 2, If 2-4); hence the Reformation found artistic choral

song at its height. Attached to the larger
7. The churches were permanent cboira. whose main-

Ohorches tenance was provided in part by the munifi-
of the cenoe of princes and magistrates, in part by

Heforma- means of endowments. But in case of the rising
tion. Evangelical church the primary interest was

not artistic singing, but congregational singing;
and for its exponent and leader in Germany, not the trained
choir was in question, but the school. All effort was accord-
ingly directed to the training of the growing congregation
for the tasks devolving upon it in the divine service, by
means of a sealous ciiltivation of singing in the school.
Nevertheless the importance of artistic singing was fully
valued by the Reformers. It was quite peculiarly owing to
Luther that this instrument of congregational edification
was retained. He urgently enjoined upon those in authoi^
ity the duty of sufficient provision to this end, in cases where
the congregations lacked resources and were not able to take
the initiative. " Kings, princes and lords must support
music, for it becomes great potentates and lords to maintain
good liberal arts and the laws." Where no choir is present
to serve the congregation with the glorious gift of music,
then the like service devolves as an honorable duty upon the
school. The princely chorister schools were expressly and
positively institutes of art. and lituneical singing engaged
only a part of their professional duties. Under their direc-
tion ohureh music came to be more and more a concert per-
formance in the divine service. Hie artistic mission of the
school choirs, however, accorded with the other tasks which
the school had in charge. Hieir musical tasks were planned
according to the needs of the congregation in the sanctuary,
approximating more dosdy to the average intelligence and
becoming more familiar to the congregation than the per^
formances of the professional art choira. Thus the school
choir came to serve as a musical training establishment for
the whole congregation, and from it the congregation de-
veloped the ab^ty to help itself in case of need.
For example, when the choral institute, to which people

had been accustomed, closed its door»—as did the residen-
tial chorister school at Torgau in 1530 on account of finan-
cial considerations, musically endowed dtixens of the town

associated themselves in the ** Torgau Choris-
8. Qerman ter Society*' with a view to practising and
Sin^inff rendering, under the leadership of the princely
Societies, vocal master and precentor Johann Walther.

the portions devolving upon the choir. The
example of Torgau was followed ^y other towns. At the
same time the growing delight in song and music led to as-
sociations which charged themselves with the cultivation
of singing and in- some cases especially sacred song (as at
ReutUngen in WarttembeiK. 1609; St. Gallen. 1620; and
elsewhere). The popularity of Handel's oratorios towaid
the close of the eighteenth centuiy and the rise of male sing-

ing societies in the eariy decades of the nineteenth century
augmented the impulse to create musical associations, which
gladly lent their services to the Churoh; these societies, how-
ever, were primarily artistic and secular. The revival of re-

ligious and ecclesiastical interest after the wars of liberation,

which manifested itself particulariy in the Reformation jubi-

lee festival (1817), led to the formation of societies devoted
specifically to chureh song. They soon extended over all

Germany and their activity has steadily become wider. In
1881 the first " General (Convention of the German Evan-
gelical Chureh Singing Societies " met at Stuttgart, and in
the year of the Luther jubilee (1883) was organised the
" Evangelical Chureh Singing Society for Germany,'* which
in 1905 comprised twenty-two territorial and provincial

societies, and 1.996 local societies and chureh choirs. The
management is in the hands of a central committee whose
duties are defined to be: (1) To promote the cause of Evan-
gelical chureh song by spoken and written means; (2) to

work for cooperation of individual societies; (3) to assist

societies in selecting and securing their music; (4) to call a
general convention at least once every three years; (6) to

represent the general interests abroad. A periodical, the
Korreaponderuhlatt dea evanoelischen. K%rehmoeaanovere%n9

far Deutuchkmdt is published at Leipsic.

n. History: The essential ground form of the

Roman Catholic church song is the choral (catduB

Cfregorianiu, because its regulation and systemati-
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Bation is traced baek to Gregoiy I.; cantus pUmuB,
''plain-song/' in distinction from figured song;
caniua choralUf because it is rendered in unison by
the aggregate of singers present in the choir), or

church song in the tone style of ancient music.

The Evangdioal church makes some use of the Gre-
gorian song, as when it is used for the altar chant-
ing in German churches, and when particular

melodies are borrowed from it for congregational

song; but its own distinctive ground form is

the popular melody adapted to church use; the

modem, harmoniously timed and harmonically
intelligible melodious hymn, or church hymn.
Upon these basic forms are constructed the artis-

tic forms of church music, which are proper to the
partictdar church in so far as their expressed ob-
ject is to adorn and idealise those basic forms by
process of elaborated tonal art; but they are gov-
erned by their respective standards, the choral

and the church hymn.
1. The Litnrfflcal Side. a. The Ohcral Ohant:

The authentic sources of the liturgical song of the
Roman Church are the official hymnaries brought

out under Popes Gregory XIII. and
Paul v., on the initiative of the Coun-

^ cil of l>ent, and on the basis of the

1. The
Authoriaed
Boman

Hynmarlea. revision undertaken by Giovanni
'Guidetti (1532-92); vis, the Directo-

Hum chori (1582); the ArUiphonarium, containing
the liturgical songs for the breviary (1610); the
Graduale, with the liturgical songs for the mass
(1614 and 1615); and the Hymnarium, which fol-

lowed under Urban VIII. in 1644, after a revision

undertaken by Palestrina, Guidetti's teacher.

Their authentic edition, among the later ones, is

held to be that of Regensbuig, 1872-1882. They
contain the "authentic and authorised form of

Gregorian song"; that is, that manner of song
" which the Roman Church uses," or has to use.

Whether the melodies thus pronoimced to be
authentic are really those of the earlier time cor-

rectly transmitted is a matter which, in spite of

careful investigations, may not at present be de-
termined to a certainty (but see above, B, I., { 2).

The Gregorian choral, as distinguished from
modem melody, is conditioned in point of tune and
composition by the text, and is to be understood
in that light; being structurally monotonic, in

part mere musically graduated, stereot3rped reci-

tative, wherein the rise and fall of

Gh*effori!an
^® ^ocal tone, the choice of inter-

Ohant. ^^' ^^ toidc measure, are determined
not with reference to grace or ex-

presfflon of the melody, but simply by the textual

notation; in part, again, it is real song, melody
representing a musical ensemble, and following,

for that matter, a definite rule of constmction ac-

cording to the tonal mode, or key, to which it

belongs, but conditioned in the composition by
the verbal stmcture of the text. The peculiarity

and significance of the melody—its musical charac-
ter, in a word—^inheres in the manner in which the
tonal movement which the melody conveys pro-

gresses from the starting-point of the initial tone
through the tonal intervals of the (diatonic) scale

to the doeing tone; and what in this case in-

terests the musical imagination is the feature of

the tone graduations combined with singleness of

effect by the melody as it glides along; and these

in relation to one another, not in their relation to

the basic triad of tonal values, as is the case in

modem melody—^in respect to their melodious jux-

taposition and sequence, not in respect to their hai^

monic significance. This entirely corresponds to

the antique theory of musical tones: Gregorian

song is church song in the tone language of ancient

(Greek and Roman) music. Its melodies belong to

the diatonic scheme of tones; that is, they are in-

variably composed of the tones of the diatonic

scales; these grouping themselves, in every in-

stance, with two and three whole steps and two
half-steps. Chromatic and enharmonic scales are

quite debarred. The Gregorian song, in contrast

with the secular music of the first Christian cen-

tury, thus reflects the reform of music in the direc-

tion of noble simplicity, the reaction to classical

style. The regulation and systematisation of

church song for the Roman and so for the entire

Westem Church is traditionally connected with the

name of Gregory the Great (590-604); though to

what extent ri^tly, leaves room for further elu-

cidation.

b. The BvangeHoal Hymn: In contrast with the

ancient melody of Gregorian song, the musical form
of the chiutsh hymn, which constitutes the founda-

tion, soul, and center of Evangelical church music,

is the modem, harmoniously definite

\^5*#w?" *"*^ harmonically consistent hymn

S^^Vut"* ^^^®" harmonically consistent, that

^^^^
*

is, from the relation of the tones of the

melody to the basic tone, or more pre-

cisely, to the basic accord of the key to which the

melody belongs, governed by the cardinal points of

the tonic and dominant, and yielding a ByTomeU
rically coherent, rhythmically expressive, sono-

rously emotional fabric. It is tiie recognized musical

form for the song of the congregation; for the choral

prayer thereof in distinction from the choral (or

liturgical) prayer of the priestly singers assembled
in the choir, wherein the priestly Church has like-

wise its musical speech to utter. The Reformation
did not create this musical form; it found the same
at hand in the spiritual and secular folk-song, which
had gradually wrested itself loose from the fetters

of the ancient tone theory, and had developed, in

the period from the thirteenth century to the fif-

teenth, into luxuriant blossoming. It is true, the

Church of the Reformation, in order to obtain tunes

for congregational singing, did not limit itself to

the folk-song, but appropriated also some of the

melodious treasure of Gregorian song. But what
it borrowed from this for congregational singing

was recast according to the folk-song pattem. Pe-
culiar, if not essential to the folk-song, is the so-

called poljrrhythm, by virtue of which in one and
the same melody double and triple time interchange,

thus producing riiythmical combinations which
can only with difficulty be convejred in modem
measures.

The early period of the Reformation had plenty

to do in the way of adjusting for congregational use

the tunes which it borrowed from Gregorian song.
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from the treasure of Latin hymns, from the se-

quences, from the spiritual folk-song, as also from
the treasure of secular folk-song. What

2. Tha 8iz- little the Reformation period contrib-

^•JJ^^J^ uted to the treasure of melodies out of

^^^^^ its own invention (Luther's EifC fette

Oentozies. Bury, for example) reflects the classical

type of the church folk-tune. Toward
the dose of the sixteenth century there is an increase

of originators of new melodies (Selnecker, 1530-

1592; Philipp Nicdai, 1556-1608; Melchior Franck,

c. 1573-1639; Melchior Teschner, 1614; Melchior

Vulpius, c. 1560-1615; Johann Hermann Schein,

1586-1630; Michael Altenbuig, 1584-1640; Mat-
thfius Apelles von LOwenstem, 1594-1648; Jo-

hannes CrOger, 1598-1662). The seventeenth cen-

tury increasingly exhibits, in the composition of

mdodies, the influence of the aria song which
toward the end of the sixteenth century had arisen

in Italy (Heinrich Albert, 1604-^51; Johann Geoig
£a>ding, 1637-76; Jakob Hintze, 162^1702; Jo-

hann Rudolf Ahle, 1625-73; Geoig Neumaik, 1621-

1681; Joachim Neander, 1650-80; Adam Drese,

1620-1701). The chiirch mdody as softened down
into the spiritual aria, with its sentimental or

"heart's revealing" nature, stands as far removed
from the compact force and the sonorous full tones

of the folk-song, as pietism, whose favorite mode it

becomes, from the Reformation. In evidence of

the Uvdy and sealous activity which pietism dis-

played in behalf of church song, there are the

DarmsUSdter KanHanal (1687); the Freylifighaus-

en'Bche Oesanghvch (1704 sqq.); the CharalbUcher of

Dretzd (1731), Kdnig (1738), and others; in evi-

dence of the rdigious vitality inherent in the move-
ment, there is a succession of hymns, which, if not
betdcening vernacular simplidty and primitive-

ness, yet indicate hymnd buoyancy.
The " age of enlightenment " completes the

process of modernising the church mdody. It be-

comes a popularized art hjrmn, which is distin-

guished from the paralld secular art song only in

that it dispenses with all rhythmical chum, mer-
ging into the ** slowest song " that ** can fairly be
concdved " (Justin Heinrich Knecht, Preface of the

Choralbuch of 1799). In only particular instances

have Uie mmierous melodies which the
8. The " 3g3 Qf enlightenment " produced,

BiffhtMnth evinced vitality. It was a matter full

Vln^aenth ^^ Porte^t, that the new trend of taste

Centiuies.
" iniproved upon " the transmitted

' wedth of the Fathers. The character-

istic and ever charming polyrhythm of the old tunes

appeared to the modem conception of musicd
measure hard and unintelligible; likewise it seemed
impracticable for popular use; while the rhythmical

vivadty seemed incompatible with the idea then

entertained of the sublimity and ** dignity ** of

music for the divine service. The old tunes were
approximated to the ided of the ''dowest song
that can fairiy be concdved," being divested not
only of pdyriiythm, but of riiythm dtogether.

This leveling process for the church tune, at first

in the direction of isometry, then to the completely

unrhythmicd plain-song, was at the same time

evoked and favored by means of the growing sway

of the organ in Evangdicd worship. The revivd
of religious life and the deepening of the ecclesia»-

ticd consdousness in the first decades of the

nineteenth centuiy manifested itself less in the

production of new mdodies (Bemhard Kldn, 1793-

1832; Johann Geoig Freeh, 1790-1864; Conrad
Kocher, 1786-1872; Heinrich Carl Brddenstein,
1796-1876; Arnold Mendelssohn, b. 1856; and
others) than in the growing intelligence in behalf

of distinctive charm, the historicd as well as eccle-

siasticd and esthetic justification of the origind

form of the transmitted melodies; and in the zed-
ous endeavor to recover for congregationd winging

the rhythmicd vivacity and original freshness of

the Reformation period. How far this endeavor,

which is thoroughly justified from the standpoint

of historic fidelity, is feadble in practise, and at
what point it be<M>mes restricted by condderations

as to the nature of chord song, and of the charac-

teristic tones of the organ, still indispensable for

accompaniment, are matters which even to-day are

still subject to great differences of opinion. For
this reason, and because of the numberless variants

which have established themselves in the severd
chiirch provinces through venerable custom, at-

tempts to secure uniformity of usage in the Ger-
man churches have been successful only in a limited

degree.

8. The Artiatlo Bide: The first ten centuries of

the Christian Chiux^h knew none but homophonic
song. For the non-Latin peoples who came into

the Church, this was artistic song, which required

expert schooling, and this was the reason why it

came to be more and more excludvely
1. Ohw»h aggigned to the choir of singers trained

h. nl" '^P^^^^y ^^^ chiuxjh song. It was ren-

"^ ^^ ^ dered in a language foreign to the con-

Tear 1000. gr^egation, and in a mode of mudcd
articulation imusud to them, viz., the

antique Greco-Roman. The lituigicd song was
choir song. The people still had the canticum vul-

gore, the song of their native speech; and from
the twelfth century onward this became more and
more independently developed, and on the chief

festivals, at least, was even tolerated in the liturgy

of the mass (between epistle and Gospd in place of

the psalm which succeeded the halleluiah; or, as

the case might be, in place of the sequence, and
subsequently also following the Gospd in the way
of a German creedd song, dther instead of the

Latin credo or attached to the same).

From the deventh century and continually

thenceforward, out of modest, and, according to

modem ideas of mudcd beauty, rude attempts, as

they appear in the light of the fifth and octave

pandlels of the Benedictine monk Hucbdd of St.

Amand (c 840-930), there devdoped itself imder
the fostering care of the Church, through the mid-
dle terms of the descant (principle of reciprocd har-

mony) and of fauxboiirdon (habituation to the

harmonic euphony of thirds and sixths), the com-
podte or polyphonic choir song, which for the

most part aimed to be nothing more than the

artistic expandon and eiuichment of the liturgicd

song. By the end of the foiuteenth century, poly-

phony, tiie art of cotmterpoint, had reached its
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complete development (first Netherland school,

c. 1380-1480: Wilhelm du Fay, Binchois, Dun-
stable, and others); by the end of the

2, Devel- fifteenth century it came to its classic

opment of bloom (second Netherland school, c.

Polyphonio 1480-1565: Ockenheim, Josquin de
Boziff. Pr6s, LassuSy and others). It had

gained entrance to the papal chapel

during the ^e at Avignon (1309-77). The art

of blending voices through the bond of musical

consonance, quite distinctively the creation of the

Middle Ages—the musical expression of the medi-

eval association and gild spirit—accorded with

the spirit of the Medieval Church. The creative

constructive power and the wanton constructive

impulse of the master composers brought matters

to such a pass that the artistic product became
an end in itself, and art forgot her subservient

position. Not only in the luxuriant, exuberant

maze of tones was the sacred text utterly lost

to the verge of unintelligibility, but also the

hallowed style of the choral came to be neglected.

The master composers elected the tenor parts,

and along these lines they built up their themes,

no longer subject to the lituigical point of

view, but to the purely esthetic standpoint of ar-

tistic effect, sometimes basing their masses upon
favorite and often secular popular tunes. Accord-

ingly the Roman Catholic Church, committing itself

as it did at the Council of Trent to the known Ro-
man chant, could allow full rights to the polyphonic

style in divine worship only imder the proviso that

art should do justice to the liturgical demands of

the Chiirch. These demands were thoroughly sat-

isfied by the masses which Palestrina (15267-94;

see Palestrina, Giovanni Piehluiqi da) com-
posed at the instance of the council, and submitted

to the committee appointed by the council for the

regulation of church music. In this master's Misaa
Papce MarceUi (1565), the stricter school since that

time recognizes the classic type of Roman Catholic

Church music. It is true, the course of develop-

ment passed beyond its bounds, and Roman Church
music subsequently shared in all the transforma-

tions of tonal art. The strict Palestrina style, as

represented by the Roman school (Animuccia, Vit-

toria, Felice and Francesco Anerio, Nanini, lastly

Baini) had to jrield to the style which emphasized
subjective paUios, over and above the beautiful

style which exhibits lofty detachment and massive

repose by striving toward individual expression.

The CsBcilian Society (Franz Witt, 1834-88; Franz
Xaver Haberl, 1840-1910) tried to reform the

Roman Church music by returning to the style of

Palestrina. Yet the Chiux^h itself, though actively

supporting that society's efforts, has not obstructed

the further development of church music; nor has

it even barred from the sanctuary productions of

the most modem tonal art of a Liszt and a Verdi.

The Reformation coincided with the flourishing

period of polyphony. Among its peculiar forms, the

nascent Evangelical chiux^h could consider, for use

in divine worship, only the motet, the hymn for

several voices; or the madrigal. The motet (Ital.

tnottetto, diminutive of motto, "a word, a saying")*

a musical phrase construct^ upon a more or less

brief refrain either borrowed from the lituigical

chant or the folk-song or even freely invented,

found its place in the mass, as a muai-
^' ^*^* .^*'' cal art form, as the musical setting

TheM ^tot
^^^ paasages of Scripture that mark

^^^ the contextual significance of the maaa

T^tLdrigBl, ^ ^® calendar. In the Evangelical wor-
ship it occurred first by way of musical

setting for the sentences of the introit, the gradual,

or the epistle or Qospel sentence, and in ^ next
place as a form of choir song during the distribu-

tion of the Eucharist, as well as at marriages,

funerals, and other solemnities. The word motet
eventually came to signify elaborate choir song.

In a narrower sense, as artistic form for the musical
embodiment of a Bible sentence, that is, of the
sentence in the introit or lection that indicated the
day's calendar significance, the motet became the
form in which tonal art participated in proclaiming

the divine word in Evangelical worship. A form of

motet which was cultivated with spedal favor was
the polyphonic hymn (as elaborated in motet style).

The task of the musical phrase in this case is artis-

tically to modulate the harmonic suggestion already
given in the closed melody preceding, and to com-
prehend it somewhat in the manner of a costly

painting in elegantly carved framework. This form
adapted itself quite peculiaiiy to the musical elabo-

ration of the church tune, and therefore became
the hymn form in superior choirs. But the choir

song in Evangelical worship had now not only an
artistic task, it had above all an educational mis-
sion; it was to lead the tunes for the congregation,

in order to render them so familiar that the people

should make them their own and themselves join

in. The hymn tune, in this connection, ran tra-

ditionally in the tenor, which constituted the mid-
dle part. On practical groimds, it became advi-

sable to assign the tune to the upper voice, the

soprano. Everything, in this case, was left to the
free invention of the composer, who sought simply
to light upon the musical expression for the key-
note of the appertaining text. The art of composi-
tion, the blending and the direction of voices, be-

came an incidental, expression the chief thing. The
tuneful motives concentrated themselves more and
more upon the finished expressive melody, and this

became the vocal surface of the composition. The
artistic composition, the harmony proper, came to

be more and more a mere means of expression, the
chromatic tone. The decisive step toward trans-

posing the melody to the soprano part was accom-
plished by the WQrttemberg Court Preacher Lucas
Osiander, by his address to schoohnasters, Jan. 1,

1586 (see Osiander, 2), and the publication of the
work: FUnffzig geisUiche Lieder und Padbmen. MU
vier Stimmen, auf Contrapunctsweiae. A succession

of notable composers followed his example: Gesius,

Raselius, Michael, Calvisius, Vulpius, Hassler,

Michael Prfttorius, Johann Eccard.

It was natural that the hymn tune, heretofore

the foundation of the composition, should now
become its actual object, the remaining voices rece-

ding more and more to the province of accompani-
ment, as they followed the melody in regular coim-
terpoint; and the polyphonio motet style had to
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yield to the ambitious madrigal style of the modem
harmonized melody. On the border line between

the old and the new conception stand
4. Deval- ^g great composers Hans Leo Hassler

?*"^ (1564-1612) and JohannEccard (1653-

^*?S^1611); also Sethus Calvisius (1656-^
1615), Melchior Vulpius (d. 1615),

Scandellus (1517-80), Joachim a Buigck (1541-

1610), Jakob Meiland (1542-77), David Scheide-

mann (c. 1585, in Hamburg), Le Maistre, Dulichius,

Johann Stob&us, Demantius, and others. They
still stand upon the art of the Netherland mas-
ters; Eccard was a pupil of the great Lassus; but
the congregational tune comes to its full rights.

In Luther's time it was the leader in the dancing
round of voices, where " one sings aloud a proper
tune, beside which three, four, or five other voices

likewise play round about, as it were with shouting;

and leap, and with all sorts of sound wonderfully

grace and adorn the same, and lead as it were a
heavenly dancing procession, encountering one an-

other cordially, and somehow caressing and lov-

ingly embracing each other " (Luther in Encomion
miuices). It now becomes all-prevailing. The
charming work of the polyphonic hjrmn yields to

the merely harmonized four-voiced choral. Soon
the choir's place is taken by the organ; and the

four-voiced choral is succeeded by the homophonic
song of the congregation with oigan accompani-
ment. For the most part, the polyphonic hymn, as

it still survives, is artistic song by the choir.

The tendency to emphasize distinctive expres-

sion, which came into vogue in Italy toward the

end of the sixteenth century and led to the mo-
nodic style, had its influence very early upon the

German Evangelical chiux^h music.
6. New Men like RosenmQller (1610-84), Mi-

ThaS^ta ^^^^ Prfttorius (1571-1621), and above

and the ^' *^® greatest German harmonist be-

Oratorio. ^^^ Bach, Heinrich SchQtz (1585-

1672), transplanted the Italian forms of

the church concerto to Germany. In this way chiut:h

music acquired the means for an animated musical

interpretation of the divine word, such as was not

achieved by the purely polyphonic motet. The
barriers of the old church tones are broken through;

the harmony becomes closer, fuller, more charac-

teristic; the melody more pliant and expressive;

while the harmony is reinforced by the accompani-

ment of distinct instruments (trombones, violins).

Especially the arioso and the recitative enabled the

composer to enliven dramatically the musical in-

terpretation of the sacred text; to round out me-
lodiously the various indicated moods; to illustrate

musically the narrative events, and define musically

the persons introduced. Church music, which had
formeriy elected to present to the congregation the

word of God in the sumptuously elaborated mon-
strance of artistic polyphonic composition, comes
to be more and more the independent interpreter of

that word, by combining, in the way of arias and
recitative, the motets and the polyphonic hymn
into a laiger comprehensive unity. The " motet "

thus expands into the " spiritual dialogue " (An-

dreas Hammerschmidt, 1612-75); into the "spir-

itual conversation concerning the Crospel " for the

day (Johann Rudolf Ahle, 1625-73; Wdfgang
Briegel, 1626-1712); then into the "cantata,"
which in turn develops from a simple form into
richer and richer complexity (Johann Kuhnau,
1667-1722; Johann Philipp Krieger, 1649-1725;
Johann Krieger, 1652-1735; Dietrich Buxtehude,
1637-1707; Johann Christoph Bach, 1642-1703;
Johann Michael Bach, 1649-1693; Georg Philipp

Tclemann, 1681-1767; Reinhard Keiser, 1674-
1739; Gottfried St6lzel, 1690-1749, and others);

and becomes complete in the cantatas of Johaim
Sebastian Bach (q.v.), the greatest harmonist of

the Evangelical church. In this case the cantata
has become divine service within the divine serv-

ice, transcending the bounds of the lituigy. In
connection with the cantata in its final manifesta-

tion, Evangelical church music steps outside the
church door, so to speak, and as spiritual music, in

the form of the oratorio, becomes a powerful wit-

ness of the Gospel before people who avoid that

witness when uttered in God's house. Upon the
broad stream of a powerful, robustly expansive
music, which for all its musical profundity continues

genuinely popular, Bach's greatest contemporary,
Geoig Friedrich Handel (q.v.), displays to the eye
of the soul the story of divine revelation in his

Biblical oratorios; his Messiah is the Gospel in

moniunental tone-speech, a most powerful herald-

ing of the Gospel, a moniunental anthem. To-
gether with its intimate and lively relation to the
congregational hymn, Bach's church music is char-

acterized by its close union with the instrument of

Evangelical worship, the oigan. As he fructifies

oigan art (see Organ) through the congregational

hymn, and thus devotes the same to the (])hurch,

adapting it to the religious mood, likewise his vocal

compositions that are intended for the divine serv-

ice are conceived and created out of the spirit of the

organ. Handel, too, had his start on the organ
bench, and from the organ received the polyphonic

spirit which imparts colossal volvune and power to

his resounding choruses. But Bach's music is di-

rectly bom of the organ, and for that very reason,

the same as through the congregational hymn, it is

inseparably cormected with l£e divine service.

There came the time which no longer understood

either of these witnesses, for the primal notes of the

Gospel had themselves become strange.

6. The What came to be " church music "

Period of
ijj divine service in the rationalistic

^*^??^ "^period, though sincerely intended

Nineteenth °^^® ^^^ teclmically " figural music,"

Century. ^^ ^ ^^^ ^^^ ^ feeble imitation of

the contemporary stage or concert

music. Very capable masters devoted their best

strength to the oratorio (Karl Heinrich Graun, 1701-

1759; Friedrich Schneider, 1786-1853; Bemhard
Klein, 1793-1832; Karl Loewe, 1796-1869; Lud-
wig Spohr, 1784-1859), and thus attested, m their

way, the inexhaustible power and glory of the di-

vinely revealed word; although their tone-language

stood remote from that of a Handel. It was Fel^
Mendelssohn-Bartholdy (1809-47) who in 1829

roused Bach's Passion Music from the sleep of a
hundred years, and thereby recalled the Evangel-
ical church of Germany to its greatest musical wit-
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Dees. His oratorios St. Paul and Elijah, whereiii

he makes music serve the Biblical text in masteriy

fashion, have become ^rpical for a series of com-
petent masters (Eckert, 1820-79; Rdnthaler, 1822-

1890; Rheinberger, and others). For the one school,

which gives more study to Handel, the oratorio is

the Biblical drama without stage scenery. Pro-

priety and fidelity in the musicisd interpretation,

force and fulness of expression, are the tasks to

which the music is committed. The oratorio style

is distinguished from that of the musical drama
only and exclusively by the peculiar nature of the

subject requirements. This theoiy later leads log-

ically to the " spiritual opera " of Rubinstein.

The others, who consciously or imconsciously bear

the mark of Bach, are more or less overshadowed,

even in the oratorio, by the relation to the congre-

gation, to the house of God, to divine worship,

whether they have the house of Qod expressly in

view and aim at a combination of oratorio with

congregational singing (as, for instance, F. Zimmer,
Ludwig Meinardus, Albert Becker, Hermann
Francke, Bemecker, Schwalm, Zierau, R. Suoco,

but above all, Heinrich von Hersogenberg, 184^
1900) ; or whether they allow the thought of edifsring

the congregation to operate only ideally upon their

creation (Brahms, 1833-^; Kiel, 1821-85) without

restricting themselves as musidans; or whether

their musical creation seeks closer or more distant

affinity with the elements of congregational edifi-

cation (Felix Wojrrsch; Wolfram). Mendelssohn,

again, prompted by King Frederick William IV., im-

parted new life to and exerted fresh influence upon
Evangelical church music in its more limited sense

of music for the divine service, by means of a num-
ber of compositions. And the list of serious and
praiseworthy composers of extremely divei^ging

tendencies who have placed themselves at the dis-

posal of the German Evangelical church in later

time is a long and imposing one. See also Htm-
koloot; Psalmodt. H. A. KOstun.

8. In England and America i Church music in

England has had a histoiy peculiar to itself, usually

quite distinct from that in Germany, though witli

obvious analogies. Although music has always
been a stated feature in ecclesiastic

1. The
life^ i^ (^cial and professional culti-

Bifcnlti
'^^^^ ^"^ varied greatly in quality at

Bitoauon.
^jiifgpgQ^ periods, so that its progress

has been somewhat fitful and inconsistent. It has
not been surrounded by so rich and stimulating an
atmosphere of popular aptitude for and interest in

musical activity as in Germany. Yet, on the other

hand, English church music, being a part of the

liturgical practise of the national chiux^h, has had
always a certain traditional dignity, and, at times

when other musical fields have been but slightly

emphasised, it has provided room for the artistic

effort of many worthy musicians. There has nat-

urally been a marked difference between the serv-

ices of the cathedrals and those of the parish

chiux^hes. The former have usually been main-
tained with much more elaboration than the latter.

In tracing the history of English church music, then,

it is almost inevitable to dwell more upon what is

found in the diocesan or metropolitan centers, in-

cluding the chapels of the great universities of Ox-
ford snd Cambridge, than upon the usages of the

far more numerous parochial or rural churches.

As in the Roman eyetem. of worship, much of the

scope and character of Anglican church music is

directly determined by the character of the liturgy

of the Church of England. This liturgy is con-

tained in the Book of Common Prayer (see Common
Peater, Book op), which originated about the mid-
dle of the sixteenth century. This important man-
ual provides services for daily worship, morning
and evening, for the Holy Corxmiunion, and for a
variety of special rites and observances, its details

being evolved with much freedom and originality

from the Missal, Breviary, and other service-books

of the medieval Church. The Prayer Book ex-

plicitly ordains the use of music at various points in

all the principal services, and conmion custom has
sanctioned some musical usages that are not thus
prescribed. All Anglican church music, then, like

that of the Roman Church, is essentially a part of

the liturgical eyetem. embodied in the Prayer Book.
A considerable number of formulas, espedaUy cer-

tain canticles, etc., are fixed and invariable, recur-

ring at every service; but to these are usually added
others of different kinds that are suited to particu-

lar days or seasons, and that are not definitely

prescribed.

Practically, as in other coimtries, English church
music may be regarded as consisting of (a) choir

music, including sentences, responses, canticles, etc.,

liturgically prescribed (and to be read,
8.0haract6r|f singing is not feasible), and " aa-

^'c^J^*^ thems," which are optional additions

Knaio. ^ ^® liturgy; (b) congregational

music, including prose canticles or
psalms, usually set to brief harmonic forms known
as ** chants," metrical psalms and hyrxms, set to
more elaborate forms known as ** tunes," and occa-
sionally some freer forms of the " anthem " class;

and (c) organ music, usually consisting of service

preludes and postludes. In theory, the liturgy of
the Prayer Book is strongly congregational, that
is, its exercises are conceived, as far as possible,

as proceeding from the assembly, even when actu-
ally spoken through the minister or sung through
the choir. The choir, therefore, is normally to
be regarded as the agent of the laity, as is

demanded by the whole Protestant theory oi
public worship, rather than as the agent of the
hierarchy, as in the Roman theory. In the ab-
sence of a congregation, or in its silence, the chmr
performs the musical functions of the congrega-
tion. But wherever the congregation can be drawn
into actual musical activity, it is assumed that the
musical worship belongs to it and its action is to be
encouraged. Yet, on the other hand, in cathedral

services the choir is so closely associated in action
with the stated clerical ministrants, usually officia-

ting with the latter in the chancel, that the tradi-

tional rule against female officiants is enforced—all

cathedral choirs consisting of men and boys only.

Furthermore, in cathedral and collegiate services,

and now also in many parochial services, there has
been a decided tendency to work out a " full choral

service," in vftdch all or neariy all of the exercises,
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except, of oourae, the lessons and the sermon, are

delivered with the singing voice—^intoned, chanted,

or sung in figured hannony. In such a service ac-

tual congregational participation is immaterial, and,
in fact, ^e daily service in cathedrals is often car-

ried forward with but few or even no persons pres-

ent except the deigy and the choir. And in all

cases where a choral service is much elaborated the
tendency is to minimize the function of the congre-

gation, except that of passive listening. This ap-
proximates rather closely to the practise of the
Roman Church.

In the rubrics of the Prayer-Book hymns are but
slightly provided for, and oigan music is not men-
tioned. But both have been customary from the

first. As manuals for congregational
^*

^^Sk*^*
aii^ghig many metrical psalters have

^l*^* bewi "authorized," beginning with"""• that oi Stemhold and Hopkins (" the

OW Version "; see Hymnoloqt, IX., § 2) in 1562.

There has never been an ** authorized " hymnal,
however, and, indeed, the use of " hymns " as dis-

tinct from " psalms " crept in somewhat gradually

in ihe later eighteenth century, and under more or

less protest. But the popularity of hymn-singing
has led to a remarkable series of hymnals, of which
without doubt Hymns Ancient and Modem, first

published in 1861 and since repeatedly augmented
or revised, is the most conspicuous. The earliest

psalter contained the melodies of some times, and
in ihe recent hymnals, at least in the fuller editions,

tunes are provided for all the hymns. Associated

with the more or less oflicially sanctioned lituigy

oi verse has accumulated a large and varied lituigy

of congregational tunes, which is a feature of Eng-
lish church music analogous to the still larger treas-

ury of German chorales.

Tlie status of organ music is but vaguely defined

in English practise. The appointment to the post

of organist and choirmaster rests with the rector

or other clerical authority of the particular church
or cathedral, and his work is imderstood to be under
clerical direction. Oigans are everywhere regarded

as essential parts of ecclesiastical apparatus, and
their utility is emphasized, not only for accompani-
ment to choir and congregational singing, but also

for independent use before and after services.

What is here said refers especially to the musical

usages of the Church of England, which is the na-

tional or ** established " church not only in Great
Britain, but also in all British colonial possessions,

including Canada, India, South Africa, Australia,

New Zealand, etc. All these have for the most part

derived their habits in public worship directly from
the mother country. The same is true in a more
remote sense of the Protestant Episcopal Chxm;h in

the United States, which became an independent

diurch in 1789. For a very extensive section of the

Protestant population of the world, therefore, the

liturgical usages of the Church of England, including

everything that pertains to music, have been either

authoritative or exceedingly influential. Inasmuch,

also, as they constitute the most consistent and
definite body of usages among all the churches in

English-speaking countries, their further indirect

influence has been remarkably uide, affecting espe-

X.—II

cially the hymnody and music of many non-episcoptd

communions.
For convenience, the history of the subject can

be divided roughly into three main periods: (a) the
sixteenth century, with a small part of the early

seventeenth, during which musical practises, except
in one or two particulars, were still dominated by
the traditions of the time before the Reformation;
(b) the seventeenth and eighteenth centiuies, dur-

ing which, for various reasons, chimih music was
relatively unprogressive and feeble; and (c) the

nineteenth century, during which there was gradu-
ally established a fresh line of development, result-

ing in a notable literature, which has great individ-

uality and spiritual power.

Since the English Church emerged at the Refor-

mation without losing its sense of continuity with
the medieval Church, it was natural that its new
Prayer-Book should be musically treated, in part at

4 Th Six-
^®*®*' ^ ways consonant with medieval

teenth '^^r^w^^o*^' Hence arose before 1553

Century, plain-song settings of numerous formu-
las, which have been extensively re-

tained ever since. Hence, also, came a considerable

literature of contrapuntal choir music, much of

which compared favorably with similar writing in

both Italy and Germany, and which has often been
exalted by later musicians as embodying a sort of

ideal (ansJogous in some degree with the superiority

attributed in the Roman Chxm;h to the Palestrina

style). Among the composers of this period may
be named Christopher Tye, c. 1510-72; Thomas
Tallis, c. 1515-85; John Merbecke, 1523-85?; Rob-
ert Whyte, d. 1574; William Byrd, 1543-1623,

and several writers of the madrigal era, like Thomas
Morley, 1557-1602?; and Orlando Gibbons, 1583-
1625. But, on the other hand, there were two mu-
sical movements of a different sort, due to the in-

fluence upon the English Church of the Reformed
Church as it had developed under Calvin at Geneva
and Strasbiu^. One of these was the introduction

of psalm-singing, the tunes being either borrowed
from Calvinistic sources or imitated from their

style—opening a line of development in tunes anal-

ogous to that of the German chorales, though much
inferior to the latter in variety and in intrinsic

artistic worth. The other was the tendency for a
brief period after 1560 to magnify a plain, " syl-

labic," uncontrapuntal method of setting canticles

and other prose texts for choir use, this being a
reaction in the direction of liturgical and artistic

simplicity. This tendency was short-lived, though
its essential principle reappeared later in a finer

artistic form.

Throughout the seventeenth century church
music aroused only a fluctuating interest. The
period of the Civil Wars checked all progress, not

so much because the Puritans were averse to music,

as because they were against the

ecclesiastical system to wMch it be-
6. Seven-
teenth and
^Iffhteenth ^o°«®^- ^^^ ^® Restoration in 1660

Oentnrles. hiterest revived to some extent, though
with confused results, owing in part to

the heedless imitation by some of French and Italian

models. At this point begins to be felt the drift

toward solo singing in choir music which grows more
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pronounced in the eighteenth century—a drift that

tended to set aside those broad choral effects that

keep church music from too close similarity to

secular music. During the latter part of this cen-

tury became established in usage that special form
of " chant " which is usually called " Anglican," a
form which is doubtless historically connected with

the " Psalm-tones " of the Gregorian system but
has been developed along different lines from the

latter. The stock of psdbn tunes was also grad-

ually augmented, though their variety was restricted

by the fact that the metrical versions to which they
belonged were in but a few meters. Prominent
names in this period are Michael Wise, c. 1648-87;

Pelham Humphrey, 1647-74; Henry PuroeU, 1658-

1695; John Blow, 1648-1708; and Jeremiah Clarke,

d. 1707. The whole of the eighteenth oentuiy was
a time of lethaigy and barre^aness, except for the

work oi a few sterling composers, like William
Croft, 1678-1727; Biaurice Gierae, 1695-1755; and
^^^lliam Boyoe, 1710-79. During tiiis century, how-
ever, came the prodigious influence of Handel upon
the musical life of J^ogland, which in many wajrs

affected the whole standard of church mumc by
magnif3ring the choral oratorio as a characteristic

musical form. During this oentuiy, too, occurred

the notable defections from the Church of England
that established the Independent and Methodist
forms of dissent, with some others, as influential

elements in English religious life. The dissenters

generally were eager for congregational hymn-sing-
ing, and it was their interest that brought about
the multiplication of " hymns " as distLuct from
'* psalms," together with the consequent multipli-

cation of much more flexible tunes than had been
earlier attempted. It is here that is to be sought
the origin of that type of hymn-tune which is some-
times called the " part-song " tune, to diBtingiiiflh

it from the heavier ** chonde," which later devel-

oped into a striking feature of English chiutsh music.

During the nineteenth century there was a steady
and vigorous advance in the quality of English. in-

terest in things musical. At the outset ^lis was
promoted largely from within the Church, but later

it received impetus more from without,

t^m^ But the effect upon the musical aspects

Oentnry. ^^ Public worship has been continuous.

With the rapid advance in methods of

musical instruction of all kinds, including the foun-
dation of many strong music-schools, and with the
increase in such facilities for musical knowledge as

popular choral societies, public concerts of various

degree, including the opera, etc., the number of

competent musicians has been greatly augmented
and the whole standard of popular appreciation

elevated. Even when the objects in view were not
at all churchly, the gains have been unmistakable
for church music.

In the field of choir music, the century begins
with a serious effort on the part of certain cathedral

musicians, like Thomas Attwood, 1765-1838; Sam-
uel Wesley, 1766-1837, and others, to provide a
new literature of anthems and other service music,
of different degrees of elaboration, which should be
at once devotional and expressed in modem musical
idiom. Still more fertile was the middle portion of

the century, under leaders like John Goes, 1800-80;

Samuel Sebastian Wesley, 1810-76; Henry Smart,

1813-79; Frederick Arthur Gore Ouseley, 1825-89,

and many more. The current style of expression

during this period was strongly influenced, periiaps

too much so, by the extreme popularity of Mendeb-
sohn in England and the vogue of his concert ora-

torios. Almost all church composers exerdsed their

talents in the field of oratorio-writing as well as in

church music proper. In the latter part of the cen-

tury the gentt^ current c^ production moves on
with volume and momentum, but with a steadily

increasing amount c^ attention to striking emo-
tional effects, sometimes veiging upon the theatrical

and merely sensational, yet on the whole with an
earnest purpose to make the resources of modem
musical utterance genuinely swiceable in religious

worship. Prominent composers in this time are

John Bacchus Dykes, 1823-76; Joseph Bamby,
1838-96; John Stainer, 1840-1901; Arthur Sey-

mour Sullivan, 1842-1900; and Charies Hubert
Haat.ingw Parry, b. 1848. Besides the fine list of

anthems and services, of cantatas and oratorios,

from these writers, many oi them contributed

worthily to the remarkable body of hynm-tunes for

congregational use which has brought the impress

of English church music to bear everywhere through-
out the English-speaking world and among churches

of every name. It is during this latest period, also,

that the advance of English oigan music has be-

come most noticeable, bringing into view a lazge

number c^ expert players, with an immense quantity

of works, usually devised with special reference to

effectiveness in connection with public worship.

In all this nineteenth-century development, there

was less of that ideality and technical intensity

which marked the greater periods of German church
music, but one may fairly claim that in practical

efficiency for the specific uses in view modem
English music affords its finest examples of true

worship-music. Waldo S. Pratt.
Bduogkapst: On Hebrew mosie eonaolt: J. L. SaakhOU,
OmikkhU und WUrdiovno (Ur Mumk hei 4m Hdniktn^
Berlin. 1820; C. Encel, Mume ofthe MoM Aneunt Natunu,
London. 1864; E. Hutchinaon, Mwic of the BiU«, Boston*
18S4; F. DeUtMob. Phytiologio und Mueik in ihrer Bo-
dmdyno, Leipaic, 1808; E. David, La Mtuiquo ehoe Ua
Jidfn, Paris. 1873; F. Jaoox, Bible Mueie, London and
Boaton. 1872. new ed.. London, 1878; • F. L. Ooben. Riae
and Development of Sunaoogue Mueie^ in Antfio^ewieh
Hiatorical Papen, pp. 80-135. London, 1888; Sir John
Stainer. The Muait of the Bible, New York. 1890; F. Con-
aolo, Libro dei eanti ^Ierode, Floienoe. 1892; J. Weiaa,
Die munkali»chen InMrumenie in den heUioen Sckriften
dee A. 7*., Qras, 1895; £. Pauer, Tradilional Hebrew
Mdodiee, London. 1896; F. Vicouroux, La Bible et lea

dScouverlee modemee, iv. 305-322, Paria, 1896; idem. Die-
tiofutaire, zxvH. 1347-60, Paris, 1906; BQohler, in ZAriF.
xix.-xx., 1899-1900; H. Qreasman. Mueik und Mueih-
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Diaeoveriea in Weatem Aaia and Bgwt, New York, 1910; P.
Wagner, Judaiam in Muaie, London, 1910; J. Wellhaqsgti
in SBOT, vol. on Paalms; Benaincer, ArehOologie, pp. 237-
246; DB, iii. 456^63; BB, iii. 3225-^43; JB, ix. 118-135;
the commentaries on the paasaces named in the text.

On n., works of an enoyolopedic character are: 8.
Kuemmerie, Bncydopddie der evanoeliachen KirchenmuaOt^
4 vote., Qaterdoh, 1888-95; Q. Sohillinc, UniaeraaXUgiham
dm Tonibimil, 2d «L 7 vob., Stnttfart, 1840-42; J. W.
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MooiB, CompUU Eneyelopedia cj Mune, Boston, 1854;
F. J. Fetit, Bioffraphie wniotndU det muMCMiw, ti bOf
Hogmphie ok^SnUe d« la muaiqys^ 10 vols., Paris, 1800-
18S1; H. M«ndel and A. Rdasinaim, MumkaHacKf Con-
^mrntum^-Lnikon, 12 vols., Berlin, 1809-83; J. D. Brown.
Biotrmpkieal Dictionary of Muneiano, London, 1886;
J. D. ChAini>lin and W. F. Apthorp, Cyclopedia of Muaie
mmd Mumdano, 3 vob.. New York, 1888-00; J. Stainer
and W. J. Barrett, Didionary of Muateal Termo, new ed.,

1/ondon . 1808; R, Eitner, BiograpkiteK-bibliooraphitehoB
(htoOmh^Loxikon, 10 rcAs., Leipeio, 1000-04; O. Grove,
Dictionary of Muaic and Mtuiciana, ed. J. A. F. Mait-
land. 5 vols., London, 1004-10; T. Baker, BiograpMeai
Dictionary of Munciant, 2d ed.. New York, 1005; H.
Riemann. Muaik-Lexikan, 6th ed., Leipsio, 1005.
On the mnsio of the Latin Church consult: J. Pothier,

Der grwgorianiaeho Choral, TV>umay, 1881; J. Tardif,
Methods thSorique §t pratique do Plain-Chant, Ancers,
1883; Thlery, Btvde tiir lo chant gr4oarien, Bruges, 1883;
W. J. Wabb, Oramnuxr ofOrtoorian Muaic, Dublin, 1885;
J. N. Trfrnifnens, Du Chant grHforion, Ghent, 1886; E.
Bumoaf, Leo ChanU do Viglioo laOne, Paris, 1887; F. A.
Gevafirt, Lo Chant liturgiquc dana Vigliao latino, Brussels,
1880; idem. Loo Orioinoo du chant Kturoiquo dan$ Viffiioo
latino, Ghent. 1800; V. J. Ooomaert, TraiU do Ptem-
okant aaeri, Bruges, 1800; T. E. X. Normand, Torfs,
VArehioloaio muoioalo §t U vrai chant grigorion, Paris,
1800; T. Nisard, VArehMogio muaieaU ot U vrai chant
grtgorion, Paris, 1800; L. Lootens, La thSorio muoioalo du
eham grtgorion, Paris, 1805; P. Wagner, BinftLhtung in
dU grogorianiochon Melodion. Bin Handbueh dor Choral-
kwdo, Freibuig, 1805; A. Gastoue, Loo Originoo du chard
tomain; Fantiphonairo grigorion, Paris, 1008.

General works on the histoiy of music are: F. W. Mar-
poiS. Hiatorioch-kritiacho BeitrOgo fur OoochidUo dor Muoik,
6 voIsm Berlin, 1744-62; C. Bumey, Hiotory of Muaic
fivm tho BarUoat Agoa to tho Proaont Time, 4 vols., London,
1776-1780; Sir John Hawkins, Hiotory of tho Scionco and
PratUco of Muaic, 5 vols., London, 1776, new issue, re-
edited. 1853-75; H. Gerbert, Beriptoroa occloaiaatiei do
mttfusa eocro, 3 vols., St. Blasieu, 1784 sqq.; J. N. Forkel,
AOgomoino OeaehiehU dor Muaik, 2 vols., Leipslc, 1788-
1801 : T. Busby, Oenoral Hiotory of Muaic, 2 vols., London,
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England and Ireland, ib. 1843; C. von Winterfeld, Dor
ooangdiaeho Kirehongoaang, 3 parts, Leipsio, 1843-47;
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sie. 1800; J. Love. Scottiah Church Muaie, Edinburgh,
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Muaic LoQdon, 1804; Hooiy D»v«ar, Bid. of BngUtk

Muoie, ib. 1805; F. Bachmann, Orundlagen und Orund-
fragen our ooangliochen Kirchonmuaik, Gdtersloh, 1800; H.
Riemann, BorHhirUo Muaiker. Lebena- und Charaktorbildor,

Berlin, 1000; A. A. Chapin, Maatera of Muaie, London,
1001; W. S. Pratt, Muaieal Miniatriea in tho Church:
Studioo in Hiatory, Theory, and Adminiatration of Sacred
Muoie, New York, 1001; idem, Hiat. of Muaie, ib. 1007
(oonteins bibliography); A. Prosnis, Compendium dor
Muaikgeaehiehto, 2d ed., Vienna. 1001 sqq.; H. E. Woold-
ridge. Sir C. H. H. Parry, J. A. F. Maitland, W. H. Hadow,
and E. Dannreuther, Tho Oxford Hiatory of Muaie, 6 vols.,

Oxfoxd, 1001-05; F. J. Crowest, The Story of Muaic, Lon-
don, 1002; E. Dickinson, Muaie in the Hiatory of the Weot-
om Church; Critieiam on religiouo Muaie among primitivo

and ancient Peoplea, New York, 1002; F. Brendel, Oeochiehto

der Muoik, Leipsie, 1003; O. Keller, lUuatrierU OeochiehU
dor Muoik, 2 vols., Munich, 1003-04; H. Riemann, Hand-
bueh der Muoikgeochiehto, Leipsie. 1004-05; W.J. Baltsdl,
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SACRIFICATL See Lapssd.

SACRIFICB.

Origin of Saorifioe (f 1).

Old-Testament Data (f 2).

Bkxxiy Sacrifices and Meal Offerings (f 3).

The Burnt 0£Fering and Communal Meal (f 4X
Sin and Guilt Offerings (f 5).

Development of Isia^tic Sacrifice (f 6).

Ancient peoples generally, including the Hebrews,
were convinceKl that wor^p of a deity consisted

not only in words, but above all in offering some-
thing dear to the worshiper, which he

z. Origin of denied himself in favor of his god. The
Sacrifice, sincerity and earnestness of worship

were usually measured by the extent

oi self-denial which man was willing to make for the

object of worship, particularly where the deity in

question had been offended by some transgression

of man, so that propitiation had become necessary.

In the earlier forms of religion the gdds are sup-

posed npt only to be well pleased with such sacri-

fices c^ gratitude or expiation, but actually to need
them, since they are regarded as hungry and thirsty,

and thus as dependent to a certain extent on man
and his offerings. Even when, at later stages of

development, ti^e worthlessness of material goods
to the deity is recognized, the conviction still sur-

vives that their surrender by man for the sake of

his divinity is as pleasing as any other form of re-

nunciation and self-mortification. The attempt has
been made to derive all sacrifice from ancestor-

worship or from the communal meal of the god and
his worshipers, but both these theories are unten-
able and can not be brought into harmony with the
data of the Old Testament. The real solution of

the theory of sacrifice, the origin of which is prehis-

toric, must be sought in the childlike dependence of

man upon the gods.

In the oldest portions of the Old Testament Yah-
weh is represented as at least enjoying the savor of

the sacrifices (Gexi, viii. 21; Lev. i. 0, 13, 17); when
he becomes manifest to man, he must receive ho8>
pitality in the form c^ a saorifioe (Judges vi. 17
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sqq., xiii. 15) ; and his wrath must be averted by
the same means (Gen. viii. 20-21; I 8am. xxvi.

19). The whole, or burnt, o£fering is

a. Old- at least as ancient as the communal
Testament meal (e.g., G&i, xxzi. 54); and it was

Data. the custom from the earliest times

to express gratitude to the divinity by
both bloody and bloodless sacrifices (Gen. iv. 3-4).

As early as the patriarchal period the sacrificial

meal arose, sealing human organisations in the

sight of the divinity and employed especially

in covenants, alliances, and treaties of peace.

All important imdertakings Were accompanied
by sacrifices (G&x. xlvi. 1), and religious festivab

were inconceivable without them (Ex. x. 25).

Like the feasts, moreover, the sacrifices tended
to become periodical. The covenant of the chil-

dren of Israel at Sinai was also accompanied
by a formal sacrifice (Ex. xxiv. 5 sqq.; cf. Ps. 1. 5);

and from the time of Moses to the ejdle the worship
of Yahweh in Israel was never without sacrifice.

The place in which sacrifice should be offered was
from the very first a matter of moment, altars be-

ing erected preferably in places where there had
been some divine manifestation (G&x. xxviii. 10

sqq.; Ex. xvii. 8 sqq.; Judges vi. 11 sqq.). As
early as Moses the center of Israelitic sacrifice was
the tabernacle of Yahweh, and Lev. xvii. 1 sqq.

even forbade the killing of an animal at any other

place, although Deut. xii. 10 sqq. restricted this

prohibition to sacrificial victims. In Ex. xx. 24,

on the other hand, a number of places of sacrifice-

are implied, even though Ex. xxiii. 14 sqq. (cf.

xxxiv. 23 sqq.) indicates that the central sanctuary

already existed. Many Canaanitic shrines were like-

wise transferred to Uie worship of Yahweh, but
pagan rites were still performed at them, so^that it

again became necessary to restrict sacrifice to the

central tabernacle. The concept of a central seat

of Yahweh was never abandoned (cf. Joel iii. 16;

Amos i. 2; Isa. xxviii. 16, xix. 1, xxxi. 9, xxxiii.

14), and centralizing reforms were also proclaimed
by the theocratic kings Asa (II Chron. xiv. 3, but
cf. XV. 17), Jehoshaphat (II C)hron. xvii. 6, but cf.

XX. 33), Hezekiah (II Kings xviii. 4, 22), and Josiah
(II Kings xxiii. 8). This centralization of worship
made sacrifice more formal and solemn at the ex-

pense of spontaneity. See Ai/tar; Hexatsuch.
The sacrifices of the Israelites were of two gen-

eral types, bloody and unbloody, the former being
animals and the latter the fruits of the land. Bloody
sacrifices, moreover, are also classified (Ex. xx. 24)
as biimt offerings and peace offerings, one object of

the latter being the communal meal. Human sac-

rifices, permitted by the other Semites, were for-

bidden by the Mosaic code, although there is an
obvious allusion to such a custom at

3. Bloody an early period in the account of the
Sacrifices contemplated sacrifice of Isaac by
and Meal Abraham (Ckn. xxii.; cf. Mic. vi. 7;

Offerings. Lev. xvii. 11; II Kings iii. 27; and
see Family and Marriage Relations,

Hebrew, § 10; Gezer; Jephthah; Moloch). The
sacrifice of animals, on the other hand, was wide-
spread among the Israelites, although, unlike other
Semites, they sacrificed only domestic animals, and

of these only those which were ritually clean. The
only birds that might be sacrificed were doves, these

often instead of more expensive offerings in the case

of the poor (Lev. v. 7, xii. 8), although any small

clean birds might be used in the ceremony of cleans-

ing a leper (Lev. xiv. 4 sqq.). The sex of the sacri-

ficial victim, generally a inale, was also prescribed

in many cases; and the animal was required to be
without blemish, except in the case of voluntary

offerings, where slight imperfections were over-

looked (Lev. xxii. 10 sqq.). The calf, lamb, or goat
should be at least eight days old (Lev. xxii. 27;

Ex. xxii. 30), and rabbinical authority required an
age of less than three years, while in some cases the

age was set at a year (Lev. ix. 3, xii. 6, xiv. 10;

Num. XV. 27, xxviii. 3, 9, 11). Meal (A. V. " meat '')

offerings were in the form of ears of com parched or

bruised, with the addition of oil and incense (Lev.

ii. 14 sqq.); or as fine flour (Lev. ii. 1 sqq.); or as

unleavened cakes (Lev. ii. 4 sqq.). Tlie use of

leaven or honey (both of which undei^go fermenta-

tion) was forbidden, except in the sacrifice of first-

fruits and certain thank-offerings (Lev. ii. 11-12,

vii. 13, xxiii. 17; II Chron. xxxi. 5). The meal
offering might, however, be seasoned with salt

(Lev. ii. 13), as might, according to the Septuagint

of Lev. xxiv. 7, the showbread. According to some
readings of Mark ix. 49, all offerings were salted, as

were burnt offerings (Ezek. xliii. 24). Drink offei^

ings are mentioned in the codes only in connection

with other offerings, although there are traces of

simple libations of water (I Sam. vii. 6; II Sam.
xxiii. 17). The only instance of such Ubations in

the developed ritual of the Hebrews, however, was
the pouring-out of water from the Pool of Shiloah

at the altar during the feast of tabernacles. Oil

and wine were also important in libations (Gen.

xxviii. 18, XXXV. 14; Num. xxviii. 7, 14; Ecclus. I.

15). All the materials of sacrifice proper were neces-

sities of life, and the peace offering is accordingly

even called the bread of (xod (Lev. iii. 11, 16, xxi.

6, 8, 17, xxii. 25; Num. xxviii. 2, 24; Ezek. xliv.

7), while the altar of burnt offering was the " table

that is before the Lord " (Ezek. xH. 22; cf. Mai. i.

7, 12).

The ritual of the sacrifice varied according to the

purpose of the offering, and in the case of sacrifice

of animals a distinction must be drawn between
burnt offerings and communal meals. The burnt
offering, or " whole burnt offering ** (Deut. xxxiii.

10; I Sam. vii. 9; Ps. Ii. 21), is fully

4. The described in Lev. i. 3 sqq., and consti-

Bumt Offer- tutes a very ancient, perhaps even the
ing and most primitive, form of sacrifice, ex<

Communal pressing in the widest sense adoration
MeaL of the divinity, and in a manner in-

cluding all the other and more speciid

forms of sacrifice. This general character rendered
the burnt offering the form best adapted for daily

sacrifice in the name of the nation, and a 3rearling

lamb was accordingly offered each morning and
each evening (Ex. xxix. 38-42; Num. xxviii. 3-8).

Even gentiles, excluded from all other sacrifices,

might offer burnt offerings, though they were for-

bidden to be present during the ceremony. After

the time of Alexander the Great the pagan rulers of
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the Jews had burnt ofiFerings sacrificed for them,
and when, on the outbreak of the war with Rome,
Eleaiar forbade any sacrifice to be accepted from
a non-Jew, his prohibition marked an open breach
with Roman sovereignty (Joeephus, War^ II., xvii. 2)

.

The second Israelitic form of animal sacrifice was
the peace offering and communal meal. Regular
family feasts were held on such occasions as new
moons or annually (I Sam. xx. 5-6), and while these

were primarily social, the code of Lev. vii. 11 sqq.

recognises a number of fonus of communal meal wi^
a distinctly religious basis: thanksgivings, vows, and
freewill offerings, all comprised under the general

terms of ** peace offerings " or ** sacrifices " (in the

restricted sense of the term). Of these the firat was
the most important, probably serving as a thanks-

giving for some special boon; the second was offered

in accordance with a vow made if some specific

prayer was granted; and the third seems to have
been a ^)ontaneous impulse of piety. In the last-

named the strictness of the rule as to the physical

perfection of the sacrificial victim was somewhat
relaxed (Lev. xxii. 23) ; and while male victims were
preferred for the communal meal (Lev. ix. 4, 18;

Num. vii. 17 sqq.), female animals were not ex-

cluded (Lev. iii. 6). The communal sacrifices also

included offerings of food and drink, especially in

the thanksgiving offerings (Lev. vii. 12; N\mi. xv.

3 sqq.).

In sacrifices of this type the victim was not
slaughtered on the north side of the altar, as in the

burnt offering, but the chief difference between the

two categories was that in the communal sacrifice

the fat covering the intestines, kidneys, liver, etc.

(and, in the case of sheep, the tail), alone were
burned as being the choicest parts, and so most
acceptable to Yahweh (Lev. iii. 3-6, »-ll, 14-16,

ix. 1^20). The breast of the victim was devoted
to the *' wave offering " (Lev. vii. 30), in which the

priest placed the object to be waved upon the hands
of the sacrificer, then put his own hands under the

hands c^ the one who brought the offering, and
moved them backward and forward, thus appar-

ently indicating the reciprocity of giving and ac-

cepting between the sacrificer and the divinity.

The upper part of the right hind leg (A. V., " shoid-

der ") was made a *' heave offering," a term orig-

inally connoting, no doubt, some sort of dedicatory

gesture (Lev. vii. 32). The heave offering and the

wave offering were the share of the priests, who
might eat them with their families at any place rit-

uaDy clean (Lev. x. 14), the priests also receiving

one cake of each oblation (Lev. vii. 14) and the two
lambs of the Passover peace offering (Lev. xxiii.

19-20). As a rule, however, the sacrificers ate the

offering at a sacred meal celebrated by larger or

smaller numbers (cf. Deut. xxvii. 7; I Kings viii.

63). To these communal meals guests, especially

Levites and the poor, were also invited (Deut. xvi.

11), although only those who were ritually piue

might partake (Lev. vii. 19-21). Such communal
meals were essentially joyous in character. What-
ever remained must be preserved from defilement.

The sacrifice of thanksgiving must be eaten on the

day it was offered (Lev. vii. 15; xxii. 30) ; all other

conununal meab must be consumed at latest on the

second day; and on the third day all fragments re-

maining must be burned (Lev. vii. 16 sqq., xix. 6
sqq.), as must all sacrificial meat coming in contact
with anything imclean (Lev. vii. 19).

Among special sacrifices the most important were
the sin and the guilt (A.V.," trespass ") offerings, the
former primarily an expiation for some ethical fault,

the latter a satisfaction for the reparation of some
injury. The guilt offering was especially required in

case of defrauding or materially injuring

5. Sin and the temple or private individuals. In
Guilt case of defrauding the temple, restitu-

Offerings. tion should be made in full, with a fine of

one-fifth of the amount and a ram as

the guilt offering (Lev. v. 14-16); and a similar

punishment was imposed on one who had defrauded
or otherwise financially injured his fellow (Lev. vi.

1-7), Num. V. 5-10 also requiring public confession

on the part of the defendant and stipulating that

the fine should go to the priest if the man injured

should " have no kinsman to recompense the tres-

pass unto " (Num. v. 5-10). Other forms of in-

fringement of the rights of fellow Israelites were
also to be atoned for by guilt offerings (Lev. xix.

20-22), while a leper and an imclean Nazirite, as

having their capacity to worship Yahweh tempo-
rarily interrupted, were likewise obliged to offer

guilt offerings (Lev. xiv. 11 sqq.; N\mi. vi. 12). In
similar fashion Ezra required a ram as a guilt offer-

ing from those who had trespassed against Yahweh
by marrying gentile wives (Ezra x. 18-19); and
Lev. V. 17-19 also makes provision for a guilt offer-

ing in case of unwitting transgression of the law.

The ritual of the guilt (Bering is given in Lev. vii.

1-7. The victim is a ram, except in the case of the

leper and the Nazirite, when it is a yearling lamb
(Num. vi. 12); and the la3ring on of hands was ob-

served (cf. Lev. iv. 33 with vii. 7), probably with

open acknowledgment of the transgression for which
the sacrifice was made. Throughout the ceremony
the form of the sacrifice was stressed as a debt to

Yahweh and his representatives.

The underl3ring concept of the sin offering, on the

other hand, is not so much that of paying a debt
as of cleansing the sacrificer from sin, so that the

chief factor is the use of the blood of the sacrificial

victim. The sacrifices here are far more varied

than in the guilt offering, depending both on the

circumstances of the sacrificer and on his particu-

lar fault. The victim in the case of very grave sins

was a young bullock, which was offered on the Day
of Atonement, in case the high priest sinned in his

oflidal capacity of representative of the people, in

the event of a sin committed by the people as a
whole, and at the consecration of priests and Le-

vites (Lev. xvi. 3 sqq., iv. 3 sqq., |3 sqq.; Ex.
xxix. 10-14, 36; Num. vii. 8). A ram was sacri-

ficed for the people on the Day of Atonement (Lev.

xvi. 5), as well as at other feasts and new moons
(e.g., N\mi. xxviii. 15, 22, 30, xxix. 5), and in case

of unwitting sin on the part of a ruler or of the entire

people (Lev. iv. 23; Num. xv. 24). A she-goat or

young ewe was sufficient atonement for the sin of

an ordinary Israelite (Lev. iv. 28, 32, v. 6); while

a yearling ewe was required as a sin offering in

cleansing a leper (Lev. xiv. 10) and at the comple-
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tion of a Naiirite's vow (Num. vi. 14). Turtledoves
and young pigeons were used in purifications (Lev.

zii. 6, XV. 14, 29; Num. vi. 10), and also served as
substitutes for a lamb (Lev. v. 7, ziv. 22); while if

any could not afiford even a dove, he niight offer,

in cases of ordinary sin, a tenth c^ an ephah of

meal. In the sin offering the blood of the victim

is not simply sprinkled on the altar, but is applied

to specified places. In the offering oi an individual

Israelite (except the high priest), and in the con-

secration of a priest (probably also in the case of a
Levite), some of the blood of the goat or lamb was
smeared on the horns of the altar of burnt offering,

and the rest was poured on the ground (Ex. xxix.

12; Lev. iv. 25, 30, 34). At sin offerings for the
entire people or for the high priest (except on the
Day of Atonement, q.v.) the blood of the sacrificial

bullock was sprinkled seven times against the veil of

the sanctuary and smeared on the horns of the altar,

the remainder being poured on the ground (Lev.

iv. 5 sqq., 16 sqq.)* The ritual of the sin offering

for the Day of Atonement is elaborately described

in Lev. xvi. The flesh of the sin offering was sacro-

sanct, and rigid regulations were laid down where
and by whom it might be eaten (Lev. vi. 25-26) or

burned (Ex. xxix. 14; Lev. iv. 11-12, 21, vi. 23,

xvi. 27). Any one besprinkled with the blood c^ a
sin offering must wash in a sacred place, and special

provision was protection of the flesh of the sacri-

ficial victim against defilement (Lev. vi. 27-28),

and he who burned the flesh must bathe and wa^
his clothes before returning to the camp (Lev. xvi.

28). The exact details concerning the sin offering

of doves are uncertain; but in the meal offering of

the very poor the priest was to cast a handful upon
the altar, taking the residue as hb share (Lev. v.

12-13).

It is evident, from Lev. xvii. 11, that the blood
of the sacrificial victim was held to protect the life

of the sacrificer in virtue of the animal's life in the

blood. The actual slaughtering of the victim was
merely to obtain the blood, not to inflict upon the
victim the penalty merited by the sinner, the essen-

tial basis of the act being the forfeiture of an ani-

mal instead of a human life to the deity. In the
sin offering, moreover, the blood is not merely im-

bumt offering and the communal
e essential; and the sin offerings

invariably bloody, except in the
KX)r. It must be noted, however,
tary sins are atoned for by these

. iv. 2-3, 22, 27, v. 15, 18, xxii.

S-26). Accordingly, an involun-

8 provision made for him in the
" (Num. XXXV. 11, 15; Josh. xx.

commits an intentional murder
V. 30).

ritual of sacrifice passed through
slopment, Moses adapting to the

eh rites in use among the Israel-

immemorial. The theory is fre-

, however, that all ritual develop-

with the sacrifice are post-exilic,

Dg previously been purely volun-

iy connected with joyous saori-

oordingly, it is held that the sole

distinctive feature in Israelite sacrifice was that

it was offered to Yahweh instead of to Baal or

Moloch; the Priest Code alone stresses

6. I>evek>p- the form of the rite; passages like

msnt of Amos iv. 4-5, v. 21 sqq.; Hos. vi. 6,

Iirmelitic viii. 11 sqq.; Isa. i. 11 sqq.; Jer. vi.

Sacrifice. 19-20, vii. 21 sqq. show that at the time

oi the great prophets a ritual sacrificial

code was unknown, Eieldel (eq)ecially xl.-xlviii.)

being the first to attach extreme importance to the

sacrifice. But this theory ignores the fact that

even in remotest antiquity the sacrifice is a rite of

prime importance; and llie Book of the Ck>venant

itself contains ritual prescriptions concerning the

sacrifice (Ex. xx. 24-26, xxiii. 18-19, cf. xxxiv. 25-

26) which allow c^ no doubt either as regards the

importance attached to the sacrifice or as to the

previous existence c^ fully developed regulations

governing the sacrificial ritual. Again, the pea-

sages just listed from the prophets neither presup-

pose the non-existence of such a ritual, nor do they

polemise against either a liturgy of this character

or against sacrifice in itself, but onJ^ against a false

estimate of it, complicated by a refuenl to render

due obedience to God. The prophetic passages,

therefore, like analogous ones which might readily

be quoted from the Psalms, are to be explained in

the spirit of 1 8am. XV. 22. At the same time, even

after Moses there was greater freedom in sacrificial

ritual than is permitted by the Priest Code; and
there was also no rigid adherence to the Mosaic

regulations, but, on the one hand, a priesUy de-

velopment which finds its culmination in the Priest

Code, and, on the other hand, popular deviations

from the use of the priests at the central sanctuary.

In the revision of the lituigy in Esekiel, finally, the

conscious and sovereign freedom of God as the law-

giver finds expression in contrast to the letter of

the Mosaic code. There is, however, no resson to

suppose, as is frequently held, that sin and guilt

offerings are first mentioned by Esekiel, for such a
hjrpothesis finds immediate rotation in Hos. iv.

8; and it is equally idle to hold that, because

franldnoense is first mentioned (outside of the

Torah) in Jer. vi. 20, it was in any sense an innovar

tion.

For the ethnic concept and practise of sacrifice

see CoMPARATivB Reugion, VI., 1, d; for the

Christian idea in connection with the death of Christ

see Atonsmbnt; and Jbbub Christ, Threefold
Office of; and for Roman Catholic doctrines see

BCasb. (C. von Orelu.)

Bibuogbapht: On ethnk nfirifioe, beiide tbfl litentton
Adduced under Compakatitb Rbuoxon, oonault: C. F.
Nigehbaob, Homeriaeh^ Tkeolooie, Nurembeis. 1884;
H. Zimmem, BwUrOo^ tur Kenntnisa dm' babylimiaeKen Ra-
iMfion, Leipeio. 1890; L. R. FameU. Cuito of CJU Ontk
StaiM, vols. {.-., Oxford. 1896-1907; W. W. Fowler.
Roman FeaUvaU of the Period of the RepMie, London,
1899; B. B. Tylor. PrimHive Culture, 4th ed., ib. 1903;
E. Crawley, The Tree of Life, a Study ofRdigum, ib. 1906;
A. Bros, Jja Rdioion dee peuplea non eivQiaie, pp. 132
•qq., Paris, 1907; Jane E. Harrison, Proleoomena to the

Study of Greek Rdigion, 2d ed., Cambridge, 1908; G.
Fouoart, Melhode eomparoHve dona rhiet, dee reUffione,

ebap. ir., Paris. 1909; S. Reinaoh, Orpheue, HtaL gh^
Srale dee rdioione, ib. 1909. Eng. transl., Orpheue, a Oo$^
end ffiel. ofRdiqione, London and New York, 1909; A. le

Roy. La ReUgiom dee vntmUfe, pMrim, Paris, 1909; P.
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Saoristaa

Slencel, (Wmfn^mehs dm' Gruehm, Lsipde. 1910; WeO-

An important ola« of boola on O. T. saorifioe is that
whiob dealt with O. T. theolocy (fully i^vtm in and under
BraucAL Thsoloot); tbfl diaouaaion of Pentateuchal
oricins abo broucbt out much whioh had to do with sacri*

fioe (aee Hbxatbucb); beddes the above, the oommen-
tariea on the Hezateuoh are of ooune valuable. Special
works are: F. Bihr, SymboUk de§ momitehen JCtiftu*. ii.

189 sqq., Heidelbeig. 1837; J. H. Hurts* Der iUUettamerU'
Uehe OpftrkuUtu, Mitau, 1802, Ens. tranal., Saerifieial

Wonkip oftU 0. 7., Edinburgh, 1863; J. A. Seiss, The
Ootpti in LeptUeua; or, an BxpotiUon oftK* HArtw Ritual,

3d ed., Philadelphia. 1875: A. Stewart, TKe Momie Saen-
/km, Edinburih, 1883; H. O. TrumbuU, The Blood Covo-
mant. New York, 1885; B. F. Willis. Tha Worship of the

(Hd Covenant, London, 1887; J. Q. Murphy, Satrifice ae
Mt forth m Scripture, ib. 1889; A. Cave. Scriptural Doe-
trine of SacriJIee, Edinburih. 1890; E. W. Edersheim.
The Ritee and Worehip of the Jewe, New York, 1891; A.
Sooit, Saeriflee: ite Prophecy and Fvl/Ument, Edinburih.
1894; W. L. Baxter, Sanctuary and Sacrifice, London,
1895; A. Kamphausen, Dae VerhOUniee dee Menechenop-
fere xur ieraelitieehen Rdigion, Bonn, 1896; K. Marti, Oo-
eekichU der ieraelitieehen Relioion, 3d ed., Strasburg. 1897;
Hubert and Manas, in VAnnie eodologique, 1897-1898,
pp. 29-138 (important); R. Smend, Lehrbuch der aUteetor

wumtHchen ReHgionegeeehichte, Freibuis, 1899; H. Schults,
in AJT, iv (1900), 257 sqq.; R. C. Moberly, AUmement
and Pereonatity, London, 1901; C. Mommert, Meneehenop-
far bei den alien HebrAem, Leipdo, 1905; C. F. Kent,
Studenur 0. T., iv. 227 sqq.. New York. 1907; H. L.
Btraek, The Jew and Human Sacrifice: Human Blood and
Jeteieh Ritual, ib. 1909; S. J. Smith, Relioion in the Ma-
kinQ, chap. iz.. ib. 1910; O. Schmits. Dm Opferaneehauuno
dee epOteren Judentume und die Opferaueeagen dee N.
T^ TObingen. 1910; Bensinger, ArchAolooie,^ pp. 362-
387; Nowack, ArchAohgie, vol. ii.; Sohrader, KAT, pp.
694 sqq.; DB, iv. 329-349; BB, iv. 4183-4233; DCG,
H 542-^48; JS, x. 615-628; Vigourouz. Dietionnaire,

[XV., ools. 1311-37 (a broad

SACRILEGE: In the wider senae, any injury or

diahonor done to a aaored object; in the narrower
and stricter sense, the theft of a sacred object (see

Sacramentaus), without necessarily involving per-

sonal violence. The early Roman law imposed the

severest penalties upon this crime (" Let him be
treated as a parricide who steals or carries off aught
sacred or what is entrusted to a sacred person,"

Gcero, De leffibus, ii. 9); a law of Julius Cssar, the
Lex JuUa peeukUua, made more detailed provision

against it, and it was later definitely distinguished

from that c^ embezzlement, or the ill^al appro-
priation of public funds. The Roman law, how-
ever, covered only the removal of a sacred object

from a sacred place, not from any other place or

that of an imconsecrated object from a sacred

place. In the imperial period the penalties were
graded according to the exact nature of the offense,

and culminated in the most severe forms of capital

pimishment. The Germanic law, which punished
severely violations of sanctuary, extended the Ro-
man principle to cover all thefts of sacred objects

from any place, or of any object from a sacred

place; and the canon law took the same view. The
penalties, besides restoration or compensation, in-

cluded fines, penances, and excommunication. In
the ICddle Ages sacrilege was regarded as a crime

against both Church and State, and might be pun-
ished by both. For example, the great ordinance

issued by Charles V. in 1672 prescribed penalties

vaiying with the offense; thus the theft of a mon-
strance with the host was punished by burning;

that of other consecrated vessels of gold or silver.

or breaking into a consecrated church, tabernacle,

or sacristy with intent to steal, by de&ih at the dis-

cretion of the court; and the theft of other hallowed
objects, or imconsecrated objects from a holy place,

with severer penalties than ordinary stealing. Such
an attitude was adapted only to the Roman Catho-
lic theory of an inherent sanctity in such objects;

but it exercised no little influence on the Protes-

tant state churches, although the severer penalties

gradually fell into disuse. (P. HmscHiusf.)

Bibuograpbt: Bingham, Originee, VIII., x., XVI., vi. 23-
25; Gregory of Tours, De gloria martyrum, obap. zvii (for

an example of legendaxy treatment); W. Rein, Dae Crim-
inalrecht der Rdmer, Leipsic, 1844; K. Binding, Lehrbuch
dee deuteehen Strafireehte, i. 167-168. ib. 1896; KL, z.

1619-21; Z>CA, U. 1884-35 (gives lilt of acts claMed a* sao-
rilegious); Vigourouz. Dictumfiotre. fase. xzxv. 1337; /^,
z. 628-«20.

SACRISTAN, SEXTON: Two forms of what was
originally the same word, differentiated in modem
English so that the former designates in Roman
Ga^olio churches especiaUy the official who has
chaige of the vestments and other property kept in

the sacristy, while the latter is in more general usage

for one who takes care of the whole church build-

ing. The title cuatos ecdence seems to occur first in

the Spanish monasteries, denoting the monk who
had charge of the conventual chiux^h. Thus Isidore

of Seville {Regida, xix.) says: ** It pertains to the

office of the guardian of Uie sacristy to have the

care of the church, to give the signals in the offices,

to take charge of the veils, sacred vestments and
vessels, books and other instruments, the oil for the

sanctuary lamps, the candles, and other lights."

The same term was commonly used in the Prank-
ish church, where it is sometimes applied to the

bishop or abbot or pastor of a parish diurch. From
this usage it is found in the Carolingian period fre-

quently used as synonymous with rector. The
term was used all tlm>ugh the Middle Ages in cathe-

dral and collegiate churches, but now no longer for

the abbot or provost, but for the monk or canon
who had the cure of souls. In the more important

cathedral chiux^hes, e.g., Cologne, the cathedral

cu8to8 took rank as a prelate. In many collegiate

churches his duties included the custody of the cor-

porate seal. In closer harmony with the definition

given by Isidore is the Carolingian usage of the
term cuatoa thesaurif the official who had chaige of

the church property, or that cited from an old Ordo
Romanus in the decretals of Gregory IX., where
the custos ecdesia is mentioned as a subordinate of

the archdeacon charged with such offices as Isidore

describes. The modem use of the term sacristan is

derived from this aspect of the functions of the

cu8U>9, and his duties are minutely prescribed not
only in the decrees of Roman Catholic provincial

coimcils but also in numerous Reformation church
constitutions, which lead up to the later German
precentor and schoolmaster, as to the English parish

clerk, who was such an important fimctionary down
to the middle of the nineteenth century.

(A. Hauck.)

Bibuoobapht: A. L. Richter. Lehtbuch dee katholieehen und
eoangelieehen Kirehenreehte, 8th ed., by W. Kabl. p. 468.
Leipsic, 1886; F. Dreising, Dae Amt dee KHelere in der

eoangelieehen Kirehe, Berlin, 1864.
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SACT, LOUIS ISAAC LBMAISTRE DB. See
Lemaistrb de Sacy, Louis Isaac.

SADDUCEES. See Pharisees and Saoducees.

SADOLETO, B(i''d0-l^t6, JACOPO: Italian car-

dinal; b. at Modena 1477; d. at Rome Oct. 18,

1547. He received a humanistic training at Fer-

rara, which he completed at Rome during the pon-
tificate of Alexander VI., the earliest results being

the three treatises De Cajo CurtiOf De LaocoontU
sUUua, and De laudHms pkUosaphicB, Here, too, he
was ordained to the priesthood and was soon ap-

pointed apostolic secretary by Leo X. to change
the style of the papal briefs from barbarous Latin-

ity to Ciceronian elegance. Though later raised to

the episcopate of Carpentras, Sadoleto remained in

Rome until after the death of Leo X., returning

once more at the request of Clement VII. He was
at Carpentras when Rome was sacked by the troops

of Charles V. in May, 1527, but the event turned

his thoughts to serious themes, evinced in his De
Uteris rede inslUuendis (Venice, 1533) and his Camr
mentariua in epistolam SancU Pauli ad Ramanos
(Lyons, 1535). In 1534 he was raised to the car-

dinalate by Paul III., and accordingly resumed
residence in Rome, where, in 1536, he took part in

the preparation of the Consilium de emendanda
ecdesia (see Paul III.), the result exposing him and
his colleagues to suspicion of heresy. His commen-
tary on Romans was forbidden as Semipelagian,

although the prohibition was withdrawn after

Sadoleto had appealed to the Sorbonne and had
modified certain passages. On June 19, 1537,

Sadoleto addressed a letter to Melanchthon urging

him to be reconciled with the Roman Catholic

Church, and in Mar., 1530, he wrote to the munic-
ipal coimcil of Geneva to restore that city to the

Roman Catholic faith, an act which evoked
Calvin's brilliant Responsio ad SadoUti epistolam

(Sept. 1, 1539). Both letters are given in Eng-
lish in Tracts Relating to the Reformation by John
Calvin, transl. by H. Beveridge, i. 3-71, Edin-
burgh, 1844.

Sadoleto was one of the number who based all

hopes of the amelioration of the Church on the con-

vening of a general council, and while, as in the

sweeping inquiry into the existence of heresy at

Modena in 1542, he deprecated extreme measures,

he made no surrender of church doctrine. At the

same time, he was no friend of the Reformation,

and he was in hearty sjnnpathy with the suppres-

sion of the Waldensians in Cabri^res and M^rindol

in May, 1545; and letters written by Sadoleto's

nephew in the preceding year show that influence

in this direction was brought to bear upon Francis

I. from Sadoleto himself. In 1543 he was recalled

to Rome to assist in the preparations for the Coun-
cil of Trent, and remained there until his death.

His principal writings, besides those already men-
tioned, were: De philosophia (Lyons, 1538); Philo-

sophica consolationes et medUationes in adversis;

Ad principes popvlosque Germanice exhartatio; and
Epistolarum libri sededm ad Pavlum Sadoletum

(Lyons, 1550). His collected works were edited at

Mainz in 1607, and, more fully, at Verona in four

voliunes in 1737. K. Benrath.

BiBUoomAPHT: livm are prsfixed to tbfl ** OoUeoted
Works/* ut upra. Notioet from oontempoimiy and Uter
litermture are siw in A. TeisBier, Hlogn det Aommet m-
votite, vol. i., LoydeQ, 1716. Gonmilt furthor: O. toq
Sehultheoa-Rechbeii, Der Kardinal Jacopo Sadoldo,
Zurich, 1000; F. Cuoellierit VUa dd Cardinal SadoUto,
Rome, 1823; A. P^ricaud, FragmenU hiotfraphiques 9vr
J. SadoUt, Lyons, 1840; A. Joly, Atude but J. SadoUi,
Caen, 1856; A. Zimmermann, Kardiiiud PcU, •ein Lebtn
und •eine SekrifUn, p. 380, Recensbuiv, 1803; H. Halle.

Lif€ ofRanald Pole, passim, London, 1010; KL, x. 1524-
1625; Liohtenbexier, B8R, zL 387-380.

SABGMUELLER, s^mOl-ler, JOHAHNES BAP-
TIST: German Roman Catholic; b. at Winterreute

(a village near Biberach, 23 m. s.s.w. of Ulm),

WQrttemberg, Feb. 24, 1860. He was educated at

the University of TQbingen (Ph.D., 1888) and the

theological seminary at Rottenburg; was curate at

Alpirsbach (1884-87); lecturer at the Wilhehn-

stift, TQbingen (1887-03); was appointed associate

professor of history in the University of TQbingen

(1893), where since 1896 he has be^ professor of

church history and pedagogics. In addition to his

work as associate editor of the TUbinger theologi-

sche Quartalschift and the Arckiv fUr katholisches

Kirchenrecht, he has written Die Papstwahlen tmd
die Staaten von 1U7-1666 (TQbmgen, 1890); Die
PapstwahOndten und das staatUche Recht der Ex^
dusive (1892) ; Zur Gesckichte des Kardinalats, ein

Traktat des Bischofs von Feltre und Treviso Teodcro

de* LeUi Hber das Verhdltnis vom Primal und Kar-
dinalat (Freiburg, 1893); Die ThOtigkeit und Sid-

lung der KardinOle bei Papst Bonifaz VIII, (1896);

Lekrhuch des katholisdien Kirdienrechts (1904, 2d
ed., 1909); Die kirchliche Aufkldrung am Hofe Her-
zog Karl Eugene von WOrttemberg (1906); Die Trenr-

nung von Kirche und Staat (Maims, 1907); Die
Bischofsufahl bei QraHan (Cologne, 1908); and
Wissenschaft und Olaube in der kirehlichen Auf-
klOrung (1910).

SAGITTARinS, sd'^git-taM-us (SCHUETZB),
KASPAR: German Lutheran theologian and his-

torian; b. at LQneburg (68 m. n.n.e. of Hanover)
Sept. 23, 1643; d. at Jena Mar. 9, 1694. He was
educated at the University of Hehnstftdt, where his

studies took the widest range, and after preaching

at Helmstftdt, LQneburg, and elsewhere, and viat-

ing Brunswick, Magdeburg, Halberstadt, and Copen-
hagen, he completed hb training at Leipsic, Witten-
beig, Jena, and Altdorf. In 1668 he accepted a call

to Saalfeld as rector of the school there, and three

years later was appointed to a professorship at

Jena, being transferred to the chair of history in

1674. His energy was thenceforth devoted pri-

marily to the history of German Protestantism,

especiaUy in Saxony and Thuringia. Sagittarius

was also involved in a number of controversies, of

which the most noteworthy was his defense c^ Hei-
ism in and after 1691. Among his nimierous wri-

tings special mention may be made of the following:

Hannonia historian passionis Jesu CkrisH (Jena,

1671; revised edition 1684); Historia anHquissima
urbis Bardevici (1674); Epistola de antiquo Tkur-
ingice statu (1675); Nudetis hisiaria Germamece
(1675); Dissertatio de prcedpius scriptoribus kietoricB

GermaniccB (1675; the first attempt at a history of

German historiography); Aniiquiiates regni Thut
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ingiH (1684); AnHquitates geniilismi et christian-

inm Thuringici (1685); Antiquitates DiuxUus
Tkuringici (1688); Memorabilia histories Qothanm
(1689) ; and Theses theologia apologetica de promo-
vendo vero Christianismo (1692). His Introductio

in hisUtriam ecdesiasticam et singidas ejus partes,

which he began in 1692, was continued and com-
pleted by Johann Andreas Schmid (2 vols., Jena,

1718). (Paul Tschackbrt.)

Bibuoobapht: J. A. Schmid, CommentariuM de vUa et

waiptu Ctup. SagiUariu*, Jena, 1713; M. J. C. Zeuzner,
Vitm profe99orum . . . tn academia Jenenn, ib. 1703-06;
Q. Fnok. Oexhiehte der protettantiaehen Thw^ogie, ii. 147,
Leipaic 1865.

SAILER, Boil'er, JOHAHN MICHAEL VON: Ro-
man C^^tholic bishop of Regensbiu^; b. at Aresing (a

village near Schrobenhausen, 16 m. b.s.w. of Ingol-

Btadt), Upper Bavaria, Nov. 17, 1751; d. at Re-
gensburg May 20, 1832. He was educated at the

Jesuit colleges of Landsbei^ (1770-72) and Ingol-

stadt (1773-77), having entered the. Society of

Jesus as a novice. On Sept. 23, 1775, he was or-

dained to the priesthood, and in 1777 the Elector

Maximilian III. appointed him lec-

Professional turer on philosophy and theology at

Career. Ingolstadt. In 1782 he became sec-

ond professor of dogmatics, but two
years later he was retired on a pension of 240 gul-

dens, since the new elector, Charles Theodore, di-

verted the funds of the college to other uses. The
years immediately following were passed by Sailer

at Ingolstadt as a private scholar. He had already

publidbed his Fragment zur R^ormationsgeschichte

der christUchen Theologie ^(Ulm, 1779) and Theo-

loguB Christiance cum phUosophia nexus (Augsbuig,

1779), and he now issued his Vottst&ndiges Lese- und
G^beOmch fOr katholische Christen (1783) and Ver-

rmnfilehre/ilr Menschen, 'wie sie sind, d, i. Anleitung
zur Erkenntnis und LUhe der Wahrheii (3 vols.,

Munich, 1783). In 1784 a new academic career was
opened to Sailer by his appointment as professor

of ethics at the reorganixed University of Dillingen,

where the lectures on pastoral theology were soon
placed under his guidaiice. He contributed essen-

tially to the progress of the institution, but the

methods of teaching in vogue at Dillingen aroused
the suspicions of the faculty of the Ck)llege of St.

Salvator at Augsburg, and in 1793 a committee of

investigation decided adversely to Dillingen. In
the year following Sailer was removed from his pro-

fessorship, especially as he was suspected, though
unjustly, of sympathy with the Enlightenment.
While professor at Dillingen, he had been active as

an author, writing, among other works, Utber den
Sdbshnord (Munich, 1785); Predigten bet verschie-

denen Anldssen (3 vols., 1790-92); KurzgefassU
Erinnerungen an junge Prediger (1792); GlUck-

seUgkeitdehre aus VemunftgrHnden (2 parts, 1793)

;

and Vorlesungen aus der Pastoraltheologie (2 vols.,

1793-M). After being dismissed from IMUingen,

Sailer took up his residence in Munich, but the at-

tacks made upon him compromised his position

with the papal nuncio, Zoglio, as with Elector

Charles Theodore. Under these circumstances
Sailer gladly accepted an invitation, in Jan., 1795,

to the castle of Ebersbeig, belonging to the Knights

of Malta. In this retirement he turned again to

literature, producing his Buch von der Nacf^folge

Christi (Munich, 1794) and his Ecdesim catholiccB de

cuUu sanctorum dodrina (1797), as well as his ex-

tremely popular Uebungen des Oeistes zur OrHndung
und Fdrderung eines heUigen Sinnes und Lebens
(Mannheim, 1799), and Briefe aus alien Jahrhunr
derten der chrisUichen Zeitrechnung (Munich, 1804).

With the accession of Max Joseph I., in 1799, the
entire situation changed. The Enlightenment was
now officially adopted, and on the transfer of the

reox^anized University from Ingolstadt to Lands-
hut Sailer was reappointed professor of ethics and
pastoral theology. He now published his Uther Erzie-

hung far Erzieher; oder Pddagogik (Munich, 1807);

Grundlehren der Religion (1805); and Handbuch der

ehrisUichen MoralfOr kUnftige katholische Seelsorger

(3 vols., 1817-18).

When, at the close of the Napoleonic wars, the

Roman Catholic Church entered upon a phase of

development most favorable for her revival, one of

her most pressing tasks was the filling of the nu-
merous vacant dioceses. In 1818 Sailer was twice

offered the archbishopric of Cologne
Bishop of by the Prussian government, but hb

Regensburg. attachment to Bavaria led him to de-

cline. In the following year Max
Joseph proposed him as bishop of Augsbuig, only to

have the nomination rejected by the papal nuncio
at Munich. Before long, however, this opposition

vanished, and in 1821 Sailer was made a canon of

the cathedral of Regensburg, and in the following

year (Oct. 28, 1822) he was consecrated titular

bishop of Oermanicopolis as coadjutor to the aged
bishop of Regensbuig, with right of succession. In
1825 he added to his other duties those of dean of

the cathedral, and, after havif^ declined to be
transferred to the diocese of Passau in 1826, he be-

came full diocesan of Regensburg on Oct. 29, 1829.

His health was, however, already failing, and with-

in the year he was forced to have the assistance of

a bishop-coadjutor, ^Geoig Michael Wittmann, who
succeeded hiii^as full diocesan on his death in 1832.

The importamoe of Sailer in the Cx^man Roman
Catholic episcopate of the nineteenth centuiy was
due preeminently to the fact that he was the repre-

sentative of a definite type of Roman Catholicism

which enabled the church to recover

Character in a comparatively short time from
and the heavy losses ehe had incurred at

Influence, the beginning of the century. Deeply
religious and strongly contemplative

in character, he was more than a mere teacher of

theology or goyeming prelate. He sought to in-

spire others witl^^his own enthusiasm and spirit, to
train up a clergy who should appeal to all that was
best in their parishes, and to lead the way in deeply
needed practical reforms. At the same time, while
manifesting a certain amount of sympathy with the
mystical movement rife at the opening of the nine-

teenth century, and while not unfriendly to Prot-
estants in many respects, he never forgot his con-
sciousness of the superiority and divine mission of

his own communion. Nevertheless, the orthodoxy
of his theological writings was not free from the
suspicion of a taint of the Enlightenment, and
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opinion is still divided regarding them. Ndther a
statesman of the church nor a polemic theologian,

Sailer's aim was rather the internal reform of his

oonmimiion and the revival of confidence and faith

in the Roman Catholic Church. In this he was suc-

cessful, while as a prelate he manfully combated the
contracting of mixed marriages, and through his

influence a school of priests was trained both for

Germany and for Switserland who united theolog-

ical and sec\ilar learning with deep moral earnest-

ness. It may, in a word, be said that Sailer stands
for Roman Catholicism before the rise of Ultra-

montanism. His collected works were edited by
J. Widmer (40 vols., Sulsbaoh, 1830-41; supple-

mentary volume, 1845). Cabl Mirbt.
BiBUoaBAPHT: An Mooant of SAfler's Ufe by himaelf if re-

printed in hie WeHU (ut sup.), xxxix. 257 eqq., from F. J.

Waiteenegger'e OtUhrtm' und SehrifUUiUrUxikon, iL 189-
213, Landibut, 1829. Biocimphiee have been written by:
£. von Sobenk, Regenabui«, 1838; F. W. Bodemann,
Gotha. 1856; Q. Aiohincer, Fmbuis. 1865; and J. A.
Meeemer, Mannheim, 1876. Consult further: A. Latolf,
Leben imd BekenntniaM det /. L, Schiffmann, Lucerne,
1860; M. Jooham, Dr, Aloit Buehner, Augeburi, 1870;
H. Schmid, Oeaehichte der kaiholuchm KinM DeuUeh-
lofidt, pp. 257-314, Munich. 1874; J. H. Reinkene. M, von
Diepenbrock. Leipeio, 1881; F. NielMn, Atta dem tiMMrMi
UUn der katholUchen Kirche %m 10. JaKrhtmdert, L 287-
344, Carbruhe, 1882; J. N. von Rinceeie. Brirnnm-unoen,
2 vob., Ambeis, 1886; J. Friedrioh, Ignag wm DMinoer,
Munioh, 1809; F. Nippold, HatkOmeh der neueeUn Ktrehen-
oeaehichte, i. 519 eqq., Berlin, 1901; A. BHIok. OeeehichU
der katholieehen Kirche im 19. Jahrhundmi, 2 vols., Maina
and Monster, 1902-03; KL, x. 1536 aqq.; ADB, txt.
178-192.

SAINT ALBANS: A town of Hertfordshire,

twenty miles northwest of London, the seat of a
bishopric, with a population of 16,109 (1901). It

derives its name from Saint Alban of Verulam
(q.v.), the Roman town of Verulamium. The cathe-

dral was foimded in 1077, and was restored in the

nineteenth century. Names connected with the

place are Biatthew of Paris, Sir John Mandeville,

Pope Adrian IV., and Lord Bacon.
BiBUoaRAPHT: A. E. Qibbs, Hielorieal Recorde of St. Al-

bane, St. Albans, 1888; C. H. Aahdown, 8t. Albane, Hie-
torieal and Pictureeqtte, ib. 1896; idem. The City of 8L
Albane, London. 1907; D. W. Bairett, Skelehee of Church
Life in the Dioceee of St. Albane, ib. 1902; T. Peridna, The
Cathedral Church of St. AWane, ib. 1903.

SAINT CTRAN. See Dn Vebgieb, Jban.

SAINT GALL, s^nt gOl or son gOl,

MONASTERY OF.
Origin (f 1).

Early Services to Learning (f 2).

Increasing Secularisation (f 3).

The Reformation (f 4).

The aosing Struggle (f 6).

The Benedictine monastery of St. Gall, celebrated

for oentiuies as a center of learning, and situated

in the Swiss town of the same name (10 m. s.e. of

Constance), took its rise from a hermitage estab-

lished, probably in 613, by St. Gallus, a (Usciple of

Oolumban (q.v.), with a few companions. It would
seem, however, even from the legend-filled life of

the founder, written toward the end
z. Origin, of the eighth century, that his personal

activity was of only secondary impor-
tance, since he is represented as an anchorite rather

than as the " apostle of the Aiemanni "; and
the Christian element was already so strong that he

had no lack of associates and support. It was but
seldom that he could be induced to leave his cell,

and before many years he died on Oct. 16, probably
about 627. After this the hermitage continued to

exist tmeventfully until the first hiJf of the eighth

century, when the real histoiy of the mooasteiy of

St. Gall began with the first abbot, Otmar (720-

759), who, in 747 or 748, substituted the rule of St.

Ben^ct for that of St. Columban, and likewise re-

placed the Irish monks with his own compatriots,

the Rhaetians. Gifts of money and land were made
from far and near; but, on the other hand, the in-

dependence of the monastery had to be surrendered,

and it came under the control of the bishop of Con-
stance, Otmar's resistance e3qx>sing him to eccle-

siastical censure and the secular arm, so that he
died a priscmer on the little island of Werd in the
Rhine (Nov. 16, 759). In 816 the monasteiy was
made exempt from episcopal control by Louis the
Pious, and in 854 its annual payment of a tax to

Constance, the last remnant of its dependence upon
the see, was abolished.

Abbot Gosbert, elected by the monks themselves

(probably in 816), was the first of the long series

of abbots of St. Gall whose interests embraced tl^

whole intellectual culture c^ the period. In 890
Gosbert commenced the entire reconstruction of

the monastery, beginning with a laiger

a. Early church to replace one erected appar-
Servicei to ently by Otmar. A plan of a great

Tifwrnhig. Bei^ctine abbey with all accessories

was drawn in Italy especiidly for St.

Gall, although the topography forbade its entire

acceptance; and this plem, still preserved at St.

Gall (ed. F. Keller, Baunss des Klo9ters St. GaUen
vam Jahr 8t0^ Zurich, 1844), constitutes one of the

most important documents of the early Middle
Ages for architecture and culture-history. Gosbot
likewise provided for the increase of the library,

and under his successor, Grimald (841-872), the

first catalogue, listing some 400 books, was dirawn

up. There was likewise a flourishing school, dating

back to Otmar and now consisting of a division for

the training of the future regular deigy and (mo
for the education of secular priests and laymen.
Close relations were also maintained with the in-

stitutions established by Alcuin, as well as with
Fulda, and especially with Rdchenau. St. Gall's

rich historical literature b^gan, during the abbacy
of (josbert, with a Vila SancU OalU by the monk
Wettinus, who died in 824 (ed. MOH, Script, ii.,

1829, pp. 1-21), followed by the two works, revised

by Walafrid, of Gozbert's nephew, who bore the
same name: MtracuU SancU OaUi and Vita SaneU
Otmari abbatis SangaUenns (ed. MGH^ Script., ii.,

1829, pp. 21^1, 40^7). In like manner Iso (d.

871) wrote a Miracula SancU Otmari (ed. MGH,
Script., ii. 1829, pp. 47-64); and Ratpert (d. prob-
ably shortly after 884), distinguished as a teacher,

a poet (even in Ciennan), and a historian, b^gan the
great history of the monastery, the Casus SancU
OaUi (ed., with its continuations, MOH, Script.,

ii., 1829, pp. 75-183). To the succeeding genera-

tion of monks belong Notker the Stammerer (see

NoTKBB, 1) and Tuotilo, as well as such abbots as

Solomon m. (d. 920) and Hartmann (d. 925). The
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first-named gave new form to the Bervioes by his

systematic use of Sequences (q.v.)i besides being,

according to later tradition, the author of the an-
tiphon Media vita, and also wrote the Getta Karcli
Magni (ed. MQH, Script, ii., 1829, pp. 726-763);
Tuotilo was distinguished as artist; and Solomon,
like many of his monks, was conspicuous as a poet.

With the death of Solomon, however, the state of

the monastery changed, its steady progress being

hindered by the indifference of the secular rulers,

the frequent change of abbots and their inferior de-

gree of ability, the invasion of the Hungarians in

026, the fire of 037, and the Saracen inroads.

Nevertheless, in the tenth and early eleventh cen-

turies the monastery could again number first-class

men, especially Dc^ Ekkehard (d. 973) and his

four nephews. The first-named was not only a
distinguished economist, but also the author of the
Walthariiia manvforiU; and among the pupils of

his famous nephew Notker Labeo (see Notx£R, 4)

was Ekkehard IV. (d. about 1060), the author of

the LAher henedicHonum and a busy glossator and
poet, as well as one of those who continued Rat-
pert's Casus SaneU GaUi. Besides history and
literature, mathematics, astronomy, and medicine
were cultivated at St. Gall by Noticer Medicus (see

NoTKEH, 2). A reminiscence of the Irish origin of

the nu>nastery, moreover, may perhaps be traced

in its cultivation of calligraphy and music. Waldo,
who resigned the abbacy of St. Gall for that of

Reichenau in 784, was remarkable for his skiU in

calligraphy, and the miniatures and the drawings
of the Irish manuscripts of St. Gall clearly show
Celtic coloring and ornamentation. These were,

however, importations and exercised only a second-
ary influence, but when Grimald becune abbot,
he initiated a revival both of calligraphy and mini-

ature painting which reached its acme in the Caro-
lingian style and lasted far into the dynasty of the
Ottos.

In 1034 St. Gall was placed by Conrad II. under
the Cluniac reform, but though the monks firmly

resisted the innovation, the unsuccessful attempt
being terminated by the voluntary

3. Increas- resignation of the Guniac abbot, Nort-
mg Secular- pert, in 1072, the spiritual power of

ization. the monastery was broken. It became
involved in political strife after 1077,

Abbot Ulrich III. taking the side of Henry IV.
against the pope, and himself being opposed by
two anti-abbots. Ulrich's partisanship also brought
him into conflict both with Reichenau and with
Constance; the coimtry about St. Gall was devas-
tated; and learning in the monastery sank to a low
level, even the Casus SancH GaUi being kept only
indifferently, and its concluding portion being
written in Crerman by a layman. Christian Kuche-
meister. St. Gall had been completely secularized,

yet as a spiritual principality it maintained its im-
portance, embracing the territory between Ror-
schach and Wil and the mountain districts of Ap-
penaefl. Among the abbots were many of ability,

though more koJghtly than spiritual in tjrpe, such
as Uhich IV., Conrad of Busnang, and Berchtold.

Meanwhile, what in the tenth century had been the
little villageof St. Gallhad been steadily increasing in

importance, and simultaneously with the rise of Ru-
dolph of Hapsburg, it constituted itself an imperial

city, soon even attempting to effect a confederation

of the Swabian cities. The closing centuries of the
Middle Ages, moreover, brought the monastery of

St. Gall into conflict with the Swiss confederation;

and though the antithesis came to an end on the
incorporation of the spiritual principality of St.

Gall, as part of the German Empire, into the con-

federation, the abbots still maintained connection
with the empire and, when they judged it to their

advantage, assumed a peculiar intermediate posi-

tion. Under Swiss protection the Appenzell vas-

sals of St. Gall threw off their allegiance, but, on
the other hand, the uprising of the shepherds, which
for a time threatened the very existence of the mon-
astery, was suppressed in 1408. Such was the north-

eastern spread of the influence of the confederation,

however, that in 1451 Abbot Caspar formed an
alliance with the two cities of Zmich and Lucerne,

and the two cantons of Schwyz and Glarus, the

city of St. Gall, which had now become entirely in-

dependent, joining this league three years later.

Henceforth abbey and city, like Appenzell, which
entered their confederacy in 1452, took an active

part in Swiss affairs, as in the struggles against

Charles the Bold, Maximilian, and the Swabian
League.
The first abbot of St. Gall not of noble birth,

Ulrich R6sch (1463-91), strove indefatigably to

unite all the prerogatives and possessions of his

monastery, and in 1460 purchased the suzerainty of

the Toggenburg from the heirs of the extinct house
which had held it. He thus came into

4. The conflict with the city of St. Gall and
Refonna- with Appenzell, and though circtmi-

tion. stances so favored him that he was
able to crush them, a generation after

his death the city seemed on the point of triumph-
ing over the abb^. Zwingli, bom in the Toggenburg,
manifested special hatred of the monastery of St.

Gall, and in this he was abetted by the buigomas-
ter of the city of St. Gall, Joachim von Watt (q.v.),

an enthusiastic advocate of the new doctrines. Iq
1529 the cloisters, deserted by the monks, were
seized by the city, and Protestantism worked its

will in Uie abbey church; while from the archives

of the monastery were taken the materials which
enabled Watt (Vadianus) to write his Ordesert Chro-
nik der Aebte and Kleiners Chronik der Aebte (ed. E.
Gdtzinger, St. Gall, 1875-77) . The death of Zwingli

and the end of the second C^appel war in 1531 tran»-

formed the situation, and in the following year the

new abbot, Diethelm Blaarer, reentered £ds abbey.
The old faith was reembraced, except in the city of

St. Gall and in the Toggenburg, and both Diethelm
and his successors speedily revived the spiritual and
material preeminence of St. Gall. Joachim Opfer
(1577-94) was a nuuiyr to his devotion to the suf-

ferers from pestilence; and Bemhard MQller (1594-

1630) and Pius Reher (1630-54) brought the disci-

pline and administration of the abbey to such a
point that St. Gall was justly placed at the head of

the new Swiss Benedictine congregations, and lost

territory was regained. Learning was revived in

equal measure; the abbey had its own press after
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1633; and the theological attainments of Abbot
Celestine, Count Sfondrati of Milan (1687-96),

were so great as to win him the cardinal's hat.

The last century of the monastexy's existence

opened with the stonny period of l^e last great

civil war in Switzerland (1712), brought on mainly

by the confessional divisions and the demagogic

agitations among ihe Toggenbuig vassals of the

abb^. The Protestants conquered,

5. The to the detriment of the monastery, and
Qosing it was only after the death of the stem
Struggle. Abbot Leodegar BOrgisser (1697-

1717) that St. Gall had peace. But in

succeeding years the abbey resumed its honored

career, so that Abbot Olestme Qugger (1740-67)

could carry out extensive architectural plans, not

only constructing the imposing granary in Ror-

schach, but also rebuilding the monastery itself,

especially the late renaissance church on the site

of the venerable medieval structure, and the re-

fectory. The next abbot, Beda Angehm, sought

to introduce reforms in school and prison, but weak
economic administration plunged the monastery

into financial difficulties, and the abbot had to en-

counter strong opposition from the yoimger monks,

and latei* even from ihe older ones, though he

emerged from ^e struggle triumphant, thanks to

ihe aid of ihe Confederation. The succeeding ab-

bacy of Pancratius Vorster was likewise marked
by storm, and though the literary treasures of ihe

monastery were saved both from the French Revo-
lution and from the greed of the municipality, and
though ihe abbot returned to his abbey wil^ the

victorious imperial troops in 1799, the second battle

of Zurich forced him again to flee, and the doom of

St. Gall was foreshadowed. The abbot fought

bravely to regain his rights, but in 1805 the sup-

pression of the monastery was decreed. Even the

troublous times that came upon Switserland after

Napoleon's fall could not aid Pancratius, who died

in the monastery of Muri in 1829. The plan of a

diocese of St. Gall, thwarted in great part by the

attitude assimied by Abbot Pancratius, was later

realized; and after the existence of the double

bishopric of Chur and St. Gall (1823-44), the latter

received independent diocesan rank in 1844. At
the suppression in 1805 the property of tJie founda^

tion was divided between the whole canton and its

Roman Caliiolic portion, the former receiving the

palace as a government building, and ihe latter the

treasures of the library and archives, which, after

many vicissitudes, had been regained in 1804. The
monastery itself, after being used as a spinning fac-

tory from 1801 to 1808, was made a Roman Catholic

gymnasium. (G. Meyer von Knonau.)
Bibuoorapht: The chief sources are collected in MOH,

Script., vols. i.-ii., and MOH, Libri eonfraUmiiatum S.

Cfalli (1884). OUections of sources of especial value are
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Leipeio, 1857; H. Wartmann. Urkundenbuch der Ahtei St
OcMen, parts i.-iii., Zurich, 1863-82. Onsult: I. von Arx.

Oeichiehte dea Cantofu St. Oallen, 3 vols.. St. Gall. 1810-

1813 (still the best special history on any part of Switser-

luid); F. Weidmann, OeachicfUe . . . St. OaUen unter den
tween Utxtm FikratObtm, ib. 1834; idem. OeBchiehte der

Bibliothek von St. OaUen, ib. 1841 (both based on Arx):
F. W. RettbeiiB. Ob9ervatione» ad vitam S. Oalli tptctanlea.

Maifouis. 1842; A. Behubiger, Dis SOmgtrtchvie Bt. Oal-
Uru, Einaiedeln, 1858; J. H. A. £biard« InhschoUiadu
Mitaiont-Kircha de9 6. bit 8. JahrhwderU, Gatenloh.
1873; J. R. Rahn. 04$ehichU dm- bUdendm KitnaU in dar
SchwtiM, Zurich, 1876; F. X. Wetael, Di« Winmmhaft ymd
Kunat im KloUer St. GaUen im 9. und 10, JahrhundarU
Lindau. 1877; G. Meier, in Jahrbueh fUr wehvooMeriaehe

Oeachiehte, x (1885) (a good histoxy of the school in the
Middle Ages) ; J. Bftchtold. OatehichU der detdechen LUera-
tur in der Schweia^ Frauenfeld« 1892; E. Egli, Kirchenge-
aehiehte der Schweia, Zurich, 1893; L. Knappert. La Vie
de S. OaU et le paoaniame oermaniqvet Paris, 1894; Ziec-
ler. Aht Othmar II. wm St. OoUen, St. Gall* 1896; F. L.
Wetael, Daa goldene ZeitaUer dea Kloatera SL OaUen,
Raveosbuxg, 1900; H. Miles, Die Chronik dea Hermann
MHea von SL GaU, St. Gall, 1903; A. Scheiwiler. Abt
Ulrieh Roach der aweUe Grander dea Kloatera 51. Gotten,

14SS-B1, ib. 1903; BeOt^e aw SL OaUiaeken GeadticMie,

ib. 1904: the KD, of Hauok, Friedrich. and Rettbeis re-

speotiveiy; KL, v. 43-66.

SAINT JO&H, KNIGHTS OF. See Milttart
Religious Ordebs.

SAINT-MARTIN, san-mOr-tan', LOUIS CLAUDS
DE: French mystic; b. at Amboise Jan. 18, 1743;
d. at Paris Oct. 13, 1803. After studying law, he
entered the army and at Bordeaux became ac-

quainted with a Portuguese Jew named Martines de
Pasqualis, whose freemasonry increased St. Mar-
tin's tendency to mysticism. At Lyons and Paris

St. llartin communicated, in m3rsteiious phraseol-

Qgy and ceremony, his " revelation " on God, the

spirit world, ihe fall, and original sin. Among his

hearers was a Count d'Hauterive, on whom St.

Biartin tried all sorts of experiments at Lyons
(1774-76) to gain fellowship with tJie Logos. Mean-
while, he gradually wiliidrew from Pasqualis and
his followers, formed a cautious friendship with

Cagliostro, and read Swedenboig. At this period

he published his first work, under the pseudon3rm

of ** un philosophe inc(onnu)," Des erreurB et de la

v&iU, ou les hommea rappdUe au principe univenel

de la science (Lyons, 1775), a book which aroused

the anger of Voltaire.

To propagate his views St. Martin now removed
to Paris, where he moved in aristocratic circles,

wTiting his emanational tenets in his Tableau not-

urd des rapports qui exisient enire Dieu, Vhomme d
Vunivers (Lyons [ostensibly Edinburgh], 1782). His

travels gained him new acquaintances. In England
he met William Law and Best; he accompanied
Prince Gallitsin to Italy in 1787; in 1788 he re-

sided in Montb^liard with Duchess Dorothea of

Wttrttembeig. Until 1791 he lived in Strasburg,

where he studied the writings of Jacob Bdhme, but

in the latter year his father's illness forced him to

return to Amboise, where his theories found Httle

S3rmpathy. To this period of his career belong his

L*Homme de d^sir (Lyons, 1790), Ecce homo (Paris,

1792), and Le Nouvd Homme (1792).

St. Martin's last close friendship was formed with

Baron Kirchberger of Bern, through whom he was
kept informed of mystic movements abroad during

the French Revolution. This latter upheaval was
greeted by him with joy, and after being appointed

tutor, with Condorcet, Siey^ and Bemardin de

St. Pierre, to the Dauphin in 1791, he became one of

his jailers two years later. St. Martin himself was
later imprisoned and exiled to Amboise. Before

long, however, he was sent back to Paris as a teacher
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at the new normal school there. This position he
held until his death, and during his incumbency he
wrote Lettre d un ami, consitUrations poUtiquea, phv-

loaophiques et reUgieuaes sur la rivoiuHon franfaise

CParis, 1795); Sdavr mr Vaasociatian humaine
(1797); Esprit des chows ou coup d'ceil pkUoao-

pkique ntr la nature dea itres et sur Vobjet de leur

existence (1800) ; Ministtre de Vhomme esprit (1802),

besides translating a number of the works of Bdhme.
St. Martin's views, a mixture of cabalistic, Gnos-

tic, and neoplatonic doctrines on a Christian basis,

can scarcely be reduced to a system. At the same
time, he bitterly hated the Church, yet fell into all

sorts of clairvoyance, conjuring, and juggling with
numbers and the tetragrammaton. His favorite

sphere was anthropology; he held it the aim of

man to be still higher than Cluist, the highest type
of humanity; in his daily life St. Martin sought
simply to live like a pious (Christian. For his follow-

ing see Mabtinist Order. (C. Pfender.)

Bibuookafht: La Correapondanee irUdite de L. C. de Saint'
Martm, . . . ed. L. Schauer and A. Chuquet, Amsterdam,
1802, cf. MytUcdt Philoeophy and Spirit-Manifeatatione,
SeUotionM from the , . . Correapondenee between . . .

Sainl-Martin . . . and Kirchberger, Exeter, 1883; J. B. M.
Gence, Notice biooraphiqtie aur L. C. de Saint Martin^ Paris,

1823; L. Moreau, Riftexiona aur lea idSea deL.C.de Saint-
Martin, ib. 1850; E. H. Caio, Du myatieiame au xviii.

aiieU, Baaai avr la vie et la doctrine de Saint-Martin, ib.

1852; J. Matter. Saint-Martin, le phUoaophe ineonnu, ib.

1862; A. Franck. La Philoaophie myatique en France h la

fin du xviii. aiide, Saint-Martin el aon mattre Martinea
Paagualia, ib. 1866.

SAINT-MAUR, san-mdr", CONGREGATION OF:
The name of a branch of the Benedictine order, dis-

tinguished by reform in discipline and great serv-

ices to learning. At liie beginning of the seventeenth

century the monastery of Saint-Vanne
Fotsndation near Verdun was reformed by Didier

of the de la Cour. Soon the famous old mon-
Congrega- astery of Moyenmoutier and others

tkm. joined the movement, and Clement
YIII. in 1604 confirmed the organisa-

tion of a congregation within the order under the

name of Congregatio SS. Vitonis et Hidulphi. In
1614 the general assembly of ihe French clergy ex-

pressed the wish that all the Benedictine monas-
teries associate themselves with this congregation;

but its general chapter, fearing danger to its spirit

from too large a growth, advised the formation of

a second congregation, and in 1618 Dom B^nard, a
monk of Saint-Vanne, was chaiged witJi the forma-

tion of such a union. It adopted the name of St.

Maur, the companion of St. Benedict, and was con-

firmed by Gr^ory XV. in 1621, and again by Urban
Vin. in 1627. By 1652 the new congregation num-
bered forty houses, and before the end of the eight-

eenth century it had grown to 191, divided into six

provinces. The most influential was the abbey of

Saint-Cermain-des-Pr^ in Paris, the seat of the

superior-general. Dom B6iard had not proposed

to make the congregation predominantly a learned

one; it was the first superior-general, Dom Tarisse

(1630-48), who laid the foundations of the splendid

edifice of learning which was gradually reiured by
the monks. Thdr activity hi^ embraced all de-

partments of knowledge, but especially the history

of France and of the Chiirch. Besides the general

outline given here of the long series of master-works
which they produced by ^eir indefatigable and
intelligent labors, further information will be found
in separate articles on the more distinguished

members.
They made their own the science of paleography,

or, as it was then called, diplomatics; Mabillon is

regarded as its actual founder, with his De re dip-

lomaHca (1681 ) and its supplement (1704) . As these

works had special reference to France,

Contribu- Dom Tassin published a general trea-

sons to tise under the title Nouveau traiti de

Paleogra- diplomatique (6 vols., 1750-65); and
phy and what this did for Latin paleography

Chronology. Montfaucon attempted to do for Greek
in his PalcBOffraphia GrcBca (1708).

Modem scientific chronology may also be said to

have taken its rise from them. Every historian

knows the value of the Art de virifier les dates, be-

gun by Dantine and finished by Cl^mencet (1750;

1770; 1783-92; 1818 sqq.), which has been called

the most noteworthy monument of eighteenth-cen-

tury French scholarahip. To the knowledge of an-

tiquity a considerable contribution was made by
Montfaucon's AntiquitS expliquie en figures (10

vols., 1719). In the history of language, the con-

gregation took part in, though it did not originate,

Du Cange's great Glossarium media et infimcB Latinr

itatis, which, originally published in 1687, was in-

creased one-half by Dantine and Carpentier (6 vols.,

1733-36, wiih a supplement by Carpentier, 4 vols.,

1766; and two revised and exilaiged editions, 1840

sqq. by Henschel, and 1883 sqq. by Henschel and
Fabre).

The most extensive labors, however, were given

to history. Colbert had sought in vain for able

scholars to continue the undertaking of a collection

of the sources of French history, until

Contribu- Chancellor d'Aguesseau persuaded the

tions to congregation of Saint-Maur to take it

History, up. Martdne and then Bouquet had
chaige of this branch, and iheir work

resulted in the publication of fifteen folio volumes
of Sariptores rerum OaUicarum et Frandcarum be-

tween 1738 and 1818, since which time it has been
carried on by the Academic des Inscriptions. This

body has also, since 1814, taken charge of ihe His-

toire littiraire de la France, begun by Dom Rivet

and extending to thirteen volumes between 1733

and 1763, a collection of sources which has immense
value for the literary history not only of France
but of all medieval Eiux>pe. Provincial histories

surpassing those of any other country are also due
to the congregation. Their researches in ihe li-

braries of ^eir own monasteries and their travels

in quest of documents (especially MabUlon's jour-

ney to Italy and Montfaucon's to Germany) gave
them an opportunity to bring together unpublished

material of the highest importance. The most fa-

mous of their works in this department are D'Ach-
ery's Spicilegium veterum aliquot scriptorum (13

vols., 1653-77); the Vetera analecta of Mabillon (4

vols., 1675-85); Marttoe's CoUectio nova veterum

scriptorum (1700); the Thesaurus novus anecdotorum

by Mart^ne and Durand (5 vols., 1717), as well as

their Voyage litUravre de deux rdigieux h^UdicHns
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(1724) ; the Diarium Italicum of Montfaucon (1702),

and his Bibliotheca bibUotKecanim manuscriptorum
nova (2 vols., 1739).

In ihe field of church history, their first noted
work was the continuation and revision of the OaUia
Christiana originally published by a Benedictine

not connected with l^e Maurists, Dom de Sainte-

Marthe, in 1656. They carried it on
Contribu- from Sainte-Marthe's death in 1725 to

tions to 1785, by which time thirteen volumes
Church had appeared, forming a model on

History and which similar works for other coim-
Patristics. tries have since been planned. The

work was taken up anew in 1856 (16

vols., Paris, 1715-1865, vols. xiv.,-xvi. by B. Hau-
r6au). The history of the martyrs was treated by
Dom Ruinart in his Acta primorum martyrum (1689)

.

Much was done in the way of editing primitive lit-

urgies; the best-known works in this department
are Menard's Sacramentary of St. Gregory (1642),

Mabillon's De litwrgia GaUicana (1685), Mart^ne's

De antiquia numachorum ritilms (2 vols., 1700 sqq.),

and De aniiquie ecdesicB ritibita (4 vols., 1700 sqq.).

In this connection may be mentioned the Acta sanc-

torum ordinia S. Benedicti, begun by D'Achery and
continued by Mabillon and Ruinart (9 vols., 1668

sqq.), and the Annalee ordinis 8. BenedicHf Mabil-

lon's most famous work, completed by Massuet (6

vols., 1703 sqq.). The most enduring service ren-

dered by the congregation was its editions of eccle-

siastical writers of ihe early Church and of the

Middle Ages, which are remarkable monuments of

scholarship, distinguished by enlightened criticism,

careful translation from the Greek, and admirable

introductions and excursuses. They originally con-

templated only the publication of medieval writers,

principally those of their own order. The first was
the Concordia regtdarum of Benedict of Aniane,

edited by Menard (1628). But the general favor

shown to these editions, the wish to put thoroughly

good texts into the hands of their novices, and the

wealth of manuscripts accessible to them induced

them to extend the plan. Augustine was the first

of the Latin Fathers to be published (11 vob., 1679-

1700) ; the choice of this author in the midst of the

Jansenistic controversy is significant of the attitude

of the congregation toward the vexed questions of

the day, which, in fact, was one of scarcely concealed

sympathy with Port-Ro3ral, if not with Jansenism

in general. The first early Greek text published was
the Epistle o{ Barnabas by D'Achery and Menard
in 1645; but no special attention was paid to this

department until near the end of the century, when
Montfaucon edited Athanasius (3 vols., 1698). The
work continued imtil the publication of the Opera
of Gregory Nazianzen, b^un by Maran in 1788,

was interrupted by the Revolution. Useful work
was done also on the old Bible versions; inchided

were the Hexapla of Origen, ed. Montfaucon (2

vols., 1713), the Bihliotheca divina of Jerome, ed.

Martianay (vol. i. of Jerome's works, 1693), and the

LatincB versionea antiqufB, ed. Sabatier, Baillard, and
Vincent de la Rue (3 vols., 1743-49).

Lack of space excludes detailed accoimt of a great

mass of other works, partly of an edifying nature,

partly dealing with various subjects in classical

literature, Hebrew, the arts, geography, and even
the natural sciences. In controversy, to which

they were not seldom exposed, the
Other Maurists showed the same «*-«-lTn mod*
Labors, eration and intdlectual superiority

that mark all their work. An attack
by De Ranc^, the founder of the Trappists, on devo-
tion to mere learning among monks, called forth

Mabillon's admirable TraiU dee Hudee monaetiqueB

(1691). They were often engaged in disputes with
the Jesuits, provoked especially by their edition of
Augustine, and wrote not a few strong criticisms c^
the constitution Unigenitus. They exposed them-
selves to attack also by a tendency to follow the
Cartesian philosophy, and some of their membere
even inclined in the latter half of the eighteenth

century to fraternize with Voltaire and the Ency-
clopedists (qq.v.). The congregation was dispersed

by the suppression of monastic orders at the Revo-
lution; the last member, Dom Brial, died in 1828.

After his death some friends of Lamennais, with the
approval of the bishop of Mons, bought the abbey
of Solesmes near Cambrai with a view to reviving:

the congregation. In 1837 it was made a regular

abbey of the restored Benedictine order in France,

the head of which its abbot was to be. Under D(»n
Gu^ranger (1805-75) a new start was made in the
old Maurist direction; but up to the present the
early excellence has not been reached. The most
distinguished of Dom Gudranger's associates was
Jean-Baptiste Pitra (q.v.), whose most noteworthy
achievement is the SpicUegium Sdesmenee^ a col-

lection of unpublished writings of the FaUiers and
ecclesiastical writers (4 vols., 1852-58, followed by 8
vols, of Analeda spicUegio Soleemensi paraia, 1876-
1891, and by 2 vols, of Analeda novissima, 1885-
1888). (O. ZOCKLBRt)
Bibuoohapht: Helsrot, Ordret monoMtiquea, yt 286 sqq.;

B. Pea, BHAioOteca Benedteto-Maurianeh Au^urc. 1716;
P. Le Cerf. Bibliothique kutorique et critique dea atiUun
<U la conor^iooiion <U St. Maw, The Hacue, 1726; R. P.
Taoam, HiaL litUrairt <U la conorSoaiion de S. Maur, Bn»-
ada. 1770; Herbat. in TQS, 1833. i»arta 1-d, 1834, part
1; E. C. de Malan, Hid. de MabQlon eldela amor^gation
de St. Maur, Paria, 1843; U. Robert, SuppUment 6 Fhie-

toire de la conor^oation de St. Maur, Paria, 1881; C. d«
Lama, BibliotMque dee Scrivaine de la eonorigatian de St,

Maur, Paria, 1882; A. Sicard. Lee ttudee daeeiquee aeant
la rhxdution, Paria, 1887; E. de BiovUe. MabOlon H la

eoeiitS de Vabbaye de SL Germain dee Prie, 2 vola., Paria,

1888: E. Qigaa, Lettree dee hinSdicHna de la otrngrigatum

de St.'Maur 1741 m., Copenhagen. 1893; J. B. Vanel. Lee
BinSdictina de SL-Oermainrdee-PHa el lea aavamta ^om-
naia, Paris, 1894; idem, NSeroloQe de rdioieux de . . . St.

Maur, ib. 1896; idem. Lea B^tUdictina de Saint-Maw,
Paria, 1896, J. A. Endrea, Korreapondene der Mauriner
mit dem Emmeramem, Stuttgart, 1899; J. M. Beeae, in

Revue dee acieneea eoeUeiaetiquea, ii (1902). 143 aqq.. 230
aqq.. 532 aqq.; Heimbuoher, Orden und Koni/reifationen,

L 306-313.

SAINT-SIMON, san-6l"men or s^nt-soi'mun,

CLAUDE HBNRI, COUNT DE: French socialist;

b. at Paris Oct. 17, 1760; d. there May 19, 1826.

He served as an officer in the American Revoluticm,

and after many adventures was major and com-
mandant at Metz at the age of twenty-three. Weary
of military life, he traveled through Holland and
Spain, and was an enUiusiastic supporter d the

FVench Revolution. In 1802, after an unhappy
marriage, he resumed his scientific studies, fancying
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that he could accomplish his intended social renova-
.tion through an alliance of science and industry.

With this end in view, he traveled in Germany and
Eni^and, but found nothing to reward his pains. By
this time he had lost his property. He now wrote,

among other works, Lettres d*un habitoTit de OerUve
d jea amtemporoins (1802); Introduction aux tni-

vaux scientifiquea du dixneuvUme lUde (2 vols.,

1808); De la reorganisation de la aiKiiU europUnne
(1814); and Ulndustrie, ou dieeuaeione politiquea,

mcraleB et pkHosophiques (1817). His appeals for

financial aid to scholars, bankers, and Napoleon
himspjf were in vain. Cuvier alone encouraged him,

while Lafitte and Temaux helped defray the ex-

pense of publishing his writings. All his efforts to

attract the attention of the public were equally

fruitless, even his daring Le Politique, Vorganiaaieur,

eytthne industrid dee Bourbone et dee Stuarte (1820).

In despair he was about to commit suicide, but was
prevented from so doing. Henceforth his fortunes

were better, and with the help of his devoted
adherent, Olinde Rodrigues, he published his CatS-

chieme politique (1823-24) and Nouveau christian^

ieme (1825; Eng. transl.. New Christianity, Lon-
don, 1834).

In St. Simon's ideal society industry was to rule

alL By " industry,'' however, he understood all

labor, scientific as well as manual, so that among
the working classes scholars and artists were to con-

stitute the aristocracy. While recognising the

power of the medieval Church as a factor of civil-

isation, however, he failed to understand ihe basal

dodaines of Christianity, holding that the princi-

ple of Christ and the apostles afforded '' the quickest

possible amelioration of material conditions among
the poorer classes." He was equally blind to the

course of history, maintaining that the gradual

changes in doctrine, dogma, and mode of thought
were the results of capricious interference on the

part of individuals.

The teachings of St. Simon were propagated by
his followers, the St. Simonists, who included Rod-
rigues, Auguste Comte (see Positivism), Basard,

and Enfantin. Their place of meeting was closed

by the government because of their radicalism, and
FJnfantin established at Mdnilmontant, which was
then a suburb of Paris, a sort of monastery, where
he, as " pdre suprtoe," ruled a conmiunity in mot-
ley. But it was closed for offenses against morality,

and Enfantin and his colleague, Michel Chevalier,

were sentenced to a year's imprisonment, thus

breaking the spirit of ^e entire movement. His
works have been collected in (Euvres de SainirSimon

et d:Enfantin (47 vols., Paris, 1865-78), to which a
life is prefixed. (C. Pfendeb.)

Bibuogbapht: F. W. Carow«, Z>«r SaifU-SinumUmuB und
duh*vHg€fnn»d9%9ek0Phao9Opfn9,ljeipdc,l83l, L. Stein,

Dtr 8omiaiigmu$ und Kommwu»mu$ det KeuHoen Frank'
rmeh, ib. 1842; C. Dm Guenois, £tuds9 lUUtairf et bto-

orapkiqum. Puis, 18M; N. O. Hubbard, SairU-Simcn, m
VM, Mt travttux, ib. 1857; liarie Reoourt, RiBurrection du
Pin Enfantin, Qudquea Itaniiret nor la doctrine de Saint'

Simon, ib. 1858; W. R. L. Res^bMid, itttdea eur lee riforma-

teure eontemporaine, ib. 1864; A. J. Booth, Saint Simon,
and Saint Stmoniem, London, 1871; P. Janet, Saints

Simon H le Saint-Simonieme, Paris, 1878; O. Wanohauer,
SamtSimon tmd dor Saint-Simoniemue, Leipsie, 1892;
Q. W«a, Un Pi4emreew du eoeiatieme, Satnt-Simon el eon

muore, Paris, 1894; idem, L'tcole eaint-eimonienne, eon
hid,, eon influence juegtt noe joure, ib. 1896; P. Weiseo-
snien. Die eoeialwieeenechafUichen Ideen Saint-Simone,
Basel, 1895; S. Chariety, Hiet. du Saint-Simonieme {18M&-
1804), Paris. 1896; L. Paoll. Le SaifU-Simonieme en Italie,
ib. 1898; La Orande BneyeUnMie, vol. xzix., ib. 1901;
F. Muckle, Sainl'Simon und die dkonomiecKe Oeeehiehte-
theorie, Jeoa, 1906.

SAINTS, VENERATION OF: In accordance with
Old-Testament usage (e.g., Dan. vii. 18 sqq.) the
name " saints " (Gk. hagin, Lat., sancti) is applied
in the New Testament to the members of the Chris-
tian commmiity, and especially to those dwelling
in Jerusalem. This use occurs as late as Hippoly-
tus. At an early time attention was directed to in-

dividuals who by deeds and lives of extraordinary
piety seemed to reveal the presence of the Spirit in
exceptional fulness. Naturally this character was

ascribed to those whose Hves were
Before crowned with the glory of martyrdom,

Constantine. a view definitely expressed for the first

time in the accoimt rendered^ by the
community at Smyrna of the death of Polycarp
(about 155). The reproach advanced by the Jews
that the Christians of Smyrna seemed desirous of

adoring Polycarp in place of Christ caused the com-
munity to define their attitude toward the martyrs
whom they declared they " did not worship as they
did Christ the son of God, but regarded them with
fond affection as witnesses and imitators of the
Lord." Yet Lucian bears testimony to the rever-

ence with which the confessors were regarded even
in iheir lifetime. Between them, as representatives

of the highest ideals of Christian saintliness, and the
officials of the Church a certain measure of rivalry

prevailed; on the theory that their superabimdant
merit might atone for the failings of others, they
came to exercise to a certain extent ihe power of

ihe ke3rs.

With the conversion of Constantine and the ces-

sation of persecution in the State the early con-
fessors together with the prophets and apostles at-

tained an unprecedented authority.

Rise of and names of hitherto local vogue be-

the Coitus, gan to receive the veneration of the
entire Church. Through the venera-

tion of saints heathenism made its way into the

Church which had supplanted it. Pagan worship of

the dead became Christian martyrolatry, and the

birthday feasts of the martyrs were but modifica-

tions of the banquets signalizing the pagan parenkh
lia (V. Schultze, Oeschichte dee Untergange dee

griechiechrrOmiechen Heidenthums, ii. 351-353, Jena,

1892). Aphrodite became the source of legends con-

nected with the names of Pelagia, Maria, Marina,

Maiigaret, Anthusa, and Eugenia, and during the

last years of an expiring paganism marked by the

wide-spread worship of female divinities greater

emphasis came to be laid on the worship of ihe
" Mother of God." With the gods came also the

heroes; the hymn to ihe mart3nr was but a substi-

tute for the hymn to the hero, the translation of one

was the deification of the other, and the pagan
statue was replaced by the Christian relic, in ihe

adoration of which such enlightened spirits as

Gregory of Nyssa engaged. The host of saints, in-

creased by tht; accession of a new category, that of
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Moetics, 18 addresBed by Grogoiy Nasianaen, by
Basil, and by Jerome as intercessors between man
and God. Not alone their bones but their graves

and their shrines are instruments of blessing; they

appear to those who invoke them or are represented

by angels who assume their form; and though
Augustine issues a warning against the adoration of

the dead and argues that the saints are to be rev-

erenced as modeb, and not worshiped as gods, with

him, too, the prayers for the saints at the euchaiis-

tic oblations become transformed into an appeal

addressed to the saints for their intercession. Julian

was in a position to reproach the Christians with

having abandoned the service of the gods for that

of mere men. In his time every altar had its relics

and the sick were laid in the chapels of the saints

as formedy they were placed in the temples of

JSsculapius. The opposition of a Eunomius, a Eu-
stathius, or a Vigilantius oould not check the rapid

increase of the cult. The wearing of relics as amu-
lets became common, the aid of the saints was in-

voked before the inception of important measures,

and formal gratitude was rendered them on the

successful completion of an adventure. Particular

lands and particular trades and professions adopted

their patron saints.

The veneration of the saints was formally sanc-

tioned by the second Nicene Ck>uncil (787) which
distinguished, however, between the proakyneM or

douUiaf the reverence due to the saints and the

absolute worship, latreia, to be ren-

in the dered to God alone (see Duua). In

Middle the West, though the Caroline Books
Ages. (q.v.) pronoun^ for the veneration

of the saints, Charlemagne was no
friend of the cult in its extreme form, and the Synod
of Frankfort in 794 declared against the addition of

new names to the list of those venerated. But under

Louis the Pious (814-840) the translation of saints

became common, and though protests against the

abuses connected with the cult are found after 1104

the principle of. the practise was not assailed. In

the case of a Bernard or Francis of Assisi venera-

tion was paid to a saintly character even in his life-

time. It was the voice of the people that at first

bestowed the title of holiness; Ulrich of Augsbuig
was the first to receive the papal canonization.

Scholasticism supplied the dogmatic basis for the

worship of saints by describing them as friends of

God and intercessors before his throne. The dis-

tinction between dovleia and latreia was preserved

and the saints were divided into six categories, pa^

triarchs and prophets, apostles, martyrs, confes-

sors, viigins, and holy women. Indeed the dose of

the Middle Ages was marked by the appearance of

many new saints, the worship of Anna, the mother

of Mary, becoming at that time the basis of a

separate cult in Germany.
The Reformation in transforming the ideal of the

religious and moral life struck at Uie roots of saint

worship. The certainty of salvation obtained

through faith in Christ made the intercession of

saints not only superfluous, but derogatory to the

character of Christ as the sole advocate. The
Augsburg Confession declares itself clearly on the

point. The Apology would permit the rendering

of honors to the saints though it finds no Scriptural

basis for their invocation, and Luther in the Schmal-
kald Articles declares definitely against

The Refer- the practise. The Council of Trent
mation and contented itself with declaring the

After. practise '* good and useful," and de-

cisively rejected a proposal looking to

its abandonment. In fact, however, saint worahip
continued to be a very essential part of the religious

life of the souliiem peoples. In the Greek Orduxiox
Church the saints are invoked '' not as gods but as
friends of God." Altars are not dedicated to than.
In practise the worshiper addresses himself to his

name saint after the Virgin, and the feast days of

the saints have pushed the SabbatJi day into the
background. The Russian Church has added many
saints to those it received from the Greek Church,
but it knows no actual process of canonization. It

considers ihe most important mark of sanctity to
be the delay in, or the total absence of, physical

decomposition following death, together with exhi-

bition of miraculous powers. See Canonization;
Communion of Saints; and Acfa Mabttbum and
Acta Sanctobum. (N. Bonwetbch.)

Bibuographt: Tlie litentare of fixBt importance is given
in Acta Maxttbum, Acta SANcroRnu, which the stu-
dent can not afford to mias. Further tieatisei (pelected

from an immense literature) of a general nature are: C.
Cabier, CaracUruHqun det miinU don* foH poptdotre, 2
vols., Paris, 1867; H. Usener, Legenden dtr heitiotn Petor
gia, Bonn, 1879; W. H. Anderdon, Eveninoa tnth the

SainU, London, 1883; G. F. L. Du Broo, Le§ SainU pa-
troHM dea corporaHons, 2 vols., Paris, 1887; H. Samson, Die
SehutaheOioen, Paderbom, 1889; idem. Die HeOioen ale
KiTchenpatrone, ib. 1892; T. Trede, Dae Heidenivm in
der rdmiachen Kirche, BUderauB dem nHoidaeit ued em-
lichen Leben SUditaHena, 4 vols.. Qotha, 1889-91; 8.

Bieesel, DU Verthmng der HeUigen und ihrer Rdiquien in
Detdachland, ib. 1890; F. Kattenbusch, VergUichende
Konfestiontktmde, i. 456 sqq., Freibuxg, 1892; H. R.
Peroival, The Invocation of SainU, London, 1896; O.
Pfleiderer, Die Attribute der HeUigen, Ulm, 1897; H.
Lederoq, Lea Martyra. ReeueU de pi^cea authentiquem

aur lea maHyra, 3 vok., Paris, 1902-04; E. Hells, Studiee

in Saintahip, London, 1903; H. P. Brewster, SainU <atd

FeaOvaU of the Chriatian Church, New York. 1904; K A.
Greene, SainU and their SymboU, London, 1904; J. Hahn-
Hahn. Die MMyrer, ReipBuebuig, 1904; E. Lucius, Die
AnfSnge dea HeUigenkuUa in der chriallichen Kirche, TH-
bingen, 1904; H. Delehaye, Lea Legende hagiognxphiquea,

Brussels, 1905; D. H. Eerier, Die PatronaU der HeUigen,
Ulm, 1905; H. Siebert, BeitrOge eur vorreformatoriachen

HeUigen- %tnd Reiuiuierwerehrung, Freibuig, 1907.

For eastern hagiology consult: A. Ehrhardt. Die Le^
gendenaammlungen, Freiburg* 1896; idem, Forachunifen eur
Hagiographie der griechiachen Kirche, in RQS, 1897, pp. 67
sqq.; L. Clugnet, BibUothique hagiographique orientale,

Paris, 1901 sqq.; G. Rabeau, Le CuUe dea aainU done
VAfirique chrMenne, ib. 1903. For England: John Wilson.
The Engliah Mariyrologe, Conteyning a Summary ofthe Livee

of the . . . Saintea of the Three Kingdomea, England, Scot-

land, and Ireland coUected . . . into monetha after the Form,
ofa CaUendar according to every Saint^^a Feativity, London,
1608; idem. The Roman Martyrologe, according to the Re^
formed Calendar, ib. 1627; John Bowden. Oratorian Lioee

of the SainU, 4 vols., ib. 1873-75; T. Walsh, The Church
ofErin, Her SainU, 3 parts. New York. 1885; R. Stantosi,

Menotogy of England and Walea, London, 1887; F. Heit-
emeyer. Die HeUigen DeuUchlanda, Padeibom. 1888; John
Pinkerton, Vitm anUqum aanctorum qui habitaeerunt in ea
parU Britannia nunc vooata Scotia vel ejua inauUa, ed. W.
M. Mitoalfe, 2 vols.. Paisley, 1890; The Book of lAamore,
Oxford, 1890; F. A. Smallpieoe, The Engliah SainU of the
En^i^ CaUndar, ib. 1894; F. E. Amold-Forster. Studiee
in Church Dedioationa, or, England^a Patron Sainta, 3 vols..

London, 1899; W. Fleming, A CompieU Calendar of the
EngUah SainU, ib. 1902; W. H. Hutton. Influence ofChrie-^
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Hamity upon National CharaeUrlUuMtraUdhuthelAvfofthe
Bnoiith Sainit, ib. 1902. For other oountrioB: Q. Sainati,

Viu dai SanH nati ndla Diocui Piaana, Pisa, 1884; E.
Noyes. SainU of Italy, London, 1901; E. P. M. Sauvage,
Actea dm msinUa de Rouen, Eouen, 1884 sqq.; C. A. Ber-
noulli. Di4 HeUiotn dor Mtrowingor, Tdbincen, 1900; A.
Lecrand, Leo Vies dee minU de la Bretagne Armorique,
Quimper, 1901; Mary Hamilton, Oreek Sainte and their

FestioaU, London, 1910; T. F. Maekan, The CanonioaHon
</5atffite. ib.. 1910.
On the saintB in art consult the literature under Abt

2a> Chubcb; pAnmifo, Illuvtsativb and Dbooratitb,
CHKUTtAif; and Scclptubb, Cbristian Usn or; and the
followinc: C. E. Clement, The Sainte in Art, London,
1899; N. Ben, The SainU in Chrietian AH, 3 vols., ib.

1901-04; ICarnaret E. Tabor, The SainU in Art; uith
their Atiributee and SymboU alphabetieaUy arranged. New
York. 1906.

SAKKOS. See Vsstmsnts and Insignia, Eo
CLBnASnCAI^

SALEM WITCHCRAFT. See Witchcravt.

SALESi FRAKCIS DE. See Francis, Saint, of
Salks.

SALIG9 salig, CHRISTIAN AUGUST: Gennan
LAitheran church historian; b. at Domeraleben, near
Magdebuig, Apr. 6, 1692; d. at WolfenbQttel (32

m. 8.e. of Hanover) Oct. 3, 1738. He was educated
at the universities of Halle (1707-10) and Jena
(1710-12), and, after preaching in his native town
for two years, returned to Halle, where he lectured

on philology, theology, and history. Here he pub-
lished his Philosaphumena veterum et recenUarum
de anima et ejus immortaHtate (Halle, 1714) and
took part in editing the Neue haUische Bibliolhek,

In 1717 he became associate rector of the lyceum at

WolfenbQttel, a position which he held until his

death. Drawing his materials almost entirely from
the great Ubrary at WolfenbQttel, Salig wrote his

Z>e Eutychtanismo ante Eutyckium (WolfenbQttel,

1723), a work which drew upon him the suspicion of

Nestorianism, and thus inspired him to write a
voluminous EtUyckianiemi kietoria, which was never
published. He wrote also De diptychia veterum^ tarn

profame quam sacris (Halle, 1731), but his fame is

chiefly due to his labors in the history of the Refor-

mation. He began with the VoUstdndige Histcrie

der augaburffiechen Kanfeesion und deraeUben Apologia

(Halle, 1730). This was followed in 1733-35 by the

VcUatdndiga Hiatofie der augrimrgiachen Kon/eaaion

und deraelben zugethanen Ktrchen (omitting the

Scandinavian churches), in which an unmistakable

sympathy is shown for the followers of C. Schwenk-
feki (see Schwenkfbld von Ossio, Caspar,
ScHWBNxrBLDiANs) and V. Krautwald. The con-

clusion of the series appeared posthumously under
the title VoUatHndige Hiatorie dea tridentiniacken

KonziHuma (3 vols., ed. S. A. Ballenstedt and J. S.

Baumgarten, Halle, 1741-45). (T. Kolde.)
BnuooRAFBT: J. A. BallflDfltedt, De viia el cbitu . . .

C. A. SaUgU, Helmstadt. 1738; F. K. Hinohinc, Bio-
tonoeh-litterarieehee Handbueh, x. 70, Leipsic, 1807; J. M.
H. Ddrinc. Die GeMrten Theologen Deutaehlande, iii. 602.

Neostadt, 1833.

SALISBURY, 85U1>T7i^i(lT£WSARUM): Capital

of Wiltshire, England (78 m. w.s.w. of London),

the seat of a bishopric, with a population of 21,900

(1901). The cathedral, one of the best examples of

early English architecture, was built 1220-58 and

X.—12

restored since 1868. The cloisters, of the thirteenth

century, are the most perfect in England, and con-
stitute a square with sides of 181 feet.

Biblioorapht: W. H. R. Jones. Documente lUuetraUno the
Hiet. of the Cathedral, City and Dioceee of SaXitbury in the
ISth and ISth Centuriee, Salisbury. 1801; O. D. Boyle,
Saliebttry Cathedral, London, 1807; C. Woidsworth, Cere-
moniee and Proceeeione of the Cathedral Church of Salie'
bury, Cambridge. 1001.

SALLE, JEAN BAPTISTE DE LA. See Christian
Brothsbs.

SALMANTICENSES, sal-man-ti-sen'sts: Two ex-
tensive scholastic compilations of the seventeenth

and eighteenth centuries, prepared by Discalced

Carmelites at Salamanca. The first was a presen-

tation of Thomistic dogmatics, and the second a
compend of Roman Catholic moral theology. The
two were preceded by the Discalced Carmelite Comr
phUenaea, or Collegium CompltUenae philoaophicum,

hoc eat, artium curaua aive diaputationea in Ariato-

telia dialecticam et philoaopMam ncUuralem fuxta anr
gdici doctoria divi Thomca dodrinam d efua adiotam

(5 vols., Alcala, 1624-25). The dogmatic work of

the Salamanca Carmelites bore the title of Curaua
theologicuaf Summam theologicam divi Tfionue doc-

toria angdici compledena (9 vols., Salamanca, 1631

sqq.; 3d ed., by Palmi, Paris, 20 vols., 1871-85).

The theological standpoint of the dogmatics is strict-

ly Thomistic, frequently assailing the semi-Pelagian-

ism of Molina, and more or less opposed to the

Jesuits. The moral compend, or Curaua theologice

moralia (6 vols., Salamanca, 1665 sqqOi on the other

hand, is more akin to the Jesuit scholastic in its

probabilism. The chief collaborators on the dog-
matics were Antonius de Olivero (Antonius a Matre
Dei), Dominicus a Santa Theresa, and Johannes ab
Annuntiatione; and on the morals Franciscus a
Jesu Maria, Aiidreas a Matre Dei, Sebastianus a
Joachim, and Ildefonsus ab Angelis.

(O. Z6CKLBRt.)
Bibuogbapbt: N. Antonius. BUdiotheea Hiepanica, L 113,

iL 220. Rome, 1672; K. Werner. Thomae von Aquin, iii.

361 sqq., Regenabuxg. 1850; J. J. I. von D6llixiger and
F. H. Reuflch, Oeechichte der MoraletreiHokeUen in der
rUmiach-katholiechen Kirehe, i. 61. 410 sqq.. Bonn. 1887;
Heimbucber. Orden und Kongregationen, ii. 564; KL, x.

1565.

SALMASIUS, sal-m^shi-us, CLAUDIUS (CLAUDE
DE SAUMAISE): French Protestant polyhistor;

b. at Semuren-Auxois (128 m. s.e. of Paris) Apr.

15, 1588; d. at Spaa (18 m. s.e. of Li^e), Belgium,

Sept. 3, 1653- While a student of phUoeophy at

Paris (1604-06), he professed Calvinism, and later

studied jurisprudence at Heidelberg (1606-09).

Returning to France, he became an advocate at

Dijon, but feeling himself impeded in such a career

by his Protestantism, he turned to literature, and
quickly became renowned throughout Europe. He
accepted, in 1632, the offer to succeed Joseph Scali-

ger at Leyden. Here his scope as an author spread

constantly. At the height of his fame he defended

the cause of the Stuarts and Charles I. against the

commonwealth, in his anon3rmous De/enaio regia

pro Carolo I. (Leyden, 1649), which provoked the

anger of Biilton, to whom he replied in his posthu-

mous Ad MUtonum reaponaio (Divione, 1660). In

1650 he accepted the call of Christina of Sweden to
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Stockholm. In the following year, however, ihe

climate and his controversies with Isaak Vossius

and Nicolaus Heinsius caused him to return to

Leyden, laden with gifts and honors from the queen.

His theological works deal with exegesis, church
history, and canon law. To the first category be-

long his editions of Nilus' De prinuUu papcB Romani
and Barlaam's Manachi (Hanau, 1608), and to the

second his Amici ad amicum de mburbicariis regumir

bus et ecdesiiB suburbicarits epiHcla (n.p., 1619) and
also his EucharUHcon Jacobo Sirmando—both in de-

fense of Jacques Sirmond (q.v.) against Jacobus
Gothofredus. Salmasius published an edition of

TertuUian's De paUio (Paris, 1622), which led Pe-

tavius to write his pseudonymous Antonii Kerkoetii

animadvereoTum liber, to which Salmasius replied in

the ConftUoHo animadversorum Antonii Cerccttih

auctore Francisco Franco (Middelbuig, 1623). In

1638 the De usuris (Leyden, 1638) involved its

author in strife with theologians and jiuists. This
was followed by the De modo usurarum (1639), Dia-
triba de mutuo (1640), and DisseriaHo de famofre

(1640). Petavius assailed Salmasius in his Disser-

taHones ecdesiasticcBf and Salmasius answered in ihe

pseudonymous Walonis Messalini de episcopis et

presbyteris (1641), and in De primatu papce (1645).

In like manner he wrote, under the pseudonym of

Simplicius Verinus, the De transsubstantione (The
Hague, 1646). (Q. LaubmannI).
BiBUoamAPBT: SalmtuU epiatolarum liber I. Aeeedunt de

laudibue et vita ejuedem proleoomena, ed. A. Clemaitio,
Leyden, 1656; J. Arad, Exercitatio de erroribue Salmaeii
in theologia, Wittenberg, 1661. reproduced in O. H.
Qoetse, Elogia Oermanorum theolooorwn^ pp. 207-231,
LObeok, 1708; A. Vorat. Oratio in exeeeewn Salmaeii, ib.

1664; P. Papillon, BibliotMque dee auteur$ de Bourgoonet
ii 247-286. Dijon, 1742; A. J. von der Aa. Biooraphiech
Woordenboek der Nederlanden, xvii. 33-63. HMriem. 1862
sqq.; E. and E. Haag, La France proteetante, ix. 149-173,
10 vols.. Paris. 2d ed.. 1877 sqq.; E. Egger, VHeUememe
en Prance, L 227. Paris, 1869.

SALMERON, sOl'me-rOn'', ALPHONSO: Jesuit;

b. at Toledo Oct. 8, 1515; d. at Naples Feb. 13,

1585. He studied at Alcala and Paris; joined Ig-

natius Loyola, 1534, and became one of the founders
and most active members of the Society of Jesus.

Fanatical in his resistance to the Reformation, he
visited almost every country in Europe, was pres-

ent at the Council of Trent as papal theologian, and
wrote commentaries on most of the books of the
New Testament (16 vols., Cologne, 1602-04, and
after), which are more theological than exegetical.

Bibuographt: The two important lives are by Q. Boero.
Florenoe, 1880 (in Italian), and I. Torre, Barcelona. 1887
(in Spanish). (Consult also KL, x. 1555-66; Visouroux,
DicHonnaire, faso. zzxv. 1378-1379; and the literature

under Jbsuits.

SALMON, GEORGE: Church of Ireland; b. in

Dublin Sept. 25, 1819; d. there Jan. 22, 1904. He
was educated at Trinity College, Dublin (B.A.,

1839; M.A., 1843), and was ordered deacon in 1844

and ordained priest in the following year. He was
assistant to the regius professor of divinity at Dub-
lin University (1845-66); senior assistant to the

professor of mathematics and lecturer in the same
subject (1848-66) ; and regius professor of divinity

(1866-88). He was also junior dean in 1848, exam-
ining chaplain to the archbishop of Dublin in 1852-

1864 and 1885-^, university preacher in 1852-^
and 1857-65, and deputy Archbishop King's lecturer

in 1862. From 1888 until his death he was prov-

ost of Trinity College, Dublin, and from 1871 was
also chancellor of St. Patrick's Caliiedral, Dublin.

He wrote, besideB several volumes of collected sei^

mons, Historical Introduction to the Study of the

Books of the New Testament (ISS5); The InfaUibOity

of the Church (1888); Some Thoughts on the Textual

Criticism of the New Testament (1897); and The
Human Element in the Gospels. A Commentary of
the Synoptic Narrative, ed. N. J. D. White, London,
1907.

SALMOND, STEWART DIHGWALL FORDYCE:
Free Church of Scotland; b. at Aberdeen June 22,

1838; d. there Apr. 20, 1905. He was educated at

King's College and ihe University, Aberdeen, and
at Erlangen; was assistant professor of Greek, Uni-

versity of Aberdeen, 1861-64; classical examiner,

1864-67; minister at Barry, Forfarshire, 1865-76;

professor of systematic theology and New-Testa-
ment exegesis in the Free Church College, Aberdeen,

after 1876; and principal after 1898. He translated

with notes parts of vols, vi., ix., xiv., and xx. of

theANF (Edinburgh, 1867-71), and of vols. viii. and
ix. of transl. of Augustine (1873), and was authOT
of a Commentary on ihe Epistles of Peter (New
York, 1883), in Philip Schaff's Popular Commtmtary
on the New Testament; on the Epistle of Jude (New
York, 1890) in The Pulpit Commentary; on the Gos-
pel of Mark (London, 1902) in the Century Bible;

on Ephesians (1904); and of The Life of the Apos-
tle Peter (Edinbuigh, 1884); An Exposition of the

Shorter Catechism (1884); The Parables of our Lord

(1884); The Life of Christ (1887); and The Sabbath

(1894)—the last four are included in The Bible Class

Primers, He published also The Christian Doctrine

ofImmortality (Edmhva^h, 1895; 4th rev. ed., 1901).

He was editor of The Bible Class Primers; The Crit-

ical Review of Current Theological and Phxtosopkioal

Literature; and coeditor with Dr. Charles A. Briggs

of The International Theological Library.

SALOME. See Hebod and bis Family, I., ff 1,

3, 5, IL, §1 3, 6; James I., 1.

SALT: Important both as a condiment and as an
element in the Hebrew ritual of sacrifice. The Dead
Sea rendered it easy for the anci^it Hebrews to ob-
tain salt (Gen. xiv. 3; Deut. iii. 17; Josh. iii. 16),

and they obtained it also from the Mediterranean.

Crystals of salt were found on the shore of the Dead
Sea ready for gathering (cf. Ecclus. xliii. 19), and
at the southern extremity of ihe same sea are beds
of rock salt (cf. Gen. xix. 26; Wisd. of Sol., x. 7).

The marshes in the vicinity of ihe Dead Sea have
an incrustation of coarse salt when the water re-

cedes each year (Ezek. xlvii. 11; Zeph. ii. 9). For
many thousand years the tribes about the Dead
Sea have driven a thriving trade in salt. According
to I Mace. X. 29, xi. 35, a tax was levied on salt,

of which the temple consumed immense quantities

(Ezra vi. 7); supplies of salt could be obtained in

the temple market by the worshipers (Esra vi. 9,

vii. 22). According to Josephus ihe salt of Sodom
alone was used for the temple.
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There are in the Bible a few allusions to salt as

a neaaoning (Job vi. 6). The prophet Elisha threw

aalt into an unhealthy well (II Kings ii. 19 sqq.)*

To eat one's salt (Esra iv. 14) was Uie same as to

eat a person's bread, and when a guest had tasted

bread and salt, he was under the protection of the

tribe. Salt was accordingly used in making a treaty,

possibly as a symbol of purity combined with the

inviidable relation established by eating the salt of

a host. The covenant of salt could not be broken
(Lev. ii. 13; Num. xviii. 19; II Chron. xiii. 5).

What was salted, being preserved from corruption,

oould be regarded as ritually pure and as worthy
to be dedicated to the deity. Herein lies the ex-

planation of the use of salt in the ban and in the

flacrifice. When ihe ban was placed upon a dis-

trict, it was sown with salt to imply that the ground
in question was dedicated to the divinity. It was
extremely perilous to occupy land thus devoted to

God (I Kings xvi. 34; cf. Josh. vi. 26). In like

manner, an animal was sprinkled with salt to make
it fit to be a burnt offering to Yahweh (Ezek. xliii.

44; Mark ix. 49). Though this ceremony is not
mentioned in the older portions of the Bible, it may
well have been practised at a very early period.

The only allusions to salted sacrifices in early times
are those of the meal offering (Lev. ii. 13) and of

the diewbread (Lev. xxiv. 7, LXX.). The oriental

custom of rubbing ihe new-bom child with salt

must be regarded as a religious ceremony to purify

the infant defiled by contact with the impurity of

childbirth and to dedicate the babe to God and pro-

tect it against demonic influence.

The Bible frequently alludes figuratively to the
pityerties of salt. When Jesus terms the disciples
" the salt of the earth," he regards them as a new
purifying element to counteract moral foulness.

Other allusions are to be foimd in Mark ix. 49-50;
Luke xiv. 44; Ck>l. iv. 6. The Hebrews were like-

wise acquainted with the fondness of cattle for salt

(Isa. XXX. 24). The salt of Palestine is inferior to

that of Europe, since it contains a larger proportion
of gsrpsum, magnesia, and other minerals.

In the Roman Catholic Church salt is used in ex-

ctfcism, and as the salt of wisdom is placed on the
tongue at baptism. Salt is likewise put in holy
water with reference to II Kings ii. 21-22, and the
salt for cattle is duly blessed. (R. Zehnpfund.)
Bduoobapht: The two books of most value are H. C.

Tnunbull. The Cowenani of Salt, New York, 1899 (not to
be overiooked); and M. J. Sohleiden, Da* Sals, pp. 73
SQQ.. Leipsic. 1876. Consult further: Shalders, in Ex-
pomior, zi (1880). 79 sqq.; H. H. Wendt. Teaehing of
Jnm, iL 62 sqq., London, 1892; Landbeis, Arabiea, v.

134-157, Leyden, 1898; U. Wiloken, Orisehuehe Outmca
««• ilcwptem i. 141 sqq.. Leipsie, 1899; F. SchwaUy,
8tmiii9ch€ KrugmHertHmm; p. 32, ib. 1901; Smith, Rel,

of Bern., p. 479; Wellhausen, HeidmUum, pp. 124, 189;
Benainser, Arehdologie, pp. 09, 116, 377-378; DB, iv.

353; EB, iv. 4247-^; DCO, iL 1838-39; KL, x. 1585-
1586; and the eommentaries on the passages dted.

SALUTATIONS^ HEBREW: The Hebrew salu-

tation is in its essence an invocation of good fortune,

joy, peace, the blessing of God (Cien. zziv. 60, xlvii.

7). In form it was often a question after one's wel-

fare (Gen. xliii. 27), and might be given in person,

by letter, or by messenger, on arrival or at depar-
ture^ or at a chance meeting on a journey (I Sam.

xiii. 10; II Kings x. 15; II Sam. viii. 10). At least

among later orientals greetings became so oer»-

monious and protracted that they constituted seri-

ous interruption (II Kings iv. 29; Luke x. 4); Jews
seem not to have offered greetings to (jentiles (Matt.
V. 47). The simplest formula was: Is it well?

(II Sam. XX. 9), or: Peace be unto thee (Judges
xix. 20); on departure ihe expression was: Cro in

peace (I Sam. i. 17). SpecificaUy Hebraic was the
blessing which contained the name of Yahweh (Fft.

cxxix. 8). An honorific form is: Let the long live

for ever (I Kings i. 31), employed in Babylonia,
Persia, Phenicia, and Carthage.

The gestures which accompanied the salutation

varied according to station both in degree and in

the matter of repetition, and included the bowing
of the head (I Kings i. 16), deep obeisance (Gen.
xviii. 2; I Sam. xxiv. 9), and prostration (Gen.
xiii. 6). A horseman dionounts when meeting a
superior ((jen. xxiv. 64) and greets him with honor-
ific bowing. Other forms, expressing humility, are
kissing the feet and bowing the knee (Luke vii. 38;
II Kings i. 13). Salutation, especially by a man of

lower degree, was often accompanied by gifts (Gen.
xxxiii. 11, xliii. 11), and in return gifts were made
by ihe superior on departure (I Kings x. 10 sqq.).

Other forms were kissing the hiand, the beard, and
the mouth, and embracing. The kiss upon the face,

moulii, neck, and eyes were signs of friendship or of

the love of kinship. (E. LETRERf.)
Bibuogkapbt: C. M. Doughty. TraveU in Arabia Detorta,

passim, 2 vols., Cambridge, 1888; O. M. Maolde, BibU
Mannon and Ctutonu, p. 160, London, 1900; Bensinger,
Arehdologie, p. 171; DB, ii. 263, iv. 356-^67; EB, iv.

4252 sqQ.; JE, tL 88-00; DCO, I 602-603; KL, v. 1318-
1310.

SALVADOR. See Ckntral Amebica.

SALVATION: In Biblical and ecclesiastical lan-

guage ihe purpose and result of the redeeming *

activity of (Jod. Of the corresponding Hebrew ex-

pressions, ye8ha and yeshu^ah signify help in gen-
eral; marpe, recovery from dis^ise, but also in a
broader sense deliverance of any kind (as, for in-

stance, Jer. viii. 15; Blal. iii. 20, E. V., iv. 2). The
Greek adtiria (from ads, " safe ") means security of

personal life by protection from any injury. This
expression corresponds exactly to the Crerman Heil,

since' Gothic haiUf Old High Germ, heil, Eng.
"whole," means " safe, sound, intact."

In Old-Testament prophecy the salvation of

Israel, which is to be effected by Crod's saving deed,

became the comprehensive expression of hope for

the future and the content of Uie Messianic activity

(see Messiah, Msssianibm). It means originally

deliverance from hostile oppression and realisation

of lasting peace and welfare, but these external

acts of salvation on the part of God are conditioned

by the religious and moral attitude of the
people (Isa. xlv. 22, lix. 20). Thus salvation can
be realised fully only by an ideal religious and moral -

order of life through the remission of guilt (Isa.

xxxiii. 24, xliii. 25) and moral renovation (Jer. xxxi.

33 sqq.). The spiritualisation of the blessing of sal^

vation was completed in the New Testament, where
salvation denotes that forgiveness of sins which is

mediated by Christ's redeeming activity, saves from
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judgment, and admits to God's kingdom (Luke i.

77). The basis of salvation is God's love (Rom. v.

8 sqq.)* The means by which God effects the indi-

vidual's salvation is l^e Gospel of Christ (Rom. i.

16; I Cor. i. 21). The condition of reception is

faith (Rom. x. 9; John iii. 16).

For the changes in the ecclesiastical conception

of salvation see Redemption. In dogmatic lan-

guage the term 9alu8 was not strictly defined. The
older Protestant dogmaticians used it to express

the total result of Christ's activity in the sense of

redemption, but also for the share of the individual

in redemption. After the Loci theologici had made
room for a more logical disposition of dogmatic ma-
terial, the doctrine of salvation (soteriology) be-

came an independent part of the Christian system
of doctrines. (O. Kirn.)
BiBUOOBAFirr: R. H. Charies, CrUieal Bidary of the Doe-

trine of a Future Life, Londoa, 1899; Q. F. Oehler, The-
oloffy of the O. T.. i. 27. ii. 309, Edinburgh. 1876; C. A.
Briggs, Meaeianie Prophecy, New York. 1902; JE, x.

663-004; and. for the Christian conception, the literature

under Dooma.

SALVATION ARMY: An international organi-

sation having for its purpose the uplift of the mor-
ally, spiritually, and materially destitute. Its

founder was William Booth (q.v.), who in 1865 com-
menced holding meetings in a disused burial-groimd

in London belonging to ihe Quakers. Its first name
was the Christian Mission, which was changed in

1878 to the present name, with the accompaniment
of military titles, uniforms, and paraphernalia. The
new title seemed to express more fittingly the pur-

pose of the oiganization, and also to infuse into the

workers an esprit de corps while at the same time

it caught the popular ear and gained a hearing

which otherwise might not have been secured. The
work extended in the notorious East End of London,
and conversions were made which showed that a
need had been met which was not supplied through
the channels of ordinary church work. The growth
of the work, which in 1878 had 81 corps, 127 ch-
eers, and 1,987 workers, aroused some opposition;

but the opposition was overcome and the activities

were extended to other parts of the metropolis, then

out into the coimtry and to the other large cities of

England, over the entire United Kingdom, gained

a footing upon the continent, then in the United
States and Canada, into the British colonies in gen-

eral, until at the present all western. Europe, Ice-

land, Italy, India, Ceylon, Java, Japan, Korea,

Australia and I^ew Zealand, South Africa, South
America, and several of the West Indies are occu-

pied by the organization—^in all fifty-four countries

in v'hich twenty-eight languages are used in the

serv ces. In 1910 the reports indicated for the en-

tire organization 8,574 corps and outposts, 16,244

officers, cadets, and employees, and 56,867 local offi-

cers, and 21,681 bandsmen. It has received official

recognition from several of the crowned heads of

Europe, while in other quarters as exalted its work
has been commended.
The basis of the army doctrinally is that of ortho-

dox Christianity without the distinctions of sect.

Its object includes the betterment in all worthy re-

spects of those whom it can reach in its various

ways. It discards all distinctions except those of

piety and ability, men and women work side by
side; while the ordinary convenUonalities employed
in the usual agencies of Christian work are, if the

case demands, entirely disregarded. The specific

directions its work takes are first religious, aiming
at the conversion of those who are either indifferent

to religion or are opposed to it; second, social, aim-
ing to reach especially ihe poor and destitute. In
carrying out its specifically missionary work, preach-
ing and exhorting in the vernacular of the country
are carried on in the opoi air, and also in the
halls which are provided by voluntary offmngs.
As a result of this work many Uiousands of conver-

sions are reported yearly, converts being gatiiered

from all classes. The social work is very varied.

It includes the establishment and maintemmce of

food and shelter depots and cheap restaurants

for the poor. In these the Army cares for many
thousands yearly, furnishing food and lodging, in-

sisting upon cleanliness in person and habit while
under the care of the institutions, while religious

services are held regularly for the inmates. In close

connection with this class of work is ihe home visi-

tation in the poorer districts of the cities, the women
entering the homes,* ministering to the sick, supply-
ing medicines, washing and dressing children for

school, even^^^eansing the house and furniture, sup-
plying iop^dJid on occasion preparing the dead for

hunoXy/y^ork, among prisoners, including the pro-

viding/Of employment upon their release, is an im-
portant branch of the work. The Army has also

established orphanages, especially in rural districts,

where the trsdning of the children is both mental
and industrial. It also maintains a network of in-

dustrial homes in connection with which work ia

furnished and the self-respect of the beneficiaries ia

fostered. Salesrooms are kept in connection with

these in which articles suitable for use in the house-
hold are dispensed at prices which are a boon to the

poor and worthy. Those who enter these homes are

encouraged and helped to obtain work outside at the

earliest possible moment, and thus the idea of alms-

giving is eliminated so far as the nature of individual

cases permits. Farm colonies have been established

which supplement the other establishments for fur-

nishing work to the needy. One of the most success-

ful branches of the Army's operations is the rescue

work for fallen women, in which twenty-two homes
are maintained. It is claimed that between eighty

and ninety per cent of the rescue cases prove to be
permanent. Maternity wards are a part of the

equipment of these homes. The Salvation Army
has also employed its organisation as a means for

collecting and disbursing funds in great emergencies

like those of the earthquake disasters at San Fran-
cisco and Messina and environs. A recognised prac-

tise with the Army is the furnishing of Chrisianas

dinners to the poor and unemployed, in the United
States alone 350,000 were the guests (m a single

Christmas. Its funds in the course of a year are

large, $300,000 being spent in the single item of poor
relief. A careful S3rstem of bookkeeping is in vogue,

the accounts are regularly audited, and yearly re-

ports are issued and filed in accordance wit^ the re-

quirements of the laws under which the Army ia

incorporated.
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[In Oermany in 1911 the army reports 100 sta-

tions, with twenty-eight institutions for social bet-

terment, including twelve homes for men, seven
rescue homes for wom^i, and three " Samaritan
homes," besides kindergartens and other oxganized

means of help.]

In the United States work was begun in 1880 by
Commissioner Geoige Railton and seven women
officers. It reports 896 corps and outposts, 3,875

officers and employees, 75 workingmen's hotels, 4
women's hotels, and in these accommodation for

6,592 is furnished nightly, and 1,961,677 beds each
year, 20 food depots, 107 industrial homes, 3 farm
colonies with 2,000 colonized and 350 colonists;

there are 20 emplo3rment bureaus which furnish

work for 1,500 persons each month, 107 second-

hand storra, 4 children's homes, 4 day-niurseries, and
23 slum settlements. In a single year in the United
States 309,591 persons were afforded temporary re-

lief, summer outings were given to 3,972 mothers
and 24,373 children, employment was foimd for

65,124 men and 5,355 women, 1,593,834 poimds of

ice and 4,579,788 pounds of coal were distributed.

Regular visitation of prisons, workhouses, and hos-

pitals is also carried on. At the Paris Exposition

a gold medal was awarded the organization for the

United States exhibit of the Salvation Army's oper-

ations among the poor. Wm. H. Cox.

BcBuoamAPHT: Besides the litenture by memben of the
Booth family (see Booth, Cathbbinb Mumfobd, and
WtiAJLku, and Booth Tuckkr, Emma Moss, and Fred-
suck St. Gborgb db Latoub), which is currently pub-
lished and obtainable at the principal Salvation Anny
depots, and the literatuiv under the articles on the Booths,
ooosolt: J. E. Butler. The Salvation Army in SwiUerland,
London. 1883; T. Kolde. Die HeiUarmee, £rlan«en, 1885;
I. Pestalosai. Woe id die HeiU-Armee, Halle. 1886; E. R.
Swift, Drum Tape, London. 1887; J. O. Baixstow. Sen-
mtional Reiioicn, London. 1890; B. Booth. From Ocean
to Ocean; or, the Salvation Army'e March from the Atlantic

to ihe Patifie, New York. 1891; J. Fehr. Die HeiUarmee,
Frankfort, 1891; Sir W. Besant. The Farm and the City,

A Study of the eoeial Work of the Salvation Army, London.
1900; J. Pace, General Booth, ib. 1901; G. S. Railton.

Hiet, of our South American War, ib. 1902; J. Hollins,

The Saivation Army: a Study of ite Defecte and Poeeibil-

itiea, ib. 1903; F. St. G. de L. Booth Tucker. The Coneul:

o Sketch ofEmma Booth-Tucker, ib. 1904; H. R. Haggaid.
The Poor and the Land; a Report on the Salvation Army
Colomee, ib. 1906; idem, Reyeneration; heinq an Account

of ihe Social Work of the Salvation Army in ureal Britain,

lb. 1910; A. Goodrich, lAfe and Work of General Booth;

Story ofthe Salvation Army, ib. 1900; J. Manson. Salvation

Arm^ and the Pvblie; a reliffioue, eociat and financial Study,

New York, 1907 (criticises Army's methods in Great Brit-

ain); Hukia Friederichs, The Romance of the Salvation

Army, London. 1908; G. 8. Railton. Day hu Day in the

Salvation Army. Being a brief Account of Saivation Army
Work in various Countriee, ib. 1910; Orders and Reyulatione

for Fietd Oficere, ib. 1886: Salvation Army Year Book,
annuaOy published at London.

SALYIAKUS, sal-vt-^nus: Presbyter of Marseilles;

b. probably at Treves about 400; d. after 480. He
came of a highly respected, and probably Chris-

tian, family, but married a pagan wife. After her

conversion, the pair bound themselves to continence..

Salvianus' ascetic tendencies opened the way for

him to the monastic circles of southern Qaul, where

he formed a close friendship with Eucherius, later

bishop of Lyons. During the latter portion of his

life Salvianus was a presbyter at Marseilles.

Gennadius (De vir. tfi., Ixviii.) knew of the follow-

ing writings of Salvianus: De virginUaHa bono ad
Marcellum preabyterum; Advereus avaritiam; De
prcBserUi fudicio, and Pro eorum merito sa^/octionw
ad Salonium epiacopum (the latter titie apparenUy
corrupt). Of these, except for nine letters, only the
Adversua avaritiam and the Z>e proesenti judicio

(usually known as the De gubimaHone Dei) are ex-

tant (ed. C. Hahn, MGH, And. ant., I., i. 1877;
F. Pauly, CSELf viii.). The letters are fragments
of a collection which was originally large. Of
the other two works the Advereus avaritiam is the
older. It appeared pseudonymously as Timothei ad
ecdesiam libri gtuUuoTf and contributes to knowledge
of the moral ideals of monasticism in tiie fifth cen-

tury, and of tiie gulf between ordinary Christians

and ascetics. Stress is laid by Salvianus on pov-
erty, i.e., on the communism of the primitive Church.
The religious were urged to renounce their earthly

possessions and were exhorted to leave their wealth

to the Church, this being recommended for the

moral effect which such action would produce. The
De gubematione passes judgment on contemporary
conditions from the same point of view, and was
written, in all probability, between 439 and 451.

Gennadius, about 480, knew of only five books, but
the work as now extant breaks off abruptly in the

eighth book. Its purpose is to show why God, in

the struggle between the Empire and the barbarians,

seemed to take the side of Arians or pagans against

Catholics. This was due to divine judgment on the

degeneracy of the Romans, a thought ever reiterated

by the author. Yet his very unworldliness freed

him from many of the prejudices of his time. He
could be fair to pagans, and even to heretics; and
was as exempt from contempt for barbarians and
slaves as he was imbiased in judgment on the Ro-
mans and the rich. He was keenly aware of the evil

conditions of social and economic affairs, and in

this lies the historical value of his pictures of the

period. (A. Hauck.)

BiBUoaBAPBT: W. Zsohimmer, Salvianue, der Prethytervon
MaaeHia, und seine Schriften, Halle. 1876; F. X. Himer,
Commentatio de Salviano ejusque l^dlis, Freising. 18S9;

A. Ebert. AUgemeine GeschichU der Literatur des Mittel'

alters, i. 459 sqq., Lelpsio. 1889; J. B. Ullrich, De Salviani
scripturm saerm versionibus, Neustadt. 1892; A. H&m-
merle, Studien mu Salvian, Priester von Massilia, Lands-
hut. 1893; Q. Valran, Quare Salvianus presbyter Massi-
liensis magister episcoporum a Gennadio dictus sit, Paris,

1899; F. Pauly. in the Sitsungtberichte of the Vienna
Academy, xcviii.. part 1; Bardenhewer, Patrologie, pp.
533-535. Eng. transl.. St. Louis. 1908; HiH. littiraire

de la France, ii. 517 sqq.; DCB, iv. 580; Hauck, KD, I
66-71; Sohaff. Christian Church, iii. 88-«9.

SALVIUS: Name of several bishops.

1. Donatist bishop of Membresa (Membrissa,

Membressa; 45 m. from Carthage) in the last decade

of the fourth century. He was one of the ordainers

of Maximianus and practised rebaptism (Augustine,

Contra epiatolam Parmianiy iii. 22), was deposed as

a heretic, but resisted and the civil power was
ealled in to execute the decision. Salvius was great-

ly beloved by his townsmen, consequently the popu-

lace of a neighboring town (Abitina) forcibly car-

ried out the decree (398), so heaping insults and
contumely as to lead Augustine strond^ to con-

demn it (Augustine, ut sup., iii. 29). This father

often refers to his case.
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2. Fifth bishop of Martigny in Switserland; flour-

ished in ihe middle of the fifth century. To him
EucheriuB (q.v.)i bishop of Lyons, addressed the
history of St. Maurice (q.v.), and Salvius responded
by dedicating to Eucherius his only extant work,,

the LaHculus (in part printed in ASB, Jan., i. 43-

44, June, vii. 178 sqq.; and in MPL, xiii. 671 sqq.;

cf. Histoire litUmire de la France^ ii. 294-296; and
CeiUier, AuieiurB sacris, viii. 452), a calendar of

things sacred and profane.

8. Bishop of Alby; d. c. 584. He was an inti-

mate of Gregory of Tours (q.v.), began life as an
advocate, but was converted, became a monk, then
abbot, and had a vision of heaven which Gregory
relates (HUt, Franeorum, vii. 1). Gregory speaks of

him as a man of great sanctity and incessant char-

ity, and the church at Nevers (as also anoliier) was
dedicated to him (ASB, Sept., iii. 575 sqq.).

SALZBURG, salt6n>(lrg, ARCHDIOCESE OF: An
Austrian archbishopric, the see city of which is

Salsburg, the Juvavum of the Romans, who re-

duced it, together with the rest of the province of

Noricimi, during the campaign of Tiberius and
Drusus in 15 B.C. The original Celtic population

was quickly Romanised, and Christianity early

foimd entrance, doubtless from Aquileia, although

there are no certain records of ihe new faith in the

city previous to Constantine. After the withdrawal
of the Romans, Salsburg, which evidently had not
become an episcopal city during this period, fell

into decay, nor did its medieval history begin until

ihe time of St. Rupert (q.v.). The diocese was first

formally oiganised by St. Boniface (q.v.) in 730,

although it was not until 987 that the dignities of

bishop or archbishop of Salsburg and abbot of St.

Peter's were made distinct. In 798 Salsburg was
elevated to archiepiscopal rank by Charlemagne, its

jurisdiction embracing ihe sees of Rogensbuig, Pas-

sau, Freising, Seben, and the short-lived Neuburg.
It was, accordingly, the largest German archbishop-

ric next to Mains, its boundaries being the Inn on
the west and ihe Drau on the south, while on the

north and east it practicaUy coincided with ihe

present northern boundary of Salsbuig and Styria

and with the eastern boundary of Styria.

(A. Hauck.)
Throughout its history the archdiocese of Sals-

burg remained true to the Roman Catholic Church,

its rigorous treatment of Protestants exposing it

to much criticism from adherents of the newer doc-

trines (see Salzburg, Evanqelicala of). In 1802

the archdiocese was secularised, and after belong-

ing in turn to Germany, Austria, and Bavaria,

finally passed, in 1814, under the control of ihe

latter country. The archdiocese was reerected in

1824, after having been vacant since 1812, and now
exercises jiuisdiction over the dioceses of Trient,

Brixen, Gurk, Seckau, and Lavant. In 1909 it had
a population of 263,080 Roman Catholics and 1,637

Protestants, 491 secular and 130 regular clergy, 183

parishes, and a theological faculty in the see city.

BiBUOomAPHT: Souroes are contained in MOH^ Seripi.,

I (1820). 86 sqq.. iz (1851). 767 sqq.. zS (1854). 1 sqq.. 25
sqq., xiii (1881), 353 sqq.; ib. Nee., ii (1890), 45 sqq.; ib.

Lt0., II., Cap. reg. Franc., i (1883), 226; SaUburger Ur-
kundenbueh, ed. W. Hauthaler, Salsbuig, 1808; Regetla

orthUpiioopontm SaliAurgmuium, ed. A. von Meiller,

Vienna, 1866. Consult: M. HanaSg, Omntamia sacra,

voL iL. Aucsbuxg, 1720; G. A. Piohler. SaUburga Lamdm-
gmdiickU^ Salsbuig, 1865; H. O. Qengler, BntrOga mt
RaeMUgmchiehU Bayema, part 1, EiUngen. 1880; F. roa
Piche, AbhandluiHfen mbmr di$ iUtetU Otachiekie SaUbmv*^
Innsbniek, 1880; J. Loserth, SaUburg vnd SUiermark im
Utaim Vimid dea 16. Jakrhwadmia, Ores, 1005; H. Wid-
mann. GaaekiAU SaUburga, 2 vols.. Qotha, 1007-00 (goes
to 1510); Qams, Sanaa epiaeaporum, pp, 307-327; JTL,
X. 1586-1642.

SALZBURG, BVAHGBUCALS OF: The name
applied to several thousand Protestants ezpdled
from the Archbishopric of Salsburg (q.v.) in the
eighteenth century. Protestantism eariv pen^

trated this region, especially the Sals-

Initial achthal and its vicinity. Matthsus
MoTements Lang, archbishop of Salsburg at the

for time of the Reformation, was at first

Repression, not hostile to ihe new movement. He
gave favorable reception to Johann

von StaufHts, Paulus Speratus, Urbanus Rhcgius,

and Wolfgang Russ, and gained the approval of

Luther. But before long he changed his attitude,

in consequence of favors from the Curia. He now
roused enmity between Luther and Staupits, ener-

getically oppoeed ihe Protestant preachers, and in

1520 obliged Speratus and Agricola (qq.v.) to flee.

A certain Matthsus was captured, and an ex-Fran-
ciscan, Qeoig Sch&rer, was beheaded for contumacy.
In spite of every e£fort on the part of Lang and his

successors. Protestantism steadily increased; exile

and visitation were alike in vain; many of ihe deigy
broke their vows of celibacy. Yielding to repeated

demands. Archbishop Johann Jakob granted the

laity the cup, but was obliged by ihe Curia to re-

tract his position. In 1588 Archbishop Wolfgang
Dieterich visited Rome for instructions, and on his

return issued a ** Reformation mandate " in which
he commanded all Protestants of the city of Sals-

burg either to recant or to leave the country within

a month, permission being given the recalcitrant to

convert their property into money. Since, however,

nearly all pr^erred exile to recantation, a secmd
mandate was issued confiscating their property. In
consequence of these measures, many of the wealth-

iest inhabitants of Salsburg emigrated to Austria,

Saxony, and elsewhere, while others, outwardly
complying with Roman Catholicism, secretly ad-

hered to Luther's teachings. In 161^15 the man-
dates were extended by Archbishop Markus Sittidi

to ihe entire region in view of ihe increase of Prot-

estantism. Throughout Pongau the churches stood

empty, while the people thronged to Schladming in

Styria to attend Lutheran gatherings; and in Rad-
stadt, where the Protestants were in tlie majority,

they demanded from tlie archbishop preaohierB of

their own.
The archbishop increased the sternness oi his

measures to crueii the Protestant movement. Ca-
puchins sought in vain to restore the Evangelicals

to the Roman Catholic Church, whereupon the Prot-

estants were required to recant within

Persecu- four weeks or fourteen da3r8, or to be
tion x6x5' banished with confiscation of their

1737. goods. At the same time, search was
made for Protestant books, and impris-

onment was enacted for those who circulated sueh
writings. Finally, the Evangelicals were subjected
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to the dragonade, many of whom feigned submis-
sion, Uiough secretly maintaining Lutheran views.

A considerable number went into exile and poverty,

some 600 going from Radstadt and its vicinity to

Austria and Moravia. Of 2,500 in the valleys and
on the mountains of Gastein only about 300 prom-
ised to live and die in the Roman Catholic Church.

The archbishop, however, was deceived by appear-

ances. Public gatherings indeed ceased, but many
ol those who ostensibly professed the old faith se-

cretly read Lutheran works which they had con-

eealed. The children were instructed in Lutheran
doctrines, and Protestantism spread under cover.

Hiis was especially the case under the mild Arch-
bishop Paris Hadrian (1619-53), and after the peace

of Westphalia Protestants sentenced to exile from
Roman Catholic countries were allowed three years

in which to dispose of their property. Neverthe-

less, these prerogatives were disregarded by Arch-
bishop Maximilian Gandolf (166^-^7). In 1683

Jesuits discovered a congregation of secret Luther-

ans, ostensibly professing Roman Catholicism, in

the Te£feregg Valley on the southern boundary of

the archdiocese. Attempts at conversion by Ca-
puchin monks and judicial endeavors to suppress

Lutheranism led only to a more stubborn adherence

to their beliefs under the guidance of the miner
Joseph Schaitberger (q.v.). The archbishop sought

to prove that these Protestants did not come under
the protection of the peace of Westphalia in that

they were a sect adhering neither to the Augsburg
nor the Reformed confession, but their represen-

tatives, when summoned to Hallein and Salzburg,

boldly declared themselves Lutherans. After being

imprisoned and made the objects of vain attempts

at conversion by Capuchins, they were released, the

archbishop requiring them to submit a written

statement of their belief. Sterner measures fol-

lowed without success, and the archbishop finally

issued a mandate in the middle of the winter of

1685 banishing the Protestants from the country,

and ccmfiscating their property and children, some
600 in number. The exiles in bands of fifty or sixty

Bou^t refuge in Ulm, Augsburg, Nurembeig, Frank-
fort, and elsewhere, the total number of those ban-

ished being over 1,000. This act of the archbishop

horrified all Protestant Germany, but neither the

intervention of Elector Frederick William of Bran-
denburg nor the protests of the Evangelical estates

in Regensburg were of avail. Under Archbishop
Frans Anton (1700-27) the Salzburg Protestants

fared better, and during this period Evangelical

doctrines were strengthened in the region by read-

ing Protestant books and the letters of Schaitber-

ger, as wen as by the religious meetings which were

tolerated.

Under his successor, Leopold Anton (1727-44),

however, affairs resumed their wonted course.

Feigned conversions were extorted;

Incrsased their Bibles and books of edification

PretBure were burned; they were chaiged with

X727-3Z. being dangerous inciters to riot; they

were imprisoned, deprived of work,

fined, dragonaded, and compelled to emigrate leav-

ing property and children behind. Yet dl this only

inoraaaed the determination of the Salsburg Protes-

tants. In Jan., 1730, the peasants Hans Lerchner
and Veit Breme appealed to the Evangelical estates
in Regensburg and sought for influence to be brought
to bear that the exiles might be allowed to regain
their wives and children. All was in vain, even the
chaxge that the archbishop had violated the peace
of Westphalia. In the following year the Protes-

tants sent a deputation from Radstadt, Wagrein,
Werffen, St. Johann, and Gastein to Regensbuig
with new complaints, and with the demand that
either Evangelical preachers be given them and
that they be permitted to worship in their own
way, or that they be allowed to sell their property
and emigrate wiUi their wives and children. Again
their demands were fruitless. Meanwhile the arch-
bishop, seeking to determine how far Protestant-
ism had spread, ordered that the complaints be
tried before a committee. All Protestants were
now summoned to appear before the commissioners
sent out from Salzburg, whereupon they declared
that they were willing to be the faithful subjects

of the archbishop in all things temporal, but that in

religion they desired freedom of conscience. The
commissioners thereupon required within three days
a list of all those who professed Lutheranism, the
total, to the amazement of all, being over 20,000.

The archbishop accordingly saw him^ obliged to

put forth his utmost endeavors, while the F^tes-
tants became still more firm in their resistance.

On Aug. 5, 1731, about 300 representative Luther-
ans took a solenm oath in the town of Swarzach,
and it was quickly resolved to send a conmiittee

to the emperor at Vienna. The envoys, having no
passports, however, were arrested as rebels and
brought back to Salzburg. Since no relief could be
expected from either the archbishop or the em-
peror, the Lutheran envoys sought the interven-

tion of ih&T princes. Frederick William I. of Prus-

sia accordingly threatened reprisals on his Roman
Catholic subjects, but the threat was an empty one,

and rigorous measures against the Salzburg Prot-

estants were renewed. The Evangelicals again ap-

pealed to the emperor, who declared he had warned
the archbishop to obey the laws of the empire. On
Oct. 31, 1731, the archbishop issued an order re-

quiring all non-householders over twelve 3rear8 of

age to emigrate within eight days as being disobe-

dient and leagued to destroy the Roman Catholic

faith. All others were to follow them into exile

within one to three months. The plan of thus

financially ruining the well-to-do and forcibly con^

verting their dependents failed with but few

exceptions.

Meanwhile two Protestant delegates, Peter Hel-

densteiner and Nikolaus Forstreuter, had implored

the aid of the king at Berlin in Nov., 1731. In Feb-
ruary of the following year he issued a patent wel-

coming the exiles from Salzburg, re-

Emigration questing the archbishop to allow them
to Prussia, to depart freely, and urging all princes

through whose lands l^ey should go
to aid them. He himself promised each person a
considerable sum daily for expenses, and at the

same time threatened severe reprisals for any injury

done them, being followed in the latter respect by
Denmark, Sweden, and Holland. The exiles now
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thronged into Germany, everywhere joyfully wel-

comed by their fellow Protestants. The 4,000 who
first came were quickly followed by several thou-

sand more, so that from Apr. 30, 1732, to Apr. 15,

1733, no less than 14,728 passed through Berlin

alone on their way to Lithuania, increasing the

spirit of German Lutheranism as ihey went. A
collection was raised for them in all Protestant

countries at ihe instance of the king of England,
which amoimted to 900,000 gulden. Thus more than
20,000 exiles from Saliburg repopulated the wide
Lithuanian plains devastated by a pestilence, and
the Prussian king was richly repaid by the agricul-

tural benefits received from his industrious and
intelligent immigrants. (D. EBDMANNf.)
Bibuoobapht: C. F. Arnold, Die AumroUuno d«t Profetton-
Htmtu in SaUbtarg tmUr Brwbi^chof Finnian, Halle, 2 parts,
1000-1001; idem, Vertreibuno der SaUburger Proledanien
und ihre Aufnahme hei<Um Olatd>en$Qtno99en, Leipeie, 1000;
6. Urispeiger, Au$fiihrlieh€ Nachrichi von den SaUbvrger
BmioranUn, Halle, 1735; J. L. von Caapari, AeUnmOe-
tioe OeeehidUe der SaUburger Bmioranten, Salsbuxs* 1700;
J. K. F. Obotfelder, Die evangeliaeKen SaUburger, Naum-
burc. 1857; L. Qanis, Die Auatpanderuno der proteatan-

tiech-geeinnien SaUburger, Innsbruck, 1864; T. F6rater,
Die evangeliecKen SaUburger, Halle, 1884; A. Hoese and
H. Eicbert. Die SaUburger. OeeehicfUe der im Jahre 17SM
in Littauen eingewmderten SaUburger, Oumbinnen, 1002;
C. Blume, Die Vertreibung der evangelieehen SaUburger,
Leipsio, 1004; Q. Nierits. Die i>roUetantieehen SaUburger
und deren Vertreibuno, Constance, 1007. A bibliocraphy
is provided in E. Dannappel, Die lAteratur der SaUburger
EmigraHon, 1789-86, Stuttfart, 1880.

SAM(SOM,SAUM),KONRAD: Reformer of Uhn;
b. at Rottenacker (15 m. s.w. of Ulm) 1483; d. at
Uhn June 20, 1533. After studying at Freibuig,

Tubingen, and some other university (perhaps
Basel), he became parish preacher at Brackenheim
in Wttrttemberg in 1520. He was already an adher-
ent of the Reformation, and his advocacy of the
new doctrines exposed him to such hostility that
only the encouragement of Luther kept him from
resigning his position. In May, 1524, however, he
was dismissed, ostensibly for harboring Johann
Eberlin (q.v.), whereupon his stepbrother, Sebas-
tian Fischer, secured for him an appointment at
Ulm " to preach the word of God in purity without
the addition of the doctrines of men, in peace and
without strife." Despite his many excellent qual-
ities, he lacked the power of organization and was
both harsh and violent, and his position was com-
plicated by his estrangement from Luther, with a
corresponding attraction to CEksolampadius and
Zwingli. Nevertheless, Sam soon enjoyed high
favor throughout Upper Swabia, gaining entire

control of the church in Ulm in 1526 and also fur-

thering the cause of the Reformation in Menuningen.
In the same year the course adopted by the
Diet of Speyer encouraged the magistracy of Ulm
to proceed with the work of the Reformation in

their city, and private baptism and the marriage of

the clergy were now permitted, Sam himself taking
advantage of this opportunity to make public his

union with a Bavarian woman. In 1528 the new
schoolmaster, Michael Brodhag of Gdppingen, pub-
lished Sam's Ckrisienliche vnderweysung der Jungen,
a catechism based on the 130 questions of Agricola,

as well as on Capito and Althamer, but omitting all

discussion of the sacraments. A hymnal and a Ger-

man Psalter followed in 1529, bat, on the other
hand, Anabaptism was rife, and Uie introduction of

Protestant communion was forbidden as late as

Feb., 1530. Meanwhile Sam was inveighing rabidly

against both Roman Catholic and Lutheran eucha-
ristic doctrine, his words incurring the oppodtion of

ihe Protestant Billican and Althamer (qq.v.) and
the Roman Catholic Johann Faber (q.v.), and Jo-

hann Ulrici. Johann Eck (q.v.) now d^nanded the

removal of Sam, whom he challenged to a disputa-

tion, and the Ulm magistracy in perplexity ap-
pealed to Nurembeig, which advised that Sam be
dismissed. The council, however, not only per-

mitted Sam to attend the disputation at Bern, but
remained wavering between the Swiss and Saxon
types of doctrine. After the Diet of Speyer in 1520
Ulm decided to join ihe Schmalkald League, and at

Augsburg it refused to accept either the Augsburg
or the Tetrapolitan Confession. Sam, in diagust,

thought of leaving Ulm, but the decision of the Diet
of Augsbuig (1530) brought matters to a crisis;

Ulm went over to the Schmalkald League; the
municipality determined to carry out ihe Refor-
mation; and, at the instance of Sam, (Ecolampa-
dius was summoned from Basel, Butaer from Stras-

buig, and Blaurer from Constance. On June 16,

1531, mass was abolished, and exactly a month
later the Lord's Supper was celebrated in Protes-

tant fashion. On Aug. 6 a new agenda, similar to
that of Basel, was promulgated, but though after

(Ecolampadius and Butser rettuned home (Blaurer

remaining to promote the Reformation in Greis-

lingen) other men were called to Ulm to take their

places, a heavy burden still rested upon Sam. The
seal of the people and of the coimdl relaxed, the
Roman CathoHcs and the Anabaptists redoubled
their activity, it proved difficult to seciire capable
preachers, the magistracy ruled ihe Church arbi-

trarily, and the deaths of (Ecolampadius and
Zwingli were severe blows to the Protestants in

Ulm. The latter now sought Lutiieran support, and
at a conference held at Schweinfurt in Apr., 1532,

they determined, in Sam's presence, to accept the
Augsburg Confession and Apology. Sam was in-

tensely embittered, especially against Luther, but
within the year he fell ill, and between March and
Jime, 1533, had three strokes of apoplexy, suc-

cumbing to the third. Sam's catechisn was re-

printed, with a chapter on the sacraments and re-

vised in a Zwinglian spirit, at Augsbuig in 1540;
his sermon at the disputation of Bern was printed

by K. Schmid in his LHe Predigen ao vonn denfrdmb-
den Predicanien . . . heaehehen aind (Bern, 1528) ; his

three last sermons, Davids Ehsbrucky Mord, Strafe^

und Buaaet appeared at Ulm in 1534; and in 1569 his

communion sermon at Ulm in 1526 was reprinted by
the Heidelbeig theologians. G. Bossebt.

BiBUoanAPHT: G. Veesenmes^er, Naehrie/Uen von Konrad
Same Leben, Ulm, 1795; idem, Vereueh einer Oeeckiekte
dee deutechen Kirehengeeangee in der Ulmer Kircke, ib.

1798; idem, Denkmal der einheimieehen und fremden The&-
logen . . . tti Ulm, ib. 1831; A. WeyermAmi, NaehriehUn
von OeUhrUn . . . aue UUn, Bern, 1798; T. Keim, Die
Reformation der Reiehatadt UUn, Stuttgart, 1851 ; F. Dobel.
Memmingen in der Reformationeeeit, Augabunc, 1877:
T. Schiees, Briefweched der Bmder Att^broeiue und TkmnoM
Blaurer 0609-48), 2 vols., Freibuis, 1906-10; ADB,
xxz. 304-305.
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SAMARIA sa-m^^ri-a, SAMARITANS.

I. TbeResioo.
Name and Histoiy (f 1).

Area and Roads ({ 2).

Shechem and Neichboring Cities

(13).
The City Samaria (f 4).

Other Inland Cities (f 5).

Cities of Western Samaria (f 6).

n. The People.

1. Origin and Hiitoiy.
Origins (f 1).

Josephus' Account (f 2).

Histoiy to 66 a.d. (f 3).

Later Histoiy (f 4).

2. Doctrine.

3. Language and Literature.

Pentateuch, Targimi, and
Translations (f 1).

Arabic

Other Early Writings (| 2).

. Literature oo the Samaritans.
On the Histoiy of the Samaritans
(ID.

On the Sacred or Semi-sacred Books
(I 2).

On Manuscripts and Other Works
(13).

L The Region: Samaria denotes both the cen-

tral region of Palestine, between Judea and Galilee,

and the capital of this district. From the time of

Omri the city of Samaria became the

X. llame capital of the northern kingdom of

and History. Israel, so that the city-name was ex-

tended to the entire country (eg.,

I Kings xiii. 32; II Kings xvii. 24, 26, 28; Jer. xxxl.

5; Hos. vii. 1; Amos viii. 14). The people dwelling

in the land of Samaria were caUed Samaritans

(II Kings xvii. 29). A similar usage is found in the

Asqrrian Samerinaf connoting both the city and
the land. When the city received the name of

Sd>aste from Herod the (5reat in 27 B.C., Samaria
was in application restricted to the district. The
Arab conquest destroyed all traces of the name,
except among occidentals and in learned language.

Tlie oldest form of the name, given in the Masso-

retic text as Shomeron, seems to have Shameran (cf

.

I Kings xvi. 24, and the Assyr. Samerina, the Aram.
Shamerayin of Esra iv. 10, 17, and the Ok. Sam-
areia). Originally ..ynon3rmous with the kingdom
of Israel, the area of Samaria varied with ihe for-

tunes of that kingdom. In 734-733 Tiglalii-pileser

BO limited the territory that Hoshea retained only

the small district from Judah to the plain of Jes-

reel (cf. II Kings xv. 29, xvii. 24 sqq.; Esra iv.

10). The rapid decline of Assyria after 640 seems
to have enabled Judah to extend its power over

this r^on (cf. II Kings xxiii. 15, 19 sqq.; II Chron.

xxxiv. 6-7), which it quickly lost after the battle

of Megiddo (608). The Seleucid Demetrius II. de-

tached three districts hitherto belonging to Sa-

maria (Apherema, Lydda, and Ramathaun) and
gave them to the Hasmonean Jonathan (145 B.C.).

In 128 B.C. John H3nx;anus subdued the whole of

Samaria and united it with the Judean kingdom;
birt in 63 B.C. Pompey freed Samaria and incorpo-

rated it with the new province of Syria. '' Sama-
ria " in this case means ihe dty and the region from
Judah to the plain of Jessreel, excepting Sc^rthopolis

and Carmel. In 30 B.C. Herod received Samaria
from Augustus, and after the tetrarch's death it,

together with Judea and Idimiea, was placed under
the control of his son Archelaus. In 6 a.d. these

three districts formed part of the province of Sjrria,

Uiough they were governed by a special procurator

at Cssarea, except in 41-44, when Samaria and its

vicinity were in the dominion of Agrippa. On the

outbr^k of the Jewish revolt, Samaria was given

to Vespasian as a part of the province of Judea, and
its fortunes were henceforth identical with those of

Palestine.

The boundaries of Samaria to the east and west
may be regarded as the Jordan and the declivities

of the mountain district respectively. During the
period of the dominion of Israel the mountain

district was inhabited by the tribes

a. Area and of Ephraim and Manasseh (Josh, xvi.-

Roads, xvii.); Josh.xvii. 14-18 implies that the
tribe of Joseph spread to the southern

region west of the Jordan. Josh. xvii. 16, 18 implies

another advance of the tribe of Joseph, this time
to the north, possibly to the southern border of the
great plain to ihe range of Ya^id. Here lay, ac-

cording to Judges i., tiie cities of Beth-shean, Ib-

leam, Taanach, Megiddo, and Dor, which later came
under the sway of Israel, even though they were not
actually occupied by Israelitic stocks (Josh. xvii.

11-13). According to Josh. xvii. 11, the district of

Manasseh extended along the southern side of the
plain of Jezreel from the Jordan (Beth-shean) to the
Mediterranean (Dor), and was consequentiy more
than thirty-six miles wide. The length of tiie dis-

trict of Ephraim was from north to south be-

tween twenty-one and twenty-four miles and the
territory embraced the richest and most fertile por-

tions of the mountun district (Josh. xvi. 6-8, xvii.

7-10; cf. Deut. xxxiii. 13-16). The region of

Ephraim, whose soutiiem boundary has been given
in ihe article Judea (q.v.), stretched eighteen miles

from north to south, and thirty miles from the Jor-

dan on the east to the plain of Sharon on the west.

It was thus inferior to Manasseh both in area and
in fertility. Apparentiy there was no strict line of

demarcation between the districts of Manasseh and
of Ephraim (Josh. xvi. 9, xvii. 8). Samaria was
crossed by important highways. The continuation

of the road to the coast cut through the northwest
comer of Samaria from Megiddo in the direction of

Lydda ; and another branch of the same road reached
Samaria by way of Jessreel near the present Janin,

where it again divided. One of these latter roads
reached the highway to Egypt at Kafr Kud, while

the other ran southward to the cities of Samaria
and Shechem. Shechem was at the junction of sev-

eral important roads. From the south came the

road from Judea (Jerusalem) by way of Bethel,

from ihe southwest a road from Jaffa, and from the

souliieast a road from Jericho by way of the Wadi
al-Qumr and the plain of al-Ma^nah. To the north-

west, through the Wadi al-Sha'ir, a road led to Dor
and later to ClsBsarea, while to the northeast ran a
road to Scythopolis, which was joined in the upper
portion of the Wadi Far'ah by a road from the ford

of the Jordan near Adama. The southern ranges of

Samaria, on the other hand, were far less accessible.

The ancient center of the district was Shechem,
which lay on the watershed not quite a mile east of

the modem Nablus. Its pre-Israelitic mhabitants
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are termed Canaanites by J (Gen. xii. 6, xxxiv. 30),

Amorites by E (Gen. xlviii. 22), and Hivites by P
(Gea, xxxiv. 2) ; and many contests for

3. Shechem its possession seem to have been waged
and Neigh- between Israel and the Canaanites.

boring Cities. The religious importance of Shechem
is implied by Gen. xxxiii. 19-20,

according to which Jacob there purchased ground
and erected an altar to Yahweh; it was also the

place of Joseph's burial (Josh. xxiv. 32). Another
sacred place at Shechem seems to have been the

oak mentioned in Gen. xii. 6-7, xxxv. 4; Deut. xi.

30; Josh. xxiv. 26 (possibly also Judges ix. 6, 37);

while assemblies of the people gathered in its sanc-

tuary (Josh. xxiv. 1; I Kings xii. 1; II Chron. x.

1). In the vicinity of the city was the well of Jacob
(John iv. 6), the modem Bir Ya'l^b at the foot of

Gerizim, almost south of the village of Balata. In
the beginning of the historical period Shechem,
though dependent on Gideon, was not occupied by
Israel (Judges viii. 31, ix. 1-2). When it revolted

against Abimelech, it was destroyed (Judges ix.

23 sqq.). The city then came under the control of

Manasseh (Num. xxvi. 31; Josh. xvii. 2). Jero-

boam I. fortified it and made it the ro3ral seat

(I Kings xii. 25), ihus ihe city could justly be reck-

oned to Ephrahn (Josh. xx. 7, xxi. 21; I Chron.

vii. 28). The successor of the Biblical Shechem
was Flavia Neapolis, foimded by Vespasian in 72
A.D., the modem Nablus in the valley between Ebal
and Gerisim. Sychar, the city nearest to the well

of Jacob (John iv. 5-6), is usually identified with
the modem village of 'Askar, a mile or two east of

Nablus and over half a mile north of Jacob's well.

The Gilged of Deut. xi. 30; II Kings ii. 1, iv. 38, is

frequency identified with the small ruin Qirbat al-

Julaijil on the soutJiem edge of the plain of al-Ma^-

nah, but without sufficient reason. On the road to

'A^rabah, two hours southeast of Nablus, lies the

lofty village of al-'Aurma, perhaps identical wiih

the Arumah of Judges ix. 41; while the little vil-

lage of Far'ata, six miles west of Nablus, is doubt-
less the Pirathon of Judges xii. 13 sqq.; II Sam.
xxiii. 30; I Chron. xxvii. 14, though scarcely the

Pharathoni fortified by Bacchides c. 160 B.C.

(I Mace. ix. 50). The village of Ifsryst Jitt, three

miles further north, is plainly s3monymous with the

Gitto (I Apol. xxvi., Eng. transl., ANF, i. 171)

designated by Justin Martyr as the home of Simon
Magus, liiough the name also occurs at the foot of

the mountain district. About nine miles distant,

on the road to JafiFa, is the site of Kafr Tilt, which
has been identified with the Shalisha of I Sam. ix.

4 and II Kings iv. 42.

In the region north of Shechem the city of Sa-

maria first deserves notice. The hill on which the

city lay was connected to the northeast with the

opposite heights by a narrow ridge, but was sepa-

rated on all other sides by wide val-

4. The City leys (Isa. xxvlii. 1). It had easy ao-

Samaria. cess to all important points, such as

Shechem in the southeast and the plain

of Jesreel in the north. The city contained altars

of Yahweh (Micah i. 5) and—after the reign of

Ahab—of Baal (I Kings xvi. 32; cf. II Kings xiii.

6); and as early as Omri the Arameans of Damas-

cus had their own quarter for trade there (I Kings
XX. 34). During the reign of Ahab the city was be-

leaguered by the Arameans (I Kings xx. 1 sqq.; cf.

II Kings vi. 24-vii. 20). Jehu, after his entiy into

Samaria, had the prophets and priests of Baal slain,

and the idolatrous sites destroyed and desecrated

(II Kings X. 1-7, 18-27; II Chron. xxii. 8^). The
last king, Hoshea, was shut up in Samaria by Shal-

maneser IV. in 724 B.C. (II Kings xvii. 5, xviii. 9),

though the city was reduced under Sargon. On his

return from Egypt in 331, Alexander the Great Hd-
lenised the city, but Ptolemy Lagos razed it in 312,

and Demetrius Poliorcetes again destroyed it in

296. In 27 B.C. Samaria was rebuilt by Herod, who
named it Sebaste, and it was the scene of the preach-

ing of Philip (Acts viii. 5-7). Under Septimius

Severus the ci^ became a Roman colony, but it

became second in importance to Neapolis, though
having its own bishops. The Crusaders erected a
magnificent church there in honor of John the

Baptist.

The road to Janin cuts through the plain of

Dothan (Gen. xxxvii. 14-17; Judith iv. 6-7, vii.

3), which is now represented by Tell Dautan. The
nameof Ibleam (Judges i. 27; II Kings

5. Other ix. 27; located in Issachar in Josh.

Inland xvii. 11), to which corresponds the

Cities. Bileam of I Chron. vi. 70 (the Behnaim
of Judith vii. 3), is preserved in the

Qirbat and Wadi Bal'amah two miles south of

Janin. Gn the road from Shechem to Scythopolis,

in the upper part of the Wadi Far'ah, four miles

northeast of Nablus, is T^Uusah, identified by Rob-
inson with Tirsah, the residence of the kings of

Israel to the time of Omri, though Conder seeks this

ancient capital in Tayasir, about twelve miles from
Nablus on the road to Beth-shean. The pilgrim

Brocardus (1332) mentions a Thersa three hours

east of Samaria, thus pointing to noteworthy ruins

in the vicinity of 'Ain al-Far'a^b on the road to Beth-

shean north^ist of T^Uusah. About six miles be-

yond Tallusah lies the ancient village of T^bas,
which apparently corresponds to the Biblical Th^>ea
(Judges ix. 50; II Sam. xi. 21). To the north lie

the Ras Ibzi^ and Qirbat JbiSif., corresponding to

the Besek of I Sam. xi. 8 (cf. Judges i. 4). In the

Jordan valley, 285 feet lower than the surface of

the Mediterranean, is the flourishing village of

Baisan, representing the Biblical Bethnshean, a city

long independent of Israel, and reckoned to lianas-

seh, though lying in the district of Issachar (Joflb.

xvii. 11-13; Juc^es i. 27; I Chron. vii. 29). After

the death of Saul, the city was taken by the Philis-

tines (I Sam. xxxi. 7-13), but with David's subju-

gation of the Philistines, it came under Israelitic

control, and formed part of one of the tributary dis-

tricts of Solomon (I Kings iv. 12). During the

Maccabean wars, Tiyphon here sought to capture

Jonathan (I Bfaoc. xii. 40). In the Greco-Roman
period the city was known as Scythopolis. It was
one of the cities of the federation of Decapolis, was
rebuilt by Gabinius, and contained many pagan in-

habitants (Josephus, War, III., vi. 7; Ant., XIV.,
V. 3). The " i£non near to Salim," where John
baptised (John iii. 23), was located, according to

the OnanuuUcon of Eusebius, in the plain of Beth*
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a, seven miles south of the city. Both Jerome
and the pilgrim Sylvia record a Salem in this vicin-

ity, and in 1852 Robinson found there the name
Shai^ Salim. Abel-meholah, the home of Elisha
(I Kings zix. 16, iv. 12), which Judges vii. 22 seems
to locate south of Beth-shean, is identified by the
OiumuuUcon with a village named Bethmaela or

Bethaula, nine miles south of Scythopolis in the
Jordan vaUey, thus pointing to the modem spring

'Ain al-Qalwah. The Gilboa of I Sam. xxviii. 4,

after which the mountain range was named (II Sam.
i. 21), corresponds to the modem Jalbaun on the
western declivity of the Jabal Fu^'ah, which rises

abruptly above the plain of Beth-shean. Further
to the west, on the lower slopes, lies the little village

of Bait Kad, which may correspond to the Beth-

'Ekedh, " shearing house," of II Kings x. 12, 14.

Turning to the coast from the mouth of the Nahr
al-'Aujah to Carmel, some twelve miles north of

Jaffa is the ruined site of Arsuf, corresponding to

the ancient ApoUonia which was claimed by Alex-
ander JannsBus for Judea and was rebuilt by Ga-

binius (Josephus, Ant,, XIII., xv. 4;

6. Cities of War, I., viii. 4). The chief place on
Western the Samaritan coast, however, was
Samaria. Cflesarea, also called Csesarea Palss-

tina, Csesarea PakestinsB, Caesarea ad
mare, or Sebaste. It was earlier known as Caesarea

Stratonis, and as Straton here represents *abd *Aa-

tartan, ** servant of Astarte," it would seem to have
been founded by the Sidonians late in the Persian

period. Alexander Jannaeus subjugated the city

and its vicinity as far as Dor, but it was " freed
"

by Augustus and given to Herod, who must be re-

gazded as the real founder of the city, which was
henceforth called Csesarea. On the deposition of

Archelaus, Csesarea became the seat of the Roman
procurators of Judea (6-41 a.d.), and again after

the death of Agrippa I. (44). Philip and the cen-

turion Cornelius lived there (Acts viii. 40, x. 1 sqq.,

xxi. 8), there Paul was imprisoned before bdng
taken to Rome, and there he appeared before

Agrippa U. and Berenice (Acts xxiii. 23-24, xxiv.

27, XXV. 14 sqq.). Vespasian made it a Roman
colony, and Alexander Severus gave it the title of

a metropolis (Tacitus, Hist., ii. 78). In consequence
of its wide harbor, trade from Jerusalem to the Med-
iterranean passed through it (Acts ix. 30, xviii. 22,

xxi. 8). Tlie most famous bishop of the city was
Eusebius (q.v.). The relatively smaller Cflesairea of

the Crusaders was destroyed by the sultan Bibars
in 1296. The site still bears the name of ^[aifariyah.

About nine miles north of Cnsarea are the ruins,

now called ^rbat Jan^urah, which mark the site

of the ancient city of Dor, founded by the Pheni-
dans. Although the king of Dor was conquered by
Joshua (Josh. xii. 23), the city did not become trib-

utary to Israel until the regal period (Josh. xvii.

11-12; Judges i. 27), so that I Kings iv. 11 makes
the entire mountain region of Dor a tax-district of

Solomon. The "height of Dor" (Josh. xii. 23,

R. v.), apparently the southwestem slope of Car-

mel, must be distinguished from the city itself.

According to the Eshmunazar inscription the Per-

sian king gave Dor and the coast as far as Joppa
to the Sidonians. In the Idaccabean period Trypho

was vainly besieged at Dor by Antiochus Sidetes

(I Biacc. XV. 10-14). Alexander Jannseus won the
city from Zoilus, but in 63 B.C. Pompey made it a
free city. It was, however, deserted in the days of

Jerome. The Migdal Mal|ui of the Talmud, the Mag-
dihel of Jerome's Onomasticon, is represented by
the modem Qirbat Mali^^, five miles north of

Tanturah. A Hebrew Migdal El was probably once
situated at the present ruins of 'Atlit, the CasteUum
Peregrinorum of the Crusaders. (H. Guthe.)
n. The People.—!. Origin and History: The

account of the origin of the people (called in Greek
SanuxreUai, Samaritai, and in Latin SamarUani)
after the destruction of the northern kingdom is

given in II Kings xvii. 24 sqq., according to which
Sargon brought colonists from ^* Babylon, Cuthah,

1 fVMoA ^^^» Hamath, and Sepharvaim " to
1. %mginm. ^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^ j^^^ ^^^ j^
been deported. The account continues to the effect

that since these colonists did not fear Yahweh he
sent lions among them; representations of the facts

were then made to Saigon who had a Hebrew priest

from among the captives sent to teach them how
to worship Yahweh, " the god of the land." Yet
each nationality made for itself gods in each place,

while priests were appointed and offered sacrifice in

the high places. This account, so far as the settling

of colonists is concemed, is corroborated by the
annals of Saigon (cf. Schrader, KAT, pp. 276 sqq.),

which speak of two sets of colonists settled in ^e
West; Ezra iv. 2, 10, speaks of settlements made by
" Esar-haddon " and '' Asnapper " (Asshurbanipal;

cf. Assyria, VI., 3, §§ 12-14). In view of the com-
posite character of the population thus derived, the

question has been raised how a people of such unity
of character and with so pronounced a Jewish stamp
could have been formed. Hengstenberg finds the
answer in the tenacity with which they held to

Jewish models, especially after they received the
Pentateuch. Josephus (Ant,, IX., xiv. 3, X., ix.

7) claims a purely heathen origin for the Samari-
tans, and afiSrms that the Jews up to his time denied
any relationship with them, calling them Cutheans
(cf. II Kings xvii. 24). But this account must be
rejected in favor of the other story told in the
sources referred to above. Since the Hebrews de-

ported nimibered only 27,290, it is clear that not
all the Hebrew population was carried away; the
remnant left must have been strong enough to ac-

count for the bringing of the heathen settlers over
to the practise of the religion of Yahweh. Very
early the Samaritans called themselves ** children

of Israel " and descendants of Joseph. This con-

clusion is not contradicted by the few notices of the
early centuries. For by the end of the seventh cen-

tury B.C. there was rehabilitation of the Yahweh
worship in the northern kingdom (II Kings xxiii.

15, 19 sqq.); in the report of the high places in

Samaria there is no word of idolatry in connection
with Josiah's reform. In Ezra iv. 2 the Samaritans
make their appeal to Zembbabel on the basis of

their worship of the God of Israel from the days of

Esar-haddon; and the Jews in their reply do not
accuse them of idolatry. Ezra vi. 21 shows a trace

of inclusion of a part of the Samaritans in associa-

tion with the returned exiles after the building of
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the aeoond Temple. The aohiam and the mutual
hatred of Jews and Samaritans are most simply

aocoimted for by the old standing opposition b^
tween north and south.

Preeminent in importanoe in accounting for the

consolidation of the Samaritans were the recogni-

tion of the Pentateuch and the erection of the tem-
ple on Mt. Gerizim. Of the second matter Joeephus

ojo„«u--» gives an account (Ant., XI., vii. 2,

Aoocrant. ^^* ^ ^'^'^ much in need of critical

investigation. According to him Darius

Codomannus sent as satrap to Samaria a certain

SanabaUetes, and he, to secure Jewish friendship,

gave his daughter in marriage to Manasseh, brother

of Jaddus, the high priest. In accordance with
Esra ix., Manasseh was ordered to give up his wife

or his priesthood, and appealed to Sanballat; the lat-

ter then promised him a temple on Mt. Gerisim and
the high priesthood of it. Manasseh therefore took
up his residence in Samaria, whither other Jews,

priests and laymen, who had heathen wives followed

him and were joyously received by Sanaballetes

and given means of support. While Alexander was
besieging T3rre, the satrap went over to him and
secured Alexander's consent to his project, after

which he built the temple. After the death of Sana-
balletes, the Samaritans sent a deputation to Alex-

ander, invited him to their city, and asked immunity
from taxation in the sabbatical year, asserting that

they were Hebrews, though they disclaimed being

Jews. Alexander postponed granting their request,

but took the Samaritan soldiery with him to Egypt
and settled them there as guardians of the bound-
ary. But the temple at Gerisim became a refuge

and resort of Jews who in their own land were ac-

cused of breaking the laws of Judaism. This ac-

count does not make clear how a heathen people

through the shrewdness of their satrap and the ac-

cession of a fugitive Jewish priest permitted the

victory over them of a new religion. Rather, Bfa-

nasseh, if he acted as is related, found existing an
idea of relationship to the Jews. The chronology

of Josephus raises questions, when compared with
Ezra ix., x. 5, and Neh. x. 31, xiii. 23 sqq. Neh.
xiii. 28 seems to have the same basis as the narra-

tive of Josephus; a son of Joiada, who was son of

the high priest Eliashab, was son-in-law of San-
ballat. Josephus makes Manasseh, son-in-law of

Sanaballetes and brother of the high priest Jaddus,

who was son of the high priest Johanan, the grand-

son of Joiada and great-grandson of Eliashab. That
is, Josephus puts Manaraeh a century too late*. If

Manasseh bidlt the temple on Geriisim, he was not
son or grandson of Joiada. It seems historical that

the Gerizim temple was built under Alexander (cf

.

Josephus, Ant., XIII., ix. 1). If Manasseh is iden-

tical with the son of the Joiada of Nehemiah, he
may have been active among the Samaritans, but
not as builder of the temple. At the cost of chron-

ology, identity has been assumed (by Josephus) be-

tween the founder of the temple and the object of

Nehemiah's anger. Reference to the Samaritan
temple has been seen in the " Trito-Isaiah " (chaps.

Ivi.-ixvi.), as in Ivii. 3 sqq., Ixv. 3 sqq., Ixvi. 1 sqq.,

16 sqq., and with considerable reason (cf. on this

A. Kuenen, Gesammdle AhhancUungenf pp. 229 sqq.,

Leipsio, 1894; T. K. Qieyne, Introduction to the

Book o/Ioaiah, pp. 316-317, 363 sqq., London, 1895,

and Jewuh BtUgiout lAJo after the Exile, pp. 25 sqq.,

ib. 1898).

When the Pentateuch was taken over by the

Samaritans is entirely unknown. It can no Icuiger

be maintained that the hatred between Jews and
Samaritans after the time of Nehemiah necessitates

the acquisition by the Samaritans of the Pentateuch
earlier than the breach at that time; nor can Jo-

sephus' account be wholly rejected, nor may the

absolute completion of the Pentateuch be set be-

tween 444 and 432. The mutual hatred of the two
peoples, moreover, was not so great as to hinder the

Sainaritans from adopting an unquestioned work
of Moses, since they derived their religion from him
as its founder. Moreover, in the Samaritan alpha-

bet there are to be seen indications that it dates

back to the forms of the fourth century b.c.

Under the Ptolemies and Seleuddss the Samari-
tans shared the fortunes of the Jews (cf., e.g., Jo-
sephus, Ant,, XII., i. 1). The hatred of the two
peoples manifested itself in acts of aggression

s sifltorv
(Josephus, Ant,, XII., iv. 1; I Mace

to^AT^ iii. 10) and in epithets (Ecclus. L 2S-
' 26). Under Antiochus Epiphanes the

Samaritansdenied kinship with the Jews and claimed
descent from Medes and Persians (Josephus, Ant,,

XII., V. 5) or Phenicians, while they contested with
the Jews in Eg3rpt for precedence in behalf of thdr
own temple (Josephus, Ant,, XIII., iii. 4). John
Hjrroanus overran Samaria and destroyed the tem-
ple at Gerizim and later the city of Samaiia (Jo-

sephus, Ant., XIII., ix. 1, X. 2), and imder Alexan-
der Jannaeus (104-78 B.C.) the city was in the power
of the Jews. In 63 B.C. it was made a free city, that

is, was under the Roman gbvemor of Syria. Under
Gabinius (57-55) it was rebuilt, and in 30 adorned
by Herod and named Sebaste in honor of Augustus.
After the death of Herod the district came under
Archelaus, but after his deposition came again imder
direct Roman rule, except that in 41-44 a.d. it was
given by Claudius to Herod Agrippa. Testimony
to the continuing hatred of and for the Jews is found
in John viii. 48; Josephus, Ant,, XVIII., ii. 2, XX.,
vi. 1; War, II., xii. 3, in which the recurring con-

flicts are in part narrated while they explain such in-

cidents as those of Luke ix. 53 and the remark in

John iv. 9. John iv. shows, however, that the sep-

aration and exdusiveness were not absolute, and
the circuit made by Galileans in going to Jerusalem

was caused less by the hostility of the Samaritans
than by the exposure to ceremonial defilement on
the part of Jews. That the Samaritans in the time
of Jesus were considered heathen follows neith^
from Matt. x. 5 nor Luke xvii. 18; note that in

John iv. 12 the Samaritan woman speaks of *' our
father Jacob." The New Testament nowhere
charges the Samaritans with idolatry. The report

'

in the Talmud (ChuQin 6a) that the Samaritans
worshiped the image of a dove is a late invention,

and that they worshiped a god Ashima arose from
a misunderstanding. That worship continued <m
Gerizim in the time of Jesus is dear. The signifi-

cance of Gerisim for the Samaritans is indicated by
Josephus (Ant,, XVIII., iv.), according to whom in
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35 JLJ>, a false prophet promised to show the Samari-

tans the sacred vesseb buried by Moses upon the

mountain; in consequence there was an assemblage

of people at a village near by called Tirathana which
Pilate attacked, slaying many, and his violence and
cruelty caused his deposition. That the mutual
hatred of the two peoples did not bar the Samaritans

from the Gospel is shown by Jesus' employment
of the Samaritan as the merciful man in Luke x.

Further testimony is found in Luke xvii. 16; John
iv. 39 aqq.; Acts viii. 5 sqq., 14 sqq.

On the outbreak of the Jewish war in 66 the Sa-

maritans were undecided which of the two hated

parties they should choose as enemies. In June, 67
(Joeephus, War, III., vii. 32), an armed assemblage

4 XjAter K*^®'^ ^^ Gerizim, against which

^Xmtary Vespasian sent Cerealis with 600 horse

and 3,000 foot, who stormed the hill

and killed 11,600 of them. After that the Samari-

tans dropped out of history for a time, but in 194

are heard of as partisans of Pescennius Niger against

Septimius Severus. Roman laws of the end of the

fourth century show Samaritan communities in

Egyptf on some islands of the Red Sea, and else-

where; and in Rome at the beginning of the sixth

oentuiy they had a synagogue. Toward the end of

the fifUi century began the insurrections of this peo-

ple which revealed their hate of the Christians and
led to their suppression. The Emperor Zeno re-

placed their synagogue on Gerisim with a church

to the Virgin, and under his successor they stormed

the mountain and slew the keepers of the church.

In 529 under Justinian they rebelled and crowned
their leader Julian king, plundered and burned

Christian villages and churches, until Justinian in a
pitched battle conquered and slew many of them,

and proclaimed severe laws against them. The next

report ccmoeming the Samaritans comes from Ben-
jamin of Tudela c. 1170, who says that the " Cu-
Uieans " of Shechem, about 100 in number, cele-

brate their Passover festival on Gerizim, and speaks

of about 900 Samaritans distributed in Caesarea,

Ascalon, and Damascus (for the latter cf . A. Musil,

SiAen 9amarU, Inschriftenaua Damascus, in SWA,
xxxix., 1903, pp. 127-128). Since the end of the

sixteenth centuiy the Samaritans of Shechem and
Cairo have been in communication with Christian

travelers and scholars, the point of interest to the

latter being the Samaritan recension of the Penta-

teuch. In 1853 Heinrich Petermann reported the

number of Samaritans in Nablus as 122; in 1884

there were reported fifty-three men, forty-six

women, thirty-six boys, and sixteen girls, whUe in

1904 the total number was given as 175, but there

are no colonies of Samaritans outside Nablus. In

Nablus this people inhabits its own quarter in the

southwestern part of the city, living in great poverty,

with a priest (kokin) who claims to be a Levite,

though the Aaronic line is conceded to have been ex-

tinct since 1658. The present priest has the power,

either at his own initiative or at the wish of the

community, to anoint others to the office. He re-

ceives tithes from the commimity, and from this and
an accessory source the income is about sixty-four

doUars. The clothing is white with a red turban.

The civil control is under a shophet, ** judge."

8. Doctrine X Their doctrine, apart from the
special significance of Mt. Gerizim, is like that of

the Jews. They emphasize the unity of God, and
reject all kinds of image worship, anthropomor-
phism, and anthropopathism, though between God
and man they conceive of mediating spirits. Moses
was the greatest of the prophets, whose law is holy.

The cultus on Gerizim they refer to Deut. xxvii. 4,

where they read " Gerizim " for " Ebal." The Mes-
siah (John iv. 25) is to come 6,000 years after the

creation, and he will establish the Tabernacle, holy
vessels, and manna on Gerizim, renew the worship,

and convert all people to the true faith; he will live

to the age of one hundred and be buried on Gerizim.

The final judgment is to come at the end of 7,000

years, the result of which will be eternal, with a
period of penance in hell for those whose lives have
mingled good and evil. In the matter of the levi-

rate marriage (Deut. xxv. 5 sqq.) the Samaritans
construe " brother " as " nearest friend," and the
levirate is not binding if the friend has two wives
already (a second wife being allowed in case of ster-

ility of the first). Marriages are contracted early,

and divorce is extremely rare; the value or pur-

chase price of a bride is from $300 to $115, which
the bride receives. Circumcision is on the eighth

day. The Samaritans follow for their religious fes-

tivals the calendar of Lev. xxiii., marking the three

chief ones by processions to Gerizim. They regard
the Hebrew (being the tongue of the Pentateuch) as
the holy language, and some of them possess a pass-

able knowledge of the text; their pronunciation in

some particulars serves to correct the Jewish-

Christian.

8. Lanffoa^ and Literature: The colloquial

language of the Samaritans from the last century

B.C. till the first centuries of the Mohammedan
h^emony was a dialect of the West Aramaic, usu«
ally designated Samaritan; it presented few dif-

ferences, apart from loan words from

ti^^*^^ Hebrew, Greek, and Latin, as com-
•
Twr- pa,^ ^^ ^g ordinary Palestinian

*^Jj^^ Aramaic found in the Targums and in

Transla- <^i^£^ parts of the Talmud. The fact

tions. that c. 1100 a.d. the Samaritan Penta-
teuch was translated into Arabic shows

that already the Samaritan had become a dead
tongue; even earlier than that, the Arabic version of

Saadia had been used. In their literature the Pentar
teuch takes first place. Among the tendencial text

alterations the most noticeable is that already noted
in Deut. xxvii. 4; there are also wide differences in

the term of life given the patriarchs in Gen. v. and xi.

It is said that the variants from theHebrew text num-
ber 6,000. The theory that the Samaritan Penta-

teuch was the basis of the Septuagint version, though
this is regarded as a falsified and corrupt recension

of the Hebrew, was restated by S. Kohn, De Pen"
tateucho Samaritano (Leipsic, 1865). Besides this

work, the Samaritans possess the Samaritan Tar-
gimi, a translation of the Pentateuch into the Sa-

maritan; this the Samaritans claim to have been
made between 50 and 1 B.C.; really it was made in

the second or beginning of the third century a.d.

Field's Hexapla (prolegomena, pp. Ixxxii.-bondii.)

remarks that of forty-three readings in the Greek
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not less than thirty-six agree with the Samaritan
Taigum exactly and seven others do not invalidate

the conclusion stated above as to the relation of the
Greek to the Samaritan; this is, however, disputed

by others {MonaUschift /Or Oesckichle und WUunr
uhcfft de8 JvdenthufM, 1894, pp. 1-7, 49-^7; ZDMG,
xlvii., 1803, pp. 650 sqq.). The investigations of

Kohn have shown that the views which have pre-

vailed respecting the Samaritan Taigum were er-

roneous. The grammars and lexicons hitherto have
contained many false words and explanations, and
what has passed as the Samaritan Taigum was a
poor exemplar of varied and unrelated writings,

corrupted and distorted, with attempted corrections,

the products of a time when Samiaritan had long

been disused, with interpolations from the Targum
of Onkelos and with Arabisms; in short of the orig-

inal Taigum probably only small fragments are

known. The tendencial changes represent accom-
modations, running through centuries, to all pos-

sible variations in views (Sadduoean, Pharisaic,

Syrian, and Arabic), and are the work of a num-
ber of different hands; the indications are not that a
fundamental taigum serves as the basis, but that by
different priests partial translations were made for

practical purposes. There is also a translation of

the Pentateuch into Arabic, made in the eleventh

or twelfth centuiy, probably to supersede that of

Saadia. The text current under the name of Abu
Said is the result of two or more recensions. It does
not seem to have used the Taigum, though the lat-

ter may have received insertions from the transla-

tion; the Arabisms in the Taigum, where they do
not agree with the translation, are possibly of the

time of Abu Said and rest upon another Arabic

version.

Another piece of Samaritan literature is the Ara-
bic Book of Joshua, perhaps of the thirteenth cen-

tury, dealing with history from the death of Moses
to that of Joshua in thirty-eight chapters, often in

agreement with the Hebrew Joshtia,

^i??**' but with apocr3rphal additions, and an

WriS^n. ^PP®***^ o^ *^® chapters carrying the^^^ history down to the time of Alexan-

der Severus. It is claimed that it was written in

Hebrew originally, but possibly the whole work was
composed in Arabic. There is, moreover, also writ-

ten in Arabic, the Samaritan Chronicle of Abu'l Fat^,

an apology for the Samaritans, based upon older

works in 1355 a.d., coming down to Mohammed,
and continued by another hand to the time of

Harun al-Rashid. Both these works are historically

worthless. There is also the so-called Neubauer
Chronicle, and the recently edited Samaritan-
Hebrew Chronicle issued by Adler and Seligsohn

(see below, 4, § 2, end).

4. Literature on the Samarltaasi The following
pves the principal works dealing with the history and liter-

ature of the Samaritans. (DC. Cellariu'' CoUedanm hiatorim

Samaritanm, Zeits, 1688; idem, BxercUatiOt gentU Samari-
tanm hiatoriam €t ecBrimoniaa, poM ejuadem avctorit Collee-

ianea . . . maaia iUuatranat Halle, 1707
1. On the (these two books constitute the ehief source)

;

History £. W. Hengstenberg, Die AutherUie dea Pen-
of the tateuehaa, i. 1-46. Beriin. 1836 (apologetic);

Samaritans. Robinson, Reaaarchea, vol. iii.; T. Q. J.

Juynboll, Commentarii in hi^ortam ffenfu

SamairiiafUB, Leyden, 1846 (the best collection of the older

matnlaD: A. KnobeU Zur (TsscAtcAie dsr SamanlafMr, Qiet-

Mn, 1846; J. Qrimm, Dia Samantar ynd ihrt Sidluitc awr
WaUgaaehictUa, Munich, 1864; H. Petermann, Raiaan u»
Oriant, L 260-202, Leipnc, 1860; Heidenbeim. in Dautadka
Viartalfahraaehnft, i. sqq., 374 sqq.; J. W. Nutt, Skatek
of Samaritan Hiatory, Dogma, and Litaratuta, London, 1874:
A. Cowley, in JQR, 1806, pp. 562 aqq. [J. A. Montgomenr.
Tha Samaritana, Philadelphia, 1907; Jacob. Son of Aanm
(high priest of the Samaritans). Tha Maaaiome Hopa of tka
Samaritana, trand. from tha Arabic by AbduOah ban Kori,
ad, with Introduction by W, B. Barton, (Jhieago, 1006; J. W.
Rothetein, Judan nfid SamarHaner. Die grvndlaoenda
Schaidung von Judantum urtd Haidantum. Bina kriiiacha

Stwiia aum Bucha Haggai urut aur jUdiaehan Oeachichta im
aratan nachaxUiachan Jahrhundart, Leipeie. 1908.] (2) On
individual points in history: J. F. ZachariA, Da Samaritama
aonmtqua templo in monta Oariaim, Jena, 1723; Schuls, Da
imptaeabUi Judatorum in Samaritaa odio, Wittenberg, 1756;
D. Mill, Da eauaia odii Jftdmoa irUar atqua Samaritanoa in
Diaaarlationaa aalaetm, Leyden, 1743; S. de Saoy. CkraaUfma-
thia Arabia, L 163 sqq., iL 177 sqq., Paris, 1806 (extract from
Ma^risi's "Description of Egypt"); idem, Mimoira aur
rstat actual daa Samarilaina, ib. 1812, in extended form in
Notieaa at exiraita daa manuacrita da la bibliothaque du roi, pp.
1-39, ib. 1831 (deals especially with the dogmatics of tlie

Samaritans); Oesenius, Da Samaritanonim thaologia as
fonHbua inadiHa, Halle, 1723; J. J. L. Bargte, Lea Samtarv-
taina da Naplouaa, Paris, 1855; G. H. A. von Ewald. Go-
aehichU daa Volkaa laraal, iii. 724 sqq., iv. 129 sqq., 197 sqq..
274 sqq., Gdttingen. 1864-66; M. Appel, Quaationaa da re-

bua Samaritanontm avb imperio Romano paraetia, Breslau.
1874; A. BrOll, Zur GeachichU und Litiaratur daa Samari-
tanar, Frankfort, 1876; Geiger, in ZDMG, id, 730 sqq., ziL
132 sqq., xiv. 622 sqq., xvL 389 sqq., xz. 527 sqq.; Tiig-
licht, Dar Kuih&ar ala Baobaehtar daa Gaaataaa, Eriangen,
1888; L. Wreschner, Samaritarnaeha TradiHonan, Berlin,
1888 (includes materials from the twelfth eentuiy). (8) In-
terehange of oorreq>ondenoe between Samaritans and Euro-
peans is contained in C. F. Sehnurrer, Samaritaniaehar Briaf-
tpeehaal, in Rapartorium fikr bibliaeha und morganUtndiacha
Littaraiur, ix. 1 sqq.; 8. de Sacyt Littarm Samaritanorum ad
J. Scaligantm, in the same. xiiL 257 sqq.; Allaiius, Bpia-
tolm SamarUanm Siehamitarum ad J. Ludolfum, Zeits, 1688;
Bruns, Bpiatola Samaritana Sichamitarttm tertia ad J, Ludol-
fum, HelmsUkdt, 1781; 8. de Sacy, in Notieaa at axtraita daa
manuacrita da la bibliothiqua du roi, t:^ 1-235, Paris, 1831;
ZDMG, xviL 375^76; Datdacha Viarta^ahnaehrift, I 78
sqq.; ZDPV, 1885, 149 sqq.; JQR, vol xvL no. 63; Bib-
liothaoa aaera, Ix. 610; and a letter ia facsimile and tnosla-
tion to King Oscar of Sweden, Upsala, 1897.

(1) On the grammar of the language consult: F. Uble-
mann, Inatitutionaa lingum Samaritanm, Leipsie, 1837; Q. J.

NichoUs. A Grammar of tha Samaritan Lam-
8. On the guaga vith Bxtraeta and VoaJlndant, London,
Saored or 1858; H. Petermann, Bracia lingum Samari-

Semi-Saored tana grammatiea, Uttaratura, ehraatomatkia,

Bookg. cum gloaaario, Berlin. 1873; S. Kohn, Zur
Spra^ia, Literatur, und Dogmatik dar Samari-

tanar, Leipsie, 1876; J. Rosenberg. Lahrbuch dar aamaritan'
iachan Spraeha und Litaratwr, Vienna, 1901. On lexioog-

raphy: (^astelli, Laseieon heptaglotton, London. 1669; idem,
AnimadvaraaHonaa Samaritana, in the ** London Poly-
glot,'* voL vi.; 8. Kohn, Sanwritaniacha Studian, Braslau,
1868. On Samaritan-Hebrsw: T. Ndldeke, Uabar aimiga
aamaritaniach-arabiaehan Schriftan, dia htbrAiaeha Spraeha
betrafand, G5ttingen. 1862; H. Petermann, Varaueh ainar

habrHiachan Formanlehra naeh dar Auiapraeha dar hauHgan
Samaritanar nabat ainar danach gtbUdatan tranaakripHon dar
Geneaia, Leipsie, 1868. (2) On the Hebrew-Samaritan
Pentateuch: bibliography under Biblb Tixts, A, IV.; the
reprint by B. Blaynay, Oxford, 1790; C. F. Houbigant
printed the Samaritan variants to the Hebrew text in his

Biblia Babraiea, Paris, 1753; a collation by B. Kennieott
is in his Vatua Taatamanium HAraioa, vol. i., Oxford. 1776.

in the Bagster edition of the O. T., London. 1844, and in

Petermann's Varaueh . . . Formanlehra, ut sup., pp. 219
sqq. On the manuscripts: J. Q. Eichhom, Einia^ung ina

AUa TeatamarU, u. 584 sqq., Leipsie, 1803; Bj6rnstal, in

Repertorium fUr bibliaeha und morgardAndiaeha IMUrObm^
iii. 84 sqq.; Rosen, in ZDMG, xviii. 582 sqq.; A. Harkavy.
" The Sazoaritan Manuscripts of the Pentateuch in the Im-
perial Library at St Petersburg.** St. Petersburg, 1875 (in

Russian); G. Margoliouth. in JQR, July. 1903, pp. 632 sqq.;

and the literature under Biblb Vbbsions. A.. IV. Critioal

expoaitiona aro: W. Oeaeniua, Da PatUaUwM Somaaitanm
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imdoU, Hftlle, 1815; F. Blaek, Einlmiung in dtu AUe Teata-
mwmi, ed. KamphauMo, pp. 757 aqq., Berlin, 1870; W. M.
L». do Wette, Einleitvng in da§ AUe Teatament, ed. Sohnder,
pp. 203 aqq., Beriin, 1800; F. Bleek, Einleituno, etc., ed.

J. WellhauMn, pp. 570, 643. BerUn. 1878; £. W. E. Reuse,
G^fckiehU der heUigan SeKriften de$ AUen TeMamenU, pp.
470 eqq., Brunswick. 1881; B. Pick, in Biblioihaoa Sacra,
Jma.. 1877-Apr., 1878; K6nig, in DB, extra vol.. pp. 68-
72. On the Saniaritan translations of the Pentateuch:
printed texts axe in the Paris and London Polyglots; an
editaoQ was begun by Q. Petermann, PentaieuehuM Samari-
toiMM, of which he published Genesis and Exodus, Berlin,
1873-73, eontinued and completed by C. VoUers, 1883-01
(Petennann's part not very well done; cf. Kohn in ZDMO,
xlvii. 626-607); A. BrOll, Daa Samaritaniaehe Targum turn
PamiaUuch, 5 parts and two appendixes, Frankfort, 1873-
1870: idem, KritiKhs Studien aber aamariUmiaehe Frag-
memU . . . u» Oxford, ib. 1375; 8. Kohn, Zur Spradie, etc.,

at sup., pp. 215 sqq.; If. Heidenheim, in Bibliotheca Samari-
tans, ToL L, Leipsio, 1884 (uncritical); A. Harkavy gives a
collation of the St. Petersbuig fragments with the polyglot
text in Kataloo dtr hebrAischtn und aamaritanUcKen Hand-
achrifun, Leipsic, 1875; P. Kahle, in ZA, xvi (1001), 83
aqq.. xvii (1002), 1 sqq.; Kohn in ZDMO, 1800, pp. 650
•QQ.; P. Kahle, TextkriHaehs und Itxikaliaeha Bemerkungen
Mutn mmarilaniaehan Pantaieuehiargum, Halle, 1808; and
the works on introduction ut sup. by Eichhom, De Wette-
Schiader, Bleek-Kamphausen, and K6nig. On the Arabic
reiBkia of the Pentateuch: the works on introduction by
Eiehhom (u. 264 sqq.), and De Wette-Schrader (p. 135);
H. E. Q. Paulus, in Netisa Reperioriumt 1701. pp. 171 sqq.;
8. de Sacy, Da varaione SamarUano-Arabiea librorum Moyaia,
in AUgamaina BUUiothak der bibliachen LiUerattar, x. 1-176,
with additions, in Mhnoirea da VaeadMnia dea inacripHona at

baUta Uttraa, xlix. 1 sqq. (fundamental); A. Kuenen issued
the text of the first three books, Leyden, 1851-54; J. Bloch,
Die aamoritaniaeh-aralnaehe PeniaUuchObtraeUunOt Devt. «.-

xL, Berlin, 1001 (cf. P. Kahle, in ZeOachrift fUr habr&iacha
BibUograj^ia, 1002, no. 1). On the Book of Joshua: for the
older literature the " Introduction " of Eichhom, iii. 412
•QQ.. and of De Wette-Schrader, pp. 307 sqq.; and Jusm-
boll, Ckronieon Samaritanum, heydea, 1848 (edits the only
Buuuiseript in Arabic with Samaritan letters); M. Qaster,
Daa Bveh Joahua in hebrAiach-aamaritaniacher Reaenaion,
amidarkt und aum eratan Mala herauagegaban, Leipsic, 1008.

On the other chronicles: C. F. Schnurrer edited twenty
paces ci the text of Abu'l Fat^ in Nausa Repertorium (1700),
117 sqq.; £. Vilmar, Abvljathi annalaa Samaritani, CSotha,

1865 (complete); the Bodleian codex by Payne Smith in

Devtachan Vimtdjahraackrift fUr engliach-theologiaeha For-
ackung, u (1863), 304 sqq., 432 sqq.; and De Wette-Schra-
der. ut sup., pp. 308-309. A. Neubauer edited a later man-
necript, not the same as Abu*l Fate's work, in JA, xiv
(1860), 385-386; E. N. Adler and M. Seligsohn edited in

RSJ, xHv (1002)-xlvi (1008) a " new Samaritan dhron-
iele *' (cf. Clermont-Oanneau, in Journal daa aavanta, Jan.,

1904. pp. 34 sqq., and ReeuaQ d^archSologia oriantala, vol. vi).

On manuscripts of other literature: Barton in Biblioihaoa

eocm, Oct., 1908, pp. 612 sqq.; Neubauer, in Chroniqua
aamariiaina, pp. 467 sqq. (on MSS. in the

8. On Ibum- British Museum); 0. Maigoliouth, Deacrip-
•oripts and Uva Liat of Hebrew and Samaritan MSS.,

Other London, 1893 (on the same); for the Bod-
Works, leian MSS., Neubauer, Caialogua of Hebrew

MSS., Oxford, 1853; for those at St. Peteiv-
huxg, A. Harkavy, CoUadion of Samaritan MSS. at St.

Patenburg* London, 1874. [Add R. (k>ttheil, in JBL, xxv.
1 (1906).] A general review of later publications tiU 1866
is given by A. Greiger, in ZDMO, vols, xvi-xxii. On the
litoiiy: W. (Sesenius, Carmina Samaritana, Halle, 1824;
numeious examples are given by M. Heidenheim in the
Datdaehea Vierteljahraaehrift, (}otha, 1860-67; cf. idem, in
BiUiothaoa Samaritana, iL-iv., Leipsic, 1885-87; A. Merx.
Carwnna Samaritana, Rome, 1887; A. E. Cowley, in JQR,
vii (1894), 121 sqq.; idem. The Samaritan Liturgy, 2 vob..
New York, 1900, London, 1910; 8. Rappopost, La Liturgia
aamaritaina, offica du aoir dea fHea, Angeie, 1900; idem, in

JTA, 9 ser., xvL 289 sqq. On the Haggada and exegesis of
the Pentateuch: here belongs the Samaritan Marhah, in

pore Aramaic a oommentary of the fourth century, copied

fay Petermann in 1868 from a Nablu9 MS., ed. H. Baneth,
Berlin. 1888; cf. E. Munk. Daa Samaritanera Marqah, Ber-
lin. 1890; M. Heidenheim. Der Kommentar Margaha, in

BMiathaoa Samaritana, vol. iii., Weimar, 1896; L. Em-

merich, Daa Siegaaliad, eine SchriftarklArung dea Samari-
tanara Marqah, part i., Berlin, 1897; L. Hildesheimer, Daa
Samaritanera Marqah Buck der Wundar, Berlin, 1898. C. F.
Schnurrer published in the Repertorium fUr Inbliaehe . . .

Litteratur, xvi (1785), 154 sqq.. Probe einea aamarit.-bibU-
aehen Kommentara on Qen. xlix.; Drabkin, Fragmanta con^
mentarii ad pantat. Samaritano-Arabici aex, Breslau, 1875.
On halacha: the chief work is the Kitab al-kafi, a work dated
1042 A.D., in thirty-two chapters, compiled from the work of
the most esteemed Samaritans; N. Cohn edited chap. x.
as Dia Zaraathgeaelaa der Bibat . . . , Frankfort, 1899;
M. Klumel, " Miachpatim.** Bin aamarit.-arab, Kom-
mentar au Ex, xxi.-xxii. IS, Berlin, 1902; S. Hanover, Daa
Featgeaeta daa Samaritaner . . . , ib. 1904. Literature on
the Taheb: the earlier works are given in SchOrer, Oaaehichta,

ii 522; A. Merx, Ein aamarit. Fragment aber den Taeb oder
Maaaiaa aua der Ootbaer Handachrift, Leyden, 1893 (cf. Hil-
genfeld in ZWT, 1894. pp. 233 sqq., 1895. p. 156); Cowley,
in Expoaitor, Mar., 1895, pp. 161 sqq.; (joldsiher, in ZDMO,
Ivi (1902), 411HI12. On other (secular) literature, J.

Freudenthal, HaUeniatiacha Studien, heft 1, Breslau, 1874.

(E. KAX7TZ8CH.)

SAMARITAN PENTATEUCH. See Biblb Vbb-
8ION8, A., IV.

SAMSON: The son of Manoah, of the tribe of

Dan, and the last popular hero of the book of Judges
(xiii.-xvi.)y which drew upon special written

sources, apparently with only a few additions. The
special characteristic of Samson was his great and
divinely given strength, due to the fact that before

his birth he had beoi dedicated a lifelong Nadrite,

his powers depending on his faithful observance of

his vows, particularly by refraining from cutting his

hair. He was, moreover, quick of wit, and full of

biting irony, but he was also reckless and self-con-

fident, so that he was finally overcome rather by the
craft than by the strength of his foes. In like fash-

ion he was impractical, and though the spirit of

Yahweh moVed him against the enemies of Israel

(Judges xiii. 25, xiv. 4), his prowess was manifested
chiefly in deeds of mischief and in love adventures.

The spirit of Yahweh which aided him, especially

in time of need (Judges xiv. 6, 19, xv. 14; cf. xvi.

20), was often made to serve foolish and unworthy
ends, so that even his serious battles had no unify-

ing purpose, and his victories bore no adequate re-

sult. Chily in a formal sense, to be in harmony with
the accounts of his predecessors, can he be said to

have ** judged Israel " twenty years (Judges xv.

20, xvi. 31). He is never described as lea^ng his

people, who received but slight profit from the en-

terprises which he undertook for his own glory

(Judges xiii. 5), and his character was marred by
his excessive amorousness. Samson thus presents

a dual aspect, the antithesis between divine calling

and the nature of man, the theories of opposition

between pagan nature m3rth and monotheistic re-

working, or between popular account and religious

revision, being inadequate explanations.

Judges xiii. records a twofold appearance of an
angel of the Lord, announcing to Manoah and his

barren wife the birth of a son who should be dedi-

cated to Yahweh from his birth and should '' begin

to deliver Israel out of the hand of the Philistines."

The first cycle of Samson's deeds centers around his

wooing of and marriage with a Philistine bride liv-

ing at Timnath. On his way to her he tore asunder

a lion, an event which furnished him the basis for a
riddle with which he puzzled the Philistine wedding
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guests until his bride ooaxed its solution from him,

whereupon he boldly slew thirty of the inhabitants

of Ashkelon to obtain the garments to pay his for-

feit (Judges ziv.). The marriage was abruptly

broken ofif, but Samson still regarded his bride as his

lawful wife (Judges xv. 1) and avenged the giving

of her to another man by burning ihe fields of the

Philistines. The latter thereupon destroyed both
father-in-law and wife, while Samson, in his turn,

slaughtered laige nimibers of them. Delivered into

the hands of the Philistines by the men of Judah, he
nevertheless slew a thousand more Philistines with

the jawbone of an ass (Judges xv.). Somewhat
later, when captured while enmeshed in an amour
in Qasa, Samson carried off the city gates by night

(Judges xvi. 1-4). He was finally destroyed, how-
ever, by his intrigue with a Philistine woman named
Delilah, who prevailed upon him to reveal the true

secret of his strength and then betrayed him to her

compatriots, who seised and blinded him, oom-
pelling him to work as a slave in the prison at Gasa
(Judges xvi. 4-21). But the hair which Delilah

had shorn grew again, and with it his strength re-

turned, whereupon, with one last mighty revenge,

he destroyed both the Philistines and himself by
pulling down the temple of the god Dagon (Judges

xvi. 22 sqq.).

The attempt has been made to connect this story

with Semitic and Indo-Germanic myths, the hero's

name, as a derivative of ahemeshf "sun," being

etymologised as " littie sun " or as *' sunlike " (al-

though others derive it from shamem^ " to be laid

waste," while according to Joeephus, Ant,, V., viii.

4, it signifies '* strong "), Samson being compared
with the' Greek Herakles, a view early current in the

Church (Eusebius, Chran., ed. A. Sch5ne, pp. 54-

55, Berlin, 1875-76; Philaster, Far., viii.; Geor-

gius Syncellus, ed. G. Dindorf, i. 309, Bonn, 1820),

which derived the Greek from the Hebrew story.

In accordance with this supposed resemblance, the

attempt has repeatedly been made to explain the

account of Samson as a sun myth, the hair wherein

Samson's strength lies being interpreted as the ra3r8

of the sun, the lion of Judges xiv. 5 sqq., being the

lodiacal sign of Leo, Delilah representing Omphale,
and the gates of Gasa being the Pillars of Hercules,

etc. A common source of the traditions concern-

ing Samson and Heracles, or a Semitic bond of

union, has been sought in the Babylonian Gil-

gamesh epic; but since the points of difference

from the account of Samson are far stronger than
the points of similarity, which are often strained,

and since many details in the Hebrew story can
scarcely be explained as parts of a nature myth,
other scholars regard Samson as a historical per-

sonality, despite certain legendary accretions. Still

others exclude the nature myth entirely, although
attributing more or less scope to local tradition.

The life of Samson shows strong influence of local

coloring and was restricted to a limited territory

(cf. Judges xiv. 1, 5, 19, xv. 17 sqq., xvi. 1, 3-4);

his entire figure is genuinely Hebraic; and he was a
trueNasirite, whose wonderful power, vanishing with
his recreancy to his vows, is by this fact shown to

have been divine in origin (cf. Qen. vi. 4) even though
turned to unworthy purposes. (C. von Orblu.)

Bibuookapst: The mott vftluable tnatmeot is siven in

the oommcatariM named under Judobs, paitieulailjr

thoee of Moore, Budde. and Nowadc For other dieeue-

moDB oonmilt: Q. O. Roekoff, Die Simaoneaoe und tUr

Htnklmm^u», Leipsic, 1860; Steinthal, in I. QokUOier.
Hebrew Mythoioffy, Pp. 392-446, London, 1877; E.

Wietske, Der hiblieehe Simaon und der Oavptieehe Horoe-
Ra, Wittenberi. 1888; F. Baethgen, BeitrOoe evr eemm-
echen ReligionaoeechiehU, pp. 161 aqq., Berlin, 1889; Van
Doominek, in ThT, 1894, pp. 14-^2. 1896, pp. 162-167;

F. Vigouioux. La Bible et lee dieoueertee tnodemee, iiL 172-

220, PaxM. 1896; idem, Dittionnaire, faee. zxxv. 1434-

1436; J. 8. Reuier, Die Hauptperetmen dee Bichterbuchee

in Talmud und Midraeeh, /., Simeon^ Beiiin. 1902; A.
Jermmae, Dae AUe Teetameni tm lAchte dee aUen OrUnte,

pp. 287-288, Leiptio, 1904; D. VAlter, AegypteH «md die

Bibd, pp. 107 aqq., Leydeo, 1904; P. Ckxui, The Story of
Sametm and ite Place in the Retigioue DeeeUtpmemt of Mam-
kind, Chioaco, 1907; H. Stahn, Die Simeoneaoe, 06ttins-
en, 1906; DB, iv. 377-381; BB, iv. 4268-70; JB, id. 1-2.

SAMSON, BERHHARDIN. See Sanson.

SAMSON, GEORGE WUITKKIKLD: Baptist; b.

at Harvard, Mass., Sept. 29, 1819; d. at New York
Aug. 8, 1896. He was graduated from Brown Uni-
versity, 1839, and Newton Theological Institution,

Newton Centre, Mass., 1843; was pastor of the E
Street Church, Washington, D. C. 1843-50; at Ja-

maica Plam, Boston, Mass., 1850-52; E Street,

Washington, D. C, 1853-59; president of Colum-
bian College, Washington, D. C, 1859-71; of Rut-
gera Female Seminary, New York, 1871-75; pastor

of First Church, Harlem, New York, 1873-81;

from 1883 he was secretary in charge of Liberia Col-

lege; after 1884 conducted private collegiate and
theological instruction; and after 1886 was acting

president of Rutgers Female College, New York.

After his death Rev. Dr. Leighton Williams con-

tinued his class in theology in expanded form' as the

Amity Theological School, New York City. He was
the author of To daimonuhi, or the Spiritual Medium
(Boston, 1852; 2d ed., under title Spiritualism

Tested, 1860); Elements of Art Criticism (Philadel-

phia, 1867) ; Physical Media in Spiritual Manifestor

turns, illustratedfromAncient and Modem Testimony

(1869); The Atonement (1878); Divine Law as to

Wines (New York, 1880); Ouide to Self Education

(1886); 6Jid Idols to Fashion and Culture (188S).

SAMUEL.
I. The Prophet
Name, LineacOi Youth (| 1).

Later Life; Character (| 2).

n. The Books of Samuel.
Form and Ck»tentB (| 1).

The Text (| 2).

Sources and Ck>mpo8ition (| 3).

Date and Value (| 4).

L The Prophet: The name Samuel is of early

origin, pointing to pre-Hebraic times; its meaning
is ''his name is El''; in I Sam. i. 20 it is given the

significance "asked of God," though strictly its

meaning is "heard of Crod." According to I Sam. i.

1 , Samuel came of Ephraimitic lineage; but it is not

probable that the Ramathaim-sophim
z. Name, of that passage, the Ramah where
Lineage, Samuel was bom, had his house, died.

Youth, and was buried, is to be identified

with the (Ephraimitic) Ramah in Ben-
jamin two hours north of Jerusalem, the modem
el-Ram, but rather with the place called in the New
Testament Arimathea, perhaps the present Beit-
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Rimft near Tibne. Against the Ephraimitic origin

ol Samuel, I Chron. vi. 11 sqq., 18 sqq. speaks,

where unmistakably the same family-tree is given

as in I Sam. i., tracing the descent from the Levite

K<^iath. Many regard this as an arbitrary arrange-

ment of the Chronicler, who desired to derive ^e
priest Samuel from the Levites according to "Mo-
saic" law. The argimients for the non-Levitical

origin of Samuel are not absolutely conclusive.

Samuel*s continiial residence at the sanctuary as

against the ordinary term of residence of Levites is

explained by his mother's vow (I Sam. i. 11); while

Rama was not a Levitical city, the Levites lived in

other than Levitical cities. Yet Elkanah's yearly

pilgrimage to the shrine might easily find other

explanation ihan that of Levitical duty, and I Sam.
L 1 nowhere suggests Levitical origin. But Samuel's

grandson Heman, the celebrated singer, was a
Levite (I Chron. xxv. 4, cf. vi. 18-19) ; on the other

hand the boimdaries between Levites and others

may not have been hard and fast at that period,

and men may have become Levites through a vow.
Such a vow Hannah registered in beseeching a son,

promising his lifelong service to God, and also that

he should be a Nasirite (q.v.). This vow she ful-

filled after her request had been granted and she had
weaned the child, and he became an attendant at

Shiloh, "girded with a linen ephod" (I Sam. ii. 18;

see Ephoo). There he was speedily distinguished

by being made the recipient of divine revelations,

the first being that which concerned the judgment
of God on Eli and his house (I Sam. iii.). After the

death of Eli Samuel became the leader in Israel and
that people's judge, the reformer of its religion

(I Sam. vii. 3 sqq.), and by his answered prayer its

savior (verses 9 sqq.).

Concerning his later life little appears which is

striking, apart from I Sam. vii., which is contested

on critical grounds (see below). But if this portion

of the history be given up, attested though it is by
the stone Eben-eser (verse 12), the title of father

which Samuel bears in his old age
3. Later vouches for his thorough and com-
Life; prehensive activity. His journeys

Character, among the people and attendance at

their gatherings at Bethel, Gilgal,

Mizpah, where he acted as consecrator of the offer-

ings and as judge, tended to build up Mosaic tradi-

tion and prophetic illumination and to prepare for

a better ethical-religious situation in the land. To
this end the prophetic schools were a part of the

means. Through his worth and eminence he con-

tributed to the imifying of the people; and if the

Philistine yoke was not altogether broken, the lot

of Israelites was at least bearable. In his old age
BCMTow assailed him through his sons' departiu'e

from his upright course, and the people demanded
a king, which he at first opposed, and then, at a
higher bidding, granted (see Saul). His work,

however, was not at an end, his duty being to an-

nounce Saul's supersession and to anoint David
(q.v.). While David was being persecuted by Saul,

Samuel died, and Saul followed not long after. Since

Moses, alongside whom he is placed (Ps. xcix. 6;

Jer. XV. 1), no one had been endowed with so rich a
spirit and entrusted with so high and oomprehen-

X.—13

sive tasks as Samuel who gathered in himself all

the theocratic offices, officiating as priest, prophet,

and judge, and becoming the founder of the king-

dom. I^ office of priest came to him not by birth

but by an inner call and the external needs of the
times; the external organization of the cultus is

ascribed to him (I Chron. ix. 22), and his prophetic

activity was thorough and comprehensive, he being
possibly the founder of the prophetic schools. His
ethical deliverance in I Sam. xv. 22-23 became the
keynote of subsequent prophecy, while his work
had bearing upon the building up of the "Torah"
and upon prophetic writing. He appears as a true

servant of God, who subjected his own will to that
of the deity, and endeavored to lead the people to

realize its higher call over against the striving for

national greatness and worldly might.

n. The Books of Samuel: In the Hebrew these

books were originally one (cf. Origen, in Eusebius,
Hist, ecd.f VI., xxv.), in the Septuagint they were
divided and called I and II Kings; this (Uvision

into two books appeared in the Hebrew text of D.
Bomberg's edition (Venice, 1517), but

z. Form the Masoretic remarks prove the orig-

and Con- inal unity, showing I Sam. xxviii. 24
tents. to be the middle verse of the book.

It bears the name of Samuel because in

the first part he is the principal character, not be-

cause he is the author, as later Baba Bathra (14b)

mistcdcenly declared. The contents of the books
connect closely with the contents of the Book of

Judges, showing how out of the confusion of those

times the Hebrew kingdom arose and soon reached

its highest point. They divide into three main
parts: (1) history of Samu'^l, the last judge and the

prophetic founder of the idngdom (I., i.-xii.); (2)

history of Saul (I., xiii.-xxxi.) ; (3) history of David
(II., i.-xxi v.), though the latter part is not complete,

the closing days and death of David being de-

scribed in I Kings. But the author surely wrote
after the death of David (II Sam. v. 5), and certain

signs indicate that he wrote also the history of

Solomon; moreover, it is clear that he used various

written sources.

The form of the text of the book requires special

consideration, the Hebrew text being very often

defective and not seldom susceptible of

2. The Text correction from the Septuagint. Yet
in places this version follows a variant

recension. Sometimes the Hebrew text is the more
detailed, sometimes the Greek; the former is fullest

in the story of the youth and persecution of David
by Saul, and this raises the question whether the

Greek translators (or the writer of their Hebrew
exemplar) had in mind to simplify and harmonize
the text or whether the longer Hebrew text con-

tains insertions later than the Greek version. In the

latter case, the source of the additions is sought
either in a later midrash or in earlier books which
threw light upon the sitiiation. In the reconstruo-

tion of the text IGostermann is too subjective,

while Thenius, Wellhausen, and Petri stress too

much the Septuagint. While in many passages

the Septuagint helps to the correct text, in others

the Masoretic points to the better reading, the Sep>
tuagint leaning on a variant text or not being exact.
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That the text is composite in its sources appears

from the dissimilarities of its parts, mingh'ng de-

tailed narrative with brief notices of events. Thus
of the elevation of Saul to the throne late critics find

three narratives, I Sam. xi.; ix. 1-10, 16; viii. 10,

17-27, which should, however, be reduced to two,

vis., ix. 1-10, 16, X. 27b, xi. 11, 15, and, for the

second narrative, viii. 10, 17-27a, xi. 12-14. These
two reports are marked by strong characteristics.

According to the earliest of these Samuel shoe's

only joy in the erection of the kingdom, while the

more pessimistic account reflects either the exilic or

postexilic times (Wellhausen), the time of Hosea
(Kittel), or of Hesekiah (Kuenen). As a theocrat

Samuel must have had gloomy forebodings over the

new movement. Yet it is granted by several of the

critics that this doubling of the narrative does not
necessarily imply that either is false. Klostermann
sees in the two accounts only apparent, not real,

discrepancies. It is noteworthy that criticism

sees so often in I Samuel doublets or repeated ac-

counts of the same events. Some of these are: the

rending of the kingdom from Saul, xiii. S-14 and
XV. 12 sqq.; the two accounts of the hurling

of the spear at David, xviii. 10-11 (not in the

Septuagint) and xix. 9-10; the double betrayal of

David by the Ziphites, xxiii. 19-28 and xxvi.; the

repetition of the proverb in x. 12 and xix. 24; the

double sparing of Saul by David, xxiv. and xxvi.;

the two flights of David to the Philistines, xxi. 10

sqq. and xxvii. 1 sqq. In most of these cases repeti-

tion of the occurrences is psychologically probable,

while each story has its own characteristics. But
in these books as in other historical books of the

Bible the union of varied accounts gives rise to

difficulties, to gaps, and to incongruities. Thus
I., vii. 13-14 does not agree with ix. 16, x. 5, xiii.,

dealing with the control of the land by the Philis-

tines, though the critics often press too far the con-

tent of the passage vii. 2-17. So in the history of

David the separate narratives are put together

without attempt to harmonize the differences (see

David). While II Samuel is wrought into a closer

unity, circumstances of this kind are not lacking.

While the Books of Kings often name their sources,

reference to a source is made only once in Samuel
(II., i. 18, where the book of Ja^er is named, cf.

Josh. X. 13). There is no reason to hold that other

pieces of poetry given in Samuel are from this source,

such as the Song of Hannah (I Sam.
3. Sources ii.), an early psalm of victory, and the

and Com- lament over Abner (II Sam. iii. 33-34),

position, which is genuine. The piece in II

Sam. xxii. («Ps. xviii.) is among the

psalms best attested as Davidic; while the "last

words of David'' (II Sam. xxiii. 1-7) are to be re-

garded as genuine. For the historical contents no
source is adduced. II Sam. viii. 16 first mentions
a "recorder,'' who appears to have been a perma-
nent official, so that annals of the reigns of David
and Solomon could have been available whence such

data as II Sam. xx. 23-26 might have been drawn.
But the chief sources were doubtless the prophetical

accounts such as those referred to in I Chron. xxix.

29, the " book of Samuel the Seer, and . . . Nathan
the prophet, and . . . Gad tiie seer." These

references can not be to the varied parts of the BodlcB

of Samuel, but are rather prophetical narratives

which seem to have been accessible to the (Jhronickr

as parts of a greater work on the kings of Israel and
Judah. Whether the prophets named left historical

narratives or not, some such sources were used by
the author of the Books of Samuel, and the composi-
tion was governed by a divine pragmatism. Comill
divides the chief material between J. and E., though
convincing proof is lacking. A Deuteronomic re-

daction like that of the Book of Judges is generally

accepted as fact, though parts of the contents do not
show the marks of this. Kittel distinguishes be-

tween an older and a later class of sources: the

first includes a Jerusalemitic history of David from
the time of Solomon or Rehoboajn, another not

much later, and a history of Saul contemporary
with the second source; the later class includes an
Ephraimitic history of Samuel and David from the

time of Hosea; this material was worked over by
the Deuteronomic redactor of Judges, while another

Deuteronomist worked over the whole material

Oettli sees an earlier and a later section in the book,

the earlier favorable to the kingdom and the later

prophetic in its interests; the whole was edited in

Deuteronomic style. Most important is the fact

that contemporary sources are generally recognised.

The time of the final composition of the book
from these various sources can be only approxi-

mated. In general, it was later than the death of

David (II Sam. v. 5), and subsequent to the division

of the kingdom (I Sam. xxvii. 6). A
4. Date and considerable time had elapsed since ihe

Value, events described, according to the fre-

quent use of the formuU "unto this

day" (e.g., I Sam. v. 5) and the reference to ar-

cheological matters such as I Sam. ix. 9; yet such a

passage as I Sam. xxvii. 6 forbids a date in the

exile. Schrader would place these books with other

historical books shortly before the exile; the rabbis

ascribed them to Jeremiah; St&helin puts them in

the time of Hesekiah, and they may be older than

this. The author was no mere compiler, but had a

definite plan and the prophetic standpoint in view.

Critics generally grant the historical value of the

work, while the Hebrew is piire and the narrative

simple and lively, presenting a truthful and not a

glossed history of the times and individuals.

(C. VON Orelu.)

Bibuookapst: On tb« prophet the reader it referred to the

oomineotariee (aee below) and to world on the history of

the Hebrews (under Abab; and IsnASL. Histort of).

Of the foUowinc epeoial nota may be made: G. C. M.

Douclas. Samud and hu Age; Study in the ConatituHonal

Bi9t. oflerad, London. 1901; F. B. Kdster, Die Pn>pheten

dee Alien und Neuen TeetamenU, Altona. 1838; H. Ewald.
Oeechichte det Volkee lerad, ii. 591 eqq., iii. 1 sqq.. G5t-

tincen. 1865-66. Eng. transl.. London. 1883; F. E. Kaa«.
Offenbiarungebeoriff dee AUen Teetament, pp. 69-70, Letp-

io. 1882; J. Robertson. Barlv Rdiinon of Imrael, Edin-

buish. 1892; H. Quthe, Oeechichte dee Volkee lend, pp.

68 eqq.. TObingen. 1889; F. B. Meyer. Samud the Prop^
new ed.. London. 1900; H. P. Smith. Old Teetament Bid,,

New York. 1903; S. Oettli. OeecMehU leraele bie ami
Alexander, Calw. 1905; Wellhausen. ProUoomena; DB,
iv. 381-382; EB, iv. 4270-73; JB, ». 5-8; Vigouiooz*

Dietionnaire, fase. xzxv. 1435-1442.

On questions of introduction and text consult the liteia>

turs in and tmder Bibuoal iNTBODUonoN. espedally

Driver. Kirkpatrick. Davidson, Coraill. and HcFadyen;
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and the foUowing: K. H. Graf* D« librorum 8amueli$ ei

Rmffvm eompontione^ Augsbuii, 1842; G. E. Eaxo, D§
fontOnu Ubrorum qui feruntur Sixmudu, Beriin, 1862; F.
Bdttcher. Netu exegttiach'kritiache AehrenUse Mtan A. T.,

ToL i. Leipsic, 1863; J. Wellhausen, Der Ttxt der Backer
Samud uiUerntchi, Odttingen, 1871; C. H. Comill, in

ZKW, 1885. pp. 112 aqq.; idem. K&nigsberoer Studitn,

L 25 aqq., EdiiigBbei«. 1888; idem. BinUituno in da§ A. T.,

FrdhuTg, 1S91. Eng. tranal.. 2 vols.. New York. 1907;
idem. inZATW.x (1890). 96 sqq.; K. Budde. in ZATW,
viii (1888). 223 sqq.; idem. Die BUeher RiehUr und Samuel,
Giessen. 1890; idem, in SBOT, 1894; R. Kittel. Oeechichte

der HebfUer, ii. 22 sqq.. Gtotha. 1888-92. Eng. transl..

London. 1895; idem, in TSK, 1892. pp. 44 sqq.; S. R.
Driver. Notee on the Hebrew Text of the Books of Samud,
Oxford, 1890 (indispensable); A. Kuenen, Hietorieeh'

krMaehe Eifdeitung in die BUeher dee A. T., I., u. 37-62.
Leipsic. 1890; T. K. Cheyne. Aide to the Devoid Study of
CriHciem, pp. 1-126. London. 1892; N. Peters. BeitrOge

sur Text- und LiUemrkrUik, Freibuis. 1899; 8. A. Cook,
in American Journal of Semitic Languaoee, 1900. pp. 145~
177; G. Stosch. Die Urkunden der SamueUgeechichte^
Gatef8k>h. 1901; P. N. Schldgl. Libri Samudie, Vienna.
1905: E. Sievere. Mdriache Studien, part 3. Leipsic.1907;
Wellhausen. Prolegomena; DB, iv. 382-391; EB, iv.

4273-81; JE, xi. 8-13.

Cbmmentaries are by: H. P. Smith. New York, 1899;
O. Theoius. Leipsic. 1864. 3d ed. by M. Ldhr. 1898 (the

prefatory notes are valuable); C. F. Keil and F. Do-
litnch. Edinburgh. 1876; C. F. D. Erdmann. in Lange's
Commentary. New York. 1877; A. F. Kirkpatrick. in

Cambridge Bible, 2 vob.. Cambridge. 1880-€^ R. Payne
South and others, in Pulpit Commentary, 2 vols., London
and New York. 1880-88; T. J. Conant. Philadelphia.

1884; A. Klostermann. Ndrdlingen. 1887; W. G. Blaikie.

in Expoeitoi^a Bible, 2 vols.. London. 1887-88; K. Budde.
TObingen, 1902; W. Nowaok. G6ttingen. 1902; J. Witt.
Saui and David, Bine ErklArung der Bikcher Samudie,
Kid, 1902; B. Neteler. MQnster. 1903; P. N. Schldgl.

Vienna. 1904; A. R. S. Kennedy, in Century Bible, Lon-
don. 1905; P. Dhorme. Paris. 1909; H. L. Willett. ^tidies

in I. Samud, Chicago. 1909.

SANBALLAT, san-bol'at (Babylonian, "Sin pre-

aervee in life'*): An opponent of Nehemiah, and a
leader against the Jews in their attempts to restore

Jerusalem after their return from the exile (Neh. ii.

10, 19-20, iii. 33 sqq., iv. 1 sqq., vi. 1 sqq., xiii. 28

aqq.). His special efforts were directed against the

protection of Jerusalem by the erection of the city

wail, in which he was aided by Tobiah the Am-
monite, Geshem (or Gashmu) the Arabian, the

Philistines of Ashdod, and the Persians in posses-

sion of Samaria. Threats that the king of Persia

would regard the building of the wall as an act of

rebellion failing, the opponents of Nehemiah pro-

ceeded to violence when the wall was half finished.

This also proving unsuccessful, Sanballat en-

deavored by stratagem to get Nehemiah into his

power, and thus to ruin his plans. Some of Nehe-
miah's partisans were actually won over, especially

as Sanballat had influential kinsmen in Jerusalem

(Neh. vi. 10 sqq., xiii. 28 sqq.). According to

Joeephus {Ant.t XI., vii. 2), who apparently drew
from Jewish tradition, Sanballat lived in the reign

of Darius Codomannus, and after marrying his

daughter to the brother of the high priest Jaddua,

set up the temple and worship of the Samaritans

on Gerizim. Sanballat is described as a Horom'te,

implying that he was an Ephraimite from Beth-

boron, though some scholars have sought his home
in the Moabitic city of Horonaim.

(R. Kittel.)

Biblioobapbt: H. Winckler. AUorientaliaeKe Fortchungen,

n. 22^ sqq.. Leipsic. 1894; A. A. van Hoonacker. £tudea
««r la reatauration juive apr^ VexU de Babylone, Paris.

1890; T. E. Cheyne. Jewieh Rdigioue Life after the Exile,
New York, 1898; C. F. Kent. Hiet. of the Jewieh People,
7th ed., ib. 1905; £. Saohau, Drei arcundieehe Papyrue-
urkunden aua Elephantine, Berlin, 1907; DB, iv. 371;
BB, iv. 4281; JE, xi. 37; Vigouroux. Dietionnaire, xxxv.,
ool. 1443; the commentaries on Esra-Nehemiah; and the
works dealing with this period of histoiy cited under
Abab; and Isbael, Histort or.

SANBENITO, 6an"b6-nl't5: A pentitential gar-

ment the wearing of which was one of the punish-
ments inflicted by the Inquisition (q.v.). In its

final form it was " a kind of yellow tunic with a red
St. Andrew's cross [on the breast and on the back]
—a mark of infamy and a severe infliction, as it

largely impeded the efforts of the penitent to gain

a livelihood" (H. C. Lea, Inquisition of Spain, ii.

401, New York, 1906). Its origin is with proba-
bility to be traced to the habit of sackcloth worn
by penitents in times earlier than the Inquisition.

Tlie sanbenetillo was a stage in the inquisitorial de-

velopment of the sanbenito and was the device of

Torquemada in 1490, consisting of black or gray
cloth, eighteen inches long and nine wide, depend-
ing from the neck over breast and back, with the
red cross on each part. It was worn over the outer

garment and was therefore extremely conspicuous.

In 1514 Ximenes ordered that the form of cross

used should be that of St. Andrew; and in 1561 the

"Instructions" (of the Inquisition) directed that

the material be yeUow (apparently in Valencia and
Sicily, of green) linen or cloth, the aim being evi-

dently to increase the conspicuousness of the object

and the severity of the penalty. A variation that

came into use was a half-cross or diagonal bar, used
on the sanbenitos of those regarded as culpable in a
less degree. Those who were to be ''relaxed" wore
a black sanbenito, on which were painted flames and
figures of devils thrusting the heretic into hell.

The punishment of wearing the garment was at
first inflicted for life. Later different periods were as-

signed, and the wearing was sometimes conterminous
with the period of imprisonment, sometimes only
during the period of the auto da f^, at other times

the punishment varied with the adjudged degree of

guilt or seriousness of the crime. The severity of

the punishment can hardly be conceived in modem
times and in Protestant environment. It proclaimed

the wearer to have been guilty of that most de-

testable of crimes, heresy. The wearer could with

extreme difficulty gain employment, he was an ob-

ject of general horror and ostracism, and it is prob-

able that many were driven to death by starva-

tion. To discard the garment subjected the wearer

to rearrest as one who had recanted his submission

to Holy Church with all the penalties which that

involved. This led naturaUy to appeals for dispen-

sation from wearing the garment, and it came before

long to the situation that dispensation was made a
means of papal revenue and an instrument of ex-

action, as high as 1,000 florins having been paid in

order to avoid the wearing of the sanbenito.

In order to increase the detestation of heresy and
to deter from committing such a crime a new use

of the garment was devised. The sanbenito was
inscribed with the name of the wearer and other

details and hung in the churches, this having in

view the perpetuation of the memory of the offense.
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This usage seems to have been followed with especial

malignity and persistence, gaps in the series being

filled from the records, and even those who had been
exempted from wearing the sanbenito were repre-

sented by the article in the church. That the crime
might be brought home to the family, a duplicate

was sometimes made and hung in the church which
was the parish home of the family. The inscrip-

tions were renewed as they faded through time and
handling. Naturally these articles were at times

stolen from the depositaries, but were often re-

placed by the Holy Office. This exhibition was at

times supplemented by lists made out and sus-

pended separately, in order the more securely to per-

petiiate the memory of the heretic and his crime.

Dining the second half of the seventeenth and the

eighteenth century, the seal of the Inquisition in this

natter relaxed, and there was connivance at the

burial of the custom. The Cortes of Cadis, Jan. 22,

1813, abolished the Inquisition, and a decree of the

same date, citing Article 305 of the constitution,

called attention to the provision that punishment
was not to extend beyond the criminal, and directed

that records or articles perpetuating the memory of

punishment inflicted by the Inquisition be removed
or destroyed within three da3rs. The condition of

Spain, however, could not ensiu« obedience to this

order, and not for some time subsequently was the

abolition of these garments completely carried out.

Bibuoobapht: H. C. Lea, InqvuUion of Spain, Ui. 102-
172, i. 258» 280. ii 401-402. 400, Ui. 103. 126. 160. 163.

164. iv. 627. New York. 1006-07.

SANCHUNIATHON, san-ca-nai'a-then.

Hie AMumed Author (| 1).

PhOo's Introduction (| 2).

Pre-Henodio Theocony and Creatkm (| 8).

Theogony Based on the Greek (| 4).

Antiquity of Material not Supported (| 6).

Complexity of Sources (§ 6).

Semitic Bfateiial Employed (| 7).

Sanchuniathon is the name given to an assumed
Phenician writer, alleged to have belonged to the city

of Berytus (Beirut), the putative author of a work
cited as "Phenician History" or "Things Pheni-

cian." This work Philo Bybhus (q.v.) claims to have
translated from the Phenician language

I. The At- into Greek, and it is known only by
sumed quotations from this alleged transla-

Author. tion extant principally in Eusebius'

Prcgparatio Evangdica, 32c-41d (Eng.

transl., 2 vols., Oxford, 1903). Tlie known frag-

ments are collected elsewhere, best in C. Moller,

Fragmenta hUioricorum Cfracorunif iii. 560 sqq.

(4 vols., Paris, 1841-51). Accordhig to Eusebius

(utsup., 31d), Philo Byblius describee Sanchunia-

thon as a man of great learning, given to research

into universal history, and especially interested in

the god Thoth (TaaiUos)^ the Hermes of the Greeks,

whom he held to be the inventor of letters and wri-

ting, with whom the writing of history began.

Eusebius (ut sup., 31a-<;) cites also Porphyry, the

anti-Christian polemist, as asserting that the

"truest history of the affairs of the Jews" was
written by this Sanchuniathon, "who received the

records from Hierombalos, the priest of the god
leuo" and dedicated his history to King Abibalus of

Berytus. Porphyry adds that "the times of these
men [i.e., evidently of SanchuniaUion, Hierombalosy
and Abibalus] fall before the date of the Trojan war
and approach nearly to the time of Moses, as shown
by the succession of the kings of Phenicia [cf. Euse-
bius, ut sup., 484-486, where he uses these data to
confirm the antiquity of Moses]. And Sanchunia-
thon . . . lived in the da3rs of Semiramis, queen of
the Assyrians, who is recorded as living b^ore the
Trojan war or in those very times." Porphyry
further declares that his authority made "a com-
plete collection of ancient history from the records

in the various cities and from the registers in the
temples, and wrote in the Phenician language witii a
love of truth." Porphsrry adds his testimony that
these works were translated into Greek by Philo of
Byblos. Mention of Sanchuniathon appears to be
confined to post-Oiristian writers, such as the
grammarian Athenseus (fl. about 225 aj>.). Ihe
character and intrinsic interest of the material

presented by Eusebius, the high antiquity claimed
for it, and the line of transmission by which it

has come down have combined to raise a number
of problems which are of more than usual interest

and are by no means merely academic. Renan
voices a quite general opinion, justified by the
amount of discussion the subject has raised, when
he remarks that "few problems in the circle of
Semitic studies and of ancient history . . . are of

more importance" (M^mairSf p. 6). The worth of

the material is surpassing if it be of the antiquity

claimed ; it is great if it be of a period anterior to

the Christian era; it is well worth study if it reflect

truly either the priestly or the popular belief of the

period of the "translator"; and it is in any case

worthy of study as a presentation of a theory of the
origin of religion if it date no earlier than the trans-

lator himself.

According to Eusebius (ut sup., 31d), the work
was by Philo divided into nine books; Forfhyry
(De abstineniia) reports that it was in eight, pos-

sibly counting the first book merely
a. PhUo'i as an intat>duction. Eusebius makes
Introduc- it clear that Philo prefaced his " trans-

tion. lalJon" with an introduction. This
describes Sanchuniathon as given to

historical research, and laying the foundation of his

history with Thoth-Hermes. Philo then asserts

that " the most recent" writers on religion [by whom
he means apparently those near the age of Sanchu-
niathon] rejected facts, invented fdlegoriee and
myths, employed fictitiously cosmic phenomena, and
overlaid them with absurdities. But Sanchu-
niathon happened on the "secret wriUngs of the

Ammoneans" in the shrines, studied them, and put
aside the myths and allegories. But the priests who
foUowed him restored the mythical character of the

narratives, and this was the origin of the legends and
myths prevalent in the Greek world. Philo is then

quoted as setting forth briefly his Sjmcretistic theory

d[ the origin of religion. He declares that the "most
ancient barbarians," especially the Phenicians and
Egyptians, who in these matters were the teachers

of mankind, regarded as the greatest gods those who
had discovered the necessaries of life or ... done
good to the nations," worshiped them as gods after
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their death, consecrated pillars and staves "after

their names/' applied the names of their kings to

the elements, and knew no other gods than those of

nature—sun, moon, and planets, so that "some of

their gods were mortal and some immortal." Euse-
biufl then asserts that Philo "begins his interpreta-

tion of Sanchuniathon by setting forth the theology

of the Phenicians," and gives the foUowing cos-

mogony and theogony.

The first principle was "an air dark with cloud

said wind," and a "chaos dark as erebus," *both
boiundless. The wind fell in love with its parents,

said "Desire." This was the beginning of creation.

Thus "Mot" was produced—either

3. Pie-He- mud or a " putrescence of watery com-
8k>dic pound"—^which contained the germs

Theogony of all creation. There were certain

and insensate animals from which the sen-

CreatkuL sate (called Zuphaaemin, "observers

of heaven") issued while Mot broke
forth into light, the heavenly bodies and the constel-

lations, sea and land became heated, causing storms
of wind and clouds and floods and whirlwinds, the

tumult of which awaked the intelligent animals that
then began to move. All this Sanchuniathon dis-

covered in Thoth's cosmogony and commentaries.

Here Eusebius sununariies, saying that the winds
Notus and Boreas and other things are called by
name. Then he proceeds again to quote to the pur-

port that these [intelligent animals? or "winds and
other things"?] were the first who consecrated the

productions of earth and worshiped them as gods
because they were the supporters of life, making
libations to them. From tiie wind Colpias and his

wife Baau ("Night," cf. Hebr. hohu, "chaos")
were bom the men Aeon and Protogonus ("Age"
and "Firstborn"); Aeon discovered foods borne by
trees. Their offspring were Genos and Genoa and
dweh in Phenicia, worshiping the sun, calling him
Beelsamen (Hebr. Baal sfuimayim, "Lord of

heav^i "), the Greek Zeus. From Genos were bom
mortals named Light, Fire, and Flame, who discov-

ered fire by friction. They also begat giants, whose
names were applied to the mountain8--Cassius, Leb-
anon, Antilebanon, and Brathy. These in tum
begat Memrumus who is also Hypsuranius, taking

their names from their mothers. He adds that inter-

course between men and women in those da3r8 was
free. Hypsuranius settled T3rre, and invented huts

of reeds and rushes. He quaireled with his brother

OuaOus, who invented clothing from skins of wild

beasts, and first sailed the sea on a log, set up two
pillars in his worship of fire and wind, and poured on
them libations of blood from game. After the

death of OusOus and Hypsuranius, they were
deified and worshiped by their descendants at yearly

festivals, where cukic objects were pillars and staves.

From the race of Hypsuranius sprang Agreus and
Halieus, inventors of fishing and hunting, from
whom sprang two brothers who discovered iron and
how to work it; one was Chrysor, orator, magician,

and diviner, also called Hephsstus, inventor of

sailing on rafts, who is also Zeus Meilichios (cf. Jane
E. Harrison, Prolegomena to the Study of Greek

ReHgionf chap, i., Cambridge, 1908). Two youths

of this race were Teohnites ("Artificer") and Geinos

Autochthon ("Earth-bora Aboriginal") who mixed
straw with clay for bricks and invented roofs.

From them came Agros and Agrueros or Agrotes,
founders of agriculture, identified with the Titans;
their offspring were Amynos and Magus, who de-
veloped villages and sheepfolds; next came Misor
(Hebr. mishar, "uprightness") and Suduc (Hebr. ze-

dek, " righteousness "), who discovered salt. Misor's
son was Thoth-Hermes, who invented the alphabet
and writing. Suduc was the father of the first

builders of ships (the Dioscuri or Cabeiri or Cory-
bantes or Samothraci), from whom sprang the first

ph3rsician. Then were bom Elioun (cf. Uie Hebr.
Elyon, "Most High") and the female Benith
(? Hebr. herithf " covenant "), who dwelt near Byblos,
from whom came Epigeius or Autochthon (after-

wards called Ouranos, Uranus), whose sister was
G6, " Earth." These deified their father Elioun after

he had been killed by wild beasts, married, and
produced Elus (Hebrew El, "God") or Kronos,
BsBtylus (Bethel, "shrine"), Dagon who is also

Siton, and Atlas.

From this point on the substratum of the "his-

tory" is the Greek mythology of Hesiod and later

writers. Uranus took other wives, and had a
numerous progeny. This offended die and she re-

proached Uranus, who separated from her and then
tried to destroy his offspring by her. Kronos, after

he had grown to manhood, with the

4* Theogony help of Us secretary Hermes, avenged
Based on his mother. Kronos became the
the Greek, father of Persephone and Athena,

drove Uranus from his kingdom, and
founded Byblos by building a wall around his own
dwelling. Of a concubine ci Uranus captured in the
war between Kronos and Uranus was bom in the
house of Dagon the deity Demarua. The descend-
ants of the Dioscuri at this time put together rafts

and ships and made voyages, were dbipwrecked
near Mt. Cassius, and consecrated a temple there.

The allies of Kronos in the war with Uranus were
called Eloim (cf. Hebr. Elohim, "God" or "gods").
Kronos then became the murderer of one of his sons
and one of his daughters. Meanwhile Uranus was
constantly intriguing for the overthrow and death
of Kronos, sending Ids daughters Astarte, Rhea, and
Dione for this purpose. But they were captured
and made the wives of Kronos and bore hhn the
Titanides and others. One of the Titanides married
Suduc and became the mother of Asclepius. In
Persea Kronos had the sons Kronos the Younger,
Zeus Belus, and Apollo, and issue from these were
Pontus, Typhon, Nereus, Sidon (inventor of song),

and Poseidon. To Demarua was bom Melcathrus
(Melkart). Finally Uranus was waylaid, killed, and
deified. Astarte, Zeus Demarus, and Adodus
(Hadad, see Rimmon) ruled the country; the first

of these is by Phenicians identified with Aphrodite.

Kronos gave Attica to his daughter Athena. When a
pestilence occurred, he offered up his only begotten

son ledud (see below § 8) to Uranus (thus beghming
the sacrifice of the firstbom) and introduced circum-

cision. When his son Muth (Thanatoe, "Death,"
Pluto) died, he deified him. He gave Byblos to

Baaltis (Beltis, Dione) and Berytus to Poseidoa
Thoth bad meanwhile invented portraiture and
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devised symbols of royalty for Kronos, and had
received from him Egypt. The Oftbeirii Suduc't
seven sons, reduced these things to writing. But
the first Phenician hierophant, Thabion, aUegorised

the narrative and made myths of them, the prophets

inaugurated ihe mysteries, while their successors

diffused myths and ceremonials. The Greeks, in

accordance with their genius, were most fertile in

carrying this process forward, especially Hesiod and
the Cyclic poets. Quotations from a work cited by
Eusebius as " History of the Jews" repeat the story

of Thoth's rescuing of the worship of the gods from
ignorance, and proceeds to relate that the ancients

used in crises to sacrifice their most beloved children

with myotic rites. Kronos (Elus) was deified as

Saturn, but had previously by Anobret a son ledud,

whom he sacrificed on an occasion like that men-
tioned in II Kings iii. 26-27. The origin of serpent

worship is ascribed to Thoth, who saw in this

animal and in the dragon the divine nature.

The material here presented embodies an eclectic

theory of the origin of the gods, combining the

Euhemeristic theory (see Euhsmebus) with the

naturalistic (deification of cosmic or stellar or

natural forces). The line of transmission of the

fragments is not altogether devoid of obscurity.

For centuries the opinion obtained that

5. Antiquity Eusebius quoted from Porphyry; but
of Material a closer examination warrants the con-

not Sup- elusion that Eusebius cited Porphyry
ported, only to establish the supposed antiq-

uity of Sanchuniathon, and that for the

rest he used Philo direct. The aUeged antiquity is

implied by Philo in his statements that the results of

Sanchuniathon's researches had long before been
perverted by the Greeks, and that Greek myths,
which go back to Hesiod, were derived from this

falsified material. Philo's task as he states it was to

recover once more the facts from the perverted

statement of them. But the fragments bear in-

ternal evidence that no such antiquity can be
granted. The incidents with which they are made
contemporary were not of the same period. Semi-
ramis (the Assyrian queen of Greek l^end is prob-

ably to be identified with Sammuramat, consort of

Adad-nirari V., 812-783) was not a contemporary
of the Trojan war, but considerably later. Hierom-
balos is evidently the Greek form for Jerubbaal

(Judges ix.-x.), while by Abibalus is evidently

meant the fatiier of Hiram of Tyre who was a
contemporary of Solomon (cf. Josephus, Ant., VIII.,

V. 3); all of these are made nearly the contem-
poraries of Moses. Moreover the dedication of a
work of history in those times is almost certainly an
anachronism. It is beyond belief that Euhemerism
was so old as to have become the subject of so early

priestly falsification, which, moreover, reverses the

course of history. When to Euhemerism is added
so late a theory as the eclectic employed in this

narrative, the ascription of so great an antiquity falls

to the groimd of its own weight.

It still remains to ask whether Philo reproduced

the work of a man much later in history. It is to be
noted that the processes of criticism reveal an evi-

dent complexity of sources. At least two cosmog-
onies are present besides the Greek (cf . Eusebius,

ut sup., 33c wiUi 34c). There are present at least

three accounts of the invention of navigation—^by Ousous, Chrysor-Hephsstus, and
6. Complez- the Dioscuri. Similarly, there are

ity of triple accounts of the origin of hunting
Sources. —^through Agreus and Halleus, Gusous,

and Agros and Agrueros, the first of

whom invented clothing from the skins of wild
animals he had slain. While so far this mig^t have
existed in the supposed original of Philo's work, a
whole series of facts, vis., the distinct mingling <^

two separate lines of tradition—^the Semitic and the
Greek, the latter of which was not in existence at
the time implied by Philo himself for the composi-
tion ; the facts that the whole work is a distinct echo
of Euhemerus (who claimed to have discovered his

basal material in a temple; the most notable in-

stance of Euhemerism in the assumption that Light,

Fire, and Flame were the names of three m^i
which were given to their discovery—a statement
truly Spencerian in its boldness!); that the part
assigned to Hermes as the adviser of the gods be-
longs to late post-Alexandrian theology; that a
Greek play of words is found which involves the
material c^ tradition (astir, ''star," Astarte); that
the method of handling Greek, especially Hesiodic,

theology is that of the period about the Qiristian

era; that the forms followed in Phenician names
are rarely old Phenician but rather Aramaic (cf

.

the form BeeUamen instead of the true Phenician
BaaUameme),—all these considerations make it

practically certain that Sanchuniathon was a
fictitious personage upon whom Philo fathered the
material which embodied his own philosophy of
religion.

While there is little that is remarkable in the Greek
material which Philo employed, the use of Semitic

is interesting. The name Sanchuniathon reproduces

a correct formation and means " (the god) Sakkiin

has given," and such a deity is abundantly attested

in Phenician and Carthaginian environment. The
deity Aion as discoverer of fruit finds a certain war-

rant in the inscription in Semitic en-

7. Semitic vironment on a late coin. Melcathrus

Material is evidently Melcarth-Herakles. Muth
Emptoyed. (Semitic for ''death") is punned upon.

Adodos is Hadad, but Aramaic rather

than Phenician. That Hebrew tradition is drawn
upon is shown not only by mention of Hierombaloe
and Abibalus, but by the phrase "ledud, the only

begotten being" (Eusebius, ut sup., 40c; cf. yaMdy
"only son," Gen. xxii. 2, 12, 16, in the narrative of

the tempting of Abraham). leuo is as clearly Yah-
weh; Elus is the Hebrew El, "Gk)d" (or the Semitic

tZu, "god ") . Is Ousous the hunter to be connected

with Esau the hunter or with Usu, the cunei-

form name for the mainland of Tyre? Misor and
Suduc are Semitic abstracts, "equity" and "right-

eousness," though there may have been a Phenician

deity Zdk, Zophasemim is correctly rendered "ob-
servers of heaven," Elioun and Eloim (Eusebius,

37b) have already been commented upon. The
reasoning of the introduction is of a piece with the
professed discussion, while the first {Mirt of the cos-

mogony is but the prologue to accoimt for Greek
mythology, used in the second part. Moreover the
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whole implies the ciurent Greek conception of the

wiadom <^ the Egyptians, modifying this, however,

by putting on practically equal terms with the Egyp-
tians the Phenicians from whom part of the material

is obtained, and regarding them as disseminators of

knowledge. This fits wiUi what might reasonably

be expected from an inquirer with a theory to sup-

port who found himself among the Phenicians, as

did Fhilo. Thus Sanchuniathon reduces to a pseu-

donym, behind which Philo hides as he rationalises

the mythology of his times, against which he shows
a polemic bias. Geo. W. Gilmore.
Bibuoorapht: For the earlier literature oonsult Fabridus-

Harles. Btbliotheea Oraca, L 222-226. Hambtus, 1700.

The best discuouons of the subject are: H. Ewald, in the
AbKandlungen of the Odttincen Soieotific Society, His-

torical-philoeophical series, v (1851-62). 3-68; idem, in

OOA, 1850, pp. 1441-67; E. Renan, in the Mhnoirea of

the French Academy of Inscriptions, xxiii 2 (1868), 241-
334; W. W. von Baudissin, Studien tur •emitUehen R&-
UffionageaekichU, L 1-46, Leipsic, 1876; O. Qruppe, Die
grieckUcKen CuUe und MuUien in ihren Baiehunom mu
d^n. orientalieehwH Rdiaionen, pp. 347-409, Leipsic. 1887;
and R. P. Lagrange, Aude but <et rdioioru UmMqueg, pp.
396-437, Paris. 1905. Consult further: J. O. von Herder,
Werkt, vL 139-154. Stuttgart. 1827; F. C. Movers, Die
Ph&niner, Bonn. 1841; idem, in JahfhUeher fUr Tkeologie

«md ehritaiehe Philoeophie, vii (1836). 51-94; F. L. Vibe.
Ctmuneniaiio de Sanehoniaihone, Christiania, 1842; £.
R5tb. GeeehiehU unaerer abendl&ndieehen PhUoeophie, i.

243-277, Mannheim, 1846; Eckstein, in JA, V., xiv
(1859). 167-238. zv (1860), 67-92. 210-263, 399^14;
C. P. Tiele, Bgyptieehe en Meeopotamieehe Oodedieneien,

pp. 440-448, Amsterdam, 1872, Fr. transl., pp. 273-279.
Paris, 1882; P. Beiger. L'Ange d^Aetarte, in congratula-

tory volume in honor of £. Reuss. pp. 47 sqq.. Paris,

1879; F. Lenonnant, Lee Originee d^kieloire, i. 536-552.
Paris, 1880, Eng. tnmsl.. Beginninge of Hietory, London,
1883; J. HaUvy, MUangee de critique et d^htetoire, pp.
381-388, Paris. 1883; Robiou. in Mimoiree prieenUa,

French Academy of Inscriptions, I., z. 2 (1897), 12-19;

Ersch and Oruber, Bncyktapadie^ III., zziv.; Biogrophie
umvereeUe, voL zxziv., s.v. *' Phikm de Bsrblos." and vol.

zl.. S.V. *' Sanchoniathon.'*

SAHCROFT, WILLIAM: Church of England; b.

at Fressingfield (84 m. n.e. of London), Suffolk, Jan.

30, 1616-17; d. there Nov. 24, 1693. He graduated

from Emmanuel Ck>llege, Cambridge (B.A., 1637;

MJ^., 1641 ; B.D., 1648), where he obtained a fellow-

ship in 1642, which, however, he lost in 1649 for

refusing to sign the Solemn League and Covenant.

On leaving C^imbridge he retired to Fressingfield,

where he remained nine years; went abroad in

1657; returned at the R^toration; became suc-

cessively chaplain to John Cosin (q.v.), bishop of

Durham, and university preacher, 1660; rector of

Houghton-de-8pring, and the king's chaplain,

1661; prebendary at Durham Cathedral, and master

of his college, 1662; dean of York, and of St. Paul's,

1664; archdeacon of Canterbury, 1668; and arch-

bishop of Canterbury, 1677. He attended Charles

n. on his death-bed, Feb., 1685; and crowned

James II., Apr. 23, 1685. He would not act on
James's ecclesiastical commission, and was one of

the famous seven bishops who refused to read

James's Declaration of Indulgence, and in con-

sequence were confined in the Tower and tried, but

were triumphantly acquitted. Sancroft also re-

fused to take the oath of allegiance to William and
Mary, 1688; and was deprived Feb. 1, 1691. The
Fur predesHnatus (London, 1651; Eng. transl.,

Th€ PredesHned Thief̂ 1658) has been shown to have

been erroneously attributed to him, and to be a
translation of Den ghepredesHneerden Dieff (The

Hague, 1619-22). He left, Modem Policies (Lon-

don, 1652); Occasional Sermons (1694); and
Familiar Letters (1757).

Bibuoorapht: O. D'Oyley, Life of Arehbiehop Sancroft,

2 vob., London, 1821; J. Le Neve. Livee, Charactere . . .

and . . . Benefaetione of . . . Biehope of the Church of
England eince the Reformation, ib. 1720; Agnes Strickland.

Livee of the Seven Biehope, pp. 1-103. ib. 1866; J. Stouch-
ton. Religion in England, 2 vola., ib. 1884; W. H. Hutton,
The Englieh Church Ue$5-1724). PP. 228-233 et paaum.
ib. 1903; DNB, 1. 244-250.

SANCTIFICATION: In common (Christian usage
the deliverance of the personal life from the power
of sin accomplished by the faithful observance of

faith, by the earnest struggle against all temptation

to turn away from the living God, and by the prac-

tise of Christian piety. In technical language
sanctification means the operation of

Definition, the grace by which salvation is con-

veyed to man, enabling him to be freed

and to free himself from sin, and to become like Crod

in heart, will, and thought. The term is derived

from Scripture (I Thess. iv. 3, 7; 11 Thess. ii. 13;

Rom. vi. 19, 22). The Christian is admonished
to yield himself to Christ, "who is made unto us

sanctification" (I 0>r. i. 30) and to prove his holi-

ness by his conduct (I Peter i. 15, 16; cf. I Ck>r. vii.

24; Eph. i. 4, v. 27). The divine work of salva-

tion is designated as sanctification especially in

Hebrews (ii. 11, ix. 13, 14, x. 10, xiv. 29). But the

sense of the term is not fixed with dogmatic preci-

sion; in Roman Catholic theology it is included

in the conception of justification; in Protestant

theology it follows justification, but in this case is

usually identified with renovation and good works.

According to the Roman Catholic doctrine, while

the saving grace of Crod is operative in sanctification,

the process neither follows logically upon Roman
Catholic justification nor differs essentially from it.

In accordance with the medieval and modem Roman
Catholic doctrine of justification, it is sanctifica-

tion which effects justification. Grace obliterates

sin in man and endows him with supernatural

righteousness and holiness through justification.

Sanctification, therefore, considered as 8anctif3ring

grace, is the cause of justification, and the effects of

sanctification form the content of justification,

through which redemption from sin, as won by
Christ, is imparted to man. In opposition to the

Roman Catholic doctrine, the Formula of Concord
regards sanctification as following justification, but
scarcely differentiates it from renewal. Luther, on
the contrar>', in his larger catechism, considers sanc-

tification as the office and work of the Holy Spirit,

agreeing with the scholastic and Roman theology

in so far as he looks upon sanctification as bestowal

of salvation; though by this last he imderstands

not the "infusion of righteousness,'' the bestowal

of a power of virtue, but the effect of faith. The
difference between Luther and the Formula of

O>ncord, is, however, more nominal than real, since

the Formula meant by the term sanctification ap-

parently only a part of that which Luther meant by
it. The doctrine of sanctification was not essen-

tially changed in Pietism, but rationalism perverted
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the whole conception. While the term formerly

denoted justification by faith and grace alone,

rationalism imderstood by it the inner disposition

which is to make man pleasing to God. Conse-

quently the rationalists laid stress upon sanctifica-

tion in the sense of man's efforts for his own moral
perfection. In opposition to this tendency Schleier-

macher once more emphasised faith as the truly

religious attitude toward God and his revelation,

as the condition of heart which is satisfied and feels

itself strong in conmiunion with Christ. This condi-

tion was developed by the following theologians into

the germ of a new life on the basis of whidi man is

justified. Accordingly, the subjective faith of man
effects sanctification and lies at the basis of divine

justification. This teaching was far removed
from the doctrine of the Reformers. Ritschl and
his school, however, returned to the latter, especially

to that of Luther, by making sanctification depend-
ent upon the justification of Crod. But according

to Ritschl, man is justified only as a member of the

Church, his act of conformity to which, and hence

to the motives and purposes of Crod, constitutes the

faith which justifies him. Thus here, too, sanctifica-

tion, conceived as separation from sin, which takes

form and accomplishes itself, is made within man
and is the basis <^ justification.

In the Reformed Church and theology sanctifica-

tion comes into the doctrine of perseverance. Man
is justified, indeed, freely by grace; but the justified

must perform good works, which he is enabled to do
by a second act of grace, inseparably connected

with justification. This is regenera-

The tion, which sanctifies him. By this

Reformed regeneration or sanctification, how-
View, ever, man does not attain full per-

fection. His whole consolation rests

upon the fact of justification. Sanctification is

necessary for the elect and justified, in order to

preserve the grace of their justification, and thus

it follows justification with an inner diviiie necessity.

Here also, as in Lutheran theology after Luther,

sanctification is considered a special work of the

Holy Spirit, following justification and conditioned

by it. The distinction between the two is hardly

more than a technical and controversial one.

Owing to influences from England and America,

especially from the Methodists, Baptists, and Sal-

vation Army and the doctrine of Pearsall Smith, a
new doctrine of sanctification has become current,

according to which it is not only different from, but
even more important than, justification. It is con-

sidered as that act of divine grace in which the real

tendency of divine revelation finds its fullest ex-

pression, while justification is secondary to it.

Upon examination the view of the Lutheran as well

as of the Reformed theologians, that sanctification

is a special process to be distinguished from
justification and following it, is seen to be un-

scriptural. Just as little authority in Scripture can

be found for the view of the Pietists,

Conclusion, of the modem dogmaticians (including

Ritschl), and still less for that of the

"practical" tendency in chimjh life, according to

which sanctification is the chief purpose of the

divine plan of salvation. Formal scriptural au-

thority can be found only for the view (d Luther and
that id the medieval or Roman theology, which
designate the whole process of conveying salvation

to man as sanctification. Of these two, again,

Luther's alone is scriptural in so far as he looks upon
this bestowal of salvation as the effect of faith.

Bestowal of salvation is sanctification, because it

delivers man from sin and brings him into com-
munion wiUi the God of redemption. It is to be
distinguished, though not separated, from the

divine sentence of justification, since it is that effect

of the grace oi God on man which makes him
capable of faith and preserves it, which brings him
into communion with God and preserves him in it;

it is therefore not a single isolated operation but
a continuous one. The scriptural term hagiatmos

denotes the condition of being sanctified, the action

performed on the object as a condition proceeding

from and effected by the Holy Ghost who bestows
salvation (I Peter i. 2; cf. II Thess. ii. 13; I Those,

iv. 7). If it be asked what is the relation of sancti-

fication tQ the actuality of Christian life, it appears

that man stands by faith in communion with God,
and is thus placed in a position from which he is not
only able but obliged to resist sin and fulfil the will

of Crod out of love. The bestowal of grace, forgive-

ness, in a word justification, is actually sanctifica-

tion; for there is no mightier deliverance from sin

than that which is worked by the bestowal of

grace or forgiveness, or by faith in the operation of
its power. "Christ in us" Lb nothing else than
"Christ for us," realised and held fast in faith.

Such action as makes man a partaker of sanctificai-

tion is precisely the same action as that by which he
is made a partaker of justification ; it is clear, acccnd-

ingly, that in view dT the position and meaning of
the latter in the scheme of Christian doctrine, ihe

term sanctification is non-essential, if not jniper-

fluOUS. (H. T. CREMEBtO
Bibuoobapht: The subjeot is generally treated in tlie works
on isrstematio theology (see under the article DoaMA,
Doomaticb), while treattsee on the Holy Spirit <q.F.)

neceesarily deal with the topic; another claaa of works to
be used for the Biblical side is that on Bibucal Thboi^
GOT, especially W. Beyschlag's N. T. Theology, Edin-
bursh. 1896. Consult further: Walter Marshall. GospaT
Mytttry of SancHfication, London, 1692, often reprinted,

e.g., Edinbtirgh. 1887 (a classic); E. Q. Maxsh. The CArir-
tian Doctrine ofSanctification, London. 1848; J. Q. Adams,
SancH/tcation, new ed.. New York. 1863; G. Junkin, A
Treatise on Sanctification, Philadelphia, 1864; W. B.
Boardman, The " Higher lAfe " SancHfication Tried by (4e

Word of God, Philadelphia. 1877; J. A. Beet. Hotmeeem
Underetood by the Writers of the Bible, London, 1880;
J. Hartley, Chapters on Holiness, London, 1883; J. H.
Collins. Sanctification, what it is, icAen it is, how it ts,

Nashville. 1885; A. Murray. Holy in Christ, New York*
1888; J. Fraser, A Treatise on Sanctification, Tiondon.

1897; E. Hoare, Sanctification, 5th ed.. lb., 1898; P.
T. Forsyth, Christian Perfection, New York, 1899; H.
W. Webb-Peploe. CaUs to Holiness, London, 1900; A.
Euyper, The Work of the Holy Spirit, New York. 1902;
W. R. Inge, Faith and Knowledge, Edinbuif^. 1904;
H. C. G. Moule, Holiness by Faith, London. 1906; A. B.
O. Wilberforce, Sanctification by the Truth, London, 1906;
E. Tobac, Le ProbUme de la iuelification dans S. PauU
Louvain, 1908; DB, iv. 391-^5; DCO, u. 561-566 (adds
a bibliography of distinct homiletical value); Vigouioux*
Dictionnaire, fasc. xxxv . 1443-44.

SANCTIS, sOnc'tis, LUIGI DE: Italian Protee-

tant; b. at Rome Dec. 31, 1808; d. at Florence

Dec. 31, 1869. Of his youth little is known, but
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in 1831 he was ordained to the priesthood of the
R(»Dan Catholic Church, and three years later was
appointed professor of philosophy and theology at
Cicoioa, where he manifested great heroism in the

care of the sick during an epidemic of cholera in

1835. In 1837 he received an appointment in the

Holy Office, only to have his faith gradually but
sarety imdermined by the books which his position

compelled him to read. Nevertheless, he gained a
high reputation as a pulpit orator, and from 1840
to 1847 was at the head of the parish of Santa Mad-
dalena alia Rotonda in Rome; but the doubts
already engendered were complicated by his sym-
pathy with the movement for the imificaljon of

Italy and the overthrow of papal control, and in

1843 he was condemned to ten da3r8' imprisonment
in the monastery of San Eusebio. The accession of

Pius IX. June 21, 1846, and the policy at first

adopted by the new pontiff, filled De Sanctis with
hope, which was speedily crushed by the encyclical

of Nov. 9, 1846, exalting the cult of the Virgin. De
Sanctis was now obliged to conceal his ever-in-

€3«asing doubts, both family ties and official position

combining to prevent him from openly breaking
with his church. At this juncture he came in con-

tact with a Scotch clerf^rman named Lowndes,
then resident in Malta, who brought him greetings

from the ex-monk Giovanni Giadnto Achilli, who
was endeavoring to propagate Protestantism in

lialta under British protection (see Newman, John
Hxnrt). a second interview with Lowndes led

De Sanctis to gain permission to visit Ancona,
whence he surreptitiously sailed for Corfu, soon

leaving that isluid for Malta. Refusing every

inducement to return to Rome, he now psssed

two years preaching in an Italian church in Malta,

but with the change of conditions in Italy he ac-

cepted an invitation to visit Tuscany, where he
preached in Florence, Leghorn, and the vicinity of

Lucca imtil ordered by the police to desist. He
then returned to Malta, where, on Nov. 1, 1848, he
began the publication of II CaUoUico crUHanOf a
sheet filled with denunciation of Roman Catholi-

cism and defense of Protestantism. In 1849 he
married, and in the same year published his La
Confemone (Malta, 1849; Eng. transl. by M. H. G.

Buckle, London, 1878), and in 1850 he accepted

a call to Geneva to preach among the Italian polit-

ical refugees, workmen, and ex-priests. He soon

after made a tour of Italian Switzerland, meeting

with special success in the Protestant Val Bregaglia.

The growth of the Waldensian community in Turin

(see Italy, II., { 1), however, led to the call of De
Sanctia to that city in 1853, and he was formally

ordained to the Waldensian ministry on Aug. 31

of the same year. But a split soon arose among the

Waldensians, one faction adhering to their original

principles, and the other, supported largely by
fimds supplied by Baptists and Plymouth Brethren,

terming liiemselves "Free Italian Churches" (see

Italy, H., { 2) and claiming that they wouki quickly

turn all Italy to Protestantism. It was with this

xadical wing that De Sanctis threw in his fortunes,

and m 1855, at the Paris conference of the Evan-
gelical Alliance, he secured recognition and financial

aid for his party. He also visited London in quest

of fimds and was cordially received, and after a
toiur of Piedmont took up his residence at Genoa,
where he and his friends established a Protestant

school. Diuing this period he employed himself

in writing, the chief results being his Si pud leg^

gere la BibUaf (3d ed., Florence, 1866); La Re-
ligiofie degli avi (1861); La Meaaa (Turin, 1862);

and Discuanone pacifica (1863). He did not, how-
ever, approve of the hostility erf the "Free Chiuxsh"

to the Waldensians, and in 1863-64 events forced

him to protest publicly against an attack on Roman
Catholicism and Protestantism alike in favor of the

exclusive claim of the Plymouth Brethren to true

(Christianity. The result was a fresh split in the
" Free Chiuxsh," and De Sanctis withdrew to Flor-

ence, where he was soon appointed professor of

apologetic, polemic, and practical theology in the

Waldensian seminary, a position which he held until

his death.

The list of De Sanctis' writings is a long one.

His principal productions, in addition to those

already mentioned, are as follows: II Cdibato dei

preti (n.p., 1850) ; Papery and JeauUism at Rome in

the Nineteenth Century (London, 1852); Lettera a
Pio nonOf vescavo di Roma (Turin, 1854) ; II Primato
del papa (Florence, 1861); Oseervazioni dotirinali e

stofiche (1865); Compendia di controversie tra la

parola Dio h la teologia romana (4th ed., 1870); H
Papa non h eucceeeore di aan Pietro (4th ed., 1887);

n Purgatorio perchh non h ammeeeo dagli evan-

getici (1898); and the most important of all, Roma
papale (1865). (Paolo Calvino.)

SANCTUART, RIGHT OF. See Asylum, Right
OF.

SANDAT, WILLIAM: Church of England; b. at

Holme Pierrepont (20 m. n.e. of Nottingham),
Nottinghamshire, Aug. 1, 1843. He was educated

at BaUiol College, Oxford, and Corpus Christi

College, Oxford $A., 1865), and was ordered dea-

con in 1867 and ordained priest two years later.

He was fellow of Trinity CoUege, Oxford (1866-73);

in charge of Navestock, Romford (1869-71), lec-

turer of St. Nicholas, Abingdon (1871-72); vicar

of Great Waltham, Chehnsford (1872-73); rector

of Barton-on-the-Heath, Warwickshire (1873-76);

principal of Hatfield Hall, Durham (1876-^);
Dean Ireland's professor of the exegesis of Holy
Scripture in the University of Oxford and tutorial

fellow of Exeter College, Oxford (1883-95); and
since 1895 he has been Lady Margaret professor of

divinity and canon of Christ Chiu*ch, Oxford.

He was also examining chaplain to the bishop of

Durham (1879-^1), select preacher at Cambridge
in 1880, 1892, and 1903, Whitehall preacher in

1889-90, and Bampton lecturer in 1893. He has

been honorary fellow of Exeter Collie since 1898;

chaplain in ordinary to the king, and a fellow of the

British Academy since 1903. Besides bemg joint

editor of the Variorum Bible (London, 1880); Old

Latin Biblical Texte, n. (m collaboration with

Bishop John Wordsworth; 1886); Studia Biblica

et EcdeeiaaHca (Oxford, 1891); Commentary on

the Epieile to the Romane (in collaboration with

A. C. Headlam; London, 1886; 5th ed., 1909);

and editing the translation of select writings of
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ffilary of Poictiers for the Library of Nicene and
PoiUNicene Fathers (New York and Edinbuigh,

1898) ; he has written The AtUharahip and Historical

Character of the Fourth Oospd (London, 1872); The
QoepeU in the Second Century (1876); the sections

on Romans and Galatians in Bishop C. J. Ellicott's

Handy Commentary (London, 1878); Appendices
ad Novum Testamentum Stephanicum (1889); The
Oracles of God (1891); Two Present Day Questions

(1892); Inspiration (Bampton lectures; 1893);

The Conception of Priesthood in the Early Church
and in the Church of England (1898) ; An Examinor
Hon of Hamack's "Whai is Christianityf" (1901);

Criticism of the New Testament (1902); Divisions

in the Church (1902); Sacred Sites of the Gospels

(in collaboration with P. Waterhouse; 1903); Out-

lines of the Life of Christ (Edinburgh, 1905); The
Criticism of the Fourth Gospel (London, 1905);

The Life of Christ in Recent Research (1907); and
Christologies, Ancient and Modem (1910).

SANBBMAIIIAlfS, san-de-mA'ni-ans or man'i-<ins

(6LASSITBS): A sect founded in Scotland c. 1730

by John Glas (q.v.). The basal idea of the founder

was the restoration of the apostolic Church, realising

the complete independence of each local church

from every other and from the State. Chief em-
phasis was laid upon the Lord's Supper, while

feet-washing, the kiss of charity, the lovefeast,

and a limit^ community of goods were introduced;

games of chance, eating of blood and things

strangled, and the use of the lot were forbidden, and
church government was placed in the hands of

bishops, elders, and teachers. The name came
from the son-in-law of Glas, Robert Sandeman (b.

at Perth, Scotland, 1718; d. at Danbury, Conn.,

Apr. 2, 1771), who was appointed an elder in the

new organisation, exercised his ministry at Perth,

Dundee, and Edinbiu^h, and sailed in 1764 to

America, where he founded churches. The denom-
ination is now nearly or quite extinct.

(C. SCHOELLtO
Bibuoobafbt: The Worka of John Glaa, rapecially his

TreatUe on the LortTa Supper, EdinburKh, 1743. reprinted,

London, 1883; the literature under Qlas, John; J. Bel-

lamy, Eeeay on the Nature and Glory of the Gowpd of Jeaue
Chriat, i. 05-125. London. 1761, reprint 1841; A. Fuller.

Stridurea on Sandemanianiam, in his Complete WoHta, ib.

1853; J. B. Manden. Hiat. ofChriaHan Churehea and Seeta,

iL 207 sqq.. ib. 1856; J. E. Ritchie, Rdigioua Life of
London^ ib. 1870.

SAIIDBR, nOCAirUEL FRIEDRICH EMIL:
Pulpit orator and polemist; b. in Saxony in 1797;

d. at Wittenberg Apr. 28, 1859. In early life he was
repelled by the current rationalism, and as a minor
official of St. Paul's Church in Leipsic, in the first

(>art of his career, he began to preach with emphasis

the Gospel of the Crucified One. In 1822 he was
called to Wichlinghausen in Wupperthal, where he

exerted his activities in the same direction, trans-

lating into German, in collaboration with C. H. F.

Bialloblotzky, Pusey's Enquiry into the Probable

Causes of the Rationalist Character lately Predominant

in the Theology of Germany (Elberfeld, 1829), and
following this up with his own T?ieologisches Gut-

achten (Barmen, 1836), which was preceded and
followed by several volumes of sermons and by
Bdeuchiung (1836) aimed at the Prediger-Bibd of

Eduard HOlsmann (1835), which last brought him
into court on charges of libel. He also attacked
Droste-Vischering (q.v.) in Ufber den Frieden unter

der Kirche uTid den Staaien and Das Papstthwn in

seiner heuOgen Gestalt, in setnen UrsprOngen und
endlichen Ausgdngen (Elberfeld, 1845). To this

period belongs also his treatise on Gal. iii. 20 (1840)

and Der Romanismus, seine Tendemen und seine

Methodik (Essen, 1843). About this time he ac-

cepted the ideas of Johann Tobias Beck (q.v.), and
placed the beginning of the parousia (see Millen-
nium, Millenarianism) in 1847. In 1854 he ac-

cepted a call to Wittenbeig, where he came to
occupy the positions of city preacher, superintend-

ent, and director of the preachers' seminary till his

death. He continued to issue sermons, occasional

and others, the most significant based upon the
Revelation of John.

Bibuoorafrt: F. W. Krummaoher, Immanuel Friodrieh
Sander, Cologne, 1860.

SAHDERS, FRANK KNIGHT: Congregationalist;

b. at Batticotta (a village near Jaffna, 190 m. n. of

Colombo), Ceylon, June 5, 1861. He was educated
at Ripon College, Wis. (A. B., 1882); was instruc-

tor in Jaffna College, Ceylon (1882-86), and con-
tinued his studies at Yale (1886-^). He was then
successively assistant in Biblical literature (1889-

90), instructor in Semitic languages (1890-91),

and assistant professor of Biblical literature on
the Woolsey foundation (1891-93)—all at
Yale. In 1893 he was appointed Woolsey pro-

fessor of Biblical literature in Yale, a position

which he retained until 1901, when he resigned

it to become professor of Biblical history and
archeology and dean of Yale Divinity School,

both which offices he held until 1905, when he
became secretary of the Congregational Simday-
school and Publishing Society. He has been presi-

dent of Washburn College, Topeka, Kan., since

1908. He has edited in collaboration with C. F.
Kent The Historical Series for Bible Students (10
vols., New York, 1897-1906) and The Messages ofthe
Bible (12 vols., 1898 sqq.), and together with the
same scholar has written The Messages of the Earlier

Prophets (New York, 1898) and The Messages of the

Later Prophets (IS99). He has also written Outftn^s

for the Study of Biblical History and Literature (in

collaboration with H. T. Fowler, New York, 1906);
A Students Life of Christ (1906); Historical Notes
on the Apostolic Leaders (1907); and Historical

Notes on the Life of Christ (1907).

SANDERSON, JOSEPH: Presbyterian; b. at
Ballybay (60 m. n.w. of Dublin), Coimty Monaghan,
Ireland, May 23, 1823; graduated at the Royal
College, Belfast, 1845; emigrated to America, 1846;
was classical teacher in the Washington Institute,

New York, 1847-49; studied theology and became
pastor of the Associate Presbyterian Church, Provi-

dence, R. I., 1849; at New York, 1853-69; acting

pastor of Saugatuck Congregational Church, Conn.,

1872-78; assistant editor of the Homiletic Monthly,

New York, 1881-83; editor of the Pulpit Treasury,

New York, after 1883; and from 1895, secretary of

the Church Extension and Sustentation Committee,
New York Presbytery. He is the author of Jesus on
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thm Holy MoutU (New York, 1869); Memorial Trxb-

uU9 (1883); The Story of Saint Patrick (1895); and
Mm'9 Seal to God's Word (1902).

SAN DOMINGO. See Wear Indiss.

SANDYS, BDWIN: Church of England, arch-

bishop of York; b. near Hawkshead (24 m. n.w. of

Lancaster), Lancashire, 1516; d. at York July 10,

1588. He was educated at St. John's College, Cam-
bridge; was converted to Protestantism; elected

master of Catherine Hall, 1547; became vicar of

Caversham, 1548; canon of Peterborough, 1549;

prebendary of (Carlisle, 1552; and vice-chancellor

(3i Cambridge, 1553. He was imprisoned in the

Tower for espousing the cause of Lady Jane Grey,

escaped, and went into voluntary exile imtil Elisa-

beth's accession; became bishop of Worcester, 1559;

of London, 1570; and archbishop of York, 1576.

He took part in the preparation of the Bishops'

Bible (see Biblb Vkrsions, B, IV., § 4) in 1565;

translated Hosea, Joel, Amos, and Malachi in the

version of 1572; and assisted in the revision of the

Lituigy, 1559. A volume of Sermons (London, 1585;

1616) contains in its newer issue (by T. Whitaker,

1812) a life; this volume was reedited with life for

the Parker Society by J. Ayre (Cambridge, 1841).

BiBUOomAFBT: William Thomat. Survey of the Cathedral-

Churek of Woresater; with an AeeourU of the Biahape, pp.
210-214. London. 1736; C. H. and T. Cooper. AthencB
Caniabrioienete, n, 24. 543. ib. 1861; F. Q. Lee. The
Church under Qtieen Blieabeth, ib. 1896; W. Clark. The
AnffOcan Reformation, New York. 1897; W. H. Frere.

The Bnotiah Church . . . (1668-ieSS), London, 1904;

H. N. Birt. The Blixabethan Rdigioua Settlemeni, ib. 1907;
DNB, L 283-286.

SAKDTSy GEOROB: English poet and para-

phrast; b. at Bishopthorpe (2 m. s. of York) Mar. 2,

1577-78; d. at Boxley (32 m. s.e. of London), Kent,

Mar., 1644. He was educated at Oxford; traveled

in the East, 1610-12; was in Virginia, 1621-24, as

colonial treasurer; nominated to the colonial

council, 1624, 1626, and 1628, building there "the

first water-mill, the first iron-works, and the first

ahip," but, involved in quarrels and disappointed in

not securing the appointment of secretiuy in 1631,

returned to England; and was for some years an
attendant of CWles I., and ended life in scholarly

retirement. He published a much-valued Relation

of a Journey (London 1615); translated Ovid's

Metamorphoses (1626), partly at Jamestown, Va.;

and G. Grotius' Christ*s Passion (1640); and para-

phrased the Psalms, Job, Oanticles, Ecclesiastes, and
Lamentation (1636-41). In James Montgomery's
opinion "his psalms are incomparably the most
poetical in the English language, and yet they are

scarcely known." Fragments of one or two of them
may be found in some of the hymn-books. The
paraphrases were nearly inaccessible until H. J.

Todd's Seleetions from the Metrical Paraphrases an
the Psalms and Other Portions of Holy Scripture by

O. Sandys with a Memoir (1839) appeared. The
Complete Poetical Works (1872) was published with

Memoir by R. Hooper in Library of Old Authors

(London, 1856-72).

BkBUooBAPHT. Besides the Menurire named in the text,

consult; Julian. Hymnotogy, pp. 918, 994; DNB, 1. 290-
293.

SANFORD, ELIAS BENJAMIN: Congr^ation-
alist; b. at Westbrook, Conn., June 6, 1843. He
received his education at Wesleyan University

(A.B., 1865; A.M., 1869) and Yale Divinity School;

served as pastor at Cornwall (1869-71), Thomaston
(1873-81), and Westbrook, all in Connecticut (1882-

1895), during this period being a contributor to

religious publications on subjects of importance;
he was corresponding secretary of the Open and
Institutional Church League (1895-1900); was the
organiser of the National Federation of Churches
(see Church Federation) and general secretary of

the same since its founding (1900). At his sugges-

tion this organization took action that secured the

appointment of delegates from the highest judica-

tories and national conferences of thirty denomina-
tions representing the larger part of the Evangelical

church membership of the United States. These
delegates came together in an inter-church confer-

ence held in New York, Nov. 8-15, 1905, and
adopted the plan of federation described in the ar-

ticle referred to above. Since 1903 Dr. Sanford as

corresponding secretary has had in charge the cor-

respondence and office details, imder direction of

the executive committee, of the several conferences.

He is the author of History of Connecticut (Hartford,

1881); Concise Cyclopedia of Religious Knowledge

(1890); ChtdTch Federation, Report of Inter-Church

Conference on Federation (New York, 1905); and
Federal Council of the Churches, Report of the First

Meeting of the Federal Council of the Churches of
Christ in America (Philadelphia, 1908).

SANHEDRIN, sanOie-drin, SANHEDRIM: The
term usually applied to the highest Jewish judica-

tory in Jerusalem at the time of Christ. The New
Testament in the Greek usually employs the term
synedrion to designate the court in which the ju-

dicial process against Jesus Christ was carried on
(Matt. XXvi. 59; Mark xiv. 55, xv. 1 ; Luke xxii. 66),

before which the apostles (Acts v. 21, 27, 34, 41),

especially Peter and John (Acts iv. 15), Stephen
(Acts vi. 12, 15), and Paul (Acts xxii. 30, xxiii. pas-

sim, xxiv. 20), had to answer for their faith in the

Risen One. In John xi. 47 the term is applied to a
session of this court. [In the English version the

term "council'' is usually applied to this court, and
generally with additional phrases, such as "elders,

scribes and the whole council," " elders, chief priests,

and scribes," "council and senate."] In the pas-

sages cited above the reference is to one court alone.

But the pliu^ form in Matt. x. 17; Biark xiii. 9;

cf. Matt. V. 22, refers to smaller judicatories. These
bodies had the right to make arrests (Matt. xxvi.

47 sqq.; Mark xiv. 43 sqq.; cf. Acts v. 18, ix. 2),

to pronounce decision and to punish, except that

capital pimishment required the confirmation of

the Roman procturator, by whom it seems to have
been executed (John xviii. 31); the only case of

capital punishment mentioned in connection with

this judicatory in the New Testament is that of

Jesus. Acts ix. 2 indicates that the mandates of the

great sanhedrin was recognised wherever Jews
dwelt—the high priest's directions reached at any
rate to Damascus. The great sanhedrin was com-
posed of elders (see Elders in Israel), Scribes
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(q.v.)i and the most eminent members of the high-

priestly families. Joseph of Anmathea is called a
counselor (Mark xv. 43; Luke zxiii. 50; Gk.
hauletUis; bauU occurs in Josephus, Ant., XIX., iii.

3 for the council itself). The high priest Caiaphas

appears as president in the process against Jesus

(Matt. xxvi. 3, 57) and the high priest Ananias
(Acts xxiii. 2, xxiv. 1) in the time of Paul.

The traditional Jewish view was that a supreme
ooiut was created in the time of Moses, and that the

great sanhedrin was its legitimate successor; but,

though learned and diligent attempts have been
made in modem times to defend this view, success

has not attended them. Even if Jehoshaphat
erected a supreme court which lasted till the exile

(a doubtful fact; II C!hron. xix.), such a judicatory

did not exist in the time of Esra and Nehemiah,
or it would have left some traces in the reports con-

cerning the activities of these men. At the head
of the conmiimity then were the "elders of the

Jews " (Esra v. 5, vi. 7, 14), also known as " princes
"

(Esra ix. 1, 2, x. 8; Neh. ix. 38). From these

"princes'' was formed an aristocratic senate, at the

head of which stood the hereditary high priest; and
this body was known as the gerauna (from Gk. gerOn,

"old man"), which appears \mder this name first

in a writing of Antiochus the Great (Josephus, Ant,,

XII., iii. 3). The letter of Jonathan the Maccabee
to the Spartans (I Mace. xii. 6) begins: "Jonathan
the high priest, and the genmna (senate) of the

nation," etc., while I Mace. xii. 35 speaks of "the
eldersof the people" as caUed together. But there

is no testimony as to the exact significance of the

gerousia imder the Maccabean kings, though it is

probable that it continued to exist. Such contin-

uance would easily explain the division by Gabinius

(57-55 B.C.) of the Jewish territory into five dis-

tricts ruled by aynedria or synodoi (Josephus, Ant.,

XrV., V. 4; War, I., viii. 5), a division set aside

by CflBsar in 47, when to the sanhedrin at Jerusalem

was given general jiuisdiction over the entire land

(cf. Josephus, Ant., XTV., ix. 3-5), before which
Herod appeared and on which he afterward took

bloody vengeance, although the sanhedrin continued

to exist under his rule (Josephus, Ant., XV., vi. 2).

Under Roman rule through procurators the sanhe-

drin had naturally great importance, receiving

recognition even from Jews not in Palestine. Be-

cause of the singular significance, after the exile, of

the law for Jewish life, the importance of the san-

hedrin as the highest theological and national court

of justice continually increased, and before it were
decided causes which affected the entire civil life

of the Jews.

Jewish tradition is summarised in the Tahnudic
tract Sanhedrin, the data from which supplement
weU the scanty data obtainable from other sources.

It makes clear that the membership was seventy-

one, tfnd it seems probable that the lesser sanhe-

drin had a membership of twenty-three. The place

of session seems according to some reports to have
been a hall inside the fore-court of the temple
(Sanhedrin, xi. 2), but was really outside the court

and to the west, as described by Josephus (below)

:

members are called botdetUai, "coimselors," and
the body itself bouU, "council." Josephus calb the

place of assemblage haute or bovleutirion (War,

v., iv. 2, VI., vi. 3). The tract Chagiga, ii. 2, makes
two Pharisees, heads of schools, normally the

president and vice-president, and J. Levy and D.
Hoffmann (see bibliography) have def^ided this

view. But the testimony of the New Testament
and of Josephus is decisive that the high priest was
always the presiding officer. (H. L. Str.\ck.)

BiBUoomAFBT: The Jewish wonrom are the tnete 8an-
h«irin mad Makkoih in Ifkhna, Toeephtha, and Tahnod.
The Mkhna text with Lat. tnmsL and notes is in the
Amsterdam ed. by Suraohuysea* iv. 205-291, published
1702; with Qerm. txmnsl. in D. Hoffmann's Miaefmaiei,
iv. 145-219, Berlin. 1898; the Palestinian form with Lat.
introduction is in Ugolhii, Thtmurut, xxv. 1-338. Fr.
txmnsl. in M. Sohwad, Le Taimui d€ Jtrumdwm, vols. z.-zL,
Paris. 1888^89; the Babylonian Talmudio tract Sow-
Kedrin is in Ugolini, at sup., zxv. 339-1102; both forms
with Qerm. tiansL are in L. Ooldsehmidt. Dw hcbiftom.

Talmyd, vii. 1-410. Berlin. 1903.
Consult: A. BQohler, Da9 Syn^edrUm in /emsofess,

Vienna, 1902; J. Selden, De Mynedriia, London. 1650-^55;

Ugolini. ThsmuruB, zxv. 1103-1234; A. T. Hartmann,
Du wngt Veibinduno dm A. Ta. mit dem Neutn, pp. 106-
225, Rostock. 1831; L. Henfeld. OmehichU dct Vclkn
ImrtMd, ii. 380-396, Leipsio, 1855; J. Levy, in ManaUtdkrifi
for Getchiehie und Wiatn^ehaft du Judeniwau, 1855, pp.
266-274, 301-307. 339-358; J. M. Jost. QetckiekU <fos

jMdentkuma, L 120-128, 270-285. 403 sqq.. iL 13 sqq.. 25
sqq.. Leipsio. 1857-58; J. Langen, in TQ. 1862. pp. 411-
463; A. Kuenen. Ow da Samanatdlimo van hal Sankadrin,
Amsterdam, 1806; J. Derenboui«, Hial. da la Palaatinm,

pp. 83-94. 465-468. Paris. 1867; D. HoflEmann. Der
obaraia Oariehiahof in dar Siadt daa HaiHathuma, Berlin.
1878; Stapfer. in Ravua da iMotogia at da pkHoaopkie, 1884.
pp. 105-119; H. Grtta. OaacMchie dar Juden, iii. 100 sqq..
Leipsio, 188B; Blum. La Synhadrin au grand eonaeU dm
Jiruaalam, Strasbuiv, 1889; I. Jelski. Dia innara EinrieMi-
ung ttaa groaaan Sffnadriona mu Jaruaalam, Breslau. 18M:
A. Hausrath, NauiaatamantUeha ZeitoaackicMe, i. 03-72.
Heidelbeii. 1873, Eng. transl., ffisf. of N. T. 7Vm«s.
London. 1895; M. Sulsbeifer. Tha Am ha-AraU, tha Af^
eiarU Hiitraw Parliameni; a Chapiar in tha eonatUwHomU
Hiatary of anciant laraa^ Philadelphia, 1910; SohOrer.
OaacMchta, ii. 188-214, Eng. transl., II., i. 103 sqq.; DB,
iv. 397-402; BB, iv. 4840-44; JB, xL 41-44.

SARKARACHARTA. See Indli, I., 2, § 2.

SAHKET, IRA DAVID: Methodist lay evangdist;
b. at Edinburgh, Lawrence 0>unty, Pa., Aug. 28,
1840; d. in Brooklyn Aug. 14, 1908. He entered
business at New Castle, Pa., 1855-71, and was active
as choir-leader, Sunday-school superintendent, and
president of the Young Men's Christian Associa-
tion; met D. L. Moody (q.v.) in 1870 at the inter-

national convention of that body at Indianapolis.

He joined Moody in 1871 at Chicago and for years
was associated with him in joint revival work in
the United States and abroad, his part being ainging

solos, conducting the singing of the assembly, com-
posing " Gospel hymns," and rendering assistance in

the inquiry-meetings. In later years he also lectured.

In 1903 he lost his eyesight. He oompUed Gospd
Hymns (1875-95), and Sacred SongM and Solos
(London, 1873, and often), of which over 50,000,000
copies were sold; translations have been made into
many languages. He composed also many popular
songs, of which are "There were ninety and nine,"
and "When the mists have rolled away.'' He is

author of My lAfe and the Story of the Gospel Hymns
and of Sacred Songs and Solos (Philadelphia, 1907).
Bibuoohapht: The literature is to be sousht under Moodt,
DWIGHT Ltman (Rttrer), as the eketchee of the life of
Moody invariably treat of his feUow-laborer. Note par^
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tleolaiiy E. Naaon. Lwe$ of ths Eminent Ameriean Bvan-
geUHa, D. L. Moody and Ira D. Sankey, Botton, 1877.

Aiao Me under Bjivtvau.

SAincnilATELLI, san-min-yd-tel'lt, ZABAR-
BLLA, ALESSANDRO: Cardinal; b. at Radioondoli

(14 m. B.w. of Sienna), Tuscany, Italy, Aug. 4, 1840.

He was educated at the Collegio Romano and the

Accademia del nobili eccleeiastici, and was ordained

to the priesthood in 1863. In 1868 he was appointed

chamberlain to the pope, and in 1874 became grand
almoner and titular archbishop of Tyana. In 1887

he was made auditor general of the Apostolic

Chamber, and in 1899 was created cardinal priest of

Santi Pietro e Marcellino.

SANSON, sOn-sdn' (SAMSON), BBRNHARDINO:
Commissary of indulgences in Switserland in 1518-

1519. He is said to have come from Brescia. He
was guardian of the Observantist Franciscans at San
Angelo, Milan, when he was commissioned, in 1517,

to preach indulgences in the Swiss cantons, among
their confederates, and in the dioceses of Valais and
Qiur. His coiuse through Lugano, Uri, Schwys,

Lucerne, Bugdorf, Bern, Solothtun, and Freiburg,

June, 1518, to Jan., 1519, met with much success.

In eastern Switzerland, however, he was less success-

ful; Zwingli directed sermons against him and his

practise, which in the more enlightened quarters

was ree^utled as both ridiculous and outrageous.

Tbe bishop of Constance and his vicar, Johannes
Faber (q.v.), resisted Sanson, who was for-

bidden to enter the churches in Aaigau, Feb., 1519.

In Baden he succeeded, but was refused admis-

sion at Staufbeig and Brengarten. He then went
to Zurich, where the diet of Uie federation had con-

vened. Here he met the united hostility of Zwingli,

Faber, and the bishop of Constance. The diet

took recognition of the complaint, which Sanson
met with his credentials and the request to ascer-

tain his authority at Rome at his expense. The
diet did not interpose any impediment and Sanson
appeared at Sofingen, Apr. 18. But the diet asked

the knight Felix Grebel of Ziuich, who was about
to journey to Rome, to lay certain grievances before

the pope and make a thorough investigation. Before

Grebel's arrival, the pope had appointed Sanson
commissary of indulgences to the end of October,

but upon taking knowledge of the missive of the

diet, he revoked the commission, and the diet was
privileged, if Sanson was objectionable, to request

his peaceable return to Italy, to be examined and
punished, if he exceeded his powers and committed
oTors in the announcing of indulgences. The
matter of indulgences, although a factor in the rise

of the Reformation in Switserland, played a less

important part than in Ciermany.

(Emil Eouf.)
BnuooBAPHT: L. R. Schmfdlin, Bemhardin Sanson, der

ilMaaapredVir tn der Sekweu, 1618-19, Solothum, 1808;
SeliAff, ChruHan Church, viL 31. 42-«3.

8APHIR9 sfl'fir, ADOLPH: Presbyterian; b. at

Budapest, Hungary, Sept. 26, 1831; d. at Lon-
don Apr. 3, 1891. Son of a Jewish merchant
he, with the rest of his father's family, was
converted to Christianity by the Jewish mission of

the Cburch of Scotland; he studied at the Gymna-
sium of ihe Graue Kloster, Berlin, 1844-48; at

Glasgow University, 1848-49 (M.A., 1854), at
Marischal CoUege, Aberdeen, 1849-51, and was a
student of theology at the Free C!hurch College,

Edinburgh, 1851-54. He was licensed in 1854, and
sent as missionary to the Jews at Hamburg, Ger-
many; was Crerman preacher at Glasgow, 1855;
minister of the English Presbyterian C!hiut:h, South
Shields, 1856-61; at Greenwich, London, 1861-72;
at Notting Hill, London, 1872-^; and of Belgrave
Presb3rterian CSiurch, London, 1881-88. In later

life Saphir took much interest in the efforts for the
conversion of the Jews in Hungary and southern
Russia, being president of the auxiliary in London,
the Rabinowioh Coimcil. In theology he was Evan-
gelical. He was the author of From Death to Life
(Edinburgh, 1861; revised and published imder
the title Conversion, London, 1865); Christ and
the Scriptures (1864) ; Lectures on the LorcPs Prayer
(1870); Christ Crucified (Lectures on I Cor. ii.,

1873); Expository Lectures on the Epistle to the

Hebrews (1874-76); and The Divine Unity of Scrip-
ture (1892); and of numerous tracts employed in

the mission to the Jews.

Bibuoorapht: Q. Carlyle, Mighty in the Seripivree. A
Memoir of A. Saphir, London, 1893; DNB, 1. 290.

SARAHAITES, sdr'a-boits (SARABITES): A
class of Egyptian hermits, mentioned by Jerome
(Epist, xxiii. 34) imder the name of Remoboth.
The appellation Sarabaites is of unknown connota-
tion, although (IJassian (CoUationes paJtrum, XVIII.,
iv. 7-8) declares it to be Egyptian, and names three
classes of monks, cenobites, anchorites, and Sara-
baites. After Cassian, who thoroughly disapproved
of the Sarabaites, the only independent sources for

a knowledge of these hermits are Benedict of

Nursia (Regula, i.), who states that they were to be
found in Italy, and possibly the Dialogue Zachaei
Christiani et ApoUonii pkUosophi of the late fifth

century. In the Middle Ages the epithet Sarabaites

(translated RenuiUx by Isidore of Seville, De officOs

ecdesiasticis, ii. 15) was frequently applied to
disobedient or turbulent monks, since their proto-

t3rpes lived without teacher and without discipline;

and they were likewise often confused with the Gyro-
vagi (q.v.).

The earliest sources concerning the Sarabaites

are invariably prejudiced against them and desired

to replace them by those following the cenobitic

life. Nevertheless, the distinctive characteristics

which separated them from hermits and cenobites

are clear. They were generally considered monks,
like whom they were celibate, fasted, sang in

choir, and wore habits. On the other hand, they
did not live in monasteries or deserts, but in towns
or fortified places, sometimes in their own houses.

Neither did they form oommimities like the ceno-
bites, but lived alone or in groups of two or three

without any superior; nor were they rigidly separ-

ated from the world like hermits and cenobites.

Like other monks, they earned their livelihood by
manual labor, but sold the products independently.

In the time of CJassian the Sarabaites of Egypt
equalled the cenobites in number, but in other lands

were far more numerous, so that they were almost

the only class of monks, a statement which also
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holds true for the days of Jerome. By the middle
of the sixth century their nimiber had declined in

Italy.

Ilie Sarabaites were essentially the successors of

the primitive ascetics, and long maintained their

existence in the West despite the spread of anchori-

tism and monasticism from the East, especially from
Egypt, thus explaining the intense hatred felt by
hermits and monks for them. Their freer mode of

life doubtless gave some ground for the charges

alleged against them, probably with some exaggera-

tion, by their opponents; and in the course of time

they sank before the more rigid ascetic ideals of

monasticism. See Monasticism.
(G. GbCtzmachbr.)

Bibuoobapht: C. W. F. Waloh, in Novi eommentarii 90-

eieUUU . . . weierUiarum OiMxnoetui; vi. 1-34, Qdttmfen,
1776; NMuader. Chriatian Church, ii. 283-284.

SARAVIA, ADRIAN: Reformed (afterward Angli-

can) theologian; b. at Hesdin (35 m. n. of Amiens),
France, in 1531 ; d. at Westminster, London, Jan. 15,

1612-13. His father was a Spaniard, his mother a
Fleming, and both became Protestants; he was
trained for the Reformed ministry, and became pastor
at Antwerp, and later formed a Walloon church at

Brussels; he removed after 1560 with his family to

the Channel Islands, where he first acted as school-

master, and then in 1564 became assistant minister

of St. Peter's, Guernsey; he next became school-

master at Southampton, and, in 1582, prctfessor of

divinity at the University of Leyden; because of

complicity in a political plot he was forced in 1587 to

flee to England, where he became rector of Tatten-

hiU, StafiFordshire; his De diverna gradiJtnu mtnis-

trcTwn (see below) in 1590 brought him honor there,

and in 1591 he was made prebendary of Gloucester,

in 1595 of Canterbury and vicar of Lewisham, Kent,
and in 1601 of Worcester and of Westminster; he
was nominated in 1607 one of the translators for

the new version of the Bible; and in 1609-10 ex-

changed Lewisham for Great Chart, which he re-

tained till his death. He was buried in Canterbury
Cathedral. His promotion in England was no doubt
due in part to his vigorous assertion and defense of

episcopal church government, in his Z>e diverHB

ffradibus (London, 1590; Eng. transl., 1592, re-

issued 1640), in his Defenaio tradatus de , , , gradi-

bus (1594), and Examen Tractatus D. Betw de triplici

epiacoporum genere (1594), against the arguments of

Theodore Besa, who sought to secure its abolition

in Scotland. He is best known as the earliest

modem advocate of worldwide evangelization,

which most of the Reformers thought either im-

practicable or unauthorised. In his first work
he devotes a chapter (xvii.) to establishing the

thesis ''that the command to preach the Gospel to

all peoples is obligatory upon the Church since the

Apostles were taken up into Heaven, and that for

tl^ purpose the apostolic office is needful." He
maintains that the obligation to evangelize all

peoples rests upon the Christians of every century

to the end of the world on the ground that Christ

in giving the commission promised to be with his

disciples all the days to the end of the world, that

the apostles left the work incomplete and provided

for its extension, that after the apostolic age the

Gospel was successfully preached to many new
peoples, etc. He insists that it is not fanaticism

but simple duty to try to carry out Christ's great

commission. Beza (1592) and Gerhard (1617)

sought by elaborate argumentation in opposition to
Saravia to prove that the commission of (Christ

expired with the close of the apostolic age. In
the opinion of contemporaries they succeeded and
Saravia's plea made little impression. His TreaUae
on the Christian Priesthood was republished in Lon-
don, 1845; and a Latin manuscript was translated

and published by Denison as Treatise on the Eucha-
rist (London, 1855). See Mibbigns to the Heathek,
B, II., 1, § 2. A. H. Newmax.

Bibuoorapht: DNB, 1. 209-301, where are siven refereooee

to aoatteriog noUoee.

SARCBRIUS, sOr-str^-us (SORCK), ERASMUS:
German Lutheran; b. at Annaberg (18 m. s. of
Chemnitz) probably Apr. 19, 1501; d. at Magde-
burg Nov. 28, 1559. He was matriciilated at Leipsic

in 1522, but in 1524 seems to have migrated to Wit-
tenbeig, and in 1528 was a teacher at Lubeck and &
firm supporter of Protestant tenets. He likewise

taught in Graz, and apparently received his master's

degree at Vienna, but was forced to leave because of

his religious convictions and in 1530 was matricu-
lated at Rostock. Finally completing his studies,

he was recalled to Lubeck, where he r^nained until

1536, wh^i Count William of Nassau called him to
Siegen as rector of the Latin school. In the follow-

ing year he was appointed superintendent and chap-
lain to the count, and henceforth all his energies

were devoted to the cause of Lutheranism. He at
once began a system of frequent visitations and
regular pastoral synods according to the plan out-

lined in his Dialogus . . . reddens raJtUmem vetenan

synodorum . . . item visitaHonum (n.p., 1539),

likewise promoting his cause not only by his Cate^

ekismus of 1537, but also by his commentaries on
Matthew (Frankfort, 1538), Biark (Basel, 1539),

Luke (1539), John (1540), Acts (1540), Romana
(1541), Galatians and Ephesians (1542), Corinth-

ians (1542-44), Philippians, Colossians, and Thes-
salonians (1542), and Ecclesiasticus (1543), as well

as by his Methodus in proscipuos Scripiura locos (2
parts, Basel, 1539-40), Nova methodus (1546), Ex-
positiones in epislolas dominicales et/estivales (1540),

In evangelia dominicalia postiUa (1540), and Con>-

Clones annucB rhetorica dispositione conscripUB (4 vols.,

1541). In 1541 Sarcerius was called to Dillenburg

as court chaplain and preacher at the city church,
besides being superintendent of the county. In
Biar., 1540, he had taken part in the Schmalkald
conference, and in 1542-46 he promoted the cause
of the Reformation in the archdiocese of Cologne.

He also came into momentary contact with the
English movement against the Roman Church, this

being the occasion c^ his Loci aUquc^ communes et

theologici (Frankfort [ 1538]; Eng. transl., \mder the
title Cofflon places 0/ scripture ordrely and after a
cOpendious forme of teaehyng set forthf*' by R.
Tavemer, London, 1538).

As a distinguished theologian Saroerius could
boast that he had framed church orders for twenty-
four counties, and in 1541 he was obliged to decline
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the invitation to become ,professor of theology at

Leipdc. But the Interim ended his activity in Nas-
sau in 1548, and he then went first to Annaberg,
where he wrote his Creuttbuchlein, after wliich he be-

came pastor at the Thomaskirche in Leipsic, pub-
lishing four volumes of sermons in 1551-52, and his

Von SynodU and Buck vom h/eiligen Ehestand in 1553.

In 1551 he was one <^ the theologians to whom the

Saxon Confession was submitted for approval and
subecription, and in the following year was a mem-
ber of the unsuccessful delegation to the Council of

Trent, which got no further than Nuremberg. In

1553 he publii^ed his Haushuch far die einfdUigen

Hausv&lerf which is of interest for a history of

Lutheran confirmation, and in the following year he
was chosen superintendent of Eisleben as the suc-

cessor oi the adiaphoristic Georg Major (q.v.). He
now necessarily adopted an attitude of opposition

to the teachings of Melanchthon and completely

accepted the tenets of the Gnesio-Lutherans, being

active at the same time both in visitation and in

writing a number of treatises on church govern-

ment and discipline, the most of which were col-

lected by his son, Wilhelm Sarcerius, in the second

edition of his Pastorale oder Hirtenhuch von Amt,
Weten und Disziplin der Pastoren, published in 1562.

Meanwhile the coiuve of events was leading him
further and further away from Melanchthon, and at

the colloquy of Worms in 1557 he was on the side

of the Weimar theologians. From Worms he hur-

ried to Heidelberg to prevent the threatened schism

in Protestantism, only to take part in the fatal

protestation which broke off the conference. In the

following year he was one of those called to Weimar
to make the final revision of the Weimar Confuta-

tion, but his position in Mansfeld was becoming in-

creasingly difficult and he was exposed to ceaseless

oflicial interference. Nevertheless, in 1559 he

presided over a synod which formulated the inter-

esting Bekendnie der Prediger in der Graffschafft

MansfeU . . . wider aHer Secten, Rotten und/aUche
Ltren (Eisleben, 1560), and almost inunediately

afterward he accepted a call to Magdeburg as pastor

of the Johanniskirche and senior of the ministerium,

but lived only long eno\igh to deliver four sermons.

(G. Kawerau.)
BnuooKAPHT: The funeral aennon was by J. Wigand,
MagdebuTS, 1560, and Pim lammtaUonea by Z. Prfttorius.

W. Saxoerius, and P. SpcmUn. Eisleben, 1560; two mono-
graphs are A. W. RteelmODer, Leben und Wirken dea

Enumua Sareenus, Annaberg, 1888. and Q. Eskuche,
Sareeriua alt ErwUher und Schulmann, Siegen. 1901 (worth-

ful). Compare further H. L. J. Heppe, Dogmatik dea

deutschan ProUatanUamua, i. 49 sqq.. Qotha, 1857.

SARDICA, STUOD OF: A synod held in 343-344

at Sardica (the modem Sophia, capital of Bulgaria).

The date given above is not that of the historians

Socrates (HisL ecd., ii. 20; NPNF, 2d ser. ii. 46-47)

and Sosomen (HiH. ecd,, m. 11-12; NPNF, 2d

so-., ii. 289-290), who assign the year 347. But the

Historia aeephala (discovered in the eighteenth cen-

tury, ed. S. Maffei in Oaservazioni liJUercaie, vol. iii.,

Verona, 1738) showed that AtJianasius returned to

Alexandria from his second exile in 346 (see Atha-

NABius I., I 4) and this is corroborated by Jerome

{MPLy xxix. 682), who places this return in the tenth

year of C^onstantius. The "Paschal letters" of

Athanasius prove that the synod was held at least

two years before his return. The synod may have
met late in 343; it was in session in 344, for two
envoys sent by Constans arrived in Antioch at

Easter of that year (Athanasius, "Arian History,"

XX.; i^PiSTF, 2d ser., iv. 276-277, footnote). It was
summoned by Constans and Constantinus (Athana-
sius, "Defence against the Arians," xliv.; NPNF,
2d ser., iv. 123) with the threefold object of re-

moving causes of dissension in the Chureh, rooting

out false doctrine, and confirming the tradition of

the true faith in Christ.

There is some debate as to the number of bishops

who attended. Two parties were represented,

Eusebians and the orthodox. The former in their

synodal letter (Mansi, Concilia, iii. 132) claim to

be eighty in number, but seventy-six is given by
Socrates and Sosomen (ut sup.) and this seems to

be right. Athanasius in his "Arian History" (xv.;

NPNF, iv. 274) reckons the entire attendance at

170 "more or less," which leaves ninety-four for the

orthodox party. The Eusebians were a compact
party, whose principal animus was against Athana-
sius. When they learned that he was to be present

and was expected to take part, they recognised that

the logic of events would lead him to take the ag-

gressive and to bring charges of unseemly conduct

against them. They therefore demanded on the

basis of the findings of the synods of Tjrre and An-
tioch that Athanasius be excluded. The presidency

of the synod, in the absence of the bishop of Rome,
feU to Hosius of Cordova (q.v.) through whom
negotiations were conducted. Hosius warned the

Eusebians that their threat to abstain from partici-

pation might prove dangerous to them, and advised

them to submit their proofs against Athanasius to

him alone if they were imwilling to bring them
before the synod, promising that if they were con-

clusive, Athanasius' should be excluded. But this

advice was rejected, and the Eusebians left the city

by night.

The synod proceeded to investigate the charges

of the Eusebians (1) against Athanasius and found
them baseless; (2) against Marcellus of Anc3rra

(q.v.), and pronounced him orthodox; (3) against

Asclephas of Gaza (whom the Eusebians at Antioch

had deposed), and proved him innocent, acquitting

of blame also certain minor officials who were in-

volved in the major charges. Certain heads of the

Eusebian party were deposed and excommimicated,

viz., Theodore of Heraclea, Narcissus of Neronias,

Acacius of Csesarea, Ursacius of Singidunum, Valenr>

of Mureia, Menophantes of Ephesus, and George of

Laodicea. The alleged "creed of Sardica" rests

upon a misunderstanding of a sketch of such a creed

by Hosius which was not adopted by the synod,

but came to be included in the Ada. The twenty

canons were drawn up in Greek and Latin, were

adopted by the second TruUan synod, and are usu-

ally appended to those of the council of Nicsea,

though they are not recognized as ecumenical.

The canons have to do with the rights and duties

of bishops, with the filling of vacant bishoprics,

the rights and duties of lower clergy, and make an

attempt to arrange for union on the date of

Easter.
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Bduoobapht: Origiiud dooomflnts ai« the oanons. with

hktoiy of the «ynod and diseuaik)ii« in Hefde, ConetUe^

gmehSau, L 083 mtq., Boc tnatL, iL 80 miq.. Ft. tnatL,

L3.pp.737K|q. (e^MoiAUy vmhiableforthe notet): theao-

count of Athanaaiui in *' Defence acainet the Ariane," Eng.

tiansl., NPNF, 2d atr., ir. 100 sqq.; three letten to the

aynod, ummaiised in Hefde, at eup., given in Athanaahu,
•* Defence.'* chap, iii.* Eng. tranal., ut eup.. pp. 119 aqq.

Ihe dooumente appear alao in Manai, ConeUia, vol. iii

(important) and Harduin, ConeiUa, voL L Consult fur

ther: W. Beveridge, Synodieon, Oxford, 1672; Z. B. van

Eapen. Commmtariu* in oanofut H dmrtta juria vfUrU ae

novi, Cologne, 1765; idem, Ju$ aeeUaiaalieum umoeraum,

iiL 204 sqq., ib. 1777; L. T. von Spittler, Sdmmaich*

WmU, ed. K. Wichter, viiL 120 sqq., 16 vols., Stuttgart.

1827-37; F.UtMmm^GtmJUehUdarQutUmwiddmrlAUn'
im dm oafMmidkMi RaehU, L 60 sqq., Leipsic, 1870; JCL, x.

1706-11; Sohaff, CkruHan Church, iiL 310-314.

SARDIS. See Asia Minob, IV.

SAROON. See Asotria, VI., | 11; Babylonia,

VI., 3, I 1.

SARPI^sdi/pt, PAOLO (FRA PAOLO): Venetian

patriot and opponent of the Jesuits; b. at Venice

Aug. 14, 1552; d. there Jan. 14, 1623. He ob-

tained his education in his native dty, and in 1566

entered the order of the Servites. After an activity

of two years as teacher in Mantua he became priest,

in 1579 was made provincial of his order in the re-

public of Venice, and subsequently became general

procurator of the order with seat at Rome (1585-

1588) . But for a long time his mind had been grow-

ing increasingly hostile to the Jesuits, and he had
consequently come \mder suspicion of the Inquisi-

tion. After 1606 his views foimd expression in the

famous struggle of Venice with Pope Paul V. The
pope in his blindness tried for the last time to

gain supremacy over Venice by using the mightiest

weapon of medievalism, the interdict. The conse-

quence was that the Jesuits were expelled from
Uie republic, while the remaining clergy were in-

duced to continue the church services. This un- /

expected victory of the republic would have beenj

impossible if public opinion had not been influenced I

in its favor by Sarpi, whom his native city had
|

retained in its defense. Induced by patriotism and i

by hatred of the Jesuits, Sarpi published master-

works of polemics. The attempt to assassinate

Sarpi on Oct. 5, 1607, shows that the authorities at

Rome knew to whom their defeat was due. His
principal work is Istaria del concUio TridenHno di

Pietro Soave Polano (London, 1619; Eng. transl.,

Historyof The Council of Trent, 1676). Its hostility

to the popes is extreme; it has been translated into

the principal European languages. Other works of

his which have been translated into English from
his Opere or from separate publications are: A
TreaUee o/MaUera Beneficiary (London, 1680; later

editions with slightly variant titles, 1727, 1730,

1736); TheHietoryofthelnquieUum (1639);and The
Rights ofSovereigns and Subjects (1722) . His Opere

were issued in 5 vols., Venice, 1677, better edition,

8 vols., "Hehnstadt" (i.e., Verona), 1761; and his

Lettere at Verona, 1673; Lettere inedite, 1833, and ed.

S. and A. S. Contarini, Venice, 1892; and Lettere

raeooUe, Florence, 1863. An Eng. transl. of the Let-

ters appeared London, 1693. (P. Tschacxxbt.)

Bibuoobapht: A. Robertson, Fra PaoU Sarpi, tha Oreat-

ml of the VmuHang, Londoa. 1804; F. Mioanaio, La Via

du Pkra Paul, Leyden, 1001; A. BianchiOiovini. Biografia

di Fra P, Sarpi, 2 vols., Brussels, 183S; J. N. Brisdaar,

Beurimlwag der Konircvermn Sarpia umd PaUamdni, 2

porta, TObinien, 1844; J. Kraenker, Baaai aur la via al

Im 4cnta da Fra P, Sarpi, Straabui«, 1857; Arabella

Qeor^na Campbell, Tha lAfa of Fra Paolo Sarpi, Londoo.
1800; L. Levi, Fra Paolo Sarpi, Beisamo, 1873; M.
Broseh, Gaaehiehia dm KirehanaUuUaa, i. 354 sqq., Gotha.

1880; P. Balan, Fra P, Sarpi, Veoiee, 1887; A. Psaoo-

lato, Fro P, Sarpi, Milan, 1803; Q. Bein, PaoU Sarpi umd
dia Protaatanten, Helsfaicfors, 1004; A. D. White, Saaan

Oraat Stataaman, New York, 1010; KL, x. 1720-26.

SARTORIUS, sOr-td'rt-ns, BRRST WH^HELM
CHRISTIAN: German Lutheran; b. at Darmstadt

May 10, 1797; d. at KOnigsbeig J\me 13, 1859. He
was educated at the University of Gottingen (1815-

1818), where he became lecturer in 1818. Three

years later he was called to Marbuig as associate

professor, being promoted to a full professorship in

1823. He had already written Drei Abhandlungen

aber wichHge OegensUtnde der exegetischen und sys-

tematisehen Theologie (G6ttingen, 1820), which

was quickly followed by his Die lutherisehe Lehre

vom UnvermdgendesfreUn WiUens xur h6heren Sittr-

lichkeit (1821), a work strongly emphasizing the

Augustinian concept of grace and critidxing

ScUeiermacher's theory of election. During his

Ifarbuig professorship he also wrote his Ueber die

Lehre Str Proiestanten von der heiligen WOrde der

weldichen Obrigkeit (Marbuig, 1822) and Die Rdigian
ausserhalb der Qrenun der Uossen Vemunft nach den
Orundsdtien des wakren Protestantismiu und gegen

die eines falschen RationaUsmus (1822). In 1824

Sartorius was called to the University of Dorpat,

where he remamed imtil 1835, vigorously com-
bating rationalism, a tendency which he alao

assailed in his Beitrdge tur Verteidigung der evangetr-

ischen RechtglAubigkeit (2 parts, Heidelberg, 1825-

1826). During this period he also delivered a
eulogy on the Augsburg Confession which was later

revised and enlarged as the BeitrOge twr Apologie

der augsburgischen Confeseion gegen alte und neue

Qegner (Gotha, 1853), and in 1831 he published at
Hambuig his Lehre von Chrieti Person und Werk
(Eng. tiansl.. Doctrine of the Person and Work of
Christ, London, 1838, and Boston, 1848), which led

to his call as general superintendent of the province

of Prussia and as first court chaplain of'the castle

church at K5nigsbeig. In these capacities he sUove
earnestly for the defense of true Lutheran princi-

ples and sturdily opposed rationalism and kindred

developments, as in his Ud)er die Notwendigkeit und
Verbindlichkeit der kirchlichen Glaubensbekenntniese

(Stuttgart, 1845). The most noteworthy work of
Sartorius, however, was his Lehre von der heiligen

Liebe, oder OrundzOge der etangeUsch-kirchUdien

MoraUheoiogie (2 parts, Stuttgart, 184(M4; Eng.
transl.. Doctrine of Divine Love; or OtUlines of the

Moral Theology of the Evangelical Church, Edin-
buigh, 1884), which was followed by his Utber den
all- und neutestamentlichen CuUus, inAesondare

Sabbath, Priestertum, Sacrament und Opfer (Stutt-

gart, 1852). The dissensions arising within his
communion in the latter years of his life called forth

his Meditationen Hber die Offenbarung der HerrUeh-
keit Gottes in seiner Rirehe und besonders €ber di*
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O^genwart dea verklArten Leibea und BltUea ChrisH

im, heUigen Abendmahl (Stuttgart, 1855), and his

polemic attitude toward theRoman Catholic Church,

particularly in regard to justification, found ex-

pression in his last work, the Soli Deo gloria I vet'-

gieichende WOrdigung evangdi8ch4utheriachar und
r/hni8h4c<Uholi8cher Lehre nach dem arigsburgischen

und triderUinischen BekenrUnia (Stuttgart, 1859).

(David EKDMANNf.)

BXBUOGaAPHT: K. F. A. Kahnis, LuthtrUche Doomatik»

3 vob.. Leip8ic» 1861-68; 0. W. Frank, Ge9chichU der

proteatantuchen Theologie, ib. 1862-75; A. MQoke. Die
DogmoHk dea 19, JahrhunderU, Gothft. 1867; I. A. Dor-

ner, SyUem der chrisUichen Glaubendehre^ 2 vols.. Berlin,

1879-81. Enc. transl.. 4 vols., Edinbuigh, 1880-^;
M. A. von Landerer, Neueete Dogmenoeeehiehie, Heilbronn,

1881.

SARUM USE: The name given to the liturgy in

use in the diocese of Sarum (i.e., Salisbury) before

the Reformation of the Chiut:h of England. It con-

sists of several books, the direct or mediate work of

Saint Osmund (q.v.), bishop of Salisbury, viz., the

Portiforium or Breviary of Sarum (containing the

I>aily Services), the Sarum Missal (containing the

Communion Service), and possibly the Sarum Man-
ual (containing the Baptismal and ** Occasional

"

Offices). The Sarum use was adopted in Salisbury

in 1085, and by the middle of the thirteenth century

^iras the form of liturgy most used in England. The
Portiforium was the basis of the Book of Common
Prayer (see Common Prater, Book of, § 1). Other

"uses'* were those of Lincoln, Hereford, Durham
(7), Bangor, and York.

Bzbuoobapht: F. Procter and C. Wordsworth, The Sarum
Breviary, Cambridge, 1882; P. Procter and W. H. Frere,

New Hial. of the Book of Common Prayer, paaeim, London.
1906; J. H. Blunt, Annotated Book of Common Prayer,

pp. 2^, 361-363, et pasBim. New York, 1908.

SATAN. SeeDsviL.

SATANABL. See Nbw Manichbans, I.

SATISFACTION: A doctrine which seeks to ex-

plain how the justice and the mercy of God are

reconciled. The term "satisfaction'' is traced to

Tertullian, although its reference was to the peni-

tence of man rather than the death of Christ. Man
is "released from penalty by the compensating ex-

change of repentance." Origin held

Various that God was rendered propitious by
Theories. Christ's offering of himself. Gregory

the Great taught that Christ assumed
the penalty of sin and so appeased the wrath of God.
Not imtil Anselm (q.v.), however, does the idea of

satisfaction become a dominant principle of religious

thought. According to him (Ctir Deua homo) the

honor of God, immeasurably injured, demanded
satisfaction—either punishment of the sinner or an
equivalent. God chose the latter alternative.

'Wherefore, the God-man who alone could fulfil the

perfect obligation and who needed not to die for his

sins, could and did die in behalf of men and thus
satisfied God for their debt and merited the salva-

tion which God offers. Thomas Aquinas (1274),

with other Schoolmen in distinction from Anselm,
denied that satisfaction was the sine qua non for the
forgiveness of sins; God might have redeemed men

X.—14

in some other way than by the death of his Son, yet

he adopted this method as more fitting. On accoimt

of the greatness of Christ's love, the dignity of his

person, and the scope of his passion, the satisfaction

was superabimdant (Summa, pars, iii., qu. 46-49).

Duns Scotus (d. 1308) argued that, since the merit

of Christ belonged to his human nature, it was not

infinite, yet it availed for as much as Crod was
pleased to accept it (" Conmientary on the Sentences

of Peter Lombard," lib. iii., dist. 19-20). According

to the auUioritative Roman Catholic doctrine,

Christ merited justification for us by his holy passion

on the tree and made satisfaction to God the Father
for us. This satisfaction extends, however, only to

those sins committed before baptism and to those

committed afterward which deserve eternal punish-

ment. Christians themselves make satisfaction for

sin as regards temporal punishment by punishments
either inflicted by Christ, or volimtarily imdertaken,

or else enjoined by a priest according to their

ability or the quality of their sins, the aim of which
is to reduce the punishment which awaits the soul

in Purgatory (Decrees and Canons of the Council of
Trent, sess. VI., chap, vii., sess. XIV., chap, viii.-ix.;

cf. J. S. Hunter, Outlines of Dogmatic Theology, iii.

334-337). Faustus Socmus (1604) and the Socin-

ians (Racovian Catechism, 1605) rejected the ides

of satisfaction, on the groimd of ^e mutual con-

tradiction involved in satisfaction and remission,

of the incompatibility of punishment with debt or

with sufferings of the innocent, of the personal and
non-transferable nature of obedience as well as of

guilt and punishment, and of redemption as not

satisfaction but emancipation. The death of

Christ was only an example, a confirmation of divine

promises, a condition of his entering into glory.

In opposition to this view, Hugo Grotius (1645), in

his ''Satisfaction of Christ," declared that God whd
was the source of the law could not let its ^o&tion
go unpunished. If, however, he rigorously and
exactly enforced punishment upon siimers, he would
destroy mankind from the face of the earth. In
order, therefore, to maintain "rectoral justice,"

he sets forth a penal example jn which he exhibits

his judgment against sin, which, for the preserva-

tion of his government, is of equal value as the pun-
ishment of the sinner and is substituted for this.

By this "singular method of relaxation" God is

enabled to forgive sin. According to Curcellseus

(d. 1659) in Institutio religionis Christiarue, V., xix.,

and Limborch (1712) in Theologia Christiana, in.,

xxii., Christ's oblation was not a fuU satisfaction

for sin; he did not suffer all the punishment which
we deserve. Sacrifice does not liberate from debts;

but God graciously estimates Christ's sacrifice as

sufficient, and on this groimd remits the punish-

ment due us.

The theory of penal satisfaction has had a long

history. It differs from the view of Anselm in

several particulars. The satisfaction was public

or juridical, rather than offered to a person. The
righteousness involved was the penal righteousness

of God. Instead of the Anselmio alternative—satis-

faction or punishment—satisfaction is by punish-

ment. As far back as Wyclif (d. 1384) it was as-

serted that God's justice demanded that each

.r4
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trespass be punished either on earth or in hell. Cal-

vin (d. 1564) held that Christ satisfied the justice

of God by suffering the punishment of

Penal our sin. Gerhard (d. 1637) affirmed

Satisfaction, that Christ effected the perfect satis-

faction by experiencing the wrath of

God, the curse of the law, and the penalties oi hell

(Loci theolici, locus xvii., chap. ii. 64). Tobias Crisp

(d. 1643; Christ Made Sin, London, 1691, newed., ib.

1832) and John Owen (q.v.; " The Death of Death
in the Death of Christ," in Worka, voL v., Lon-

don, 1826) claimed that Christ satisfied for our sins

by suffering the punishment and death our sin

deserved—"ejusdem." According to Quenstedt

(1688) Christ was substituted for debtors and '' in his

satisfaction . . . felt even the very pangs of hell,

although not in hell or eternally " (Theologia didactir

co-polemicat i. 39). Jonathan Edwuds (d. 1758), who
marks the dividing line between the penal and the

New England view of the atonement, declared that

Christ xmule satisfaction for sin not by reason of any
excellency in his sufferings, but by the fulfilment

of the law in him whereby through his death the

nature, design, and perfection of the law, together

with the autiiority and truth of the law-giver, were

maintained (WarkSf vii. 512-516, New York, 1830).

The more recent advocates of the penal satisfac-

tion theory are: T. J. Crawford (The Doctrine of

theHolyScriptures Respecting the Atonementy Ix>ndon,

1871), George Smeaton (Doctrine of the Atonement
as Taught by Christ Himself, Edinburgh, 1868;

and. . .i4«7'ati9M6y(AeApo«^,Edinbuigh,1870),
Charles Hodge (Systematic Theology^ New York,

1871-73), and W. G. T. Shedd (Dogmatic Theology,

New York, 1889). The following characteristic

features of their presentation are to be noted:

(1) a technical meaning is assigned to the terms

employed. Our " sins " and our " Guilt " (q.v.) were
transferred to Christ by "Imputation" (q.v.); on
him was inflicted the "pimishment" which belonged

to us. (2) The relative values given to justice and
love: justice is "a principle of God's nature, not only
independent of love but superior to love." (3) The
satisfaction while sufficient for aU is efficient for

the elect only. J. McL. Campbell (d. 1872), taking

a hint from Jonathan Edwards (Worksy vii. 505),

that satisfaction may be made for sin either by an
adequate punishment or by an "answerable repent-

ance," declared that Christ, the "great Penitent in

humanity," made a perfect confession for human
sin; hence that is accorded to divine justice which
is its due and could alone satisfy it (Nature of the

Atonement, pp. 117-118, London, 1873). The New
England theory of the atonement (see Atonement;
New England Theoloot) held that the sufferings

of Christ satisfied the general or public, but not
distributive or individualizing, justice of God
(E. A. Park, The Atonement, Introductory Essay,

Andover, 1859).

Satisfaction has, however, been differently con-

ceived. The point of view is love instead of justice.

This presents love as the central principle of God,
by which he both affirms his own perfection and
blessedness and wills that all his creatures and
especially man shall share his love in the measure
of their capacity—a purpose which is perfectly

disclosed in his revelation of grace in Christ. Here
love is absolute and justice relative; or love and

justice are regarded as complementary
Satlifaction aspects of the same gracious will,

from the Abelard (1 142) maintained that Christ

View-point satisfied the divine benevolence by
of Love, overcoming the rebellion and the guilty

fear of sinners by his immeasurable
love. Schleiermacher (d. 1834) conceives of Christ

as our "satisfaction-making substitute" (Der
Chrisliche Glaube, ii. 103 sqq., 128-129, Berlin, 1831-

1832). According to Albrecht Ritechl (1889), since

God's righteousness is essentially identical with his

grace, satisfaction can only signify the fulfilment of

his eternal purpose of love (Rechtfertigung und Ver-

sdhnung, p. 474, Bonn, 1888-89; Eng. transl.,

Edinbuigh, 1900). Samuel Harris (d. 1899) presents

the satisfaction of God as the normal consummation
of all his revealed action rendering service in con-
formity with the law of love (God, the Creator and
Lord of AU, p. 375, New York. 1896). William
Newton Clarke (q.v.) affirms that God is eternally

satisfied with the suffering of love in behalf of sin-

ners (Outline ofChristian Theology, p. 348, ib., 1898).

According to John Scott lidgett, satisfaction is de-

fined in terms of fatherhood; the fatherly is satis-

fied in perfecting the filial (The Spiritual Principle of
the Atonement, p. 301, London, 1898).

In all the above-mentioned theories the interpre-

tation of the ethical nature of God and that of satis-

faction go hand in hand. The following statement
contains, therefore, the truth which they endeavor
to present: " the satisfaction of God's ethical nature
is realised in three respects: (1) so far as there has
been made in Christ an adequate expression of the

divine character and of the divine love in relation

to sin, as well as a disclosure of the nature of sin

and of God's hostility to it; (2) not when the Father
can see in another than the sinner the suffering and
death which belong to sin, but when he can forgive

and restore the child to his loving fellowship; (3)

God will be perfectly satisfied when the divine pur-

pose of grace manifested through the death of Christ

shall have found in all souls a perfect Amen " (Isa.

liii. 11; cf. II Cor. i. 20; C. A. Beckwith, Realities

of Christian Theology, pp. 228-229, Boston, 1906).

See Atonement, | 10. C. A. Beckwith.
Bibuoorapht: For the developmant of the doctrine read-

en are referred to the works named in and under Doo
TaiNK, History op—e.g.. Hamaok, Dogma, vi. 54-78,
190 sqq.. 257 sqq. et paisedm. As a theme in systematic
theology the su|>Jeot is discussed in Mm works named in

and under Dogma, Dogmatics, e.g., W. Q. T. Shedd.
DogmaHc Theology, ii. 433-434. New York. 1889. The
literature under Atonsmsnt, with tiiat already noted,
gives practically all that is necessary. Special mentioB
may he made of: F. C. Baur, Dit ehrUUiehe Lthro von dor
Vendhnttng, Tabmgen. 1838; Q. B. Stevens. The Chru-
tian Doctrine of Sacrifice, New York. 1905; K. Staab. ZHe
Lthre von der tteUvertreienden Oenuotuung CkruH^ Fader-
bom. 1908.

SATOLLI, Bd-td'lt, FRANCESCO DI PAOLO:
Cardinal; b. at Mareciano (14 m. s.w. of

Perugia), Umbria, Italy, July 21, 1839; d. in

Rome Jan. 8, 1910. He was educated at the
seminary of Perugia, the Roman Seminary, and
the College of the Propaganda; after which he was
professor, and later rector, of the Greek College,

Rome, and later still president of the Accademia
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dei nobili eoclesiastici. Appointed domestio prelate
(o the pope and consecrated titular archbic^op of
L«panto, Satolli was sent to the United States in
1890 as the papal representative at the dedication
of the Catholic University of America, Washington,
D. C, and in 1892 again visited America, where he
was appointed papal delegate of the Propaganda at
Washington. In 1895 he was created cardinal priest
of Santa Maria in Araceli and shortly afterwutl re-

turned to Rome, and was created cardinal bishop of
Frascati, archpriest of the Basilica of San Giovanni
in Laterano, prefect of the Congregation of Studies,
and president of the Theological Academy.

SATORNILOS. See Satubninus.

SATTERLEE, HENRY TATBS: Protestant Epis-
copal bishop of Washington; b. in New York
aty Jan. 11, 144; d. at Washington, D. C, Feb.
22, 1908. He was graduated from Columbia
College (A.B., 1863) and the General Theological
Seminary (1866); was ordered deacon m 1865 and
advanced to the priesthood in 1867. He was as-

sistant minister of Zion Church, Wappinger's Fall,

N. Y. (1865-74), and rector (1874-82); rector of

Calvary Church, New York City (1882-96); and
was consecrated bishop of Washington, D. C. (1896).
Among his writings special mention may be made of

A Creedlesa Gospel and a Gospel Creed (New York,
1894) and The Calling ofa Christian (1902).

SATTLER, UCHAEL: Leader of the South
German Anabaptists; b. at Staufen (10 m. s.s.w. of

Fretburg-im-Breisgau) about 1500; executed at
Rottenbuig (23 m. s.w. of Stuttgart) May 20 or 21,

1527. He apparently studied at Freiburg, and then
entered the monastery of St. Peter in &e vicinity

of the same city. Here diligent reading of the
Pauline epistles led him to conclude that true

righteousness was to be attained in ways far different

from those taught by the Roman Catholic Church
and by monastidsm, and, leaving the monastery in

1523, he went to Zurich, where he joined the Ana-
baptists and became a zealous proeelytizer in 1525.

He was banished on Nov. 18 and retired to his native

town, only to be expelled by the Austrian govem-
ment> whereupon he was kindly received by Capito
at Strasbuig. In 1526 he went with Wilhelm Reub-
lin (q.v.) to the latter's home in the district of

Hohenberg, south of Ttibingen, and developed great

activity in the vicinity of Horb. At Schlatt-on-the-

Randen he participated, on Feb. 24, 1527, in a great

meeting at which he formulated in seven articles the

doctrines and the constitution of the South Ger-

man Anabaptists, who were to form a holy com-
munity without association with other sects, and
who were also to refrain from taking oaths, holding

office, or engaging in military service, the entire

scheme being one of high ideals but thoroughly im-

practicable. Returning to Horb, Sattler and his wife

were arrested and imprisoned at Binsdorf, whence
they were taken to Rottenbuig and there executed,

Sattler at the stake and his wife by drowning. His
death created a wide-spread sensation and evoked
the sympathy of both Capito and Butser, as well as

of some less well-known Protestants. The pam-
phlet Wie die Gschrift verstendiglich soU unterschieden

und erkUtrt werden (n.p., n.d.) has been attributed
to him, as has the hymn Als Christus mil seiner
wahren Lehr, but the latter is certainly not his work.

G. BOSSBRT.
Bibuoobapht: Sources are: J. Beck, in ForUei renan Atu-

iriaearum, vol. xliii., the aeries published at Vienna. 1849
•qq.; the Werke of Zwingli, iiL 357 sqq.; E. Egli. Akten-
Bommlung nor GetchiehU der ZUrcher Reformation, Zurich,
1879; and Sin Sendbrief Michael SattUra an eine Oemeinde
OoUee, ed. W. Ktoler, HaUe. 1905. Consult: Q. Bossert.
in Burner fur wUrttemburffieche KirchengeachichU, 1891,
paanm. and 1892, pp. 1-4, 9-10; idem, in ChrieUiehe WeU,
1891, pp. 22 sqq.; A. H. Newman, Hiat, of AnH-Pedo-
baptiam, pp. 137, 243 sqq.. Philadelphia. 1897; C. Ger-
bert, Oeachichte der Straaaburger Seetenbeweguno aur Zeit
dar Reformation, Strasbuis, 1889; idem, in W. Kohlham-
mer, Beaehreibung dea OberamU Rottenburg, i. 409 sqq.,
Stuttgart. 1900; R. Wolkan, Der Lieder der WiedertAufer.
Berlin, 1903; Flugachriften atu den eraten Jahren der Re-
formation, vol. ii., part 3, Leipeic, 1908.

SATURDAY, HOLY. See Holy Week, { 6.

SATURN. See Remphan; and Stabs, II.

SATURNDfUS, sa-tQr'ni-nus (SATORNILOS):
The head of a Gnostic school of the second century.
Little is known of his sect, but the infrequency of
polemic against it and the fact that it is scarcely
more than an item in the catalogue of heresies imply
that it was of secondary importance. Satuminus
distinguished a supreme God, or ''one unknown
FaUier," and his creations, the lower ''angels, arch-
angeb, powers, and potentates,'' chief among whom
were the seven demiurges, including the God of the
Jews, who sometimes appeared as hostile to the
Father and sometimes midway between him and
their adversary, Satan, but whose part in the cosmic
process is unclear. The sole innovation known in the
system of Satuminus is his concept of the creation

of man. For an instant the demiurges perceived an
image of the Father from the upper world of light.

This awakened their longing for the higher spheres,

and they sought to preserve their memory of the
vision by creating man, but though he was formed
in the image of the Father, he could only crawl on
the earth like a worm until the Father, taking pity

on him, gave him a scintillation of life. At death
this scintillation returns to its home, while the earth-

ly components of man are resolved into their original

elements.

The accoimt of Irenseus is too meager to permit of

a clear knowledge of Satuminus' soteriology. It is

evident, however, that he taught that the demiui^ges

created two sorts of men, good and bad. The latter

were aided by the demons, whereupon the Savior

(whose merely apparent humanity is stressed) came
to render them and the demons harmless and to save

the good, those who, possessing the scintilla-

tion of life, believed on Wm. The sect is also de-

scribed as ascetic; marriage and generation were

traced to Satan; and some of the school were vege-

tarians. Prophecy (i.e., the' Old Testament) was
regarded as given partly by Satan and partly by
the demiurges, although this statement does not

exclude the possibility that Satuminus also found

divine elements in it.

The data concerning Satuminus are too scanty

to trace either his sources or his influence; only a

fuller knowledge of the nature of his dualism would
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permit even an approximate conclusion as to
whether it was derived from Zoroastrianism or from
Platonism or from some syncretism in which both
elements had already been blended.

R. LlECBTENHAN.
Bibuoorapht: The ooroM are: ImuBoi, ffor., I., zziv.

1-2. Eoc. trmnsl. in ANF, L 348-349; TtortuUiAO. Dt
ammth zxiiL, in ANP, iii. 203; Hippolytus, ffor., VII.*
xvi. in ANF, v. 109-110; EuaebiuB, Hitt. 0xL, TV,, vii.

3-4, in NPNF, i. 178; Epiphanius. ff«r.. xxiiL Con-
alt further: DCS, iv. 587->588: and the literature under
GlfOflTICUIC.

SATURNHinSy SAINT: Missionary and martyr
of the third century. He was a native of Italy

and was sent as a missionary to Gaul by Pope
Fabian (c. 245). He settled at Toulouse and there
labored with considerable success, becoming first

bishop of the town. Later his preaching infuriated

the mob, and he was martyred by being bound to
a bull which was maddened by goads. He became
the patron saint of Toulouse, and is commemorated
on Nov. 29.

SAUER, sQu'er, JOSEPH: German Roman Catho-
lic; b. at Unzhurst (a village near Bohl, 25 m. 8.s.w.

of Carlsruhe), Baden, Jime 7, 1872. He was edu-
cated at University of Freibuig (1891-04, 1896-97;
D.D., 1900), and, after being a parish priest and
teacher at Sasbach, Baden, in 1898-99, studied in

France and Italy in 1900-02, devoting himself es-

pecially to Christian archeology. In 1902 he be-

came privat-docent for church history and archeol-

ogy in the theological faculty of the University of

Freiburg, where he was promoted to his present

position of associate professor of the same subjects

in 1905. In addition to editing the Literarische

Rundschau/Hr das katholiache Deutschland since 1905
and preparing and editing the second part of the

second volume of F. X. Kraus' Geschichte der christ'

lichen Kunst (Freiburg, 1907), he has written

Symbolik des Kirchengebdudes und seiner Atustal-

hmg in der Auffaasung des MiUdaUers (1902).

SAIIKARACHARYA: Hindu philosopher. See
India, L, 2, § 2.

SAUL, B6l: First king of Israel. His dates,

according to the old chronology, are 1099-1059;
later chronographers bring down the end of his reign

to 1017, and give much less than the forty years as-

cribed to him (Acts xiii. 21). His dates are in con-

fusion; in his third year his son Jonathan was old

enough to have command of a body of men (I Sam.
xiii. 2) ; Joeephus (ArU., X., viii. 4) gives the length

of his reign as twenty years; modem scholarship

reduces even this to ten or nine years.

Saul was the son of Kish, a Benjaminite of Gibeah.

The sources describe him as of unusual height and
of prepossessing appearance, while in the first years

of his reign he distinguished himself by his modest
bearing, ability, and comrage. In obedience to a
divine revelation Samuel secretly anointed him
king, and had this ratified at a later assembly of the

people at Mizpah, where the use of the lot resulted

in the choice of Saul. The latter continued for a
time his residence in Gibeah, accompanied by a
small volimteer guard. When the Ammonites as-

sailed Jabesh-gilead, he summoned all Israel to the

defense and utterly defeated the assailants. The
kingdom was thus securely established, and Samuel
retired (see Samubl).

Nearly the whole of Saul's reign was filled with
wars, particularly against the Philistines who had
attained such supronaey that the Israelites were
not permitted to bear arms. Saul assembled an
army of 3,000 men, 2,000 of whom he took with him
to Michmash, and 1,000 he sent under Jonathan to
Gibeah. Jonathan began the war by assaulting the
garrison <^ the Philistines at Gibeah. Whoi the
Israelite army was assembled at Gilgal awaiting
the appearance of Samuel, who was to offer the
sacrifice, Samuel did not appear at the time he had
set and Saul became impatient and himself offered

the sacrifice. For Uiis he was sternly rebuked by
the prophet and the end of his reign foretold. Saul
on this occasion for the first time showed his self-

willed character, which was incompatible with the
position which the anointed of the Lord was to
take in Israel There are some difficulties in the
text, no directions appearing to have issued from
Samuel before I Sam. xiii. 8 to the effect that Saul
was to await him (cf. I Sam. x. 8). The most likely

solution is that the latter passage has been trans-

posed in editing and properly belongs inmiediately

before xiii. 7. The war was continued by a bold feat

of arms on the part of Jonathan, which came near
costing him his life because of an imprudent oath of

Saul's. Another act of disobedience to the voice

of Ciod was committed by Saul in the war with the
Amalekites. This war was to be a holy war of

vengeance for old acts of aggression and for new
insults. Saul was victorious and took Agag prisons,
whereby Num. xxiv. 7, 20 was fulfilled; but he
failed to carry out the command of extermination.

Samuel met him again at Gilgal and foretold the
loss of his kingdom (xv. 22-23).

After this second conflict Saul's degeneration was
rapid. Samuel secretly anointed David king, and
a melancholy feU upon Saul which could be dis-

pelled only by David's playing. Driven by jealousy,

Saul sought to destroy David. He refused to fulfil

his promise to give him his daughter liGrab in

marriage but gave him her sister Michal. David
then had a narrow escape with the help of Michal
from the emissaries of Saul, and Saul pursued the

fugitive as far as Ramah, the home of SamueL
There, the spirit of the prophetic school that had
settled in the place seised upon him as it had once
before his accession to the throne. But the bitter-

ness of Saul's spirit is shown by his slaughtering the

eighty-five innocent priests of Nob. During his

subsequent pursuit 6i David he was forced in shame
to ending the latter's magnanimity, but his re-

pentance was only transient.

Saul's end was sad. Abandoned by all good
spirits, he sought out the witch <^ Eindor to learn

from the lips of the departed Samuel ^^lat his fate

was to be. Hostilities had again broken out with
the Philistines, and Saul learned that he and his

sons were to perish the next day on the battle-field.

The prophecy was fulfilled. Saul's sons were slain

and he fell on his own sword. David recovered his

body and buried it in the family tomb.
The personality of Saul rests on the firm basis of
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history. The narrative is supported by oontempo-
laiy songs like those given or suggested in I Sam.
xviii. 7 ; II Sam. L 17 sqq., and it isamisapprehension
of its realistic character to assert (Winckler) that the

name Saul is not the name of a man but of a moon-
god. Cheyne's fantastic assertion (EB,, iv. 4305)

that Saul was a Jerahmeelite is just as unfounded.

Saul's reign began promisingly and remained power-
ful to the end. Be secured Hebrew independence
and fought victoriously against Philistines, Amalek-
ites, Moabites, Ammonites, Edomites, and Aram
Zoba. He also did good service in rooting out

heathen practises (I Sam. zzviil. 3). His downfall

was due to the loss of that hmnility with which
he began his reign and to his growing self-will.

His d^;eneration can be traced step by step, al-

though he was not wanting in greatness of soul

evoi to the end. (C. vonOrelli.)
Bibliookapbt: The oommentariM and other woiks on

I Samuel; the literature under Datio; and the works on
that period of Hebrew hietoiy eited under Abab; Ishaxl,
HzRoar or; and Saiiubl. Consult further: J. A. Miller*

Sayl tU Firal Kino o/l9rad^ London, 1866; W. J. Deane.
Sam^d and Savl, ib. 1888; T. K. Cfaeyne, Aid* to Uu D*-
watd iS^vdy ofCriHeum, pp. 1-126, ib. 1892; F. SohwaUy.
^ffnOucAtf Krie09aiUH1kmer, Leipeie. 1901; H. P. Smith,
Old Tetanuni Hidary, chap. vii.. New York, 1903; G.
Beer, Said, David, Solomon^ TQbingen, 1906; 8. A Cook,
CriHeal N0U9 on O. T. Hitiary; tU TradiUont ofSaul and
David, London. 1907; DB, ir, 412-416; BB, iv. 4302-14
(elaborate); JB, zL 74-78; Vifouroux, Diefumfuitrv,

.1600-07.

SAUH, KONRAD. See Sam.

SAUMUR, s^mur: A town of France (155 m.
8.W. of Paris) on the Loire, famous as the seat of the

Ftotestant academy foimded in 1598 by the national

synod of Montpellier, and suppressed by royal edict

Jan. 8, 1685. The academy, which developed the

first fertile school of criticism in modem theology,

owed to a certain extent both its existence and its

sdentific character to Philippe Duplessis-Momay,

the governor of the place, who watched the young
institution with great tenderness (see Du PLESSia-

MoBNAT, Philippe, { 5). The Scotchman John
Ouneron (q.v.) became one of its first prctfessors, and
brought with him that spirit of free and independent

lesearch which afterwi^ characterised the acade-

my. Three of his disciples became professors there

neariy at the same time, Molse Amyraut (q.v.), Josu6

de la Place (see Plackxts), and Louis Oappel (see

Cappel, 3). The theological significance of the

school is in large part due to the theory of hypo-

thetical universalism connected with the name of

Amyraut, and the Biblical researches of Cappel.

Bebuookapht: A. Sohweiaer, Div i>roU»tanii»eh« Central-

doffmun in ihrer Bniwidtlttno innerhalb dor rvformirten

Kirche, iL 439-663. Zurich, 1856; Sehaff, CrtmU, i. 478

•Qq.; Liehtenbeiier, fiSA, xi 467-472.

SAUR, CHRISTOFEL See Sowkr.

SAURIlly 86-ranMACQnBS: The greatest pulpit

orator of French Protestantism; b. at Ntmes Jan. 6,

1677; datThe Hague Dee. 30, 1730. Hewasedu-
cmted at Geneva, to which he had been taken as a

efaUd on the revocation of the Edict of Nantes, and

in 1701 was ordidned to the ministry. He immedi-

atdy went to England, and for four years was pastor

of the WaUooo oongregaticm in London, until a

position was especially created for him at The
Hague in 1705, which he filled imtil his death.
Through all these years his fame as a preacher
steadily increased, and multitudes listened to his

sermons, attracted not only by the diction, logic, and
delivery of his addresses, but even more by the deep
religious conviction and adherence to the Gospel
which pervaded him. Apart from his sermons, his

two chief works were his Diacoura hiatoriqueaj cri-

Hquea, thiclogiques et moraux aur lea ivSnementa lea

plua mHnordlea du Vieux et du Nauveau Teaiamenl

(4 vols., with 7 vols, of continuations by P. Roques
and C. S. de Beausobre, Amsterdam, 1720-39;

£ng. transl. of vol. i., on the Pentateuch, by I.

Cnamberlayne, London, 1723) and L'^tai du Ckria-

Haniama en France (part i., The Hague, 1725-27).

By far his most important productions, however,

were his sermons, of which he himself published

five volumes, and his son, Philippe Saurin, seven

(best ed.. The Hague, 1749; Eng. transl. by R.

Robinson, H. Hunter, and J. Sutcliffe, 7 vols.,

Blackburn and London, 1800-06, and by S. Burder,

6 vols., London, 1824). These addresses, many
of which have also been published individually

and in selections, both in the original and in trans-

lation, range over the most diverse themes, from
dogmatic Uieology to Christian social life. The
\mderlying spirit in them all is essentially that of

the French Reformed type of Biblical Christianity,

though with a strongly ethical and practical, even a
subjective and mystical, strain, while the apologetic

element is also often present. The sermons are of

great length, many of them doubtless requiring two
hours to deliver; yet they are so compact that even

their minutest subdivisions would frequently

furnish material for a large number of sermons of

ordinary preachers. On the other hand, both style

and diction are often careless and hasty, and his

sermons share the common fault of the time in the

display of learning which burdens them, especially

in the opening portions. In the exposition, however,

and still more in the peroration, Saiurin's genius

reaches its climax, but in form and taste he is in-

ferior to Boesuet, in delicacy and depth he falls be-

low Bourdaloue, and in pathos he can not compare
with Massillon. His worst fault, however, was lack

of S3rmpathy, despite his loftiness, his intellectuality,

and his earnestness, and it was due to this deficiency

that he never became popular and that he is now
little read. (C. Pfendbr.)

Bibuoobapht: Biographies are by: J. J. van Oostenee.

BruMek. 1866; J. P. Qaberel and Des HouxB-Farel,

Geneva, 1864. Consult further: C. A. Coqueral, HuA.

df 4oliae9 du dUeri, i. 241 sqq., Paris. 1841; P. A. Sayous.

Hid. de la litUrature fran^iae, ii. 106 sqq.. Paris, 1853;

C. Weiss, Hiel. dee r4fu{fSee proteetantee de France, iL 63

sqq., Paris, 1853; A. R. Vinet, Hiet. de la pridication

parmi lee riformee de France au 17. eOcle, pp. 697-714,

Paris, 1860; E. A. Berthault, Saurin et la prSdieation

protealante, Paris, 1875; E. Lambert. Beeai homiUtique

eur la prtdicaHon de Saurin, Montauban, 1892; Lichten-

berger, BSR, xi. 472-475.

SAUSSATB, PIBRRE DANIEL CHANTEPIB DS
LA. See Chantbpib DB LA Saussatb.

SAVAGE, MINOT JUDSOH: Unitarian; b. at

Norrid^wock, Me., June 10, 1841; graduated at

Bangor Theological Seminary, 1864; became Oon-
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gregational home missionaiy in California, 1894; was
pastor at Framingham, Mass., 1867-69; at Han-
nibal, Mo., 1869-73; Unitarian pastor in Chicago,

1873-74; of the Church of the Unity, Boston, 1874-

1896; and of the Church of the Messiah, New York,
1896-1906, when he retired from the ministry on
accoimt of the failure of his health. He is the author
of CkrUtianity the Science of Manhood (Boston,

1873); The Religion of Evolution (1876); Light

on the Cloud (1876); Bluffton, a Story of To-Day
(1878); Li/cQuMiiorw (1879); The Morals ofEvolu^

tion (1880); Talks about Jesus (1880); Minister's

Handbook (1880); Belief in God (1881); Beliefs

id)out Man (1882); Poems (1882 and 1905); Beliefs

about the Bible (1883); The Modem Sphinx (1883);

Sacred Songs for Public Worship^ edited with H. M.
Dow (1883); Man, Woman, and Child (1884); The
Religious Life (1886); Social Problems (1886); My
Creed (1887); Life (1890); Four Great Questions

Concerning God (1891); The Irrepressible Conflict

between T%do World Theories (1891); The Evolution

of Christianity (1892); Jesus and Modem Life

(1893); Life beyond Death (New York, 1901); and
Lifers Dark Problems (1905).

SAVONAROLA, sQ-v^'na-rO'la, OIROLAMO
(HIERONTMTJS).

Life tm 1491 (I 1).

His Preaohinc (| 2).

His Prophecies (| 3).

As a Refonner of ibo Church (| 4).

Loranso de Medici; Charles VII. (| 5).

The Florentine Theocracy (| 6).

Relations with Alexander VI. (| 7).

Turn of Sentiment against Savonarola (| 8).

The End (| 9).

His Character and Work (| 10).

Girolamo (or Hieronymus) Savonarola, Italian

Roman Catholic, origniator and victim of an eccle-

siastical-political reform, was bom at Ferrara Sept.

21, 1452; d. at Florence May 23, 1498. He has
been variously represented as an inspired prophet,

as a precursor of the Reformation, and as an ambi-
tious demagogue and deluded fanatic. His right

place is among the fearless preachers of

I. Life tin righteousness and moral reform at the
149Z. side of Nathan, Elijah, John the Bap-

tist, and John Knox. Destined by his

parents for the study of medicine, he was led to seek

a religious life in the seclusion of the convent through
a deepening sense of the corruption of society and the
refusal of a family of the Stroszi living in Ferrara
to give him their daughter in marriage. In 1475 he
secretly left the parental home and betook himself

to Bologna, where he entered the Dominican con-

vent. His subsequent letters to his parents were
full of filial affection and begged forgiveness for the
suddenness of his flight and his failing to make
known his intention. To the usual routine of con-
ventual life, he added the study of Augustine and
the great Dominican, Thomas Aquinas, and also

of the Bible, with which he became thoroughly
conversant. In 1481 he was sent to Ferrara, where
he discovered that a prophet may not expect honor
in his own country. The same year he went to

Florence and became an inmate of the convent of

St. Mark's. His preaching attracted no attention
in Florence, and his audiences during Lenten season

in San I^renio were reduced to twenty-five persons.

Suddenly in 1486, while preaching in Breecia, his

eloquence broke forth in all its wealth. In 1489 he
returned to the convent in Florence, Lorenzo de
Medici, at the representation ci Pico della Mirandola,

urging his return. In 1491 he became prior of St.

Mark's.

During the next nine years Florence was filled

with Savonarola's personality, and he became the

most conspicuous religious figure in Italy. During
the first part of this period, he had coufiicts with

Lorenzo de Medici, the political despot

a. His of the city, and during the second part

Prgaching. with Alexander VI., all the while

seeking by his exhortations and start-

ling prophecies to bring about the civic and moral
regeneration of the city. He preached first in St.

Mark's and then in the cathedral, immense audiences
pressing to hear him expound the Hebrew prophets

and the Book of Revelation. At the time of his

greatest popularity throngs waited hours for his

appearance and his biographer Villari estimates

his audiences at from 10,000 to 12,000. ''Your
sins make me a prophet," he cried out, and from
the depths of that stirring, briUiant half-pagan life

which the Medicis had fostered in Florence be con-

jured up a stinging sense of its emptiness and desola-

tion. His message was addressed to the cleigy as

well as to the people, and the flashes of his indigna-

tion often fell upon the palace of Lorenzo. In the

last sermon he preached during Advent season,

1492, he portrayed a vision he had had the night

before of a sword held by a hand in the heavens and
bearing the inscription ''Behold the sword of the

Lord will descend quickly and suddenly upon the

earth." He heard many voices prockiiming mercy
for the good and judgment for the wicked. Then
suddenly the sword was turned toward the earth, the

sky was darkened, and swords, arrows, and flames

rained down. The preacher was commanded to

preach these things. This was one of those visions

the description of which from the pulpit of the ca-

thedral impressed and terrified the great audiences.

The severity of his warnings upon the pleasure-

losing city was at times so fearful that Savonarola

himself shrank back from delivering them.

To his gifts of vivid description, pure language,

and fervor of heart he added as a chief element of

his power unshaken confidence in his divinely ap-
pointed mission. He felt that he received communi-

cations directly from Ckxl, and he
3. HIa stood forth as a divinely commissioned

Propheciea. prophet. His prophecies of future

events were the amazement of Flor-

ence, though not all joined in accepting the preacher

as an inspired seer. He, however, applied to these

prophecies the words ci Scripture that not one jot

or tittle of them should fail till they were fulfilled.

These prophecies were usually given to him in

visions or transports of the soul. His views on
prophecy in general and on his own prophetic en-

dowment found utterance from the pulpit and also

in two works. Compendium revelationum (1495) and
Dialogue deveritateetpropheiica (1497). Savonarola's

most famous prophecy was ci the coming of a new
Cyrus from across the Alps who should bring about
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the political emancipation of Florence and Italy.

Most of the prophecies were in general terms and
predicted times of dire chastisem^it for Florence,

fdiowed by a time of righteousness and extension of

the Church. One of the proofs Savonarola gave for

his prophetic gift was the fulfilment of his predic-

tions. On this very point, however, there is doubt.

In certain cases, his prophecies were certainly not

fulfilled, such as his prediction of the speedy con-

version of the Jews and Moors. As to whether other

o-called prophecies were real is open to question.

The Cyrus from the West came into Italy, Charles

Vin. of France, but it is a question whether Savo-

narola's prediction was anything more than the fore-

cast of an observer carefully watching the progress

of political movements in Italy and alert to detect

the signs of impending events. Certain it is that,

while Charles' advent was foUowed by the expulsion

of the Medicis from Florence, his Italian campaign
ended in failure and the independence of Florence

lasted but a short period. Another consideration

that casts suspicion upon the prophetic natmre of his

predictions is that many of them concerned political

events such as belong to the selfish policy of nations,

•8 when he predicted that Florence would again

secure sovereignty over Pisa. A large party in

Florence held Savonarola to be a prophet. Men like

Landucci, the apothecary, fully accepted his pro-

phetic endowment. Some of the distinguished men
of the age, like the Frenchman Conmiines, either

accepted it or acknowledged their inability to ac-

count for the forecast. The judgment of most of

Savonarola's recent biographers, such as Villari and
Lucas, and of historians, such as Pastor and Creigh-

ton, Roman Catholic and Protestant, is that Savo-

narola was self-deceived. But while his prophetic

claims were a delusion, he had none of the spirit of

the impostor. What men moving amidst the com-
mcm re&lities of life called dreams of fancy, Savo-

narola, longing with all the intensity of his being for

the reformation of Florence, took for real visions of

the soul. Much as he impressed his own age with

the reality of his prophetic endowment, to modem
times his glory consists in his being a preacher of

righteousness in an age of deep dissoluteness and
religious effrontery.

As a reformer, his vision ended with the moral

reform of the city and <^ Italy and its adoption of

righteousness in private conduct and
4. As a in civil management. A radical doc-

Kefonner trinal reform such as was achieved by
of the Luther and Calvin was not in Savo-

Church, narola's program. In all essential

points of doctrine he agreed with the

medieval Church. He did not call in question a
single one <d its dogmas (cf. Pastor, Popes, vi.

51). His only departure from the ecclesiastical

belief of his time was his denial of the pope's

infallibility and his appeal to a council as the final

eourt of arbitrament in Christendom.

The internal history of Italian affairs in 1492 was
marked by the death of Lorenzo the Magnificent

(the most accomplished diplomat of his time) and
the elevation of Alexander VI. to the pontifical

throne. When Lorenso knew that he was dying,

he sent for Savonarola. The monk had kept at a

distance from the prince, and Lorenzo had said with
reference to him, "a stranger has come into my

house, yet he will not stop to pay me a
5. Lorenzo visit." Rich gifts sent to Uie convent of

de Medici ; St. Mark's failed to win its prior. Now,
Charies VIL facing the issues of eternity, Lorenzo

sent for Savonarola as " the only hon-
est friar " he knew. He wanted to make confession of

three crimes. The spiritual adviser instead proposed
three terms of shrift. The first was a confident trust

in God's mercy. To this the dying man assented.

The second was the restoration of his ill-gotten

wealth. To this also assent was given. The third

required that he give back to Florence her liberties.

To this Lorenzo gave no response and turned his face

to the wall. The priest passed out without giving

absolution. The accoimt as thus given is based
upon the earliest lives of Savonarola, by Burla-

macchi and Mirandola. A different accoimt was
given by Politian in a letter to Jacopo Antiquario.

Politian makes no mention of the third condition

and reports that Savonarola left the dying man
after giving his blessing. This version is accepted by
Roscoe, Creighton (Popes, iv. 172 sqq.), and Lucas

(pp. 83-^) . The version adopted here is accepted

by Villari (i. 168-169), Hase (p. 20), (Hark (p. 116);

Pastor (Popes, v. 92) seems to proceed upon the

theory of its truth. Ranke wavers, but declared he
did not see his way clear to deny it. During the

three years 1494-97, Savonarola's ascendency was
at its height. According to Guicciardini, his in-

fluence was most extraordinary. During this period

Charles VII. came into Italy, Lorenzo's son Piero

and the Medicis were banished from Florence and a
theocratic government was established in the city.

Fra Girolamo thundered from the pulpit against the

rule of the Medicis and pleaded for their expulsion.

When (Charles was encamped near Florence, Savona-
rola, by the appointment of the Florentine seignory,

met him and made a deep impression upon the

monarch. The French army, through the monk's
appeals to the king and his threats, restrained them-
selves from their usual violence in Florence, and
Charles left the city, and pursued ''his onward
jotimey without delay." On the king's return from
Naples to upper Italy, Savonarola again commu-
nicated with him in five letters, bidding the sover-

eign grant her liberties to Florence, a city of which

he said "God had chosen her and had determined to

magnify her so that who dared to touch her, touched

the apple of His eye." No city ever had a more
ardent lover than Florence had in Savonarola.

The expulsion of the Medicis involved a reoi^gan-

ization of the state, and in this work Savonarola had
a part of prime importance. He was called upon as

the chief citizen of Florence by the seigniory to pro-

pose a new constitution. Reluctantly

6. The he set himself to the task and took

Florentine the government of Venice as his model.

Theocracy. The supreme official, the doge, was
left out, that place being given to

Jesus Christ. "The government of the one in

Florence," so he cried out in the pulpit, "could re-

sult only in despotism." "God alone shall be thy
king, O Florence, as He was king of Israel under the

old covenant." Savonarola's government was a
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theocracy; "its new head shall be Jesus Christ"

was the ringing cry with which he closed his ser-

mons on Haggai. Depicting this time of crisis,

Guicciardini called the prior of St. Mark's the savior

of his country (cf. Villari, i. 268, 298). The whole
social fabric of Florentine society seemed for the

moment to have imdergone a change, and a millen-

nial reign of order and good-will seemed to be im-

pending. Love to Christ seemed to have become
the predominant impulse. Deadly foes fell upon
each other's necks; property illegitimately acquired

was returned; the churches overflowed; the con-

vents were filled up; profane amusements ceased.

Indeed, says a contemporary writer, "the people

of Florence seem to have become fools for Cluist's

sake."

But while Savonarola's influence over the people

maintained itself for several years, the ideal ele-

ments of his government exposed him easily to at-

tack. In the latter part of the fifteenth century its

provisions seemed to be most impracticable. Be-
sides, the Medicis were pressing to re-

7. Relations ttun to Florence as their rightful herit-

with age, and their party and other enemies

Alexander fo\md abimdant opportimity in Savo-

VL narola's imworldly peculiarities to in-

crease the disaffection in Florence.

Alexander VI. was the chief factor in the last stage

of Savonarola's career. The contrast between these

two men has been compared with the contrast be-

tween Christ and Herod and between St. Paul and
Nero. Moved by representations, reaching him
from Florence itsdf, and by appeals of the Medicean
princes, the pope summoned Savonarola to Rome
July 25, 1495, and promised to "welcome him with

love and fraternal affection." Savonarola refused,

alleging sickness and the dangers by the way. Then
followed papal briefs, Sept. 8, Oct. 16, inhibiting

him from preaching. For five months Savonarola

refrained from preaching, but on Feb. 17, 1496,

at the call of the seigniory he again ascended the

pulpit. He took the bold position that the pope
might eiT, and that when he spake as a man and
erred no man was bound to obey him. He entered

upon a course of severe denunciations upon the

Church and its representatives in Rome. Alexander

tried bribery and offered Savonarola the red hat if

he would keep silence, but in vain. Savonarola

stood in the pulpit and declared he would not have
mitres nor a cardinal's hat but only the red hat of

martjrrdom which God gives to his saints. His
wonderful influence with the people had illustra-

tion in the carnival season of 1494. Boys who had
been brought under the new religious movement and
were grouped in brigades went from house to house,

calling upon the occupants to give up their cards,

dice, erotic books, and articles of adornment. They
marched up and down the streets singing hymns
which Savonarola had composed. In 1497, similar

scenes were enacted, and on the last day of carnival

week a great bonfire was made on the public square,

of a p3rramid of such articles, the pile being sixty feet

high with a base of 240 square feet. This was known
as the "burning of the vanities." At these times,

Florence seemed to be going altogether to religion.

Wives left their husbands and betook themselves

to convents. Others, who were married, took the

vow of continence, and Savonarola even dreamed
the city might reach so perfect a condition that all

marriage would cease. People took the conmiimion
daily. Fra Bartolomeo threw his studies of naked
figures into the fire and for a time thought it sinful to

use in painting hands which should be continually

folded in prayer.

With the year 1497 the troubles thickened around
the Florentine reformer. Insulting placards were
posted on the walls of his convent and distributed

through the city. Assassins moved by
8. Turn of political rancor and ambition gathered

Sentiment in the cathedral to take his life. Savo-
Against narola intensified his denimciations of

Savonarola, the "fornications in Italy, France,

Spain^ and all other regions." Lust
had made of the Church a shameless courtesan.

Priests openly acknowledged their bastards as sons.

Alexander was evidently aimed at, and such open
arraignment the pope could not safely tolerate. On
May 12, 1497, Alexander declared Savonarola ex-

commimicate as "one suspected of heresy." The
seigniory was stUl on Savonarola's side and espoused

his cause in letters to the Apostolic See. On Christ-

mas Day, 1497, the prior violated the papal curse

and celebrated mass three times, and on Feb. 11,

1498, he stood again in the pulpit and preached toan
immense concourse of people declaring that popes
might err as Boniface VIII. had erred. The heat

of his utterance increased, and frequently, from
this time on, he appealed to heaven as his witness

that he was willing to go into fire of hell, if his

motives were not pure, or to be struck dead on the

spot if he were not sincere The pope had one more
weapon, the interdict, and this he threatened to

hurl against the disobedient city. The seigniory

sought to negotiate, but its membership became
divided and decided it expedient that Savonarola

should keep silence and the good-will of the Apostolic

See be retained with an eye to futiure favors. It,

however, refused to deliver up Savonarola to Alex-

ander as he had requested. Savonarola preached for

the last time Mar. 18, 1498. He in turn now deter-

mined to secmre, if possible, the adjudication of an
ecumenical council. The letters to the kings of

France, England, and other countries, appealing to

them to convoke such a coimcil, were written but
never sent.

At this juncture a completely new turn was given

to Savonarola's career. Florence was suddenly
startled with the report that an ordeal of fire was
impending to test the prophet's supernatural claims.

The Franciscan monk Francesco da
9. The Puglia, in a sermon in S. Croce, issued

End. the challenge. Savonarola hesitated

and declared that he did not depend
upon a miracle to attest his claims. Righteous
lives were the test. But the popular demand
forced him to accept the challenge. Fra Domenico,
his intimate friend and a monk of St. Mark's,

offered himself for the ordeal as did also many
others. The seigniory appointed a day and the two
parties filed their statements with this tribunal.

The place fixed was the public square, where two
pyres seventy feet in length, of inflammable mate-
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riiJs, were built. All Florence was present to witness

the spectacle. The Franciscans and Dominicans
inarched in solemn processions to the spot. The
ordeal was set for eleven o'clock, but there was de-

lay. Objection was made to Domenico's going
through the fire wearing his priestly garments, on
suspicion that they had been bewitched. The
Dominicans 3rielded. The second objection was
made that Domenico should not carry a crucifix or

the host with him. The parle3dng was protracted.

Rain fell, the day was declining, and the Francis-

can challenger did not appear. The seigniory de-

clared the ordeal abrogated. The spell of Savo-
narola's influence was gone. The mob now treated

him as a coward or an impostor. Florence was mad
with anger. A few, like Landucci, were bowed with
disappointment and sorrow. Tlie next day St.

Mark's was assaulted. The resistance offered by
the monks, even with firearms, staved off the end
at best for a few hoiuv. Savonarola and two of his

chief supporters, Fra Domenico and Fra Silvestro,

were imprisoned. Their first trial was before the
seigniory. Alexander wrote that they should be sent

to Rome but, if not, they should be tried "with
torture." The agonies of the torture induced
Savonarola to make confessions of imposture and
other ill-doing, which he denied as soon as the de-

Hritmi of the pain wore off. It was hard to manu-
facture, against the monk, charges deserving death.

Savonarola was no heretic. But a commission sent

by the pope—^Turriano, the Venetian Dominican
general, and Bishop Francesco Romelino, after-

ward dtrdinal—^were equal to the task of finding the

prisoners guilty of rank heresy. Letters came to

Florence stating that Alexander had declared Savo-
narola should "be put to death even if he were
another John the Baptist." The garbled records of

the trial make it uncertain what the exact process

was. Romelino's letters to Alexander show that

the prisoners were to be treated as pernicious here-

tics. The intervals between the applications of tor-

ture the prisoners spent in comparing expositions

on Pss. li. and xxxi. The three friends met and
prayed on the morning appointed for the execution.

May 23, 1498. Their bearing, that of humble trust

in Christ, was adapted to win universal sympathy.
The sentence ran that they should be hanged and
their bodies btimed. Absolution was pronounced.
The bishop of Vasona in pronouncing the sentence of

deposition upon Savonarola said, "I separate thee

from the Church triimiphant and the CSiurch mili-

tant." Savonarola replied, "Not from the Church
triumphant. That is not in thy power to do."
Tlie ashes of the three monks were cast into the
Amo.

Savonarola will be judged by the righteousness of

his message, the calm stability of his last hours, and
the environment in which he was placed. He stands

fort^ as the greatest master of pulpit

10. His eloquence Italy has fmnished. In an
Character age when the classical renaissance in-

and Work, traduced or fostered moral corruption,

he represented moral righteousness in

private life and in civil government. Lacking the

sagacity of the statesman, he was inspired with
patriotism and the devotion of the religious reformer.

In appealing from the decision of Alexander VI.,

he was taking the position which Julius II., in his

bull Cum tarUo divino, 1505, justified. That bull

pronoimced papal elections secured by bribery void.

If the buU was retroactive then Alexander was no
pope. He had secured his election by shameless
bribery. The world was at once divided between
admiration for, and condemnation of, Savonarola.
Even within the Dominican order the monk's mem-
ory was for a long time disparaged, and the Domin-
ican'general Sisto Fabri of Lucca, 1585, issued an
order forbidding monks and nuns of bds order to
mention his name or retain any relic or book that
could remind them of him. But the feeling in the
Dominican order has changed and a warm and per-
sistent effort has been made by Dominicans to pre-

pare the way for the canonisation of their most
eloquent preacher. Protestants are inclined to re-

gard him as in a sense a precursor of the Reforma-
tion, a seer of a new era in the Church. So Luther
regarded him, and wrote a preface to an edition

of his Meditation on Pss. li. and xxxi. (1523).

RietschI included him in the monument at Worms
conunemorating the Reformation, and placed
him in company with Wyclif and Huss as
forerunners of that great movement. Savona-
rola's expositions of ^e two Psalms composed
duriiig his imprisonment show him as a mem-
ber of the Church universal Here he appeals
as a sinner directly to God's mercy. But in his

"Triimiph of the Cross," he accepts ^e seven sacra-

ments and the other distinctive marks of the medie-
val Church. Schnitcer, the leading contemporary
authority on Savonarola in Germany, gives him
unstinted admiration. Pastor joins in admiring
the purity of his purpose but condemns him as an
unfaithful Roman Catholic in refusing obedience
to the Apostolic See. The general sentiment in the
Roman Catholic Churoh is represented by the judg-
ment of Hefele-KnOpfler (Kirchengeschichte p. 503),

that Savonarola's execution was a judicial murder.
Florence regards the memory of her adopted citizen

with love and has made every attempt to offer repa-

ration for his execution. In 1882 the seigniory

placed Girolamo's statue in the Hall of the Five
Hundred and again, 1901, honored him by placing
a tablet on the spot of execution with a statement
that there "by unrighteous sentence" he and his

two companions "were hanged and burned." On
the wall of his cell in St. Mark's a medallion has
been placed containing a head of the prior, and
opposite the place where he was seised another
memorial has been erected which the visitor often
finds hung with wreaths of fresh flowers.

(Philip ScHAFFf.) D. S. Schafp.
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came fresh from the preaoher^s Upa—best ed. Sermoni e
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pmHehs, Pnte, 1846; alio ed. O. Baodnt Floreooe. 1880;
a aeleotum ed. Villari and CaaanoTs, Se^Ua di predUcht tt

teritU di O, Savonarola, Flonnoo, 1898; Qenn. tranal. of
twelve sennoos and of the poem I>« ndna mundi by H.
BchettmOller. Berlin, 1901; A. Oherardi, Nuovi doew
nunti € ttudi intemo a O, Savonarola^ 2d ed., FIoraDoe,
1887. '* The Triumph of the Cro«," ed. in Lat. L. Fer-
xetti, Siena, 1899. Milan, 1901. Enf. tranal. from this ed.

by J. Procter. London, 1901. St. Louis, 1902. '' Exposi-
tion of Pss. li., xxxi.," Lat text with Eng. transl. by E. H.
Perowne, London, 1900; SavonaxoU's poetry, ed. C.
Ouasti, Florence. 1862; E. C. Bayonne, (Evorm apiri-

iueUea ehoitie* de Savonarola, 3 vols., Paris, 1880.
An extended list of works is given in Potthast, Wog-

vmoer, pp. 1664-66; other lists are noted in the literature

given below. Basal aoooimts are: P. Burlamacchi (d.

1619), Vita Hieronymi Savonarola (founded on an older
Latin life by an eye-witness), ed. Mansi, Lucca, 1761;
0. F. Pica della Mirandola (nephew of the celebrated
litterateur), completed 1620, published, BfiiandoU, 1630,
ed. (^6tif, 2 vols.. Pans, 1674; J. Nardi (a contempo-
laxy), Le Siorie della eitta di Firenae, 1494-1651, Florence,

1684; Luca Landucd (an ardent admirer of Savonarola
and a Florentine apothecary), Diario FlorotUine, 1450-
1616, Florence, 1883.

Of later aocoimts the three biographies which have
made notable advance are: F. K. Meier, Berlin, 1836;
F. T. Perrens, 2 vols., Paris, 1862. 3d ed.. 1869; P. Vil-

lari, Florence, 1869, 2d ed., 1887. Eng. transl.. 2 vols.,

London, 1888, 1 vol., 1899 (combines results of previous
study with new material); idem. Studies Hiatorieal and
Critical, ib. 1907. Other biographies are: F. C. Bartoli,

Florence, 1782; A. G. Rudelbach, Hamburg, 1836; K.
Hase, Ntu* Prophoten, Leipsic. 1861; F. T. Perrens, 2
vols.. Paris and Turin, 1863. 3d ed., 1869; R. Madden,
2 vols., London, 1864; V. Marohese, Florence, 1866; B.
Aquarone, 2 vols., Alexandria, 1867; S. de Rorari, 2d ed.,
Legnago, 1868; E. C. Bayonne, Paris, 1879 (worthy); £.
Warren, London, 1879; W. R. dark, Chicago, 1890; A.
0. Haygood. rA« AfonJb and <A«Pn'nc«, Atlanta, 1896; J. L.
O'Neil, Boston, 1898 (has extended bibliography); G.
MoHardy. Edinburgh, 1901, New York, 1902; E. L. a
Horsburgh, London, 1901; N. Howard, ib. 1904; H Lucas,
ib., rev. ed., 1906 (has full bibliography); W. H. Oawfoid,
Cincinnati, 1907; W. E. Oliphant, London, 1907; H. Bexg-
mann, Stockholm, 1909.

Other discussions, not simply biognphlcal, but taking
up various phases, literary or critical, are: W. Roscoe,
Life of Lorento de* Medici, London, 1796, new issue,

1886; L. von Ranke, Hietoriech-lnooraphiecfie Stndien,

pp. 183-267, Leipsic, 1877 (discusses the interrelations
of the works by Burlamacchi and Pica della Miran-
dola); C. Sickinger, Savonarola, ssmi Leben ynd eeine
Zeit, WQrabuxg, 1877; E. Oomba, Storia deUa Ri-
forma in Italia, Florence, 1881; Margaret Oliphant,
Maken of Florence, London, 1881; Pastor, Popee, vi.

3-64; idem, Zwr Beurtheiluno SavonaroUu, Freiburg, 1896
(answers criticisms by Luotto and Feretti); P. Luotto,
DeUo Studio di Scrittura eacra secondo O. Savonarola e
Leon XIII., Turin, 1896; idem, II vero Savonarola ed il

Savonarola di L. Paetor, Florence, 1897; Feietti, Per la
eauaa di Fra O. Savonarola, Milan, 1897; M. Glossner,
Savonarola ale Apoloffet und Philoeoph, Paderbom, 1898;
J. L. O'Neil. Wae Savonarola really ezcommunicated t
Boston, 1900; J. Schnitser, Qudlen imd Forechungen eur
Oeeehichte Savonarolae, vols, i.-iv., Leipsic, 1902-10;
0. Biermann, Kritieche Studie sur Oeechichte dee Fra Q.
Savonarola, Rostock, 1901; E. S. Godkin, The Monaetery
of San Marco, London, 1901; Cambridge Modem Hietory,
chap, v.. New York, 1902; Creighton, Papacy, iv. 168
sqq. (discussion of the authorities, p. 361; the student
should not omit study of this useful note); Sohaff. Chtarch
Hietory, v., 2. ft 76 (good list of literature, pp. 660-661).

SAVOY CONFERENCE: A conference between
twelve bishops and twelve Puritan divines, with
nine assistants on each side, at the Savoy Palace,
London, Apr. 15-July 25, 1661, the object being
to revise the Prayer-Book. The conference was
necessitated by the events leading to the Restora-
tion and the dissatisfaction of the Puritans with the
service as it stood. But after the Restoration the

sentiment of the country was strongly royalist^

and consequently the bi^ops were able to resist^

in their reliance upon popular feeling, the at-

tempts of the Puritans to do away with parts of

the service and with observances which to them
savored of Roman Catholicism, and the Conference

had as a result only the continued use of the

Prayer-Book. The proposals desired by the Puri-

tans were embodied by Baxter in his hastily com-
piled liturgy, which never came into use, but was
repubUshed by C. W. Shields, Philadelphia, 1867,

New York, 1880.

BiBuooRArHT: D. Neal, Hietory of the Puriiane, ed. J.

Touhnin. part iv., chap, vi., Bath, 1703-07; W. H. But-
ton, The Englieh Chweh 1696-1714* PP. 186-186. Lcndon,
1003; F. Procter and W. H. Frere. New Hiet. of the Book
ofCommon Prayer, pp. 160-103 et passim, ib. 1006; J. H.
Blunt, Annotated Book of Comwton Prayer, pp. 30, 32, 07-
08, 183, New York, 1008.

SAVOY DECLARATION. See Conqbboation-
ALiars, III., I 1.

SAXON CONFEDERATION, LOWER. See
LowsB Saxon Confederation.

SAXONS, CONVERSION OF THE: Of all the

German tribes the Saxons longest preserved both
their independence and their national religion. It

is true that there are records of attempts to intro-

duce Christianity among them before the time of

Charlemagne, but these are either l^endaiy, as the

account of the baptism of Saxon envoys by Bishop
Faro of Meaux at the court of Lothair II., or else

were frustrated by the disinclination of the Saxon
people to accept Christianity, as was the case with

the efforts of the Hewald brothers (see Hewald).
St. Boniface (q.v.) obtained a letter of recommen-
dation to the Saxons (Episl., xxii.), but his biog-

raphers do not relate that he worked among them.

It was only the Saxon wars of Charlemagne that

rendered a conversion of the Saxons both possible

and necessary. Whether Charlemagne intended to

incorporate Saxony in the Prankish empire when
he b^;an his Saxon campaigns is doubtful, but at

all events he followed thLB course after 776, and he
was therefore forced at the same time to imdertake
the Christianisation of the people because of the

close connection between Church and State in his

domains. In his very first campaign (772) the de-

struction of the Irmensul accompanied the capture

of the Eresburg, whereupon the Saxons retorted

by attacking a church in Fritslar and destroying

the church at Deventer. The religious question was
first treated in the peace of 776, when the Saxons,
probably as a proof of the sincerity of their subjec-

tion, agreed to accept baptism. In the following

year Charlemagne assembled an imperial diet at

Paderbom, in Saxon territory, and Saxony was di-

vided into missionary districts which were assigned

to various Prankish dioceses and monasteries,

Cologne receiving the land of the Boructeri, Maim
the districts of southern Saxony, bordering on its

own territory, WOnburg the region about Pader-
bom, Abbot Sturm of Pulda the districts on the
Diemel, and the monastery of Amorbach in the

Odenwald the region about Verden. West Prank-
ish bishoprics, such as Reims and Ch&lons, seem
also to have shared in this missionary activity.
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Although tho task thus systematically undertaken
was impeded by ever-recurring revolts against

foreign rule (778, 782, 783, 784), each new victory

of the Franks became the occasion for wholesale

baptisms. The most dangerous insurrection was
that of 782, which threatened the very existence of

the Saxon Church and was suppressed only through
the victories won by Charlems^e at Detmold and
on the Hase in 783. When, two years later, Widu-
Idnd and Abbio were baptized, the pacification and
Christianisation of the land were r^sirded as assured.

Charlemagne sent word to Rome that the Saxons
were converted and sought by promulgating the

CapitukUio de partibus Saxania (probably in 787)
to secure the position he had won. The punishment
of death, decreed by the old Saxon laws against

violators of the heaUien sanctuaries, but a penalty

unknown to Prankish law, was now adopted for the

protection of the new faith, and this penalty was
decreed not only for the murderers of ecclesiastics,

but also for all who conspired against Christians,

damaged churches, observed the heathen custom
of burning the bodies of the dead, contemptuously
broke the commandment of the Church concern-

ing baptism, or avoided baptism. Each church
received rich allotments from the lands of its pa-

rishioners, tithes from private and royal property,

and also the right of Asylum (q.v.) . Besides this, it

was decreed that the death penalty might be remit-

ted in case of voluntary confession of g^t, that chil-

dren should be baptised before reaching the age of

one year, that the Sabbath should be observed and
mass attended, and that Christians should be buried

in consecrated ground.

Nevertheless, a new revolt in 702 was followed

by a relapse into heathenism, the destruction of

churches, and the murder of many of the clergy.

Alcuin, writing to Megenfrid in 795 (Epiat.f Ixix.),

laid the blame, at least in part, on the execution of

tithes and extreme l^al pcmlties, even while

doubting whether the Saxons had really been elected

into faith (Epiat, Ixvii.), but finally Charlemagne
succeeded in pacifying the land, largely by deport-

ing thousands of Saxon families to various parts of

Franconia and Swabia (795, 797-799, 804). At the

same time the severity of the law was modified, and
at the imperial diet of Aachen (Oct. 28, 797) the

death penalty was abolished and replaced by the

wergild of sixty soldi, usual among the Franks.
By 802 the Umd was considered to be entirely

Christianised. As early as 787 the missionary dis-

trict of WiUehad (q.v.) at the mouth of the Weser
had been created a diocese, of which Willehad him-
self had been consecrated bishop; the dioceses of

Verden and Minden seem to have been organized

about the same time; the bishopric of Mdnster was
formed between 802 and 805; toward the close of

Chariemagne's reign the bisJiopric of Paderbom
was erected, the first bishop being Hathumar, a
Saxon educated at WOrzbuig; and the remaining
dioceses, OsnabrQck, HUdesheim, Halberstadt, and
Hamburg, were formed m the reign of Louis the
Pious. (A. Hauck.)
Bibuoorapbt: Or^nal Bonnm are: Rtoetia hidaria Weal-W^ ed. H. A. Erfaard. 2 volt., MOnster, 1847-61: Oa-
aduehUqudUn de$ Buthums MUntier vols. i. and iv., ib.

1851 aqq. Kaiaentrkunden <Ur Pfovifu WettfaUn, ed. R.

Wflmanfl and F. Philippi. 2 vols., ib. 1807-81; Brtm-
uchet Urkundenbueh, ed. D. R. Ehmck and W. von Bip-
pen, Bremen, 1873 aqq., F. A. Ogg, Source Book of MmOo-
vol Hiatory, pp. 114-123. New York. 1908. Consult:
C. Stuve, QoochiehU dea Hoehatifta OanabrHek, Jena, 1863;
B. Simson, JahrbHehar dea frankiaehen Reicha unier Lud-
wio, 2 vole., Leipsio, 1874-76; O. Dehlo, OeachicfUa dea
Enbiattima Hamburg-Bremen, vol. L, Berlin, 1876; W.
von Qieaebreoht, Qeaehichte der deutachen Kaiaerteit, L 110
aqq., Brunswick, 1881; S. Abel and B. Simson, /oAr-
backer dea fiUnkiachen Reicha unter Karl deem Oroaae, 2
vols.. Leipsio, 1883-88; C. Ritter, Karl der Groaae und die
Sachaen, 2 parts, Dessau, 1894-95; Q. HOfifer, Korveyer
Studiettt Monster, 1898; Robinson, European Hiatory,
L 129 sqq., 150 sqq.; Rettbeig. KD, vol. ii.; Hauck, KD,
ii.3608qq.; the literature under Cbabuemaons.

SAXONY: A kingdom of Germany, boimded
on the north and east by Prussia, on the south by
Bohemia, and on the west by the Thuringian states,

with two small exclaves, 2^egelheim and Liebsch-
witz; area 5,856 square miles; population (1900)
4,202,216. Of this there were 3,954,132 Lutherans;
16,080 Reformed; 197,005 Roman Catholics; 2,028
German Catholics; 1,260 Greek Catholics; 12,416
Jews, and 19,295 others, including members of the
fourteen Irvingite and fourteen New Apostolic

churches, as well as of the twelve Methodist and
four Baptist congregations. In 1905, of a popula-
tion of 4,508,601, there were 4,250,659 Lutherans,
Reformed, and Unionists; 218,275 Roman Catho-
lics; 266 Russian Orthodox; 1,331 Greek Catho-
lics; 22,858 other Christians; and 14,697 Jews. In
recent years there has been a notable increase of

accessions from the Roman Catholic Church to the
Lutheran, the number advancing from 508 in 1899
to 1,266 in 1903, while conversions from Lutheran-
ism to Roman Catholicism increased from 41 to 52
respectively. The Roman Catholic Church in-

crease is due almost entirely to the immigration of

laborers from Bohemia, Poland, Italy, and other
Roman Catholic countries. Roman Catholic dis-

tricts are foimd only in Saxon Upper Lusatia, about
the nunnery of Marienstem east of Kamens, and
in the vicinity of the nunnery of Marienthal near
Ostritz. On ^e increase is the influence of various

sects not only in the vicinity of Zwickau (see

Zwickau Prophets), a hotbed of sects since the
Reformation, but over all the kingdom. Particu-

larly aggressive in recent years has been the New
Apostolic Church (Geyerites and Krebsites). In-

cluded in the statistics of the Methodist Episcopals
are the AlbrechUletUe (see Evangelical Associa-
tion), whose chief attraction is their close fellowship.

The established Church of Saxony is Lutheran.
So long as the royal house is Roman Catholic the four
ministers of worship, justice, interior, and finance

must be of the State Church. Since 1874 its control

has been vested in the national consistory, com-
posed of a judicial president and an equal nmnber
of theological and judicial councilors, with the first

court preacher as vice-president, and with a num-
ber of extra members. Between this consistory and
the individual congregations stands the ** inspec-

tion," consisting of the superintendent (ephorus)

of the diocese and the chief civic official of the dis-

trict. Upper Lusatia, which has no superintendent,

19 controlled (subject to the national consistory) by
the prefecture of Bautzen. Since 1868 the laity

have been permitted to represent individual con-
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gregatioiis, and quinquennial national synods have
been held, the latter composed of 34 clergy and 43
laymen. In 1903 there were 1,469 clerical posi-

tions, 619 being under royal patronage, 832 con-

trolled by private patrons, and 18 alternating in

patronage. In 1903 the births of Evangelical paren-

tage numbered 142,641 and the baptisms 138,606;

in the same year there were 32,416 marriages,

and 32,047 betrothals of wholly Evangelical pairs.

By the law of Dec. 1, 1876, omission of baptism or

betrothal involves loss of the right to be a god-
parent, or to have either an active or a passive vote

in church affairs. The church attendance is, in

general, satisfactory; and there is an increasing

interest in missions and other forms of practical

religion. On the other hand, the number of com-
municants is unmistakably declining. Besides the

Evangelical Lutherans, official recognition has been
accorded since 1818 to the Evangelical Reformed,
represented by churches at Dresden and Leipdc.
The Roman Catholic Church in Saxony, which

has enjoyed freedom of worship and complete civil

equality with the Protestant denominations since

1807, has been controlled since 1763 by a vicar

apostolic and by a Roman Catholic consistory

under him. He resides in Dresden, but is at the

same time dean of the chapter of Bautsen, and is

a bishop in partibus. The State requires all meas-
ures, even those bearing simply on internal ad-
ministration, to be submitted to itself; and such
changes as touch in the remotest degree civil rela-

tions must be approved by the civil authorities.

The Roman Catholics have in Saxony seventy-five

places of worship and ninety-seven clergy. In
Upper Lusatia are the two Cistercian nunneries al-

r^uiy mentioned, but the foundation of additional

religious houses is forbidden, and every religious

order is prohibited from entering the country. The
only exception to the latter restriction is that of the

law of Aug. 23, 1876, which admits, after approval

by, and under supervision of, the civil government,
such sisters as belong to orders settled in the Ger-

man Eknpire and devoting themselves exclusively

to the care of children and of the sick. The Ger-

man Catholic congregations in Dresden, Leipsic,

Chemnits, and Gelenau, recognised since 1848, are

now controlled by the Landeskirchenvorstand in

Dresden, which convenes a synod triennially, and
n. They are rapid-

basing tendency to
I, in case of conver-

aptism is required,

among the recog-

med must declare

rho must warn him
ed step. If, after

s resolve, he is fur-

, which is sent the

which he has be-

us he can not be
ised churches. In

recognised church,

be entered in the

lis latter provision,

rmation of new re-

bage was taken of

it in 1871 by the '' Separate Lutherans " (see Lu-
therans, II.)f who charged the State Church with
lapse from the Lutheran confession. They now have
six congregations in Dresden, Planitz, CbemnitSy
Crinmiitzschau, Frankenbeig, and GrOn, with a
membership of 1,500. (F. W. Dibeliub.)

Bibuoorapht: The best Kmicet of infonnatioa ftre the
•nnnala

—

StaHtiiachet Jahrhueh fUr dot K&nionick Saek'
Mil, published at Dmden. and KifdUieKsM Jakrbyek, pob-
Ushed at GQteraloh; and P. Drews. Dom kirehliekg L^bem
tUr tvano^.-tutherUehen Landeakirch* de§ Kemgnidtm
SaeH$en, Leipsio, 1902.

SA7BR00K PLATFORM.
ALI8T8, III., I 1.

See CoNGBBGATIOIf-

SAYCE, s6s, ARCHIBALD HENRY: Church of
England, archeological scholar; b. at Shirehampton

(4 m. n.w. of Bristol), Gloucestershire, Sept. 25,

1845. He was educated at Queen's College (BA.,
1869), and was ordered deacon in 1870 and or-

dained priest in the following year. He was elected

fellow of Queen's Collie in 1869, where he was also

tutor in 1870-79. He was deputy professor of com-
parative philology at Oxford (1876-1889), and since

1891 has been professor of Assyriology in the same
university. He was a member of the Old-Testa-

ment Revision Company, and was Hibbert lecturer

in 1887, Gifford lecturer in 1900-02, and Khind lec-

turer in 1906. He is a member of veiy many learned

societies.

He has edited Q. Smith's Hiatory of BabyUmia (London,
1877) and Smmaeherib (1878); JUcorda of tha PaM. second
series (5 vols.. 1888-42); the English translation of Q.
Maspero's Hiatoire aneianne dea peupUa da V orient daaaigua
as The Dawn of CivaiaaHon (3 vols.. 1804-1900); Murray's
Handbook to Upper Egypt (1806); The Aramaie Papyri
Diaeovered at Aaaouan (1006); and The TalUel from Ytugat
in the Liverpool Inatitute of AreKwology (1007). Amonc his

numexous independent writings, special menticm may be
made of his Aaayrian Orammar for Comparative Purpoaea
(London, 1872); PrineipUa of Comparative PhUoiogy (1874);
Aatrommy and Aatrology of the Babyloniana (1874); Blemea^
tary Aaayrian Grammar (1874) ; Babj^onian Literature (1877);
Leetwraa on the Aaayrian Lanffuage and Syllabary (1877);
Introduction to the Science of Language (2 vols.. 1870); The
MontnnenU of the Hittiiea (1881); The ancient Bmpirta of
the Eaal: Herodotua i.-iii (1883) ; Freah Light from theMonw
menU: A Sketch of the moat atriking Confirmationa of the

Bible from recent Diacaveriea in Egypt, Aaayria, Paleatine,

Babylonia, and Aaia Minor (1883); Aaayria, ifo Prineea,

Prieala, and People (1885); An Introduction to the Booka of
Bara, Nahemiah, and Bather (1885; 5th ed.. 1000); Leeturee
on the Origin and Orovoth of Rdigion aa iUuatrated by the Re^
ligion of the ancient Babyloniana (Hibbert lectures for 1887;
1887); The Hittitea: or. The Story of a Forgotten People
(1888); The Racea of the Old Teatament (1801); Social Life
among the Aaayriana and Babyloniana (1803); The " Higher
Critieiam " and the Verdict of the MonumenU (1804); A
Primer of Aaayriology (1804); Patriarchal Paleatine (1805);
The Egypt of the Habrewa and Herodotua (1805); Early Hie-
tory of the Hebrewa (1807); larael and the Surroundino Na-
tiona (1808); Babyloniana and Aaayriana (New York. 1800);
Oeneaia m The Temple Bible (London. 1001); The ReHgiona
of Ancient Egypt and Babylonia (QifFord lectures; Edin-
bursh, 1002); Tobit and the Babylonian Apocryphal WriOf^a
in The Temple Bible (London. 1003); Monumenta, Faeta^

and Higher Critical Faneiea (1004); and Archmology ofAo
Cuneiform Inacriptiona (1007).

SCADDIHO, CHARLES: Protestant Episcopal

bishop of Oregon; b. at Toronto, Canada, Nov. 25,

1861. He was graduated from Trinity College,

Toronto (1885), and was ordered deacon in 1885

and priested in the following year. He was curate

at St. George's, New York aty (1886-00); rector
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of Christ Church, Middletown, N. Y. (1890-91);

Trinity, Toledo, O. (1891-96); and Emmanuel, La
Grange, HI. (1896-1906). He was Deputation leo-

turer on " the Church in the United States " for the

London Society for the Propagation of the Gospel,

and has lectured extensively in the United States on
mmilar topics. In 1906 he was consecrated third

bishop of the diocese of Or^on. He has written

Dind Answers to Plain Questiona for American
Chwrehmen (New York, 1901).

SCAU6ER, Bcal'i-ger (DE LA SCALA), JOSEPH
JUSTUS: Foimder of scientific chronology and
philologist; b. at Agen (73 m. s.e. of Bordeaux) Aug.
4, 1540; d. at Leyden Jan. 21, 1609. Son of the

famous French scholar, Julius CsDsar Scaliger, he
devoted himself to the study of classical and orien-

tal languages at Pans, after 1558. He entered the

Reform^ church, 1562, and became one of its

leading representatives; traveled in Italy, Eng-
land, and Scotland, 1565-66; studied at Valence,

1570; fled from his native limd after the massacre
of St. Bartholomew; was professor at Geneva, 1572-

1574; spent his time in traveling throughout France
or residing at the castle of his friend, a French
nobleman, Louis Chastaigner de la Rocheposay,
1574-93; and was professor and head of the Uni-

versity of Leyden from 1593. Scaliger is the lead-

ing philologist of France, and secured the scientific

investigation of the classics and the adoption of the

principles for the correction of ancient texts by his

acute critical method. In the field of historical

chronology, his M. Manilii Astronomican libri

quinqtie (1579) may be considered an introduction

to his famous work Optia novum de emendoHone
temporum (Paris, 1583; best enlarged ed., Cologne,

1629). In this he takes the Julian period as the

laiger basis, upon which he calculates the time

periods of the history of the peoples. This em-
braces the periods of 7,980 Julian years, and is

therefore a union of the sun, moon, and indiction

cycles. Here is to be mentioned also Hippolyii

canon paschaUs (Leyden, 1595). He wrote his

Elenehus trihareaii Nicolai Serarii (Franeker, 1605),

against the attempted refutation by the Jesuits of

his denial of monasticism during the Apostolic

period; and in this he set forth on scientific groimds,

for the first time, that the representation of the
" contemplative life " by Eusebius {Hist ecd., ii.

17) was untenable. The capstone of his work was
the edition and restitution of the synchronistic

Eusebian chronicon, Thesattna temporum Euedni
(Leyden, 1606), which by its inestimable sources of

pre-classic history, seemed to him best adapted as

a foundation upon which to erect the treasure-house

of the times. The principal results of his investiga-

tion appeared under the subtitle Synagoge hist^mon,

better known imder the separate title Olympiadon

anagraphe (Berlin, 1852), partly in the words of the

ori^nal authors, partly in a free rendering. To this

he appended Isagogici chronologic canonea (" Biain

Points to the Introduction of Chronology ") as his

own. His EpiatoUe appeared Leyden, 1627, while

Spiatrea frangoiaea to him was issued Harderwyck,

1624, and Lettrea frangaiaea inidUea, Paris, 1879.

(O. LAUBIfANNf.)

Bibuoorafbt: Soufom are: D. Baudius, OraHo ftMebr%$
honori . . , J, J. Scalioeri^ Leyden, 1609; D. HeinBius,
In obitum , , » J. Scaligeri . . . oraHoriM dua, Leyden,
1009; D. Oerdes, in Muedlanea DuUburgenna, vol. iv.,

6 vols., Anuiterdam, 1732-45. Consult further: C. Nisard,
L€ Tri%imv%rat litUraire au 16. tiicU, pp. 149-^308, Paris,

1852; J. Beraays, J, J, Scaliger, Berlin, 1855; E. and
£. Haag, Zai France proteetanle, viL 1-26. Paris, 1857;
C. Seits, Mhnoire eur J. J, Scaliger et Oenhe, Geneva,
1895.

SCAIINELL, THOMAS BARTHOLOMEW: Eng-
lish Roman Catholic; b. at London July 8, 1854.

After completing his education at St. Edmund's
College, Ware, and the English College, Rome, he
was ordained to the priesthood in 1878, and from
that year imtil 1885 was professor of philosophy in

St. Edmimd's College. He was for several years an
administrator of the Southwark Fund for Infirm

Priests, and has served as missioner in Brighton,

Norwood, Sheemess, Folkstone, and Weybridge.
In 1896 he was appointed as one of the papal
commissioners on the question of the validity of

Anglican orders, and since 1908 has been one of the

canons of Southwark Cathedral. In collaboration

with J. Wilhelm he prepared a Manual of Catholic

Theology^ baaed on Scheehen'a " Dogmatik" vol. L
(London, 1890), and besides editing the fourth

and following editions of the Catholic Dictionary of

W. E. Addis and T. Arnold (London, 1893 sqq.),

has written Tfie PrieaVa Studiea (London, 1908).

SCAPEGOAT. See Atonbmbnt, Day op; Azazbl.

SCAPULAR: A small badge or token consisting

of two Uttle pieces of cloth joined by cords, and
worn over the shoulders, whence the name. Con-
fraternities connected with various religious orders

received the privilege of wearing this small repre-

sentative of tiie habit, in token of participation in

prayer, good works, and spiritual privileges with

the order. These confraternities are now very wide-

spread, and the wearing of the scapular is an ap-

proved act of devotion in the Roman Catholic

Church. The most famous of the different scapu-

lars is the brown or Carmelite scapular, the history

of which goes back to a vision supposed to have
been vouchsafed by the Virgin Mary to St. Simon
Stock (1164-1212) of the Carmelite order, in which
she promised blessings to those who should de-

voutly wear this scapular. Others are the black

scapiUar of the Servite order and the red of the

Passionists.

SCAPULART. See Vkstmbntb and Insignia,

Ecclesiastical.

SCARBOROUGH, scOr^ur-fi, JOHN: Protes-

tant Episcopal bishop of New Jersey; b. at CasUe-
wellan (25 m. s. of Belfast), Coimty Down, Ireland,

Apr. 25, 1831. He was educated at Trinity (Allege

Hartford (A.B., 1854), and at the General Theo-
logical Seminary, from which he was graduated in

1857. He was ordered deacon in the same year and
was advanced to the priesthood in 1858. After

being curate of St. Paul's, Troy, N. Y., from 1857

to 1860, he was rector of the Church of the Holy
Comforter, Poughkeepsie, N. Y. (1860-67), and of

Trinity, Pittsburg, Pa. (1867-75). In 1875 he was
consecrated bishop of New Jersey.
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Bibuookapht: W. 8. Peny, The BpiteopaU in America,
p. 236, New York, 1895.

SCHAEDER, shd'der, ERICH: Qennan Protes-

tant; b. at Clausthal (25 m. ZLe. of Gdttingen),

Hanover, Dec. 22, 1861. He studied at the uni-

versities of Berlin and GreifsifinEtld from 1881 to 1886
(lie. theol., Greifswald, 1891); was inspector of the
Tholuck Seminary at Halle (1887-89); privat-

docent for New-Testament exegesis at Greifswald

(1891); associate professor of the same subject at

KOnigsbeig (1894-05) and at Gdttingen (1895-99).

Since 1899 he has been professor of systematic

theology at Kiel. In theology he is conservative,

and has written Die Bedeutung des leberuHgen

ChrUtusfOr die RechiferHgung nach Patdtis (GOters-

loh, 1893); Ueber doe Weeen des ChrieterUuma und
9einenmodernenDixr8teUungen(l90i); Die Chriatolo'

gie der Bekenntniese und die modeme Theclogie

(1905); Chriatenstand und kirchliche Lehre (Berlin,

1906); Die Offenbarung OoUee in der OeeckicfUe der

chrisUicken Kirche (Gross-Lichterfelde, 1907); Der
modeme Menech und die Kirche (Gatersloh, 1908);

Sckriftglavbe und HeUegewiseheii (1906); and
Theoterdrieche Theclogie, Sine Untersuchung tur

dogmoHachen Prinzipienlehre, vol. i. (Leipsic, 1909).

SCHAEFER, shd'fer, PHILIPP ALOYS: German
Roman Catholic bishop of Saxony; b. at Dingelst&dt

(10 m. n.n.w. of Mohlhausen), Saxony, May 2,

1853. He was educated at the universities of Prague
(1873-74) and Wttrabuig (1874-78; D.D., 1878);

was curate at Plauen and at the Hofkirche in Dres-

den (1879-81); professor of Biblical science at the

Lyceum of Dillingen (1881-85); of New-Testament
exegesis at the universities of Monster (1885-95),

Breslau (1895-1903), and Strasbuig (1903-06),

being also dean of MOnster in 1887-88 and 1892-93,

of Breslau in 1895-^ and 1901-02, and of Stras-

burg in 1903-05, and rector of MOnster in 1890-91.

In 1906 he was consecrated bishop of Saxony, and
is also vicar apostolic in the kingdom of Saxony,
apostolic prefect of Meissen-Lausitz, and dean of

the cathedral of Bautsen. He has written Bib'

lieche Chronologie vom Auazuge aua Aegypten bis gum
Beginn des babylonischen E:Hls mil BerucksichHgung

der ResuUaie der Aegyptologie und Assyriologie

(Monster, 1879); Die GoUesmuUer in der heiligen

Schrift (1887); Das Neue Testament erkldrt (4 vols.,

comprising Thessalonians, Galatians, Gorinthians,

Romans, and Hebrews; 1890-93); Einleitung in das

Neue Testament (Paderbom, 1898); Die Aufgaben
der Exegese nach ihrer geschichUichen Entwicklung
(Monster, 1900); Die Kaisererlasse vom ^ Feb,,

1900, und die akademisch gebUdeten Klassen (1901);

and Klerus und sociale Frage (1902).

SCHAEFER, PHILIPP HEINRICH WILHELM
THEODOR: (German Lutheran; b. at Friedberg (15

m. n. of Frankfort), Hesse, Feb. 17, 1846. He was
educated at the universities of Giessen, Erlangen,

and Leipsic, and at the seminary for preachers at
Friedberg. He was pastor of the German Lutheran
churoh in Paris in 1869-70 and inspector of the See-

gelmannsche Anstalt at Alsterdorf, near Hamburg,
in 1871-72. Since 1872 he has been pastor and direc-

tor of the institute for deaconesses at Altona. In
theology he is an orthodox member of his denomina-

tion, and, in addition to editing KorrespondenMatt
der Diakonissen^AnstaU in AUona (Altona, 1873
sqq.) ; Monalsschrifi fUr innere Mission (Gotersloh,

1877 sqq.); Die innere Mission in DeutschUtnd

(1878 sqq.); Jahrbuch der KrUppeXfUrsorge (Ham-
burg, 1899 sqq.) ; Evangdisches Volkslexikon (Biele-

feld, 1900), and Reden und Predigten vom Gebiet der

Diakonie und inneren Mission (5 vols., Leipsic,

1890), has written Die Diakonissensadie und die

DiakonissenanstaU xu AUona (Bredstedt, 1875);

Die weibliche Diakonie in ihrem gamen Umfang
dargesteUt (3 vols., Hamburg, 1879-83); Leidfaden
der inneren Mission (1888); PrakHsches ChriMenr-

tum (4 vols., GOtersloh, 1888-1901); Diakonissen^

Katechismus (1895); Die innere Mission in der

Schule (1895); AgendefUr die Feste und Feiem der

inneren Mission (3 parts, Berlin, 1896); Pariser

Erinnerungen eines deutschen Pastors (Gotersloh,

1897); Kalender der inneren Mission (1897); Die
innere Mission auf der Kansd (Munich, 1897);

Unsere Schwester, ein Wort Hber undfar die Diakonie-

sensache (Potsdam, 1903); and Johann Heinrich

Wichem (GOtersloh, 1908).

SCHAEFFER, CHARLES FREDERICK: Lutheran
(General Coimcil); b. at Germantown, Pa., Sept. 3,

1807; d. at Philadelphia Nov. 23, 1879. He was
educated at the University of Pennsylvania and
studied theology under private direction; was or-

dained in 1829; pastor at Carlisle, Pa., 1829-34;

at Hagerstown, Md., 1834-39; professor of theology

at Capitol University, Columbus, O., 1840-43; pas-

tor at Lancaster, O., 1843-45; at Red Hook, N. Y.,

1845-51; at Easton, Pa., 1851-55; professor of the
German language at Pennsylvania College, Gettys-

burg, Pa., 1855-04; and professor of systematic

theology and president at the new theological

seminary at Mt. Airy, Philadelphia, 1864-79. He
was a representative of the strictly conservative

and confessional party in the Lutheran Church,
taking a leading part in the organisation of the
General Council in 1867. Among his works are
English translations, of G. V. Lechler's commen-
tary on Acts (1869) in J. P. Lange's Commentary
on the Holy Scriptures (New York, 1865-80); of

Johann Arodt's Wahre Christenthum with title

True Christianity (Philadelphia, 1869) ; and of J. H.
Kurtz's Church History (1868).

Bxbuoorapbt: The Life by B. M. Schmuoker and W. J.
Mann. Philadelphia, 1880; and H. E. Jacobs, in American
Church Hietory Series, pamim, New York, 1903.

SCHAEFFER, CHARLES WILLIAM: Lutheran
(General Council); b. at Hagerstown, Md., May 5,

1813; d. at Philadelphia Mar. 15, 1896. He gradu-
ated at the University of Pennsylvania, 1832, and at
the Gettysburg Theological Seminary, 1835; was
pastor in Montgomery County, Pa., 1835-41; at
Harrisbuig, Pa., 1841-49; Germantown, Pa.,

1849-75; professor of ecclesiastical history in the
theological seminary at Mt. Airy, Philadelphia,

1864-96; and a member of the board of trustees

of the University of Pennsylvania from 1857. He
was one of the leaders of the conservative con-
fessional party in the Lutheran (Church, in whose
coimcils he stood high. He was an authority on
the history of the development of the Lutherea
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Church in America, and published Early History of
the Lutheran Church in America (Philadelphia,

1857); C. H. Bogattky's Golden Treasury, trans-

lated from the German (1858); Family Prayer, a
Book of Devotions (1859); HaUe Reports, trans-

lated from the Gennan, with extensive historical,

critical, and literary annotations (vol. i., 1880);

Waekernagd's Life of Luther, translated (1883);

and Hans Sachs* Wittenberg Nightingale, translated

(1883).

Bibuoobapht: H. £. Jaoobt, in Amtrican Church Hxttory

Str%€9, iv. 209 et peMtm, New York, 1893; and literature

under Lutbullms.

SCHAFF, schof, DAVID SCHLEY: Presbyterian;

b. at Mercersbuig, Pa., Oct. 17, 1852. He was
graduated from Yale (A.B., 1873), and Union
Theological Seminary (1876). He was pastor of

the Presbyterian church at Hastings, Neb. (1877-

1881); associate editor of the Schaff-'Hertog Ency-
iiapasdia (1881-83); pastor of the First Presby-

terian Church, Kansas City, Mo. (1883-89); and
professor of church history in Lane Theological Sem-
inary, Oncinnati, O. (1897-1903). Since 1903 he
has held a similar professorship in Western Theolog-

ical Seminary, Pittsburg, Pa. He contributed to

the Bible Dictionary of his father, Philip SchafF

(Philadelphia, 1880); has revised and abridged J.

S. Howson and H. D. M. Spence's commentary on
Acts for the International Revision Commentary
(New York, 1892); has written The Life of Philip

Schaff (1897) ; and has continued the History of the

Christian Church by his father (vol. v. parts 1 and
2, 1907-10).

SCHAFF, PHILIP.

I. Preparaioiy Period, 1819-43.
XL Heroeribuii Period. 1843-^.

Election; Literary Activity (I 1).

Relation to Use of German (| 2).

m. New York Period, 1863-^.
Varied Activitiee (| 1).

Literary Work (i 2).

Philip Schaff, Biblical scholar and church histo-

rian, organiser and editor of the first edition of this

Encyclopedia, was bom at Chur, Switserland, Jan.

1, 1819; d. m New York aty Oct. 20, 1893.

There are three well-defined periods in his life:

L Preparatory Period, 18x9-43: From the schools

at C3iur and Komthal (WOrttemberg) he passed to

the gymnasium in Stuttgart, and the universities

of Tabingen, Halle, and Berlin (1837-40). At
Tabingen he heard Ferdinand Christian Baur
(q.v.) but came especially under the influence of

the Biblical theologian, Christian Friedrich Schmid
(q.v.) . At Halle he was on very intimate terms with

Julius Mailer and Tholuck (qq.v.) living a part of

the time under the latter's rooi. There he made his

first American acquaintance, George Lewis Prentiss

(q.v.), afterward his lifelong friend and for many
years his colleague in Union Theological Seminary.

At Berlin he was especially attracted by Neander,

whose amanuensis he was for a time. He then

traveled through Italy and Sicily as tutor to Baron
KrOcher. In 1842 he received the venia legendi

at Berlin and began his career as privat-docent at

that university. It was at this period that he came
to know Godet and Theodore Monod (qq.v.) and

wrote his treatises. Die SUnde wider den heUigen
Oeist und die daraus gezogenen dogmatischen und
ethischen Folgerungen. Eine exegetisch-dogmatische

Abhandlung, nebst einer historischen Anhange Hber
das Lebensende des Francesco Spiera (Halle, 1841),

and Das Verhdltniss des Jakobus, Bruders des Herm,
zuJakobusAlphdi, aufs Neue exegetischund kistorisch

untersucht (Berlin, 1842), the former being his

licentiate of theology and the latter his habilitation

theme.

n. Mercersburg Period, 1843-63: He emigrated
to the United States in 1843 at the invitation of the
German Reformed Church to occupy a chair in its

theological seminary in Mercersburg, Pa., and
showed himself eminently qualified for the position,

adding to scholarly attainments and religious fervor

wise theological judgment, a faculty of adapting
himself to new conditions, and of enter-

I. Election; ing heartily into the republican forms
Literary of the West. On his way to America
Activity, he spent two months in England,

studying the language and coming into

contact with some of the leaders of the Chdord
movement. Arriving in Mercersbuig he found John
Williamson Nevin (q.v.) in chaige of the seminary,
and as colleagues they brought out the so-called

''Mercersbuig Theology" (q.v.), known through-
out the English-speaking world and also in Germany,
and charged with a Rome-ward tendency, but which
really signified, so far as there was anything pecu-
liar in it, merely an application of the historical

spirit to all problems of theology and a churchly
regard for the ancient liturgical forms of the Church.
Suspicion soon fell upon Dr. Schaff as an alleged

advocate of a de-Protestantizing tendency, and his

inaugural address on Das Princip des Protestantismus

(Quunbersbuig, 1845, Eng. transl. with Introduc-

tion by Dr. Nevin, The Principle of Protestantism,

as related to the Present StaU of the Church) called

forth the charge of heresy, which was argued before

the synod at York in 1845, but he was acquitted by
a practically unanimous vote. This address elabor-

ated the two principles of Protestantism and the

two dangers to which Protestantism is exposed,

sectarianism and rationalism. Dr. Schaff in sub-

sequent years said that he never dreamt of advoca-
ting anything heretical when he prepared and
delivered his inaugural. His kindly references to

the Middle Ages and to the Oxford movement prob-

ably suggested the charge. The great interest

which this address aroused was the beginning of

a new movement in the German Reformed Church.

In the seminary Dr. Schaff at one time or another

taught all the departments, having only a single col-

league. He became identified with ail the move-
ments in the denomination, especially with the

liturgical movement, serving as chairman of the

committee to prepare a liturgy (1857). He brought
out a Oesangbuch (1859) which introduced a new era

in congregational song among the German-speaking
churches of the United States by substituting a
book of merit for books in which rationalistic hymns
were freely used; and for the three-hundredth an-

niversary of the Heidelberg Catechism an elaborate

edition of that catechism (1863). He had abeady
written a simple catechism for children in German
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and English (1861); while his preference for church
history was shown by his history of the ApostoUo
Church, which appeared first in German at Mercers-

buiK (1851, 2d ed., Leipsic, 1854; English transl.

by E. D. Yeomans, New YcM-k, 1853; Dutch, Tiel,

1857). The work was favorably received on all

sides, both in Germany and the United States.

The important problem was presented during this

period to the Reformed Church and other churches
of continental origin as to how far they should
yield in the matter of language and other customs
to the usages of the United States. The feeling

was very strong among the emigrants
a. Relation of the first generation against any

to Use change as treason to their traditions.

of German. Dr. Schaff had been called to train

ministers through the mediiun of the

German tongue, and this he conscientiously at-

tempted to do in the class-room imtil he was com-
pelled by the demand of the majority of the students

to resort to English. He became aware that it was
unwise to attempt forcibly to perpetuate the use
of German in this land. In his address, Der Anglo-
germanismua (English transl., Anglo-OermanUmf
or the Significance of ihs Oerman NaHonality in the

United States, Chambersburg, 1846) he recognised

the sure tendency of the second and third genera-

tions to abandon those churches of German origin

which persisted in maintaining the German language
and other customs unmodified. His views met with
a storm of opposition and German papers denoimced
him as a traitor to his German training. He took
the same attitude with reference to German the-

ology and German books, and held that it was un-
wise, as it was impracticable, to introduce them
unmodified into the United States, and that they
should be reproduced "and adapted to the prac-

tical wants of the free church in a free state." But
these views did not interfere with the warmest love

for his native Switzerland or the continuance of the

warmest friendships in Germany and his unabated
esteem for the diligence, simplicity, and independ-
ence of German professorial life. In 1854 he went
to Europe for a year to recuperate after his stren-

uous labors. He delivered lectures on America and
its institutions (German original, Berlin, 1854; 3d
ed., 1865; English transl. by E. D. Yeomans, New
York, 1855; Dutch transl. by De Schryver, Rot-
terdion, 1855) in different cities. One outcome of

the year was his Oermany, its Universitiee, Theology

and Religion (Philadelphia, 1857, the first book he
issued in English Limself), in which he gave infor-

mation concerning German imiversities, their pro-

fessors, and other leading German divines, from
personal acquaintance, which was very welcome to

thegrowingmmiber ofAmericanand British students

interested in German theology.

in. New York Period^ 1863-93: In consequence
of the ravages of the civil war the theological sem-
inary at Mercersburg was closed for a while and so in

1863 Dr. Schaff became secretary of the Sabbath
Committee in New York City, and held the position

till 1870. He advocated the American view of Sun-
day observance as opposed to the continental, and
gave himself up with characteristic energy and
practical foresight to the work of arousing public

opinion, enliwt.ing the cooperation of the German*
speaking deigy for the American Simday and secur-

ing ihe enforc^nent of Sunday laws.
X. Varied In this interest he traveled east and
Activities, west, issued tracts, made addiesseBy

called mass meetings, and in other ways
advanced the cause. Also in Germany he advocated
a better observance of the day before meetings of
Christian clergymen and laymen in different cities

held during visits in 1865 and 1869. On these
visits, as on others, he also advocated the idea of the
American Simday-school and oiganixed the first

of such schools in Stuttgart (1865). In 1870 he was
made professor in Union Theological Seminary,
New York City, holding first the chair of theo]ogi<»J

encyclopedia and Christian symbolism till 1873, of
Hebrew and the cognate languages till 1874, of
sacred literature till 1887, and finally of church
history, till his death.

But his labors in the class-room represented only
a part of his public services. Movements in which
he became prominently identified were the Evan-
gelical Alliance, the revision of the English Bible,

and the Alliance of the Reformed Churches. In
all of these he showed himself one of the most
devoted as he certainly was one of the most dis-

tinguished advocates. As secretary 6! the Amer-
ican branch of the Evangelical Alliance he threw
himself into the preparations for the great con-
ference which met in New York in 1873, and by
three visits to Europe succeeded in enlisting the co-
operation of many prominent clergymen and
scholars who. probably but for him would not have
come, and whose presence made the New York
meeting so unique. He himself presented papers
at all of the general conferences of the Evangelical

Alliance down to 1891, although not able to attend
the last, and in the same direction of unity strove

for the closer imion of the bodies representing the
Reformed type of the Reformation, joining in the
formation of the Alliance of the Reformed Churches
in London in 1875 and delivering the opening ad-
dress at the first council held in Edlnbui^h in 1877.

Dr. Schaff's connection with the revision of the
English Bible began in 1870. By invitation of the
British committee he selected a representative

committee of American scholars. He
2. Litermiy was indefatigable in procuring a hearty
Work, and sympa^etic cooperation between

the British and American committees.
He saw the completion of the Revised New Testa-

ment in 1881 and of the Old Testament in 1885, and
to the end of his life predicted that though the Re-
vised Version was by no means perfect it would be
ultimately accepted by the churches as an improve-
ment upon the Authorised Version.

A work in which he was preeminent was as
mediator between German theology and church
life and the English-speaking public. He repre-

sented the Evangelical type of German theology,

and his thorough acquaintance with all types of

German thought and his personal intimacy with
many of the leading German scholars enabled him
to interpret German theology with authority. His
masteiy of both German and English and his clear

style furthered his influence. By his visits and ad-
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dresses in Germany and through publications he was
also the chief interpreter of American thought to

the German religious public. This intermediary

relationship was recognized on both sides of the

sea, and in the address presented to him by the the-

ological faculty of Berlin in 1892, on the fiftieth

anniversary of his activity as a teacher, he was com-
pared to Martin Butser, who had carried the learn-

ing of the continent to England in the time of the

Reformation, and also to Jerome, who translated

the Greek Scriptures into Latin, because of his

services in the cause of Biblical scholarship. As a
theological writer he was prolific. He wrote and
edited nimierous works in the departments of exe-

gesis, the chief of which was the American edition

of Lange's Bibdwerk (25 vols., New York); pro-

piedeutic; hymnology (Christ in Sang, 1868; en-

larged by his son, 2 vols., 1897); symbolics (The

Creeds of Christendom, 3 vols., 1877); also Through
BMe Lands (1878); A Companion to the Greek

Testament and the English Version (1883); The
Teaching of the Twelve Apostles (1885). Church
history was his most fruitfid study, and he followed

his Apostolic diurch with a history of the Church
down to 1073, and passing over the intervening

period brought out two rich volumes on the German
and Swiss Reformation respectively. He originated

the American Society of Church History (1888), and
arranged for the authorship and publication by it

of the American Church History Series (13 vols.,

1893 sqq.). He edited the series of Nicene and
Po^Nicme Fathers (28 vols). He edited the first

edition of this Encyclopedia (3 vols., 1884) and its

companion, afterward combined with it. The Ency-
dapedia of Living Divines (1886).

His last public appearance was in Chicago at the

Parliament of Religions, Sept. 22, 1893. He sat

upon the platform while his paper on Christian

Union was being read. The inscription on his tomb-
stone presents Uie salient features of his career: ''A

teacher of theology for fifty years. Historian of

the Church. President of the American Committee
of Bible Revision. He advocated the reunion of

Christendom." His great learning was held in the

service of piety. He regarded love as the central

principle 61 theology; and with a tolerant mind,

which sacrificed none of the fimdamental tenets of

his own Reformed faith, he labored for fellowship

and cooperation among all classes of Christian be-

lievers, among the Greek and Roman Catholics as

well as among the nimierous communions of Prot-

estants. His motto was Christianus sum, Chris-

tiimi nihil a me alienum puto; and his last confes-

sion, "I am a sinner, and place my trust in my
Savior who died for me." David S. Schafp.

Btbuoohapht: D. S. Schaff, The Life of Philip Sehaff, New
York. 1897.

SCHAITBERGER, shoit^bdrH-er, JOSEPH: Lead-

er of the Protestants driven from the valleys

about Salsbuig in the persecution instituted in 1683

by Archbishop Maximilian Gandolf (see Salzbubg,

EvAKGEUCALS op); b. at Dtimberg, near Hallein

(9m. s.s.e. of Salsburg), Mar. 19, 1668; d. at Nurem-

berg Get. 2, 1733. Though a simple miner, he

studied deeply Luther's and Canisius's catechisms

X.—16

and attained a rich spiritual life. It was he who
drew up on the archbishop's requirement the con-
fession of faith for his Protestant friends and
neighbors because of which they were driven from
their homes in the winter of 1686. With his wife

Schaitberger foimd refuge in Nuremberg and sup-
ported himself there as wood-worker and wire-

drawer. During his last years he was a pensioner
of the Carthusian monastery. He made many
journeys through the valleys about Salzburg at no
small personal risk, exhorting and encouraging the

Protestants who had remained behind, and he wrote
for them a number of missives treating questions

of C^istian faith and life which (twenty-four in

number) were ultimately coUected and printed as

Evangelischer Sendbrief (Nuremberg, 1702). The
book soon became known throughout all Germany
and is still read. A poem of his, written in his

native dialect on occasion of his exile and begin-

ning "A poor exile am I," expresses the longing

for home with true pathos, yet breathes a joyous

trust in God. It has found place in many hymn-
books. (Hebmann Beck.)

Bibuoorapht: J. G. Sohellhora, De relioionia evangdica in
provincia Sal^urgenai ortu el faetie, Leipsic, 1732; J.

Moser, Salzburger Emtgrationeaklen, Frankfort, 1732; C.

F. Arnold, Die Vertretbung der Salzburger ProteetarUen,

Leipsic, 1900; idem. Die AuaroUung dee Prateetantiemue

in SaUburg, Halle, 1900-01; C. Oroaae. Die aUen Tr&eter,

Hermaniuibuzs, 1900.

SCHALL, shOl, J0HA5N ADAM: German
astronomer and Jesuit; b. at Cologne 1591; d. in

China Aug. 15, 1666. He was educated in the Col-

legium Germanicum in Rome; entered the order of

the Jesuits, and was in 1628 sent as a missionary to

China, where he remained to his death. He re-

formed the Chinese calendar, acquired the con-

fidence of the Chinese government, and translated

into Chinese many mathematical treatises, inter-

larded with religious and Christian discussions.

He also wrote Historica missionis societaHs Jesu

apud Chinenses (Vienna, 1665).

G. H. KupPELf.
Bibuoorapht: A. and A. de Backer, Biblioth^que de la

eampagnie de Jiaue, ed. C. Sommervogel, vii. 706 sqq.,

Paris, 1896; A. Kircher, China monumentie . . . ULu*'

trala, pp. 104 sqq., Amsterdam, 1667; XL. x. 1754-56.

SCHAIIZ, shdnts, PAUL VON: German Roman
Catholic; b. at Herb (20 m. s.w of Ttlbingen),

Wttrttemberg, Mar. 4, 1841; d. at Tttbingen June

1, 1905. He was educated at the universities of

Berlin and Tubingen (Ph.D., 1866) and at the theo-

logical seminary of Rottenburg (1865-66); was

lecturer at the Wilhehnstift, Ttlbingen (1867-70);

acting professor of mathematics and science at the

gymnasium of Rottweil (1870-72); and full pro-

fessor of the same subjects in that institution until

1876. After 1876 he was connected with the Uni-

versity of Ttlbingen, first as professor of New-Testa-

ment exegesis (1876-83) and later as professor of

dogmatics and apologetics (since 1883). In addi-

tion to being joint editor of the Theologische Quartal-

schrift and editing M. von Aberle's EinleUung in

das Neue Testament (Freiburg, 1877) and the fifth

edition of J. A. MOhler's Neue Uniersu<Aungen der

Lehrgegena&tge zwischen den Katholiken und ProtS'
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ttarUen (Regensbuig, 1900), he wrote a commentary
on the Gospels (4 vols., Freibuig, 1879-85) ; Nioolaus

von Cusa aU Mathematiker (Rottweil, 1872); Die
aa^onomUchen Anschauungen des NiooUxm van
Cusa und seiner Zeit (1873); OolHeo Oalilei und
eein Prauee (WOrsbuiig, 1878); Apologie dee

Chrietenhtms (3 parts, FreibuiKi 1887-88); Die
Lekre von den heiligen Sacrctmenten der katholiachen

Kirche (1803); Modeme Apotogetik (Frankfort,

1903).

SCHAPPELBR, sha'pel-er, CHRISTOPH: Re-
former in South Germany; b. at St. Gall (19 m. 8.e.

of Constance), Switserland, in 1472; d. there Aug.

25, 1551 . Nothing is known of his education, except

that it followed the scholastic vogue. He was en-

gaged at the Latin school at St. Gall, 1493-1513;

became preacher at the chief church at Memmingen,
Upper Swabia, 1513, where with rare eloquence

and upright life he fearlessly set himself against the

priesthood of the older faith, as well as against

private and public evils. At the approach oi the

Reformation, he deliberately made his choice, and
cast his lot with Zwingli and his colleagues, intro-

ducing the movement in his city. Laying stress

upon the Bible as the source of faith and ordinances,

he attacked the mass, the claims of the pope, and
the orders of the Roman Catholic Church. The
writings of the Reformers were spread abroad,

along with copies of the Scriptures, especially the

New Testament; but the coimcil could not be pre-

vailed upon to interfere, since the movement had
caught hold of the imagination of the people. On
Feb. 27, 1524, the bishop of Augsbuig excommu-
nicated Schappeler, with the result of the greatest

public excitement at Memmingen. On Dec. 7, 1524,

he administered holy communion in both species

and celebrated baptism in the German language.

Finally a public disputation was held, Jan. 2-7,

1525, in which Schappeler presented his profession

in seven articles: he renounced (1) the oral confes-

sional; (2) supplication to Mary and the saints;

(3) the practise of tithes; (4) the sacrifice of the

mass, which he regarded as a memorial; (5) pur-

gatory; (6) he demanded the Eucharist in both
kinds; (7) he proclaimed the universal priesthood

of believers. He overwhelmed his adversaries with
Scripture. Practical results followed. The council,

after taking advice from other scholars in neighbor-

ing towns, approved the marriage of the clergy,

permitted mooiks and nuns to abandon the cloisters,

subjected the priests to taxation and civil jurisdic-

tion, forbade the tithe of the laity, and abolished

the mass. Schappeler attracted not only an en-

thusiastic following in the town but also among the

peasants of the surrounding country, who were op-

pressed with economic and legal grievances. As
the author of the famous twelve articles, he had a
prominent part in the impending Peasants' War
(q.v.).

His Swiss nature had asserted itself in his attitude

on social and political affairs. From the beginning
he spoKe on behalf of the lower classes, and was wont
to appeal over the heads of the council to the whole
community of citisens. The coimcil's admonition
only made him more discreet. From the year 1523

he vigorously opposed the right of demanding
tithes, but he warned the peasants repeatedly

against resort to violence. He took no part, per-

sonally, in the peasant parliament of the delegates

of the three groups of Algftu, Lake Omstance, and
Baltringen in 1525 at Memmingen, but from Schap-
peler proceeded imdoubtedly the demand that in the
new order of things, both ecclesiastical and civil,

a basis must be sought in divine law. He thoroughly
approved of peasant organisation in order to cany
out this theoretical demand. The proposal for a
Christian union of peasants that his friend and
follower, Sebastian Lotzer, unsuccessfuUy tried to
carry out, thwarted by the Swabian League, may
be regarded as a scheme of Schappeler's. The
authorship of the twelve articles has b«en variously

attributed, partly because Schappeler subsequent^
did not acknowledge them and psolly because of the
failure to notice the inner resemblance to the ten
articles submitted by the Memmingen peasants to
the coimcil, Feb. 23-Bfar. 3, 1525, of which the
former seem an enlaiged and more refined version.

Nevertheless, the ten articles must be taken as a
sublimation of the long-continued public instruction

of Schappeler. When the parliament met, Mar.
6-30, the ten articles were taken as the basis for the
Christian union, and they had to be revised and
strengthened by the support of Scripture. Whether
Schappeler performed this of his own accord or was
prompted by Lotzer or other leaders remains un-
certain. At any rate they appeared in print. Two
elements were embodied; ecclesiastic^ freedom,

and release from intolerable feudalistic burdens.

Moreover, the Swabian League, under the implaca-

ble Leonhard von Ech, refused all discussiim, and in

the confusion it took advantage of a long-cher-

ished desire for an armed invasion of the imperial

city, under pretense that Memmingen was the breed-

ing-place of disturbance and Schappeler the chief

agitator, to be visited with a bloody penalty. The
latter l^t the city secretly and took refuge at St.

Gall. In 1532 the congregation sought his recall by
the council in vain. After two years the council

consented to the surrender of his library and to an
indemnity of one hundred florins (about $45) . Later
he was preacher at LuisibQhl and at St. Mang in

St. GalL (W. VoGT.)

Bibuoobafrt: F. Dobel, Memminotn in RefdrmationmaHer,
5 parts, Ati0ibuii. 1877-78 (part 1 deals with Schappeler):

C. A. Oomelius, StudUn mr Ot^chiehU det Bauernkrieoet,

Munich, 1861; E. RohIin«, Die Rmcfuiadi MemmUnotn in
der Zeit der evanoeliechen VolkAewegwHf* ib.. 1864; A.
Stem. Ueber die IM ArUkel der Bauem, Leipsic. 1868; F. L.
Baumann. Die oberechvObieehen Bauem . . . %ind die IM
Artikd, Kempten. 1871; W. Vo«t. Die 6ayrwcAe Potitik

im Bauemkrieift Nftrdlingen. 1883; Cambridge Modem Bie-
lory, ii. 160, 177, 179; and the Uteratuie under pBASAirra*
Wab.

SCHARLIRO, sharping, CARL HBNRIK: Danish
theologian; b. in Copenhagen May 3, 1836. He
studied at the University of Copenhagen (candidate

in theology, 1859); spent the years 1860-63 in ex-
tensive travel, a result <^ which was the publication

of Breve fra Holland (1864); Or(doenland (1866);

and En PUgrimafcard i del heUige Land (1876); was
editor of UgMad for den danske Folkekirke (1865-

1868), and of Danek Tideekrifi for Kirke- og FoUseUv,
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LUeratur og Kunat (1869-70); became docent in

ethics in the university 1867, and professor 1870.

In 1872-74 he published his most important work,

Menneskehed og Kriatendom, in two volimies, a
philosophy of history. Other theological publica-

tions are Jacob Bdhmes Theoaophie (1879); Den
lutherake Dogmatik over/or NtUidens ktrkdige og

videnskabdige Krav (1883), the address at the imi-

veraity celebration of the fourth centenary of Lu-
ther's birth; Ckriatelig Sceddcare efter evangeUak-

ItUherak OpfaJUeUe (2 vols., 1884-86), a systematic

treatment of ethics; Rdigionena StiUing i del menr
neakdige Aanda- og Sjcddiv (1897) ; and Dei avundne

og del Vundne, Tanker og Overvejelaer ved Aarhund-
redakiftei (1903). In theology Scharling is a con-

fessional Lutheran, opposed to the Grundtvig school

of theology, somewhat inclined to polemics, in the

interest of which he has written several works, and
is fearless in controversy. He has not confined his

literary activities to theology. Thus he is the author
(under the pseudonym of Nicolai) of Ved Nytaaratid

i NOdddto PrcBaUgaard (1862; many Danish editions

and translations into (German, French, and English,

Ndddebo Paraonage, 2 vols., London, 1867), charac-

teristic of Danish thought and personality; he
wrote also the novel Uffe Hjeltn og Palle L&vea

Bedrifkr (1866); the biography of Christian IX.
and Queen Louise (1895-98). His The Rivala, or,

Love and War (London, 1869), and NicoUxVa Mar-
riage (2 vols, London, 1876) are other works which
have appeared in English. John O. Evjen.

SCHARTAXJ, shdr'tau, HENRIK: Swedish
preacher; b. at MalmO (16 m. e.s.s. of Copenhagen)

Sept. 27, 1757; d. at Limd (24 m. e. of Copenhagen)

Feb. 2, 1825. He was of German descent; studied

theology at Limd, 1771-78; was ordained in 1780;

was domestic preacher, and later assistant to a
mial pastor; but, 1786, became diakonus at the ca-

thedral at Lund; archdeacon in 1793, and, besides,

district provost, 1800. In 1810 he was a repre-

sentative of the clericals in the diet which chose

the king. He steered clear of the rationalistic moral-

ism on the one hand and the pietism of the Unity of

the Brethren on the other, between representatives

of which the pulpit was divided at that time; and
while the former preached the abstract formulas of

God the Father, and the latter indulged in the m3rs-

tical contemplation of the Savior's blood and
wounds, he chose and preached with earnestness and
power the third article, of the work of sanctification,

that is, the justification of the sinner before God.

At the same time he no less earnestly carried on his

catechetical work. (A. MicHSLSENf.)

Biblioosaprt: Biosraphies are by A. Lmdeblad, Lund,
1837. Genn. tranal.. Leipeic, 1842; and H. M. Melln.

Stoekbolm, 1838.

SCHAXTFFLER, shdfaer, ADOLF FREDERICK:
Presbyterian; b. at Constantinople, Turkey, Mar.

7, 1845. He was educated at Williams College

(A.B., 1867), Union Theological Seminary (1868-

1869), and Andover Theological Seminary (1869-

1871), and from 1872 to 1887 was pastor of Olivet

Presbyterian Church, New York aty. Since 1887

he has been superintendent, and since 1902 presi-

dent, of the New York City Mission and Tract So-

ciety, and has also been chairman of the New York
State Sunday-school Association since 1899 and
secretary of the International Simday-school Lesson
Commission since 1902. In theology he is a con-

servative. He has written Waya of Working (Bos-

ton, 1891); The Teacher, the Child, and the Book
(1900); The Paator aa Leader of Sunday-achool

Forcea (Nashville, 1903); Sparka from a Superin-
tendenta Anvil; practical Helper for every Sunday-
achool Worker (1909); and Knowing and Teaching

the Scholar (1910).

SCHAXTFFLER, ALBERT HENRY: Missionary,

"Apostle to the Slavs of the United States,"

brother of the preceding, and son of William Gott-

lieb Schauffler; b. at Constantinople, Turkey, Sept.

4, 1837; d. at Qeveland, Ohio, Feb. 15, 1905. He
came to America, Apr., 1855, to enter T^^lliams

College, and graduated therefrom in 1859. After

completing a course in Andover Seminary (1861)

he studied a year (1862) at Harvard Law School

in preparation for teaching at Robert College, Con-
stantinople. On his return to Turkey, he became
professor of law for two years in that institution;

but a preference for missionary work led to his

ordination, on Jime 3, 1865, at Pera, Constanti-

nople, and his employment by the American Board
in that city imtil 1870. While he was in America
on furlough (1872), the American Board induced

him to open the Austrian mission field. He located

at Prague for two years (1872-74) and then at

Brtlnn, Moravia, for seven years (1874-81). He
was influential in obtaining from the Emperor
Francis Joseph a decree which gave to Protestant

churches and to the Young Men's Christian As-
sociation a fair amoimt of religious freedom in the

Austrian £mpire.
Obliged by afiliction to return to America (1881)

he was persuaded to imdertake mission work among
Bohemians settled in Geveland, Ohio. He began
work in Olivet Chapel in 1882, and in 1883 was ap-

pointed superintendent of Slavic missions in l^e

United States imder the Congregational Home
Missionary Society. He orgimized Bethlehem
(Bohemian) Congr^ational Church, Cleveland,

Ohio (1888); opened Bohemian missions at St.

Louis, Mo., Iowa City, la., Crete, Neb., Blilwaukee,

Wis., and Silver Lake, Minn.; Slovak missions in

Pittsburg and its suburbs; Polish missions at Geve-
land, O., Detroit, Mich., and Bay City, Mich., be-

sides furnishing inspiration, coimsel, and workers

to other denominations which deured to enter

where Congregationalists could not imdertake such

work. To carry forward this Slavic work he
foimded two new institutions for the training €i

Slavic workers, the Slavic department of Oberlin

College for the training of ministers, and the Bethle-

hem Bible and Missionary Training School for

women, as Bible readers.

He consecrated to missionary service a rare abil-

ity. His vigorous constitution withstood peril,

persecution, and incessant toil. His disciplined

mind tolerated only methodic, exact work, which
he performed with unusual despatch. He was re-

sourceful and cautious, and where diplomacy of

a high order was required, his honest, fearless, and
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broad grasp of the situation secured for him suc-

cess and the lasting respect of his opponents. He
served the interest of foreign and home missionary

work, especially as a linguist. His mastery ^
languages enabled him to begin work at once in the

Austrian field and later to meet the incoming for-

eigner to America with a greeting in his mother
tongue. Ho had a warm, S3rmpathetic, and generous

heart, and a moral earnestness which befitted his

stability of character and conscientiousness.

FRANas Metherall Whttlock.

SCHAUFFLER, shaufaer, WILLIAM GOTTLIEB:
Missionary, father of the preceding; b. at Stuttgart,

WUrttemberg, Aug. 22, 1798; d. at New York Jan.

26, 1883. In 1804 his father removed to Odessa,

South Russia. In 1820 he resolved to devote him-
self to missionary work and in 1826 emigrated to

America and studied at Andover, 1826-31. Under
the care of l^e American Board, he went to Con-
stantinople, where he resided and labored, 1831-74.

He was particularly interested in the conversion of

the Jews, and for their benefit revised and superin-

tended the publication <^ the Old Testament in

Hebrew-Spanish (at Vienna, 1839-42). But his

great work was the translation of the whole Bible

into Osmanli-Turkish, the language of the educated

Turks. This occupied him eighteen years. For his

services to the German colony at Constantinople he
was decorated by King William of Prussia. After

1877 he lived in New York. He was a remarkable
linguist, being familiar with nineteen languages and
able to preach extemporaneously in German, Italian,

French, English, Spanish, and Turkish. He pub-

liflihed MediiatioM on the Last Days of Christ (Boston,

1837).

BnuooRAPHT: His Autdbiooraphy was editod by his sons,

with intioduction by E. A. Park. New York. 1888.

SCHAUHBURG-LIPPE, shaum^urg-lip'pe: A
German principality bounded by the Prussian

provinces of Hanover and Westphalia; capital

BOckeburg; area 131 square miles; population

(1905) 45,000, most of whom are Lutherans. In

its present extent the principality dates from 1640.

Like Lippe (q.v.) the coimtry was Christianized in

the time of Charlemagne, and was imder the in-

fluence of Rome during the Middle Ages. Owing
to the fact that nearly all the counts of the house (^

Schaumburg held high positions in the Roman
Church, the Reformation made its way into the
country at a comparatively late date. However,
in the decade following 1560 the coimtry became
Evangelical, and the Mecklenbui^g Church Order
of 1552 was adopted. In 1614 Prince Ernest pro-
mulgated a new church order which was only mildly
Lutheran. From 1636 the reigning family at
BUckeburg has adhered to the Reformed faith,

though the population as a whole has remained
Lutheran. The Lutherans have eighteen parishes,
under a superintendent and two district superin-
tendents, and recently their oonsistorial constitu-
tion has been supplemented after the modem syno-
dal plan. The Reformed Church, on the other
hand, with a parish at Bttckeburg and another at
Stadthagen, has belonged to the federation of Re-
formed churches in Ix>wer Saxony for two hun-.

dred years. The Roman Catholics likewise have two
parishes with fuU parochial rights.

(F. H. Brandes.)

SCHBCHTBR, shee'ter, SOLOMON: An^o-
American Hebrew scholar; b. at Fokshani (100 m.
n.e. of Bucharest), Rumania, Dec. 7, 1847. He
was educated in the Talmudical school of Vienna
and at the universities of the same city and Berlin.

In 1882 he went to England as tutor in rabbinics to

Claude G. Montefiore and eight years later was ap-

pointed lecturer on the Talmud at the University

of Cambridge, where he became reader in rab-

binics in the following year. In 1893 he visited

Italy and five years later went to Egypt and Pales-

tine, discovering in Cairo the valuable Genixah
collection of Hebrew manuscripts, including the

Hebrew original of parts of Ecclesiasticus. In 1898

he was appointed external examiner in Victoria

University, Manchester, and in 1899 became profes-

sor of Hebrew at University College, London.
Since 1902 he has been president of the Jewish
Theological Seminary of America, New York City.

He has edited Abot de Rabbi Natan (Vienna, 1887);

The Wisdom of Ben Sira: Portions of the Book rf
Ecdesiasticusfrom Hebrew Manuscrif^ in the Cairo

Oenizah Collection (in collaboration with C. Taylor
(Cambridge, 1899); Midrash hag-Gadol (1902); and
Documents of Jewish Sectaries (2 vols., Cambridge,

1910). He has written Studies in Judaism (two

series, 1896-1908); and Some Aspects of Rabbinic

Theology (1909). For a time he was Taknudical

editor of The Jewish Encyclopedia,

SCHEEL, shdl, JUBR6EN OTTO EINAR IM-
MANUEL: German Protestant; b. at Tondem
(25 m. n.w. of Flensburg), Sleswick-Holstein, Mar.

7, 1876. He was educated at the universities of

HaUe (1895-97) and Kiel (1897-99; lie. theoL,

1900), and was privat-docent for systematic the-

ology at the latter institution from 1900 to 1905,

when he was made titular professor. Since 1906 he
has been associate professor of church history at the

University of TQbingen. In theology he bel<mgs

to the modem historical and critical school, and has

written: Die Anschauung Augustin*s von ChrisH
Person und Werke (TQbmgen, 1901); Luthers

SteUung zur heiligen Schrift (1902); Wie erhaltm

wir das Erbe der Reformation in den geistigen Kdmp-
fen der Qegenwartf (Leipsic, 1904); Die dogma-
tische Behandlung der Tavflehre in der modemen
posiUven Theologie (TObingen, 1906); Individual-

ismus und Gemeinschqftsleben in der Auseinander'

setzung Luthers mil Karlstadt, 16t4-t6 (1907); and
Die modeme Religionspsychologie (1908); besides

editing the Enchiridion of St. Augustine (TQbingen,

1903), and the first two supplementary volumes to

the Berlin edition of the works of Luther (Beriin,

1905).

SCHEELE, shdl'e, KNUT HENIflRG 6EZELIUS
VON: Swedish Lutheran; b. at Stockholm, Sweden,
May 31, 1838; graduated at Upeala; became
privat-docent, 1865; provost, 1877; ordinary
member of consistory, 1878; professor, 1879; in-

spector of the teachers' seminary, 1880; censor of

the demission examinations in the Swedish upper

r
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achoolB, 1884; and in 1885 was appointed bishop
of Wisby. He was member of the house of nobility

in Uie Swedish parliament, 1865-66; and in 1901

represented his university and coimtry at the Yale
bicentennial. He is the author in Swedish of "The
Ontological Evidence of the Existence of God"
(Upeala, 1863); "The Preparations of the Theo-

\of^ Rationalism " (1868) ;
" Church Catechising

"

(1869); " Theological SymboUcs" (1877-79); "From
the Court into the Sanctuary'' (Stockhohn, 1879),

and "The Fight for the Peace" (1881).

SCHEFFER, shef'fer, JACOB 6YSBERT DE
HOOP: Dutch ecclesiastical historian and leader

of ihe Mennonites in Holland; b. at The Hague
Sept. 28, 1819; d. at Amsterdam Dec. 31, 1893. He
studied theology at Amsterdam and Utrecht, in-

tending to become a Mennonite preacher, but took

a lively interest in literary questions, and was one

of the founders in 1844 of the Vereeniging voor oude
Nederlandsche letterkunde. His interest in art and
letters was evident throughout his life, as when he
edited Navorscher (the Dutch " Notes and Queries").

From 1848 to 1859 he was a Mennonite preacher at

Hoom, Groningen, and Amsterdam. Then he be-

came professor in the seminary of the Algemeene
Doopegezinde Societeit. With the elevation in

1877 of the Amsterdam Athensum to the rank of a
university, he was appointed to the chair of Old-

Testament exegesis and early Christian literature,

while he continued to lecture on the history of the

sect and practical theology in the Mennonite semi-

naiy. His most importantwork was done in the field

of church history, in the interest of which he edited

(1870-80) with Willem Moll the periodical StudiSn

en Bijdragen, In this first appeared his principal

production, the Geschiedenis der Kerkhiervomiing in

Nederland van hoar ontstaan tot 16S1 (2 vols., Am-
sterdam, 1873), a definitive treatment of the begin-

nings of Dutch Protestantism. A number of

studies in the history of the Mennonites, many of

them appearing in the Doopegezinde Bijdragen,

which he edited from 1870 to 1893, showed re-

markable industry and acuteness. A third depart-

ment of his studies dealt with the Brownists, or

English Independents settled in Holland, from
whom came the "Pilgrim Fathers" (see Congrega-
tionaustb), and Scheffer made important contribu-

tions to the history of these people (in the Fer-

alagen der KoninHijke Akademie). Scheffer was next

led to take up the history of baptism by immersion,

which he treated in the Verdagen of 1882. His

researches led to the abandonment of the old

Bi^tist theory of an uninterrupted succession of the

doctrine of immersion from the apostles, and their

importance has been recognized by the best modem
Baptist authors, such as Newman and Lehman.
No one among the Mennonites was better known
abroad than Scheffer, whose work brought him into

correspondence with many foreign scholars. At
home he occupied for thirty years a position of great

influence among the members of his communion,
whose activity he promoted in manifold ways.

Tliroughout his life he was an adherent of the liberal

theology of what was formerly known as the " Gro-

ningen School.'' Though devoted to his own re-

ligious body, he never assimied that this alone pos-
sessed the truth or foigot proper consideration and
charity toward other churches. He was an admi-
rable type of the liberal, highly educated, thought-
ful Dutch Mennonite. S. Cramer.
Bibuoqrapbt: Sketches of hia life are by Rogse, in the

" Yearbook " of the Dutch Royal Academy of Sciences
for 1894; and by A. Winkler Prins, Leyden. 1894; cf.

Doopegezinde Bijdrctgen, 1895, pp. 1 sqq.

SCHEFFLER, shefler, J0HA5N (AlfGELUS
SILESIUS): German mystic and poet; b. at Bres-
lau 1624; d. there July 9, 1677. He studied medi-
cine at Strasburg (1643-44), in Holland (1644-47),
and Padua (1647-48). In Holland he became ac-

quainted with Jacob Boehme's theosophical and
mystical writings, brought from Silesia by Abraham
von Franckenberg. On his return (1649) he became
physician to the zealous Lutheran coimt, Sylvius

Nimrod von WQrttemberg-Oels, at Oels in Silesia.

He was intimate with Franckenberg, which prob-
ably led to his dismissal. Upon the death of Franck-
enberg (1652), he wrote an elegy, Ehrengeddchtnie,

which contained, in the style of Boehme, the main
ideas of all his later writings. In 1652 he went to
Breslau, and became a member of the Roman
Catholic Church, at the same time assuming the
name Angelus, from a Spanish mystic of the six-

teenth century. He gave the reasons for his con-
version in his GrUndliche Ureachen (Olmtits, 1653).

In his desire for mystical union with God he was re-

pelled by the Lutheran religion as represented in the
court preacher at Oels, through its objection to the
contemplative life and asceticism; and he thought
to obtain freedom in the Roman Catholic Church,
which stood for the communion of the saints and
seemed to be the embodiment of the Holy Spirit.

In Mar., 1654, he became court physician to Em-
peror Ferdinand III., an honorary office without
duties or emoluments, but exempting him from
difficulties in consequence of his clumge of con-
fession. He lived quietly at Breslau, engaged in a
comparative study of doctrines and the preparation
of his literary publications. The only incident re-

ported of this period was that he led a pilgrimage

(1656) to the convent of Trebnitz, three miles

distant.

In 1661 the brooding mystic suddenly issued

forth as a fanatical controversialist against Protes-

tantism. He entered the order of the Minorites and
received ordination as a priest. He received strong
support from Sebastian von Rostock, the vicar-

general of the archdukes of Austria, who were
successively bishops of Breslau. At the vicar's

instigation, an imperial edict was issued for the
restoration of the Corpus Christi procession, at the
first occurrence of which Scheffler carried the mon-
strance. The impending peril from the Turks
brought forth a tract. Von den Ureachen der turki-

achen Ueberziehung und Zertretung dee VoUcee Gottes

(Neisse, 1664), in which he ascribed the danger to

the divine judgment upon the apostasy of the Prot-

estants. After the conclusion of peace he wrote
Ckristschrift von den herrlichen Kennzeichen dee

Volkes GotteSf in which he claimed the defeat of the

Turks as proof that only a Roman theocracy could

help Christendom. Coimterblasts came from Chris-
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tian Chemnitz (q.v.) and Adam Sdiener, and a long

and bitter polemical feud ensued. Scheffler was
appointed court-marshal and councilor to Sebas-

tkm von Rostock, now bishop-prince and imperial

supreme commander in Silesia. The consequence

was that Scheffler's polemics of impassioned enmity
acquired peculiar significance and were read all

over Germany. Of these he issued fifty-five in

twelve years; thirty-nine were selected by him-
self and published posthimiously imder the title

Ecdenologia (Neisse, 1677).

Scheffler attainedmore permanent fame as a poet.

One of his two principal works was Johannis Angdi
SUesii Geistreiche Siniv- und Sehlussreime (Vienna,

1657). It contained in five books 1,410 epigrams

with superscriptions, consisting of two, four, and
rarely more Alexandrine verses. An appendix con-

tained ten sonnets. These, with two poems of

considerable length, five epigrams in quatrain, and
246 in couplets, form the sixth book gI the second

edition known as ChenMnische Wanderstnann
(Glats, 1674). In this work Scheffler's theosophical

and mystical wisdom of life is expressed in brief,

terse sentences. Man's goal should be unity with

God obtained by absorption in him; and God is love.

Man experiences God not by thought but by be-

coming what God is, by renimciation, patience,

humility, and love. The work is more metaphysical

in character than ethical or dogmatic. Though it is

obscure and not without self-contradiction in form,

exposing the author to the charge of pantheism,

yet much is contained that is truly profoimd.

For many thoughts he makes acknowledgment to

predecessors; namely, Augustine Bonaventura, Jan
van Ruysbroeck (qq.v.), Heinrich Harpius, and
especially Johann Tauler (q.v.), but he leaves out
Valentine Weigel and JiJcob Boehme, evidently

because the book was issued under Roman Catholic

censorship. His book of spiritual hymns is still

more famous, Heilige Seelerduat oder geiaUiche

Hirterdieder der in ihrem Jesum vedubten Psyche
genmgen von Johann Angdo Silesio und von Herm
Oeorgio Josepho tnU atubundig achdnen Mdodien
geziert (Breslau, no date). It consisted of three

books containing 143 hymns, each with a melody.
It appeared in 1657, and the same year a fourth

book with thirty-two hymns and melodies was
added. A second edition (Breslau, 1668) appeared
with 205 hynms. The subject matter of these

hymns consists of love and yearning of the soul for

Jesus and the worshipful wonder at his glory; and
they are of the pietistic, personal kind, characteris-

tic of the subjective dotage of the mystics. The
various hymnals of the later seventeenth and early

eighteenth centuries, especially that of the Unity of

the Brethren, contained many selections, which dis-

appeared during the period of rationalism. In
the recent Evangelical h3rmn-book the best ones
reappear; such as *'Ich will dich lieben meine
Stdrcke" (1657), " Lic6e die du mich turn Bilde''

(1657), "Afir nach spricht Ckriatus unser Held''

(1668), "Ach aagt mir nicht von Gold und SchdUen**

(1657), and ^Jeaua iat der 8ck6nsU Nam'' (1657).

Another book of poems \b the Sinrdiche Besckreib-

ung der vier letzten Dinge (Schweidnits, 1675). His
poetical works were collected in two vols, by D. A.

Rosenthal (Regensburg, 1862); and SeUetions

from his Rhymes was published in English by P.

Cams (Chicago, 1909).

From his hymns and poems many translations

into English have been made, though rarely do these
embrace more than parts of the originals. Noted
among these are " Earth has nothing sweet or fair,"

by Mias Cox; "Make my heart a garden fair'';

"Jesus is the highest name," by A. T. Russell;
" Morning Star in darksome night," by Miss Wink-
worth; and "Where wilt thou go? since night
draws near," by A. CrulL (Cabl Bestheau.)
BnuooBAFHT: A. Kahlert, Angdu$ SHeriu$, etiM UUmrar-

kiaUniackg UnUnuehuno, Bmlau, 1853 (best); J. J. Ram-
baoh, Anthologie eknttUeher OttAnge, iii. 90 sqq., Altenui,

1819; W. Sohnuier, Anoelut SUetiuM und •eine Myttik,
Halle, 1863; Q. Schuster, in ZHT, 1857. pp. 427 sqq..

F. Kern, J, Sch^fUn ChundnnimAm' Wandermmmn, Leip-
io, 1866; E. E. Kooh, GtachicMU de§ Kirehenludea, iv. 3
sqq., Stuttgart, 1868; W. Lindemann, Angdu$ SUnitf,
BUd SMMt Kofwertiien, Diehien vnd StreUtheoloQtm, Frei-

bull, 1876; A. Seltmann, Anodu$ SUeriuM und m»im
Myttik, Breslau. 1896; R. von Kndik von Meyemralden.
Anodu$ SUenuM und dU ehriatliehe Myttikt Frankfort,

1902; W. Nelle, ChtchiehU dn deuUchen evangdUehen
Kirch4nlied€», pp. 141 sqq., HamburK. 1904; idem, Jo-
hann SehtgUr, ib. 1904; ADB, i. 453-456; Julian. Hym-
noUtoy, pp. 1004-07; XL. x. 1765-67.

SCHEIBEL, shail>el, J0HA1I5 GOTTFRIED: Ger-
man Lutheran; b. at Breslau Sept. 16, 1783; d. at
Nurembeiig Mar. 21, 1843. He was educated at
the University of Halle (1801-04); became min-
ister at Breslau 1804-18; and theological professor

in the University of Breslau after 1818. Scheibel's

open profession of the plenary inspiration of the

Scriptures and of the doctrines of the Lutheran
Church on justification, original sin, and the real

presence of Christ in the Lord's Supper was quite

unusual and occasioned no little antagonism; but
though his mode of expression was involved and
not popular, he gradually gathered a following of

believing, positive Christians from all classes about
himself. Religion seemed to him something ready-

made, and not only what was revealed, but what
was evident to him, seemed to him important and
necessary. His faith was the certainty that the

matter in question was contained in Scripture.

His first publication, Einige WorteHberdie Wahrheit
der chrisUichen Religion (1815), was an attack upon
the rationalistic criticisms of the Bible and of the

doctrines of creation and atonement. In his Unlet'

suchungen Ober Bibel und Kirchengeschichte (1816)

he pleaded especially for the authenticity of the Old-

Testament books. He became a sturdy opponent,

after 1814, of the movement for the union of the

Lutheran and Reformed Churches in Prussia, mainly
in his anxiety for the Lutheran view of the Eucha-
rist. When the synod at Breslau began the consid-

eration of a new church order, he felt constrained

to make a closer study, the result of which was
AUgemeine Untersuchung der ckristlichen Vetfass-

ungs- und Dogmengeschichle (Breslau, 1819). The
pastoral epistles of Paul, he claimed, revealed a
government of elders from the instructing and lay

classes, which also, he thought, Luther contem-
plated. His severe strictures on the agenda of union
of King Frederick Wilhelm III. led to his suspension

in 1830. Forbidden to take any ofiicial position as
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wen as to engage in any literary activity for the

Lutheran Church, he removed to Dresden, 1832,

from where, as headquarters, he continued the fight

by means of numerous polemical tracts. In conse-

quence of a polemical sermon, the same year, he was
ordered to leave Dresden, and went to Hermsdorf,

near by. Compelled to leave this place in 1836, he
found asylimi at Glauchau where he engaged again

in public preaching. Driven thence he spent the rest

of his life at Nuremberg in literary work. Just as

the efforts for restoration to his professorship and
pulpit at Breslau were being successfully completed,

after the death of King Friedrich Wilhelm, he
passed away. (G. FrobOss.)

Bubuoorapht: M. Vorbnigg, Red* am Orabe SeheAeU,
Nuxembeis, 1843; Lebenalauf SeheibeU wnn oberkirchen-

koOvium perdffmtaie/a, Bmlau. 1843; H. Steffena, Wom
ieh erUbU, roL ix.. Breslau, 1844; T. Wangenuum, Sie-

ben Backer preuaaiacher Kirchengeachiehiet Berlin, 1850;
J. Nacel, Die K&mpfe der evanoelxeeh4utheneehen Kirche
in Preuaun, OOtereloh, 1869; R. Rocholl, Die Oeachiehte

der efMnodieehen Kirehe in Detdeehland, Leipeio, 1897;
£. Ziemer, Die MieaioneUUUigkeit der evanodiech4tUKeri-
echen Kirche in Preusaen, Elberfeld. 1904; O. Frobdss.

Kune Abvehr, ib. 1905; ADB, xxx, 693-699.

SCHELHORN, shelOidm, J0HA1I5 GE0R6:
Name of two Lutheran theologians.

1. Johaon Georg the Elder: was bom at Mem-
mingen Dec. 8, 1694, and died there Mar. 31,

1773. He studied philosophy and philology at the

University of Jena 1712-14 and after 1717; was
librarian in his native town and co-rector at the

school, 1725-32; pastor at Buxach and Hardt,

near Menmiingen, 1732-34, and in Memmingen
after 1734; and also superintendent after 1753.

His importance is that of a collector of valuable

material and correspondence, first in Anumitatea
liieraritB (14 vols., Leipsic, 1721-31). For the

celebration of the Augsburg Confession in 1730 he
wrote Kungefasate Reformationsgesckichte der Stadt

Memmingen, and the fate of the Salzburg Protes-

tants occasioned the De rdigionU evangdica in

provinda Salisburgensi oriu (Leipsic, 1732). A
new collection appeared, AmanHaUs hiatorue ec-

d€9iaaHcoi et literaria (2 vols., 1737-40), after he
came into possession of the literary remains and
correspondence of his deceased friend, Zacharias

Konrad of Uffenbach. Among his valuable works
were, De vita, fatie ac meriHs Philippi Camerarii

(Nuremberg, 1740); Commercii epiatolaris Uffen^

bachU (Memmingen, 1753-58); and Ergdtdich-

keiten aue der Kirchenhistarie und Literatur (3 vols.,

Leipsic, 1761-64).

2. The Younger, son of the above; b. at Mem-
mingen Dec. 4, 1733; d. there Nov. 22, 1802. He
stucOed philology, history, and theology at Crdtting-

en and TObingen after 1750; was pastor at Buxach
and Hardt after 1756; and became associate of

his father in the pastorate at Memmingen, 1762,

also city librarian there; and in 1793, superintendent

of Memmingen. Among his works were: BeiMge
TUT Erlduierung der Geachichte, besondera der SchwOb-

iachen Kirchen- und OeUkrten-OeachicfUe (Mem-
mingen, 1772-75); and Kleinere hiatoriache Schriften

(2 vols., 1789-90). (T. Kolde.)
Bebuograpbt: F. Braun, /. O. Sehelhom, in BeiMige aw

bayeriachen Kirehengeaehichte, vol. iv., Erlangen, 1898
(supenedes all earlier discuMions); ADB^ xxx. 756-759.

SCHELL, HERlfAN: German Roman Catholic;

b. at Freiburg Feb. 28, 1850; d. at Warzburg May
31, 1906. He was educated at the universities

of Freiburg (1868-70) and WOrzburg (1870-73),

and at the Collie of the Anima, Rome (1879-81);

and after 1885 was professor of apologetics, com-
parative religion, and the history of Christian art

in the University of Wtlraburg, of which he was
rector in 1896-97. He wrote Die Einheit dea

Sederdebena aua den Principien der ariatoteliachen

Philoaophie eniwickeU (Freiburg, 1873); Daa
Wirken dea dreieinigen Gottea (2 vols., Mains,

1885); KatMiache Dogmatik (4 vols., Paderbom,
1889-93); Gott und Geiat (2 vols., 1895-96);

Katholitiamua ala Primip dea Fortachrittea (Wtlrs-

buig, 1897); Daa Problem dea Geiatea (1897); Neue
Zeit und alter Glavbe (1898); Apdogie dea Ckriaten-

tuma (2 vols., Paderbom, 1901-05; 3d ed., 1907);

Chriatua: daa Evangdium und aeine xodtgeachichin

liche Bedeutung (Mainz, 1903) ; GoUeaglavbe und nor

turvnaaenachaftliche Wdterkenntnia (Bamberg, 1904)

;

and Kleinere Schriften (Paderbom, 1908).

SCHELLING, shel'ling, FRIEDRICH WILHELM
JOSEPH VON: German philosopher; b. at Leon-
berg (8 m. w.n.w. of Stuttgart) Jan. 27, 1776; d.

at Rogatz (30 m. s.e. of St. Gall), Switzerland,

Aug. 20, 1854. He studied theology and philosophy

at Tubingen from 1790, and science and mathe-
matics at Leipsic, 1796-97. With the assistance of

Fichte and (k>ethe, he became professor at Jena,

1798-1803, where a brilliant literary and academic
career opened for him. Impelled by an ardent

philosophic interest, during a creative period, he
made it his work to incorporate with his own the

elemental principles of others as he met them suc-

cessively in his career, and the result was more a
stimulating influence of his vast prospective views

than the establishment of enduring fundamentals.

Starting out originally with the absolute idealism

of Fichte, his reading of Spinoza led him to supple-

ment this by the philosophy of nature. This was
also an unfolding, as imconscious intelligence, from
the absolute. He conceived this to proceed by a
synthetic process from the lower inorganic to the

higher organic forms, issuing into conscious in-

telligence in man, and he based it on the assump-
tion of a soul of the world as the organizing principle.

Works of this period were, Ideen zwr Philoaophie der

Natur (Leipsic, 1797) ; Von der Wdtaeele (Hamburg,
1798); and Erater Entwurf einea Syatema der Philo-

aophie (Jena, 1799). The contradiction between in-

tellectiial and natural philosophy is resolved by the

Syaiemdea tranazendentalen Idealismua (Tubingen,

1800), in dependence upon the esthetic philosophy

of Kant and in connection with the romanticism of

Schiller and the two Schlegels, which aimed to

reconcile philosophy and poesy. As imconscious

intelligence has been shown to give rise in nature to

the inorganic and to a series of organisms, at the

apex of which is man, the organism of conscious

intelligence, so transcendental idealism reverses

the point of view and submits the objective as ideal

representation, or conscious production. Its highest

form is art, in which the harmony of subject and
object is realized. The study of Spinoza and Gior-
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dano Bruno (qq.v.) prepared him to work this out
into the philosophy of identity, which first emerged
in Zeitsckri/tfilr apeculaiive Physik in 1801 (a journal

which he issued jointly with Hegel), but appears

fused with Platonic idealism in BrunOf oder mher das

gdUliche und natUrliche Princip der Dinge (Berlin,

1802), and expanded in popular form in VorUsungen
aberdie Methode des akademischen Studiums (Tu-

bingen, 1803), which has been pronounced a model
of literary form. The absolute is defined as absolute

reason or the total indifference of subject and ob-

ject. The highest law of its existence is absolute

identity, or undifferentiated unity. Everything

that exists is this absolute itself. It is the uni-

verse itself, not the cause of it. It is present in

everything as both subject and object, ideal and real,

with a preponderance of either one over the other.

Theology, as the science of the absolute and divine

essence, is the highest synthesis of philosophical and
historical knowledge. The antithesis of the real

and ideal occurs in the contrast of Hellenism and
Christianity. The former illustrates the unconscious

identity of nature; the ideal lay concealed in visible

gods and polytheism. This was followed by separa-

tion or fate at the close of the ancient world.

Christianity, as the inception of the period of provi-

dence, follows with the reconciled unity, and with

God revealed. The incarnation of God is from

eternity. The ideas of Christianity symbolixed in

its dogmas have a speculative significance. The
fimdamental dogma of the Trinity means that the

eternal Son of God, bom of the essence of the Father

of all things, is the finite itself as it exists in the

eternal intuition of Grod, who at the culmination of

his phenomenal manifestation in Christ as suffering

God terminates the world of finiteness and opens

that of the supremacy of the Spirit. The consum-
mation of the process is the regeneration of esoteric

Christianity and the proclamation of the absolute

gospel, or the self-consciousness of the absolute in

which subject and object disappear, or the becoming
of God.

In consequence of his polemics Schelling left

Jena, and was professor at WUraburg, 1803-16.

Under leave of absence he lectured at Stuttgart in

1810. In the mean time he was given more and more
to syncretism and mysticism. In his PkUoaophie und
Religion (Tubingen, 1804), he betrays a neoplatonic

influence in affirming that finiteness and corporeality

are the products of a falling away from the absolute

as the means of the perfect revelation of God. The-
osophical are the views in Unterstichungen Ober das

Wesen der menschlichen FreiheU (Landshut, 1809),

imder the influence of Jakob Boehme (q.v.) . He dis-

tinguishes in God, according to the mystics, three

degrees: indifference, the primordial basis or

"abyss" of divine nature; differentiation of this

into groimd and existence: and the identity or

reconciliation of the two. By this he explains the

origin of evil. The first, which is only the beginning

of the divine nature, without form or personality,

is a dark, negative groimd, the basis of reality; it

is that which is in God, yet not God himself. This,

which is described as a certain yearning for self-

assertion, 19 the basis of the bare existence of all

things. Man, who is immanent in God, is capable

of freedom; i. e., of enlightenment. By virtue of

the dark ground, he has a particular will; as gifted

by imderstanding he is the organ of the universal

will. The separation of the two is the occasion of

evil or imperfection.

The feud with F. H. Jacobi (q.v.), president of the

academy, who severely assailed these views, led to

Schelling's departure from Munich in 1820. He
lectured several semesters at Erlangen, and was
ordinary professor of the new university at Mimich,

1827-40. During this period, restive criticisms of

the system of Hegel, who, though his senior yet his

follower, had resolved his principle of absolute iden-

tity into a system of synthetic logic, began to ap-

pear. Lecturing at Berlin, 1840-46, he further

develops the departure made in his treatise on free-

dom. God, he now acclaims, may indeed be con-

ceived as the culmination of a process in thought,

but not of an objective process. Therefore, he
partly reverses his position and declares the philoso-

phy of Hegel as weU as his own pantheistic system

to be merely negative, which he supplements with

a positive philosophy. Falling back on Kant's

criticism of the ontological argument, he finds God
not immanent in thought, but transcendent; not

at the end of the process, but absolute first. God
creates by a free act of will; and in positive philoso-

phy, the real universe thus created, as well as the

real God viewed as an objective principle, are not

subjects of the speculative reason, but of experience,

guided by the documents of revelation. The prod-

ucts of the theoretical are merely preparatory,

affording ideals as means to the positive. Schelling

distinguishes in absolute Spirit possibility of being,

pure being, and absolute free being, which in crea-

tion reveal themselves as the three potencies

—

imconscious will, or causa materialis; conscious

will, or causa effidens; and their union, causafinalis.

They furnish the basis of the Trinity. In nature

potencies, at the end of revelation, or creation, they

are three perfect personalities in one God. The
potencies which exist in man as God's image suf-

fered separation by the fall. In consequence, the

second was deprived of its divine reality and was de-

graded to a potency operating only in purely natural

ways. It regains its total freedom in the conscious-

ness of man, through the theogonic process; first in

mythology and then in revelation. This was the

subject of his philosophy of mythology and revela-

tion, respectively, in his " Philosophy of Religion
"

(in SdnUlichen Werke, 14 vols., Stuttgart, 1856-61).

Following the suggestion of Fichte, Schelling divides

the Christian era into Petrine Christianity, or

CathoUcism; Pauline, or Protestantism; and the

Johannean with its idea of the Logos, the Church of

the Future. See Idealism, II., §§ 6, 8; Pantheism,

§7.
BiBUooRAPBY. Beeides the works«n the history of philoso-

phy (e.g., by J. E. Erdmann, 3 vols., London, 1892-^;
W. Windelband. New York. 1893; F. Ueberwe«. edL

Heinze. 9th ed., Berlin, 1901-05) consult. F. K6ppen.
ScheUirut'B Lehre, oder doM Oarue der PhUowphie dea a6«o-

luten NiehU, Hamburg. 1803; F. Bers. SextiM^ oder Hher

die absolute ErkenrUnUa von ScheUing WQrsburg. 1804;

J. C. G6tz, Anti-SexttiM, oder aber dte abmlute ErkenntniM
von ScheUiuQ, Heidelberg. 1807; S. T. Coleridge, Bu^
Oraphia lUeraria^ London, 1817; J. Fries, Reinhold, PiehlB

und ScheUing, in Potemiaehe SchrifUn, vol. L. Halle. 1834:
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J. T. Sohvarst Schdling'a aUe und neue Philosophies Ber-
lin, ld44; A. J. Matter, Schelling, ou la philosophie de la

nahtrt, Paris, 184A; A. £D«eb, Schellino und die Offm-
bantsig, Ldpsic, 1842; C. Kapp, F, W, J, Schdling: ein

Beitrag aw OeachichU dee Tagea, Leipsio, 1843; P. Mar-
heineke, Zur Kritik der echeUingechen Offenbarungephi-
toeopkie, Berlin, 1843; C. L. Michelet, EfUtrickelumgaoe'

achichte der neueelen deuUchen PhUoeophie, Berlin, 1843;
C. Rosenkrana, Schelling, Danzig, 1843; C. A. Brandis,
Ged&dUnieerede auf F. W. J, von ScheUing, Berlin. 1856;
Fichte*e und Schelling*e phiXoeophiecher Briefwechad, Stutt-
gart, 1856; J. E. Erdmann. Ueber Schelling, namentlieh
aeine negative Philoaophie, Halle, 1857; R. Haym, Hegel
und aeine Zeit, Berlin, 1857; A. Planck, Schelling'a nach-
gelaaaene Werke und ihre Bedeutung far Philoaophie und
Theologies Erlangen, 1858; H. Beckers, Schelling'a Oeiatea-

entwickelung in ihrem inneren Zuaammerthang, Munich,
1875; T. Hoppe, Die Philoaophie ScheUinga und ihr Ver-
hHUniaa aum Chriatenthum, Rostock. 1875; O. Pfleiderer,

F. IF. J, ScheUing: GedHchtniaarede, Stuttgart, 1875;
C. Franti, SchelUng'a poaiHve PhUoaophie, 3 parts, Cdthen,
1879-80; J. Watson, Schelling'a Tranacendental Idealiam,
Chicago, 1882; R. Gebel, SchelUng's Theorie vom Ich dea
AU-Einen und deren Widerlegung, Berlin, 1885; K. Grooe,
Die reine Vemunftwiaaenachaft, Heidelberg, 1889; E. O.
Burman, Die Tranacendentalphiloaophie Fichtea und
ScheUinga, Upsala, 1891; F. Schaper. ScheUing*a Philoao-
phie der Mythologies Nauen, 1893; .idem. Scft^ng'a Phi-
loaopKie der Offenbarung, Nauen, 1894; £. von Hart-
mann, Sch^Hng'a philoaophiachea System, Leipsio, 1897;
L. Roth, ScheUing und Spencer, Bern. 1901; K. Fischer,
Geachichte der neueren Philoaophie, vol. vi, Heidelbeig.
1894; idem. ScheUinga LAen, Werke und Lehre, 3d ed..

ib. 1902; M. Adam, ScheUinga Kunatphiloaophie, Leipsic.

1907; Q. Niehlis. Sehellinja'a QeachichtaphUoaophie in . . .

I79»-J^4» Heidelberg, 1907.

SCHELWIG, sW'vig, SAMUEL: Lutheran theo-

logian and opponent of the Pietists; b. at Lissa

(54 m. n.n.w. ik Breslau) Mar. 8, 1643; d. at Danxig
Jan. 18, 1715. He was the son of a Silesian preacher,

and studied at Breslau and at Wittenberg, where he

became an adjunct in the philosophical faculty in

1667; he went to Thorn as associate rector of the

gymnasium in 1668; to Danzig in 1673, where he was
subsequently appointed pastor of Dreifaltigkeits-

Idrche, and rector of the academical g3anna8ium

in 1685. Rigorously orthodox, ambitious, and
quarrelsome, he soon became involved in a variety

ol conflicts. In Danzig he fell into strife with one of

his colleagues, Constantino SchOtze, the contest

taking literary form in tracts and being continued

until the city magistracy stopped the dispute (1693).

The conflict between Schelwig and Spener then

began. What particularly increased and embittered

tiie strife was a journey imdertaken by Schelwig

through Northern (Germany, the purpose of which

his opponents asserted to be the forming of a con-

federation against Pietism. His most comprehen-

sive anti-Pietistic work bears the title Die aekHerer-

iache PieHsterei (Danzig, 1696-97), which called

forth a number of replies. In Schelwig's Synopsis

controveraariarum sitb pietcUis prcetextu motcarum

(1701, 1703, 1720) he sought to demonstrate 264

Pietistic errors, which evoked replies from J. W.
Zierold, pastor at Stargard, and J. Lange. Among
the many orthodox opposers of Pietism, Schelwig

was one of the readiest in equipment, but his

methods were bitter and unclerical. C. Mibbt.

BiBUooRAPHT J. O. Walch. Rdigionaatreitigkeiten der

eaangeHach-lutheriachen Kirche, I 602-603. 739-746. v.

749-750. 849 et passim, Jena. 1733: E. Sohnaase. Oe-

aekiehte der evangdiachen Kirche Danxiga, pp. 332-353,

Dansig. 1863; S. Schmid, Die Geachichte dea Pietiamua,

pp. 228-236. NOnUingen. 1863; £. Sachsse, Uraprung

und Weaen dea Pieti^mui, pp. 321-332 Wiesbadea. 1884:
A. Ritschl, Geaehiehtt dea PtetiamtUs vol. li. Bonn. 1884;
P. GrOnberg. PkiHpp Jakob Sptner, i. 297-802, Odttiiig-

en, 1893; ADB, xxxi. 30^6.

SCHENCK, FERDINAND SCHIJREMAN: Re-
formed (Dutch); b. in Ulster County, N. Y.,

Aug. 6, 1845. He was graduated from Princeton
University (B.A., 1865; M.A., 1868), Albany Law
School (LL.B., 1867), and New Brunswick Theo-
logical Seminary (1872); engaged in the practise

of law, 1867-69; was licensed by the classis of

Ulster, 1872; served as pastor at Clarkstown, N. Y.,

1872-77, at Montgomery, 1877-90, at Hudson,
1890-97, and at University Heights, New York
City, 1897-99; became professor of practical theo-

logy in the New Brunswick Theological Seminary,
1899, where he has since remained, serving also as
acting professor of philosophy in Rutgers College,

1904-05, and acting professor of ethics and evidences

of Christianity there, 1906-07, also as acting pro-

fessor of homiletics in Princeton Theological Semi-
nary since 1909. He is the author of T?ie Ten Comr
mandmenta in the Nineteenth Century (New York,

1889); Bible Reader*a Guide (1896); The Ten Comr
mandmenta and the Lord*a Prayer (1902); Modem
Practical Theology (1903): Sociology of the Bible

(1909); and Chriatian Emdencea and Ethica (1910).

SCHENK, JAKOB. See Antinomianism and
Antinomian Controversies.

SOHENKEL, shenkH DAlflEL; Evangelical

theologian; b. at Dfigerlen, near Winterthur (12 m.
n.e. of Zurich), Dec. 21, 1813; d. at Heidelberg Biay

18, 1885. He bore arms for three years in the
Basel war of 1831. In the study of theology he was
greatly uifluenced by W. M. L. de Wette (q.v.), by
whom he was convinced of the necessity of critical

investigation. After a period of study of primitive

Christianity and church history at Cidttingen, he
returned to Basel, where, in 1838, he habilitated

with the thesis, Diaaertatio critica et hiatorica de

ecdeaia Corinthia primosva factionibua turbata (Basel,

1838). In the mean time he edited the Baaeler Zeit^

ung which opposed the ecclesiastical and pohtical

radicalism of the time. In 1841 he was called as

head preacher to Schafifhausen. He made important

changes in the church organization, and his ser-

mons attracted wide attention, even in the univer-

sity circle. Schenkel first obtained scientific recog-

nition by the publication of his Weaen dea Proteatan-

tiamua aua den Quellen dea Reformationazeitaltera

dargeateUt (3 vols., Schaffhausen, 1846-51), which was
supplemented with Das Primip dea Proteatantiamus

(1852). In 1850, he returned to Basel as professor,

his inaugural address being on Die Idee der Per-

a^ichkeit (1850). The following year he was called

to Heidelberg where he remained until his death.

As university preacher and head of the theological

seminary, Schenkel had noteworthy success. A series

of events—open opposition to the Jesuit mission

at Heidelberg, 1851, protest against the new litui^

of the former Durlach Conference adopted by the

synod in 1855, the strife over the agenda in 1858, the

transactions concerning the Concordat, 1859,

which threatened a combination of the ministry of

Stengel and the church regime of Baden—these
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resulted in open conflict, the consequence of which
was the end of the old church regime, the failure of

the Concordat, the fall of the Stengel ministry, and
the construction and approval by the general

synod, 1861, of a new church constitution. In
tiie mean time Schenkel, who was a rapid and
voluminous writer, publiished CfeseUeaHrche tmd
Cnaubenskirche (Heidelberg, 1852); SchuUpflicM des

Stoats gegen die Evangeliache Kirche (1852); and
Evangelische Zeugnisse von ChriHo (1853-59). In
these writings Schenkel's ecclesiastical liberalism

and Protestant tendency come to the front. Specu-
lative acuteness he did not brook; and his con-
troversy with Kuno Fischer ended in the latter's

dismissal. The theological antagonism was becom-
ing more pronounced and Schenkel felt constrained

to oppose the orthodox reaction. His FUr Buruen,
wider Stahlf die neueeten Bewegungen ttnd StreiHg-

keilen avf dem kirchlichen Oebiet (Darmstadt, 1856)

has been said to mark the turning point in his

theological development. His next work and the

second in importance. Die chrieUiche DogmaUk vom
Standpunkte dee Oewieaene (2 vols., Wiesbaden,
1858-59) is more in accord with his earlier position.

It challenged attention by its vindication of the
conscience as arbiter in intellectual religious ques-

tions. There followed, Die Re/omuUaren und die

Reformation (1856); Union^ Konfeeevm^ und
evangeliechee Chrietenthum (Darmstadt, 1859); and
Emeuerung der deiUechen evangeliechen Kirche

(Heidelberg, 1861).

The publication of the much-discussed Charac'

terhild Jeeu (Wiesbaden, 1864; 4th. ed. 1873;

Eng. transL, The Character of Jeeus Portrayed,

Boston, 1866) alienated many who had remained
loyal to Schenkel and subjected him to open attack.

The basis adopted is the Gospel of Mark as fur-

nishing the safest historical confines. The final con-

clusions of the book are by no means radical, but
a storm of protest was aroused by certain passages,

especially by the assumption that there was a cha^oge

during Jesus' public career in his self-determination

and self-consciousness. A demand was made by
a part of the clergy of Baden for the author's dis-

missal, but schism was averted by the conciliatory

tact of the superior church council. He became
head of the Protestant Union oiganised in 1863.

Two more important works were Die Orundiehren

dee Christentume atie dem Beumeeteein dee Otavbens

dargeetelU (Leipsic, 1877), and Dae ChrietuOnld der

Apoetet und der nachapoetolischen Zeit (1879). In
the former of these the privilege and service of

critical scientific rationalism is conceded, but it is

also pointed out that as a self-originated philos-

ophy, it has not produced a dogmatic on the basis

of revelation in history. Christianity he represents

as the absolute religion, both because it presupposes

the unity of Qod and man intrinsic in personal life,

and because it regards as its religious ethical ob-
ject the actualisation of this unity in humanity
through the absolutely divine imbued man Jesus

Christ. He edited and published AQgemeine Hrch-
liche Zeitsckrift (1860-72); and BibeUexicon, Re-
alwCrterbuch turn Handgebrauch fUr Oeistliche und
Oemeindeglieder (5 vols., Leipsic, 1869-75).

(W. GASst.)

SCHENZ, shents, WILHELM: German Roman
Catholic; b. at Niederrieden (a village near Men^
mingen, 43 m. 8.w. of Augsburg), Bavaria, Mar. 7,

1845. He was educated at the University of Munich
(D.D., 1869), and, after being incumbent of a bene-
fice in the same city (1869-72), was called to his pres-

ent position of professor of Old-Testament exegesis

in the Lyceiun of Regensbui^, of which since 1895 he
has also been rector. During his administration he
has reoiganised the lyceum and erected a new ob-
servatory for it. Besides translating Anselm's
Cur Deue Homo (Regensbuig, 1880), he has written

Hietorischrkritieche Ahhandlung Hber doe erste aUg^
meineConcUinJeruealem(lSG9);Da$Laien'UnddaM
himmlieche Prieetertum naeh dem ervten Bri^e de»
ApoMe Petrue (Freiburg, 1873); Einleitung in die

kanoniechen BUcher dee AUen Teetamente (Ilegen»-

burg, 1887); Prieeterliche Tatigkeit dee Meeeiae naeh
leaiae (1892); Lebende Bilder wum Biachefejubtidum

LeoM XIIL (1893) ; Leo XIII. ale Biachefvon Perugia
und von Rom (1893); SL Wolfgang in der Poesie

(1894); ejid BrklOrung der AUarbilder inderAJber-
tuekapeUe gu Begenaburg (1900).

SCHERBR, she^'-rftr", BDMOND HBNSI
ADOLPHE: French Protestant critic and thecdo-

gian; b. at Paris Apr. 8, 1815; d. at Versailles Mar.
16, 1889. Scherer's paternal ancestors were Swiss
from the canton of St. Gall, who emigrated to Paris

in the first part of the eighteenth century; his

mother was an Englishwoman. After a preliminary

education at the L3rc^ Louis le Grand, he was sent

to England, where he came under the influence of

Thomas Loader, a clergyman in Monmouth. Up
to that time he had shown no religious tendencies;

he dated the epoch of his conversion from Christmas,
1832, during a revival movement characterised by
a personal religion of pietistic emulation and de-
votion to prayer, combined with strict orthodoxy,

and belief in literal inspiration, original sin, and the
"foolishness" of Christianity in contrast with the
rationalism of such as Victor Cousin, with little con-
cern for the state church and Uturgy and theological

science. Returning to France, he studied law
(1833-35) without, however, giving up his interest in

theological and philosophical questions; and pro-

ceeding to Strasbui^, he studied theology (1836-

1839); and was ordained, 1840. His ordination

sermon betrays a depreciation of human speculation,

science, and wisdom, in contrast with the authority

of the Bible and the efficacy of prayer. For five

years he refused to accept any official position,

living at Strasbui^ and Truttenhausen and devoting
himself to literary and theological studies. He
published two long essays, De Vitat actud de
Vigliee riformie en France (Paris, 1844), and
Eaquieae d^une ihSorie de VSgliee chretienne (1845),

written in a Calvinistic spirit, in which he outlined

a Church independent of the State with a Presby-
terian constitution. Led by a strictly Scriptuzal

and practical theology resting upon earnest inves-

tigation, the Church would soon be freed from in-

difference, unbeli^, and schism. In consequence,

Scherer was in 1846 caUed to the chair of church
history in the free theological school founded at

Geneva by Merle d'Aubign^, and a year later ex-
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changed this for the professorship of Biblical exege-

818. Then as now, this institution received older

students from the practical vocations who had not
matured at the university, and counted among its

students many coming evangelists in Europe and
Canada. Soon after occupying this position,

Scherer seemed to become aware of a conflict be-

tween the emotional needs of the religious conscious-

ness and the theoretical convictions of the reason,

but he still believed in the possibility of a union
between sound theology and sound piety. The
natural man, he thought, can not conceive religious

things; only the eicperienoe of the Christian, by
faith in Christ and love to him, unlocks the mjrstery.

Accounts of " visitations of Christ," arranged some-
what in the form of a diary, from the year 1848,

show Scherer in the heights of religious moments
and from the personal mystical side. His transition

from history to exegesis became fatal to his belief;

he had always fully accepted the theory of verbal

inspiration, and had subscribed without reserve

tike Conaenstis Helveticus of 1655 on vowel points

and punctuation, but with the insight that this

position was untenable his faith and theology also

woe shaken. In June, 1840, Scherer's friends be-

came acquainted with his dissatisfaction with his

position, and before the end of the year he had
resigned and taken farewell of his students. But
he continued with a series of free lectures on matters
of faith which were a great attraction, June, 1849,

to Feb., 1850, and were summed up in a pamphlet.
La Critique etlafoi (1850). The repetitions, con-
tradictions, inaccuracies, and the temporal con-

tingency dT Bibhcal writers were pointed out and
the fact that they did not claim to be inspired.

The personal authority of Christ and his Spirit in

the disciples, the facts in the religious consciousness

of sin and redemption remained for him the pillars of

revelation and faith. At this time Scherer regarded
himself as still a believing Christian, logically carry-

ing on the thought of the Reform|ktion, but did not
linger long in this position. His Milangea de crUique

rtUgieuae (1860) diow a progress in negation. He
examined the problem of sin and freedom which
led him on the causal side to the question of miracles.

A proposition is not true because it comes from
Christ; but because its truth is aflBrmed in ethical

consciousness, it comes from Christ. So far he
could justify himself by reference to Alexandre
Vinet (q.v.), but his interest in seeking individual

freedom according to his subjective perception of

truth led him farther. Original sin is a limitation

of freedom; not that Qod was the author of sin,

but rather Scherer came to deny original sin and
to declare the freedom of man to achieve victory by
struggle over a sinful world. Evil was a lesser good,

the shadow needful for the completion of the opti-

mistic world harmony. In order to conserve the

humility under the sense of sin and the consequent
desire of salvation, the necessity of sin to human
development was to be held theoretically from
the view-point of the theodicy; but practically sin

was to be regarded as something that should not be.

A dualism resulted from this position of heart and
head. From tiie mase of the problem of freedom
he could not extricate himself. From the relativity

of freedom he proceeded to the invariability of law
in nature until even the supernatural could no
longer be maintained. Finally, Scherer attached
himself to the Hegelian philosophy with enthusiasm.
With the last step, that there is no final truth but
that there are only truths which prepare them-
selves by self-destruction, he had to break with
even the prominent and advanced theologians.

Scherer confined himself to mere textual explanation
in his lectures on the Epistles, 1856-60, and moved
to Versailles in 1860. A call to the newly established

chair of religious science at the £cole des Hautes
£tudes he declined; the columns of the Revue
des deux Mondes were open to him, and his course

was marked out. The fruit of his literary labors,

remarkable for originality, psychological acuteness,

and ethical earnestness, was collected in £iude»
critiques sur la literature contemporaine (10 vols.,

Paris, 1863-05; Eng. transl. of one volume, Essays
on English Literature, and History of German Liter-

ature, 5 vols., London, 1801). He was also coeditor

of the Temps since it was foimded in 1860. He per-

formed eminent political service as mediator be-

tween the provisional governments of the German
occupation and the population and was made sena^

tor for life in 1872. Scherer was never a polemical

opponent of Christianity. Faith he likened to

poesy, striking root everywhere, rising ever anew
from the dust, to survive as long as hiunanity shall

draw breath. The crisis of his faith brought him
great suffering which left him a sad heart. The
flood of theological and ecclesiastical malediction

and ridicule he met either with total silence or

answered with calm composure and noble patience,

knowing that his course was the only one left

to an upright man. (E. Platzhoff-Lejeunb.)
BiBUOGiupirr: O. Q^rard, E. Sd^erer, 2d ed., Paris, 1891;

J. F. A8li6, B. Scherer, tea diaciplee et tea advenaairea,

Lauaanne, 1854; idem, Lee Deux ThSologiee nouveUea, ib.

1802; idem. E, Scherer A la thMogie indipendanUt ib.

1892; Q. Frmnmel. Emjuieeee corUemporainee, pp. i99-
286, ib. 1891; E. Logos, Eeeai eur B. Scherer IhSolooien,

ib. 1891; £. Dowd^, New Studiee-in Ldterature, Boston,
1895; Maiy Fisher, in MeClurg'e Mao<uine, 1897.

SCHERBR, shi'rer, JAMES AUGUSTIN BROWR

:

Lutheran; b. at Salisbury, N. C, May 22, 1870.

He was educated at Roanoke College, Va. (A.B.,

1890), and Pennsylvania College (Ph.D., 1897).

After being pastor of the Evangelical Lutheran
church at PiUaski, Va., in 1890-91, he founded a
mission of his denomination at Saga, Japan, where
he remained until 1897, being also a teacher in a
Japanese government school in 1892-96. He
returned to the United States in 1897 for reasons

of health, and held pastorates at Cameron, S. C,
in 1897-98, and at Charlestown, S. C, in 1898-1904,

being at the same time a professor in the Lutheran
theological seminary in that city. Since 1904 he
has been president of Newberry College, New-
berry, S. C. In theology he holds that the Book
of Concord is the "true and logical development of

Christian faith in Reformation times'' and that

"the principle of historic continuity should de-

termine any subsequent statement.'' He has writ-

ten Four Princes: or^ The Growth of a Kingdom:
The Story of the Christian Church centred around

four Types (Philadelphia, 1903); Japan To-day
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(1004); Young Japan: Story of the Japane9e PeopU,

. . . e$peciaUy . . . their EducaHonal Demlopmeni

(1905); The Holy QraO: Six Kindred Addrmeu and

Beeaye (1906); and What ie Japanem MoraUiyf

(1906).

SCHERBSCHEWSKT, 8he''rMhev'skt, SAMUEL
ISAAC JOSBPH: ProtesUnt E^risoopal miaBkmary

bishop of Shanghai, Ouna: b., o£ Jewish parentage,

at Tanroggen, Russian Lithuania, May 6, 1831;

d. at Tokyo, Japan, Sept. 16, 1906. He was edu-

cated at the TahnudToiah of Zhitomir, Russia, and

the University of Breslau, where he spent two years.

In 1854 he went to the United States, where he ac-

cepted Christianity. He studied theology at the

Western Theological Scmmary (Presbyterian), Alle-

ghany, Pa., in 1855-58, but in 1858 entered the

Protestant Episcopal Church and studied for an-

other year at the General Theological Seminary.

He was ordered deacon in 1859 and priested in

1860. He then went to Oiina as a missionary, and

was stationed successivelyat Shanghai (1860-63) and

Peking (1863-75). From 1875 to 1877 he was in

the United States, and in 1877 was consecrated

missionary bishop of Shanghai. In 1883 he retired

on account of paralysis, with which he had been

stricken in 1881. He continued his work, neverthe-

less, with marvellous perseverance despite his in-

firmities. From 1886 to 1895 he resided in the

United States, preparing a revision of the Man-

darin Bible which he had translated unaided many
years before. He then went again to Shanghai,

where for two years he devoted himself to transfer-

ring the Romanised text of this version into Chmese

characters. From 1897 until his death he resided

in Japan, preparing a reference Mandarin Bible and

a translation of the Apocrypha, the latter left un-

finished.

Bibuoorapht: W. 8. Perry, BpimopaU in America^ p. 261.

New York. 1895.

SCHBRMAllNy shfir'man, THEODOR FRANZ
JOSEF: German Roman Catholic; b. at Ellwangen

(45 m. e.n.e. of Stuttgart), Wtlrttembeig, Jan.

19, 1878. He was educated at the University of

Munich (D.D., 1901), and, after being catechist and

curate at Munich in 1901-02, studied in Paris and

Italy for two years (1902-04). Since 1904 he has

been privat-docent for church history, patristics,

and Christian archeology at the University of

Munich. He has written Die Gottheit des heiligen

Oeistea nach den grieckiechen Vdtem dee vierten

Jahrhunderte (Freiburg, 1901); Die griechUchen

Quellen dea heiligen Ambroeiue in aeinen drei BUchem

vom h:^igen GeiaU (Munich, 1902); Eine Elfapos-

telmaral oder die X-Rezeneion der beiden Wege

(1903); Geschichte der dogmatiechen FlorUegien vom

v,^viii, JahrhundeH (Leipsic, 1904); and has edited

Propheienr und AposteUegenden nebst JUngerkatalogen

dee Dorotheue und Venoandter TexU (in TU, 1907);

Prophetarum vUes faindoace indicea apoatolorum dia-

cipulorumque (Leipsic, 1907); and Griechiache

Zauberpapyri vnd daa Gemeinde- und Dankgebet im

I Klemew^mefe, in TU, xxxiv. 2b (1909).

SCHEURL, sheiri, CHRISTOPH GOTTLIEB
ADOLF, FREIHERR VON: German Lutheran,

authority on canon law; b. at Nuremberg Jan. 7,

1811; dthexe Jan. 23, 1893. He came of an ancieiit

family which had immigrated from Breslau in the

fifteenth century; studied at Nuremberg comple-

ting the local gymnasium course in 1827, at Erlangen

1827-28, and at Munich, where his object was

jurisprudence, 1828-31; he qualified as lecturer at

the Universi^ of Erlangen in 1836; became ex-

traordinary professor in 1840; and, in 1845, pro-

fessor of Roman and canon law, and retired to his

ancestral home in 1881.

Scheurl's importance inheres both in his produc-

tive authorship and in his official service in behalf

of the Church, alike in the legislative chamber and

in the general synod. His studies began with the

Roman law, themes from which were treated in hia

dissertation (1835), his academic induction thesis

(1836), his essay on Nexum (1839); his Dieeertatio

de uaua etfructue diacrimine (1846), in a guide to

the study of the Roman jurisprudence (1855), and

especially in his text-book of the Ineiitutionee^

which appeared in eight editions. The course of his

own development, however, drew him more and

more into the sphere of canon law; and to this he

subsequently devoted his main powers, though he

won distinction in both civil and canon law.

During the years 1845-49 he was a m«nber of the

chamber of delegates, where he found rich oppor-

timity of turning to account his comprehensive lore

and his judicial opinions. In the national diet of

1849 he was active in the direction which was to

determine the proper focus of his later Kfe in ques-

tions affecting the constitution of the Evangelical

state church. Possibly in those years Scheuri

discerned his peculiar vocation, and thenceforward

his professional activity applied itself predomi-

nantly to canon law. It was but a step in this direc-

tion that in 1865 he was elected to the general

synod, to which he belonged until 1884.

His official activity was closely conjoined with pro-

ductive authorship. Herein he gave predominant

attention to questions of church constitution. So

early as 1853 and 1854 he published two treatises on

the constitutional relation of the Lutheran Church

in Bavaria. In an independent investigation, 1872,

he enlarged upon the status of the Oiurch to the

civil power in Bavaria. The decree of the general

synod of 1873 evoked a further publication. The

Bavarian situation naturally prompted investaga-

tions of a general and fundamental cast. Hence he

treated (1862) the doctrine of church government,

the problem of freedom of conscience, concepts of

confessional church and state church (1867, 1868),

and the tasks of the Christian State (1885). In the

year 1857 he answered a number of general questions

in pamphlets which he styled Fliegende Blatter /Or

die kirchlichen Fragen der Gegenwart. Numerous

articles in ZPK, whose associate editor he was from

1858, and in ZKR^ dealt with questions of the Evan-

gelical constitution, while on all sides he so advo-

cated the rights of the Evangelical church that one

may justly accord him the honorable title of " sjmdic

of the Lutheran Church." He also specialised in

the modem development of the marriage law, and
this led to his Entwickelung dee kirchlichen Eh^
achlieaaungarechi (Erlangen, 1877), interesting bo-

cause it is Scheurl's one considerable effort in the
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domain of canon law at laxige. Even prior to that

publication he had given his attention to Luther's

marriage law, and he incorporated his Lndhers

Bherechtsweisheit, which first appeared in ZPK,
in his Sammlung kirchenrechUicher Abhandhmgen
(1873). An exhai2stive summary is contributed by
his very excellent Das gemeine deutsche Eherecht

und 9eine Umbildung durch das R.-G. vcm 6. FebruoTf

1876 (1882). With Roman Catholic canon law he
occupied himself but little, publishing in 1847 a
survey of the Concordat and constitutional oath,

and later a number of briefer studies in periodicals.

His last work in canon law, SUiaUgesetzgebung und
rdigidse Kindererziehtmgf was published in Deutsche

Zeitschnft/ar Kirchenrechl (1891). E. Sehling.

BnuoasATBT: A. von Stfthlin, Zur Erinnerung an Chri»'

laph ChttUeb Adolf Freiherr van Scheurl, Leipsic, 1893;
Daa Olaubentbtkenntnia tinea Rechtiehrers ava unaerer Zeit,

Oarlsrube. 1890.

SCHIAN, shi'dn, MARTIII: German Lutheran;

b. at Liegnitz (40 m. w.n.w. of Breslau), Silesia,

Aug. 10, 1869. He was educated at the universities

of Greifswald, Breslau (lie. theol., 1896), Halle,

and Leipsic (Ph.D., 1895), and at the preachers'

seminary at Wittenberg. After being curate (1895-

1896) and pastor (1896-1901) at Dalkau, Silesia, he
was pastor in Gdrlitz until 1906; privat-docent for

practical theology at the University of Breslau and
pastor of the Bemhardingemeinde in the same city

1906-08; and since 1908 professor of the same sub-

ject at Giessen. In theology he adheres to the older

Ritschlian school. Besides work as editor on the

PreussischeKirchenzeUung since 1905 and on Studien
zur praktischen Theolagie since 1907, he has written

Die ScholasUk im ZeitaUer der AufkUbrung (Breslau,

1900); Unser CW»ten^iow6« (Freiburg,- 1902, 2d ed.,

1910) ; Das kirchliche Leben der evangelischen Kirche

der Provim SMesien (Tabingen, 1903); Der
deutsche Raman sett Goethe (G6rlits, 1904); Die
Predigt (GOttingen, 1906) ; Die evangelische Kirchen-

gemeinde (Giessen, 1907); Zur Beurteilung der

modemen posiHven Theologie (1907); and Die
modeme GemeinschafUbewegung (Stuttgart, 1909).

SCmCKLER, FERIfAND DB, BARON: French
Protestant layman; b. at Paris Aug. 24, 1835; d.

there Oct. 18, 1909. He early distinguished faim-

self by his devotion to the cause of Protestantism

in France, which his wealth enabled him materially

to aid. He became president of the Soci6t6 de This-

toire du protestantisme fran^ais, 1865; president of

the Soci^t^ biblique protestante de Paris, 1878;

member of the Central Coimcil of the Reformed
Chtirches, 1879; and was president of the liberal

delegation of the reformed churches of France, 1877.

He contributed to the history of the Bible Society

of Paris, Notices biographiques (IS6S); to the His-

Unre de France dans les archives privies de la Grande
Bretagne (1879); and published En Orient (Paris,

1862); Notice sur la SociiU de Vkistoire du Protes-

tanHsme fran^ais 18S$-7iB (1874); and the very

elaborate Les Sglises franfoises du rtfuge en Angle-

terre (3 vols., 1892).

SCHIELB, shile, FRIBDRICH MICHAEL: Lu-
theran; b. at Zeits (23 m. s.w. of Ixapsic) Nov. 11,

1867. He received his education at the gymnasium

at Naumburg and at the univasities of Tubingen
and Halle; taught in the g3annasium of SohlOohtem
and Ottweiler, 1894-1900; on accoimt of ill-health

he then laid aside professional employment to devote
himself to literary work in the departments of the-

ology, philosophy, and pedagogics; in 1907 he again

took up teaching, becoming privat-docent for church
history in the University of Tubingen. He has had
editorial relations with the Philosophische Bibliothek,

Die chrisUiche WeU, Chronik der chrisUichen Welt,

ReligionsgeschichUiches Volksblattf and Die Religion

in Geschichte und Gegenwart; and has issued Kants
Beweisgrund zu einer Demonstration des Dasein
GoUes (Leipsic, 1902) ; an edition of Schleiermacher's

Afono^o^en (1902); Minnesang und Volkslied (19(A);

Sang und Spruch der Deutschen im 19, Jahrhundert

(1904); Deutscher Glaube (1904); Religion und
Schule (1906); and Reformation des Klosters

SchlUchtem (1907).

SCmjN, shorn, HERMANNUS: Dutch Men-
nonite; b. at Amsterdam in 1622; d. there 1727.

He studied medicine at Leyden and Utrecht, prac-

tised his profession at Rotterdam and then at

Amsterdam, serving at the same time as minister of

the conservative Mennonite church, upholding its

faith both in his sermons and in his writings, and
issuing a catechism, Kort Onderwijs des chrisielijken

Geloofs (1697, and often). In opposition to the

"Lamistic" (i.e., subjective-pietistic Socinian)

party of his church, he maintained the traditional

Biblical orthodox theology, rejecting with all Men-
nonites predestination and satisfaction for sin by
Christ, and opposed union with the Socinian CoUe^-
ants, though in his Plenior deductio (see below)

he spoke with respect of the leaders of the opposite

party. He united with all schools of his church in

the charities instituted for the oppressed Mennonites

in other countries. But his significance lies in his at-

tempt to win respect for the Dutch Mennonites

through his writings, showing that only in the mat-
ters of baptism, non-resiBtance, and the refusal of

oaths did they differ from other Protestant bodies,

that they had no connection or afl&liation of feeling

with such Anabaptists as John of Leyden (see

MuENZER, Anabaptists of), but were descended

from the Waldenses and thence from the apostolic

church itself. His first apologetic work was
Korte Historic der protestante Christenen die men
Mennoniten of Doopsgezinden noemt (Amsterdam,

1711), which elicited from the Acta eruditorum

(v., supplement pp. 85 sqq., Leipsic, 1713) praise of

a high degree. It was extended in Historia Chris-

tianorum qui . . . Mennonitoe appeUantur (1723);

Dutch transl., 1723, 1727). His Historuz Mennonir
torum plenior deductio (1729) discusses the Men-
nonite background, confessions, and notable repre-

sentatives; there is a revised edition of this and his

Uitvoeriger Verhandding (2 vols., 1744), completed

by Gerardus Maatschoen of Amsterdam, together

with a third voliune extending the biographies.

S. Cramer.

SCHINNSR, shin'ner, MATTHIAS: Cardinal;

b. at MOhlebach in upper Valais, Switzerland, in

1456; d. at Rome Sept. 30. 1522. He was educated

at Zurich and Como, and became bishop of Sitten
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in 1500. Appointed by Pope Julius II., in 1509,

as legate in Switzerland, he was successful in bring-

ing about an alliance between the pope and the

Union against France; but losing the favor of the

Swiss and not being allowed to return to his bishop-

ric, he was compelled to resort to Rome, and was
made a cardinal in 1511. In 1514 he went as a
legate to England to enlist Henry VIII. to join in

the league against Francis I. At the battle of

Marignano (1515), in which the French disastrously

defeated the aUies, Schinner led the Swiss in person.

Francis I. recognized in him one of his strongest

lacy and battle. Again, driven out

I to return to his coimtry and
\, he led a force of allies against

21, and drove them out of Milan,

iccount. of tlie campaign of 1512
f the great impression the cardinal

diers (Werke, ed. Egli and Fins-

Vhen the Reformation broke out
he seemed to be in perfect har-

movement. He offered Luther a
ad support in 1519, and continued

to befriend Zwingli; but later he
he Reformation. When Johannes
him in Rome in 1521, he agreed
the Reformation should be sup-

S. Fumr, OeachiehU dsa WaUu III., pp.
1850; W. Giai, Der AniheU der Eidif
9diaehen Poliiik . . . 160-1616, Sohaff-
stor, Popf, vob. vi.-vii.; KL, x., 1790-

erm generally applied to the divi-

p^holly or partly, suspends the out-

Q Church; also, in Roman Catholic

ffense of producing or attempting
I division, and further, the deUber-
rom the bond of the Church by a
sal of obedience to its authorities

the groimd that their powers are

legitimate. But mere insubordin»-

to particular rulings or commands
le authorities and simple resistance

not constitute schism. Where
from denying individual confes-

of the Church, that is, where the

1 is concurrent with heresy, it is

il schism.'' On the other hand, in

aration, when, for instance, the
irledged per se but the actual pope
igally elected, the schism is named
A further distinction is drawn be-

kr'' and ''universal" schism, ac-

with the whole Church is ruptured
recession from the pope; or only
Miration from another ecclesiastical

larly from the bishop. According
ic canon law, schism constitutes an
nse chargeable before the spiritual

threatened with summary excom-
eiture of office, suspension from
i^ualification for church positions,

scation of property,

ous divisions in the Christian, as
lan Church, were caused by differ-

ences in the apprehension of Christian doctrine. To
this category belong those divisions which arose in

the fourth century and after, coincidently with the

closer definition and elaboration of CSiristiandogmas

;

further and preeminently, the final

Earlier separation between the Western and
Examples. Eastern Churches in 1054; the rup-

ture of the Protestants with the Roman
Church in the sixteenth century; and the with-

drawal of the so-called Old Catholics from theChurch
of Rome, in consequence of the Vatican CouncU.
Another class of church divisions was provoked
through a double occupancy of the Roman episco-

pal see. During the period of the Roman Ebnpire,

when the emperors possessed the right of confirma-

tion at the elections of the pope, a discordant elec-

tion had no decisive influence over the Church at

large, and was without essential significance to its

unity. Likewise in the tenth century, and in the first

half of the eleventh, such was the determining in-

fluence that the Gennan emperors exercised on the

papal election, and such the position which they

generally occupied toward the Church, that par-

ticular attempts of the Roman factions to elevate

their creatures as popes, or to maintain them in the

papacy, were ineffectual, and could lead to no note-

worthy divisions. But a change set in from the

middle of the eleventh century, when the reform

party which began to rule the policy of the Curia

sought to wrest this influence from the imperial

power and to subject that power to the sovereign

dispensation of the papacy. The central status in

the Church which the papacy had acqiiired through

the patronage of the emperors moved the latter,

in order to possess the advantage of papal prestige

in the battle now in progress, repeatedly to set up
anti-popes. Thus in opposition to Alexander II.,

in 1061, Henry IV. put forward Cadalus (Honorius

II.); in 1080, Wibert (Clement III.), against Greg-

ory VII.; and Henry V. opposed Gelasius II., in

1118, with Mauritius Burdinus (Gregory VIII.).

The division of the Church necessarily consequent

upon the strife between the two supreme heads of

Western Christendom became embodied in the high-

est instance of the ecclesiastical organism. Again,

the discordant elections in 1130 (Innocent II. and
Anacletus II.), and in 1159 (Alexander III. and
Victor IV.), were occasioned, notwithstanding the

Concordat of Worms (1122), by the persistent

breach between the papacy and the empire, with

its concomitant division of the cardinals and the

Curia into an imperial and a papal faction, and
disrupted the unity of the Western Church for a
considerable time; especially the latter election,

forasmuch as the partisans of Frederick I., after

the death of Victor IV., opposed Alexander III.,

with Paschal III., 1164, and Calixtus lU., 1168-78.

From the time of the papacy's positive victory over

the empire such divisions no longer occmred; for

the attempt of Louis the Bavarian to offset John
XXn. with an anti-pope in the person of the

Minorite Pietro Rainulduoci, as Nicholas V., 1328-

1330, miscarried.

Only once after this period did a papal schism
occur in the Roman Church, and it agitated and
shattered the Church as no other. Because of its
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long duration (137^-1429), it was styled the "great
papal schifim." After the death of Gregory XI.,

1378, who had restored the papal
The Great residence to Rome, the sixteen car-

Schism, dinals then present in Rome elected,

Apr. 8, Archbishop Bartholomew of

Bari as Pope Urban VI. However, he had embit-
tered some of the cardinals through gross harshness

and indiscriminate censure of prevalent abuses in

the college of cardinals and in the Curia. Therefore

a quota of cardinals, thirteen in niunber, who had
betaken themselves to Avignon, elected, Sept. 20,

Cardinal Robert of Geneva as Pope Clement VII.,

affirming that the election of Urban VI. was in-

valid on account of the coercion brought to bear
against them by the population of Rome. In Italy,

nevertheless, public sentiment continued over^

whelmingly in favor of Urban VI., while Germany,
England, Denmark, and Sweden also sided with
him. On the other hand, Clement VII. soon
became acknowledged by France; and after he had
transferred his residence to Avignon, French in-

fluence also contrived to draw Scotland, Savoy, and
later, Castile, Aragon, and Navarre to his cause.

Thus two popes were arrayed one against the other.

Each had his own ooUege of cardinals, thus afifording

a protraction of the schism by means of new papal
elections. Urban VI. was followed by Boniface DC.
(138^1404); Innocent VIII. (140i-O6); and
Gregory XU. (14(»-16). After Clement VII., in

1394, came Benedict XIII. The papacy having
shown itself incapable of abating the schism, the
only expedient was the convening of a general coun-
cil This assembled at Pisa, in 1408, and the dele-

gates sat from the start in common accord. Though
the council deposed both Gregory XII. and Benedict
XIII., and dected in their place Alexander V.,

who was succeeded in 1410 by John XXIII.,
this procedure failed to stop the schism. The two
former popes asserted themsielves so that the Church
now had three popes. The futility of the Council of

Pisa led to the convocation of the Coimcil of Con-
stance (1414-18). In 1415 this declared that, as
representative organ of the ecumenical Church, it

possessed the supreme ecclesiastical authority, and
every one, even the pope, must 3rield obedience.

In Uie same year, accordingly, it deposed John
XXIII., and again declared Benedict XIII. as a
schismatic to have forfeited his right to the papal
see. With the election of Martin V., which took
place Nov. 11, 1417, by action of the duly appointed
oonciliar deputation, the schism was practically

terminated, though not absolutely ended until

1429; for Benedict XIII., though almost wholly for-

saken, d^ed the sentence of deposition as long as
hefived (d. 1424); and Canon .£gidius Munos of

Barcelona, whom the few cardinals that lingered

with Benedict elected as Clement VIII., did not
relinquish his dignity until five years after.

The last schicmd in the Roman Church was pro-
voked by the conflict of the Council of Basel with
Pope Eugenius FV. ; whom the council, after his de-

position, opposed with an anti-pope in the person
of Duke Amadeus of Savoy, Felix V. (1439-1444).
lUs schism, however, was insignificant, because
Felix V. was unable to win any appreciable follow-

ing outside the coimcil. The Vatican Council de-

cliu^d the pope to be absolute monarch in the

Oiurch, and the episcopate now con-

Last stitutes only his advisory adjunct at

Schism, the general council. But if such is the

case, then the episcopate is no longer

competent, apart from the pope, where his ri^t
is in question, to exercise its earlier judicial prerog-

atives; and he alone, as the supreme organ, is

authorized to decide on the matter of his legiti-

macy. Hence the means appointed by the Council of

Constance for abolishing a papal schism can be no
longer applied in the present status of the papacy.

E. SVHUNQ.
Bxbuoorapht: T. Le Mesuriar. The Nahire and GuiU of
Schism . . . with poificuZor Reference to the Prindjiee of
the Reformation, London, 1808; I. H. von Weasenberg,
Die groeaen Kirchenveraammlunoen dee 16. und 10. JaKr-
hunderten, ii. 353 sqq., Constance. 1840; T. Lindner. Oe-
echiehte dee deutechen Reiehe . . . unter K&nio Wenad,
4 vols., Bninswick, 1875-80; L. Ooyet. Le Orand Sehisme
^Occident, Florence. 1889; F. J. Soheuflyen. Beitrnpe tu
der OeachiehU dee groeeen Schiemae, Freibuis. 1889; O. B.
Howard. The Schiem between the Oriental and Weelem
Churches, New York. 1892; N. Valois, La France et le

schisme dToceident, 2 vols., Paris, 1896; C. Locke. Age d
the Great Western Schism, New York. 1897; M. Souchon,
Die Papstwahlen in der ZeU des grossen Schismas, IS79^
1417, Brunswick. 1898; L. Salembier. Le Orand Schism*
(foccident 1S78-W7, Paris. 1902; F. P. BUemetsrieder,
Das Oeneralkontil im grossen abendlAndischen Schisma,
Padeibom. 1904; Pastor, Popes, vol. i.; KL, x. 1792-
1805.

SCHLATTER, shla'ter, ADOLF: German Prot-

estant; b. at St. Gall (19 m. s.e. of Constance),

Switserland, Aug. 16, 1852. He was educated

at the universities of Basel and TQbingen
(1S72-75), and in 1888 became privat-docent

at Bern, where he was appointed associate pro-

fessor in the same year. Within a few months
he was called to Greifswald as full professor

of New-Testament exegesis, where he remained
until 1893, when he went to Berlin as professor

of systematic theology. Since 1898 he has
been professor of New-Testament exegesis in the

University of TQbingen. He has been associate

editor since 1897 of the BeUrdge zwr F&rdenmg der

ckrMichen ThecHogiej and has written: Der Glaybe

im Neuen Testament (Leyden, 1885); Einleitung in

die Bibel (Calw, 1889); ErldtUerungen tum Neuen
Testament (11 vols., 1890-1910); Jason wm Cyrene
(Munich, 1891); Zwr Tapographie und OesMchte
PaldsHnas (Calw, 1893); Der Chronograph aus
dem zehnten Jahre AnUmius (Leipsic, 1894); Cfe-

schichte Israels von Alexander den Grossen bis Had-
rian (Calw, 1901); Predigten in der Stiftskirche zu
Tubingen gehalten (8 vols., Tabingen, 1902-10);

Die Theologie des Neuen Testaments (parts i.^.,

Calw and Stuttgart, 1909) ; Die Theologie des Neuen
Testaments und die DogmaHk (Gtitersloh, 1909);

and Die philosophische Arbeit seit Cartesius nach
ihrem ethischen und religidsen Ertrag (1910).

SCHLATTER, MICHAEL: Reformed (German)
Church in the United States; b. at St. Gall (19 m.
s.e. of Constance), Switserland, July 14, 1716; d.

at Chestnut Hill, near Philadelphia, Oct. 31, 1790.

He studied in the gjmfinaeium of his native town,

and probably also at Helmstftdt; was for some time
a teacher in Holland, where he was ordained to the
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ministry; and in 1745 wai vicar at Wigoldingen,

Switieriand. In 1746 he was commiasioned by the

synods of Holland a missionaiy to the destitute Ger-

man churches of Pennsylvania, with special direc-

tions to visit the scattered settlements, to oiiganize

pastoral charges, and, if possible, to form a coetus,

or synod. Schlatter arrived in Philadelphia Sept.

6, 1746, and was installed pastor of the imited Re-
formed churches at Philadelphia and Qermantown,
Jan. 1, 1747, and proceeded to prosecute his special

mission with great vigor. He traveled (1747-51)

a distance of not less than 8,000 miles, throughout
parts of Pennsylvania, Maryland, New Jersey, and
New York, and preached 635 times. He estimated

that there were at this time 30,000 Qerman Re-
fonned people in Pennsylvania, with fifty-three

small churehes, and four settled pastors. Schlatter

formed the congregations into pastoral charges;

and Sept. 29, 1747, the pastors and delegated elders

met, at his instance, at Philadelphia, and oiiganised

the German Reformed coetus, or synod (see Re-
formed [German] Church). In the mean time

trouble arose in the church at Philadelphia; a fac-

tion opposed the discipline and close alliance with
Holland and chose as pastor, in Schlatter's place,

J. C. Steiner, a recent arrival from Switzerland. In

1751 Schlatter went to Europe at the instance of

the synod, where he succeeded in reassuring the

synods of Holland discouraged by reports of the

strife, and in raising a fimd of £12,000 for the des-

titute churches in America on the condition, how-
ever, that the coetus in America must be entirely

subject to the Church in Holland. In 1752 he re-

turned to America, accompanied by six young min-

isters, and bringing 700 large Bibles for distribution

to churehes and families. While in Europe, he pub-
lished, in Dutch, a ** Journal " (Amsterdam, 1751

;

Germ, transl., Frankfort, 1752) of his missionary

labors, containing an earnest appeal in behalf of

the Germans in America. A laiige sum of money,
said to have been £20,000, was collected and placed

in the hands of a Society for the Promotion of the

Knowledge of God among the Germans. In 1755

Schlatter was induced to resign his chureh in Phila-

delphia, and to become superintendent of the pro-

posed charity schools. The establishment of these

English schools aroused strong opposition among
the Germans, and his position became impopular.

Accordingly he resigned in 1757 and accepted a
chaplaincy in the Royal American regiment. He
accompanied the expedition to Louisburg and re-

mained with the army till 1750. He subsequently
i;«^ ;•» retirement at Chestnut HiU, near Philadel-

)uring the American Revolution he was an
patriot, and was for some time imprisoned

sing to continue his position as chaplain in

ish army.

apht: H. HaztMkUffh, The Life of Rev. MichaeL
n*. Philadelphia, 1857; H. W. Smith, Life and Cor-
ienee of Rev, WHUam Smith, D.D., vol. i.. ib. 1879;
^bbs, Founding of the Qerman Churehee of Penn-
a, ib. 1893; idem, in American Chureh History
viu. 278-289. New York. 1895; H. E. Jacobs, in

ne. iv. 288-289, ib. 1803.

ECHT, shl6Bt, J081F: German Roman
i; b. at Wending (37 m. n. of Augsburg),

Bavaria, Jan. 20, 1857. He was educated at the

gymnasium of Eichst&tt and the University of

Munich; was curate at Eichst&tt (1885-89); a
member of the clerical staff of the Campo Santo,

Rome, and director of the historical institute of the

Gdrresgesellschaft in the same city (1890-91); in-

structor in the Lyoeimi of Eichst&tt (1892-93);

associate professor at the Lyceum of Dillingen

(1893-97); and since 1897 has been connected with
the Lyceum of Freising, where he has been succes-

sively associate professor (1897-1902) and full pro-

fessor (since 19CK2). Besides being associate editor

of the second volume of Die katholische Kirche
unserer Zeit und ikre Diener in Wort und Bild

(Munich, 1900); EichsUtUs Kunst (1901); Kirehr

liche8 Handlexikon (1904 sqq.); and KaUnder bay-

rischer und tchwdbiacher Kunst (Munich, 1906);
he has written Poesie des Sotialismus (WOnburg,
1883) ; Zur KunstgeachichU der Stadt EichstdU (Eich-

st&tt, 1888); Eichstau im Schwedenkriege (1889);

Die PfaUffrafen Philipp und Heinrich ale Bischd/e

von Freising (Freising, 1898); Doctrina duodedm
Apostolorum (Freiburg, 1900); Die Apoetdlehre in

der Liturgie der katholiachen Kirche (1901); Bay"
erne Kirchenprovimen (Munich, 1902); Das Leben
Jesu (in collaboration with P. Schumacher; 1902);
Andrea ZamomebU, i (Paderbom, 1903); and edited

Kilian Leib's Briefwechsd und Diarien (MOnster,

1909).

SCHLBIBRMACHBR, shlai^er-m(lH''er, VRJBD'
RICH DANIEL ERNST.

Life to 1796 (f 1).

Pint Berlin Period (f 2).

The Reden (| 3).

The " Monolocues "; Stolpe Period (| 4).
At HaUe; Gall to Beriin (f 5).

Incidental Aotivitiee. 1811-32 (f 6).

Introduction to the Olaubenelehre (f 7).

Doctrine of Qod, the Worid. Sin. and Qraee (| 8).
Christolocy (f 9).

Election, Pneumatolocyt Inspiration (} 10).

Schleiennacher^s Philosophy and P«yoholoc7 (| 11).
His Science of Ethics (f 12).

Criticism of the Ethics (f 13).

Sohleiermacher's Last Years (f 14).

Character and Influence (f 15).

Friedrich Daniel Ernst Schleiermachery whose
name marks an epoch not only in Protestant theol-

ogy, but also in the sciences of religion and ethics,

was bom at Breslau Nov. 21, 1768, and died at
Berlin Feb. 12, 1834. His father was

I. Life to a Reformed army chaplain who had
1796. settled in Breslau, where his son was

educated until he was ten years old.

A fresh outbreak of hostilities then recalled his

father to the field, and the boy and his family re-

moved to Pless, where he studied, partly in school
and partly under his parents' direction; when his

father and mother came under strong Moravian in-

fluence, young Friedrich was placed in a school at
Niesky. Here he found congeniality of piety, cul-

ture, and friendship, and in his enthusiasm entered
the Moravian seminary at Barby in 1785 to prepare
for the ministry. But his rising spirit of criti-

cism and independence received scant satisfaction,

and by Jan., 1787, he found himself unable to re-

main longer in Barby. He accordingly withdrew
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from the Moravians, and entered the University of

Halle, where he plunged into Kantian and Greek
philosophy, though even at this time his lack of

agreement with Kant's system was clear. In 1789

he was compelled, by lack of funds, to withdraw
from Halle, and after a year of private study at

DroBsen, near Frankfort-on-the-Oder, he passed his

first theological examination. He became a private

tutor in the family of Count Dohna at Schlobitten

in West Prussia, where he learned the ways of po-

lite society. Here, too, in his fragment on the free-

dom of the will he argued skilfully on the deter^

ministic side, while the sermons of tiiis period stress

Christianity as the source of lofty ethical life. After

two and a half years, however, a dispute connected

with his tutorial duties led to a friendly severance

of his relations with Dohna. After another sojourn

at Drossen, Schleiermacher, in the autumn of 1793,

became a member of the Gedike seminary at Berlin,

and also taught at the Kommesser orphan asylum;

but in the following year he accepted the post of

assistant pastor at Landsbeig-on-the-Warthe, where
he w^as ordained. Here, while diligently discharg-

ing his pastoral duties, he translated the sermons of

Hugh Blair of Edinbuigh and of the English preach-

er John Fawcett (qq.v.). In Jime, 1795, the senior

pastor died, and Schleiermacher was appointed Re-
formed preacher at the Charity in Berlin.

Schleiermacher's six years (1796-1802) as preach-

er at the Charity were rich alike in inspiration and
in struggle. Here in Berlin the Exilightenment

(q.v.) was still in full tide, but with its increasing

shallowness enthusiasm for Romanti-
3. First cism (q.v.) steadily gained. When, in

Berlin 1797, Friedrich Schl^^el visited Berlin^

Period. Schleiermacher made his acquaintance,

and under his inspiration wrote his

Reden Hber die Religion (anonymous, Berlin, 1799)

and Monologen (1800). In Feb., 1799, his literary

rdations were interrupted by his sojourn at Pots-

dam as court chaplain, but on his return to Berlin

in May he resumed his pen. The work which fol-

lowed the Monologen—the Vertraute Briefe Ober

SMegds Lueinde (also anonymous; Lobeck, 1800)

—was less happy than his former work, and even this

plea in behalf of the much-blamed romanticist could

not prevent the breach that was already threaten-

ing his friendship with Schlegel. At this juncture

Schleiermacher's old patron, the coiu*t preacher

Friedrich Samuel Crottfried Sack (q.v.), who had
long been sorely troubled by the young preacher's

eloquent defense of Spinozism, offered him a new
position, and in 1802 he went into his " exile " as

court preacher at Stolpe.

In estimating the literary results of Schleier-

macher's first years in Berlin, it is to be noted pri-

marily that his Reden Ober die Religion shows the

dose relation of its author to the ro-

3* The mantic movement. In opposition to

Reden. the pedantic Enlightenment he pleaded

for a freer and more comprehensive

culture baaed on fantasy and feeling, although his

philosophical studies are still in control. In the

background stands Kant's definition of the scienr

tific theory of the universe as the impulse to seek

dsewheie the unity of the world and the harmony
X.—16

of man's spiritual life; and to this is added Spinoza's

tenet that the finite is comprised in and sustained

by the infinite. The influence of Leibnitz is visible

in the declaration that the life of the imiverse is

mirrored in each individual, and there is recognized

Schelling's poetic and philosophic interpretation of

nature. The first discourse treats of the necessity

of a defense of religion and of the reasons why re-

ligion is despised, and the second develops the basal

definitions of the essence of religion. This is neither

metaphysical interpretation of the world, nor mor-
alistic legislation, nor a imion of the two, but '' taste

and feeling for the infinite," based on apperception

and feeling. Apperception presents the universe as

a sum of free objects, imfettered by any system,

among which each religious person may choose what
is best adapted to him; and feeling is religion as

the consciousness of the inward change of the in-

dividual through such apperception. Only in relig-

ion are apperception and feeling imited, and their

separation shows that the climax of religious

experience, the union of the soul with the uni-

verse, has been missed, although action does not
immediately proceed from them, even while they
serve as the permanent basal determination of all

action. In the third discoiu'se the author proph-
esies the speedy passing of the supremacy of the
arid rationalism which impeded the development
of religious feeling. In the fourth he set forth his

theories of the Church. True religious fellowship

knew no distinction between clergy and laity; and
religion as a whole was realized only in all regions
together. The great churches, with their rigid or-

ganization and their connection with the State, had
fallen far short of this ideal, and were rather train-

ing-schools for those who truly sought religion than
real associations of pious souls; and the invisible

communions severed from the great Church stood
nearest to the realization of the ideal. The fifth dis-

course considered the theory of religion in generaL
The multiplicity of religions is due to the infinite

essence of religion and the finite nature of man, and
true religion exists only in the form of a specific

type of belief in which the religious life is individual-

ized. So-called natural religion is a mere abstrac-

tion, and the differences between positive religions

is qualitative, not based on the different quantities

of their underlying conceptions. In each of these

religions there is a definite theory of the imiverse

which in each case alters the complexion of the

whole. In Christianity the cardinal ideas are the

corruption and the redemption of man, with his-

toiy as the stage of action. At the same time,

Christianity does not claim to be the final form of

all religion, and could a better be foimd, Christianity

would not oppose it.

The Reden exercised an influence more lasting

than immediate, but ultimately modified nineteenth-

century theology more profoimdly than any other

book. It sharply stressed the concept of autonomy
in religion, and thus gave a certain steadiness of

development amid the swiftly changing and mutu-
ally destructive tendencies of theology; but, on the

other hand, the author failed entirely to vindicate

the practical character of Christianity, and sadly

underestimated its historic aspects.
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The Monologen reveal the development of Schlei-

ermacher's distinctive ethical theories. Kantian
influence is much diminished here,

4. The and the " Monologues ** form a hymn
"Mono- to higher humanity, whose elements

logues "; are set forth as purity of will, superi-

Stolpe ority over fate, individual training,

Period, and devotion to mankind. During his

two years' residence in Stolpe Schleier-

macher had ample opportunity to practise the su-

periority over fate which he preached, and this

period of relative isolation and deprivation of books
was not lost in his development, especially as it

was favorable to the translation of Plato which
he had begun in Berlin; the first volume ap-

peared in 1804, a year later than his Grand'
linien einer Kritik der bisherigen SiUenlehre, This

latter work supplements the ethical theory of the
" Monologues " by establishing for the first time
the triple division of ethics into the theories of

duty, virtue, and good by the coordination of

these classes, thus affording a glimpse of the dis-

tinctive foimdation of Schleiermacher's ethics. At
this period in his Ztjoei unvorgreiflichen OtUachten in

Sachen des protestantischen KirchentDesens tan&chsi

in Beziehung auf den preuasischen Stoat, he advo-
cated a closer union between Lutherans and Re-
formed; a freer form of worship, and an educational

and social improvement of the clergy.

In 1804 the government refused to sanction his call

to the projected Protestant theological faculty of

Wdrzbiu^, and appointed him instead to Halle as

extraordinary professor, where he leo-

5. At Halle ;tured on New-Testament exegesis,

Call to philosophical and theological ethics,

Berlin, introduction to theology, introduction

to church history, and dogmatics. In

1806 he became full professor and imiversity preach-

er. During this Halle period Schleiermacher pub-
lished, besides two more volumes of his translation

of Plato, bis Weihnachiafeier (1805) and his treatise

on I Tim. in the form of a letter to Joachim Chris-

tian Gass (q.v.). The former treatise is a dialogue

on the signification of Christ and his work of re-

demption. In the treatise on I Tim. Schleiermacher

seeks to prove that the epistle is a compilation from
the other two pastoral epistles, and the discussion

opened the way to a strict study of the pastoral

epistles. Meanwhile the fall of Jena and Napoleon's

hatred of the German spirit of Halle had caused the

suspension of lectures there. Schleiermacher seized

the opportunity by his sermons to link the spirit of

patriotism and the life of the Church. In the win-

ter of 1807, however, he went to Berlin, where he
had already lectured on Greek philosophy. Here,

at the newly foimded university, Schleiermacher

lectured after Jan., 1808, on ethics and theological

encyclopedia, and in the winter of 1808-09 on dog-

matics and politics. His Gdegentliche Gedanken
Hber UniversiUUen im deutachen Sinn (1808) gives

his views on the functions of the university. In the

spring of 1809 he became preacher at the Dreifal-

tigkeitskirche in Berlin, and in 1809-10 also lec-

tured on Christian ethics and hermeneutics. When,
in the autumn of 1810, the University of Berlin was
formally opened, Schleiermacher became the first

dean of the theological faculty. From 1810 to 1814
he was also a member of the department of public

instruction in the ministry of the interior.

To the period here under consideration bdongs
what may be termed Schleiermacher's theological

program—^the Kurxe Darstellung des theologiaehen

StudiuTM (1811). According to this

6. Inci- theology is a positive science, being
dental directed to the solution of a practical

Activities^ problem. The real soul of theology is

Z81Z-33. its interest in Christianity as it lives

in the Church, and the theologian's

ideal is the union of this living interest with the
widest scientific spirit. Schleiermacher divides the
domain of theological knowledge into philosophical,

historical, and practical. The first, as apologetics,

gives the basis of piety and Christianity, and the
special characteristics of Protestantism; while as
polemics it is directed against such internal evils as
indifferentism and separatism. Historical theology
he divides into exegesis, church history, dogmatics,

and statistics. The new element in this system is

the incorporation of dogmatics and ethics in the
historical department, a result of Schleiermacher's

view that dogma in itself is not kno^edge. His
new science of statistics seems only now to be re-

ceiving the attention which it deserves. This
troubled period was a time of stress for Schleier-

macher. In the matter of union of the Lutheran
and Reformed churches he, not without good rea-

son, mistrusted the practicability of the govern-
ment's scheme of organisation. Although the union
of 1817 was forced on the churches instead of being
an expression of their spontaneous religious con-
victions, he supported such \mion, and maintained
this position through the period of controversy that
ensued. One of these disputes evoked his Ueber den
eigentHmUchen Wert und das bindende Avfaeken
eymboliecher BUcher, in which he limited the author-
ity of the creeds to those expressions of the Protes-
tant spirit which set forth the religious experience
of the period of the Reformation and separated
Protestantism from other systems of belief. The
controversies of these years, combined with his

teaching, left him scant leisure for writing. Never-
theless, he published a third volume of sermons in

1814, and in 1817 his KntUcher Verauch uber die

Schriften des Lvkas, in which he traced the tradi-

tion of the Gospeb to the primitive Christian cooi-

munity and maintained that it developed through
oral transmission and fragmentary notes to the form
of definite compilation. In 1832 he returned to the
problem, and in his C/e&er die Zeugnisse des Papiae
von unsem beiden ersten EvangeUen was the first to
suggest that the Gospel of Matthew is a collection

of apothegms.
Since 1819 Schleiermacher's energy had been

devoted to the preparation of his ChristUeher GUmbe
nach den Grandsdtzen der evangdischen Kirche tm
Zusammenhang dargesteUt (1821-22). The introduc-
tion to this work seeks to determine the place oc-
cupied by Christian piety in the spiritual life of
society and to fix the scientific formulation appro-
priate to its articles of belief. Ethics must de-
termine the concept of the Church, the philosophy
of religion the grades and varieties of religion, and
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apologetics the essence of Christiamtyy while the

CSitirch is defined as a community with respect to

piety. Interpretation of the Christian

7. Intzo- faith is, therefore, dependent on the def-

duction inition of piety, which is the feeling of

to the general dependence, sinceman becomes
Glaubens- aware that the whole world and his

lehre. own freedom depend on God. Having
this definition of the Church, Schleier-

macher proceeds to determine what is peculiar to

the Christian Church. In the lower grades of re-

ligion, such as Fetishism and Pol3rthei8m (qq.v.),

there is but an approximation to the feeling of de-

pendence, this being realised only at the mono-
theistic stage. Even here there are two tendencies:

the esthetic, in which piety is predominantly emo-
tional; and the teleological, in which it is primarily

active. The purest realisation of teleological mono-
theism is Christianity, which is the highest religion,

though not the only true one. Revelation can not
be claimed exclusively for Christianity, for revela-

tion is only the sum total of the individual concept

of God. Essential to the essence of Christianity is

the fact that redemption has the central place, and
that its realization is dependent on Jesus, who was
specifically different from his followers in that he
needed no redemption. The coming of the Redeemer
is the eternal act of God, and his actual appearance
was neither a new revelation nor the development
of a factor originally given; the supernatural and
the natural interpretations are two equally justi-

fied and equally necessary sides of the same fact.

Union with Christ is possible only through religious

faith, in other words, by trusting him with the sat-

isfying of the need of redemption; and proofs based
on miracles, prophecy, and inspired writings are un-

necessary and devoid of cogency. The articles of

Christian belief serve not as proofs, but as expres-

sions furthering piety; they describe the functions

of personal faith, not the objects of belief. The dif-

ference between Roman Catholicism and Protestant-

ism is that the former makes the relation of the in-

dividual to Christ depend on his relation to the

Church, while the latter makes the individual's re-

lation to the Church depend on his relation to Christ.

The differences between Lutheran and Reformed
Protestantism are merely technical. In his division

of dogmatic Schleiermacher discusses first religious

consciousness without regard to sin and redemption,

and then this consciousness as modified by these

two factors. He distinguished three t3rpes of dog-

matic aflfirmations: descriptions of human condi-

tions of life, concepts of divine qualities, and state-

ments regarding the world. Each of these expresses

the whole content of Christian consciousness, but
the first is basal, since it represents most immedi-
atdy the life of the religious man, and by it must be
measured whatever is purely religious in the other

two types.

In the Olavbendehre itself, it is maintained that

there is no need of a formal proof of the existence

of the deity; and since the universal consciousness

of God is connected with a perception of the general

ooheroioe of nature, the concepts of the divine crea-

tion and preservation of the world are gained. Of
tliese the latter is by far the most important, since

it alone corresponds to experience; but preservation

must be so construed as to cover both dependence
on Grod and the coherence of nature.

8. Doctrine Since the latter must not be excluded
of God, the in favor of the former, the idea of mir-
World, Sin, acles is ignored. The doctrine of

and Grace, angeb and the devil forms an appendix
to the theory of creation, and ihey

are abandoned to poetic and liturgical language.
By reference of the absolute feeling of dependence
to God are derived the divine attributes of omnipo-
tence, eternity, omnipresence, and omniscience, the
fundamental attribute being that first named.
Schleiermacher taught that both the world and man
were originally perfect; the organization of the
world is adapted to awaken and sustain piety, while

human nature permits a constant devdopment of

this feeling, especially by evolution of conscious-

ness of self into consciousness of race. The second
part of the Glavbenslehre is devoted to the relations

between the antitheses of sin and grace. Sin is set

forth as the struggle of the flesh against the spirit,

and as a defect of human nature incapable of good
except through redemption, and all evil is the pun-
ishment of sin; nevertheless Schleiermacher re-

garded sin as an unavoidable inequality of develop-

ment and transformed it, as presupposing the need
of redemption, into a stage of evolution toward good-
ness. Yet Schleiermacher gave the doctrine of orig-

inal sin a better Biblical basis, and postulated the

conunon deeds and guilt of the whole human race.

The divine qualities which bear relation to human
sin are holiness, which causes conscience to arise in

man, and justice, which causes him to recognize the

counterpart of his own imperfection in the world as

evil.

The central podtion in the Glavbenslehre is formed
by the development of the consciousness of grace.

To Schleiermacher redemption was the transit from
restricted to unrestricted conscious-

9. Christol- ness of God, this being realized in a
ogy. new social life considered by the com-

munity to be divinely foimded and
based on the deeds of Christ. But in view of the

eternity of God, this redemption is the realization

of the creation, and the Redeemer is, therefore, the

primal pattern of man as revealed in history. In

Christ mankind became religioiisly perfect, and as

the pattern he was perfect historically, though sub-

ject to the influences of time and nationality. Only
in his inmost nature was he free from limitations of

time, and for this reason Christ is the organ for the

indwelling of God in all humanity, since he pos-

sesses the power of reproducing, in those like to

himself, his own life filled with Grod in the same way
as man influences man. The sole factor in the re-

demptive work of Christ, in the opinion of Schleier^

macher, was his person; his supernatural birth,

resurrection, ascension, and second advent were re-

garded as of little moment. The office of Christ

was, accordingly, the extension of the being of God
in him to its being in all mankind, so that his pas-

sion and death serve but to keep his mind and spirit

in remembrance. There can be no idea of the effect

of Christ on God, but in the working of Christ on
man there are two sides: redemption, or the com-
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munication of the power of his conscioiisness of

God; and atonement, or the communication of the

blessedness of such consciousness. The result of

the work of Christ in the faithful is regeneration.

The new life becomes permanent and indestructible

through sanctification, and when regeneration is

declared by Schleiermacher to be indelible, he is

influenced in his view by psychological and meta-
physical presuppositions.

In the forefront of Schleiermacher's theory stands

his interpretation of election, the object of which is

the new creature as a whole, its end
10. Election, salvation exclusively, while in choice

Pneumatol- or rejection of individuals and peoples

ogy, In- by the divine governance of the world

spiration. he sees no final judgment. The doc-

trine of the communication of the spirit

is also closely connected with the theory of the

Church, since Schleiermacher regarded ihe Holy
Spirit as the spirit pervading the whole community
founded by Christ. In the Qiurch he distinguished

between essential and immutable elements arising

from its relation to Christ and the Holy Spirit, and
transitory components based on its contact with the

world. The former included, besides preaching and
the sacraments, the power of the keys (i.e., of legis-

lation and discipline) and prayer in the name of

Jesus. His concept of preaching was modified by
his rejection of the Old Testament and his tenet of

the inspiration of persons rather than of writings.

Schleiermacher denies that infant baptism has any
certain connection with regeneration, and rejects

both the sacramentarian and the rationalistic in-

terpretations of the Lord's Supper. The union of

the Church with the world gives rise to the distinc-

tion between the visible and invisible Church, the

former being in error and division through the in-

fluence of the world, while the latter is one and in-

fallible. Eschatology is discussed from the point

of view of the perfection of the Church. The work
of redemption reveals two other qualities of God:
love, the principle of God's communication of him-
self; and wisdom, which regulates its activity.

The work concludes with an attempt to define the

Trinity, and lands the author in something closely

akin to Sabellianism.

It is generally thought that Schleiennacher's the-

ological attitude must be interpreted with the help

of his philosophical views, but his own statements

tdiow that wMle he felt that his philoso-

II. Schlei- phy and his theology to some degree in-

ermacher's fluenced and even approximated each
Philosophy other, he held that neither was depend-

and ent on the other, and he expressly de-

Psychology, nied that both could be reduced to the

same formula, while with equal ex-

plicitness he disavowed the intention of creating a
philosophical dogmatics. In harmony with this

the Glaubendehre shows only the formal influence

of philosophy. The philosophical writings of Schlei-

ermacher are all fragmentary sketches of drafts

of lectures, and they show that their author's

dogmatic ssrstem was already essentially formed

when he sought to formulate his philosophy. To
Schleiermacher philosophy was not a closed science,

but a never-ending problem, so that one can not

speak of philosophical results, but only o( philo-

sophical presuppositions and the determination of

rules for dialectics, or the art of thought. The ob-

ject of thought is knowledge, but this implies cor^

respondence not only of thought with being but
also equal conformity to law in the case of the con-

nection of ideas. The harmony of all human thought
with being implies a higher presupposition, for if

thought is to become conviction, there must be a su-

preme unity which subsumes the antithetical terms
of ideal and real. But since this unity can not itself

be known, its recognition is simply faith, a basal

conviction incapable of further demonstration; and
the connotation of this supreme unity is the cor-

related ideas of Grod and the world. After 1818

Schleiermacher supplemented this train of thought
by another, which paved the way for the Gtaubent-

lehre. Unity of will is as necessary as unity of

knowledge; knowledge is thought preceded by
being, v^ is thought followed by being. Unless

will is to be resultless, there must be a conviction

that being is accessible, and since all can not specu-

late, this second way of gaining conviction concern-

ing God is the more usual. Since, however, the con-

cept of God is demanded both by knowledge and
will, the home of this idea must be in that element
of human consciousness which imderlies both knowl-
edge and will, or, in other words, in the feelings,

which constitute the transition from thought to ^ill

and form the common basis of both. Accordingly,

the consciousness of God is originally given in the

feelings. Grod and the world are indissolubly con-

nected. To imagine the world without God is to

miss the bond of union; to imagine God without the

world is to form an empty concept. Yet God and
the world are not identicsd, for the world is the su-

preme unity inclusive of all antitheses, while God
is the supreme imity exclusive of all antitheses.

Both ideas, therefore, sustain a distinct relation to

knowledge, God being the terminus a quo and the

world the termimta ad quern. In his lectures on
psychology Schleiermacher declined to proceed from
such metaphysical concepts as spirit and matter,

or soul and body, affirming that only the ego, as the

nexus of body and soul, was immediately given. In
psychical life there are, therefore, only rdative an-

titheses, which imply the original unity and exclude
all dualistic theories. But these functions appear
only in various degrees of interaction, and the rela-

tive antitheses fall into the three categories of affect-

ive and effective activities, objective and subjective

consciousness, and consciousness of the ego and of

others. The three categories proceed from each
other in the order named, and the supreme unity of

all is reached in religious feeling, in which even the
antithesis of nature and the ego disappears.

Side by side with his works on dogmatics and the
psychology of religion, independent value attaches
to Schleiermacher's system of ethics. He had eariy

become dissatisfied with the theories

12. His of Kant, and in his Manologen had
Science of sought to set forth positive ethical

Ethics, ideals. At Stolpe he abandoned
Schlegel's idea of an ethical revolution

in favor of a critic^ reform of ethical theories, and
he pursued this purpose in his lectures on ethics at
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Halle as well in as a series of monographs presented

before the Prussian Academy of Sciences. He col-

lected sufficient material for his philosophical ethics

to be edited by A. Schweizer (Entwurf einea SyB-

terns der SUierdekre, Berlin, 1835) and in briefer and
more scientific form by A. Twesten (Grundrias der

pkUo9»phi9chen Ethik, 1841). Schleiermacher re-

garded ethics as the speculative science of reason,

and as including the conceptual presentation of all

influence of reason on nature so far as it falls within

the sphere of human experience. In the widest

sense it is the philosophy of history or of civiliza-

tion, and is not imperative but descriptive. It is

not limited to the practical, but finds activity of

reason also in the acquisition of knowledge and the
enrichment of the inner life. Ethics must, accord-

ingly, describe the union of reason and nature
through the agency of the former, its end being the

realisation of the imion of reason and natiue. The
power through which reason works in nature is

ethically termed virtue, and the mode in which vir-

tue tends to produce ethical good is termed duty.

Ethics can be adequately presented only by the

combination of these three elements, but the most
important is the doctrine of the good, which is

summed up by the concept of the supreme good that

includes all the products of the rational activity of

man. The subject of the ethical process is man as a
species; although a distinction may be drawn be-

tween individual and class morality, this difference

is relative, since each person is at once both an in-

dividual and a member of the race. Again, the
influence of reason on nature may be twofold: or-

ganizing, as making nature the tool, or symbolizing,

as reproducing nature. The combination of the in-

dividual and class activity of reason with the organ-
ising and symbolising tendencies results in a four-

fold form of moral activity, which is represented

respectively by nation and State, family and society,

school and Church. The theory of virtue and duty
is discussed but briefly by Schleiermacher. While
virtue, as the individualized power of reason, is a
unity, it may be divided into four cat^ories: wis-

dom, or inclination to knowledge; love, or inclina-

tion to manif^tation; discretion, or readiness in

knowledge; and steadfastness, or readiness in mani-
festation. The theory of duty is summarized- by
Schleiermacher as constant conduct so that all vir-

tues act with reference to all good, though in con-

crete cases the claims of the various spher^ must be
duly weighed. Here the relative antitiieses of appro-
priation and association on the one hand and of the
universal and individual type on the other give rise

to a fourfold classification: the duty of right, cor-

responding to the universal association; the duty of

vocation, corresponding to the universal appropri-

ation; the duty of love, corresponding to the in-

dividual association; and the duty of conscience,

corresponding to the individual appropriation.

Both its terminology and its omission of the en-

tire concept of obligation deprived this ethical the-

ory of the power which otherwise it might have pos-

sessed. In avoiding the errors of Kant and Fichte,

Schleiermacher went to the opposite extreme of

regarding morality as originally present and as the

inevitably developing content of Ufe. In this way he

created something midway between ethics and the
philosophy of history, but without the loftiness and

strength required by ethics, and Ti^th-

13. Criti- out the observation of actual factors

cism of the demanded by the philosophy of history.

. Ethics. The only new element is that the Chris-

tian, in virtue of the special definite-

ness of his consciousness of self, does in a special

way the same thing that general reason constrains

others to do. While the theory that Christianity is

a new development and a higher point of view is

merely touched on, in reality the Christian deter-

mination of ethical conduct prevails and conditions

both the direction of interest and the choice of ma-
terial. The two forms of Christian activity are puri-

fication and extension. Purificatory activity is

manifested in the Church either as the influence of

the commimity on individual members (church dis-

cipline) or as the influence of individuals on the

community (church reform), and from the Church
this purificatory influence extends to the home, the

State, and international relations. Extensive ac-

tivity, proceeding from the union of the divine

spirit with the nature of man, is manifested either

as a state of mind or as talent, the former being

characteristic of the Church and the latter of the

State, while the Christian spirit works even beyond
the bounds of the Church in education and missions.

Manifestative activity is developed in the service of

God. In the narrower sense of the term this service

is public worship, and in its wider sense the free

expression of Christian morality; and at the same
time this manifestative activity contains an element

of public morality and of social and intellectual life,

to all of which it gives the stamp of purity, freedom,

and perfect himianity.

The last fifteen years of Schleiermacher's life show
him at the height of his activity. He exercised a
profound influence both through his sermons and
through his lectures, which covered the greater part

of philosophy and the most of theology

14. Schlei- excepting the Old Testament. He be-

ermacher's gan to be considered the head of a dis-

Last tinct school, but, on the other hand, he
Tears. was involved in many of the controver-

sies of the period and was the object of

constant suspicion. In Jan., 1823, a formal charge

was actually brought against him on the basis of

certain expressions used by him in private corre-

spondence, and he lived in continual uncertainty

whether he would be permitted longer to reside in

Prussia. To all this was added his participation in

the agenda controversy; and it was only after the

modified royal agenda had been adopted (see

Agenda, $ 5) that Schleiermacher again enjoyed the
favor of the king. In the third decade of the cen-

tury Schleiermacher was busy editing the Berlin

hymnal and opposing the proposed creed for the

united Lutherans and Reformed. He contributed

a number of articles to the newly founded Theologi-

sche Studien und Kritikerif in one of which he vigoi^

oiisly opposed rationalistic depreciation of the

creeds, at the same time advocating all the princi-

ples of theological progress. He visited Ekigland in

1828 and Sweden in 1833, but his health was fail-

ing, and in Feb., 1834, he died.
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What is especially strikiiig in Schleiermacher is

his versatility. He was a preacher of rare effect-

iveness; he lectured well on a large number of phil-

osophical subjects; and by his trans-

15. Charac- lation of Plato and such treatises as
ter and that on the art of translation he con-
Influence, tributed not a little to classical learn-

ing. In addition to all this he was a
sturdy patriot and preeminently a social being. His
versatility is mirrored in his theological writings,

in which he sought to prepare a way in which Chiis-

tianity and the highest culture might walk together

in harmony. In this he did not desire forcibly to

unite elements essentially heterogeneous, but he
was himself both Christian and humanist. His
" Discourses " affirm that religion is the central

point of spiritual life, and the fimdamental basis of

his GUtubendekre is that the human is perfected in

the Christian. Whatever may be lacking from his

theology, it is at least self-evident that this theology

was Schleiermacher's own life; and his piety was
pure, honorable, and earnest. With breadth of view
Schleiermacher combined an unusual degree of reso-

lution. The deficiencies of his ethical theories find

their explanation in his personal conditions. Yet
his energy overcame these hindrances, among which
ill-health was not the least, and for years, besides

his preaching and his writing, he lectured three

hours daily. He demanded of no one what he him-
self would not do, and he invariably remained true

to himself. Nothing could induce him to surrender

a conviction which he had once formed, and he clung

to his position even against the well-meant plans of

his king for the reform of his church simply because
he firmly believed that these proposed changes were
perilous. The influence of Schleiermacher still per-

sists, though by no means restricted to the school

of mediating theologians commonly traced back to

him. The modem historical school, rejecting Kant
and Ritschl, turns more and more to Schleiermacher,

drawn especially by his philosophical theories, his

stress on the individualistic character of the positive

religions, and his assumption of the principle of the

development of religion. The agencies of this influ-

ence have been primarily the Reden^ the Kwrze
Darstdlung des thedogischen Studiums, the OUmbens-
lehre, and the Etkik. Of his posthumously pub-
lished lectures only the Erziehungdehre (Berlin,

1840) and the PrakHsche Theologie attracted wide
attention; the L^)en Jem (1864) was a failure.

Among his posthumous sermons his homilies on the

Ck>spel of John are of value for a knowledge of

Schldermacher's school, which so pronouncedly
foUows the Johannine type of thought; and a valu-

able supplement to the whole problem is promised
by C. Gemen's proposed edition of Schleiermacher's

lectiu^ on theological encyclopedia.

(O. Kirn.)
Bibuoqbapht: The one pnustioally complete ooUectioii of

the Werke is in three divisiooa—theology, sennons, and
phfloeophy, by various editon, 32 vole.. Berlin, 183(M)2,
many individual volumes of which passed through many
editions. The jubilee edition of the Reden^ 1899, and a
critical edition of the Monologen, 1902. are noteworthy;
also: Philo9ophi9eKe SittenUhre, ed. J. H. von Kirohmann,
Berlin, 1870. In addition are to be noted Schleiermachera
Britfweehsel mit J. C, Oom, ed. W. Gass. Berlin. 1852; his
Britif§ an dU Qrafen tu Dohna, ed. J. Jaoobi, Halle, 1887;

his correspondence with Tweeteo in Heinrici. A. TwetUn,
Beriin. 1880; SdiUUrmaehtr^ SetkUekreOfen fi6sr seme
Glavbet%dekr«, ed. H. Mulert, Oieasen, 1908; and J. Baur.
Uno^drtukUPrtdigtmiSehUiarnuKhgnawMdmJahrenlSMO-
18M8, Leipsic, 1909. In English there have appeared: CriH-
cat Btrnty <m the Oo*pd ofSt. Luke, London. 1825; Seklmtr-
maehm'9 tntroductiotu to the Dialoffuea of Plato, transl. by
W. Dobson, Cambridge. 1830; Selected Sermona ofSehieier-

macher, transl. by Mary F. Wilson, London. 1890; Ckriet-

tnaaBve; a Dialogue on the CdAration ofChritdmae^tntuL
by W. Hastie, Edinbuigh, 1890; Rdioion: Speechee to iU
cultured Deepieen, (transl. of the Reden), London. 1803.
A vexy full list of works is givoi in E^dwin, Dictionr-

ary, ilL 1, pp. 459-462. As sources for a life, there are
the corrsspondenoe {Briefweehed) as noted above, and
Aim Schleiermaehere LAen, In Briefen, ed. L. Jonas and
W. Dilthey. 4 vols.. Beriin. 1868-63. Eng. transl. by F.
Rowan, 2 vols.. Londcm, 1860. Consult further: L. F. O.
Baufflgarten-Crusius, UAer Dr. F. Schleiermacher, eeine

DenkaH und eein Verdienet, Jena, 1834; C. A. Auberien,
Schleiermacher: ein Charakterhild, Basel. 1859; R. Bax-
mann, Schleiermacher: eein LAen und aein Wirken, El*

berfeld, 1863; M. Baumgarten, Schleiermacher, Berlin,

1868; D. Bchenkel. Frdr. Schleiermacher: ein Ldpene- und
Charakterbild, Elberfeld, 1868; T. Hossbaai. Schleiermacher:
sein Leben und Wirken, Beriin, 1869; F. Zachler. Fr. Schleier-

macher: kureer Abriee eeinee LAene und Wirkene, Bree-
Uu. 1869; W. Dflthey, Leben Schleiermaehera, Berlin.

1870; E. Maier. Friedrich Schleiermacher. Lichtetrahlm^

aue eeinen Briefen und eAmmtUchen Werken, Leipsic. 1875;
S. Brunner. Die vier Oroumeieter der Aufkldrunge Theoiatfie

(Herder. Paulus. Schleiennaoher. Strauss). Padert>ora,

1888; C. P. Fischer, Schleiermacher, Beriin, 1809; R.
Munro, Schleiermacher, London. 1903; O. Gramaow.
Schleiermacher, Chariottenburg. 1904.

On his theok>gy consult: F. W. Qeas. Ueberwieht ^ber
dae theolooieche Syetem Schleiermaehera, Reutlingen, 1837;

G. Weissenbom. Vorleeunoen Hber Schleiermacher^a Dia-
lektik und Dogmatik, Leipsic. 1847; C. Schwarz. SchUier-

macher: aeine Peradnlichkeit und aeine Theolotfie, Gotha,
1861; S. Lommatssch. Schleiermaehera Lehre 90m Wunder
und vom Uebematikrlichen, Beriin. 1872; A. RitMOil,

Schleiemtachera Reden Hber die Relioian und ihre Nock-
wirkunoen auf die eoangeliache Kirehe Deutachlande, Bonn.
1874; O. Ritschl. Schleiermaehera SteUuno eum Chritien-

thum in eeinen Reden Hber die ReUgion, Gotha, 1888; E.

Sohrecker, Der ReUgionAegriff 6ct Schleiermacher und
aeinen namhafteaten Nachfolgem, Jena. 1890; O. Pfleiderer,

Dm proteetantieche Theologie aeit Kant, Berlin. 1891; idem.
Oeechiehte der RdigionephHoaophie . . . 6it a%tf die

OegenwaH, ib. 1893; H. Bleek. Die Grundlagen der Chrie-

tdogie Schleiermaehera, Freiburg, 1898; E. Fuohs, Schleier-

maehera Rdigionabegriff, Giessen. 1900; K. Thide. SchMer-
maehera Theologie und ihre Badeutung fUr die OegenwaH^
TObingen. 1903; L. Gdbel. Herder und Schleiennaehera

Reden Hber die Religion, Gotha. 1904; C.Clemen, Sehleier*

machera Olavbenalehre in ihrer Bedeutung fikr VergangenkeSt

und Zukunft, Giessen. 1905; W. J. Aaldexs, Schleier-

machera Reden i^er die Religion ala Proeve van Apologia,

Leyden. 1910.
On his philosophy and ethics consult: J. Gottaehiek,

Ud>er Schleiermaehera Verhiiltnia eu Kant, TObingen. 1875;
K. Beth. Die Cfrundanachauungen Schleiermaehera in
aeinem eraten Entwurf der philoaophiadten Sittenlehre, Ber-
lin, 1898; G. Thimme, Die religionephiloeophiechen PrA-
miaaen der Schleiermacher'achen Olayi>enalehre, Hanover.
1901; T. Camerer. Spinoaa und Schleiermacher, Stutt-

gart, 1903; H. Mulert. Schleiermaehera geachichtephHoeo-

phieche Aneiehten in ihrer Bedeutung far aeine Theologie,

Giessen, 1907; G. Wehnmg, Der geachichtaphHoeopkieche

Standpunkt Schleiermaehera sur Zeit aeiner Freundeehafi
mit den Romantikem, Stuttgart, 1907; E. Cramanasel.
La PhUoaophie rdigieuae de F. S^tleiermaeher, Geneva.
1909; H. Sohols, Chrietentum und Wiaaenaehaft in Schleier-

maehera Olavbendehre, Beriin. 1909; H. SOskind. Der Sin-
flua Schellinga auf die Bntwicklung von Schleiermmehere
Sydem, Tabingen, 1909; Bntiourf einea Sydeme der Sit-

terUehre, ed. A. Schweiser. Gotha, 1835; Orundriee der
phUoaophiachen Bthik mit einleitender Vorrede, ed. D. A.
Twesten. Berlin, 1841; F. Vorilnder, SdOeiermaAera
Sittenlehre, Mart>uig, 1851; L. Jonas, ChridHehe Sittaa^
lehre aua Naehachriften, Gotha, 1891; F. R*^K*»**t**>^ Dm
Bntwieklung der Bthik SehleierwMchert fiae4 4m Orrn^
Knien, Leipsio, 1892.
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For his relation to eduoation and the pulpit consult:

A. Petexsen, SehUiermaeh0r aU Reformator der devUchen
BUdtmo, Gotha, 1809; P. Diebow, Dm Pudaoogik Schleier-

maehertt Halle. 1894; O. Kim. SchUurmaeher und die

Bomaniik, Basel. 1895; H. Keferstein. SehleUrmaeher aU
PSdaoogej JentL, 18199; K, VTiekeri, Die Podagooik SehUier-

wtfOeKen in ihrtm VerMUtnie mu teiner , . . Bthikt Leipeic,

1907; A. Schweiser, SchUiermaehere WvrkeamkeU aU Predi-

oer dargettelU, Halle. 1834; J. Bauer, Schleiennaeher ale

PndiQtr, Giessen. 1908.

SCHLEUSNER, shleis'ner, JOHANN FRIED-
RICH: Lutheran theologian; b. at Leipeic Jan. 16,

1759; d.atWittei^bei^, Feb.21, 1831. He received

his education in hia native city, at the St. Thomas
school, and at the university, 1775-80, where he de-

voted himself to Biblical philology. He became
IHieacher at the University Church, 1780; instruc-

tor, 1781; associate professor of theology at G5t>
tingen, 1784r-90; and full profedsor, 1790-95; profes-

sor at the University and provost at the central

chuzx^ at Wittenbei^ from 1795; and with the abo-
lition of the imiversity, first director of the Homi-
letic Institute and second director of the Seminary
at Wittenbei^. His lectures were mainly in New-
Testament exegesis, but treated also somewhat of

Old-Testament exegesis, dogmatics, and homiletics.

His two main works were. Lexicon groBOhlaHnum in
Novum Testameritum (Leipsic, 1792; 4th ed., 1819);

and Thesaurus seu lexicon in LXX (1820-21). The
latter contains aU the vocabulary of the Greek Old
Testament with the Hebrew equivalents.

(E. REussf.)

SCHLICHTHIG, JONAS. See Socintts, Faustus,
SOCINIANS, I., I 2.

SCHLOEGL, shlO'gl, NIVARD JOHARN BAP-
TIST: Austrian Cistercian; b. at Gaaden (a village

near Modling, 8 m. 6.s.w. of Vienna), June 4, 1864.

He was educated at the Cistercian abbey at Hei-

ligenkreux, near Vienna (1876-80), the Obeigym-
nasium at Wiener Neustadt (1880-84), and again

at the abbey and the University of Vienna (1885-

1889; D.D., 1894). He was consecrated to the

priesthood in 1889, when he became connected with
^e abbey of Heiligenkreuz, where he was professor

of Greek in 1889-91, 1892-93, 1894, and 1902-03,

and professor of Old-Testament and Semitics, 1896-

1908; and since 1908 professor of oriental languages

and Old-Testament exegesis at Vienna. He was
master of the novices at Heiligenkreuz, 1890-1908,

and festival-preacher in the abbey-church in 1893-

1894, and 1896-96. In 1906 he succeeded B. Sch&fer

as editor of the Leo-Gesellschaft's Kungefasster

wissenschafUicher Commentar tu den heUigen Schrif-

ten, to wtdch he has contributed Samuel, Kings,

and CSmmicles (A^enna, 1904, 1907). He has i^
edited the Hebrew text of Ecclesiasticus xxxix.

12-xlix. 16 (Vienna, 1901), of Canticles (1902),

and Samud (1905), and Kings and Chronicles

(1909), and has written Geist dn heUigen Bemhard
(4 vols., Paderbom, 1898-99), and De re metrica

veienim Htbraorum (yieniiA,

SCHLOTTMAHH, shlot'mOn, CONSTANTIN:
German theologian; b. at Minden (60 m. e.n.e. of

Monster) Mar. 7, 1819; d. at Halle Nov. 8, 1887.

He studied at the University of Berlin, devoting

lumself eq)eciaUy to philology and philosophy, and

then turned to theology, where he came imder the
lasting influence of A. Neander. He then studied

the practical side of the work of the ministry at the
Wittenbeig Seminary, but returning to Berlin, 1842,

was induced to enter the academic career. Sup-
porting himself a while by private teaching he ha-

bilitated in the Old Testament in 1847. His com-
mentary on the Book of Job (Berlin, 1851) was his

first important work. For a time he served in Ck>n-

stantinople as chaplain of the embassy; there he
became acquainted with modem Greek and Turk-
ish, and traveled in the East adding to the range

of his oriental scholarship. In 1855, he was called

to Zurich, where he lectured not only on the Old
but also on the New Testament, and on systematic

theology. He was ordinary professor at Bonn,
1859-^, and at Halle, 1866-87. He was able to

point out at aU points the relations of Hebrew and
Indo-Germanic culture as well as the connections

of Hebrew writings and the monuments of classic

antiquity, and brought to good service his first-

hand knowledge of oriental life. For criticism he
was disinclined, especially the newer criticism of

the Old Testament, as he showed in his Komper^
dium der BiUischen Theciogie des alien und Neuen
Testaments (Leipsic, 1889-95). Besides numerous
contributions on various Old-Testament antiquities,

he published. Die Inschrift Eschmunazars^ KOnig
der Sidonier (Halle, 1868), and Die Siegessdide

Mesa's, Kdnig der idoabiter (1870). He lectured

also on apologetics, from which grew his writings

David Strauss cds Romantiker des Heidenthums

(1878), and Die Osterbotscha/t und Visionshypothese

(1886). He was a member and president of the

commission for the revision of Luther's translation

of the Bible after 1871, and appeared as an anxious

antagonist of the rising ultramontanism, which gave
rise to his Erasmus redivivus (1889).

(Ernst KChn.)
Bibuoorapbt: ADB, xttj. 561 eqq.; Brandt, in D«iitoeV-

evanoeliechee BUM, 1889, pp. 187 sqq.

SCHMALKALD, shmOl'kOld, ARTICLES: A
written instrument of Luther received into the sym-
bolic books of the Lutheran Church and so named
after 1553. After the insistent demands of the

German estates during several decades and the re-

newed urging of the emperor, Paul III.

Origin, issued a call for a council to meet at

Mantua May 8, 1537. The question

arose as to the attitude of the Evangelicals. Elec-

tor Johann Friedrich of Saxony, who took the most
active interest, appeared at Wittenberg June 24,

1536, and through his chancellor submitted four

articles for an opinion from the theologians and
jurists, in order to forearm himself and confederates

for the coming council. Two days later the elector

submitted that the coimcil be wholly declined inas-

much as a reception of the summons would imply
the recognition of the pope as the head of the

Cliurch. After a session that closed Aug. 6, the

opinion prepared by Melanchthon was returned that

if the pope would summon the Protestant estates

like the rest, he did not yet regard their princes as

heretics, and that by giving audience to the papal

nimcio no acknowledgment of papal power was in^
plied, and so far the invitation was not to be de-
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clined. The elector, taking it that the theologians

had been prevailed upon by the jurists, had Me-
lanchthon translate a protest into Latin to the

effect that in case of taking the invitation under
advice, the council should be understood to be free

and open and not bound by papal prejudices; and
he again called for a meeting of the scholars for the

submission of certain questions. At the same time
Luther received a specially assigned task, and it

seems that he was already employed upon articles

of belief. The absence of Melanchthon retarded the

reply of the scholars; and Dec. 1, the elector took
occasion to renew his appeal, to emphasize the ne-

cessity of declining a papal council, to sound the

sense at Wittenberg on tJie question of holding an
opposing Evangelical coimdl; and he reverted to

the task requested of Luther, deeming it necessary

that the latter should, at least by Jan. 25, 1537,

prepare a docimient, the summary of all ^t he
had taught, preached, and written, as a final testa-

ment. Luther was to indicate also on what arlides,

not essential, any compromise could be made; and
the Wittenbeig theologians were called upon to

make sure in advance of their agreement or dis-

agreement with the proposed articles, independent

of Luther's authority, so that there might be no
subsequent dissent. On Dec. 11, the Wittenbeig
scholium tendered their second and satisfactory

opinion; but as Luther's articles had not yet ap-

peared, the elector reminded him by writing and
named particularly Nikolaus von Amsdorf and Jo-

hann Agricola (qq.v.) among those theologians who
were to be brought secretly to Wittenbeig from the

territories of the elector and his brother, Johann
Ernst, at the elector's expense, to give their ap-

proval to the articles or to hand in their objections

in writing. Luther set to work to prepare his arti-

cles, which were submitted to his colleagues and
adopted before the end of the year, Melanchthon
attaching with his signature the statement that the
papal supremacy be acknowledged for the freedom
of the Gospel. The official copy was forwarded to

the elector Jan. 3, 1537, who expressed great satis-

faction at the agreement of the articles with the
Augsburg Confession (q.v.) and the unanimity of

his theologians; and he set his chancellor to secure

the signatures of the leading pastors so that in the

case of Luther's sudden death his views should

stand without admixtures from them.
The articles were arranged in three diviaons.

The first discusses briefly the undisputed majesty
of God. In the second, on the office and work of

Christ, or human redemption, the first

Content and principal article represents that

man, without any merit of his own,
but by the redemptive work of Jesus Christ, is jus-

tified by faith alone. Li the second article, the mass
is condemned as contrary to Scripture, and, like its

alleged progeny, or as varieties of idolatry, purga-

tory, offices of saints, pilgrimages, monastic brother-

hoods, relics, and indulgences are denoimced. The
third article demands the devotion of monastic
properties to the education of youth and the use of

the churches, and the fourth attacks the pope as

Antichrist. The best government for the Church
is for all to live under one head, Christ; and for the

bishops to cooperate earnestly in a common doc-

trine, faith, prayer, sacrament, and work of love.

In the third division are included artidee on which
Luther may have hoped for some degree of concilia-

tion at least on the part of the more oilightened
Roman Catholics; such as doctrines of redemption,
sin, law, and repentance, in strong contrast with the
penance of the papal Church. In contrast with the
law and its significance for the way of salvation,

there rises in due prominence the counsel and help
of God offered against sin in the Gospel in various
ways: of oral preaching, principally; of baptism,
the sacrament, power of the keys, and confession;

to which are correlated the articles on the ban, con-
secration and vocation, on the Church, and on how
to become just before God, as well as on monastic
vows and human ordinances.

The elector's intention was to lay the articles oi
Luther before a convention " for imanimous agree-
ment," to be held at Schmalkald on Candlemas,

Feb. 2, 1537; and all the Evangelical
History, estates were summoned to send one or

two theologians. In the first session,

the Chancellor Brttck proposed the discussion of the
articles in preparation of the approaching counciL
But Melandithon, who had not been in entire agree-

ment with Luther's articles on the attack on the
papacy, now obstructed this by informing Philip of
Hesse on the same day that Luther had alt^^,
under the influence of J. P. Bugenhagen (q.v.), the
original cast of the article on the Lord's Supper,
so that it was now in conffict with the Concord of
Wittenberg (q.v.). In consequence and in order to
avert a division, it was decided by the cities (Feb.

11) to decline the Saxon proposition and abide by
the confessions now in the hands of the emperor
upon which unanimity had been reached. To this

the princes agreed in general, with the proviaon
that the scholars review again the Augsburg Con-
fession and Apology and fortify them with new ar-

guments from the Scriptures and the Fathers, but
make no internal changes in them or the Concord
except to denounce more positively the papacy.
While, for want of books, approval was suspended
for further proof, Melanchthon, during the severe
illness of Lu^er, wrote his Tnictaius de poieskUe et

primatu papcB, which was finished Feb. 17, in which,
imder the influence of the ever-increasing anti-papal

feeling, he wrote in more drastic terms than was
his custom. He antagonized emphatically the as-

smnption of divine right by the pope, who, as the
protector of false doctrines and godl^s worship, was
much rather to be resisted as Antichrist. In the
second part he set forth the true view of the epis-

copacy and of Evangelical ordination; and the ob-
ligation of allegiance to the bishops subject to the
pope, who enforce godless doctrine and false wor-
ship, was repudiated. This tract, after being con-
sidered and approved by the estates, was sub-
scribed, in common with the Augsburg Confe^on
and the Apology, by the attendant theologians.

Luther's articles were to be read before the con-
vention Feb. 18; but, owing to his illness, this did
not take place. Finally, when all the business had
been transacted, Bugenhagen issued the invitation

to sign Luther's articles; but as Martin Butser (q.v.)
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declined, not because he found anything objection-

able but on the ground that he was not authorized,

and others followed his example, the

In the matter was dropped in the interest of

Book of peace. The theologians in attendance

Concord, and later others affixed their signa-

tures simply to give in writing their

expression of individual concord, without thought,

as the council was declined, of issuing a confes-

sional document of the Schmalkaldic league. A
year later Luther issued his docimient with longer

preface and various amplifications of the articles

and more acute deductions. Apparently not well-

informed of what transpired at Schmalkald during

his sickness, Luther regarded his articles as an
c^cial instrument. In the preface he represented

them as adopted, known, and resolved by his party

for a basis of defense in the council. This notice

may have contributed to the result that, while Me-
lanchthon's tract retreated more and more into the

background, Luther's articles gained in estimation.

First, they were placed on the same plane with the

Augsburg Confession by the Hessian theologians,

1544. When the elector returned from captivity

he remarked that all the dogmatic confusion could

have been averted, if the agreement proposed at

Schmalkald in 1537 had been adhered to. In the

controversies of the fifth decade, it became more
and more expedient to class them with the formal

confessions, whereby, as the expression of the most
genuine Lutheranism, to combat the real or supposed

I%ilippist opinions (see Philippists). Adopted in

nearly all " bodies of doctrine" begining with Bruns-

wick, 1563, it was understood ^t tiiey received

acknowledgment by the authors of the Formula of

Concord (q.v.), while Melanchthon's tract, whose
authorship seems to have been foigotten, was
placed in the appendix of the Schmalkald articles

in the Book of Concord. Luther's articles written

in German were translated by the Danish Petrus

Generanus into Latin, Articuli a Reverendo D. Doo-

tore Martino Luthero acripto, Anno 1638 (Wittenbeig,

1541 ; improved ed., 1542). For Schmalkald League

see Philip of Hesse. (T. Kolde.)

Bibuookapht: Q. L. Plitt, Dt avetorUaU artievlorvm

Smatealdieontm wifmbolica, Eiiangen, 1862; F. Sander,

OtaehieMdiche BinUUung zu den tehmaOealdiachen Artikeln,

in JahrbQcher fur deuUche Theoto0ie,xxW75), 475 aqq.;

H. Birck, Zu den Beraiungen der ProteetanUn liber die

KoneiUbuUe vom 4- J^i i^Se, in ZKG, xiii (1802). 487
qq.; H. E. Jacobs. Book ofConcord, passim. 2 vols., Phila-

delphia. 1803; J. F. Hunt, Hist, of the Chriatian Church,

a, 500 and passim. New York, 1000; K. Thieme. Luthere

Tealament wider Rom, Leipsio, 1000; W. Rosenben^. Der
Kttiaer und die Protealanten in den Jahren 1637-39, Halle,

1003: Cambridge Modem Hiatory, ii. 26, 215 sqq., 232-
243, 252-258. New York. 1004; MoeUer, Christian Church,

ilL 132; Sohaff, Creeds, iii. 253-257; idem. Christian

Church, vL 706. Consult also the biographies of Luther.

SCHMALKALD LEAGUE. See Philip or Hesse.

SCHMALZ, VALENTIN. See Socinus, Faubtus,
SOCINIANS, I., I 2.

SCHMID, shmit, ALOYS VON; German Roman
Catholic; b. at Zaumberg (a village near Immen-
stadt, 13 m. s.w. of Kempten), Bavariai Dec. 22,

1825; ± at Munich May 16, 1910. He was educated

at the University of Munich (1844-50); was pro-
fessor in the gymnasium of ZweibrQcken (1850-52)

;

professor of philosophy in the Lyceum of Dillingen

(1852-66); and after 1866 was professor of apolo-
getics and dogmatics in the University of Munich.
He wrote Die Bistumsaynode (2 vols., Regensbuig,
1850-51); EritwuMungsgeachichte der HegeVachen
Logik (1858) ; ThomistUche und acatisHsche Geunsa-
heiUUhre (Dillingen, 1859); Wiaaenachaftliche Rich-
tungen anf dem Getfiet des Katholizismua (Munich,
1862); Wissenschaft und AutcrUdt (1868); Unter-

9uchungen Hber den letzten Grund des Offenbarungs-
glaubens (1879) ; Erkenntnislehre (2 vols., Freibuig,

1890); and Apologetik ala apekulative Grundlage der

Theologie (1900).

SCHMID, ANDREAS: German Roman Catholic;

b. at Zaumbeig (a village near Immenstadt, 13 m.
s.w. of Kempten), Bavaria, Jan. 9, 1840. He was
educated at the University of Munich (D.D., 1866),

became subdirector and director of the Georgianum,
a seminary for priests at Munich (1865), professor

of pastoral theology, homiletics, liturgies, and cate-

chetics in the University of Munich since 1877,

though he no longer lectures. He has written Der
chrisdiche Altar und sein Schmuck (Regensbuig,

1871); Dr. Valentin Thalho/er, Domyr^t in Eich-

stdUf eine Lebenakizze (Kempten, 1892); Gesckichte

des Georgianuma (Regensburg, 1894); Caerimoniale

fUr Priester, LevUen und MinistrarUen zu den gewdhnr-

lichen liturgischen Dienaien (Kempten, 1895; 3d ed.,

1905); Religidae SinnsprUcke zu Inschriften aujf

Kirchengebdude und kirMiche Gegenatdnde in latein-

iacher und deutecher Sprache (1899) ; Der Kirchen-

geaang nach den LUwrgikem dea MiUelaltera (1900)

;

and Ckriadiche Symbole aua alter und neuer Zeit

(Freiburg, 1909).

SCHMID, CHRISTIAN FRIEDRICH: German
Lutheran; b. at Bickelsbeig, in WQrttembexg, in

1794; d. at TObingen Mar. 28, 1852. Educated at

Maulbronn and TObingen, he became lecturer in

practical theology at the latter imiversity in 1819,

associate professor in 1821, and full professor in

1826, holding this position until his death. Though
a member of the committee for the WOrttemberg
liturgy of 1840 and of the council for church oigan-

ization in 1848, he took little part in administra-

tive affairs, nor was he conspicuous as an author,

his importance being due rather to his influence as

a teacher and a man. Proceeding from the Tubin-

gen supranaturalism of his time, he later labored

successfully for the positive foundations of Luther-

anism, maint4iining the tendency which had been

traditional since the time of Bengel. He lectured

on practical, moral, and ex^etical theology. He
was the author of the posthumous Vorlesungen aber

bibliache Theologie dea Neuen Teatamenta (Gotha,

1853, new ed., 1888; Eng. transl., Biblical Theol-

ogy of the New Teatamentf Edinbuxgh, 1871), and
Vorlesungen aber chrisUiche Sittenlehre (1861).

(C. WEIZSACKERf.)

BiBUOOBAPBT. C. Weissftcker, in SchwObischen Merkur,
June 6, 1862; Blatter der Erinnerung an C. F. Schmid,

TQbingen, 1862.

SCHMID, HEINRICH FRIEDRICH FERDINAND:
German Lutheran; b. at Harburg (30 m. n.n.w. of
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Augsburg) July 31, 1811; d. at Erlangen Nov. 17,

1885. He was educated at the universities of TO-
bingen, Halle, Berlin, and Erlangen, and in 1833

was called to ihe newly founded seminary for preach*

ers at Munich. Four years later he became a lec-

turer in the theological faculty at Erlangen, and
during this period published his DogmaHk der evan-

gdistMuiherischen Kirche (Erlangen, 1843; Eng.
transl.. Doctrinal Theology of the Lutheran Church,

Philadelphia, 1876). In 1846, when he became
privat-docent at Erlangen, Schmid published his

Geschtchte der eynkreiistiechen Streitigkeiten in der

Zeit dee Gearg Calixt (1846). Two years later he
was appointed associate professor, and in 1852 full

professor, first of church history and systematic

theology, and later of historical theology. For his

lectures on church history he wrote his Lehrbuch
der Kirchengeschichte (N5rdlingen, 1851), later ex-

panded into the Handbuch der Kirchengesckichte (2

vols., Erlangen, 1880-81). A similar purpose was
served by his Lehrbuch der Dogmengeschichte (N6rd-
lingen, 1860), after he had already published hb
Theologie Senders (1858). From 1855 to 1876
Schmid was editor of the ZeUachriftfOr ProtestaniM-

mu8 und Kirche, to which he contributed much. His
attitude toward Lutheranism was shown by his

Kampfder lutheriachen Kirche um LiUhera Lehre vom
AbendmM in Reformatumszeitalter (Leipsic, 1868),

and Geechichte der katholiechen Kirche Deutechlands

von Mate dee achtzehnten Jahrhunderts bis in die

Oegenwart (Munich, 1874). In 1881 he retired from
active life.

^
(F. FBANxf.)

SCHMIDy KONRAD: 1. Leader of the Flagel-

lants of the fourteenth century. See Flagella-
tion, Flagellants, II., { 4.

8. Swiss Reformer; b. at KOssnacht (15 m. n.e.

of Lucerne) 1476 or early in 1477; d. in the battle

of Kappel Oct. 11, 1531. He was educated at TQ-
bingen, and entered the Johannite monastery of

his native town. In 1515-16 he resinned his Geo-
logical studies at Basel, and was inducted to the

parish of Seengen in Aaigau on Apr. 21, 1517. On
Mar. 10, 1519, he was chosen commander, and in this

capacity exercised much influence on the develop-

ment of the Reformation in Zurich. He soon came
imder the influence of Zwingli and devoted him-
self to the Bible, patristics, and Greek. Schmid was
regarded as a learned man, and a powerful preacher.

As early as the spring of 1522 he delivered a ser-

mon at Lucerne in which he assailed Roman Catho-
lic doctrines. In the first Kappel war he served as

chaplain. Schmid was less inclined to violent ac-

tion than was Zwingli, with whom he toured the

country in harmony as official itinerant preacher to

strengthen the cause of the Reformation. More im-
portant was Schmidts influence as the supporter

of the authorities in momentous disputations. He
took part in the disputation with the monks of the
city in the summer of 1522, in the conferences con-
cerning images and the mass in the spring of 1524,

and in a number of controversies with Anabaptists,
including Hflbmaier himself. These Anabaptist
controversies gave rise to Schmid's two pamphlets
Ein chrisUiche Ermanung tur vxxren Hoffnung in
OoU und Wamung (1527) and Verwerffen der Ar-

tickeln und Stucken, Though not alwa3rs unop-
posed, Schmid admirably administered the i>ar-

ishes, charitable institutions, and other institutions

under his control. In 1525 he married. His entire

harmony with Zwingli in his latter years was shown
by his taking the place of his greater colleague while

Zwingli was on his way to Marbuig, and also by the

tenor of his last pamphlet, Ein christlicher Bericht

des Herren Nachtmahls, with its Zwinglian views of

the Lord's Supper. Besides the three pamphlets
already mentioned Schmid published his Lucerne
sermon in 1522. (Ehil Ecuf.)

Bibuoqhapht: Sources are the '* Works *' and " Letten *'

of Zwinsli; the early lives of that Refonner; and the
** Histoiy of the Reformation " by H. BuUinger, ed. J. J.

Hottlnger and H. H. Vdgeli. 6 vols., Frauenfeld. 1838-40.
Consult further: H. Hess, in ZUreher Chorharen for Nev
Year, 1825; S. VAcelin, Sr., in Zikrcher TatcKembw^ 1862;
C. D&ndliker, in the same, 1897; and the literature under
Rbformation which deals with Switserland.

SCHMIDT, shmit, CARL: German Protestant;

b. at Hagenow (17 m. s.w. of Schwerin), Mecklen-

burg-Schwerin, Aug. 26, 1868. He was educated

at the imiversities of Leipsic and Berlin (1887-94;

Ph.D., 1892); in 1899 he became privat-docent for

church history and titular professor at Berlin, and
in 1910 assistant professor in church history. He
is also an attach^ of the Royal Prussian Academy
of Sciences, engaged in the investigation of eariy

Christian literature, particularly Coptic. He has
been associate editor of Texte und Untersuchungen

with A. Hamack since 1906, and has written De
codice Bruciano sen de libris gnosticis qui in linffua

coptica extant commentaiio (Leipsic, 1892); Gnostic

sche Schrtften in koptischer Sprache aus dem Codex
Brucianus (1892); Plotins SteUung turn GnostiM-
mus und kirchlichen Christentum (1901); Frag^
mente einer Schrift des Mdrtyrerbischo/s Pdrus von
Alexandrien (1901); Die alten Petrusakten (1903);

Acta Pavli aux der Heiddberger Papyrushandsehrift

(1904); KopOschrgnostische Schri/ten (1905); Der
erste Clementbrief in altkoptischer Ufberaetzung

(1908); and AUchrisdiche TexU (1910; in collabo-

ration with Schubert).

SCHMIDT, CHARLES GUHXAUME ADOLPHB:
Evangelical church historian; b. at Strasbuiig June
20, 1812; d. there Mar. 11, 1895. Even in his ear-

lier period of instruction, which was passed in the
Protestant gymnasium of his native city, he mani-
fested an imusual interest in national and local his-

tory, and also in botany and mineralogy. In 1828

he entered the Protestant Seminary, and his tend-

ency grew into marked preference for church his-

tory. In 1833 on his travels he went to Geneva,
where the sight of the manuscripts of the lime 6L

the Reformation, particularly of letters, directed

his special attention to that period. After further

travds in France, Switserland, and Germany, he
returned and took his examinations, receiving bis

doctorate after presenting as his thesis Essai sur lee

mystiques du XIV. sUde (Strasburg, 1836), a work
which introduced him to a department which he
later enriched. Within a few months he began to
lecture in the Protestant Seminary of Strasburg; in
1839 he became professor of practical theology, al-

though this department was not one in which hia
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interest was supreme; in this capacity he served in

the university 1848-64, when he received the chair

of church history which was his first choice. He had,

besides, the principal authority in the Protestant

Gymnasium, 1849-59 and 1865-69. Hb strength

was also drawn upon for niimerous services in ol^er

directions to the advantage of the city.

Schmidt's literary works appeared now in the

German and now in the French language. They fall

into four groups, which represent four departments
of church history. The first is that which deals with

church history at large, in which may be placed

E99tti kistarique swr la aocUU civile dans le monde
romain et aur «a transformation jpar le ckristianisme

(Strasbuig, 1853; Eng. transl., The Social Rendu of

Early Christianity, London, 1885), which was
crowned by the French Academy; ihhty years later

be finished his literary labors with a work in this

department, his Prids de VhisUnre de Viglise d'occi-

dent pendant le moyen-dge (1888) . The second group
is that which has to do with the Church of the Mid-
dle Ages, and contains a series of monographs de-

voted to the various sects and to the mystics of the

period. Here belong his thesis for the doctorate

already mentioned: Meisier Eckart (1839); Essai

sur J, Gerson (1839); Johannes Tauter von Strass-

burg (Hambuig, 1841) ; Der Mystiker Heinrich Suso

(1843); Essai sur le mysticisme aUemand au XIV.
si^de (Strasbuig, 1847); Die GoUesfreunde im I4.

Jahrhundert (Jena, 1854); RidmanMerswin, le fon-

dateur de la maison de SaintrJean de Strasbourg

(Strasbuig, 1856) ; Nicolaus von Basel und die GoUes-

freunde (1856) ; Nicolaus von Basel, Leben und aus-

gewdhlte Sckriften (1866); and Nicolaus von Basel,

Berieht von derBekehrung Tavlers (1875); in these

there was steady progress and change in opinion, as

the author was not averse to learning from his con-

temporaries. His chief work in this department was
Histoire et doctrine de la secte des Cdthares ou Al-

bigeois (2 vob., Paris, 1849), in which he laid the

basis for future expositions. A third group is re-

lated to the Reformation in (jermany and France.

Here are to be noted Gerard Roussd, pridicateur de

la reine Marguerite de Navarre (Strasbuig, 1845);

La Vie et les travaux de Jean Sturm (1855) ; and three

volumes contributed to the series on the founders

and fathers of the Lutheran and Reformed churches

—Peter Martyr VermigH (Elberfeld, 1858); PhUipp
Melanchthcn (1861); and WUhdm Ford and Peter

Viret (1861). Besides these and other writings, a
noteworthy series of articles was contributed to the

TheologischeStudienundKritiken. The fourth group
dealt with local history, to which the last twenty-

five 3rears of his life were given. Here may be named
Histoire du chapitre de SainirThomas de Strasbourg

pendant le moyenrdge (Strasbuig, 1860); Histoire

Uttiravre de VAlsace dlafindu XV, et au commence-
ment du XVL sikie (2 vob., Paris, 1879; crowned
by the French Academy) ; Michad SchHUs genannt

Toxites (1888); and Livres et bibliothkques d Stras-

bourg au mcyen Age (1893). Schmidt was engaged
all hb life, more or less, upon the gathering of other

materiab which he pb3rfully designated as " hours

with the muse," and these in the course of time grew
into greater or lesser wholes. Such were hb Strass-

burger Gassenr und Hduser-Namen im MittelaUer

(2d ed., 1888); W&rterbuch der Strassburger Mund-
art (1896); and Les Seigneurs, les paysans et la

propriiU rurale en Alsace au moyen dge (1897),

the last two posthumous.
The foregoing by no means exhausts Schmidt's

literary productivity, not to mention hb numerous
reviews and other more or less ephemeral writings.

Enough has been said to exhibit hb exceedingly

great diligence. Commensurate with thb was his

fulness of knowledge, the thoroughness which he
dbplayed in research, and the relbbility which was
the result. There was also a strong perscmal reserve

or modesty, and a dislike for the rhetorical. He
also exhibited pronounced personal piety, a mild
and tolerant personality, and a manly earnestness.

Hb later years found him growing, as he more and
more apprecbted Lutheranism, in opposition to

Rome and in antipathy to Zwinglian spiritism. He
outgrew also hb early partiality for Romanticism.
With him departed the last representative of the
early generation of Strasburg theologians who, be-

fore the Franco-Prussian War, acted as mediators
between German and French tiieology, whose influ-

ence extended beyond the scene of their labors.

(P. LoBSTEm.)
Bxbliograpbt: A sketch of Schmidt's life was furnished by

R. Reuse to the Journal (TAUace, Mar., 1895* and reprinted
separately, Strasburg, the same year. The same writer
provided a preface drawn from Schmidt's remains to the
Wdrterbuch, ut sup., and further material was provided
by Pfister prefatorially in Let Seigneurt, pp. v.-

SCHMIDT, FREDERICK AUGUSTUS: Lu-
theran; b. at Leutenbeig (68 m. s.w. of Leipsic),

Germany, Jan. 3, 1837. He was brought as a child

to the United States, and received his education at

Concordia College, St. Louis (B.A., 1857); entered

the Lutheran ministry as pastor of the German
Congregation, Eden, N. Y., where he served, 1857-

1859; was pastor of St. Peter's Lutheran Church,
Baltimore, 1859-61; professor in the Luther Col-

lege, Decoran, la., 1861-72; professor of theology

at Ck>ncordia Seminary, St. Louis, 1872-76; at

Madison, Wis., 1876-86, at Northfield, Minn., 1886-

1890, and since 1890 at the Seminary of the United
Norwegian Lutheran Church, Minneapolis; he also

edited The Lutheran Watchman, 1865-66, Altes und
Neues, 1880-85, and Lutherske Vidnesbyrd, 1882-88.

SCHMIDT, HERMANN CHRISTOPH: German
Lutheran; b. at Frickenhofen (a village near Gail-

dorf, 31 m. n.e. of Stuttgart) Feb. 23, 1832; d. at

Breslau Nov. 19, 1893. He was educated at Tu-
bingen (1850-54), where, after having been vicar

at Korb and private tutor at Berlin and Danzig,

he was lecturer in 1858-61. He was then city

vicar of Stuttgart until 1863, acting as general sup-

ply to the clergy, and in the latter year was called

in a similar capacity to Calw, where he remained

until 1869, stuidily opposing the local Pietism with

the supranaturalism which characterized his theo-

logical position throughout his life, but unable to

influence the pciople generally. From 1869 to 1881

he was attached to the Leonhardskirche at Breslau.

Here he also took an active part in practical relig-

ious life, especially in the Innere Mission (q.v.), being

president of the South German conference after

1869 and publishing at Hamburg in 1879 his In-
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ner$ Mission in WCrUemberg. In 1881 Schmidt was
called to Breslau aa professor of systematic and
practical theology and New-Testament exegesis, a
position which he held mitil his death. After 1886

he was also a member of the Posen examining com-
mittee, and mitil his death he served as university

preacher. His program was outlined in his Die
Kirche, ikre bibliache Idee und die Formen ikrer ge-

schichtlichen Erecheinung in ihrem Unterachiede vom
Sekte und Hdresie (Leipsic, 1884), in which he held

that the Church is a constant magnitude, while

heresy destroys the fundamental distinction be-

tween the kingdom of God (or the Church) and the

world, a gap which b bridged by sectarianism. All

heresy is prefigured in Gnosticism, and all sectarian-

ism in Ebionism and Montanism, while the phe-

nomena of modem theology are closely aldn to this

prototype of heresy, which, like modem rationalism,

has always rejected the concept of supranaturalistio

revelation. He became, therefore, more and more
an opponent of Ritechl and his school, but he was
unable to carry out his intention of presenting his

own doctrinal system in detail, although his con-

tributions to theological periodicals and to the ear-

lier editions of the original of this work make his

position plain.

In adc^tion to the works already noted, Schmidt
was the author of a Handbuch der Symbolik (Berlin,

1890) and of a series of essays collected under the

title Zur ChrieUdogie (1892). In 1891, after having

repeatedly been the delegate of the faculty to the

provincial s3mod of Posen, he was elected to the

general s3mod. Constantly defending the independ-

ence of his commimion, even to the last year of his

life, he was rector of the imiversity in 1891-92, but
his struggle with the school-laws and the opposition

of the majority of the faculty to his attitude im-
paired his health, which had already suffered from
the death of his eldest son. (E. Schmidt.)

Bibuoorapht:' G. Wdtbrecht, in NKZ, 1894, pp. 610-634.

SCHMIDT, NATHANIEL: Ethical culturist; b.

at Hudiksvall (170 m. n.n.e. of Stockholm), Sweden,
May 22, 1862. He was educated at the gymnasium
of his native town, Colgate University (A.B., 1882;

A.M., 1887), and the universities of Stockholm
(1882-^) and Berlin (1890). From 1888 to 1896

he was connected with Colgate University, where
he was successively associate professor of Semitic

languages and Hellenistic Greek (1888-90) and pro-

fessor of Semitic languages and literatures (1890-

1896), and since 1896 has been professor of Semitic

languages and literatures in Cornell University. He
was director of the American School for Otiental

Study and Research in Palestine (1904-05) and of

the expedition for the exploration of the Dead Sea
and Arabia Petra in 1905. In theology he belongs
to the radical school, and has written The
Prophet of Nazareth (New York, 1905); and The
Message of the Poets; the Book of Job and Canticles,

and some minor Poems in the Old Testament (1911);
besides editing Ecdesiasticus for The Temple BiUe
(London, 1903).

SCHMIDT, PAUL WILHBLM: Swiss Protestant;

b. at Berlin Dec. 25, 1845. He was educated at the
univeraity of his native city, where he was privat-

dooent (1869-76); editor of the ProUtHanUsche

Kirchemeitung (1870-76); and general secretary

of the Deutscher Protestantenverein (1874-76).

Since 1876 he has been professor of New-Testament
exegesis and dogmatics in the University of Baa^
In addition to his activity as one of the collabo-

rators on the New-Testament section of the Pnh
testanten-Bibel (Leipsic, 1873; Eng. transl. by F. H.
Jones, A Short Protestant Commentary on the

Books of the New Testament, 3 vols., London,
1882-84), he has written Spinoea und SMeCer-
macher (Berlin, 1868); Neutestamendiche Hyper-
kritik, an dem jUngsten Angriff gegen die Aechlheit

des PhUipperbriffes avf ikre Methode hin untersuchi,

nebst einer ErldOrung des Briefes (1880); Der ersU

Thessalonicherbrief neu erkldrt, nti>st einem Exewrs
aher den tweUen gleichnandgen Brief (1885); Chris-

tentum und Wdtvemeinung (Basel, 1888); Anmerh'
ungen Hher die Komposition der Offenbarung Jo-

hannes (Freiburg, 1891); and Oeschichte Jesu (vol.

i., Tubingen, 1900; 4th ed., 1904; vol ii., 1904;

popular ed., 1 vol., 1906).

SCHMIDT, WILHBLM: Crerman Protestant;

b. at Erfurt June 6, 1839. He was educated at the

universities of Marbuig and Halle (Ph.D., Jena,

1863); was pastor at Schdnstadt (1866), Henachl^>en

(1866-74), and COrtow (1874-94); being also chap-

lain in the army and in the hospital at Creusnach
in 1870-71. Since 1894 he has been professor of

systematic theology in the University of Breslau.

His works include Zur Inspirationsfrage (Gotha,

1869); Die gOtJdiche Vorsehung und das Sdbstleben

der Welt (Berlin, 1887); Das Gewissen (Leipsic,

1889); Der aUe Glaube und die WakrheU des Chris-

tentums (Berlih, 1891); ChrisOiche Dogmatik (2

parts, Bonn, 1895-98); Die Lehre des AposteU
Paulus (Gtttersloh, 1898); Der Kampf der WeUanr
schauungen (Berlin, 1904); Der Kampfum die siO-

liche Weit (Gtttersloh, 1906); Die Forderung einer

modemen posiHven Theologie in kriOscher Beleuckt-

ung (1906); Modeme Theologie des alien Otaubens

in krUischer Bdeuchtung (1906); Der Kampf um
den Sinn des Lebens von Dante bis Ibsen (2 parts,

Berlin, 1907); Die verschiedenen Typen der re-

ligidsen Erfahrung und der Psychologie (1908); and
Der Kampf um die Seele (1909).

SCHMIDT, WOLDEMAR GOTTLOB: German
Protestant tiieologian; b. at St. Afra in Mdsaen
(14 m. n.w. of Dresden) June 2, 1836; d. at Leip-

sic Jan. 31, 1888. He studied at Leipsic and Gdt-
tingen, 1854-57 ; taught at the Gymnasia of Hauen,
Zwickau, and St. Afra, 1858-66, when he became
extraordinary professor in the University of Leip-

sic, full professor in 1876. His subjects covered

mainly the New Testament, but he lectured alao

on theological encyclopedia and catechetios, alao

directing two catechetical societies. Owing to his

multiplied academic activity, Schmidt found but
little time for authorship. His most extensive

work in this field is his LehrgehaU des Jaeobu»-

Briefes (Leipsic, 1869); he also edited Ephesians
in the 5th edition of Meyer's Ccnnmentary. Hia
lesser publications include a printed address on the
dogma of the Incarnation (1865), and a Reforma-
tion anniversary program of 1882, on the narrative
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ooDceraing Stephen in the Book of Acts. In these

writings he evinced the thorough, incisive, and yet
contained style of treatment that he showed in the

professor's chair. C. T. Ficxbb.

SCHMIEDELyshmi'del, PAUL WILHBLM: Ger-

man Protestant; b. at Zaukeroda (40^ m. s.w. of

Dresden), Germany, Dec. 22, 1851. He was edu-

cated at the universities of Leipeic (1871-74) and
Jena (1874-75; lie. theol., 1878), and in 1878 became
privat-docent for theology at Jena, where he was
appointed associate professor in 1890. Since 1803

he has been professor of New-Testament exegesis at

the University of Zurich. In theology he is a mod-
erate liberal, and has written Qucb trUercedat ratio

inter doctrinam epiatola ad Hebraoa miaacB et Pauli

(tposioU doctrinam (Jena, 1878); Brirfe an die

TheesaUmier und Corinther (Freiburg, 1891); Jo-

hannesachriften dee Neuen Teetamente (2 parts,

Halle, 1906; Eng. transl., The Johannine WriHnga,

London, 1908); and Die Person Jeeu im StreHs der

Meinungen der Gegenwari (Berlin, 1906; Eng. transl.,

Jeeue in Modem CriHciam, London, 1907); has
edited R. SeydePs Religionephiloaophie (1893) ; and
has prepared a new edition of G. B. Winer's Qramr
matik dee netUesiamenUichen Sprackidioma (2 parts,

GOttingen, 1894-98).

SCHMOLCK, shmolk (SCHMOLKE), BEN-
JAmH: German hymnist; b. at Brauchitschdorf,

liegniti (38 m. w. of Breslau), Dec. 21, 1672; d. at

Schwddnits (32 m. s.w. of Breslau) Feb. 12, 1737.

He studied at Leipsic, 1693-97; and, after acting

as his father's assistant till 1702, spent the rest of

his life in ministerial work at Schweibnitz, though
suffering from paralysis after 1735. As a hymn-
writer he was iniSuenced by the Silesian school of

poetry. He was fond of plays on words, and treated

the Old Testament from the point of view of al-

legory. In meter and in rime he showed freedom
and a light hand, but deep poetical feeling and
thought were often lacking, and subjectivity char-

acterises his work. His Uteraiy production was
large, his hymns alone number nearly 900. His
compositions show the character of occasional

versification, but some of the best of his hynms are

still in use. Several of his hymns have been ren-

dered into English; so his " Mein Jesu, wie du
wiUst," Eng. transl. by Miss Borthwick, "My
Jesus, as thou wilt "; " Was Gott thut das ist

wohlgethan," Eng. transl. by J. Kelly, '' Whatever
God doth is well done."

(Hermann Beck.)

Bebuograpbt: A 2d ed. of his Lieder wnd Od>de, ed. L.
OzDta. with a valuable biography, appeared Leipsio, 1860.

Conmilt further: E. E. Kooh, Oe$ehichU deB KirehenUeda,

. 463 eqq., 3d ed.. 6 vols.. Stuttgart, 1860-«0; S. W.
Duffield, Snolith Hymng, pp. 371-372 et paasim. New
York, 1886; H. Beok, Dm rdioidm VotkaiUeratwr der

mamodUehen Kvrtke DetdtcfdaruU, Gotha, 1801; C. Qroese.

Dis alien Trdeter, HermaansburB, 1900; W. Nelle, G^
echichte dee deuiechen Kirchenliedee, pp. 533 eqq.. Ham-
buig. 1004; Julian, Hymnoloov* PP. 1011-1014.

SCHMUCKER, shmuk'er, BEAL MELANCH-
THOU: Lutheran, son of Samuel Simon Schmucker
(q.v.); b. at Gettysburg, Pa., Aug. 26, 1827; d.

in Pottstown, Pa., Oct. 18, 1888. He was graduated

from Pennsylvania Cdlege (1844), and the Theo-

logical Seminary of his native town (1847); and
served the Lutheran congregations at Blartinsbuig

and Shepherdstown, Va. (1848-51), Allentown, Pa.,

(1852-62), Easton (1862-67), Reading (1867-81),

and Pottstown, Pa. (1881-88). It was particularly

through his intimate friendship with Charles Poi^

terfield Krauth (q.v.) that his theological convic-

tions developed into the very opposite of those of

his father. He became a strong defender of historic

Lutheranism and was one of the pillars of the Gen-
eral Ck>uncil. His attitude in the doctrinal contro-

versies of the American Lutheran Church of his time
is clearly set forth in the charge which he delivered

to the professors at the installation of the first fac-

ulty of the Theological Seminary in Philadelphia

Oct. 4, 1864: '' The Confessions of the Evangelical

Lutheran Church stand out prominently in the in-

ner history of the Christian Qiurch as the most full,

clear, precisely defined, and harmoniously developed
system of doctrine which, by the help of the Holy
Ghost, men have yet builded upon the only founda-
tion of the Apostles and Prophets, Jesus Christ him-
self being the Chief Cornerstone." His strength lay

in the carefulness and thoroughness with which he
labored in the various important interests com-
mitted to him, and the fine tact and parliamentary

adroitness wilji which he represented them in eccle-

siastical conventions. To the end of his life he
served as secretary of the board of directors of the

theological seminary, and as secretary of the board
of foreign missions of the General Council. But he
was most prominent in the field of liturgies. His
knowledge of details in matters pertaining to the

order of service, especially of the Lutheran Church
of the sixteenUi and seventeenth centuries, was
unusually extensive and accurate, and the excellent

Church Book of the General Council (1868) is greatly

indebted to him. As secretary of the Church Book
Committee he gradually collected for their work a
liturgical library of inestimable value, which is

now preserved in the Krauth Memorial Library

of the Lutheran Seminary at Philadelphia. To
him, more than to any other man, is due the

success which has crowned the efforts to secure

the common service for English Lutherans in

America. He proposed the adoption of the prin-

ciple that all important questions were to be
decided according to the consensus of the Lutheran
liturgies of the sixteenth century. Schmucker
was also an indefatigable, painstaking, and
thorough investigator in the field of local history of

Lutheran Churches in America. For years he gath-

ered much and valuable material in this line, and
became assistant editor in the new edition of the

HaUe'sche Nachrichten by W. J. Mann and W.
German. He made contributions to the theological

magazines which are of permanent value to the his-

torian and appeared also as separate pamphlets.

The following deserve to be noted particularly:

The First Pennydvania Liturgy, Adopted in 1748

(1882); The Early History of the TuLpehocken

Churches (1882); The LtUheran Church in Potts-

tovm (1882); The Lutheran Church in Frederick,

Maryland (in Quarterly Review, 1883) ; The Lutheran

Church in the City of New York during the First

Century of its History (in Church Review, 1884-85);
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The Lutheran Catechiem. lU Trandaiion into Eng-

lish (1886); English TransUUiane of the Augsburg

Confession (1887) ; The Organization of the Lutheran

Congregation in the Early Lutheran Church in Amer-

ica (1887); The Lutheran Church in York, Pa.

(1888). Adolph Spaeth.

Bduographt: A memoriAl by A. Spaeth appeared in the

Lutheran Chunk Review for 1880. Consult further: H. E.

Jacobs, Ameriean Church Hutory Seriee, vol. iv. passim.

New York. 1893; A. Spaeth, Charlee Porterfield Krauth,

y6L i., ib. 1898.

SCHMUCKER, SAMUEL SIMON: Lutheran

theologian; b. at Hagerstown, Md., Feb. 28, 1799;

d. at Gettysburg, Pa., July 26, 1873. He studied

at the academy at York, Pa., the University of

Pennsylvania (B.A., 1817), and Princeton Theo-

logical Seminary. He was ordained by the synod

of Maryland and Viiginia in 1821, and served a
parish in New Market, Va., and vicinity, up to the

year 1826. When the Greneral Synod, founded in

1821, established its theological seminary at Gettys-

burg, Pa., in 1825, he was called to the head of the

institution and for four years was the only theo-

logical instructor. Subsequently Charles Philip

Krauth and Charles Frederick Schaeffer (qq.v.)

were associated with him. After nearly forty years

of service he resigned in 1864. About 400 students

received their training chiefly imder his influence.

He was one of the most prolific writers of the

American Lutheran Church, setting forth the stand-

point which he represented as a teacher in the semi-

nary, and endeavoring to disseminate its principles

by a series of more or less popular writings, such

as his Elements of Popular Thetiogy (Andover, 1834,

9th ed., Philadelphia, 1860); Psychology, or El^
ments of a New System of Mental Philosophy (New
York, 1842); The Lutheran Manual on Scriptural

Principles (Philadelphia, 1855); The Lutheran

Symbols, or Vindication of American Lutheranism

(Baltimore, 1856), and dissertations, sermons, and
articles in The Lutheran Observer and The Evann
gelical Review. He was particxUarly interested in

the problem of a union of all Protestant denominar
tions. As early as 1838 he issued an appeal to the

American churches, with a plan for a general imion.

Later he took a prominent part in the organization

of the Evangelical Alliance and was present at the

first meeting in London, 1846. His last production.

The Unity of ChrisVs Church (New York, 1870) was
devoted to its interests, written in view of itis ap-
proaching convention in New York, 1873.

Dr. Schmucker, on the one side, exerted a de-

cided and positive influence toward holding to-

gether and organizing the Lutheran Church in this

country. At the same time, he occupied a position

foreign to and actually destructive of the true spirit

of Lutheranism, if the fundamental question of the
confession and its historical continuity be consid-
ered. At the time when he began his active labors
the Lutheran Church in this country was threatened
with disintegration. German rationalism and Eng-
lish deism had affected the Lutherans, though not
to the same extent as other Protestant denomina-
tions. In New York the Lutherans fraternized with
Episcopalians, in Pennsylvania with the Reformed.
The critical period of transition into the English

language had arrived. But there was no Kngliah

Lutheran literature, and no seminary where pastors

could be educated to preach the Lutheran faith in

the English tongue. At this point young Schmuck-
er, wil£ his unquestionable talent for oi^ganization

and administration, put forth his most energetic

efforts to secure for the Lutheran Church in America
a continued existence and a respected place among
the Protestant denominations of the country. The
preservation of the General Synod, the founding of

its educational institutions, ike Theological Semi-
nary and Pennsylvania College at Gettyd>urg, are

owing chiefly to his self-sacrificing labors. And
these institutions were meant to be of a conserva-

tive character, to construct and preserve Lutheran-

ism in America. But, on the other hand, his influ-

ence as professor of theology tended to unsettle and
invalidate the historic confessional basis of the Lu-
theran Cliurch. According to his conviction it was
the vocation of the American Lutheran Church to

free herself from all respect " for the authority of

the fathers, whether they be Nicene or Ante-Nicene,

Roman or Protestant." He strove to eliminate

everything distinctively Lutheran and to substitute

the basis of the Evangelical Alliance for the Augs-
burg Confession and Luther's Catechism. These
tendencies culminated in the Definite Platform which
he published anonymously in 1855. It claimed to

be an '' American Recension of the Augsburg (Con-

fession," representing the standpoint of the (jieneral

Synod. In this document twelve of the original

twenty-one doctrinal articles of the Augsburg Ck>n-

fession were changed, mutilated, or entirely omitted.

The seven articles on abuses (XXII. to XXVIII.)
were all omitted. Dr. Schmucker's theological

standpoint may be characterized as a peculiar

mixture of Puritanism, Pietism, and shallow ration-

alism. His Definite Platform was never formally

adopted by the (jreneral Synod, though many prom-
inent men in it sympathized with its spirit. It

rather paved the way to a reaction in favor of the

Lutheran Confession. Adolph Spaeth.
BtBUOORAPBT: Penneylvama CoUege Book, ed. E. S. Brei-

denbaoh, Philadelphia, 1882; H. E. Jacobs. American
Church Hietory Sertee, vol. iv. passim. New York, 1893;
A. Spaeth, CharUe Porterfield Krauih, voL i., ib. 1808.

SCHNECKENBURGER, shnek^en-btlrg^'er, MAT-
THIAS: German Swiss Protestant; b. at Thal-

heim, near Tuttlingen (55 m. s.s.w. of Stutt-

gart), Jan. 17, 1804; d. at Bern June 13, 1848. He
was educated at the universities of Tobingen and
Berlin, returning to the former university as theo-

logical lecturer in 1827. He became assistant pas-

tor at Herrenbei^g, 1821, and professor of theology

at the newly foimded imiversity of Bern in 1834,

lecturing primarily on church history and systematic
theology, and also on New-Testament exegesis. He
also shared the chair in dogmatics with G^lpke and
Lutz, his province being ecclesiastical dogmatics.
Here he, essentially a Lutheran, had the delicate

task of arranging his courses to meet the needs of
Reformed students. He accordingly took as the
basis of his lectures on dogmatics the second Hel-
vetic Confession, comparing it with liUtheran the-
ology and with modem dogmatic systems. At the
same time, the Reformed atmosphere of Bern exer-
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cised a constantly increasing effect on Schnecken-

buiger himself, especially as neither the political

conditions nor the religious thought of the period

at Bern were conducive to the one-sided intellectual-

ism of German universities. Broadening the scope

of his lectures, Schneckenburger dealt with apol-

ogetics, the philosophy of religion, the influence of

philosophy on theology since the time of Descartes,

and the conflict of modem thought with Christian-

ity. In the latter subject Schneckenbuiger assumed
a strongly theistic position and opposed Hegelian-

ism. He likewise investigated wi^ ever-increasing

interest the diveigencies between Lutheran and
Reformed doctrine, as set forth in his lectures on
symboUcs. For the six last years of his life, inspired

both by the rise of the Old Lutheran movement and
by his position as a Lutheran teaching Reformed
dogmatics, he devoted himself especially to a study

of early Reformed theology and its various schools,

developing his views in courses of lectures on com-
parative dogmatics. With all this activity Schneck-

enburger never lost interest in the practical work
of the Church, and was for many years a director of

the missionary society foimded under his inspira-

tion. Among his writings were: Utber Glauben,

TradiHon und Kirche (Stuttgart, 1827) ; Ueber das

Alter der judiachen Prosdytentau/e und deren Ztuanir-

menhang mil dem johanneiachen und chrUUichen

Riiua (Berlin, 1828); Beitrdge zur Einleitung ins

Neue Testament (1832); Ueber das Evangelium der

Aegypter (Bern, 1834); Ueber den Zweck der Apos-

telgesckkhte (1841); and Die ortkodoxe Lehre vam
doppdten Stande CkrisH nach lutherischer und re-

/ormierter Fcusung (Pforzheim, 1848).

(C. B. HUNDESHAGENf.)
Bibu(X3Bapht: E. F. Gelpke, GedOefUniureds auf . . .

Matth. Schneckehlnttver, gthaUen . . . 16. Jvni, 1848,
NebMt der Orabrede von E. Wyts, Bern, 1848.

SCHNEDERMANN, shnd'der-mOn'' 6E0R6 HER-
MANN: German Lutheran; b. at Chemnitz (43

in. s.e. of Ldpsic), Saxony, July 3, 1862. He
was educated at the imiversities of Leipsic and Er-

langen (1872-75; Ph.D., Leipsic, 1878), and after

being a private tutor (1875-77), was attached to

the theological seminary at Leipsic until 1879. In

1880 he became privat-docent for New-Testament
exegesis at the University of Leipsic, and three

years later (1883) went to Basel under the auspices

of the Verein fVn christliche Wissenschaft as in-

structor in systematic theology. Returning to

Jjdpeic in 1889 as instructor in New-Testament
exegesis and systematic theology, he was appointed,

in the following year, to his present position of a&-

Bociate professor of dogmatics and catechetics, be-

ing also director of the catechetical seminary and
second university preacher. Besides editing F.

Weber's System der altsynagogalen paUtstinischen

Theclogie (in collaboration with F. Delitzsch; Leip-

sic, 1880); and Beitrdge zur Vertiefung der Hr^
UiJien Unterweisung (in collaboration with M. Pache;

1903), he has written Die Cantroverse des Ludovicus
Capdtus mit den Buxtorfen Hber das Alter der he-

brdischen PundaHon (1879); Defidei noOone etkica

Pcndina (1880); Das Judentum und die christliche

VerkHndigung in den EvangeUen (1884); Die Bri^e
Pauli an die Thessalonicher, Galaier^ Korinther,

Rdmer (in O. Zdckler and H. Strack's Kurzgefasster

Kommentar; N5rdlingen, 1887); Die Oefangenr

schaftsbriefe des Apostels Paulus (in the same series,

1888); Von dem Bestande unserer Gemeinschaft mU
Gott durch Jesum Christum (1888) ; Ringet damachf
doss ihr stUle seid (3 sermons; 1889) ; Das modems
Christentum, sein Recht und sein Unrecht (Leipsic,

1889); Der jUdische Hintergrund im Neuen Testa-

ment (1890); Frank und Ritschl (1891); Vorstellung

vom Reiche Gottes (2 parts, 1893); Von rechter Ver-

deutschung der Evangdien (1896); Umuldnglich-

keit der gegenwdrtigen kirchlichen Unterweisung

(1897); Der christliche Glaube im Sinne der gegen-

wdrtigen evangdischen lutherischen Kirche (1902);

Das Wort vom Kreuze^ rdigionsgeschichtlich und dog-

matisch bdeuchtet (Gatersloh, 1906); Ohne des Ge-

seizes Werk, Eine Anleitung zu selbststdndigen go-

schichdichem Verstdndniss des Neuen Testaments

(1907); and Die heUige Schrift im Rdigionsunter-

richt (1909).

SOHNEPFF, shnepf, ERHARD: German Re-
former; b. at Heilbronn (26 m. n. of Stuttgart) Nov.
1, 1495; d. in Jena Nov. 1, 1558. He studied at

Erfurt and Heidelberg; taught in the latter city

and possibly heard Luther's disputation there Apr.

26, 1518. When (Ecolampadius resigned as preacher

at Weinsbeig in 1520, Schnepff accepted the post,

but was expelled by the Austrian government be-

cause of his Evangelical preaching in 1522; under
the protection of Dieterich von Genuningen he
preached at Guttenbeig and Neckarmilhlbach, and
in 1523 in the little imperial town of Wimpfen. He
avoided a call to act as field preacher for the peas-

ants in 1525 by his hasty marriage with Margaretha
Wurzelmann, daughter of the mayor of Wimpfen;
the same year he signed the Syngramma Suevicum
(of Brenz) directed against the (Ecolampadian doc-
trine of the sacrament, and before the year ended
he was summoned by (Dount Philip of Nassau to

introduce the Reformation in Weilburg. In 1527
Landgrave Philip of Hesse called him to Marbuig
University, of which he was rector in 1532 and
1534, and took him to the diet at Speyer in 1529,

and in 1530 to Augsburg, where he preached fre-

quently till forbidden by the emperor, also taking

part in the discussioQs. His coiurse here was praised

for its consistency by Baumg&rtner, ambassador of

Nurembexg, also for its courage. After Duke Ulrich

of WOrttemberg won back his country in 1534, he
called Schnepff together with Ambrosius Blaurer
(q.v.) to lead the Reformation. Schnepff was ap-
pointed to the Hospital C!)hurch in Stuttgart, and
successfully accomplished his work in the northern
half of the country. While Schnepff and Blaurer
agreed regarding the sacrament on the basis of the
formula of Mar., 1529, there was no lack of friction

and misunderstanding, which brought admonitions
to be peaceful from the landgrave, Strasburg, and
Melanchthon. On the Urach " idol day," Sept. 16,

1537, with Brenz Schnepff argued against Blaurer
for the retention of such church pictures as gave no
offense. He accompanied the duke to Vienna, where
the latter took the oath to King Ferdmand, and on
his return was charged with preparation of forms for

chureh government, revised by Brenz and printed
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in 1536. In Sept., 1536, he was in TObingen with

Melanchthon, and in Schmalkalden in Feb., 1537,

where he signed Luther's articles. In July, 1540,

he was sent to a discussion at Hagenau, whence he

went to Strasburg and on July 18 preached there

in the cathedral. Later he visited Worms, and, in

1541, Regensburg. He joined several of the WUrt-
tembexg theologians in pronouncing against the

landgrave's bigamous marriage; meanwhile his posi-

tion at court and with the government became in-

secure, so that in 1539 he was already thinking of

going to Saxony. In 1544 he went to TObingen
and was honored with the doctorate, and in Feb-

ruary began to act as superintendent of the theo-

logical seminary, where he lectured on the Old Tes-

tament and on Melanchthon's Loci, also preaching

with acceptability. In 1546 he carried on a dis-

cussion with the Augustinian Johann Hofmeister at

Regensburg. On the approach of the Spaniards in

the Schmalkald War, Schnepff fled on Jan. 7, 1547,

to Blaurer at Constance, but was soon able to re-

turn. He did not accept the Interim (q.v.), and
said farewell to his flock in a sermon on Nov. 11,

1548, lamented by his people, who formed a pro-

cession on his departure, while the duke sent a
present. Melanchthon invited him to Wittenbeig,

but a professorship was offered in the University of

Jena, just then being founded, where he soon had a
class of sixty students. He undertook the office of

superintendent, and became one of the most influ-

ential theologians and churchmen in ducal Saxony.
Under poUtical pressure he joined in opposition to

Melanchthon and broke with his former friends in

WOrttemberg; in the colloquy at Worms the Ernes-

tine theologians delighted the Roman Catholics by
their enmity to Brenz and Melanchthon, which
caused the breaking off of the colloquy. He avoided
intercourse with Brenz, who was his son Dietrich's

father-in-law, and with Jakob Andreft, who was
formerly his favorite scholar; against Brenz he be-

came violent. Although he took part with Stngel

and HOgel (reluctantly) in the KonfukUionabuch,
he endeavored to make peace between Strigel and
Flacius.

A sermon on the wedding feast of the king was
printed (TQbingen, 1578) ; also his GtUachten fUr den
schmalkaldischenKonverU (1640); Koi^feasion etlicher

Artikd des Glaubena (1545); and RefuUiiio Majo-
rismi (Jena, 1555). G. Bossert.
Bibuographt: J. Rosa, Oratio de vUa E. Schnepfii* Leipeio,

1562; M. Adam, Vita Oermanorum theotogorum, pp. 320,
678, Heidelberg, 1620; L. M. Fiaohlin, Memoria theo-

logorum Wirtembergennum^ i. 9, supplement 8, Ulm, 1709-
1710; N. Q. Eickhoff, Die Kirchen-Reformation in Nanaur
WeObunf, WeUbunc, 1832; T. Pressel, Ambroaiua BlaurerM
LAen, Stuttgart, 1861; J. Hartmann, Brhard Sehnepf,
der Reformatory TQbingen, 1870; J. Fioker, Theaaurua
Baumianiut, Straabui^, 1905; Briefwechad der BrUder . . .

Blaurer, 1609-48, ed. T. Schiess, 2 vols.. Freiburg, 1908-
1910; ADB, xxxii. 168 sqq.

SCHNITZER, shnit'zer, JOSEF: German Roman
Catholic; b. at Lauingen (24^ m. n.e. of Ulm),
Bavaria, June 15, 1859. He studied at the univer-

sities of Munich and Vienna (1889-91); was asso-

ciate professor of church history and canon law at

the Lyceum of Dillingen (1893-1902); accepted, in

1902, the position of professor of the history of

dogma, s3rmbolic9, and pedagogics at the Univer-

sity of Munich. In 1908, in consequence of his

Modernism, he was suspended from exercising all

ecclesiastical functions and was given leave of ab-
sence as professor. The intention was to transfer

him to the philosophical faculty, but this has not
yet been done. In addition to preparing the
second edition of I. Silbemagl's Ver/assung und
gegentodrtiger Bestand sdmdicher Kirchen des OrierUs

(Regensburg, 1904), he has written Berengar van
Tours, sein Leben und seine Lekre (Munich, 1890)

;

Die Gesta Romance EcdesicB des Kardincds Beno und
andere Streitschriften der sckismatischen Kardindle
wider Oregor VII. (Bamberg, 1892); Kaiholisches

Eherecht (Freiburg, 1898) ; QueQen und Forschungen
tuT Oeschichie Savonaroias (3 parts, Munich, 1902-

1904); and Hat Jesus das Papstthum gesHftUf

(1910).

SCHRUBTGEN, shnQt'gen, ALEX: German Ro-
man Catholic; b. at Steele (3 m. e. of Essen) Feb.
22, 1843. He studied at MOnster, TQbingen, Lou-
vain, and Biainz (1860-66), and since 1866 has been
a member of the clergy staff of Cologne Cathedral,

where he has been successively vicar (1866-^) and
a member of the chapter (since 1887). He has like-

wise been honorary professor of Christian archeol-

ogy at the University of Bonn. Besides editing the
ZeitscJarift fUr christliche Kunst since 1888, he has
collaborated in preparing KaUdog seiner Sammhmg
von Oeweben und Stickereien des MittdaUers und der

Renaissance (Cologne, 1876), and in editing the Ada
manuscript of Treves (Leipsic, 1889).

SCHODDE, shod'de, 6E0R6 HENRY: Lutheran;
b. at Alleghany City, Pa., Apr. 15, 1854. He was
graduated from Capital University, Columbus, O.
(A.B., 1872), the theological seminary of the same
institution (1874), and studied at the universities

of TQbingen (1874-75) and Leipsic (Ph.D., 1876).
After holding a pastorate in his denomination at
Wheeling, W. Va. (1877-82), he was appointed to
his present position of professor of Greek at Capital
University, and has also been professor of New-Tes-
tament exegesis in the theological seminary at-

tached to the same imiversity since 1894. In the-
ology he is a positive conservative Lutheran, and
has written The Protestant Church in Germany
(Philadelphia, 1903). He is editor of the Thetn
logical Magazine (Columbus, O.) and has translated

from the Ethiopic the Book of Enoch (Andover,
1882) and the Book of Jubilees (Oberlm, 1S88),

and from the German Franz Delitzsch's Day in
Capernaum (New York, 1887) and B. Weiss's fie-

ligion of the New Testament (1905) and Commentary
on the New Testament (2 vols., 1906).

SCHOEBERLEIN, shOO^er-lain, L U DW I

G

FRIEDRICH: German Lutheran; b. at Kohn-
berg (28 m. w.s.w. of Nuremberg) Sept. 6, 1813;
d. at GSttingen July 8, 1881. After studying at
Munich and Erlangen, he was a private tutor at
Bonn and city vicar at Munich. In 1841 he became
theological lecturer and privatrdocent at Eh-langen,

and in 1850 went to Heidelberg as associate pro-
fessor of theology. From 1855 until his death he
was full professor of the same subject at G^ttingen,
being also consistorial councilor after 1862 and ab-
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bot of Biirsfelde after 1878. He also served as cura-

tor of the Gottingen orphan asylum and member of

a liturgical committee and of a hymnal committee
for Hanover. His chief writings, which mostly re-

late to liturgies, were as follows: Die Grundiehren

de8 HeUSf eniwickdt aus dem Pringip der Lid)e

(Stuttgart, 1848); Der evangdische ChUeadieTist

(Heidelbeig, 1854); Der evangdische HauptgoUes-

dienst in Formtdaren fUr das game Kirchenjahr

(1855); Ud)er den liturgiechen Ausbau dee Oemein-

degoUesdieneUe in der detUechen evangdiechen Kirche

(1859); SchaU dee lUurgiechen Char- und Gemeinr

degeeange nebst den AUarweisen in der deutschen

evangdiechen Kirche (3 vols., Crdttingen, 1863-72);

Geheimnieee dee Glavbene (Heidelbeig, 1872); and
Primip und System der Dogmatik (1881). In 1876

he foimded, together with M. Herold and E. KrOger,

the periodical Siona for the advancement of lituigics

and church music. (J. A. WAGENMANNf.)
BmJooBAPHT: AUomntine evangdiachrluthen^ehe Kirch§n'

M4itumo, 1881, no. 29, j^. 688 sqq.; Siona, 1881, no. 8, pp.
101 sqq.

SCHOELLy shOl, CARL WILHELM: Lutheran;

b. at Guglingen (23 m. nji.w. of Stuttgart), WOrt-
tembeig, Aug. 4, 1820; d. in London, May 13,

1899. He was educated at TQbingen; became, in

1846, assistant minister, and in 1859 pastor of the

German Lutheran (Jhurch in the Savoy, now Cleve-

land Street, London. He was examiner in the Crer-

man language and literature to the Military Educa-
tion Division, War Office, London, from 1858; to the

Civil Service Ck>mmission, London, from 1864; and
in the University of London, 1872-75, and 1882-87.

He was the author of De ecdesiasHcce Britonum

Scotorumque Mstarice forUibus (Berlin, 1851).

SCHOENFELDER, sh9n'fel-der, JOSEF MARIA:
German Roman CJaUiolic; b. at Forchheim (9 m.
n. of Erlangen), Bavaria, Jime 8, 1838. He was ed-

uc^ated at Bambeig, Erlangen, and Munich, and
after being sacdlanus at Bamberg (1861-65) and
professor of theology at Hildesheim (1866-67), was
vicar of St. Cajetan's, Munich (1867-71) and court-

preacher at St. Michael's in the same city (1871-

1874). Since 1869 he has also been connected with

the University of Mimich, where he has been

successively privat-docent (1869-73), associate

professor of theology (1873-74), and professor of

Biblical oriental languages, Old-Testament intro-

duction, and exegesb (since 1874; emeritus since

1903). He has likewise been canon of St. C^jetan's

since 1886. He has written Die Kirchengesckichte

des Johannes von Ephesus (Munich, 1862); Solo-

numis Episcopi Bassarensis lAher Apis (Bambeig,

1866); Onkdos und Pesckitto (Munich, 1869); and
XKe Klagdieder dee Jeremias nach rabbinischer

Audegung (1887).

SCHOENHERR, Bchtm'her,70HAllN HEINRICH:
Theoflophist; b. at Memel (74 m. n.e. of K5nig»-

bcrg) Nov. 30, 1770; d. at KSnigsberg Oct. 15,

1826. After preliminary training at the city school

of Angerbuig, whither his parents had removed,

he was sent to Konigsberg for commercial training;

but he was averse to this pursuit, and studied in

the gymnasium of Kdnigsbeig and then entered the

university, where he nominally studied law, though

X.—17

his strong liking was for philosophy with a theo-

Bophical trend. With but little money, in 1792 he
traveled in Germany, visiting Rinteln and Leipsic

to study philosophy. On his return he had reached
such a degree of self-sufficiency that he felt able,

without further study at the university, to expound
his views in private. His extreme earnestness gained
him friends and the means to propagate his system,

and he became marked as a man apart from bis con-

temporaries even in his appearance, for he allowed

his beard and hair to grow in literal agreement with
Lev. xix. 27. Konigsberg was at that time in the

throes of a decided rationalism, although nominally

devoted to orthodox Lutheran doctrine, and the

student body especially was devoted to rationalistic

views. So the yoimg theosophist, with a supreme
confidence in his mission, expounded what he be-

lieved would inaugurate a new era in human
knowledge. He conceived himself to be an in-

spired prophet, and his fundamental principles a

new revelation; only the application of these prin-

ciples to nature, history, and human life would he

admit as subjects of discussion, together with the

proof of them from the Bible. He gathered about

him a circle of scholars, who were to be the seed

from which should grow a society renewing human-
ity. Meetings were held twice a week, on Wednes-
day and Sunday evenings, for discussion and in-

struction, to which women were admitted, and a
simple meal usually closed the session. In all this

there was no thought of personal domination by
Schonherr; his only object was the diffusion of his

system of knowledge. Nor was there intention to

form a sect, and he was himself a regular attendant

upon divine service. Once he was threatened with

prosecution, but influential interests prevented

persecution.

Besides this circle gathered about Schonherr,

there was a second which had as its center a gifted

disciple named Johann Wilhelm Ebel (q.v.), who
had adopted without reserve the teachings of his

master. Ebel had become through this system a
positive Biblical theologian, and after 1810 preached

in K5nigsberg earnestly on the subjects of sin, grace,

and redemption. Possessing a fine presence, great

pulpit ability, and an imassuming address, he be-

came the leader in the pulpit of the city. His fol-

lowing was from various circles, but principally

from the higher and official classes—a contrast with

the immediate following of Schonherr which in-

cluded students and the humbler classes. The
latter was in this environment also the supreme

spiritual authority. The separation of the two
circles came through the teacher's introduction of

the principle of flagellation, based on Oal. v. 24;

Ps. Ixxxiv. 2; I Cor. xiii. 3; and Heb. xii. 4, which

was the " pleasing sacrifice " of Rom. xii, 1. Were
not this self-sacrifice offered, a martjrr death or

bloody sufferings would be required. Ebel opposed

this extreme, and the personal friendship of the

two came to an end, though Ebel still held to the

teaching of his master. After a journey to St. Pe-

tersbuig in 1823-24, Schonherr grew feeble; this

feebleness was increased through self-infficted ca&-

tigations and his death soon followed.

His system united profound religious sensibility
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to philosophic earnestness; yet in itself it was but
a confused dualistic philosc^hy of nature which
would have no enduring interest but for the judicial

processes carried through 1835-41 (see Ebel, Jo-
HANN Wilhslm) at K&nigsbeig, interest in which
is by no meansdead, especially in view of the secrecy

which still covers the actual proceedings. Sch&n-
herr's thinking began with i^eer dualism, as he
posited two primitive potencies, one active and
male, the other passive and female, both personal

and possessing intellect, will, form, and color; these

were named fire and water, or light and darkness.

From the union of these originated the universe,

including God—for the system is not merely a cos-

mogony, it is also a theogony. By an adaptive exe-

gesis of the doctrine of the Trinity and of the Bib-

lical account of creation he sought to justify his

qrstem as being in accord with revelation. The ac-

count of creation was followed by a most interesting

chapter on the fall. Evil arose through the fall of

Ludfer (Satan), a being of light created by Qod,

who through envy led the first pair to disobey Qod;
through eating of the fruit of the tree of knowledge

there was introduced into the hitherto sinless nature

of man the power of darkness; death and misery

became man's lot, and as original sin was trans-

mitted to his descendants. Sin made redemption

necessary, and through this the harmony of the

primitive potencies and of their methods of working

is restored. This process was introduced by Jesus

Christ, in whom the law of righteousness is em-
bodied and the inworking of Lucifer is abolished,

and so the world is released from evil. For the law

of righteousness grounded in Christ proceeds from

him and passes over into the '' primal natures
"

{Hauptnaiwren), who are made complete through

the Holy Spirit, in whom also Christ is present; by
their mediation this law passes over into the '' sec-

ondary natures "; in the former light is dominant,

in the latter, darkness, and this darkness must be

striven against by means of fighting, fasting, watch-

ing, prayer, and wrestling, and in this way room is

made for light. By this course of reasoning Schdn-

herr fell upon a new righteousness of the law. Just

as he partly included and partly ignored the simple

facts of the life of Christ, so to the teaching of Paul

concerning the righteousness which springs from

faith he gave no place, reproducing redemption by

way of knowledge in the fashion of the early Gnos-

tics (see Gnosticism).

Eschatology had an important place in the qrs-

tem. The second coming of Christ was regarded as

imminent, since the present is the seventh (and

last) period of the development of the kingdom of

God. To this theosophist the dreadful events fol-

lowing the outbr^ of the French Revolution por-

tended the end; Napoleon was Antichrist, the mil-

lennial kingdom was near, and Kdnigsbeig with its

seven hills was the dty of Rev. zvii. 9. With the

parousia would come the fulfilling of the kingdom.

In the case of Ebel, in the pulpit the fundamen-

tals of Evangelical Christianity were proclaimed;

but in the narrower circle of his immediate disciples

the cure of souls was based upon the anthropology

of Sch5nherr. While this circle wap small, it was

influential. The doctrine of primal and secondary

natures was especially stressed, together with ea»>

phasis upon knowledge. The secondaiy natures

were to be led to self-consciousness; this was to be

accomplished by the open expression of thdr most
secret thoughts, especially of their sins, and this in

turn enabled the foreordained ministers of souls to

give the advice by which the process of redemption

was to be furthered. Thus Ebel gained an unwonted
power over souls. But this caused repulsion among
certain of those who had at first listened, among
whom was Hermann Olahausen (q.v.), oppositicm

sprang up, and the judicial decision soon followed

which is summed up in the article on Ebel (q.v.).

(Paul Tschacxest.)

Bibuoorapht: The writincs of SchAnherr are the foUow-

ing: Z>«r 5m9 der o^ittliehen Offenbarung, vorbtreild gum
eraten Mai, K6ni|ri>6rg. 1803; Vom Sitg^ der geuHekm
Offenbarwno, Der BrtU Sieo (1804); cf. OrtauhHoe der

Brkenntnim der Wahrheit aue Heinrieh Sehdnherre maekr

O^laeeenen pkOomfphieehen BUUtem mU eimgen Erg&newtr-

oen oia Schrifteti Anderer, Leipsie, 1852. On the life and

•ywtem consult: J. I. Mombert» Faith Vietarioua, Beima

an Account of the Life and Timee of the VenerabU Dr. Jo-

hann Bbel, pp. 258 sqq.. New York, 1882 (oontains a very

fuD and useful bibliosraphy of the subject) ; H.Olehsusfin .

Lehre wnd LAen dee K&moti»orger Theoeophen Johann

Heinrieh Seh&nherr, KdnigsberB. 1834 (advene); Von
Wegnem, in ZHT, viii (1838), 10&-233; £. von Hanneo-
feld» Die retigidee Beweguno eu KomgAerg, Braunsberg.

1858; Ernst Oraf von Kaniti, AufklOrung nach Aktm-
queUen Hber den 183S-4M eu Kdnigiberg . . . gefohrten

Rdigioneproeeee, Basel. 1802; F. Zimmer. in ZWT» zliv

(1901), 253-312; ADB, v. 519 sqq.

SCHOETTGBN, shOt'gen, JOHANN CHRISTIAH:
German New-Testament scholar and philologist; b.

at Wursen (15 m. e. of Leipsic) Mar. 14, 1687; d. at

Dresden Dec. 15, 1751. He studied at the Saxon

state school at Pforta and at the University of Lfiip-

sic, where he also lectured. In 1716 he assumed the

rectorship of the Latin school at Frankfortron-the-

Oder; in 1719 went to Stargard in Pomerania as

rector professor of humane letters at the Gr6nin-

gisches Kollegium and also as rector of another

school there; and in 1728 to Dresden, as rector of

the Kieusschule. He was an exceedingly fruitful

author, especially in New-Testament exegesis, in

which he sought to utilize his rabbinic knowledge.

He was a well-grounded philologist, and an authority

on the local history of Upper Saxony. His chief

work, displaying his abilities as an exegete and his

profound rabbinic information, is HcrcB HAraica

et talmudiccB in univermm N. T., quibua fura /.

lAgh^ooH in Ubris fvUtaricia tupplerUwr, episUda d
apoealypM eodem modo iUuUrantur (Dresden, 1733).

In 1742 there appeared: Hera Mbraicm et Uilr

mudiccB in theologiam JudcBorum dogmaHcam <m-

HquamHorthodoxamdeMesnaimpensa. Of less im-

portance was his Novum lexicon OrtBco-Latinum in

N, T, (Leipsic, 1746; new ed. by J. F. Krebs, 1765;

another by O. L. Spohr, 1790). His edition of the

Greek New Testament (1744) is a recasting of the

text of Gleditsch (1735) with peculiar text divisions

and tabulated contents. The Opvaada issued by

Grundig (1766) contain his outlines for local, school,

and Reformation history. Schoettgen was a typical

exponent of an age which has been designated as the

cradle of the entire body of Old-Testament sdenoe

along modem lines. Gkorg Musuxa.
BiBUOOBAPBT. K. Gautssoh. in Ardiie fiir eOAeieeke <7r

eehichU, new series, iv. 33S-^1; ADB, zzziL 41»^7.
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I. latiodaction.
n. Pxepftration.

Orthodoxy and Philoaophy
(ID.

AnseLm and Abelaid (| 2).

Influence of Anselm and Abelard
(|3>.

Awakening of the Twelfth Century
(14).

Revival of Anetotle (| 5).

m. The Scholastic Period of the Thir-

teenth (}entury.

1. The Franeiacan Advance.
Alexander of Hales (f 1).

The Oxford School (| 2).

SCHOLASTICISM.

8. The Dominican, Advance.
Albert the Great: Thomas Aquinas

(ID.
Reaction against Thomas

(12).
8. Various Trends.

Bonaventura (| 1).

Henry of Ghent (| 2).

Biblical Conservatism; Roger
Bacon (| 3).

4. Duns Scotus.
Critical Work (| 1).

Theological Views; Regressive Re-
sults (I 2).

IV. Decline of Soholaatieism

1. Divergent Schools of the Four-
teenth Century.

Crass Nominalism (| 1).

The Averrhoistic (| 2).

The .£gidian (| 3).

2. Culmination.
Disintegration and the Reforma-

tion (I 1).

Restoration; Finality of Thomas
(12).

V. (Characterisation in Summary.
Method (I D.
Problem (| 2).

Three Types (| 8).

Surviving Influences (| 4).

L Introduction: The term scholasticism is com-
monly used to designate the scientific theology of

the Middle Ages, from the eleventh to the sixteenth

century. As an index of the scope of this theology

may be mentioned the notice by Johannes Pitseus

in De iUtutribua Anglice acriptoribus (Paris, 1619),

who counts 160 Kngliah commentators upon the
** Sentences " of Peter Lombard (q.v.) ; 152 commen-
taries were produced by the Dominicans, ahnost as

many by the Minorites, not to speak of other works.

Distinguished from exegetical, homiletical, and
practical works, and heretical literature, the term
scholasticism applies to what is now known as sys-

t^natic theology, or dogmatics; and all the school-

men of the vaxying tendencies represented orthodox

church doctrine. By the reform theologians at the

conclusion of the Middle Ages, the Humanists, and
the Reformers, the prevalent dogmatics and its

method was stigmatized as " school theology," and
characterized as empty formalism, and untheolog-

ical speculation, subtle and pedantic, in contrast

with vital considerations held to be practical and
religious, or a theology based on the Bible. From
this point of view resulted its unjustified deprecia-

tion as well as the incorrect adverse parallelism of

scholastic and mystical theology. Scholasticism

and mysticism, however, represent a relation simi-

lar to that of dogmatics and religious contempla-

tion. The latter also gives rise to theoretical ex-

planations, as a rule referred to as '' mystical ";

yet, in the nature of the case, they qualify

themselves as Uie descriptions of soul stat^ the

antecedents of Christian ethics. Although they are

in contrast with scholastic methods, they are not

incompatible with them and their object was, with

ihd aid of speculative inquiry, the analysis of church

doctrine. The adverse judgment is also incompe-

tent, because, instead of applying pure historical

standards, it is pronounced from the point of view

of present-day philosophy and the religious anti-

theeb of the time of the Reformation. A correct

judgment can arise only from a due historical

appreciation of the religious, ecclesiastical, and
sdoitific conditions from which scholasticism pro-

ceeded. Such a review will lead to the verdict

that scholasticism fixed its vision firmly upon the

loftiest goals of human knowledge, and that it

strove for their attainment with a marvelous and
untiring acumen, faithfully availing itself of all

at its command. That the religious and

secular knowledge of the times imposed limitations

is self-evident. And that in this work, many of

its virtues cast their shadows, and that the spon-

taneous activity of its spirit gradiially crystal-

lized in forms and stagnated into fruitless exer-

cises of a purely formal mental acuteness is not
characteristic of scholasticism alone. Nay, rather

at the climax of its movement was there such an
abundance of strenuous earnest thinking and a
measure of enthusiastic devotion as has not else-

where appeared in all the ages of the history of the-

ology, and its original thinkers in number and emi-
nence have in all probability not since then been
surpassed.

n. Preparation: The history antecedent to

scholasticism is the whole theology of the earlier

Bfiddle Ages. This period took over Clhristianity in

the shape of fixed formulated doctrines,

z. Ortho- and the representatives of these doc-

doxy and trines were at the same time the ex-

Philosophy, ponents of education and higher cul-

ture. The Chirn^ clothed its doctrines

with divine authority. In accordance therewith the

great theological teachers of the early Middle Ages
would submit in their manuals only smnmaries of

patristic theology and citations from the Fathers.

Augustine and Gregory the Great (qq.v.) were the

masters whose thoughts or even words were adopted
bodily. Controversies were waged over the imder-

standing of the authorities, not over the matter in

question. Theology in the early Middle Ages may
be described on the whole as traditionalism. But
the vital development of church life demanded of

theology new practical and ceremonial forms, and
the interest to understand the traditional stuff made
itself felt from an inner necessity. If the delivered

doctrines were sacred and inviolable, only one form
of their appropriation was possible; namely, the

proof of their rationality and the recognition of their

unity. Orthodox positiveness assumed a rationalia-

tio character; the more so inasmuch as ancient

philosophy and the doctrines of the Church had been

handed down most closely combined. The proof

of the rationality or tenability of chiutsh doctrine

consistent with a systematic philosophy—^this

formed the program of an enormous intellectual

task; it was the labor of scholasticism. Ck>nfined

to a fixed group of " given " subjects, hemmed in

by sacred tradition, and not without stumbling,

with ever so many modifications, fresh departures,
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and conceesionB to the old, slowly and surely reason

gained its position alongside of authority. Then, of

a sudden, the silent development was precipitated

by the wide-spread sensation caused by Berengar
of Tours' (q.v.) impassioned criticism of the doc-

trine of the Eucharist, in which reason and dialectic

alone were to be the arbiters of truth. The defense

of authority itself employed such dialectic subtle-

ties as the distinction between the permanent acci-

dents of the bread and its temporary substance.

The more and more flourishing school system of

cathedral and cloister, the itinerant restlessness of

scholars, the attraction of brilliant teachers—all

combined speedily to disseminate sdentific theology.

At this point two mighty spirits entered the cur-

rent, creating two methods that governed scientific

work for a long time to come. These
2. Anselm were Anselm of Canterbury and Abe-

and lard (qq.v.). Anselm's method is

Abelard. marked by the following points: (1) he
was a realist, i.e., the chfljnpion of the

reality of the universal; of species and genus, of

concept and idea. These universals are objective

reahties, not merely & flatus vocis, ** blast of sound,''

or pure subjective images. Upon this hinged the

battle throughout the Middle Ages. Upon its vin-

dication depended the right and merit of specular

tion in theology; to inquire into the realities at the

basis of church doctrine, and to create if necessary

new formulas. Anselm's problems (2) arose from
the consideration of the thing itself. They are of a
practical, religious importance, and their solution

aims at clear expression and forms intelligible to

the times. Witness in Cur deus homot the practical

idea of God as the sovereign Lord and the work of

Christ in forms derived from the sacrament of pen-

ance. The pious daring and religious tendency of

Anselm's intellectual work betray the spirit of

Augustine. From him also (3) descended Anselm's

volimtarism. God's sovereign will rules the worid

and the nature of will is freedom. Anselm, with his

maxim Credo ut inteUigam, also (4) starts out from
belief in the traditional doctrines. But this is only

in order to gain experientia of the matter described

by the formulas. The existence of God, the Trinity,

and the incarnation can be proved by ** reason

alone." Anselm means that ^e positive faith of

the Church is for him who obtains inner experience

of its content the rational truth. The significance

of Anselm is that he regenerated the formulas of

Augustine in the spirit and mode of thought of the

latter. In sharp contrast is the thought of Abelard.

Starting with the contradictions in tradition, he
held (1) that the task of science is to reconcile Uiem
by dialectic (in his work, Sic et non). He does not
contemplate experience by himself of the truths of

religion, but a rational formulation of the articles

of belief. Thereby (2) he by no means aimed to

shake the faith as handed down in the Athanasian
formulas. He would only set Hmits to the belief

in authority. That which was believed must be
inwardly understood, and the truths of religion

must be made probable and clear to reason. (3)

The writings of the Fathers were to be read not
" with the necessity of believing," but with " the

liberty of judgment," or reason. (4) The canonical

authority of the Old and New Testament Scriptures

consists in their inherent superiority. Abelard, be-
lieving that the substance of church doctrine was in

harmony with the Bible, did not mean to attack it.

(5) On the question of the reality of the universal,

he combated the realism of his teacher William of

Champeaux (q.v.), yet seemed to have represented

a moderate realistic position himself. His interest

was preoccupied by the dialectical treatment of

theology, and therefore abstracted from an inti-

mate interest in realism. Pure nominalism, on the
other hand, would have reduced his dialectic to a
mere word-battle, and, being already disreputable,

it was little adapted to his mediating tendency,

which sought the harmony of '' authority and rea-

son." (6) Abelard proved his constructive talent

by reforming the Augustinian division of theology

from faith, love, and hope, to faith, sacrament, and
love, in correspondence with the historical situation

in the Church of his time.

The method of Anselm was the more tedious;

no one without speculative endowments could em-
ploy it. Abelard's method seemed made to order

for scholastic practise. It afforded the

3. Influence use of the reason when the time was
of Anselm eager and ripe. It drove through the

and Abelard land like a storm-burst. It introduced

to the scholars a mass of information

and a formal discipline of thought, but in the final

result it was fruitiess. In the preparation of his

Sentences (c. 1150), Peter Lombard (q.v.), prudent

in judgment, moderate in the application of reason,

fortimate in the classification of his materials, at

once orthodox and scientific, followed the method
of Abelard. The foundation for dogmatics which
he laid and Abelard's method became through this

text-book the standard for all the Middle Ages, just

as his commentary on the Pauline Epistles made its

way as a standard " glossary." Strict traditional-

ism still prevailed and impassioned attacks were
made on the new theology by Bernard of Clairvaux,

William of St. Thierry, John of Salisbury, Walter
of St. Victor, and the brothers Gerhoh and Amo of

Reichersberg (qq.v.); yet men like Gerhoh, from
a genuine rdigious interest, began to deal with the

substance of doctrine itsdf. The spiritual inde-

pendence at the root of the dialectic of Abelard

stirred also in the older orthodoxy. Rupert of

Deutz (q.v.) worked out his themes in dependence

upon Scripture. Honorius of Autun (q.v.) followed

the footsteps of Anselm, his master in thought and
method, in Odo quwsHones and in Elucidariumt in

which he treated Christian theology entire.^ More
important are the two works of Hugo of St. Victor

(q.v.), De sacramentis and Summa sententiarumf in

which he partly depended on Anselm, and made
the sacraments his main topic. Although dis^

avowing " reason " and " experience," yet profess-

ing to depend on Scripture, he betrays evidence of

some thinking for himself. On the whole and indi-

vidually, although strict orthodox development
continued, the leaven of Anselm's spirit and Abe-
lard's method worked into the orthodox continu-

ity; thought was promulgated; and the Fathers,

particularly Augustine, were read in a new light.

The spiritual upheaval of which the liberation
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of theology from the close of the eleventh century
was the forerunner arrived with the middle of the
twelfth. Intellectual activity, hitherto only eccle-

siastical, now turns also to the nat-

4* Awaken- ural life and benefits. Laymen enter
ing of the upon literature. The world picture
Twelfth becomes richer and broader, and in-

Century, sight into human life deeper. History
supplants chronicle. Understanding

makes place for the unity of development and for

human individuality. Poets present real human
characters; interest in nature awakens. The thirst

for reality craves first-hand inquiiy and knowledge.
Free spirits with a daring criticism and independent
judgment, even toward ecclesiastical offices and
institutions, are to be found now in the Church. In
the wider movement the question of the time was
whether the former unity of the ecclesiastical and
the secular philosophy could be longer maintained.

To do this theology laid an extensive lien upon
philosophy (Aristotle) in order to satisfy the new
Interests and perchance to win them to the confines

of the ecclesiastical point of view. As of old, so
now, with the rise of the imiversities, theology was
to be the queen of the sciences. Monastidsm under-

took preaching and the advancement of science.

A wealth of new material and a power of method
were afforded by the study of Aristotle and his Ara-
bian commentators. Then there was Augustine,

rich in metaphysics and psychology, and versatile

in his fine observations of life. His smoothly chiseled

and opulent formulas, the spiritual vigor of which
now first attained to appreciation, lured to imita-

tion. A host of well-disciplined churchmen, of in-

defatigable industry and brilliant endowment,
sprang up to make the Church supreme in eveiy de-

partment as in no other era.

At first only Aristotle's writings used from an-

tiquity were in evidence, as that on the categories

and De interprdaUone (diaUcUca vehu) .

5. Revival Then, in the twelfth century the whole
of Aristotle, ox^ganon (dialeetica nova) came into

use, introduced by the translation of

BoSthius (q.v.) and later by John of Venice (c. 1128).

But it was through the Arabian philosophers that

the rest became Imown, from the beginning of the

thirteenth century. The Arabian commentaries and
amplifications brought with them a plethora of prob-

lems, but many also in the pantheistic form of the

Neoplatonists (see Neoplatonibm) of the unity of

the active intellect in hiunanity, the eternity of mat-
ter, and the denial of individual immortality, ren-

dering the reconcilement of positive religion with

secular philosophy ever more difficult and ultimate-

ly impossible. Although Avicenna and Averrhoes

(qq.v.) had asserted that science did not abolish

but rather sustained practical views of religion, yet

orthodox theology had condemned it. In t^^ occa-

sion the tide of Eastern philosophy again set in, in

the West. This had to coordinate itsdf on Western
ground with church dogma and the Augustinian

spirit, finding in these, on the one hand, more flesh

cdf its own fl^ than in the doctrines of the Koran;
and, on the other, the narrower limitations of ex-

actly formulated dogma. Besides, the new influ-

ences were afforded many starting-points in the

dialectic spirit for the particular and the newly
awakened interest in elementary problems, in the
construction of cosmic views, and in the knowledge
of nature. The consequence as a whole was t£e
eager resort to the disJectic art of Aristotle, and
gradually his methodical physics, psychology,
metaphysics, and theory of Imowledge adapted
themselves. Of importance to this influx of Greek
philosophy was the De divisume pkUosopfdm (c.

1150) of Dominicus Gundissalinus, including all

thoee Aristotelian branches in the circle of nec-

essary school studies. Wide theological circles,

however, held themselves aloof from many articles

of the new Gfystem. This is not surprising in view
of the recurrence of the entire movement hostile to
Abelard. A provincial ssmod at Paris (1210) con-
demned the writings of Amalric of Bena (q.v.), con-
signed thoee of David of Dinant (q.v.) to the flames,

and prohibited the private or public reading of

Aristotle's natural philosophy and the comments
of Averrhoes thereon under threat of excommuni-
cation. The legate Robert forbade the reading of

the metaphysics and natural philosophy and the
comments on the same at the University of Paris
in 1215; but as early as 1231, Pope Gregory IX.
reconmiended expurgated copies, and twenty-four
years later they were adopted by resolution of the
faculty of arts, so rapid^ did Aristotelian study
make headway in science and purely formal inter-

ests. Theology, also, gradually followed. Indeed,

the great theologians before Alexander and Albert

regarded the intdlectualism and the logical analysis

of the concepts of Aristotle as profane. They hdd
to the older theology of a realistic world of divine

ideas, according to the Augustinian formulas, which
would become manifest to spirit living in fellowship

with God, which were illumined from above. The
spirit of Anselm and Hugo rather than the method
of Abelard guided theology till the middle of the
thirteenth century. But its scientific character wa«
to be maintained. The entering wedge was the ad-

mission of the method of Abelard, and led to farther

advance in the direction of the particular. A nega-
tive result was frequently the wrangling over words
and the art of confusing the subject by hair-split-

ting distinctions. Yet it served as a tutelage for

method of thought and the minor work for the ap-
proach of the most complex problems with Aris-

totelianism and its new questions and toob. The
signal of wavering is already apparent in the wri-

tings of the stanch orthodox William of Auvergne
(bi^op of Paris, after 1228) ; but pronounced is the

dialectic practise and interest to solve everything

in the Summa avrta of William of Auxerre (d. 1231
or 1237).

in. The Scholastic Period of the Thhrteenth

Century: 1. The Franoisoan Advanoe: The
originator of scholastic theology in the narrower

sense of the term was the Franciscan, Alexander of

Hales (q.v.), author of the SummauniverscB theologicB,

This is neither a commentary nor a citation of Lom-
bard, but a broadly outlined systematic work. A
mass of material is collected which is arranged, criti-

cized, and logically elaborated with untiring in-

dustry. The questions and problems raised by him
and also many of his solutions became the proU^
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types for the dogmatics of the Middle Ages. Such
ftre ih» puHtia originalia and donum tuperaddUum

(original righteousness and superadded

d ^ grace); tinderesia (rudiment of con-

^Hales? science); the sharp distinction of gratia

gratis data (preparatory grace freely

given in particular effects) and ffratia gratwm far

cieM (grace as an abiding principle of character);

of meritum de congnto (merit from the proper use of

nature), and meritum de condigno (merit on the

basis of supernatural grace); of oarenHa justitia

criginalis as culpa (gidlt) and concupiaceiuia as

pcma (punishment), in the doctrine of original sin.

Also, the distinction of attritio and contritio; as re-

pentance from servile fear and moral penitence.

Alexander knew how to seize upon the inmost

springs of the religious life of his day, to set them
forth in clear apt statement, and with a sure skill

to make the new philosophical knowledge and dia-

lectic method subservient to dogma. Although
much indebted to Aristotle and citing him continu-

ously, he did not belong to the Aristotelians, but
remained an Augustinian Platonist. He held fast

to the realism of ideas and for him knowing main-

tained the religious character of illumination by
means of " eternal ideas." Combination with the

forms of Aristotelian metaphysics and psychology

did not always redound to clearness and consistency.

The work received highest recognition when Pope
Alexander IV., in 1256, ordered it to be completed

(the conclusion consisting of the last three sacra-

ments and eschatology, and, in the third part, the

doctrine on ethics were wanting). According to

Roger Bacon (q.v.), as a result of Alexander's in-

fluence, academic study was reversed in placing

the sentences first and Biblical interpretation sec-

ond. Alexander gave the Church a thorough or-

thodox Gystem with which to meet the intellectual

movement of the time; in it Christianity was di-

gested in thought and presented by means of all

the newly acquired philosophical materials and
motives.

In the Oxford school of theology, Robert Grosse-

tcste (q.v.) gave impulses to theology decisive for

fi Th ^^ English Franciscans. He was a

Oxford thoroughgoing realist; but, as in the

BchooL ^^^ ^^ Anselm, the knowledge of the

universal realities must be appropri-

ated in experience, which accoimts also for his stress

otherwise on scientific empiricism. Knowledge of

nature he promoted together with mathematics,

grammar, and practical philology. At one with
this may have been his emphasis on the authority

of the Bible for theology. Faith is essentially the
" faith of those things which are believed by the
authority of sacred Scripture." Faith in the truths

of the Bible is redemptive. God is the will that

works salvation, but good is realized only as it is

done by human free will. The historical signifi-

cance of this remarkable personage is in the
noteworthy combination of empiricism with specu-
lation—of interest in connection with the tradi-

tional authoritative conception and the religious

consciousness. The influence of this combination
which he inspired was the main reason for the
tenacity with which the Franciscans held to the

thought and method of the old Augustinian An-
ielmio theology.

2. The Dominloan AdTanoet The theological

movement of the thirteenth century, however, waa
brought to its eminence by a deeper conceptkm
and a stronger infusion of the system of Aristode

into theological discussion. This took place, in the

first instance, through the Dominicans, Albert the

Great (see Albbrtus Magnus) and Thomas Aquinas
(qv.), his foremost pupil. Albert, in-

}' —Jj^ spired with a consummate passion for

ThimH knowledge, coUected aU that was poi-

Aauinaa. ^^^® ^ human understanding, but did

not advance beyond reproducticm.

Aristotle formed his framework, and tJie paddng
in of much Augustinian-Platonistic material natu-

rally resulted in serious contradicticms. To hia

woild-philoeophy were added the church dogmas
which remained essentially imchanged, no matter
how much Aristotelian material was introduced.

Thomas, on the contrary, penetrating and dear
in conception, equipped with a fresh insight into

fundamentals, a great systematic talent, and a
remarkable gift of presentation, was uniquely qual-

ified to take in the Aristotelian philosophy as a
whole, and, with a sure and skilful art, of in-

corporating all except the absolutely contradic-

tory. Without relinquishing dogma at any point,

he reestablished the same on the new philoeof^y
like superstructure on foundation. The ^itire

Greek position with regard to the soul is accepted.

The supreme object of man is to know. Theology
is a speculative science that leads to human blessed-

ness, which is the perfect knowledge of God. Ac-
cordingly, the nature of man does not center in wiD
but in cognition. The intellect impresses upon
volition its spiritual character. In reason aa the
spiritual power of choice is the seat of '' free will."

Here the Augustinian point of view gives way to the
Greek. Human reason, or philosophy, may of itself

conceive only a few religious truths and ^ese only
imperfectly and slowly; revealed knowledge must
amplify, confirm, and complete. Revelation is at
hand in the inspired Scriptures. By them than
becomes absolutely certain of the truth because
God is their author. Therefore, the Bible is the
only certain and absolutely binding authority. But
revelation is doctrine, preeminently the doctrine oC

the " first truth," God. Doctrine is sununed up in

the Apostle's Creed, and guarded against heretical

misinterpretation by the Nicene Creed, the con-
dliar decisions, and the Fathers. A nova ediHo
symboli is in the power of the pope, who calls the
council and confirms its sentence. Faith takes hold
of the revealed truth. As the ** reward of life et»-
nal " is promised to faith, the will finds that which
is believed agreeable. The effect of faith upon in-

tellect for the acceptance of what is presented for

belief can take place only by the infusion of a " di-

vinely inspired disposition," inasmuch as the truths
involved are supernatural. Through this "divindy
inspired disposition " the intellect is adapted to
believe; " an act of faith consists principally in

cognition and therein is its perfection." The fides
infcrmis becomes fides fcrmaia by tiie addition of

love. This is self-evident; faith in itself remains
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what it is but the will invests it with a personal and
meritorious oharaoter. What man first would and
eould not, he now can and will. The knowledge by
faith is supernatural and can not be demonstrated
by " human reason "; yet theology is to refute the

opponents of faith and elucidate and make prob-

able the articles of belief by the aid of philosophical

thought. This affords " reasons," which are not
really "demonstrable," but "certain aiguments,
showing that what is set forth in faith is not im-
possible." On the question of universals, Thomas
represents generally the moderate realistic point

of view prevailing also elsewhere in the thirteenth

oentuiy. The universal, in the first place, appears
as an image of the human mind, which conceives

and abstracts the common elements within chang-
ing i^enomena. Things exist only as particulars;

the conception of universality exists only in the in-

tellect. But nominalist he b not; the universal,

manifest in particulars, may be taken as the form
of the particulars. These forms exist as realities in

God, in whom they may be said, with Plato, to be
pre^dstent ideas or universals. Their existence is

not therefore merely subjective (post rem), but ob-

jective (ante rem or in re). Thomas became the

philosophical and theological authority, henceforth,

oi the Dominican order.

However, a vague restlessness as the sense of an
innovation that was to be resisted made itself widely

felt. The ideas of Averrhoes presuming to be Aiia-

-j -^ ^ totelian were awakening suspicion.

AySt^^Tha^ Thomas sharply rebuked the

Thomaa. doctrines of Averrhoes, particularly

that of the unity of the inldUdue agena

in all men, availed nothing. The Minorite Jotm
Peckham (q.v.), archbishop of Canterbury, opposed
the advancement of the Thomistic doctrines over

the order, taking exception specially to the view

that the intellective sold was the only human form.

A pro-Augustinian reaction set in. The Franciscan

William of Mara published his Summa contra

Thomam (1284), assisted probably by his friend

Roger Bacon. As the consistency with dogma was
irreproachable, objection was raised against the

overreaching of the purely philosophical judgments
in theology and the destruction of the older meta-
physics with its purely religious knowledge.

8. Various Trends! The breach was not radical;

the new philosophy and Aristotle were universally

^ BmiA- ^cognized; the representatives of the

entura. ^^'^^ schools studied Aristotle; and a
mjTstic like Bonaventura (q.v.) cites

him continually as authority. Plato, however, is

not to be abandoned, for he accords with Augustine.

But ih% authority of Scripture as the authority of

the Holy Spirit exceeds that of Augustine. Theol-

ogy is the " knowledge of things eternal," or " a
wisdom and knowledge of God according to piety."
*' Theology is an affective science and its knowl-

edge is the grace of speculation, but principally that

men may become good thereby." The natural
" speculative intellect " is complemented by a habi-

tus (" disposition ") which is the " grace of con-

templation." Granted that Aristotle is right with

respect to natural cognition; theology, however,

peitains to the knowledge of practical experience.

Here Augustine is authoritative; and in God is con-

ceived aU knowledge of eternal ideas. In conneo-

tion, the aim is the volitional activity of love, which
is the supreme act of the soul; and by it blessedness

is attained. This voluntarism is also from Augus-
tine. In detail Bonaventura keeps close to Alexan-
der; hence, his teaching is frequently more liberal

or approximates Pelagianism more than that of

Thomas, as is manifest in his meritum de congruo,

attritiOf and ** to do that which is in himself." To
Augustine is to be referred his S3rmbolic explana-

tion of the sacraments. The combination of uni-

versals, contemplation, and voluntarism is peculiar

in itself; and Bonaventiua's significance is that by
him, in adherence to Augustine, the greatest au-

thority of the West, is expressed the instinctive

effort of the peculiar character of Christianity to

maintain itself against the HeUenism of the Aris-

totelians.

The same contrast may be recalled also in the

Sentence commentary and Qttodlibita of Richard of

Middleton (at Paris, 1228). This sober and dear
mind affords an excellent glimpse into the Fran-
ciscan theology of the period, although not repre-

2 ^ senting the Franciscan realism. The

of OhaSaT.
'^^^^ antagonist of the mendicants,

Henry of Ghent (q.v.), opposed the

older theology and applied the dialectic of Aristotle.

On the question of universals, the essences of things

are the " eternal ideas " in the divine intellect,

which by a creative act of God are transposed into

actual existence, and this is then conceived by the

understanding as particular and universal. The
things in a person's environment first produce

imaginatumes or phasmata, from which the intA^

leetue agena, which is the *' created light," abstracts

the univerral, or the concept, which is again reflex-

ively referred to the cause which prcduced the
" images." In this process Henry has in mind
in ad^tion to inteUectue agena, a certain illtunina-

tion by the uncreated light, which, given by the

grace of Crod to whom he will, makes immediately

evident from above the reality of things to the

spirit. In dependence on Augustine and Anselm,

he teaches the primacy of the will, lays stress on
complete freedom, and disavows all dependence of

will upon thought. In spite of this volimtarism he

qualified theology as a speculative science. like

him, the theologians before Dims Scotus repre-

sented Augustine in general, laying main stress on
the mystical speculation and relegating the volun-

tarism to second or third rank of importance. Bible

and Church are to him the authorities of faith,

which is the acceptance as true of the articles of be-

lief. These can not possibly be proved; hence faith

must be the gift of grace. Sin has weakened the

energy of will and darkened the intellect. Grace as

gratia gratia data, that is, vocatio, by the Word
without or within enables man to meritum congrui

and ihifi leads to sacramental gratia gratum fadena;
man is now " justified " and can deserve meritum
de condigno. This in dogmatics is following the

footsteps of Alexander and Bonaventiu^ in outline,

though deviating in some details.

These two tendencies, the old Augustinian the-

ology and the modem Aristotelianising, had in com^
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mon the basic authority of Scripture and the dogma
arising tiierefrom, which were to be expounded by
means of the philosophy of Aristotle. The swing of

the pendulum in the direction of philosophy bore

results. Here and there dogmatic speculation

rooted itself in strange soil; dialectic arts were

called in to reconcile contradictory
8. BibUcal

philosophic views. The Biblical studies

tism'^loifw^^ the past centuries retreat to the

3^1^,02^ background; the interest in patris-

tic literature is waning. Sentences

in process of collection from the time of Abelard

are deemed sufficient. Nowhere was the older the-

ology so powerfully and peculiarly represented as

at Oxford, in the tradition of Grosseteste (q.v.) and
Adam Bfarsh. Roger Bacon's supreme valuation of

empiricism and experimental science led him to de-

mand a limitation and division of the sciences.

Theology was to cease to amalgamate itself with

philosophy; because, dominated thereby, it en-

gages itscdf with a number of purely cosmological

problems which do not concern it; purely theolog-

ical questions resort to philosophical methods; and
real Biblical study is relinquished amid foreign in-

terests, such as " analysis employed by logicians,

forced agreements such as the legalists use and the

rhjrthmical harmonies of the rhetoricians." So it

has become customary from the time of Albertus

Magnus and Alexander of Hales (qq.v.), and
even at Oxford from 1250, to read the Sentences

solemniter. And all this notwithstanding the

fact that all these men understood almost nothing
of real philosophy, according to Roger Bacon, since

they did not grasp Aristotle, and could not on ac-

co\mt of the wretched translations. The peculiar

task of theology should be ** about the sacred text."

Better than the collections would be to read the

Histarica scholastica (Peter Comester, q.v.), as was
done before Alexander. Biblical interpretations

interspersed with dogmatic expositions is the ideal

before Bacon. Protests now arise from the spiritual-

minded against the " curious and sterile science " or
" questions " which have banished Biblical study.

Perhaps the revival of Biblical study from the
closing decades of the thirteenth century may be
attributed to this attitude of the older theology.

The order, which is to prevail for the fourteenth

and fifteenth centuries, has now formed itself ac-

cording to which theological study falls into three

stages: cursory reading of the Scriptures, the ex-

planation of the Sentences, and the lecHo ordinariaf

or master's minute Scripture interpretation. The
first two are conducted by two haccalavxei; the third

by the magister regens. Though always marking
the high point in theology, yet Biblical study could
be pursued only according to the dogmatic schema-
tism, the Bible being used as a source-fund of specu-
lative doctrines.

4. Duns Sootiui (q.v.) : An Oxford Franciscan,
this greatest of the scholastics, enters the movement
at the turning of the thirteenth to the fourteenth

1 OritiGal
®®°*^"7* Versed in mathematics and

Work. physics, he also possessed a fine per-

ception for the observation of the ac-

tual in psychology and religious life. He stood with
his Franciscan colleagues for the older theology on

realism and voluntarism, sin and redemption, and
on the qrmbolic explanation of the sacraments; but
differed by abandoning the faltering attitude toward
Aristotle. A dose student and commentator of

Aristotle, unequaled in his mastery of the dia-

lectic method, with consummate eneigy he criti-

cised the doctrines of the Platonic Augustinian sys-

tem and their proofs, and created new formulas

and new proofs. He exerted himself to give state-

ment to the fact of the matter and not merely to

well-modulated formulas. As a mere summary in

passing he (1) sought to reestablish and advance
the old realism with the new scientific means.

(2) He carried through logically the primacy of the

will with reference to God as well as to creature.

(3) He grounded anew, and for the future, the par-

ticular doctrines of the Franciscans, overthrowing

critically those to the contrary. After this follows

(4) his ecclesiastical positivism. Theology is a posi-

tive science. The free will of God has revealed itself

in free contingent acts and orders. This revelation

is at hand in Scripture. Religious knowledge is not
universal philosophical knowledge, but a practical

understanding; it has to do with the " final end
revealed by God and the attitude of human will

which it conditions." In consequence the positive

doctrines and ordinances of the Church are a priori

the absolutely necessary means for the attainment

of the ultimate end. Thereby, it is presupposed
that chureh doctrine is Scripture doctrine; but the

prescriptive authority is that of the Church. But
this formula placed the dogma in the same relation

as the positive statutes warranted by the right of

the State. Both may be systematized, interpreted,

and criticised, without being abolished in either

case. An immediate consequence is (5) the disin-

tegration of the unified world-philosophy of Thomas.
On the one hand is the view of the natural in con-

formity with laws; on the other is the contingent

activity of God presenting itself casually in acts,

doctrines, orders, and institutions. The methods
of knowledge are different in kind: there, are neces-

sary truths of reason; here, contingent truths of

history.

Duns is significant not only in criticism or the

judgment of the particular; he represents (6) also

a general religious theory that adheres

loal^ "^ Augustine and conforms with the

BeffreMdre ^^*^ tendencies of medieval piety.

Besnlts. ^^^ ^ Wi\l; man is will: the former
''dominant," the latter "subject."

The absolute free-will of God appoints, works, and
organises the whole; and all things are means for

the attainment of the final end, the blessedness of

the predestinated. From this point of view are to

be understood the predestination of Christ to become
man, the nature of man and sin, the validity of the

work of Christ, the persuasive power of the Word
which this conditions, the renewing divine efficacy

in the sacraments, as well as merit and blessedness.

On the other hand, man is represented to be abso-

lutely free. Here are rooted all the Pelagianising

elements in the thought world of Duns. But the

freedom of the creature obtains only for the imme-
diate connection, of which man Lb in the act of be*

coming conscious; absolutely, man is wholly sub-
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ject to tJie unity of the great objective plan. Though
crilacizing particular formulas and proofs, in sub-

stance and tendency Duns is at one with the old

theology of the thirteenth century. His significance

is therefore that alongside of the intellectualism of

Thomas, the Augustinian voluntarism remained;

that dialectic did not sweep out of existence the old

problems of religious metaphysics; and that the-

ology employed itself with re^dities and not merely
formulas. Pelagian and disorganising elements are

not wanting, and continued powerfully in develop-

ment. Although he strove for real things in the-

olpgy, yet no one was as much responsible for the

gradual deterioration of scholasticism into dialectic

virtuosity, subtleties, and logomachy on the one
hand, and a rigid positivism on the other. More
remarkable is it that the last great protagonist of

realism was the teacher of the man who disseminated

nominalism in wide circles, William of Occam (q.v.).

The increasing secularizing of the Church, the inedi-

eval traditionalism that became entangled in the

chains of proof and forgot the substance, the rivalry

of schools and orders anxious to uphold complete
the doctrines of their masters, the critical tendency
of Duns, using positivism as coimterbalance and
seal of certainty—all these contributed to reduce

spirit to dulness and more and more to substitute

the pursuit of formulas for that of knowledge.

IV. Decline of Scholasticism. 1. ZUveivent
Schools of the Fourteenth Century i Two systems
now prevailed in the pursuit of theology; the

Thomistic and the Scotist. The scientific develop-

moit proceeded along two lines: First, the Scotist

emphasis upon the active principle in knowing as

well as the direction of the knowing faculty upon

rhNT.
^^ particular, together with the in-

im^^ creasing complication of the realities

1^^
' immanent in the thing to be realised,

led to a break with realism and the

revival of nominalism through Occam. The inor-

dinate criticism of dogma secured the widest op-

portunity in the poteniia abaoliUa of God, but was
made luumless by positivism. In particular church

doctrines the criticism and formulas of Duns were
followed. Nothing hastened the downfall of scho-

lasticism more rapidly than the trifling with pos-

sibilities, to set oneself at rest finally with the

authoritative. Among nominalists were Adam God-
dam, Robert Holcot, Jean Buridan (q.v.), Marsilius

of Inghen, and later Pierre d'Ailly (q.v.), as also the

last representative, Gabriel Biel (q.v.). Also the

Dominican Diutmd of St. Pourgain (q.v.) departed

from l^e doctrine of his order. Theological knowl-

edge, according to him, is concerned only with su-

pernatural redemptive truths of revelation as they

occur in the Bible. Knowledge is possible only on
the basis of empirical realisation, and speculation

and iUimiinatlon of reason are to be rejected. As
frequently among the nominalists, the authority of

Aristotle is declined where he differs from the
" truth of things." In like manner the authority

of all human teachers including those of the order

18 not binding.

The second line of development was that repre-

sented by the two schools, in contrast with the ra-

tionalism and positivism of the nominalists, which

in their way sought to connect with the mystical

and Augustinian tendencies of the older theology,

o Tk A "^^ ^"* °^ these, first represented by
"•^^•^7^'Petrus Aureolus (d. about 1346), John

of Baconthorp (d. 1346), and Joannes
de Jaudimo (master at Paris after 1316), repudiated

the Thomistic understanding of Aristotle and ad-
hered to Averrhoes. Just as the things in the world
known in themselves become fully realized by the
light of the irUdlectus agenSt so the objects of faith

presented in the Bible may be conceived by means
of a ** disposition " of faith whose character con-

sists in taking the Scripture as divine truth. This
is the light of faith that operates to make thought
cleave to the objects of faith so firmly as to possess

a real knowledge of them (Baconthorp). Joannes
de Jauduno declared all the Averrhoistic doctrines,

such as the eternity of the world and the unity of

the intellect, as rationally necessary, and preserved

the idea of revelation as a means to salvation just

as his master had in a practical religious interest

with the Koran. In like manner the Paduan school

of the fifteenth century assigned to the Averrhoistic

ideas a similar position to ^t which they occupied

in the peripatetic philosophy from the thirteenth.

More important was the Scholia Aegydiana or the-

ology of the Augustinian hermits. .£gidius de
Columna (q.v.) wrote a commentary to the first

g _. three books of the Sentences. Jacob

m^\^r. Capocci (d. 1308) followed hhn, then
Augustinus Triumphus (q.v.), Gerhard

of Siena, Prosper of Heggio, Simon Baringundus,
and the German Heinrich von Freimar and Thomas
of Strasbuig (d. 1357) . .£gidius considered in theol-

ogy an affective " disposition " of knowledge which
is akin to the specuhitive. God is not conceived
*' according to the mode of reason," but " accord-

ing to the form of revelation." All sciences shall

be subservient to theology, which, however, is not
under the necessity of explaining its principles.

Salvation is to be realised in life by " act of the

will." The universal is in ipsa re as the naiura rei,

which is something different from the particular

thing of sense; and as ante rem it subsists in God
as eternal idea. Stress is laid upon the fact that

God moves all creatures " to their activities " and
that they are his '^ instruments and less than instru-

ments." This natural operation of God is prelim-

inary to the operation of grace. Preparation for

the gratia gratum faciene is possible only as a di-

vine calling and an inspiration of good reflections

precedes. The sacraments, accordkig to Thomas
of Strasburg, are only means for the grace imme-
diately wrought of God in the soul. Scotist and
Thomistic elements mingle; on the whole the basis

of the older theology is conserved without a thor^

oughgoing advance. An interesting and important

advance was made by Gregory of Rimini (d. 1358),

who regarded theology as an essentially practical

science so far as it guides to eternal life, but con-

taining also speculative principles, which it proves

from Scripture. The principal authority for Greg-

ory was Augustine; but it is remarkable that he
professed nominalism and attempted to derive it

from Augustine. Not '' the lack of original right-

eousness " constitutes the nature of original sin, but
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" oonoupiscence itaelf b original sin." "Act of

lust " 18 not here thought of, but the " carnality
"

aridng from the generative desire of parents, which

b a " real quality " in the human soul. '' The works

of unbelievers which seem virtuous and commend-
able are truly sinful and punishable, vidous, and
morally evil." Children dying unbaptised shall

be subject not only to the " punishment of the

damned " p.e., judgment of original sin], but also
** to the punishment of pain." Turning sharply

against the idea of a " general influence of Ood "

by which sinners de congruo are capable of earning
" first grace," he held that to be capable of good
requires a " special aid of God "; of himself man
may earn neither the groHa gratum faciens nor the

dispersive ffratia gratis data. The good in man is a
direct act of God. The only cause of salvation is

the divine predestination embracing in itself, as in

Augustine, " calling " and '* justification " and not
being dependent on foreknowledge. Gregory was
a genuine scholastic with a lively interest in phil-

osophical problems and a delight in proofs, and
also a man of not inconsiderable independence,

shown by his going over to nominalism and by the

energy with which he was able to think himself to

an independent position amid the views of Au-
gustine. Pelagianism is again reduced to a funda-
mental here^, and contemporaneously Brad-
wardine (q.v.) completed his great anti-Pelagian

work.

2. Oulmlnattom The scientific activity of the
thirteenth century had therefore been directed to

satisfy the intellectual necessities raised by the

twelfth, by means of imified philoeoph-

ti^^^' ^^ theory in which was merged the

i2d*Si^ dogma of the Church with the philoso-

Befoima. P^^ °^ Aristotle. The boldest and

^lon. clearest attempt of Thomas Aquinas
obtained only qualified approval.

Duns Scotus split apart ^e two elements; with
William of Occam (see Occam, William of), the
unity became illusory. Nothing illustrates the situar

tion better than the recall in the fourteenth century
of the sentence of Averrhoes: a principle may be
correct in philosophy but false in theology. \^ere
there was a readiness to follow Thomas, it stopped
short with the practical deductions; faith and in-

centive to his daring idealism failed. The increasing

intellectual self-dependence afforded theology an un-
capricious character, and criticism did not imiver-

sally blunt itself as the nominalistic positivism.

Again theologians arose, like Anselm of old, who
approached tJ^eological problems with a striving for

the truth of experience, and these cared more for

the faith and a reformation of life than for
" system." Such movements were not interrupted
in the Franciscan order, and that Dims and Occam
were members was not accidental. Characteristic

of the time is it that, impelled by inmost experi-

«ice, Thomas Bradwardine (q.v.) of Oxford ral-

lied his age from Pelagianism to the Augustinian
determinism of grace, and a man like Gregory of
Rimini so earnestly reverted to Augustine. Then
came Wyclif (q.v.), anti-scholastic schoolman and
realistic critic, without, however, the critical pre-
cautions of the nominalistio poeitivists or the

naive credulity of Anselm. He was induced by
practical motives and theology was the means to

his ideas of reform. As realist he saw in it no
mere contrivance of words but realities, which led

to real consequences. His thought was controlled

by two main principles: the Augustinian predesti-

nation and the Biblical discipleship of Jesus.

But to the ay for reform in the fifteenth century
was opposed, as usual, the counter-effort at resto-

ration. In such cases, restoration allies itself with

-^^ retrenchment, insisting only upon the

*^^**^* main things. Yet such reduction is

PinMi^ ^ danger of stagnation, unless new

of Thomaa. spiritual tendencies from fresh points

of view set in. Thus the battle be-

tween the ** old " and the " modem," realism and
nominalism, continued, but the chaige against and
ridicule of scholastic practise in theology emanated
not only from Humanists but from theologians as

well. Slowly scholasticism turned into new chan-

nels. For example, the nominalist Pierre d'Ailly

(see AiLLT, PiEBBB d') limited his Sentence com-
mentary to what appeared to him practical,

seemingly important problems. Likewise for

Thomas Netter (q.v.) in his Dodrinale anHquiiatem

against Wyclif; the problem pertains to Church
and institutions; the Bible and earlier Fathers

furnish the proofs. Above all new problems are

disavowed, and the older ones are to be reduced

to main points and simplified, but the native

power of the authors is dead. The recourse is to

seek a via media among the opinions of the past,

or at most adherence to a great master. By
clearness, simplicity, thoughtfulness, and the elimr

ination of paradoxes and extremes, no system of

the past was so well adapted to this process as that

of Thomas Aquinas. Besides, the practical theo-

logians, the German mystics, followed him as their

tCAcher and pure nominalism with its criticism and
fruitless dialectic was more and more doubted, while

realism rose again to power through Platonism in

Niholas of Cusa (q.v.) and Averrhoism (the Paduan
School). Johannes Capreolus (q.v.), the chief of

Thomists, in his four books, Ditfensiones theologia

divi docUfria ThonuB (5 vols., Turin, 1901-04) criti-

cizes the other scholastio theories and recom-
mends in all points a return to Thomas, thus in-

troducing the Thomist reaction of the fifteenth

century. Gradually, here and there, the theological

Summa of Thomas became the basis of lectures

instead of the Sentences of Lombard. Dionysius
Rickel (see Diontbiub the Cabthusian) presented

the scholastic theories clearly in his Sentence com-
mentary, generally in adherence to Thomas. A
comprehensive presentation by Gabriel Bid fol-

lowed in most questions the views of Scotus and
Occam. Soon after, Francis Lycketus prepared his

coDunentary on the Opus OxonieMe of Duns, and
Thomas dd Vio wrote his commentary on the
Summa theologica, and Franciscus de Silvestris Fer-

rariensis, on Summa contra gerUileSf both by Thomas.
More and more distinct became the return to the
thirteenth century and the recognition of Thomas
as the surviving fruit of scholasticism. He formed
also the basis for the great restoration of scholasti-

cism which, starting at Salamanca, took place in
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Spain in the sixteenth century. Thomists were also

the intellectiial antagonists of Luther. Recently

Pope Leo XIII. pronounced this thenormal theology.
V, Characterization in Summary: As a rule the

schoolmen present their teaching in the form of com-
mentaries on the Sentences of Peter Lombard.
The problems raised by him are resolved into an
increasing multiplicity of questions, often so re-

mote from the text that this is soon foigotten

by the reader. The series of distinc-

X. Method, tions by Lombard remain as an out-

line for the accumulating material. To
extract the basic ideas of the theologians is one of

the gravest impediments to the modem understand-

ing of the peciUiarity of the scholastic systems. An-
other is the repeated differentiation of the material

into new questions the basis for the opposite views

of which are thoroughly established and thoroughly

refuted. For instance, a distinction of Lombani is

resolved into a number of qucesHtmea and each of

these into a number of articles. Other subdivisions

may follow: such as, membra, principaHa, partes,

tradaiua, dvbia, adfinitum. In detail each article is

so treated as to raise a question; then citations for

and against are quoted from the Church Fathers

down to the scholastic masters. After the quod non
or qiu)d sic is concluded, follows the responsio of the

author or the corpus of the article. Then follows

the discussion in much detail of the views produced

first for, then against, the question, not infrequently

including the characteristic opinions of the author.

Into this endlessly irksome mold, the explanation

of every problem is dragged. But its great service

was its vitalization of dialectic art and of logical

categories for scholars and for the development of

education to the present day. Easier and simpler

was the presentation of Thomas, who parted from

the scheme of Lombard and built his own system

on the grand and simple outlines of (1) of God,

(2) to God, (3) through Christ. He also possessed

the art of setting forUi perspicuously the essential

and of expressing it in a form easily understood.

Yet even here the endless analysis and monotonous
dialectic are wearisome.

From the time of the famous introduction of V.

Cousin to the works of Abelard (1839) it has be-

come customaiy to trace the history of scholasti-

cism by the thread of the conflict of rationalism and
nominalism. But this division will not

a. Problem, classify in theology and must be com-
plemented by the further view-points

of Augustinianism and Aristotelianism, volimtar-

ism and intellectualism, positivism and rationalism,

practical and theoretical knowledge, as has been

done in the preceding sketch. The traditional and
inviolable Biblical material authorized by the

Church is to be interpreted and systematized. In

addition it must be brought into harmonious rela-

tion with secular knowledge. In the example of

Thomas, the philosophy of Aristotle takes its place

beside church doctrine. Reason is not only the

logical faculty, but also the organ of philosophic

intuition. Hand in hand with revelation, it erects a
grand system of religious philosophy. Revealed

thoughts are not to be rationalized or proved in the

strict sense but merely shown as probable and con-

formable to reason. As a result orthodoxy and ra-

tionalism are conunuted, giving rise to a speculative

theoretical knowledge as subject of theology. Ex-
actly this entrance of the rational element called

forth the protest of the older theology and the move-
ment introduced by Dims Scotus. The older the-

ology, though acceding to the entrance of the sci-

ence of Aristotle, and adopting the dialectic, desired

to see the religious character of theology preserved,

partly by adherence to the religious speculation of

Augustine and his doctrine of will, and partly by
the retention of realism. This latter seems con-

traiy to the purpose; yet realism derived its ideas

as inherent in things from heaven; it touched the
divine in everything that transpired; everything
earthly was a mediimi revealing the heavenly, and
knowledge assumed an immediate mystical charac-

ter. To Dims philosophy and theology were dis-

tinct in object and kind. The latter was concerned
with a purely practical knowledge. The will of God
revealed itself to human will as its end and pro-

vided the means and ways for attainment. The
Church with its dogmas and institutions is that
way. Though dealing with subjects common to

boUi, metaphysics deals with the truths necessary

to the thought of being; theology with positive

revelation. Theology and philosophy must part.

This practical knowledge of theology, however, be-

comes scientific by the dialectical proof of the inner

unity of revelation and its ecclesiastical institution.

But instead of doing this Dims simply makes reve-

lation equivalent to church doctrine and order,

and inst^ul of producing a new conception of faith

correlative to a practical revelation he rests corre-

spondingly with the intellectual assent of tradition.

And instead of wholly severing the bond to Aris-

totle he weaves him entirely into theology from
new points of view. The result is shown in the end-
less unrest suspended over his system of thought.

With a sure eye for eyetem he takes in hand the

exposition of the particular doctrines; with a keen
criticism of tradition he has paved the way, but he
is impeded from attaining his aim of practical

knowledge by the ready-made church doctrines,

and, in part, by the Aristotelian dogma. Hence,
the brilliant criticism of Dims proves to be in vain,

and his characteristic tendency is ever deterred by
the ecclesiastical positivism. So much more di-

vergent is the inconsistency between aim and result

as Duns, unlike Thomas, who follows a certain tend-

ency of rationalizing faith, would conceive it only

in its practical nature. But the undertaking al

Thomas was also untenable because of the disparity

of the religious faith and philosophic knowledge
which he vainly aimed to unify. Faith as theoret-

ical assent is the rock on which Duns splits and the

fortress of Thomas; the relation of philosophy and
theology is the stronghold of Duns, ^e weaJmess of

Thomas. The latter founders on a false deduction;

the former on the incapability of prosecuting a true

one. The one was impeded by philosophy; the

other by church doctrine.

Hereby are distinguished the two methods of

scholasticism. The one is the union of dogmatics

with Aristotelian philosophy, as the ultimate con-

clusion of natural metaphysics; the other repre-
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sents separation and theology aa the purely practical

religious knowledge of the way to God. Having the
inviolable formulas of the Church and

3. Three the Aristotelian logic in conunon, the
Types, two methods frequently coincide, in

part or whole, in presenting the same
doctrine. Doctrinal reconstruction is precluded
for both by their presuppositions. Thus adher-

ence to the foundations and problems of Lom-
bard for centimes is self-evident. Original obser-

vations and judgments occur but do not dare to
brave the ban of church doctrine and practise.

More radical in antagonism to the system of Thomas
was the work of Occam. The aim of this was to ex-

pose the irrationality of dogma and with an un-
sparing criticism to show on every hand the an-

titheses to the church tenets as thinkable. It was
customary to make excursions in the light of the
potenHa ahsohUa, how things might have been in

the absence of reality; but in the sterile atmosphere
of the day those possibilities soon dispersed and
the church positivism remained. But historically

considered this aspect of the matter was of the ut-

most mgnificance. When confidence in single church
doctrines was once attacked, the criticism of single

dogma and doctrines became customary, and
finally theology led quite barrenly to the consid-

eration of the ecclesiastical doctrines and ordinances

as mere empirical realities. Not without enhan-
cing the natural element in church ordinances, this

theology undertook the support of Pelagianism and
the externalizing of grace in the institution of pen-

ance from an inner relationship of choice. The
negative criticism of the materi^ds of tradition and
a rationalizing and naturalizing positivism within

the limits of its power—these are the principles of

nominalism. They are the distinguishing marks of

the third type of scholastic theology. Following

mainly the outline of Duns Scotus, it is distinguished

from his system by the qualities characteristic of

the mode of thought of the nominalistic theologians,

namely, crassness of criticism, inner contempt of

dogma, and the lack of a unifiied Christian philos-

ophy.

The supreme tendency of the theology of the

thirteenth century—^to provide the new world in the

act of self-realization with a self-consistent philoso-

phy, which should render the kingdoms of the world
subject to the pope and all secular

4. Surviving knowledge a pillar to the arch of church
Influences, doctrine—was reversed by nominal-

ism. The older theology of the twelfth

and thirteenth centuries which was instinctively

disinclined to Aristotle prevailed. This right was
justified by Duns and Occam, though otherwise than
as those old theologians had anticipated. The prao-

tical situation which had occasioned the enormous
labor of the thirteenth century continued. It is

self-evident, then, that in the foiuteenth century

Thomism on the one hand and Augxistinianism on
the other took their places beside nominalism. The
Thomists desired to enforce the primacy of the

Chiu*ch in learning and life, and became the bitter-

est foes of the Reformation; the Augustinians, not
without being affected by nominalistic criticism,

endeavored to rescue the primacy of religion in

life, and became the forerunn^s of the-R^orma-
tion. A historical magnitude like scholasticism,

lasting four centuries, was not without its perma-
nent influence in philosophy and theology. Not
only is this found in Roman Catholicism as already
pointed out, but also in the influence of Duns upon
Luther in favor of a practical religious doctrinal

system setting forth the way of redemption as mani-
fest in revelation. So also the influence of Thomas
upon Melanchthon, who allowed philosophy as aiv-

cilia theologia to contribute the materiab of natural
knowledge to dogmatics. In principle, the older

Protestant theology adhered to the rejection of scho-

lasticism by the Reformation, and the Enlighten-
ment (q.v.) was incapable of receiving a profound
historical appreciation of scholasticism. This change
did not occur until the revival of the histori(»Ed

sense by Romanticism (q.v.). From the time of

F. C. Baur's great work on the Trinity, Protestant

history of dogma has given more unbiased attention

to scholasticism, especially after interest was stimu-

lated by Albrecht Ritschl's inquiry into the persist-

ence of scholastic thought within Protestantism.

Yet no field presents so many unclaimed problems
as the history of scholasticism. (R. Sbebebo.)
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It, JahrhunderU, Freiburg. 1909; J. L. Perrier. The Re-
vivdl of Scholaatie Philoeophy in the Nineteenth Century,
New York, 1909; H. O. Taylor, The Medieval Mind, 2 vols..

New York, 1911; Sohaff, Chrietian Church, V., 1, chaps.
zii-xiiL; the works on the histoiy of philosophy by H.
Ritter, Hamburg. 1844-45; E. Erdmann, 3 vols., Lon-
don, 1893; W. Windelband. ib. 1893; and F. Ueberweg,
ed. M. Heinse, 8th ed.. vol. ii.. Beriin, 1905; the litera-

ture imder Univbbsitibs; and that under individual

schoolmen treated in this work, e.g., Abelard; Albertus
Magnus; Dims Sootus; LuUy, Raymond; Peter Lombard;
Thomas Aquinas; and othen.

SCHOLIA.

Cfharafttw of Scholia (f 1).

Biblical and Patristic Scholia (f 2).

Early Biblical Scholia (f 3).

Bysantine and Other Works (f 4).

Editions (f 5).

Editions of N. T. Scholia (f 6).

The patristic scholia on the Bible are distin-

guished from Biblical commentaries in that, instead

of following the text continuously, they explain

only such individual points as seem to require eluci-

dation. The Bcholion thus resembles the gloss (see

Glosses, Biblical and Ecclesias-
X. Character tical), though in the medieval period

of Scholia. " gloss " denotes a scholion which can
not be ascribed to a definite author.

In Greek philology, on the other hand, a gloss orig-

inally meant an obscure phrase or word, later being

applied metaphorically to the interpretation of such
a phrase or word. In such glosses ^e obscure words
were replaced by intelligible ones, either on the
margin of the text or above the words in question.

Later still, the gloss comprised not only the inter-

pretation of obsciue words and phrases, but etymol-
ogies and elucidations of subject-matter in the text

\mder consideration. Both the state of patristic

exegesis and linguistic usage render it impossible

to distinguish sharply between scholia and com-
mentaries, especially as the individual notes of the

commentaries possess a certain degree of independ-
ence and are tiius akin to the scholion. Moreover
the scholion is defined by Suidas and the Etymo-
logicum magnum as a note placed beside the text

during school instruction. It thus bore a distinctly

informal character, was essentially characterized

by the individuality and ability of the teacher, and
was not necessarily intended for publication. The
linguistic usage of patristic exegesis furnishes many
examples of these meanings of the term scholion.

Arethas (q.v.) terms his commentary on Revelation

a ** scholiastic synopsis," and the commentaries on
Matthew and Mark in Cod. Laiur. VI., 18 and Codex
Vaticanus 1,445 are likewise designated as scholia.

The author of the catena Laiur. VI., 33, on the other

hand, distinguishes sharply between scholion and
commentary, and this distinction is still more
marked in the catena on Paul in VindobonensLs 166.

The catenas are the principal sources for excerpt

scholia, these being notes drawn from commentaries
or other writings and appended to the words of the

text they elucidate. Besides these sources, the in-

dependent labor of scholiasts must be considered,

in which the individuality of the author appears
more prominently than in the notes proceeding

from studies in schools. Such scholia are the notes

and comments of a reader less intent on explaining

his text than on marking and elucidating passages

which especially attract his attention. The scho-

liast's freedom is restricted in texts regarded as

sacred, of which an authoritative interpretation

had eariy been given. In itself it is immaterial

whether the scholiast made his annotations for

purposes of instruction, or for himself. In Biblical

scholia the latter was rarely the case.

One of the most interesting Biblical scholia is the
Codex Marchallianus on the prophets, which was re-
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vised acoording to the Tetrapla of Origen. On its

mifciyns scholia record the critical labors of Origen,

and also contain other pertinent matter

a. Biblical of various periods. Especially instruo-

and Patristic tive for scholia literature is the Athos
Scholia, manuscript Laura 184 B. 64 con-

taining Acts and the Catholic and
Pauline epistles. T^e scholia contain valuable criti-

cal notes, mostly with the citation of the authorities

and works from which they are drawn. The prin-

cipal sources are the Stromata and the commentaries
of Origen, though Irensus, Clement, and Basil are

also used. Hie scholia are not invariably named,
however, the anonymous ones apparently belong-

ing to the original owner of the manuscript, which
has been plausibly supposed to have come from the

school of Arethas of CsBsarea. The character of the

scholia of this manuscript clearly show that the

interest of the writer was concentrated on the sub-

ject-matter and its problems, thus leading to a
scientific revision of the entire manuscript. The
Biblical scholia afford no certain data concerning

the problem of their origin, since they for the most
part presuppose the exegetical tradition of the com-
mentary. The analogy of the scholia on the Church
Fathers must accordingly be employed. Here the

most important scholia are those on Clement of

Alexandria, written by Baanes and Arethas, and
the scholia on Gregory Naziansen. The scholia of

Baanes are primarily linguistic, though they also

give notes on mythology and history. The interest

of Arethas was primarily theological, though he
cites the classics as well as the Bible or such Church
Fathers as Athanasius, Gregory of Njrssa, and
Gregory Nazianzen (qq.v.). He pays especial at-

tention to allegorical exegesis, etymologies, defini-

tions, figures, and similes, short rules of life, paro-

nomasias, antitheses, and anecdotes from history

and natural science. The objects of Elias of Crete,

one of the scholiasts on Gregory Naziansen, were
to interpret theological, ethical, and scientific ma-
terial, as well as the mytholo^cal and linguistic

problems of his text.

It may be assumed that similar interests and in-

tentions led to the writing of scholia on the Bible;

but if this be true, these scholia can rightly be judged
only in connection with classical philology, the

methods being identical, despite the

3. Early diveigence of matter and of aim. In
Biblical the Hellenistic period criticism became
Scholia, an indispensable element of education

to protect the sources of classical train-

ing and to guard their exegesis. Thus arose the

classical conunentaries, collections of scholia, flori-

l^ia, and lexicons. Even more attention, however,

was directed to interpretation of the language and
the matter than to criticism, and allegoricsJ exe-

gesis was carried far (see Exegesis or Hermeneu-
Tics). This tendency to interpret and deepen au-
thoritative tradition led, in ancient philology, to a
special class of scholiastic literature, designed to

reconcile the discrepant statements of an author.

This latter type to harmonize difficulties forms an
important class of Christian scholia, exemplified

not only by frequent passages in the commentaries
of Qri^n, but also by marginal notes on manu-

scripts of the Bible, as in Laur. VI., 3S and Cod.
Coisl. 206. The earliest patristic coUection of seho-

lia is doubtless the Hypotyposeia of Clement, its

sources being the original elders and Pantsnus, the

founder of tiie catechetical school at Alexandria,

whose object was to deepen knowledge, investiga-

tion, and interpretation of the Bible. Tlie woric, as

described by Photius (Bibliatheca, dx.), was a con-

densation and a sunmiary, incomplete, allegorizing,

and full of repetitions. Despite the unfavorable

attitude of Photius, who was theologically opposed
to Clement, it is clear that the latter's book was
scholiastic in character. Origen is expressly said to

have written scholia, besides his homilies and com-
mentaries. Many of these scholia are preserved in

the catenas, and Jerome mentions such comments
on Leviticus, Isaiah, Psalms i.~xv., Ecclesiastes,

and John. The Athos manuscript likewise cites

Origen's scholia on Genesis, and mentions his

Stramala as a source for its own scholia. The scholia

of Origen are characterized by brevity and cogency.

They contain notes on the text, pertinent interpre-

tations, and information on the subject-matter,

with relatively little allegorizing. The catenas con-

tain numerous scholia of Theodore of Mopsuestijk

and other Antiochian theologians, while Theodoret
is also occasionally mentioned as a scholiast.

The majority of the anonymous scholia are char-

acterized by Byzantine orthodoxy, as is shown by
the scholia of Hesychius on the Psalms. Whether

the scholia of Johannes Hamartoluson
4. Byzan- the same book is of a like anti-Origen-

tine and istic spirit is problematical, but at all

Other events he furnished the sole source for

Works, the catena of Nicetas. Byzantine scho-

lia are essentially of one type; dog-

matic, ascetic, and allegorical interpretations pre-

vail, rather than notes on geography, history, or

subject-matter. Numerous examples of these

scholia may be drawn from J. C. G. Elmesti's edi-

tions of the QloascB sacra of Hesychius (Ldpsic,

1785) and Phavorinus (1786), as well as from C F.

de Matthsi's Olo88ana ChroBoa minora (2 vols., Riga,

1774>75) and J. Alberti's Olossarium Grcecum in
$acro8 Novi TestamenH libroa (Leyden, 1735). Thd
oldest treatise on Biblical difficulties is Philo's

QucesHones et solittionea qum mjtnt in Oeneai et in
Exodo, translated from Armenian into Latin by
J. B. Aucher (Venice, 1828), and from the Latin
into English in Bohn's Theological Library, WorkM
of Philo, iV. 284 sqq., London, 1855. Of the Church
Fathers Eusebius wrote on the solution of discrepan-

cies in the Gospels, those preserved (ed. A. Mai, Nova
collecHo, i. 1-60, 61-189, Rome, 1825) treating respec-

tively of the genealogy and infancy of Christ, and
of his passion. A comprehensive work of similar

character was written by Theodoret (AfP(?, Ixxx.

77-856), discussing the Octateuch, Kings, and
Chronicles. In like manner, the "Collection of

Problems and Solutions " ascribed to the presbyter

Hesychius (MPG, xciu. 1391-1448), the 446 " QuesH
tions and Answers " of Anastasius of Sinai (MPO,
Ixxidx. 311-824), and the QtuBsHoneB ad AmpkHoA-
ium of Photius (Mai, Nova ooUectio, i.) contain chiefly

exegetical difficulties side by side with dogmatic
and ascetic problems. To the Western Church be-
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long the QucuHanes ex Vetere et Novo TeUamentOf
probably oomposed by Hilary. The manuscripts
contain numerous collections on " difBculties,"

moedy anonymous. In Codex '^ndobonensis
XXIX. are the '' Answers " of Sevenis of Antioch
to Eupraxius, while in the Moscow manuscript of

Arethas is a related work of similar form.

Comparatively few scholia have as yet been
printed, though those of Clement, Origen, Eusebius,

Athanaaius, Cyril, and othess have been excerpted
from the catenas, and individual anon-

5. Editions, ymous compositions have been edited.

The tasks preliminary to a corpus of

Biblical scholia are many and difficult, involving

the determination of which soholia are excerpts,

what is their relation to their sources, the de-

viations of their transmission, the problem as to

which scholia are original and hence independent
sources, the interests and tendencies revealed in the
scJiolia, and the relation of the scholia to the text

as either corrupting it or preserving it. The first

attempt to make a comprehensive collection of pa-

tristic scholia was by J. Gregorius, in his posthu-

mous Scholia Gregoriana (ed. J. E. Grabe, Oxford,

1703), the chief sources being Origen, Chrysostom,
Theodore of Mopsuestia, (Ecumenius, Theophylact,

and Nicetas. A similar attempt was made by £. W.
Grinfield's Novum Testamentutn Graunim (4 vols.,

London, 1843-48), the first two volumes parallel-

ing each verse with the Septuagint, and the latter

two containing parallels from Philo, Josephus, the
Apostolic Fathers, the New Testament Apocrypha,
etc. The parallels in Wetstein's edition of the New
Testament (2 vols., Amsterdam, 1752) also have
the value of a collection of scholia. Tlie patristic

scholia, so far as they can be referred to specific

authors, are contained in the great editions of the

Church Fathers, and in the collections of Montfau-
con (CoUecHo nova pairum, 2 vols., Paris, 1706), A.
Mai {Patrum no/va bibUotheca, 8 vols., Rome, 1844-

1871), and J. B. Pitra (JSpicUegium SoUsmenae, 4
vols., Paris, 1852-58, and Analeda sacra, Paris,

1876 sqq.). These are mostly fragments derived

from catenas, and the same scholia are sometimes
represented by different recensions, as the scholia

of Eusebius on Luke, of which Mai gives three texts.

The fragments of Hippolytus on the Pentateuch,

the historical books. Psalms, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes,

Isaiah, and Esekiel are edited by H. Achelis in his

edition of Hippolytus (I., ii. 1-194, Leipsic, 1897).

Hie fragments of Origen on the Octateuch, Job,

Ptolms, Proverbs, Isaiah, Jeremiah, Esekiel, and
Danid are given by Pitra in his Analeda sacra (ii.

34^350, iii. 1-364, 623-527, 538-551), and scholia

of Origen and Eusebius on Psalms i.-cxviii (ib.,

369-520); E. Klostermann has edited the scholia

of Origen on Jeremiah, Lamentations, and Samuel
in the third volume of his edition of Origen (Leip-

sic, 1901). Scholia of Eusebius on the Psalms are

given by Montfauoon (ut sup., i. 1-2) and Mai (ut

sup., IV., i. 65-66), soholia of Athanasius on Job
and the Psalms by Pitra {AnaUda, v. 3-27), scholia

of BasU and Hilary on the Psalms by ^e same
scholar (op. cit., 7&-104, 141-144), and anonymous
scholia on P&alms i.-xiii. by C. F. de Matthsi {Leo-

Hones MoaqueneeSf ii. 41-52, Leipsic, 1779. Victor

of Capua's collection of Scholia veterum patrum is

edited by Pitra (SpicUegium, i. 265-276; the same
volume [pp. 18r-20] also containing anonymous
scholia on Proverbs). Mai (ut sup., vii. 2) has given
scholia from Origen, Didymus, Hippoljrtus, Apol-
linarius, and Polychronius on Roverbs, Isaiah, and
Esekiel, as well as the fragments of Cyril of Alex-
andria on Proverbs, the Song of Solomon, and Dan-
iel (ii. 468-469, iii. 137-138). The scholia of Chrys-
ostom on Kings, Job, Proverbs, Jeremiah, and
Daniel are contained in MPG, bdv. 193-194, 501-
502. A special type of scholion is presented in the
Expoeitio interlinearie in Job ascribed to Jerome
(MPL, xxiv. 1475-76), in the Quosetionea Hdn-aiccB
in Oeneein (ib. 983-984), and In libroa Regum et

ParalipomenOn (ib. 1391-92).

Among New Testament scholia mention should be
made of the fragments of Clement's Hypotyposeia
(ed. T. Zahn, Supplementum Clementinum, pp. 64-
65, Erlangen, 1884), of Origen and Apollinarius on

Luke (Mai, Audorea daaaici, x. 474-
6. Editions 482, 495-199), of Hippolytus on Matr
of N. T. thew (ib. 197-208), of Theodore of Mop-
Scholia, suestia on the Gospels and the Pauline

epistles (ed. O. F. Fritzsche, Zurich,

1847), of Chrysostom on Romans and the Catholic
epistles (MPO, bdv. 1039-10), of the Athanasian
homilies on Matthew and Luke (Montfaucon, ut
sup., ii. 24-48; MPG, xxvii. 1391-1404), of Cyril

of Alexandria on Matthew (Mai, Nova collection VII.,

ii. 142-148), Luke (Mai, Audorea daaaidf x. 1-407,

501-546, 605-613), and Hebrews (Mai, Nova col-

lection VIII., ii. 142-148), and of Sevenis on Luke
and Acts (idem, X., i. 408-457, 470-473, X., ii.

457-470). Of tiie anonymous scholia the Scholia

in quatuor evangdia, first edited by Mai {Audorea
daaaici, vi. 379-500, ix. 431-512; reprinted in

MPG, cvi. 1077-1290), are especially important.
These seem to be in the main excerpta llioee on
Matthew and John correspond in content to Cluys-
ostom, while the scholia on Mark and Luke are

most nearly akin to the anonymous portions of

Cramer's catena. The most extensive ooUection

of anonymous scholia, however, is in C. F. Mat-
thsei's major edition of the New Testament (Riga,

1782-88). Matthsei likewise published anonymous
scholia on Revelation in his edition of Victor's com-
mentary on Mark (pp. 210-224, Riga, 1775). In
his edition of the catenas J. A. Cramer has made
many addenda from manuscripts containing scholia,

especially on Mark, Luke, Acts, and certain Pauline

epistles (Oxford, 1838-44) ; and fragments of chilias-

tic scholia on Matthew have be^ edited by G.
Meroati {Studi e tedij xi. 1-2). See Catenjbt and
Glosses. (G. Heinbici.)

Bibuoobapbt: H. F. von Soden, Die Schriften dn N. T,a
in ihrtr aUuben trreichharm TextoettaU, I 293-204. Berlin.

1902; O. Karo and J. lietsmann. in the NaehriehUn of

the Qftttingen Royal Society of Soienoee. philoeophical-

historical olaae. 1902. parts 1-3; J. E. Sandys. Hial. of
CloMBieal Scholarthip, Cambridce. 1903.

SCHOLTEN, JAlf HENDRK: Dutch Protes-

tant theologian; b. at Vleuten, near Utrecht, Aug.

17, 1811; d. at Leyden Apr. 10, 1885. He was ed-

ucated at the University of Utrecht (1828-35), in-

terrupting his studies in 1830 to serve in the earn-
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paign against Belgium. He was pastor at Meerkker
for two years (1838-40), and professor at Franeker
(1840-43). A few months later Scholten became
associate professor of theology at Leyden, and full

professor in 1845, retaining the latter position until

his death, though after 1881 he was professor emeri-

tus. Lecturing at first on natural Geology and in-

troduction, he began in 1845 to treat the Dutch
creeds and the principles of the Reformed Church.

Beginning with 1852 he added to his work an al-

ternating course on Christian dogmatics and New-
Testament theology, while with the change of the

system of instruction in 1877 he took chaige of the

lectures on the philosophy of religion and the

history of the concept of God. The writings of

Scholten mark a steady evolution in his theological

attitude, changing from conservatism to a full ac-

ceptance of the r^ults of the critical school. This

is exemplified by the difference between his Hislo-

TiKh-kfitUche irdeiding tot de sckriften dea Nieuwen
Testaments (Leyden, 1856) and his Het evangdie

naar Johannes (1864). His dogmatic writings were
DogmaHces Christiana initia (1853-54), Qeschie-

denis der christdijke godgeUerdheid gedurende het

Ujdperk des Nieuwen Testaments (1856), and espe-

cLedly his De leer der Hervormde Kerk in hare grond-

beginsden (1848-50). This latter work marked an
epoch in the history of Dutch Protestantism, which
had for several years approximated the Bible rather

than Reformed standards. Scholten now became
the leader of opposition to the Groningen school,

which sought to return to the Gospel aind the Ar-

minian concept of the person of Christ, and in his

work on the doctrines of his church he stoutly de-

fended Calvinistio determinism. The position here

held by Scholten was further developed in his Ge-

schiedenis van godsdienst en wijsbegeerte (1853) and

was still more elaborated in his 2>0 vrije voil (1859).

The question of the day became the relation of man
to Calvinistic predestination, and the relation of

that doctrine to Christianity; so that Scholten saw
himself compelled to become the protagonist of the

determinists, and thus to be the leader of the '' mod-
ernists." Some idea of his position may be gained

from his rectoral address De godgdeerdheid aan de

Neederlandsche hoogescholen (1876) and his mono-
graph Supranaturalisme in verband met Bijhd, Chris-

tendom en Protestantisms (1867), and from other

contributions.

As a delegate of the theological faculty of Ley-

den, Scholten was repeatedly a member of the sjmod

and of the sjmodal committee of his church. In

1854 he was commissioned by the qmod to prepare

the translation of the Gospel and Epistles of John

which appeared in 1868. (A. KuBNENf.)

Bibuoorafht: ProiulanHache KireKenMeitutio, 1884, pp.

789-704, 1885, pp. 380-386; A. Kuanen, in Jambotk dmr

kon, Acad, van Wdentehappen, 1885 (a memoriia ad-

dran).

SCHOLZ, scholts, ANTON: German Roman
Catholic; b. at Schmachtenbeig, Bavaria, Feb. 25,

1829; d. at WOrsburg Sept. 30, 1908. He was

educated at the Lyceum of Aschaffenbuig (1849-

1850) and at the universities of Munich and

WOrsburg (1850-53; D.D., WOrsbuig, 1856); was

curate of Zell (1853-55); secretaiy of Bishop

Anton vaa Stahl (1855-61); parish priest at

Eisingen, near WOrsbuig (1861-72), being also

district inspector of schools from 1863 to 1872. In
1872 he was appointed professor of Old-Testament
exegesis and Biblical oriental languages in the Uni-
versity of WOrzbiug, of which he was rector in

1879-^ and 1892-93. In 1903 he retired from
active life. After 1885 he defended the thesis that

certain books of the Bible, such as Esther, Jonah,
Judith, Tobit, Bel and the Dragon, and Su-
sanna, are not historical, but are midrashio apoc-

alypses. He was also a protagonist of Biblical

criticism after 1895, and after long discussion, his

views were recognised as justifiable by a papal

decision in 1905. He wrote De inhabitatioTie

Spiritus Sancti (WOrzbiug, 1872) ; Der massorethi-

sche Text und die Septuaginta-Uebersetsung des

Buches Jeremias (Regensbiug, 1875); Kommentar
sum Buche des Propheten Jeremias (1880) ; Die aUx-
andrinische Uebersetzung des Buches Jesatas (1880);

Kommentar sum Buche des Propheten Hoseas (1882)

;

Kommentar sum Buche Jod (1883); Judith, eine

Prophetie (1885); Kommentar sum Buche Judith

(1887); Kommentar sum Buche Tobias (1889);

Kommentar gber das Buch Esther mit seinen Zuadt-

sen und Hber Susanna (1892); Zeit und OH der Ent-
stehung der BOcher des AUen Testaments (1893);

Kommentar Hber das Buch Judith und Ober Bd imd
Draehe (1896); Kommentar aber den Prediger

(Leipsic, 1901); and Kommentar Ober das HoheUed
(1904).

SCHOOLMEN. See Scholabticism.

SCHOPENHAUER, sh6'pen-hau''er, ARTHUR:
German philosopher; b. in Daniig Feb. 22, 1788;

d. in Frankfort-on-the-Main Sept. 21, 1860. He
was son of a prosperous merchant who destined him
to follow his own calling. After his father's death,

his mother became a well-known novelist, member
of the literary group at Weimar, drawn there by the
fame of Goethe. His early life was one of vicissi-

tude; he lived successively at Daniig and Hamburg,
and in France, England, Italy. He tried his hand
at coDunercial life, science and philosophy, studied

at Gottingen, Berlin, and finally at Jena, where, in

1813, he received his degree with a dissertation

Ueber die vierfache Wurzd des Satses vom sureidier^

den Grunde (Rudolfstadt, 1813, 5th ed., 1891; Eng.

transl.. The Fourfold Root of the Principle of Suffi-

cient Reasony New York, 1889). This contained the

germ of his later thought. His chief works are, Die
Welt als WiUe und VorsteUung (Leipsic, 1819; Eng.

transl.. The World as WiU and Idea, London, 1883)

;

Ud)er den WiUen in der Natur (Frankfort, 1836,

5th ed., Leipsic, 1891; Eng. transl., WiU in Nature,

1889, and in Bohn's Philosophioal Library); Die
beiden GrundprMsme der Ethxk (Frankfort, 1841)

Parerga und Paralipomena (Berlin, 1851). His
SdmmUiche Werke were issued in 6 vols. (Ldpsic.

1873-74; 3d ed., 2 vols., 1891). As a philosophical

writer SchopenhjEMier is unexcelled unless by I^to
in penetrating analysis, logical acumen, boldness of

conception, subtlety of reasoning, picturesqueness

of presentation, brilliancy and fascination of liter-

ary style.

According to Schopenhauer reality is character-
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ised by a blind impulse which actualizes itself in

the infinite yariety of living forms in the world.

The ** will to Hve " describes this all-impelling

force. Hence arises the fierce instinct of self-pres-

ervation by which every individual is ruled, and
also the relentless warfare in which every individual

both seeks to defend himself and to devour others.

If in man the intelligence is more fully developed
and the sensibilities more refined, this only deepens
his consciousness not alone of actual but also of

imagined and therefore of possible misery. The
more complex the life, the more aggravated the

wretchedness. Not joy, but unhappiness is life's

positive content. Even freedom from pain results

in ennui. Morality is impossible. The instinct of

self-preeervation becomes self-seeking, vanity, hy-
pocrisy; and however the will may seem to be re-

fined by culture, this is only apparent; it is hope-
lessly fettered and can not be changed by training.

History but confirms the impression made by an
analysis of man's nature. A hope of redemption
appears to be offered by science, and fiepedally by
art, which opens the door to contemplation in which
the intense struggle for existence is momentarily
stilled. But even this promise is illusory; for the

initiated it simply puts off the evil day, for all others

it is wholly imavailing. Hie only sure path to

emancipation lies in ranoimdng the will to live. He
who beholds all others in this vast vortex and knows
that for them as well as for himself deliverance can
come only through supreme and final renuncia-

tion of the prindpium individuatumU, will dedicate

himself to asceticism, to disillusionment as to pleas-

ure, to total abstention from sexual intercourse and
ultimately from food. C. A. Bsckwith.

BnuooBAPBT: EngHsh tmnto. other than those noted in

the text aie: SeUei BMOVt Mflwaokee, 1881; Rdigion:
a Dialogue* ond other Bemtya, London, 1889 (from Pareroa).
The WUdom of Life, being the Firat Part of . . . Aphori*-
moHtwr Uhonaweiaheit, ib. 1800; Counode a^id Maxime;
Being the eeeond Part of . , . Aphoriemen tur LAeneweie-
heit, ib. 1890; The AH of Controverey, New York. 1890;
SeUeUd Baaaye, London, 1891 (in Bohn's PhUoeophieal
Library); The Art of Literature, London, 1891; Studiee in
Peaeimiem, ib. 1891, 7th ed., 1900; On Human NaUire,
London and New York, 1897, 3d ed«, 1900; and The
Baaie of Morality, London, 1903.

Aa oonroea for a life use: Briefweeheel swiaehen Arthur
Schopenhauer und Johann Aug. Bedcor, ed. J. K. Becker,
Letpaio, 1881; Schopenhauer-Briefe, ed. L. Scbemann, ib.

1893; Briefe an Bedeer, Frauendadt, Van Doaa, Lindner
und Aaher, ed. QriMbaeh, Leipdo, 1895. On his life con-

sult: J. Frauenstidt and E. O. Lindner, Arthur Schopen-
hauer: 9on ihm, Hher ihn, Berlin, 1803; W. Qwinner,
Schopenhauer und aeine Freunde, Leipsio, 1803; D. Aaher,

Arthur Schopenhauer: Neuee von ihm und €ber ihn, Ber-
Kn, 1871; H. Frommann, Arthur Schopenhauer, Jena,

1872; W. Owinner, Arthur Schopenhauer aua peraOnliehem

Umgange dargedeOi, Letpsic, 1878; K. B&hr, Oeeprdche

«nd Briefioeehad mit A. Schopenhauor, Leipsio, 1894;

ADB, xxxii. 333-340.

On his philosophy eonsult: F. DorKUth, Schopenha%ter

M» aeiner Wahrheit, Macdebun, 1845; C. Barthohness,
Hietoire erMque doe doetrinea rdigiouaea de la phUoaophie

incdeme, voL iL, Strasbun, 1855; A. Comill. Arthur
Schopenhauer ala aine Ud>ergangaformation von einer

ideaUatiachen in eine realiatiache Wdtanaehauung, Hei-

delbens. 1850; C. G. Bahr. Die aehopenhauer'aehe PhUoao-
pkie in ihren GrundaHgen, Dresden, 1857; R. Seydel,

Schopenhauera phUoaophiaehea Sydem, Leipsio, 1857; 0.
de Spiesel, VBaprU de la phUoaophie de Schopenhauer,
Darmstadt, 1803; R. Haym, Arthur Schopenhauer, Ber-
lin. 1804; C. A. Thilo. Sdtopenhauora elhiacher Atheimnua,
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Leipsic, 1808; W. Scheffer, Arthur Schopenhauer: die
PhUoaophie van hd Peaaimiame, Leyden, 1870; A. von
Wunbaeh, Artur Schopenhauer, Vienna, 1871; A. Tau-
bert, Der Peaaimiamua und aeine Oegner, Berlin, 1873;
M. Voietianer, Schopenhauer ala SchoUutiker, ib. 1873;
J. Huber, Der Peaaimiamua, Mimioh, 1870; T. Trauts, Der
Peaaimiamua: aeine BegrHndung in der neueren PhUoaophie,
Oarlwuhe, 1870; Hden Zimmem, Arthur Schopenhauer: hie
Life and hie PhOoaophy, London, 1870; F. Bowen, Modem
PhUoaophy, From Deacartea to Schopenhauer and Hart-
mann. New York, 1877; E. DOhring, Der Werth dee Le-
bene, 2d ed., Breslau, 1877; idem, Kritiache OeachichU der
PhUoaophie^ Berlin* 3d ed., Leipsic, 1878; E. von Hart-
mann, Neukantianiamua, Sdiopenhauerianiamua und
Hegdianiamua in ihrer Stdlung au den philoaophiachen
AuAfoben der Oegenwart, Berlin, 1877; E. Herrmann,
Woher und wohinf Schopenhauer'a AntwoH auf die letden
Lebenafragen, Bonn, 1877; J. Sully, Peaaimiam: a Hie-
tory and a Critieiam, London, 1877; L. von Oolther, Der
modeme Peaaimiamua, Leipsic, 1878; E. Caro, Le Pea-
aimiame au xix. aiide: Leopardi, Schopenhauer, Hart-
marm, Paris, 1879; P. Mainl&nder, Die PhUoaophie der
Brideung, Berlin, 1879; L. Duoros, Schopenhauer: lea

ory/inea de aa mitaphyaique, ou lea tranaformationa de la
'* ehoae en aoi" de Kant h Schopenhauer, Paris, 1883; R.
Koeber, Die PhUoaophie Arthur Schopenhauera, Heidelberi,
1888; O. Cramer, A, Schopenhauera Lehre von der Schuld
in ethiaehen Beaiehungen, ib. 1895; W. Caldwell, Schopen-
hauei'a Sydem in ita PhUoeophieal Significance, EkUnburgh
and New York, 1890; 8. 8. Colvin, Schopenhauer'a Doe-
trine of the Thing in Itadf, Straaburg, 1897; R. BOttger,
Daa Orundprdflem der achopenhauer'achen PhUoaophie,
Grsifiwald, 1898; O. Danpi, Schopenhauera Bthik, Anna-
bels, 1898; M. Joseph, Eke paychologiaehe Cfrundanachau-
ung Schopenhauera, ib. 1898; W. DeutschthOmler, Ud>er
Schopenhauer au Kant, Vienna, 1899; P. J. M5bius, Ud>er
Schoponhauer, Leipsio, 1899; 8. Rappaport, Spinoaa und
Schopenhauer, Berlin, 1899; E. Clemens, Schopenhauer
und Spinoea, Leipsic, 1900; R. Saitschick, Oenie und
Charakter, Shakeapeare, Leaaing, Schopenhauer, Berlin,

1900; J. Volkelt, Arthur Schopenhauer, Stuttgart, 1900;

O. Damm, Schopenhauer'a Reehta- und Staataphiloaophie,

Halle. 1901; T. B. Saunders, Schopenhauer, London and
New York, 1901; R. Sohluter, Schopenhauera PhUoaophie
in aeiner Briefen, Leipsio, 1901; £. Hubbard, Schci>et^

hatter, London, 1905; D. Irvine, Defence of Peaaimiam,
ib. 1905; A. Kowalenski, Arthur Schopenhauer und aeine

WeUanachauung, Halle, 1908; T. Whittaker, Schopen-
hauer, ib. 1909; R. Basardjian, Schopenhauer der PhUo-
aoph dee Optimiamua, Leipsic, 1909; G. F. Wagner, Bncy
klopddiachea Regiater au Schopenhauera Werken, Carlsruhe,

1909; J. MQhlethaler, Die Myatik bei Schopenhauer, Ber-
lin, 1910; G. Weng, SchoperUtauer, Darwin, Peaaimiamua
Oder Optimiamua, ib. 1910; the works on the history of

philosophy by E. Zeller, Munich, 1873; J. E. Erdmann,
London, 1898; W. Windelband, New York, 1893; and
Ueberweg-Heinse, Berlin, 1905.

SCHORTINGHUIS, 8h0r''tingaiwt8, WILLEM:
Dutch Reformed poet and theologian; b. at Win-
Bchoten (21 m. e.8.e. of Qroningen) Feb. 23, 1700;

d. at Midwolda (18 m. e. of Groningen) Nov. 20,

1760. He was educated at the University of

Groningen (1719-22), and early in 1723 became
second preacher at Weener in East Frisia, where his

antipathy to Pietism was changed to admiration by
his senior, Henricus Klugldst. Through the exer-

tions of the two, the pietistic movement spread

widely in the province among Lutherans and Re-

formed alike, promoting both the inward and the

outward prosperity of the church. In 1734 Schor-

tinghuis was called to the pastorate of Midwolda,

where he passed the remainder of his life, success-

fully promoting the cause of true piety. Though
far from being a poet, Schortinghuis began his liter-

ary career by his (hisatdike gewngtn (1733), which

was soon followed by his Bevinddike gesangen,

hymns of edifying and didactic purport which long
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remained popular in conventicles. His Nodige
ioaarheden in *i herte van een Christen (Qroningen,

1738) was designed primarily for those who were

about to make profession of their faith. His chief

work was the Uet innige Christendom . . . vaorgs-

steU in i' samenspraken tuachen een georfende, h^
genadigde, Heingdoovige en anbegenadigde (1740).

In this work the author became the representative

of Pietism in the Dutch R^ormed Church of the

eighteenth century, and gave a description of, and
counsel for, a life of practical holiness. It caused a
lively controversy because of its msrstical trend,

and its author secured the requisite approbation of

the theological faculty of Qroningen only with dif-

ficulty. Within the year a second edition appeared
with the approbation of the classis to which Schoi^

tinghuis belonged, but his opponents secured from
the Synod of Groningen the prohibition of a third

edition until the doubts of the faculty should be
satisfied. Hie strife was even carried outside his

own qmod. Despite all this, the Het innige Ckria-

tendom exercised a wide influence.

(S. D. VAN Veen.)

Bibuoobafbt: H. ymn Berkum, SehoftinohuU «fi d§ n;/
fiietem Utrecht. 1850; J. C. Kxomsift, IFOA^fmiM Sehor-

tinohuiB, QioninaeQ, 1004.

SCHOTTy shot, HEINRICH AUGUST: German
Lutheran; b. at Leipsic Dec. 5, 1780; d. at Jena
Dec. 29, 1835. He was educated at the university

of his native city (Ph.D., 1799); lectured there on
theology and philology (1801--05), being morning
university preacher after 1803; was associate pro-

fessor in the philological faculty (1805-08); and in

the theological faculty (1808-09); full professor and
preacher at the castle church at Wittenberg (1809-

1812); and at Jena from 1812. While at Leipsic

Schott edited the Are rhetorica of Dionysius of Hali-

camassus (Leipsic, 1804), and the Greek text of the

New Testament with a Latin translation (1806),

and wrote his Entumrf einer Theorie der Beredaam-
keit mit beeonderer Anvoendung avf Kanzdberedaamr
Jbet<(1807). At Wittenberg he composed his EpitoifM

theclogice ChrieHanee (1810). His chief work was
Theorie der Beredaamkeit, mit beeonderer Anwendung
auf die chriatHche Beredaamkeit (3 parts, Leipsic,

1815-28). Special mention should be made of his

laagoge hiatoruxxritica in librae Novi Fcederia aacroa

(Jena, 1830) and his Latin commentary on Thes-
salonians and Galatians (Leipsic, 1834). His apol-

ogetic contributions, such as his Brie/e Hber Rdigian
(Jena, 1826), are of minor value. A number of

briefer contributions from his pen were collected

in his Opuacula (2 vols., 1817-18). (L. PELxt.)
BnuooBAPHT: J. T. L. Dans, H§imnth Avgmi SehoU,

Leipae, 1836.

SCHOTT, THBODOR FRXBDRICH: German
Lutheran and historian; b. at Esslingen (17 m.
e.s.e. of Stuttgart) Dec. 16, 1835; d. at Stuttgart

Mar. 18, 1899. He was educated at the seminary
of Blaubeuren and TObingen (1853-57), and after

being vicar for two years at Bopfingen and K5ngen,
was a teacher at Hofwyl near Bern from 1859 to

1861; then he studied the history of the French
and Italian Reformation at Paris for three months,
and, after a short term as vicar, he became teacher

of religion at the Stuttgart gymnasium. He was
next pastor at Beig, a suburb of Stuttgart, for six

years (1867-73), ami from 1873 until his death was
librarian of the public library in Stuttgart. He was
likewise a director of the WOrttembeiK branch of

the Gustav-Adolph-Verein and helped found the
Verein fOr Reformationsgeschichte, and was also

active in philanthropic work. After 1876 he was
editor of the AUgemeinea Kirchenblatt /Or daa evan-

gdiache Deutachlandf and, besides many briefer con-

tributions, wrote Hugenottengeachichten (Stuttgart,

1869); JXeAt^hOmng dee Ediktea von Nantea (Halle,

1886); and Die Kirche der WHaU 1767-97 (1893).

(H. Hermeunk.)
Bibuoobafbt: BiograiphiUchm Jahbuek, ed. A. Bcittnlhftm,

iv (1890), 7^77.

SCHRADER, shra'der, BBBRHARD: German
Protestant Orientalist; b. at Brunswick Jan. 5,

1836; d. at Berlin July 4, 1908. He was educated
at the University of G6ttingen (Ph.D., 1860), and
1862 became privat-docent at the University of

Zurich, where he was appointed full professor of

theology in 1863. In 1870 he was called to Giessen

in a similar capacity, and thence to Jena in 1873.

From 1875 until his final retirement, brou^t about
by impaired health in 1899, he was professor of

Semitic languages in the philosophical faculty of the

University of Berlin. He was the pioneer of A8S3rri*

ology in Germany. Besides editing the eighth edition

of W. M. L. de Wette's Lehrbuch der hiatoriach-

krUiachen Einleitung in die kanoniachen tend apokry-

phiachen BUcher dee Alien Teatamenta (Berlin, 1869)
and the Keilinachrifdiche Bibliothek (6 vols., 1889-

1901), he wrote De lingwe ^thiopica cttm cognaHa
linguia comparatca indole (Gdttingen, 1860) ; Studien

tur Kritik und ErkUlrung der biJbliadhen Urgeackiehte

(Stuttgart, 1863); Die aaayriachM>yloniachen Ketl-

inachrifien, kritiNJie Unterauchung der Grtmdlagen

ihrer Enteifferung (Leipsic, 1872); Die Keiivnachrif"

ten und daa Alte Teatament (Giessen, 1872; 3rd ed.,

entirely revised, by H. Zimmem and H. T^^ckl^,
Berlin, 1902; Exxg, trans, of the second edition. The
Cuneiform InacripHona and the Old TeHament, by O.

C. Whitehouse, 2 vols., London, 1885-88); Die Hdl-

lenfahrt der latar (Giessen, 1874) ; KeUinadvriften und
Cfeachichtaforachung, ein Beitrag tur monumentalen
Oeographiet Oeaehichte und Chronologie der Aaayrtr

(1878); Zur KriUk der Inachriften Tiglath-Pileaer^a

Ilf dee Aaarhaddon und dee Aaurbanipal (Berlin,

lS80);ZwrFragenachdemUr8prungederald)abylon-
iachen CuUwr (1884); and Die Keilinachr^len am
Eingange der QueUgrotte dee SebenehSu (1885).

BnuooBAFBT: C. Besold. Eberhard Sdtradtr. Bint L^btm*-

MkiMMe, StrasbuiE, 1909: E. Meyer, OtdUkehtmand* mmf
Bbtrhard Schroder, Berlin. 1909; O. C. Whitehooae. in

Bxifiontory Ttmet, Deo.. 1910, pp. 104-108.

SCHROECKH, shrt^k, JOHANN MATTHIAS:
German Lutheran; b. at Vienna July 26, 1733;

d. at Wittenberg Aug. 1, 1808. After completing his

education at Gdttingen, he spent a srear at Leipsic

in further study and assisting his uncle, Karl An-
dreas Bell, to edit the Acta erudUorum and Leipnger
Oelehrten Zeitungen, Still continuing his editorial

labors, he lectured at the university on parts of the

New Testament, as well as on literary history and
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church history, and in 1761 was made associate

professor. In 1767 he accepted a call to Wittenberg
ss professor of poetry, exchanging this chair in

1775 for that of history. Besides his Lebensbeschrei-

bungen berOhmter OeUhrter (Leipsic 1764-69), All-

genuine Biograpfnen (Berlin, 1767-91), and ChrUU
Udu Kvcherigesckichte (see below), SchrOckh revised

four parts (on Italy, France, Holland, and Eng-
land) of a German transl. of W. Guthrie and J.

Gray's General History of the World (1770-76) and
the fourth edition of L. Offerhaus's Compendium
fdHoricB universalis (1778), and wrote his Lehrbuch

der aUgemeinen WeUgesckichU (1774), the fourth

part (from 1750 to 1760) of the Unparteiiache

Kirchengeschiekte Alien und Neuen Testaments (Jena,

1766), Historia rdigionis et ecdesice ChristiancB

adundjrata in usum lecOonum (Berlin, 1777), and
Attgemeine Wdtgesckichte fUr Kinder (4 vols.,

Leipsic, 1779-84). By far his most important work,
however, was his great Christliche Kirchengeschiekte

(45 vols., Leipsic, 1768-1812), the first thirty-five

volumes extending to the Reformation, and the

rest (of which the two final volumes were edited by
H. Gr. TzBchimer after Schr5ckh's death) bearing

the special title of Kirchengesckichte seit der Refor-

mation. The work is still of distinct value.

The theological position of SchrOckh was one of

modified supranaturalism, and his method, with its

excellences and its defects, was essentially that of

the period in which he lived, the period of the

"EkiHghtenment" (q.v.). (J. A. WAOENMANNf.)
Bebuoorapht: An autobiographic aketoh is in J. R. G.
Baei's AOoemeine Magann fUr Predioer, v. 2, pp. 209-
222, 12 vols., Leipdc, 1789-06. Conmilt further: K. H.
P6lits. LAen J. M. Schrflckht, Wittenbers. 1808; K. L.
Nitasch, Udter J, M. Schrdekhs Studienw€i9e und Maxi-
men. Weimar. 1809; H. O. Tnobimer, Utter J, M.
S€kr6ckhB Ltben, Charakter, und Sehriften, Leipeie, 1812.

8CHR0BRS, shrOrs, JOHANN HEINRICH: Ger-

man Roman Catholic; b. at Krefeld (20 m. s.w. of

Essen) Nov. 26, 1852. He was educated at the

universities of Bonn, Warsbuig, Innsbruck, and
Munich (Ph.D., WOrsburg, 1880); was engaged in

parochial work in Munich (1880-85) ; became privat-

dooent for canon law at the University of Freiburg

(1886), whence he was called in 1886 to his present

positicm ci professor of church history in Bonn. He
has written Der i^treit iiber die PrddesHnaiion im
neunten Jakrhundert (Freiburg, 1880); Hinkmar,
Enbischof von Reims, sein Ld}en und seine Schriften

(1884); and Kirche und Wissenschafi (Bonn, 1907).

SCHUBERT, shG'bert, GOTTHILF HEINRICH
VON: German Lutheran and naturalist; b. at

Hohenstein (40 m. s.s.e. of Leipsic), Saxony, Apr.

26, 1780; d. at Munich June 30, 1860. Though in-

tended by his father for the ministry, the rational-

ism at Leipsic, where he b^an his theological

studies, was so imcongenial to him that he devoted

himself to medicine at Jena. For a time he was a
physician at Altenburg, but feeling impelled to

deeper study of the natural sciences, he went in

1805 to Freiburg, where he wrote the first part of

his Aknungen einer aUgemeinen Geschichte des

Ltbens (Leipsic, 1806). In 1806 he removed to

Dreed^i, and there completed the Ahnungen (1821),

which was followed, a few years later, by the Symr

bolik des Traumes (Bamberg, 1814), and the An-
sichten von der Nachtseite der Natur (Dresden, 1808).

In 1809 he was made rector of the newly founded
Realschule at Nuremberg. Here, too, through the

influence of a master baker named Burger, Schu-
bert again turned his thoughts to religion. For a
time he was tutor to the children of the grand duke
of Mecklenburg, Frederick Louis, and was also in-

vited to become the director of a proposed normal
school. The latter project fell through, however,
because of the avowed intention of Schubert to give
all his teaching a religious trend. He was, ac-

cordingly, glad to accept a call to Erlangen as pro-

fessor of natural history, where he lectured not only
on mineralogy, botany, and zoology, but also on
forestry and mining. In 1820 he made a tour of

Switzerland, and shortly after his return wrote the
popular Lehrbuch der Naturgeschichte fUr Sckulen
(Erlangen, 1822), followed by the Physiognomik der

Naiur (1826). He then visited southern France and
Italy, the results being embodied in a work of two
volumes, and on his return accepted a call to the
University of Munich. Here, despite some oppo-
sition, his lectures became immensely popular, and
here he wrote his most important book, Geschichte

der Seele (2 vols., Stuttgart, 1830). In 1836 he
made a visit to Palestine, describing his experiences

in a work of three volumes. Retiring from active

life in 1853, Schubert devoted himself entirely to
writing, the result being his Die Krankheiten der

menschlichen Seele (Stuttgart, 1845); his autobio-
graphical Der Enoerb aus einem vergangenen und die

ErvHxrtungen von einem zukUnftigen Leben (3 vols.,

Erlangen, 1854-56); his Erinnerungen aus dem
Leben . . . Herzogin von Orleans (Munich, 1860;
Eng. transl.. Reminiscences of the Life of ... the

Lale Duchess of Orleans, Bath, 1862); and his

Geschichte von Bayem fOr Schtden (1864). Among
his very numerous other books, mention may be
made of the AUes und Neues aus dem Gebiete der

inneren SeeUnkunde (Leipsic, 1817-44); Geschichte

der Natur (Erlangen, 1830) ; Zage aus Oberlins Leben
(4th ed., Nuremberg, 1832); and Vermischte

Schriften (2 vols., Erlangen, 1857-60.)

(Julius HAMBEROERf.)
BiBUoamAPBT: Consult, besides the autobiographic Dmr

Erwerb, ut sup.: M. Zeller. Dr. OoUhUf Heinrieh von Schu-
berfa JuoendgeBchicfUe, Stuttgart. 1S80; idem, OotthHf
Hmnrieh von Sehubai'a Taoewerk und Feierdbend, ib. 1882.

SCHUBERT, HANS OEORO WILHELM VON:
German Protestant; b. at Dresden Dec. 12, 1859.

He was educated at the imiversities of Leipsic,

Bonn, Strasburg, and Zurich (1878-83; Ph.D.,
Strasburg, 1884); was private tutor in Elberfeld

(1883-84); studied theology at Tobingen and Halle

(1884-86); was a teacher in the Rauhes Haus,
Hamburg (1887-91); associate professor of church
history at Strasburg (1891-92); professor of the
same subject at the University of Kiel (1892-1906),

and since 1906 at the University of Heidelberg,

of which he was rector in 1910. Besides revising

the second edition of the first volume of W. Mailer's

Lehrbuch der Kirchengesckichte (3 parts, Tobingen,
1897-1902), he has written Die Unterwerfung der

Alamannen unter die Franken (Strasburg, 1884);

Rome Kampf um die Weltherrschaft (Halle, 1888);
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Die evangt^uche Trauung, ihre geackiehUiehe Eni-
trieklung und gegentoOrHge Bedeutung (Berlin, 1890);
Die KompaaiHan dea p^eudopetrinischen EvangeLienr

Fragmenta (1893); Iku Petntaevangdiumf aynap-
Hache Tabdle, nebst Ueberaettung und kriHachem
Apparat (1893; Eng. transl., "The Gospel of St.

Peter/' Edinbuigh, 1893); Die Entatehung der

achUawig-holatein'achen Landeakircha (Kiel, 1895);
SiebenbHrgen (TObingen, 1900); Anagar und die An-
fdnge der aMeawig-hoUtein'achen KirchengeackichU
(Kiel, 1901); Die heuHge Auffaaaung und Behandr
lung der KtrchengeachichU (TQbingen, 1902); Der
aogenannte ProBdeaHnatua (Leipdo, 1903); OrundMUge
der KirchengeackichU (TObingen, 1904, 3d ed., 1906;
Eng. transl., OuUinea of Church Hiatory^ London,
1907) ; Hamburgf die Miaaionametropole dea Nordena
im MiUelaUer (1904); Kuru GeachichU der chrial-

lichen LiebeMHgkeii (1905) ; KtrchengeachichU

SchUawig-HoUUina, part 1 (1907); BUndniaa und
Bekenntniaa 1629-16S0 (1908); Beitrdge gur Ge-
achichU der evangeliachen Bekenntnia- und BUndniaa-
bildung (1909) ; Calvin, Rede (1909) ; and Bekenntr
niMldung und Rdigionapolitik (1910).

SCHUERBR, shQ'rer, BMIL: Qerman Protes-

tant; b. at Augsburg May 2, 1844; d. at CM^ttingen

Apr. 30, 1910. He studied at the universities oC

Erlangen, Berlin, and Heidelberg (1862-66); Ph.D.,

Leipsic, 1868). He was privat-docent for theology
at the University of Leipsic (1869-73); and as-

sociate professor of the same subject (1873-78);

accepted a call to Giessen as full professor (1878);

and at Kiel (1890); and professor of New-Testa-
ment exegesis at CM^ttingen after 1895. In the-

ology he was an adherent of the moderate historical

and critical school. He wrote: Schleiennachera

Religiontbegriffund die phUoaopkiachen AuaaeUungen
deaaelben (Leipsic, 1868); De coniroveraiia paachalir

bua aecundo poat Chriatum naJtum aeecvlo exartia

(1869); Lehrbuch der neuUatamentlichen ZeUr
geachidue (1874), which in the later editions, en-

titled GeadiichU dea jUdiachen Volkea im ZeitalUr

Jeau Chriati (3 vols., 1886-90; 4th ed., 1909; Eng.
transl. by J. Macpherson, S. Taylor, and P. Christie,

A Hiatory of the Jewiah People in the Time of Jeaua
Chriatf 5 vols., Edinburgh, 1890-91), has become one
of the leading authorities on its subject; Die
Oemeindeverfaaaung der Juden in Rom in der Kaiaer-

zeU nach den Inachriften dargeatelU (Leipsic, 1879);
Die Predigt Jeau Chriati in ihrem VerhOUnia zum
AUen Teatament und tum Judentum (Darmstadt,

1882); DU dUeaten Chriatengemeinden im rihmachen
Reiche (Kiel, 1894); and Daa meaaianiache Selbat-

beumaataein Jeau (CM^ttingen, 1904).

SCHUERMANN, shOr^mOn, ANNA MARU VON:
Patroness of Jean de Labadie (q.v.); b. at Cologne
Nov. 5, 1607; d. at Wienwert (37 m. w.s.w.

of Groningen) May 4, 1678. She early showed
extraordinary mental capacity, especially for lin-

guistics, and was celebrated for skill in music, draw-
ing, painting, carving, wax-modeling, and etching.

Her brother, Jan Gottschalk, who had become
acquainted with Labadie in Geneva, and believed
he was called to reform the Church, inspired her
with the same conviction. She joined Labadie
when be visited the Netherlands imd became a

member of his household in Amsterdam, a step that
cost her all her old friends. She revoked all her
former writings, wrote defenses of Labadie and
his congregation, and supported him with her
wealth. T^ relations between her and Labadie
were of a mystical character; no word of accusation
was ever made against her. Her EukUria (part 1,

AlUMia, 1673, part 2, Amsterdam, 1685) gives an
account of her life and ideals. Her Opuacula ap-
peared Leyden, 1648. (P. Tschacxebt.)

BnuooKAPHT: A report which will aerre m a source for
the life, probably baaed upon atttobiogiaphio oommnni-
eationa, is found in G. Arnold, Kirchm- wnd Kelxtrhi*'
toru, voL iv., addition, pp. 133»^60, Frankfort, 1729.
Consult: P. Ttehaokert, Atma Maria von Schiirmann,
Gotha, 1870; M. G«b^. O^m^iehU dm ekri^Oichen Leb^fu
in dtr fhmnimhr^iimitphaUaaitn €vamodi9eh€n Kireht, iL
180-399, Coblens, 1852; and the literature under La-
BAJOM, JlAlf DB, hAMADUm,

SCHULTBNS, sHul'tens, ALBERT: Celebrated
Arabist and Hebrew scholar; b. at Groningen
Aug. 22, 1686; d. at L^den Jan. 26, 1750. In
his fourteenth year he matriculated in theology at

the University of Groningen, ^here he studied
Aramaic, Synac, and finally Arabic as ncccosary to

an understanding of the other Semitic languages.

In 1706 came bis disputation De uHlitaU Ungua
ArabiccB in inUrpreUtnda Sacra Scriptura (printed

in his Opera minora). He then went to complete his

studies at Leyden under Hadrian Reland, taking
his doctorate in theology in 1709, continuing for two
years the study of oriental manuscripts; [in 1711

he became pastor at Wassenier;] became professor

of Hebrew at Franeker, 1713, serving also as uni-

versity preacher in 1717; he went to Leyden as

rector of the Ck>llegium theologicum, became ordi-

nary professor of oriental languages in the univeraity

there in 1732, and in 1740 professor of Hebrew
antiquities. His reputation is due to the fact that

he was the first to apply in comprehensive style

Arabic to the elucidation of Hebrew; that he made
mistakes is true, but this was to be expected of a
pathfinder. His most renowned pupil was Nikolaus

Wilhelm SchrOder, author of the frequency re-

printed InaiiiuHonea ad fundamenta lingtuB He"
frroicA (Groningen, 1766). The principles advocated
by Schultens have been newly applied and ad-

vanced by Justus Olshausen (q.v.) and Heinrich

Leberecht Fleischer, while the grammars d Bern-
hard Stade, Wilhehn CJeeenius, Eduard K5nig, and
Hermann L^recht Strack (qq. v.) are not unin-

fluenced by the work of Schultens.

His chidT work was Originea HebrcBce aive Heb^
race lingua aniiquiaaima natura et indolea ex

Arabice penetraUbua revocaia (2 vols., Franeker,

1724-38; 2d ed., Leyden, 1761). Other works are

InatihUionea ad fundamenta lingua Hebraa (Ley-

den, 1737); Liber Jobi cum nova veraione ad HA-
raum fonUm et commentario perpetuo (2 vols.,

1737); Proverbia Salonumia (1748); Opera minora

(1760). He also edited the Rudimenta lingua Ara-

bica of Thomas Erpenius and added to it a Clavia

(1733). (H. L. Strack.)

BnuooRAFHT: W. OeBeoius, OtwehiehU dm' ktbrHitckm
Spraeh* und Sehrift, pp. 136-129, Leipne, 1815; F. MOb-
lau, in ZeiUehfift fUr Ivthmiwctu Th^otogi* und Kircka,

1870. pp. 1-31; liohteobeifer, £SA, zL 639-630,

i
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SCHULTHESS^ shul'thess, JOHANinSS: Swiss
Protestant theologian; b. at Zurich Sept. 28, 1763;
d. there Nov. 10, 1836. He studied theology at the
CaroUnum in Zurich. His main interest in early life

was the devek^ment of the public school S3r8tem.

His Kinderbibd dea Alien TeatamerUa (Zurich,

1813) and Schweigeriacher Kinderfreund (1812-13)
were long valued text-books. In 1796 he became
professor ci Greek and Latin, in 1816 of theology,
with the title and position of canon of the cathedral
He worked with great industry at the exegesis of the
New Testament and wrote ExegeUachriheologiachB

FcTBchungen (3 vols., 1818-24), andacommentary on
James (1824). In collaboration with J. K. von Orelli

he published RaHonalismua und SupramUuraliamua,
Kanon, Tradition und SkripUan (1822); and
Revision dea kirchlichen Lehrbegriffa (1826). For a
time he edited the periodical Annalen founded by
Wachler. His critical historical views appear most
clearly in his last work, Vorleatmgen Hber daa ki^
toriache Ckriatentum nach der wiaaenachaflliehen

Anaicki dea 19, Jahrhunderta (1837).

Schulthess took part in the controversy that broke
out in the second decade of the nineteenth century
concerning the Lord's Supper, and wrote Evangel'
iaehe Lekre van dem/reien Gnadenmahl, ein Beitrag

tur Vereinigung der evangdiachen Kirchen (1818),

and Die evangeliache Lekre vom Jieiligen AbendmM
(1824). He regarded himself as the representative

of the genuine Zwinglian doctrine and as such he
opposed ultramontanism and ''all mysticism and
pietism." He wrote in 1815 />a« C/nc^riatfic^ iind

Vemurrfhoidrige, geiatig und aitdich Ungeaunde
mehrerer Biuilein, die aeii einiger ZeU van der

TraktaigeatUachiaft in Baad und ihren Freunden
heimUch auageatreut warden. He was preeminently
of a polemical nature, although in private inter-

course a genial companion and tolerant of the
opinions of others. In contrast with his theological

liberalism and progressiveness was his political con-

servatism. After the establishment of the Zurich
university in 1833, he was appointed extraordinary

professor of New-Testamentexegesisand catechetics.

Among his great services to science and the Churoh
was hiB editing and publishing, together with his

friend Schuler, the works of Zwiogli (11 parts

with supplement, Zurich, 1828-61).

(P. CHRIBTf.)

BfBuooRAPBT: J. SohuIthMB (hif Km), Dmikaekrift tm
KumdertiiUiinomi JiAelfwUr dar SHfttmo daa tehvUhsMehan
FamQienJIonda, Zurich, 1859; A. Sohweiier, Biographueha
A%^faaiduwnom, ed. P. Sohweiser, Sb. 1880.

SCHULTZ, shtUts, FRIBDRICH WILHBLM:
Protestant theologian; b. at Friesack (33 m. n.w.

of Potsdam), Bfark Brandenburg, Sept. 24, 1828;

d. at Breslau, 1888. He studied at Berlin, 1847-51

;

became privat-docent there, 1853; professor ex-

traordinary, 1856; and ordinary professor, 1864, at

Breslau. He wrote Daa Deuteronomium erkUtri (Ber-

lin, 1850); Die 8ch&pfungageachichle nach Nahtr-

wiaaenachqft undBiM (Gotha, 1865) ; the comments
on EZira. Nehemiah. and Esther, in J. P. Lange's

Commentaiy (Bielefeld, 1876); and with W. Strack

prepared the commentary on Psalms and Proverbs

(Munich, 1888) in Kungefaaatea Kammeniar.

SCHULTZ, HERMANN: German Lutheran; b.

at LQchow (37 m. s.e. of LOnebuig) Dec. 30, 1836;
d. at G6ttingen May 15, 1003. He was educated
at the universities of G6ttingen and Erlangen (1853-
1856), and, after being a private tutor at Hambuig
for two years, returned to Crdttingen as a lecturer

in theology, becoming privat-docent in 1861. In
1864 he was called to Basel as full professor, and
in 1872 accepted a similar position at the reoi^ganixed

University of Strasburg. In 1874-76 he was pro-

fessor of theology at Heidelberg, but in the latter

year was recalled to C^ttingen, where he passed the

remainder of his life. He was created a consistorial

counselor in 1881 and abbot of Bursfelde in 1800,

and was also first university preacher and director

of the seminary for practical liieology, although his

lectures were on the Old Testament and all depart-

ments of systematic theology.

In 1863 Schultz published at Frankfort the sec-

ond edition of H. A. C. H&vernick's Varieaungen iJUber

die Theoiogie dea Alien Teatamentat but his most im-
portant contribution to this theme was his AUtea'

tamenUiche Theologie (2 vols., Frankfort, 1860;

5th ed., 1806; Eng. transl. from the 4th ed. by J. A.
Paterson, Edinburgh, 1802), in the successive edi-

tions of which he passed from the position of Ewald
to that of Graf. Problems of Biblical theology

often led him to discuss questions in sjrstematic

theology, as is shown by his Vorauaaeizungen der

chriaUichen Lekre van der Unaierblickkeit (Gdttin-

gen, 1861). The majority of the dogmatic studies

of Schults were connected with Christology and the

cognate theme of the theory <tf the atonement,
these investigations reaching their culmination in

the Lekre van der GaUkeii CkriaU (Gotha, 1881), the

conclusions of which were in substantial accord with
the Cammunicatiaidiamatuin (q.v.), while the whole
work, though independentd Ritschl, was distinctly

Ritschlian in spirit. Of the other dogmatic con-

tributions of Schults the most important was his

Studien und KriOken tur Lekre vam heiligen Abend'
makl (Gotha, 1886), which was practically a defense

of the old Lutheran position. The versatility and
receptivity of his theology find an admirable ex-

emplification in his Orundriaa der ckriaUieken

ApalogeHk (C^ttingen, 1804; Eng. transl., London,

1005), which followed his Orundriaa der evangdiachen

DagmaUk (C^ttingen, 1800) and Orundriaa der

evangdiachen Etkik (1801). In these three works he
sought to reach others than those who attended his

lectures, and the same spirit of practical Cluistianity

was manifested in his Zu den kvrcklicken Fragen der

Oegenwart (Frankfort, 1860), as well as in his

volumes of sermons, Predigtent gekalien in derUni-
veraiiOiakircke au Omingen (Gotha, 1882) and Aua
dem Univeraiidiagotieadienat (2 vols., Gdttingen,

1002-03). He did not, however, establish a distinct

school, although he never lacked pupils who
gratefully acknowledged the debt which they owed
him. (Eberhard Vischer.)

Bxbuoobapht: Tha Bxpoaiiory Timea, July, 1008; Bawait
dea Olatd>an$, 8ept.-Oot., 1004.

SCHULTZB, shQlt'se, AUOUSTUS: Moravian;
b. at Nowawes (a suburb <tf Potsdam), Prussia,

Feb. 3, 1840. He was graduated from the Moravian
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college at Niesky (1858), and at the theological

•eminary at Gnadenfeld, Silesia (1861). He was
then a teacher In the French Academy at Lausanne,
Switzerland (1861-62), and classical instructor in

the college at Niesky (1862-70). In 1870 he left

Germany for the United States, and has since been
connected with the Moravian College and Theo-
logical Seminary at Bethlehem, Pa., first as pro-

fessor of exegesis and dogmatics imtil 1885, and
then as president. From 1881 to 1893 he was one
of the three members of the governing board of his

denomination in America. Besides editing Der
BrUder Botschafter for several years, he has written

HisUjry of the Widow's Society of Bethlehem (Beth-

lehem, Pa., 1880); Aarlig Dagbog (1888); Die Mis-
sions/elder der emeuerten BrUderkirche (1890);

Orammar and Vocabulary of the Eskimo Language

of Northwestern Alaska (1894); The Theology of
Peter and Paul (1896); Guide to the Old Moravian
Cemetery at Bethlehem (1898); The Books of the

Bible Analyzed (1902); and Christian Doctrine and
Systematic Thedogy (1909).

SCHIJLTZE, BENJAMIIf: Missionary to India

and Translator of the Bible. See India, II., } 2.

SCHULTZ, MAXIMILIAN VIKTOR: German
Lutheran; b. at FOrstenberg (a village near Cor-

bach, 28 m. s.w. of Cassel), Waldeck, Dec. 13,

1851. He was educated at the universities of Basel,

Jena, Strasburg, and G6ttingen, and, after several

years of study in Italy, became privat-docent at the

University of Leipsic in 1879. In 1884 he was
called to Greifswald as associate professor (^ church

history and church archeology, where he has been
professor of the same subject since 1888. He has

written or edited Die Kaiakomben von San Gen-

naro dei Poveri in Neapel (Jena, 1877); Archdo-

logische Studien Hber altchristliche Monumente
(^enna,1880); Die Kaiakomben, ihreOeschichUund

ihre Monumente (Leipsic, 1882); Das evangelische

KirchengebdudCf ein Ratgeber fUr Geistliche und
Freunde kirchlicher Kunst (1886); Geschichte des

Untergangs des griechisch-rOmischen Heidentums (2

vols., Jena, 1887-92); Das Kloster San Marco
in Florenz (Leipsic, 1888); Die aUchrisilichen Bildr

werke und die wissenschaftliche Forschung (1889);

Archdologie der altchristlichen Kunst (Munich, 1895);

Waldeckische Reformationsgeschichte (Leipsic, 1903)

;

Codex WaldeccensiSf unbekannte Fragmente einer

griechischrlateinischen Bibdhandschrift (Munich,

1904); Geschichts- und Kunstdenkmdler der kdnig^

lichen Universitdt Greifswald (1906); Die altchrist-

lichen GrabstattenSicUiens {1907); Philipp Nicolai

(1908); and Waldeckische Landeskunde (1909).

SCHULZ, shOlts, ALPHONS: German Roman
Catholic; b. at Karchau (a village near Nimptsch,
29 m. S.W. of Breslau) Apr. 27, 1871. He studied

at the lyceum of Braimsberg and the University of

Monster (1891-97; D.D., Monster, 1897), and in

Jerusalem (1897-98). He was privat-docent for

Old-Testament ex^esis at the Lyceum of Braims-
berg (1900-04); professor in the gymnasium of

the same city (1901-04); and since 1904 has been
associate professor of Old-Testament exegesis in the

Lyceum. He has written De Psalmis gradualibus

(Monster, 1897); QueOen mr GeschichU des EUa9
(Braunsberg, 1906); GdUlichss und Menschliehm
im Alien Testament (1906); and DoppeBmiehte vn
PmtUUeuch (Freiburg, 1908).

SCHULZ, DAVID: German Lutheran; b. at
POrben, near Freystadt (75 m. n.w. 6L Breelau),

Nov. 29, 1779; d. at Breslau Feb. 17, 1854. He was
educated at the University of Halle (Ph.D., 1806),

where he became privat-docent in 1806. On the
closing of the university, he took a like position at
Leipsic, but when HsJle was reopened in 1808,

Schulx returned to his alma mater. In 1809 he
was appointed associate professor of theology and
philosophy, but in the same year accepted a call to
Frankfort as full professor 61 theology. With the
incorporation (^ the University of Frankfort with
that of Breslau in 1811, Schuls went to Breslau,

retaining his professorship until blindness forced

him to retire from active life. Theologically he was
a rationalist. His exegetical and critical writings

are antiquated, though his polemic works still

possess a certain historical interest. His principal

works, which are prolix and repetitive, are: Der
Brief an die Hebrder (Breslau, 1818); Die christ^

liche Lehre vom fieUigen AbendmeJd (Leipsic, 1824);

Was heisst Glauben und wer sind die Ungldubigenf

(1830); and Die Geistesgeben der ersten Christen

(Breslau, 1836). He edited the third edition of the

first volume (containing the Gospels) of J. J.

Griesbach's Novum Testamentum GrcBce (Berlin,

1827). (J. J. HERZoot.)

SCHULZE, shOl'tse, LUDWI6 THEODOR:
German LuUieran; b. at Berlin Feb. 27, 1833.

He was educated at the university of his native

city (lie. theol., 1856; Ph.D., 1858), where he be-

came privat-docent for New-Testament exegesis

and Biblical theology in 1859. Four years later he
was called to Kdnigsberg as associate professor of

theology, and was also chaplain of the house for

deaconesses and a member of the committee on
theological examinations. From 1866 to 1874 he
was inspector of the Kloster unserer lieben Frauen
at Magdeburg and head of the seminary for the
training of teachers ci religion at the gjrmnaaium.
Since 1874 he has been professor of dogmatic
theology and ethics at Rostock; he was rector

magnificus of the University of Rostock in 1894 and
has repeatedly been dean of the theological faculty.

In theology his position is essentially conservative.

He has written De foniibus ex quibus historia Hyc
sorum haurienda sit (Berlin, 1858); C/e6er die

Wunder Jesu Christi, mit besonderem Betug a;uf

Renan (Kdnigsberg, 1864) ; Martha und Maria, zwei

LdmubUder rack der heUigen Schrtft (Gotha, 1865)

;

Passions- und Osterfeier (sermons; 1866); Vom
Menschensohn und vom Logos (1867); Friede im
Herm (sermons; 1871); Phdlipp Wackemagd, ein

Lebensbild (Leipsic, 1879) ; Friedrich Adolf PhOipjn,
ein Lebensbild (Gotersloh, 1883); Luiher und die

evangelische Kirche (Rostock, 1883); August Ne-
ander, ein Lebendnld (Leipsic, 1890); Die Theo-
logie der Offenbarung, ihr Wesen und ihre Aufgabe in

der Gegenu>art (RoBtockf 1894); Die IrrtumsloeigkeU

Jesu (Gotersloh, 1908); and Unsere QueOen /tlr

das Leben Jesu ChrisH (1909). He prepared the
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third edition of K. F. A. Wuttke's Handbuck der

christUchenSiUenUhre (2 vols., Leipsio, 1874-75) and
contributed the sections on the introduction to the

New Testament, the New-Testament revelation of

salvation, the history of the New-Testament
period, and the life (^ Jesus and the apostolic

Church to O. Zdckler's Handbuch der theologiachen

Wi9senseh4J^itn (3 vols., Ndrdlingen, 1883-84).

SGEIULZB, MARTm: German Protestant; b.

at See, Upper Lausanne, Switzerland, Jan. 26, 1866.

Be studied at the University of Halle (188^-93) and
after being director of the Tholuck hall for theo-

Ipgiical students in the same city for a few months,
became privat-docent for New-Testament exegesis

and dogmatics at Breslau within the year, and was
appointed associate professor in the same institution

(1899), but since 1904 has been professor of system-
atic theology at the University of Kdnigsberg. He
has written Zur Frage nach der Bedeutung der heili-

gen Schrtft (HaDe, 1894) ; Die Religion Jeau und der

Glaube an Christue (1897); Daa Wesen dee Christen^

Utma (1897); Calvine Jeneeita^hrietentum in eeinem
VerhdUnie zu den religidaen Sckriften dee Eraamue
(G6riiti, 1902); WeH und UnweH der Beweiee fUr
das Daeein OotUe (1905); and Der persOnliche

Character dee protestanHschen Christentuma (Halle,

1909).

SCHUPP, shQp (SCHUPPIU8), JOHANN BAL-
THASAR: Gennan preacher and satirist; b. at

Giessen Bfar., 1610; d. at Hamburg Oct. 26, 1661.

He studied philosophy at Marburg, but becoming
convinced of the uselessness of the current meta-
physical subtleties, he turned to theology. After

completing his triennium he undertook a pedestrian

tour in accordance with the custom of the times, and
finally stopped at Rostock where be took his mas-
ter's degree in 1631, and began to give lectures. In
1634 he accompanied a young nobleman, Rudolf
Rauw of Holtshausen, on a journey to Holland,

and on his return was made professor of history

and oratory at Marburg. His vivacious manner and
geniality made him extremely popular with the

students. Meanwhile he devoted a great part of his

time to the study of theology. In 1643 he was
chosen preacher at the EUizabethkirche, a position

he filled while performing the duties of his pro-

fessorship, and in 1646 became court preacher

and counselor of the consistory for Landgrave
Johannes von Hesse-Braubach. The prince was
so well pleased with Schupp that he sent him in

1647 as his ambassador to the peace convention at

Monster and OsnabrQck. He was about this time
elected pastor d the Jacobikirche, at Hamburg,
where he was extraordinarily successful, though
his popularity aroused the j^ousy of his brother

cleTg3rmen.

Before this time Schupp had written only in Latin,

excepting some small volumes of hymns. He now
began to write in German, issuing in 1656 the

famous sermon Oedenk daran, Harnburg—the only

one of his sermons he published entire. He pub-
lished a number {A pieces in 1657 imder assumed
names (Antenor, Mellilambius). To one of his Latin
writings, published at Copenhagen, he appended the

so-caUed P&ahn cli., and the supposed letter of Paul

to the Laodioeans. At this, the wrath of his col-

leagues broke out. His offense consisted in lashing

the sins of the time with wit and satire, but the
special charge against him was that he published
apocryphal writings. He was summoned before a
commission appointed by the ministry and re-

quested not to issue theological writings under as-

simied names, not to publish apocrypha, to sub-
mit to a censorship, and not to introduce fables,

jokes, and himiorous anecdotes, alongside the say-
ings and accounts of the Bible. He is said to have
agreed to the first two conditions, and promised to
keep within bounds on the other matters. But
Salomo Oder Regentenepiegd and Freund in der

Noth were already in press, and their appearance
caused another commotion with an appeal to the
theological faculties €i Wittenbeig and Strasburg
for advice on two hypothetical questions that de-
scribed Schupp's offense. The clergy were advised
to appeal to the state authorities, and the latter

enjoined quiet upon both parties to the contro-
versy (March, 1658). Schupp was now plimged in

a complicated literary feud which continued until

his early death at the age of fifty-two.

Schupp was an honest, pious man and a faithful

Christian. His writings, especially the little Ger-
man tracts, went through many editions, had a
decided influence upon the people, and present an
interesting picture oi the manners of his time.

His sermons were criticised for lack of dignity, but
they were earnest, attractive, and wholesome in

their influence. (Carl Bebtreau.)
Bxbuoobapht: P. Lambedus, Programma in Schuppii

cbitwn, Hambuig, IMl; J. MOUer, Cimbria tiUrata, ii.

790-^04, Copenhagen, 1744; C. Ziegra, Sammluno van
Urkunden . . . mw hamburgiachen KtrehenoetchietUe, ii.

340^338, Hambuii. 1704; A. Vial, Johann BaUhaw
Sehuppitu, «tfi VoHAufer Sptntn. Mains. 1867; K. E.
Blooh, in the Jahredberiehi 4fr<r die kiinioliehe ReaUchyte
. . . ftt Berlin, Beilin, 1863; E. OeUe, Baltfuuar Schupp*,
Hambuii, 1863; G. Baur, Johann BalUuuar Schupp aU
Prtdioer, Leipsio, 1888; T. Biseboff, Johann BaUha$ar
Schupp, Nuiembeii, 1890; Paul St6tsner, BeiMg* sur
WUrdiintng von Johann BaUhatar Schupp* Uhrreiehen
Schriften, Leipsio, 1891; J. LOhmann, Johann BaUhaaar
Schupp, Blaibuii, 1907; ADB, zxziii. 67-77.

SCHWABACH, shval^OH, ARTICLES: A Protes-

tant confession drawn up in 1528. They derive

their name from being brought into connection with
a meeting in that year in Schwabach regarding

the Brandenbuig visitation. They go back to the

attempts at alliance resumed by the Evangelical

Estates inmiediately after the protest at the Diet

of Speyer (see Speter, Diet of) in the spring of

1529. The preliminary agreement on Apr. 22, 1528,

was between Saxony, Hesse, Nuremberg, Stras-

burg, and Ulm, and looked to the consideration of

the Eucharistic problem in a meeting to take place

at Rotach, in the Franconian moimtains. The meet-
ing was postponed till Aug. 24 and again till Oct.

16 as a result of a conference of the elector, Mar-
grave George of Brandenburg, and Philip of Hesse
at Saalfeld. The margrave desired a uniform creed,

liturgy, and regulation of ecclesiastical affairs in the

territories of the allies, and in this Elector John was
in accord with him. Accordingly Luther, while at

Marburg (apparently on Oct. 4), received a letter

from the elector, dated Sept. 28, asking him, Me-
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lanchtbon, and Jonas to confer with the elector,

but on Oct. 7 Luther was directed to prepare the

articles at once, and by Oct. 10 they were in the

elector's hands.

The Articles are seventeen in number and, while

closely following the Marbuig Articles, lay special

stress on the points wherein uniformity was neces-

sary in order to secure political union. They like-

wise lay sharp stress on Luther's distinctive Eucha-
ristic doctrines, and expressly assail the teachings of

Zwingli. On Oct. 16, 1529, at the concluding of the

alliance, they were laid before the conference held

at Schwabach, and there rejected by the Upper
Germans. Besides being employed in drawing up
the Augsburg Confession, the Schwabach Articles

were used by the elector in May, 1530, to prove his

orthodoxy to the emperor, a wretched Latin trans-

lation being sent to Innsbruck. The original draft

of the articles is lost, and they first appeared in

print at Coburg about 1530 imder the inisleading

title of Die bekenrdnia Martini LiUhers auff den

jtsigen angeateUen Reichstag zu Avgepurk evmuUgen,
In Hebentzehen Artikd verfaeaet. Shortly afterward

Luther himself published the Articles with a preface

of his own. (T. Kolde.)

Bibuoobapht: H. E. Jaoobs, Tht Book of Concord, L 303-
364. ii. 27-28, Philadelphia, 1803; J. J. MoUer, HitiorU
von dor ooangdioehen St&ndo, Jena, 1705; T. Kolde, Der
Too von SchloiM, in BoitrOge mr ReformaHonoffuehiehte
J. KdoUin oewidmH, pp. 84 Kiq.. Qotha, 1800; fiehafl.

Crotdo, i. 228-220.

SCHWALLT, shvdlOt, FRIEDRICH: Orientalist;

b. at Butibach (11 m. s. of Giessen) Aug. 10, 1863.

He received his education at the gymnasium at

Darmstadt and at the universities of Giessen and
Strasburg; he was called as privat-docent to Stras-

burg to teach Semitic languages, becoming extraor-

dinary professor there in 1898, and going to Gies-

sen in the same capacity in 1901, being promoted
to ordinary professor in 1906. He has issued Dae
Ldten nach dem Tode, Nach den VoratdUmgen der

alien lerael und dee Judentume einechlieeelich dee

Volkaglaubene im ZeiiaUer ChrieH (Giessen, 1892);

IdioHcon der ehrieUichrpaldeHniec)ien AramOiech

(1893) ; Ktdtur dee aUen Oriente (1896) ; Ibraham ibn

Muhammed el-Baiha^ Kitdb d Mahdein val Maedwi
(3 parts, Leipsic, 1899-1902); assisted in putting

forth a critical edition of the Hebrew text €i the

Book of Kings (1904) ; and edited the second edition

of T. NOldeke's Geechichte dee Qorane (1909).

SCHWANB, shvd'ne, JOSEPH: German Roman
Catholic; b. at Dorsten (35 m. s.w. of Monster),

Westphalia, Apr. 2, 1824; d. at Monster June 6,

1892. He studied at Monster, 1843-48; at Bonn
and Tobingen, 1848-50; became privat-docent

in the theological faculty at Monster, 1853; pro-

fessor extraordinary there, 1859; and ordinary

professor, 1867. He was author of Dae gdtUiche

Vorhenvieeen (MOnster, 1855); De conirovereia inter

Sanctum Stephanum et Sanctum Cyprianum (1859);

Dogmengeechichte (1862-90); De operibue euper-

erogaioriie (1868); SpecidU MoraUheologie (1871-

1878); AUgemeine MoraUheologie (iSSS).

SCHWARTZ, shvdrts, CHRISTIAR FRIBDRICH:
German Protestant missionary; b. at Sonnenburg

(19 m. n.e. of Frankfort-on-theOdor), Prussia,

Oct. 26, 1726; d. at Tanjore (170 m. s.s.w. of Ma-
dras), India, Feb. 13, 1798. He studied theology at

Halle; and having made himself master of the Tamil

language, was sent as missionary to Tranquebar in

1750 by the Danish Missionary Society in Copenha-

gen. Having entered the service of the Society for

Promoting Christian Knowledge in London, in 1767,

his station was in 1779 removed to Tanjore, where
he remained to his death. He foimded many con-

gregations among the natives, exercised a most
beneficial influence during the war of Hyder Ali,

and contributed much to make the name and
character of Europe respected and trusted in India.

Bibuoobapht: Remaina of . , , C, F. ScAwsKf, Mwionr
ary m India, eonoiaHng of Mb LdUra and JoumaU; w%ih

a Skoleh ofhU Life, 2d ed., London, 1820; H. M. Peanon.
Momoin of , , . C. F. SekwartM, new ed., 2 voIb,, 1856;

J. D. Jaenickc, Memoira of , . . JamUko . . . vriik . . .

LotUn and NoHeoo of SchwarU, ib. 1833; W. Ocrmann.
Miooion&r C. F. SehtPOfU, oein Ubon tatd WiHun, Erlanc-
an, 1870; W. P. Wmbh. Horooo of the Miotum FiM,
London, 1879; A. C. Thompson, Proioolant Mimiona,
their Rise and Body Progreee, New York. 1804; Helen H.
Holeomb, Men of Might in Indian Mieeione, ib. 1901;

C. C. Creegin, Pioneer Miaeionariee of the Church, ib. 1903;

H. G. Vedder, Chrietian Bpoeh Makera, PhikdelphiB, 1906.

SCHWARZ, shvOrts, FRIEDRICH HBIHRICH
CHRISTIAN: German Lutheran; b. at Giessen

May 30, 1766; d. at Heidelberg Apr. 3, 1837. After

completing his education at ^e university of his

native city, he assisted his father as pastor at

Alsfeld, and was then pastor of Dexbach (1790-

1796), Echiell (1796-98) and Monster, near Buti-
baoh (1798-1804), where he developed con-

spicuous ability as a teacher, in addition to his

clerical duties. From 1804 until his death he
was professor of theology at Heidelberg, his spe-

cial fields being pedagogics and sjrstematic the-

ology. His theological point <tf view was one of

Biblical and practical supematuralism, combined
with a unionistic tendency. Besides issuing works
on pedagogy, in which field he is perhaps better

known than as a theologian, he edited for several

years the Theologieche Annalen (1824 sqq.). Die
Kvrche (1816-17), and also the pedagogical Frei-

mHJUge JahrbCcher. His independent theological

writings were Sciagraphia dogmaJticee Chrietianm in

ueum prcdedionum (Heidelberg, 1808; revised imder
the title of Gnmdriee der kirchlichen proieetantieehen

Dogmaiik, 1816) ; Dae Chrietentum in eeiner Wahr-
heit und OdtUichkeit heirachtet, oder die Lehre dee

Evangeliume aue Urkunden dargeetelU (1808); and
Handbuch der evangeliech-chriedichen Etkik fUr
Theologen und gebildete Chrieten (1821; revised in

1830 as Die Sitienlehre dee evangdiechen ChrieUnr
tume ale Wieeenechafl),

Schwars was a sealous advocate of the union of

the Lutheran and Reformed Churches in Baden,
and after the union toiled with his coUeague Daub
to this end, also in preventing loose latitudinarian-

ism and in giving proper validity to the creeds of

both denominations. (C. B. HuNDBSHAGEKt.)

SCHWARZ, JOHAim KARL EDUARD: Ger-
man Lutheran; b. at Halle June 20, 1802; d. at
Jena May 18, 1870. He was educated at tlie uni-

versity of his native city (1822-24), and after being
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a teacher at Magdeburg for a year, was appointed,

in 1826, pastor in the neighboring town of Altenwed-
dingen. In 1829 he was called to Jena as chief pastor

and superintendent, being at the same time honor-

ary professor at the university. In 1844 he was
appointed full professor, lecturing on homiletics, cat-

echetics, and ethics, b^des directing the homiletic

and catechetic seminars, but in 1865 was compelled

by illness to retire from active life. He was for many
yean theological editor of the Jenaer aUgemeine

lAUercUvrzeitung, was one of the founders of the

ProtestantUche Kirchemeitung, and in 1859 edited

the Weimarsches Kirchenblatt. Besides writing a
vohmie oi sermons (Jena, 1837) and an unfinished

biography oi Nikolaus Amsdorf, he had charge of an
Evangelisches Kirchenbuch (2 vols., Jena, 1860-63),

of which he wrote vol. ii. (C. PETEBt*)

SCHWARZ, KARL HEINRICH WILHBLM:
Gennan theologian and historian; b. at Wiek (21

m. n. (tf Stralsund), on the island of ROgen, Nov.
19, 1812; d. at Gotha Mar. 25, 1885. He attended
the gymnasium at Greifswald, 1826-30; studied

theology and philology imder Gesenius and Tholuck
at Halle; in 1831 went to Bonn; studied in Berlin,

1832-34; whence he returned to Greifswald. While
under sentence of imprisonment at Wittenberg in

1837 for breach of academical regulations, he was
allowed to attend the preachers' seminary conducted
by Heubner and Rothe. In 1841 at Greifswald he
became licentiate in theology and in 1842 licentiate

at Halle, where he collaborated on the HaUische
JahrbUcher, At Leipsic and Cothen he attended the

meetings of the "Protestant Friends" but their

rationalism repelled him. The minister of public

worship decreed his suspension and he was rehabili-

tated at Halle only in 1848. In his Wesen der

Religion (Halle, 1847) he deals in the first part with
the conception of religion as the realisation of God
and in the second part with the history of religion

and the philosophic systems of Kant, Jacobi, Bchlei-

ermacher, H^el, and Feuerbach. In 1849 he be-

came extraordinary professor and in 1854 published

Lesring als ThecHog, His most important work is

Zvar Oesckichte der neuesten Theologie (Leipsic, 1856),

wherein he treats of the antithesis between rational-

ism and supematuralism, which was overcome by
Schleiermacher and Hegel. In contrast with them
standsmodem orthodoxy, typified by Hengstenberg,

while Strauss's Leben Jesu characterises t£e histori-

cal critical process. The third part describes the

philosophic-dogmatic process, first the redemption
theology of Strauss and Feuerbach, then the reaction

against it and Schleiermacher's school, finally the

transition to the free theology of the future for

which he stood. In 1856 Duke Ernst II. of Coburg-
Crotha called him to Crotha as court preacher. In
1858 he became head court preacher and member
of the ministerial department for public instruction

and worship, and in 1877 general superintendent of

the state chiirch of Crotha. In 1866 he published

for the public schools of the duchy of Crotha a very

popular Leitfaden fUr den Rdigioneunterricht. He
was also active in matters affecting the organisation

of the church and in those which concerned Church
and State. (G. Rudloff.)

SCHWEBEL, shvd'bel, JOHANN, AND THE
REFORMATION III PFALZ-ZWEIBRUECKEN:
Johaim Schwebel, or, as he styled himself,

Schweblin, was bom at Pforzheim (50 m. w.n.w.
of Carlsruhe) in 1490; d. at ZweibrQcken May 19,

1540. Thoroughly prepared in the excellent Latin
school of his native town, he entered the Univer-

sity of Tubingen in 1508, that of Leip-

Education sic in 1509, and that of Heidelberg in

and Early 1511, taking his degree in canon law
Labors, in 1513. Still earlier he had entered the

Hospitallers' order of the Holy Ghost.

Consecrated as priest at Strasburg on Apr. 15, 1514,

he lived in his cloister at Pforzheim, where he con-

tracted intimate relations with Melanchthon. From
1519 Schwebel preached in the hospital ci his order

in Evangelical fashion, and although he observed
moderation, he roused the hostility of the "old
believers" to such a degree that he deemed it advi-

sable, in 1521, to leave the order and seek protection

in Siokingen's castles, where, n communion with
Sickingen, Hutten, Butzer, and others, he grew still

more decided. Like (Ecolampadius, Schwebel now
read the mass in German, though he held no official

post with Sickingen. He married in 1521, and in

the autumn of 1522 returned to Pfoi-zheim, where
he again occupied his position in the hospital, at

first unmolested. In a tract that appeared at

Pforzheim Dec. 1, 1522, Ermahnung zu dem Que9-

Honierenf abzuateUen Hberflilseige Kosten, Schwebel
opposed the "farming" of the credulous common
people in coimection with collecting donations for

hospitals and the poor. He is also perhi^ the

authc»* of another work that soon appeared at the

same place, lAber vagatorum, describing the artifices

employed by the vagabonds of that age for swindling

the people.

In the spring of 1523, Schwebel had to leave

Pforzheim again. An invitation from Duke Ludwig
II. of Pfalz-ZweibrQcken then led him to Zwei-

brQcken; where no later than April oi

Beginning 1523 he appears as preacher and forth-

of Work in with developed a fruitful activity, to

Zwei- which Ludwig interposed no obstacle,

brttcken. In a series of sermons, Schwebel ex-

pounded Matthew, Romans, Galatians,

and Corinthians. When in 1527 he preached on the

Old Testament, he studied Hebrew so eagerly that

his adversaries in ridicule styled him Jvdaictis,

When Duke Ludwig published the Nuremberg edict

of Mar. 6, 1523, and in 1526 put a new edge on the

same, prohibiting preaching of the Gospel except

as approved by the Church, Schwebel did not change
his maimer of preaching, and before long his in-

fluence began to spread over neighboring places.

Early in 1524 Schwebel victoriously defended his

doctrine against the arch-priest Nicholas Kalten-

heuser of Bitsch, who denied his authorization to

preach. Schwebel's first wife having died early, he
married again, and justified the step in a special

tract. In a sermon on I Cor. iii., delivered at the

begiiming of 1525, he expressed himself openly
against purgatory. About this time Schwebel sent

a brief presentation of his doctrine to a citizen of

Metz, which was translated into French and printed

at Strasburg. Another small tract of his, HaupUtUds
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und Summa de$ ganten EvangeUunu, dates from
1525. In 1526, when, previously to the Diet ci

Speyer, the bishops took measures against the

Evangelical preachers, the bishop of Meti desired to

call Skshwebel to account. And although Jacob
Schorr, an influential counselor of Duke Ludwig's,

in a repeatedly printed Radschlag Hber den Luther-

ischen handel auf Speyerischen Reychetag, had as
early as 1524 made spirited defense of the "invin-

cibly authenticated" doctrine of Luther, Ludwig
still entertained serious scruples, and Schwebel, for

a time, discontinued the communion under both
species. Through Ludwig's marriage with the

Evangelical Elisabeth €i Hesse (Sept., 1526), the

friends of reform obtained powerfiil support, yet
Ludwig did not side openly with the Evangelical

cause. He did not refuse lids protection to Evan-
gelical preachers who were assailed by their bishop,

and he also drew men of Evangelical sentiments
into his circle; but, on the other hand, he left

priests undistiurbed who dischaiged their office in

the traditional manner. When Ludwig died on
Dec. 3, 1532, aged only thirty years, Ludwig's
brother. Palsgrave Ruprecht, together with tihe

widowed mother, assmned the regency in the name
of his only son, Wolfgang, six years of age.

Ruprecht was ori^nally destined to Uie spiritual

career, and had early become a canon in Mains and
Strasbuig. He was a zealous friend of the Reforma-

tion, and evinced full confidence in

Palsgrave Schwebel. Immediately after assii-

Ruprechfs ming the regency, he summoned Schwe-
Regency. bel to prepare a liturgy, which as early

as Jan., 1533 (not 1520), obtained the

regent's approbation, and was printed at Strasburg

under the title: Form und Mass, vne ee von den
Predigem des FUraienthumM ZwdbrUck in nacf^ol-

genden Mdngdn soil gehaUen toerden. This liturgy

treats in twelve articles of the life and official con-

duct of the clergy, the solemn observance of Simdays
and festivals, week-day sermons, baptisms, com-
munion and confession, visitation of the sick, burial,

catechetical sermons, and prayer. The volume was
sent to the clergy with Uie remark that whoever
could not adhere to the same in good conscience

should communicate his opinion to the ducal

chancery. On May 5, 1533, when Pastor Meissen-

heimer of ZweibrQcken resigned his office, Schwebel
became his successor, and soon gained controlling

influence upon the church administration. The
liturgy was now gradually introduced throughout
the principality. Ruprecht paid no heed to protests

lodged against the same, on July 23, 1533, by Vicar-

general Tettenleben of Mains, by Archbishop Al-

brecht of Mainz, in Nov., 1533, and again early in

1534, and by the bishop of Speyer. Schwebel, in a
statement rendered by Ruprecht's direction, de-

clared it a duty of the civil authority to proceed

against the scandalous hving of the Roman Catholic

clergy, concerning which everybody made com-
plaint. The bishops tolerated that scandal, yet

sought to pimish something instituted by Christ

himself. Though even Schorr counseled prudence,

Schwebel influenced Ruprecht, early in 1535, to

command all priests and monks who lived in concu-
binage to marry before Easter under penalty of ex-

pulsion. And though the bishop of Mets, Apr. 0»

1535, lodged complidnt, and urgently entreated to
"leave the priests in their ancient and customary
manner of life according to the precepts of tht
Church," only reporting those who lived unseemly
for chastisement, Ruprecht consistently forced
his mandate. With the reforms that Ruprecht
devised, the great majority of the populaticm stood
thoroughly in harmony. The assertion of N. Paulua
(Historisdi-polUische Blatter, cvii. 805), to the in-

tent that their introduction was coercive and had
been wrought contrary to the will of the people, has
no support in the records. In 1533 Schwebel gained
a like-minded fellow-laborer in his friend Kaspar
Glaser, who was adopted as such by reason of his

mediating position as the young Palsgrave Wolf-
gang's teacher. A second very able compatriot,

Michael Zimmermann (Hilsbach), assisted him
from the close ci 1532 at first as schodmaster and
later as pastoral colleague.

Schwebel's theological position was of a moderate
tone. With Ruprecht's consent, he subscribed the

Augsbitfg Confession and Apology.
Completion Of the Lord's Si4>per it is stated in

of Reform the liturgy prepi^ed by Schwebd,
Measures, that, waiving subtle questions, one

shouJd set faithfully b^ore Christians

what the Evangelists write of the Lord's Supper,
to the end that they may in faith receive what Cbrist
offers them when he says, "Take, eat; this is my
body"; and "Drink ye all of it. This cup is the
new testament in my blood." Schwebel followed
with interest the proceedings that led to the Witten-
berg Concord, subscribed the same himself, and
invited the remaining preachers ci the duchy to
subscribe. On occasion of a church visitation under-
taken in the Lichtenbeig jurisdiction, in 1538, a
great diversity manifested itself both in doctrine and
in practises. One priest continued to administer
his office, quite to the displeasure of his congrega-
tion, in Roman Catholic fashion. Doubtless this

helped to induce the most eminent of the dudiy^s
clergy to convene in a kind oi synod. The resolu-

tions which, on May 21, 1539, this body submitted
for approval aimed at a greater unity in doctrine,

proposed the appointment of churchwardens to
administer the church properties and Christian dis-

cipline. In the town of ZweibrQcken, at the be-
ginning of 1540, this "Church Discipline" was
adopted. On occasion d a church visitation not
long afterward in the jurisdiction of Veldens this

"Discipline" was introduced there as well. For
sixteen years Schwebel labored in ZweibrQcken.
His death was probably caused by the pestilence.

By that time the Reformation was diffused through-
out the duchy. Glaser, his successor, continued
the work in like spirit. Under the rule of Pals-

grave Wolfgang, the process was completed throu^^
the introduction of the excellent liturgy of 1557.

Juuns Net.

BiBLioamAFHT: The *' Works " of SohwcM were eoSeded
and iwued by his mm in three perts, 4 toIb.. Zweibrtkekan,
1507-^ though the work was badly done, but the ehaiit
is not proved that they were distorted m the Refoimed
interest. To the second part (the letteis) a biocrei^y was
prefixed which has been Uie one source of all later sket^Ms.
Additional letteis were published by J. SchnekJer in Zm^
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mhriSt fur GMchiehU dm Obenheina, zzxiv (1882), 223
aqq. Later and mort aooessible sketohes aro in M. Adam,
Vitm Otrmanorum theolooorum, pp. 02 tqq., Heidelberg,
1620; J. Q. F. PflOger. GnehiehU dm- StatU Pfonfmm, pp.
806, 330 tqq., Pfonheim. 1861-02; F. Jung, Johamm
8ehwd>d, dar Raformator von Zvmbmektn, Kaiaerdautem,
1910; J. Ney. in ZmUchtift fUr baymacha KirchmiQaackicht*,
1910, pp. 174 tqq.

SCHWE6LER, shv^er, FRIEDRICH CARL
ALBERT: Distinguished representative of the
Tabingen School; b. at Mlchelbach, near Halle

(35 nu n.e. of Stuttgart), WOrttemberg, Feb. 10,

1819; d. at Tobingen Jan. 5, 1857. He studied

at the seminaries of SchOnthal and TObingen;
devoted himself especially to the study of church
history; was for nearly a year pastor at Beben-
hausen; became docent in philosophy at Tubing-
en, 1843; professor of Roman literature and an-
tiquities in 1848; and, shortly before his death,

professor of ancient history. He distinguished him-
self greatly at the university, and studied with seal

the Hegelian philosophy. In 1841 appeared Der
Mo7Uantsmu8 und die christliche Kirche des zweUen
JahrhunderU (TQbingen, 1841). Through Strauss's

Le6en Jesu and other studies he found himself at
variance with the teachings of the Church, and
published Das nachapostolische ZeitaUer (1846). It

exaggerates the Baur hypothesis of the early Church,
and dislocates the origin of the writings of the New
Testament. The work asserts that early C^hristian-

ity was pure Ebionism (see Ebionites) and builds

up the history of the early Church on this founda-
tion. He edited the ClemenHnischen Homilien
(Stuttgart, 1847); and published Die Metapkysik
dea ArietotdeSf text, translation, commentary, and
exposition (4 vols., TQbingen, 1847-48); Oeechichle

derPkilosophieim Umrias (Stuttgart, 1848; 16th ed.,

1905; Eng. transl., New York, 1881); the Historia

ecdeaia of Eusebius (2 vols., Stuttgart, 1852);

Rdmische Oeschichie (3 vols., TQbingen, 1853-58);

and QeeMchie der griechiechen PhUoaopkie (1859).

SCHWEIHFURTH, GEORGE JACOB. See
Cbxtbch TBinMPHAi>rr, I.

SCUWKUMITZ, shvoi'nits, BDMUHD ALEXAN-
DER DE: Bishop of the Unity of the Brethren; b.

at Bethlehem, Pa., Mar. 20, 1825; d. at South
Bethlehem, Pa., Dec. 18, 1887. He was grad-

uated from the theological seminary of his denom-
ination at Bethlehem in 1844; studied at Berlin,

1845; was pastor at Canal Dover, O., 1850; Leb-

anon, Pa., 1851-53; Philadelphia, 1853-60; Lititz,

Pa., 1860-64; and Bethlehem, Pa., 1864-80; and
was consecrated bishop in 1870. He was president

of the provincial board—i.e., the governing board

—of the American province of the Unity of the

Brethren, and of the theological seminary, 1867-84.

He was of a family that for more than a himdred
jrears has furnish^ ministers in an unbroken line

to the American branch of the Moravian Church,

and was a great-great-grandson (^ Coimt Zinzendorf

(q.v.)- He was the author of The Moravian Manual
(Philadelphia, 1859), The Moravian Episcopate

(Bethlehem, 1865); The Life and Times of David
Zeiaberger (Philadelphia, 1870) ; Some of the Fathers

of the Moravian Ckwrch (Bethlehem, 1881); and
The History of the Unitas Frabrum (1885).

SCHWBrrZBR, shvoit'ser, ALBERT: German
Protestant; b. at Kaysersberg (39 m. 8.w. of Stras-

burg) Jan. 14, 1875. He was educated at the uni-

versities of Strasburg, Paris, and Berlin (Ph.D.,
Strasbuig, 1899), and since 1902 has been privat-

docent for New-Testament exegesis at Strasbuig.

He has written Die ReligionsphUosopkie Kants von
der Kritik zur reinen Vemunft bis mr Religion

innerhdtb der Orenzen der blossen Vemunft (Freiburg,

1899); Das Abendmahl im Zusammenhang mit dm
Leben Jesu und der Oeschichts des Urchristeniums

(2 parts, TQbingen, 1901) ; Von Reimarus zu Wrede,
eine Oeschichte der LeberirJesu-Forhchung (1906;
Eng. transl.. The Quest for the Historical Jesus; a
critical Study of its Progressfrom Reimarus to Wrede,
New York, 1910); and Deutsche und franzdsische
OrgeSbauhmst und Orgdkunst (Leipsio, 1906).

SCHWBIZERf shvoit'ser, ALEXANDER: Swiss
Protestant theologian, follower of Schleiermacher;
b. at Murten (15 m. w. of Bern) Mar. 14, 1808; d.

at Zurich July 3, 1888. He studied at Zurich, Ber-
lin, and Jena, and was ordained in 1831. While yet
a student he wrote Kritik des Oegensatzes zwischen
Rationalismus und Supranaturalismius, and Dar-
stellung der Versuchungsgeschichte (published to-

gether, Zurich, 1833), in both of which his depend-
ence on Schleiermacher is evinced. In 1833, while
a student at Jena, he received a call as assistant

preacher to the Reformed congregation at Leipsic.

In 1834, he visited Berlin and saw Schleiermacher
for the last time a few weeks before the latter's

death, after which he wrote Schleiermacher's Wirh-
samkeit als Prediger (Halle, 1834). In 1834 he
received a call from Zurich as instructor at the
newly founded university, where he taught New-
Testament exegesis and practical theology and acted
as vicar at the cathedral. He became full professor

in 1840. In the excitement attending the candidacy
of Strauss for a position on the faculty at Zurich
Schweiser condenmed an unfair criticism of the
former's Ltben Jeeu, but, while he recognized the
greatness of that work, himself disputed some of the
author's main positions, and attempted to prevent
his call to Zurich, and, after this call had been
given, protested against the action. In his Evan-
gelium Johannes fUr das Leben Jesu kritisch unr
tersucht (Leipsic, 1841) he attempted to show that
the Fourth Gospel is composed of two parts, one
Galilean, the other Judean, a hypothesis which he
later gave up. Meanwhile he had issued Leitfaden

zum Unterricht in der chrisUichen Olaubenslehre

(Zurich, 1840), which was followed by Die Olaubens-
lehre der evangdisch^eformierten Kirche (1844-47),

an apology for the Reformed doctrine, and supple-

mented by Die protestantischen Centraldogmen in

ihrer EntwicJdung innerhatb der refomtierten Kirche

(1854-56). In Die chrisiliche Olaubenslehre nach
protestantischen Orundsdtzen (Leipsic, 1863-69) he

betrajrs an eminently speculative spirit and a philo-

sophically monistic point of view, and shows that

modem dogmatics must go to the living Christian

consciousness for its material. Schweizer paid

much attention to ethics (although he issued no
formal treatise upon it), especially as connected

with threatening social problems. He is also recog-
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nized as a scientific oi^^aniser of the study of prac-
tical theology, in this interest writing U^ber Begriff
und EirUeilung der praktischen Theologie (Leipsic,

1836); HomUetik der evangdiachrproteatanHachen

Kirche (1848); and PastoraUheorie; oder die Lehre
von der SeeUorge dee evangdischen P/arrera (1875).

His own homiletic activity during thirty years of

preaching in the cathedral illustrated the worth of

his conceptions, and five volumes of his sermons
were published between 1834 and 1862.

(P. CHRISTtO
Bibuoobapht: ProfetBor A. Sckweuer. BioorvphUchM Auf-

MieAfiunaen, von ihm Mtoti entworfm, ed. P. Sohwdser.
Zurioh, 1880.

SCHWENCKFELD, shvenk'felt, VON OSSIO,
CASPAR, SCHWENCKFELDIANa

I. Biography. Word and Spirit (| 1).

Eariy Life (| 1). deed and Saerament
Reformer: Works (| 2). (| 2).

n. Charaoteriiation. Christology (| 3).

UI. Theology. IV. The Sohweockfeldiana.

L Biography: Caspar Schwenckfeld was bom
in Nov. or Dec., 1490, on the Ossig estate near
Laben (41 m. n.w. of Breslau), duchy of Li^gniti;

d. at Ulm Dec. 10, 1561. Descended from an an-
cient aristocratic family, in consideration of an

annuity, he later surrendered the an-
z. Early cestral estate to his younger brother.

Life. After visiting the school at Idegnits,

he went to Cologne, in 1505, to pursue
general study, though probably without matricu-
lating; proceeded to Frankfort-on-the-Oder, 1507;
and later, perhaps, to Erfurt. His university

studies embraced the liberal arts, scholastic the-

ology, and canon law. It does not appear that ho
came into close touch with Humanism (q.v.) ; nor did
he acquire an acquaintance, during his period of

study, with Hebrew and Greek. At the close of

1510, or beginning of 1511, he entered the court serv-

ice, from which he withdrew in 1522 or 1523. Re-
ligiously his attitude, in the mean time, was one of

indifference; and he first came imder the influence

of religion in the Evangelical sense when, after the
protest of Luther against the traffic of indulgences,

the latter's writings were circulated and reprinted

in Silesia, which also suffered grievously from the

practise. Notwithstanding his later antagonism
to Luther, Schwenckfeld always acknowledged that

he owed to him his conversion to the Gospel, and
his adherence to the Reformation probably dates

from the winter of 1517-18. He now committed
himself to the study of Luther's writings and of the
Holy Scriptures, of which, during 1519,* he read
four chapters daily, so as to complete their perusal

within a year. When his sovereign decided in favor

of the Reformation, he publicly espoused the
transformation ci ecclesiastical conditions in Lieg-

niti, and in Silesia at large, by allying himself wi^
clericals and laymen of like views, foremost of

whom was V. (>autwald, by means of letters and
personal preaching, and by direct influence upon
his sovereign prince and the church rulers.

Meanwhile, Schwenckfeld had formed personal

connections with Wittenberg, where he had visited,

Deo., 1521, or Feb., 1522. He became acquainted
with Philipp Melanchthon, J. P. Bugenhageni

Justus Jonas, the Zwickau Prophets (qq.v.), and
Carlstadt (see Draconitbb, Johannss). He did
not meet Luther while at Wittenberg, althou^

he shortly afterward mitered into
2. Reform- correspondence with liirn. Though
er: Works. Schwenckfeld continued to be es-

pecially associated with Carlstadt, jret,

he by no means followed in all the latter's metiiods
and those of the Zwickau enthusiasts. On the con-
trary, his course as a Reformer, despite his seal,

was, in that first period, conservative. Soon began
a certain estrangement from Luther. The collapse
of the former ecclesiastical relations with the con-
comitant decline of both morals and religion, the
dearth of fruits from Luther's preaching, and tlie

carnal conduct of many who loudly professed their
adherence to the Reformation with their lips, only
disquieted and saddened Schwenckfeld. As early
as 1524, he wrote Ermanung deaa miadnxmcha eUicher

fUmempater ArHkd dea Evangdii, aua wdlcher
unveratandi der gemayn man in flayachliehe Frey-
hagt und yrrung gefHret trirt. Antagonism to Luther
first set in when Schwenckfeld put forward his

peculiar doctrine of* the Lord's Supp» in 1525.
Schwenckfeld had studied the writings of both
Zwingli and Luther, had taken a keen interest in the
dispute on the commimion, and now affirmed that he
had received through special revelation a new under-
standing of the Lord's Supper and of the words of

institution. These he submitted to Crautwald, who
at first stood aloof, but then went over to Schwenck-
feld's opinion, which he aided in establishing upon
thoroughgoing premises. Schwenckfeld next re-

ferred his views, together with the deliverances of

Crautwald, to the Wittenberg theologians, on the
occasion, at the close of 1525, of a visit to Witten-
berg. In successive interviews with Jonas, Bugen-
hagen, and Luther, both sides stood firm on tliis

and other questions; and henceforth Luther and
the Wittenbei^ theologians regarded Schwenck-
feld as a dangerous heretic. The first consequence of

this separation was an overture to Schwenckfeld
from the Reformed theologians. (Ecolampadius
(q.v.) issued, with a friendly preface, Schwenckfekl's
tract, De cwrauverhi Dei (Bsusel, 1527); and in 1528
Zwingli fostered the printing (without Schwenck-
feld's knowledge) of one of the circular letters of

Schwenckfeld regarding the communion (Zwingli 's

Opera, iii. 563-588, Zurich, 1832) . Losing the favor of
IQng Ferdinand of Bohemia because of befriending

the Anabaptists, Schwenckfeld left Silesia in 1529,
never to retxim. He also departed from Strasburg,

where he had taken refuge, in 1533 and 1534. Dur-
ing this period he repeatedly asserted himsdf in

positive terms on the subject of the communion,
collecting his utterances in the tract Bdcanninua
vom heiligen Sacrament dea Leiba und Bluta Chritti

(Strasburg, 1530). During the ensuing 3rears,

Schwenckfeld sojourned in various towns of Swabia.
From 1538 new controversies arose, involving, be-

side his previous divergencies, now also his Cliri»-

tology. His treatment of this theme in a series of

essays was followed in 1538-39 by the tracts Van
der gOtUichen Kindachafft und Herrfichkeil dee ponl-

aen Sonea OoUea, and Ermanunge eum toaaren und
aedig machende Erk&nn^nia ChriaH (Der erate TheU
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der Christlichen orthodaxtschen BUcher tmd Sckrifim,

pp. 486 sqq. and pp. 77 sqq., 1604-70). His chief

opponent was Ms^tin Frecht (q.v.) at Ulm, who
brought about his departure 'n 1539, and his for-

mal condemnation at the convention of Evangelical

theologians at Schmalkald in 1540 led by Mcdanch-
tiion. No less hostile were the Swiss Uieologians,

nuunly to his Christology; foremost of these was
Vadianus at St. Gall (see Wait, Joachim yon).
Schwenckfeld defended his view in numerous mis-

sives and tracts; among which the most compre-
hensive in substance was Konfewion und Erkldrung

vom ErkdntnuB ChrUH und seiner OdtUichen Hen-
Uchkeit (1540; ut sup., pp. 91 sqq.). During the

succeeding years he frequently changed his abode,

though not without a successful propaganda of his

doctrines among both theologians and laymen, the

latter including various princes. His death was
followed by a more favorable judgment of his life

and greater esteem for his personality.

n. Characterization: Schwenckfeld's character

was marked by a genuine piety and religious feeling,

attested beyond question by a transformation from
a state of religious and moral indifference—^though,

at its worst, not of a perverted type
—

^to that of a
man fOT whom religion came to be his one and all.

Many passages in Us writings bear witness of pure
devoutness and profound Christian mysticism,

which, however, did not render him guilty of indif-

ference to morality or wholesome activity. In his

peraonsA life he hUd stress on holiness; and those

persons who without prejudice expressed judgment
had a favorable, even a hallowed, impression of him.

Even his worst enemies scarcely attribute any evil

to him. His industry in matters of religion was
enormous, and, as far as possible, in a personal way.

He pr^erred to treat all subjects eitiier by letter

or oral discussion. The picture of a practical Pietist

which he presents was not without its shady side.

Devout and humble, he yet became quite often

conscious of a feeling that he was not " as other

men are." His polemics, complirod with that of

most of his antagonists, was more mild, leaving

here and there, however, the impression of artificial-

ity. He was inflexible in opinion; for, self-taught,

be was so thoroughly imbued with self-discovered

truths that no authority could make him waver.

An aristocrat he continued to be all his life, refuong

^ther to bow to another or to the multitude, but
desiring to find a resonant echo in a small circle of

like-minded associates. He had no appreciation

of the necessity of larger associations, external or-

dinances, or ahsrthing statutory; and in this he was
by nature a pure enthusiast. £Qs intellectual pow-
ers, both of constructive thought and expression,

were affluent; nor was he wanting in originality,

though of restricted compass. In the course of

years, he acquired a respectable knowledge of

patristic and medieval theology, particularly on the

mystical side, as well as an acquaintance with the

curr^it output. His own theology was not a
finished system, bixt certain dominant and funda-

mental ideas repeatedly recur. Pertinent for re-

view are those points which bear a historical sig-

nificance; namely on the Word and the Spirit, the

Iiosd's Su|q;)er, wad Chxi8tok)gy.

in. Theology: Central in Schwenckfeld's theol-

ogy was his relative definition of the Word and the
Spirit; or of historical revelation and present re-

generation. In the development of

z. Word his thought, he shows contact with
and Spirit Augustine, German mysticism, espe-

cially with John Tauler (q.v.), and
perhaps with the Bohemian, or Moravian, Brethren

(see Bohemian Brethren; Unity op the Breth-
ren). In addition he makes a series of independ-

ent deductions, and rounds off this aggregate com-
plex, beside making skilful correlations with the

teaching of Holy Scripture, on the one hand, and,

on the other, with the doctrines of faith, regenera-

tion, and justificationv Taking issue vigorously

with the Lutheran theology, he distinguishes himself

from men like S. Franck (q.v.), in so far as he does
not represent the innate theory of the inner Word,
but is a strict supematuralist; and has, besides, a
far deeper apprehension of the corruption of hu-
man nature through sin, and places a higher val-

uation upon the importance c^ historical redemp-
tioi^ through Jesus C!hrist. To this theme, indeed,

Schwenckfeld more or less explicitly recurs in al-

most all his writings. His first connective presen-

tation of the relation of the Word and the Spirit,

though unfinished in outline and less sharply de-

fined against the Lutheran view, was in the tract

issued by CEoolampadius (ut sup.), a document of

no great length, but rich in matter. What in-

duced definiteness in both respects was the publica-

tion of a great number of tracts against Fladus.

The principal of these, constituting also the chief

sources for Schwenckfeld's doctrine of the Word
and the Spirit, were the following: (1) Vom unter-

9chaide dea worts OoUes und der Heyligen Schrifft;

(2) Von der haUigen Schrifft irem InnhaU / Ampt /
recbtem Nutz / Brauch und Missbrauch (Strasburg,

1594); (3) Vom leerampt des newen Testaments.

Das khein predicant der nicht from ist und Gottselig

Ubt / das Evangdium . . . khan seliglich mit frucht

predigen (1555); (4) Coi\ftUatio und Abhinung des

dritten SchmachbuchUns F. lUyrici; (5) BesMuss
unnds Valete Auff Flaciy lUyrid letste zwai schmach-

bnchUn . . . (1555); and (6) Vom worte GotUs das

khein ander wort Gottes sei / aigentlich zu reden, denn
der Sun Gottes, Schwenckfeld correlates the doc-

trine of the Word as a means of grace with that of

the Scripture as revelation, and conditions one upon
the other. He shares the ancient orthodox con-

ception of inspiration, save that he contests the

point that its direct product appears in the Bible;

which, for him, has rather merely the value of a
human, 'imperfect unage and similitude of that

which inspiration wrought in the hearts of the

prophets and apostles. Accordingly, Scripture has

no manner of significance as regards the inception

of the religious life in man, but simply adverts to

the same, and bears witness thereof. It is not the

Scripture which brings the Spirit, but man filled

with the Spirit brings this to the Scripture {Vom
Worte Gottes, xxii.c). Without arriving at pennar

nent and very closely defined ideas on this point,

he valued the Scripture mainly as a trustworthy

historical documentary soimse of Christian revela*

tion (bod.i zvi.); and, like Zwingli, as a normative
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guide for all inward revelations (ii.r sqq.)* As not

every one possessesi by nature, " his immanent liv-

ing Word " (Chriadichen orthodoxiichen BUchem,
p. 887) the renewing of man depends upon the im-

mediate efficacy of Christ in the Holy Ghost; who,

however, is intrinsically identical with the historic

incarnated Christ (ut sup., pp. 566 sqq., p. 324;

Vam Worte GoUea, Ii.r; Von der heiligen Sckrift,

cviii.). The main groimd for separating the opera-

tions of Word and Spirit, and thereby ascribing

regenerative grace exclusively to the immediate ac-

tivity of the Spirit, lies for Schwenckfeld, as for

the Reformed, in his distinctly expressed predes-

tinarianism: God wills that all his gifts flow from
the same celestial fountain into the hearts of the

elect, through Jesus Christ, the head of the Church
in the Holy Ghost; and that no external mediimi

can be set up between them, not even as between
the head and the body (Z>e cwr8u verbi Dei, xiii.).

Beyond these deductions, in the main, on the rela-

tion of the Word and the Spirit, no closer construc-

tion is warranted. Schwenckfeld may be said to

have been the author of that mediating spiritualistic

trend of thought after the Reformation (** middle

way ")i which, holding fast to the doctrine of grace

and redemption, historically obtained by Christ, yet

attributes the operation of that grace upon the pre-

destinated to the immediate activity of the Spirit

alone, allowing, however, a certain importance to

Scripture and preaching.

If Schwenckfeld did not concede religious sig-

nificance, in the strict sense, to Holy Scripture, his

valuation of the confessions must needs be yet

slighter. When the matter came to a thorough test,

he stood in accord with not a single

3. Creed doctrine of the Augsburg Confession,

and The whole Confession, and more so the

Sacrament obligatory subscription to the same,

had its place, in his view, among the

statutory measures for the founding of a Church;

which measures he disputed as conflicting with the

Spirit and freedom. His ideal of church organisa-

tion was of separate congregations, which were to

be brought together, at most, into a moral and holy

fellowship by the creation of a proper jurisdiction.

Not improbable is it that he inspired certain merely

sporadic tendencies of Luther. On such grounds
Schwenckfeld co\ild not ascribe to the sacraments

a real character as vehicles of grace. In the doc-

trine of baptism, he has been classed with the Ana-
baptists, but incorrectly: for, though he was at one

with them in rejecting the baptism of infants (ac-

cording to some of his utterances, he was willing to

retain that practise as an outward ceremony), he
nevertheless regarded the baptism of adults as

equally unavailing. Schwenckfeld 's doctrine of the

Lord's Supper is rooted, first, in his general theory

of the essence of the means of grace; then, in his

construction of the meaning of the words of institu-

tion; and, finally, in his peculiar Christology. In

his exposition of the words of institution, Schwenck-
feld, resting upon a " visitation from on high," ad-

vanced the view that the words " This cup is the

new testament '* (cf. Luke xxii. 20) are not accord-

ing to the original rendering by the Holy Spirit.

The demonstrative touto is not an adjimct of the

word for " cup "; but, being separated by the arti-

cle, to, it is absolute, " This." Afterward Luke and
Paxil, by way of emendation, added the word " cup "

or ** drink." Accordingly, the Lord speaks of the
character of his blood, sa3ring: " This (drink) ia

the new covenant in my bk>od " (Eputolar, ii. 16).

(^implemented with John vi., the proper s^ise
of the eucharistic words proved to be: " My
body is this; namely, bread, in the signification

of spiritual food. My blood is this; namely, drink,

in the signification of spiritual drink for the soul."

If Schwenckfeld not only dismisses from the very
words of institution all manner of reference to
any intimate, real connection of the elements
with Christ's body and blood in the Roman Catho-
lic or Lutheran sense, his Christology, or still more
strictiy, his theory of the relation between the di-

vine and the earthly, debarred him from such an
assumption. He combined, even more closely than
the Lutherans, the himmnity of Christ with his di-

vinity; so that a conclusion for the physical ubiq-
uity of Christ would not have been illogical, and so
far the Philippists (q.v.) were correct in regarding
him as the author of tiiat doctrine; but, on the
whole, he was unwilling to bring deity, including the
deity enveloping the humanity of Christ, into doeer
relation with anything creat^. Forasmuch, then»

as the divine never mediates itself through the
created, the presence of Christ is certainly not me-
diated by the eucharistic elements; and thdr ap-
prehension spiritually by faith is no longer unpeded.
Accordingly, Schwenckfeld's doctrine of the Lord's
Supper is to be classified with the spiritualiatio-

dynamic; and, among the Reformation theories,

is in closest affinity with Calvin's.

Schwenckfeld's Christology grew out of his con-
ception of the relation between the divine and the
human in general. Everything human, whatever

comes into being by creative process,

3. Chria- stands in strong contrast witii (]iod:

tology. ** All creatures are external to Crod, and
God is external to all creatures " (Epia-

tolar, ii. 105). Wherefore, if the relation of Cbrist

to God is to be unique, that of perfect oneness with
God, then a unique condition must imderiie the
origin of his human nature. Such is the fact; since

his nature was not '' created," but ** begotten."

Grod is the Father of Christ's humanity also (Epia-

tolar, i. 612; Christlichen ortkodoxischen BUchem^
p. 521). Schwenckfeld is particularly intent upon
the designation of C!hrist as the second Adam,
through whom the creation of man first attained its

consummation. This flesh of Christ, standing from
the very beginning in a peculiar relation to God,
came into the world, like his divinity, by the Virgin
Mary. For the entire life of Christ, no less than for

his birth, Schwenckfeld aims, so far as possible, at
a mutual absorption of the human and the divine.

The Lutheran formulas seemed to him insufficient;

they still persistentiy savored of Nestorianiam; on
the other hand, he would fain retain the constant
integrity of the two natures, and rejects all manner
of reciprocal transformation (jChriMchen orthodoxir

8chen BUcher, pp. 218, 230). Schwenckfeld shared

with the Lutherans the interest in the close union
of Christ's humanity with his divinity and its en-
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durance even after his exaltation. In his formal

expression of this, he more nearly approximated

Eutychianism (q.v.) and brought to view a number
of paradoxical phrases rather than a clear represen-

tation of a state of reality. The work of Christ is

considered as the winning of salvation through the

historic Christ, and the dispensation of salvation

through the glorified Christ. According to O. L.

Hahn both propositions comprise: (1) redemption

from the power of the devil; (2) purification of

human nature from sin, or justification; and (3)

emancipation from the state of the creature and
adoption into the state of sonship, or regeneration;

the entire emphasis falling upon the distributive

activity of the exalted Christ, and the acceptance

of the same by faith. And here, again, Schwenck-

feki lays greater stress on moral and religious trans-

formation, than on justification; though the latter

is not altogether eliminated. This appears most
evidently in the sentence: ** God regards no one

righteous in whom there is none of his essential

rii^teousness " (Epistolar, i. 812). These concep-

tions, however, are not original with Schwenckfeld.

likewise in his mystical conception of faith and
resignation, he no more than reflects medieval heri-

tage.

IV. TheSchwenckfeldians: Personally Schwenck-

feld occupied a neutral position (" the middle way '*)

between the great ecclesiastical and religious par-

tiee of his time; and he was desirous of gaining this

neutral status for his adherents as wdl. These,

therefore, withdrew quietly from the organised

Church; adopting, at first, the designation '' Con-

fessors of the Glory of Christ," and after 1539 that

of " Schwenckfeldians." They grouped them-

selves in individual congregations, and soon ac-

q[uired the more or less distinct character of a sect.

Congregations grew up most numerously in the two
resioiu where Schwenckfeld had carried on his per-

sonal propaganda, Silesia and Swabia, and in the

towns where he had sojourned. Beside these,

0<5rliti, Glati, Goldberg, Ldwenberg, Jauer, and
Wohlau became permanent sites of considerable con-

gregations. At acomparatively early date, themove-
ment also took root in Prussia. Schwenckfeld had
become personally acquainted with Duke Albrecht

(see Albbecht of Prussia), and sought to win both

him and the foremost theologians in Prussia; Paul

Speratus (q.v.), for instance. Especially in south-

em Prussia, there was a strong favorable movement
between 1530 and 1535; but it declined after a col-

loquy at Rastenburg in 1531, and after the leading

theologians and the duke declared themselves more

and more adversely. At the present stage of re-

search, a prolonged, in main outline intelligible

history of the Sdiwenckfeldians appears only, be-

side at Landau in the Rhenish Palatinate, in WQrt-

temberg and specially in Silesia. Duke Christopher

of WOrttemberg issued a stem restriction against

them in 1554, though some traces of them were still

evident in the seventeenth century. In Silesia the

congregations increased, toward the close of the

sixteenth century, by receiving Anabaptists, and

in the seventeenth century, through the accession

of the adherents of Jakob Boehme (q.v.). But they

retained the Schwenckfeldian t3rpe, as shown by

confessions published at the beginning of the eight-

eenth century. During the entire seventeenth cen-

tury, they flourished principally in the vicinity of

Goldberg; but at the beginning of the eighteenth

attention was drawn to them by means of an ad-

verse tract. As a result a confession of faith was
demanded of them, and in 1720 the Emperor C^iarles

VI. despatched a Jesuit coercive mission against

them, which, however, did not effect their exter-

mination. A part of them emigrating into Saxony
were denied tolerance and proceeded successively

to Holland, England, and to eastern Pennsylvania
in the United States. When Frederick the Great
had taken possession of Silesia, he not only granted
them tolerance, by an edict of 1742, but also res-

toration of their confiscated properties. Their con-

gregations are famed for their earnest piety and
sound morality. R. H. GRtTSiCACHER.
The Schwenckfeldians, or Schwenckfelders, are

foimd in this country only in Pennsylvania. In
1734 some 200 of Schwenckfeld's followers emigrated
to America and settled in Bucks, Berks, and con-

tiguous counties in Pennsylvania. They have al-

wajTS been opposed to war, secret societies, and the

judicial oath. Their doctrines are drawn from the

Bible in the light of the indwelling Word. They
hold that the Mgher nature of Christ was progress-

ive, rising steadily from the human into the divine,

and that faith, justification, and regeneration mean
a positive change and that the constant aim in

Christian life should be Christ-likeness. Discipline

is strictly maintained. There are district confer-

ences and a general conference in which all members
without distinction of sex are entitled to sit. The
Schwenckfeldians support missions at home and also,

through other societies, in China, India, and Japan.

There are 6 ministers, 8 churches, and 827 commu-
nicants. The number of churches has doubled, and
the number of communicants more than doubled,

since 1800. H. K. Carroll.

BxBuoaRAFHT: The full edition of the Works of Schwenck-
feld has never been tmbliahed, but one is projected under
the editorship of C. D. Hartranft and others, see below.

Corpus 8eh%oenckfeldianorum, The Sehrifften aa published,

to which reference is made in the text, is the 4 folio-vol-

umes edition, i. Der erate Thtil der chruUichen orthodoxischen

Bikcher, 1664; ii. SpiatoUxr, 1st part, 1566; iii. Bpiatolar,

2d part, vol. i.. 1570; iv. Bpiatolar, 2d part, vol. ii., 1520.

Consult: J. Wigand, De Sehwenckfeldiamo, Leipsic, 1687;

O. Arnold, Kirchen- und KeUerhittorie, ii. 241 sqq., 4
vols., Fmnkfort, 1700-15; C. A. Salig. VolUtAndige Hia-

tone dtr atigwpurgiachen Konfeuion, book XI., Halle. 1730;

Q. L. Hahn, Schwenekfeldii wenUrUia de ChritH pertona H
open, Wratislaw, 1847; H. W. Erbkam, OuchichU der

proieaiaiUiaehen Sekten im ZeitaUer der Reformation, Qotha.

1848; O. Kadelbach. AuefUhrliehe OeachichU Sch-tenk-

fddie und der Schwtnkfddtianer, Lauban, 1801; Hampe,
Zur Biographie Kaepar von Schwenekfdd, Jauer, 1882;

F. Hoffmann, Kaepar Schvoenekfdde Lthen und Lehren,

Berlin, 1897; R. H. Qrdtsmacher, WoH und Oeiet, | 10.

Leipsic, 1902; H. W. Kriebel, The Schwenkfddere in

Penneylvania, Lancaster, 1904; Corpue Schwenekfeldi'

anorum. PvbKahed under the Auepieee of the Schwenck-

fdder Church, and the HaHford Theologieal Seminary, vol.

1., A Study of the earliest Letters of Caspar Schwenckfeld v.

Ossio, ed. C. D. Hartranft, O. B. Schlutter. and E. E.

Schults Johnson. Leipsic, 1907; F. W. Loetscher.

Schwenckfeld^s Participation in the Buchariatie Controversy

of the leth Century, Philadelphia, 1907; A. A. Seipt.

Schwenckfdder HymnoU>ov and the Sources of the First

Schwenckftider Hymn-book printed in America, Philadel-

phia. 1909; ADB, zxxiii. 403-412.
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SCHWERm, 8hv6-iln': A former German dio-

cese, established in the second half of the twelfth

century, and secularised about the middle of the

seventeenth. It replaced the short-lived diocese of

Mecklenburg, which had come to an abrupt end on
the martyrdom of its bishop, Johannes Scotus, by
the Wends in 1066. On Sept. 25, 1149, Archbishop
Hartwich consecrated Emmehard bishop of Meck-
lenburg, but the opposition of Heniy the Idon
seems to have prevented him from ever entering his

see, and in 1160 Heniy conferred the bishopric on a
Cistercian named Bemo, then resident at Schwerin.

Meanwhile this city had become the seat of a Ger-
man count and the principal town of the Abo-
dritians, and the new predate accordingly made
Schwerin his see city. The boundaries of the dio-

cese were henceforth formed by a flat ctu*ve from
the Bay of Wismar to the Elde on the west, the
coast from the Bay of Wismar to the Greifswalder

Bodden on the north, and by the diocese of Havel-
berg (q.v.) on the south. On the east the boundary
waa long imcertain, but in 1260 it was finally de-
cided that the strip of territory between the Reck-
nits and the Trebel should belong to the diocese of
Kammin (q.v.). (A. Hauck.)

Until the end of the episcopate of Brunward
(1192-1238) the diocese of Schwerin suffered much
from the hostility of the pagan Wends, but despite

all obstacles the cause of Christianity triumphed.
The bishops came to rank as princes of the empire,

although subject to the archbishop of Br^nen. In
the administration of Magnus (1516-50), who was
also duke of Mecklenbuig, the Reformation prac-
tically put an end to the diocese, the bishop hinwelf

openly declaring for Lutheranism in 1553. Hia
cousin and successor, Ulrich I. (1550-1603), whose
election was never confirmed by the pope, was most
contemptuous in his treatment of the anci^it faith.

The succeeding ** administrators " of the diocese

were insignificant, and in 1648, at the Peace of West-
phalia, Duke Adolph Frederick of Mecklenbur^g-

Schwerin received the bishopric as a hereditaxy
principality in lieu of Wismar and other districts

which Mecklenbuig was obliged to cede to
Sweden.
fixBUOamAFHT: M«ekUiiburoi9ehs9 VrkvndefUnieh, 12 oIb.»

Schwerin, 1863 aqq.; A. RudloflF. GewchiehU ITadUmfrtfrv*.

pp. 64 loq.. Berlin, 1901; Hauok, KD, vols. iiL-iv.;

Qftim, Striu ^piao^poniin, p. 310.
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Eerly Preparation (| 1).

The Discovery of Chrintian Soiflooe

(12).
Oiganisation of the Church of Chrfat,

Scientist (( 3).

His. Eddy's Work as

(J 4).

Mn. Eddy as a Leader (| 5).

SCIENCE, CHRISTIAN.

The Teachinc of Christian Sdenoe
(l«).

n. Judicial Estimate of the System.
The Theological Situation (| 1).

Mrs. Eddy's Idealinn (| 2).

Her Teaching (| 3).

Suggestion as a Basis (| 4).

Prospects (( 5).

m. Critical View of the Doctrines.
Doctrine of Qod (| 1).

Doctrine of the Trinity (| 2).

Christology (| 3).

Doctrine of Christ's Presence (| 4>.
Doctrine of the Holy Spirit (| 5).
Anthropology (( 0).

Doctrine of Sin (| 7).

The Atonement (( 8).

Doctrine of Prayer (| 0).

The Scriptures (| 10).

Benrioe (| 11).

[Note: "I have examined this article, edited it,

and now approve it.*'

—

Mart Baker G. Eddy.*]
L The Official Statement: Christian Science,

discovered and foimded by the Rev. Mary Baker
Q. Eddy, is defined in the Standiutl Dictionary as
"a system of moral and reUgious instruction,

founded upon principles formulateid by Rev. Maiy
Baker 0. Eddy and combined with a method of

treating diseases mentally. 'Christian Science . is

based on teachings of Scripture which it interprets,

giving the Christ principle and rule in divine meta-
physics, which heals the sick and sinner. It ex-
plidns all cause and effect as mental, and shows the
scientific relation of man to God.' " The full ex-
position of this Science is given in Mrs. Eddy's book.
Science and Health with Key to the Scriptturee, which
was first published in 1875.

1. The Founder: The consideration of Mrs.
Eddy's unique and extraordinary achievements as

a religious reformer and as the founder and leader

of a religious denomination, which in a compara-
tively short time has gained world-wide recognition

and now commands the allegiance of a multitude of

* This Approval extendi, of ooune, only to the firrt part
of this article, which is printed ae submitted, except for

ehanges in matten of tsrpography and paragraphinc, and
in the incorporation by the author of later figures and r^
itatementi made neoowary by revised bases.

thinking people, naturally divides itself into four
chronological periods: her early preparation for
what was to be her lifework ; her discovery of Cliris-

tian Science in 1866 and her pioneer work in es-
tablishing it; her career as a teacher, and her
crowning success as a leader.

Mrs. Eddy was bom in Bow, near Concord, N. H.,
July 16, 1821, and died at Chestnut HiU, Mass., Dec.
3, 1910. She came of Scotch-English stock and
numbered among her ancestors Capt. John Love-

1 B&ri ^®^ ^ Dtmstable, N. H., a famous

^^^J^ Indian fighter and Gen. Henry

^oj^, Enox of Revolutionary fame. Her
parents, Mark and Abigail Amlnose

Baker, were earnest Christians. Her mother's
father, Deacon Nathaniel Ambrose, founded the
North Congregational Church of Cooicord, N. H.»
which was known as "Deacon Ambrose's church."
The Baker family was also largely interested in the
establishing of the Methodist Episcopal Church in
the same city. Mrs. Eddy's great-grandfather.

Captain Joseph Baker, was a member of the provin-
cial congress and actively assisted the province to
take its stand for the new republic. His sons, one of
whom was Mrs. Eddy's grandfather, were all sokliers

of the American Revolution. The early trend of
,

Mrs. Eddy's thought was markedly spiritual and
philosophical, as was shown by her girlhood choice
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of such studies as natural science, logic, and moral
philosophy. At an early age she wrote verses,

which express thoughts akin to the teaching of Chris-

tian Science. Her inherent breadth of view was
evidenced by the fact that when in her girlhood

she joined the Congregational Church, she refused

to subscribe to the doctrine of unconditional elec-

Uon or predestination. In addition to her academic

education, Mrs. Eddy had the advantage of instruc-

UoQ from a nimib^ of private teachers, among
whom was her brother Albert Baker, a graduate of

Dartmouth College and a distinguished lawyer,

Mr. Corser of Sanbomton Bridge Academy, and
Professor Dyer H. Sanborn. Her careful training,

supplemented by years of research and study, bore

fruitage in her writings, which were voluminous

before she began her labors as a Christian Scientist.

During her residence in the South as the wife of

Major George W. Glover of Charleston, S. C, she

wrote much for southern magazines. No one can

study her writings without being impressed by the

thorough familiarity with the best in literature

therein displayed. An important forerunner of her

discovery of C3iristian Science was Mrs. Eddy's

study of homeopathy, which she entered upon in

her early womanhood mainly for the purpose of im-

proving her health. Her aversion to the dissecting-

room prevented her from obtaining an expert

knowledge of surgery and from completing her

course, but her experiments in homeopathy were

valuable in directing her attention to the proposi-

tion that all causation is mental.

Regarding her discovery of Christian Science,

Mrs. Eddy says in her book, Retrospection and In-

irospectum: " It was in Massachusetts in February,

1866, that I discovered the Science of divine meta-

physical healing, which I afterwards named Chris-

tian Science. The discovery came to
^ ^Jjf^^pass in this way. During twenty

qI^^^^ years prior to my discovery, I had

Soience. ^'^^^ tiying to trace all physical effects

to a mental cause; and in the latter

part of 1866 I gained the scientific certainty that

all causation was mind and every effect a mental
I^enomenon. My immediate recovery from the

effects of an injury caused by an accident, an injury

that neither medicine nor surgery could reach, was
the falling apple that led me to the discovery.'*

Mrs. Eddy spent the next three years in retirement,

studying the Bible and finding there the principle

and rule of her healing. She then tested her healing

system practically in every possible way, and finally

in 1875, after nine years of preliminary work, wrote
ihe Christian Science text-book, Science and Healtk

with Key to the Scriptures, Her literary output after

that was tremendous, comprising books, sermons,

essays, polemics, poems, magazine articles, editorials.

Her chief books in addition to Science and Health

ant: Miscdlancous Writings (1896); Retrospection

and Introspection (1892); Ptdpit and Press (1898);

Unity of Good (1891) ; Rvdimental Divine Science

0891); No and Yes (1891); Christian Science versus

Pan<*ewm(1898); Christian Healing {1^8^) \ Pea-

}ie'« Idea of God (1886); Christ and Christmas

1897); Message to the Mother Church (1900); Our
Leader*s and Communion Messages (1901).

X—19

In 1879, Mrs. Eddy organized in Boston, Mas-
sachusetts, The First Church of Christ, Scientist,

and was ordained as its pastor. This body was
composed of twenty-six members. In 1895, six-

teen years later, the church, to accommodate its

increased membership, erected a handsome edifice

on the comer of Falmouth and Norway Streets,

^^ Boston, at a cost of $200,000. This

toti?*^f ^^^ *^"* ^'^^ people. In June,

the Ohnroh ^^^» * magnificent new structure, ad-

of Ohrist joining this and having a seating ca-

Sclentis^ pacity of 5,000, was completed. It

cost about $2,000,000. The First

Church of Christ, Scientist, in Boston is known as
the Mother Church of this denomination. The Chris-

tian Science denomination had, in Jan., 1911, 1,244

branch churches and societies, holding Sunday
services. Chicago has nine large churches with five

handsome edifices. Greater New York has twelve

churches. In Greater New York there are eight

church buildings. First Church edifice having cost

over $1,150,000. Concord, N. H., has a strong or-

ganization and a beautiful granite chtu*ch, a gift

from Mrs. Eddy, which cost over $200,000. Mrs.

Eddy located this church, bought the land, started

the building, and paid for it, part of the money
having been contributed to her for this especial

purpose by C!hristian Scientists in all parts of the
world, who wished to have a share in the work.
There are influential C!hristian Science churches in

San Francisco, Los Angeles, Oakland, San Jos6,

Minneapolis, Milwaukee, Brookl3m, Philadelphia,

Washington, Cleveland, St. Louis, Buffalo, Pitts-

burg, Cincinnati, Atlanta, Providence, Toronto,

and, it may be said, in all the large cities of the

United States and Canada. There are firmly es-

tablished churches in London, England, of which
First has recently completed a fine edifice at Sloane

Terrace, S. W. The organization in Manchester,
England, has its own church edifice, as has that in

Edinburgh, Scotland. There are organizations in

Australia, Gfermany, France, Scandinavia, Holland,

South Africa, South America, Mexico, Hawaii, The
Philippines, and in many of the English Colonies.

The following incident, which occurred in Chicago,

June 13, 1888, at the meeting of the National

Christian Science Association, illustrates Mrs.

Eddy's quality as a publicist and in-

^Jt^' dicates the vital importance of the

Work as "lessage entrusted to her. Mrs.

a Teacher. Eddy had been invited to this gather-

ing as a guest, and one of her stipu-

lations on accepting the invitation had been that

she should not be called upon to speak. The meeting
was held in Central Music Hall, then the largest and
best in the city. When Mrs. Eddy arrived at the

hall, she not only found a great assembly, which
occupied every seat and every foot of standing-room,

extending out even into the corridors, but she was
also astounded to learn that she was announced
as the only speaker. Catching her theme as she

walked from the entrance to the platform, she de-

livered extemporaneously the remarkable address,

"Science and the Senses," which may be found in

her Miscellaneous Writings. The effect of her words
was so great that many authenticated cases of

\
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healing are recorded as having occurred in the au-
dience. Modem thought, to which the term, "the
effect of mind on the body," is a psychologic^ and
medical commonplace, finds it difficult to compre-
hend the crassly materiaUstic conditions which
confronted Mrs. Eddy when, in 1867, she taught
her first student the elements of the theory and
practise of Christian Science. As she claimed,

and as her followers firmly believe, her new
light on the Bible and on the sayings and teachings

of Jesus Christ came as a divine revelation, as a
result of which she was able to demonstrate through
spiritual means only the truth of Jesus' statement,
*'These signs shall follow them that believe,'' by
healing the sick, reforming the sinner, and even
raising those pronounced d^ by reputable materia

medico practitioners. She had formulated a new
system of religion, philosophy, and medicine

—

a system which annihilated the accepted belief in

the reality and substantiality of matter; and she

stood before the whole world its sole advocate. As
soon as she foimd one individual willing to learn of

her discovery, she began teaching, and from this

humble beginning developed the educational sys-

tem, which has made Christian Science an inter-

national propaganda. " The motive of my earliest

labors has never changed," writes Mrs. Eddy in

Retrospection and IntroepecUan, " It was to relieve

the siifferings of humanity by a sanitary system
that should include all moral and religious reform."

In 1881, Mrs. Eddy obtained a cluster from the

Commonwealth of Massachusetts—the only one of

the sort ever granted—and organised the Mas-
sachusetts Metaphysical College, in which during the

eight succeeding years she taught over 4,000 persons.

Many of these were indigent students, who received

their tuition free. It was her custom to make it

possible for all worthy applicants to avail them-
selves gratuitously of her personal instruction. In

1889, she closed the college, notwithstanding that

hundreds of applicants were awaiting admission.

Her purpose in doing this was to secure time to re-

vise Science and HeaUh and further to extend her

field of labor. Later she established a board of

education, based on the college, which board is now
in active operation. Mrs. Eddy foimded the Chris'

tian Science Journal in Apr., 1883, and was for many
years its editor as well as its chief contributor.

She foimded the Christian Science Quarterly in 1890,

the Christian Science Sentinel in 1898, Der Christian

Science Herold (in German) in 1902, and The Chris-

tian Science Monitor, a daily newspaper, in 1908.

She gave these periodicals to her church together

with the plant of the Christian Science Publishing

Society. For many years her only income was from
the sale of her books and the interest on her in-

vestments. She healed the sick and the sinner with-

out price. She contributed a large portion of her

means to various charities and public enterprises.

She was also public-spirited and took an interest in

the affairs of her state and in matters pertaining to

the betterment of her own city. She was simple

in her tastes and habits, punctual and systematic in

her work.

The organisation, nature, constitution, and gov-

ernment of the Mother Church, its tenets, its church

maniuil, and its special form of public service are all

of Mrs. Eddy's devising. They are in most respects

6 Krs ^^<l^^» without precedent in church

Bdkyasa economy, proofs of her wisdom, and

Tieadcr. evidence oi her ability as a leader.

While the business of the Church g£
Christ, Scientist, is conducted by a board of direc-

tors, the inspiration and fountain head of the series

of remarkable steps, which have brought Christian

Science to the fore so unswervingly and so n^idly,
can be traced to this modest and unassuming, but
strong and resoiirceful woman. It is impossible to
investigate the farnreaching effects of the majority
of her acts without coming to the inevitable con-
clusion that she was divinely directed. One
can not study Mrs. Eddy's interpretation of the
Lord's Prayer as it is given in "Science and
Health" without being strongly impressed by the
absolute absence of literalism in her exegesis of the
Scripture, the spirituality, idealistic morality, and
pure ethics oi Christian Science. The First Church
of Christ, Scientist, has no creed, but the funda-
mentals of Christian Science are stated in the form
of church tenets, written by Mrs. Eddy, which every
person joining the Mother Church is required to
sign. These tenets are copyrighted and published in
Science and Healtkf from which they are reprinted
with Mrs. Eddy's permission:

1. Ai adhereati of Troth, wa take the inepiied Word of
the Bible as our lufficieot guide to eternal life.

2. We acknowledge and adore one supreme and faifimta

God. We acknowledge His son one Christ; the Holy Ghost
or uivine C!omforter; and man as Qod's image and lilrsnewH.

3. We acknowledge Qod's foigiveneas of sin in the deetnio-
tion of sin and the spiritual understanding that casts out
evil as unreal. But the belief in sin is punished, so loos as
the belief lasts.

4. We acknowledge Jesas* atonement as the eridenoe of
divine, efficacious Love, unfolding man's unity with God
through Christ Jesus the Wayshower; and we acknowiadge
that man is saved through Christ, through Truth. Life, and
Love as demonstrated by the Galilean Prophet in the heal-
ing of the sick and overaoming of sin and death.

5. We acknowledge that the crucifixion of Jesus and his
rasurrection served to uplift faith and underatanding to
understand eternal life, even the allness of Soul, Spirit, and
the nothingness of matter.

0. And we solmonly promise to watch and pray for that
Mind to be in us whidi was also in Jesus Christ; to do onto
others as we would have them do unto us; and to be merci-
ful, just, and pure.

Christian Science churches have no pastors in

the ordinary soise of the term and no perscmal

preaching. In 1895, in order to secure uniform-
ity in the statement d Christian Science, Mrs.

Eiddy ordained the Bible and Science and Health
as the impersonal pastor of the denomination.
The Sunday services are presided over by read-

ers, usually chosen from among the members of

the church, who serve a term of three years.

These readers present a lesson-sermon, prepared by
a committee appointed by the trustees of the
Publishing Society, which consists of a com li-

lation of Scriptural texts with correlative passa^^
from the Christian Science text-book. In oon;«-
spondence with the order in other churches, the r e>

mainder of the service includes Scripture-readin^g,

h3rmns, prayer, and benediction. The Wednesd&f
evening meeting is devoted to individual testi-
monies and experiences. The branch churches cod ^
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form to requirements stated in the Manual d the

Mother Church, but they have their separate con-

gregational government. The readers, who conduct

the services in branch churches, must be members
in good standing of the Mother Chureh and are

subject to its discipline. For the purpose of ex-

pounding Christian Science and bringing it to

the attention of the public at large, Mrs. Eddy
constituted through the Mother Church a body of

qualified speakers called the Christian Science

Board of Lectiireship. The members are subject

to the call of the various chiut;hes, which are re-

quired to give at least one lecture annually, to

which the public is freely invited. The denomina-
tion also provides publication committees, the duty
of which is to correct misstatements in the public

press regarding Christian Science or Christian Sci-

entists. It will be seen that although of compara-
tively recent development, the Christian Science

denomination is completely organised down to

details.

The Christian Science text-book sets forth Chris-

tian Science as a religious system based upon Scrip-

tural teachings. It elucidates faithfully the great

fact that God is the only cause and creator; that

God made man in his own image and

®r^V likeness; that " all is infinite Mind and

^J^SrZ?? its infinite manifestation.'' Christian

Science affirms that God is Person in
of Chris-

tian
g^^n^^, the infinite sense, but not in the hu-

manly circumscribed sense; that the
Holy Ghost, as taught in the Scriptures, is "the
spirit of truth"; that Christ is the spiritual idea,

the image of divine Mind which is one with
the Father. By means of direct logical deduc-
tions from these premises, the Christian Science

text-book teaches that sin, disease, and all the

woes d mankind, though seemingly real to mor-
tals, have no divine authority; that they are

material, erring, mortal phenomena, must be so

recognised and overcome by spiritual understand-

ing of divine reality. This eternal verity gives hope
and courage to those afflicted with disease by reveal-

ing to them the divine power, which heals and saves

mankind. CSmstian Science has no kinship with
pantheism, theosophy, spiritualism, Hinduism, or

hypnotism. It holds that man is inseparable from
Deity, being, as Scripture declares, the image, ex-

pression, or likeness of God, but denies that he is

part of God as pantheism teaches. Christian

Science recognises no mind apart from God. Its

practise is in harmony with Jesus's declaration,

"Not as I win, but as thou wilt.'' It therefore

repudiates the action or influence of the human
mind or will as employed in hypnotism. In the

practise of Quistian Science, human will is stilled

and the divine will governs.

Healing the sick is not the prime mission of

Christian Science. Its higher mission is to effect

the triinnph over all evil. Bodily improvement
follows as the natural sequence of spiritual re-

generation. It holds that the evil-doer is surely

on the road to doom though he may not yet have
realised this, while the weU-doer is in the right path

tfaou^ he may not yet understand it, for " whatso-

ever a man soweth, that shall he also reap." Qiris-

tian Science teaches that true and effectual prayer is

the spiritual realisation ci divine Truth and Love
and of God's infinitude and omnipotence, which
lifts mortals above the power of sin and disease.

Lewis C. Strang.
n. Judicial Bstimata of the System: The himian

soul was never so insistent as it is to-day on some-
thing adequate to rest upon. It wants to know
experimentally and inmiediately that God is all in

all. Orthodoxy is to some no longer satisfying;

historic fonus to an increasing number seem hope-
lessly inflexible. Coin current ages

z. The long in the soul's vocabulary has lost

Theological much of its luster and not a little of

Situation, its acceptability. Meanwhile, prophets

true and false are crying everywhere:

"Repent ye: for the kingdom is at hand." One
prophetic voice was heard above all others, the

voice of Mrs. Eddy; and it gained a hearing

both unexpected and phenomenal. Though there

are at most not more perhaps than 70,000 actual

members in the Christian Science organisation,

these are representative of a larger number of ad-

herents. It is easy to account for the astound-
ing growth of Christian Science. Materialism is a »

spent force. The world has given it fair trial and
is turning definitely from it. Materialism bfM»

neither satisfied the deeper yearnings of the soul
*

nor met the body's constant needs.

Mrs. Eddy was the first person in themodem world
to proclaim the psychic kingdom so convincingly ^
as '^.o gain a respectable following and organise it into

a compact cult not to be dismissed by
a. Mrs. smart criticism or unintelligent abuse.

Eddy's She did not, to be sure, think the .<

Ideslism, psychic problem through. She knew
neither the evolution of philosophy

nor the content of psychology. She had reach but
not grasp. With no sense of humor she could bear

to quote in. introduction to a book for which she

claimed a more than "human origin" those weU-
known burlesque lines of Fichte's Idealism:

" 1. 1. 1. 1 itwlf. I.

The inside end the outside, the what and the why.
The when and the where, the low and the high.

All 1, 1, 1. 1 itself, I.*'

Mrs. Eddy was an idealist, but had no disposition to

be one with other idealists. She would stand alone,

associated not with man but God. Sometimes she

so used language as to give the impression that

her proper place was in the Trinity. These were
her words in 1906: God is "divine Principle—as

Life, represented by the Father; as Truth, repre-

sented by the Son; as Love, represented by the

Mother." Sometimes, as a few years earlier, she

allowed the reader's mind to drift another way
in verse like this:

'* As in Blessed Palestine's hour, so in our afls

'Tis the same hand unfolds His power and writes the
pe«e."

And the leader of the cult in New York City once

wrote Mrs. Eddy thus :
"They who refuse to accept

you as God's messenger, or ignore the message
which you bring, will not get up by some other

way, but will come short of salvation."

However Mrs. Eddy might describe herself, she
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acted as one having unique authority. Being unable
to Bee that spirit can be both original and ultimate

and yet for all practical purposes mat-
3. Her ter may have the character and com-

Teaching. position which it appears for this earth-

ly while to have subject to laws which
must be obeyed, she ventured to explain not how
God actually works but how He ought in her judg-

ment to work, and stilled in advance all criticism of

what might appear to some as presumption with
the annoimcement that she is not ** apart from God/'
she moved on to the assertion that God does work
as she described, that evolution both in matter and
in spirit is but the explication of her theory of life.

. Historic Christianity she dismissed as simunarily as

science and philosophy. The Trinity was to Mrs.

Eddy a variable and not a constant. Sometimes
she assigned the third place in the Trinity to Chris-

tian Science; sometimes she kept it for herself.

When she did not write that " the true Logos is de-

monstrably Christian Science" she was sure to say
that "Jesus is the human man and Christ is the

divine" and to allow one of her accredited teachers

to teach that "Jesus of Nazareth is often mistaken
for the real Christ." One of the Sacraments she

abandoned altogether, putting in the place of the

Lord's Supper a Galilean br^kkfast, and the other

she evacuated of its historic meaning. Prayer she

robbed of its petitional element and turned it into

^ declaration of existing facts. To evil she denied

all real existence and yet was obsessed habitually
* by what she called malicious animal magnetism
which had all the attributes of the legendary devil

except his horns and hoofs. In spite of these

limitations and crudities, Mrs. Eddy won a fol-

lowing as obedient to her every wish as any
modem army is to its commander. Convinced
that Spirit is invincible and that "matter and
mortal body are the illusions of human belief,"

she lived up to her convictions in the face of

every jeer and joke. Insistent that "mind is all

in all" and that "health is not a condition of

matter but of mind," she would heal every ill that
* flesh is heir to by explaining to the seeming ill that

things are not what they seem and—^to quote one
authorized to speak for her—^"though the evidences

of the senses may declare to the contrary we should

still stick to the spiritual truth and should con-

tinue to denoimce the false evidences." Broken
t bones and contagious diseases may appear a little

stubborn because they have on their side a public

opinion not yet permeated by the Christian Science

spirit. Defer a while, said Mrs. Eddy, to public

iU-informedness. The time will come when the limb
>» lost in a railway accident may be replaced "as
readily as the lobster's claw," and boards of health,

she evidently thought, understand with her that con-

tagion is "engendered solely by mortal belief."

Exactly what the therapeutic value of Christian

Science is no one knows. The cures so widely ad-

vertised have never been subjected to any search-

*ing test which satisfies the trained pathologist.

Judge Clifford P. Smith solemnly affirms that

Christian Science has cured every kind of illness

known to medicine, and Mrs. Eddy claimed to
• have added to the list the raising of the dead and the

causing of an apple blossom to unfold in January.

'

Although the full measure of the efficacy of

Christian Science healing is not known
4. Sugges- it is known that the principle of sug-«

tion as a gestion imderlies the cure in every

Basis. Christian Science case as in every other

case of mental healing. The disavowal

of the principle is either ignorance or fatuous policy.*

In no other cult has auto-suggestion proved so

powerful. Through the complete isolaUcm of the

patient from all alien influences the suggestion in

many instances amounts to hypnotism, which is ^
nothing but suggestion narrowed and in conse-

quence profoimd. If Christian Science were to con-

fine its therapeutic activity to diseases in which \ ^—as practically all psychologists and pathologists ^
^

agree to-day—there is proper place for it, much ^ n

criticism of its therapeutic methods would promptly Q
"^

disappear. It is only the Christian Science dis-
;p

regard of the distinction, which if not always evi- ?^x
dent yet is usually existent, between the organicj ^

and the functional in disease that causes disquiet*y ^

it

j«
and has led in some sections to active legislation ^
to protect children, small and great, from the dan-
gers existing in a rapidly advancing civilization, ' u

which often experiments first, sometimes with y S
disastrous consequences, and later formulates its

theories.

The life-story of the founder of Christian Science -> ^
has been told both by unfriendly and friendly hands, ^ |
and the result has been to minimize her claims 2
to sanctity. If the public is not inclined to-day to (

take the attitude of those who love «

5. Pros- her best and, because they read no ^ X^

pectB. records save those she approves, know o ^
her least, it has no longer any disposi- v >^

tion to deny that from the standpoint of achieve- q ^
ment Mrs. Eddy stood alone among the women of ^
the world. The mystery surrounding both the ^ y
founder and the faith is gone. But the fact re- ^
mains that Mrs. Eddy and her followers identi- ^ N
fied themselves as have no other people in thqf ? t
world with the religious and the philosophical re- ^ (

volt against materialism, and if as years go by they ^ '

prove wise enough to eliminate the crass and the ^ ^
crude, the foolish and the dangerous, and to ^
profit by the criticism, not all of which has been ^ b
ill-natuied or disrespectful, which they have <rf 5 7
late received, Christian Science may become a ^
blessing to the world. Ltman P. Poweix. ^

in. Critical View of the Doctrines: Christian

Science, as a distinct cult, dates back to 1866, when
Mrs. Mary Baker Grover Eddy formulated its teach-

ings or principles into a B3rstem. In 1875 her book.
Science and Health, with Key to the Scriptures, was
published and since then has been the recognised

text-book of Christian Science, and is given a place

side by side with the Bible. Mrs. Eddy claimed that

forty-odd years ago she discovered " the Christ

Science," which i^e named "Christian Science,"

and also that her book came to her as a direct rev-

elation from God. This latter claim is made in the

book itself and in many utterances of Mrs. Eddy
and her followers. How definite this claim is may
be learned from the following quotation from The
Boston Herald, of Dec. 2, 1900, which appeared in
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that paper over the signature of Mrs. Eddy: *' I

should blush to write of ' Science and Health, with
Key to the Scriptures,' as I have were it of human

V origin, and I, apart from God, its author. But as I

was only a scribe, echoing the harmonies of Heaven
in divine metaphysics, I can not be super-modest in

my estimate of the Christian Science text-book."

The present has to do with Christian Science only

as a religious system; and with an authorised copy
of Science cmd Health, with Key to the Scriptures in

hand (74th ed., 1893, 103d ed., 1896), there can be
DO doubt as to the principles which constitute the

system.

Any system of thought or philosophy, which
claims to be a religious system, must be tested first

by its idea of God. In this department
X. Doctrine Christian Science is a confused and con-

of God. fusing eystem. It is a strange mixture

of pantJtieism and platonism, borrow-
ing from both and differing from each. The panthe-
ism of the East admitted the reality of the universe

and taught that it is God. Christian Science denies

the reality of matter (Science and Healthf 103d ed.,

p. 173), teaches that mind is all and identifies mind
with God (Science and Healthf 103d ed., pp. 166,

171). This is the old monism, of which J. G. Fichte

was the foremost apostle. He declared that God
alone is and beside him is nothing. Christian Sci-

ence says that " nothing possesses reality or exist-

ence except Mind, God " (103d ed., p. 226). The
following sentences, found everywhere on the pages
of Science and Health, give the belief of this system.
" In Christian Science we learn that God is definite-

ly individual, and not personal "; ''An individual

(jod rather than a personal God." This individual-

ity is defined as " the infinite and divine principle."

Again, " Gkxi is a spirit, and spirit is divine princi-

ple." And definitely is it stated, " God is divine

principle." " God is Spirit, and Spirit is divine

Principle" (103d ed., pp. 225-227). This is the

answer given to the question, ** What is God? "

i" (jod is divine Principle, supreme incorporeal being,

iDnd, Spirit, Soul, life. Truth, Love " (103d ed.,

p. 461). On the same page it is declared that these

terms are synonymous and that they are " intended
to express the nature, essence, and wholeness of

Deity." The system identifies the existence of God
with the existence of man as a spiritual being,

"(jod, without the image and Ukeness of himself,

would be a nonentity, or Mind unexpressed " (103d
ed., p. 199). '* Man is coexistent with God " (103d
ed., p. 473). According to this S3rstem God is Prin-

ciple, is love, is Life, is Truth: but principle without
personality, love without a lover, life without a liv-

ing being, truth without any consciousness. Mrs.

Eddy's favorite word for Gkx! is Principle, an abso-

lute depersonalized term, one which does not ad-
\mit of the ideas of consciousness, volition, or feel-

ing. Mrs. Eddy says, " God is good, Gkxi is truth,

God is love." But she says more than that and it

is that addition which defines Christian Science;

for she declares: " Good is Gkxi, truth is God, love

^ is Gkxi." Thus Mrs. Eddy puts attributes of God
in the place of God, and deifies the attributes. All

admit that God is good, is truth, is love, but objec-
- tion arises when it is said that good is God, truth is

God, love is God. There are many detached sen*

tences in Science and Health which any Bible stu-

dent would accept as true expressions of the Bib-
lical idea of Gkxi, but these sentences are ofifset by
others which teach the very opposite ideas. Pres.

William Herbert Perry Faunce, of Brown Univer-
sity, holds that '' much of the success of Christian

Science is due to the fact that its vague phraseology

is equally acceptable to the evangelical Christian

and to the atheist. The average Christian, approach-
ing the (Christian Science creed on one side, hears

that Gkxi is ' spirit, omnipresent and eternal '; and
at once accepts the teaching. The atheist, coming
up on the other side, hears that God is * principle,

truth, harmony,' and he can accept it without the

slightest change of position " (SearchrlAghte on
Christian Science, New York, 1899).

A system is to be judged not by isolated sen-

tences, but by its tone and tendency, its ultimate

reach. The essential idea of Gkxi presented in Chris-

tian Science is that God is principle, not personal- ^

ity. As such the God of Christian Science has no
existence apart from the mind or life that thinks

God. President Faimce tells of a yoimg man who
had passed through Christian Science into atheism,

who, when asked to describe the path he had trav-

ersed, answered: ''The Christian Science teacher

began by thoroughly persuading me that God is not
personal, but is pure ' Principle. ' After some months
I accepted that; and then I said to myself: ' What
is a principle? Does it have real existence? Is it

an entity or reality? * I soon saw that a ' principle
'

is simply an idea of my own mind, and when the'

Scientist dissolved my God into ' principle ' I ceased

to believe in any God whatever. I now believe sim-

ply in myself."

This is the ultimate of the Christian Science idea

of God, it teaches one to find the spiritual reality,

«

the " divine principle," within himself. But this does

not accord with Biblical teaching, which is that

God is Spirit, distinct from nature which he has «

created: that he is a being who wiUs and loves, who
is to be obeyed and loved; a real, substantive exist-

ence, a self-conscious, intelligent, volimtary agent;

a being who can say " I am," and to whom we can

say " Thou "; a being on whom men are dependent
and to whom they are accountable. Chri^ian Sci-

ience denies all this in denying personality to God.
Since the God of Christian Science is other and less

than personal, he is other and less than the Chris-

tian's God, the Father of our Lord Jesus (Christ and
the Father of our spirits.

After defining God as Principle, the question is

asked, ** Is there more than one Principle? " {Sci"

ence and Health, 103d ed., p. 461). And the answer
is: " There is not. There is but one

2. Doctrine Life, one Truth, one Love; and this is

of the God." Ghi page 227 is this definite

Trinity, statement concerning the Trinity:
" life, Truth, and Love constitute the

triune God, or triply divine Principle. They repre-

sent a trinity in unity, three in one—^the same in

essence, though multiform in office: God the Father;

Christ the t3rpe of Sonship; Divine Science, or the

Holy Comforter. These three express the three-

fold, essential nature of the Infinite." Such utter-
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ances as these are out of hannony with all that

teaching of the Scriptures which represent the Eter-

nal God as manifesting himself as Father, Son, and
Spirit (Matt, xxviii. 19; I Cor. xii. 4-6; II Cor. xiii.

14; I Pet. i. 2, etc.).

The position of Christian Science concerning ihe

person and work of Jesus Christ radically differs

from that generally accepted. To begin with, Chris-

, tian Science teaches that " Maiy's conception of him
(Jesus Christ) was spiritual " (Science

3. Chrii- and Health, 103d ed., p. 228). This is

tology. what Mrs. Eddy says of it: ** The illu-

mination of Mary's spiritual sense put

to silence material law, and its order of generation,

and brought forth her child by the revelation of

Truth, demonstrating God (Principle) as the Father
of men " (103d ed., p. 334). There is need to ob-

serve closely this claim of Christian Science. It

claims to be the Holy Spirit, and as such to be the

generating cause of Jesus. But if of Jesus, why not

of other children? Mrs. Eddy meets the question

by the statement: "The time cometh when the

spiritual origin of man, the Science which ushered

Jesus into himian presence, will be understood

and demonstrated "; but " \mtil it is learned that

I generation rests on no sexual basis," Mrs. Eddy
advises, "let marriage continue" (103d ed., p.

274). Of the existence of this tenet of Christian

Science multitudes of the adherents of the system
have no knowledge. But it is a fimdamental ele-

ment in the structm^ of the whole 83rstem and is

essentially inmioral. No accusation of immoral
practise is brought against Christian Scientists, yet

• the accusation of inmiorality must be laid against

this teaching of (Christian Science. Though it is an
absurd and preposterous teaching and might con-

ceivably be laughed out of court, still it can not be
merely laughed at as teaching what is subversive of

the marriage relation. In her MisceUaneous Wri-

^nga (p. 288) Mrs. Eddy asks the question, " Is

marriage nearer right than celibacy? " and this is

her answer: " Himian knowledge indicates that it

is, while science indicates that it is not."

In harmony with this notion concerning his con-

ception Christian Science denies the actual incar^

nation of Christ, and so the reality of his person.

Maiy did not give birth to an actual body, but to a

spiritual idea, an idea produced by her commimion
, with the divine Principle. She gave birth to an
ideal. But what Jesus said of himself is the oppo-

• site of this. He said: " A spirit hath not flesh and
bones as ye see me have " (Luke xxiv. 39). In

explanation of this utterance Mrs. Eddy says: " To
accommodate himself to immature ideas of spiritual

power—^for spirituality was possessed only in a
limited degree, even by his disciples—Jesus called

the body, which by this power he raised from the

grave, ' flesh and bones '
" (103d ed., p. 209). In

the theory of Christian Science flesh is an illusion,

therefore Christ did not come in the flesh. There

is a verse in St. John which may well be quoted in

this connection: " Hereby know ye the Spirit of

God: every spirit that confesseth ^t Jesus Christ

is come in the flesh is of God; and every spirit that

confesseth not that Jesus Christ is come in the flesh

is not of God; and this is that spirit of anti-Christ,

whereof ye have heard that it should come; and
even now already is it in the worid " (I John iv.

2-3).

Qiristian Science deals with Christ as a dual exist-

ence, the seen and the unseen, the Jesus and the

Christ. Jesus is a mortal beli^ which has disap-

peared (Science and Heaith, 103d ed.,

4. Doctrine p. 229). Christ is a principle, a a^nri-

of Christ*s tual idea, which continues " to exist in

Presence, the eternal order of Divine (Christian)

Science." According to this teaching

the only Christ which humanity has to-day is Chris-

tian Science (103d ed., p. 293). That this is a legiti-

mate inference from the teaching of Christian Sci-

ence is sustained by the teaching in Science and
Health that Christ is " Divine Science." Here is a
sentence from that volume: " There is but one way
to Heaven and harmony, and Christ, Divine Sci-

ence, shows us that way." Another thing that sus-

tains the inference that Christian Science is hu-
manity's Christ, is the teaching that identifies the

second coming of Christ with Christian Science (103d

ed., pp. 43, 293). Mrs. Eddy says, *' The second

appearance of Jesus is unquestionably the spiritual

advent of the advancing idea of God in Christian

Science " (103d ed., p. 126). Adherents of Chris-

tian Science may not accept this teaching, but they

readily fall into the habit of attributing to Christian

Science the blessings which they receive and their

praise is all of Christian Science. The leaders eat-

courage this and they are consistent in doing so,

for in their teaching, if not in their convictions,

Christian Science is the Christ present and opera-

tive in human life. The acceptance of ihe Chris-

tolQgy of Christian Science, as it is presented in

Scienoe and Health, may be considered the most
effective way of destroying the soul's consciousness

of the Christ of Christian thought and belief.

Denying personality to God and to Christ, Chris-

tian Scienoe likewise denies personality to the Holy *

Spirit. There is no Trinity, as it is

5. Doctrine generally understood. Science and
of the Health affirms: '' The theory of three

Holy persons in one God suggests heathen
Spirit gods, rather than one ever present I^

Am " (103d ed., p. 152). Then, true

to its idea of the impersonal deity. Christian Scienoe

teaches that " life. Truth, and Love constitute the

triune God, or triple divine principle. God the^
Father, Jesus the tsrpe of Sonship (not Sonship,

only the type of sonship), and Divine Science, or the

Holy Comforter " (103d ed., p. 227). It is hwe
that Christian Science approaches the blasphemous
by claiming to be the Holy Spirit. Mrs. Eddy veiy

definitely says with reference to the Comforter whom
Jesus promised, *' This Comforter I understand to

be Divine Science." The following quotations from
Science and Health (103d ed.) establish this fact oC

the identifying of Christian Scienoe with the Holy
Spirit. ** It (Christian Science) is a divine utter-

ance, the Comforter which leadeth into all Truth "

(p. 21). ** John the Baptist prophesied the coming
of the immaculate Jesus, and saw in those days the

spiritual idea as the Messiah, who would bkptiae

with the Holy Ghost—Divine Scienoe" (p. 653).

In the Glossary (p. 679) is this definition: " HoJ^T
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Ghost, Divine Science; the development of eternal

life, Truth, and Love."
Christian Science makes a distinction between

"mortals" and " inmiortals." "Mortals," who
are not created in God's image, are simply hmnan
bangs, " material falsities, errors which must dis-

appear to give place to the facts which
6. Anthro- belong to immortal man." The life of

pology. these mortals, or temporal life, is a
false sense of ezistenoe. " To him-

self, mortal and material man seems to be substan-

tial; but this is mere belief, or a false view of sub-

flitaoce, and involves error." " Mortal man seems
to himself to be substance, but he is ' image '

"

(Science and Health, 103d ed., p. 197). " Mortal
* body and material man are delusions which spiri-

tual understanding and science destroy " (p. 198).

"Mortals are material falsities" (p. 472). The
" immortals " are the ideas or reflections of God,
they always have been, never shall cease to be, and
are absolutely perfect. According to this S3rstem

the "immortal," the essential or spiritual man,
" ia coexistent and eternal with God " (pp. 231,

509), " has existed forever, and is always beyond
and above the mortal illusion of any life, substance,

and intelligence as existent in matter " (p. 198),

has no separate existence apart from God (p. 257),

"possesses no life, intelligence, or creative power
of his own " (p. 471), " is perfect even as the Fa-
ther is perfect " (p. 191), " can do no harm, for his

tiioughts are true thoughts, passing from God to

man " (p. 283). The doctrine of man is stated in

the paragraph on " Real life " (p. 242): " When
Being is understood, life will be recognized as

neither material nor finite, but as infinite—as God,
universal Good; and the belief that life, or mind,
was ever in a finite form, or good in evil, will be
destroyed. Then it will be understood that Spirit

never entered matter, and was therefore never

raised from it."

In its teaching on man Christian Science puts

him on an equality with God in his origin, charac-

ter, and eternity. It declares in imequivocal lan-

guage that man never was formed from the dust

of^ earth, that God never breathed into his nos-

trils the breath of life, that in his case there is

neither birth nor growth, maternity nor decay,

% that he is and always has been as perfect as the

God whom he reveals and whose character he re-

flects. It is only necessary to compare this teach-

ing with the Bible statements concerning man to

*^aee how widely Christian Science differs from the

Bible on this subject. The Bible says: " God cre-

ated man" (Gen. i. 27). That which is created

can not be coexistent with its creator. The Bible

represents man's life as a vapor appearing for a
little time (James iv. 14), as a weaver's shuttle

(Job vii. 6), as a hand-breadth (Ps. xxxix. 5), as a
tale that is told (Ps. xc. 9). These and similar ut-

t^ances do not accord with the idea that man is

»)existent with and eternal like God . The Bible says

that ** death has passed upon all men " (Rom. v.

12), that '* it is appointed imto man once to die
"

(Heb. ix. 27), that his 3rears are three score and
ten or four score (Ps. xc. 10). Such utterances con-

^ Indict the Christian Science teaching that " man

is incapable of death." The teaching of Christian

Science that ** man is perfect even as the Father
is perfect," is denied in such passages as Job ix.

20; Ps. cxliii. 2; Isa. bdv. 6; Ephes. ii. 1, and simi-

lar passages, all of which are in line with the gen-

eral teaching of the Bible. It is impossible to

accept the teaching of Christian Science on the crea-

tion and constitution of man and the teaching of

the Bible on the same subject. If one is true the

other is false. They are distinctly unlike and there

is no possible compromise between the two.

Long ago it was said that the sign-post at which
true and false theology parts company is sin.

Christian Science knows no such thing as sin.

Dominated by the idea that man is coexistent with

God and has no actual entity apart

7. Doctrine from God (Science and HedUh, 103d
of Sin. ed., p. 471), Christian Science afiirms

that sin is only a belief of mortal mind.

Mrs. Eddy declares '' man is incapable of sin, sick-

ness, and death, inasmuch as he derives his essence

from Crod, and does not possess a single original, or

imderived power. Hence the real man can not de-

part from holiness " (p. 471). The dictum of Sci-

ence and Health is that " evil should de denied iden-

tity or power, because it has none of the divine

hues " (p. 475), that ** evil is but an illusion, and
error has no real basis, it is a false belief " (p. 476),

that " evil can only seem real, by giving r^dity to

the imreal " (p. 466), that '' evil is the awful de-

ception and unreality of existence " (p. 103). All

these utterances are condensed in this one: " Evil

has no reality. It is neither person (hence there

is no devil, the idea is ' pure delusion'; (p. 559),

nor place (hence there is no hell), nor thing (hence

there is no accountability), but is simply belief, an
illusion of material self " (p. 237). Growing out of

this doctrine of the unreality of evil, Christian Sci-

ence teaches that sin has no existence, that it is

not of the verity of being, and that it ** exists only

so long as the material illusion remains " (p. 207).

The Christian Science principle of the " unreality

of evil " plunges a dagger through the Bible doc-

trine of man's moral accoimtability and lets out

the very heartblood of the distinctive teaching of

the Scriptures. The Bible says: " The soul that

sinneth, it shall die " (Esek. xxviii. 4, 20); Chris-

tian Science says: " Tlie soul can not sin." The
Bible doctrine is: " If we say we have no sin, we
deceive ourselves, and the truth is not in us

"

(I John i. 18); the doctrine of Christian Science is:

** Man is incapable of sin." The Bible statement

is:
** He is just to forgive us our sins " (I John i.

9); Christian Science says: " To suppose that God
forgives sin is to misunderstand Love." The Bible

declares: ** He that covereth his sins shall not pros-

per, but whoso confesseth and forsaketh them, shall

find mercy" (Prov. xxviii. 13); Christian Science

exhorts: Deny the reality of sin.

Denying the reality of evil and the existence of

sin. Christian Science denies the fact

8. The of the atonement. According to its

Atonement teaching dirist did not suffer or

die to deliver men from sin. In fact

Christian Science denies altogether the reality of

the suffering of Christand calls his death " the great
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illusion." But Mrs. Eddy has difficulty in facing

its historic reality and even at the cost of sacrificing

consistency say^: " Had wisdom characterized all

the sayings of Jesus, he would not have prophesied

his own death." In a paragraph on *' Reconcilia-

tion " we read that ^* Jesus aided in reconciling

man to God, only by giving man a truer sense of

Love, the divine Principle of his teaching, which
would redeem man from imder the law of matter,

by this explanation of the law of Spirit " (Science

and Health, 103d ed., p. 324). Here we are taught

not that Jesus reconciled man to God, but " aided

Ji
in reconciling man to God," and that he did this
'' only by giving man a true sense of love." This

certainly is not Pauline theology. " Reconciled to

God by the death of his Son " (Rom. v. 10) ;
" Rec-

onciled us to himself by Jesus Christ " (II Cor. v.

18); " Reconcile both unto God in one body by
the cross" (Eph. ii. 16); '' Having made peace

through the blood of his cross, by him to reconcile

all things unto himself; . . . you that were some-
times alienated and enemies in your mind by
wicked works, yet now hath he reconciled in the

body of his flesh through death " (Col. i. 20-22).

It is impossible to reconcile Paul's doctrine of the

reconciliation with that of Christian Science. Paul

presents reconciliation as fact accomplished by
Christ through his death. Christian Science pre-

^sente reconciliation as a process, in which Jesus aids

by giving man a truer sense of Love. In a para-

graph on '' Substitution " we read: " One sacrifice,

however great, is insufficient to pay the debt of sin.

The atonement requires constant self-immolation

on the sinner's part. That God's wrath should be
vented upon his beloved Son is divinely unnatural.

Such a theory is man-made. The atonement is a
hard problem in theology; but its more reasonable

explanation is, that suffering is an error of sioful

sense, which Truth destroys, and that eventually

both sin and suffering wiU fall at the feet of ever-

lasting love " (Science and Health, 103d ed., p. 328).

The statements of this paragraph are quite out of

harmony with statements in the Bible. " One sac-

rifice, however great, is insufficient to pay the debt

of sin," but the Bible says: ** By his own blood he
entered in once into the holy place, having obtained

eternal redemption " (Heb. ix. 12); " once in the

end of the world hath he appeared to put away sin

by the sacrifice of himself " (Heb. ix. 26); " by the

which we are sanctified through the offering of the

body of Jesus Christ once" (Heb. x. 10); "this

man after he had offered one sacrifice for sins for-

ever " (Heb. X. 12). "The atonement requires

constant self-immolation on the sinner's part."

Then atonement is not made by Christ for the sin-

ner, but by the sinner for himself. The Bible

teaches that we do not atone for ourselves; that

^ we ** receive " the atonement, and that we receive

it through our Lord Jesus Christ (Rom. v. 11).

" That God's wrath should be vented upon his well-

beloved Son is divinely unnatural. Such a theory

is man-made." Yet the Bible says that he was
" smitten of God," that " the Lord hath laid on

him the iniquity of us all," that " it pleased the

Lord to bruise him " (Isa. liii. 4, 6, 10); and " God
spared not his own son, but delivered him up for

us all " (Rom. viii. 32). In Christian Science there

is no place for the atonement as generally under^

stood by Christians. In this system salvation ii

not through a Savior sacrificing himself for man,
but through an illumination of man's own mind.

This is the way in which Christian Science defines

salvation: " Explaining and demonstrating the

way of Divine Science, he became the way oi sal-

vation to all who accepted his word, that mortals

might learn of him and escape from evil. The true

man being Hnked by Science to his Maker, mortals

need only turn from sin, and lose sight of them-
selves, in order to find the real man and his rela-

tion to God, and recognize the divine sonship"
(Science and Health, 103d ed., p. 211). According

to this the medium of salvation is not a Savior, but*'

Christian Science. So it is definitely stated. "Christ

is the idea of Truth, and this idea comes to heal

sickness and sin, through Christian Science, which
denies corporeal power " (p. 469). This denies in^
toto the idea of a personal Savior. Of course, in a
system which denies the reality of sin, as moral evil,

there can be no place for atonement. One asks,
" What becomes of the atonement when suffering

which was not suffering (only a ' great illusion '),

in a body which was not a body (only a ' mortal

belief '), was offered in expiation for sin which was -

not sin?
"

As prayer is generally imderstood it has no place "

in Christian Science. Prayer implies that God is a
personal conscious Being. Christian Science de-

nies this, declares that God is princi-

9. Doctrine pie and hence inhibits prajrer. Mrs.

of Prayer. Eddy asks: " Who would stand before

a blackboard and pray the principle of

mathematics to work out the problem? The nile is

already established, and it is our task to work out

the solution. Shall we ask the Divine Principle of

all goodness to do his own work? That work was
finished long ago; and we have only to avail our-

selves of God's rule, in order to receive the bless-

ing " (Science and Health, 103d ed., p. 308). She
abK> asserts that " Prayer to a personal God is a
hindrance, it is a misapprehension of the source and
manner of all good." The Christian Scientist may
declare that he believes in prayer, but if pressed

for his definition of prayer, pro%ided be be well

versed in the doctrines of his system, he will state

that " prayer is the affirmation of principle." " A
request," writes Mrs. Eddy, "that another may
work for us never does our work. The habit of

pleading with the divine Mind, as one pleads with

a himian being, perpetuates tiie belief in God as

humanly circumscribed " (p. 308). Prayer is de-

fined as " the habitual struggle to be always good " ^

(p. 309). It is said that " the only beneficial effect

of prayer for the sick is on the himian mind, ma-_
king it act more powerfully on the body, through
a blind faith in God," and that " it is not Truth
which does this" (p. 317), so ChrisUan Sooioe
would eliminate all prayer for the sick, because the
*' common custom of praying for the reooveiy of

the sick, finds help in blind belief; whereas hdp
should come from the enlightened imderstanding

"

(p. 318). The idea of prayer, presented in Chzjstiaa

Science, is quite opposite to the whole idea and
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economy of prayer as presented in the Bible, under-
itood and practised by Christians in all ages.

Christian Science recognizes Mrs. Eddy's Sci-

ence and Health, with Key to the Scriptures as of

equal authority -with the Bible. Great attachment
for the Bible is declared, but any passage which

contradicts any of the postulates of the
10. The system is rejected. Thus, Mrs. Eddy

Scriptures, gives no explanation of Gen. ii. 7,
** And the Lord God formed man of the

- dust of the ground and breathed into his nostrils the
breath of life; and man became a living soul." Com-
menting on this verse, Mrs. Eddy asks: " How can
the material organization become the basis of man?
How can the non-intelligent become the mediimi of

Mind, and error the enunciator of Truth? Is this

truth? or is it a lie, concerning man and God?"
And she answers: " It must be the latter, for God
presently curses the groimd " {Science and Health,

103d ed., p. 517). Adam has made a good deal of

trouble for theologians of all schools. Mrs. Eddy
met the difficulties and in her own way solved them
by a display of philological skill. She holds that

Adam is merely a name for the " matter ** which
opposes *' mind." In order to prove this she says:
" Divide the name Adam into two syllables, and it

reads, a dam, or obstruction. This suggests the
thought of something fluid, of mortal mind in so-

lution " (p. 233). T^ese two instances of exegesis

are samples of the way in which the Bible is treated

by this S3rstem. Such treatment utterly destroys

its majesty and meaning. A comparison of the
estimate which Christian Science puts on the Bible

and on the text-book Science and Health shows the

relative place of each in the S3rstem. The follow-

ing parallel colunm exhibits these estimates. This
cohimn is made from sentences in Science and Health
and the MisceOaneoua Writings:

Science and Health.

(1) Revealed truth, the

perfect word of

God.

(2) Uncontaminated
truth.

(3) Truth without mix-
ture of human
error.

(4) Divine teaching.

(5) Infallible teaching.

The Bible.

(1) In parts composed
of legends, metar
phors, fables, alle-

gories, and myths.

(2) Full of mistakes.

(3) Full of thousands of

errors.

(4) A compilation of

human dociunents.

(5) Contains statements

which are not true.

This comparison might be drawn out to great

length, but these statements are sufficient to show
the superior place which Christian Scienee assigns

Mrs. Eddy's book.

Christian Science centers thought on self and
self as free from all maladies, from sin, suffering,

and sorrow. If the reality of sickness and suffer-

ing be denied, the channels of sympathy and phi-

lanthropy dry up. If the reality of

IX. Service, sin and death be denied, that act

quenches all missionary ardor. Chris-

tian Science builds splendid temples of stone and
adorns them with all the genius of architect and

artist. But Christian Science builds no hospitals
or orphanages, or schools; for sickness, which needs
a hospital; want, which needs an orphanage; and y
ignorance, which needs a school, have no actual
existence. They are only illusions of mortal mind.
Genuine Christianity builds churches, but does

not lavish all its money on them, for there are hos-
pitals and asylums and kindeigartens and colleges
to be built and to be built by the money of those
who kneel at the cross of Christ and from him learn
that the true economy of life is to minister even
unto the least of the children of men.

J. F. Carson.
Bibuoghapht: W. H. Holoombe, Letters on Spiritual Sub-

iecU in Answer to Inquiring Soula, Philadelphia, 1885;
H. M. Tenney. Christian Science: iu Truths and Errors,
Cleveland, Ohio, 1888; E. P. Terhune, FaUaey of Chris-
tian Science, New York. 1890; J. M. Buckley, Christian
Science and Superstitions, ib. 1899; R. H. Newton. Chris-
tian Science: Truths of spiritual Healing and their Con-
tribution to the Growth of Orthodoxy, ib. 1898; J. H. Bates,
Christian Science and its Problems, ib. 1898; W. P. Mc-
Corkle, Christian Science, Philadelphia. 1900; C. F. Win-
bicler. Christian Science and Kindred Superstitions, New
York, 1901; M. W. Gifford. Christian Science against itself,

Cincinnati, 1902; M. C. Sturge. Truth and Error of Chris-
tian Science, New York. 1903, new ed.. 1908; C. G. Pease,
Exposi ofChristianScience Methods and Teachings, ib. 1906;
E. A. Kimball, C. P. Smith, S. J. Hanna, Christian Sci-
ence and Legislation, Boston. 1906; R. D. Kathiens, Side
Lights on Mary Baker Eddy Glover-Science Church Trus-
tees Controversy, Kansas City, 1907; L. P. Powell, Chris-
tian Science, the Faith and its Founder, New York. 1907;
F. T. Brown. The Truth and Error in so-called " Christian
Science," New Haven, 1907; J. M. Gray, The Antidote for
Christian Science, New York, 1907; R. C. Barker. Chris'
tian Science, Cincinnati. 1908; F. S. Ho£Fman, The Sphere
of Religion, New York, 1908; L. A. Lambert, Christian
Science before the Bar of Reason, ib. 1908; Q. C. Bian, The
Interpretation of Life, in which is Shown the Relation of
Modem Culture to Christian Science, ib. 1908 (a defense
of Christian Science); Sibyl Wilbur. Life of Mary Baker
Eddy, Concord. 1908 (circulated by Christian Scien-
tists); F. Ballard, Eddyism ** Christian Science** mis-
called, A Delusion and a Sruxre, London, 1909; I. M.
Haldeman, Christian Science in the Light of Holy Scrip-
ture. New York, 1909; S. J. Hanna, Christian Science:
the Religion of the Bible, Boston. 1909; The Faith and
Works of Christian Science, New York. 1909; F. E.
Manton. The Mask of Christian Science, ib. 1909; G. Mil-
mine, Tfte Life of Mary Baker G. Eddy and the History of
Christian Science, ib. 1909 (critical and adverse); S.

Paget. Faith and Works of Christian Science, ib. 1909
(thorough medical criticism of the system); F. Podmore,
Mesmerism and Christian Science. A Short History of
Mental Healing, London, 1909; C. R. Brown, Faith and
Health, New York. 1910 (adverse, by a former Clirtstian

Scientist); B. O. Flower. Christian Science <u a Religious

Belief and a Therapeutic Agent, Boston. 1910 (critical;

rejects the philosophy of Christian Science but admits
numerous cures); F. E. Mareten. The Mask of Christian

Science: a History of the Rise and Growth of the System
together with a Comparison of metaphysical Healing with

Matters scientific. New York. 1910; W. W. Walter. Five
Years in Christian Science, Chicago, 1911; R. C. Ann-
strong, Christian Sciencs Exposed, Fort Worth, Texas,
1911.

SCILLI, MARTYRS OF: Twelve Christians,

seven men and five women, martyred on July 17,

180, either at Scilli, a city of the proconsular province

of North Africa, or at Sila or Silli, two smJedl cities

of Numidia. The story goes that on July 17, 180,

six Christians who were named Speratus (the spokes-

man), Nartzallus, Cittinus, Donata, Secimda, and
Vestia, were brought before the proconsul Satur-

ninus and repeatedly urged to swear by the genius of
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the emperor and thus to secure imperial clemency
for their crime, which consisted in simple adherence
to Christianity. This demand was steadfastly re-

fused, and a respite of thirty days twice offered by
the proconsul was as firmly declined. Satuminus
thereupon condenmed the six Christians and an
equal number of absentees—^the four men, Veturius,
Felix, Aquilinus and Ctslestmus, and the two
women, Januaria and Generosa—^to be beheaded.
Until 1881 the martyrdom was known only from
the Latin Ada martantm SciUitanorum procaimdana
(ed. C. Baronius, Annalea ecdesiaatici ad annum
ChrUH j0Qt, 12 vols., Mains, 1600); FragmerUum de
marfyribus SciUitania (ed. J. Mabillon, Vetera ana-
leda, voL iv., part 3, Paris, 1723); a document
edited by T. Ruinart (Ada martyrum, pp. 131-132,
RegenslMirg, 1859); eight Latin manuscripts men-
tioned, though not published, by the Bollandist
Cuperus (ASB, July, iv., 207-208); and a text
edited by Aub6 (Les Chritiena dona Vempire ramain,

pp. 503-509, Paris, 1881). On the basis of these
texts, the martyrdom was assigned to the year 200.
In 1881, however, H. Usener edited in the list of

lectures at Bonn a ninth-century Gredc text of the
passion discovered by him in the Bibliothdque
Nationale, Paris. This text is not onty far more cor-

rect than the Latin Ada, but apparently comes
from an eye-witness or ear-witness who drew up the
record shortly after the execution of the martyrs.
Since this discovery the Latin versions themselves
have been reedited by the Bollandists in the Ana-
leda BoUcmdiana (viii. 5>^, Paris, 1889), and by
J. A. Robinson in Texts and Studies (I., ii. 106 sqq.,

Cambridge, 1893), both unduly exalting the Latin
versions at the expense of the Greek. There is,

however, no martyrology which gives so purely
and unfeignedly a true picture of early Christian

life and death as the text published by Usener.
It is clear from the Ada that considerable hatred

of the Christians was still possible in the early years
of the reign of the third Antonine emperor, although
the rigor of Marcus Aurelius had been much miti-

gated, as shown by the fact that Satuminus did not
resort to torture, but repeatedly offered the Chris-

tians time to reconsider. It is also noteworthy
that it would appear that the martyr Speratus
made a distinction between the Pauline writings

and the other books of the New Testament.
(Franz GSbbes.)

BzBUOORAPRT : CoDiult the following world cited underPbs-
UBCunoN or Chbutians: Keim, 1881, Neumann (i. TI-
TS, 284-286), and Allard (L 436-439); andalM: B. AuM.
Lm ChrtUtnt danu Vtmjnre romain 180-949^ Paris, 1881;
idem, 6tude tur un nou»tau texU det AetM det martyn
aeiUitain*, ib. 1881; F. Qdrree. in ZWT, 1884, pp. 37-84,
1801, pp. 235-243; idem, in PMIoUhiu9, 1884, pp. 134-140,
61&-624; idem, in JPT, x. 228-268, 395-434; R. Hilgen-

feld, in ZWT. zziv. 3. pp. 291-^1; DCB, iv. 602-593.

SCOT, MICHAEL: Scottish scholar; b. [in the

county of Diu-ham] England, c. 1190; [d. c. 1235,

probably in Italy]. After studying natural science

at Oxford, he went to Paris, the court of Emperor
Frederick II. of Germany [in Sicily], Toledo, back
to Frederick's court, and at a later period returned

to England, where he is supposed to have held some
office at the court of King Edward I. [He is said to

have taken holy orders vvA to have enjoyed the

favor of Honorius III. and Gregory DC., but never
held an office in the Church, though once he was
nominated archbishop of CaaheL] Scot owed his

fame to his translations into Latin of Arabic works,
those of Averro€s among others. By commission of

the emperor, he also trimslated Aristotle's " History
of Animals" and his books De cado d mundo, Eis
own writings did not attain to the merit of his

translations. [A number of them are still in manu-
script. To later times he was a necromancer and not
a scientist, and as such Dante puts him in hell

ifnfemOf cant, xx.).] Carl Mirbt.

BnuoQBAPHT: Eariier worki are in lai«e pert mipeiaeded
by J. Wood Brown, Lif9 and Legend of Michael Sect {1176-
ttS9), Edinbiuih. 1897. Coiieult further: P. F. Tytler.

LtvM ofScottieh Wortkiee, 3 vole., London, 1831-^; Hia-
toiire UtUraire de la France, xx. 43 aqq.; A. Jouidain, Re-
cherchee cntiquee eur rdge ei Fonoine dee traduoHane laHnee
d^ArietoU, Paris. 1843; B. Haai6au, De la pMUmnthM
eeolaeHque, L 467 eqq., ib. 18fi0; L. Ledeie, Hiet. de la

wOdecine Arabe, iL 451 eqq., Paris. 1876; DNB, )L W-62;
Bayle, Diettanary, . 100.

SCOTCH CONFESSIOH OF FAITH: A confes-

sion drawn up by John Knox and five associates ap-

pointed by the Scotch Parliament which assembled
at Edinburig^ in August, 1560, after the death of

the queen-regent, Mary cd Quise, in June and at the

close of the civil war. It consists of a preface and
twenty-five articles on the chief doctrines of religicm

which are briefly, tersely, and vigorously stated.

It agrees with the other Reformed confessions of the

sixteenth century, but in some articles is more
pronounced in its opposition to the Roman Oatholio

Church than most of them. These parts Mitchell

(ut inf., p. 123) called the "unrestrained" portions.

It was composed in four da3rs, twice read, article by
article, in Parliament, and adopted by the same as

being "based upon the infallible Word of God.'*

Only three temporal lords voted against it, for the

reason that they believed as their forefatiiers be-

lieved. The Roman Oatholic bishops were called

upon to object and refute, but kept silence. Seven
years later (1568), after the abdication of Queen
Mary, the confession was readopted, and the Re-
formed Kirk of Scotland was fomiaUy acknowledged
and established. In 1580 the confession was signed

by King James II., and a supplementary confession

(sometimes called the Second Scotch Confession)

added to it. It was practically superseded by the

Westminster Confession, which was adopted by the

Scotch Assembly in 1648. The confession is printed

in the Acts of the Scotch Parliament for 1560; in

John Knox, History of the Scotch R^ormaHon (ed.

D. Laing, vol. ii., Edinburgh, 1895); in D. Cakier-

wood, History of the Kirk of Scotland (Edinburgh,

1842); in W. Dunlop, Collection of Scotch Confer-

sions (voL ii., London, 1857); in H. A. Niemeyer,
CoUedio confessionum Reformatarum (Leipsio, 1840;

Latin only); and in Schaff, Creeds, iii. 437-485 (Eng-
lish and Latin), cf. i. 680-696.

(Philip ScHAFFf.) D. S. Schafp.

Bduoorapht: J. Knox, HieL of the Refonnaiian . . , in
Scotland, ed. C. Lennox, pp. 213-216, Londoo, 1905* the
literature under Knox, John, eepeeially T. HeCrio, end
H. Cowan (pp. 222-234); W. M. Hetherincton. HieL of
the Church of Scotland, pp. fiO-64, New York, 1881 ; P. H.
Brown, John Knox, i. 88-90, London, 1806; Idem. HieL
of Scotland, ii 70-72, Cambridge, 1902 A. F. MiteheO,
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The SeottUh ReJomuUum, pp. 00. 123. Edinbuxsh. 1000;
C. O. McCrie, The Confeeaiene of the Church of Scoilandt
their Evohdion in Hietory, ib. 1007.

SCOTCH PARAPHRASES: A book of praise for

church use made in Scotland in the eighteenth cen-
tury. In May, 1742, the general assembly of the
Qiurch of Scotland appointed a committee to make
or collect translations in verse of select passages of

Scripture. Their work was sanctioned by the As-
sembly, 1751, and appeared as Scripture Songs,
forty-five in number, and now rare. In 1775 an-
other conmiittee undertook the revision of these,

adding twenty-two paraphrases and five hymns the
precise authorship of which can not be determined
in all cases. Some twenty were altered or rewritten

from Watts, and three from Doddridge; one each

was contributed by Thomas Blacklock, John Ogilvie,

and Thomas Randall; three are by William Robert-
son (1742-51), and several by John Morrison (d.

1798). The name of William Cameron (d. 1811) ap-
pears chiefly as an improver of other men's verses.

The most important share, both for quantity and
quality, was taken from the manuscripts of Michael
Bruce (1746-67). The Paraphraaea are marked by
a dry neatness and precision of style, which excludes
whatever could ofifend the most sober taste, and
leaves little room for lyrical or devotional fire. Their
eminent respectability and long service have made
them household words in Scotland, and they have
been constantly and largely drawn upon by P^gH^h
and American hymnals.
Bxbuoorapht: Julian. Hymnoloffy PP> 1024-26. 1033-84.

I. The Prasbsrterian Church.
1. Ab a Whole.

Hktory (I 1).

Sepaiatioa and Union (| 2).

SCGTLAHI).

Mode of Wbnhip (| 3).

Constitution (| 4).

2. Severally.

n. The Scotch Episcopal Church,
m. CSongregationaliata.

IV. Other Protestant Bodies.
V. The Roman Catholic Church.

Scotland is the northern member of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland; area, nearly

30,000 square miles; population 4,579,223. In
1851 the population was eighty-four per cent. Pres-

byterian. While this high percentage has not been
maintained during the increase from 2,888,742 (in

1851) to the figures given above, the population is

still predominatingly Presbyterian.

L The Presbyterian Church.—1. As aWholes The
struggle of the Reformation in Scotland was brief

and decisive. It soon gave place to the contest for

supremacy between Preebyterianism and Episco-

. •o'l-^A pftlianism, which lasted over a century;
1. Hi«opy. ^^ ^j^^ revolution of 1688. Scotland

became as overwhelmingly Presbyterian. The first

presentation of Scotch Presbyterian doctrine was the

confession formulated by John Knox (q.v.) in 1560
(see Scotch Confession or Faith). This was
replaced in 1647 by the Westminster Standards
(q.v.). This confession, together with the two
catechisms of like name, has exercised a positive

influence upon organisation and worship, wherever
Scottish Presbyterianism has spread.

The Church in Scotland did not share in the politi-

cal and industrial prosperity that followed the union
with England (1707). Religious indifference which
found expression in Deism (q.v.) made itself felt in

Scotland. The question of clerical patronage became
a stumbling block to the peaceful growth of the

Church. The claim of the landed aris-
S. Sepazm- tocracy and of the crown to the right of
tion and ... « . • ^ /«* .

XTnion. appomting clericals to office was incom-
patible with the unityand independence

of the system of Scotch Presbyterian organization.

The claim had been at various times abolished; but
in 1712 the Tory majority in Parliament revived it,

causing a profoimd state of dissatisfaction among the

masses of the people bearing fruit in church divisions.

The firstd Uieee, called ''The Secession," occurred ui

1733 under Ebeneser Erskine (q.v.). While this

was the first formal and organised separation, the

Covenanters (q.v.) had already separated and in

1743 organised as Reformed Presbyterians (see

Pubbbttbrians, I., 5). The opposition to the ex-
ercise of patronage grew to such an extent that
ministers could be installed in office only with mili-

tary aid. In 1752 arose a new separate body called

the " Relief" (see Pebsbttbbians, I., 2, { 3). In the
course of a century the number c^ separatist organ-
isations had grown to about 500 congregations and
in 1847 they were combined as the United Presby-
terian Church. With the beginning of the nineteenth
century a reawakening took place in the Church pf

Scotland (see Presbyterians, I., 1) imder the

leadership of such men as Thomas Chalmers (q.v.),

under which the church aligned itself more and more
with the doctrinal viewpoint of the separatists.

The patronage struggle, stimulated by the spiritual

revival, was again resumed, with a view to restric-

tion and correction of evils, and the general ques-
tion of the spiritual independence of the Church
came to the front. This led to the " Disruption " and
the organisation of the Free Church of Scotland
(see PracBBTTERiANS, I., 2). In the next sixty years
the Free Church doubled in membership. In 1874
the right of patronage was removed by parliament,

the election of the clergy was granted to communi-
cants and adherents, and the Established Church
has consequently gained in popularity.

At the close of the last century there were, ac-

cordingly, three great Presbsrterian churches in

Scotland: the Established Church consisting of

1,377 congregations; the Free Church with 1,068

congregations; and the United Presbyterian Church
with 593 congregations. The difference between
them was principally involved in the relation of

Church and State. The Established Church was in

accord with the existing state of things. The Free
Church theoretically favored State recognition and
endowment, but entered increasing protest against

the prevailing arrangements, which, in spite of the
abolition of patronage, were felt to be identical with
the former state of things. The United Presbyte-

rians repudiated all connection between Church and
State. All adhered to the Westminster Confession,

but the United Church in 1879 and the Free Church
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in 1892 adopted a declaratory act, defining more
closely their attitude, to the effect mainly of moder-
ating ultra-Calvinistic points and not requiring total

subscription from candidates to clerical office. Ne-
gotiations for union between the Free and United
Churches opened in 1863, broken off in 1873 and
resumed in 1896, resulted, Oct. 31, 1900, in the or-

ganization of the United Free Church of Scotland
(see Presbyterians, I., 2). While this resolution

for union was carried in the general assembly of the

Free Church by a vote of 643 to 27, this small

minority now declared itself to be the only true and
legitimate Free Church and laid claim to all the prop-
erty of the organization. For the resulting legal

complications and the settlement see Presbyte-
rians, I., 2-3. For a detailed history of the Pres-

byterian Church in Scotland in its several branches
and for the present situation see Presbyterians, I.

The time of worship is in the morning and evening
of the Sabbath. In the country, if the second serv-

ice is held at all, it is usually in an adjoining chapel,

school, or hall. Prayer is voluntary and extempore,

S McMi f
^^ ^^^""gy having been used from the

Worship. *™® ^^ Archbishop Laud (see Laud,
Wiluam). Except in the Hi^ilands

singing is usually accompanied by a musical in-

strument, and the number of church organs is in-

creasing rapidly in the cities. Some congregations

sing metrical versions of the Psalms of the seven-

teenth century, but the great majority sing hymns
also. The Church Hymnary published (1898) by the

authority of the established church, the two parties

in the present United Free, and the Irish Presbjrte-

rian Churches, has been widely adopted. The
sermon, usually from twenty-five to thirty-five

minutes in length, is the chief part of the service.

Systematic exposition of the Scriptures, though still

prominent, especially in the morning service, is

on the wane. Baptism is performed in church as
part of the public service, or at home. Communion
is received by all at least twice a year; and by many,
four times. There is no confirmation in the proper
sense of the word, but the minister gives special

instruction to the young people before their first

communion. Weddings are usually at home, but
there is a tendency to transfer them to the church,

as in England. There is a service in the house of

mourning; and at the grave, including a short

prayer, but no address. The minister is expected
to visit not only the sick but all the members of his

congregation r^ularly. He is the superintendent of

the Sunday-school and usually leads the highest or,

so-called, Bible class at a special hour. Of late

years there has been a very large growth of young
people's societies called *' gilds," associated with
the church, and especially of the Young People's

Society of Christian Endeavor. The organization of

Scotch Presbyterianism is essentially alike in all the

Churches. Tlie church elders are chosen by all the

communicants and bound by the confession, and,

together with the minister, they constitute the

church session and have authority

over matters of church discipline. A
number of congregations, varying be-

tween 10 and 200, each represented by an elder

elected by the church session (one elder for every

4. Oonstl*
tatlon*

400 communicants in the United Free Church),

and the minister, constitute a presbytery, yriMi

has general oversight over the congregations. A
group of presbyteries fonus a synod to which the

acts of the presbjrteries may be appealed. The
members of the general assembly are chosen an-

nually by the presbyteries from the ministers and

elders, and it is the court of final appeal (see Polttt,

Ecclesiastical; Presbyterians, X.). In the Es-

tablished Church some of the members are chosen

by the towns and the universities. Candidates for

the ministry must have attended lectures on the

classics, mathematics, and philosophy, at a imiver-

sity, for at least three semesters. Each candidate

is then examined as to his moral and religious

fitness by a presbytery, and then again on his uni-

versity studies by a committee of the general as-

sembly. Four more years of theological study

follow.

a. Severally t The Established Church—offi-

cially, the Church of Scotland—^is ideally independ-

ent neither in legislative nor administrative powers,

since it did not decline the dispositions of the dril

courts with which the decisions of the general as-

sembly were in conflict prior to 1843. In addition,

when the right of patronage was abolished and the

privilege of creedal modification was obtained, these

changes were not vafid for the church before the

approval of the State was given. Notwithstanding

this (Church is freest among the State churches. The
king is in no sense its head. His representative,

the lord high commissioner, has no vote in the gen-

eral assembly. He may siunmon and dismiss it,

in the name of the king, as may the moderator in

the name of Jesus Christ. For the statistics and

work of this church see Presbyterians, I., 1.

The decision of the house of lords against the union

of the Free and United Presbyterian Churchy in-

stead of crushing the United Free Church, awoke an

enthusiasm for it that had not previously existed.

Clergy, missionaries, and students, with scarcely

an exception, stood by it, and by 1904 the organiia-

tion showed an actual increase in membership. As

a consequence of the decree of the house of lords

which pronounced the constitution of the Free

Church unalterable, the committee representing

the assembly between sessions raised, within ten

days, the claim for the privilege of heeding the com-
mands of Christ without the fear of legal conse-

quences. This was reiterated by the general as-

sembly of 1905 more formally and explicitly.

The ancient Scotch doctrine of spiritual independ-

ence was restated, emphasizing that the C^urdi

and it alone possessed the right to alter its creed,

and asserting the rule of majority in aU church

affairs, governing also the matter of property. For

the statistics of this body see Presbyterians, L, 2.

The Free and the United Presbyterian Churches had

different methods for raising contributions for

clerical support. In the Free Church contributions

were made to a central fund which was propor-

tionately divided among the ministers, eadi con-

gregation usually having a parsonage and being al-

lowed to add a bonus to its minister's compensation,

after satisfying the central fund. In the United

Church the congregationB paid the ministers di-
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rectly, but when the salaries did not come up to

about $750 (generally with parsonage), the d^er-
ence was made up from a reinforcement fund. The
effort to coordinate these two methods met with dif-

ficulties.

The Free Church of Scotland is relatively strong

only in the highland districts (see Presbtterianb,
I., 3), is rigidly conservative, especially insisting on
the plenary inspiration of the Scriptures, and vio-

lently opposes the spirit of modem criticism. Its

general assembly in 1905 rejected the declaratory

act of 1892, and forbade the singing of "human
songs" and the use of the organ in divine service.

There are three other small Presbyterian churches

in Scotland, remnants of minorities that refused to

follow majorities in falling away from what they

considered the truth. They are (1) the Free Pres-

byterian CJhurch; (2) the Reformed Presbyterian;

and (3) the Original Secession, properly called the

"Old Light" (see for data and history of these

churches Presbtterianb, I., 4-6).

XL The Scotch Episcopal Church: This church

was in former times the great rival of the Presbyte-

rian Church. After the downfall of the Stuarts its

service was forbidden and subjected to other re-

strictivemeasures, while the church itself was almost

expelled from the coimtry. In 1792 full toleration

was again granted. Owing to English influence

most of the aristocracy and the landed nobility be-

long to this Church. Its caiise has gained also by
thorough organization. The country is divided into

seven dioceses: Moray, Aberdeen, Brechin, St.

Andrews, Edinburgh, Glasgow, and Argyle. From
1876 an excellent system of lay representation has

been organized, whose aim is the support of the

bishops in all financial affairs. The attractiveness

of the chm*ch service and the earnest and self-deny-

ing activity of the clergy have contributed to its

rapid growth. In 1910 it reported 404 churches

and mission stations, 335 clergymen, and 51,289

commimicants, with contributions of about $100,-

000 for main purposes. On account of its alleged

High-church proclivities, a small body forming

nine parishes has separated, and claimed direct

connection with the Church of England.

nL Congregationalists: There is no trace of a
movement in Scotland simultaneous with that tur-

bulent period in political life which gave rise to the

Independents. However, in 1728 John Glas (q.v.) , a
minister of the Established Church, founded a body
still represented by one or two small congregations.

From the end of the eighteenth century an Inde-

pendent movement has achieved notable results.

It had its origin in the revival of the Christian ideal

in which the brothers Robert and James Haldane
(q.v.) took a part, which was no doubt reenforced,

from E!ng]and. The congregations formed joined

the Con^'egational Union organized in 1863. A
division in the Secession Church in 1841 resulted

in the foimding of the Evangelical Union. James
Morison (q.v.) had been expelled from the old

church for emphasizing the love of Crod without

leaving room for election by grace. The denomina-
tion which he founded, often called the Morisonian

church, preferred the Congregational to the Presby-

terian government. In 1896 the Congregationalist

and Evangelical Unions were united to form the

present Congregational Union of Scotland. This
body has a theological faculty at Edinburgh with
three professors. It is distinguished for its zeal in

mission and temperance organization. A minority
of eight congregations and five ministers refused to

follow the Evangelical Union in joining with the
Congregationalists in 1896. The total of Congre-
gationalists reported for Scotland at the end of

1909 was 207 ministers, 4 evangelists or lay pas-

tors, 70 lay preachers, 213 congregations, 35,845
members, with Sunday-school teachers to the num-
ber of 2,744 and 26,194 scholars. The Baptist

Union has existed in Scotland from 1750 (according

to some only from 1765) when a renown©! Baptist,

Archibald Maclean, preached in Edinburgh. The
movement doubtless received impetus with the ac-

quisition of the Haldane brothers. The numbers of

Baptists are comparatively snudl; their doctrine

is Calvinistic; their worship simple; and their or-

ganization strictly congregational, although a
Union and an interior mission have been provided
for. Some of their preachers are laymen, and niuner-

ous congregations practise open conmiunion. This
church has a seminary with five instructors and
fourteen students. It reports at the end of 1909
122 ministers, 156 local preachers, 155 congrega-

tions, 21,240 conmiimicant«, 2,127 Sunday-school
teachers, and 18,969 scholars.

IV. Other Protestant Bodies: The Methodists
are weakly represented in Scotland. There are two
branches, the Wesleyans and the Primitive Method-
ists, which form parts of the English organizations

of the same name. Wesley first visited Scotland in

1751, and in 1767 there were 468 members of his

chiurch. There are now forty-five circuits and mis-

sions with forty-five ministers. A powerful mission

established in recent years in Edinburgh bears the
outline of an institutional church, and wields great

influence. The Primitive Methodists have eighteen

circuits and twenty ministers. There are small

representations of the Quakers, the Catholic Apos-
tolic Church (Irvingites), Unitarians, and the New
Jerusalem Church or Swedenborgians. Probably
none of these consists of more thoQ twelve congre-

gations.

V. The Roman Catholic Church: This nimibers
considerably more than half a million. Most of

them are of Irish descent, but about 30,000 are

Scotch. This element is found among the High-
landers of Gaelic tongue and has been steadfastly

loyal from primitive times. The Roman Catholic

hierarchy was reorganized in 1878 into six dioceses;

St. Andrew's and Edinburgh, Glasgow, Aberdeen,

Dunkeld, Galloway, and Arg>'ll, the first two of

which are archbishoprics. At the close of 1909

there were about 250 parishes, 600 priests, 400
church buildings, 13 cloisters for men, and 51 for

women. Week-day schools attended by thousands

of children are conducted, partly supervised and
supported by the State.

A glance finally is to be given at those who have
drifted away from all church connections. It is

calculated that they amoimt to 1,600,000 or thirty-

seven and one-half per cent, of the total popula-

tion. A niunber of institutions like the Bible and
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tract societies, t!ie city missions, the schools for

morally neglected children, the temperance societies,

and others have been created by the Church as a
whole for the elevation of all classes.

(John Caibns.)

BnuooRAFBT*. For the early period the moet important
literature will be found under Cmvnc Chubch; for the

Presbyterian ohurobes under PaBSBTTBRiANs; other booka
of importance are under the articles on the worthies of

Scotland, such as Columba, John Knox, and otheis named
in the teict. For sources use: Haddan and Stubbs, Coun-
ca», voL ii; Chntmam Anglo-Scoticum (60 B.C.-1189 a.d.).

ed. C. W. Bouterwek« Elberfeld, 1803. Eng. transl. in J.

Stevenson's Church Hutonan§ of England^ London, 1856;
Thomas of Burton, Chronica monasterU de Afelso, ed.

E. A. Bond in RoUm Seriet, no. 43, 3 vols., London. 1866-

1868; Chronica de MaUros (731-1275), ed. J. Stevenson.

Edinburgh, 1836. Eng. transl., Chronicle of Melroee, in J.

Stevenson's Church Hiatoriane of England, London, 1856;

A. Theiner. Vetera monumenta Hibemorum el Seolorum hie-

toriam iUuebranHa, 1216-1647, Rome, 1864; Annalee Anglia
el Scotia Ug9i-1300), ed. H. T. Riley in RoUe Seriee, No.
28, voL U., London, 1865; R. Hart, EcdeeiaeHeal Reeorde

of England . . . and ScotUtnd to the Reformation, 2d ed.,

Cambridge, 1846; J. F. S. (Gordon, Eecleeiaetical Chron-

icle for Scotland, 4 vols., Glasgow, 1867; M. E. C. Wal-
oott. Seoti-Monaelicon, the Ancient Church of Scotland.

Hiet, of the Cathedrale, Conventual Foundatione, and Hoe-
pitale, London, 1874.

On the antiquities consult: T. S. Huir, Eecleeiological

Notee on the Idande of Scotland, Edinbuigfa, 1885; W. F.

Skene, Celtic Scotland, 3 vols., new ed., Edinbuigfa, 1886-

1800; O. ChahneiB, Caledonia, 8 vols.. Paisley, 1887-

1002; J. Robertson, Scottieh Abbeye and Cathedrale, Aber-

deen, 1801; H. C. Butler, Sootlandte Ruined Abbeye, New
York, 1800; M. E. L. Addis, The Cathedrale and Abbeye

of Scotland, Philadelphia, 1001; D. BuUer, Scottieh Cathe-

drale and Abbeye, London, 1001; J. AnderMo. Early Chrie-

tian MonumenU of Scotland, Edinburgh. 1003.

Qeneral works are: A. Stevenson. Hiet. of the Church
and State of Scotland from the Aeceeeion of King Charlee 7.

to . , . 1696, 2d ed.. Edinburgh, 1844; J. Lee, Lecturee

on the Hiet, of the Church of Scotland from the Reformation

to the Revolution Settlement, ed. W. Lee, 2 vols., Edin-

burgh, 1860; Q. Qrub, EedeeiaeHeal Hietory of Scotland

from the Introduction of Chrietianity to the Preeent Time,
4 vols., Edinburgh, 1861; W. (^hamben and Otheis, The
Scottieh Church from the Earlieet Timee to 1881, Edinbuigfa

and New York, 1881; J. Campbell, MeduBval Scotland,

1098-1613, Edinburgh, 1881; N. L. Walker, Scottieh'

Church Hiet., Edinbun^, 1882; J. Cunningham, The
Church Hietory of Scotland from the Commencement of the

Chrietian Era, 2 vols., 2d ed., Edinburgh, 1883; J. M.
Ross, Scottieh Hiet. to the Reformation, Qlasgow. 1884^

J. AnderMQ, Scotland in Early Chrietian Timee, 2 parts,

Edinburgh, 1886; D. Keith, A Hiet. of Scotland, OvQ and
Eecleeiaetical, . . . fo . . . 1163, 2 vols., Edinbuigfa,

1886; W. G. Blaikie, The Preachere of Scotland, Paet and
Preeent, 5 vols., Edinbur^, 1800-01; A. T. Innes,

Studiee in Scottieh Hietory, Chiefly Ecdeeiaetical, Lon-
don. 1802; D. C. Edmonds, The Early Scottieh Church, iU
Doctrine and Diecipline, London. 1006; J. H. Shepherd,
Introduction to the Hiet. of the Church of Scotland, ib. 1006;

Q. W. T. MoGown, Scottieh Heroee of the Faith, ib. 1007;

J. Watson, The Scot of the 18th Century, hie Religion and
hie Life, ib. 1007; W. Beveridge, Makere of the Scottieh

Church, Edinbuigh, 1006; R. C. Maolagan, Rdigio Scotiea.

Ite Nature <ie traceable in Scottieh eaintly Traditione, ib.

1006; Cambridge Modem Hietory, v. 270 sqq.. New York,
1006; A. Macrae, Scotland from the Treaty of Union with
England to the Preeent Time 0707-1907), London, 1000;
D. Maomillan, The Aberdeen Doctore, A notable Oroup of
Scottieh Theotogiane of the firet epieoopal Period, 1610-83,
ib. 1000; C. W. Thomson, Scotland^e Work and Worth, 2
vols., ib. 1010; P. H. Brown. Hiet. of Scotland, 3 vols.,

ib. 1010; W. L. BCathieson, The Awakening in Scotland;

a Hietory, 1747-97, Glasgow, 1011.
For the period prior to the Reformation consult: C.

Innes, Scotland in the Middle Agee, Edinbuigh, 1860;
T. McLaughlan, The Early Scottieh Church; Ecclee. HieL
of Scotland from the firet to the twelfth Century, Edinbuigfa,
1864: Miss M. G. G. Kinlooh. Hiet. of Scotland, chi^y in

iU eecleeiaetical Aepeet . . . to the Fall of the old Hier-
archy, Edinburgh, 1878; W. Loekhart, The Church of
Scotland in the Thirteenth Century: The Life and Timee of
Damd de Bemham ofSL Andrew, 183^-63, London. 1880;
R. M. Stewart, The Church of Scotland from the Tie%e of
Qiiem Margaret to the Reformation, London, 1802; J.

Dowden, The Celtie Church in Scotland, London, 1804;
W. Cathoart, The Ancient Britieh and Irieh Churchee,
London, 1804; J. Paton, Scottieh Hiet. and Life, Glasgow,
1002; R. W. Billingi, The Baronial and Eecleeiaetical An-
tiquitiee of Scotland, London, 1000 sqq.
On the Roman Catholic Church in Scotland cooealt:

J. Robertson, Concilia Seotim, Edinbuigfa, 1864; W. M.
Brady, Annate of the CathoUe Hierarchy in England and
Scotland, London, 1883; W. Foibes-Leith. Narratieee o
Scottieh Catholice under Mary StuaH and Jamee VI., Edin-
burgh, 1885; A. Bellesheim, Hietory of the Catholic Chwch
in Scotland, 4 vols., Edinburgh. 1887-00; W. Patecson,
Lettere to my Countrymen, 6 parts, Edinbui]^, 1000; J.

Foibes, L*EgUee oatholiq%ie en 6eoem h la fin du xvi.

eiide, Paris, 1001; W. F. Leith, Memoire of Scottieh

Catholice during the 17th and 18th Centuriee, 2 vols^ Loo-
don, 1000.
On episcopacy in Scotland read: J. P. Lawsoo, HieL

of the Epieoopal Church of Scotland, 3 vols., Edinbuigh,
1844; J. B. Craven, HieL of the Epiecopal Church in

Orkney, Kirkwall. 1883; H. M. Luckoek, The Chwth in

Seotkmd, London, 1803; H. D. Henderson, The Epieoopal
Church in Scotland, London, 1002; J. T. F. Fkiquhar, The
VieibU Church in the Li^ of Reaeon and HieL, Aberdesn,
1004.

SCOTLAND, FREE CHURCH OF, FREE PRES-
BYTERIAN CHURCH OF, REFORMED PRESBY-
TERIAN CHURCH IN, UNITED PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH OF, UNITED ORIGINAL SECESSION
CHURCH OF. See Prbsbttxrians.

SCOTT, CHARLES ANDERSON: Presbyterian;

b. in London May 30, 1859. 'He received his edu-

cation at Uppingham School, at St. John's CoUege,

Cambridge (B.A., 1882; M.A., 1896; Hubean
prise, 1884), New College, Ectinbuijg^, and the

imiversitieB cd Leipsic and Jena; was assistant min-
ister of Queen's Cross Church, Aberdeen, 1887'-89;

mmister at College Park, Willesden, 1892, and of St
John's, Kensington, 1898-1907, b^:ig also examiner
in historical theology for the University of London,
1902-07; and Dunn professor of the New Testa-

ment in the Theological College of the Presbyterian

Church of England at Cambridge since 1907. He
has published: UffiUu, Apoatie of the GoUu (Lon-
don, 1885) ; Evangdical Doctrine Bibie Truth (1901)

;

Making of a Chrietian (1902); and contributed to

the Devotional and Praetioal Commentary the volume
on Revelation (1905), as well as the same volume
hi the Century BiUe (1902); also the essay on "Jesus
and Paul" in Cambridge Biblical Eeeaye (1909).

SCOTT, HUGH McDONALD: Congregationalist;

b. at Guysborough, Nova Scotia, Mar. 31, 1848; d.

at Chicago Apr. 29, 1909. He was graduated from
Dalhousie CoUege,Halifax (A.B., 1870), and from the

University of Edinburgh (1873). During the same
year he studied at Berlin, and later (1878-81) at
Leipsic. In 1874 he was ordained to the ministry,

and for four years (1874-77) was pastor of the
Presbyterian chureh at Merigomish, Nova Scotia.

After 1881 he was professor of church history at

the Chicago Theological Seminary. He wrote The
Nicene Theology (Stone lectures; C^cago, 1896),

while from 1883 to 1890 he contributed the seetioD

on chureh history to Current Diecuseume in Theol-

ogy, published by the faculty of the divinity schoof

.
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SCOTT, ISAIAH BBRJAMIll: Methodist Epb-
oopai biflhop; b. in Woodford County, Ky., Sept.

30, 1854. He received his education at Cla^k Semi-

nary (now Clark Cdlc^), Atlanta, Ga., and Central

Tennessee College (now Walden University), Nash-
ville (B.A., 1880; M.A., 1883); entered the Ten-

nessee conference in 1881, and was transferred to the

Texas ccmference, where he was professor in Prairie

View State Normal and Industrial College, 1881,

and served as pastor at Houston, Galveston, Austin,

and Marshall, 1882-87; was presiding elder of the

Marshall and Houston Districts, 1882-03; presi-

dmi of Wiley University, Biarshall, Tex., 189a-96;

editor of the So/uthwesUm Ckri$tian Advocate, New
Ori«uis, 189^1904; was elected bishop for Africa,

1904.

SCOTT, ROBERT: Church of En^and; b. at

Bondleigh, Devonshire, Jan. 26, 1811; d. at

Rochester Dec. 2, 1887. He was educated at Christ

Church, Oxford (B.A., 1833); was fellow and tutor

of BaUiol College, 1835-40 (M.A., 1836); rector

ofDuloe, Cornwall, 1840-50; prebendary of Ex-
eter Cathedral, 1845-66; rector of South Luffen-

ham, Rutland, 1850-54; select preacher at Oxford,

1853-54, 1874-75; master of BaUiol, 1854-70;

professor of Scripture exegesis, 1861-70; and dean

of Rochester, 1870-87. He was a member of the

New-Testament revision committee; author of

Twdve Sermons (London, 1851); University Ser-

mons (1860) ; and of a commentary on the Epistle of

James (1881) in the BMe Commentary (1872-82).

From 1836 to 1843 he labored together with H. G.

LiddeU in the preparation of the great Oreek-English

Lexicon (Oxford, 1843; 7th enlarged ed., 1883),

upon which he was occupied all in all for forty-

seven years.

BiBLKxaAPBT: The Ouardian, Dee. 14, 1887; E. Abbott
and L. Campbell, Bm^iamm JoweU^ 3 vols., London, 1807-

1800: DNB, IL 66-ee.

SCOTT, THOMAS: Church of En^and; b. at

Braytoft, lincolnshire, Feb. 4, 1747; d. at Aston
Sandford (near Tliames, 11 m. e. of Oxford),

Bucldn^^iamshire, Apr. 16, 1821. He was ordained

priest in 1773, and in 1781 succeeded John New-
ton, who had converted him to Calvinism, as

curate of Olney. In 1785 he became chaplain of the

Lock Hospital, London; and in 1801, vicar of Aston
Sandford. His first publication was The Force of
TnUh (London, 1779, and numerous editions),

narrating his change from rationalistic Unitarian-

iam to the highest type of Calvinistic fervor, a work
regarded as one of the most impressive spiritual

autobiographies ever written. His most important

work was The Holy Bible with Notes (5 vols., 1788-

1702; very many reissues and reprints). Tliis has

kmg been considered a model fandly Bible, and has

been read more widely, perhaps, than any other.

It speaks voliunes for Scott's industry and persever-

ance that without early educational advantages, op-

pressed by poverty, and compelled for years before

his ordination to earn his living as a farm-laborer, he
yet was able to acquire considerable learning, and
produce a work, published under the severest pecu-

niary straits, yet spoken of as the greatest theo-

logical performance of his age and country. J. H.

Newman wrote of him as a man to whom he almost

owed his soul. Scott's Essays on the Most Important

Subjects in Religion were published in 1793, 15th ed.,

1844; BJidhia VUlage Discourses in IS25, Bis Works
in ten vols., edited by his son, appeared 1823-25.

Bibuoosapht: A. C. Downer, Thomas Scott ihs Commmita-
tor, A Memoir of hie Life, London, 1000; The Life of
. , , T. Scott . . . Includino a Narrative Drawn up by
himeelf, ib. 1822; The Life of , , , Thamae Scott, in Chrie-

tian Biography, ib. [18387]; J. Stephen. Eeeaye in Bcdeei-
aetical Biography, pp. 413 aqq., 14th ed., ib. 1860; DNB,
li 73-76.
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Johannes Sootus Erigena stands out as one of the
most distinguished figures not only of the ninth

century but of the whole history of philosophy and
theology. His early life, however, as well as his inner

development, is hidden up to the time
I. Baily to which his writings bring us. The
Life. one fact which is clecur is that his birth-

place was Ireland; to this the name
Scotus (or Scotigena) as well as Erigena testifies

(both these titles in those times indicating Ireland),

and there is the express statement of Prudentius,

''Hibemia sent thee to Oaul" {De prwdicaltUme, in

AfPL, cxv. 1194). It was probably in Ireland that

he received his education, though in the Prankish

kingdom he first comes into historical light, but as

alr^uly a man of mature powers. From this last

fact it would follow that he was bom in the early

years of the century. That he won the distinguished

favor of Charles the Bald is clear from the dedication

to the latter of numerous writings and from many
passages in his poems. He became celebrated and
was the acquaintance of the distinguished men of the

times—^Hincmar, Servatus Lupus, Usuardus, Rat-
ramnus and others, not to omit Prudentius of Treves
(qq.v.). As the last-named left the court in 847,

Scotus must have arrived there before that.

Here probably Scotus did his literary work, though
not as an ecclesiastic; there is no trace of his being

a monk, and it is doubtful whether he was a priest.

But he entered into the theological controversies of

the time.

His first essay in this direction was in the matter
of the eucharistic controversy begun by Ratram-
nus concerning the change of the elements, though
the writing long ascribed to Scotus is now known to

be the De Ettcharistia of Ratramnus (Laufs, in TSK,
1828, pp. 765-756). Yet Hincmar

a. Partici- charged him with regarding the

patk>n in elements as symbols of the presence of

Controversy. Christ, though whether this view was
put forth in Scotus' own writing is

doubtful, in spite of the fact that his position must
have been wdl known. More important for Scotus
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was his entrance into the Gottschalk controversy

concerning predestination (see Gottbchalk, 1).

He was u^;ed by Hincmar and Pardulus of Laon to

take part in this, and wrote between 849 and 853
the De divina priBdestinatume, in which he charged
Gottschalk with heresy and ignorance, and exprec»ed

with great frankness his views on the being of God,
the identity of foreknowledge and predestination,

and good and evil. These views sounded so strange

and blasphemous to his contemporaries that a very
storm was aroused and sjmodical condemnation
of some of his theses was evoked (Synod of Valence,

855). Hincmar pronounced against some of the
positions of Scotus, though holding others. Pope
Nicholas disapproved of Scotus in a letter to Charles

(extant in C. Du Boulay, Hist, univerntaUa Parisien-
MS, i. 184, Fkuns, 1665), because the translation of the
writings of Dionysius had not, as ecclesiastical cus-

tom demanded, been sent for approval, an ofifense

aggravated by the fact that the translator was under
suspicion in respect to matters of faith. He desired

Charles to notify Scotus to appear before the pope
or at least to remove him from his place at the head
of the school in Paris.

The poems of Scotus permit the tracing of his

life till the death of Charles in 877, and he se^ms to
have lived even until 882, if an extant epigram may
be attributed to Hincmar. But of the end of his life

French sources give no information.

3. Reports This last is not siurprising considering

of Later the confusion of the times and the fact

Life. that Scotus held no ecclesiastical

preferment. There are reports of

activity in England. Thus Asser, the biographer of

Alfred the Great, speaks of a certain Johannes *'of

the race of old SajLons'' called to England and made
abbot of Athelney where he was assassinated by
Gallic enemies (ManumerUa historica BrUanmca,
i. 493 sqq., ed. H. Petrie, J. Sharpe, and T. D.
Hardy, London, 1848); but this can not have been
John Scotus Erigena, who was not a Saxon. The
same author (p. 489) mentions a *' Johannes, a priest

and monk, a man of acute intellect, skilled in letters

and other arts," who may be identical with the one
named above but is more likely another man, and he
can not be Scotus since he is designated a monk.
While there is no reason for holding, as has been
maintained, that Alfred would not have invited

Scotus to England because of the latter's imortho-
doxy, the advanced age of Scotus at this time would
be a real obstacle. Later reports like that of William
of Idahnesbury (MPL, clxxix. 10, 1653) rest upon
inference from the statement of Asser and from a
tradition about the murder of an abbot of Malmes-
bury, over whose grave a light appeared to show that
he was a martyr and a saint. Tradition identified

this abbot with Scotus, and possibly upon the basb
of a combination of these different supposed data
arose the medieval tradition and the mi^lring of a
statue to "John Scotus who translated Dionysius
from Greek into Latin.'' Little dependence'can be
placed upon this entire story. The most probable
conclusion is that Scotus died in the Prankish
kingdom.
Among his contemporaries he enjoyed a reputa-

tion for wonderful gifts and learning and great keen-

ness and eloquence. Yet his writings do not show
that he towered above the great men of his time.

What seems to have made his reputa-

4. His tion was his close knowledge of Greek,

Learning, an acquirement rare and in that period

usually elementary when it was Imown.
While the extent of his knowledge of Greek authors

is imcertain, since he cited many of them from Latin

translation, his translation of Dionysius and of the

difficult Ambigua of Maximus speaks for a real

scholarship. With his knowledge of Greek went a
high valuation of Greek ideas, evinced in various

wa3rs—in his manner of speaking of the Greeks, and

in his regard for the formula regarding the proces-

sion of the Holy Spirit from the Father through the

Son, though he held also that the fiUoque was

justified. The knowledge of Greek mediated for him
a freer handling of theological and philosophical

questions. But the entire disposition of Scotus dif-

fered from that of his contemporaries by virtue

of his aptness in handling philosophical and philo-

sophical-theological questions, added to a certain

ready facility. From Dion3rsius and Maximus he

learned how to treat speculatively the doctrine of

God and the problems related to this in a way
strange to the western theological discussions of

the period. He thus had the key to an understand-

ing of the speculative elements so rich in such older

theologians as Basil, the two Gregorys, Origen,

Ambrose, and Augustine,^^ements which went

back to Neoplatonism or to Philo. It is suspected

but not proved that Scotus knew and used the works

of the Greek philosophers; he certainly had in hand

Boethius, Macrobius, Marcianus Capella, and other

mediators of ancient learning to the Middle Ages,

and he gained from them a meaning different from

the more literal and constrained results won by his

contemporaries. He was the first Westerner of the

Middle Ages to think comprehensively and philo-

sophically and to attempt the c<Histruction of a
system.

Scotus made no sharp distinction between philos-

ophy and theology; rather they were both essential

means by which to gain knowledge of truth. He
never stopped to consider whether his system was

more philosophy than theology. So, in the matter

of reason and authority he would not

5. Views on have said that the first belonged to

Reason and philosophy and the other to theokigy;

Authority, for him both had their right in both

regions and sprang from the same root

—divine wisdom. Still, reason had the precedence,

and authority had its origin from reason; reason,

bdng in itself worthful and invariable, did not need

the support of authority, while, on the other hand,

authority appears feeble when not upheld by reason.

Hence Scotus would employ authority for those

who could not rightly use reason; yet he could ad-

vise: "Let no authority drive thee in terror from

the conclusions suggested by right contemplation"

(De divisione naturcBf i. 66). As contrasted with his

times, he had a clear consciousness of what might be

accomplished by means of human reasoning power.

Yet he did not undervalue authority, thou^ he

emphasized reason where it led to clear resuHs.

The authority of Scripture he fully allowed. The
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ioToIved meaning of Scripture was infinite, so that
the exegesis of different commentators might all

contain truth (iii. 24). With respect to the Fathers,

he claimed the right in cases where they differed to
follow the one who to him seemed to be right, though
he disclaimed the purpose of deciding between
them.

The philosophic-theological system of Scotus is

8et forth in his great work De divisione natura [ed. T.
Qale, Oxford, 1681 (16857) and C. B. SchlQter, Mon-
ster, 1838; Germ, transl., 2 vols., Berlin, 1870-76],

which must be taken as the basis in an exposition

of his ideas, though other works furnish confirmalion

and illustration. It is in dialogue

6. His form, between a master and a pupil;

Syitem. and it has been well said in praise of the

composition that both contribute to the

development of the line of thought. By nat\u«

Scotus means everything with which thought has
to do, existence and non-existence—^the last, to

be sure, in the special sense in which the author
regards God as non-existent. Nature includes God
and the world, even though neither has a predicate

in common with the other. The word "nature'' is

not quite a fitting expression of what Scotus had in

mind; it might be rendered by "the All." This
he divided into four categories: that which creates

but is not created; that which creates and is created;

that which is created and does not create; and that
which is not created and does not create. Un-
created creating nature is God, as is also imcreated
and non-creating; the last is the world in its return

to God [i.e., God as the end of all things]. THe
second and tJiird categories are those of the ideal

and the real world; t^e system thus leads from
God through the ideal and the real back to God.
Book i. discusses the being of God in his self-

existence, book ii. the first revelation of God in the
wwld of ideas or original causes, books iii. and iv.

discuss the real world, and book v. deals with the

return of the world to God. Scotus'

7. Doctrine doctrine of God goes back to the kata-

of God. phatic and apophatic ("affirming and
denying") theology of Dionysius (i.

13). All positive predicates attributed to the m\m-
dane can be superlatively attributed to God as the
transcendental or "super-being," but these pred-
icates are positive in form only, in fact negative
(by virtue of the "super"; iii. 20). Hence positive

leads to negative, and in this way all predicates may
be denied to deity, since deity is incomprehensible.
His being is a " super-being," hence not in the cate-

gory of being as applied to the mundane, and so can
be called a "not-being." But this "notr-being" is

not to be understood as pure n^ation. Considering
the self-existence of Crod, Scotus affirms that God
can not grasp the entire fulness of his being; God
knows that he is nothing of all that is in the world,
but does not know what he is (by which Scotus
means that even Ckxl can not comprehend and de-
fine himself as a certain definite something). The
i!^le mundane existence is by Qod created and
formed after his plan, and the realisation of the
worki involves the self-consciousness of Ckxl, but
this self-consciousness is not to be thought of as like

that of man, since Ckxi is absolute and most com-
X.—20

plete unity (i. 12, 73). This conception of \mity is

for Scotus the highest, most comprehensive, and
transcendental, its fulness unattainable by man;
it means the absolute oneness of willing and
knowing. It was Scotus' doctrine on this point

which led him so bitterly to assail Gottschalk's

doctrine of predestination. While on the one side

Scotus regards God as altogether severed from the
world, there is another side of the consideration

according to which God and the world are identical

(iii. 17) ; the reconciliation of these two sides is in the
conception that the world is the revelation of Crod

(i. 13). Crod creates himself in the world and is All

in all; he is the substance of all things, the last un-
knowable basis of its existence as of its accidents;

hence God is all and all is God, yet meanwhile he
remains over all within himself, does not go forth

into what he creates. The analogy employed is the
relationship between human thought and speech;

thought clothes itself in speech but does not go forth

in the speech. While Crod's inner being remains un-
known, yet there is knowledge of him according to

the measure by which he reveals himself. Scotus
borrows from Dionysius and Maximus the expres-

sion "theophany," which he uses in various senses.

It ms,y mean special divine appearances or visions

to a creature, or the virtues which God works in a
creatm^ which then become the basis of a knowledge
of God; or, finally, each creature is itself a theoph-
any in so far as God is revealed in it. Consequent-
ly the knowledge a creature has of its own being

is a knowledge of Crod proportionally as God is

revealed in the creature.

The next category, which leads from the absolute-

ly unknowable divine unity to the manifoldness of

the world, is the creation of the ideal world or the
totality of potencies which in turn

8. The Ideal emits from itself the world of sense.

World. Scotus knows as ideas divine pre-

destinations, acts of will, ori^nal

causes (ii. 2), which are the names he gives to
goodness, essence, life, reason, intelligence, wisdom,
virtue, blessedness, truth, eternity, greatness, love,

peace, unity, perfection (ii. 36, iii. 1). But this is

not a complete enumeration or arrangement of these

ideas, which, in view of the divine \mity in which
they issue, is impossible. They are the radii of which
the unity is the center, which can be indefinitely

multiplied without changing the being of the cir-

ciunference. The first step of the self-revealing God
is taken in making himself accessible to the creature;

the means of doing this is unknown; but it is af-

firmed that God is eternal, according to his eternal

(not temporal) being. The unlimited fulness of the

ideas is summed up in the divine Logos or Son of

God; in him in whom they are created do they exist

without change. To be known in a certain sense

coincides with being; so one may say that one is in

another when he is known by that other (ii. 8, iii.

4, iv. 9), and of God it is true that he becomes so far

as he becomes known (i. 12) . Hence the '
' invariable

movement" taking place in the Trinity by which
God ia made accessible to knowledge is a real crea-

tion, and ideas become so far as they are made ao-

cessible to knowledge. Scotus conceived the primal

causes as wholly enclosed in the divine being, yet
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as also proceeding thence and as having in a certain

manner independent existence.

The third category of Scotus is the world in the

usual sense of that term. The basis of this is the

primal causes; it is therefore eternal in the same
sense as those causes (v. 25). This eternity did not
come about through constant repetition of a world

cycle, as with the Stoics and Origen.

9. The The apparent contradiction involved

World of in the conception of the world's return

Sense. to God (the fourth category) is solved

by the distinction of Scotus between
the material or sensible existence and the purely

spiritual existence of the world. At the head of the

created world stood the angels, with spiritual bodies

and free from all material qualities; at times these

really appeared tomen (v. 38) . They were produced
all at once from the primordial causes, were in nine

classes, of which only those in the highest class were
free from error. Their knowledge comes not from
experience but from view of God in theophany and
of their own being. The fallen angels, Satan at

the head, fell immediately after their creation, they
have material bodies which feel desire and will go out
of existence with the world (v. 13, iv. 24). Next
to the creation of these was that of the world of

space and time. In considering space (cf. i. 21 sqq.)

he regarded locality as limitation in space equivalent

to definition or circumscription in logic; space is

that in which matter is extended. Space and time
are not prior to the world, but with it came into

existence from the eternal basis. Geometrical rela-

tions Scotus distinguished from the figures which
represented them (iv. 8), and they are reducible to

absolute spacial \mity. The monad is the principle

of number (iii. 1, 12). Matter is not eternal (iii. 14),

but came into existence in the course of creation by
the concourse of immaterial principles, quantity and
quality. Elsewhere (i. 56) it appears as the vari-

ability of variable things, i.e., that which lies at

the basis of everything variable, the Aristotelian

hyle. Distinction is to be made between matter
and the physical world; a body comes to exist when
the substantial form imites with matter, and these

two are to be distinguished apart. The "form" is

something constant, eternal, issues from the pri-

mordial causes, and returns thither; but constant

change imderlies matter. One can hardly explain

how Scotus derived matter from quantity and
quality, but his realism shows in his drawing the

particular from the general.

Scotus' anthropology is difficult because it is

involved with his doctrine of evil and sin. He held

that by divine appointment man had preeminent
rank in the All. Man shares in the being of lower

creatures that are without souls, in the

10. Anthro- life force of plants, in the physical life

pology; of animals, and in the intellectual life

Doctrine of angels (iv. 8, 14). He is the world's

of EviL central point and the part which leads

in the return to God. As to evil, the

monistic conceptions of Scotus compelled him to

think of evil as a necessary factor in evolution, which
was, however, to be overcome. But this involved
him in difficulties which he did not surmount. He
sought to exclude evil from divine appointment,

even from divine foreknowledge, since God knew
only what he created; he did not create evil, there-

fore did not know it (ii. 28). Elsewhere Scotus was
compelled to concede to God knowledge of evil, but

he did not reconcile the disagreement. To do1^ he

would have had to show a difference in the land of

divine knowledge, and that would have conflicted

with his doctrine ol unity. Even though God did not

create evil, he included its existence or entrance in

his world plan. If the basis of evil were sought, the

answer was—^it had none (v. 35) ; yet the instability

of the will was noted by Scotus and the pride ^duch

made man and not God the end. If there were in

Scotus' system a groimd for evil, it was in formal

creative freedom. Paradise was for Scotus man's

original complete condition, to which he will again

attain in the future (iv. 17 sqq.). Exactly in view

of the fall it is said that the origin of man wasso
ordered that not all individuals at one time pro-

ceeded from the backgroimd of existence as did the

angels (iv. 12, IL 6). Originally man was, like the

an^ls, in spite of the mass of individuals, intended

to be a unity; but in consequence of sin the female

sex was derived from the male (iv. 23). This con-

ception can be held only by means of a fully spiritual

interpretation of the history of creation, for which

Origen furnished the pattern. Original an is not

purely a matter of inheritance but is to be brou^^t

into relation with man's origin. But how sin comes

as an actuality in the life and soul Scotus does not

explain. Nevertheleas, according to this author,

the present material ccmdition is determined by

himian sin, though a clear i^esentation of the fads

is not given.

The last division in the system of Scotus is the

termination of the entire course of the world and the

return of all things to God. Central in this procen

is the person of CSirist, in whom are embraced all

mankind and the ^ole world, who
II. Con- leads all back to God and frees man.

summatton This comes about through his death

of All and resurrection, which hist abolisheB

Things, distinction of sex, the risen bong nei-

ther male nor female (ii. 13, v. 20, 25).

Following resurrection comes a double change; one

affects all men, and is attaiimient of all knowledge

suited for the creature; the other affects the most

exalted clarified spirits, and is induction into the

deepest secrets and into the transcendent abecxption

into the godhead. A development of the lower

creature into the higher with continual progress to

the highest is affirmed—after the elimination of

sex distinctions earth and paradise will become one

(V. 20), then paradise and heaven, the hi^er ab-

sorbing the lower. All unnatural distinctions wifl

be abolished, all natures will return to their primor-

dial causes and with these become one in God.

Evil is nothing substantial, it had no place in pii-

mordial cause, it is only instability of will whi<^ is

an accident attendant upon God-created natures.

Since the changes outlined above produce & ^
fully sanctified and united with God, the will is in

full accord with the divine will; ihere is then no

cause of evil. The consequences of evO likewise

vanish, since that which is only an accident can not

assume the form of substance; at the end of worid*
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history evil in every form 18 to be annihilated. This
is the necessary consequence of the system of SootuSi
to which he gave extended discussion. According to
his system, it was impossible that a nature, some-
thmg created by God, could suffer eternally. And he
attempted to show how a vice could attach to a pure
natiire without corrupting it, also how it might be
punished, though in itself nothing, otherwise than
in the nature possessed by it; hL demonstration,
however, is unsatisfactory. How the bad will can
continue to exist while the nature is completely pure
is not made dear, and this difficulty is the greater

because Scotus r^arded the will not as an accident
but asan essential. Yet Scotus has (x. 38) a sentence
which should be noticed. He says that practically

an authors agree that as many men attain to the
heavenly kingdom as there are angels who have
fallen, and remarks that, if that is correct, then must
the number of men who eventually are bom equal
that of angels or else not all men attain to the pur-
pose of thdr creation, which last is contrary to the
reasons already given for the salvation of all men in

Christ. In that case only demons and the devil are

doomed to eternal condemnation. The system of

Scotus in its consequences favors throughout the
doctrine of Apocatastasis (q.v.).

The foregoing points have been the more ihar*

ooghly consid^ed because in his general think-

ing this scholar was true to the teaching of the
Church. Where he differed from it he seems to have
concealed the fact even from himself. Heusedtrini-

tarian formulas frequently; he a»-

Z3. His sumed that the Father created in the

Position fai Son—^the Logos or intelligence—^the

GeneiaL primordial causes, while in the Holy
Spirit he saw the active principle

tiirou^ which those causes issued in effects. The
teaching of the Church on Christology he assumed
m his system without regarding the deep-lying dif-

ficulties. Whether Scotus can be called *' the father

of scholasticism'' is the more doubtful inasmuch as

his interest was more philosophical than theological.

His personal position is freer and more independent
than that of later schoolmen. His relation to mys-
ticism is peculiar; he can not be called a mystic, for

the personal experiences of mystics were never his

or at least never found expression; yet his system
is fun oi mystical thought dialectically justified.

Through this thought and by the translation of the

Dionysian writings he exercised an uncommon in-

fluence upon mysticism. He also greatly affected

medieval speculation, especially in the twelfth cen-

tury; in the first part of the thirteenth century he
had considerable vogue in Paris, ecclesiastical op-

position to him found voice, and Honorius III.

ordered the destruction of his De dtvinone naturo!.

This worked forgetfulness of him so that he does not

appear an the TVidentine index. A requirement of

the present is a c<»nplete critical edition of his works,

with an adequate investigation of his relation to his

predecessors. (8. M. DEurscHf.)
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SCOTUS, JOHANNES DUNS. See Duns Scotus.

SCOULLER, skaaer, JAMES BROWN: United
Presbyterian; b. near Newville, Cumberland
County, Pa., July 12, 1820; d. at Newville, Pa.,

1899. He graduated at Dickinson CoUege, Carlisle,

Pa., 1839, and at the Associate Reformed Theolog-
ical Seminary, Allegheny, Pa., 1842; was pastor of

United Presbyterian churches in Philadelphia,

1844-46; Cuylerville, N. Y., 1847-62; Aigyle, N. Y.,

1852-62; and editor of The Christian Irutrudor,

Philadelphia, 1862-63. He was the author of A
Manual of the United Preabyterian Church (Pitts-

burg, 1881); and Calvinism: its History and /t»>

fluences (1885).

SCOVBLy SYLVESTER FITHIAN: Presbyte-

rian; b. at Harrison, O., Dec. 29, 1835; d. at
Worcester, Ohio, Noy. 29, 1910. He was gradu-

ated from Hanover College, Hanover, O. (A.B.,

1853), and New Albany Theological Seminary,
New Albany, Ind. (1857). He then held pastorates

at Jeffersonville, Ind. (1857-60), and the First Pres-

byterian churches of Springfield, O. (1861-66), and
Pittsburg, Pa. (1866-^); he was president of the
University of Wooster, Wooster, O. (1883-99); and
after 1899 professor of morals and sociology in the

same institution. In theology he was a conservative,

and wrote Centennial History of the First Pres-

byterian Church of Pittsburg (Pittsburg, 1884).

SCRIBES: A term used, especially in the New
Testament, to denote those skilled in the Mosaic
law. The profession or calling came into being after

the return from the exile (for mention of scribes in

its more literal sense cf. Jer. viii. 8), when in place

of the kingdom there was set up the dominion of

the Mosaic statutes, which furniished the rule for
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the guidance o£ life in all its aspects among the He-
brews. The man who initiated this condition of

things, Exra, himself bore this designa-

Meaning tion (cf. Exra vii. 6, 11, 12, 21; Neh.
of Term. viii. 1, etc.)* which was given to him

probably on account of Ids [supposed]

care for the law in respect to the making and
distribution of its exemplars or manuscripts. The
New-Testament word for "scribe" is often graw-
nuUeta (Matt. ii. 4, v. 20, etc.); but two other sides

of the activities of these men gave rise to the
designation namiko8f "lawyer'' (Matt. zxii. 35,

etc.), and nomodidaskdlos, "doctor of the law''

(Luke V. 17; Acts v. 34; cf. the expression "in-

terpreter of the Jewish laws," Josephus, Ant,,

XVII., vi. 2).

The first task of these men was to preserve the
text of the sacred books, particularly ol the law of

Moses (the Pentateuch), in a form suited to the
maintenance of the Hebrew religion. This task they
sought to perform through copies which guarded on

the one side the essential content and
Work on on the other had regard for scruples

Hebrew which might be raised. Exact in-

Text formation of the means employed by
the early scribes in carrying out these

purposes is unfortunately not obtainable because
of the sparseness and fragmentary character of the
material at hand. Yet careful and critical use of

this material as found in scattered notices leads to

results quite worth while. Over the reading in pub-
lic wor^p much care was exercised. According
to the Biishna (MegHia, iv. 10) Gen. xxv. 32 and Ex.
xxxii. 21-24 were read but not interpreted (see

Stnagooub); and according to the old tradition in

MegiUa 25b for expressions which might give offense

or which might raise scruples euphemisms or other

phrases were substituted. For the divine name
Yhufh was substituted "Adonai," except that in

the combination Adonai Yhwhf ElohimwM sub-

stituted for Yhwh (see Jehovah; Yahweh). There
were changes too in the written text. Such a change
is the one which results from the confusion which
might come from Baal, meaning "lord" or "mas-
ter," and Baal as the name of a heathen deity (cf.

Hos. ii. 16-17) ; thus with the Ish-bosheth of II Sam.
ii.-iv. cf. the £^-baal of I C3iron. viii. 33, in ac-

cordance with which the C^hronicler replaces the
earlier name (Merribbaal) for Mephibosheth; the
other name of Gideon used in Judges vi.-ix., Jerub-
baal, is replaced in II Sam. xi. 21 by Jerubbesheth;
in II. Sam. v. 16 appears the form Eliada for which
the older fonn was Beeliada (I C3iron. xiv. 7). A
testimony to this habit exists in the gloss found en-

closed in Num. xxxii. 38, "(their names being

changed)," referring to the mountains Nebo and
Baal-meon [one of which is the name of a heathen
deity Nebo, see Babylonia, VII., 2, § 11, and the
other contains the element Baal]. In II Sam. vii.

23 a plural verb accompanies the plural form Elo-
him, but in the parallel I G!hron. xvii. 21 a singular

verb is employed, by which the unity of God is

maintained. Especially important is the regarding
as holy of the names Yah and Yahweh (note Lev.
xxiv. 11: "And the Israelitish woman's son blas-

phemed the name," where "Yahweh" is not writ-
|

ten in the text). In effect this has been treated

above, but the practise further involved the inclu-

sion of Yah as one word in "Hallelujah" in the

psalms, and also in other expressions. Similariy

the Jews put such expressions as " heaven," " name,"
and the like in place of a name for God. Moreover,

before the introduction of the vowel sounds, the

pronunciation of many words had been changed

through the working of varied influences. The word
Molek (Moloch, q.v.), formerly pronounced Mddc
(cf. Isa. XXX. 33) has received the vowels of boshethy

" shame," and the same is probably true of Ashtoreth

and Tophet; in imitation of skUcku^, "monster,"

are vocalised Chiun and nkkuth, "tabemade"
(Amos V. 26). Milcom, the name of the god of the

Ammonites, is to be restored in II Sam. xiL 30 in

place of "their king's" (cf. Jer. xlix. 1-3, margin).

An artificial distinction is made for the sake of

theology in the word *abbir (the <Higinal pronuncia-

tion) as it applies to bulls as possessions of men and

to the word in such passages as Isa. L 24 and Isa. x.

13 (in the last passage a new reading is substituted

in the keri; see Kbri and Eethibh). Euphomstic
expressions are substituted by a difference in iht

pointing of the original text in such passages as

Deut. xxviii. 30; Gen. xxxiv. 2. In the Biblical

Aramaic of the verb "to be" a lamedh is substi-

tuted for a yodh as preformative in the imperfect,

probably in order to avoid producing a word

which looks like the divine name YMoA and so

leading to accidental pronouncing of that name;

in early Egyptian-Aramaic papyri the forms with

yodh appear. In the study of the text one has to

guard against both under^uation of the text bj

^e scribes as well as against overvahiation. For

further discussion of these topics see Bible Text;

and Maborah.
The Mosaic law was not what would according

to modem conceptions be considered a systematic

body of ecclesiastical law, still less a complete legal

code. Yet after this law had guned its unique

position, only those statutes and usages iriiich had

the sanction of long custom and bad so

Activities become sacred could attain to tbe

as Inter- position of official law; a new code

preters of could not be created. As a result it

the Law. became necessary so to explore and ex-

plain the written law that it shoukl be

found sufficient to meet the exigencies of everyday

life. Of Exra (EsraviL 10) it is said that he ''pre-

pared his heart to seek the law of the Lord, and to

do it, and to teach in Israel statutes and judgmoits."

When one recalls the condition imder which tbe

law existed (as just noted), also its nature, and that

since Malachi the prophetic spirit had died out, and

that the impulse which had come with the retora

from exile and its experiences had died out with tbe

generation which had known them and had taken

with it the stimulus to independent religious life,

explanation is easy of the tendency to slavish ob-

servance of the letter of the law, and the way was

opened for that scribal exposition of the law ^ch
"strained at a gnat and swallowed a camel" (Matt

xxiii. 24). One may compare Christ's proof of the

resurrection which rests upon Ex. iii. 6 (Matt xdi.

32) with that adduced in the Babylonian Talmud
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OQ Deut. zzxii 16, where Gamaliel cites "thou shalt

aleep with thy fathers, and this people will rise up/'
and may note that in thus quoting Gamaliel was
supported by other rabbis almost as noted as he.

By a certain method of exegesis this was regarded as

justified. The eidgencies of civil, legal, and ritual

life occasioned ever new questions, and these called

for progress in the science of interpretation of the
law, and these interpretations came to codification

in the Miahnah (see Talmud). A supplement di-

rected toward the insuring of observance of the law
resulted from this scribal activity in the matter of

study of its provisions. In order to forestall trans-

gression, additional regulations or commands were
provided which were hardly within the range of

possibility to observe. Thus in Pirke Aboth i. 1 it is

sud ''make a bridle about the law.'' The scribes

were not so much theologians as jurists; and so

they were members of the Sanhedrin (q.v.) and are

mentioned constantly in that relationship.

If the Jews were to remain ''the people of the
law," the science of law being once obtained, it must
be preserved for future generations. In carrying

out this purpose, especially before the essential

matter was reduced to writing, there

Work as was required of the scribes a teaching

Teachers, activity. The instruction was oral;

only manuscripts of the Bible were at
band; the lectures and discussions were held gen-
erally in special places designated for that purpose,

in Jerusalem halls and chambers in the forecourt of

the Temple. Teacher and pupils sat, the teacher

upon a platform somewhat elevated. The reUgious

discourses of the sabbath and other occasions were
in no small part delivered by the scribes. Many of

them busied themselves with the Haggada, though
the Halaka was their especial province (for Haggada
and Halaka see Midrash). Most of the scribes

naturally belonged to the party of the Pharisees

(see Pbabisezb and Saddugebs), and as a con-
sequence were to be found mostly in Judea and
especially in Jerusalem. Yet, inasmuch as the high

priests were Sadducees, there must have been Sad-
duoean scribes. For their judicial or professorial

activity the scribes received no compensation.

Many supported themselves by manual labor, and
not a few were so well-to-do as to be able to live upon
their income from property; but they might also

receive entertainment so long as they continued

their teaching activities. It was regarded as im-

proper to make knowledge of the law a means of

gain {Pirke Aboih, i. 13; Baba bcUhra, 8a). But
there must have been many exceptions to this rule

(cf. Mark xii. 40; Luke xx. 47, xvi. 14); and the

circumstance that the scribes demanded an abnor-

maUy high degree of honor may be taken as proof

that disinterestedness was not so general as Jewish

sources seem to make it. (H. L. Strack.)

BiBUooRAPHT. Diseuasions of the subject are to be found
in the commentaries on the Gospels and on Acts, gener^

aOy at the paasaces where mention of the scribes occurs;

often in the works on the history of the Apostolic Age.
in those on the life of Christ (e.g., Edenheim, i. 93 sqq.;

Farrar, L 255-256), and in works on the history of Israel

Oroeh as those of Jost. Qr&ts, and Ewald). For the Eng-
lish reader there is nothing better than f 25 of the Eng.
tranal. of SchOrer's Oe^ehichU (same section in the Ger-

man). Consult further: T. 0. Lilienthal, D« ntmikois
juris tOriutqu* apud Htbrmos dodoribw jmvalit, Halle.
1740: A. T. Hartmann, Die §no9 Verbinduno du AUen
TuUmenU mit tUm Nnun^ pp. 384-413, Hamburg, 1831;
A. F. GfrOrer, Dot JahrhwndeH dm HmU, L 100-214, Stutt-
gart, 1838; W. Baoher, Die Agada d«r babyUmieehmi
AmorOer, . , , d«r 7annaitoyi, , , , der pai&tHnenneehen
AmorOer, 6 vols., Strasburg, 1878-09; V. Ryssel, Die
Anfiknge der judieehen SchriftgelehraamkeU, in TSK, 1887,
pp. 140-182; F. Weber, Judiaeke Theologie, Leipsic, 1897;
C. D. Ginsburg, Introdv/ction to the Hebrew Bible, pp. 241
sqq., London, 1897; L. Blau, Studien gum althebrOieehen
Buchweeerh vol. i., Strasburg, 1902; J. W. Lightley, Lee
Scribee . . . leur origine chez lee leraHiteet Cahors, 1905;
Z>B, iv. 420-423; EB, iv. 4321-29; JE, id. 123-126;
DCO, ii. 582-584; and the literature under Phabisbbs
AND SADDUGSaS.

SCRIPTORIS, scrip-td'ris, PAUL: Scholastic

theologian; b. at Weil (14 m. w. of Stuttgart) about
1450; d. at the monastery of Kaisersberg in Upper
Alsace Oct. 21, 1505. At an early age he entered
the order of the Minorites of the strict observance,

and was educated at Paris, where he became a
firm adherent of Scotistic realism. In this spirit

he labored first, apparently, at Mains and later at
Tobingen, where he was guardian of the Franciscan
monastery until 1501 . Although not connected with
the university, he lectured in his monastery on the
" Sentences '' of Duns Scotus, the throngs that came
to hear him including Thomas W3rttenbach, Johann
von Staupitz (qq.v.), and other leaders of nascent
Protestantism. These lectures, entitled Lectwra

frairia PauU SaiptorU . . . quam edidit dedarando
aybtUissinuu doctoria mbtilis senieniiaa circa Magia-
trum in primo libera constituted the first book
printed at Tobingen (1498), and amply prove that,

while their author foresaw the coming of a new re-

gime in which scholasticism should yield place to

patristics, he was neither a humanist nor, as some
have claimed, a "Reformer before the Reforma-
tion.'' Acquainted with Greek, although not em-
ploying his knowledge in Biblical studies, Scriptoris

also lectured on the cosmography of Ptolemy and
on Euclid. He was likewise active as a preacher in

the vicinity of Reutlingen and Horb, but his merci-

less castigations exposed him to the censure of the

Tobingen theologians, and complaints were lodged

against him with his provincial, particularly as he
was unpopular with his monks. In 1501 he was re-

moved from office. Henceforth he was obliged to

restrict himself to literary labors in the monastery
at Basel, later being required to defend his views

before his superiors at ^bem. He escaped, how-
ever, possible imprisonment and went to Rome to

lay his cause before the CHiria. Returning im-
molested, he was directed by the Franciscan vicar

general to teach theology in Toulouse, but died

while on the way to take up his new office.

(H. HSRMELINK.)
BiBUOoitAPHT: N. Paulus, in TQ8, 1893, pp. 289-311;

J. J. Moser, Viia profeeeorvm Tubingeneium, pp. 60-68,
TQbingen. 1718; ADB, xzxiiL 488-^489.

SCRIPTURE, RBADIR6 OF, IN WORSHIP. See

Pbricofbs.

SCRIVENER, scriv'ner, FREDERICK HENRY
AMBROSE: Church of England, New-Testament
scholar; b. at Bermondsey, London, Sept. 29, 1813;

d. at Hendon (8 m. n.w. of London), Middlesex, Oct.
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30,1891. He was educated at Trinity College, Cam-
bridge (BA., 1835; MA., 1838); became asaiBtant

master of King's School, Sherborne, 1835; was cu-

rate of Sandford Orcas, Somerset, 1838-1845; head
master of Falmouth School, 1845-56; perpetual

curate of Penwerris, Cornwall, 1846-61; became
rector of St. Gerrans, Cornwall, 1861; prebendary
of Exeter, 1874; and vicar of Hendon, 1876. He
was a member of the New-Testament revision com-
mittee, 1872-80; received a pension of £100, in

1872, in recognition of his eminent Biblical services;

and was the author of A SuppUment to the Author-
ized English Vernon of the New Testament (London,

1845); CoUaHon of Twenty Oreek ManuacripU of the

Holy Gospel (Cambridge, 1853); Codex Augiensis,

. . . (and) Fifty other Manuscripts, Gk. and Lat.

(1859); Novum Testamentum Textus Stephanid
(I860; 7th ed., 1877); Plain Introduction to the

Criticism of the New Testament (1861; 4th enlarged

ed., 2 vols., 1894); Collation of the Codex Sinai-

ticus (1863; 2d rev. ed., 1867); Beza Codex Cantor

brigiensiSf Gr. and Lat. (1864) ; Six Popular Lectures
on the Text of the New Testament (1875); and edited

The Cambridge Paragraph Bible (1870-73), the in-

troduction to which appeared in separate revised

edition (1884); and The New Testament in the

Original Oreek, according to the Text Followed in the

Authorized Version together with the Variations

Adopted in the Revised Version (1881).

Bibuoorapbt: P. Sohaff, Compamion to 1h4 Gnek TatafneiU
and the Revised Veraicn, New York, 1883; C. R. Qragory,
Canon and Text ofthe N, T., pp. 4aO-M2, New York, 1007;
DNB, U. 126.

SCRIVBRy scrtVer, CHRISTIAH: German
Lutheran devotional writer; b. at Rendsburg (18

m. w. of Kiel) Jan. 2, 1629; d. at Quedlinburg (31

m. S.W. of Magdeburg) Apr. 5, 1693. He entered the
University of Rostock in 1647, and in 1653 was ap-
pointed archdeacon at Stendal, whence he was called

in 1667 to Magdeburg as pastor of St. James's. Here
he remained twenty-three years, until in 1690 he
was made chief court chapl^ at Quedlinburg, a
position which he held until his death. The friend

of Spener, Scriver was one of those theologians of

the latter part of the seventeenth century who op-

posed the formalism then besetting Lutheranism,
and thus prepared the way for Pietism, even while

himself maintaining strict orthodoxy. The writings

of Scriver now most interesting were devotional,

those including the Oottholds vierhundert zufdUige

Andachten (1667; lasted., Basel, 1893; Eng. transl.,

Ootthold*s Emblems: or. Invisible Things understood

by Things that are made, by R. Menxies, Edinburgh,

1857), a collection of 400 parables; Ootthold's Siech-

und SiegesbetU (1687; new ed., Stuttgart, 1870);

and Chrysologia Catechetica, Ooldpredigten iiber die

HauptstUcke des lutherischen Katechismus (1687;

new ed., Stuttgart, 1861). His most important
work, however, was his Seelenschatz (5 parts, 1675-

1692; new ed., 3 vols., Berlin, 1852-53), describing

the progress of the soul from misery to eternal life

and combining allegory, dogmatics, and ethics.

Scriver was also a hymn-writer, though here he was
but second-rate. Nevertheless, three of his com-
positions have been translated into English: '* Auf,

Seel, und danke deinem Herm" as "To God, my

soul, thank-offerings pay"; ''Derheben Sonne lieht

und Pracht'^ (his best hymn), found in a number of

renderings; and "Hier lieg ich nun, mein Gott, su

deinen FOssen" as "Here, O my Gk>d, I cast me
at Thy feet." The collected works ci Scriver have

been edited by J. H. Heinrich and R. Stier (6 vols.,

Barmen, 1847-52). (Hkhmann Beck.)

BxBuoaBAPBT: To the funenl Mrmoa by 8. Oilvisiuii,

Halmstadt, 1684, there is added a sketch of Seriver^s Ufe.

There are biocraphies by O. Wemschenk, Letpsio, 1729;

and H. Krieg, Dxesden, 1872. Goosult farther. H. Seek.

Die relioiiiee V<̂ k»iitieratur dor emno^Haehen Kinke
Defdechlande, pp. 143 sqq.. Qotha. 1801; C. Oroase. Die
aiten Trdder, Herrmannshmi, 1900; Julian. HymMotoay,
pp. 1034-36.

SCUDAMORB, scud'a-m6r, WILLIAM BDWARD:
Church of England; b. at Wye (24 m. s.e. of Roches-

ter), Kent, July 24, 1813; d. at Ditchingham (12

m. s.e. of Norwich), Norfolk, Jan. 31, 1881. He
was educated at St. John's College, Cambridge
(B.A., 1835), of which he became a fellow in 1837.

After teaching for a time, he was appointed, in 1839,

rector of Ditchingham, a parish which he held until

his death. Theologically he was distinctly a High-

churchman, though not ol the most advanced type.

An admirable patristic and liturgical scholar, he

was the author of The Commvnion of the Laily (Lon-

don, 1855); Litanies for Use at the various Seasons

of the Christian Year, hrfore and after the Holy Com-
munion, and on other Occasions (1860); The NorA
Side (^ the Table: An historical Enqmry (IS70); snd

Notitia Eucharistia (1S72; a masterpiece in its field).

In the sphere of polemics and church history he

wrote L^ers to a Seoederfrom the Churdi of England

(London, 1851); England and Rome: A Discussion

of the Principal Points of Difference (1855); and

The Diocesan Synods of the Earlier Church (1878).

He also gained a lasting reputation as a devotioDal

writer. Ids works here being Steps to the Altar: A
Manual of Devotions for the Blessed Eucharist (Loo-

don, 1846, and constantly reprinted) ; Words to Take

with us: A Manual of Daily and Occasional Prayers

(1859); The Hour cf Prceyer, being a Manual cf

Devotion for the Use of Families and Schools (1873);

and Incense for the Altar: A Series of Devotions for

. . . Communicants (1874).

BnuooBAPHT: A. Davenport, Scvdamore and BiAeniA;
or " SUpe to ike AUor " and *' The Devotione of the BefofWr

en " compared. Hobart Town, 1851; DNB, IL 157-168.

SCUDDBR, scud'er, HENRY MART7N: Mis-

sionary to India and Japan; b. at Panditeripo,

Jaffna District, Ceylon, Feb. 5, 1822; d. at T^^ches-

ter, Mass., June 4, 1805. He was the son of John

Scudder (q.v.); was educated at New York Uni-

versity and Williams College, and graduated at the

former, 1840; studied at Union Theological Semi-

nary, New York, 1840-43; was missionary under the
American Board at Madras, India, 1844-51; and,

after exploring the Arcot district, was stationed

there where he established a dispensary. HSs study

of medicine gave him special facility for aocess to

the people. In 1864, his health dedhied and he xe-

turned to America, becoming suocessively pastor of

the Grand Street Reformed Church, Jersey 01^,

N. J., 1864-65; the Howard PKsbyterian Gburdi»

San Francisco, Cal., 1865-71; the Central Ooogrqga-

tional Church, Brooklyn, N. Y., 1871-^; and tbo
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Plymouth Congregational Church, Chicago, 1882-87.

He joined his son and daughter in missionary service

in Japan, 1887-90. He published in Tamil, LUurgy
if the Rirfarmed ProiesUsni Dutch Church (Madras,

1862); The Bazaar Book (1865); Sweet Savors of
Divine Truth (1868); and Spiritual Teaching (1870;
Eog. transl., 1870).

SCUDDER, JOHH: Missionary (tf the Reformed
(Dutch) Church; b. at Freehold, N. J., Sept. 13,

1793; d. at Wynberg (7 m. s.e. of Capetown),
Southern Africa, Jan. 13, 1855. He was graduated
at the College of New Jersey, 1811; and at the
CoDege of Physicians and Surgeons, New York, 1815;
and practised medicine until 1819. While in profes-
flional attendance upon a lady, he took up a tract

entitled The Convereum of the World and his religious

sense of duty was so impressed that he gave his life

to missionary labor. After being lice^ed by the
New York classis, he proceeded, under the American
Board, to Ceylon, where he arrived 1820; was or-

dained there, 1821 ; established a hospital at Jaffna-
patam; was foremost in organising a college there,

1822; had an extensive revival 1824; and in 1836
with Miron Winslow was transferred to Madras, in

order that he might print Scriptures and tracts in

Tamil. In the first year they printed six million

pages. Scudder fixed his residence at Chintadrepet-
tah, near Madras, and thus, under his attention, there
grew up the Arcot mission, which was received under
the care of the American Board in 1852, and of the
Reformed (Dutch) Church the next year. He was
in America, 1842-46, in the interest of foreign mis-
sions. In 1849 he was in the Biadura mission, and
with this exception all his eneigies were given to the
Arcot mission. His health gave way in 1854, and
he went to the Cape of Good Hope, where, upon
the point of returning to India, he was stricken by
apoplexy. He was incessant in his heroic labors,

given much to Evangelistic itinerancy. It is re-

markable that his ei^t sons, two grandsons, and
two granddaughters have been members of the Arcot
Mission. He published Letter«yrom(^^(M< (Boston,

1833); Letters to Pious Young Men (1846); and
Provisionfor Passing over Jordan (New York, 1852).

BnuooaAPBT: J. B. Wateitniry, Mmnovr of Bev. John
SevdtUr . , . Thirty-tix Year§ Miuionary in India^ New
Yoxk« 1870; W. B. Sprague. AnnaU ofthtAmeriean Put-
pit, vol. iz., ib. 1873; E. T. Corwin, Manvat of th* Re-
formed Ckweh m Ammiea, pp. 716-720, 4th ed., ib. 1902.

SCULLARD, Bcul'ard, HERBERT HATES: Con-
gregationalist; b. at Belper (7 m. n. of Derby),
England, July 4, 1862. He received his education
at Pembroke House School, L3rtham, Lancashire,

I^ncashire Independent and Owen's Colleges, Man-
chester, St. John's College, Cambridge (B.A., 1888;
ILA., 1891); and London University (B.A., 1883;
MA., 1885; B.D., 1904; D.D., 1907); was minister

of York St. Congregational Church, Dublin, 1890-

1896; and of Howard Congregational Church, Bed-
ford, 1897-1907. Since IC^ he has been professor

of church history, history of Christian ethics, and of

religions in New and Hackney Colleges, London
University. In theology he is an Evangelical. He
has written: 8t, Martin cf Tours (Manchester, 1891)

;

John Howard (London, 1899); Early Christian

Ethics in the Weil (1908) ; and contributed an essay
to Christ and Civilisation, issued by the National
Free Church Council (1910).

SCULPTURE, CHRISTIAN USB OP.

I. The Eariy Chrittiui Period,
n. The Middle Ages.

Influence of Eariy Models (f 1).

Results of Qothic Development (f 2).
m. The Modem Period.

The Renaissance in Italy (f 1).

The New Qennan Era (f 2).

Recent Art (i 3).

In the artistic life of the Church and of Chris-
tianity Painting and Architecture (qq.v.) took pre-
cedence of sculpture.* In the Middle Ages the
plastic arts were an adjunct of architecture; in the
preceding epochs under the influence of the antique
their position was freer but less independent. The
Renaissance first set forth new views of art and gave
to the other branches their equal rights. In the
primitive Church and even in the Middle Ages the
development of sculpture, especially in statuary,
was hindered by its old association with idolatry.

So in the early period, where the plastic art appears,
it is limited to relief forms.

L The Eariy Christian Period: Christian work of
this sort in the early period worked most upon sar-

cophagus relief and ivory. The peculiar history of
the sarcophagus began with the fourth century,
when new forms of burial were sought. In the
churches and the cemeteries above groimd, then be-
coming more numerous, the stone coffin foimd its

use, and numerous exemplars come from the cen-
tral points of Rome, Ravenna, and Aries. On the
front of the sarcophagus, seldom on the other sides,

in high relief are portrayed Biblical events, gener-

ally in historical sequence, though sometimes freely

arranged. Usually the series is arranged without
pillars, trees, and the like separating l^e different

scenes. Often, after the ancient fashion, the portrait

of the deceased was worked into the fabric of the
relief. Western art showed inclination for human
figures, the Hellenist-oriental preferred animal and
plant forms. While there was a general imiformity,

individual tendencies showed themselves locally.

Recent discovery has made clear in Hellenist-

oriental work a commingling of Syrian and Egyp-
tian elements in varying proportions; this field far

surpasses in artistic worth the western-Latin sculp-

ture on the sarcophagi. The leading position of

Bysantine art appears particularly in ivory carving,

emanating from Bysantium, Antioch, and Alexan-
dria as the principal centers; facility in execution

best shows itself in copies of work from the foxirth

to the sixth centuries. There is an inner connection

with the antique; in conception, execution, and con-

tent, the graceful naturalness of Hellenistic art

lived on in ornament. The variety of objects is

large, these being found as diptychs, chests for

sacramental or secular use, medallions for the adorn-

ment of episcopal chairs, figurines, and the like.

For work in wood the relief on the door of the St.

^ " SeulpftUfe '* and "plastic art" as used in this artlola

include carving as weU as works which ordinarily fo under
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Sabina Church in Rome is a fine example, so far as

archeologicai purpose goes. Terra-eotta and the

noble metals furnished material also, while the furni-

ture of church and home provided other ground for

work. Here the lamps were especially selected for

ornamentation with cross, monogram, animals,

plants, secular and sacred figures or scenes. A long

list of clay and metal objects also offered a basis,

while portals, pillars, railings, ambo, and other ob-

jects were enriched by ornaments of this kind. Of
statuary proper, especially of a monumental char-

acter, little has come down, though there is literary

testimony to a once abundant material. Among ex-

tant examples, the good shepherd takes the first

place. While the brazen statue of St. Peter in the

Vatican is of the thirteenth century, there is one of

marble of early date, and the seated Hippolytus in

the lAteran is of his own times, thou^ modeled
on antique lines.

n. The Middle Ages: As the spiritual life of the

Carolingian period took its departure from classical

tradition, so the plastic arts followed the same trend.

While the Germanic tribes, as they came into the

sphere and under the influence of the Roman cul-

ture, recognised and bowed to the imposing force of

these forms, they yet retained their

z. Influence own genius which shone out with

of Early greater or less dearoess. Sculpture

Models, was largely expressed in carving of

ivory, and the lineage of the work was
Roman, with a relatively high facility in execution.

But there is often to be discovered the naive fresh-

ness of German genius. In lands like Ireland and
England, where Roman influence was less direct, the

native genius is still more in evidence. In France
there were many centers for this class of produc-

tions, in Germany the Lower Rhine was the busiest

workshop, though northern Germany had an artistic

carver in Tuotilo of St. Gall. The eleventh-century

architecture, developing out of the old Carolingian

style, gave opportimity for the development of

sculpture. On the outside the space over the portal

was employed; while on the inside capital, biskptis-

mal stone, ambo, and the cultio objects formed
the ground for this sort of adornment. The plastic

arts took their place alongside of painting and served

on the great siirfaces to set forth the symbolism of

Christendom. This is especially true of Germany
(Hildesheim, 1015; Augsburg, 1060; and the doors

for Novgorod, Gnesen, and of St. Zeno in Verona,
all from German hands). The conception follows

the trend of the architecture and is decorative in

purpose, the pattern is antique with little tendency
to novelty; in the carving of ivory (book covers,

diptychs, chests, crosiers, and the Uke) Carolingian

influence often remains unbroken, while at times
independent observation and execution are ap-
parent, especially in a Saxon environment. Monks
and the clergy were the principal artists of the
eleventh and the twelfth centuries.

After a slow development in the twelfth century,

under the stimulus of Gothic architecture, German
plastic art of the Middle Ages reached its culmina-
tion in classic completeness and monumental
creations, the Saxon countries being in the lead.

Wechselburg, Freiburg, and Naumburg furnish the

noblestand oldest expressions of the invention of this

period. While in South Germany masterpieces are

found, French influences, naturally, an
3. Results stronger—indirect in Bambeii;, direit

of Gothic in Strasburg. The tendency was to

Develop- give way to individualistio expression

ment in the concrete, though the mesns

chosen were not always hi^^py; then

was moreover the effort after a hannony between

the solemnity of place and of purpose and individusl

life. The ideal was more subjective and artistic,

though the tradition of the twelfth century was not

abandoned. France also in the twelfth century ex-

perienced a lively development in plastic ait, in

which the schools of Provence, Toulouse, and Bur-

gundy were prominent, and this development was

not uninfluential even in Spain. Roman traditioiis

are in evidence still, with a fondness for adornment

of entrances. The thirteenth century, that of the

Gothic style of architecture, brought about a dis-

tinct revolution. The mi^ty structures ^lich

arose, especially in the central provinces of northern

France, demanded, with their imposing doois and

lofty and richly membered architecture, a wealth

of statuary and relief work. With enthusiasm the

plastic art took up its task and achieved the clas-

sical completeness of Christian imagery. Painting,

equally sealous, followed the lead and limited its^

no more to figures, scenes, and groups, but set forth

the whole diama oi salvation from the creation to

the judgment. Fancy had full play, while the Bible,

legend, popular and learned conceptions, history,

and tsrpology combined to furnish the subjects (d.,

e.g., the cathedrals of Chartres and of Reims). Yet

the call of architecture imposed its limits upon

sciilpture, within which there were a depth of sen-

sibility and a fineness of observation which justifieB

comparison with the antique. The general effect

was that of a more youthful and graceful style than

obtained in Germany. Especially in the portnysl

of the person of Christ this century surpassed sll

previous ones, and long stood in the lead. In this

and in the figures of the apostles the Renaissance

was anticipated. Hence Fr^ch influoiee flowed out

to the neii^boring lands. So strong was this in Ger-

many that connection with the past was practically

broken. With this development came also applica-

tion of this art to the ciiltic objects, even the most

insignificant, and color was used to enhance the

effect; additional to stone as materials were used

wood, stucco, the precious metals, and oiameL

The Netherlands felt even more forcibly than Ge^

many the influence of France. In England naiave

elements mingled with the French. In Italy during

the eleventh and twelfth centuries there were

mingled the various streams of Byzantine, Rinnan,

and Lombardic art. In the thirteenth century Piss

led the way to a higher exposition through l^coolo

Pisano, a man thoroughly and intelligently ground-

ed in appreciation of the classical ideals of beatitjr

while Ids son Giovanni was even more influential.

In the East, Christian art employed itself with archi-

tecture and painting, the early prejudice against the

plastic continuing. Carving in ivory is the one

branch of this art wtdeh reached eminence there.

nL The Modem Period: In the fifteenth century
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in Italy art released itself from the traditions of the

Middle Ages, and in the process individualism, for

whith Humanism (q.v.) had victoriously fought, led

the way back to nature as a source of

z. The inspiration and thence to an increasing

Rmaissance richness of creations, in which the

in Italy, deep content of life was exhibited. As
compared with Greek art, which drew

from the same soiutse, the Christian is distinguished

by an effort to portray the inner life and not mere
external beauty of fonn. Plastic art, recognizing

its task, released itself from the limits impeded by
architecture and then imparted some of the freedom
thus gained to painting. The artists were encour-

aged, moreover, by native enthusiasm, the nobility,

both secular and ecclesiastical, serving as patrons.

Thus the Church offered no opposition, and plastic

art was allowed free scope in the chimshes. Even
mortiiary monuments, which hitherto had followed

^e old style, joined the new movement. Monastic

structures, in spite of conservative tendencies, fol-

lowed on, and the workmen were now found among
^e laity. A higher idealism guided the hand of the

artist, who conceived his work in the spirit of a
holy service. While the artists were many, they
were united in this conception of their province,

though individuality was not submerged. While
the most varied material was employed, marble
was most highly regarded; there was also much
use of many-colored terra-cotta, rendered diurable

by glasing or enameling. Florence was the leader,

where Lorenso Ghiberti (d. 1455) and Donatello

worked, in whom the strength of invention and ex-

ecution which characterized the new era unfolded

itself. In the latter full yielding to nature and
reality, elevation almost to harshness, grace even
to delicacy flow together in the harmony df art Por-

trayal of the human form was reoo^iized as the

highest result here; while the influence of the clas-

sical was felt, it was rather by assimilation of its

ideals than by imitation. As Florence was the cen-

ter in the early Renaissance, so Rome became the

center in the "high Renaissance," containing, as it

did, not merely the remains of antiquity but also

the recollections of a great history. The incarna-

tion of the ideals and powers of this later period

were concentrated in Michelangelo Buonarotti.

None had so great power in forcing the marble to

express his wUl; he created a new era in the exal-

tation of the common forms into the gigantic, where-
in nature was expressed but after the type of civi-

lised man. Examples of his art are the PieUi, David,

Moees, and the dying slave, each exemplif}ring a
phase of his art which has its own excellencies and
greatnesses. It was inevitable that such a man
should influence not only his own time but also

dominate largely the future through his inspiration

of other artists.

In Germany not only the views but the social and
especially the cultural organization of the Middle

Ages still obtained, and where new
3. Hew Ger- motives and pictures came in, these

man Era. were of a religious character. There
were lacking the keen spirit, the gener-

ous patronage of the rich, and the inmiediately work-
ing influence of antiquity that were present in Italy.

There was no attempt at the great and moniunental

;

but in place of this, there was an appreciation of

reality and of the truth of the phenomenal, without

earnest effort after or concern for an ideal of beauty.

The nude was not employed, the draperies of figures

being heavy and abundant and in the fashion of the

period. Yet there was earnestly sought the com-
bination of internal and external truth, the expres-

sion of the personal, perception of the spiritual. Art
is here the expression of common life and speaks a
popular language, dwelling upon sacred history and
the history of the saints; Mary was not the queen of

heaven but rather the lovely virgin or the agonized

mother. But these aims were sometimes marred
by a repellent materialism. The sculptor and the

painter imited forces and together produced such
works as altar-pieces and the like. The period be-

tween 1450 and 1530 is the second period of bloom in

German plastic art. Everywhere were created great

altar-pieces, the joint production of painting and
sculpture, while the registers of corporations ^diibit

numerous names of artists, thougli there were no
such prominent centers of influence as were Florence

and Rome in Italy. As the center of the Prankish
school, however, Nuremberg must be named. The
carvings which came out of the workshop of Michael
Wohlgemut show the first traces of the new move-
ment, and in the work of his yoimger contemporary
Veit Stoss this movement reached its ciilmination.

Themedium was wood, and the aim was sharp defini-

tion and a conception of reality. Examples of his

work are the altar of Mary in Cracow, the greeting of

the angels in the Church of St. Lorenz, and creations

in the Jakobskirche in Nuremberg. With him should

be mentioned as the master in stone work Adam
Kraft (b. about 1450; d. 1509), who had an archa-

istic bent which he used in pieces that exhibita devo-
tional restfulness, as shown in his Seven Stations

and his group of the crucifixion, while in the celebra-

ted chapel oi the sacrament in the Lorenzkirche a
feeling for the decorative and mastery of technique

are combined. A third name is that of Peter Vischer

(b. about 1455; d. 1529), the author of niunerous

works, with whom his sons collaborated. He ex-

celled both his contemporaries in largeness of con-

ception and feeling for beauty, though between him
and Adam Kraft significant relations existed. To-
ward the latter part of his life he came under the

influence of the Renaissance, but retained his Teu-
tonic traits, as is shown by his chief work, the me-
morial in the Sebalduskirche (completed 1519). A
man held in highest honor was Tilmann Riemen-
schneider (d. 1531), artist in both stone and wood,
and a great body of disciples attest his eminence.

Swabia participated in this development of Ger-

man art, although painting was there more favored.

Ulm JOrg Syrlin, father and son, developed a sig-

nificant activity; to the son was ascribed the high

altar at Blaubeuren, one of the masterpieces in thds

line of Christian art, with which must be named the

crucifix in the chief church at NOrdlingen. The
Tjrrol produced in this period Michael Pacher, a man
of high artistic capacity. On the Lower Rhine home
production was stifled by the importation of art

work from the Netherlands, and what work was
done there was patterned after the models thus ob-
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tained In North Gennany Hans BrOggemann,
though incited by Netherlandic art, through his own
genius gave his work distinction, producing the

great altar in the cathedral at Sleswick.

During the sixteenth century the Italian Renais-
sance began to diffuse its results over Germany with
the result that the classicism then fashionable came
in. In Italy at the end of this century the baroque
style entered and prevaUed. The creator here was
the papal architect Lorenzo Bernini (d. 1680). This
style ran to the pathetic and affecting; and since it

needed for effectiveness the aid of painting, plastic

art surrendered its independence to its sister art.

ThuB there came into being the theatrically com-
posed portrayals of history of saints and martyrs
characterised by unbalanced piety, frivolous sen-

sualism, and repellent realism. While the Thirty

Years' War shattered German art for the time,

Prussia showed the first recovery, artists being

imported. But the baroque stylist Andreas SchlQter

(d. 1714) was of home growth, whose equestrian

statue of the great elector is the most characteristic

production, though his marble pulpit in the Marien-

kirche in Berlin is a graceful and decorative com-
position.

With the end of the eighteenth century the in-

dependence of art ceased. There began a rechauffi

of all periods and styles which gave both to architec-

ture and to sculpture a chaotic impress. Modem
intercourse and expositions facilitated

3. Recent methods of reproduction, brought per-

Art sons and schools of all lands t^t^^er,

and produced the great mixture of

styleif which is found in the present. At first, the

antique was in fashion, represented by the Italian

Antonio Canova (d. 1822) and the Dane Bertel

Thorwaldsen (d. 1844). The latter lives through his

great creation, now in the Vor-Frue-Kirke in Copen-

hagen, the Christ accompanied by his band of dis-

ciples, a work which vividly brings to mind Matt. xL
28. Exaltation and gentleness envelop this form,

fashioned in antique beauty. The most eminent
representative of classicism in Germany was Chris-

tian Daniel Ranch (d. 1857), who, though his in-

clination was toward the secular, yet ikt in his

praying Moses (in the Friedensldrche at Potsdam)
evidence of perception of the needs of religious sculp-

ture. In Ernst Rietschel there was completed an
approach to realism. While his delicate Piet& in the

FYiedenskirohe at Potsdam is based on ideal classi-

cism, the Luther memorial atWorms hasreodved
the entire force of historical presentation. But in

Germany classicism is worthily represented only by
Adolf Hildebrand. For the rest, plastic art is show-

ing all tjrpes from fantastic symbolism to the

sharpest realism and the most bisarre impression-

ism. The same may be said ol France, whereAugust
Rodin, f<mowing his predecessors Francois Rude and
David d'Angers, has made a break with the dassi-

cistic past and introduced a thoroughgoing sub-

jectivism, his figures showing emotionalism and the

sensual Yet the representative Frenchman of to-

day is not Rodin but Albert Bartholom^ whose
creations reveal lofty conception, harmony, and
proportion, eq)eoiaUy as exhibited in his Monument
auz morti in the churchyard of Pdre la Chaise in

Paris. In Belgimn Konstantin Meimier (d. 1905)

placed his great talents at the service of the soda]

question, portraying the laboring- classes with

fidelity to life.

As a whole the art of the present is eclectic,

though originality is not lacking, while strrag in-

dividuality is also a marked characteristic. Hdkn-
\f^v(\ is still di*^"g"'whf^l^ in plastic form, and

romantic and ecclesiastical traditions remain in

force, especially in Roman Catholic art. But the

tendency of art as a whole is to walk in the free

paths of subjectivism, and it reflects, equally with

literature, the spiritiial, ethical, and religious in-

coherence which marks the times. Moreover, the

close bonds, so evident in the Middle Ages, between

architecture and sculpture have been severed. On
the other hand, in the works of memorial char-

acter religious art has produced some memorable

results, though even in these great dangers are

manifest. In decorative work ecclesiastical art still

leans upon the models presented by the Middle Ages.

(Victor ScHui;rzE.)

BnuooBAPHT: In genersl, nuioh of the litentura under

Abt AMD Chubch; Cbmbisribs; and PAiirnRQ hM hour-

ing on the subject, some of it ie immediately pertineat,

flspeoiAUy the works of Auguste, Didion, Lenoir, Hemsns,

Otte, Jameson, SchkMser, Kimus, Lowrie. Sehultie,

Garnioci, Buiekhardt, W6lfflin, and Rosenbetg. Hm
reader is directed also to the series of monographs pob-

Ushed as Zwr Kunttge^ehie/Ue, Strasburg. 1900 sqq.;

KUnatUr-Monograp^ie^ Bielefeld, 1001 sqq., and (Treat

MatUn in Sculpture, published by Bell, London, 1903

sqq. Also to H. Stegman, Setdplwre of the Weat^ Loodoa,

1007; and A. Kuhn. AUgmneine Kunal-OmckiekU, Sn-
siedefai, 1008.

For the ancient period oonsult: W. LObke, GttdndtU

der Pkutik, Stuttgart, 1880; idem, €frundn$9 dmr Kund-
gemMchie, ed. M. Semrau. 6 vols., ib. 1003-^; C. C. PM^
kins, Huiorioal Hamdbcok of Italian SeulptuM, London.

1883; A. BayerKloifer. KUutiteUr SkylpiwrtmchaU,

Munioh, 1808; A. Springer. Handbuch dm Kw/utoeackkkt*,

2vols.,4thed.,Leipsio,1885; J. Fioker. />m oOcAmtfickes

BUdwerke im ehriatUchen Mu$e%im dea LaUmna, Leipsie,

1800; Q. Stuhlfauth, DU aUchriaOidu BlfembamplaalMk,

Fieibuig, 1808; J. Wi^and, Daa oUehriatKeha Hau^ptpartal

an dar Kird^ dar heOiifeH Sabma au Rom, Treves, 1900;

F. Freiherr Qoeler von Ravensburg, Orttndriaa dar KuMt-
Oaackiehta, ed. M. Sohmid, Berlin, 1001-03; J. Stnorgowiki.

KopHaeha Kvnat, Vienna, 1004; K. M. Kaufmann, Hand-

buck dar ekriatliehan ArchiMooia, Paderbom. 1905; E.

Redsk>b, Daa Kirehanportal, Jena, 1009. A rich source

of knowledge is Cabrol, DieHamusira, eg., the artkls
" Agnean," L 878 sqq.

For the pre-Reformation period eonsult: W. Bods, Of
oMdUa dar dautacKan Ptaatik, Berlin, 1885; A. SchmarKnr,

DomataOo^ Leipaie. 1886; P. Clemen. Maronmgiaeka uad

karoKngiaAa Plaatik, Bonn, 1802; £. von HottwcIL

Maialarwark daulaehar BUdturai in Naumburg, Magdebuif,

1802; K Meyer, IHa Skulpturan daa Straaalmrgar if«a^

alara, Strasburg. 1804; W. V6ge. DU Anfbiga daa moaw
wmiiaianStaaaimM%UaUaUar,ib. 1994; h. Qooae,U Sadp-

iun framcaiaa dapuia la xia. sOele, Paris, 1895; It R.

James, The Seulpturaa in tha Lady Chapal at BIw, London.

1895; E. Stueekelberg. Longobardiaeha Plaatik, Zoii^
1808; A. Weeee, Die Bambargar Domakulpturen, Strw-

burg. 1807; M. Q. Ztmmermann. Oberiialianiaeht PlaMk
im frUhan und kdham MittdaUar, Leipaie, 1807; a Lami.

IMcfMrniMtrs daa aculptaura da Ttenia francaiaa du aaogm

60a, Paris, 1898r E. MAle. UAH ratioiaux du xm. mltda aa

Franca, ib. 1898; K. Moris-Eichhora, Dar Skutpturaaqt

klua in dar Vorhatta daa Fraihurgar MgntUra, Stradboig.

1809; J. Mantwani. TuotOo, Strasburg, 1900; L. J. Flea-

man. tUOian Seulptura of tha Raitaiaaanca, New York. 1901;

A. Ventori, Storia ddT ArU ItaUana, Milan. 1901 sqq.;

A. QoldMshmidt. Dia Praibargar Goldena Pfinta, Bcfiin.

1002; A. Marignan. HiaL da la aculptura an Languadoc da

SM-sm. aiMa, Parte. 1902; K. Frsoek. Dar Maiitar dm'

Medmim umd Swu^oga aan Struatkurgar M^anUr, DOMh
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dorf. 1903; R. 8. L. Gower, Miehad Angdo BwmanMi,
Lcxukm, 1903; D. A. E. Lindsay, DanaUUo, ib. 1903;
A. BxBeh. Nicola und Otovanni Pimtno und die Pkutik du
Ti9. JakrhunderU in Siena, Stnsbuis, 1904; M. Sauei^
knd. Die Bildwerfce dee OiovamU Piaano, Diteeldoif, 1904;
A. Alexander, DcnaUUo, Paris, 1905; H. Bergnar, Hand-
bmeh der kirehliehen KunelaUeiiUmer in DeutaefUand, Leip-
ae,1905.
For the modem period consult: A. Woltmann, Die

deideehe Kimei und die Reformation, Beriin, 1867; A.
Oppermann. Bmat Bielechel, Leipsic, 1873; F. and K.
Enen. C. D. BawA, 6 vols., Beriin, 1873-91; C. Guriitt,
OeecMehte dee Baroek, Rokoko und Klaeeieiemue, Stutt-
cart. 1887-89; L. and E. L. de Taeye, 6iudee ewleearU
plaetiquee en Bet^ique, Brussels, 1891; A. Saoh, Hone
BrUogemann, Sleswiok, 1896; B. Daun, Adam Kraft,
Ber^ 1897; idem. Veit Stoee und eeine Schule, Leipaio,
1903; A. R. Willard, HieL of Modem AH, London, 1900;
M. H. S|»elmann, Britieh Sculpture and Sculptore of To-
day, ib. 1901; W. C. Brownell. French Art, Westminster,
1902; D. Christison, The Caroinge and Inecriptione on
Ae Kirkyard MonumeiUe of the Seottieh Lowlande, Edin-
buiBfa, 1902; E. Claris, De Vimpreeeionieme en ec%dpture,
Paris, 1902; H. Thode. Michelangelo und doe Ende der
Benaieeanee, 2 vob., Berlin, 1902-03; A. Heilm^er, Die
modeme Plaatik in Deutechland, Leipsic, 1903; E. Hum-
blot, Doeumenta eur la eculpture rdigieuee, Saint-Disier,
1903; L. Taft, The Hiet. ofAmerican Sculpture, New York.
1903; S. Trier. Thorvaldeen, Copenhagen, 1903; L. de
Foureaud. Franooie Bude, Paris. 1904; C. Mauolair, Au-
OuaU Rodin, London, 1906; C. Meunier, Conetaniin Meunier
etaon cnane, Paris, 1905; F. Bond, Wood Carvinga in
BngUah Churchea, London, 1910.

SCULTBTUS, BCul-ti'tuB (SCHULTETUS), ABRA-
HAK: Germao Reformed; b. at GrOneberg (86 m.
n.w. of Breelau) Aug. 24, 1566; d. at Emden (60 m.
WJI.W. of Bremen) Oct. 24, 1624. Educated at the
tmiveraities of Wittenberg (1588-90) and Heidelberg
(1590-91), he was ordain^ in 1594 to the ministry cS
Schriesheim near Heidelberg, whence he was called,

a few months later, to be court chaplain to the Elec-
ta Frederick IV. In 1598 he became pastor of the
Franciscan church at Heidelberg, ecclesiEtstical coim-
cilor and inspector of pastors and schools in 1600,
succeeded Pitiscus as court preacher on his death in

1614, and in 1618 was made professor of theology at
the university. Meanwhile he had been employed
in various missions of importance. He was called in

1614 to the court of Brandenburg to counsel the Re-
formed convert, Elector John Sigismimd, in arran-
ging the ecclesiastical affairs of the province; in 1618
was (me of the Palatine delegates to the Synod of
Dort; in 1619 he accompanied the electoral envo3rs

to Frankfort to choose the new emperor, and in

1620 followed his elector, who had been offered the
Bohemian crown, to Prague, where he was involved
in the fatal events after the battle of Weissen-
b^g (Nov. 8, 1620). Scultetus fled from Prague
to Heidelberg, but further residence there was
impossible, and he sought refuge with his ad-
herents successively in Bretten and in Schomdorf
in WOrttembeig, and was called, in 1622, to be
pastor at Emden, where he passed the remainder of

his life.

One of the most distingmshed Reformed theolo-

gians of his period, Scultetus was a prominent figure

in the irenic proposals steadily refused by the Lu-
therans. His cldef works were the MedtdUg theo-

loguB patrum syntagma (4 parts, Heidelberg, 1598-

1613), and the Annalium evangeUi pasHm per

Ewropam qumio decimo saluHa parttB §eculo renovati

deetu prima et secunda ab anno 1616~S6 (Heidelberg,

1618-20); to these may be added the posthumous
NarraHo apologeHoa (Emden, 1625).

(H. MALLETt.)
Bibuooiufht: The funeral sermon by F. Sahnuth waa

publiahed, Emden, 162A. Consult: E. Meinen, Ooatvrieach-
ktndU Kerkelijke Oeaehiedeniaae, ii. 439 sqq., Qronin-
gen, 1739; P. Bayle. Dictionary, y. 100-104; ADB,
XTTJii. 492 aqq.

SCYTHIAlfS. See Goo and Maooq.

SDRALBK, shraaek, MAXnOUAN LUKAS:
German Roman Catholic; b. at Woschczyts (a vil-

lage near Sohraul, 57 m. s.e. of Oppeln), Upper
Silesia, Oct. 11, 1855. He was educated at the uni-

versities of Breslau and Freiburg (D.D., 1880), and
in 1882 became privat-docent for church history and
canon law at the former institution. In 1884 he
was called to Monster as professor of church history,

but in 1896 returned to Breslau to accept his present
position of professor of the same subject. He has
also been resident canon of the Breslau Cathedral
since 1900, and was rector of the university 1906-
1907. Besides editing the KirchengeachichUiche

Studien and the KirchengeackichUiche AbhandlungeUf
he has written Hinkmars von Reims kanonistische

Ovtachten Hber die Ehescheidung des K6nigs Lothar

II. (Freiburg, 1881); Die Streitschriften AUmanns *

von Passau und Wezilos von Mainz (Paderbom,
1891); Wo^enbiUOer Fragments, Analekten tur

Kirchengeschichte (Monster, 1891); and Die Strasa"

burger Didzesansynode (Freiburg, 1894).

SEABURY, SAMUBL: First bishop of the Prot-

estant Episcopal Church; b. at Nor^ Groton (now
Ledyard), Conn., Nov. 30, 1729; d. at New London
Feb. 25, 1796. He graduated at Yale College, 1748,

and soon after b^^m the study of medicine. In
1752, though he had already devoted himself

to the clerical calling, he went to Edinburgh to com-
plete his medical studies, and there became ac-

quainted with a renmant of the ancient Church of

Scotland. He was ordained deacon by the bishop
of lincobi, Dec. 21, 1753; and priest two days later

at London; arrived at New Brunswick, N. J., as

missionary, 1754; was rector at Jamaica, L. I.. 1757-

1767; and at Westchester, N. Y., from 1767. De-
riving his support as missionary from the Church of

England, and being under the oath of allegiance,

he remained stanchly loyal, which brought hhn into

disfavor with the patriots. He made himself par-

ticularly obnoxious by a series of pamphlets signed

A. W. Farme and entitled. Free Thoughts on the

Proceedings of the Continental Congress (Nov. 16,

1774); The Congress Canvassed (Nov. 26); and A
View of the Controversy between Oreat Britain and her

Colonies (Dec. 24). He was seised by an anned
band, removed to Connecticut, and held prisoner at
New Haven, for six weeks. Upon being passed

through the British lines he retired to New York,

where he supported himself in part by the practise

of medicine, served as chaplain of the king's Amer-
ican regiment, and maintained his loyalty till the

end of the war. In 1783 he was elected bishop by
the clergy of Connecticut, and proceeded to Eng-
land for ordination. This was refused by the arch-

bishop of Canterbury, because certain complica-

tions with the civil oath of allegiance had not yet
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been resolved, and Seabuiy turned to Scotland,

where he was consecrated in 1784 by three non-
juring prelates. He returned to Connecticut, 1785,

where, resident as rector at New London, his epis-

copal jurisdiction was recognized, and was extended,

by invitation, over Rhode Island. He was the

first presiding bishop of the churches in the several

states united under the general convention in 1789.

He united with the three bishops subsequently con-

secrated in England in the formation of ^e new con-

stitution rendering the American church independ-
ent and autonomous, in the joint consecration of

the first bishop of Maryland, Thomas J. Claggett.

Consequently no bishop has ever been consecrated

without deriving his prerogatives both through the

Scottish and Anglican lines of descent.

Seabury was fitted by his ecclesiastical knowledge
and persistent devotion to his church system, exer-

cised with remarkable prudence and patience, to

render services making him a pioneer and founder of

American Episcopalianism, fortunately resulting in

guiding a free, valid, and regular succession through
the crisis of American independence, and demon-
strating that the episcopacy was adaptable in a
free state. His permanent services include the

» securing, by amendment, of coordinate legislative

functions for the house of bishops, and the restora-

tion of the oblation and invocation to the commun-
ion office, according to his pledge to the Scotch
Church which ordained him. His Discourses on
Several Subjects was published (New York, 1793;

2 vols., Hudson, 1815).

Bibuoobapht: E. E. BaardalQy, Life and Correapondtnee

ofRwo, 8, Seabtay, Bofton. 1881; W. B. Spncoe, AnnaU
of the American Pulpit, y. 149-153, New York. 1860; W.
8. Peny, Hiti. of the American Bjneeopal Church, paadm,
2 vols., Boston, 1885; idem, The EpiecopaU in America,
pp. 1-3, New York, 1885; C. C. Tiffany, in American
Church Hietorv Seriee, voL vii. paasim, ib. 1895; S. D.
McConnell, HiaL of the American Epiecapal Church, |m»-
im. 7th ed., ib. 1807; W. J. Seia>u]y, Memaire of Bishop
Seabury, ib. 1008; and in general the literature under
Protbstant EnacoPAi. Chubch which deals with the
early period.

SEABURY, Wn^LIAM JONES: Protestant Epis-

copalian; b. in New York City Jan. 25, 1837. He
was educated at Columbia College, New York City

(A.B., 1856), and, after practising law for a few
years, entered the General Theological Seminary,
from which he was graduated in 1866. He was
ordered deacon and ordained to the priesthood in

the same year. He was rector of the Church of the

Annunciation, New York City (1868-98), and since

1873 has also been professor of ecclesiastical polity

and law in the General Theological Seminary. Be-
sides editing S. Seabury's Memorial (New York,

1874) and ^e same theologian's Discourses on the

Nature and Work of the Holy Spirit (1874), he has
written Suggestions in Aid qf Devotion and Holiness

(New York, 1878); Manual for Choristers (1878);

A Guide to the Observance of the Canons oftheChurch
affecting those who are seeking Holy Orders (1888);

Lectures on Apostolical Succession (1893); An
Introduction to the Stttdy of Ecdesiastical Polity

(1894); Notes on the Constaution qf 1901 (1902);

and Memoir of Rev, Samuel Seabury (1908).

SEALS. SeeDRXSSANDOBNAMSNT,HBBRXW, f 6.

SEAMEN, MISSIONS TO.

I. In Great Britain.

Work in the Navy (| 1).

Work in the Mextshant Marine (f 2).

Various Societies Operating (I 3).

n. Continental Missiona.

Scandinavian (| 1).

German (f 2).

m. American Miaaiona.

Beginningw; American
Friend Society (I 1).

Stations and Operations (| 2),

Auxiliary Movements (| 3).

L In Great Britain: As early as the middle of

the eighteenth century sermons were preached and
printed on behalf of seamen by John Flavel (q.v.,

1630-91). An organisation named The Bible

Society (see Bible Societies, I., 1) was organised

in London in 1780 to supply- English soldiers with
the Holy Scriptures. Very soon its efforts were ex-

tended to embrace the seamen of the
z. Work in royal navy. The ill-fated "Royal
the Havy. CJeorge," sunk off Spithead, England,

Aug. 29, 1782, was the first ship sup-

plied with Bibles. The society's name was changed
to The Naval and Military Bible Society, and it

still continues its beneficent work of supplying the
Scriptures to the army and navy of Great Britain.

Incidentally, it helped to form the British and
Foreign Bible Society (see Bible Socibties, I., 2),

which society in turn helped to call into existence

the American Bible Society (see Bible Societies,
III., 2). Seamen as a class, in those da3rs, were
devoid of scriptural knowledge, neglected by the
Church at large, without Gospel ministrations or

privileges, sea missionaries, or any special humani-
tarian effort on their behalf. When attempts were
made to furnish seamen with church services and
the Holy Scriptures, unchristian officers in the royal

navy opposed with considerable spirit the new move-
ment, but in the year 1828 the king was petitioned

to abrogate an admiralty order, then issued, pnv
hibiting the free distribution of tracts in the navy.

Outside of the navy a Methodist clei^gsrmiui,

George Charles Smith, established prayer-meetings

for seamen on the Thames at London. The first

recorded prayer-meeting was held on the brig
" Friendship" on June 22, 1814. These prayer-meet-

ings multiplied until on Mar. 23, 1817, the first

bethel flag—indicating that divine

2. Work in service would be held on board ship—
the Mer- was unfurled by Captain Hindulph of

chant Ma- South Shields, England. The Port

rine. of London Societyi organised Mar. 18,

1818, was the first regular seamen's
society in England formed for the specific purpose
of preaching to seamen. Its first meeting-place

was on a ship of three hundred tons and Smith was
the first chaplain. Nov. 12, 1819, The Bethel Unfon
Society was formed to establish imity of purpose
and action between various seamen's societies in

Great Britain, formed by the exertions of chaplain

Smith. An amalgamation of these two societies

produced the British and Foreign SaHors' Sodetyy

international and interdenominatioiial in its plan.
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The object of the society is the religions, intellectual,

and social elevation of British and foreign seamen.

It is world-wide in its operations, having stations in

the chief ports of the world, and is associated with

113 missions in 110 ports. In these ports there are

111 buildings, called palaces, bethels, institutes,

homes, rests, reading-rooms, or missionaries' quar-

ters. For harbors, roadsteads, and rivers, there are

forty-three floating bethels, steam laimches, mission

cutters, sail and row boats; 1,191 Christian ship-

masters, and 124 helpers, have joined, since 1866,

its Bethel Union Association, an association of Chris-

tian shipmasters who have a flag which they hoist

in port, indicating their connection with the imion

and their willingness to hold or attend religious

worship. In the service of the society there are

167 chaplains and missionaries.

The Missions to Seamen, the official society of the

Qiurch of England (headquarters 11 Buckingham
Street, London, England), is the largest seamen's

society in the world. It employs

3. Various sixty-foiu* chaplains and sixty-eight

Societies lay assistants, with twenty-six large

Operating, and small boats in various parts of the

world. The Royal National Mission

to Deep Sea Fishermen, London, England, carries

on a vigorous work on the North Sea (England),

and in Labrador, Newfoundland, by means of its

hospital work ashore and afloat. The society owns
five laige steam vessels, a number of luggers, and
has been instrumental in destroying the iniquitous

system whereby liquor and tobacco were sold to the

fishermen at enormous profit, resulting in loss of life

and character. Within the last five years its super-

intendent, Dr. Grenfell, has interested America in

the work on the Labrador coast. Besides the larger

national societies in England, there are a number of

ffTWftllftr missions to seamen independent in govern-

ment and local in their operations, such as the

Glasgow Seamen's Friend Society and the Liver-

pool Seamen's Friend Society. The Seamen's

Mission, headquarters at the "The Queen Vic-

toria's Sailors' Rest," Poplar, E., London, is associ-

ated with the Wesleyan Meliiodlst Church of Eng-
land and has for its primary object to minister to the

spiritual wants of ^e thousands of seafaring men
who frequent the port of London. The Liverpool

Seamen's Friend Society, formerly known as the

Liverpool Seamen and Emigrants' Friend Society

and Bethel Union, having its headquarters at

''Gordon Smith Institute for Seamen," Paradise

Street, Liverpool, has for its object to promote the

religious and social welfare of seamen, their families,

and other persons connected with shipping, and of

emigrants, by earnest endeavour to bring them un-

der the power of the Gospel of Jesus C^hrist, and to

encourage among them habits of temperance and
frugality.

There are several other local societies of minor

importance. The foregoing are singled out for notice

because of their size and importance.

XL Continental Missions: Continental mission

work for seamen is of a later date than that of

Great Britain or America. The Scandinavian sea-

men's mission was begun by the Norwegian minister

Btorrjohann. In 1864 he founded the Society for

Promoting the Gospel Among Norwegian Seamto
in Foreign Ports, popularly known as the ''Norwe-

gian Seamen's Mission" with its head-

z. Scandi- quarters in Bergen, Norway, and
navian. having forty-four stations abroad.

A similar organization was started

in 1867 in Denmark, at Copenhagen, the Society for

the Preaching of the Gospel for Scandinavian Sea-

men in Foreign Ports, with six stations in England
and America. In 1869 the Svenska Afdelningen

af Fdreningen f6r uppsHttande af skandinaviska

Sj6manshem i utUlndska Hamnar, a mission for the

erection of Scandinavian sailors' homes, was estab-

lished. These homes have nearly always a chaplain

attached to them and an active missionary work is

usually carried on, resulting in accessions to the reg-

ularly established Scandinavian churches in Sweden
and abroad. The Scandinavian churches on the

Pacific coast of the United States are largely the

outgrowth of this movement which has preserved

the Scandinavian element and given it remarkable
solidarity in a part of America settled by emigration

of mixed character.

Germany's entry injbo missions for seamen is

coincidental with her rise as a naval and maritime
power in the decade from 1880 to 1890. Johann
Heinrich Wichem (q.v.), the father of the Innere

Mission (q.v.), became interested in

2. German, the needs of seamen and made some
suggestions as early as the year 1849.

German Evangelical congregations in foreign coim-

tries, seeing the needs of their countT3rmen abroad,

were the first to realize their obligations and to make
efforts for the moral welfare of German seamen.

The Rev. F. M. Harms, pastor of the German Evan-
gelical congregation in Sunderland, organized the

first congregation in Great Britain and in 1885

foimded the General Committee.for General Evan-
gelical Seamen's Mission in Great Britain. The
Central Board of the Innere Mission in Berlin

awakened interest in the Fatherland which resulted

in a quickened movement for seamen all over the

world wherever Germans were located. The field

of the General Committee is Great Britain, except

the Bristol Channel, and it is active in forty-two

ports with twenty missionaries, six sailors' homes,
thirteen reading-rooms. The local conmiittees are

subsidized with 30,000 marks annually. The Gex^

man Lutheran Association for the Care of Seamen
began the work on the Bristol Channel in 1887 and
sent the Rev. J. Fungclaussen as first German
seamen's pastor to Cardiff, Wales. The association

began work in 1891 at Hamburg, in 1896 on the

lower Weser at Bremerhaven and GeestemOnde,

in 1906 in New York. A third organization was
founded in 1895 by members of the Evangelical

High-Consistory and the Central Board for Innere

Mission in Berlin, to interest the old provinces of

Prussia. This is the Committee for German Evan-
gelical Seamen's Mission. The Baltic ports from
Memel to LUbeck are imder supervision of a special

seamen's pastor. The chief ports connected with

the committee's work are Antwerp, Rotterdam,

MarseiUes, Genoa, Constantinople, St. Petersbiu^,

Copenhagen, Shanghai, Buenos Aires, Valparaiso,

and Baltimore, Md.
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There are now 175 ports where the work of the
German Evangelical Seamen's Mission is carried on
in some way. There are twenty-nine sailors' homes
(with lodgings) and forty-four institutes (reading-

rooms). For the welfare of sailors twenty seamen's
pastors and forty missionaries (housefathers,

deacons) are at work in the field, besides about
ninety who devote a part of their time to this serv-

ice. The statistics for 1907 show that 13,800 men
took lodging in the homes; the reading-rooms were
visited by 160,000; 29,400 attended the religious

services; more than 900,000 marks were deposited

by sailors for safekeeping or to be sent home.
IIL American Misstons: The mission to seamen in

America began in 1812, and was initiated by The
Boston Society for the Religiotti and Moral Improve-
ment of Seamen. As far as is known it had no

direct visible relation to the move-
z. Begin- ment in Britain, for the operations of

ning8;Amer-the war between Great Britain and
icanSea- the United States created such dif-

men's Friend ficulties that the work was suspended.

Society. In 1816 prayer-meetings were started

in New York and in 1819 the first

mariners' church ever erected was opened in

Roosevelt Street, New York, by the Hew York
Port Society, now in its ninety-second year. Bethel

Unions or Marine Societies, as they were called then,

were opened in Philadelphia, Baltimore, New Or-
leans, Charleston, S. C, Portland, Me., and New
Bedford, Mass. In 1828, the year of the foimding

of the National Society for Seunen, the American
Seamen's Friend Society, 76 Wall Street, New York
Qty, unquestionably the most widely operative

and efficient of existing missionary societies for

seamen, came into being. Its first president was
Hon. Smith Thompson, then secretary of the United
States Navy; Rev. C. P. Mcllvaine, afterward

Protestant Episcopal bishop of Ohio, was its cor-

responding secretaiy; and Rev. Joshua Leavitt its

general agent. Article II. of its constitution pro*

vides:

** The object of this society shall be to improve the so-

cial and moral condition of seamen by nniting the efforts of

the wise and good in their behalf, by promoting in every
port boarding-houses of good character, savings-banks,

register offices, libraries, museums, reading-rooms, and
schools, and also the ministration of the gospel, and other
religious blessings."

Its first foreign chaplain was Rev. David Abeel

(q.v.), who reached his field of labor at Whampoa,
the anchorage for ships trading at Canton, China,

Feb. 16, 1830. In its fortieth year (1867-68)

its laborers (chaplains and sailor missionaries)

were stationed at twenty foreign and thirteen do-

mestic seaports. The services rendered in the evan-

gelization of the Hawaiian Islands by the American
Seamen's Friend Society's chaplains, 1840-70, Rev.

Titus M. Coan and Rev. S. C. Damon, popularly

known as " Father Damon," are worthy of mention
because of their association with the American
Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions, and
with an almost forgotten chapter in American
marine history, the whaling industry.

At the eightieth anniversary held in 1908 the

•ool«ty had seventeen foreign stations and sixteen

domestic stations. In the United States of America:

Brooklyn Navy Yard; Gloucester, Afass.; Norfolk,

Newport News, Va.; C^iarleston, S.

3. Stations C; Pensacola, Fla.; Savannah, Bruns-

and wick, Ga.; Mobile, Ala.; Galveston,

Operations. Tex.; New Orleans, La.; Portland,

Astoria, Oregon; Taoomay Seattle,

Wash.; San Francisco, Cal.

In South America: Buenos Aires, Rosario, Argent

tine Republic; Montevideo, Uruguay; Valparaisoy

Chile; Rio de Janeiro, Braiil.

In Europe: Stockholm, Got^ienburg, Sweden;
Copenhagen, Denmark; Rotterdam, Holland; Ham-
burg, Germany; Antwerp, Belgium; Groioa, Nicies,

Italy; Funchal, Biadeira.

In Asia: Bombay, India; and Yokohama, JiHpan.

At that time the society had shown a steady ad-

vance and decided increase in efficiency. From its

beginning the national society had cared for ihe

physical and mental needs of seamen along with its

spiritual ministrations, and in its eightieth year the

society opened the new institute, 507 West Street,

New York, costing $325,000, the largest institution

in the world for merchant seamen. In brief terms,

the institute aimed to reach the whole ship and the

whole man. Around the Bethel was grouped a

hotel, club, and social features adapted to the steam-

ship sailor's needs. So successful was the eff(^

that in one year three or four new places modeled

after it had been initiated. The loan library work

began in an organised way in 1859, and became
and has remain^ an important and regular feature

of the society's operations, circulating since 1859 a

grand total of 25,708 libraries, an average of 521

per year for fifty years. In the fifty-second year of

the loan library work 3,000 libraries are in active use.

These libraries contained 620,808 volinnes of gen-

eral matter, and 26,702 Bibles were sent in them,

12,000 manuals of worship for seamen, and 25,938

(estimated) hymn-books. 445,044 seamen have

had access to ^e books by actual record, althou^
more than one million seamen must have been

reached by them. The number of books sent to sea

by this system since its start in 1859 would nearly

equal the present combined libraries of Princeton

and Columbia universities. Public recognition of

this work has been generous and frequent. In 1900

the Paris Exposition medal was granted the society

for its literary work, and at the Jamestown Ex-

position, 1907, a diploma and bronse medal was

awarded for t^e society's exhibit. When the ex-

plorer Peary went to the North Pole he had two of

the American Seamen's Friend Society's Loan Li-

braries with him on the " Roosevelt."
Chief among the local societies imattached to

the American Seamen's Friend Society are the fol-

lowing: Seamen's Church Institute, New York
(Protestant Episcopal), with a sailors' home, a boat

for work in the harbor of New York

3. Auxiliary and a branch at Houston and West

Movements. Streets; the New York Port Society

with the Mariners' Church and readinf-

room, and a work among the Latin seamen; and the

Boston Seamen's Friend Society (CongregatioDal).

Extra missionary effort on behalf of seamai which

may legitimately be ci^led "Missions to SeamaQ"
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is carried on by establishments known as sailors'

homes. London, Liverpool, Glasgow, Newcastle-
on-T^, Cardiff, Leith, Antwerp, Buenos Aires,

Rosario, Sydney, Bombay, Karachi, Calcutta, New
York, Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore have such
places supported by (1) the income from lodgers;

(2) general subscriptions; (3) state subsidy, or city

grant. Nearly all of them have resident chaplains,

misBiiHiaries, or helpers who devote time to the
spiritual and moral welfare of the seamen. Sailors'

homes are no longer being built, the changed con-
dttiooB of sea life rendering them obsolete, and sea-

men's institutes, adapted to modem conditions of

sea life, are taking their place.

The papers published by the missionary societies

laboring among seamen are an important factor in

the work, helping to carry the Gospel afloat. The
ddest paper in the world for seamen is the SaUara'
Magazine and Seamen's Friend^ in its eighty-second
year, published by the American Seamen's Friend
Society, 76 Wall Street, New Yoric, which society

also publishes the Life Boat, devoted to creating

marine interests in the Simday-schools of America.
The Chart and Compass is published by the British

and Foreign Sailors' Society, London Englimd;
The Word on the Waters is the organ of the English
Qmrch's society; Sea Breeze is issued in furthering

the interests of the Boston Seamen's Friend Society,

Boston, Mass.; Toilers of the Deep is sent out by
Royal Missions to Deep Sea Fishermen, London,
England; AsAore ami il/toa<, edited by Miss Weston
of Portsmouth, England, is drcidated in the
British and American Navies. BlatterfUr Seemans"
Mission ia published at Berlin.

Since the Spanish-American War the Young
Men's Christian Association in America has devoted
oonsidenible eneigy and money to promoting the
standards and principles of that organisation among
the men of the United States navy, thus leaving

the societies engaged in welfare work for seamen to
concentrate thdr eneigies on the merchant marine,
a class of men numbering three millions and a half

of all nationalities.

The Seamen's Christian Bxotheriiood, an or-

ganisation for Christian seamen, was started at an
international conference of seamen's chaplains, held
under the auspices of the American Seamen's
Friend Society in 1906. Li two years it spread into
the ports of twelve different countries and promises
to be of significance and spiritual worth to seamen.
Its flag is a star, cross, and crown on a blue ground.
Wherever a chapter of the organisation is formed,
ashore or afloat, the flag is hoisted on Sunday. The
missionary movement on behalf of seamen held
aloof from work of a social nature until the last

decade when a healthy and conservative movement
set in, recognising the physical and social needs of

seamen, resulting in a changed method of work
which attracts all classes of seamen, the irreligious

as well as the religious.

George McPhebson Hunter.
Bduoqbapbt: T. C. Qazland, Lmve$ from my Log ofChr%9'
(tm Work amang 8mlor§, London, 1882; The Word on the
WaUrt. QuaHtrly Record oS MUeion Effort amanoH
SaOora, London, 18S9 sqq.; A. Gordon, What Cheer 0/
The Miuion to Deep Sea Piehermen, London, 1890; T. S.

Tlwoor, The IjOQ of a Sky Pilot, London, 1893; S. 0,

WinU, Oyr Blue Jaekete. Mies WettotCe Life and WoHt»
London, 1894; M. Mm Lean, Seafarere from the Land of
the Rieimo Sun in London, London, 1890; J. SUter, The
Baet in the Weet; or. Work among the Aeiatice and Afrieane
in London, ib., 1896; H. Dalton, DeutecheSeemanemieeion,
Beriin, 1897; O. Streoker, Die GeeehiehU der , , . ver-
bundonen lutheriechen Vereinen fOx imntre Mieeion oetrte-
benen kirehUehen Vereorgung deuteeher SeeUute, Hanover,
1899; F. T. BuUen, With Chriel in Sailor Town, London,
1901; idem. With Chriet at Sea, New York, 1901;
idem, A Sailor Apoetle, ib. 1903; M. L. Walrond, Launch-
ing out into the Deep. The Mieeione to Seamen, London,
1904; N. Dunean, Dr. Otenfeffe Parieh. The Deep Sea
Fiehermen, London, 1906; R. MOnchmeyer, In d. Fremde.
Binige Zeugnieee aue der Auelandeorbeit, Mniburg,
1906; and the Reports of the various societiei named in
the text

SBARLB,strl, JOHH PRBSTON: Reformed; b.

at Schuylerville, N. Y., Sept. 12, 1854. He was
graduated from Rutgers College (A.B., 1875) and
New Brunswick Theological Seminary (1878);
was ordained (1878), and after holding pastorates at
Griggstown, N. J. (1878-81), and the First Re-
formed Chmrch, Somerville, N. J. (1881--0d), he was
appointed in 1893 to his present position of professor

of systematic theology at the New Brunswick
llieological Seminary. He has also been president
of the faculty of the same institution since 1002.

He is vice-president of the Board of Foreign Mis-
sions of his denomination, and is the author of a
number of sermons, addresses, and contributions

to religious periodicals.

SEARS, strs, BARNAS: Bi^tist educator; b.

at Sandisfield, Ifass., Nov. 19, 1802; d. at Saratoga
Springs, N. Y., July 6, 1880. He was graduated
from Brown Uniyersity in 1825; and from Newton
Theological Seminary in 1828; was pastor at Hart-
ford, Conn., 1829-31 ; professor of ancient languages
in Hamilton (N. Y.) Literary and Theological Insti-

tution, now Madison University, 1831-33; and
pastor at the same time at Hamilton. He studied at
Halle, Leipsic, and Berlin, 1833-35, and in 1834
baptised J. 0. Oncken and six others, forming the
first German Baptist Church in communion with
the Baptists of England and America. He returned

to Hamilton in 1835; was professor of theology in

Newton Theological Seminary, 1836-48; and presi-

dent, 1837-48. For several years he was the editor

c^ the Christian Review, He was president of Brown
University, 1855-67; and general agent of the Pea-
body Educational Fund, with residence at Staun-
ton, Va., 1867-80. He published a L^e of Luther
(Philadelphia, 1850), and an edition of P. M. Roget's
Thesaurus (Boston, 1854).

SEARS, EDMUND HAMILTOH: B. at Sandis-

field, Mass., Apr. 6, 1810; d. at Weston, Mass.,

Jan. 14, 1876; was graduated from Union College,

1834; and from Cambridge Divinity School, 1837
was pastor of Unitarian societies at Wayland, Mass.
1839-10 and 1847-^; at Lancaster, Mass., 1840-47

and at Weston, 1865-76. Though connected with
the Unitarian body, he held Swedenborgian opin-

ions, and often professed his belief in the absolute

divinity of Christ. He wrote largely for the Monthly
Religious Magazine, of which he was joint-editor,

1859-71. He published Ae^enmitian (Boston, 1853),

Pictures of the Olden Time (1857), Athanasia^ or
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Foregleams of ImmoriaUty (1858), The Fourth Ooapd
the Heart of Christ (1872), and Sermons and Songs
(1875). His writiiigs are noted for their great

spiritual power and beauty; he wrote also two ex-

quisite Christmas-hymns, ^'Cahn on the listening

ear of night/' and "It came upon the midnight
clear'' (1834 and 1849 or 1850).

Biblioobapht: 8. W. DufBeld, Bnoluh Hymm, pp. 2M4-
265, New York, 1886; Julum, Bymnoloov, p. 1036.

SEBA. See Table or thb Nations, { 6.

SEBASTIANy se-bas'ti-on or bast'yon: Saint and
martyr; patron of archers, and formerly invoked
to avert pestilence; martyred at Rome. Ambrose
(MPL, xiv. 1497) states that Sebastian wasbom at
Milan and suffered martyrdom at Rome; and it is

also certain that he suffeied nuulyrdom on Jan. 20 of

an \mknown year (3057). lliese few facts are all that

are certainly known concerning him. The Acts of

St. Sebastian {ASB, Jan., ii. 265-278) contains, be-

sides many miracles and conversions, such a mass
of historical inconsistencies that, even though prob-

ably written in the early part of the fifth century,

they can not be regarded as original documents.
Three data in the life of the saint, however, were
from an early period regarded as authentic. His
martyrdom was fixed in tibe first reign of Diocletian;

he was an officer of the imperial bodyguard; and he
was shot with arrows in the Colosseum. These three

statements are derived from the forged Acts. That
he fell a victim to the great Diocletian persecution

of 303 sqq., as the Acts state, is merely a conjecture

not wholly devoid of plausibility; but the scMsalled

Depositio martyrum of the Clux>nicle of Liberius

aflirms that St. Sebastian was buried in the cata-

combs on Jan. 20, 354. Again, Roman criminal law
did not prescribe execution by shooting with arrows
as a death penalty for Christians, the punishments
in question being decapitation, crucifixion, fighting

with wild beasts, or death by burning or scourging.

A mosaic picture of the saint, dating from about
682, is preserved in the church of San Pietro in Vin-

coli. It represents St. Sebastian, not, as in Renais-

sance art, as naked and young, but as a bearded man
of adult age, with a long manUe, the fine raiment of a
courtier, a nimbus, and a diadem in his right hand.

No representation of the martyrdom is known from
the first six centuries; nor does even this earliest

portrait contain any trace of an arrow to symbolise

the supposed manner of St. Sebastian's death.

(Franz GOrbes.)

Bibuookapht: Dooumenti other than the Ada are pub-
lished in MOH, Scnpl,, xv. 1 (1887). 37&-391, 2 (1888),

771-773; ASM, iv. 1, pp. 383-410; and the fragment of

the Sebastian saga by C. R. Unger in HeUagra Manna
SdQur, ii. 228-236, C^ristiania. 1877. Consult further:

J. C. F. B&hr, OeaehiehU der rOmitehen Literatur im karot"

ingisehm ZeUaUer, p. 259, Carlsruhe, 1840; P. J. Chapusot,
Notice 9ur la vie de 8. S&Hutien el aur la rUiquie . . . con-

serve dane VSgliae de Chahna, CThiUons-sur-Mame, 1863;

J. M. Trichaud, La LSgende de S. SAastien, Marseilles,

1872; F. X. Kraus. Rama SoUerranea, pp. 119, 133.181,

618. Freiburg, 1879; F. Odrres. in ZWT, xxiii (1880), 31-
64. 166-197; idem, in JPT, xiii. 611-618; P. Allaid, La
Peraieution de DiodUien, i. 131-132, Paris, 1890; V.
Coochi, Memorie di S. SdHiaiiano, Frosinone, 1892; DCB,
It. 693.

SEBASTOS CYMINETES: Greek Orthodox theo-

logian; b. at Cymina, near Trebizond, 1630; d. at
I

Trebisond Sept. 6, 1702. He was appaieDtly edu-

cated in his native country, and in 1671 became the

head of the Greek patriarchal school in Constan-

tinople. Later he assumed a like position at Tre-

bisond, where he spent the remainder of his life.

He energetically opposed the entrance of Western
theology into Uie Greek Orthodox Qiurch. Only
a few of his many works have appeared in print,

among them being the Heoriologion (Bucharest.

1701) and especiaSy the posthumous DogmaUke
didaskalia (1703). The latter consists of three parts:

"When the elements are changed into the body and
blood of Christ; that the Virgin was subject to

original sin; that the 'parts' are not changed

into the body and blood of Christ." Some of the

work was obviously not written by Sebastos, a
portion being ascribed by Sathas to ihe patriarch

Dositheos. In his work Sebastos tn^'ntjdng that the

elements are transformed through ihe Epiklesis

(q.v.), as the Orthodox liturgy teaches, but that the

''parts" are not changed; he holds that the Virgin

was bom in sin, but was delivered from original m.
through the annunciation, as Christians are freed

through baptism.

Sebastos again discussed the Eucharistic c<Hitro-

versy in a long letter to Chrysanthos, later patriarch

of Jerusalem C'True Church," I., ii. 245 sqq., 253

sqq.; cf. viii. 02). His philosophical 'Writings are

devoted to the dissemination of ecclesiastical Aris-

totelianlsm. (Philipp Miter.)
BnuooRAPHT: Fabridus-Hariee, Bibliotheea Ormea, xL

631, 634, Hambuis, 1808; F. Kattenbusoh. Lehthueh der

vergleichenden Confeeeumekunde, u. 413-414, Freibait.

1892; E. Lesrand, Btblioffraphie heUimqtie, iiL 47, 63.

Paria. 1896.

SECBSSION CHURCH. See Pbbbbitsbians, L,

2, 3, 6.

SBCESSION CHURCH IN IRELAIID. See Pbm-
BTTBBIANS, IIL, 3.

SECESSION CHURCH OF SCOTLAND, UNTTBD
ORIGINAL. See Prbsbttbbians I., { 6.

SECKENDORF, sek'en-dSrf, VEIT LUDWI6
VON: German Lutheran statesman and sdiolsr;

b. at Herzogenaurach (6 m. s.w. of Erlangen) Dec.

20, 1626; d. at Halle Dec. 18, 1692. He was edu-

cated at the University of Strasburg (1642-45);

after which he was appointed page to Duke Emesi
the Pious, his duties being to supervise the library,

to draw useful and interesting material from desig-

nated books, and to communicate the results to the

duke, a task which laid the basis for his own wri-

tings. In 1648 Seckendorf was made gentleman of

the bedchamber, and in 1652 court councilor and

councilor of justice. Three years later as privy

court councilor and councilor of the board ol do-

mains he rendered important service in regulattsg

the finances of the country and in a number of diplo-

matic affairs. In 1664 Duke Ernest made him

chanceUor, but in the same year he entered the eerr-

ice of Maurice, duke of Saxony-Zeitz, as chanodkr

and president of the consistory. These posttioos

he held, in spite of many jealous attacks, untfl tbo

death of Maurice in 1681. Still retaining his poo-

tion as district director at AHenburg, Seckendorf

now found time and leisure to indulge his literaiy
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testes. His interest became more and more con-
centrated on the problem of the value and essence

of practical Christianity, and he thus became closely

associated with such men as Philipp Jakob Spener,

whom he had called to Dresden. Seckendorf could
scarcely be called a Pietist, though he defended
Spener in his Bericht und Erinnerungen auf einc

neuHch im Druck lateiniach und deiUsch augsge-

ttreute Schrtft Imago pietatia (Halle, 1692), after

having traxislated into Latin Spener's Frankfort
sermons of 1677 imder the title Capita doctrina et

praxis ChrisliancB insignia (1689). The qualities

of Pietism which attracted Seckendorf were its

moral earnestness and its emphasis upon practical

Qiristianity, though his critical nature kept him
from sympathy with Pietistic mysticism. But in the
evening of his life he was again drawn into the move-
ment when, on Sept. 9, 1692, Elector Frederick III.

of Brandenburg appointed him chancellor of the
newly founded University of Halle. On Oct. 31
Seckendorf entered upon his duties, where the dif-

ficult task awaited him of reconciling the contro-

versy between Francke and the clergy of Halle. A
few weeks later he died.

Despite his manifold ofllcial activity, Seckendorf
found time at Crotha for a series of writings, such as
the JtisHtia protedionis in civitate Erfurtensi (1663),

RepeHta et necessaria d^entio justa protedionis

ScaonioB in civitate Erfurtensi (1664), and the

Compendium kistorioB ecdesiastica . , . in usum
gymnasH Oothani (Leipsic, 1666). During this

period he likewise wrote his Teutscher FUrsten Stat

(Hanau, 1656), followed by the Christen SUU (1685).

The latter work, influenced largely, especiaUy in the
first part, by the Pensies of Pascal, was partly an
apologetic directed against atheism, and partly

reformatory in purpose.

The work on which Seckendorf's fame rests,

however, is his CommerUarius historicus et apolo-

geticus de Lutheranismo seu de r^ormaUone (Leipsic,

1688-92). The work was essentially a refutation of

the Histaire du Luthiranisme of the Jesuit L.

Maimbourg (Paris, 1680), of which Seckendorf
made a partial Latin translation, with a Dissertaiio

historica et apologetica pro doctrina D. Lutheri de

missa to serve as a sort of preliminary work (Jena,

1686). For his CommerUarius Seckendorf, as the
trusted friend of all the Saxon princes, had access

to original documents to a degree enjoyed by no
later scholar, and a mass of sources, both manu-
script and printed, hitherto unutilized, were also

sent him, Uius enhancing his wealth of material.

His method is to give, paragraph by paragraph,

Maimbourg's presentation in Latin translation, with
a refutation from original sources, pertinent addi-

iiones, often of considerable length, being appended.
The Commentarius is, therefore, not a imiform
artistic presentation, but is still an indispensable

source for every historian of the Reformation be-

cause of its wealth of material. (T. Kolde.)
Bibuoqbafbt: The funorml sennon by J. J. Breithaupt
wu published at Z^ts, 1093, and a memorial addreae by
C. Thomashifl in his Kleine Schriften, no. XIII., p. 497
aqq^ HiOle, 1721. Consult further: R. Pahner, VeU Lud-
w%Q von Seckendorf und 9eins Oodankwn fiber Ertiehung
md VrUerrieht, Leip«c. 1892; D. Q. Schreher, Hietoria

. . . Viti Ludoviei a Seckendorf, ib. 1733; J. V. von liude-

X.—21

wig, Oekonomiache Anmerkungen Qber Seckendorfe FUr-
etendaat, Frankfort, 1763; A. Beck. Emel der Fromme, 2
vols., Weimar, ISM; W. Schrader, Oeechichte der Fried-
riehe-UnwereHiU mu Halle, vol. i.. Berlin, 1894.

SBCKERyseck'er, THOMAS: Church of England
;

b. at Sibthorpe, Nottinghamshire, 1693; d. at Lon-
don, Aug. 3, 1768. He was graduated at Leyden
(M.D., 1721); then entered Exeter CoUege, Oxford;
was ordained priest, 1723; rector of Houghton-le-
Spring, 1724; of St. James's, Westminster, 1733;
appointed chaplain to the king, 1732; consecrated
bishop of Bristol, 1735; was transferred to Oxford,
1737; and in addition was installed dean of St.
Paul's, 1750; and was archbishop of Canterbury,
1758-68. Seeker was a remarkable instance of
the orthodox eighteenth-century prelate, assiuned a
lively interest in the questions of his time, and pos-
sessed a fund of knowledge wide and deep. His
Works were collected, twelve vols., London, 1770,
with a Review of his Life and Character by B.
Porteus.

Bxbuoobapht: Oonsult, besidea the sketch by Porteus, ut
sup.: J. H. Overton and F. Helton, The Englieh Church
UriJhlSOO), passim, London, 1906; DNB, VL 170-173.

SECOND ADVENT.
Old Testament (i 1).

Jewish Apoorsrpha and Apocalypses (I 2).

New Testament (| 3).

The Twofold Conception (| 4).

Compounded in the New Testament (| 5).

The Parousia (| 6).

The Consciousness of Jesus (f 7).

Praotioal Estimation (| 8).

The belief in the second coming of Christ can be
understood only as presented in a coherent historical

outline. The eschatology of the Old Testament and,
in its main ideas, of the Jewish apocalyptical litera-

ture, is concerned with the confident

I. The Old assurance that €rod's rule must finally

Testament prevail. The concrete forms of this

hope vary with the conception of the
universe and the horison of religious interests.

The prophetic hope, especially of the more remote
period, casts its pictures on the background of this

world, with the predominant interest in Jerusalem
and Israel. The Day of Yahweh (see Dat of the
Lord) must come, which will free (iod's people from
unjust oppression and bring judgment on the enemy
(Ob. 15; Isa. xiii. 6 sqq.). At first this was not con-

ceived as a single decisive epoch, but as a day of

visitation upon a particular enemy, which might be
multiplied (cf. Jer. xlvi. 10). The view was gpradu-

ally extended so as to include not only the neigh-

boring peoples but all nations. With this, real

eschatological elements are approximated, with at

least a suggestion of transcendental tendency. Only
the righteous nation shall be saved, from whom
sinners shall be separated, leaving only a " remnant

"

(Isa. i. 27, iv. 3). Whoever will call upon Yahweh
shall be saved, and for this the grace of God pro-

vides beforehand (Mai. iii. 1 sqq.)) in which the

personal and eternal relation to God appears as the

essential, working itself out of the historical situa-

tion. That the scene, however, is mundane shows

itself in the narrower idea of the Messianic hope.

The Messiah is never the judge of the world but the

king awakened and enthroned by God, and he shall
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lead his people to victory and rule over them in jus-

tice and peace (Jer. xxx. 9; Isa. ix. 6-7). God shall

be present with his people and sin and evil shall

vanish. This shows a tendency toward transcend-

ence, although Zion is yet in this world (Isa. ii. 2,

iv. 5). There is to be no world cataclysm and re-

newal, although there shall be signs and wonders.

No universal resurrection is implied, the passages so

taken merely representing additions (Isa. xzvi. 19;

Dan. zii. 2), as well as that expressing a unique ex-

pectation of a new heaven and a new earth (Isa.

Ixv. 17 sqq., Ixvi. 22). The average consciousness

in the Old Testament implies no dual theory, no
dual world; hence no ground for a dual Messianic

revelation.

A decided change first appeared in the century
before the birth of Christ. More and more distinctly

the apocryphal and apocalyptical literature created

a transcendent picture of the end of the world, imtil

the rabbinical writings after Christ produced a fin-

ished system of eechatology. As the

a. Jewish older earthly hopes for Israel and Jeru-

Apociypha salem continue, an ellipse, so to speak,

andApoc- with two foci appears; one is the center
alypset. of a group of Messianic expectations

here, the other of more strictly deduced
new transcendent and more individualistic ideas.

This led ultimately to a double revelation, paraUel to

the Christian view. The judging of the nations ap-
pears according to the older prophetic style. The
Messiah shall redeem Israel, and as judge shall

punish, and be king after God's own heart. The
New Jerusalem shall be created by God and trans-

ferred from preexistence into the world; yet it has
a mimdane character, and its inhabitants have not
eternal but long and peaceful life. Above all this

is erected a transcendent world, not only by the
later apocalypses, which, surpassing the Book of

Daniel, employed themselves with tibe background
of an earthly history and the conflicts of a spirit

world, not only at a later stage, by identifying the

Messiah with the Son of Mem of Daniel and re-

garding him as a preexistent Being; but in early

times, the claims of an individual personality appear
alongside of the national Messianic hope. The hope
of a common blessedness in this world is transferred

to another, after death, involving the individual

resurrection of the just for life eternal. Two eons are
recognised, separated by the day of Yahweh, which
after a universal resurrection shall determine the
deserving fate of the blessed and the damned. Be-
yond is a new heaven and a new earth. The in-

dividual interest, not content with the transcendent
blessedness of the single personality, regains coales-

cence with history and totality. Yet t£e picture is

variously shortened by particularisms; redemption
is not universal like that of Joel and the New Testa-
ment; the saved are to be at most the Jews only
*'in this country''; the Messiah gains no universal

significance and has no place in the final judgment,
except in the Book of Enoch, where the Son of Man
ascends the throne in glory and chooses among men.
This, however, was the result of Christian influence.

According to FV Esdras vii. 28 sqq. the Messiah
dies, after reigning 400 years, together with all men.
Then the new eon opens with resurrection and judg-

ment, paradise and gehenna. The tendency wu
generally to restrict the fimction of the Mfflriah in

this world and dilate upon the eon of the next world

at the termination of the Messianic period, in which

eon the Messiah has no longer any part.

It was otherwise in Christianity. The dual con-

ception of the universe was assumed; the division

between the "the present eon" and the "eon to

come" is the inseparable assumption of Quistian

thought (Matt. xii. 32; Luke xvi. 8).

3. New But the Okl Testament's Messianic

Testament idea, which served to give value to the

personality of Jesus, is employed in

imdiminished force wi^ reference to the final goal

beyond. The inheritance of the Okl Testament is

clothed in apocalyptic transcendental form. The
Messiah does not perform an earthly work, which

can not be transferred to the beyond, but reveals in

his person the personality of the Father. The basis

of salvation hence is not membership in the nation

from which the Messiah is descended, but personal

relationship to the Messiah, who gathers about him

his nation of believers. The mother of the Qiris-

tians is no longer an earthly JerusalCTi, but that

city above which is identical with the congregation

of the perfect (Gal. iv. 26). The persooality of

Jesus acquires eternal significance; those who be-

long to him belong for time and eternity to God.
The central position of the personality of Christ

leads to the conception of a double Messianic revela-

tion, the end of which, however, is not, as in the

Jewish apocalyptic S3rstem of thought, an exaltation

of the kingdom of the Messiah, first

4. The Two- established upon earth, into the

fold Con- heavenly world, but a return of Christ

ceptk>n. from the kingdom b^ond into the

midst of conceivable rc»lity. For no

earthly Messianic kingdom was established at the

first coming of Christ. On the contrary, he was

rejected by his people. If he is nevertheless to re-

main the Messiah, the basis of his kingdom moat
be a transcendent one, centering in himself as a

personality secured in God, and conserving other

personality with his own. Jesus himself certainly

lays claim to an actual reign. He will come as the

Son of Man in the clouds and will establish the king-

dom which shall absolve all earthly kingdoms

(Mark xiii. 26, xiv. 62). But the same title is used

of him in expressions that declare that Jesus is

homeless upon the earth, that he sows only for the

future, that he suffers in order to rise hereafter,

that he serves in order to give his life as a samfioe

for sin, that his authority upon the earth is to for-

give sins, and that he has come to seek the lost

(Mark ii. 10, viii. 31, x. 45). Thus the purely pcr^

sonal character of the Messiahship of Jesus is

harmonised with the apocalyptic transcendental

plan. Personalities constitute the materials of the

transcendent structure of which the personality of

Christ is the cornerstone (Mark xii. 10; Eph. iL 20

sqq.). The resurrection of Jesus was not that

coming again; for he appeared personally only to the

disciples and later exists in spiritual continuity.

For Israel and the world, there began another period

of waiting, during which the words of his witnosMS

are at work bringing about repentance and faith.
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Those that surrender themselves to him he includes

in his unseen fellowship, so that, although they live

in the flesh, they no longer essentially belong to the

present world (GaL i. 4). They are, by virtue of

their membership in the body of the living Christ,

though in the world not of the world, but translated

into eternity (John xvii. 11, 14 sqq.; Eph. ii. 2, 5
sqq.). Such expressions as these are not meant
figuratively in the New Testament, but serve to de-

scribe an unseen reality which is future in so far as it

has not yet entered the domain of tangible appear-

ance, but is present in so far as it exists behind the

visible world and is accessible to faith. The only

thing yet looked for is the episode transforming the

mystical fellowship of the Head and members into

the actual. This will result in Christ's return desig-

nated as parousia (Matt. xxiv. 3, 37, 39) ; or erchetaif

"he Cometh*' (Mark xiii. 26; Rev. i. 7, xxii. 7, 20);

but, from an earthly viewpoint better expressed as

a ''revelation, " "coming," or "appearance " (Luke
xvii. 30; I Cor. i. 7).

As evidence how inseparably associated with

New-Testament faith the expectation that Christ

must, from his focus of the redemption of souls,

carry it out to its utmost consequences, stands the

fact that in all the varying doctrinal

5. Com- types of the New Testament, the

pounded in blessing of salvation is everywhere
the New described as present and future. The

Testament "salvation" of the primitive apostolic

mode of expression is to be realised at

the return of Christ, but for the "saved" (Acts ii.

47) it is a reality dominating present life, since it is

guaranteed by the Spirit and by personal relation

to the exalted Christ (ii. 38; I Pet. iii. 21). The
Johannine "eternal Me" is certainly a present

possession, but instead of being conceived as im-
manent it is to await its perfection and reduction to

form in the futiu^ (John xvii. 3, vi. 40). As cer-

tainly as Paul's experience of justification forms the

present and actual basis of the Christian life of faith

80 certainly is it adapted to eschatological concep-

tion. "Justification" is awaited as an acquittal in

the final judgment (Gal. v. 5; Rom. viii. 30). It is

a "giving oi life" (Gal. iii. 21), the operative as-

surance of the favorable outcome of the final judg-

ment. Salvation is by hope (Rom. viii. 24) ; so also

adoption is partly a future reality (Gal. iv. 5; Rom.
viii. 15). The eschatological element comes for-

ward no less in the thoughts of Jesus on the king-

dom. However, he who accepts it in the present is

received within its secure protection (Mark x. 15).

The perfected kingdom is identical with the future

world; it is a " kingdom of heaven." As the future

world, according to the apocalyptic view, opens with
the appearance of the Messiah, so also the kingdom
of God on earth is at hand when the Messiah ap-

pears; the King is the kingdom. The force of Luke
xvii. 20 is to rebuke the manner of judging by signs

and seasons, and does not negate the main point of

receiving the present revelation of the kingdom in

order to gain admission to its complete future devel-

opment. Already evidences appear. The power
of Jesus over demons demonstrates that he has
wrested the dominion of the world absolutely from
Satan (Matt. xii. 28-29). His own are now con-

cealed in the conmiimity of the kingdom (Col. i. 13);

its complete realization is only a matter of time.

The reign of God which shall come with power, con-

trasted with its first weak appearing (Mark ix. 1),

is only its imfolding, just as Qirist who as the Son of

God was established with power seems, but was not,

a contradiction of the Christ crucified (Rom. i. 4).

The significance of the parousia consists in finally

bringing about this transformation; the surviving

tension between center and circumference is re-

moved. A complete termination of earthly history

is expected. The Son of Man unrecognized on earth

shall appear again immistakably in

6. The a glory that shall bring terror to his

Parousia. enemies and perfect redemption to his

faithful (Matt. xxiv. 27, 30). The
offenses shall be removed from his kingdom, and
the chosen shall be gathered and reimited into

an eternal community of glory (Matt. xiii. 31,

40, 49 sqq.). History, however, must first be
fulfilled to the extent that the Gospel shall be
preached to all nations (Matt. xxiv. 14). The
preaching of the Gospel serves only as a testi-

mony; the final deliverance will appear no more
as developing out of hmnanity than the first,

but as an act of God entering from without. The
coming of the Son of Man is cataclysmic. The
human race of all periods of history shall be sum-
moned for judgment. The belief in a general

resurrection of the dead is implied with this expec-
tation (John V. 29; Rev. xx. 11 sqq.). The ap-

pearance of Christ as judge of the world is a step

beyond Jewish apocalyptic literature. In the New
Testament he has become the representative of God
on earth, not in an incidental matter but to actualize

in history and person God*s revelation of grace.

Apart from all metaphysical statements, the

"power" of Jesus is adequate to forgive sins, to

establish the basis for the coming judgment (Mark
ii. 10). Standing at the center of hmnanity whence
access to God is only through him, the fate of every
individual rests on him. Its consummation is

postponed to the end of the world in agreement with
the history of Christian faith, inseparable as it is

from transcendence. If Jesiis is the expression of

the purpose of God in the history of revelation,

then his personality as Savior and Judge must also

stand at the goal of this history (Matt. xi. 27, xxvi.

64). The day of Yahweh becomes the day of Jesus

Christ (I Cor. i. 8, v. 5), and Christ's seat of judg-

ment is that of God (II Cor. v. 10; Rom. xiv. 10).

For believers the significance of the parousia lies

in the consummation of that which they already

possess within themselves; after the salvation of

the soul comes the complete salvation of the body
(I Cor. XV. 43 sqq.). Even impersonal creation, as

the scene of redeemed him[ianity, shares in the

transformation. A new heaven and a new earth

in which all contradiction between inner and outer

is overcome appears in place of the old (Rev. xxi.

1). Not a nebulous ideal world is pictured, but
the new Jerusalem coming down from heaven has
all the characteristics of reality, though without
the elements of the earthy (xxi. 2).

Whether these thoughts on the second advent
necessarily fit together harmoniously from the given
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premises or are the result of wilful qrstematiimg
must be determined by the answer given to two

qiiestions: Did Jesus himself actually

7* The Con* have in mind his coming again to

cteumen judge the world? Is the hope for his

of Jasns. return one of the inalienable elements

of Christian faith? The literature

of the New Testament appears without ex-

ception controlled by the apocalyptic eschatological

expectation that Jesus as liie Christ will some time

terminate the history of the world, and open the new
world of God for the reception of his followers.

There appears, in place of the fantastic apocalyptic
" watching/' just as clearly the idea of a present

fellowship with Christ which guarantees to faith

the attainment of its goal, "^f^^bo is the author of

this grand conception? Jesus or Paul? Is this a
theological speculation, or rather a comprehensive

expression of the belief in the religiously understood

and yet in reality world-ruling Messiahship of

Jesus? If the latter, then the outcome of the his-

torical judgment will depend upon the justification

of this belief. Whoever does this will not assume
that Jesus used the name of Messiah uncertainly

and sustained himself inwardly in his sufferings

with a vague hope of returning; but the religious

Messianic faith of the New Testament, instead of

indulging a meaningless return, involves the claim

to the judgment of the world. W. Bousset's asser-

tion, that the faith of the Church pushed the self-

assumed position of Jesus as a witness in the divine

judgment gradually forward to a world-judgment,

rests merely upon an unproved presupposition that

Jesus disavowed himself as the judge of the world.

The prevailing critical assertion that a finished little

apocalypse was inserted with the discoiuse of Jesus

in Mark xiii. would be vaUd proof against the origin

from Jesus of that apocalypse pertaining to tiie

parousia. If, in addition, the authentic literature

on the life of Jesus be restricted to the Gospel of

Mark, it would be easy to interpret from the few

remaining passages the consciousness of a mere

witness in Uie divine judgment and the triumph of

his person and kingdom in history (Mark viii. 38,

xiv. 62 sqq.)- However, the theory of a little apoc-

alypse would also be of historical value only if

Jewish origin could be assumed, but, in general, it

is of a specifically Christian character, placing the

figure of Jesus prominently at the center of the

transcendent expectations. The decision of the

matter lies deeper than with mere critical literary

research. It appears that various critics would

assent to only one side of the twofold problem

they face, particularly those who would segregate,

in the consciousness of Jesus, the eschatological

elements from his person. Jesus would thereby be

isolated in a position inconceivable to human per-

ception; the Jewish and Christian contemporaneous

literature would be filled with apocalyptic hopes,

while the faith of Jesus without discriminating

emphasis would have contented itself with the other

world, resurrection, judgment, and the kingdom of

God, in general. Similarly, but creating lees dis-

order in the historical situation, is the theory of the
" eschatolo^cal school " said to have been left be-

hind by Jesus, which claims that eveiy statement of

the Evangelists concerning the presence of the king-

dom is an intrusion of rabbinical r^iresentatioa.

As to the truth of the matter itself, this is supposed,

on many sides, to be resolved by the ignorance of

Jesus concerning the nearness of the time. As truly

as a change occurs in Paul's idea of the neamesg
(II Thess. iv. 17; II Cor. v. 2 sqq.), a historical view

may not assume that Jesus announced his return

in the following generation. No words are so well

authenticated as the statement that he knew neither

the day nor the hour (Mark xiii. 32). Is this to

refer to the particular moment, while as the genenJ
extension, the immediate future is self-evidently

fixed? But the events pronounced under the woes,

particularly the appearing of many false meeaiahB,

and the preaching of the Gospel to all the nations,

necessarily imply a longer devdopment and thoughts

of a community of the kingdom on earth. This

being so, then the words relating to a personal ro-

tum of Jesus are to be taken as pointing to the

destruction of Jerusalem (Matt. x. 23, xvi. 28).

Even if the mistaken formulation of these words

effected in the community a wide-spread belief in

the near approach of the end (John xxi. 23; 11

Thcss. ii. 2); and this belief gave rise, in the ao-

coimt, to the close temporal approximation of the

judgment of the people of God and the universal

judgment of the human race, although only inwardly

associated by Jesus, yet the distinction of the two

acts is unmistakably present throughout.

For the positive estimation of ^ belief in the

second coming no clear direction can be giv«L It

all depends on the attitude taken with reference to

the authority of Jesus and the personal needs seeking

satisfaction in the truths of Christian faith. A mere

regulative idea to act as an ethical incentive would

be indifferent to eschatoloipcal hopes. Thispositioii,

especially prominent from Kant to

8. Pimcti- Sdileiermacher and Ritschl, results

cal Bttfana- more and more in the divergence of

tk>n. individual inunortality and the con-

summation of society. The chief in-

terest, according to Ritschl, accrues to the kingdom

of God, unfolding upon an earthly basis, as the end

or ideal conunon to God and his chosen religious

oonununity, which, rising above the natural limita-

tions of ethnic distinctions, advances to the ethical

unity of all the peoples. Whether this involves

merely a constant ideal hovering before, or a real

historical goal, is nowhere made distinct; but if the

latter, there is no light thrown upon the relation in

which the individiuJs departing previously from

history stand with reference to the commcui goal

These projects rule the newer theology so far as it,

not without candor, applies itself to a philosophy

of the world, as well as to the religion of Jesus and

the Apostles. For the modem attitude, resting on

the basis of an empirical world, the acme of thought

is a personal society, realised, with the conquest of

purely natural motives, in ethical ends. Timidly

and insecurely the consequoice is scarody ven-

tured upon that this kingdom of God may be in fuD

reality the goal of historical evolution subeerved ak>

by the natural world. The result is scarcely moie

than an idealistic self-reflection. In fact aU ideas

are enlisted in the scheme of the immovaUe oco-
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tnut of nature and spirit. Personal spiritual exer-
tions have the value of preserving from absorption
in mere nature, but not the promise of ever becom-
ing reality in the historical sense. Individual postu-
lates reaching over into transcendent realization are
possible, but not a consistenti sustaining certainty.
On the contrary the incomparable power of the un-
constricted New-Testament faith which unites the
apocalyptic assurance of actual consummation with
the interest in personalities is assured in God and in

their community. The combination of the cer-

tainty of the beyond with the positive worth of
personality constitutes the sure ground of life for

believers. This certainty is guaranteed through the
purely persona] activity and experience of Christ
who possessed in this world, which rejected him,
nothing but his personality assured in God, but de-
parting with this possession inwardly triumphant
to open the outward victory by the resurrection,

to assemble his own to his exalted activity, and to
laifle them in unity with himself as head to God in

the other world, and, finally, in his last revelation,
to extend the ultimate consequences of the reign of
God over the world and his society of the kingdom.
The certainty of redemption includes this hope as
an essential element, and the conviction that the
disappearance of one would mean the loss of entire

certainty of redemption engirdling real life, is proof
that this subsists not on illusions. Meantime, a self-

reliant faith has no occasion to indulge the utiliza-

tion of phenomenal expressions presuming to be
"realistic," the forms thence available for the de-
Kription of transcendent realities being obtained
from the hither world only. Most significant, how-
ever, for the ethical judgment of the world by the
Christian and his attitude therein is an earnest be-
fief in the return of Jesus and in the world-compre-
hending transcendent consummation of his kingdom.
From the point of view of the kingdom of God as the
'father's house" for redeemed personalities assem-
bled in eternity, the purely contingent state of life is

judged as mere scenery, "for the fashion of this

world pa^ away" (I Cor. vii. 31). Therefore
the Christian emulates not things in the course of
this life but persons, not culture but Evangelization.
He also does not look for an uninterrupted ethical

evolution; all attempts in this direction, which are
to be prosecuted because the kingdom of God aims
to comprehend all life as one, are ever doomed to
violent interruption, so long as the world of sin will

stand, in which a progressive revelation of light

calls forth a corresponding revelation of darkness.

No Church in its outward aspect and no Christian

state is therefore an immediate vestibule of the per-

fect kingdom; on earth there can be only folds to
guard the members of Christ mingling with other

elements, until his appearing, and with him that
of the saints hitherto scattered throughout all his-

tory, as the everlasting community.

( R F. Kabl MmxBB.)
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SECRECT OF THB CORFESSIOllAL: When, in

the early Middle Ages, the discipline of auricular

confession prevailed in the Church, the obligation

of absolute secrecy on the part of the confessor fol-

lowed as a necessary consequence. The secret of

the confessional partakes of the nature of the ordi-

nary secret called professional, e.g., that of the

lawyer with respect to his client, or of the physician

toward his patient, and adds thereto a special re-

ligious obligation resulting from the sacramental

character of the confession. This obligation, often

referred to in the statutes of ecclesiastical law, and
expressly formulated in the Fourth Lateran Coim-
cil (1215), chap, zxi., admits of no exception or at-

tenuation even though the life of the confessor were

at stake (cf. Hefele, ConcUiengeachichte, v. 888). It

extends to all matter strictly pertaining to sacra-

mental confession independently of the circum-

stance whether absolution be granted or not.

Though primarily binding the confessor, the same
obligation rests also on other persons whether lay

or cleric who by accident or otherwise may have
obtained knowledge of the confession. To induce

this obligation the confession should be sacramental

in character, i.e., it should be made in good faith
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and with the intention of receiving absolution. Thus
if a penitent were to simulate confession by way of

a joke, the confessor would incur only the natural

obligation governing such matters, and likewise if

the narration of one's sins were made merely in

order to obtain counsel or consolation, the secret,

though still of the professional kind, would not,

however, entail the strict obligation of the sacra-

mental seal. There are on record a few historic in-

stances in which the secrecy of the confessional has
been heroically defended. The most notable per-

haps is that of St. John of Nepomuk (q.v)., who is

honored as a martyr of the confessional. In 1377
he was chosen by the pious Johanna, wife of the

Emperor Wenceslaus, to be her spiritual guide. The
emperor, whose life was that of a dissolute t3rrant,

being jealous of his consort, endeavored first by
cajolery and later by threats to obtain from the con-

fessor a revelation of her confessions. John re-

mained firm, and after much inhuman treatment he
was ordered by the enraged Wenceslaus to be cast

into the River Moldau. The order was carried out
after nightfall on the vigil of the Ascension, Blay

16, 1383. James F. Driscoll.

Bibuooraprt: J. P. Gury, Compendium Theoloffim Moralit,
Palis, 1881; and in general writere on moral theology;
F. Mame, Vie de Saint Jean NSpomuUne, Paris, 1741; A.
Butler, Ldvee of the Sainte, iv. 332.

SECRET, DISCIPLINE OF THE. See Abcani
DiSCIPLINA.

SECRETAN, sec'^rd-tOn', CHARLES: Swiss

Protestant; b. at Lausanne Jan. 18, 1815; d. there

Jan. 21, 1895. Educated at Lausanne and Munich,
he became, in 1838, associate professor of philosophy

at the Academy (after 1891 the University) of

Lausanne, where he was promoted to a full profes-

sorship three years later. In 1845 he was one of the

professors suspended by the radicals during the Vaud
revolution, and accordingly delivered his lectures

privately until, in 1850, he was called to the Acad-
emy of Neuchktel. In 1866, however, he was re-

called to Lausanne, where he spent the remainder
of his life. His view of the universe, as revealed

in his writings, was threefold; philosophically he
passed from the position of SchelUng and Baader to

that of Kant; theologically he abandoned all posi-

tive speculation for a dogmatic of ethical con-

sciousness based on Kantian philosophy; sociolog-

ically his position was original, though destined to

exercise little influence.

Secr^tan's Philo8ophie de la liberU (2 vols., Paris,

1849) postulates the identity of the principle of

being with the Deity, which is free in self-limitation,

and endowed with spirit and will. Man, free to make
his own choice, preferred voluntary independence,

which he used in favor of evil, this selection being

explained by the theory oi a preexistent fall. In-

stead of permitting evil to work itself out, however,

the Creator planned a return to redemption, the

primeval purpose of creation, by begetting a perfect

type of hmnanity (the Son of God), whose sufferings,

representing man's pain in consequence of sin, cause

a reaction realized in Christian history, the end of

which is the everlasting life of emancipated human-
ity. In the two subsequent editions of this work
(1866. 1879) Secr^tan sought to adapt his old text

to his changing views, but the attempt was impossi-

ble and his ethical and religious concepts received

their new form in his Recherche9 de la mtthode qui

conduit d la viriU sur noe plua grands inJUriU (Neu-

chAtel, 1857), La Raisan et le ckristianisme (Paris,

1863), Diecoure laiquee (1877), Religum et thSologie

(1883), La Civilisation et la croyance (Lausanne,

1887), and the posthumous Eseais de phdloeoptde et

de literature (1896). But despite all his shifting of

position, he steadily maintained the two principles

of freedom and duty, though he surrendered all

derivation of the cosmos from a single principle.

To him religion was neither the uncritical accept-

ance of a sum of data, nor the observance of certain

rites, nor poetic feeling, but obedience to the moral
law in man's own heart, conceived as the operation

of a personal force outside him. His attitude to-

ward dogma, therefore, may be described as increas-

ingly indifferent, especially in relation to man's
monil position; and he utterly rejected the doctrines

of plenary inspiration, the equal importance of all

the books of the Bible, and the vicarious sacrifice in

the death of Christ, giving this, like the resurrection

and the ascension, a distinctly symbolic meaning.
He likewise rejected the tenets of eternal punishment
and the moral requirement of belief in miracles,

and, in his humili^, sometimes doubted personal

immortality. Personally he preferred the free

churches to those supported by the State, though
he held that the Church failed to meet the demands
of modem times, and advocated greater familiarity

with modem culture on the part of ministers, with

an intensification of practical work and less stress on
purely theological problems.

Shortly after the publication of his second great

work, the Principe de la morale (Lausanne, 1883),

Secr^tan tumed his attention especiaUy to sociology,

his CivUiaation et la croyance, already noted, treating

its theme from the threefold point of view of philos-

ophy, theology, and sociology, while the economic
and political sides receive almost exclusive attention

in Ms Le DroU de la/emme (Paris, 1887), Etudes

eoeialea (1899), Lee Droits de VhumaniU (1890), and
Mon Utopic (1882). He sought, on the one hand,
to secure for the masses that prosperity which the

economic development of centuries had taken from
them by imequal division of property and class

favoritism; and on the other hand, here parting

company with socialism, he emphasised the natural

and inherent inequality of individuals, and their

consequent rights to different degrees of wealth and
wages. He strongly advocated cooperative labor,

savings-banks, insurance against old age, accident,

and loss of employment, as well as the emancipa-
tion of woman, for all which he strove with the

technical knowledge of a political economist and
the motives of an ethicist and friend of the people.

(E. C. Platzhofp-Lejexjne.)

Bibuoqrapht: Q. Frommel, in Bmndeeee contemporainee^

Lausanne. 1891; F. Pillon, La PhUoeophie de ChaHee
SecrUan, Paris, 1897; J. Duproiz, CA. SectUan el la phi-

loeophie kantiennet ib. 1900.

SECULARISM: An atheistic and materialistic

movement established in England about the middle

of the nineteenth century, at one time counting

hundreds of thousands of adherents. The founder
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was George Jacob Holyoake [b. in Binningham Apr.

13, 1817; d. at Brighton Jan. 22, 1906; received his

education at the Mechanic's Institution in Birming-

ham, where he taught until he entered political and
literary life; began lecturing in 1841 on Robert
Owen's social philosophy, and directed his efforts

to the uplift of the laboring classes; in 1842 he was
imprisoned for blasphemy], who, in 1846, assisted

in starting a periodical called The ReaaoneTy which
soon became the chief organ of English freethought,

a movement which was atheistic rather than the-

istic, but possessed of a marked tendency toward
the formation of associations, and characterized by
utilitarian aims in the sphere of morals. Although
the followers of the school repudiated the designa-

tion " atheists " (see Atheism), and claimed to be
simply " non-theists," they were soon termed " sec-

ularists " because of their avowed purpose of work-
ing *' for the welfare of men in this world," ignoring

altogether any h3rpothesis of a future life. 'The sole

ethical principle of the school was utilitarian, and
its dogmatic position was entirely negative, deny-
ing the justifiability of asHuming the existence of

Goid, the divine governance of ^e world, the rea-

sonaJ^lenees of prayer, the possibility of a future

life, and the like. At the same time this position

was primarily not one of absolute denial, but rather

of extreme agnosticism, with the assumption that

what can not be positively and indubitably known
should be ignored, both in theory and in practical

life.

Under the guidance of Holyoake secularism was
a relatively tame movement, but with the early

eighth decade of the nineteenth century its charao-,

ter changed under the leadership of the well-known
Charles Bradlaugh (q.v.), and it became not only

radical in politics, but bitterly hostile to all forms of

religion, even while adopting a sort of religious cere-

monial drawn up by Bradlaugh's friend, Austin

Holyoake, and entitled Rituale HolyoakeMe, sive

kururgia ucuUxrU, In all this the more vulgar

forms of secularism revealed a certain degree of

affinity with Positivism (q.v.), while the more cul-

tured adherents of the movement came to prefer to

term themselves '' agnostics " (see Aqnosticism).
Since the closing decades of the nineteenth century

secularism as a distinct sect seems more or less to

have disappeared or to have been merged in such

forms of znodem anti-Christian radicalism as so-

cieties for ethical culture (see Ethical Cultube,
SodETIEB fob). (O. ZdCKLEBf.)

Bduookapht: J. Buchanan, Faiih in Ood and Modem
Atheism, ii. 233-291, Londoo, 1857 (reoords the begin-

ningi of Um movement); M. Davies, Heterodox London,
I 3S4 wqq., ii lld-209, ib. 1874 (sivea the later develop-

ment); C. Bradlaugh, Atdotnooraphy, ib. 1873; J. Bfao-

Gum, Seeuianem: unphiloeophical, imnoral, and anti^

todal, &>. 1881; CkrieUanUy and Seculariem. A vriten

DdnOe betiffcen Rev. G. Sexton and C. Watte, ib. 1882;

J. Fozley, Seculariem, ib. 1882; R. O. Ingereoll, Secutar

Leeturm, Manchester, 1882; W. G. Blaikie, Chrietianity

and Seculariem Compared, London, 1883; R. Potter, Ex-
amination of Seculariem, Melboome. 1883; S. H. Gem,
Chrietianity and Seculariem, London, 1890; W. H. Harris,

The Seculariel Programme, ib. 1891; M. Keibel. Die Re-

Hoian und ikr Reehi gegenOber dem modemen Moraliemue,

pp. 51 SQQ.. Halle, 1801; R. A. Armstrong, Agnoetieiem

and Theiem in the 19th Century, London, 1905; DNB,
applemeat, i. 248-250 (life of Bradlaugh).

SECULARIZATIOH.

Carolingian and Merovingian Action (S 1).

Tendencies at End of Middle Ages (S 2).

Conditions under the Reformation (S 3).

Effects on the Princes of the Church (S 4).

Consequences of the French Revolution (( 5).

Elffeot on Papal Authority and Property (S 6).

Lessl Aspects of the Process (S 7).

Legal Basis of Alienation of Property (S 8).

Modem Roman Catholic Theory Invalid (S 9).

The States of the Church (S 10).

Anomalous Position of the Papacy (S 11).

By secularisation is meant confiscation of church

property by the State and the use of the revenues

thus acquired for other than church purposes; or,

in the narrower sense of the term, it denotes the

transformation of spiritual domains into secular

possessions, the first instance of this being the nego-

tiations immediately preceding the Peace of West-
phalia (q.v.), particularly in France.

At the very beginning of the Carolingian period

there was a comparatively extended secularisation

in France, and medieval tradition is essentially cor-

rect in declaring that Charles Martel

z. Caro- deprived the Clhurch of a great part of

lingian and its estates for the benefit of Ms vassals.

Merovingian The reason for this course was the finan-

Action. cial poverty of the State, especially in

view of the exhaustion of the crown
lands and the increasing danger of Saracen invasion,

while C^harles had in addition the personal motive

of creating a vassal body rivaling that of his Mero-

vingian predecessors. The estates thus confiscated

were not restored \mder the sons of Charles Martel,

but a legal form was devised which, while recog-

nizing the spiritual quality of the confiscated estates

and while laying a tax on the church institutions

affected, protected the present incumbents, even

while furtlier use of church property by the State

was rendered possible through new investiture in

case of a change of incumbent. Under Henry II.

the monasteries were the object of attack, while,

following the traditions of his house, he regarded

the episcopate as his surest defense against the sec-

ular lords. The emperor availed himself of the pre-

text of reforming the monasteries to appropriate a
large portion of their property, with which he re-

imbursed both himself and his followers for his po-

litical generosity toward the episcopate. At the

same time, whatever was necessary to the main-

tenance of the monastery itself was spared.

In the course of the Middle Ages half of the na-

tional estates of Germany had come under Mort-

main (q.v.), and poverty-stricken peasants, in their

blind fury, longed for the secularisa^

2. Tenden- tion of ail church property—a desire

cies at End ominously echoed in the hearts of

of Middle many who elsewhere had no ssrmpathy

Ages. for tlie lower classes. Roman Catholic

princes, the Archduke Ferdinand

among them, vied with Protestants here, and as

early as 1525 a general secularization was proposed,

which was to be carried out by the Empire, not by
the common people. Spiritual princes and prelates

were to have so much as was sufficient to proper

dignity, and canons were to retain their canonries,

but prelacies and canonries were gradually to die
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out. A few nunneries were to be retained; and the

income of the confiscated estates was to be devoted
especially to the salary of parish priests, the main-
tenance of a bishop (stripped of all temporal power),

and the erection of a high school in each district.

Though the power of the spiritual princes was too

strong to permit such drastic measures, it was the

Roman Catholics themselves, with Austria to set

the example, who commenced the abolition of mon-
asteries. All this was the tendency of the day, but
Luther warned his adherents that the property of

the Church must be administered in the interests

of the Church, and that the conditions of country

pastors must first of all be improved, after which
the residue might be devoted to benevolent institu-

tions and to general interests. It was in this spirit

that the Saxon visitation was conducted and that

Melanchthon advised the council of Strasburg in

1538. At the same time, many secular authorities

grasped the opportunity to turn to private advan-
tage the course advocated by Luther and Melanch-

thon, and failed to make proper provision for preach-

ers and schools, the care of the poor, and the

advancement of education, so that the Schmalkald
Convention of 1540, at the instance of Melanchthon,

formally demanded reformation of church property

rather than secularization, even while advocating

the secularization of spiritual domains. Li many
lands, as in Hesse, lai^e institutions, such as the

strongly Protestant University of Marburg, were
endowed from suppressed monasteries, while in

1525 Prussia was changed from a spiritual state to

a secular archduchy.

The estates of the Church in the various territories

at the rise of Protestantism fell into three cate-

gories, each of which imderwent a separate develop-

ment: the property and income of individual

chiu'ches and benefices, the property

3« Condi- of religious corporations (property of

tions under chapters, monasteries, etc.), and the

theRefor- property and income of ecclesiastical

mation. dignitaries (local bishops). The prop-

erty and income of individual parishes

remained practically unchanged, although there

were minor losses, as in the case of Stole Fees (q.v.)

and certain cases of enforced contribution, while

instances of deliberate violation of the spirit of the

new regulations were not unknown. Li WUrttem-
berg Duke Christopher sought to offset the attempts

of Ulrich to secure complete secularization by a
specially administered " general chiu^h fund

"

which should permanently apply ecclesiastical

property to the benefit of Protestantism. This fund
was to provide for the endowment of new pastor-

ates, the repair of pastors' residences, the support

of aged pastors, and the like; but the destruction

of the multifarious local legal persons which the

ecclesiastical properties formed under Roman,
canon, and common Protestant church law were a
peril to Christopher's scheme, which finally suffered

incameration in 1806. In many districts the estates

of ecclesiastical corporations were undiminished,

although their objects were changed, only hospitals,

poorhouses, etc., retaining their original purposes.

Much of the confiscated property was devoted to

educational ends; in other cases the corporations

survived, though they became benevolent institu-

tions; while yet others, when their incumbents died

or resigned, were given back to thear patrons or
foimders. In WOrttemberg the monasteries were
retained as scjiools; and this transformation of

monasteries, rather than entire secularization, waa
the course pursued by Duke Ernest the Confessor

of LOnebuig and Duchess Elizabeth of Calenbuiig-

Gdttingen, as well as by Duke Julius of Brunswick.

The University of Helmstftdt was endowed &om
suppressed monasteries, and educational and elee-

mosynary institutions were founded in similar fash-

ion in Hanover, Hesse, Mecklenburg, and elsewhere.

The property and income of ecclesiastical digni-

taries underwent a profound change with the rise

of the new doctrine. Protestantism left no room
for the union of temporal and spiritual

4* Effect! lordship in the bishops which had
on the hitherto prevailed, and some bishope.

Princes of like those of Samland and Pomerania,
the Church, volimtarily resigned their secular

powers when they embraced the ten-

ets of Luther. More than this, the entire episcopate

vanished with the extension of the conastorial sys-

tem, and as bishops died, they were not replaced.

Members of the secular nobility were elected or ap-
pointed to administer the vacant sees, and the epis-

copal estates gradually became incorporated with
the sec\ilar domains. In many religious founda-
tions immediately dependent on the Empire the

Reformation was similarly carried out, and in this

way Protestantism gained control of the dioceses

of Magdeburg, Bremen, Verden, Lobeck, Osna-
brOck, Ratzeburg, Halberstadt, and Ifinden, while

for a time the Roman Catholics were threatened

with the loss of MOnster, Paderbom, Hildesheim,

and Cologne, although the Coimter-Reformation ul-

timately enabled them to retain possession of these

sees. The Protestantized dioceses, on the other

hand, went their course to secularization, such bdng
the fate of Bremen, Verden, and Magdeburg, which
became secular duchies, of Halberstadt, Minden,
Camin, Schwerin, and Ratzebuig, which were
changed into principalities, and of many lesser

foimdations. By the provisions of Jan. 1, 1624, the

only imsecularized imperial diocese in Protestant

hands was LObeck, and the sole unaecularized mon-
asteries were those of Gandersheim, Hervorden, and
Quedlinburg; while the Protestants were now de-

clared entitled to peaceful possession of all seques-

trated and transformed ecclesiastical estates and
foimdations.

The suppression of the Jesuits in the eighteenth

century gave secular lords wide pretexts for confis-

cation of chiux^h property, such sequestration fol-

lowing the banishment of the order from Portugal

(1759), France (1764), Spain <1767), Naples, Malta,

and Parma (1768). On the suppression of the order

by Clement XIV. on July 21, 1773, the pope ap-
pointed a special congregation to decide concerning

their property, and this congregation accordingly

addressed a ciroular letter to the episcopate direct-

mg the bishops to take possession of Jesuit prop-
erty and apply it to the purposes designated by the

pope. Since, however, German law refused to rec-

ognise the papal supremacy which was thus implied.
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and since the bishops could not, by the provisions of

the papal briefs take any independent action, the

secular authorities everywhere seized the Jesuit

estates, even though the imperial councilor deemed
this property to be essentially that of the Church.

The French Revolution was especially fateful for

church property, for the financial needs of France
were deemed too great to be satisfied by merely

taxing such property. The excuse

S Conse- alleged by the revolutionists formed
quences of but the counterpart to the theory

^French which gained supremacy in the Gal-

Revolution, lican Chiux^h, as well as among seven-

teenth-century Roman Catholic canon-
ists in general, that the church property of the

clergy consisted in their associations. This en-

countered Protestant opposition by its basal hier-

archic identification of clergy and Qiurch, and from
the alleged usurpation of church property by the

deigy the Encyclopedists (q.v.) argued that, since

the clergy as a corporation was dependent on the

State, the State could confiscate the estates of the

cleigy. The National Assembly declared, on Nov.
2, 1789, that all ecclesiastical property was at the

disposal of the nation, at the same time guaran-
tedng the salaries of the clergy. The suppression

of all monasteries soon followed, and in quick suo-

cesson came the fall of the church oi^ganization

and of the Church itself. ^Even on its restoration

by the concordat of July 15, 1801, it was forced to

submit to the sale of its property, although the

government pledged itself to pay the cleigy a suita-

ble salary; and even when a portion of the Church's

belongings were again returned to its own control,

these were held to be not its property, but to ap-

pertain to the State and the conmiunes. No less

ominous for the possessions of the Roman Catholic

Cliurch were the consequences of the French Revo-
lution in Germany. Here an important factor was
the theory of " the law of nature," which had been
evolved in the eighteenth century, laigely on the

basis of the legal tenet of eminent domain—aHhe-
ory which by some writers was carried so far as to

make the Church a mere society subserving the in-

terests of the State. In the second half of the eight-

eenUi century the idea of secularization was wide-

spread, and was exemplified not only by Joseph II.

of Austria and the elector of Mainz, but even by
the course proposed by a Roman Catholic canon,

Friedrich Karl von Moeer, in 1787. By the secret

provisions of the peace of Campo Formio (Oct. 17,

1797) the emperor agreed to cede to France the

greater part of the region to the left of the Rhine,

including Mainz. This implied not only the secu-

larization of this region, but also, since Austria

claimed compensation on the right bank of the

Rhine, the devotion, and consequent seculariza-

tion, of church estates in the empire. Only the

quondam prince elector of Mainz (now electoral

archchanceUor) and the heads of the Maltese and
Teutonic Knights remained spiritual estates; all

other imperial spiritual principalities and dignities

were declared secularized and apportioned among
secular estates, chiefly Protestant.

The effect of these secularizations and the regu-

lations accompanying them was so great as to in-

volve the destruction of the organization of the
Roman Catholic Church in Germany, llie severest

blows were struck at the authority of

6. Effect on the pope, who was not evea consulted

Papal Ao- in the matter, and with the suppres-

thority and sion of the monasteries he lost a host

Property, of devoted adherents. The mingling

of Protestant and Roman Catholic

populations opened a way to Protestantization

which was checked only by the infiltration of ultra-

montanism into the Roman Catholic laity and later

into the deigy, and by the weakening of the State
Church and the concessions of the government;
while the erection of a German primacy fostered the
schismatic tendency which characterized the Ger-
man episcopate in the time of Joseph II. Against
all this the Curia could only protest, and with so

little effect at the time that the spiritual estates

hitherto spared were quickly secularized. Far more
perilous was the fact that the promised reorganiza-

tion of the dioceses and chapters was not realized,

despite the exertions of the primate. Prince Dal-
berg. Pending this delay vacant sees remained un-
filled, and the old bishops died one by one, imtil in

1814 there were but five bishops in Germany. The
dioceses were administered by vicars general, and,

as the niunber of suffragans was likewise dimin-
ished, the sacraments of confirmation and ordina-

tion could no longer be performed. Cathedral chap-
ters were also unfilled, and countless parishes were
empty or impoverished, while temporal dignitaries,

on the basis of the estates they had received through
sequestration, alleged the right of succession to the

prerogatives of presentation and collation which
had been granted to bishops and monasteries.

In this general trouble Protestantism also shared.

In WQrttemberg the property of the Church was
declared to belong to Uie State; and in Prussia war
expenses led to the confiscation of the property of

those monasteries and spiritual foundations which
still survived, only the chapter of Brandenbuig
escaping suppression, while in Westphalia the secu-

larization even of Protestant foimdations was ac-

complished within a few years.

In considering the legal aspects of secularization

in Germany a distinction must be drawn between
the various reasons imderlying it. The abolition of

the temporal lordship of imperial dio-

7. Legal As- ceses and prelacies involved no inva-

pects of the sion of church property, for this secular

Process, power was due to purely political, not
religious, causes, and originated imder

the conditions in which the Church, as the great

civilizing factor of the West in the Middle Ages, had
been forced to discharge many purely secular fimo-

tions if all the higher culture of the Greco-Roman
world was not to disappear amid the wild struggles

of the ruder northern nations. Thus the Church
opposed to the factions of the secular State the

marvelous ideal of the spiritual imiversal State.

But the days had passed when kings must reign

through their bishops because they could not reign

through temporal princes, counts, and lords, and
by the end of the thirteenth century the pohtical

states had passed their period of disability, having

become able to dispense with ecclesiastical guard-
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ianship. As early as the fifteenth century the

modem concept ofthe State had arisen, and with

the abolition of t&^ old confusion of public and
private spheres of right the union of temporal sov-

ereignty with spiritual dignity came to be regarded

as anomalousi though for a considerable time it

dragged out an ostensible existence in the constitu-

tion of Germany. The Curia demanded a restitu-

tion of the old status, including the restoration of

the Holy Roman Empire, the reerection of the spir-

itual principalities, and the return of the property

wrested from the Church, but all in vain. The sole

consolation of the pope was his continued control

of the States of the Chimsh in Italy. Neither can

the confiscation of royal fiefs and of Regalia (q.v.)

be regarded as invasions of the rights of the Chiu'ch,

since they had been used distinctly for political

ends. It is, however, a question what constituted a
royal fief, some defining it as the temporal rights

connected with an imperial bishopric or abbey,

while others restrict it to specific estates and privi-

leges. In the Frankish kingdom the royal monas-
teries were deemed the property of the king or of

the treasury, while the king controlled, though in

more restricted degree, the property of the dioceses.

In Germany chimshes and their endowment were

the possession of the laity who had established them,

though after the twelfth century the Church suc-

ceeded in reducing this control to the mere right of

Patronage (q.v.). From the end of the ninth cen-

tury the great majority of German bishoprics, in-

cluding all their estates and prerogatives, were the

property of the Empire, so that the property be-

longing to a chimsh really meant only the perma-
nent usufruct of such estates and prerogatives.

The object of Investiture (q.v.) was the bishopric

and the episcopal office, or both temporal and
spiritual fimctions, and it is clear that previous to

the investiture controversy the king controlled the

bishoprics, i.e., the temporal side. After 1111,

however, the king not only restricted himself to

the temporal aspect of the matter, but expressly

granted that a part of the temporaliaf such as

church edifices and oblations, belonged imcondi-

tionally to the Church.

The diversion of the property of the estates of

the Roman Catholic Church to Protestant uses in

territories where the new doctrines were introduced

was deduced from the reformatory

8. Legal rights of secular rulers as construed in

Basis of the form which it assimied in the six-

Alienation teenth century as distinct from the

of Property, extinct positive law of the Middle Ages.

Historic relations to the western

Church and the necessity of control in the midst of

confusion had placed the empire in jurisdiction, and
this was transferred to the territorial rulers. Since

Protestantism gained its legal basis through the help

of temporal lords, its endowment was accomplished

in legal form; and the church organizations arising

from the Reformation were not due to the exit of

Protestants from the Roman Catholic Church, but
to the cleavage of the Western Church into Roman
Catholic and Protestant. On the basis of their legal

pomtion as assured in the religious treaties of peace,

the Protestants could claim that since their orean-

ixation was no less a legitimate continuation of the

pre-Reformation Church than Roman Catholicism,

so the property which they received &om this pre-

Reformation body had not been decatholicized by

the Reformation, and had consequoitly not been

alienated from the Church to which it had been

dedicated. On the other hand there was at least a

formal injustice in the diversion of true church

property for sec\ilar uses. It is true that many of

the older secularisations represent a reaction against

the excessive accumulations of property under mort-

main, which disturbed the economic balance of so-

ciety. But this plea can not be alleged in extenua-

tion of the confiscation of church property in the

early nineteenth century, nor is the excuse valid

that many of the richer ecclesiastical corporations

and institutioiLS of recent centuries served the in^

terests of the privileged classes rather than Uie ends

of the Church. It must further be recognised that

the false theories of the " law of nature," alleged in

extenuation of the illegal confiscation of a great

part of Roman Catholic and of no small portion of

Protestant church property at the commencement
of the nineteenth century, can not validate injus-

tice. This holds true both of the theory of eminent

domain and of the doctrine that the property of the

Chimsh is really the property of the State, and may
be devoted to religious ends only so long as the

State pleases. The modem theory of the State re-

jects the tenet of eminent domain [not, however,

in the United States], and while recognising the

supremacy of the State over private property, fw-

bids such property to be devoted to mere poHtical

or economic needs of the State pn the United States

the rights of eminent domain operate only upon

just compensation to the owners of property].

Equally erroneous is any foimdation of the State

right of secularisation on the alleged supronacy of

society, for the right of the State to sequester the

property of corporations is bound by precisely^
same restrictions as its right to confiscate the prop-

erty of individuals. False also is the theory that

the power of the State absorbs all social and spiritual

life, for religion, in particular, is no function of the

State. The C^iux^h is a special organization for the

promotion of the moral life and has its own justifi-

cation; its property serves its special end, and is as

exempt from ^e capricious control of the State as

is any other private property. It is with justice,

therefore, that modem le^slation declares the

property of the Church inviolable and expreesly

guarantees its security, although, as in the case of

private property, it reserves the right of escheat-

age; nor does the mere fact that the property of a

particular foundation is designed for q>iritual ends

of itself make the diocese, and eventually the Ro-

man Catholic Chiux^h, the legal heir in (^se the

foimdation in question lapses. At the same time,

a number of modem codes expressly enact that the

property of individual foxmdations which can so

longer be applied to their original ends may be

used only for religious piuposes.

The modem Roman Catholic theory that, al*

though the religious corporaticms were suppreand,

their property was reserved for religious and edu-

cational purposes, so that the Roman Catholic
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Church has a permanent claim on the property in

question, is legally untenable, and has been granted
only by the Austrian concordat. Secu-

9. Modem larized property and the property of

Roman the Church are irreconcilable concepts,

Catholic and only through rededication could

Theory property once sequestrated again come
Invalid, to belong to the Church. At the same

time, the State is ethically boimd, since

it holds so large a portion of the possessions of the

Church through its secularisations, to provide ade-

quately for the needs of the two communions which
aU German states regard as corporations in public

law. This has been carried out perhaps more fa-

vorably to the Roman Catholic than to the Protes-

tant communion. And it should be noted that pur-

chasers of secularized property, having a legal title

from the State treasury, are the valid owners of

such property, though Roman Catholic purchasers

are in duty bound, according to canon law, to gain

the approval of the pope to their purchase.

The secularization of the States of the Church
deserves special consideration. This *^ patrimony
of Peter " (see Papal States) was regarded as the

property of the Church, and every ponti£f was re-

quired to pledge himself that none of it should be
alienated—a fact which did not pre-

10. The vent Pius VI. from accepting the peace
States of of Tolentino (1797), by which Avignon

the Church, and Venaissin, together with Ancona
and the l^ations of Bologna, Ferrara,

and Romagna, were lost to the Church. Between
the States of the Church and the concept of the

modem secular State there was the widest discrep-

ancy. The modem State is construed as an inde-

pendent oiganization resting on its own ethical

foundation, as the legitimate organization for the

complete life of its people, in whose behalf all its

energies are devoted. That the State should be ia
control of a subject beyond its own borders, which
was the relation of the Roman Catholic Church to

the States of the Church, is irreconcilable with the

modem theory of the State; and though the States

of the Church were incapable of the profound trans-

formations undergone l^ secular powers, this very

fact would ultimately have proved fatal. The States

of the Church lacked, moreover, an oiganic national

basis, and the whole trend of modem history was
opposed to them. In 1708 the boundaries of the

States of the Church were abolished, though re-

stored, essentially imdiminished, at the Congress of

Vienna; but the temporal power of the pope over

his states was possible only through repeated, and
finally permanent, armed intervention of foreign

powers, until, amid profotmd changes in Europe,

the Italian revolutions of 1859-60 robbed the States

of the Church of a great part of their possessions,

while the overthrow of the French Empire in 1870

encouraged the Italians, after taking Rome on Sept.

20, 1870, to incorporate the remainder of the papal

dominions in the kingdom of Italy. True to the

principle that the continuance of the temporal

power of the pope was essential, especially at that

period, to the independence of the Roman Catholic

Church and of her earthly head, Pius IX. placed all

who had taken part in the act which he termed

" robbery of God " under major excommunication.
MeanwhUe the kingdom of Italy, on May 13, 1871,
promulgated its law concerning the Curia and the
Roman Catholic Church. By this the pope was
guaranteed the personal prerogatives of a sovereign,

the Holy See was endowed with a yearly pension of

3,225,000 francs (corresponcjing to the former papal
budget for apostolic palaces, the holy college, the
congregations, the secretary^p of state, and diplo-

matic representation abroad), freedom was granted
the pope in the discharge of his office in the govern-
ance of the Chiux^h, while on Italian soil he was
granted free communication with his bishops and
foreign governments, and the full immunity of dip-

lomats was accorded his nuncios and l^ates to

foreign courts as well as to the diplomats accredited

to the Holy See.

Despite the loss of his temporal sovereignty, the

pope still possesses a quasi-sovereignty in his rela-

tions, as a spiritual power, to sovereign states, as

well as a still more real power which gives him, be-

sides the honors rendered to his per-

II. Anonial- son, the right of embassy and of con-

0U8 Position eluding quasi-international treaties.

of the On the other hand, the essential differ-

Papacy. ences of his quasi-sovereignty from
the full sovereignty of temporal powers

forbids any actual equality between the two. He
can not, for example, wage war, since he has no
state to form the object of attack. All this involves

difficult and thus far unsolved problems of interna-

tional law, which are only complicated by the Ital-

ian law of guaranty. Not only would Italy have
to answer, by the law of nations, for any armed
attack upon the pope, but, again by the law of nar-

tions, the Italian government must be responsible

for any misuse of its guaranty to the pope of the

privilege of legal immunity, even in the case of

breaches of the peace which otherwise violate in-

ternational law. On the other hand, considerations

of practical policy justify recognition of a privileged

and immune legal position of the pope in the inter-

national fellowship of Christian nations so long as

the Roman Catholic Church maintiains its quasi-

state oiganization. This assures to the papacy the

possibilities of such far-reaching political develop-

ment that, recognizing that a double sovereignty

of spiritual and temporal power over the same peo-

ples is irreconcilable, the pope, since his loss of tem-
poral sovereignty, has renewed with increased

energy those ancient claims to spiritual universal

monarchy which represent him as the one true

sovereign over the national states, these being re-

garded by curialists as mere provinces of his world

dominion, over which he is to exercise rule. The
Roman Church is, in a word, both an institution of

political power and a Christian body for the worship

of God, and for this reason the relation of temporal

states toward it can be governed only by individual

rules, not by any general theory of the relation of

the State to the Christian Church as a whole.

On the secularization of churches, and especially

of monasteries, in Italy see Italy, I., §§ 1-2, and
on the secularization in France, wrought by the law
of separation of Dec. 9, 1905, see Fiuj^cb, I.

(E. Sehuno.)
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SEDARIM, SEDAROTH. See Parashah.

SEDES VACANS: The ecdesiastioal term for a
" vacant see." For the principles and practise gov-

erning in case of vacancy of the papal see, see Pope,
Papacy, Papal System. The cases here consid-

ered are those of actual and constructive vacancy
in ordinary bishoprics.

An episcopal vacancy occurs through death, ab-

dication, trsjislation, deposition, and the like; and
lasts till the occupancy has been regularly renewed.

In such a case, the episcopal jiuisdiction devolves

upon the Chapter (q.v.), which [in the Roman Cath-

oUc Church], within eight days as reckoned from the

moment of certified knowledge that the vacancy
has begun, must appoint one or more stewards, and
a capitulary vicar (see Vicar); the latter may be
the former episcopal vicar general. In case the

chapter is dilatory, or if no chapter attaches to the

vacant church, the right of nomination devolves,

in connection with a suffragan church, on the metro-

politan; in the case of a metropolitan church, on
the eldest suffragan bishop; in the case of an ex-

empt church, on the bishop nearest. Where the

vacant church has no chapter, if at the time the

metropolitan church itself is without an archbishop,

the nomination devolves on the metropolitan chap-

ter. According to the Coimcil of Trent the capitu-

lary vicar is expected to be at least a doctor or

licentiate in canon law. Where a suitable person is

present in the chapter, selection must be made ac-

cordingly. The capitulary vicar exercises his vested

rights independently, like the bishop, until the re-

newed occupancy of the episcopal see and may not

by the chapter be deprived of his administration.

In general, pending the election, episcopal rights

which emanate from the ^' episcopal standing ** or

from papal delegation continue dormant, except as

the Curia makes provision to the contrary or as the

situation demands the summoning of a bishop from
without. The principle prevails that during the in-

terim no alteration may be undertaken of a nature

prejudicial to the future bishop. In particular, the

episcopal revenues for the interim period are not to

be employed, except that the capitulary vicar's

salary may be defrayed therefrom. The vacancy
ceases with the new bishop's official occupancy.
A distinction is drawn between actual and con-

structive episcopal vacancy, as when the bishop is

hindered from undertaking his incumbent admin-
istration. In case this obstruction is only partial,

a coadjutor acts; but if it be absolute, a procedure

then ensues parallel to the case of actual episcopal

vacancy. But the situation is different where com-

munication with the bishop is still possible; in that

case his jurisdiction is not suspended so obviously,

and his appointed vicar general may officiate. After

the vicar general's death, the appointment of a new

vicar general appertains to tbe pope, the chapter

not b^:ig authorized to install a vicar.

£. Sehlzno.

In the Anglican communion the arrang^nento

for the administration of a vacant see and for filling

the vacancy vary in different parts. In England

the administration of the diocese falls during a va-

cancy largely to the Chapter (q.v.; which is sup-

posed always to be the bishop's council), with cer-

tain prerogatives reserved to the metropolitan of

the province. A bishop is of course called in to

perform any distinctly episcopal function, but he

has no jurisdiction or power beyond that which is

distinctly committed to him for the occasion. The

crown nominates a successor to the vacant see, but

he must be elected by the chapter.

Where, as outside of England, the Church is not

in any dh^ect relations with the State, the successor

is elected by representatives of the diocese, boUi

clerical and lay, assembled in synod or council or

convention. Such election needs confirmation by

the bishops of the national church or of the prov-

ince, and in America by representatives of other

dioceses. During a vacancy the administration of

the diocese in America belongs to the standing com-

mittee of the diocese, which corresponds in its func-

tions to the chapter as the bishop's council, and in

other national churches either to a similar repre-

sentative body or to a vicar general as may be pre-

scribed by local diocesan or provincial canons, sub-

ject to limitations like to those mentioned in the

case of England. A. C. A. Hall.

SEDGWICK, sej'wic, DANIEL: English hym-
nologist; b. at London Nov. 26, 1815; d. there Mar.

10, 1879. He was originally a shoemaker, became

a dealer in second-hand books in 1837, and fell in

with collectors, mainly of theological literature.

In 1839 he united with the Baptists. Bdng fond

of hymns, he bought the old books containing them,

and about 1840 began the systematic colleetioa

and study of texts and editions, and, at the same

time, taught himself writing. He gradually ac-

quired a unique library, and a knowledge of the

subject long unrivalled . The popularity of RoundeD

Palmer's Book of Praise (London, 1863) and the

care Sedgwick had bestowed in making it a modd
of accuracy in texts, dates, and ascriptions of au-

thorship, established his reputation; and thence-

forth the compilers of nearly every prominent E^-
lish hymnal availed themselves of his help. He
published Catalogue of Scarce Rdtguma Podry^ ocm^

taining a Choice Collection of Original Ptabns,

Hymne, and Poems (London, 1859); a series entitled

English Hymn Writers; Reprinted Verbatimfrom the

OriginalSf with Biographical Sketches, including such

names in single volumes as John Ryland, William

Williams, and A. M. Toplady; and Comprehentivs

Index ofNames ofOriginal Authors ofHymns (1860).

Bibuographt: Julian, Hymnologi/, pp. 1036-87; DNB, U»

182.
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SEDLNITZKI, s^-nit'ski, LEOPOLD GRAF
VON: German prinoe bishop of Breslau and con-

vert to Lutheranism; b. at the castle of Gepperadorf

in Austrian Silesia, July 29, 17S7; d. at Beriin Mar.

25, 1S71. He was educated at the University of

Breslau (1804-09), and in 1810 was ordained to the

priesthood. His intention to devote himself to the-

ological teaching was frustrated by illness, and in

1811 he accepted from the prince bishop of Breslau

the posts of assessor and secretary in tiie vicariate

which administered the spiritual affairs of the dio-

cese. Even at this time he was by no means in full

accord with the course pursued by the Roman
Catholic Church. At the same time, he firmly main-
tained the external unity and the apostolic charac-

ter of that church, regarding the Reformation as a
break in the unity of the Church and as a disturb-

ing factor in its divinely appointed development.

B^ore long Sedlnitski accepted an appointment in

the royal service at Breslau, where he plunged into

a multitude of new tasks concerning the Chimsh
and higher education. Discovering ^t the Prot-

estant gymnasia were superior to the Roman
Catholic, he considered it his duty to raise the

standard of the schools of his church. He thus
found himself obliged to consider more closely the
relation of the Roman Catholic and the Protestant

churches, and accordingly b^gan a thorough study
of Protestant ssrmbolics. Nevertheless he still re-

mained true to his church, though disapproving in-

dulgences, the growth of adoration of saints and of

pilgrimages. Tlie conclusions thus reached could

not be concealed, but despite his v^pws, which now
involved doubts of the unity and catholicity of the

Roman Catholic Church, Sedlnitski was unanimous-
ly dected bishop in 1835. He accepted with reluc-

tance, and soon had to encoimter serious opposition.

Matters reached a climax in his refusal to obey the

papal brief of Mar. 25, 1830, to the effect that mixed
marriages could be blessed by the church only after

the contracting parties had promised to bring up
their children in the Roman Catholic faith. Sedl-

nitski, preferring to obey the laws of the State rather

than those of his church, offered to resign his see

on June 10, 1839. King Frederick William IV.

vainly sought to restrain him from this extreme
step, and, on the acceptance by Rome of Sedlnitski's

reagnatdon, appointed him in 1840 privy coimcilor at

Berlin. For a short time the ex-bishop continued

to celebrate mass on high festivals but soon became
more and more imbued with Protestant ideas,

and, on Apr. 12, 1868, he marked hia complete

break with his church by receiving Protestant

communion.
Henceforth Sedlnitski sought with all earnestness

to advance the cause of Protestantism. As early as

1864 he had founded a Lutheran institution, the

Paulinum, for the education of boys, especially of

thooe intended for the Lutheran ministry and for

higher education. He later founded at Berlin the

Johanneum, where young Lutheran theological

students might receive appropriate training. In

his will he devoted a considerable portion for the

foundation of a similar Johanneum at Breslau, and
a like foundation was provided for Silesia in the

Sedlnitikische Vikariatsfond. In addition to all

this a fund was created by him to provide theolog-

ical works for the education of needy clergy.

(David EiiDMANNt.)

BxBUoamAPBT: Consult hk Setbtlbiographie. Naeh aeinem

Beriin. 1872.

SBDUUnS, se-da^-us, CCBLIUS: Christian

poet of the early fifth century. Almost nothing is

known of his life, even the name Ccelius [or Circilius]

is not assured, and it is only probable that he lived

in Greece. His fame comes through his poems,
especiaUy his Carmen paschale, in 1,753 hexameters
and five books, with a prologue of eight distichs,

dedicated to a presbyter Macedonius. The poem
deals with the miracles of Christ, the first book
being an introduction discussing the miracles of the

Old Testament, and the other four being based on
the Gospels, particularly Matthew. The material

is freely handled, and in form the poem belongs to

the best of early Christian Latin literatiue. Sedu-
lius later rendered his work into prose, to which he
gave the title 0pu8 paachale. In this the bombastic
style contrasts strongly with the concise and com-
pact diction of the poem. Sedulius left also two
hymns. The first is an elegy in fifty-five distichs,

which connects the events of the Old Testament
with those of the New in the form of antetype to

type. The structure is artificial, a hexameter on
the Old Testament being succeeded by a pentameter
dealing with the New Testament. The second
h3rmn, a call to praise of Christ, is alphabetical in

twenty-three strophes, the first lines of the strophes

beginning with the letters of the alphabet in turn.

Two parts of the composition have been used as

church hymns, strophes A-G (as a Christmas hymn),
and H, I, L, N (at the feast of Epiphany).
The cento De verbi incamaiione was formerly

wrongly attributed to Sedulius. (G. KbOqer.)
Bxbuoobapht: The poems were edited by F. Arevalo,
Rome, 1794 (with preface of value) and reproduced in

MPLt xix.; J. Loosbom, Munich, 1879; and J. Huemer,
in C8EL, vol. x., 1885. Two brief Eng. tranals. are in

D. J. Donahoe, Early ChrisHan ffymru, pp. 67-^, New
York, 1908. Consult: J. Huemer. De Sedulii . . . viia d
•eriptU eommentatio, Vienna, 1878; C. L. Leimbach,
UAer den chri$Uiehen Diehier Sedtdiue, Qoelar, 1879;
Q. Boissier, in Journal dea sovanto, Sept., 1881; J. Kayser,
BeitrOge sur Oetehickte und ErklAnmo der iUietUn Kirchen-
hymnen, pp. 337-385, ISSl; 8. W. Duffield, Latin Hymn
Writere and their Hymne, pp. 83-87, New York, 1889;
A. Ebert, Oeechiehte der LitUratur dee Mittelaltere tm
Abendlande, i. 373-383. Leipsic, 1889; M. Manitius. Oe-
eehictUe der ehrieUich-lateiniachen Poeeie, pp. 303-312,
Stuttgart, 1891; A. Baumgartner, Die lateinieche und
grieehieehe Litteratur der chriatliehen VdUcer, pp. 195-196,
Freiburg, 1905; Bardenhewer, Pairelooie^ p. 395, Eng.
tranal., St. Louis, 1908; DCB, iv. 598-600 (noteworthy);
Julian, Hymndoffyt p. 1037.

SEDULIUS SCOTUS (SEDULIUS JUNIOR):
Irish monk, probably to be identified with Siadhal
Bfac Feradach, who died abbot of Kildare 828. Of
his life nothing is known, although some have iden-

tified him (probably incorrectly) with the " Sedu-
lius, bishop of Britain of the race of the Scots,"

who was one of the signers of the decrees of a ssmod
held at Rome in 721 (cf. Haddan and Stubbs,
CouneilSf ii., part 1, p. 7). This prelate was almost
certainly a Scotch diocesan, though his see (if he
possessed one) is unknown. The writings of Bedu-
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lius, which are little more than compilationB from
the Fathers, especially Origen, are as follows: Ccl-

ledanea in omnes beati PauU eputoUu; ExptanaHun-
cula de breviariorum et capUulorum canonumque
differentia; Exptanatianes in prcB/ationes aancU Hier'

onymi ad evangelia; and De redoribus ChrisHanie

et conventientibus regtdie quibua est respMica rite

gubemanda (all ed., most conveniently, in MPL,
ciii. 1-351). Johannes Trithemius, who confuses

Sedulius Scotus with his more distinguished name-
sake, as well as with Bishop Sedulius, ascribes to

him (De acriptaribua ecdeeiaeticis, cap. cxlii.), in

addition to the works already mentioned, De miracur

lie Christi; Ad Theodosium impenitarem; In majue
vdumen Priedani; In eecundam editianem Danati;

Exhortalorium ad fidelea; and Epietola ad divereoe,

Bibuoorapht: J. Healy, Inauia •omAorum et doctorum^ pp.
30-39. 574-676, Dublin. 1890; Lanigan. EeeL Hitl., L 17,

iii. 255; DCB, iv. 600; DNB, U. 18^-189; CeUlier, Aw
teur« mMcrSs, xii. 357-361.

SEEBER6, 86a>ei^, OSKAR THEODOR ALFRED:
Russo-German Protestant; b. at Pedua, Esthonia,

Russia, Sept. 24, 1863. He was educated at the
universities of Dorpat (1884-89), Erlangen, and
Leipsic (1891). In 1890 he was teacher of re^on
at the municipal school for girls in Dorpat, and in

1891, after his return from Germany, he resumed
this position, being also chosen assistant pastor of

St. Peter's, Dorpat. In the same year he became
privat-dooent at the University of Dorpat, where
he was promoted to the rank of dooent within a few
months; in 1895 he was appointed associate pro-

fessor of New-Testament exegesis, and 1897 full pro-

fessor of the same subject; in 1908 he went to Ros-
tock in the same capacity. In theology he belongs

to the liberal school, and has written Die Anbetung
dee Herm bei PauLue (Riga, 1891); Der Tod Ckrieti

in seiner Bedeutung/Hr die Erldeung (Leipsic, 1895)

;

Der KaUckUmuB der Urckrietenheit (1903); Dae
Evangdium Ckrieti (1905); Die Tavfe im Neuen
Testament (Gross-Lichterfelde, 1905); Die beiden

Wege und das Apoetddekret (Leipsic, 1906); Die
Leiden der Christen (Barmen, 1906); Die Didache
dee Judentums und der Urckrietenheit (Leipsic,

1908) ; and Christi Pereon und Werk nach der Lehre
seiner JUnger (1910).

SEEBERO, REINHOLD: German Lutheran;
b. at Pdrrafer, Livonia, Apr. 5, 1859. He was edu-

cated at the universitdes of Dorpat (1878-82) and
Erlangen (1882-84; mag. theoL, Dorpat, 1884).

In 1884 he became privat-docent for systematic

theology at the former university, where he was
appointed associate professor and second university

preacher in the following year. In 1889 he was
called to Erlangen as professor of church history

and New-Testament exegesis, his chair being

changed in 1894 to that of sjrstematic theology.

Since 1898 he has been professor of systematic the-

ology at the University of Berlin. He has written

Der Begriff der chrisUichen Kirche, i (Erlangen,

1885); Der Apologet Arietidee (1894); Lehrbuch der

Dogmengeeckichte (2 vols., Leipsic, 1895-^, new
ed., 1907-08); Oewiseen und Oeunesendnldung (Er-

langen, 1896); Die Kirche und die eoziale Frage
(Leipsic, 1897); Die StdLung Mdanchthone in der

Oeechichte der Kirche und der Wieeenschqft (Erlan-

gen, 1897); Die Theoiogie dee Duns Scotue (Leipsic,

1900); Grundries der Dogmengeeckichte {1901; 3ded.,

1910); An der SckweUe dee twamigeten Jakrhunderit

(1901); LuthereSteUungeudensittlichenundeozialen

Ndten seiner Zeit (1901); Die Grunduxikrheiien der

chrietlichen Rdigion (1902; Eng. transl.. Funda-
mental Truthe of the Christian Rdigion, New York,

1908); Luther und Luthertum in der neuesten katho-

liechen Bdeuchtung (1904); Das Abendmahl im
Neuen Testament (Gross-Lichterfelde, 1905); Aus
Rdigion und Geschickte (2 vols., Leipsic, 1906-08);

Die kirchliche socials Idee (1907); Offenbarung und
Inspiration (1908; Eng. tnmsl.. Revelation and In-

epiration, New York, 1910); Von Ckristus und von

dem Christentum (Berlin, 1908); Sinnlichkeit und

SitdichkeU (1909); Adolf Stoecker (1909); and AUs
und Neue Moral (1910).

SEEBOHM, FREDERIC: Barrister and author;

b. at Bradford, Yorkshire, 1833. He was called to

the bar (Middle Temple) in 1856. His published

works include: The Facte of the Four Gospds (Lon-

don, 1861); The Crisis of Emancipation in America;

being the Review of the History of Emancipationfrom
the Beginning of the American War to the Assastina-

tion of President Lincoln (1865); The Oxford Re-

formers of H98 : being a History of the FedouhWork

of John Coletf Erasmus and Thomas More (1867);

The Era of the Protestant Revolutum (1874); The

English Village Community Examined in Us ReUt-

tions to the Manorial and Tribal Systems (1883);

The Tribal System in Wales: being Part of an In-

quiry into the Structure and Methods of tribal Society

(1895); Travelling Impressions in, and Notes on^

Peru (1901); and Tribal Custom in An^o-Saxon
Law (1902).

SEEHOFER, s^o-fer, ARSACIUS: Bavariso

Reformer; b. at Munich early in the sixteenth cen-

tury; d. at Winnenden (20 m. n.e. of Stuttgart)

1542. He was educated at the universitaes of In-

golstadt and Wittenberg, at the latter place com-

ing under the influence of Melanchthon. In the

summer of 1523 he was chaiged with delivering

exegetical lectures of Melanchthonian content, and,

compromising documents being found in his resi-

dence, he was formally tried for heresy, seventeen

articles drawn from lids manuscript bdng deemed

unsound. After a period of imprisonment, Seehofer

recanted on Sept. 7, 1523, and was directed to re-

tire to the monastery of Ettal. The affair caused

great excitement, especially through publications

by Aigtda von Stauff (q.v.), Luther, and a South

German author, Martinus Reckenhofer of Clausen;

whereupon the university resolved to demonstrate

in a public disputation the justice of its course.

Since, however, safe conduct was not granted to

the opponents of the university, the disputation,

which began on Apr. 11, 1524, and lasted several

dajrs, was without result. In some unknown way
Seehofer escaped from his confinement, but noth-

ing is known of his movements until 1528, when be

was in Wittenberg, where Melanchthon rec<Hn-

mended him as a teacher at Eisfeld. In 1530 he

was in Prussia, and in 1532 in Augsburg, where in-

ternal ecclesiastical strife prevented him from

accepting the deaeonate offered him. In 1535 be
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again visited Augsbiug, where he taught in a school.

He was then reader at the monastery of St. Geoi^
in WOrttembeig, after which he was a pastor in

various places, including Leonberg. From 1537
until his death he was pastor at Winnenden, where
he wrote his only work, EnarroHones evangeUorum
dmCnicalium (Augsburg, 1539). (T. Kolde.)
BauooBAFHT: T. Kolde, ArtaeiuM Seehofer und ArgtUa
von Orwnbacht in BeitrUge Mur bayerutehen Kirchenoe-
Kk%eht4, vol. xi., Eiiangen, 1905; the literature under
Msulnchtbon; and Staxtit.

SEEKERS: A name used in the English revolu-

taonaiy period, probably not designating a distinct

religioiis body, but applied as a nickname to the

Independents, the two names appearing in the

same period. Robert Baillie (q.v.), author of A
Di89uasiv€ from the Errours of the Timej . . . espe-

daily of the Independents (London, 1645), speaks of

the Seekers as people that are represented in '' all

the sects." Reggius (i.e., G. Horn, in De statu

ecdesics BrUannica, Danzig, 1647) heard that the

Seekers believed the Apostle Paul still to be living

and that he would in a short time appear. E. Pagit

affinned that ^' some of them " declared the Church
to be '' in the wilderness " and that they were
" seeking " it. An Anonymi epistola (contained in

the Whitsuntide program of the University of Got-
tingen, 1814) speaks of the " new sect of the Seek-

ers or Inquirers, commonly called * Seekers.'

"

Whenever the " Seekers " are compared with the

Church, the Presbyterians are referred to as repre-

senting the latter, which seems to show that Seekers

and Independents were one.

The Epistola gives the following as characteristics

of the Seekers: (1) They deny the absolute author-

ity of the Scriptures, because the original manu-
scripts have been lost; moreover, the Bible is de-

clared to be unsuitable as a foundation of faith,

because few men can read it in the original lan-

guages; (2) the Church's doctrine concerning God
as a " thing most easy to \mderstand ** is ques-

tioned; (3) the limitation of the sacraments to two
is not foimded on Scripture; (4) with regard to

baptism, they doubted whether only ministers of

the Church could perform it; whether it was right

to perform it only in churches; whether the bap-
tism of children should be encouraged; whether the

customary formula was proper, preferring the form
" in the name of Christ " or ^' of the Lord Jesus '';

(5) they criticised the celebration of the Lord's

Supper, discussing whether women should partici-

pate, whether ministers only should distribute the

bread and wine, and whether it should be adminis-

tered only in the church; (6) they attacked the
church doctrine of the sufficiency of faith, (7) the
Church's mode of investiture in office; and (8) pro-

claimed the absolute religious freedom of all men.
It is improbable that any sect advocated these

heterogeneous views and only these, though in gen-
eral they accord with the Independents' position.

The view that the Independents and Seekers are

one is supported by a sentence from a letter of

Cromwell's, of Oct. 25, 1646 (Oliver Cromwell's

Letters and Speeches, ed. T. Carlyle, 3 vols., Lon-
don, 1866): " to bea seeker is to be of the b^ sect

next to a finder,- and such an one shall every faith-

ful humble seeker be at the end. Happy seeker,
happy finder!

"
(F. Kattbnbusch.)

The term is properly applicable not to a sect but
to individuals who failed to find satisfaction in the
doctrines and practises of any existing denominar
tion, though they hoped by further study of the
Scriptiu'es or by special divine revelation to gain
new light adequate for their guidance. Roger Will-

iams (q.v.), after he had founded a church of im-
mersed believers, reached the conviction that the
ordinances had been lost in the great apostasy, and
that no one had a right to restore them without a
special revelation from God. a. h. n.

Bibuographt: E. Pacitt, Hereaiography: or, a Deacription
of the Hereiicke$ and Sectariet of these latter Titnee, Lon-
don, 1645; H. Reggius (i.e., Geoig IHom), De statu ecelc
eim BritanfUca hodiemo, Danxig, 1647; Reliquia Bax-
teriafUB, ed. M. Sylvester, p. 76, London, 1697.

SEBLBY, SIR JOHN ROBBRT: Man of letters;

b. at London Sept. 10, 1834; d. at Cambridge Jan.
13, 1895. He graduated at Cambridge (B.A., 1 857)

;

became fellow of Christ's College, 1858; a master
in City of London School, 1861; professor of Latin,

University College, London, 1863; professor of
modem history at Cambridge, 1869. He was the
author of the very celebrated Ecce Homo, a Survey
oftheLdfe and Work of Jesus Christ (London, 1865;
latest ed., 1908), which evoked among many others
the reply of Joseph Parker, Ecce Deus (1867) . Other
works of theological interest were Lectures and
Essays (1870); Natural Religion (1882). He wrote
also a number of works in political history and in

literature, including The Growth of British Policy

(1895; contains a memoir by G. W. Prothero).

BnuooRAPHT: Besidee the memoir by Prothero, ut sup.,

consult: DNB, li. 190-193; J. R. Tanner, in Englieh His-
torical Review, x (1895), 507-514; M. Todhunter, in West
minster Review, czlv (1896), 503 sqq.; H. A. L. Fisher,
in Fortniohtlv Review, Ixvi (1896), 183 sqq.

SEELYE, JULIUS HAWLEY: Congregationalist

b. at Bethel, Conn., Sept. 14, 1824; d. at Amherst,
Mass., May 12, 1895. He was graduated from Am-
herst College, 1849; from Auburn Theological

Seminary, 1852; and studied at Halle, Germany,
1852-53; became professor of moral philosophy and
metaphysics, Amherst College, 1858; member of

Congress, 1875; and was president of Amherst Col-

lege, 1877-90. He translated Albert Schwegler's

History of Philosophy (New York, 1856); and wrote
The Way, the TnUh, and the Life, Lectures to Edu-
cated Hindus (Bombay and Boston, 1873); and
Christian Missions (New York, 1875).

SE6ARELLI, 6HERARD0. See Afostouo
Brethren.

SEGRA^ s^n'yd, FRANCESCO: Cardinal; b. at

Poggio Ginolfo (diocese of Marsi), Italy, Aug. 31,

1836. He was educated at the Roman Seminary
and the College of the Sapienza, after which he was
professor of dogmatics in the College of St. Apol-

Unaris, Rome, and divisional director of Oriental

affairs in the Propaganda. In 1881 he was ap-

pointed canonist of the Holy Penitentiary, as well

as canon of Santa Maria in Trastevere. He was
assistant secretary for extraordinary ecclesiastical

affairs \mtil 1884, when he accompanied Rampolla
to Madrid as councilor of the nimcio. After hia
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return to Italy, he became auditor of the Rota,

director of the Penitentiaiy, secretary for extraor-

dinary ecclesiastical affairs, and canon of St. Peter's.

In 1894 he was created cardinal deacon of Santa
Maria in Portico. He is also archivist of the Curia

and prefect of the Index, and has taken a prominent

part in the discussion concerning the validity of

Anglican orders.

SEGNERIy s6n-y6^rl, PAOLO: Italian Jesuit;

b. at Nettuno (31 m. s.8.e. of Rome) Mar. 21, 1624;

d. at Rome Deo. 6, 1694. He entered the Society of

Jesus (1637); was ordained priest, 1652; and from
then until 1665 he taught in a Jesuit school at

Pestoia. From 1665 to 1692 he spent half of each

year in retirement, and the rest in traveling as a
missionary throughout northern Italy. He became
the foremost preacher among the Jesuits in Italy,

and has been styled the " restorer of Italian elo-

quence." His sermons were modeled upon Chrysos-

tom's. When the Jesuits at Rome perceived that

Quietism (see Molinob, Miguel de) was slowly \m-

denmning Romanism, and particularly Jesuitism,

they sent him " a bimdle of Quietistic books with

directions to prepare an antidote to them." So in

1680 he published at Florence a small volimie with

the title, Concordia ira la foHca e la Quiete ('' har-

mony between effort and Quiet "), in which without

naming Molinos, or disparaging the contempla^

tive life, he endeavored to show that the successful

prosecution of Quietism was possible only to a few.

His book raised, however, a storm of opposition

from the then powerful Quietists, and was put on
the Index. He prudently remained away from
Rome. In 1692 Pope Innocent XII. called him to

Rome as his preacher-in-ordinary, and theologian

of the penitentiary. His Opere appeared in Venice

in 4 vols., 1712, and later; also MUan, 1845-47 (best

edition). His best-known work is II Quaresimale

(thirty-four Lenten sermons, Florence, 1679; Eng.
transl. by James Ford, Sermons from the Quare-

eimale of ... P. Segneri, 3 vols., London, 1857-61,

4th ed., 1869, reprinted 2 vols.. New York, 1872).

Besides this, there have been translated: The De-
vout Client ofMary Instructed (London, 1724; 1857)

;

The Knowledge of Ourselves (1848) ; Father Segneri's

SenHmenti; or, Lights in Prayer (1876); Panegyrics

(1877); Manna of the Soul (2 vols., 1879); Prac-

tice of Interior RecoUectien vnth God (1881).

Bxbuoobapht: Q. MmboI, Brev« Raogvaglio deOa VUa dd
... P. Seoneri, Venice, 1701; E. P. Hood, Lamp9,
PitcherM, and TrumpeU, vol. i., London, 1867; J. Bigelow,
MolinoM the Quietitt, pp. 18-24, New York, 1882; KL, zi.

70-71.

SECOND, s^gen, JACQUES JEAN LOUIS:
Swiss Protestant theologian; b. at Plainpalais,

Geneva, Oct. 4, 1810; d. at Geneva June 18, 1885.

He studied at itte universities of Geneva, Strasburg,

and Bonn; was pastor of the Geneva National

Church at Chtoes-Bourgeries, 1840-41; founded a
society at Geneva for flie exegetical study of the

New Testament which lasted 1836-41, and gave
free lectures in the university on Old-Testament
exegesis; lectured on Old-Testament introduction,

1862-64; and was professor of Old-Testament exe-

gesis, 1872-85. His fame rests upon his translation,

at the request of the Venerable Company of Pas-

tors of Geneva, La Sainte Bible; Anden Testament

(2 vols., Geneva, 1874), Le Noiweau Testament

(1880); reprinted by the University Press (Ox-
ford, 1880). His othi^ works include Ruth (Creneva,

1834); VEcdieiasU (1835); De voce Scheol et no-

Hone Orci apud HdircBos (1835); De la nature de

VinspiratUm chex les auteurs et dans les 6crits du
Nouveau Testament (1836); TraUi iUrnentaire des

accents h^breux (1841); Soiries chriOennes (2 ser.,

1850; new ser., 1871); Giographie de la terre sainte

(1851); Ricits biUiques d Vusage de la jeunesse

(1862); Chrestomathie biUique (1864); and Le
prophtU Esaie (1866).

BzBLioomAPBT: Liohtei^exser, BR8, xL 196-197.

SEIDEMANN, sOi'de-mOn, JOHANN KARL:
German Lutheran; b. at Dresden Apr. 10, 1807;

d. there Aug. 5, 1879. He was educated at the Uni-

versity of Leipsic (1826-28), and, after teaching in

his native city in various institutions, was called in

1834 to the pastorate of Eschdorf, not far from
Pillnitz. Here he remained \mtil his retirement

from active life in 1871. The first noteworthy work
of Seidemann was his Eschdorf und DiUertbach

(Dresden, 1840), supplemented, twenty years later,

by his Ud>erlieferungen tw Geschichte von Eschdorf,

Dittersbach und Umgegend (1860). His first book
was quickly followed by a series of monographs on
the history of the Reformation in Saxony: Thomas
MUmer (Dresden, 1842); Die Leipziger Disputation

im Jahr i5/P(1843); KaH von MiUiz (1844); Er-
Iduterungen zur Reformationsgeschichte durch bisher

unbekannte Urkunden (1844); and BeOrdge zur

Reformationsgeschichte (2 parts, 1846-48).

After 1846 Seidemann became more and more in-

terested in the writings of Luther. In 1856 he pub-
lished at Berlin the completion of W. M. L. de
Wette's edition of Luther's letters, and three years

later he issued forty-one additional letters of the

Reformer in his Lutherbriefe (Dresden, 1859). In
1872 he edited the diary of Anton Lauterbach,

which had recently been discovered by F. Schnorr
von Carolsfeld (Dresden, 1872); and three years

later published D. Jakob Schwenk, der vermeirUliche

Anlinomer, Freibergs Reformator (Leipsic, 1875).

In 1874 he discovered, in the Dresden library, Lu-
ther's earliest lectures on the Psalms—an auto-
graph—^which he edited under the title of Luihers

erste und dUeste Vorlesungen Hber die Psalmen aus
den Jahren 151S-16 (Dresden, 1876), of which only

the first volume appeared. When he died, he had
nearly completed ^e collection of material for a
critical edition of Luther's " Table-talk." He may
be considered the founder of modem research con-

cerning Luther, though he was a collector and in-

vestigator rather than a historian.

(T. KOLDB.)
Bibuoobapbt: F. Sohnorr von Carolsfeld, in New ArMio

far aacfuiache QwMchU, i (1880), 94 sqq.; C. Krafft, in
ZeiUchrift dea bergiaehen Oeachichtwereiiu, xvi (1881), 267-
258; ADB, xzxiii. 627-630.

SEIR. See Edom.

SEIRIM. See Demon, Demonoloot.

SEISS, sois, JOSEPH AUGUSTUS: Lutheran
(General Council); b. near Graceham, Md., Mar.

18, 1823; d. at Philadelphia June 21, 1904. His
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parents were Moravian, but he became a student in

Pennsylvania College, Gettysburg, 1839-41, with-

out s^^uating; and his theological study was
mostly private. He became pastor at Martinsburg

and Shepherdstown, Va., 1843; Cumberland, Md.,

1847; Baltunore, Md., 1852; of St. John's, Philar

delphia, 1858; and of Holy Communion, Philadel-

phia, 1874. He was one of the most eloquent preach-

ers of the coimtry, possessing a style that was clear,

ornate, and forceful. He was one of the founders

of the General Council, and one of the coounittee

which made its Church Book, He edited Prophetic

Timesf a monthly, 1863-75; was joint editor of

The LiUheran, 1860-61; of The LiUheran and Mia-
sianary, 1861-73; editor of the latter, 1873-79; and
traveled in Europe and the East, 1864-65. He was
the author of Lectures on EpisUes to the Hebrews
(Baltimore, 1846) ; Baptist System Examined (Phila-

delphia, 1854); Digest of Christian Doctrine (1S55);

Last Times (1856); Holy Types (1860); Book of
Forms (1860); Evangelical Psalmist (1860); Para-

ble of the Ten Virgins (1862); Ecdesia Lutherana

(1867); Plain Words, sermons (1869); Lectures on
the Apocalypse (3 vols., 1870-84; 6th ed., 1900);

The Javelin, by a Lutheran (1871) ; Uriel, Occasional

Discourses (1874); Church Song (1875-81); Lec-

tures on the Gospels (2 vols., 1876) ; A Mvrade in

Stone (1877); Recreatian Songs (187S); Thirty-three

Practical Sermons (1879); Voices from Babylon

(1879); Blossoms of Faith, sermons (1880); The
Golden Altar, maiuial of private devotions (New
York, 1882); Gospel in the Stars (Philadelphia,

1882); Luther and the Reformation (1883); Lectures

on the Epistles (2 vols., 1885); Right Life (1886);

Letters of Jesus (1889); Beacon Lights (1900);

The Christ and his Church (1902); and Recent

Sermons (1904).

SEITZ, suits, ANTON: German Roman Catholic;

b. at Windsheim (30 m. s.e. of WOrzburg), Bavaria,

May 27, 1869. He was educated at the universities

of Leipsic and Mimich (1887-88), and then studied

theology at Wttraburg from 1888 to 1892, after

which he was curate at Hammelsburg. From 1895

to 1897 he studied philosophy at Mimich (Ph.D.,

1897), and in 1902 became privat-dooent at WOrz-
burg. Since 1904 he has been professor of apolo-

getics at the University of Munich. Among his

works are: Die Apologie des Christentums bei den

Griechen des vierten undfUnften Jahrhunderts in his-

torischrsystematischer Darstdlung (WQrzburg, 1895)

;

Die WUlensfreiheit in der Philosophic des Christian

Avjgust Crusius gegenHber dem Leibnitg-Wolffschen

Determinismus in historischrpsychologischer Be-

grUndung und systematischen ZusammerOuing (1899)

;

WiUensfreiheit und modemer psychologischer Deter-

minismus (Cologne, 1902); Die Heilsnotwendigkeit

der Kirche nach der aUchrisUichen Literatur bis zur

Zeit des heiligen Augustinus (Freiburg, 1903);

Christuszeugnisse aus dem klassischen AUertum
von ungldubiger Seite (Cologne, 1906); and Das
Evangdium vom Gottessohn. Eine Apologie der

wesenhaften Gottessohnschaft gegenHher der Kritik

der modemsten deutschen Thedogie (1908).

SELAH (SELA): The former capital of Edom
(q.v.), mentioned 11 Kings xiv. 7 aiid Isa. xvi. 1.

X.—22

The name means ** rock " (cf. Gk. Petra, and Judges
i. 36; Isa. xlii. 11). It is situated sixty miles north
of EHath and seventy miles south from the Dead
Sea, in the Wadi Musa, a deep cleft of the Mount-
Seir range, near the foot of Moimt Hor. It is ap-

proached through a narrow defile on the east, a
mile and a half long, called the Sik ('' cleft ") of

Wadi Musa. The rock of red sandstone towers to

a height of from 100 to 300 feet above the floor of

the wadi, and in places the way is so narrow that

the traveler can almost touch the sides on either

hand. Once the way was paved, and bits of the

pavement can be seen. Abruptly the traveler comes
upon the so-called Khaznet Fir'aim ('* treasury of

Pharaoh "), really a temple cut from the living

rock, with a facade eighty-five feet high, beauti-

fully sculptured, and in remarkable preservation.

Two hundred yards farther along the valley, which
widens considerably at this point, is the amphi-
theater, also entirely from the rock, thirty-oine

yards in diameter, and with thirty-three tiers of

seats, accommodating from 3,000 to 4,000 specta-

tors. Farther on there are curious tombs, some
veiy elaborate, other temples, chief of which is the

Kasr Fir'aun C palace of Pharaoh ")i & ruined
basilica, and a triiunphal arch.

Besides the Biblical passages noted above, refer-

ence to this place may perhaps be seen in the
work " rock " in II Chron. xxv. 11, 12; Jer. xlix.

16-18; Ob. 3. Nothing definite is known of the

history of the place before its capture by Amaziah
(II Kings xiv. 7), who renamed it Joktheel. The
Nabatseans conquered the region c. 300 B.C., and
made Selah, under its Greek form Petra, their cap-

ital. The city rose into prominence, being upon the

high-road between Arabia and Syria, and so im-
portant for the caravan trade. The Seleuddffi made
vain attempts to take it. Pompey captured the

whole region called by Greek writers Arabia Petrsea,

i.e., Arabia whose capital is Petra. In Petra, Hyr-
canus II. and his son Herod, afterward Herod the

Great, found a hiding-place (Joseph, Ant., XIV.,
i. 4; War, I., vi., 2, xiii.8). In the first Quistian
centuries Petra was the capital of a Roman prov-
ince, and it is from this period that the ruins most
in evidence date. It became an episcopal see, and
its bishops are mentioned as late as 536 a.d. It

was destroyed by the Mohammedans probably be-

tween 629 and 632, was lost to knowledge till redis-

covered by the Egyptian rulers in the thirteenth

century, and then again sank completely out of no-

tice until Seetzen, in 1807, visited it, and gave the

world the wondrous tale. It is now quite often

visited by tourists and other travelers.

Bxbuoorapbt: K. Baedeker, PdUaUne and Syria, pp. 176-
183, Leipsio, etc., 1906; J. L. Burckhardt, Tmvdt in
Syria and the Hcly Land, London, 1822; L. de Leborde,
Journey through Arabia Petraa, London, 1838; E. H.
Palmer, Deeert of the Exodua, pp. 366 sqq., 440 sqq.. Cam-
bridge, 1871; E. Hull. Mount Seir, Sinai, and Weatem
Palettine, London, 1885; J. Bartli, in American Journal
of Semite Languaoea, xiii (1896-97), 267-268; J. La-
granise, in Reoue biblique intemationale, vi (1897), 208-
230. vii (1898). 166-182; T. Noldeke, in ZA, xii (1897),
1-7; M. de Vogu6, in Revtie biblique intemaiionale, vi

(1897). 231-238; JBL (1899), 132 eqq.; DB, iv.

430-431; BB, iv. 4344-45; and the literature under
Edom.
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SELAH, sS^a: A musical or liturgical term which

occurs seventy-four times in the Bible (seventy-one

times in the Psalms, and in Hab. iii. 3, 9, 13). Its

meaning is not known, and modem scholars are

much divided over its interpretation. It has been

supposed (1) to represent the Greek psoOe, " play

on the haip," or *^ staccato "; (2) to be an abbre-

viation; (3) to mean " pause "; (4) to mean " for

ever" (so the Targiun, Aquila, Tlieodotion); or

(5) to be a direction to raise the voice, equivalent

to the musical sign forUt or fortissimo,

Bibuoobaprt: C. A. Biiggs. in JBL, xviii (1899). 132-143,

J. Pariaot, in /^ahm hibUqw intemationale, viii (1899),

573-681; Emilie Q. Brigg*. in American Journal of Sem-
itU Langvaget, xvi (1899-1900), 1-29: DB, iv. 431-432;

EB, iv. 4346-^7; and the eommentarifls on the Pftalms.

SBLBIE, JOHN ALEXARDBR: United Free

Church of S(K>tland; b. at Maryculter (7 m. s.w. of

Aberdeen), Kincardineshire, Feb. 4, 1856. He was
educated at the University of Aberdeen (M.A.,

1876), the University of Tubingen (1878), and Free

Church College, Aberdeen (from which he was
graduated in 1880). In 1882 he became minister

of Birsay Free Church, Orkney, and in 1896 suo-

ceeded his father as minister at Biaryculter. In

1905 he retired from the ministry to devote himself

entirely to literary work. Since 1893 he has been

the assistant of James Hastings in the preparation

of the Dictionary of the Bible (5 vols., Ekiinbuigh,

1898-1904), Dictionary of Christ and the Oospde

(2 vols., 1906-07), the Dictionary of Religion and
Ethics (1908 sqq.), and Smaller Dictionary of the

Bible (1908). He is editor of the foreign depart-

ment of The Expository Times, and has translated

E. Kdnig's Exiles* Book of Consolation (Edinburgh,

1899). In theology he is an adherent of the school

represented by Driver's Introduction to the Litera-

ture of the Old Testament, and is " generally in S3rm-

pathy with all modem liberal currents of theolog-

ical opinion."

Bibuoobafht: BxpowUory Ttmet, Feb., 1907, oontaini
sketch and portrait.

SBLBIE, WILLIAM BOOTHBT: Congregation-

alist; b. at Chesterfield (22 m. n. of Derby) Deo.

24, 1862. He received his education at Mandiester
Grammar School and Brasenose and Mansfield col-

leges, Oxford (M.A., Trinity Hall, Cambridge, 1904);

was lecturer in Hebrew and Old Testament, Mans-
field College, Oxford, 1889-90; minister of High-
gate Congregational Church, London, 1890-1902,

and of Emmanuel Congr^ational Church, Cam-
bridge, 1902-09; became principal of Mansfield

College, Oxford, 1909. He has written Life and
Teachings of Jesus (London, 1908) ; and Aspects of
Christ (New York, 1909).

SBLBORNE, ROUNDBLL PALMER, EARL OF:
B. at Mixbuiy (55 m. n.w. of London), Oxfordshire,

Nov. 27, 1812; d. at Blackmoor, Petersfield (50 m.
s.w. of London), May 4, 1895. He was educated
at Trinity College, Oxford (B.A., 1834; M.A., 1837);
called to the bar, 1837; became a queen's counsel,

1849; member of parliament, 1847-52, 1853-57,

1861-82; solicitor-general, 1861; attorney-gen-

eral, 1863-66; and lord chancellor of England,
1872-74, 1880-85. He was elected lord rector of

the University of St. Andrew's, 1877; raised to the

peerage, 1882; and was president of the first house

of laymen of the Church of England, Westminster,

Feb., 1886. His principal significance for theology

lies in the fact that he edited Book of Praise, from

the Best English Hymn-Writers (London, 1863 and

often), marking one of the great advancesm En^iflh

praise books (see Sedgwick, Daniel).

Bibuooraprt: R. T. Davidioa and W. Benham« Lift «/

Archibald Campbell Tail, 2 vols.. Londoo. 1891; W. Wud.
WUHam Oeorgt Ward and the Oxford Movement, ib.. 1889;

idem, Wittiam Qeorge Ward and the Catholic RewMl, ib.

1893; DNB, xlliL 150-154; Julian, Hymnolon* P- 1580.

SELBTy THOMAS GUNH: English Wesleyan, b.

at New Radford (2 m. n. of Nottingham) June

5, 1846; d. at Bromley (8 m. s.e. of London) Dec.

12, 1910. His father was a silk merchant, and ed-

ucated him first in private schools at NottiDgham

and Derby, then in the Wesleyan College at Rich-

mond, but he did not study for a d^^ree. He was

missionary at Fatshan and Shin C^iau Foo in Can-

ton Province, China, from 1868 till 1881, after which

time he traveled extenavely in other provinces. On
his return to England in 1883 he served as Wesleyan

minister at different places. In 1898 he retired for

literary work to Bromley. He wrote several good

books on China, The Chinaman in his own Stents

(London, 1895); Chinamen at Home (1900); As <^

Chinese see us (1901); he also wrote a life of Christ

in Chinese and was active on the executive board oC

the Anti-Opium Society from 1883 to his death. But

it is as a preacher that he will be longest remem-

bered. He published many volumes of sermons,

The Imperfect Angel, and other Sermons (1890, 4th

ed., 1894) ; The Lesson of a Dilemma, and other Ser-

mons (1893, 4th ed., 1899); The Holy Spirit and

Christian Privilege (1894); The Unheeding God, and

other Sermons (1st and 2d ed., 1899); The God of

the Frail (1902); The Alienated Crown (1904); A
Strenuous Gospel (1906); The Divine Craftsman, and

other Sermons (1909). He delivered the Femley
lecture at Liverpool on The Theology of Modem
Fiction (1896); contributed to the series of Books

for Bible Students that on The Ministry of the Lord

Jesus (1896); to Clerical Life, Letters to Ministers

(1898); &nd to The Cross and the Dice-box: Sermons

and Addresses to Workingmen (Manchester, 1903);

and published independently The God of the Patri-

archs, Studies in the Early Scriptures of the Old

Testament (1904).

SELDEN, JOHN: English jurist, stateonao,

and archeologist; b. at Salvington, West Tarring

(11 m. w. of Brighton), Sussex, Dec. 16, 1584; d.

in London Nov. 30, 1654. Selden received his edu-

cation at Chichester free school, and Hart Hall,

Oxford, but did not graduate, leaving college to

take up the study of law at CUfford Inn. In 1601

he was admitted to the Inner Temple, and ms
called to the bar in 1612. Influenced by Ben Jon-

son Camden, and especially by Robert Bruce (Tot-

ton, he turned to theoretical and historical juricfical

investigations resulting in AnaUdon Anglo-BrUan-

nicon (1607); Jani Anglorum fades altara (1610);

England's epinomis (1610) ; and De laudibus legum

AnglicB (1616). He first won fame with his De^
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Syria (1617; Eng. transl., The Fabuious Gods De-

nounced in the Bible, Philadelphia, 1881), which at-

tncted attention and was reprinted on the con-

tinent, and was long regarded as authoritative,

though later oriental studies have shown that it

relied too implicitly upon rabbinical sources, and
was of course dependent upon the earlier philology

and exegesis. Iliis work was followed by a large

number of oriental studies, made possible by his

access to the rich collections of the Bodleian and
of Lambeth palace. His most important investiga-

tions were: De succeseianibua in bona defundorum
ad leges EbroMrum (London, 1631, with a supple-

ment, De suceessione in ponHficatum EbrcMfrum,

Leyden, 1638); De jure naturali et gentium fuxta

ditdjdinam EbrcBorum (London 1640); De anno
dviU et calendario veteris ecdesics seu reipublicm

Jvdoic4B (1644); Uxor Ebraica, seu de nupHis ed

divortiis veterum Ebrceorum (1646); De synedriis

et prafecturis jvridids veterum Ebraorum (1650-

1655). These publications were characterized by
great learning, and in them Selden introduced to

the western world many matters of oriental culture

and history, such as the Coptic-Arabic calendar

notation.

His Historie of Tithes (1618), in which he sought

to prove that tithes had been enjoined by " eccle-

siastical and positive law," but not by the jus di-

vinumy caused him to be brought before the court

of high commission for trial. He was compelled to

express regret for having published the book, which

was suppressed and its author forbidden to answer

his opponents.

Selden, in consequence of this act, entered poli-

tics and took a foremost part in the fight for indi-

vidual liberty, being in parliament in 16^3, 1626,

and in 1628, and later, where he led the attack

against the duke of Buckingham, Charles' minis-

ter, aided in the fight for the habeas-corpus act,

and was repeatedly imprisoned. He took a prom-
inent part in the ensuing conflicts against the cler-

ical party. As a member of the Long Parliament

and the Westminister Assembly he iised his influ-

ence against the catholicizing State CHiurch. In his

Tabte-Talk (1689; reprint, Oxford, 1892) he took

the position that the State was sovereign, but that

Church and State should each manage its own
affairs. Selden was accused of infidelity, a charge

to which his friendship with Hobbes gave a pre-

text, but he opposed Hobbes' doctrines and be-

lieved to the end in the divine origin of the Chris-

tian religion.

In his later years he joined the Presbyterians

but opposed the excesses that ended in the death of

Charles. His name is honored for his integrity and
versatile learning. His writings, which include

many not mentioned above deeding with subjects

in law and history, suffer from obscurity, prolixity,

and an imsatisfactoiy method. They are distin-

guished by subtlety and fearless outspokenness.

After the king's death he retired to scholarly private

life. A large proportion of his books, manuscripts,

and archeological treasures ultimately came into

possession of the Bodleian library. His Works were
collected by Dr. WiUdns (3 vols., London, 1726,

with Life prefixed).

Bibxjoobapbt: J. Aikin, The Ltvet of J. Selden and Arek-
hiehap Uaher, London, 1812; the Life by Willdns in the
Worke, ut sup.; a biography by Singer appears in the edi-

tions of the Table Talk after 1847; A. k Wood. Athenm
Oxonieneea, ed. P. Bliss, vol. iv., London, 1817; DNB,
IL 212-224.

SBLBUCIDJB, sel-ia'si-d! or d-dd ("descendants

of Seleucus ") : The name given to the dynasty
foimded in Syria by Seleucus, one of the generals

of Alexander, which ruled Syria either in whole or

in part and more or less continuously from about
321 to 65 B.C. The history of the dynasty neces-

sarily involves also that of the usurpers or contes1>-

ants who succeeded in establishing themselves for

longer or shorter times, sometimes in only a part

of the territory, during this stormy period. The
history is of interest to the student of theology for

at least three reasons: (1) because of the nearly

continuous contact with the Jews and the effects

upon their fortunes, especially in the reign of An-
tiochus Epiphanes (see below); (2) because of the

Hellenization of the region, preparing for the cul-

ture which was to be in no small part (Dhristian;

and (3) because of the development of the city of

Antioch, which was to become a great seat of ChnS'
tian learning and activities (see Antioch, School
op; Antioch, Synods op).

Seleucus L Nicator (30&-281), the founder, was a
Macedonian, and one of the generals of Alexander
in his Asiatic campaigns. On the death of Alexan-

der, and at the first distribution of the provinces,

Seleucus did not at once receive a separate assign-

ment of territory, but was attached as chiliarch to

Perdiccas, the '* protector of the kingdom." But
in 321 be obtained Babylonia, whence, however, he
was expelled in 316 by Antigonus, but with the

help of Ptolemy regained it in 312, thus fixing the

era of the Seleucids (Oct. 1). After the victory over

Antigonus at Ipsus in 301, Syria also came to him
as a part of his dominions and Antioch displaced

Babylon as the capital. Meanwhile, between 311

and 302 he carried his arms victoriously as far as

the Indus, and in 306 assumed the title of king.

With this success, he was too good a strategist to

attempt to hold territory so far away as the ex-

treme east, and so for a valuable consideration (500

elephants) yielded to Ohandragupta (Sandraootta)

the northwestern provinces of India. In the allot-

ment after the battle of Ipsus Ptolemy had received

Ocele-Syria and Palestine, territory which Seleucus

coveted, and in a momentary panic had withdrawn.

Seleucus claimed this as forfeited, but Ptolemy again

assumed control in spite of Seleucus' protests, and
the regions became anew the source of strife for a
century between Egypt and Sjrria (see Ptolemy).
In the contests which continued between those who
were striving for Alexander's empire, Seleucus made
constant gains, and at the end of his life all of Asia

Minor except the extreme northeastern portion

bordering on Armenia came into his possession;

but this was really a source of weakness rather than
of strength, as the history of the following reigns

demonstrates. Meanwhile he was constantly en-

gaged in the organization of his kingdom and in

attempts at cementing the unrelated parts. He
was a&sassinated by Ptolemy Ceraunos, son of

Ptolemy I., in 281. Hd was a good administrator,
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an able statesman, generous and open as a man,
withal a patron of art, trade, and agriculture.

Antiochos L Soter (281-261), son of Seleuous,

found that instead of coming quietly into posses-

sion of his kingdom he would have to fight for it.

One of the purposes of the assassination of Seleucus

by the freebooting Ptolemy Ceraunoe was the re-

moval of the leading personage in the East and the

affording thus of an opportunity for carving a king-

dom for himself. The effect was to throw the en-

tire Greek world into a turmoil, with the various

Greek aspirants or monarchs attempting to make
capital out of the situation. Antiochus I. had been
trained both in war and in government. When his

father was IdUed, he was at work in his province

(Babylonia), and his hold upon the East was firm

because of the loyalty of the inhabitants to one of

their own race (his mother was an Iranian) . Ptolemy
was prevented from more than a half-hearted bid

for tiie kingdom by troubles at home. The real

seat of war was Asia Minor, and the situation there

was complicated by the irruption of the Gauls

—

the ancestors of the Galatians to whom Paul car-

ried the Gospel and wrote his epistle (cf. W. M.
Ramsay, Chwrch in the Roman Empire^ p. 105 et

passim. New York, 1803). In spite of some vic-

tories (Antiochus is said to have won his title of

Soter by a defeat of the Gauls), Asia Minor was in

part lost to Syria, and the Seleucid possessions there

constantly dwindled under the attacks of Mace-
donians and Egyptians, the whole north of that

region was also lost to the Armenians. War with
Ptolemy Philadelphus also intervened, the theater

being iJie eastern coast of the Mediterranean and
southeastern Asia Minor.

Antiochus XL Theos (261-246) was the second son

of Soter, the eldest son having been charged with
conspiracy and executed. The war with E^pt con-

tinued with varying fortune until the marriage of

Antiochus with Berenice, daughter of Ptolemy
Philadelphus, when his former wife Laodice was
formally divorced and banished. History does not

give a very clear picture of this king. He is por-

trayed as sensuous and debauched, and was the ob-

ject of the flattery which produced his name Theos
(" (jod "). He seems to have practically deserted

Berenice for Laodice, and died at Ephesus, possi-

bly poisoned by Laodice, who feared for the suc-

cession of her son. His death brought new turmoil

to the kingdom, the two queens striving for their

offspring. Berenice proclaimed her infant son king

in Antioch, and he was slain within a few days while

she herself fell soon by an assassin. Laodice, in

Ephesus, proclaimed her son.

Seleucus XL Callinicus (246-226). The assas-

sination of Berenice and her son brought her

brother Ptolemy HI. from Egypt to avenge her

death, and there resulted his famous march
through Asia (see Ptolemt), aa well as conquests
in Asia Minor of Seleucid possessions there.

The queen mother of Callinicus was holding por-

tions of Asia Minor really for her younger son An-
tiochus Hierax, who rebelled against Callinicus

while the latter was recovering a part of his eastern

kingdom. Eventually Mithridates of Pontus in-

tervened in Asia Minor against (Callinicus, who was

attempting to subdue his brother, and that region

was virtually lost to ^e Seleudds; in the East Cal-

linicus had only partially recovered his possessioDa,

the kingdom of Parthia being established there,

when he was IdUed by a fall from his horse.

Seleucus lEL (Ceraunus) Soter (226-223), son of

Callinicus, thus succeeded to a difiicult podtion.

He attempted to recover Asia Minor, and was war-

ring there when he fell, probably a victim to con-

spirators in his own camp.
Antk>ch m. Magnus (223-187), younger son of

Callinicus, was in Babylon when his predecessor feL

He was called at once into action to repd assaults

upon his realm from foes without and to put down
rebels from within, assailing the eastern portion erf

his kingdom. After succeeding there, he took

advantage of the opportunity to gain the long-

contested Ccsle-Syria and Palestine offered by

Theodotus, governor of Ccele-Syria, when Ptolemy

Philopator had disregarded his merits and permitted

court jealousies to influence him. Antiochus at

once recovered parts of the Phenician littoral,

which was but the beginning of a series of opera-

tions which was to win E^rptian possessions in

Asia for Syria. Continued success attended him

till, at the battle of Raphia in 217, he suffered a

disastrous defeat, which, however, Ptolemy did

not follow up. Antiochus \ised the respite to regain

his strength, this time employing his forces in ^
recovery of central Asia Minor, which he accom-

plished by 213. Before undertaking the more dis-

tant parts of the work in his plans of campaign, be

associated his son Antiochus with him in tJie govon-
ment, so as to leave a ruler in the capital in case of

accident. In 212 he turned to the East—to Ar-

menia, eastern Iran, Parthia, and Bactria—and
penetrated to northern India, subduing states that

had revolted, making tributaiy those which were

on the fringes of his empire, and binding the petty

kings, whom he left on Uieir thrones, to his interest

either by matrimonial alliances or by indebtedness

to his magnanimity. By these exploits, in which be

manifested a moderation equalled only by his states-

manship as exemplified by his treatment of the

once hostile kings, he won the title of Magnus. In

the East he had practically reconstituted the em-

pire of Alexander. One blot stands to his discredit

in that he set the example, to be followed by sevenl

of his successors, of pillage of temples in his selling

of the treasure of the temple of Anaitis (Aine) at

Ecbatana. This act was impolitic, raising against

him the hatred of the worshipers, and the practise

was to cause infinite trouble to his deac^odanta.

In 204 he returned to Syria proper, but not to rest

With the death of Ptolemy IV. Philopator and the

accession of the infant Ptolemy V. Epiphanes in

Egypt, the time seemed ripe to realise the long-

halted ambitions of Syria for the possession of

Palestine. This he achieved, making, however, a

matrimonial -alliance with Ptolemy by betrothing

to the latter his daughter Cleopatra witii the reve-

nues of the conquered territory as dowry. He next

attacked Asia Minor to enlaige his holdings there

(19^198); at this moment the Egjrptian-Gieek

general Scopas attempted to recover Palestine for

the Ptolemies but was defeated in the decisive
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battle at Paneias which terxniDated E^Qrptian rule

in Aoa (198). The next year Antioohus carried fur-

ther his assault upon A^ Minor by sea and land,

recovering Ptolemaic territoiy nearly all the way
aloDg the southern and eastern coasts. He then
ehailenged Rome by passing into Europe, his suc-

cesses seeming to him as a Greek to give him the

right to intervene in the constant struggle of the

Grecian states in bdialf of a reunited Greek world.

This brought a protesting Roman embassy, de-

manding Ms retirement and the restriction of his

operations to Asia. But he assumed to be the
liberator of Greece from the Romans, despised the

Roman power, entered upon the struggle less fully

prepared than was his wont, and suflFered defeat at

ThermopylsB. The Romans carried the war into

Asia, axid Antiochus met a crushing defeat at Mag-
nesia, after which he was compelled to give up all

the territory north of the Taurus mountains, was
fined 15,500 talents, and a large quantity of com.
In 188 Antiochus departed to &e East, and the re-

port was that he was killed while plundering or on
his way to plunder the temple of Baal at Elymais
(cf. Dan. xi. 19; I Mace. viii. 6).

Seleocus IV. Philopator (187-176), son of Anti-
ochus the Great, succeeded to a difiioult task, that

of recovering the prestige lost by his father in the
contest with the Romans, while at the same time
he had to pay the indenmity imposed by the lat-

ter. He foimd an empty treasury (which his com-
paratively peaceful reign succeeded in filling) and
a consequent advisability for cessation from the
ceaseless wars in which his predecessors had en-

gaged (cf. Dan. xi. 20). It is possible, however,
that he was prevented from intervening in the wars
of the Greek world by an embassy from the Ro-
mans. He is the long mentioned in II Mace., iii. as
sending, to confiscate the money in the treasury of

the Temple at Jerusalem, his minister Heliodorus
who is reported to have entered the sanctuary and
to have been prevented by a terrible apparition

there from accomplishing his purpose. Chi his re-

turn, Heliodorus formed a conspiracy and murdered
Seleucus, putting on the throne the infant son of

Seleucus (intending thus to keep the power in his

own hands), passing by the elder son Demetrius (a

hostage at Rome), and disregarding Antiochus the

brother of Philopator. But the plans of Heliodorus

came to nothing when Antiochus forced his way to

tile throne.

Antkichos IV. Epiphanei (175-164), son of Anti-

ochus III., grew up in Rome where he was a
hostage; he accepted Greek dtisenship at Athens
and a magistracy. Interest in him for the student

of Jewish and Christian history centers in his de-

termined attack in behalf of Greek culture and re-

ligion upon Jewish nationality, religion, and Scrip-

tures, provoking the uprising which re&nilted in the

temporarily briSiant period of Maccabean rule (see

Hasmonhans). That he is the focus of the Book
of Danid (q.v.) is now generally accepted, while his

picture, also from a Jewish angle of vision, is in

I and n Maccabees (for a brilliant analysis of his

character from a more than usually s3rmpathetio

point of view consult E. R. Bevan, House of Seleur

ciUj iL 128 sqq., London, 1002). When the stroke

of Heliodorus became known, Epiphanes left for

Syria, aided by Eumenes and Attains of Pergamene,
and soon succeeded in seating himself on the throne,

overcoming opposition, getting rid in the iisual way
of rivab, and reducing to quiescence those opposed
to him. In 173 he sent an embassy to Rome to seek

assurance of friendship, which was granted with

some reserve, though amity was assured. War with

E^Orpt was begim by the latter, the object being

the aimexation of the Seleucid empire to Egypt.

But Antiochus made adequate preparation not only

for defense but for aggressive action, associated his

infant son with him so as to leave a ruler in case of

accident, defeated the Egyptians near Pelusiumy

pushed on and seized that frontier fortress, cap-

tured Ptolemy Philometor, established Seleucid

government at Memphis with Philometor as vice-

roy, and withdrew after unsuccessfully assailing

Alexandria. But Philometor came to an agreement
with his brother to reign jointiy, and Epiphanes re-

turned to Egypt to subdue it once more only to re-

ceive the Romans' curt order to withdraw (168).

Meanwhile his forces had been making a conquest

of Cyprus, whence the Romans compelled their

withdrawal.

The regions of expansion for Antiochus were thus

circumscribed by tiie great western power. But
the peculiar mission to which he deemed himself

called was still possible of exercise, and that was
the advancement of Hellenic religion and culture

in the regions which were acknowledged as his own.
He was especially a devotee of Zeus, of whom it is

probable that he thought himself an incarnation

(hence his own titie for himself—^Theos Epiphanes,
'' God Manifest "). Among the Jews, through the

favor of the Greek rulers of Egypt and Syria and
under the constant pressure of contact and the pass

to favor which a tendency to adopt Greek culture

put in the hands of apostate Jews, the drift was
almost away from their own national religion.

Onias had been overthrown as high priest by Jesus

(175), who changed his name to the Greek Jason,

and was in turn outbid for the priesthood by an-

other Jew with a Greek name, Menelaos. Greek
sports and exercises had been introduced for Jew-
ish youth, and some even were ashamed of Jewish

parentage and sought to eliminate the marks of it.

Of course the nation at large had not gone over to

Hellenism, though there was a large drift and it

might have come to that. But a report during the

king's Egyptian campaign that Jerusalem had de-

clared for Ptolemy led Antiochus to sate his ven-

geance for defeated plans upon the Jews. The fact

that the Hellenism of Menelaos had led to this was
probably fuel to the flame of his anger. He first

punished Jerusalem as a rebellious city; later he
determined upon making it a stronghold of his king-

dom as an outpost against Egypt, and to make it

safe it was to be Hellenized. The Jewish religion

was to be blotted out, the Temple was plundered

and converted into a sanctuary of Zeus Olympios,

the worship of Dionysos was introduced, the Jews
were to sacrifice to heathen deities and eat sacri-

ficed swine, while their books were to be destroyed.

These measures were enforced by frequent massa-

cres. Such measures as these with a people like the
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Jews, always ready to be aroused into fanaticism,

cemented the party opposed to Hellenism, caused

revolt in those who were wavering in their adher-

ence to the national faith, and led by degrees from
passive to the active resistance which culminated
in the Maccabean revolt and later in deliverance

and autonomy for the nation (see Israel, History
OF, I., §11; Hasmonbans, § 1). Antiochus left

the carrying-out of this policy to Ljrsias, one of his

council and a general of his army, and in 166-165

started on what proved to be his last expedition to

the East. That he was impelled to this by an empty
treasury b almost certain. He had posed as a pa-

tron of Hellenism not only by the attempt to con-

vert the Jews, but by his large expencUtures for

temples to Greek deities, and not less by his ex-

tension of the city of Antioch, and by the rebuild-

ing and readomment of cities in the East, Thus
he began the erection of an incomparably splendid

temple of Zeus at Athens, which was not finished

till the reign of Hadrian (130 a.d.). Indeed, his

central thought along these lines was evidently to

imify his kingdom by means of Greek culture

(I Mace. i. 41). Besides these expenditures, he had
spent large sums on Greek celebrations, and thus

left an empty treasury where he had found a full one.

The report as to his death is to the effect that he
barely escaped with his life from an attempt to loot

a temple of Anaitis, and that soon after he was
seized with some sudden malady—epilepsy or apo-
plexy—and died at the Persian town of Taba 165-

164 (II Mace. ix. 7).

Antioch V. Eupator (164-162) had been associated

with his father in the government, but during his

term Lysias was the real ruler. The first result of

the death of Epiphanes was that in Palestine the

proscription of the Jewish religion as such ceased,

probably because Lysias had seen that by such

means ihe people would best be reduced to quiet-

ness. In Dec., 164, the worship of Yahweh was re-

newed in the Temple. But the contest had entered

upon a new phase in which not merely religion but
nationalism was the issue. The Syrians were prac-

tically forced, by the excesses of the Jews in pun-
ishing apostates, to carry on the war; the Maccabees
sustained a severe reverse in 163 at Beth-zur, and
Jerusalem was besieged. An attempt by a certain

Philip to seise the Syrian throne compelled Lysias to

make terms with the Jews, leaving a Syrian guard
in the citadel at Jerusalem. He hastened back
to meet Philip, whom he defeated. Meanwhile
Demetrius I. had escaped from Rome, seized the

throne, and had both Eupator and Lysias beheaded.

Demetrius L Soter (162-150), son of Seleucus IV.

Philopator, attempted while still at Rome to se-

cure the consent of the senate to his return and
assimiption of the throne. But the Romans pre-

ferred the weakness of a court cabal in the East

(which would give opportunity for intervention)

to control by a single hand which gave promise of

firmness. Procrastination resulted, and Demetrius

took the veiled hint of Polybius that action was
better than diplomacy. Accordingly he escaped

from Rome, relied upon the inherent loyalty of the

East to his house as against the palace camarilla

headed by Lysias, and was not disappointed. The

army seized and at a hint slew Lysias and Eupa-

tor, and Syria proper acclaimed the new king.

Rome was not pleased, however, and permitted a

certain Timarchus to assume kingship over the

Medes; but Demetrius soon disposed of 'HniarchuB,

and continued the process of making sure his con-

trol of those regions. In Judea strife was cootinu-

ing between the Greek party and the nationalists,

and the former appealed to Demetrius for support;

the latter establisbed Alcimus, the spokesman of

the Greek party, as high priest, and sent Nicanor

against the Maccabees. In the ensuing conflict

Judas gained his last great victory over Nicanor,

and followed this up by appealing to Rome. But

while the embassy was on its way Demetrius sent

Bacchides with a strong force, and he defeated and

slew Judas, established a chain of forts to hold the

Jews within bounds, including the Acra at Jerusa-

lem, which long remained a menace to the dty.

Encouraged by his successes elsewhere, Demetrius

intervened in Asia Minor, but at length was disas-

trously defeated. His opponents there retorted by

putting forth Alexander Balas as a claimant to the

throne (153), asserting that he was the second son

of Antiochus. The new claimant won over Uie Ro-

man senate, and during the subsequent conflict

Demetrius fell and Alexander became king.

Alexander L Balas (Theopator Eueigetes; 150-

145) was assisted in overthrowing Demetrius by

Ptolemy Philometor, whose daughter Cleopatra be

married. Alexander's purpose in gaining the crown

seemed from the issue merely the opportunity for

indulgence in sensual pleasure. Government was

turned over to his minister Ammonius, whose crimes

were legion and inflamed the people. Meanwhile

the Jews under Jonathan and Simon were making

capital out of the conditions and the rivalry o(f

kings in Syria. While Balas and Demetrius woe
striving for the throne, both were bidding for the

support of the Jews, and the latter accepted each

of the concessions made by either of the parties.

So it came about that Jonathan became high priest,

the Hellenistic party in Judea became practically

extinct, the garrisons from the border fortresses

were withdrawn, though that in the Acra at Jeru-

salem still remained; while the Jews were more

closely bound together by the newly recogniied

high-priestly status of the Hasmoneans. In 148-

147 Demetrius IL Nicator, the son of Demetrius

Soter, a boy of fourteen, was put forward as a

claimant to the Syrian throne, and the Philistine

cities declared for him. The Jews were, however,

faithful to Alexander, defeated the army raised in

the Philistine territory, and so protected Alexan-

der's southern approaches. Ptolemy Philometor

again intervened, this time in favor finally of De-

metrius, occupied Antioch, and, himself rejectiof

the ofifer of tie cro^Ti of Syria, conferred it upon

Demetrius (145), Alexander and Philometor \xAh

losing their lives as a result of the later phases d
the conflict.

From this time the story of Syria is that of a

series of struggles for the throne on the part of

those who had claims more or less direct, two and

even three kinglets at a time exercising authority

over parts of the realm or retiring to gather strength
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for a new essay at power. Demetritis IL Nicator

(145-138, 128-124) was practically loaintained on
tiie throne by the Cretan mercenaries, of evil fame,
who had assisted to place him there, who, with
Jewish contingents, rioted in Antiooh and boasted
of the slaughter of the gentiles wrought there.

Tryphon, one of the generals of Balas, disputed the
rdgn of Nicator, setting up Antiochos VL Theos
Epiphanes Dionysas (145-?), son of Alexander
Balas, in Antioch while Demetrius ruled in Seleucia.

The gains of the Jews seemed dangerous to Tryphon,
and he treacherously captured Jonathan the Macca-
bee and slew him, hoping thus to leave the Jews
without a leader and at his mercy. This alienated
the Jews under the unexpected leadership of Simon,
who espoused the cause of Demetrius. About 143-
142 Tryphon had the young Antiochus assassinated

and himself aspired to the throne, hoping to found
a new dynasty. About 140 Demetrius determined
upon a campaign in the East to recover that region
from the Parthians; but he was captured by them
(138) and held a close prisoner. This seemed to
leave Tryphon a clear field. But Antiochus Vn.
Sidetes (138-128), younger son of Demetrius I.,

had grown up in Side of Pamphylia. When his

brother was captured in Parthia, his entered Seleu-

da as the righliul king, and in the presence of a
Seleucid the backing of Tryphon fell away while he
was himself captured and forced to commit suicide.

During the reign of Sidetes the gemus of the Seleu-

cids shone out with a dying gleam. The gains of

the Jews had been enormous through the bidding
of rival claimants to the Syrian throne and their

own seizure of opportunities. They had gained
territory never before in possession of Hebrews.
Sidetes demanded indemnity for their conquests,
which Simon attempted to meet with commercial
baigaining. In 134 Sidetes sent an army which
besieged Jerusalem and put the Jews in a humbler
frame of mind, yet without raising fanatical opposi-

tion. He then set out for PartMa to recover the
East and release his brother. Successful at first,

in the end he was defeated and slain. Meanwhile,
in the earlier stages of the conflict the Parthian
king had released Demetrius, and later attempted
to recapture him. The latter, having regained

Syria, attempted the conquest of Egypt to restore

his nu>ther-inrlaw Cleopatra against Ptolemy Euer-
getes. But he was checked at Pelusium, while

Syria revolted against him as soon as he left, Alex-

ander Zabinas (129-122) being put forth as a pr&-

tender by Euergetes; Demetrius was defeated, be-

came a fugitive, and fell at Tyre. Under Qeopatra,
daughter of Ptolemy Philopator, the struggle went
on between the house of Seleuous and Alexander.

Seleucus V. (125-124), son of Nicator, was assassin-

ated, possibly by order of Cleopatra, while his

brother, Antiochus Vm. Giypos (125-124-113;

1 11-96) defeated Zabinas and ended his reign. Cleo-

patra then attempted to poison him but was caught

in her own device (121?). Grypoe amused himself

with feasts, until Antiochus IX. Cyzicenus (113-95),

his half-brother, assailed him and compelled him
temporarily to withdraw (113); but two years later

he returned and recovered all but Coele-Syria, which
Cyzicenus held. The rival kings died within a year

of each other, both probably by violent deaths;

then the sons of Giypos (Seleucus VL, Antiochus
XLy Philip^ Demetrius in. Bucarus, and Antl-

ochus Xn.) fought with the son of Cyzicenus (An-
tiochus X. Eusebes). In the m^\6e Tigranes of

Armenia captured Uie kingdom and held it (83-

69), but in 69 the Roman Lucullus permitted An-
tk>chus XnL Asiaticus to sit on the throne. In 65
Pompey made Syria a Roman province.

Geo. W. Gilmore.
Bxbuogbapht: As aouioes reooune should be had to CIO
and CIS; C. Biichel, RecueU <Fin9cripHon» grecquea, Paris,

1900; to the historical works of Polybius, Appian, Strabo,
the younger Pliny {.Hut, naturaiia), Isidore {Staihtnoi Par'
thUun), the Ckromcorvm libri duo of Eusebius (which con-
tains some sources otherwise lost); and from the Jewish
side the AntiquUif and War of Josephus, and I and
II Maccabees. For the English reader a splendid work
is available in E. R. Bevan, Houae of SeieucuBt 2 vols.,

London, 1902. Of singular value for completeness and
exactness are: J. G. Droysen, QeachichU det HeUenUmuB,
2 vols., Hamburg, 1836-43; B. Niese, Oeachichte der grio-

eh%9chtn and makedoniochen Staaten teit der Schlae/U bH
CK&ronea, 3 parts, Gotha, 1893-1903. Other literature

bearing on the subject is: L. Flathe, Ot&chichU Mae*'
donien* und der Reiehe ivelche von nuMkedoniaeheii KOnigen
heherrtehi wurden, vol. ii., Leipsic, 1834; H. F. Clinton,
Fa$H HeUenici, pp. 310-350. Oxford, 1861; A. P. Stan-
ley, Hiei. of the Jewteh Churchy pp. 28&-396, London, 1877;
E. Babelon, Catalogue dee numnaiea grecguea. Lee Roie
de Svrie, d^Arminie, et de Commagene, Paris, 1890; A.
Kuhn, BeitrUge ew GeaehicfUe der Sdettkiden . . . IgQ-
164, Altldrch, 1891; F. Susemihl. GeachitMe der grieehr
iacAen LiUeratw in der Alexandrxnerteit^ 2 vols., Leipsic,
1891-92 (gives excellent sidelights); A. Holm, Orieehieche
Oeachichte, vol. iv., Berlin, 1894. Eng. transl., HiaL of
Greece, vol. iv., London, 1898 (comprehensive); H. Will-
rich, Juden und Griechen vor der mtjekab&iaehen Erhebung,
Qdttingen, 1895; J. P. Mahaffy, Greek Life and Thought,
London, 1896; S. Mathews, Hial. of New Tealament Timea
in Paleatine, chaps. i.-vi., new ed.. New York, 1910; 0.
Hoelsoher. PcUAatina in der peraiachen und helleniaHaehen
Zeit, Berlin. 1903; P. Bany. in JBL, xxix (1910), 126-138;
Hoharer, GeaehicfUe, i. 166 sqq., Eng. transl., I., i. 169 sqq.
For the Jewish side use may be made of the literature on
the period indicated under Ahab. and Ibbael. Hxstobt of
(some exact references will be found to this literature in
C. F. Kent. Hial. ofJewiah People, p. 367, New York. 1899);
and of the later commentaries on Danid and on I and II
Maccabees. The history of Eg3rpt and Ssrria so interlaced
during this period that the literature given under Ptoxjbmt
will be found illuminative for the most part.

SBLF-DEFENSB: A term of jmisprudenoe,
politics, and ethics, requiring a different treatment
in each. In law it is an act which has the outward
form of a penal offense, but instead of being penal
it is permissible and justifiable—a defense which is

requisite in order to ward off an illegal attack of

which there is immediate danger. The danger may
be of loss of life, bodily injury, or injury to honor
or property. The defense may go to the length of

killing the aggressor, even without respect to the
value of the good that is threatened; but excess

beyond a reasonable measure of defense involves

guilt, though not penal, in view of the alarm caused
in the one threatened. In the political field the
question of self-defense assumes importance in de-
ciding the justification of war or revolution. In a
thoughtful discussion of the question (Ethik, II.,

ii. 265 sqq.) Hans Lassen Martensen is inclined to

justify revolutions of a national character, such as

the revolt of the Low Coimtries against Spanish
domination, as cases in which a nation is defending

its life.
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From the purely ethical standpoint, personal self-

defense is not only a right but a duty, to be re-

stricted to the defense of life or female honor (R.

Rothe, Etkik, ii. § 894). If life is attacked in such

a manner that it can not be defended by flight or

by recourse to the protection of the State, and if

no purpose is served by its sacrifice except the per-

mission of a crime, then the one attacked has the

duty of opposing not violence to violence, but right

to violence. The individual is here fighting not for

himself alone, but for social rights, and for moral
principle. Blartyrdom is a different case; here the

duty of bearing witness to divine truth rises above
the duty of self-preservation in the same measure
as the value of the truth of God above the life of

sense. The defense of other goods than life and the

sexual honor is morally not so universal a duty, and
the measures of self-defense should be proportion-

ate to the value of the thing threatened. The Bible

contains no prohibition of self-defense; Matt. v.

38-39 can not be adduced under the conditions

here laid down, and Ex. xxii. 2, 3 is not a general

moral precept but a regulation of the Mosaic law.

The action of Peter in the garden of Gethsemane
was from his point of view justifiable self-defense;

the special reason for Christ's rebuke of it is obvi-

ous. Ethical and juridical constructions diverge

on this matter. In all instances the moral sense

must intensify the consciousness of duty. On the

other hand, the law makes concessions in self-de-

fense which are untenable in moral judgment.
(Kabl BUBOEBt.)

SELF-DENIAL: A term, the exact adversative

of Selfishness (q.v.), expressing the reference of

human will and desire not to self but to the altruistic

object (Matt. x. 38-39, xvi. 24-25; Mark viii. 34-

35; Luke ix. 23-24). It represents a New-Testa-
ment idea (ameiathai; apameiHhai), Of self-denial

in the sense in which Jesus enjoined it upon his

followers the world before him was unconscious,

and outside of him has no knowledge of it. Self-

denial demands nothing less than the renuncia-

tion of the self and the deliverance of the will from
the false egoistic center, thereby virtually abolish-

ing or losing the natural life and gaining a new true

life-center, by joining the will with the divine, or

having one's life hid with Christ in God (Col. iii. 3),

not living for self but Clirist (II Cor. v. 15; of.

Gal. ii. 20). It involves the exercise of a lifetime.

Its first appearance is in repentance. When the
divine Spirit takes hold of man, he is thrown into

self-conflict. An inclination to truth and righteous-

ness in him awakens the desire or will to escape
from the carnal self. This willing is as yet weak,
but God permits the upright to conquer. Regen-
eration takes place, and self-denial becomes a daily

exercise and enters into every contested act or step

that makes for righteousness and holiness. It is

thus the inner principle of C^hristian discipleship.

With a daily self-abnegation and crucifying of the

flesh, the new life in Christ grows, increases in

strength, and reaches a more and more complete
character. Self-denial becomes habitual. It is con-

trary to the spirit of the Gospel to prescribe a law
to self-denial and convert it into a work of merit.

As a product of the freedom of the regenerate it

possesses ethical value, and is an important means

to the promotion of Christian unity, in the suppre^

sion of all the motives that violate brotherly bve,

and the alternative advancement of the gentleness

that overcomes an erring one, the humility that

serves, and the fidelity that yields in order to win.

(Kabl BuBOEBf.)

Bibuookafht: H. Martetwent Chrutian Bthies, u. 411,

Edinburgh, 1882; I. A. Doroer, SyMem of Chrittim

Ethics, pp. 378 qq.. New York, 1887; J. KatUin.

CkriMaiehs Bthik, pp. 74. 110. 123, 197-198. Berim.

1899; the literature under SBLruBmas; and the lexiooof

under «pMi9#«i, «v«fr«i9#«i.

SBLFISHHESS: A term of late origin for a

conception of great antiquity, which means, more

appropriately than " ^gdsm," the exclusive refer-

ence of human will and desire to self in contrast

with the love and obedience by which man is obli-

gated to God by virtue of his created character

(cf. Sxlf-Denial). This abnormal tendency may
be regarded dogmatically as the fundamental sin;

ethically, as the root of sinful development, and as

the concomitant and undercurrent of all natural

morality. Man as a dual being, in his personality

akin with God, and identified on the one side with

the world, had the duty and privilege of maintain-

ing fellowship with God by free grateful love, and
firet of consecrating himself to God, and then by
faithful service of sustaining the world in obedioice

toward God and likewise sanctifying it for him. In

the faithful pursuit of this mission, the image of

God was to be realised in him, as the end ^ his

life and development. How he departed from this

original career set before him is a matter that per-

tains to the problem of the origin of evil. Attention

is called hm only to the d^erence between the

idea that selfishness is the root of sin (J. MoDtf)

and its alternative, that it originated from soise

(R. Bothe). As by a false self-assertion man sought

his own life and, independently of God, yielded to

the temptations to be like God, he released the im-

pulses of sensuousness within (Gen. iii.). Spiritual

apostasy from God resulted in sensual inclinatioD

toward the world. Man who, by self-exaltation,

seeks to force his own salvation instead of accepting

it from above, brings upon himself the pumshment
of self-humiliation. He becomes a slave to carnal-

ity and appetite. The development springing from

this perverse tendency of selfishness may assume

either of two commutable and multitudinously in-

tersecting directions—the passion of sensual indul-

gence and spiritual pride. The sensualist pursues

happiness by seeking to conquer the worid and

finding satisfaction in its goods and joys. From

this arises the so-called " battle for existence,"

offered as a hypothesis for the history of human
development. The elements of truth in this aie

that selfishness recognizes no social obligation.

Spiritual pride, on the other hand, feigns to despise

selfishness, and aspires to satisfaction in an assurned

spiritual perfection. Its motives are the coooeit

of knowledge and the passion to rule. The sensual

man is not without pride, setting up his theoiy of

self-justification; and spiritual pride frequently

suffers most humiliating disasters when the
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suppressed and despised sensuality reasserts

itself.

The coarse and common sins classify themselves

under sensuality, the more refined and spiritual

ones under pride. Self is in all instances central;

love of God is in all its forms negated and excluded,

while the morality based on egoism is atheistic.

The effort to oppose a coarse selfishness to a '' rar

ticuial self-love ** which places the benefits and ad-

vantages of self uppermost but concedes also some-
thing similar to others, may be taken as a disguise

of its real nature and a dissembling of virtue. Its

egoism is chiefly commercial. Hve and let live is

its maxim. In family-life selfishness ascends even
as far as heroism or self-sacrifice. Parents deny
themselves to accumulate for their offspring or

provide for their education. In the aristocracy all

is sacrificed to the maintenance of the name. Am-
bition in knowledge, art, and statesmanship is vir-

tuaUy self-seeking. Even piety is not inaccessible

to it. Here it appears in both forms; passion of

spiritual indulgence and self-righteousness. Not
content with simple Biblical fare, it drags worldly
affectations and modes into the religious life. Self-

righteousness is the root of Pharisaism; and how in-

otuiicably it is embedded in the human heart is

illustrated in Christian history and human experi-

ence. In the last account, selfishness rewards its

votaries with death. Seeking to save their lives they
shaU lose them. (Kakl BuBGEBf.)
BtBUooxAPHT: R. Rotbe, Th^oiogi^cU Etkik, vol. L, Wii-

tenbeis. 1867; A. Wuttke. Chrit^n Ethie$, L 176, U. 166,
New York. 1876; J. MOUer, Uhre von der SUnde, U. 3-4,
Bnelaa. 1839-44, Eng. transl.. 2 vols., Edinbur^, 1877;
I. A. Domer. Chrisaiche Qlavhendthre, ii. | 177, 2 vols.,

Berlin, 1886, Eng. transl., Edinburgh, 1880-^82; idem,
8y*Um ofChriatian Ethics, pp. 378 sqq.. New York, 1887;
A. H. Strong. PkOoMvhy and Rdigion, pp. 450-467, ib.

1888; H. L. Martensen, Ethik, i. 132 iqq., Berlin, 1894,
Eng. tranal., London, 1881-82; J. Kdetlin, Chruaiehs
BtkOt, pp. 74, 93 sqq., 197 sqa., 393, 456 sqq., 532, 648
8<iq., Berlin, 1899.

SELIGENSTADT, s^Oig-en-stat'': A small Hes-
sian town on the Rhine (15 m. e.s.e. of Frankfort),

at which Archbishop Aribo (Amo) of Mains con-

vened, probably on Aug. 12, 1023, one of the most
important of the comparatively few German medi-

eval provincial sjmods. It was attended by Bishops

Burchard of Worms, Werner of Strasbuig, Brun of

Augsburg, Eberhard of Bamberg, and Meginhard

of WQrzbuig, and the abbots of Fulda, Hersfeld,

Lorsch, St. Maximin, Toley, St. Burchard in WOra-
burg, SchlQchtem, St. Alban, Klingenm fluster, and
Bleidenstadt. The decisions of the synod concern,

among other matters, the observance of fasts be-

fore high feasts, the ember-day fasts, the prohibi-

tion of superstitious usages, synodal procedure in

oases of adultery, the degrees of kinship, prohibition

of a transfer of a church without the permission of

the diocesan, and penance. There was also a pro-

hibition against going to Rome without the con-

sent of the bishop or his vicar; and it was likewise

enacted that those charged with grave offenses

should be obliged to perform the penances enjoined

by their parish dcTgy before being permitted to go
to Rome to seek absolution from the pope, such a
visit being itself contingent upon the consent of

their diocesans. The two latter requirements have
by some been construed as attempts to reduce papal

prerogatives to mere honorary privileges, but as a
matter of fact they simply reafi&rm usages which
already existed. (A. Hauck.)
Bxbuggrafht: R. Moller, Bnbuehof Aribo von Mains,

Berlin. 1881 ; W. Dersch. Die Kirchenpolitik de* Enintehof
Aribo von Mains, Marbuig, 1899; Hauok. KD, iii. 634
sqq.; Hefele, ConcUiengeschiehU, iv. 671.

SELL, EDWARD: Church of England, orien-

talist; b. at Wantage (14 m. s.w. of Oxford) Jan.

24, 1839. He finished his education at the Chiu*ch

Missionary College, London, 1862, and was fellow

of Madras University, 1874; was made deacon in

1862, and priest, 1867; was principal of the Harris

High School for Mohammedans, Madras, India,

1865-81; became secretary of the Church Mission-

aiy Society for the dioceses of Madras and Travan-
core, 1881; examining chaplain to the bishop of

Madras, 1899; and canon of St. George's Cathedral,

Madras. He is one of the chief authorities on Mo-
hammedanism, and in this interest has written The
Faith of Islam (London, 1880, 3d ed., 1907); The
Historical Development o/iheQur'an (1897; 2d ed.,

1909); Eeeaye on Islam (1901); Islam: its Rise and
Progress (1907); The Religious Orders of Islam

(1908); The Khtdafa'r-Rashidun (1909); The Cult

ofAH (1909); TheBattlesofBadr and Ukud (1909);

Al-Qur'an (1909); Sufiism (1910); The Druses

(1910); Qhazwas and Sinyas (1911).

SELL, KARL: German Protestant; b. at Gies-

sen Nov. 29, 1845. He studied at the universities

of Halle, G6ttingen, and Giessen (1863-70; Ph.D.,

Giessen, 1869); was curate at Darmstadt (1869-

1871) ; pastor tiiere (1871-82) ; supreme consistorial

counselor and superintendent in the province of

Starkenburg (1882-91), and since 1891 has been
professor of church history in the University of

Bonn. He has written Das Christentum gegenHber

den Angriffen von Strauss (Heilbronn, 1877); Aus
Religions- und Kirchengeschichte (Darmstadt, 1880);

Alice, Grossherzogin von Hesse (1883); Die ge-

schiciUliche EnttDiddung der Kirche im neumehnten
Jahrhundert (Giessen, 1887); Aus der Gesckichte

des Ckristentums (Darmstadt, 1889); Philipp Me-
lanchih/m und die deutsche Reformation bis 1631

(HaUe, 1897); Die Entmcklung der kathdischen

Kirche im neumehnten Jahrhundert (Leipsic, 1898);

Ooethes SteUung zur Religion und zum Christentum

(Freiburg, 1899); Die Religion unserer Klassiker,

Leseing, Herder, Schiller, Goethe (Tobingen, 1904,

2d ed., 1910); KcUholizismus und ProtestanUsmus

in Geschichte, Religion, PcHitik, Kultur (Leipsic,

1908); Wilhdm von Humboldt in seinen Bri^en
(1909); and Christentum und Weltgeschichte bis zur

Reformation and seit der Reformation (2 parts, 1910).

SELLIN, ERNST FRIEDRICH MAX: Austrian

Protestant; b. at Altschwerin (80 m. n.w. of Ber-

lin), Mecklenbuig, May 26, 1867. He was educated

at the imiversities of Rostock, Erlangen, and Leip-

sic; taught in a gymnasium at Parchim (1891-94);

was privat-docent for Old-Testament exegesis at

Erlanigen (1894-97); professor of Old-Testament
exegesis and archeology in the Evangelical theo-

logical faculty of the University of Vienna (1897-
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1908), during this period making important excava-

tions in Palestine; and since 1908 professor at Ros-
tock in Old-Testament exegesis. He has written

Beitrdgezur isradUischrjiidischen Religion9ge8ckichte

(2 vols., Leipsic, 1896-97); SerubbaM, ein Beitrag

zur OesckichU der mesaiarfUchen Erwartung und der

EniUehung des JuderUuma (1898); Studien zur ErU-

atehungsgesckichte der jUdiachen Gemeinde nach dem
babylordachen ExU (2 vols., 1900); TeOrTa'antk.

Bericht Hber meine Ausgrabun^en in PaldsHna
(1904); Die alUeatamenUiche Rdigion im Rahmen
der anderen aUorienUdiachen (1908); Dcu Rdtsel dee

deiUeroj'eeajaniachen Buchea (1908) ; Die israditiach-

jUdische HeUandserwartung (in Bibliache ZeU- und
Sirei^ragen; Gross-Iichterfelde, 1909); and AUea
Testament (Leipsic, 1909).

SELNECEER, IHKOLAUS: German Lutheran
theologian, hynmist, and collaborator on the For-

mula of (Concord; b. at Hersbruck (17 m. e.n.e. of

Nurembeig) Deo 5. (or 6), 1530; d. at Leipsic May
24, 1592. He early manifested marked musical

talent, but it was only after completing his course

in law at the University of Wittenberg (1550-54)

that he turned to the study of theology, mainly
under the influence of Melanohthon, whose dis-

tinctly irenic tjrpe of theology he adopted. After

lecturing for a time on philology, philosophy, and
theology, he was recommended by Melanchthon,
in 1557, as third court chaplain to Elector August
of Saxony, and in Jan., 1558, he accordingly re-

moved to Dresden. A year later he also took charge

of the training of the choir in the court chapel, and
for four years he was, in addition, tutor of tiie heir-

apparent, Alexander (d. 1565). During this Dresden
period he published exegeses of the Psalms, Wisdom
of Solomon, and I John, as well as Catalogue pradp'
uorum conciliarum cscumenicorum et natumalium a
tempore apoaiolorum usque ad nostram cstatem (2

parts, Frankfort, 1571) and such dogmatic and
practical works as his lAbdlus brevis et uiUis de ecena

Domini (Leipsic, 1561) and Pcedagogia Christiana

(Frankfort, 1565). Meanwhile Melanchthon had
died, and Selnecker came under the far from irenic

influence of his father-in-law, Daniel Greiser, thus

being transformed into a bitter polemist. The op-

ponents whom he now created seised as a pretext

his severe criticism, in one of his sermons, of the

elector's inordinate fondness for hunting, and in

1564 Selnecker left Dresden. In the following year

he accepted a call to Jena, but two years later he
and his Philippistic colleagues (see Philippists)

were expelled from the country on the accession of

Duke John William. He now turned to his former

patron. Elector August, who appointed him, in

1568, professor in Leipsic, and also pastor of the

Thomaskirche and superintendent. In 1570, se-

curing from the elector leave of absence for two
years, he accepted a call to WolfenbQttel as coiut

chaplain, ecclesiastical councilor, and supreme su-

perintendent-general. Here, however, he became
involved in most rancorous theological discord, ac-

cused by the Philippists of being an apostate to

Flacianism, and by the Gnesio-Lutherans of being

a friend of the despised Wittenberg theologians.

Escape seemed impossible, and his only solace was

in writing, this period, while he was residing at

Gandersheim, witnessing the composition of his

InsHtutio religionis Christian<B (Frankfort, 1572).

In the summer of 1573 he worked for a few months

at Oldenburg, where he sought to introduce a Lu-

theran church order, and was then recalled to his

Leipsic professorship, resuming his superintendency

and pastorate at the Thomasldrche in 1576.

This second Leipsic period was the most impot'

tant, thedogicaUy, in the career of Selnecker, who

found a task distinctiy congenial to his irenic type

of mind in the furtherance of the Formula of Ocn-

cord (q.v.), even while becoming utterly estranged

from his former friend Jakob Andre& (q.v.), who

was bruskly dismissed from c^ce by the elector.

Selnecker's own time was, however, at hand. As

long as August lived, his prot^ was busily engaged

in writing, making visitations of churches and

schools, and in pastoral work, but with the acoesaon

of Christian I. in 1586 Philippism revived, and the

second Crypto-Galvinistic controversy broke out

In 1589, unable conscientiously to refrain from

criticizing Calvinism, Selnecker was suspended from

office, al^ough he still resided for a time at Leipdc

Within a few months, however, he fled, first to

Halle and then to Magdeburg, and later secured

the position of superintendent at Hildesheim. Late

in 1591, on the sudden death of Christian, Selnecker

was one of those invited to return to Leipsic and

resume c^ce. Despite serious illness, he accepted

the call, but died almost immediately after his

arrival.

The list of Selnecker's writings includes about

170 items, but of the collected edition which he

planned, only four parts of his Latin works appeared

(Leipsic, 1584-93). His writings are, in contait,

dogmatic and polemic, ex^getic, historical, and de-

votional. The chief of these, apart from those al-

ready noted, are Relationes diquot: De eonsiUo

scripH lAbri Concordia; De persona ChrisH et cftna

Domini; De autoritate et sentenOa Cortfessiom

Augustan<B; De autoritate Lutheri et PhxUppi; De

controversis nonnuUis articuUs (Leipsic, 1581) and

Historie von der Augahwrgischen Kor^feasion (1584).

A poet of some ability not only in Latin, but even

in Greek, Selnecker occupies a prominent place

among the hymnists of his period. He collected his

hymns, together with those of other writers, in his

FUnfsig Psalmen des kdniglichen Propheten Dadd
auagelegt (Nuremberg, 1563); Der game PaaUff' du
kdniglichen Propheten David auagdegt (1565-66);

Trdatliche Sprikha und Grabackriften aua heiUga^

Sckrift (1567); Paalter Davida mit kurzen Sum-

marien und Gdnsdein (1572); and Chriadiehe Paair

men, Lieder und Kirchengeadnge (Leipsic, 1587).

Many of his hymns mirror forth his personal expexi-

enoes and events in his career, but ihey have pre-

served their popularity in Germany to the present

day, while seven of them have been transhited into

English, the largest collection of the latter bong in

the Ohio Evangelical Lutheran Hymnal (Cblumbus,

1880). (F. W. DiBELTOS.)

Biblioobapht: F. Dibelius. in Beitrdoe nir wlkhtuchm

KirchenoeKhichU, part 4. 1888; Buchwald« in Untef

Kirehenliederdichier, iv (1905); O. J. Planck. GtaddeMi

des protettarUiachen Lehfbegriffa, vol. v., 6 toIs., LripBe»
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1781-1800; H. L. J. Heppe, Geschiehie dsa dwUchen Prol-

tattnUiamuBt vols, iii.-iv., 4 vols., Marbuxs* 1853-59; K.
F. Gdoehel. DU KonkordUnformd nach ihrer Oaachiehte,

Leipaio, 1858; G. Frank, OtachiehU der proteatantiaehen

Thaoiooie, vol. i.. ib. 1862; R. CaUnioh. Kampfvnd UnUr-
gamodeaMdancfUhonumtiB%nKurmMehaenfib,lSG6; Julian,

Symnolofnff pp. 1038-41.

SELWTR, sel'win, GB0R6B AUGUSTUS: Church
of England; b. at Church Row, Hampstead, Lon-
don, Apr. 5, 1809; d. at Lichfield (15 m. n.n.e. of

Birmingham) Apr. 11, 1S78. He was educated at

Eton and Cambridge (BA., 1831; M.A., 1834).

While curate at Windsor in 1841, he was appointed

first bishop of the Anglican Church in New Zealand.

At his farewell sermon before leaving England there

was present John Coleridge Patteson (q.v.), then a
youUi of fourteen, later bishop of Melanesia. Be-

sides ministering to the spiritual wants of his colonial

diocese, he extended his operations to the South Sea

Islands, navigating his own vessel, the " Southern

Cross," for this purpose. He brought youths from
Melanesia to New Zealand, who, after receiving in-

struction, returned to enlighten their countrymen.

In 1861 thb branch of work was entrusted to Bishop

Patteson, who had assisted him from 1855. In 1854,

in England, he obtained permission to subdivide

his diocese of New Zealand and establish a general

synod of self-government. Accordingly, upon his

return four bishops were consecrated and a l^al

constitution went into efifect. In 1868 he became
bishop of Lichfield.

&BUOOXAFHT: Mis. E. A. Curteis, In Memoriam. A
^teich of the Life of . . . O. A. Selwyn, Newcastle, 1878;

H. W. Tucker, Memoir of the Life and Epiacopate ofOeorge
Avouahu Sdwyn . . . , 2 vols., London, 1879; Q. H.
Curteis, Biahop Seluryn of New Zealand^ and of Lichfield^

ib. 1889; £. A. Bulley. George Auguatua Selwyn, Firai

Biahop of New Zealand, ib. 1909.

SELWTN, WILLIAM: Church of England; b.

in London in 1806; d. at Cambridge Apr. 24, 1875.

He was educated at St. Johns College, Cambridge
(fMlow, 1829; M.A., 1831; B.D., 1850; D.D.,

1864), became deacon, 1829, and priest, 1831; rector

of Branstone, 1831; canon of Ely, 1833; vicar of

Melbourne, 1846; and Lady Margaret professor at

Cambridge, 1855. Among his works are: Principles

of Caihedral Reform (Cambridge, 1840); Horce

UdraiciB (1848-60); Testimonia patrum in veUres

xTderpreUa (1859); and he edited Originea contra

CeUum, books i.-iv (1877).

Bxbuoobapht: A sketch of the life by J. S. Wood is in Sel-

wsoi's Paaioral Cottoquiea on the South Downa, Cambridge,
1870. and another is in DNB, U. 233-234.

SEMI-ARIANS. See Arianism, I., 3, § 6.

SEMIPELAGIAIflSM: A synergistic view raised

in opposition to Augustinian monergism. The
origin and scope of the term in the history of dogma
has not yet been'clearly determined. From a pas-

sage in the Historic Pelagiana (Padua,

Augustine 1673) of Enrico Noris it is regarded

not Wholly as being created by the medieval

Aufhorita- scholastic theologians, but more
tive. probably Noris there traces back its

origin to the post-Tridentine elabo-

rators of the scholastic theology. Certainly it

is not found in current usage as late as the six-

teenth century. It appears isolated in the Lu-

theran Formula of Concord (Epitome, 581, 10)

and by the year 1601 it is foimd in the records

of the Congregatio de axixiliis in reference to an
assailed thesis of Luis Molina (q.v.); and subse-

quently it became common. From this it appears

probable that the term arose in the Molinist strife

between the Dominican Thomists with the Jesuits.

Its general acceptance may then have been occa-

sioned by the public notice of the Molinist strife

produced by the Jansenist controversy (see Jan-
ben, Cornelius, Jansenism). Evidentiy the term
was to represent that doctrine of sin and grace in

which Prosper of Aquitaine (q.v.) opposed the Maa-
silians, and was later represented by Faustus of

Ries (q.v.), and in some points declared heretical

by the Synod of Orange, 529. The Synod of Car-

thage (418) had adopted among the eight canons

against the Pelagiims (see Pelagiub, Pelaoian
CoNTRovEBSiEs) that (1) Adam became mortal only

by the fall; (2) infants must be baptized on ac-

count of original sin; (3) divine grace involves,

besides forgiveness, the power to avoid sin; (4)

sinless perfection is impossible on earth. The
entire Augustinian doctrine of grace was, however,

not approved in this. Two years later Augustine,

in formulating the Pelagian heresy, goes beyond
the judgment of the council in stating that Pela-

gians assume that the grace by which men are

justified was not given gratia but ** upon merit."

Not all who approved the condemnation of Pe-

lagius were in accord throughout with Augustine.

The question whether the " grace of creation, re-

rmssion, and doctrine " were sufficient to attain

salvation or whether a ** grace of inspiration " was
inwardly essential in addition and for eveiy act

—

the real point at issue—could be answered, as shown
in Augustine's own thinking before 396, in the anti-

Pelagian sense even where the Augustinian mode
of thinking was not wholly followed. Once Augus-
tine experienced this in the objection of a certain

Carthaginian Vitalis, to whom he replied (c. 420),

emphasizing grace " prevenient to human will."

Again, upon the agitation occasioned by his doc-

trine of grace before merit and of predestination, in

apparent contradiction with the merit of good
works, among the monks of Hadrumetum, he for-

warded to them for further enlightenment the De
gratia et libera arbitrio teaching that the work of

grace does not make freedom and merit nugatory,

but is their only basis; he followed this with the

De correpiione et gratia, containing the doctrines of

freedom by grace only, of perseverance, and the

fixed number of the elect.

The last-named work stirred lukewarm friends to

hostility in the monastic circles about Marseilles

and Lerins, southern Gaul, including such men as

Johannes Cassianus and Hilary, later

Objections bishop of Aries (qq.v.). The former

in Southern held (CoUationes patrum, xi.-xvii.)

GauL that man possessed a rudiment of good
will, which the grace of inspiration

even if prevenient served to reenforce. Man must
be saved by grace but conditioned on his consent,

and '' all who perish do so contrary to the will of

God.'* Reports of the disaffection reached Augus-
tine in two letters from Prosper and another from
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Hilaiy (428 or 429). With serious reverence for

the piety of the Maaaillans, their objections are

stated: (1) against the doctrine of predestination,

involving human incapability of freely appropria-

ting saving grace, on the ground that it is an inno-

vation against the Fathers and subversive of the

admonition and cure of souls of the Church.

Moreover (2) the divine counsel of redemption

contemplates all men; the choice of being saved
or not is in the power of free will; and predestina-

tion (of which Rom. viii. 29-30 necessarily forced

recognition) was based on the foreknown '* merit

of faith and perseverance." Augustine answered
with De prcBdesHnatione sanctorum on the " be-

ginning of faith " and De dono perseveraniia on
persevering by grace alone. This was done in a
fraternal spirit for the instruction of the Masfdlians,

and Augustine therewith called attention to a simi-

lar former error on his part; but emphasizing, as

these writings did, the most objectionable points,

they naturally failed at conciliation. After Augus-
tine's death (Aug. 28, 430), the polemics taken up
by Prosper became more intense. The latter wrote
responsiones to the Masmlians (MPL, li. 155-174),

and (U. 187-202) against an attack of Vincent of

Lerins (q.v.); and then with Hilary resorted to

Rome (432) for aid; but Celestine I. (q.v.) declined

to take an open attitude. His letter to the bishops

of southern Gaul to restrain the " presbyters

"

from menacing the unity of the Church by raising

improper questions was vaguely non-conunittal.

Prosper wrote his De gratia dei et libera arbitrio

(li. 213-276) against the CoUationee of Cassianus

and removed to Rome (434) from the scene of con-

flict. The Commonitorium pro catholiccB fidei arUi-

quxtate {MPL, 1.), which treats Augustine with
silence, may be taken to indicate that Prosper
abandoned a hopeless cause. The Massilians re-

mained in possession of the field in southern

Gaul. There the doctrine of predestination was
regarded as a heresy about 450; the presbyter

Lucidus who taught it was recalled, 473; and two
synods (Aries and Lyons) authorized Bishop
Faustus of Riez (q.v.) to present it anew in com-
parison with the light sjmodal doctrine. The result

was his lAbri duo de gratia, in which Pelagius and
the " error of predestination " are alike denounced,
without the conscious advancement of a special doc-

trine. More in line with Augustinian tradition were
two anonymous writings of the fifth century, possi-

bly from Gaul. Libri duo de vocaOone omnium gen-

(turn, sometimes ascribed to the later Leo I., at-

tempts to disguise the severity of the Augustine
position by the conception of a gratia or benignitas

generalia beside the gratia epedalis; but basing the

attainment of the " special grace," not in the hu-
man employment of gratia generaliSf but purely in

the divine will, makes the latter irrelevant. The
Hypomnesticon contra Pelagianoe et CaHesHanoSf

probably of the middle of the fifth century and ap-

parently Gallic in origin, is remarkable for its recon-

struction of the Augustinian doctrine of grace. It

disavows the basing of predestination on " faith

foreknown," but reckons also with a resistance to

grace; the elect only are predestined, and " for those

foreknown in evil works there may be said to be

a predestined punishment." Rome seems to have

assumed a sindlar attitude, though less outspoken.

This is shown by an ancient but imgenuine ap-

pendix to the letter of Celestine I. cited above, a

catalogue of orthodox guide-points on the doc-

trine of grace whose origin is unknown, although

sometimes ascribed to the later Leo I. It is wholly

Augustinian on total incapability, prevenient grace,

and perseverance; but there is silence on irresisti-

bility and predestination. That the writings of

Fausttis were included among the non-approved

works at the dose of the fifth century is quite

possible.

The conflict was renewed in the sixth centmy
from another point of departure. When in the con-

troversy between the Scetic monks and the papal

legates at Constantinople, 519, over the fonmila
" one of the Trinity suffered in the flesh," a certain

North African bishop. Possessor, tany-

The Contio- ing there, extended his support to the

versy over legates by citing for authority Faustus

Faustus; of Riez. At this the monks declared

Synod of Possessor and all those in accord with

Orange, him to be Pelagians, and the contro-

versy was opened concerning the or-

thodoxy of Faustus. The monks went to Borne

(519) to secure the support of Pope Hormisdas and

at the same time the disavowal of Faustus. The

pope withheld decision at their departure after a

stay of fourteen months, and, in reply to the mo-

tion of Possessor in 520, declared that Faustus, like

all others not included among the Fathers, was in-

competent to judge on dogmatic questions. The

pope foimd error in the works of Faustus, but did

not pronounce him heretical. Although Hormisdas

appealed to the letters of Augustine (ut sup.) sent

to Prosper and Hilary in behalf of the true doctrine

on grace and free will, it does not follow tiiat be

recognized the ultra-predestinarian view as that of

the Church. From Rome the Scetic monks had is-

sued a written appeal to the African bishops living in

exile in Sardinia, to support their Christological and

anti-Pelagian views. One of them, Fulgentius of

Ruspe (q.v.), responded in a thoroughgoing Augus-

tinian manner in his Ad Pebrum diaoonvm de ineoT'

natione et gratia (MPL, Ixv. 451-493), the seven

books of Contra Faustum (now lost), De verUatiane

pn-cddeeHnatUmis (603-671); and, with other bish-

ops, Epiehda synodica (435-442). The importance

of this incident consists only in the revival of inter-

est at Rome for the heritage of Augustine. In south-

em Gaul, Cffisarius of Aries (q.v.), a pupil at Lerins,

and in certain respects esteeming Faustus, was, bow-

ever, a representative of genuine Augustinianiwrn,
although from his sermons apparently unconcerned

about the irresistible effect of grare. At the Synod

of Valence (528 or 529) his doctrine was assailed in

his absence. His counterstroke was a series of eight

negative and seventeen positive canons adopted by

the " authority and admonition of the apostdie

seat " by the S3mod of Orange taken from Pro^)er'8

theaes otihe Sententia ex Auguetino, These not only

negated all Pelagianism but partly the principles

which had become dominant in southon Gaul a

century before and were probably the oiMnion of a

majority still. The resolutions affirmed the total
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moral inability of the natural man to do good, the

dependence of all moral human activity upon grace,

or infuno et inapircUto Sancti Spiritua; and the pre-

venience of grace to all merit and human choice and
volition. Irresistibility is nowhere afiSrmed; the

disconnection of baptism and the impartation of

grace, which may be shown repeatedly in Augus-

tine, is discarded and baptism is pronounced a
vehicle of grace; and an anathema is declared upon
thoee who mainfjiin the predestination to evil, which

is the only mention of that doctrine. Boniface II.

approved these resolutions of Orange and they be-

came the official disposition of the Semipelagian

controversy for all time.

The Mamilians held Pelagius to be a heretic and
accepted the decision of the Synod of Carthage

(418). They concurred in Augustine's doctrine of

grace, including the thesis that man requires the in-

spiration of grace to do good. But
The View liiey declined the Augustinian mon-
Defined. eigism; their S3mergistic view involved

the decision on man's part, with refer-

ence to eternal life, whether by virtue of his free-

dom he assented, and therefore submitted to the

operation of divine grace, or was indifferent to

grace, therefore rejecting it. The Augustinian

theses, that faith is purely an effect of grace; that

grace is irresistible; that no human act (as merUum)
is ever to be considered as a cause of the divine

operation of grace; that salvation has its basis only

in the divine election—^these were imacceptable.

Thb view has been designated as Semipelagian on
the presupposition of the difference between Augus-
tine referring the salvation of those who are saved

to the grace of God alone, and Pelagius referring the

same to the possible well-doing of man without the
" grace of inspiration." Accordingly the synergism

of the Maasilians is correctly presumed to be '' half
"

Pelagian, and the discovery by Augustine and
Prosper of rdiquia of Pelagianism is from their point

of view well founded. But it is improper to make
the doctrine of grace of Augustine, as a whole never

recognised by the Church, the standard with which

to compare a heresy. Semipelagian it was, for, in

common with Pelagius, its thought was anti-

Augustinian not only on points of Augustine never

approved by the Church, but also on theses whose
negation was later expressly condemned. But no
Pelagian thought condemned by the Church of that

time has ever been pointed out in it. Was Semi-
pelagianism something other than the anti-Pelagian

popular Catholicism of the time? The departures

from Augustinian doctrine not censured at Orange
should not be designated Semipelagian. From the

point of view of the Church the material concept

of Semipelagianism should be defined only by the

standard of the later official doctrine, not by Augus-
tinianiam as such. As a censured heresy its distinc-

tive marks are: (1) denial of prevenient grace; (2)

refusal to recognise that " faith " was a '* gift of

God"; (3) refusal to regard the natural man as

totally incapable of doing good, making the spon-

taneous cooperation of man a condition to the opera-

tion of grace; (4) presuming grace to be imparted in

consequence of '' some merit." A broader definition

of the content and scope of the concept of Semi-

pelagianism devolves upon a critical consideration

of the development of tiie Roman Catholic Church.

The attitude of the Roman Church to Augustine is

untrue to fact. He is the doctor ecdesice, yet his

doctrine of grace has never been officially sanc-

tioned. The later development, even that which has
official sanction, has drifted away in the direction

characterized by Semipelagian thought. This im-

true attitude arises from the obscure perplexities,

which were to be left alone in the adjustment of

the Semipelagian controversy. The decision of

Orange is equivocal. Thorough Augustinianism

may add to the sentence that " all the baptized

should be able, if they will, to labor faithfully to

become perfect," that of Augustine, ** if God have
compassion, we also exercise will." On the other

hand, the idea of resistance to grace is not pro-

hibited. This position appears already in the Hy^
pomneaticon, antedating Semipelagianism. Here
all the imbaptized, even the dying infants of Chris-

tians, remain subject to the uncertainty of predes^

tination; merely the fact of their being non-elect

is the reason why grace has never sought their

rescue. But with reference to the baptized the anti-

Augustinian tendency was triimiphant. For even

if the non-resistance of the elect was not taken as

the groimd of their election, yet the predestination

to death of reprobates was groimded upon the fore-

seen demerit of their resistance, involving also the

conditioning of election on the failure of the fore-

seen resistance. Augustine's doctrine was thus up-

rooted; for all the baptized the decision of eternal

life rested upon free will. To such thought the re-

vival of the predestination doctrine by Gottschalk

(q.v.) seemed to be heresy. Therefore this view of

the Hypomnesticon may be termed crypto-Semi-

pelagianism. The Franciscan theology of the thir-

teenth century passed beyond this. With the aid

of the distinction, coming down even from the fifth

century, of graUa generalia grata data and saving

grace, and merUum de congruOt and meritum de con-

digno (see Scholasticism, II., § 1), the Semipelagian

representations appeared in new garbs. These views

may be termed Neo-Semipelagianism. The two
latter may justly be chaiged against the Roman
Church of the present. (F. Loofb.)

Bzbuoobapht: T. Eleutherius, Bistorim eorUroveraarium de
divinm gratia auxUiia, Antworp, 1705; C. W. F. Waloh,
Hutorie der Ketxereien, vol. v., Leipaic. 1770; J. QefFoken,

Hittoria Semipdoffianiami antiquisHma, Q6ttingen, 1826;
Q. F. WiggeiB, Verauch einer praiftnatUehen Daratelluno dea

Auotuiinumua und PdaoianiamuB nach ihrer gtachieht'

lichen Eniwickdunff, Hamburg, 1833; idem, in ZHT,
xxiv (1854), 3-42. xxv (1855), 268-324, xxvii (1857), 163-
263, xxix (1859), 471-591; P. Sublet, Le SemipUagian-
ieme dea originea dana aea rapporta avee Auguatin^ le pi-

lagiarUame el VSgliae, Namur, 1897; F. Wdrter, BeitrOge

Mur Dogmengeachiehte dea Semipelagianiamua, Paderbom,
1898; idem, in Zur Dogmengeachiehte dea Semipelagiania-

miM, ed. Kn&pfler et al., v. 2. MOnater, 1899; M. Tacquin,
in Revite dea aciencea phUoaophiquea et thSdogiquea, i (1907),

506-508 (on the date when "Semipelagianism" arose);

Hefele, ConcUiengeachichte, ii. 697 sqq., 724 sqq., Eng.
transl., iv. 123 sqq., 152 sqq.. Fr. transl., ii. 2. pp. 1053
sqq., 1085 sqq. (should be consulted for supplementary
bibliography); Schaff, Chriatian Church, iii. 857-865;
KL, xi. 121-126; and the literature under Auodbtins;
Cabarius; Cassian; Faustub of Rxbz; Fulobntids;
Hilary or Arxxs; Fulagzub, especially NPNF, 1 ser.,

vol. v.. the "Introductory Essay"; Prbdbbtination; and
Pbobpbr; and eepecially the works under Doctbins, His-

Toar OF.
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I. Name.
IL Territory.

In Historical Tiznes (I 1).

The Original Home (| 2).

Foreign Influence (| 3).

SEMITIC LANGUAGES.
Diaappearance of Semitie

Languages (| 4).

lU. Divinons.
Grouping (| 1).

Use of Those Tongues (| 2).

IV. Chancteristios.

Grammar; Phonetics (| 1).

Morphology and Ssmtax (| 2).

Vocabulary and Style (| 3).

V. Literary Products.
VLRdation to other Families of

languages.

L Name: Up to the latter part of the eighteenth

century, before Sanskrit was known to Europe, or

attention had been directed to the Central and
Eastern Asiatic tongues, or those of Africa (except

Coptic), " Oriental languages " signified only He-
brew and its sister dialects: these alone, with the

exception of Coptic, had been the object of scien-

tific study. Up to this time all study of non-
classical languages was connected with the Bible;

Biblical students accomplished all that was done in

Hebrew, Arabic, Ethiopic, and the related tongues,

for the preceding 300 years. But when the linguistic

circle began to widen, and attempts were made at

classification, the need of special names for different

linguistic groups was felt; and, for the more gen-

eral divisions, recourse was naturally had to the

genealogies in the table of nations in Gen. x. The
credit, if such it be, of having originated the name
** Semitic " (from Noah's son Sem, or Shem) for

the Hebrew group, is to be given either to SchlSser

or to Johann Crottfried Eichhom (q.v.)—to which
of the two is doubtful. The first Imown use of the

term b in SchlQzer's article on the Chaldeans, in

Eichhom's Repertorium (viii. 161, 1781), and he
seems to claim the honor of its invention; but a
i^milfir claim is made by Eichhom for himself,

without mention of Schl5zer, in his AUgemeine
Bibliothek, vi. 772 (Leipsic, 1794), and Eichhom
appears to have been accepted as the author of the

name. In a short while, however, it was every-

where adopted, and is now the recognised name of

this group of languages. In Germany and France,

and to some extent at least in England (so C!oleridge,

Table-Talk, 1827), the form " Semitic " was em-
ployed (after Septuagint and Latin Vulgate, and
Luther's "Sem," instead of Hebrew "Shem");
while some English and American writers prefer the

form " Shemitic," after the more accurate translit-

eration of the Hebrew. Between the two there is

little to choose, but the shorter form, now the

more common one, is preferable to the other, be-

cause it is shorter, and inasmuch as it is farther

removed from genealogical misconception. The
once popular but unscientific threefold division of

all the languages of the world into Japhetic, Shem-
itic, and Hamitic, is now abandoned by scholars.
" Shemitic " is misleading, in so far as it appears

to restrict itself to the languages spoken by the

peoples mentioned in the table of nations as de-

scendants of Shem, while it in fact includes dialects,

as the Phenician and the Philistine, which are as-

signed in the table to Ham. The form " Semitic
"

(in English, but not in German and French), as

farther removed than " Shemitic " from " Shem,"
may, perhaps, be more easily treated as in itself

meaningless, and made to accept such meaning as

science may give it. On the other hand, as mean-
ingless, it is felt by some to be objectionable; and

other names, expresang a geographical, or ethnical,

or linguistic differentia of the languages in question,

have been soxight, e.g., Westem Asiatic, Arabian,

Syro-Arabian: but none proposed has beoi defi-

nite and euphonic enough to gain general approba-

tion, and it is likely that " Semitic " will retain its

place for the present. If a new name is to be adopted

some such term as " Triliteral " would be the most

appropriate, since triliterality of stems is the most

striking characteristic of this family of languages,

and is found in no other family.

XL Territory: In ancient tiroes (1,000 b.c.) the

Semites occupied as their proper territory the

soutiiwestem comer of Asia; their boundaries, gen-

erally stated, being—on the east, the mountain

range running south from about forty

X. In His- miles east of the Tigris River, and the

torical Persian Gulf; on the south, the Indian

Times. Ocean; on the west, the Red Sea,

Egypt, the Mediterranean Sea, and

Cilicia; and on the north the Taurus or the Masius

Moimtains. The north and east lines are imcertain,

from the absence of full data in the early Assyrian

records. At least 1,500 years before the beginning

of the Christian era, Semitic emigrants from South-

em Arabia crossed the Strait of Bab-d-Mandeb,

and occupied the part of Africa lying just south of

Egypt, their territory being about that of the mod-

em Abyssinia: these were the Gees (" emigrants," or

possibty " freemen "), or Semitic Ethiopians. The

main Semitic region thus lay between the tenth and

thirty-eighth degrees of north latitude and the forty-

fourtii and sixtieth degrees of east longitude, with an

area of over a million square miles. Semitic colonies

established themselves early in Egypt (Phenidans

in the Delta, and perhaps the Hyksos), and on the

north coast of Africa (Carthage and other cities)

and the south coast of France (Marseilles) and Spain,

possibly (though this is uncertain) in Asia Minor

and in Greece. In modem times Syrian Semites are

foimd in Kurdistan, as far east as the western shore

of Lake Urumiah Oat. 37* 30* N.; long. 45** 30* E);

but it is doubtful whether this region was Semitic

before the beginning of the Christian era. A large

part of Semitic territory was steppe or desert. Only

those portions which skirt the banks of rivers and

the shores of seas (with the exception of the city of

Mecca and possibly one or two other small dties)

were occupied by settled populations; the desert

was traversed by tribes of nomads, whose life was

largely predatory. Semitic speech is interesting,

not from the size of the territory and population it

represents, but from the controlling influence it has

exerted on history through its religious ideas.

The original seat of the Semites is unknown.

There must have been a primitive Semitic race (with

a primitive Semitic language), which existed before

the historical Semitic peoples and dialects had taken
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shape; but of this primitive race we can say no
more than that it goes back to a remote antiquity,

since of one of its daughters, the Baby-
2. The Orlg- Ionian people, there are traces in the

hud Home, fourth millennium B.C. The attempt
has been made to determine the habitat

of the Semites, before they broke up into separate na-

tions, from their traditions, and from the vocabulary

of the primitive tongue made out by a comparison

of the existing dialects; but no trustworthy result

has been reached. The oldest accounts say nothing

definite. Gen. xi. 2, for example, contains the state-

ment that the whole body of the descendants of

Noah journeyed " eastward " (so mikkedhem is to

be rendered), that is, toward the Tigris-Euphrates

region; but the starting-point is not given, nor is

there here anything of a separate Semitic people.

Again, in the same chapter, the assembled human
race is said to have been scattered from the city

Babel, without, however, any indication of the

points to which the descendants of Noah's three

sons severally went. At most, a dim feeling may be
discerned here that the Semites had once lived to-

gether in the Tigris-Euphrates valley; but this

might be referred to the fact that the Hebrews be-

lieved that they themselves had come from that

region to Canaan. No other Semitic people has, so

far as is known, any ancient tradition on this point.

The evidence from the primitive Semitic vocabu-
lary is equally vague. Its terms for land, moun-
tains, rivers, seas, metals, grains, fruits, and ani-

mals, do not fix any particular spot in western Asia

as the locality where such terms must have orig-

inated. Certain similarities between the Egyptian
and Semitic languages have suggested the theory

that the Semitio-Hamitic commimity, out of which
came later the Semitic and Egyptian peoples, once
dwelt in Africa near the Mediterranean shore, and
split into sections, one remaining in Africa, the other

pasfring into Asia; but the arguments for this view

are not convincing (some scholars, it may be added,

place the home of the primitive Semitic-Hamitic

people in Arabia, q.v.). It is necessary, therefore,

to regard as not established the h3rpotheses which
make the mountains of Armenia, or the lower Tigris-

Euphrates valley, or the Arabian Desert, or Africa

the cradle of the Semitic race, and to leave the ques-

tion at present unsolved. The choice is between
Arabia and Africa, the preponderance of present

opinion being doubtful.

The Semitic territory was enclosed by that of

Indo-Europeans on the east and the west, and Egypt
on the south. In ancient times, however, the lan-

guage was little affected by foreign in-

3. Foreign fluence, except at one point. Accord-

Influence, ing to the view now held by most
Ass3rriologists, the Babylonian-Asefy-

rians, conquering the non-Semitic Sumerians, who
preceded them as occupants of the Tigris-Eu-

phrates valley, in adopting the civilization of the

conquered, adopted a number of their words.

Hebrew made a few loans in early times from the

EgSrptian, and at a later period, possibly from
the Indian, and then from the Persian, Greek,

and Latin; and the ecclesiastical Aramaic was
naturally greatly affected by Greek and Latin.

The loanwords are easily recognized, except those
which come from the Sumerian.

All the Semitic nationalities, except the Arabian
and the Geez (Ethiopia), died out before the second
century of the Christian era. The Babylonians and
A8S3rrians disappeared as a political force in the

sixth century B.C., and their language survived only

a few centuries. The Phenicians lingered in Asia till

the time of the Antonines, and their

4. Disap- language in Africa (Carthage) till

pearance toward the fifth centiuy of the Chris-

of Semitic tian era (mentioned by Augustine and
Languages. Jerome). The Syrian Anuneans lost

their independence in the eighth cen-

tiuy B.C., but continued to exist, and their dialect

revived in the second centiuy a.d. as a Christian

language; and the Jewish Aramaic continued for

some centuries (up to the eleventh century a.d.) to

be the spoken and literary tongue of the Palestinian

and Babylonian Jews. The Jewish people, broken
up by the Romans in the first and second centuries

A.D., and scattered over the world, have carried

Hebrew with them as a learned, artificial tongue.

The South Arabians (Minssans, Sabseans, and per-

haps others), once a flourishing community, lingered

till the Mohammedan conquest in the seventh cen-

tury of the Christian era, and were then absorbed
in the general Arabian mass. The North Arabians
did not appear as a nation till the seventh century
A.D., and their language is now widely spoken.

Geez proper died out about the sixth century a.d.,

remaining, however, as the ecclesiastical and learned

language; and the nationality is still in existence.

nL Divistons: The various Semitic dialects

closely resemble one another, there being, for ex-

ample, between no two of them such dissimilarity

as exists between Greek and Latin; but the family

is divided into two well-defined groups and several

sub-groups, the difference between the two main
groups, in vocabulary and forms, being considerably

greater than that between any two
X. Grouping, members of the same group or sub-

group. The relations of the dialects

may be seen from the following table, which is de-

signed to include all Semitic forms of speech that
can lay claim to linguistic individuality, except a
few modem jargons mentioned below.

I. North Semitic.
1. Eaitem.

a. Babylonian.
6. Aass^rian.

2. Northern.
Aramaio.
a. East Aramaic

«. Sjrriao (Dialect of

Edeasa).

fi. Handean.
y. Nabataean.

6. West Aramaio.
a. Samaritan.

fi. Jewish Aramaio
(Daniel, Eara,
Targums, Talmud),

y. Palmyrene.
6. Egyptian Aramaio.

3. Western.
a Fhenidan.

Old Phenician.
Late Phenician (Punic),

fr. Hebrew,
c. Moabitish and other CSanaanitiah dialeets.

II. South Smima
1. Northern.

Arabic.
2. Southern.

a. Sabflsan, or Himya-
ritio; Minaian.

Mahri.
HakUi (EhkiU).

b. Qees, or Ethiopio.
a. Old (Sees.

IS. Tigre.

y. Tiffrifia.

i, Amhario.
«. Harari.
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From the cuneiform tablets discovered in 1887 at

Tell el^Amama (see Amabna Tablets) in Egypt,
near Thebes, it appears that c. 1400 B.C. Baby-
lonian was the official language in Canaan and the

language of intercourse between the

2. Use of kings of Babylonia and Egypt. The
Those Babylonians had before that time over-

Tongues, run and occupied Canaan and im-
pressed their culture on the land, so

that, though Egypt then held Canaan, the Eg3rptian

governors of the cities (among them ihe governor of

Jerusalem) wrote to the Egyptian royal govern-

ment in Babylonian, and Egyptian youth at coiui^

studied Babylonian.

Of these dialects, the following are now spoken:

(1) Aramaic, by the Nestorian and Jacobite Chris-

tians in Upper Mesopotamia, near Mosul, thence

eastward to the western shore of Lake Urmi, and
northward in the Kurdish Moxmtains (N5ldeke,

ChrammaHk der neusyrUchen Sprache^ Leipsic, 1868)

;

and by the remnant of the Mandeans in Lower Meso-
potamia (Nbldeke, Manddische Grammatikf Halle,

1874). West Aramaic is now spoken only in three

small villages near Damascus. (2) Arabic is the

only Semitic dialect that has now any real life. It

is spoken in various sub-dialects—by the Bedouin of

the Arabian Desert; in Egypt, and, as ecclesiastical

language, in Turkey; in the Magreb (north coast

of Africa) ; in Syria; in Malta, where the vernacular

is a strange mixture, with Arabic as its basb, but
with many Italian and other words; on the coast

of Malabar (the Mapuli jargon). The Mosarabic, a
Spanish-Arabic jargon formerly spoken in the south
of Spain, became extinct in the last century. (3)

Geez: the four dialects, TigrS, Tigrifia, Amharic, Ha-
rari, are still spoken in Abyssinia. (4) Hebrew at

a comparatively early date b^gan to be displaced by
Aramaic, which became the common language of

intercourse in the greater part of western Asia and
so the vernacular of the Jews. The earliest notice

of the use of Aramaic by Jews is found in the Ara-
maic papyri discovered in the island of Elephantine
in the Nile opposite Assuan. Here as early as the

sixth century B.C. dwelt a Jewish community pos-

sessing a temple and carrying on a regular Jewish
worship; their commercial and other documents are

all written in Aramaic. This language gradually

took the place of Hebrew in Palestine, and main-
tained itself till some time after the Mohammedan
conquest, when the Jews gradually adopted Arabic.

In general the Jews speak the language of the people

among whom they dwell, keeping up, however, to a
greater or less extent, the knowledge of the old

tongue. Hebrew is now studied by the Jews as a
sacred language, and by a few of them, chiefly the

older orthodox bodies in Germany, Austria, and
Russia, is to some extent written and spoken. This
spoken language contains a large admixture of mod-
em Eiux)pean terms. The literary Hebrew of to-

day occupies about the same position among the

Jews as Latin among us. The so-called ** Yiddish ''

(that is, German Jewish) is a Rhineland German
speech, with admixture of Hebrew and Slavic words,

now spoken by Jews in Russia, Austria, America,
and elsewhere in the diaspora [and printed by them
in the Jewish character].

Of languages which have been strongly affected

by Semitic tongues may be mentioned the Iranian

Huzvareeh or Pahlavi (the language of the Bunde-

hesh), which is greatly Aramaixed; the Iranian

Persian, whose vocabulary is largely Arabic, and

even its flyntax appears to have been somewhat

Semitised; the Indian Hindustani, which, developed

under Moslem influence, also contains a lai^ num-

ber of Arabic words; and the Turkish, especially

the literary and learned language of Constantinople,

which in like manner, and for the same reason, has

a large infusion of Arabic.

IV. Characteristics: These may be divided into

formal (granmiar), material (vocabulary), and sty-

listic (rhetoric and thought). The Semitic phonetic

system has a marked individuality. It is probable

that the original Semitic alphabet was nearly iden-

tical with that of the classical Arabic, containing

six guttiirals (Alef, Ha, Qa, ga, Ayin,

z. Oimmmar; Gayin), five uvulars (^af, Ja, !^^
Phonetics. Pad), two palatals (Kaf, Gam), two

linguo-dentals (Ta, Dal), two labials

(Pa, Ba), six liquids (Ra, Ya, Lam, Waw, and the

nasals Mim, N\m), three sibUants (Sin, Sin, Zajin),

and perhaps six spirants (Kaf, 6am, 'JTa, Dai, P&,

Ba). No ftxjgting dialect has all these letters, but

there are traces of most of them in all. Thus, com-

parison of Assyrian and Arabic maJ js it probable

that the former contained all these h-sounds (ba,

t^i, ha), though only one of them (ha) is now found

in it. From Septuagint transliterations it 2^)pear8

that Hebrew possessed Gayin, as well as Ayin; the

South Semitic group shows all the uvulars, and the

Hebrew all the spirants. It may be, however, that

the parent Semitic speech had fewer uvulars and

spirants, and that the Southern group developed

the former, and the Northern the latter. It is doubt-

ful whether Hebrew Samek and Sin represent two

different soimds. It is likely, also, that not all the

sounds above mentioned are original, i.e., some of

them may be merely modifications of earlier and

simpler soimds; but here the concern is only with

the consonantal material possessed by the primi-

tive Semitic tongue, and not with the material out

of which its alphabet may have been formed. The

Semitic alphabet is thus seen to be characteriwd

by fulness of guttural, uvular, and spirant con-

sonants. In the several dialects the movement has

been toward a diminution of the nimiber of gut-

turals and uvulars, namely, by changing these into

similar letters pronounced farther forward in the

mouth. Ass3nian, Galilean Jewish, Aramaic, and

Mandean threw off the most of the gutturals; mod-

em Arabic has diminished the number of its uvulars,

and Gees the nimiber of its uvulars and gutturals.

Thb is a tendency, observable in all languages, to

bring the consonants forward in the mouth and thus

facilitate their pronunciation. The vowel miaterial

of the primitive Semitic was simple, consisting, prob-

ably, of the three vowels, a, i, u, with the corre-

sponding long &, I, Q. These have been variously

modified in the different dialects. Assyrian has fi;

Aramaic, 6, d; Hebrew, &, S, S, 5, Q; modem Arabic,

ft, §, a (aw), 6; Gees, ft, §, 6,

Morphologically, the Semitic languages belong

to the class called inflecting, standing in this respect
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ftlongafde of the Indo-European . Their most marked
peculiarity is their triliteralism; most stems con-

sist of three consonants, on which, by
a. Morphol- prefixes, affixes, infixes, and internal

ogy and vowel-changes, all derived forms are

Syntax, made. The noun has gender (mascu-
line and feminine), number and case.

The verb has gender, number and person, but prop-
erly no distinction of tense (in the sense of time),

instead of which there are two forms which denote
respectively completedness and ingressiveness of

action. The notions of reflection, intensity, causa-

tion, are expressed by derived verbal stems made
by prefixes and infixes. The Semitic syntax is

marked by great simplicity of articulation. The
different clauses of the sentence are, for the most
part, connected by the most general word " and *';

there is little or no inversion and transposition for

riietorical effect; and there are no elaborate periods.

The structure is commonly and properly described

as monumental or lapidary. The most striking

special peculiarity of the syntax is the phonetic

abridgment of the noim (the construct state; [in

Hebrew, where one word is limited by another, not
the limiting but the limited word is changed in form
to the " construct state," so that the Indo-European
genitive relation is in a manner reversed]) to show
that it is defined by the following word or clause.

The absence of compoxmds (except in proper names)
is another marked feature—an illustration of the

isolating character of the thought. The whole
conception of the sentence b detached, isolated,

and picturesque. Of these general Semitio character-

istics the Hebrew and Assyrian, 'which first pro-

duced literatures, show the most, and the Aramaic
and Arabic, whose literary life began late, the

least.

The Semitic word-material differs greatly accord-

ing to the periods and the circimistances of the va-

rious peoples. The pre-Christian literary remains
are very scanty. From the Israelites

3* Vocabu- there have come down only a few pro-

lary and phetical discourses, historical books,

Style. sacred hymns, and ethical works, to-

gether with several law books, no secu-

lar productions except the Song of Songs; from the

Babylonians and the Assyrians, somewhat more

—

royal and commercial inscriptions, geographical, as-

tronomical, grammatical, and religious works, and
fragments of epic and other poems; from the Phe-
nicians, a few short inscriptions; and from the

others, nothing. The Hebrew vocabulary is full in

terms relating to religious feelings and acts, scanty

in philosophical and artistic terms and in names of

things pertaining to common life; the Assjrrian has

more of the last, but is almost equally rich in the first.

In later times, however, the Aramaic (classical and
Jewish), and the Arabic under Greek influence, cre-

ated larger vocabularies, and developed some power
of philosophical expression. The Hebrew vocabu-

lary is now being enlarged in this direction by the

Jews. From the nature of the national culture, these

languages, though their vocabularies are sometimes

(the Arabic especially) very large, do not satisfy

the needs of western life. They multiply words for

objects and acts which we do not care to particular-

X.—23

ize, and are deficient in terms for those which we
wish to express with precision. The above de-
scription of the vocabulary and syntax will serve
to characterize the style and thought of the Semitic
tongues. The highest artistic shape they have not,

either in prose or in poetry. They do not readily

lend themselves to philosophy proper or to art. But
in the simple expression of emotion, and the con-
densation of practical wisdom into household words,
they are not surpassed by the most highly devel-

opcii Indo-European languages: in these respects

the Bible has an acknowledged preeminence.
V. Literary Products: It will be sufficient here

to mention briefly the general characteristics of the
literature of the Semitic languages. Of the different

forms of poetry the Semites have produced little

more than the lyric, as in the Old-Testament Psalms,
the Syrian hymns, and the Arabian Kasidas. The
old Babylonian inscriptions contain two cosmolog-
ical poems of great interest, and the Gilgamesii
(formerly written Izdubar) cycle of stories has an
epic tone; but this cycle has not a definite literary

imity like the Iliad, and it is imcertain how much
of all the early poetical material is derived from
a non-Semitic (that is, Sumerian) source; the
rhythmic form is in part Semitic. The Semites have
never produced a native drama. Neither the Book
of Job nor the Song of Songs is a drama; the former
is a colloquy of five men who make long argumen-
tative speeches, and the question is smnmed up in

a group of discourses by Yahweh; the latter is a
collection of loosely connected wedding-songs, with-

out plot or movement. The drama of the late poet
Ezekiel has been regarded as an imitation of Greek
models. The subjective character of the Semitio

poetic thought is obvious: actions or phenomena in

outward nature or in himian life are generally de-

scribed not for their own sake, but as a part of the

feeling of the writer. As poetry it takes high rank.

The Hebrew lyrics are sonorous and rhythmical;

the Arabian are ingenious and lively; the S3rrian,

however, are tame. The metrical form of Hebrew
poetry (see Hebrew Language and Literature^
III.), and to some extent of Babylonian, is parallel-

ism of members, and the rhythmic progression is

by stress of voice, not by length and number of syl-

lables—a member b defined as having two, three, or

four beats; the Arabic, however, has a well-defined

system of feet characterized by number and length

of syllables. Hime appears first in Syriac Christian

hymns, and is feebly represented in Arabic. The
historical writing of the Semites has never attained

a scientific or artistic form. It is either baldly an-

nalistio (as parts of the Old-Testament Book of

Kings, the Assyrian royal inscriptions, and the Ara-

bic histories), or, when it attempts more connected

presentation of the facts, it is subjective and prag-

matic, arranging the historical facts so as to point

a moral or support a theory. In one department,

prophetic discourse, the Semitic literature is un-

rivaled; there is nothing in any other family of lan-

gxiages like the prophetic oratory of the Old Tes-

tament, or the declamation of the Koran. In other

departments, as fiction and philosophy, the Semites

have never been original, but always imitators

(Thousand and One Nights, the Arabian philosophy;
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the Persian Arabic is, of course, not to be consid-

ered here).

VL Rdation to Other Families of Languages:

So far as present knowledge goes, it is doubtful

whether the Semitic family is genetically connected

with any other in the world except the Egyptian

and Cushite groups. Various unsuccessful attempts

have been made to show a relationship between it

and the Indo-European. The case is different with

the Egjrptian, between whose stock of sounds, per-

sonal pronouns, numerals, and verbal forms, and the

Semitic there is a remarkable resemblance; but the

great differences between the two families in other

respects make great caution necessary in comparing

them. There is a similar resemblance between the

structure of the Semitic verb and that of the Cush-

ite group of languages (the Galla, Saho, and others,

near Abyssinia), but nothing definite. At most, an
original Semitic-Hamitic family may be conjectured

out of which these two have grown; but in that

case their separation took place so long ago, their

paths since that time have been so different, and
the traces of kinship have been so far obliterated,

that little can be got from a comparison between
them, except in the way of reconstructing the his-

tory of the original family. One main obstacle

in the comparison of Semitic words with others is

the trilitersdism of stems of the former; and it has

therefore been attempted to reduce these to bi-

literals, but hitherto with indifferent success. It

need not be denied that this problem may hereafter

be solved, and comparisons instituted between
Semitic and other families that may be of service

to all. C. H. Tot.
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niee der Agyptiachen Sprache aum eemitiachen Sprachetamm,
Leipsic, 1844; E. Renan. Hiat. ginirale et eyathne com-
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dogermaniech und eemitiach, Vienna, 1870; F. W. N. Phi-
lippi. Statue conatruetue im HebrAiachen, Wdmar, 1871;
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parative Grammar of the Semitic Languagea, London and
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zxi. 641-656; idem, Beitrttge aur aemitieehen Sprachwia-
aeneehaft, Strasburg. 1904; idem. Neue Beitrdge auraemi-
iiaehenSprachvnaaen^chaft, ib. 1909; H. Ewald. Abhandlung
Hber die geachichtliche Folge der eemitiachen Spraehen, G6t-

tingen. 1871; C. Abel. SprachitiaaenachaftliiAe Abhtatd-

lungen, Leipsic. 1884; A. H. Huiainga, Analogy is lk$

Semitic Languagea, Baltimore. 1891; J. Barth. Die Nomi-
nalbUdungwden aemitieehen Sprachen, Leipsic. 1894; idem.

SprachwiaaenaehafUiche Untereuehungen, ib. 1907; 0. B.

Lindberg. Vergleidtende Orammatik der aemitiaehen 5pro>

ehen, (Sothenbuxg, 1897 sqq.; A Oloaaary of Aramaic In-

acriptiona: a eompreheneioe Collection for Ae Study of Com-
panttive Semitic Philology, (Cambridge, 1896; H. Zimmem,
Vergleichende Orammatik der eemitiachen Spradun, Bettin,

1898; E. Kdnig. Hebrdiadi und Semitiaeh, ProUgomena und
OrundUnien einer Oeaehichte der eemiHaekan Spratkan, Bcr*

lin. 1901; idem. HebrOiechee und aromAiachea Wdrtmbwk
aum Allan Tealament mil EinaehaUung und AnalyaealUr
achwererkennbarenFormen. DeutungderBigennamenaewia
der maaaoretiachen Randbemerkungen und einem deUladh

htbr&iechen Wortregiater, Leipsic, 1901-10; G. Dalmsn.
Orammatik dee judiachen paliatiniachen AramOiach, Leqh
sic. 1905; W. Gesenius. HebHUachea und aramdiadm
HandwArtefbueh, 14th ed. by F. Buhl and H. Zimmem,
Leipsic. 1905; H. L. Straek. Orammatik dee bibHatk-

oramAiechen, Leipsic, 1905; F. Brown. 8. R. Driver, a A
Briggs, Hebrew and Bngliah Lexicon of the O. T., Boston,

etc., 1906; C. Brockelmann, Orundriaa der vergleiekenian

Orammatik der eemitiachen Sprachen, part I.. Beriin sod
New Yoric. 1908; idem. Semitiache Sprachwaeenaehaft,
Leipsic. 1910; L. Belleli, An Independent Examination of

the Aeauan and EUj^utntine Aramaic Papyri with dteen

Platea and two Appendicee on eundry Itema, London. 1909;

BeitrUge aur chrietUch-arabiachen Literaturgaekiektt,

Leipsic. 1909; M. van Berobem. Arabiache Inaehnftm,

ib. 1909; idem. Materiaux pour un Corpua inecriptioitum

Arabicarum, Paris. 1910; J. P. Alone. Short Manual {witk

Vocabulary) of the Amharic Language, London. 1910;

E. H. Armbruster. Initia Amharica. An Inlroductian to

apoken Amharic, ib. 1910; H. Bauer. Die Tempom im
Semitiaehen, Leipsic, 1910; C. Besold. Verbalaugixfitrmm

ale AUerakriterien babyloniach-aaayriacher Inechriften, Hei-

delberg. 1910; Fabre d'Olivet, La Langue hAraiqm rttti-

tute, et le vMtabU aenae dee moU hSbreux rUabH et proud,

Paris. 1910; J. B. Chabot. Lea Languea et lea Httketmea
aramSennea, ib. 1910.

SBMLER, semaer or lemaer, JOHANN SALOMO:
Honeer in Biblical critioism; b. at Saalfeld (66 m.

8.W. of Leipsic) Deo. 18, 1725; d. at Halle Mar. 4,

1791. His father was archdeacon at Saalfeld, and

introduced the son to the circles of Pietism (q.v.) in

early youth. But young Sender, already a wide

reader and possessed of a phenomenal memory, aoon

felt a profound disinclination toward all manner d
Pietism, only by degrees, however, becoming con-

scious of hb fundamental objection to this move-

ment. At the University of Halle, which he visited

in 1743, he was especially drawn toward Siegmiind

Jakob Baumgarten (q.v.), whose erudition ap-

pealed to him, and there took his master's degree

in 1750. In the same year he became an unsalamd
professor in the gymnasium at Ck>buig, where he

gave instruction in the elements of Arabic, and was

also editor of the Cobuig Staat9- und Geiehrtemeil-

ung. The year 1751 brought him the call of a pro-

fessorship in histoiy and Latin poetiy at Altdorf.

But in 1752, at the instance of Baumgarten, he was

called to Halle as professor of theology, whm thne

opened up for him a field of labor suitable to hia

talents. After Baumgarten's death (1757), he grew

more free and spontaneous, and a few years later

he was one of tiie most celebrated theologians d
Germany.

Sender's critical investigation was directed fint

of all to the Scri|>tures. What he undertook waa

unheard of in German theology, jet there waa no

doubt of his right to make Scripture the object of

scientific reseiu^. His Biblical investigatioos
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were concerned with the toansmiHsion and the

nature of the text. He soon came to believe in

various revisions of the New-Testament text,

strove after more certain standards for fixing the

value of particular manuscripts, and discerned the

importance of patristic citations. This new at-

titude respecting the text involved the germinating

prindplee for a new valuation of the canon. To this

problem was devoted his Abhcmdlung von der freien

UnUrsuckung dea Karunu, nebst Antwort avf die

tUbingiache Vertheidigung der Apokalypna (4 parts,

Halle, 1771-76). He came to recognise the fact

that the canon of the Old Testament, like that

(^ the New, underwent a historical development
and grew up by degrees, and hence may not pass

for ** inspired '' in the traditional sense and has not,

tiiorefore, the " authority " heretofore ascribed to

it. This principle of the liberty of Christians to

deal wil^ the canon, involved the further task of

gaining a criterion for gaging the value of the par-

ticular constituents of such a collection, ofiFering as

such the test of the presence in the books of the

sinrit of Christ. This led him to recognise in the

Old Testament and the New two stages of religion,

the Jewish national, and the universal religion of

Christianity, and this showed the way to a wholly
new explanation of Scripture. He established tb^

point that the doctrine of Jesus and the apostles

contains Jewish conceptions of only synchronous
value. The problem of scientific exegesis is to de-

termine what belongs to l^ese '' local " and '' tem-
poral ** elements. £> early as 1760, he gave expres-

sion to these maxims, and applied the same in De
detmoniacie, quorum in evangdiie fix mmiio (Halle,

1760). Semler further developed the idea of utili-

sing Talmud and Apocrypha in exegesis.

With Semler there b^gan a new epoch in ecclesi-

astical history. His historical labors exhibit him
both as editor (rerfuStam* opera, 6 vols., Halle,

176&-76; Apparatus ad libroa eyrhbclicoe ecdeeioB

Luiheranm, 1775), and as critic iPommeniarii hxa-

torid de antiquo Chrietianorum etatUj 2 vols., 1771-

1772; Vereuch einee fruchibaren Auszugee der

Kirchengesekichie dea N. T., 3 vols., 1773-78). His
guiding principles include constant return to the
sources, the importation of purely natural factors

in the history of the Church, employment of psy-

chology to aid in the imderstanding of history, and
recognition that development has taken place in

the history of the Church. This new mode of sur-

vey showed its most pronoxmced reaction in the
^here of ecclesiastical dogma. One of Semler's

most important theses was his distinction between
theology and religion. By means of this distinction

he created free course for his criticism and thereby
liberated science research from the theological

odium, his purpose being to grapple with the Chris-

tian fsdth itself. Another main idea of Semler's is

that in all ages there has been a diversity of theo-

logical and religious views, and that this discrepancy
exists of right. Consequently all doctrinal schemes
are mere attempts to comprehend the truth, with
the results that the practise of appraising the dog-
ma of one's own church in distinction from that of

other ecclesiastical fellowships was no longer to be
upheld, the basis for a propaganda among adher-

ents of an alien confession vanished away, and even
the gap between Christianity and non-Christian
religions became lessened by coordination of all

into the divine cosmic plan. The task of defining
the value and effective scope of the theology recog-

nized by the Church, and the relation of this ecclesi-

astical doctrine to the asserted freedom of the in-

dividual, Semler sought to resolve by distinguishing

public religion—^i.e.. Christian regulations in the
way of external orctinances—^from private religion,

i.e., the particular Christian's religious convictions.

Semler excited great surprise among his contem-
poraries by his attitude toward the practical life of

the Church. When the agitation over the " Wolfen-
buttel Fragments " (q.v.) reached its height, Sem-
ler undertook to controvert the '' Fragmentists

"

with keen polemics. Semler's attitude in various

disputes was the necessary result of the fimdamental
thoughts of his theology. Yet he was no construc-

tor, nor did he clearly define for himself the conse-

quences of his own formal postulations. Indeed, he
himself often fell far short of exercising the objec-

tivity that he demanded abstractly; and his direct

interest was much more pronounced than he per-

sonally admitted. He was far more accessible to

conservative sentiments than could be expected,

especially in his labors as critic. Similarly, the very
heaviness of his style is due to his continual strug-

gling with new material and to his inability to wait
for publication until he had completely mastered
the subject-matter. His real merit lay in assisting

to pilot theology into a new phase of development
by importing into theology the historical mode of

contemplation. In its final decade, Semler's liter-

aiy activity shows a change in his interests, as he
busied himself with natural sciences, alchemy, mys-
tical theosophy, and freemasonry (Unpartheiische

SamnUung zwr OeichicfUe der Roaenkreuzer, 4 parts,

Leipsic, 1786-88). At the same time he did not
abandon theology {Letztea Glaubenabekenntnia, 1792).

Carl Mirbt.
Bibxjograpbt: Semler's autobiography was published in

two parts, Halle. 1781-82. Consult further: J. Q. Eich-
hom, AUgemeine BibUothde der bibli^ehen LUeratur, v. 1-
201, Leipsio, 1793; Diestel, in JahrbHeher far deutache
Theolooie, xii (1807), 471-408; P. Oastrow, Johann Salomo
Semler in teiner Bedeutung fUr die Theolooie mii beaonderer
BerUckatchHanno •einee StreUee mit O, E, Leeaing, Giessen,
1906; the work by Q. Karo with the same title, Berlin,

1906; H. Hoffmann, Die Theolooie Semlera, Leipsio, 1905;
L. Zschaznack, Leeaing und Semler. Bin Beitrag aur
EnUiehnngageachichte dea Rationaliamua und der kriiiachen

Theologie, Qiessen, 1905; F. Huber, Johann Salomo Sem-
ler, aeine Bedeutung fUr die Theologie, Berlin, 1906; ADB,
TTTJii. 098-704.

SEMPRINOHAM^ ORDER OF. See Gilbert,
Saint, of Sbmpringham.

SEN, KESHAV CHANDRA: Hindu Theist;

b. at Calcutta Nov. 19, 1838; d. there Jan. 8, 1884.

As a boy he was imperious in character and self-

willed, not especially religious in spirit, but amid the

low moral condition of the times he stood out as a
pure-minded boy, shy but self-contained. As he
passed into youth he became austere in his habits, a
vegetarian, showing an antipathy toward all frivoli-

ties, and absorbed in philosophical and religious sub-

jects. It was at this time that Christian literature

began to make its deep impression on Iiis mind.
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Pftul And Senees in his oommentary on Philippians, 4th
ed.. London. 1878; F. W. Famr. Seekm^ after Qod, Phila-
delphia. 1883; J. Knsrberr, L. Annmua Seneca vnd eeine
Beeiehungen Bum CkrUienthum, Berlin. 1887; 8. Rubin.
Die BtKik Seneeae, Munich. 1901; R. Walti. Vie de
Sini^ue, Paris. 1909; the literature under Nbbo; and
the works on the lustoiy of philosophy.

SENNACHERIB. See Assyria, VL, 3, § 12.

SEPARATE BAPTISTS. See Baftiots, II., 4 (f).

SEPARATED BRITISH METHODISTS. See
Mbhodistb, L, 2.

SEPARATES: An American Galvinifltio Meth-
odist sect, composed of Whitefieid's fdlowers, which
sprang up in 1750 under the name of " New lights."

They were, however, subsequently organised into

separate societies by Shubal Steame, and then took
the name "Separates." Steame became a Baptist
in 1751, and many of the Separates followed him into

that church; and the sect died out. "The distinc-

tive doctrine of the sect was, that believers are

guided by the inmiediate teachings ol the Holy
Spirit, such supematiu'al indications ci the divine

will being regarded by them as partaking of the nar
ture of inspiration, and above, though not contrary
to, reason." See Msthodistb, I., 2.

SEPARATISTS^ THE. See CoiofUNisM, IL, 9.

SEPHARVADC sef'dr-vd'im (SIPPAR). See
Babylonia, IY., § 11.

SEPP, CHRISTIAAN: Dutch Mennonite theo-

logian and historian; b. at Amsterdam 1820; d. at

Wijk aan Zee (15 m. n. of Haarlem) 1890. His long-

est period of active labor was spent as a preacher

for his denomination at Leyden (1854-82). But
his work as a preacher was only a small part of his

activities; he edited the theological review Oodg^
leerde Bijdragen (1855-70) ; and was the author of a
series of historical works which embodied the fruits

of diligent research in the history of Dutch Protes-

tant theology and biography, orthodox and sec-

tarian, including the Anabaptists. Of these works
the following may here be noticed: Pragmatuche
Oeschiedenia der Thedogie in Nederland 1787-1860
(Leyden, 1860) ; Johannes Stinstra en zijn Tijd: eene

Bijdrage tot de Oeschiedenis der Kerk en School in de

18de eeuw (Amsterdam, 1865-66); Het God-
geleerd Onderwija in Nederland gedurende de 16. en 17.

eeuw (2 parts, Leyden, 187^74); Bibliotheek van
Nederlandache Kerkgesckiedschrijvers (1886); Ver-

boden Leduur. Sen drietal Indices librorum pro-^

hibitorum (1889). Many of his studies on men and
books are collected in Oesckiedkundige Naeporingen

(3 parts, 1872-75); and Kerkhistorische Studien

(1885). S. Cramer.

SEPP, JOHANN NEPOMUK: Roman Catholic

church-historian; b. at T5ls (26 m. s. of Mimich),
Bavaria, Aug. 7, 1816; d. at Munich June 5, 1909.

He studied at Mimich; traveled in the East, 1845-
1846; became professor of history at Mimich, 1846;
was deposed and expelled from the city, 1847, for

his political opinions; reinstated, 1850; retired,

1867. He had considerable influence in politics.

Among his works are: Das Leben Jesu ChrisH (5

vols., Regensburg, 1842-46; 4th ed., with Daniel

Haneberg, Munich, 1898-1902); Das Heidenthm
uud dessen BedetUung fUr das Christofithum (1853);

Jerusalem und das Heilige Land (Schaffhaufleii,

1862-63); Thalen tmd Lehren Jesu mil ihrer toatt-

geschichUichen Beglaubigung (1864); GtscMchieda

Apostel vom Tod Jesu bis gur Zerstdrtmg Jeru-

salems (1865); Kritische R^ormentwiirfe begumend

mil der Revision des Bibelkanons (Munich, 1870) ; Das

Hebrder EvangeUum (1870); Deutsehland und der

Vatikan (1872); G(frres und seine Zeitgenouen

(Ndrdlingen, 1877) ; Meerfahrt nach Tifrus zur Aui-

grabungderKathedrale mil Barbarossas Grab (Leipeic,

1879); Kritische Beiirdge sum Leben Jesu und tur

neuesten Topographic von Jerusalem (Munich, 1890);

Die Rdigion der alien Deutschen und ihr ForAestand

in Vo^kssagen (1890); Die Geheime Offenbarung Jo-

Aannis (1902); and Orient und Occident; lOOKapiid

ilber der Nachiseite der Natur Zauberwerk und Eexesr

wesen in alter und neuer Zeit (Berlin, 1903).

SEPTDmJS SEVERUSi st-vt'rns: Roman em-

peror 193-211; b. at Leptis (62 m. s.e. of (}ir-

thage), on the north coast of Africa, Apr. 11, 146;

d. at Eboracum (York), England, Feb. 4, 211. Hu
family was of equestrian rank, and in 172 he seems

to have been made a senator by Marcus AureHua.

In 190 he became consul, and in the following year

received from Commodus the command of the Ger-

man legions in Pannonia. On the murder of Fe^

tinax by the troops in 193, they proclaimed Septim-

ius emperor, whereupon he hurried to Italy and took

possession oi Rome without opposition. The lepon-

aries ci Syria, however, proclaimed Pesoemiius

Niger emperor and those ci Britain, Albinus; and

only after bloody wars was Septimius able to make

hiinself master of the Roman world. With Sep-

timius Severus begins the series ol military em-

perors and the motto of his life was his dying ex-

hortation to his sons, "let us work!" ]ffis entire

reign was devoted to the welfare of the empire, and

he finally succumbed to overexertion in a campaign

against the Caledonians. Stem, wise, and energetic,

Septimius restored peace to the empire after the

misrule of Conunodus and the dvil wars. No em-

peror before Constantino was so important for the

development of Roman law.

It is generally assumed that Septimius was friend-

ly to the C3uistians until 202, when, for scnne un-

known reason, he became their enemy and persecu-

tor. This rests upon an incorrect interpretation of

the words of his biographer Spartianus: "In his

journey [through Palestine in 202] he established

very many laws for the Palestinians; he forbade the

Jews to be placed under heavy punishment, but

sanctioned this in the case of CSmstians." This was

really no new law, but only a reemphamfing of laws

already existing, and was designed to check the

Christian propaganda rather than to set on foot

a general persecution. Nor was there any wide

persecution, and there are many evidences that not

only was the emperor not personally hostile to the

Christians, but he even protected them against the

populace. There were doubtless Christians in his

own household, and in his reign the church at Rome
had ahnost absolute peace. On the otiier hand,

individual officials availed themselves of the laws to
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favored by the nobility. The nobles, indeed, tacitly

assumed that the conference was a Reformed synod,

and they had plainly come prepared to declare the

Second Helvetic Confession the national creed of

Poland. The Bohemian Brethren, while regarding

the Helvetic Confession as in agreement wi^ their

own, saw no reason to surrender the creed of their

own communion; and the Lutherans, declining to

abandon the Augsburg Confession, and at the same
time far from inmgfiing that it be made the formal

creed of the synod, proposed the joint formulation

of a new and distinctly Polish confession. It was
accordingly resolved that the preparation of such

a creed should be taken up by the next synod,

scheduled to meet at Warsaw at Whitsuntide. Since,

however, some expression of the unanimity already

attained was desired, two ministers were delegated

to draw up an agreement. This was submitted to

the synod on Apr. 13, whereupon a Lutheran repre-

sentative requested the addition of a statement on
the Eucharist, as well as the adoption of an entire

article from the Saxon Confession of 1551. This

request was granted, but the Eucharistic doctrine

was so modified as to represent essentially the posi-

tion of Melanchthon, so that those Lutherans who,

in the Formula of Concord, proscribed Philippism,

rejected the Consensus of Sendomir.

The Consensus sought to provide a defense against

Roman Catholics, sectarians, and foes of the Gos-

pel, and also to obviate all strife and enmity. Each
of the sects represented might conduct the worship

and administer the sacraments of the other; each

Church concerned might retain its liturgy and

usages, except when these should interfere with

purity of doctrine; and all weighty matters of re-

ligion in Poland, Lithuania, and Ssimogitia were to

be considered in joint council. The proposed prep-

aration of a distinct Polish confession was never

realized, but, on May 20, 1570, a conference of Lu-
thftwtna and Bohemian Brethren was held at Posen,

where a number of resolutions were adopted which

may be regarded as supplementing the Consensus

of Sendomir. After considerable debate, it was de-

cided that the Eucharistic teaching should be in

accord with the Consensus of Sendomir and the

Saxon Confession; each sect should retain its own
usages, and where the same place had a congrega-

tion of each, the minister of either might, in case of

necessity, represent the other; all polemics must be

avoided, and proselyting was forbidden; mutual

conferences for the furtherance of the union were to

be held when necessary; no pastor should admit to

ibe Lord's Supper the adherents of the other sect

without the consent of the pastor of the persons

concerned, except on the occasion of diets, general

sjmods, and journeys; those excommimicated in

one sect should not be admitted to the Lord's

Supper in the other, and a similar rule should

apply to the clergy in case of deposition; all rites

of the Roman Catholic Chtuvh were gradually to

be abolished; and in case it should prove impossi-

ble peaceably to correct any eventual error in

teaching or liturgy in either sect, the matter was

to be brought for final adjudication before the

general synod of Great and Little Poland.

(H. W. ERBKAMt.)

Bibuoorapht: The Coiuauus was first printed 15S3, and
reprinted Thorn, 1592, 1506, Heidelberg, 1605. Geneva,
1612, 1654, Frankfort, 1704; in D. E. Jablonaki'a Hw-
toria conaenstiB Sendomiriennt, Berlin, 1731; in H. A.
Niemeyer's CoUtctio eonfMnonum^ pp. 551-591, Leipsic,

1840; and in German in C. J. Nitssch. Urkundenbuch der
evangeliachen Unton, pp. 72 sqq., Bonn. 1853. Consult
the pertinent literature under Poland; the work of Jab-
lonski named above; Schaff, Creeds, i. 586-588; J. G.
Walch. HiatorUehe . . . EinUUung in die Relioionettrei-

tiokeiten, iii. 1043, 10 vols., Jena, 1733-39, and Nitcsch,

ut sup., p. Izx.

SENECA, sen^e-ea, LUCIUS ANNJBUS: Roman
philosopher and author; b. in Corduba (Cordova),

Spain, c. 8 B.C.; d. near Rome 65 a.d., being forced

to commit suicide. As a prodigy in versification

and rhetoric he soon rose to eminence, and entered

the senate. Exiled to Corsica at the accession of

Claudius, 41 A.D., he returned in 49 to become the

educator and counselor of young Nero. His great

talents were tmdoubtedly used to commend or

screen the criminal ambition of Agrippina and
the parricide committed by Nero. Seneca was
early attracted by P3rthagoreanism, and, while he

became a devotee of this cult, his erudition for his

time was almost universal. In the bitter analysis

of the non-spiritual strivings of actual mankind
Seneca has outstripped all his predecessors. Stoic

pride as well as a curious aspiration after spiritual

rest, submission to fatal mechanism, as well as a

striving after personal immortality, may be observed

in his brilliant essays, among which the epUttdcB

mordUs are the last and greatest. There is in him
also an unmistakable drift and trend away from the

pantheism of his school toward a theistic concep-

tion of soul-happiness and soul-obligations. The
motto '^ know thyself " as applied to conscience and
motive has been more vigorously put into play by
Seneca than by any former philosophical writer of

classical antiquity (" Perchance, if you search dili-

gently, you will find within your own bosom the

vice of which you ask "; De heneficm, VII., xxviii.

3). In the frank admission of essential moral weak-

ness coupled with the assertion of the highest ob-

ligation of moral conduct, Seneca not rarely reminds

his readers of the New Testament. Still, in his phi-

losophy of freedom he emphasizes everywhere the

right and privilege of suicide. The historian who
was most lUce him, Tacitus, treats him with striking

coolness and reserve. The " correspondence *' of

Seneca and St. Paul (their death was close together)

is a transparent fiction. E. G. Sihi£R.

Bibuogbapht: Recent Eng. transls. of some of Seneca's

works are: Morale: a SeUetion, by W. Qode. London,

1888; Minor Diaioouea, by A. Stewart, ib. 1889; On Bene-

fits, by T. Lodge, ib. 1899; TranqtUUiiy of Mind and
Providence, by W. B. Langsdorf. New York, 1900; Ten
Tragedies . . . , by W. Bradshaw. London, 1902. and
Tragedies, ... by F. J. Miller. Chicago. 1907; Morals,

New York, 1904; Select Essays and SaHre on the Deifica-

tion of Claudius, by A. P. Ball, ib. 1908; Tragedies, in

English Verse, by F. J. Miller. London, 1908; Three Trag-

edies: Hercules Fureus, Troades, Medea, . . . by H. M.

Kingery. London and New York, 1908; QwBstiones Nat-

urales, by J. Clarke, New York. 1910; Select Letters, by
W. C. Summers, ib. 1910. On Seneca's life and activi-

ties consult: E. Q. Sihler, Testimonium anima, chap. 18.

New York, 1908; A. Flemy. S. Paul et ShUque, 2 vols.,

Paris, 1853; C. Aubertin, £tude critique sur Its rapports

suppos6s entre Sinlque H Paul, Paris. 1857; F. C. Baur,

Drei Abhandlungen sur Geschichte der alten PhUosophie,

pp. 377-430, Leipeic. 1876; J. B. Lightfoot, Essay on
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of the period; but after Adam new sequences were
with few exceptions, mere imitations of earlier forms

. and melodies. Many of these melodies

Culmina- were such favorit^ that new texts

tion. were given them; and to this category

belong Notker's melodies AfcUer, Oc-

cidentana, and JvMta ut palma major and minorf

Wipo's Easter hymn, Gottschalk's Lata tibi, Christe,

qui eSf the sequence of the Virgin (Ave prcedara),

the Easter sequence (Mane prima aabbati), and some
of Adam's, while the Laitabundtts exuUet, by an tm-

known author, proved the most popular of all. In

the oldest period the texts and, in part, the melodies

of sequences were restricted in territory, so that a

distinction may be drawn between German (St.

Gall), Upper Italian (Verona, Nonantula), French

(Limoges), and English (Winchester) sequences;

but when the riming sequence was developed,

some were used largely throughout the Roman
Church, as the Nalia ante acscula for Christmas, the

Sancti SpirUue adsit for Whitsuntide, the Clare

sanctorum for feasts of the apostles, and the SancU
hapti8t€B for John the Baptist. Gn the other hand,

despite the approval of Nicolas I. and Innocent III.,

Rome generally, as well asmany dioceses and orders,

declin^ officially to welcome the sequence. The
Cistercians and Carthusians rejected it altogether,

and the Cluniao monks reluctantly permitted it

only on fo\u* feasts. In France and Germany, on

the other hand, sequences were always popular,

many sequentiaries containing more than a htmdred
texts. The melodies were mostly transmitted orally,

the Neiunenal collections being intended only for

the choirmasters. The singing of the sequence was

restricted to the clergy and choir, the congregation

being forbidden to take part. The introduction and

the concluding passage were usually sung by the

entire choir, while the double strophes were sung

antiphonally, with musical accompaniment.

Soon after the rise of sequence composition,

vernacular sequences were written in France (the

Eulalia sequence). In Germany translations ap-

peared more tardily, the favorite here being the Ave

prcBclara maris steUa^ as in Sebastian Brant's Ave
durchlUchte stem des meres. The se-

Dedine. quence form influenced medieval Latin

poetry, encouraging it to abandon the

old forms and to create many new strophes, this in-

fluence ultimately extending to the vernacular.

With the increase in the calendar of saints the

number of sequences became enormous, some 5,000

texts with between 500 and 600 melodies. Many
of these were poetically valueless, and after several

synods had sought to reform conditions, the Council

of Trent finally succeeded. The missal of Paul V.

(1570) contains only fo\u*: VidimcB paschali, Veni

Sonde SpirituSf Lauda^ 5ton, salvatoremf and Dies

ircB, to which was later added the Stabat mater
^
gen-

erally ascribed to Jacopone da Todi, or to Innocent

III. (qq.v.). The Reformers were hostile to the

sequence, and in the Lutheran Church, after long

efforts, it was replaced by a congregational hymn.

In France sequences of late date were stubbornly

maintained, only to disappear ultimately when the

unity of the Roman Catholic liturgy became an

accomplished fact. The custom of singing the

LoUabundus at the Easter dinner given by the pope

seems to have given rise to parodies of the sequence,

such as the Vinum bonum et suave, or the VicUmi
novaii cinke ses, while Johann Nass composed in de-

rision of Luther the Invicti Martini laudes inUmant

Christiani. [In many Anglican churches the

sequence is represented by a hynm sung by the

choir between the epistle and Ciospel (C. Walker,

RUual *' Reason Why,'* 2d ed. T. I. Ball, pp.

166-167, Milwaukee, 1908]. (J. Werneb.)

Bduoobapht: OoUecttons, examplet, or tntiwlationi of se-

quenoes are to be sought in: H. A. Daniel, Tkeaavrut

hymnologicua, vol. ii., Halle. 1843; F. J. Mooe, LatmMh
9cKe Hymnen dea MitteUUten, 3 vols., FreibaTK. 1853-55;

R. C. Trench, Sacnd Latin Poetry, London, 1864; C. E. P.

Wackemagel, Daa deuUche Kircfunlied, vol. iL, 5 vob^
Leipeic. 1864-77; G. Morel, LateinUehe Hynrntn dt$ MU-
tdaiten, 2 vob., Einsiedeln, 1867 (a rich ooUectkm);

J. M. Neale, Mediaval Hymna and Sequaneea, 3d ed., Lon-

don. 1867; Seven Great Hymns, New York, 1867; W.
Christ and M. Paranikas, Anthotogia Qraca oamuufln
Chrialianorum, Leipeic, 1871; D. T. Moisan, Hynuu of

the Latin Church, London, 1871; C. B. Pearson, Seqiteneet

from the Sarum Mieeal, ib. 1871; J. Kehrein, Lateimadu
Sequenaen dee MittdaUera, Biains, 1873 (most oompleto

collection) ; F. A. March, Latin Hymna, New York, 1874;

H. M. MacGill, Sonoa ofChriatian Creed and Life, London,

1876; C. Blume and G. M. Drevee, Anaieda Hymmee,
vols, viii.-x., xxxvii., xxxix., xl., zUi., xliv., Leipeic 18M
qq.; S. W. Duffield, Latin Hymn-Wriiera and their Hymma,
New York. 1889; W. H. J. Weale. Anaieda titwyica,

Bruges, 1889 sqq. (supplements Kebrein, above); G. M.

Dreves, Proaaritan Lemovicenee, Leipeio, 1890; U. Chert*

lier, Bibliothique liluryique, vols, vii., ix., Paris, 1900-01;

W. A. Merrill. Latin Hymna, Boston, 1904; C. £. W.
Brainerd. Great Hymna ofthe Middle Agea, New York, 1909:

C. Blume and H. Bannister. Lituryiache Proaen mier

Epoche aua den SequenMenachulen dea Abendlandaa, ta*-

heaondere die dem Notkerue Balberue euyeachriAeHen, ndtal

Skitse Hber den Uraprung der Sequens, Leipeic 1911.

Consult: F. Wolf, Ueber die Lata, Sequemen vnd Leieha,

Frankfort, 1841; F. C16ment. Hiat, gStUrale de la nuair**

rdigieuae, Paris. 1860; K. Bartach, Die UUeiniachen Sa-

quenaen dee MittelaUera, Rostock, 1868; Veneichmiaa dtf

Handaehriften der Stiftabibliothek von St. GaOen, pp. 509-

630. Halle, 1875 (indexes the sequences); J. Pothier. La
Mdodiea grSgoriennee, Toumay, 1881; D. S. Wnngfaam,
The Liturgical Poetry of Adam of St, Victor, 3 vob^ Lon-

don, 1881; A. Reiners. Die Tropen-, Proeen^, wtd Prtr

fationagea&nge dea feieriichen Hochamtea dea Mittalaltera,

Luxembuis, 1884; L. Gautier, Hiat, de la poUie litwgiqm,

Paris, 1886; idem. La Poieie religieuae done lea cMtrm
dea ix.-xi. aOclea, ib. 1887; M. Manitius. GeachiehU der

ehrietlieh'lateiniachen Poeaie bia aur Mitte dea 8. Jakrkwr

derU, Stuttgart, 1891; O. Fleischer, Neumen-Stvdie^

Leipeic. 1893 sqq.; W. H. Frere. The Winchealer Tropaa,

London, 1894; A. Dechevrens. Du rhythme done rkymma-
graphic latine, 1895; N. Gihr. Die Sequemen dea rdmiaeha^

MeeAuchea, Freiburg, 1895; C. Blume and G. M. Dterea,

Hymnologieehe BeitrUge, Leipeio, 1897 sqq.; P. Wacner,

Uraprung und Entwiekdung der liturgieehen Geeongafof

men, Freiburg in Switaeriand, 1901 ; idem, Normenkumdt,

ib. 1905; J. Werner. Notkera Sequenaen, Aarau, 1901; J.

T^ibaut, Origine bj^arUine de la notation neymatiqva da

rtgliae latine, Paris, 1907; 8. M. Jackson. The Sowta of

Jeruaalem the Golden, C^cago, 1910; JuUan, Hymnolen*

pp. 1041-163, 1700-01 (lists first lines, and gives the use).

SERAPH. See Anobl, I., § 4.

SERAPION, se-ra'pt-on or se-rd'pt-on: The nime

of sixteen (or seventeen) persons more or less known

to early Christian history, of whom the following

may be noted.

1. Bishop of Antioch probably 190 or 191 to211

or 212, successor of Maximinus and predecessor

of Asclepiades. He was the author of a writing to a

certain Domninus who had fallen away to Judaism;
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of another to Pontius and Carious regarding Mon-
tanism; of a treatise warning the church at Rhossus
against a Gospel of Peter see (Peter the Apostle,
III.); and of other writings to various persons

(Eusebius, Hist, ecd,, V., xix., VI., xii.; Jerome, De
vir. HI., xli.; Socrates, HUt, ecd.. III., vii.).

0-^. Three men of the name were known in the
Alexandrian church of the third century. The first

wiis a martyr under Decius, celebrated Nov. 14.

The second of the name in the same persecution

sacrificed, but repented and received the sacrament
on his death-bed. The third is named by Philip of

Side among the leaders in the Alexandrian catechet-

ical school, but his identity can not be more closely

determined.

6. Bishop of Thmois in Lower Egypt, a friend of

St. Anthony and also of Athanasius, who directed

to him four letters concerned with a form of the
Macedonian heresy. The year of his death is un-
known. At the Synod of Seleucia, 359, Ptolemseus

took part as bishop of Thmuis. The treatise against

Manicheanism belonging to him, intruded in part

into the work of Titus of Bostra, has been edited by
Brinkmann (in SBA, 1894, pp. 479-491). Mai
edited two letters to Bishop Eudoxius and to amonk
(reproduced in MPd, xl. 923-942) . Pitra has edited

some fragments (in AnaJLeda Bocra, ii. pp. xl., 27-28,

iv. 214, 443-444); while some prayers in MS. 149 of

the monastery on Mt. Athos are attributed to him
(noe. 1, 15), and others (16, 17) are probably his

(Wobbermin in TU, xvii. 3b, 1898). An addition to

this, an appendix to the same collection in the form
of letters "On the Father and the Son," may safely

be attributed to him.

6. A monk of the Scetic desert, leader of the an-

thropomorphite monks (see Orioenistic Contro-
versies).

7. Serapion Sindonetes, so called from the linen or

cotton clothing which he wore. He is one of the

heroes of the Historia Lattsiaca, who experienced

many adventures in his journeys to Greece and
Rome. Nau sees in him the hero of the story of

Thais. Leontius of Naples reports in the life of

Johannes Eleemon that this Serapion sold his gar-

ments and lus copy of the Gospels in order to be able

to give alms.

8. Bishop of Heradea. Chrysostom of Constan-

tinople ordained to the diaconate a person named
Serapion and assigned him the duties of archdeacon.

He supported the bishop in his disciplinary meas-
ures, and by his severity widened the breach between

bishop and clergy. While Chrysostom was at Ephe-
sus, he entrusted to Serapion the administration of

the diocese; at this time Severian of Gabala was at

the capita] intriguing against Chrysostom, and
Serapion had him expelled. After his return from

his first exile, Chrysostom had his supporter made
bishop of Heraclea in Thrace. In the subsequent

misfortunes of Chrysostom Serapion shared, was de-

prived of his bishopric and deported to Eg3rpt.

(G. KrCger.)

Hibuooraprt: All of the men named are diacusMd in DCB,
!. 612-015. Consult further, on 1 : Tillemont, Mhnoirea,
iii. 168. ( 9; KrOger, Hidory, passim; Hamack, Litieraturt

u, 1, pp. 211 sqq.; Bardenhewer, Patrotogie, p. 112, Eng.
tcwial., St. Louis. 1008; and V. de Buck in the ed. of the

Acta Sanctorum published Paris, 1883, Oct.. xiii. 248-252

On 5: Bardenhewer. ut sup., pp. 234-235 (where biblio-
graphical matter is furnished confirmatory of that given
in the text. On 7: note Nau. in Hi§L tU Thmt, Annalw
du MtuU Gvimet, xxx (1903), 61.

SERGIUS, ser'ii-us: The name of four popes.
Sergius L: Pope 687-701. Of Syrian ancestry,

he himself was bom at Palermo, and, coming to
Rome in the pontificate of Adeodatus (q.v.), was
ordained to the priesthood in 682 or 683. On the
death of Conon in 687, he became the candidate of
the municipal authorities, the militia, and a large
part of the clergy of Rome, with a view to ending
the rivalry of the archdeacon Paschalis and the
archpriest Theodore, each of whom had seised a
portion of the Lateran without being able to dis-

lodge his antagonist. When Sergius entered the
Lateran, Theodore at once renounced his claims,
but Paschalis, though compelled to do likewise,

summoned his patron, John, exarch of Ravenna, to
Rome. When the latter arrived, he recognised the
validity of the election of Sergius, though extorting
from him the htmdred poimds of gold which Pas-
chalis had promised in return for the exarch's as-
sistance. Enthroned on Dec. 15, 687, Sergius sought
not only to defend the authority of the Curia in the
East, but to strengthen relations with the Anglo-
Saxon church in the West, and to secure connection
with the Anglo-Saxon missions to the continent.
Both in Britain and with Pippin (see Willibrord,
Saint) he was completely successful. He baptized
Csedwalla, king of Wessex, at Rome in 689, and a
few years later reinstated the deposed Wilfrid of
York, but the statement of the Liber ponHficalis, that
he consecrated Brihtwald, eighth archbishop <rf

C^terbury, probably confuses the sending of the
pallium with the consecration, which, according to
Bede {Hist, ecd., v. 8), was performed by the French
Metropolitan Goduin, or Godwin. The pope's at-

titude toward the East was determined by his de-
cided rejection of the decisions of the TruUan S3rnod
of 692 (seeTRULLAN Synods), and on his emphatic
refusal to subscribe to them, Justinian II. sent the
Protospathary Zacharias to bring the pontiff to
Rome. But Italy rallied to the pope's defense, and
Zacharias escaped death only by throwing himself
upon the protection of Sergius, who thus emerged
victorious, even while deepening the gulf already
existing between the Eastern and the Western
Church. The death of Sergius took place Sept. 8,

701, and he is commemorated on that day in the
Roman "Martyrology." (A. Hauck.)

Bibuoorapht: Liber ponHficalxa, ed. L. Duchesne, L 244,
Paris, 1886, ed. T. Mommsen, in MOH, Qett. porU, Rom.,
i (1808), 210 sqq.; R. Baxmann, Die Politik der P&pete,
i. 188, Elberfeld. 1868; M. Heimbuoher, Die Papetwahlen
tmter den Karolingem^ pp. 15 sqq., AugsburB, 1889;
Hefele, Coneilienoeechichte, iii. 345 sqq., Eng. transl., v.

239 sqq.. Fr. transl., iii. 1, pp. 578-591; Bower, Popea,
i. 492-496; PUUina, Popes, i. 168-172; DCB, iv. 618-
620; ASB, Sept., iii. 425-445; Ceillier, AuUwn aaerie,

xiL964.

Sergius II.: Pope 844-74. By birth he was a
Roman noble, and was educated at the papal court,

finally being made archpriest by Gregory IV. On
the death of this pontiff, in Jan., 844, a deacon
named John was put forward as a candidate for the

papal throne by the populace, only to succumb
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to the nominee of the nobles, Sergius, whose inter-

vention alone saved his rival from death. His en-

thronement without the consent oi the Emperor
Lothair was, however, regarded by the latter as an
infringement of imp^ial prerogatives, and in the

smnmer of 844 an army, \mder the command of

Lothair's son, Louis, invaded Roman territory;

but the pope received the prince with all honor,

though not avoiding a stormy interview with the

bishops and princes in Louis's train. It is clear,

nevertheless, that the pope retained his position

and successfully debarred the hostile army from
Rome; but, on the other hand, the Romans were
obliged to take the oath of allegiance to the em-
peror, while Sergius crowned Louis king <^ the

Lombards and appointed Drogo ol Mets papal vicar

north of the Alps. At the same time, Seigius main-
tained an imfavorable attitude toward Ebo of Reims
(see Ebo) and Bartholomew oi Narbonne, who had
been suspended because oi their eympathy with Lo-
thair, though later, at the instance oi the emperor,

he sided with Ebo against Hincmar oi Reims (q.v.).

During this pontificate the city of Rome was sacked,

and the churches of St. Peter and St. Paul were
plundered by the Saracens in Aug., 846, the pope
dying shortly afterward, Jan. 27, 847.

(A. Hauck.)
BiBLiooBAnrr: lAbm- ponHfiealu, ed. L. Dachame, iL 86

•qq.. Paris, 1804; Jaff6. Rwgula, pp. 327-328; R. Bax-
maan. Die Politik der P&paU, I 349, Elbeifeld* 1868; A.
von Reumont. OetcMehU dtr Siadt Rom, ii. 106, Beriin,

1868; M. Heimbuoher, Die PapetwahUn tinier den Karot-
inoem, pp. 149 aqq., Auciburg, 1889; Q6ts, in ZKG, xr
(1890), 342 aqq.; J. Langen, GeeekichU der rOmiechen
Kifcke, a. 822, Bonn. 1885; F. Oracorovius, HieL of the

City of Rome, ii. 180-183, 190. iii. 83-85, 91. London,
1894-05; Bower, Popet, ii. 215-216; PUtina. Popee, i.

218-220; Milman, LaUn Chrietianity, iiL 16; Hauok, KD,
U. 512-^513; and Mpeoially Mann, Popee, iL 232-257;
Ceillier, AvUure aocrlc. xiL 406.

Sergius HL: Pope 904-911. On the death of

Theodore II., in 897, he was, although only in dea-
con's orders, the candidate of a faction of the popu-
lace for the papal throne, but, being forced to yield

to John IX. (q.vOt he took refuge with the Margrave
Adalbert in Tuscany, where he remained until the
deposition of Christophorus (q.v.) in 904, when he
returned to Rome, being enthroned probably Jan.

29 of the same year. He rebuilt the Lateran, which
had been destroyed by an earthquake, and con-

demned the validity of all ordinations by Fonnosus
(q.v.). His death occurred in May, 911.

(A. Hauck.)
BxBUOGRAPBT. LtboT ponHfieolie, ed. L. Duoheme, iL 236,

Paris. 1892; Jaff^, Regeeia, p. 445; J. M. Watierieh, Ro-
manorum pontifieum . . . vita, i. 32, 37, 85, 660 aqq.,
Leipdo, 1862; Mann, Popee, iv. 119-142; A. von Reu-
mont, Oeeehichte der Stadt Rom, ii. 227, Beriin, 1868;
R. Barmann, Dm Politik derPApele, ii. 76, Elbeifeld, 1869;
J. Laneen, Oooekichte der rdmieehen Kirehe, iiL 313, Bonn,
1892; F. Qregoroviua, Hist, of the City of Rome, iiL 217,
220, 231-248. London, 1895; Hefele. ConeQienoeeehiehte,
iv. 574; Bower. Popea, ii. 306-307; Platina, Popee, L
248-244; Milman. LaHn Chriatianity, iiL 155-158; Oefl-

lier. A^teyre eaeria, zii. 741-743.

Sergius IV. : Pope 1009-1012. He was a Roman
by birth, and after having been bishop of Albano,

was raised to the papal throne in July, 1009. The
•ole traces of his brief pontificate, which was ended

by his death in June, 1012, are a number of privileges

to monasteries. He is especially noteworthy as

the first pope to adopt a new name on election, his

original name having been Peter. (A. Hauck.)
Bduoobapht: Liber pontiMalie, ed. L. DucheBe, iL 267,

Paris, 1892; Jaif^, Rtgeeta, p. 504; J. M. Watterich,

Romanorum ponti/ieum . . . viUB, L 69-89, 700, Leipne,

1862; A. von Reumont, OeechichU dee Stadt Rom, iL 227.

Beriin, 1868; J. Langen, GeeehiehU der rOmiechen Kirehe,

iiL 403; Mann, Popee, v. 142-154; GrecoroviuB, HieL of

the City of Rome, iv. 11-13, London, 1896; Bower. Popet,

iL 334-335; PUtina, Popet, L 266-267; Milman, Latin

ChrieHanity, iiL 222; CeOlier, Autemre eocrSe, ziiL 64, 18^
190.

SBROIUS AND BACCHUS: Two Syrian mar-

tyrs of the early fourth century. Acconiing to the

Acta and Paano (see bibliography) Sergius and

Bacchus were two officers in the service of Emperor

Maximinus Daja of Syria (305-313), and were so

trusted by him that they were accorded his complete

confidence and high rank at the palace. But th^
were denounced to the. emperor by jealous oiemies

as Christians. He then c^ered them to betal^

themselves to the temple of Jupiter, and upon their

refusal had them dressed in women's garments and

led through the streets of the. city, and aftoward

sent them to Antiochus, prefect of Barbalissus (Beth

Balash). After vain attempts to detach them from

their faith, Bacchus was beaten to death with

thongs, while Sergius was compelled to put on san-

dab through the solesof ¥^ch nails had been driven,

and was led to Resaph in Conmiagene and there

beheaded. The fame of the martyrs spread very

early, and a church in E^astem S3Tia is said to have

been dedicated in their honor as soon as 354 (P. 1^

Bas and W. H. Waddington, Voyage archSoiogiqve

en Grhce et en Aeie Mineure, vol. iii., no. 2124, Paris,

1847), while in 612 another was dedicated to then

and to Leontius in 512. To one of the churches

dedicated to Sergius Justinian's consort Theodore

presented a jeweled cross, afterward carried away

by the Persians and restored to Gregory of Antioch

byChosroesof Per8iain593. The repute of the mar-

tyrs spread into the West. At Rome there was an

oratorium on the north side of the Vatican basilica

(RihniecKe Quart4d8chr^, 1896, p. 243), and stiU

another memorial to both martyrs in Rome is at-

tested by the Liber pantificalU (ed. Duchesne, L 512,

Paris, 1886). In France and elsewhere their names

were honored, as by a cloister at Angers and a

church at Chartres (E. Le Blant, Inaeriptums

chritiennes de la Qaule, i. 305, Paris, 1856). In

Christian art they are represented in armor with

pahn branches. Their day in both the Eastern and

the Western churches is ()ct. 7.

BivLiooBAPHT. Somoee are the anooarmous Acta and the

aeoount by Simeon Metaphiastet, with commeataiy in

ASB, Oct.. iiL 833-883. partly also in MPL, cxr. 10O5

•qq.; cf. the Ada mariyrum et eanetorwn of P. Bedian.

iiL 283 wiq., Paris, 1892; the Greek Paeeio in Anaieeia

BoOandiana, ziv (1895). 373 eqq.; and the " Hymn" of

Walafrid Strabo in MOH, Pott, LaL mvi Car,, U (1884),

418-419. Consult further. J. Wolf. Die heOioen JfAr>

iyrer Seryiue wnd Bao^ue Kirthenpatronen eu KremAer,

QAttinien, 1823; KL, zL 192-193; DCS, !. 01^-617.

SERGIUS CONFESSOR: Mentioned by Photius

as the author of a history of the political and eed»-

siastieal events during the first ei^^ years of the

^
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finperor Michael 11. Balbus (820-829), with a glance

at the "shameful'' deeds of the Emperor Constan-
tine Copronymus (751-774). The history was
marked by simplicity, clearness, and beauty of

exposition. Unfortunately the work is utterly lost.

The title of confessor indicates that the bearer was a
champion of images in the controversy over the
subject (see Imagesand Image Wobship, II.), and,

as applied by Fhotius to this man, tends to identify

the latter with the confessor ci that name celebrated

May 13 in the Greek Church, who was exiled \mder
Leo in. (813-820) and seems to have died during
the reign of Theophilus (820-842). (G. Kbugbb.)
Bebuoorapht: Nikodemus Hacioritet, Synaxariam t^ dd-
daka min&t^ turn mtoulou, iiL 37, Zanthe. 1868; KL, ii.

103; Basil. MeiuOooium, MPG, oxvii. 454; CeOlier, Aw
fount aocrlc. zii. 428.

SEROIUS OF CONSTAIITIIVOPLE: Patriarch of

that city 610-638. He is noteworthy as the author of

a very celebrated Greek hymn, known as the Aka-
thistoa from the fact that it was sung standing (given

in MPO, xcii. 1335-1348; and in Pitra, Analecta

sacra, i. 250-262, Paris, 1876). He seems to have
paid considerable attention to the development of

the liturgy. For further information concerning him
see MoNOTHELrrEB. (G. KbOgeb.)

Bduoobapht: Knimbaeher, GMeAtcAte, pp. 671-672; DCB,
iv. 617-618.

SERMON. See HoiaLSTics.

SERPENT Hr WORSHIP, MTTH0L06T, AND STMBOLISH.

L In the Bible.

Name and Conoeptiane (| 1).

Mytholoor (I 2).

TheBniMciSezpent; '* Nefanditan/'

(§3).
Origin and Signffleance <| 4).

Tbe Probable Solution (| 6).

XL In Woahip.

Tbe Basis (( 1).

In tbe Greek Worid (( 2).

Ancestor Cults and tbe Mysteries

(§3).
Borne and Babylonia (| 4).

fisrria and i^TPt (| 5).

India <( 6).

Other Countries (| 7).

m. In Mythology.

Greece (| 1).

Babylonia and i^TPt (| 2).

IV. In £b^mboliam.
General (( 1).

E831>tian, Mithxaie, and Indian
Art (I 2).

In Other Lands (| 3).

V. In Folk-lore.

L In the BiU«i: In the Old and New Testaments
ten (or eleven) words or expressions are found
which in the English versions are rendered by
" serpent " or some equivalent (note that l^ppoz,

Isa. xxxiv. 15, is by some rendered

X. Hames " serpent " rather than " owl," refer-

and Con- enoe being made to the Arabic kaffaz,

captions, kaffaza as favoring this mes^ning),

though in but few cases can identifica-

tion of the species be made. The number of terms
employed is not coextensive with the number of

species of serpents foimd in Palestine and the neigh-

boring regions, of which thirty-three are known.
Of these several are poisonous, including the Egyp-
tian cobra, the homed viper, and the sand viper.

In the Bible many of the notions concerning the

reptile appear which are common to most early

peoples, including some of those pertaining to

mythology. Its traits are described and its names
or epithets are applied, in prose and poetry, to tribes,

elates, individuals, and personifications. Thus
it is a subtile beast, more cunning than any other

(Gen. iii. 1); Dan (the tribe) is a (treacherous and
dangerous) serpent in the way, a (biting) adder in

the path (Gen. xlix. 17); the wicked secrete and in-

fuse a poison like that of the serpent and are not
subject to charms which prevent their doing harm
(Ps. IviiL 4); so scribes and Pharisees (Matt, xxiii.

33), Pbariaees and Sadducees (Matt. iii. 7), and
Pharisees alone (Matt. xii. 34) are called serpents and
offspring of vipers; wickedness, even though
crushed, engenders a serpent as does a serpent's

egg (Isa. lix. 5); and the effects of wine are like a
serpent's bite or the sting of an adder; the disciples

of Jeeus Christ are to be so immune from harm that

they may take up or tread upon serpents without
injury to themselves (Mark xvi. 18; Luke x. 19;

cf. Acts xxviii. 3); the serpent's habit of lurking in

walls 18 referred to, so that he who would trespass

(Ecdes. z. 8) or carelessly leans on the wall (Amos v.

19) is bitten; the serpent's method of locomotion is

one of mysteiy and wonder (Prov. xxx. 19) ; it is one
of the creatures of Hebrew mythology. Leviathan
being the swift or gliding or crooked serpent (Job

xxvi. 13; Isa. xxvii. 1); and in Revelation Satan,

the devil, is a serpent (xii. 9, xx. 2), and as a dragon
or serpent he figures in apocalyptic events (xii. 14-

15). In Gen. iii. (J; embodying primitive concep-

tions) the serpent is a sentient creature endowed
with speech, contradicting the utterance of Yahweh,
and leading man to disobedience. It is conceived

as once having had a different means of locomotion,

its present method being a punishment for its part

in l^e fall (verse 14; interesting in this relation are

the conceptions of the winged serpent—see below
rV., § 2—and the four-footed reptile, as well as of

the dragon, which combines both featiu-es). The
hostility that has become instinctive between the
race of man and that of the serpent is also traced

to this cause, and it is noteworthy that in accord-

ance with the assumed former parity in intercourse

there appears in verse 1 no shrinking of the woman
from the serpent as it approaches to accomplish its

purpose. Similarly in verse 14 there is expressed

a quite common primitive idea that dust is the

serpent's food. The exegesis which sees Satan in

this living thing is read into the passage in the light

of a much later and nM)re highly devdoped demon-
ology (cf. Rev. xii. 9, xx. 2), for the conception of

the serpent here is that of an animal only.

What little the purified Hebrew m3rthology has to

say of the serpent is doubtless to be explained on
the basis of common Semitic notions regarding the
animal. The mythological references in the Old
Testament are few: Job iii. 8 (R. V. and A. V.
maigin) and xxvi. 13, by most conunentators re-

ferred to the dragon which enfolds the sun in its

coils (a common oriental explanation of the sun's
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eclipse); and Isa. xxvii. 1, where the reference is

almost certainly to the animal depicted in Baby-
lonian cosmdogical myths. It is to be

2. Mythol- noted that the term " Leviathan

"

ogj, stands for several conceptions: in

Job xli.; Ps. bodv. 14; and Ezek.
xxix. 3 the context points to the crocodile; Ps.

civ. 26 refers evidently to some inhabitant of the

sea (the whale, G. E. Post, in DB, iii. 102); and the

mythical dragon or perhaps the serpent of chaos
and of the deep waters, as above (see Draqon).
Of serpent-worship almost nothing appears in

the Old Testament. Reference to the one clear case

is given in II. Kings xviii. 4, where in addition to the

stereotyped formula by the Deuteronomic editor of

the book, customary as the summing
3* The up of a king's reign, there is added the

Brazen somewhat ciyptic remark: " and brake
Serpent ; in pieces the brazen serpent that Moses
''Nehush- had made; for unto those days the

tan." children of Israel did bum incense to

it; and he called it Nehushtan." The
marginal readings in the English versions attempt an
interpretation of " Nehushtan," while the R. V.
margin shows that the subject of the verb '' called

"

is in doubt—^whether that subject is Hezekiah,

or whether it is impersonal, ** one called " (i.e.,

" it was called "), It is recognized that the verb
may be pointed as a plural written defectively, '' they

called " (so the Septuagint [codex L] kai ekaleaan),

and may continue in thought the plural of the pre-

ceding clause. And this rendering in turn submits
to three interpretations which affect the sense of the

passage: Nehushtan might have been the ordinaiy

name applied in honor while it existed by the wor-
shipers (see below); or a name applied to it by
worshipers after it was broken and in contempt for

it; or by the authorities to wean away respect for it

and to prevent sedition or discontent. B^des this,

the name '' Nehushtan " is also difficult, both as to

meaning and as to derivation. It has been taken
by many commentators into connection with the

nehoaheth, ** brazen," of the first part of the verse,

and this is indicated by the maiginal readings in

A. V. In this case either of two interpretations would
satisfy the meaning: the term might be one of con-

tempt: " a mere bit of brass "—or it might as well

be a title of honor: " the work of brass par ex-

cellence," the " noted image made of brass."

Another derivation has been proposed which lies

quite near at hand, viz., from nahaah, " serpent."

The difficulty then is to accotmt for the termination
tan, for which a South Arabian origin is to be sought,

and the entire word is then to be explained as a loan

word from the Arabic.

The text does not state when the cult of the ob-
ject began, although the object itself is asserted to

be identical with that the origin and purpose of

which are stated in Num. xxi. 4-9. That such a
worship could have begun under the

4. Origin eye of Moses is out of the question,

and Signifi- assuming for a moment the identity

cance. of Nehushtan with the image made by
Moses. The continuance of the cult

till the time of Hezekiah is the one fact clearly

MMMldt The method of dealing with the nar^m

rative in the critical school is that which takes

account of the attempts customaiy in leli^oiu

history to accredit with a high antiquity practiies

either already in use or those which it is desiied to

install. It is then held as a coroUaiy that the account

in Numbers is etiological. That ia to say, it is held

that the attribution of a Mosaic origin to the brazen

serpent was to accredit the cult by those who fol-

lowed or introduced it, and that this in turn gave

rise to the (late) narrative in Numbers. Vk\a

Cheyne (e.g., in EB, iii. 3338) holds that Nehushtan

was one of the objects introduced into the Temple

from the East (Babylonia). This hypothesis, while

not impossible, is not susceptible of verification.

His question regarding the primitive character

ascribed to the object is pertinent, however, espe-

cially in view of the fact that the worship could not

have arisen in the time of Moses. A serpent deity

?iru appears to have had a place in the temple of

Marduk, where its ftmction was that of a watcher

or guardian against foes (Schrader, KATy pp. SGSr

605), so that a basis exists for C^eyne's hypothesis.

But another explanation exists nearer at hand in

direct derivation from the Canaanites, even though

ultimate reference to Babylonian usage be asserted.

No longer regarded as tenable is the ezphmation of

William Robertson Smith (Jowmd of Philology,

ix. 99), who, assuming the Temple as the locus of

the cult, considers the object a totem image belong-

ing to the clan of David. To support this names in

the Davidic family are adduced which are rdated

to nahash, " serpent,"—Na^shon (Ruth iv. 40),

and Abigail daughter of Nahash (II Sam. xvii. 25).

as well as the fact that Adonijah sacrificed at " the

stone of the serpent " (" of Zoheleth," I Kmgs i.

9). And no more likely is another hypothesis

(Stade's) that it may represent the mythological

serpent or dragon in heaven or perhaps an ancestor

cult. Much the more likely is the suggestion that

the worship was taken up from Canaanitic sources

(K. Martd, Gescfdchte der iaraditiochen ReHgm^ p.

101, Strasburg, 1903). Whether the cult had any

more significance than as a '' remainder " taken over

from the Canaanites or even brought into Canaan

by the Hebrews is unknown. The connection with

Numbers suggests a relationship with the healing

powers ascribed to the serpent, but this is pure

hypothesis.

From the fact that in II Kings xviii. 4 it is said

that Hesekiah cut down " the Aaherah " (in the

singular, cf. R. V.; the A. V. plural "groves" is

wrong), although it is known that the Asheroth

were numerous (see Asherab), it is

5. The plausibly argued by commentators that

Probable the reference is to the Asherah in the

Solution. Temple at Jerusalem, and that conse-

quently the Nehushtan was there.

But this reasoning ia not conclusive, for probably

the " high places " which were " removed " were

not all in the Temple (see High Places). The ref-

erence of the object to the time of Moses may meao

no more than that it was very old, and the narra-

tive in Num. xxi. would serve as the basis for such

a report provided it or its elements were in existenee

at the time. The followers of the cult would doubt-

less attempt to justify it by some such claim (ef.

/
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the remark of Jeroboam I. when he set up the golden

calves, I Kings zii. 28). There is reason to believe

that the worship of the snake was not confined to

Jerusalem. Altogether aside from the great part

played by the serpent in the mythology of the sur-

rounding peoples and the certainty that this influ-

enced the Hebrews, there is direct evidence in a
small bronze serpent which was found at Gezer.

The question of the relationship between Num. zjd.

4 sqq., to II Kings xviii. 4 is by some regarded as

dose, the former being considered as built upon
the latter. This is quite in accordance with the

mythopceic genius, and Numbers is, on the critical

hypothesis, ^e later. Such a passage as Deut. viii.

15 and the fact of the comparative abimdance of

serpents in the Arabian desert would assist, espe-

cially in the case of the attribution of the origin of

the brazen serpent to Mosaic times. In the passage

in Numbers it is on the surface of the narrative

that merely looking on the image brought healing.

There is no suggestion that the brazen serpent is a
divine figure, nor, on the other hand, is there a hint

that it called for the exercise of faith in a peculiar

degree; the healing was accomplished for those who
looked on the image because it was the means ap-

pointed by Yahweh for that end. It became a mere
sign to serve that purpose (cf. the symbolism in

John iii. 14).

n. In Worship: From the standpoint of animis-

tic primitive religion there is little cause for wonder
in the diffused cult of the serpent, whether that

cult rise to the height of actual wor-
X. The ship or be but the lower degree of ven-

Basis. eration, totemic r^ard and immunity
from destruction, or mere symbolism.

The reptOe's peculiar form and often its remarkable
beauty and striking marking, its mysterious and
sometimes exceedingly rapid mode of progression,

its staring gaze and power to charm (as exercised

on birds and the smaller animals), its ability ap-

parently to renew its youth and certainly its beauty
by the shedding of its skin, the insidious character

of its attack and the deadly character of its bite

as exhibited in some species—all these and other

characteristics have combined to make it one of the

most admired and most dreaded of animals, and to

give it a double repute for wisdom and power to

heal, as well as for unrelenting hostility and de-

monic hatred for the race of men (cf. Gea. iii. 15).

So that it is not remarkable that in religious sym-
bolism the serpent should figure so largely, that

nations celebrated for wisdom should make it an
accompaniment of their gods, heroes, and kings,

and that in mythology and folk-lore its r61e should

be so extensive. And the spell of the serpent is

not 3ret loosed, so that in few departments of com-
parative religion is there greater need of more care-

ful scrutiny of statements of fact and especially of

inferences current in the books on the subject. It

is usual to assume that eveiy effigy or representa-

tion of a serpent, as also the use of it in rites, is

proof of serpent-worship in that locus or connec-
tion. Thus it is commonly held that the use of the

snake in the snake-dances of the North American
Indians involves worship. Yet it is probable that

the Uue explanation in this instance is the supposed

connection of the serpent in folk-lore with rain and
thus with agricultural fertility, so that the snake-
dance belongs in the realm of S3rmpathetic magic
ritual to induce rain and consequently bountiful

harvests (see below on the connection of serpents

with springs). Similarly the sculptures, etc., of the
cobra with three, five, or seven heads, which is so

often figured shadowing with its inflated hood this

or that deity in India, no more warrant con-
clusion as to serpent-worahip in that relation than
does the fact that deities are represented as seated

on a lotus prove worship of the lotus. Its function

there is merely that of an attendant upon the deity,

an enhancement of whose powers is implied by the
attendance of the deadly beast. In this connection
its presence is in line with the efforts of a crude re-

ligious art, which, tmder the form of foiu^ or six-

handed bdngs with distorted shape and outr^ ac-

companiments, seeks to express the attribution to
the gods of power and wisdom vastly superior to
those qualities as seen in human beings.

It must not be concluded from the foregoing,

however, that serpent-worship is or ever has been
a rare phenomenon. It is both a priori probable
that animistic peoples would worship an animal so
uncanny as the serpent, and demonstrable that such
worship was actual and continued beyond the ani-

mistic stage. But it is important to remember in

this connection that when the stage of anthropo-
morphic religion was reached, there would be a nat-

ural tendency to cover up the traces of animal-wor-
ship as being less noble, and so those traces would
eadly become lost. Such a course would especially

be followed in the literary religions. This does not
involve the absolute extinction of the cult, how-
ever, for the worship often continued as a rural cult,

or, perhaps, sub rasa, after the more aristocratic

worship of the anthropomorphized deity had taken
its place. Much of the evidence to be cited from
Greece in all probability comes from this conserva-
tive stratum of the population.

Some of the most cogent proofs of serpent-wor-
ship in the ancient world come from the Greek area,

especially in connection with (1) the submeiged
pre-Homeric religion, and (2) the later

2. In the ** folk-religion " and the renascence
Greek of the mysteries (see Tribal and
World. CuLTic Mysteries) in the century

preceding and following the Christian

era. The evidence is laigely monumental, and is

established imder circumstances which make it

evident that, e.g., Zeus superseded a deified snake,

instaUing himself instead as the object of worship,

and adopting its rites and sacrifices. Thus a huge
bearded snake is figured on a Hymettus marble
which was taken to Berlin in 1879, and is inscribed
" to Zeus Meilichios " {** Meilichios," here used
euphemistically, meaning ** kind "). A votive tablet

is known, al§o figuring a bearded snake. Another
from Eteonos in Bceotia shows a serpent emeiging
from a cave while a worshiper and his daughter stand
in front, the former in the act of worship. The sup-

planting by Zeus Meilichios of the snake is clearly

exhibited by a figure that is himian in form, the

snake being reduced to normal size (in the former
cases it is gigantic) and located beneath the throne.
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of the Hesperides (ib. VI., xix. 8). Thetis trans-

formed herself into a snake to escape from Peleus

(ib. v., xviii. 5), and the existence of the winged
snake is a belief of Greece as well as of Egypt and
Arabia. The serpent Pytho guarded the oracle at

Delphi and was killed by Apollo, who assumed the
oracle (Hyginus, Fabtda, cxl.; here original snake-

worship is indicated). Hercules strangled two sex^

pents sent against him by Hera, fought the Lemsean
Hydra, and was the progenitor by the serpent

Echidna of the snake-worshiping Scythians (Herod-
otus, iv. 9). Cadmus fought and killed a dragon
and sowed its teeth, and he and his wife were trans-

formed into serpents. Cecrops, first king of Attica,

and Erechtheus of Athens (Iliad, ii. 547) were half

serpents, and it is worth noting that Homer (Iliad,

xi. 38) gives to Agamemnon the inaigni^im of a
three-headed snake.

Several cycles of myths in Babylonia contain

allusions to this animal, always hostile to gods and
men. In the Gilgamesh epic the hero loses through
a hostile serpent the herb which was to renew the

youth of the aged; the Etana m3rth

3. Baby- has to do with one of these animals
Ionia and which plucked the wings of the eagle

Egypt that was to carry Etana to heaven; in

the fragment of the Labbu myth a
water serpent is one of the plotters against man;
and the animal is brought into relation with the

creation myth and chaos, the monster Tiamat ap-

pearing in some of the representations to be not the

griffin-Uke beast but a serpent (W. H. Ward, in

BibUotheca Sacra, xxxviii., 1891, 209-253), while

Tiamat gave birth to serpents and dragons, terrible

and irresistible imtil Marduk arose as the champion
of the gods. Babylonians had the conception of a
huge snake which engirdled the world, as well as of

another which lay in the depths of the sea and is

reflected in Hebrew cosmogony. The origin of the

Orontes in Syria has already received mention. In
Egypt mere reference is needed to Apophis, the

great serpent of the underworld, enemy of Horus,

Ra, and Osiris, as well as of the dead, and the per-

sonification of evil. Set was the snake which en-

dured forever and punished wicked souls in hell

(Budge, ut sup., i. 23-24, ii. 376-377). The text of

Unas (fifth dynasty) gives sets of magical formulas

by which to overcome the brood of serpents of the

underworld (Budge, ut sup., i. 23). A huge snake
thirty cubits long was believed to live in the " moun-
tain of the sunrise." The myth of the winged ser-

pent was widely current in Eg3rpt and Arabia (cf

.

the conception of the feathered serpent of Mexico
and Peru). So through the myths of other peoples

runs the trail of the serpent. In India the sky snake

Vritra or Ahi keeps away the rain that would break

the drought, and is slain by the arrows of Indra;

Rudra is the destroyer of serpents; Devi assumed
this form to carry Vishnu through the deluge. The
Scandinavian mjrth of the Midgard serpent which
girdled the earth with its tail in its mouth comes
readily to the memory (Prose Edda, 410 sqq.). For
the Druid myth of the egg secreted by a writhing

mass of snakes see Druids. Among Mexicans the

first woman's husband was a great male snake (see

above under " Worship").

IV. In Symbolism: In religious art this animal

has an important place throughout the world. With
its tail in its mouth, sometimes combining the disc,

probably uniting two way^ of repre-

X. GeneraL senting eternity or endless time, it ap-

pears among the most unrelated na-

tions—^in Egypt, Persia, India, China, and Mexico.

This disc is sometimes interpreted as the solar disc,

sometimes as the world-egg, and is often figured,

either winged or plain, with the serpent (or two ser-

pents) issuing from it, passing through it or around

it, or facing it. The employment of an efiBgy or rep-

resentation of the animal to designate a deity or

sovereign as sacred is conunon in both Egypt and

India, and Persius (Satire, i. 113) notes that the sign

of two serpents indicates a sanctuary. This sym-

bolism is carried out even in the New World, as

illustrated by the altars of the Guiana Indians, of

the Moquis (among whom the snake signifies light-

ning, and they incise or paint it on the wands and

kilts worn in the snake-dance), of the Natchez, and

even of the Indians who inhabited Mexico and P^m
at the time of the conquest (Prescott, Works,

passim).

No country employed the emblem more consist-

ently and abundantly than Egypt, where it ap-

pears in the head-dress or crown or about the person

elsewhere of gods and monarchs, ap-

2. Egyptian, parently only to emphasize deity and

Mithraic, kingship. Gods crowned with the disc

and Indian and urseus are Amen-Ra, Ra-Heru-
Art Khuti, Nut, and Tefnut; the ursus

appears in the crown or head-dress of

Bast, Sebeknit, Haru-Ur, Ptah-Seker, Sebek-Ra,

Isis, Horns, Ptah, Menthu, and Ba-Neb-Tatau, while

Renmut is urseus-headed. Especially abundant is

the use of the serpent in the " Book of that which

is in the Underworld " (cf. Budge, ut sup., i. 204-

262), and the eleventh hour is well worth studying

for the elaborateness of serpent symbolism and

forms. Here the solar disc and serpent from Uie

prow guide Ra's boat, twelve gods cany the serpent

Me^^en to the East, preceded by two cobras carrying

crowns, whUe the four-footed serpent (cf. Gen. iii

14; note also the dragon of China and Japan) with

wings is a prominent feature; in the sixth hour

a serpent with one snake head and four human
heads is seen, and the seven-headed snake is also

known (Budge, ut sup., i. 267, who gives on ii.

64 one of the finest reproductions of the winged

serpent). Mithraic art emplo3rs this animal exten-

sively, especially with its figure of Kronos. Thus

this s3rmbol is represented at Modena in the folds of

a serpent (Revue archidogique, 1902, i. 1); another

found at Rome in the sixteenth century is entwined

with a serpent, the head of which passes over the

head of the statue and enters its mouth. The Mith-

raic bas-relief of Apulum, Dacia, shows on the bot-

tom border the serpent which surrounds the world

(F. Cumont, Textes et mcmumerUs, p. 309, 2 vols.,

Brussels, 1896-99) . A Mithraic cameo shows od the

reverse two serpents twined about wands, a third

forming the wood of a bow, and a fourth forming

the string, and on the obverse two snakes extended.

A Mithraic leontocephalous Kronos has about him a

number of serpents, and in another found at Flor-
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sqq.) . ElagabaluB is said as priest at Emesa to have
imported and worshiped serpents from Egypt of

the Agathodemon variety (Strabo, GeographikB,

zvL 756). While no countiy is richer thfui Egypt
in gnake symbolism, explicit evidence of worship is

somewhat scarce. Apophis was the serpent of the

underworld, and Set or T3rphon is identified with

him; Kneph is also represented as a hawk-headed

serpent; Isis and Nephthys were both identified

with the urseus goddess Uatchet, and a center of

the ursus worship in predynastic times was the

town in the Delta known as Per-Uatchet. In the

eases of Apophis and Set, if there was actual worship

it was probably of the type known as avertive, which

derives its stimulus from fear. Serpents were kept,

apparently as objects of devotion, at Thebes (He-

rodotiis, ii. 74), and the cerastes has often been

found embalmed there. The asp was sacred to a
goddess Ranno, was a companion of Kneph, and
the representative of Agathadsemon (which name
may have had a euphemistic origin), ^lian {De

ammalilmM, xvi. 39) tells of a large snake kept at

the JSsculapium at Alexandria, and of one kept and
fed at the temple at Metele in the Delta {Vana his-

toria, xL 17). Montfaucon (Diartum Italicum, vol.

iL, plate 46) figures a marble, possibly from Egypt,

found at Rome on which there is the portrayal of a
worshiper before an idol the head of which consists

of a triple serpent head. The deceased human might

by the use of magic formulas become the serpent

Sata, which proclaimed " I died daily and am bom
again each day " (E. A. W. Budge, Qod9 of the

Egyptians, ii. 377, 2 vols., London, 1904).

In India the worship of the serpent is a present

and indubitable fact, especially in the rural districts.

That this is an inheritance from the past is as little

open to question. The evidence for

6. India, past adoration is to be foimd not alone

in the ever present representation of

tiie frTiiTrm.1 in religious symbolism, which may often

be accounted for on other groimds, but also diffu-

sively in the references in the literature, as in the

Mahabharatat in which nag (serpent) stories abound
and involve the existence of the cult. In the Punjab
the animal is a tutelary household divinity to which
sacrifice is offered, and protection is assured by be-

lief in penalties which will be incurred by killing the

animal, such as subsequent barrenness of the wife

(with which may be compared the Teutonic belief

that the consequence is the death of a child). On
the upper Ganges the Agarwalas are known to others

by the name of snake-worshipers, and their chief

deity is Astika Muni, a nephew of the m3rthological

serpent Vasuki. In Bialabar most house enclosures

have the animal's effigy on stone, the live snakes are

fed, while " snake groves " are maintained for the

performance of rites. In most villages of the Deccan
the nag is one of the village deities, and elsewhere in

the peninsula sacrifices of hair are offered in behalf

of children. Similarly, in Kashmir effigies of the

creature abound before which offerings are placed.

The worship exists largely in Sivaite coimections,

and the so-called naga tribes are continuing testi-

mony to the existence of the cult.

In other parts of the world the evidence of this

worship can be substantiated, though only illustra-

tive examples will here be cited. In Africa the ad-
vance of civilization is destroying the cult, but it is

known that in Dahomey, for instance,

7. Other the earth serpent was once a great deity

Countries, served by virgin priestesses, and on the

slave coast the cult of the snake was
all but dominant (J. B. Schl^el, Schlusad sur Ewe-
Sprocket p. xiv., Stuttgart, 1857). In Japan, out-

side of the regard for the mythical dragon, the stil!

current animism includes the serpent as an object

of prayer, and the gods of the water are often served

tmder that form (W. G. Aston, Shinto, pp. 63-64,

London, 1905). The Pol3rne8ian Ramahavaly is a
deity of healing, and his messengers are snakes (W.
Ellis, Polynesian Researches, 3d ed., London, 1854),

possibly a case parallel to that of .^sculapius in

Greece. In Sweden in the sixteenth century, snakes

were household deities held inmiime from harm
(Olaus Magnus, xxi. 47-48, Copenhagen, 1650), and
in Prussia the same r^ard long survived (C. Hart-

knoch, Alt und Neues Preussen, i. 143, 162, Frank-

fort, 1684). In America, Mexico and Peru are rich-

est in evidences of this cult, the Aztec TezcatUpoca

being the male and his consort Cohuacohuatl the

female serpent. Quetzelcoatl was the feathered

serpent, lawgiver and civilizer (J. G. MOiler, Ge-

schichie der americanischen Urreligumen, pp. 62,

585, Basel 1855; and the works of Prescott), while

temples, the portals of which were built to resemble

serpents' heads, were known and impress the fact

of serpent-worship. In North America Hopi altars

are decorated wilii figures of snakes, and the Kicka-

poo Indians reverence the mythical rain serpent

above other deities. The so-called dracontia (tem-

ples of earth or mounds built in serpentine form) are

known in this r^on. The cases claimed in England
and France (Camac in Brittany, Abury in Wiltshire

and Stanton Drew in Somersetshire, England; cf.

J. B. Deane, Worship 0/ the Serpent, chap, viii.,

London, 1833) are by Fergusson (see bibliography)

declared to be imaginary. But in Scotland the sa-

cred character of the snakes pictured on stones is

established (John Stuart, Sculptured Stones in Scot-

land, ii., p. Ixxiv., Aberdeen, 1856), and there seems
to be a dracontiimi in Argyllshire several hundred
feet long.

in. In Mythology: Greece presents perhaps the

richest, at any rate the best known, aggregation of

myths in which the serpent figures. The Titans in

their battles with Zeus are represented

z. Greece, as either wholly or partly serpentine,

while Boreas has tails of snakes instead

of feet (Pausanias, V., xix. 1). Typhon, a monster
partly snake-like in figure, was struck by the light-

ning of Zeus and buried beneath Mt. Etna (Pindar,

Pydion). According to another story (Strabo, xvi.

756) the chaimel of the Orontee in Syria was caused

by the writhings of the monster in his agony. The
serpentine horrors of the Gorgons, Furies, and Cer-

berus come naturally to mind; and in early times

the iBgis of Athena was a cloak with scales and a
fringe of serpents. This deity, when she won Athens
from Poseidon, made the serpent Erechthonius

guardian of the olive-tree which she planted (Pau-

sanias, I., xxiv. 7). So serpents or dragons guarded
the golden fleece and the golden apple in the garden
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for rain are made to the nag in ^ring and autumn;
Semites generally biing it into reliEition with brings.
It is at times the protector of persons of sanctity

or eminence, as when Scipio Africanus and Nero
were believed to have been watched over by a snake,

or when two are reported to have observed the first

purification of Confucius, or when one shielded the
Buddha from the sun's rays. On the other hand, it

may be regarded as malevolent, as when the Hurons
see in it the cause of disease, Australian tribes re-

gard it as bringing death into the world, and the
Puma Indians as the source of kidney and stomach
troubles in children. So St. Patrick drives it from
Ireland, Rudra is its destroyer in India, Buddha in

infancy strangles one, as does Krishna, while Her-
cules kills two. In the Troad there was a tribe

sprung from a serpent (Strabo, xiii. 1, 14), .£lian

(De animalilmSf zii. 39) tells of a race in Phrygia
(OphiogensD) who were sprung from a woman and
a serpent; Alexander was credited with serpent
paternity (Plutareh, '' Life of Alexander," ii.), and
the Natchez, Linni Lenape, Huron, and Menominee
Indians claim ancestry from it as one of their totems,

as do some African tribes. The reverse relation is

held as true, and after death a man's soul may ior

habit the body of a snake (for cases among the Afri-

cans consult E. B. Tylor, Primitive CuUwre, ii. 8,

239-242, 310, 347, London, 1903)—the case of

.£neas has already been noted. It was constantly

associated with tombs, and thence doubtless with
the underworld, with which in part may be con-

nected its repute for wisdom. In the Japanese
Nihongi a hero is made to reappear in seipent form
to take vengeance upon his miirderers.

Gbo. W. Gilmore.
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SERVATIUS, ser-vd'shi-ns, SAINT: Gallic bi^op

of the fourth century. He is mentioned as one d
those present at the Synod of Sardica in 347, and

is apparently identical with one of the envoys from

Magnentius to Ck)nstantius in 350, as well as with

the Servatio, bishop of Tongres, who bravely de-

fended Athanasian orthodoxy at the Synod of

Rimini in 359. It is, on the other hand, doubtful

whether he attended a provincial 83rnod said to have

been held at Cologne in 346. According to Gregory

of Tours (Histaria Francorum, ii. 5; d.De gloria am-

feaaorunif bad.), a Servatius or Ajrvatius (the latter

the better reading) was bishop of Tongres about the

time of the Htm invasions under Attila. Learning of

the approach of the barbarians, he made pilgrimages

to Rome to avert, if possible, by prayers at tiie tomb

of St. Peter the destruction which threatened Tod-

gres, only to receive the divine command to return

to his doomed city. He obeyed, and removed to

Bfaestricht, where he died in 450, a year before

Tongres was sacked by the Huns. It would seem,

however, that the Him invasion has here been con-

fused with some earlier barbarian inroad.

A very ancient tradition of the Church at Mae-

stricht gives May 13, 384, as the date of the death of

Servatius of Tongres, and his grave soon became a

favorite place of pilgrimage, so that in 562 his re*

mains were removed to a church erected in his honor.

In 726, after the victory of Charles Martel ovcf

the Saracens on St. Servatius' day, the bones of the

saint found their final resting-place, thou^ relios

foimd their way to various places, as Duisbuig,

Worms, and eepeciaUy Quedlinburg. In medievil
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art St. Servatius is repreeented as overshadowed by
an eagle soaring above him, or as lying in a grave

with three wooden shoes, the traditicmal instruments

of his miur^rrdom. (0. Z6cklek\.)
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sqq.); and B. E[ni8ch'8 ed. of Paatianea vUaque mvi MerO'
viMffiei in MQH, Script, rer. Merov., iii (1896). 83 (on
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164-172). Omsult further: O. Kurth, Deux lnographie§

iniditM de St. Servaia, li^ge, 1881; idem, NouveUea re-

ekerehee wr S. Seroais, ib. 1884; P. F. X. de Bam. No-
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SERVETUS^ ser-vt'tus, MICHAEL
(MIGUEL SERVETO).

Eaily Life and Wanderin^i (S 1).

Fhysioian and Classical Scholar (S 2).

TlMological System (S 3).

Tried by the Inquisition (S 4).

Before the Court at Geneva (( 5).

T%e Execution and Opinioos Begaxdinc it (S 6).

Michael Servetus, famous as an antitrinitarian

and an opponent of Calvin, was b., probably at

TudeUk (52 m. n.w. of Saragossa), Spain, Sept. 29,

1511, and was executed at Creneva Oct. 27, 1553.

Expected to become a jurist, he first studied at

Saragoesa, and in 1525 was made amanuensis to the

royal chaplain, Juan de Quintana, whom he accom-
panied to Toulouse in 1528. Here he continued his

legal studies, and also became interested in the

Bible, holding private readings with some of his fel-

low students and likewise plunging

z. Early into the writings of Melanch^on and
Life and Paul of Burgos. In Feb., 1530, he at-

WanderingB-tended the coronation of Charles V. at

Bologna with Quintana, and then ac-

companied his patron, who had meanwhile become
oonfeflsor to the king, to Germany. While there is

no real basis for the story that he met Luther per-

sonally, it is not impossible that he went with Sut-

ler to Basel in the autumn of 1530, although the

only demonstrable fact is that he met (Ecolampadius

In October of the same year. By this time the anti-

trimtarianism of Servetus had been fully evolved,

and finally arousing the opposition even of the

kindly (Ecolampadius, he went to Strasburg, where

he was received by C^pito and Butser. When, in

1531, he printed at Hagenau his De TrinitaUa errorir

hus Ubri tepUm, (Ecolampadius sought to have the

writings of S^etus officially suppressed, while

Zwingli issued an earnest warning against the tenets

of the Spanish teacher. In his Dialogorum de

TrinUaU Ubri duo, with its appendix, De fusHeia

regni Chriati et de caritate eapthda quatuor (Hagenau,

1532) he now sought to obviate the unfavorable

impression of his previous work by making certain

fovmal concessions, though maintaining that neither

Ibe ancient Church nor the Reformers understood

the Bible, and declaring himself unable either to

agree or to disagree entirely with either party.

Disappointed in his far-reaching schemes, Serve-

tus left Germany, and, dropping his theological pur-

suits for the nonce, devoted himself to the study of

medicine at Paris, taking the name of Villanovanus

from his father's native city of Villanueva in Aragon.

In 1534 he left Paris and lived for some years at

Lyons, where he gained partial sup-

2. Physician port by proof-reading, and then pub-

and lished a new edition of Ptolemy (Lyons,

Classical 1535); but in 1537 he returned to

Scholar. Paris and gained distinction as a
ph3r8ician, writing his Syruporum unir

versa ratio, ad Oaieni cenauram diligenier expoUta.

Cui post irUegram de concodione diacerptionem prc^-

ecripta est vera purgandi methodua, cum expoaitione

aphoriami: eoneoda medicari (Paris, 1537). His

views on the juridical value of astrology, however,

as expressed in his ApohgeUca diaceptcUio de aatro-

logia (Paris, 1538), drew upon him such grave

charges from the University of Paris that he

was forced to leave the capital for Charlieu, where

he practised medicine for the short time that he was
permitted to remain. He then lived peacefully at

Vieime for a niunber of years, and during this period

issued an entirely revamped edition of Sanctes

Pagninus' Latin translation of the Bible (see Bible
Vebsionb, a, II., 3). During these years, moreover,\

Servetus had been gradually formulating a work to

prove that primitive Christianity had been corrupted

by the early ecumenical councils. He then began
correspondence with Calvin, apparently to gain the

requisite approval for the publication of his conclu-

sions; but the impudent tone assumed by Servetus

finally angered the Genevan, who, on Feb. 13, 1546,

wrote Farel: "If he [Servetus] comes [to Greneva],

I shall never let him go out aiive if my authority

has weight.'' Servetus now entered upon negotia-

tions with other Genevan preachers and with Viret,

fully recognizing the personal peril in which he

stood; and in 1553 he secretly printed at Vienne his

Chriatianiami reatitutio (reprint Nuremberg, 1791;

Germ, tiansl., 3 vols., Wiesbaden, 1892-96), a book
repeating with increased emphasis his old attacks

on the doctrine of the Trinity, which he declared

had arisen with the corruption of the Church.

The positive tenets of Servetus' Reatitutio are

equally difficult to deduce and to simimarice. While
rejecting the Trinity in essence, he maintained a
Trinity of revelation in his theory of the twofold

revelation of Crod, in the first of which the Word
was present as a divine primal light,

3. Theo- and in the second the Spirit as a divine

logical primal power. After the creation the

System. Word was prefigured in Adam, the

theophanies, etc., imtil it became in-

carnate in Christ; and through the exalted Christ,

now Jehovah himself, the Spirit, formerly existent

only as the world-soul, the power of life, the natural

apperception of the divine, and the Law, realizes

its fulness as the principle of regeneration and im-

mortality inherent in man. Such was the weight

laid by Servetus on these problems that his system

had room for faith only as the recognition of the

divinity of Christ. Consciousness of sin was almost
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entirely lacking, and he even denied that one could

Bin, strictly speaking, before one had reached the age

V of twenty. His stress on intellectuality naturally

had no place for infant baptism, and for this very

reason he stressed the importance of adult baptism

as the conferring of the Spirit, the Lord's Supper as

the food of the Spirit, and good works, especially as-

ceticism, as the exercise of the Spirit. Eschato-

logically he maintained that the Christian is com-
pletely freed from the dross of earthly life by a
purifying fire.

As the ph3r8ician-in-ordinary of the archbishop of

Vienne, Servetus naturally endeavored to keep his

authorship of the RestUtdio secret, but Calvin

recognized the source as soon as he became aware
of the book, and at once assailed it as a most danger-

ous attempt to discredit and destroy nascent French
Protestantism. It would seem that

4. Tried by Calvin's first information was gained

tbd Inquisi- from a letter of a Protestant refugee

tion. named Guillaume Trie, then residing at

Geneva, to a Roman Catholic kinsman,
Antoine Ameys, at Lyons, mocking at the ancient

Church for harboring a heretic like Servetus. Ar-
neys, many allege at the indirect instance of Calvin,

denounced Servetus to the Inquisiton. At the first

trial Servetus denied all knowledge of the ResHlutiOf

whereupon, at the instance of ti^e Inquisitor Ory,

Ameys wrote Trie asking for a complete copy of the

work. This was no longer accessible, but instead

Trie submitted as documents twenty-four letters of

Servetus to Calvin, the Genevan theologian mean-
while seeking to avoid any suggestion that he might
be a party to a trial before the Holy OflSce, deeply

regretting that his plan of suppressing Servetus

necessitated his formal cooperation, and later ex-

pressly denying that he had any part whatever in the

proceedings. On Apr. 4, 1533, Servetus was arrested

at Vienne and examined on the two days following,

when he denied that he was Servetus, claimed to

have adopted the name of that scholar that he might
measure himself with Calvin in dialectics, and of-

fered to make complete retractation. On Apr. 7

he was permitted to escape, either to guard the

archbishop and other noted friends of Servetus

against further embarrassment, or to save the In-

quisition from being made a catspaw for Calvin.

The trial, however, continued, and on June 17

Servetus was condemned to the stake, his books and
his effigy being burned in his stead.

Meanwhile Servetus, being unsuccessful in reach-

ing the Spanish line, sought to go to Italy by way of

Switzerland, his route taking him through Geneva.
Learning that his enemy was in the city, Calvin had

him arrested on Simday, Aug. 13, and
5. Before had his secretary, Nicolas de la Fon-
thd Court taine, take the legally requisite duty of

at Geneva. plainti£f, the charge being the circula-

tion of dangerous heresies, for which
the d^endant, a fugitive from justice, had already
been imprisoned . Calvin drew up for De la Fontaine
thirty-eight counts against Servetus, the special

charges being antitrinitarianism and anabaptism.
On Aug. 15 Servetus was brought to trial. As
to the Trinity, he admitted that he used the
term "Person" in a different sense from his con-

tonporaries; he declared himself ready to retotct

his views on infant baptism; but he maintained

that Calvin was guilty of grave errors of doc-

trine. Calvin now foimd himself obliged to come

forward as the plaintiff, and on Aug. 17 the two op-

ponents came for the first time face to face. In the

beginning Servetus proved himself more than a

match for Calvin, but so strong were his pantheistic

expressions that the Council, feeling that the out-

come would prove a tragedy, determined to get

further information from Vienne. During the dayi

of waiting which ensued, Calvin wrote Fard (Aug.

20) that he hoped Servetus would be sentenced to

capital punishment, though not by a painful death;

while Servetus (Aug. 22) vainly protested to the

Council against being treated as a criminal, con-

trary to the tenets of the Apostles and the esrly

Church. On Aug. 24 the prosecutor-general, Claude

Rigot, presented a list of thirty charges which,

ignoring the differences between Servetus snd

Oilvin, and laying little stress on the Trinitarian

problems, attacked primarily the ba^ ideas of the

RestUviio that all Christianity which had previouslj

existed was corrupt, that the Reformation was un-

christian, and that all who differed from Servetus

were damned, likewise casting suspicion on the pri-

vate life of the accused. In reply the latter main-

tained that his intention was good, that he had the

highest veneration for the Scriptures, and that he

must consider his tenets to be true \mtil they were

proved to be false. On Aug. 31 an answer was re-

ceived from Vienne with a request for the surrender

of the fi]gitive; but Servetus, when offered his

choice, preferred to stand trial at Gfeneva, especially

as Calvin was already involved in his stnig^ wiUi

the Libertines. Exhaxisted by hearing a theological

debate between the two principals on S^t. 1, the

council determined that the remainder of the con-

troversy should be carried on in writing, and 00 the

following day (Dalvin declared that the (Seneva

preachers were ready to prove thirty-eight passageB

from Servetus to be either heretical, or blasphemous,

or contrary to the Word of God and the teaching

of the Church. Evidently learning of Calvin's dis-

pute with Philibert Berthelier (see Calvin, John,

§ 13), Servetus changed his tone to one of more

boldness. The council hesitated to condenm him,

and on Sept. 10 determined to send the minutes of

the proceedings to Bern, Basel, Zurich, and Schaff-

hausen, and to ask the advice of both the theolo-

gians and the coimcils of these four cities. At this

juncture Servetus formally charged Oalvin with

deliberate suppression of Christian truth and the

like, and demanded that the Geneva theologian be

banished and his property confiscated in bdialf of

the plaintiff, requests which were naturally refused.

On Oct. 19 answers were received from the four

Swiss cities unanimously condemning the doctrines

of Servetus and lu^ing the obviation of a peril

which threatened the entire Reformed Qiureh,

though without direct allusion to the death penalty.

The Geneva council now proceeded to final aetioo,

and on Oct. 26 Servetus was condemned, not to a

merciful death, as Oalvin and the other (jenevan

ministers had wished, but to the stake. The anti-

trinitarian implored pity from Oalvin, who replied
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that he had never been aotiiated by vindictivenees,

and urged him to seek the divine forgiveness and
mercy. On the following day the sen-

6. The tence was carried out, since Farel,whom
Execution Calvin summoned to accompany the

and Opin- condemned, was unable to induce Ser-

ioliB Re- vetus to retract. The execution of

garding it Michael Servetus involved Calvin in

obloquy in his own and in succeeding

generations, an obloquy partly merited and partly

undeserved. Almost immediately after the event,

in Feb., 1554, Calvin published his Defensio ortho-

doxcB fidei de sacra trinUalef which was followed by
Besa's De hareHcis a civili magitiralu puniendis,

issued in September of the same year; while the

dissatisfaction with the execution was voiced by the

writings of Sebastianus Castellio (q.v.). On the

350th anniversary of the burning of Servetus an
"expiatory monument" was erected near the scene

of his execution. [A monimient to Servetus was
erected at Annemasse (4 m. from Geneva), on the
French border. It represents Servetus in prison

and has on it an extract from one of his prison let-

ters. Professor Odhner of the Swedenborgian Sem-
inary at Bryn Aihyn, Pa., has discovered that
Servetus in a remarkable nmnner anticipated the

teachings of Swedenborg.]

(ExroBN Lachenhann.)
BiBUOomAPHT: Souroos are Calvin's Opera, ed. Baum et

aL, viiL 453-872. ziv. 68 sqq., and xzvi; T. Beia, Cal-
VMM VUa, Q«n«va, 1554; the " Acta " of the trial at
Vtenne, ed. D'Artigny, Paris, 1749; and the " Acts " of
the trial at Geneva, ed. J. H. A. Rilliet. Geneva, 1844.

Besides the literature on Calvin, much of which discusses

at length the relations of Servetus and Calvin and the
execution of Servetus, consult: F. Trechsel, Michad
Ssrvei und 9Hn4 Varganger, Heidelbexg, 1839; W. K.
TVeedie, ServHua and Cahin, London, 1846; F. C. Baur,
Die ekrulHeh4 Lthre van der Dreieinigkeii und Mtnteh'
werdung QoUf, iiL 54-103. TObingen, 1843; I. A. Domer.
Ltkf von der Ptrmm Chritti, iL 649-660, Berlin, 1853;
E. Saisset, Milangee dhutoire, pp. 117-227, Paris. 1859;
K. Brunnemann, Michael Servet, Berlin, 1865; A. Chau-
et» £tude etir le ayeUme thMooigue de Servet, Strasbuzs,

1807; H. G. N. ToUin, Luther vnd Servet, Beriin, 1875;
idem. MdanehUm und Servet, fb. 1876; idem, CharakterhUd
Michael Servele, ib. 1876; idem, Dae LehreyMem Michael
Servele, 3 vols., Gtitereloh, 1876-78; idem, Michael Servel

wed Martin Buteer, Berlin. 1880; G. C. B. POnjer, De M.
ServeU dodrina, Jena. 1876; M. M. Pelayo, Hiet. de lae

HeUrodoxue Bepanjolee, iL 24^-313, Madrid, 1877; A.
Roaet, Hiel. du peuple de Oenive, vol. iv.. Geneva, 1877;
R. Willis, Servetue and Calvin, London. 1877 (the classic

woriE); A. von der Linde. Michad Servel, een Brandoffer
der Otreforme'irde InqtsieUie, Gronincen. 1891 (hostile to
Caivin); F. BuiMon, S. CaeleUian, ea vie et eon cmvre, 2
vols.. Paris. 1802; J. E. Choisy. La Theoeratie h Genhe au
tempe de Calvin, Geneva. 1901 ; idem, in Revue ehritienne,

1903; L. Monod. in Revue chrMienne, 1903; A. Dide, Michd
Sereet et Calvin, Paris. 1906; W. Osier, Michael Servetue,

Loodoa and New York, 1909; C. T. Odhner, Michael
Servetue; hie Life and Teachinge, Philadelphia. 1910;
SohafT. Chrietian Church, vol. vii.. chap, xvi (where a dis-

eriminatint list of literature, with notes, is supplied) ; and
1 the works on the church history of the period.

SERVIA: A kingdom (after 1879) situated in the

Balkan peninsula, in southeastern Europe, between
Austria-Hungary on the north and Turkey on the

south; area (estimated) 18,757 square miles; popu-
lation (1905) 2,683,025, belonging mainly to the

eastern Orthodox Church. This, according to art.

3 €i the constitution of 1901, has ^e same
dogmas as the Eastern Ecumenical Church, but is

independent and autooephalous. The Eastern
Orthodox confession is the religion of the State,

which the king and his children must profess (§ 7).

By the terms of art. 33, proselyting is forbidden as
an offense to the state religion; yet, according to the
same paragraph, complete tolerance is practised,

since it is stated that freedom of conscience shall be
unrestricted. All recognized religious societies are
l^^ally protected, so far as their religious exercises

do not violate public order and morality. According
to § 98, all foreign religious societies may conduct
themselves according to their own tenets, with the
stipulation only that no manner of correspondence
may be carried on between the church authorities

of such religious societies and those abroad, without
permission of the minister of worship. In like man-
ner, no act of such foreign church authorities may
be published in the kingdom without the same con-

sent. It is thus not difficult for the officiating

minister of worship to construe his power against

communications between the pope and the Ser-

vian Roman Catholic clergy.

The independence and autonomy of the State
Church grew up by degrees. The first foundation
was granted by the sultan in Constantinople; when,
in 1766, he created a vladika, or superior bishop, in

Belgrade and abolished the former patriarchate of

the Servian population in Turkey, previously

located at Ipek in northern Albania. The vladika

being a Phanariot, however, was amenable to the
patriarch of the capital, and through him also to the

sultan. Yet it was a form of church rule with its

seat at Belgrade, and as such it might have asserted

itself longer, had not the bribery and oppression

of the Phanariot party proved too irritating; for

the Greek metropolitans pursuing their own in-

terests placed themselves actually in opposition to

the efforts of the Servians for independence from
Turkish despotism. In consequence, after many
acts of violence by the Servian Prince Milosh, there

resulted in 1852 the recognition of an independent
metropolitan by the patriarchate; the latter only

requiring the approval of the metropolitan by the

patriarch, who was also to be regularly remembered
in the prayers of the Church, and the recognition

of the episcopal oversight of the patriarch by the
annual contribution to him of 1,200 dinars ($234).

But with the establishment of the Servian kingdom,
all this was annulled.

The metropolitan and bishop of Belgrade now
rules the State Church independently, which has
a well-defined representative constitution; for the

degrees of its order are in its representative bodies.

The highest is the archihierarchical synod con-

ducted and represented by the metropolitan. To
this belong the other two bishops; namely, of Nish
and Schitscha (a cloister near the Ibar, though the

bishop resides at Tschatschak), also the two archi-

mandrites (abbots), and the archpriests, one for each

of the twenty-one eparchies (civil districts). It

elects the metropolitan, subject to royal approval,

and the archimandrites (priors of the cloisters), and
is the bishops' court of justice. The intermediate

ecclesiastical court is the appellate consistory, whose
members are proposed by the metropolitan from
the total body of clergy to the minister of worship.
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and require royal approval. The measures and
resolutions passed in the eparchies are subject to

the acceptance of their synodical convention, which
also takes cognisance of appeals. The eparchical

consistories are composed of five popes (or Greek
parish priests) and monks, under the bishop's direc-

tion. Their function is to promote religion among
the people, to care for the church property, to settle

matrimonial disputes, and to exercise discipline

over the clergy. The clergy comprises the regular

monastic clericals, from among whom the bishops

are taken, and the married priests, or popes. Many
of the latter, however, are qualified merely to assist

at mass and to dispense a few sacraments. The
bishops appoint all the priests independent of the

State, which does not contribute for their support,

but only a certain part for the bishops and the arch-

priests. The fifty-two to fifty-four cloisters have
sufficiently affluent revenues to dischaige the pas-

toral duties even without state assistance. The
training of the clergy requires four years in the

gymnasium and four years in the seminary. For
the people education was made obligatory in 1882,

and there are thirty-eight intermediate schools.

The Roman Catholic Church numbers about 24,000,

mostly inhabiting the banks of the Save and the

Danube, with more than 6,000 in Belgrade. They
are under the Croatian bishop of Djakovar, who
also bears the title of bishop of Bel^ade and Se-

mendria. The Evangelical congregation is incon-

spicuous and small in numbers; and has placed

itself under the superior church council of Berlin.

WiLHKLif GOtz.
BnuooBAPHT: P. CScxiueUo, L« AoyatmM de Serbie, Pari*,

1894; W. Miller. The Balkant, London and New York,
ISOe; N. RaHotil, Dot kirehlich-rdioio- Uben hei den
Serben, Qdttingeo. 1890; H. Vivian. Servia, the Poor Man*e
Pofodiaet London, 1807; E. Lasard and J. Hone. La
8eHn d^aujimnThui, Biunele, 1001; M. £. Durham,
Throuoh the Lande of the Serb, London, 1004; F. Kanits,
Dae Ksnioreich Serbien und doe Serbeiwolk, 2 vols., Leip-
do, 1004-00; Prinoe and Prinoen Laaarovich-Hrebelian-
ovioh. The Servian People; their paet QUny and their Dee-
Hny, 2 vola.; New York, 1010.

SERVIAN ORTHODOX CHURCHES IN AMER-
ICA: These churches are administering to the
spiritual needs of the Servian immigrants from
Dalmatia, Austria proper, Servia, Montenegro,
Bosnia, and Herxegovina, who ecclesiastically are

under the jurisdiction of tlie primate of the Servian

Church in Austria, the metropolitan of the Ortho-
dox Church of Dalmatia, the Holy Synod of Servia,

and the metropolitan of Montenegro. The earliest

immigration to the United States was that of the

seafaring Dalmatians, whom the gold fever of 1840
brought to California, and the early "Austrian''
colonies in New Orleans, Mobile, and San Francisco
were doubtless theirs. Servians at present are to be
found throughout the United States and Alaska.
The first Servian church was built in Jackson, Cal.,

1894, by the Archimandrite Sebastian Dabovitch,
who later, in 1905, established his headquarters in

Chicago as the administrator of the Servian Ortho-
dox Church in North America, under the jurisdic-

tion of the Russian archbishop of New York City.

There are, according to moderate calculations, about
80,000 Servians in the United States, their clergy
consisting of one archimandrite and nine priests,

and they have churches at Chicago and South

Chicago, 111.; MacKeesport, Wilmering, South

Pittsburg, and Steelton, Pa.; Jackson and Los

Angeles, CaL; Kansas City, Kansas; St. Louis,

Mo.; ali9o in Douglas, Alaska; Butte, Mont.; Bar-

berton, Ohio; and Bisbee, Aiix., in care of visiting

priests, and those at Pueblo, Cal., and Buffalo, N.

Y., in charge of Russian priests.

The Supreme Council of the Servian Orthodox
Society with a membership of 6,500 has its head-

quarters in Pittsburg, and there exists also the Ser-

vian Federation "Sloga,'' the aim of which is to

consolidate the various Servian organisations in

this country. A. A. Stamouu.

SERVICE, JOHN: Church of Scotland; b. at

Campsie (10 m. n. of Glasgow) Feb. 26, 1833; d. at

Glasgow Biar. 15, 1884. He studied at the Univer-

sity of Glasgow irregularly from 1858 to 1862; was

engaged in editorial work, 1857-62; became minister

at Hamilton 1862; but resigned after ten months, on

account of ill-health, and retired to Melbourne,

Australia, 1864-66; was minister at Hobart Town,

Tasmania, 1866-70; returned home, 1870, and was

minister of the parish of Inch, Wigtownshire, 1872-

1879; and of Hyndland Church, Glasgow, 1879-84.

He wrote a novel which appeared in Good Words

under the title NovanHa, and was published as Lady
Hetty (3 vols., London, 1875) ; Salvation Here and

Hereafter (1877), which caused a sensation in Scot-

land on account of its Broad-church views; SermoHi

(1884); and Prayerefor Public WorMp (1885).

BnuooaAPBT: A biocmphieal notioe if prefixed to Ifat

oluBM of Searmone, 1884; DNB^ li. 309.

SERVITES {Servi heatm Maries Vvryim»)i A
Roman Catholic order devoted to the ^orification

and service of the Virgin through prayer and ascet-

icism. On the feast of the ascension of the Virgin

(Aug. 15), 1233, seven leading citiaens of Florenoe,

who had previously belonged to a society for her

praise, were filled with a desire to devote themselves

entirely to her service. The names of the seven were

Bonfiglio Monaldi, Bonagiunta Manetti, Manetto

dell' Antella, Amideo Amadei, Ricuere Lippi Uguo-

cioni, Gerardo Soetegni, and Allessio Faloonieri.

With Monakii as their head, they lived first at the

Campo Marso near Florence, and then (about 1236)

on Monte Senario. Their habit then consisted ofan

ash-gray cloak and a haircloth shirt. In 1239 the

carcl^[ial legate Gottfried of Castiglione gave them a

milder Augustinian rule and the name of Brothers

of the Passion of Jesus. Their habit was now
changed to a white mantle, black hood and scapular,

and leathern girdle. The order was confirmed by
Alexander IV. in 1255, and was extended to Franoe

(where the habit was a white mantle and white cloth-

ing), and to Holland and Germany (1267-85). In-

nocent V. (1276) forbade them to receive novices bat

HonoriusIV. (1285-87) gave them many privikgcs,

to which Martin V. (1424) added those of the mendi-

cant orders. Later they spread to Poland and Hun-

gary, and in 1567 were in importance the fifth men-

dicant order. In 1411 Antonio of Sioma founded

the Observantine Servites, who became extinet in

1568. In 1593 Bernardino de Ricdolini founded

the congregation of Hermit Servites, which spieid^
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m Italy and in Germany. The Servite monks poesess

houses in Italy (Rome, San Maroello, Bologna,

Florence, Naples, and Palermo), in Austria (nine

monasteries in the Tyrol province and eight in the

Austro-Himgarian), England (especially London),
and the United States (two in Chicago and one in

Milwaukee).

Servite nuns, or " Black Sisters," were founded by
Benisi, and were especially numerous in Italy and
southern Germany; while tertiary Servite nuns
were established by Juliana Falconieri (d. 1341) at

Fbrenoe, were confirmed by Martin V. in 1420,

and were spread throughout Germany by the Arch-
duchess Anna Juliana Catharine (d. 1622). Paul V.

made theee German Tertiaries a separate congrega-

tion. (O. ZdCKLEKf.)
Bibuoosapht: The most important souraes mn in ooune

of preparetaon under the eare of P. M. Soulier and A.
Morini, Manwnenta ordinis Servcrum 8. Marimt Brua-
eb, 1807 sqq. Consult further: M. Poooianti, Chronieon
venan Miua aaeri ordinis Ssrvamm bmUm Marim, Floroioe,

1616; A. Oiani, AnnaUa aaeri ordinu Servorum heata
Marim, Florence, 1618, extended by A. M. Oarbi and P.

Bonfriuari, 3 parte, Paris, 1719-25; P. Florentini, Dia-
logus de origine ordini» Servorum, in I. Lami, Ddida
er%iditorum, voL i.. Florence, 1736; P. Tonini, II Saniuario
dtUa aanHuima AnnMHuiata di Firerue, Florence. 1876;
Hiai. d* Vordrt dea Servitea de Marie, . . . ttSO-lStO, par
un ami dea Serviiea, 2 vola., Paris, 1886; P. M. Soulier,

Vie de 8. PkUippe Benisi, propaoateur de Vordrt dea <S«r-

vitea, ib. 1886; idem. Life of8i. JtUiana Falconieri, Foun-
dreea of the , , . Rdigioua of the Third Order of Servitee,

London, 1898; B. M. SpArr, Libenabitder aua dem 8erviien'

orden, 4 vols., Innsbruck, 1891-95; Heimbuoher, Orden
wd KongraoaUonen, ^, 219-231; XL. zL 204-212.

SESSION: The lowest court in the Presbyterian

Church, composed of the pastor and elders. See

PRXSBTrKBIANS, X., 1, § 2 (6).

SBSSUlfS, DAVIS: Protestant Episcopal bishop

of Louisiana; b. at Houston, Tex., July 7, 1858.

He was educated at the University of the South,

Sewanee, Tenn. (MA., 1878), and at the theological

department of the same institution. He was ordered

deacon and priested in 1882, and, after a few months
as curate of Grace CThurch, Ckdveston, Tex., in 1883,

was successively curate and rector of Calvary,

Memphis, Tenn. (1883-87) ; rector of Christ Church,

New Orleans (1887-01) ; and was consecrated bishop

coadjutor of Louisiana (1891); within the year,

on the death of Bishop J. N. Galleher, he suc-

ceeded to the full administration of the diocese.

SETH, SETHTTES.

I. Relation of the List to Non-Israelitio Tradition,

n. Relationship of the Sethite Series to the Cainite Series,

in. The General Idea of the Sethite Line.

IV. Stpiificance of the Individual Sethite Names.
v. Postcanonical Ideas of Seth and the Sethites.

VL Relation of Sethites to the " Sons of Ood."

By Sethites are meant the ten patriarchs named in

Gen. v., namely: Adam, Seth, Enoe, (Hainan, Mahal-
aleel, Jared, Enoch, Metliuselah, Lamech, and Noah.
L Relation of the List to Hon-Imelitic Tradition:

An Indo-Germanic origin has been mistakenly sup-

posed, Noah being equated with -nysos in Dionysos
on account of Noah's relation to the vineyard (P. K.
Buttmann, MythologriSf i. 173, Berlin, 1828); also

with the Sanscrit ndvaka (nAvikcLf "seaman''; J.

Grill, Erzvdier der Menschheit, pp. 41 sqq., Leipsic,

1875) ; also with the Egyptian MeneSf Gredc Minos,

on the basis of a supposed form Manoah (S. Lef-

mann, Proceedings of tiie International Congress of

Orientalists, p. 3, 1903). These are imtenable

hypotheses. F. Delitzsch {Babd und Bibel, p. 32,

Leipsic, 1902) relates the list with the ten antedilu-

vian Babylonian kings. . But a comparison of the

names in each series (the Babylonian as given by
Eusebius, Chronicortf ed. A. Schdne, i. 7 sqq., Berlin,

1866, from Berosus) shows practically no etymologi-

cal or graphic resemblance. But it is claimed that by
transformation and abbreviation and by translation

the earlier could give rise to the later. F. Hommel
(PSBA, 1892-93, pp. 243 sqq.; Expository Times,

1899-1900, p. 343, 1902-03, pp. 103 sqq.) reasons

that Alorus, — Bi&bylonian Aruru, wUe of Ea,
creator of man, is to be equated with Adam —
"mankind"; the third in the Babylonian series,

Amelon, Babylonian amelu, "mankind," Enoe,
" mankind," and so on. The comparison, however,
gives no real results; e.g., in the first case creator

and created are paralleled. But it is pointed out
that in each list there is a series of ten antediluvians,

the last of whom is the hero of the flood; that in

both lists the individuals are credited with ex-

ceedingly long lives; and that some relations may
be traced by transformation or otherwise between
the individual names—as when Anmiienon (the

fourtii, corresponding to Cainan) is made to mean
"master workman." It may be granted that in

three or four cases the Hebrew might arise by trans-

lation, as in the case of Amelon and Enoe; yet even
this does not prove priority for the Babylonian;
rather one should afBrm that the Babylonian tradi-

tion supports the view that the names of the ten

kings show a Babylonising of neutral material. The
method in which the regnal years of the Babylonian
kings are reckoned (the cycle of 3,600 years) speaks
for this supposition; the number ten is itself against

a pure Babylonian origin. Among Hebrews ten

figures frequently (cf. the tenfold occurrence of

"and God said" in Gen. i. 3-29; see for further il-

lustrations NnifBEBs, Sacred). On the contrary,

among Babylonians the decimal system had no
fundsmoental position, sixty (five times twelve) be-

ing the basis of their cosmic system. F. Lenormant
(Les Origines de rhistoire, i. 217 sqq., Paris, 1880)

would secure an Egyptian origin for Seth through
the mediation of Hittites and Hyksos. E. Meyer
{Set-Typhon, Leipsic, 1875) claims that the god Set

had a primitive and pure Egyptian origin, his name
meaning "the dark destructive night," that equali-

zing himwith Baalasasun-deitycame about through
Camianitic influence (cf. Wiedemann, in DB, extra

vol., 195), that the Hyksos identified Set with their

Baal, and consequently the Hittite Baal took the

name Set. Hommel incorrectly assimies a relation-

ship of Seth with the Egyptian Set (Die aUorienia-

lischen DenkmOler, pp. 53, 56, Berlin, 1903), stating

that "according to the restored oldest text of Cien.

V. Seth corresponds to Adapa; the Egyptians have
obscured this, making Set the brother and opponent
of Osiris." Nor can the Sethite tradition be traced

to Canaanitic-Phenician origins. Bather should one
claim that the Cainite genealogy (Gen. iv. 17-24)

so corresponds to the narrative of the Pheniciaa

cosmogony as given by Eusebius that it must be
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credited with a Palestinian-Phenician basis. But
there is the statement of Philo Byblius (in Eusebius,

PrcsparaHo evangelical I., x. 5 sqq.) that AiOn
(Time) had the care of trees, while the descendants

of Ai5n, viz., PhdB, Pur, and Phlox (Light, Fire,

and Flame), discovered fire and its \ises, and their

descendants were Casius, Lebanon, and Antilebanon,

while their mother had commerce with those whom
she met. Resemblance between this statement and
Gen. iv. 17-24 is only in the general idea of giving

the beginnings of inventions; reference is closest to

the Greek myth of the discovery 'of fire, and the

report of the shamelessness of woman reminds
rather of Babylonian temple prostitution than of

Gen. vi. 1-4, where the part of the women is

innocent. The use by Philo Bybllus of the name
Jao does not prove Hebrew origin, as J. Lagrange
supposes (£tude8 9vr les religions eSmitiqueaf pp.
411-412, Paris, 1905), since that name is very old.

Positive indications of Canaanitic-Pheniclan origin

of the patriarchs' names lacks specific foundation.

n. Relationship of the Sethite Series to the Cainite

Series: In J only the Cainite series is complete (Gen.

iv. 17-24), the Sethite is fragmentary (Gen. iv. 25-

26); the complete Sethite series comes from P.

It is noteworthy that the names of Cainites are the

same or similar to the Sethites'. Buttmann's re-

mark (MyihologtLs, i. 171) that the same list appears
twice with small variations in order and form has
been often echoed (e.g., EB, iv. 4411) ; on the other

hand, the independence of the lists is maintained
(Driver, on Genesis, p. 80, London, 1905), and
Zimmem (in Schrader, KAT, p. 542) afi&rms both
to be very old. Probably Israelitic tradition had
report of two lines of Adamic descendants.

m. The General Idea of the Sethite Line: While
Ewald long held that the conception of the patriarchs

among the ancestors of the Israelites was practically

that of demigods (Geachichte des Volkea Israely i. 383,

Gottingen, 1865), R. Brown (cf. Beweis des Glauhens,

1893, pp. 353-354) attributed to the patriarchs an
astronomical significance in relation to the zodiac;

Hommel (Expository Times, 1902-03, p. 105) re-

marks that the Chaldeans related the last seven
[Babylonian] patriarchs to the seven planets, and
the Babylonians distributed them among the ten

months of the world year; and Zimmem (Schrader,

KAT, p. 541) thinks that the Biblical ten patriarchs

were originally heroes of the months of the first

world year. But no trace is left [in the Bible] of this

deification of the Sethites. For the statement that

Seth is a divine name F. Ulmer (Die semiHschen

Eigennamen, p. 26, 1901) gives no proof. If the

mythological view-point fails, ethnography is not
more shadowed forth in the list. Lenormant (ut

sup., i. 208 sqq.) would have the oldest races divided

by these lists into the nomadic and the settled, or

the yellow and the white. But the Old Testament
makes the distinction rest upon religious-moral

grounds. Over against the impious Cainites were
the relatively better Sethites. In J are preserved in

the Sethite genealogy the relatively good descend-

ants of Adam by whom mankind is carried through
the flood. J did not intend to say that the worship
of Yahweh began with Sethites (Gen. iv. 26b). If

there were grounds for thinking that J had intended

to bring the Cainite genealogy into proportionate

connection with that of Seth, his intention failed in

that he inserted the birth of Enos. In (Sen. iv. 25-26
J laid his basis in the Sethite line, from which was
to come he who, because of his relative rightnese of

relations with God, should lead mankind through
the judgment to a better period of history. It was
from the religious-moral view-point in the earliest

Israehtic tradition that antediluvian man was
divided into two lines, and so interpreters have
generally imderstood it. If, as seems to be proved,
the Hebrew narrative of primitive times is relatively

independent, the question arises as to the meaning
of the duality oi series of patriarchs. Then the fol^

lowing considerations arise. (1) The religious-ethical

superiority attributed to the Sethites is only rela-

tive. (2) From Sethites, not from Cainites, was
derived the ancestor of postdiluvian mankind; the
"comfort" (Gen. v. 29) expected from Noah was
based in part upon immunity from a cursing of the
earth on accoimt of sin as in the case of Adam (Gen.

viii. 21-22), it can not rest whollyuponthe planting <d
the vineyard (as Budde thinks, Urgeschichie, pp. 306-
309) . The curse of Yahweh was not t6 be averted by
human action. (3) While the Masore^c text brings

only one Sethite down to the flood, the Samaritan
brings three; but the former appears to be the

original conception. (4) The Sethite genealogy of J

can not be considered entirely independent of the

Cainite. The double line in Hebrew tradition arose

not in the fact that Adam had two sons (Budde,
us sup., p. 184) but because the early tradition dis-

tinguished between two lines ethically distinct. On
this ethical distinction was based, probably, the long

period of life awarded to the antediluvians.

IV. The Significance of the Individual Setfaits

Names: It seems that Seth, so far as he emerged
in Hebrew tradition, was the substitute for Abel,

who had perished in an outbreak of sinful power.

But it remains questionable whether P (as Dillmann,

in his commentary, on Gen. v. 3, and Budde, Urge-

schichie, p. 163, think) intended to make Seth Adam's
first son. The narrator's silence regarding the re-

lation of Seth to preceding children of Adam does

not involve that he presupposed in his readers igno-

rance of that relation; according to analogy in the

rest of the chapter, Seth is thought of as the first of

Adam's children. Yet it ccm not be said with as-

surance that the narrator presupposed his readers'

knowledge of Cain and Abel, nor does the fact that

the name Enos means "mankind" involve for Seth

restriction to the meaning "sprout." It can not be
decided whether Cainan means "creature" or
" worker in metals." Mahalaleel is " praise of God."
Jared is regarded by Friedrich Delitzsch as mean-
ing "offspring" (Wo lag das Parodies, p. 149,

Leipsic, 1881); but it may mean "servant" or "de-
scent" [i.e., to a place]. Enoch means "consecra-

tion
'
' and then " the consecrated one." Methuselah

means "num of the javelin," and Lamech " warrior"

or "conqueror." Noah means "rest." Whether
these patriarchal names along with the assured or

probable significance included each a special c<m-

ception depends upon the answer to the question

whether the Hebrews attached to each the idea of a
step in human development. Such a series of mean-
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iiigs has been sought by F. Bdttcher, ExegeHsch-

kritische Aehrenleae zum alien Testament (Leipsic,

1S49); but the series breaks down upon examina-

tion. Budde supposes that the latter half of the

series embodies such a conception; here again,

however, the facts do not afford support—thus, the

succession Jared-Enoch marks no progression either

in significance of name or of activity. Moreover,

Hebrew antiquity did not connect the beginning of

reverence <rf Yahweh with Mahalaleel ("praise of

God")> but with Enos. The Bible puts real sig-

nificance into the existence and name of Noah,

through whose mediation a condition of "rest'' was
atUined in removing the feeling of distance of

humanity from God as well as the fear of divine pun-

ishment, bringing about a new harmony; in his

planting of the vineyard is not to be seen the rescue

of \he earth from the curse pronounced upon it.

V. Postcanonical Ideas of Seth and the Sethites:

Jewish writers attributed to individual Sethites

important places in religious and general develop-

ment. Seth was rapt away to heaven for forty days

and learned of the angels the basal precepts of the

moral law; he also initiated the art of writing,

named the five planets, discovered the division of

time into months, weeks, and years (note the order),

and knew of the appearance of the " star in the east."

Knowing of the coming double destruction of the

earth by fire and water, his descendants preserved

the knowledge gained through their ancestor by two
pillars of oLay and of stone, the latter of which
"exists till this day in the land of Siris" (Nile)

(Josephus, Ant., I., ii. 3. Joeephus seems here to

reflect Manetho as preserved by Syncellus). Jews,

Samaritans, and Gnostic Christians professed to pos-

sess writings of Seth, as did Mohammedans (of. Fabri-

cius, Codex pseudepigraphtLS, i. 141-147, ii. 49-55,

Hamburg, 1722-23; and E. Kautzsch, Apokryphen
und Paeudepiffraphen, ii. 538, TObingen, 1000).

Later men knew the name of his wife, Asura (Jubi-

lees, iv. 11), Horaia according to the Sethites

(Epiphanius, Hctr,, xxxix. 5), from which probably

came Norea (Irenaeus, Hcer,, i. 34). Enoe wrote

about religion and how to pray (Fabricius, ut sup.,

i. 157-158; Kautassch, ut sup., i. 467, ii. 46, 73, 258).

Alexander wrote about the grave of Cainan, who
married his sister Mualelet, but before the flood

wandered away from his family (Fabricius, ut sup.,

i. 159-160), " Jared" was rendered so as to show
that in his time the "watchers" [i.e., angel guar-

dians of the nations] ** came down ** to earth to train

men in uprightness (Jubilees, iv. 15; cf. however
Enoch, vi. 5-6) ; or his name conveyed the informa-

tion that his sons began to transgress the com-
mands he gave and to mingle with the impure

Caim'tes (Book of Adam) . Methuselah, who married

his father's sister Edna (Kautssch, ut sup., ii. 536),

founded a court of justice and a school where the law

of nature was tauf^t. For Enoch and Noah see the

articles. Biany other details are narrated in pseud-

epigraphic books.

VL Relation of Sethites to the " Sons of God,"

Gen. tL 1-4: By "sons of God" can not be meant
Sethites. The word ha'adham (E. V., "men") in

Gen. vi. 1 has the article and must mean the whole

race; the same must then be true of the word in

verse 2 (this in spite of Strack's argimient in his

commentary' on Genesis, pp. 26-27, Munich, 1905,

where he reasons from Judges xix. 30 that a word
may be used in its general sense and then in its

narrower; he also argues against the general sense
in verse 1). Moreover, "sons of God'' is a common
designation for angels. It is in the highest degree
probable that to the mingling of supermundane
and mundane beings would be attributed the origin

of giants (see Comparative Religion, VI., 1 § 7).

As the Sethites are not the "sons of God,'' so they
are also not the "children of Sheth" (Num. xxiv.

17). (E. K6NIG.)
Bxbuoorapht: Of first importance are the commentaries
on Genesis (noted under Hbxatiuch), in particular those
of H. Qunkel, G6ttingen, 1901; 8. R. Driver. London.
1904; J. Bdhmer, Stuttgart, 1905; H. L. Strack, Munich,
1905; and J. Skinner. Edinburgh and New York, 1910.
The subject is often treated in works on the history of
Israel—special attention may be called to those of H.
Guthe. TQbingen. 1904, and S. Oettli. Stuttgart, 1905.
Other works are: P. Buttmann, Mythaloffua* ii. 1-27.
Berlin, 1829; H. LOken, Die Traditionen dee Menachen-
OeaefUeehU, pp. 14&-188, MOnster, 1869; K. Budde. Die
bibli9che UrgMchichte, Giessen, 1883; A. H. Sayce. Raeea
of the Old Teetament, London. 1891; idem. The * Hioher
CriUeiam* and the MonumenUf ib. 1894; idem. Patri-
archal Palestine, ib. 1895; H. £. Ryle, The Early Narra-
tivee of Oeneaia, ib. 1892 (of high value); F. Hommel, in

PSBA, XV (1893), 243-246; idem. Die aUieraditieehe

Ueberlieferuno in inachriftticher BdevuMvnot pp. 308-
309, Munich, 1897, Eng. tranal.. Ancient Hebrew Tradi-
Hone aa lUuatrated by the Monuments^ London. 1897; H.
Gunkel, The Legends ofOeneaia, (Chicago. 1901; E. Worces-
ter, The Book of Oeneaie in the Light of Modem KnovdUdoe,
London, 1901; H. Zimmem, Bibliaehe und babyUmiache
Urgeaehichte, Leipsic, 1901, Eng. transl.. The Babtfloman
and the Hebrew Oeneaia, London, 1901; H. Greenwood,
The Book of Oeneaia Treated aa an Authentic Record, 2
vols., ib. 1903-04; R. Kittel, Die babyUmiache und die

bibliaehe Urgeachichte, Leipsic, 1903, Eng. transl.. Baby-
lonian Excavationa and Early Bible History, London. 1903;

J. Nickel, Oeneaia und Keilachriftforachuno, pp. 164 sqq.,

Freiburg. 1903; T. G. Pinches, The 0. T. in the Light of
the Historical Reeorda of Aaayria and Babylonia, London*
1903; A. Jerenuas, Daa A. T. im Lichte dee alten Orienta,

Leipsic, 1904; J. Meinhold, Die bibliaehe Urgeaehichte,

Bonn, 1904; J. Bdhmer, Daa erate Buch Moae, Stuttgart,

1905; A. R. Gordon, The Early Traditiona of Oeneaia,

Edinburgh, 1907; Schrader, KAT, pp. 639 sqq., and
COT; Bertheau, in Jahrbihcher far deutache Theologie,

TTiii. 657 sqq.; Klostermann. in NKZ, v. 208 sqq.; DB,
iv. 470; EB, iv. 4410-17; JE, xL 207.

SETHIANS. See Ophites.

SETOH, fitt'tun, ELIZABETH ANN: Roman Cath-

olic, founder of the Sisters of Charity; b. at New
York Aug. 28, 1774; d. at Emmittsburg, Md., Jan.

4, 1821. She was the daughter of Richard Bayley,

a physician, and married William Seton. After his

death, 1803, she entered the Roman Catholic Church,

Mar. 14, 1805. In order to support herself and
children, she taught school at Baltimore, 1806-08;

but, after taking the veil with her sisters-in-law,

Harriet and Cecilia Seton, on a gift of $8,000 she

foimded near Emmittsbiirg in 1809 a congregation

of women for the care of children and orphans,

which was placed under the rules and constitution

(modified) of Vincent de Paul (q.v.) in 1811, thus

becoming a religious order, and designated as the

Sisters of Charity in the United States. In 1812

the order had increased to twenty members, with

Mother Seton as superior-general, and at her death

it numbered fifty. In 1814 the order took charge
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of an orphan-asylum in Philadelphia, and in 1817
of one in New York, and in the same year was
incorporated by the legislature of Maryland. At
the time of her death more than twenty commimitiefl
had charge of free schools, orphanages, boarding-
schools, and hospitab in a number of states.

Bxbuoorafbt: Her Memoir^ Letten, and Journal were ed-
ited by her graadson, W. Seton. New York, 1860. Con-
sult further: Memotr§ of Mn. Seton, Written by heradf,
Elisabethtown. N. J.. 1817; C. I. White, Lif of Mr:
Seton, 7th ed.. New York, 1866; Mme. de Barberey. Vie
de Madame Blieabelh Seton, 2 vols., Paris, 1872; Heim-
buoher, Orden vnd Kongreoationen, iiL 536-637; XL, zL
214-216.

SEVEN DOLORS OF THE VIRGIll MARY,
FEAST OF THE. See Mabt, Mothbb of Jbsub
Christ, IIL

SEVEN, THE SACRED NUMBER.
Among Ancient Non-Hebraic Peoples (S 1).

In the Old Testament (S 2).

In the New Testament (S 3).

In Christian Theology and Lituigios (| 4).

The number seven was regarded as sacred by
most ancient Oriental peoples and by the Greeks
and Romans. Among the Chinese the empire was
divided into seven provinces; the emperor made
offerings on seven sJtars to seven chidf classes of

spirits, was placed in his cofi&n on the seventh day
after death, and was buried in the seventh month.

In India the Rig Veda knows oi seven
z. Among Adityas, seven riahU as the progenitors

Ancient of the seven great Brahmanical castes,

Non-Hebraic seven divisions of the earth, seven
Peoples, rivers of Hindustan, and seven celestial

moimtains. The Iranians had seven
Amshaspands and certain festivals of seven days
each, while the seven gates of Mithra were important
in Mithraism. In early Teutonic belief periods of

seven days and of seven years were known and the
early Celts had numerous sacred Heptads. The
number seven occurs constantly in the mythology of

the Greeks, while among the Romans the hills of the
city of Rome formed a heptad. Still more impor-
tant was the sanctity ci the number seven among
the Assyrians and the Babylonians. At a very early

period the latter people had a hebdomadal division

of the month, they regarded the number of the
planets as seven. The designation of the seven
days of the week based on this planetary system
was apparently unknown to the early Babylonians;

nor was the view that the seventh, fourteenth,

twenty-first, and twenty-eighth days of each month
were dies nefasH so wide-spread in effect on Babylo-
nian theory and practise as the kindred Sabbath
among the Jews. That the sanctity of the niunber
reaches back to the oldest development of religion

and culture along the banks of the Euphrates is

shown by the seven gates of Hades in the Ishtar

legend, the seven Igigi, the frequent representation

of groups of seven deities, seven altars, and the like.

fii both the Old and the New Testament the num-
ber seven is important. Labor on the seventh day
is forbidden (Ebc. xx. S-11; Deut. v. 12-16; and
see Sabbath); and the Passover and the Feast of

Tabernacles were seven-day festivals. The con-

secration of priests lasted seven days; the seventh
month was marked by the celebration of the

Feast oi Tabernacles, of the day of atonement, and
Roshha-Shanah; the sabbatical year was celebrated

every seven years, and t^ year of

2. In the jubilee every seven times seven years.

Old Testa- The coiui^ of the tabernacle had ei^t
ment times seven pillars, the candlestick had

seven branches, and the sacred eU was
seven handbreadths. The number was important
in taking oaths, as the verb nishba'j "to swear" (cf.

ahebha', "seven''), shows, and was also a factor in

matters pertaining to satisfaction and punishment
(cf. Gen. iv. 24; Ex. viL 25; Lev. xxvi. 18 sqq.;

Deut. xxviii. 7sqq.; Prov. \i. 31). It also occurred
in various ceremonies of purification (Lev. xiv. 51;

see DEflLEMfiNT AND PURIFICATION, CeRRMONIAL).
In concluding covenants and in expiatory sacrifices

this number figured: as in sprinkling the sacrificial

blood seven times in sin offerings (Lev. iv. 6, 17, xvL
14 sqq.), and in sevenfold sacrifices. Seven entered
into proverbial expressions of daily life (e^., Isa.

iv. 1, xi. 15, XXX. 26; Jer. xv. 9; Micah v. 5; Prov. vL
16, ix. 1, xxvi. 16, 25; Psahns xii. 6; Job. v. 19).

Heptads are not imconunon in the history of the

Jewish people, as the seven sons of j£4>heth (Gen.

X. 2), Saul (II Sam. xxi. 9), Jehoshaphat (II Chron.
xxi. 2), Job (Job i. 2), and the mother of the Mac-
cabees (U liacc. vii.). Jacob served seven yean
for each of the daughters ci Laban (Gen. xxix.) and
bowed seven times to Esau (Gen. xxxiiL 4). Phar-

aoh's dream foreboded seven years of plenty and
seven yean of famine (Gen. xli.); David waa of-

fered his choice between seven years of famine, three

months of exile and peril, or three days oi pestilenoe

(II Sam. xxiv. 13) ; and Solomon took seven years to

build the temple. For multiples of seven it may
be noted that the household oi Jacob numbered
seventy (Gen. xlvi. 27), there were seventy ekHeiB

(Num. xi. 24), and se^^enty sons of Jerubbaal

(Judges viii. 30), and allusions are frequent to

periods of seventy years (Ps. xc. 10; Isa. xxiii. 15;

Jer. XXV. 11, etc.); while the phrase "sev^ty and
sevenfold" occurs in the Song of Lam^ch (G&k. iv.

24).

In the Gospels and Acts groups of seven penooB
are mentioned. Christ manifested himself aft» h»
resurrection to seven of his disciples (John xxL 2);

seven brothers and their wife figure in

J. In the the quibble of the Sadducees (Mark xiL

New 20 sqq.); there were seven appointed
Testament to office in the church at Jerusalem

(Acts vi. 5) and seven sons of Soeva
(Acts xix. 14) ; a multiple of the number is found
in the seventy disciples of Jesus in Luke x. 1.

Reference is made to periods of seven days in Matt.
xvii. 1-2; Acts xx. 6, xxi. 4, 27, xxviii. 14 ; and seven
occurs in proverbial phrases in Matt. xii. 45 (Luke
xi. 26), xviii. 21 sqq. (note also the augmentative
"seventy times seven"), and Luke viiL 2 (seven

devils cast out of Mary Magdalene). Latent hep-

tads, like thoee of the seveciold d^gnation of the

spirit of God in Isa. xi. 2, the seven penitential

Psalms, and the seven petitions in Solomoo's

prajrer at the dedication of the Temple (I IQngs viu.

29-53), occur wHh relative frequency in the New
Testament. To this category belong the seven

petitions of the hord*B Prayer according to Mat^ww
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(vi. 9-13), the seven parables (Matt, xiii.), and the
seven woes (Matt, xxiii). The apoetolio epistles con-
tain the following noteworthy heptads: seven af-

flictions and seven gifts (Rom. viii. 35, xii. 6-8);
seven qualities of heavenly wisdom (James iii. 17);
and seven virtues proceeding from faith (11 Pet. L
6-S). The Apocalypse is especially rich in heptads,
not only latent (e^., v. 12, vi. 16, vii. 12, xix. 18,
xxi. 8), but explicit, as seven churches (ii.-iii.),

seven seals (v. 1 sqq.), seven trumpets (viii. 2 sqq.),

seven thunders (x. 3-4), seven angels (xv. 1 sqq.),

and seven vials <k wrath (xvi. 1 sqq.) ; the apocalyp-
tic beast has seven heads and seven diadems (xii. 3,

xiiL 1, xvii. 7 sqq.); there are seven spirits before
the throne of God (i. 4, iii. 1, iv. 5, v. 6).

The Church Fathers dealt largely wiUi the num-
ber seven, basing their theories largely on Judeo-
Christian and Neo-Platonic writers. Many of them

regarded seven simply as the symbol of

4. In Chris- perfection and of cosmic completion
tian Theol- (Ambrose, Augustine, Jerome, Gr^ory
ology and the Grea^ and Chrysostom). Others
Lituxgics. sought more esoteric meaning and

exegesis, as Cyprian (De exhartor

tione marti/rii, xi.), who regarded seven as com-
posed of three, to symbolize the creative Trinity,

plus four, to typify the four elements of creation;

or Gregory the Great {Moralia, xxx. 16), who, in

Philonic fashion, made the microcosm man a hep-
tad consisting of three spiritiud and four corporc^
qualities. To the heptads thus evolved the Middle
Ages added, drawing especially from the latent

hq[>tada of the Old and New Testaments, and from
the explicit heptads of the Apocalypse. The heptad
of the seven mortal sins was definitely formulated

by Gregory the Great and Isidore of Seville. Anal-
ogies were formed after the eleventh century in the

seven cardinal virtues (first definitely fixed by Hugo
of St. Victor and Peter the Lombard), the seven
gifts of the Spirit (on the basis of Isa. xi. 2), the seven

beatitudes (instead of the eight oi Matt. v. 3 sqq.),

the seven words on the cross, the seven sacraments,

the seven joys and the seven dolors of the "^rgin,

the seven works oi bodily mercy (based on Matt. xxv.

31 sqq.), and the seven works of spiritual mercy.
Liturgies also developed heptads, especially as the

ritual of the Old Testament furnished an abimdance
of precedents and motives. At an early date the

seven canonical hours were introduced on the basis

of Psalms cxix. 164, combined with Psalms Iv. 17

and Dan. vi. 10; and the sevenfold orders d the

clei^gy are ancient. Here, too, belong the seven

salutations of the people by the priest at the mass,

the reckoning of the Simdays in Lent as seven, the

seven deacons at pontifical mass, and the like. A
number oi groups of seven saints in the calendar are

medieval in origin, but some go back to an early

date, as the Seven Sleepers of Ephesus (q.v.), and
probably the twice seven "Helpers in Need" (q.v.).

Speculative philosophy long continued to operate

wi^ the number seven, especially in the realm of

natural philosophy, borrowing much from the Tal-

mud and the Cabala (qq.v.) as late as the seven-

teenth century. Here belong the names of Agrippa
of Nettesheim, Paracelsus, V. Weigel, Jakob B6hine,

and von Helmont, as in the seven " ekonental spirits
"

of Paracelsus: elementary body, Archeus or Mumia
siderial man or Evestrum, animal spirit, intelligent

soul, spiritrocean, and man of the New Olympus.
Similar juggling with heptads is not uncommon in
modem theosophical treatises with their frequent
dependence on the concepts of the Cabala.

(0. ZOCKLBRt.)
BnuooBiPHT: On the ethnio use of the number note: R.
von Iherinc. Evolution of the Aryan, p. 113. London, 1807;
F. von Andrian, in MiUeilyngen der arUhropoloifischen
QfdUehaft in Wien, xxxi (1901), pp. 225-274; W. H.
Roscher, in Philotogua, 1901, pp. 260-273 (on the number
among the Greeks); idem, in the Abhandlunoen of the
Saxon Academy, xxi. no. 4, and xxiv. For the Biblical
usage consult in general the commentaries on the pas-
sages, as the works on Biblical theology; also: K. C. W.
F. BAhr, Symbolik dee moMoisehen CuUua, i. 119-208, Hei-
delbexg, 1837; C. Auber, Mitt. «l tMorie du gvmbolisme
rdiffieuxt I 97-155, Paris, 1870; J. A. Martigny. Diction-
naire ds* antiquiUe ehrUiennea, pp. 503-504, Paris, 1877;
R. Samuel, Seven, the Sacred Number, London, 1887 (not
reliable); H. Gunkd, Zum relioionegeachichtlichen Ver-
atandniee dee N, T.'«, Gdttingen, 1903; T. K. Cheyne,
Bible ProbUme and the New Material for their Solution, pp.
57 sqq., London, 1904; £. SchOrer, in ZNTW, 1905. pp.
1-60; DB, iii. 562-563, 565; SB, in. 3436-37; JE, ix.

349; Vigouroux, Dietionnaire, fasc. xxviii., cols. 1677-97.
On the number in post-Ghristian times consult: G. M.
Dunch, Der eymbolieche Charakter dee chrietlichen Re-
ligion, ii. 536, Schaflfhausen. 1859; R. Cruel, GeachiehU
der deuteehen Predigt im MittelaUer, pp. 522 sqq., Det-
mold, 1879; C. Kiesewetter, GeachiehU der neueren Oe-
euUiamua, ii. 16 sqq., 59 sqq., Leipeic, 1891; J. Sauer,
Svmbolik dea KirchengtbHudea, pp. 61-78. Freiburg. 1902;
O. Zdckler, Die Tuoendlehre dea Chriatentuma, pp. 99 sqq.,

243 sqq., GQtersloh, 1904; and the literature under Num-
BBR8, Sacbxd.

SEVEN SLEEPERS OF EPHESUS, ef'e-sus:

According to Gregory of Tours (De gloria mar-
iyrum, xciv.), whose account is based upon an old

Syrian version of the legend, seven CJhristian youths
at Ephesus, during the persecution \inder Decius

(250), took refuge in a cave just outside the city.

At the emperor's command the heathen sealed up the

cave. Instead, however, of perishing the youths
fell into a sleep, from wluch they awakened nearly

two hundred years later, when some of the stones

happened to be removed from the entrance. In
the presence of Theodosius II. and Bishop Maxknua
they reaflSirmed their CSiristian faith and then ex-

pired, to sleep till the end of the world.

In its details the legend varies considerably.

The supposed duration of the sleep ranges from 175
to 197 years, while the date of the miracle is given

as Aug. 4, or Oct. 22, by the Greeks, and June ?7, or

July 27, by the Latins. Also the names of the sleep-

ers differ in the Greek, Latin, and Ethiopic versions,

and some accounts make the number of sleepers

eight. According to occidental tradition ibek
names were, Maximianus, Malchus, Martinianus,

Dionysius, Johannes, Serapion, and Gonstantinus.

Recent attempts to trace the legend to its source

have not led to any consensus of opinion. It has

been regarded (1) as purely Ghristian in its origin

(Baronius, Cu3rpers, Stadler); (2) as developed

from a pre-Ghristian and heathen nucleus, modified

by the death of certain Christians in a cave during

the Decian persecution (Koch, Bernoulli); (3) as a
modification of the Hellenic myth of Endymion.
united with an original Syrian legend (Glermont-

Ganneau); (4) as pre-C3iristian, but purely Jewish,

in its origin (Gassel). (O. ZOcKLSBt.)
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Bxbuoorapht: The Paasio aepUm Dormuntitant ed. B.
Krufloh, ia in MOH, Script, rer. Merov., i (1885). 848-
853; and, with a preface, in Analeda BoUandianat xii.

371-387. Paris. 1893; in lliffne. MPL, bcxi. 1105-18;
also, with comment by Cuypere and the Acta, in A8B,
July, vi. 375-397. ConBiilt: C. Baroniua, Martyrolooittm
Romanum, Cologne, 1610; A. Reinbrecht, Die Legende
von den eieben SchlAfem, Odttingen, 1880; J. Koch, Die
Siebenechlaferlegende, Leipeio, 1883; I. Guidi, Teeti orien-

tali sopra i Setti Dormienti di Efeeo, Rome. 1885; P. Cassel,

Harmageddon, Berlin, 1890; J. Clermont-Qanneau, in

Comptea rendua de Vacademie dee Sdencee, 4th ser., xxvi.
564-576, Paris, 1899 (cf. AmUecta BoUandiana, 1900. pp.
356-357); C. A. Bemouilli, Die HeUigen der Merovinoer,

pp. 160-169, Tabingen, 1900; Gibbon, Decline and FaU,
iii. 412-413; DCB, ii. 136; KL, zL 278-279; Catholic

Encyclopedia, v. 496-^97.

SEVENTH-DAY ADVEHTISTS. See Advbntists,

SEVENTH-DAY BAPTISTS. See BArnsrs, II.,

4,b.

SEVENTH-DAY BAPTISTS, GERMAN. See
Communism, II., 5.

SEVERIANS. See Ofhitss.

SEVERIANUS, se-vi'M-^'nus: Bishop of Gabala
in Syria; d. after 408. He is of importance for the
history of ecclesiastical politics at Constantinople in

the time of Chrysostom. Socrates {Hist, ecd., VI.,

xi.; Eng.transl., NPNF, 2d series, ii. 145-147) re-

lates that he was led by the success of Antiochus oi

Ptolemais in preaching at the capital to do the same,
and also achieved success, though he was not per-

fect in Greek; he also won the friendship of

Chrysostom. But he employed himself during the

absence of Chrysostom in intriguing against him;
Serapion, the supporter of the bishop, reported the
activity of Severianus, and Chrysostom had him
expelled from the city. The Empress Eudoada,
however, had him recalled, and Severianus continued
his intrigues, and in further developments appears
to little advantage. Palladius blames him for the
removal of Chrysostom from Cucusus to Pityus.

Gennadius (De vir.iU.f xjd.) calls him a man learned

in the Scriptures and an excellent orator, and read a
commentary of his on Galatians and a LibetluB

graUssimua de hapHsmcUe et epiphania aoUemnitate,

possibly to be identified with a Logos eia to theo-

phania {MPG, bcv. 15-26). Of the former there

seems to be extant only what is contained in cita-

tions in catenee and like works. Of his homilies

there remain fifteen in Armenian translation (ed.

J. B. Aucher, 1827), two of these also are contained

in Greek in the works of Chrysostom (MPO, Ivi. 553-

564), and one among the homilies of Basil the

Great (MPG, xxxi.). Another homily "On peace"
(ed. A. Papadopuloe-Kerameus, In Analecta, i. 15-

26, St. Petersburg, 1891), two fragments of a homily
in Sahidic (ed. J. Leipoldt, in Aegyptische Urkunden
der kdniglichen Museen zu Berlin^ KopHsche Urkun-
den, i. 6, pp. 425-428, Berlin, 1904), a small frag-

ment of a writing against Novatian (in Gelasius,

De duabus naturis), and various sermons in Coptic
translation (cf . W. E. Crum, Catalogue of the Coptic

MSS, in the BrUiah Museum, London, 1905) are ex-
tant. Ascribed tohim also are homilieson the brazen
serpent, on "The Seals of the Books,'* and one
against the Jews (among Cluysostom's works in

MPG, Ivi. 499-516, bdu. 631-544, bri. 793-«)2).

The fragment in MPG, bcv. 27-28, De pythonibus et

mal^ficiiSf ascribed by Blai to Severianus, is the work
of Peter Chrysologus (see Chrtsologub; cf. F.

Liveriani, SpicUegium Liberianum, 1. 192-193,

Florence, 1863). (G. EbOgeb.)
Bibuoobapht: Besides the soorees in Soetmtes, ut sup^
and Sosomen, Hiet. ecd., VHI., x., Enc. transl., in NPNF,
2 ser., it 405, consult: Fabrioius-Haxias, BibHctheca
Orwca, X. 607-510, HambuDs, 1807; O. Bardcnhewer,
Patrologie, p. 300, Eng. transl., St. Louis, 1908; idem, in

KL, xL 215 sqq.; DCB, iv. 625-826 (exceptionally socxl):

Ceillier, Auteure eacrU, viL 4-5, 121. 205-200, 343, x. 8.

SEVERmUS, se^ve-rt'nus: Pope 638-640. On
the death of Honorius 1. (Oct. 12, 638), a mutiny
broke out in Rome, and though the Roman Seve-
rinus was chosen to succeed him, the army, filled

with greed for the new pope's alleged wealth and
aided by the populace, surrounded the Lateran.

Three days later the leEuier of the mutineers, the
chartularius Mauritius, helped seal the treasures

of the Church, while at his instigation l^e exarch of

Ravenna, Isaac, banished the leading clergy and
seized the treasury. Under these conditions Sev«-
rinus could not be enthroned, especially as the im-
perial confirmation, then necessary, was lacking.

It was not until May 28, 640, that the p<^)e was en-
throned, and on Aug. 2 of the same year he died.

He is important only as having defended the doc-

trine of two energies and two wiUs in Qirist, thus
reversing the monothelite ekthesis and the course of

his predecessor. (A. Hauck.)
Bibuoo&apht: Liber poniificalie, ed. Mommsen in MOB,

Oeet. pant. Rom., i (1808), 175-176; Jaff«. Regeeta, p. 227;
R. Baxmann. Die PolitUk der P&pete, L 170, Elbeifetd.

1868; J. Langen, OeachicfUe der rdmiechen Kircke, L 516,
Bonn, 1881; Bower, Popea, L 436-437; Platina, Papea,
I 149-150; Mllman, LaHn ChrieHamty, iL 71; DCS, ir.

628.

SEVERINUSy SAINT: One of the chief agents in
the conversion of Noricum (the modem Carinthia)

to Christianity; b. in Italy, probably early in the
fifth century; d. in Noricum Jan. 8, 482. Of his

early life nothing is known except that he rended
for a time among the monks of the East. Shmtly
after the death of Attila in 453, he went to norUiem
Noricum, where he lived a life of rigid asceticism,

while later pupils gathered around him, so that he
was able to found monasteries at Favians and
Passau. His influence was directed primarily to-

ward religious and ethical elevation, and not only
did he enjoy the support of the clergy, but the people
regarded him as a prophet; and at the same time,

orthodox though he was, he was highly esteemed
by the Arians and by the Germans generally.

The biography of Severinus by Eugippius (ed.

H. Sauppe, MGH, Aud, ant., i. part 2, 1877; P.
Knoell, CSEL, viii. 2, Vienna, 1886) gives the fint
details of the religious conditions in Noricimi since

the entry of Christianity into the land soon after

the dose of the third century, except for the alh>-

sions of Athanasius to Norican bishops. In the
biography the conversion of the land to CSuistiaiuty

is represented as complete, though pagan sacrifices

were still occasionally offered in secret. There were
dioceses at least (A Lauriacum (Lorch) and Tibumia
(on the site of the modem Lurnfeld), and possibly

hi Celeia (Cilli) and Virunum (in Zollfeld,
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Klagenftut) ; while churches existed not only at

Lauriaciim, but at Sahburg, Astura (near Kloster-

neuburg),Comagena (nearTulln), Cuculke (Kuchel),

Quintana (Plattling or KOnzing), Boiodurum (Boi-

tio), and Passau. The clergy were numerous,

and the bishops were chosen by the people. Monas-
teries, on the other hand, do not seem to have
existed b^ore the coming of Sevennus.

While Christianity was thus flourishing, political

conditions were in an evil way. The power of the

Hims was indeed broken, but the German tribes

were steadily pressing the Romans back—^the Ale-

manni from the west, the Thuringians and Rugians
from the north, and the Goths from the east, the

latter as formidable to the other Germanic tribes

as to the Romans. Under such conditions Severinus

labored, without the prestige of ecclesiastical or

official position, solely through the power of his per-

sonality. Foreseeing that the Romans could not con-

tinue to hold the country, he begged that his body
might rest in Italian soil. Accordingly, when
Odoacer, in 488, drove the Roman power from Nori-

cum, the body of the saint was interred first at Monte
Feltri, near Naples, whence it was removed, four

years later, to the monastery of Lucullanum, near

the same city, which had been established for the

exiled monks. (A. Hauck.)
Kbuookapht: Hie principal aouroe, the Vita by Eugip-

piua, ut sup., is alro to be found, with oommentaxy, in

ASB, Jan.. L 483-409. For MSS. and other editions cf.

Potthaet, Weffweiaer, pp. 1572-73. The Tratulatio ia in

MGH, Scripi. rer. Langob,, i (1878), 452-ifi9, and ASB,
Jan., 1. 1008-1103. Ckmsult further: J. FieiherT von
Honnayr, Wiena Geachiehte vnd aeine DenkwHrdiokeiten,
i. 55-78, Vienna, 1823; J. L. Reitmayr, Der heaige Sei>-

«rm dm- Eintiedler, Regenabuig, 1829; J. Q. Waitsmann,
Leben$geachichU dea heUigen Severin, Augsburg, 1834;
J. F. von Patniban, Lichter xmd SchaUen, pp. 1-15,

Vienna, 1852; R. Pallmann, Geaehichte der ViOkerwander-

uiHf, iL 393-413, Weimar, 1864; J. Leitner, Leben und
Wirken dea heUigen Saverin, Passau, 1868; J. Jung,
RCmer und Romanen in den DonatU6ndem, Innsbruck*
1877; idem. Die romaniaehen Landachaften dea rOmiachen
Reieha, ib. 1881; O. Kaufmann, Deutache Geachichie, iL

23-27, Leipsic, 1881; A. D. Sembera, Wien der Wohn^
aiia und Sterbeori dea heUigen Seoerin, Vienna, 1882; A.
Ebert, AUgemeine Geaehichte der lAteratvr dea MittddUera,

L 452-^454, Leipeic, 1889; C. A. Bernoulli, Die HeUigen
der Merovinger, pp. 47 sqq., TQbingen, 1900; Watten-
bach, DGQ, i (1904). 50 sqq.; A. Baudrillart, Saini

Severin, ap^tre du Norique U68-48t), Paris, 1908; Tille-

mont, Mhnoirea, xvi. 168-181; Friedrioh, KD, L 358-
383; Hauck, KD, i. 361 sqq.; Rettbeig, KD, I 226-245;

J>CB, iv. 627-«28.

SEVERUSy ^-yi'nrs: Bishop of Antioch; b. in

Sozopolis of Pisidia; d. at Xois, on the Sebennitic

arm of the Nile, Egypt, Feb. 8, 538. His grandfather

had been bishop in Sozopolis, and took part in the

Council of Ephesus (431) which condemned Nesto-

rius. He was sent by his mother, after his father's

death, to Alexandria for his education, where he

came into connection with a pietistic circle, the Phil-

oponoi, where he met his biographer Zacharias.

After a period of diligent study he settled at Berytus

Beirut), possibly in the autunm of 486, whither

Zacharias followed him a year later to find him
weaned away from the study of grammar and rhet-

oric and practise of law to the study of religion and
theology, in which he requested the guidance of the

newcomer. He was led to a study of the Church
Fathers, particularly of Chrysostom and Cyril, and

their influence and that of Evagrius was strongly

felt, while he acquired rapidly a reputation for

learning. As a first specimen of his rhetorical

studies applied to Christianity he issued a panegyric

of the Apostle Paul. Evagrius urged him to be bap-
tised, from which he at first shrank; moreover,
Zacharias refused to baptize him there, as he him-
self would not commime with the clerics of Berytus,

being a Monophysite. Severus, however, went to

TripoUs, where he was received into the Church,

and then returned to Berytus.

This began a new period in his life. His asceticism

was extreme, and he passed not only the evenings

but part of the nights at prayer in the church.

While Severus had declared that he would not be
made to become a monk, it needed only a spur to

bring this about, which was found in the death of

Peter the Iberian. Evagrius urged him to put him-
self under the guidance of Peter's successor, and
himself set the example. After visiting Tripolis,

Emesa, and Jerusalem to pray over the subject, he
entered the convent of St. Peter. There, however,
the asceticism was not sufi^ciently pronounced for

him, and he took up the hermit's life in the desert of

Eleutheropolis, where his ascetic practises drew
the attention of the abbot (Mamas?) of the mon-
astery of Romanus, who offered him a home there.

This he declined, and gave himself to solitude in a
cell at Majuma, whither he attracted others, for

whom he built a monastery with individual cells,

using the remainder of his patrimony. He was
made a priest by Epiphanius of Magydum, just then

abiding in Palestine. This was the time of the ap-

pearance among the Palestinian monks of Nephelius,

who had changed from being a heated opponent of

the Chalcedonian creed to become its partizan, and
was denouncing the monks of Majuma and Gaza,

who, as followers of Peter the Iberian, opposed the

findings of the synod. These were driven out, Severus

became their advocate, and with a large number (200

or 396, according to different authorities) went to

Constantinople, where he won his spurs as an eccle-

siastical politician. He had part in the events which
led to the fall of the Patriarch Macedonius, and his

attitude was that of one who seemed to favor in turn

this party and now that. He was even mentioned
for the patriarchate; but failing in that, he became
a friend of Timotheus, who was chosen. But he
yielded to the desire to renew his life in the desert,

and returned thither, and the monks at Majuma
took up undisturbed their old manner of life. While

at Constantinople he wrote a Philalethes directed

against the " Nestorians," i.e., the Chalcedonians.

For the imperial chancellor Zacharias Rhetor he

answered a series of dogmatic questions in his

ApokrUeia proa Eupraxion koiibikotdarian.

The success of Severus at Constantinople had put

new thoughts into his mind; he was the hero of the

monks, whose influence upon public affairs was be-

coming ever greater. Flavian, patriarch of Antioch,

was driven out and Severus was designated his suc-

cessor, Nov. 6, 612, and on Nov. 26 he delivered his

first sermon. His inaugural he sent to the other

patriarchs; John III. of Alexandria and Timotheus

of Constantinople recognized him, Elias of Jerusalem

ignored the document. In his own diocese opposi-
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tionaroee. Julian of Boetra and Epiphanius of lyre
set themselves against him and ur^sd that his see

be taken away, and the Isaurian and other bishops

refused recognition. His chief writing oi this period

was the three books Kata loannou grammaUkou ton

Kaisareiaa. Correspondence with the grammarian
Sergius on the doctrine of the two natures is extant

in the Syriac. Whether the "Apology for the

Philalethes," the writing against the KodUdUoi oi

an Alexander, and the bcKiks " On the Two Natures "

belong to this period is uncertain. In the cor-

respondence Severus shows himself a prelate of parts,

strong, just, circumspect, clever, plain, and not
unlovable. As patriarch He remained true to ascetic

ideals. He was faithful in his episcopal visitations,

and was always ready to preach; while his sermons
are described as being appreciated like rain on thirsty

ground.

The ascent to the throne of Justin in 518 changed
the situation in the ecclesiastical sphere. He drove
out all the bishops, monks, and nuns in the diocese

of Antioch who were tainted with monophysitism.

Severus fled to Alexandria, where he is said to have
arrived Sept. 29, 618. Timothy IV. received the

refugees kindly, and for the time Severus was in re-

tirement. Still in this period falls the dogmatic con-

troversy with Julian of Halicamassus (q.v.) ; and he
corresponded with his supporters in Syria. The
reign of Justinian and the influence of Theodora
seemed to offer opportunities of success for his

opposition to Chalcedonism, and in 535 he started

toward Constantinople, but the overthrow of An-
thimus destroyed his prospects. He was with other

Monophysites exconmiunicated at the synod of

536, while the edict of Aug. 6 forbade him the cap-

ital. He retiurned to Egypt, and took up his lonely

residence in the desert south of Alexandria. His

death gave rise to legends concerning the events

which attended it, and to his body was accredited

the power of healing all inflrmities; still the hatred

of his opponents followed him and aspersed his

memory a hundred years later. (0. I^t^osR.)

Bibuoobapht: Many of the worka of Severus remain in-

edited in MSS. in the creat Ubrmries (of. e.g., W. Wright,
Catalogue of the Syriae MSS. in the Briiith Muoeum, gen-
eral index, pp. 1322 eqq., London, 1872). A list of wri-

tingB attributed to him ia found in B. de Montfauoon,
BibUotheca Coteliniana, pp. 63-57, Paris. 1715, of. Fab-
ridus-Harles, Bibliotheea Orwca, x. 614-4(23, Hamburg,
1807. Fragments have been printed in Mai, Nova oaH'

lectio, vii.. 8 sqq., 71-73, ix. 725-750, in the same author's

Claeeiei audoree, x. 408-473, and in his SpicHegium Ro-
manum, x. 202-205, 212-220; in MPO, Ixxxvi. 1. ools.

1841-49; in R. L. Benaly, Fourth Book of Maeedbeee and
Kindred Doeumente in Syriae, pp. xxvii.-xxix., 75-102,

Cambridge, 1805; and in MPO, xlvi. S27-052 (there at-

tributed to Gregory of Nsrssa; of. M. A. Kugener, in Re-
vue de rorient ehritien, iii. 1808. pp. 435-451). Letters

of his are published in the Sixth Book of the Select Lettere

of Severue, . , . ed. and tranel., E. W. Brooke, 2 vols.,

London, 1002-04. And extracts from a baptismal lit-

urgy are given by A. Reach, Agrapha, in TU, v. 4 (1880),
361-372.
For the life all prior editions of the two sources are ren-

dered obsolete through the ed. by M. A. Kugener of the
*' lives " by Zacharias the Scholastio and Johannes bar
Aphthoma, both in Patrologia orientalie, ed. R. Graffin

and F. Nau. vol. ii.. parts 1 and 3, Paris, 1003-05. J.

Eustratios has a monograph on Severus. written in Greek,
Leipsio, 1804: the commentary on the *' (Thurch His-

tory " of Zacharias Rhetor, edited in Germ, transl. by
K. Ahrens and G. Kriiger, Leipsic, 1800, oorreotions to

which are furnished in Revue orientale dkrftMniM, v (1900),

201 sqq.. 461 sqq.; M. Peisker, Severue von AnHoekem,
HaUe, 1003; B. Evetts, Hiet. of the Patriarehe of the Cop-

tie Church of Alexandria, in Graffin's Patrologia orievteHe,

ut sup., L parts 2 and 4, Paris. 1004-05; DCB, iv. 637-

641 (valuable); KL, xi. 222-223; Geillier. Auleun »aer4»,

xL 106^100 et passim; and literature on MowofH i si rcs.

On his theology consult: J. C. L. Giesder. Comments
tio qua Monophyeitarum . . . opinionee iUueirantvr, 2
parts, G6ttingen. 1835-38; I. A. Domer. L^re von der

Pereon Chrieti, ii. 164 sqq.. Berlin, 1853, Eng. tramL.
Hiet. of the Development of the Doctrine of the Perwn o/

Chriet, 5 vols., Edinburgh. 1861-63; F. Loofis, in TU,
m. 1-2 (1888); Hamaok, DogwM, voL iv. pasim.

SBVBRUS^ SBPTIMIUS. See Septimius Sbvs-

RUB.

SBVBRUS^ SULPICinS: Ecclesiastical historian;

b. in Aquitania about 360; d. there after the year

420. He received an excellent education, devoted

himself to the law, and won fame as an advocate.

His good fortune seemed sealed when he married the

rich daughter of a consular family; but he lost his

wife early, and turned away from the world to the

ascetic Ufe, following the example o( his friend

Paulinus oi Nola (q.v.), and inspired by Martin of

Tours (q.v.), with whom he lived tiU the latter's

death, regarding him as his spiritual father and a
God-sent prophet and apostle. Ciennadius {De rtr.

ill., idx.; Eng. transl. m NPNF, 2 ser., iii. 389-390)

says that Severus became a priest, but no record

exists of his employment in priestly duties. The
same authority says also that Severus was led away
by the Pelagians, recognised his error, and imposed
upon himself the penalty of silence till death.

As scholar and author Severus took high rank in

his generation. He is a noble representative of the

formal culture which existed in South France in the

fourth and fifth centuries, for he had been a diligmt

student of classical writers. Hence his " Chronicle
"

has the flavor oi such authors as Sallust and Tacitus,

Velleius and Curtius, while the " Dialogues," thou^
specificaUy (Christian, smack of Cicero. Infelicities

are few, barbarisms and novelties do not appear;

and withal the Prankish genius shines out in s^listio

refinements and elegant turns of expression. As a

critic he surpassed his time; especially worthy of

notice is this trait in his investigation of the story of

Judith. (3f the "lesser works" mentioned by (Sen-

nadius there are extant only the letters to various

persons (his sister, Paulinus, and others). Of some
of these doubt has been expressed, but they may weQ
be genuine, since one can not expect the same quali-

ties of style in such writings as in works that are

formally literary and designed for an educated publie.

Besides these, Severus has left three concededly

genuine works, in which his aim was to commend
to the educated world, especially to Aquitania, his-

torical Christianity and the Christian ascetic life.

His " C!hronicles " is a working-up of Biblical material

into a historical book for reading; his "Life" of

Martin of Tours is a brilliant and edifying memoir of

that saint. The third is his "Dialogues." The first

has come down in only one manuscript of the elev-

enth century; of the second there are many manu-
scripts, the oldest of which, of the seventh o^tuiy,

is a copy of a sixth-century exemplar (dated 519).

The "Chronicles" fails in interest, partly beeauie

it is a deliberate making over, and its popularity was
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limited perhaps by the diffusion of the B^ble itself.

But the ''Life" was a book of edification and inter-

est of the first rank for its times, not because of the

atmosphere oi classicism which enfolds it, rather be-

cause through that atmosphere the t3rpe of Chris-

tianity shines out which the next millennium recog-

nised as its own.
The "Chronicles/' in two books, given out not

before the year 403, begins with creation and holds

to the usual reckoning of 6,000 years, yet not without

critical remark. Its purpose is to communicate com-
prehensively and briefly the history in both Testa-

ments, and the preface justifies the continuation till

the then present time. It was an attempt to clothe

the Bible in what was then modem dress. It has

been called a felicitous attempt to weld together

Biblical and classical studies and it displays a sober

and critical sense, a rejection oi typology and
aOegoiy, a free and earnest judgment of the relations

of the times treated in connection with both Church
and State, and at the same time discusses luminously

Hebrew jurisprudence which is made intelligible in

the language of Roman law. In that part which
deals with post-Biblical history the work is of special

value for its light upon Priscillianism (ii. 46-51,

ef. "Dialogues,"' iii. 11-13), being a source of the

first rank; the impartiality here displayed assures

the author honorable remembrance. Of value is the

work also for the history of Arianism, and it throws
light also upon oriental history, especially where
other authorities are lacking. Thus in the history

of the fall of Jerusalem the source used by Severus

was the lost account by Tacitus, with which the ac-

count by Josephus is at variance (cf. Schtlrer, Ge-

Khichie, i. 631-632 note, Eng. transl. I., ii. 244 sqq.

note).

Entirely different in character from the "Chron-
icles" are the "Life of St. Martin'' and the "Dia-
logues," with which may be placed three genuine

letters which are concerned with Martin. The "Life''

was written before Martin's death, but not issued till

after that occurred; the two (not three) "Dia-
logues^' belong to 405 or later. The "Life" is cast

in complete accord with the contemporaneous belief

in the miraculous, though passages of historical

duuracter are not entirely lacking. The critical

faculty of the author is laid aside, and the work is

mother witness of the defenselessness oi Roman
culture against the barbarism which a pious faith

and the fantasies of asceticism were bringing in.

The wits of Aquitania and the frivolous priests were
attracted not by the reconciliation of Christianity

with culture, but with the stories of the saints which
were to become in the dark ages the only reflectors

of fi^t. Yet the biography by Severus differed

wid^ from those by his contemporaries in the ab-

sence of the erotic. For the conditions in Gaul in the

second half of the fourth centiuy the work is of very

great value. The opposition between the monks
and the secular clergy is so graphically portrayed
that, with the exception of the Letters c^ Jerome,
no oUier source exists which gives so clearly the dif-

ficulties and enmities which attended the naturali-

sation of monasticism in the West. These two
related works reveal monasticism as imdertaking

the Qirist.ianising of the peasants. Severus shows

the secular clergy as equally earnest in their opposi-

tion to Priscillianism and to monasticism. This
especially comes out in the "Dialogues," which,
calling the clergy Pharisees, attempts to hold up the
mirror to their offensiveness. Yet the main pur-

pose is to glorify Martin and to win Gallic Chris-

tianity for asceticism. Martin is compared with the

Egyptian monks and shown not only to equal but to

surpass them in saintliness and miraculous power.
The comparison with these monks gives occasion for

notable bits of information: regarding Christianity

in the Cyrenaica (i. 3-4) ; concerning Origen (i. 6-7)

and Jerome (i. 8, 21); about the different condi-

tions of monasticism in the East and in Gaul; con-

cerning the Gallic clergy (i. 21), and other like

matters. It seems that some one had charged Seve-
rus with lying in his life of Martin, and so new details

concerning him are related, in which the miraculous
still abounds. In the second dialogue are the parts

which deal with the Priscillianists, and the last

chapter shows Martin as the greatest Christian as-

cetic, whose deeds were to be recorded and her-

alded both in the East and in the West.
(A. Habnack.)

BnuoGBAPHT: The critical editian of the Opera Is by C.
Halm in CSBL, Vienna, 1866. The best eadier edition
was by H. de Prsto, 2 vols., Verona, 1741-64. The ed-
itio prinoeps of the ** Chronicle " was by Flacius, Basel,

1666, but the Vita Martini and the '* Dialogues " ap-
peared in print as eariy as 1600. The Opera are also in
MPL, XX. 95-248. The one indispensable discussion is

by J. Bemays, Ueber die Chronik dee Sulpieiue Severua,
Beriin, 1861. Consult further: Hiet. litUraire de la

France, iL 104 sqq., 742-743; TiUemont, Mhnoiree, vol.

ii.; W. S. Oilly, Vioilantiue and hie Timee, pp. 36-63,
London, 1844; M. Herbert, (Euvree de StUpice SMre,
Paris, 1847 (Fr. transl. with notes); C. Halm, in the
SHeunoeberickU of the Bavarian Academy, 1866, ii. 37-
64; J. H. Heinkens, Martin von Tourer pp. 268-274,
Brsslau, 1866; J. J. Ampere, Hiet. litttraire de la France
aoanni Charlemagne^ i. 196 sqq., Paris, 1867; W. Ound-
lach, in NA, xi (1886), 291-309; A. Ebert, AUoemeine
GeeehichU der Literatur dee MiUdaUer9, i. 327-336, Leip-

*

sic, 1889; M. Manitius, in NA, xiv (1889), 165-170, xv
(1890), 184-186; W. S. Teuffel, GeechicKte der rOmiechen
Literatur, pp. 1136-39, Leipsic, 1890; Bardenhewer,
Patrciooie, pp. 396-397, Eng. transl., St. Louis. 1908;
CeUlier, Auteure eacrU, viii. 110-126; DCB, iv. 634-636;
KL, xL 225-227.

SEWALL, sia'ol, FRANK: Swedenborgian; b.

at Bath, Me., Sept. 24, 1837. He was educated at

Bowdoin Ck)llege (A.B., 1858; A.M., 1862) and the

universities of TQbingen, Berlin, and the Sorbonne.

He was pastor of a church of his denomination at

Glendale, O. (1863-69); president of Urbana Uni-

versity, XJrbana, 0. (a Swedenboigian institution),

and also pastor of the Swedenborgian church in the

same town (1869-86). He was then pastor of the

church oi. his denomination in Glasgow, Scotland

(1886-89); and since 1889 has been pastor of the

New Church, Washington, D. C. He has likewise

been general pastor of the Maryland Association of

the New Jerusalem since 1893. In theology he
describes himself as "a devout believer in the theo-

logical writings of Emanuel Swedenborg as con-

taining the heavenly doctrines of the New Church
signified by the New Jerusalem in the Revelation;

. . . also a believer in the philosophical and
scientific works of Swedenborg as containing the

germs and the guiding rational principles ci all the
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true science of the future." Among his writings,

those of theological interest are the following: The
Christian Hymnal (Philadelphia, 1867); The New-
Churchman*s Prayer-Book and Hymnal (1867);

The Pillow of SUmee: Divine AUegoriee in

their Spiritual Meaning (1876); The Hem of
his Oarments: Spiritual Studies in the New Tes-

tament (1876); The New Metaphysics: or, The
Law of Endy Cause, and Effect (London, 1888);

The Ethics of Service: or, the Moral Law of Uee
(New York, 1888); DanU and Swedenhorg, with

other Essays in the New Renaissance (London, 1893)

;

Swedenborg and Modem Idealism: A Retrospect of
PhUosaphyfrom Kant to the present Time (1902); The
Pulpit and Modem Thought (Boston, 1906); Reason
in Bdi^: or, Faith for the Age of Science (London,

1906); and Sv^ederiwrg and the Sapientia Angelica

(1910). He has translated Swedenborg's De Anima
under the title The Soul or Rational Psychology (New
York, 1886) and edited, with introduction and notes,

Kant's Dreams of a Spirit Seer (London, 1899).

SBWALL, JOHH SMITH: Congregationalist; b.

at New CastHe, Me., Mar. 20, 1830. He was educated

at Bowdoin College (A.B., 1850), and, after being

ccmimander's clerk in the United States Navy in

China and Japan in 1850-54, entered Bangor Theo-
logical Seminary, from which he was graduated in

1858. He was pastor at Wenham, Blass. (1859-67)

;

chaplain of the Eighth Blassachusetts Volunteers in

1864; professor of rhetoric and oratory in Bowdoin
College (1867-75) ; and professor of sacred rhetoric

in Bfmgor Theological Seminary from 1875 imtil his

retirement as professor emeritus in 1903. He has

written The Logbook of the Captain*s Clerk (Bangor,

1905).

SBWEL, Wn.LEM (WILLIAM SBWELL):
Dutch Friend; b. at Amsterdam of English parent-

age, 1650; d. about 1725. He served his time as a
weaver, but acquired Greek, Latin, English, French,

and High Dutch. He is known as ^e author of

Histori van de Opkomste, Aanwas, en Voortgang der

Christenen, bekend by den naam van Quakers (Am-
sterdam, 1717; Eng. transl., by himself. The History

of the Rise, Increase, and Progress of the Christian

People Called Quakers, London, 1722; Philadelphia,

1855). One of his objects was to correct the ''mis-

representations " in Gerard Croese's Historia Quaker^
iana (3 books, Amsterdam, 1695-1704).

SEXAGESIMA. See Church Ybab; and Lent.

SEXT: The service for the "sixth hour" in the
Breviary (q.v.), recited normally at noon, to which
the invariable hymn refers. Its structure is the

same as that of Teroe and None (qq.v.). In mo-
nastic houses it precedes the community mass on
ordinary days and simple feasts, and follows it on
Sundays and higher feasts.

SEYERLEN, soi'er-len, KARL RUDOLF: Ger-
man Protestant; b. at Stuttgart Nov. 18, 1831;
d. at Jena Mar. 28, 1906. He was educated at the
University of TObingen (Ph.D., 1854); was curate
at Giengen, near Geisslingen (1854-55) ; studied for

a year in Paris ; was then a teacher of religion at the
gymnasium of Ulm (1857-59) ; lecturer at Tttbingen
(1859-61); deacon at Crailsheim (1862-69); dea-

con (1869-72), and archdeacon (1872-75) at Tttbing-

en. After 1875 he was professor oi homiletics ami
catechetics at Jena. He was associate editor oi the

Zeitschrifl fUr prakOsche Theologie (187^-91) and
wrote Entstehung und erste Schidcsale der Christen^

gemeinde in Rom (Ttibingen, 1874); Friedriek

Rohmers Leben und wissenschaftlieher Entwicklungs-

gang nach dem Entumrfe Blunischlis (2 vols., Munich,

1892); and Beziehungen swischen abendldndischem

und morgenldndischem Wissen mit Riidcsicht auf
Salomon ibn Oebirol (Leipsic, 1900). He also

edited J. K. Bluntschli's DenhcOrdigkeiten aus

meinem Leben (3 vols., N&rdlingen, 1884) and F.

Rohmer's Wissenschaft vom Menschen (2 vols.,

1885).

SEYMOUR, st'm5r, GEORGE FRANKLIK: Prot-

estant Episcopal bishop of Springfield, 111.; b. in

New York aty Jan. 5, 1829; d. at Springfield, DL,

Dec. 8, 1906. He was graduated from Colimibia

College (A.B., 1850) and the General Theological

Seminary (1854). He was ordered deacon in 1854

and was priested in 1855. From that year untfl

1861 he was rector of Holy Innocents, Annandale,

N. Y. (1855-61), where he founded St. Stephoi's

College, of which he was the first warden. He was
then rector at St. Mary's, Manhattanville, New York
aty (1861-62), Christ (3iurch, Hudson, N. Y.

(1862-63), and St. John's, Brooklyn (1863-67). In

1865 he was appointed professor of ecclesiastical

history in the General Theological Seminary, of

which he was chosen dean in 1875 and there he

remained imtil 1879. In 1878 he was consecrated

bishop of Springfield. Theologically he described

himself as "an American Catholic bi^op in the One,

Holy, Catholic, and Apostolic Church of Christ."

He was a deputy from the American Qiurch to the

Old Cathohc Congress at Vienna in 1897. He wrote

Some Considerations why the Name of the Protestant

Episcopal Church should be changed (Mflwaukee,

1888); What is modem Romanismf{lSS5); Amuse-
ments in their Relation to Religion (Lima, Ind., 1890);

An Open Letter to Bishop Doane in Reference to the

Consecration of Bishop Brooks (Milwaukee, 1892);

The Transfiguration: The Place of the Feast of the

Transfiguration (in collaboration with J. H. Egar;

New York, 1893) ; Marriage and Divorce (Milwaukee,

1893); The Church Idea of the Family (Springfieki,

111., 1899); and The Sacrament of BapHsm, Related

Ordinances, and the Creed (New York, 1903).

Bxbuoobapht: W. 8. Peny, The Bpueopate in Awunea,
p. 257. New York. 1895.

SHAFTESBURY, shaft8a>TJB-i, ANTHOHY ASH-
LEY COOPER, THIRD EARL OF. See Dkism, L, § &

SHAFTESBURY, ANTHONY ASHLEY COOPER,
SEVENTH EARL OF: English philanthroinst; b.

in London Apr. 28, 1801; d. at Folkestone (60 m.
s.e. of London) Oct. 1, 1885. He was educated at

Harrow and at CJhrist C^hurch, Oxford (MA., 1832;

D.C.L., 1841); entered parli^ent in 1831 and sat

as a commoner 1830-31, 1833-46, and 1847-61, in

that year taking his seat in the house of lords by
succession to his father. His rank, connections, and
abilities entitled him to a high place in govemmoit,
but in the interest of his philanthropic entenniseB he

preferred to remain unhampered by the requirementi
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of office and of strict adherence to party politics.

His first humanitarian activity was directed to the

alleviation of the situation oi lunatics, the result of

which was not only parliamentaiy regulation of the

care of a class badly treated but the directing of the

attention of medical men to sounder methods. He
also secured legislation limiting the hours during

which employees in mills and factories should be
kept at work, and agitation covering over ten years

was necessary to obtain the relief which finally came.
Conditions in collieries and mines also attracted his

attention, the awful conditions under which women
and even tender children worked for eighteen hours
being by him brought to the notice oi parliament

with the result that legislation eliminated the worst

of the evils. The apprentices of the chinmey sweeps
labored under quite similar harsh conditions, and
their situation was alleviated. The " ragged schools'

'

were also benefited by his championship, and he
was chairman of the Ragged School Union for thirty-

nine years. Under the stimulus of his exposure of

lodging-house and other evils, conditions in these

institutions and in the tenement houses were made
much better. Besides the interests already men-
tioned, he was active in the counsels of the British

and Foreign Bible Society, of which he was long

president, in the London City Mission, in the Church
Missionary Society, and in the Young Men's Chris-

tian Association. He was a faithful attendant of the

Church of England, but his sympathies were with
evangelicalism wherever found.
BiBUoa]u.PBT: E. Hodder, Life and Work of the Seventh
Earl of Shaftedittry, 3 vols., London, 1886; O. H. Pike,

Shafteabury, Hie Life and Work, ib. 1894; The Good Earl:

Career of the Seventh Lard Shafteabury, ib. 1886; DNB»
xiL 133-137.

SHAHAN, THOMAS JOSEPH: Roman Catholic;

b. at Blanchester, N. H., Sept. II, 1857. He was
educated at Montreal College, Montreal (1872-78),

the American College, Rome (1878-82; D.D., Col-

lege of the I^ropaganda, Rome, 1882), the University

of Berlin (1889-91), the New Sorbonne and the In-

Btitut Catholique, Paris (1891). Ordained to the

priesthood in 1882, he was chancellor and secretary

of the diocese of Hartford, Conn. (1883-«8), and
since 1891 has been professor of church history and
patristics at the CathoHc University of America,

Washington, D. C, also president since 1909. He
likewise lectured on the history of education in the

Cathotic University Institute of Pedagogy, New
York City, in 1902-03, and since 1895 has been
editor of ihe Catholic University BvUetin, Besides

being one of the editors of the Catholic Encydope-

diOf he has written The Blessed Virgin in the Cata-

combs (Baltimore, 1892); Giovanni Battista de Rossi

(New York, 1900); The Beginnings of Christianity

(1903); The Middle Ages (1903); and The House
of God, and other Addresses and Studies (1905).

SHAKERS. See Cobimttnism, II., 10.

SHALLUM, shaHum: Fifteenth king of Israel,

successor of Zachariah whom he slew, thus ending

the dynasty of Jehu. He reigned only a month,
probai)ly in the year 740 B.C. (though the old chron-

ology placed him in 771), when he was himself slain

by Menahem (q.v.), who seized the throne (II Kings
zv. 10-15). A reference to this unsettled period is

X.—25

seen by several commentators in Zech. xi. 8 (cf.

J. F. McCurdy, History, Prophecy and the Monu-
ments, i. 357, New York, 1894).

SHALMANESER. See Assyria, VI., 3, §§ 3, 7, 10.

SHAMANISM, sha'man-izm: The name for a com-
plex of practises and beUefs connected in some parts

of the world with an animistic stage of culture.

"Shaman" is of Hindu-Persian origin, and denotes
"idolater." The term is much in need of redefini-

tion, being used loosely and applied vaguely to
usages which are properly placed under other heads.

Shamanism is often defined as the "religion" of

certain tribes, mainly Mongolian or Finno-Tataric,

in northern Asia. The area thus indicated must be
extended to America, where the medicine-man of the
Indians has in great part the same functions and
behefs and follows the same practises as the shaman
of Asia. Shamanism is not a religion; the term,

used properly, represents certain religious concom-
itants and practises, just as do the terms "magic"
and "taboo" (see Comparative Reliqion, VI.,

1, a, § 5, c). The shaman is a functionary who
is in part displaced by the priest and the doctor in

more advanced stages of culture. Other of his func-

tions than those included under the priestly and
the medicinal fall into desuetude with advancing
culture. In part, also, the functions of the shaman
are exercised by the fetish doctor under fetishism.

While the shaman may be described as priest and
doctor in embryo, the chief characteristic of shaman-
ism is discerned in distinguishing between shaman
and priest. The priest beseeches favor of gods (or

spirits), the shaman believes himself able to com-
mand spirits, and is not seldom spirit embodied.
The connection with animism is shown in the idea of

disease entertained by shamans, this being r^arded
as the work of spirits who must be mastered.

The functions of the shaman are summed up in

the securing of good for those who retain his services

and the averting of evil from them. This includes

the direction of ceremonial, arrangement of dances
and feasts, healing of the sick, guarding from sorcery,

securing rainfall, and divining. In these various

performances ecstasy is often employed by the

shaman, and is induced either by narcotics or by
self-hypnotism. The means by which these various

functions are performed are held to be mysterious,

known only to the user, or if known to another yet

dangerous for him to employ. In the healing of the

sick there are often combined an empirical herbarium
and the supposed control of spirits. Deception of

the patient and identity of means employed charac-

terize the operations of shamans in the old world and
the new, where they frequently diagnose iUness as

caused by foreign substances introduced into the

body by spirits or sorcerers, and these substances

they pretend to remove by manipulation and suc-

tion, having previously " palmcKi " or otherwise

concealed them about their own persons. Knowl-
edge they pretend to gain by sending forth the

"dream spirit" (one of four spirits possessed by
them) on a search for the cause of ill or means of

good. The compulsion of spirits is accomplished

by the "word of power"—incantations consisting of

unintelligible formulas and often of mere gibberish,
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in which, however, the shaman has full confidence.

As with the fetish priests, some shamans are special-

ists, confining their activities to particular domains,

as the healing of cattle. A belief in sympathetic
magic (see Comparative Religion, VI., 1, a, { 5)

is a normal accompaniment of shamanism.
The shaman may come to his powers either by

prenatal endowment derived from an ancestor, by
gift from a favoring spirit, especially one seen in

the puberty watch, or from training by an experi-

enced practitioner. Upon the shaman his profes-

sion entails a crude morality, since the control of

the spirits is not easy and imposes rules of conduct
which the shaman must observe. These frequently

include a sort of asceticism, anticipating that prin-

ciple in the religious development of a later stage of

culture. Geo. W. Gilmore.
BtBUOQRAPHT: For the western continent a theeaurue of

materials is found in the ReporU of the Bureau of Amer-
ican Ethnoloffy, an annual published by the Smithsonian
Institution. Washington. D. C. Consult further: Q.
Roskoff. Dae ReUgioneweeen der n^ueten NatwrvdUoer,

Leipsic. 1880; W. Radloff. Dae Schamanentum und eein

KvUue, ib. 1885; Piiklonskij. Dae Schamanentum der
Jakvten, Vienna. 1888; T. Achelis. Modeme Volkerkunde,
Stuttcart. 1806; Anthropological Institute of Great
Britain and Ireland. Journal, xxxi (1001); J. Stadllng.
Through Siberia, London. 1001; C. Lumholts, Unknown
Mexico, New York. 1002; J. Sheepshanks, My Life in
Mongolia and Siberia, Londcm, 1003.

SHAMMAI, shom'md or shom'a-ai: Jewish
rabbi of the first century B.C., contemporary and
opponent of Hillel (q.v.). He appears to have been
a Palestinian, a man of somewhat violent temper
who yet realized his shortcoming, but also of great

modesty. His religious views were strict even
to severity. He founded a school antithetical to

that of Hillel, and the proverb arose, " Hillel looses

what Shammai binds."

Bibleoobapht: H. Oraets. Oeeehiehie der JudAer, iii. 213-
214. 2M. Leipsic. 1888; Z. Frankel, Hodogetica in Mieeh-
nam, pp. 30-40. ib. 1850; JB, zL 230.

SHANAHAN, EDMUIID THOMAS: Roman
Catholic; b. in Boston, Mass., Nov. 22, 1868. He
was educated at Boston College (A.B., 1888), the
Roman Academy and Seminary and the College of

the Propaganda, Rome (S.T.D., 1893), and the
University of Louvain (1895). In 1894 he was
instructor in philosophy and theology in the Amer-
ican College, Rome; associate professor of theology
in the Catholic University of America, Washington,
D. C. (1895-98). Since the latter year he has been
Shakespeare-Caldwell professor of theology in the
same institution, where he has also been dean of

the faculty of theology since 1901. He was a lec-

turer before the American University Extension
Society, Philadelphia, in 1897, and lecturer in philos-

ophy at the University <rf Pennsylvania in 1898-99.

SHARP, 6RA5Vn«LE: English philanthropist;

b. at Durham Nov. 10, 1735 (old style); d. at Ful-

ham, London, July 6, 1813. Disapproving of the
government action relating to the American colonies

he resigned his position in the ordnance office, July,

31, 1776, and devoted himself to study. Before
this he became famous for his course in befriending

and successfully defending the negro slave James
Somersett from his master, which finally led to the

momentous decision " that as soon as any slave sets

his foot upon English territory, he becomes free."

He thenceforth devoted himself to the overthrow of

slavery and the slave-trade. He conceived the idea

of a colony for the liberated slaves, 1783, which

afterward materialized in the settlement of Sierra

Leone. During the last years of his life he took a

prominent part in the foimding of the British and

Foreign Bible Society and was identified with a

number oi promotive societies. He was a good

linguist and a pious man. He wrote, A Repntenia-

Hon of the Injustice of Private Property in the Persons

of Men (London, 1769), followed by an Appendix

(1772); A DedaraHon of the People's Natural Right

to a Share in the LegisUOure (1774), in behalf of the

American Colonies; and his chieif later work, Re-

marks on the Uses of the Definitive Ariide in the Greek

Text of the New Testament (Durham, 1798).

Bibleoobapbt: P. Hoare, Memoire of QranmOe Skar^
London. 1820; J. Niohob. Literary Anecdotee of tketSA
Century, vols., ib. 1812-15; J. Stephen, Beeaiye in Bode-

eiaetical Biography, 2 vols.. 4(h ed.. London. 1800; DNB,
IL 401-404.

SHARP, JAMES: Archbishop of St. Andrews;

b. in the castle of Banff (40 m. n.n.w. of Ab^tieen)

May, 1618; assassinated on Magus Muir, near St.

Andrews (31 m. n.e. o[ Edinburgh), May 3, 1670.

He was educated at Aberdeen (M.A., 1637); in l&IO

was professor of philosophy in St. Leonard's Collegp^

St. Andrews; presented to the Church of Crail, I&IS;

was made a prisoner by Cromwell's forces and con-

fined in tlie Tower, 1651-52 ; was chosen to plead the

Presbyterian cause before the Protector, 1657; and

when Geoi^ge Monk marched upon Ix>ndon, 1660, be

was sent over to Charles II. at Breda, to secure the

royal confirmation of " the government of ihe Church

of Scotland, as it is settled by law, without viob-

tion," as well as oi the act oi the resolutioners. The

former, of course, was imderstood in the Pre^y-
terian sense. Sharp, being of the party of resohi-

tioners and selected for his mediating position be-

tween Charles and the Presbyterians, was charged

with duplicity and with finally betraying the latter

for his own interests. At any rate, in 1661, the Scot-

tish parliament annulled all the parliaments hdd
since 1633, with all their proceedings, and thus

totally abolished all the laws made in favor of the

Presbyterian Church. The "Church of Scotland"

thus became the old Episcopal Church; and Sharp,

in Dec. 12, 1661, was in London consecrated arch-

bishop of St. Andrews. With the seal of a convert he

persecuted his former allies. Invested with the title

and style of primate of Scotland, he re-erected the

court of high commission in 1664, which severely

punished, some even with death, those who in any

way interfered with the prelatical designs, and exe-

cuted nine persons after the king had required the

persecutions to cease. His perfidy and cruelty led

to his assassination by a band of Covenanters who

encountered the prelate's carriage while lying in

wait for his chief agent, Carmichael.

Bibleoora]>bt: Life of Jamee Sharp, ArdJbitkop of SL
Andrewe . . . firal printed in 1678, to which ie aided, an

Account of hie Death, by an Bye-Witneee, Edmbuzfh.
1710; The Life of Mr. Jamee Sharp . , , to his Inetat-

ment in the Arehbiehoprick of SL Andrewe, ib. 1719: A
Tr%te Account of the Life of , , . Jamee ^orp, Loodoo.

1723; T. Stephen. Life and Timee of Archbiehep Sharp,

ib. 1830; R. Kdth, Hietorieal Catalogue of the SeeOuk
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Bia/ufp$, new ed., Edinbuish* 1824; W. M. Hetherinfton,
Hui. of the Church of ScoUand, ponim. New York, 1881;
W. Beveridge. Maktn of the Scottieh Church, psMim, 1908;
DNB, IL 404-407.

SHARP, JOHN: Church of England archbishop
of York; b. at Bradford (8 m. w. of Leeds), York-
shire, Feb. 16, 1644-45; d. at Bath Feb. 2, 1714.
His father was a puritan, his mother an ardent mem-
ber of the Church of England, and from both he de-
rived corresponding elements of character. He
received his education at Christ's College, Cam-
bridge (Bji., 1663; MA., 1667); was made deacon
and priest, 1667, and soon after became tutor in the
family of Sir Heneage Finch at Kensington House,
in 1673 being made archdeacon of ^rkshire on
Finch's nomination; in 1675 he became prebendary
of Norwich and incumbent of St. Bartholomew's
Exchange, London, and in 1679 lecturer at St. Law-
rence, Jewry, in 1675 exchanging the incumbency
for the rectorship of St. Giles's-in-the-Fields; in

addition, in 1681 he was made dean of Norwich;
named in 1686 chaplain in ordinary to King James
II., he was provoked by attempts of Roman Catho-
lics to convert his parishioners, preached two ser-

mons which were construed as reflecting upon the
king, and his chaplaincy was not allowed until 1687;
further evidence oi his independent spirit was shown
by his refusal to read the declaration of indulgence
of 1688, and by his prayers for King James before the
prince of Orai^^e in 1689; he became dean of Cantei^
bury in 1689; declined to receive any of the sees of

the Nonjim>r8 (q.v.), but in 1691 became arch-
bishop of York. In this position he showed himself
an able and diligent administrator; he investigated

the histOTy and rights of the see, leaving the work in

manuscript; he was active in repairing the minster
after the fire of 1711, dealt with his clergy kindly but
firmly, insisted uponsound and instructivepreaching,

and aimed to eliminate polemics against dissenters.

Under Queen Anne he became still more influential,

acted as her almoner, and was her counselor,

showing great wisdom in this unofficial position.

He was interested in the continental dispute between
Lutherans and Calvinists, in this cause correspond-
ing with Daniel Ernst Jablonski (q.v.), and the cor-

respondence appeared in French translation and in

the appendix to the Ltfe (see below). Archbishop
Sharp left the impression of being one of the great

men of the Church of England, independent in

(^nnion, straightforward in action, kindly in dis-

position, libend in education and tastes, with nu-
mismatics as his diversion, leaving a collection of

coins and a manuscript on the coinage of England as
evidences. He left in print a large number of oc-

casional sermons, as well as Fifteen Sermons Preached
on Several Occasions (London, 1700; several edi-

tions). His Works appeared in 7 vols. (1754) and in

5vols. (Oxford, 1829).

BnuooEAPHT: Hia Life was written by his son Thomas,
but was not printed till 1825, when it was edited by T.
Newoome, and is founded upon the diaxy of the arch-
bishop. Consult further: C. J. Abbey, The Sngliah
Church and if Biehope, 1700-1800, i. 103-105, London,
1887; J. H. Overton, The Church in England, vol. ii.,

passim, ib. 1897; W. H. Button, The Bnolieh Church
il6t6-i714)f ib. 1003; A. Plummer. Bnoliah Church Hie-
tpry, from the Death of Chartee I. to the Death of WiUiam
IIL. Edinbuigfa, 1907; DNB, U. 408-411.

SHARPS, SAMUEL: Egyptologist and Biblical
translator; b. at London Mar. 8, 1799; d. there
July 28, 1881. He was a banker, 1814-61 ; and, up-
on retirement from business, devoted himself, with-
out university training, to Biblical study, 1861-81.
In 1821 he turned from the Established to the Uni-
tarian Church. He early became interested in

Egyptology, and published Egyptian Inscriptions

(Ist and 2d series, London, 1836-56); History of
Egyptfrom the Earliest Times tiUA.D. 6Jft (1846; 6th
ed., 2 vols., 1876). To Biblical literature he con-
tributed The New Testament, a translation from J.

J. Griesbach's text, with notes (1840; 5th ed., 1862)

;

• The Hebrew Scriptures, a revision of the authorised
version of the Old Testament (3 vols., 1865); The
Holy Bible (1881), a revision of the authorized
English translation; and History of the Hebrew Na-
tion, and Literatttre (1869).

Bzbuoqrapht: P. W. CUyden. Samuel Sharpe, Bovptoto-
ffiet and Tranelator of the Bible, London, 1883; DNB, li
425^127.

SHAWrjOHH BALCOM: Presbyterian; b. at
Heliport, N. Y., May 12, 1860. He received his

education at Lafayette College (B.A., 1885; M.A.,
1888) and Union Theological Seminary, New York
City (graduated 1888); was ordained to the ministry
1888, and was pastor of the West End Presbyterian
Church, New York City, 1888-1904; and has been
in charge of the Second Presbyterian Church in

Chicago since 1904. He has also been president of

the Presbyterian Council of the BroUierhood of

Andrew and Philip since 1895, besides serving on the
boards of various educational institutions. He has
written The Difficult Life (Chicago, 1904); Life that

follows Life (1907); and Vision and Service (1907;
sermons).

SHAW, Wn^LIAM ISAAC: Wesleyan Methodist;
b. at Kingston, Canada, Apr. 6, 1841 ; was graduated
from Victoria University, Cobourg, Canada (A.B.,

1861; LL.B., 1864), at McGiU University, Montreal
(M.A., 1880) ; engaged in the ministry of the Wes-
leyan Methodist Church of Canada, 1864-77; and in

1877 became professor of exegesis and church history

in the Wesleyan Theological College, Montreal, of

which he is principal. He is the author of Discussion
on Retribution (Toronto, 1884); Digest of the Doc-
trirud Standards of the Methodist Church (1895).

SHEBA. See Arabia, III.; and Table of ths
Nations, { 6.

SHEBNA (SHEBNAH): A high official in the
palace of Hesekiah, mentioned in Isa. xxii. 15-25,

xxxvi. 3, 11, 22, xxxvii. 2; II Kings xviii. 18, 26, 37,

xix. 2, and made the object of Isaiah's severe pro-

phetic menace in the passage first mentioned. These
eleven verses all refer to Shebna, as nearly all com-
mentators agree; but though the text is free from
corruption and the language is relatively clear, the
passage is not without obscurity. While Isa. xxii.

20 sqq. refers to Eliakim, in verse 25 the prophet
probably returns to Shebna. The place to be given
Eliakim as Shebna's successor was plainly one of

high rank, and Shebna himself was " over the house "

(verse 15; cf. Gen. xli. 40; I Kings xviii. 3 sqq.),

thus being, as it were, a major-domo. He is marked
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as an upstart by the triple "here" in verse 16, as

well as by the omission of his father's name; and in

the account of the siege of Jerusalem by Sennacherib

in 701 B.C. (Isa. xxxvi. 3, 11, 22, xxxvii. 2; II Kings

xviii. 18, 26, 37, xix. 2) he appears in the subordinate

position of an official scribe or mere minister, while

Eliakim occupies the rank of the highest state of-

ficial. There is no reason for surprise that the very

Shebna whom the prophet had threatened witli

dismissal and death in exile (Isa. xxii. 17-19) should

accompany his superior, Eliakim, to treat with the

Assyrian envoys at Hezekiah's command, and should

even request the intercession of Isaiah (Isa. xxxvii.

2; II Kings xix. 2); and as it is improbable that

there were two high officials during the reign of

Hezekiah both of whom bore the name of Shebna,

this same man is doubtless to be understood

throughout. While it is evident from such passages

as Jer. xviii. 7 sqq. that Isaiah's menacing words,

which did not in the least constitute a formal proph-

ecy, did not require a literal fulfilment, there is no
doubt that they were essentially realized in Shebna*s

degradation and his replacement by Eliakim.

Since, in Isa. xxii. 20-21, Eliakim is described as a
servant of the Ix)rd, and as destined to be "a father

to the inhabitants of Jerusalem, and to the house of

Judah," it would appear, by implication, that

Shebna was lacking in the fear of God and guilty of

gross oppression, thus abusing his official position;

and even were this the fault of his favorites, the evil

influence of his band of parasites would necessarily

end on his downfalL An erroneous exegesis assumes
that Isaiah accuses Eliakim of nepotism and
threatens his overthrow at the very moment of his

rise to power; but, rightly imderstood, the phrase

'Mn that day,'' in verses 20, 25, implies the simul-

taneous nature of Eliakim's elevation and Shebna's

fall. In describing the prestige which Shebna was
to confer upon his family, Isaiah compares him to

a "nail in a sure place" (verses 23-24), likening the

subordinate members of his house to various earthen

vessels, which would be shattered if the nail should

break. It has been maintained by B. L. Duhm (Das
Bitch Jesaia Hbersetzt und erklOrt, G5ttingen, 1892,

ad loc.) that only Isa. xxii. 15-18 are genuine, the

remainder of the passage in question being added
later, 19-23 by a friend of Eliakim, and 24-26 by one
of his enemies; but the truth is that the whole pas-

sage is a genuine prophecy of Isaiah, who branded
the powerful functionary at the head of the reigning

house as its disgrace (verse 18), probably on the

occasion of viewing the magnificent tomb which
Shebna had built for himself.

A. Kamphausen.
Bzbuoorapht: The full diacuflBion of the subject is by A.
Kamphauaen m Zeitschrtfi fUr Pastoral Theologie^ xxiv.

657-673. 631-640, Eng. tranal. in AJT, 1901, pp. 43-74;
E. Kdnig. in NKZ, 1002. pp. 621-631.

SHEDD, JOHN HASKELL: Missionary to

Persia; b. at Mt. Gilead, Ohio, July 9, 1833; d. at

Urumia, Persia, Apr. 12, 1895. He was the son of

the Rev. Henry Shedd, one of the pioneer home mis-

sionaries in Ohio; was graduated from Marietta

College (1856) and from Andover Theological Semi-
nary (1859), was ordained Aug. 3, 1859, and sailed

the same month on his way to Persia as a mis-

sionary of the American Board in the Nestorian Mis-

sion. He served as a missionary from 1859 to 1870

under the American Board and from 1878 to 1895

under the Presbyterian Board, to which in 1870 the

work for the Nestorians was transferred. Fnmi
1872 to 1878 he was a professor in Biddle University,

Charlotte, N. C. Urumia, Persia, where'he died, was

his home dujing the whole of his missionary work
Dr. Shedd's missionary work deserves special

record along four lines. On his arrival on the field

as a young missionary of unusual energy and ability

he was restive at the limitation of the work to tli^

Nestorians and he sought hard to have it extended

to the Armenian and Moslem population of the field.

Only the sudden break-down oi another missiooary

prevented his opening a new station at Van, Turkey.

These efforts, though not successful at the tiine,

were among the influences that prepared for the

later wide extension of the work, which has made the

mission to the Nestorians a mission to Persia and

given it a wider scope than yet belongs to any other

of the missions to the oriental churches. Although

his own work was confined mainly to the Nestor-

ians, he always planned and worked with tiie

hunger field in view. A second line was the effort to

evangelize the mountain Nestorian tribes. No more

difficult missionary field exists than the mountain

region bounded by lines connecting Urumia, Van,

Jesireh, and Mosul. Dr. Shedd was a worthy suc-

cessor of Dr. Asahel Grant and the Rev. S. A. Rhea
in this work. Between 1860 and 1870 he made no

less than eighteen journeys through this wild and

dangerous region, preaching, organizing, and plan-

ning. It would be unjust to say that these efforts

resulted in failure, but the success was small. An-

other line of work in which Dr. Shedd's memoiy
and influence will be lasting was the training of

native workers. He alwajrs conceived dL this as the

primary purpose of missionary educational work,

and largely for this reason he gave himself with

energy from 1878 till his death to the work of Urumia
College. The love and respect of his pupils for him

were great and abiding. But the chief service be

rendered the cause of missions was in the organize

tion of the native S3rrian Evangelical Church. In

his plans and principles in this work he was ahead of

his time. When a young missionary he critidied

severely the policy oi the mission in not placing

responsibility on the natives. While averse to any

violent break with the old Nestorian Church and

never giving up hope of its revival, he thoroughly

believed in an organized Evangelical body; and the

organization of the Evangelical church provides for

its complete ecclesiastical autonomy witli an adapted

Presbyterian government. It also provides for

organized cooperation of the native church and the

foreign missionaries in the work of all settled preach-

ers and all village schools. This is carried on by

executive boards of the native church, which coo-

tro! the work conctirrently with the mimion.

W. A. Shbdd.

SHEDD, WILLIAM GREENOUGH THAYER:
Presbyterian; b. at Acton, Mass., June 21, 1820;

d. at New York Nov. 17, 1894. He was gndoated

from the Univermty of Vermont, 1839; and from
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Andover Theological Seminary, 1843; became Con-
gregational pastor at Brandon, Vt., 1844; professor

of English literature, University of Vermont, 1845;

of sacred rhetoric in Auburn (Presbyterian) Theo-
logical Seminary, 1852; of church history in An-
dover (Congregational) Theological Seminary, 1853;

associate pastor of the Brick (Presbyterian) Cliurch,

New York City, 1862; professor of Biblical literature

in Union Theological Seminary, New York, 1863-74;

and of systematic theology, 1874-90, where he was
known for the rigid logic and close compactness of

his system, embodied in his Dogmatic Theology

(vols, i.^., Worcester, 1889; vol. iii., New York,
^

1894). He translated from the Oerman of Francis
*

Theremin, Eloquence a Virtue (New York, 1850),

and H. E. F. Guericke's Manual of Church History

(2 vols., Andover, 1860-70) ; and wrote A History of

Christian Doctrine (2 vols., New York, 1865) ; Homi-
leiics and Pastoral Theology (1867); Sermons to the

Natural Man (1871); Theological Essays (1877);

Commentary on Romans (1879); Sermons to the

Spiritual Man (1884); The Doctrine of Endless

Punishment (1886); and Orthodoxy and Hetero-

doxy (New York, 1893).

BnuoGRAPHT: J. De Witt, in Prabyierian and Rtfornfd
Review, vi (1895), 295-322.

SHEEHAN, PATRICK AUGUSTIlffE: Irish

Boman Catholic; b. at Mallow (17 m. n.n.w. of

Cork), County Cork, Mar. 17, 1852. He was edu-

cated at St. Colman's College, Fermoy, and at May-
nooth College, and after being ordained in 1875 and
being for two years attached to the mission in Exe-
ter, was successively curate in Mallow (1877-81,

1889-95) and Queenstown (1881-89). Since 1895

he has been parish priest of Doneraile, and also

canon of Clo3me since 1903. He is the author of

Under the Cedars and the Stars (London, 1903) and
its companion volume, Parerga (1908); Maria
Corona, Chapters on the Mother ofOod and her Saints

(2d ed., Dublin, 1902); and Early Essays and Ad-
dresses (London, 1906) ; also of several novels deal-

ing with religious themes, among them The Triumph

of Failure (London, 1899), My new Curate (1900),

and Luke Ddmege (1902).

SESEP. See Pastoral Life, Hsbrbw.

SHEEPSHANEIS, JOHN: Church of England
retired bishop; b. in London Feb. 23, 1834. He was
educated at Christ's College, Cambridge (B.A., 1856,

in the 2d class of the theological tripos), and was
ordered deacon 1857 and ordidned priest in the fol-

lowing year. He was curate of Leeds (1857-59);

rector of New Westminster, B. C, and chaplain to the

bishop of Colimibia (1859-67); vicar of Bilton,

Yorkshire (1868-73); vicar of St. Margaret Anfield,

Walton-on-the Hill, Liverpool (1873-93). In 1893

he was consecrated bishop of Norwich. He resigned

his see in 1909. While in British Colimibia, he did

much missionary work among the Indians, particu-

larly at Cariboo, and is also noteworthy as being the

only English clergyman who has ever preached in

the Mormon Tabernacle in Salt Lake City. He has

traveled extensively in Siberia and Tibet, and at

Urga saw the adoration of the Llama of Mongolia.

He has writted Confirmation and Unction of the Sick

(London, 1889); Eucharist and Corrfession (1902);

My Life in Mongolia and Siberia (1903) ; and The
Pastor in his Parish (1908).

Bibxjoorapht: D. W. Duthie, A BUhop in 0ie Rough,
London, 1909 (relates his experiences in British Columbia).

SUKKINAH, she-koi'na (TahnudicHebr., ''abiding

[of the divine presence]"): A post-Biblical term to

express the relation of Yahweh to the world, and
especially to Israel. The concept, based on the Old
Testament, arose among the Palestinian and Baby-
lonian Jews, who stressed the immanent activity of

God, as opposed to the Alexandrine doctrine of a
supramundane and extramimdane deity. In the

Targums the expressions "shekinah of Yahweh,"
"glory of Yahweh," and "word of Yahweh" are

synonymous, and "shekinah," "glory," and "word"
come to be designations of Yahweh himself. The
shekinah itself is generally regarded as "resting" or
" dwelling," so that the Targum of Onkelos interprets

"God shall dwell in the tents of Shem" (Gen. ix. 27)

as " God shall make his shekinah to dwell in the tents

of Shem" (cf. the Targum on Ex. xxv. 8, xxix. 45;

Num. V. 3, xi. 20, xiv. 14, xvi. 3, xxxv. 34; Deut. i.

42, xxxii. 10; Ps. xvi. 8, xliv. 10, kxiv. 2; Hag.
i. 8); but it is also said "to depart" (as in the Tar-

gum on Ex. xxxiii. 3, 5; Job xxxiv. 29; Ps. xxii. 25,

xxvii. 91, xxxix. 47), "to pass by" (Ex. xxxiv. 6),

"to walk" (Deut. xxiiL 14), and "to be" or "not
to be" (Ex. xvii. 7; Nimi. xiv. 42; Deut. iv. 39).

In all these passages "shekinah" stands for "Yah-
weh," but in other places it represents "name"
(Deut. xii. 5, 11, 21), "face" (Num. vi. 25; Deut.

xxxi. 17-18), and "hand" (Ex. xvii. 16). It is clear,

moreover, that Onkelos did not regard the shekinah

as an independent entity between Yahweh and Israel

but as a name for Yahweh himself (cf. his Targum
on Ex. xxxiii. 14-16, xxxiv. 9).

Talmudic and Midrashic literature gives far more
material on the activity of the shekinah than does

the Targum, though in aXt the concept of the shekinah

is the same. From the day of the erection of the

tabernacle, the shekinah dwelt within, this concept

of its descending and abiding doubtless being de-

rived from the Babylonian idea of a divinity en-

throned in the adytimi, thus taking up its abode
there for adoration, but returning, if angered, to the

sky, a trait also assigned to the shekinah. After

the conquest of Canaan the shekinah moved wher-
ever the tabernacle went, finally abiding in the

temple built by David and Solomon, in w^hich it

rested at the east end. At the exile it went, ac-

cording to some, with the deported Jews, but ac-

cording to others, returned to heaven; at all events,

like the ark of the covenant, the Urimand Thummim,
etc., it was not in the second temple. Nevertheless,

its immanent activity in the world did not cease,

so that such scholars as Ishmael ben Elisha (first

century) and Hoshaiah Babbah (early third centiu'y)

could say that "the shekinah is in every place."

While the interrelation of the shekinah and man-
kind is represented in manifold ways, it may be
said, in general, that the impious make the shekinah
withdraw from earth, but the pious secure its re-

turn. Prayer, piety, worship, study of the law,

perfect administration of justice, practise of virtue,

and blameless joyousness bring the shekinah near,

but it flees from sorrow, idleness, laughter, frivolity,
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jestingi pride, and things of no account. On the

other hand, it abides with the sick and with those

happily wedded. The shekinah, which is symbolised

by the lighting of the perpetual lamp, is regarded

as possessed of wings, so that ** Moses was, from his

birth, under the wings of the shekinah.' ' This would
apparently imply a figure somewhat like that of

the cherubim and genii, and a face and radiance are

also ascribed to the shekinah.

Later Midrashic literature makes the shekinah an
independent entity standing between God and the
world, so that the shekinah can even be said to " go
to the presence of God," a view frequently ex-

pressed in Cabalistic literature, as well as by Mai-
monides and his school. The view of Maimonides,
however, that the shekinah, like the ''glory'' and
the "word," was a fiery created being which com-
municates the divine activity to the world, was
combated by Natmanides. Among the pseudo-
Messiahs of the Je^*s, Shabbethai ^bi declared him-
self to be the incarnate shekinah. In the New
Testament the shekinah is not mentioned, although
Christ may be identified with it in Matt, xviii. 20.

(August WtJNSCHB.)

BnuooBAPBT: A. F. Qfrftrer, O^tehiehU dm Urehrutenr'

thvmi, L 272-352. Stuttcart, 1838; J. Langeo, Judem-
thum in PaUUttina ntr Znt ChritH, pp. 201 sqq., Fraibuxs,
18M; 8. Haybaumt Anthropomorphien und Anihropopo'
thien, BrasUu, 1870; C. C. W. F. Bihr. Symbolik de%
moaoUchmi CuUua, i. 471 sqq., Heidelberg, 1874; F.
Weber, Juduch^ TheolooU, Leipeio, 1897; G. Dalnum,
Die Worte /«tu, vol. i., Leipeio, 1898; W. Bouaeet, Re-
Hgion det Judenthunu im tuutealamenUiehen ZeUaiUrt pp.
309 sqq., 340, Berlin, 1903; A. B. Davidson. Old TeMta-

mmt Prophecy, pp. 148, 220, Edinbuish, 1903; DB, hr.

487-489; JE, id, 268-260.

SHELDON, CHARLBS MONROE: Congrega-
tionalist; b. at Wellsville, N. Y., Feb. 26, 1857. He
was graduated from Brown University (A.B., 1883)
and Andover Theological Seminary (1886). He was
pastor of the Congregational Church at Waterbury,
Vt. (1886-89); and since 1889 has been pastor of

the Central Congregational Church, Topeka, Kan.
He states that practically his whole theological

position centers about the attempt to put into

practise the creed of Christ. He has written Richard
Bruce: or, The Life that now ie (Boston, 1892);

Robert Hardy*8 Seven Days (1893); The TtoenHeth

Door (1893); The Crucifixion of Philip Strong

(Chicago, 1894) ; John King's Question Class (1894)

;

His Brother's Keeper: or Christian Stewardship (Bos-

ton, 1895); In His Steps (Chicago, 1896); Malcolm
Kirk (1897) ; Lend a Hand (1899) ; The Redemption

ofFreetown (1898) ; The Mirade at Markham (1898)

;

One of the Two (1898); For Christ and the Church

(1899); EdxDord Blake (1899); Bom to Serve (1900);

The Reformer (1902) ; The Heart of the World (1905)

;

and Paul Douglas, Journalist (1909).

SHELDON, GILBERT: Church of England arch-

bishop of Canterbury; b. at Ashboum (13 m. n.w. of

Derby) July 19, 1598; d. at Lambeth Nov. 9, 1677;

He studied at Trinity College, Oxford (B.A., 1617;

M.A., 1620; fellow of AU Souls', 1622; B.D., 1628

D.D., 1634) ; was ordained in 1622, almost inunedi-

ately becoming domestic chaplain to Thomas, Lord
Coventry; was made prebendary of Gloucester,

1632; vicarof Hackney, 1633; rector of Oddington,

Oxford, and of Ickford, Buckingham, 1636; rector

of Newington, Oxford, 1639, having been meanwhile

warden of All Souls' College since 1626, of which he

was in 1634 and 1640 pro-vicechancellor. Heirasa

strong anti-Puritan, and was ejected from his wsr-

denship by the Parliamentary visitors in 1648, being

imprisoned for resisting the att^npt to take his

lodgings, but recovered the oflSoe in 1659. During

the exile of Charles II., Sheldon was constant in his

efforts in favor of Charles, and on the Restoration

was naturally in high favor. In 1660 he was made

bishop of London, and the Savoy Conference (q.v.)

was held at his lodging; in 1663 he became arch-

bishop of Canterbury. Although he was elected

chancellor of Oxford University in 1667, he was not

installed, and resigned 1669. He built and endowed

the Sheldonian theater at Oxford. His career as

bishop was one of great fidelity to duty. Meet

marked were his benefactions, both to the poor and

in behalf ci public interests, as in the case of his

subscription to the rebuilding of St. Paul's after the

fire of London. His total benefactions were said to

have exceeded £72,000—an enormous sum for those

times. He was devoted to the antiquities of the uni-

versity, and in particular was a patron of the his-

torian of Oxford, Anthony k Wood. The only

published work left by him is a sermon before

the king June 20, 1660, though a considerable body

of manuscripts is extant.

BnuooRAPHT: A. k Wood* Athemm Oxomeneee, ed. P. BGm,
vol. iv., London, 1820; M. Burrows. WoHhiee ofAU 8cidM\

London. 1874; Q. C. Brodriok. MemoriaU of Mertam Cd-

leoe, Oxford. 1885; W. H. Button, The EngHak Chwtk
Ue$5-i714), pp. 197-198 et paasim. London, 1903; A.

Plummer. Bnglieh Church Hiatory (1649-1709), pp. M.
70-71. Edinbuish, 1907; DNB, liL 24-20.

SHELDON, HENRY CLAY: Methodist Epuco-

palian; b. at Martinsbuig, N. Y., Mar. 12, 1845.

He was graduated from Yale (A.B., 1867), and the

Theological School of Boston University (1871).

After studying at Leipsic in 1874-75, he was pro-

fessor of historical theology in Boston Univenity

until 1895, when he was transferred to his present

position of professor of systematic theology. In

theology he inclines toward evangelical Arminian-

ism, as opposed both to strict Calvinism and to

liberalism. He has written History of Chrisiittn DoO"

trine (2 vols.. New York, 1886); Hietory of the

Christian Church (5 vols., 1894) ; System ofChristian

Doctrine (1903); Unbdiefin the Nineteenth Cetibffy

(1907); Sacerdotalism in the Nineteenth Century

(1909); and New Testament Theology (1911).

SHEM, SHEMITES. See Table of the Nations.

SHEMAIAH, she-m^ya or shem^'a-oi'd : A nsme
of frequent occurrence in the Old Testament The

most important men who bore it were:

1. A prophet of the time of Rehoboam (I Sng9
xii. 21-24), who forbade that king to enter upon a
war with the ten tribes who had established the

northern kingdom. The passage belongs to a late

stratum of the Books of Kings, and the paraQel

(II Chron. xi.-xii.) adds midrashic material ooo-

ceming Shemaiah in which the prophet regards the

attack of Shishak as a consequence ci the sins of

Judah. To this prophet is attributed a history of

the reign of Rehoboam (II Chron. xiL 15), 1900
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which presumably the Chronicler drew. The state-

ment is not improbable, and the author of the Books
of Kings notes the existence of such books as mate-
rials from which he drew; the possibility of the
existence and activity of such a person in the time
of Rehoboam is granted, and much of the material

dealing with the end of the period of the Judges and
with the beginning of the kingdom goes back to this

time.

2. An opponent of Jeremiah living among the
exiles, who sent a letter to Zephaniah the priest at

Jerusalem blaming Jeremiah for advising the exiles

to prepare for a considerable stay in Babylonia
(Jer. xxix. 24 sqq.). Jeremiah declared Shemaiah
to be a lying prophet and predicted his punishment
and the destruction of his house.

8. An opponent of Nehemiah (Neh. vi. 10 sqq.),

also a prophet and an associate of Sanballat (q.v.).

He attempted to lead Nehemiah into a cowardly
course so as to discredit him with the people.

(R. KiTTBL.)

SHBOL. See Hades.

SHBPARD, THOMAS: Puritan; b. at Towoester
(50 m. n.w. of London), Northampton, Eng., Nov.
5, 1604; d. at Cambridge, Mass., Aug. 25, 1649. He
graduated at Emmanuel College, Oxford (BA., 1623;

MA., 1627); was lecturer at EarVs Coin, 1627-30;

was silenced for non-conformity by Laud, Dec. 16,

1630; became lecturer at Towcester; was employed
as chaplain and tutor in the family of Sir lUchard
Darly, Buttercrambe, Yorkshire, for a year; was
pastor at Heddon, Northumberland, another year,

but was again silenced, 1633 ; and sailed for America,
Dec., 1634, but was compelled by a storm to put
back. He had to hide himself lest he should be
taken, but finally, July, 1635, got away, and landed
at Boston, on Oct. 3, and bec^e minister at Cam-
bridge, Feb., 1636, till his death. He took an active

part in founding Harvard College and secured its

location at Cambrid^, and was prominent in the
83mod at Cambridge which ended the Antinomian
controversy. In learning, piety, spiritual insight,

and practical force he takes a first rank among Puri-

tan divines; especiaUy exemplified in his treatise,

The ParaJble of the Ten VirgifM Opened and Applied
(1659; reprinted Aberdeen, 1838 and 1853, with
biographical preface by J. Foote). In all he is

said to have written 382 books and pamphlets,
among which were New Englands Lamentation for

Old Englands Present Errours and Divisions (1645)

;

Certain Select Cases Resolved (1648) ; The Clear Sun-
shine of the Oospel Breaking Forth upon the Indians

in New England (1646; reprinted. New York, 1865)

;

and Theses SabbaHccB (1649). A coUective edition

of his works, with memoir by J. A. Albro (originally

published Boston, 1847, reproduced in Lives of the

Chief Fathers of New England, vol. iv., Boston,

1870), was published (3 vols., Boston, 1853). His
AutMography was published in Alexander Young's
Chronides of the First Planters of Massachusetts Bay
(Boston, 1846).

Bduoosafbt: 6«iides the Autobiooraphy and the memoir
by Albro. ut sup., consult: A. Whyte* Thonuu Shepard;
FQanfi* Father and Founder of Harvard. Hie Spiritual

Bxperience and Experimental Preaching, Edinburgh, 1909;
Ootton Mmtber. Magnalia, i 380 sqq., Hsrtford. 1865:

W. B. Spracue, Annate of the American Pulpit, I 69-68,
New York, 1859; W. Walker. Creede and Ptatforme of
Conoregationaliem^ ib. 1893; idem. Ten New England
Leadere, ib. 1901; A. E. Dunning, Congregationaliete in
America, ib. 1894; DNB, lii. 50-61.

SHEPHERD OF HERMAS. See Hsrmas.

SHEPHERDS. See PAflroBAL Lifb, Hebrew,
III.

SHERATON, JAMES PATERSON: Canadian
Anglican; b. at St. John, N.B., Nov. 29, 1841; d.

in Toronto Jan. 24, 1906. He was educated at the
University of New Brunswick (A.B., 1862), and re-

ceived his theological training at the University of

King's College, Windsor, N. S., and privately with

the bishop of Fredericton. He was ordered deacon
in 1864 and ordained priest in the following year.

After being a missionary at Weldford, Shediac, and
Petersville, N. B., successively (1865-73), he was
rector of St. James', Pictou, N. 8. (1874-77). From
1877 till his death he was principal and professor of

Biblical and systematic theology in Wycliffe Col-

lege, Toronto, and after 1889 honorary canon of St.

AU>an's Cathedral, Toronto.

SHERLOCK, RICHARD: Church of England;
b. at Oxton, a township on the peninsula of Wirral

(s.w. of Liverpool), Cheshire, Nov. 11, 1612; d. at

Winwick (17 m. e. of Liverpool), liancashire, June 20,

1689. He was educated at Biagdalen Hall, Oxford,

and Trinity College, Dublin (M.A., 1633). Until

1641 he was minister of small parishes in Ireland;

and proceeded to Oxford where he was chaplain

of the garrison and of New College, 1644-48. He
was expelled thence, 1648, and ejected from the

curacy of Cassington, 1652, owing to his stanch

Anglican loyalism; became private chaplain, 1652-

1662; and, with the Restoration, rector of Winwick,
1662-89. In controversy with the Friends he pub-
ished The Quakers Wilde Questions Objected against

the Ministers of the Oospel and many Sacred Gifts

and Offices of Religion^ with Brief Answers thereto.

Together vnth a Discourse of the Holy Spiritj his

Impressions and Workings on the Souls ofMen (Lon-

don, 1854). His main work was Mercurius Chris-

tianus; the Practical Christian, a Treatise Explaining

the Duty ofSelf-Examination (1673 and often; the

6th ed., including a biography by his nephew,
Thomas Wilson, 1713; 7th ed., 2 vols., Oxford,

1841-44).

Bibuoorapbt: Consult, besides the life by Wilson, ut sup.:

T. D. Whitaker, Hietory of Richmondahire, 2 vols., Lon-
don, 1823; J. H. Overton, The Church in England^ 2 vols.,

ib. 1897; DNB, lii. 92-93.

SHERLOCK, THOMAS: Church of England,
son of William Sherlock; b. at London in 1678; d.

there July 18, 1761. He was educated at Cambridge
(B.A., 1607; M.A., 1701); was master of the Temple,
1704-53; became prebendary of St. Paul's, 1713;

was master of St. Catherine's Hall, 1714-19; be-

came dean of Chichester, 1715; canon of Norwich,

1719; bishop of Bangor, 1727; of Salisbury, 1734;

and of London, 1748. The Use and Intent of Proph-
ecy (Jjondon, 1725) was a compendium of six ser-

mons against the Deists; his most famous work was
The Tryal of the Witnesses of the Resurrection of
Jesus (1729, and often). Besides this may be noted
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his Discourses Preached at Temple Church (4 vob.,

1754-97; 6th ed., 5 vols., 1772-75).

Bxbuoorapht: S. NiooUa, A Sermon Preached . , . on the

Death of Dr. T. Sherlock, London. 1762; D. S. Wayland.
A Biographical Sketch of Bishop Sherlock, Derby, 1823;
L. Stephen, Hiat. of Englieh Thouoht in the 18th Century,
paasim, 2 vols., New York, 1881 (very full and worth' con-
sultinjE); J. H. Overton, The Church in England, 2 vob.,
London, 1897; J. H. Overton and F. Relton, The Bno-
lieh Church {1714-1800), 0). 1906; DNB, liL 93-«5.

SHERLOCK, Wn^LIAM: Church of England;
b. at Southwark, London, about 1641; d. at Hamp-
stead, London, June 19, 1707. He was educated at

Peterhouse, Cambridge (B.A., 1660; M.A., 1663);

became rector of St. George's, Botolph Lane, Lon-
don, 1669, where he gained fame as a preacher and
attracted attention by his opposition to the Puritans

and their theology. In 1681 he became prebendary
at St. Paul's; was lecturer at St. D\mstan's-in-the-

West; became master of the Temple in 1685; dean
of St. Paul's, 1691 ; and rector of Therfield, Hertford-

shire, 1698. Contending under James II. for the

doctrine of the divine right and passive obedience.

Case of Resistance (London, 1684), he at first re-

fused the oath at the Revolution, but desisted from
non-juring, 1690. His most popular work was A
Practical Discourse concerning Death (1689; 28th ed.,

1767). With A VindicaHon of the Doctrine of the

Holy and Ever-blessed Trinity (1690), he plunged
into the Socinian controversy of the time. His

position, that in the three persons of the Trinity

there was what may be called ''a mutual self-

consciousness, a consciousness conunon to the

three,'' and that therefore the three are essentiaUy

and numerically one, brought upon him the irony

and invective of Robert South (q.v.), and the

charge of tritheism from the Socinians. Among his

numerous other publications, practical and contro-

versial, the most frequently republished are, A Dis^

course concerning a Future Judgment (1692), and A
Discourse concerning the Divine Providence (1694).

The British Museum Catalogue devotes over eight

pages to his works and the editions of them, and to

the replies, satires, and controversial pamphlets they

evoked.

Bzbuographt: R. Wallace, Antitrinitarian Biography, i.

214-215, London, 1850; J. Hunt, Rdigioue Thought in
England, 3 vols., ib. 1870-73; J. H. Overton, The Church
in England, 2 vols., ib. 1897; W. H. Button, The Eng-
lieh Church {1626-1714), ib. 1903; J. H. Overton and
F. Relton, The English Church (1714-1800), ib. 1906;
DNB, lii. 96-97.

SHERWOOD, JAMES MANIONG: Presbyterian;

b. at Fishkill, N. Y., Sept. 29, 1814; d. at Brooklyn,

N. Y., Oct. 22, 1890. He was educated mainly by
private tutors; was pastor at New Windsor, N. Y.,

1835-40; Mendon, N. Y., 1840-45; Bloomfield, N.
J., 1852-58; editor of National Preacher, 1846-49;

Biblical Repository, 1847-51; Eclectic Magazine,
1864-71; founder and editor of Hours at Home,
1865-69; editor Presbyterian Review, 1863-71;

Presbyterian Quarterly and Princeton Review, 1872-

1878; HomiUtic Ranew, from Sept., 1883; also of

the Missionary Review. He was extensively en-

gaged as a reader of manuscripts for publishing

houses, and critically noticed for the press several

thousand volumes, chiefly in the reviews of the

country. He was the author of Plea for the Old

Foundations (New York, 1856); The Lamb in the

Midst of the Throne (1883) ; editor of Memoirs, and
two volumes of Sermons of Ichabod Spencer (1855);

David Brainerd's Memoirs, with notes and estima-

tion of his life and character (1884).

SHIELDS, CHARLES WOODRUFF: Educator
and author; b. at New Albany, Ind., Apr. 4, 1825;

d. at Newport, R. I., Apr. 26, 1904. He was gradu-

ated from the College of New Jersey, 1844; and from

Princeton Theological Seminary, 1847; became pas-

tor at Hempstead, Long Island, 1849; of Second

Chiut;h, Philadelphia, 1850; pnkessor of harmony
of science and revealed religion in the College of New
Jersey, 1866; and, in addition, professor df modem
history, 1871, which professorship he soon resigned.

His appointment to the pn^essorship <£ the har-

mony of science and religion, the first <£ its kind,

was occasioned by the pubb'cation of PhUosophia

Ultima (see below), in which he expounded an

academic scheme of irenical studies for the recon-

ciliation of religion and science. In his lectures and

writings he stood for the restoration of theology, as

a science of religion, to its true philosophical position

in a imiversity system of culture, as distinguished

from the clerical or sectarian system of education,

and the placing of philosophy as an umpire between

science and religion as embracing without invading

their distinct provinces. This view was set forth in

Religion and Science in their Relation to PhUosopky

(New York, 1875). The final philosophy, or science

of sciences to come, is to be reached inductively

from the collective intelligence of men working

through successive generations, PkUosophia Ultima

(Philadelphia, 1861; rev. and enlarged ed., vol. i.,

Historical and Critical Introduction on the Final

Philosophy as Issuing from the Harmony of Science

and Religion; vol. ii., History of the Sciences and the

Logic of the Sciences; vol. iii., Scientific Problemi of

Religion and the Christian Evidences of the Physical

and Psychical Sciences, New York, 1905). As a

Presbyterian he was an earnest advocate of the

restoration of the Presbyterian prayer-book of

1661 for optional use by ministers and congrega-

tions, and published T?ie Book of Common Prayer as

Amended by the Presbyterian Divines (Philadelphia,

1864), with an appendix entitled Liturgia Expwrgota

(1864). His irenicism also contemplated a church

unity on a liturgical basis, looking toward an ul-

timate organic reunion of Presbyterianismt Con-

gregationalism, and Episcopalianism in what he

termed the American Protestant Catholic Chureh.

His writings on this theme created intense interest:

Essays on Christian Unity{l9&!i)', The Historic Epis-

copate (New York, 1894); The United Church of the

United States (1895); and Church Unity (1896). In

1898 he took orders in the Protestant Episcopal

Church.

SHINAR. See Babtix)nia, I.

SHINTO. See Japan, II., I.

SHIPLEY, ORBY: Roman Catholic; b. sX

Twyford House (9 m. n.e. of Southampton) July

1, 1832. He received his education at Jesus

College, Cambridge (B.A., 1854; M.A., 1857);

entered the ministry of the Church of England, in
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which he remained until 1878| when he was received

into the Roman Catholic Church. He has been a
prolific literary worker, being especially interested in

devotional literature and in religious poetry. Thus
he has edited Luis of Granada's Counsels on Holiness

of Life (London, 1862); J. B. E. Avrillon's Euchar-
isHc MeditaHons for a Month (1862) and AvrilUm on
the Holy Spirit (1866); D. Bourdaloue's Spirittujl

Exercises (1868); A. de Guevara's Mysteries of
Mount Calvary (1868); A. Stafford's Life of the

Blessed Virgin (1869); Ignatius of Loyola's Spiri-

bud Exercises (1870) ; and T. Carre's Stoeet Thoughts

of Jesus and Mary (1889). Of liturgical works he
has edited, among others, Eucharistic Litanies^ from
AnciefU Sources (1860), The Daily Sacrifice (1861),
and The Divine Liturgy (1863), combining these in

one (1868); The LUurgies of 1649 and 1662 (1868);
and The Ritual of the Altar (1870). Li religious poet-
ry he has edited Lyra EuchaHstica (1863); Lyra
Messianica (1864); Lyra Mystica (1865); Annus
Sanctus (1884); and Carmina Mariana (2 vols.,

1893-1902). In the way of collections of essays he
has put forth The Church otid the World (3 vols.,

1866-68); Tracts for the Day (1867); A Glossary of
Ecclesiastical Terms (1872); Ecclesiastical Reform
(1873); Studies in Modem Problems (1874); and
Truthfulness and Ritualism (1879--80). Independ-
^itly he has published Six Short Sermons on Sin
(1867); Four Cardinal Virtues (1871); Secular

Judgments in Spiritual Matters (1871); A Theory
about Sin in Relation to Some Fads of Daily Life

(1875); and Principles of the Faith (1879).

SHIPP, ALBERT MICAJAH: Methodist Epis-
copal (South); b. in Stokes County, N. C, Jan. 15,

1819; d. at his home in Marlboro Coimty, S. C, near
Cheraw, Jime 27, 1887. He was graduated from
the University of North Carolina, 1840; entered the
ministry, 1841; became president of Greenborough
Female College, N. C, 1847 ;

professor of history and
French in the University of North Carolina, 1849;
president of Woflford College, Spartanburg Court-
House, S. C, 1859; professor of exegetical and
Biblical theology in Vanderbilt University, Nashville,

Tenn., 1874; and dean of the theological faculty, and
vice-chancellor of the imiversity, 1882. He origi-

nated the policy of Biblical chairs for teaching the
Bible to the whole body of students in all Methodist
institutions of learning, and was one of the first

advocates of Biblical institutes for the education
of preachers for the Methodist Episcopal Church
(South). He wrote The History of Methodism in

South Carolina (Nashville, 1882).

SHISHAK. See Egypt, L 3, { 3; Jeroboam;
and Rehoboam.

SHORE, THOMAS TEI6NM0UTH: Church of

England; b. at Dublin Dec. 28, 1841. He was
educated at Trinity College, Dublin (B.A., 1861),

and was ordered deacon in 1865 and ordained priest

in 1866. He was curate of St. Jude's, CJhelsea (1865-

1867), St. Paul's, Kensington (1867-69), and St.

Peter's, Vere Street, London (1869-70), and in-

cumbent of St. Mildred's, Lee (1870-73), and of

Berkeley Chapel, Mayfair, Ix)ndon (1873-90).

Since 1901 he has been canon of Worcester Cathedral.
He wai honorary chaplain to the Queen in 1878-81

and chaplain in ordinary in 1881-1901, and since

1901 he has been chaplain in ordinary to the king.

He was religious instructor to the three daughters
of King Edward VII. In theology he is a Broad
churchman of the type of Maurice (whose curate he
was at St. Peter's) and Kingsley. He has written

Some Difficulties of Belief (London, 1877); The Life

of the World to Come (1878); St. George for England
(1882); Worcester Cathedral (IS99); &nd Auricular

Confession and the Church of England (1899), besides

preparing the volume on I Corinthiaos for Bishop
Ellicott's Commentary (1883) and on Prayer for the
series of Helps to Belief (1886), of which he is the
editor.

SHORTHAND AND CHURCH HISTORY. See
Stenography.

SHOWBREAD. See Templb.

SHUCKFORD, SAMUEL: Church of England;
b. at Norwich about 1694; d. at London July 14,

1754. He was educated at Caius College, Cambridge
(B.A., 1716; M.A., 1720); was curate of Shelton,

Norfolk, 1722-46; prebendary of Canterbiuy, from
1738; and rector of AUhallows, Lombard Street,

London. He was the author of the famous work.
The Sacred and Profane History of the World Con-
nected from the Creation of the World to the Dissolur

tion of ike Assyrian Empire at the Death of Sardanor
palus, and to the Declension of the Kingdoms ofJudah
and Israel under the Reigns of Ahaz and Pekah (2

vols., 1727; rev. ed. by J. T. Wheeler, 2 vols., Lon-
don, 1858). This was intended to supplement Himi-
phrey Prideaux's Connection^ but was filnished only

to the death of Joshua.

Bibleoorapht: DNB, lii. 168, where refereaoes are given
to scattered notices.

SHUEY, shQ'i, WILLIAM JOHN: United Breth-
ren in Christ; b. at Miamisburg, O., Feb. 9, 1827.

He was educated at the academy, Springfield, O.;

was pastor at Lewisbiu^, O., 1849-51, Cincinnati,

1851-59; Dayton, O., 1860-62; presidmg elder,

1862-64; and a member of the publishing house at

Dayton, O., 1864-97, retiring in the last-named year.

In 1855 he was engaged in the planting of a mission

near Freetown, Sierra Leone, on the West CJoast of

Africa.

SHXJSHAll: The Biblical name for the place

now known as Sus or Shush in southwest Persia,

anciently the capital of Elam, east of Babylonia.

The Septuagint form of the name is Sousa, agreeing

with the ordinary name Susa, Elamitic Shushun^

Ass3rr. Shushan. The Greeks called the country of

which it is the capital Susiana, and in the time of

Herodotus (Rawlinson's HerodotuSf i. 679, New
York, 1875) it was called Kissia. Descendants, ap-

parently of the inhabitants of Shushan, who had
been transported to Samaria by the Ass3rrian king,

are spoken of as Susanchites (Ezra iv. 19). The
city is said to have been situated either on the river

Ulffius (Dan. viii. 2; cf. Pliny vi. 27) or the Choaspes

or Kherka (Herodotus, v. 49). Disputes about the

location with reference to these rivers would prob-

ably be solved were the canal system: of the early

period well known. The Choaspes forked twenty
miles above Susa, but connecting canals probably
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ran so as to make reconcilable the variant accounts

of its location. The ruins which mark the site are

located in 49'' 48' east longitude and 32<' KT north

latitude.

Mention of the city possibly appears as early as

c. 2400 B.C. under the name Sas, Sisa, or Susun
(probably meaning '* the old '' city, which suggests

that it was already a place of considerable antiq-

uity). In 2275 (if the report of Asshurbanipal be
accepted) its king Kudur-nan^undi invaded Baby-
lon and carried away from Erech a statue of the

goddess Nana (Ishtar; see Babylonia, VI., 1, { 1).

In the period of their era of conquests the Assyrians

repeatedly invaded Elam, and about 640 Asshur-

banipal captured the city, recovered the image
which (as he says) was carried away 1,635 years

earlier, removed an immense treasure, and trans-

planted some of the people to Samaria. Under the

Persian rule it became the winter residence, per-

haps the chief capital, of the Achemenides (cf.

Xenophon, Cyropadia^ VIII., vi. 22; Herodotus,

iii. 30, 65, 70). The plot of the book of Esther is

laid there in this period, and the story implies the

presence of large numbers of Jews. Alexander took
the city in 330, and is said to have foimd gold and
silver amounting in value to sixty million dollars,

together with great treasures in art, including the

Praxitelean bronze statues of Harmodius and Aris-

togiton, liberators of Athens. Under the Seleucidse

(q.v.) the city lost importance, which it regained to

some extent during the later reigns of the Arsacidse

down to 226 a.d. Then it declined, and was taken

by the Mohammedans in 640. It practically disap-

peared from history after this and was heard of only

at intervals.

The era of exploration was opened by W. K.
Loftus in 1852, when trenches were dug, trilingual

inscriptions of Artaxerxes Mnemon found at the

base of certain columns bearing the names of three

kings named Artaxerxes, and of Darius, as well as

the divine names AhiuWazda, Anaitis, and Mithra.

Marcel Dieulafoy in 1885 was enabled to reopen
excavations there through the aid of a French physi-

cian at the Persian court and under the protection

of the French government. This series of explora-

tion resulted in the imcovering of part of the palace

and other structures, and in settling the topograph-
ical details of the city. Other results were the re-

covery of features of art and architecture of great

beauty and uniqueness, including the pillars with
capitals of bulls' heads, three great porticoes and
the hall of columns, the frieze of lions, and that of

archers now in the Louvre. The still later explora-

tion under J. de Morgan resulted (1901-02) in the

discovery of the now famous Code of Hanimurabi
(see Hammurabi and his Code).

Bibuoorapht: W. K. Loftus, Trav^t and Re»Mrche9 in
Chaldea and Suaiana, pp. 343 aqq., London and New York,
1857; F. Delitssch, Wo lag daa Paradie$r Leipeic. 1881;
Mme. Jane Dieulafoy, La Perse, la Chaldie, el le Sutiane,
Paris, 1887; M. Dieulafoy. UAH antique de la Perae, Paris.

1889; idem, VAcropoU de la Suae, ib. 1800; J. F. Mo-
Curdy. Hialory, Prophecy and the Monwnenta, i. 125-126,
ii. 371-372, 385, New Yoric. 1896; J. de Morgan, DeUga-
Hon en Perae, vol. ii.. Paris. 1001: B. T. Evetts, New
Liaht on the Bible and the Holy Land, chap, ix.. New
York, n. d.; and Rawlinaon's Herodotua (consult the
Index).

SIAM AND LAOS: The kingdom of Siam indudes

an irregular stretch of territory in southeastern Asis,

bounded by British Burma on the west, the French

colonies of Cambodia, Anam, and Tooldng on the

northeast, and eztencUng through more thim half of

the Bialay peninsula to the south. The area is esti-

mated at about 195,000 square miles, and the gen-

eral physical features of the country include a rough

uplimd in the north and two river valleys between

high mountain ranges extending toward the south.

The rainfall is abundant, and in their lower por-

tions the rivers traverse immense alluvial plaiDS

which are to a considerable degree overflowed during

a portion of the year, resulting in great fertility of

the soil. The streams are only measurably navi^le
inasmuch as they are frequently broken by n^xids.

The climate is tropical, though less tonid than that

of South India, and the year is divided into two

seasons of about equal length, the rainy season ex-

^nding from May to October, and the dry season

covering the rest of the year.

The population is estimated at about 6,686,846,

and belongs chiefly to the Shan race, about 1,000,000

being Chinese, Burmese, and others. The Shan pop-

ulation again is divided between the Siamese, oc-

cupying the southern portion ol the kingdom, and

the Laos, who are found in the north or hill country.

The Siamese are the more polished and agreeable in

manners, the Laos the more uncultured, but more

sturdy and virile. The government is an abeohtte

monarchy, although under the late king, Chubp
longkom, it became noted for its liberality and

sympathy with aggressive modem improvemoits.

Like other Asiatic countries, Siam has suffered from

the aggression of European powers. The western

coast was surrendered to the Burmese and subse-

quently to England. The French colonies on the

east encroached gradually upon the territory of the

Mekong river imtil it became a question whether

the kixigdom would continue intact. At present the

entire kingdom is practically divided up between

England and France, in so-caUed spheres of in-

fluence, England holding the general c<mtrol of the

northern Malay peninsula of the territory bordering

on Burma, while France claims a corresponding in-

fluence along the whole valley of the Mekong.
There are few cities of importance, Bankok, the

capital, being practically the only one widdy known.

The dominant religion, especially in the southern

section, is Buddhism, and it is claimed to be the pur-

est form of that faith except perhaps that in Ceykn.

In no other country is it so completely identified

with the life of the people. There is scarcely a

family but is represented by at least one mendier

in the priesthood, and not only its oeremonies but

the social life and pleasures are under the control or

auspices of the temples, while monasteries and

pagodas with their vast number of priests are in evi-

dence on every hand. Li a measurable degree

throughout Siam proper, and especially in the hill

coimtry to the north, demon worship is prevalent, a

form of the Shamanism which is found throufjiQUt

Asia and Africa. While brutal, especially in its ter-

rifying power and in its relation to disease, it is not

as fatal to vigor of life and thought as the Buddhism

of the southern portion, and is more easily overoooe
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by Christian influences, particularly as they i^
proach it through the medium of medical aid.

The first missionary effort in Siam was in 1828,

when Dr. Earl Friedrich August Gutzlaff (d. 1851) of

the Netherlands Missionary Society visited Bankok
with the special purpose of seeking an entrance to

China. Through his representations, David Abeel of

the American Board came to that city in 1830, but
the first effective work was done by Dr. Daniel

Beach Bradley, Rev. Jesse Caswell of the American
Board, and Rev. William Dean of the American
Baptist Missionary Union. Dean's work, chiefly

among the Chinese, Dr. Bradley's medical work, and
particularly the influence of Mr. Caswell, who was
appointed by the king as tutor of his son, the late

king of Siam, laid the foundation of the successful

labors of succeeding years when the Presbsrterian

Board in 1848 enter^ the coimtry and the American
Board withdrew, preferring to put its strength into

other fields. The early work was not productive of

specific results, and it was not until 1859 that the
first convert was baptized. Three years later a new
station was opened to the south at Petchaburee,
and shortly after a tour of exploration into the Laos
states resulted in the establishment, in 1867, of

mission work at Chieng Mai on the river MeFIng,
about 500 miles north of Bankok. From the be-

ginning this work gave promise of great success, and
numerous stations have been established. Medical

work was begim in 1875, and three years later a
boarding-school for girls was opened, and one for

boys in 1888. As the work among the distinctively

Siamese Laos tribes has progressed, there has come
to be a feeling that through them the Shan tribes to

the east and north might probably be reached.

Under French law no missionary effort can be car-

ried on in the province of Tonking, but the members
of the Laos churches, as they cross the border for

business, are constantly coming into relations with

the people and are carrying the Gospel in much
the same way as the Christians did in the first cen-

tury. Of late years the work in Siam proper has

taken a new start and has met with greater success.

A considerable amount of shore work is done by
means of a vessel that touches at the different ports

on the extended coast line, and from these points

into the interior the influences are rapidly spreading.

One peculiarity of the mission work in this king-

dom is that it is entirely under the care of one or-

ganization, the Board of Foreign Missions of the

Presbyterian Church in the United States of Amer-
ica. There is thus not only a unity which is lacking

in other fields, but a freedom from intervention and
diaintf^yating influences. The statistics of the work
for the year 1908-09 are as follows: Siam: Stations,

7; missionaries, 37 (10 ordained, 6 medical, 1 lay,

14 married women, 6 single women) ; native helpers,

41 (1 ordained preacher); churches, 9; commimi-
cants, 580; schools, 8; pupils, 660; in Sunday-
schools, 805; contributions, $24,225. Laos: stations,

5; missionaries, 47 (16 ordained, 7 medical, 20 mar-
ried women, 4 single women); native helpers, 92

(5 ordained preachers); churches, 18; communi-
cants, 3,494; schools, 27; pupils, 781; in Sunday-
schools, 2,843; contributions (incomplete), $11,369.

Total: stations, 12; missionaries, 84; native helpers,

133; churches, 27; communicants, 4,074; schools,

35; pupils, 1,441; in Sunday-schools, 3,648; con-
tributions, $35,594. Edwin M. Buss.
Modem exploration shows that the Shan race has

spread in China in the province of Yunnan north-
ward as far as 25*^ north latitude, westward as far as
the Selwin River, and as far eastward as the prov-
ince of Kwantung. So that over an area of 400,000
square miles the predominant element of the pop-
ulation is Laos. This involves the fact that on a
most conservative estimate five millions of Laos are
living in southern China, and raises the total of the
race to about twelve millions using the Laos lan-

guage. This fact is of importance for the diffusion

of Christian literature in that tongue.

Bzbuoorapbt: E. Young* The Kingdom of the YMow Robe:
Sketchee of the domeetic and rdigume RUee of the Siameee,
London, 1898; P. A. Thompson. Lotua Land; Account of
the Country and the People of Southern Siam, ib. 1906;
C. Qutslaff, AuafUhrlicher Bericht von eeinem dreijohrigen
AufenthaU in Siam, Elbeifeld, 1838; J. B. PaUesoiz,
Deecription du royaume Thai ou Siam, 2 vols., Paris, 1854;
Sir John Bowring, Kingdom and People of Siam, 2 vols.,

London, 1867; Mrs. F. R. Feudge, Eaatem Side; or, mts-
eionary Life in Siam, Philadelphia, 1871; B. Taylor,
Siam, New York, 1881; Siam and Laoe ae Seen by our
American Mieeionariee, Philadelphia, 1884; A. R. Col-
q^ihoxm. Among the Shane, "London, 1885; Miss M. L. Ck>rt,

Siam, New York, 1886; H. W. Smith. Five Yeare in Siam,
1891-06, 2 vols., ib. 1898; J. G. D. CampbeU, ^iam in
the tOth Century, London, 1902; Lillian J. Curtis, Laoe of
North Siam, Philadelphia, 1903; A. Wright and O. T.
Breakspear, Twentieth Century Impreseione of Siam. Ite

Hietory, People, Commerce, Induetriee and Reeourcee,

London, 1909; J. H. Freeman, An Oriental Land of the

Free; or Life and Mieeion Work among the Laoe of Siam,
Burma, China, and Indo China, Philadelphia, 1910; P. A.
Thompson, Siavfi; €m Account of the Country and the Peo^

pie, Boston, 1911.

SIBBES^sibs (SIBBS,'SIBS), RICHARD: Puri-

tan; b. at Tostock (33 m. e. of Cambridge), Suffolk,

1577; d. at Gray's Inn, London, July 5, 1635. He
was successively student and fellow of St. John's

College, and lecturer of Trinity Church, Cambridge
(BA., 1599; M.A., 1602; B.D., 1610); preacher of

Gray's Inn, London, 1617-26; master of Catharine
Hall, Cambridge, from 1626; and perpetual curate

of Holy Trinity, Cambridge, from 1633. His best-

known works are, The Bruised Reede and Smoaking
Flax (London, 1630), to which Richard Baxter owed
his conversion; The SottT8 Conflict (ieS5); The Re-
turning Backslider (1639); and A Learned Comr
mentary upon the First Chapter of the Second Epistle

of St. Paid to the CorinthianSf ed. Thomas Manton
(1655). His literary activity was, however, much
more extensive than this, thirty-three titles of books
and sermons being known. His Complete Works
were published with memoir by A. B. Grosart (6

vols., 1862-63).

Bibxjoorapht: Besides the principal memoir by Orosait,

the reader may consult the Life by E. lliddleton, in 9th
ed. of The Bruised Reede, London, 1808; that in a new
ed. of Sibbes's Divine Meditations, Newport, 1799 (ed.

G. Burder); and one by B. Clarke in The Soules Confliet,

Glasgow, 1768. Also: T. Fuller. Hist, of the Worthies of

England, ed. J. Fuller, 4 parts, London. 1662; Samuel
aark. Lives of Thirty-two English Divines, 3d ed.. ib. 1670;

B. Brooke, Lives of the Puritans, ii. 416 sqq., ib. 1813;

DNB, lii. 182-184.

SIBEL, soi'bel, KASPAR: Dutch Reformed;

b. at Unterbarmen (a part of Barmen, 26 m. n. of
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Cologne) June 9, 1590; d. at Deventer, HoUandi
Jan. 1, 1658. He was educated at Herbom, Siegen,

and Leyden, and, after preaching to various congre-

gations, was called, in 1609, to be minister of the
churches of Randerath and Geilenkirchen in the
principality of jQiich, the oversight of the church at
Linnich soon being added to his duties. Sibel met
with extraordinary success at Randerath, where he
labored exposed to considerable personal peril from
the attempts of Roman Catholics to regain their

position. He was a delegate to the Reformed con-
vention at Dttren (Aug. 17, 1610) to organise the
first general synod of the lower Rhine (see Re-
formed [Dutch] Church) ; and later was deputized
to attend the other synods. He accepted in 1611 a
call to jQlich, where, in addition to his regular

duties, he had to minister to the Protestants in the
surrounding district, while during an outbreak of the
plague he proved himself a true pastor in the face

of death. In 1617, on his return from a journey to
Holland, he accepted a call to Deventer, especially

as he realized that the strife then raging in jQlich-

Cleve-Berg was but the prelude to the long civil war
which was to devastate Germany. At Deventer he
found himself in his element, and his influence

quickly spread beyond the limits of the city. He
took part in the preparations for the Synod of Dort,

to which he was a deputy; and at his instance the
estates of Overyssel approved the canons of Dort
and rejected the five Arminian articles. Still more
important was his activity as a member of the

committee for the new Dutch translation of the
Bible proposed by the Synod of Dort. As one of

the revisers, he was chosen vice-secretary of the
board of revision, which sat for eleven months in

Leyden, and for three years he essentially furthered

the work. He was active also in providing capable
teachers for the school in Deventer, but at the
same time maintained close relations with his na-
tive country, inducing the states general to threaten
reprisals against any interference with Protestant
services in jQlich-Berg, and otherwise aiding his

coreligionists.

In 1647 a stroke of apoplexy forced Sibel to retire

from active life. As a preacher he enjoyed high
reputation, being known as the Chrysostom of his

locality, and his sermons up to 1644 were collected

under the title of Caspari Sibelii opera theologica (5
parts, Amsterdam, 1644). In homiletics, while he
paid due regard to form and arrangement, he was
especially concerned with the subject matter. He
was also much given to exposition of a passage in

a sermon series. Among his other works, special

mention may be made of his Meditaiiones cote-

cheticcB (4 parts, Amsterdam, 1646-50) and of his

autobiographical Historica narratio de ctirricxdo

totius vita et peregnnaiionis mea, of which two manu-
script volumes are preserved in the Deventer library

(the part before 1609 ed. L. Scheibe, in Festschrift

nir Feier des dreihundertjdhrigen Bestehens der . . .

laieiniscken Schide zu Elberfeld, Elberfeld, 1893).

(Eduard Simons.)
Bibuoorapht: Besides the autobiographical Hiatoriea

narratio, ut sup., consult ADB, vol. xxxiv.: ZeiUehrift des
Berg. OemAicfUavereina, vol. xxviii (by W. Hariess, on El"
berfelder Kirchen) and also vol. iv (by Bouterwek, oq Dte
"B^ormation in Wupperthal),

SIBYL, SIBYLUNB BOOKS.

The Qieek Sibyls (| 1).

Lists of Sibyls (f 2).

Jewish-Christian Sibylline Wiitinci (| D,
Book iu. (f 4).

Use of Older Material (| 6).

Introduction to Book iiL (| 0).

Books L-iL (| 7).

Books iv., .. viii. (f 8).

Books vi., vii., xi.-xiv. (| 9).

Other OoUections (f 10).

Among the productions of late Jewish and earfy

Christian literature the Sibylline Oracles have

special interest because of their manifold relations

with the Roman-Greek system of oracles. The sibyw

of Greek and Roman antiquity were prophete^es

who, now here, now there, uttered that

1, The denunciatory predictions, of which

Greek what remains, however, is but the

Sibyls, dying echoes of the former acUvity.

There were possibly in Greece in ihe

eighth and seventh centuries B.C. Cassandra-like

figures uttering from city to city their dread proph-

ecies to the terror of men; the hcHne of this art seems

to have been Asia Minor, the earliest reports im-

plying Erythrea and Samos as the centers. Later

reports know of a Delphian sibyl, a sister of Apollo

named Artemis. In Rome the sibyl came only at the

end of the regal period from the Greek colonies

of southern Italy. The oriental sibyls bec<»ne known

first after Alexander, mainly in Asia Minor, where

East and West met and women's part in religion was

prominent. But all knowledge of these characters

is dim and vague; they appear as prophetesses, not

as personahties, and gave their name to a huge

pseudonymous literature in the apocalyptic period

of Jewish development.

The earliest writer to give the names of a series of

sibyls is Heraclides Ponticus (cited by Qement of

Alexandria, Strom. ^ I., ind.,ANFy iL 325), who speab

of a Phrygian-Delphian sibyl Artemis

a. Lists and a Heraclean called Herophile.

of Sibyls. I^ater the list c^ sibyls grows, and they

are known at Delphi, Erythrea, Sardis,

and Cumse, while Clement of Alexandria (utsup.)

speaks of an Egyptian and a Roman sibyl; Suidas

knows of nine; Varro notes ten: a Persian, a

Libyan, a Delphian, a (Hmmerian (in Italy), the

Erythrean, the Samian, the CHunaean (Amalthea),

the Hellespontian, the Phrygian, and the Tiburtine

named Albunea. To this Varronian catalogue Uiere

are a number of witnesses, e.g., Lactantius (Insti-

tutesy I., vi., ANF, vii. 15-16; worth consulting) and

Isidore of Seville (in his Originum . . . libriy VIII.,

viii.), as well as a series of later authorities. Some

of the lists contain variations, however, notably that

by an anonymous writer who composed an introduc-

tion to the collection of the Jewish-Christian Sibyl-

line Books (i.-viii,) and that in a series of excerpts

of the fifth century known as the ''Tobingm

Theosophy." The report of Pausanias regarding

the sibyls (X., xii.) has especial interest, represent^

mg an attempt to reduce the number of these proph-

etesses to four, via., the Libyan, Herophile (to

whom he refers all reports regarding the Greek

sibyls), the Cumsean whom he names Demaand
the Hebrew-Babylonian-Egyptian whom he
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Sabbe. But of all those mentioned in these listA,

most of whom are hardly anjrthing more than
litenuy fictions, the oldest and best attested is the

Erythiean, for whose existence Varro cites the testi-

mony of the chronographer ApoUodorus. The
grotto of the sibyl mentioned by Pausanias was re-

discovered in 1891, in which an inscription dealing

with the sibyl tells of her wonderful birth, of her
delivery of oracles immediately thereafter, and of

her age as already 900 years. Eusebius in his

Chronicle places her appearance in the ninth olym-
piad; an old tradition b known which places her

origin in the eighth pre-Christian century. Next to

her the sibyl of Samos is best attested, according to

Varro, by Eratosthenes, who found mention of her

in the Samian annals, while Eusebius places her in

the first year of the seventeenth olympiad (711 B.C.).

According to early testimony the Cumsean sibyl was,

80 to speak, a branch of theErythrean; and this

is supported by the name given in the Varro-Lac-

tantius list (ut sup.). Belief in the Cumsean sibyl at

Rome goes back to the end of the kingly period,

when her oracles had importance for the State.

After the destruction of the collection of oracles by
the bmning of the temple of Jupiter in 83 B.C., a
new collection was sought, particularly from Ery-
threa. The author of the Pseudo-Justinian Cohor-

taHo (chap, xxxvii.) has left an interesting descrip-

tion of the grotto of the Cumsan sibyl, who was
identified with the river and oracle deity Carmenta.
Another sibyl had her sanctuary near the Tiber

on the Anioy and under her proper name of Albimea
was called the Tiburtine sibyl. Concerning the

Babylonian sibyl Pausanias reports (X., xii.) that

tiiere was a "Hebrew " sibyl named Sabbe, daughter
of Berosus and Erymanthe. The CohorUUio (x.)

identifies her with the Cumsean prophetess. Moses
of Chorene (q.v. ; in Hiatorioe Armeniaca, i. 5) speaks

of a more highly credited Berosian sibyl; the Ver-

ronian catalogue mentions a Persian prophetess of

whom Nicanor, Alexander's biographer, speaks;

later reports seem to regard these as the same, and
the original source of Varro probably rightly

brought together the three—Babylonian, Persian,

and the Hebrew, the last the daughter of Noah

—

and the process of shortening the list went on in the

anonymous introduction to the Sibylline Books
abeady named and in the "TQbingen Theosophy."
The age of the foimdation of these reports is not sure,

but they may go back to Alexander Polyhistor

(early in the first century B.C.). The so-called

Babylonian sibyl in these notices is no other than
the assumed Hebrew sibyl; but this does not ac-

count for her name, Sambethe or Sabbe, nor for the

report that she was the daughter of Berosus, nor
for her designation as Babylonian. An inscription

On C/G, 3509) seems to refer to an oracle-sanctuary

of the Chaldean Sambethe. If a Chaldean (Baby-
lonian) Sambethe-eanctuary is proved, the tradition

of such a sibyl seems to have history behind it;

such a prophetess would natiutkUy be Hellenistic

and would write in Greek, and would not unnaturally

be connected with Berosus the historian.

This was the ground in which grew the crop of

Jewish sibylline poetry. In Egypt began the great

Jewish diaspOTa mission; there the Jews appro-

priated Greek cultiu^, philosophy, and the forms
of Greek literature, and sought through them to

recommend Jewish culture to the Greeks. Jewish
chronographers attempted to show a

3- Jewish- greater antiquity for their race; Jews
Cluristian first sought and then fabricated tosti-

Sibylline mony of Greeks to prove the latter in-

Writings. debted to Moses for the best of their

wisdom, and used the sibylline litera-

ture as a means, putting in the sibyl's mouth utter-

ances regarding the Jewish people, the Jewish deity,

the conversion of the gentiles, and the coming golden
age. And the Christians imitated them, but with
less success. The Church Fathers accepted these

writings at their face value (so Justin, Athenagoras,
Theophilus, Clement of Alexandria, Lactantius,

and Augustine). With the downfall of heathendom,
these were less used, but were still employed till late

in the Middle Ages. The most of this literature was
collected by diligent hands and has survived, and
into it a sort of imity has been worked. Two or

three groups of collections stand out, presenting

types of text. One group (designated as ^) con-

sists of books i.-viii. 485; a second ("¥) has viii.

and i.-vii.; a third (0) has vi., vii. 1, viii. 218-428
niunbered ix., iv. numbered x., and then xi.-xiv.,

the whole a continuation of the existing collection of

eight books. The date of these collections is prob-
ably between the beginning of the fourth and the

middle of the fifth century. Of printed editions the
older ones may be mentioned—^Xy^tus Betuleius

(1545), S. Castalio (1555), Opsopoeus (1599), Gal-

keus (1689), Gallandi (Bibliotheca veterum pairunif

vol. i., Venice, 1788), and Friedlieb (Leipsic, 1852).

Of abiding value is the great edition of C. Alexandre
(Oractda sibyUina, 2 vols., Paris, 1841-56); A.
Rzach's Oractda sibyllina (Vienna, 1891) uses the

manuscripts for amodem reconstruction of the text;

but much better is J. Geffcken's edition (Leipsic,

1902).

Of all these writings the oldest, most important,

and richest in contents is iii. 97-829, falling into three

divisions, 97-294, 295-488, 489-795 (796-829 being

merely concluding remarks) . The first deals with the

building of the tower of Babel, the wars of the sons

of Saturn and the Titans, a brief review of world
history, prediction of the Solomonic

4. Book iiL reahn till the emergence of the Romans,
and the seventh king of Egypt, and a

noteworthy description of Israel from Moses till

the return from exile. The second part is a series of

oracles on the nations: Babylon, Egypt, Ethiopia,

Libya, the West, a niunber of cities, Macedonia,

Asia, Phrygia, Iliiun (and a polemic against Homer)

;

then a cento of mingled predictions. The third

contains a preaching of repentance to the Greeks
humiliated by the Romans, the story of the coming
fortunes of the Jews, judgment to come on the outer

world, the Messianic khigdom and the vain war
against it, preaching of repentance again, and a pic-

ture of the future blessedness. Three times the

seventh kingdom (king) of Egypt appears (192-193,

314-318, 608-615), construed as referring to Ptolemy
VII. Physcon, and doubt is expressed whether this

is to be dated 170-164 or 145-117; many date the

book c. 140 B.C. But account must be taken of the
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poBsibility of the inclusion of earlier pieces, the

correct apprehension of which makes possible an-

other dating, dependent upon a different interpreta-

tion of certain intruded parts. But at any rate,

this part must have arisen in the Maccabean period,

for the condition described is that of the independent
Jewish state while the preaching is directed against

the Romans who have subjected Hellenism. Yet
a late part of the Briaccabean time is indicated, since

470 sqq. points to Sulla and his Asian campaign, and
350 sqq. deals with the war against Mithridates c.

88 B.C., quoting an oracle on the affair. Since the

author usee these documents, he must have written

after 88 B.C., probably in the time of Queen Alexan-
dra. He worked, as did the apocalyptical writers,

only in part with his own material, for the most part

taldng over existing matter. Probably his own
composition is to be found in iii. 211-294, which
describes the Jewish people, of which 271-272
especiaUy fits the Jewish diaspora ci Alexandra's

period. This part is, however, closely related to

the passage 520-705, which accordingly also may be
regarded as the Jewish writer's own. Whether the

sermon to the Greeks belongs here is doubtful, as it

fits equally well with the times of Sulla and of the

Mithridatic war, the one indication of a later date
being its advanced eschatology. Probably to the

same author are to be ascribed lines 162-166, 194-

210, 295-336, 489-519—all of them introductions to

longer sections, — and with some probability the

entire conclusion; also in general 15&-166, 196-294,

489-795 except 608-615.

lliere are also older pieces from the time of

Ptolemy VTI. worked into the composition of the

whole-H50 167-195, 314-318, 608-615. This writer

has also taken into his work a series of heathen
oracles, a process which he deemed suitable to im-
press Uie non-Jewish world. There is express testi-

mony from heathen sources (Varro,

5. Uie of Bocchus, and Pausanias) to a tradition

Older that the Erythrean (Delphian) sibyl

ICateriaL foretold the fall of Ilium and charged
Homer with lies and plagiarism of her

verses (cf. iii. 414-432 of the present collection) ; the

preceding oracle concerning Phrygia makes the im-
pression of being derived from a heathen source, as

does 381-387, there being testimony that the Persian

(Chaldean) sibyl spoke concerning Alexander; simi-

larly the oracle against Rome (350 sqq.) is not in the

style of the present writer, but is heathen and of great

political interest; so the early sibylline characteris-

tics shine out of lines 337-349, 433-438. In these

passages oracles of various heathen sources seem to

have been collected and arranged in artistic fashion.

Such a borrowing appears in the early part of this

book—105-154 is imnustakably gentile; inLactan-
tius (InatihUes, I., xiv. 2) there is a parallel to the

Euhemeristic turn of thought in the conflict between
the Kronides and Titans. But this passage is in close

connection with that concerning the tower of Babel,

and the speaker as sibyl identifies herself with the

older sibyl (iii. 809 sqq.) ; it would be expected al-

most that this speaker would use earlier prophecies;

and Alexander Polyhistor (Eusebius, Chronicorif I.,

xxiii.), Josephus (Ant., I., iv. 3), and Abyd^us
(Eusebius, Chronicon^ I., xxxiii.-xxxiv.) dte an

oracle in heathen fonn on this subject. The origiDal

sibyl may have derived the story fron Hebrew
tradition or from folklore. This book then seems to

come from the time c^ Queen Alexandra, and uses

older fragments of Jewish origin, and of heathen

origin from the Erythrean and other Greek oracles.

The lines 211-294 and 520-795 are valuable for the

religious situation at the end of t^e Maccabean

period.

In iii. 1-95 two hands are apparent, 46-62 and

63-92 showing distinct differences. The first be-

longs in the period of the first triumvirate, according

to the usual dating; but in 46-50 a Christian seems

to speak. With 46-62 may possible be placed 1-45,

a Christian editing of c. 70 a.d. Tht

6. Intro- passage 63-92 is more difficult to date,

duction to but may belong to c. 25 B.C., since Se-

Book ilL baste is to be the source of Antichrist.

But it might refer to Simon Magus, and

so be as late as the second half of the first o^tury.

The mention of the widow has been especially piu-

xling, since it can no longer be taken to mean Cleo-

patra. The first and second books must be taken in-

to account in fixing the date; they were the fint to

assume a imity and then to form two books; this

appears in tlie manuscripts of #, which call books I

and ii. ''the first 2oj^," of which book iiL was " the

second." Books i.-ii. are outlined in i. 1-323, and

were to set forth the fortune oi the world in ten

families, of which only seven appear, the last three

being removed in the working over. This pari,

generally recognized as of Jewish origin, was sep-

arated into two parts by an editor of expressly Qirift-

tian character. But the dates iA. these separate

editings are not easy to determine; estimates vaty

from Uie beginning of the Christian era till the third

Christian century, the later dating being based

upon the doubtful datum <^ the existence of the

masciiline caesura. Other indications adduced are

equally elusive. The ruin predicted in the third book

at the beginning agrees with the origin of the basal

writing of books i.-il. Book i. handles the theme

which in all probability was treated in the part

broken off when iii. was added—vis., creation and

the flood; in i. there are echoes of the Babylonian

version of the flood (lines 230-260), showing that the

report of the flood from book i. was once at least in

book iii., and, like iii. 96-154, depended upon the

Babylonian Sambethe. The manuscripts indicate

1,034 lines for book iii., of which only 829 (895) are

extant, an indication ^diich shows the extent of the

piece broken off from the beginning of book iii.

It is probable that iii. 46-62 and 63-92 were

introduced subsequent to the compilation of the rest

of the book; if then 46-92 belongs to the period c.

70 A.D., the destruction of the beginning of book iii

and the rise of the basis of books i.-ii. are prior to

that date. The section ii. 167-176 is a

7. Books part of the Christian redaction, in

L-iL which the theme is the return of the

twelve tribes from the East to take

vengeance upon the " A8S3rrian prince." Hiis theme

is a favorite in the late Jewish apocalyptic writingSf

as in rV Esdras, the Syriac Baruch, and other

writings dating from the end of the first CSiristiao

century into the third century. Inthisthird-oentaiy
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i^Iogetic the prediction of the Antichrist Beliar is

prominent. The " Assyrian prince '* who persecuted

the Jews can scarcely be any other than Odenatus,
king of Pahnyra, against whom the predictions of

book xiiL are directed, who also in the Apocalypse
of Elias appears as the chief Antichrist opposed to

Judaism. This places the redaction of books i.-ii.

in the second half of the third century. But iii. 63-

92 is related to ii. 167 sqq., and the editor of book
iL and writer of iii. 63 sqq. must have been the same
person or have belonged to the same environment;

the widow of iii. 77-78 must be Zenobia of Palmyra,

who reigned after Odenatus. To this same environ-

ment belongs book viii., which is a conglomerate of

pieces of varied character. Lines 1-216 are early,

before the death of Marcus Aurelius, the last part

much edited, however; 217-250 is an acrostic (on

the Greek lesous Ckreidos iheou huios soier stavroa),

and is followed by a Christological section 251-323,

and this by a medley, the whole style of which recalls

the editor of books i.-iL, whole series of lines being

repeated from the one in the other, especially as

dealing with the destruction of the world by fire, the

purification by the same means, etc. If the editors

of these parts are not the same, their methods and
the time in which they worked were close together.

Possibly this editor wrote viii. 169-177. The
editor of books i.-ii., the author of iii. 63-92, and
the compiler of book viii. in its present form are

(is) to be placed in the time of Odenatus and Zenobia
or immediately after Zenobia's death.

A second group of connected pieces is composed
of books iv., v., and the oldest part of book viii., and
in situation this group builds around book iv., which
is Jewish. The fact that temple and sacrificial of-

ferings are past (lines 27-28) is explained by the

fact that after the fall of the Temple
8. Books the Jews soon lost the idea <^ sacrifice.

iv., T.y viiL In consequence of the fall of Jerusalem,

the wTiter hates Rome and Italy, and
must have written soon after 79 a.d., and looks for

the return of Nero for revenge on Rome, thus giving

the earliest testimony for the Nero saga. In 49-114

the compiler has used an older and probably Greek
orade—97-98 is attested by Strabo. The ten

families (ut sup.) reappear here, and this section

may be pre-Christian. Toward the end the burning

of the world reappears, with the resurrection of

the dead. Book v. is difficult, though critics agree

that the basis is Jewish, while there is question as

to its origin from one hand. The section 1-51, a
tedious and uninteresting enumeration of the

Roman emperors tiU Hadrian, by its character

demands a different authorship from the rest. Three
sections, 137-178, 214-285, 361-446, seem to be
closely related to each other, and present three

them^—^the returning Nero, threats against Rome,
and the New Jerusalem. A foiurth section is found
in 9S-110, the subject of which is also Nero and his

return. These aU seem to have arisen out of prac-

tically 1^ same situation, and the author's anger

against Rome is roiised by his experience in the

destruction of Hie Temple, while he looks for a New
Jerusalem with its new Temple. The varying char-

acter of the picture of Nero, now human now ghostly,

may oome from the changing moods of the author,

whowas influenced also by the heathen oracles which
he has embodied; he liv^ within a generation after

the fall of Jerusalem. Out of a similar situation (or

the same) arose Rev. xvii.-xviii., xxi. In the rest of

book V. are sayings which betray the Egyptian type.

Especially characteristic is the section 484-510,

which undoubtedly points to the Jewish temple in

Leontopolis (see Leontopolis) ; the conception in

this part, that a great temple is in the future to be
built in Egypt, is intelligible when it is remembered
that the Leontopolis temple stood until 73 a.d.

An Egyptian Jew expected its reconstruction, and
its destruction in the last period before the great

judgment. Whether the remaining pieces, to be
characterized broadly as Egyptian, are by the
author of the Nero pieces is not to be decided cate-

gorically; he may have been the first to incorporate

them in a work, and he may have iifiitated the older

portions. The book looks like the work of one re-

dactor, begim in the reign of Marcus Aurelius, with
interpolations by a Christian. In this same connec-
tion belongs viii.1-216, dealing with the returning

Nero, the author of which was a Christian who wrote
near the end of Marcus Aurelius' reign and took into

his work a number of older sayings, though the form
has in some cases been considerably changed.
Books vi. and vii. belong together. Both are by

Christian authors, but their type is apocryphal or

heretical. Book vi. is anti-Jewish, is written in

praise of the Son of God, is adoptionistic, and
stresses the baptism of Jesus. Its date is doubtful,

but it may have been known to the editor of books
i.-ii. The author of book vii. was

g. Books probably bom a Jew, wrote in imita-

VL, viL, XL- tion of earlier sibylline writers, and
xiv. where he is independent is quite in-

teresting (e.g., 64-95, 118-162). His
Christology is heretical in color, but he adheres to

the logos type of Christology; he may have been a
Jewish-Christian Gnostic, and possibly wrote c. 150
A.D. Books xi.-xiv. have a certain unity. Bookxi.
is the oldest, Jewish in origin, and has been regarded

as edited in the third Christian century, though that

seems too late as his work would have little meaning
for that time. He pictures the age of Cleopatra and
the end of the Egyptian kingdom, but his prophecies

are worthless; more likely he belongs to Augustan
times. Book xii., picturing in quiet narrative the

Roman emperors from Augustus to Alexander
Severus, can not have emanated from a Christian,

but must be by a Jew, loyal to the empire, not
orthodox, but cosmopolitan, living after Alexander
Severus. As an oriental regarding the empire, he is

often interesting in his views. But lines 28-34 must
have been adapted by a Christian who dealt with

the birth of Christ. Book xiii., starting in where xii.

leaves off, is exceedingly interesting. It carries on
the story from Alexander Severus to Gallienus. Pos-

sibly recognizable forms are Gordian I., and III.,

Philip the Arabian and his son, Gallius, .£milius

.£milianus, Aurelian, and Gallienus. Odenatus is the

savior who is bom of the sim, and is the lion who
sla3rs the Persian shepherd and the Roman usurpers.

It has been suspected that the interpolator of book
xii. is the editor of xiii. ; in that case he worked over

xi.-xii. with his own collection. In this time origi-
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nated the Hebrew and probably the basis of the
Coptic Elijah apocal3rp6e, while it was also the period

of the editor of books i., ii., and viii. of Commodian's
Carmen apohgeHcunif and the apocalyptic sayings

of Lactantius (ut sup.). The Christian sibyllist

makes a hero of Odenatus, the Jewish Apocalyptist
makes him an antimessiah. Book xiv. is by an igno-

rant man who essays to give a sketch of Roman
imperial history but is hopelessly confused; pos-

sibly he wrote in the awful times which swept over
Egypt [sic] after the time of the death of Odenatus
and Zenobia, and he was hardly a Jew. His work
is a polemic against evil, rapacious, and godless

kings. The ''holy nation'' of line 360 refers not to

the Jews but to Christians.

Theophilus of Antioch (Ad AtUolycum, ii. 36;
Eng. transl. in ANF, ii. 109) gives two citations

from a beginning of the sibyllhie books which exalt

the true God and chide idolatry. The general view
is that Theophilus has quoted from the early intro-

duction to book iii., but Geffcken (ut

zo. Other sup.) sees in the fragments an elabora-

CoUections. tion of the present introduction to iiL,

and would derive them from an an-
thology from verses devoted to an apologetic pur-

pose, supporting this by the facts that in the follow-

ing chapter Theophilus is dependent upon such a
work and that Gement of Alexandria cites some
verses of this fragment {Strom., V., xiv.), derived

from an anthology (Elter, De gnamologiorum
OrcBcorum hiataria atque origine, Bonn, 1894-95;

imiversity program). There are facts against this

conclusion, however, such as the one that Lactan-
tius must have regarded these verses as belonging to

the proem of book iii. And, in spite of Geffcken's

claim that they are of Christian origin, there is

nothing which goes against a Jewish derivation,

though not from the author of book iii. Under the

name of the Tiburtine sibyl is a confused mass of

sayings from the Middle Ages which has been again

and again subjected to the process of editing. The
development of this body of material has been
worked out well by E. Sackur (StbyUinische Text und
Forachungerif Halle, 1898), the source of the Tibm*-

tine sibyl being traced to a nucleus dating soon
after the death of Constantius I. (361 a.d.). But
a further history is suggested by R. Basset (Les

Apocryphea Hhiopvena, vol. x., LaSagesse de SibyUe,

Paris, 1899), who makes it evident that the material

which he publishes and the Tiburtine sibyl go back
to a common source, dealing with nine ages of the

world. The Arabic-Ethiopian sibyl is known also in

a redaction of the period of Harun al-Rashid.

The basal docimient may go back to the end of the

third century, the period when metrical sibylline

oracles passed over into prose. Even in the Middle
Ages the sibyl remained a popular figure, cf. the

opening lines of the poem Dies ira, dies tOo, solvet

sadum in faviUaf teste David cum SibyUa, On
Byzantine and medieval sibylline literature cf.

F. Hampers, Die deutsche Kaiseridee in Prophetic

und Sage, Munich, 1896. (W. Bousset.)

BiBUOORAPHT. The prindpal texts are noted in S 3 above.
Add. P. Heita 8 ed.. after a MS. of St. QaU. Strasburg,

1903. with EinUituno by W. L. Schreiber; and the Eng.
transL in blank verae by M. S. Terry, New York. 1890.

Foi queetione of introduction and

Bleek. in TheotogiKKe ZnUehnfU i (1819). 120-246. u

(1820), 172-239; G. Besan^on. De VempUii qwt la pha
de rSgUee orUjdUdee aradea eibyUine, Paris, 1851; A. HH-

genfeld. Die iHuHaehe Apokaluptik in ikrer oeaekidUUcken

Bniinekluno, pp. 51-90, Jena, 1857; H. Ewald. Abhand-

lung Hber EnUtehung . , , der atbyUinieehen Bicker, Gdt-

tincen. 1858; J. Langen. Dae Judenthum in PaiUidim

Mur ZeU Chrieti, pp. 109-174. FrelbuiK. 1806; B. Badt,

De oracuiie StbytHnie, Brealau. 1809; idem, Urepnag, In-

halt, ttnd Text dee vierten Bwchee der etbyUiniaAm Orakd,

ib. 1878; H. Dechent. Ueber doe erete, zweiU und dfk

Buck der eibyUiniechen Weieeaoungen, Frankfort, 1873;

M. Vemes, HieL dee idiee meeeianiquee, pp. 43 aqq.. Puis.

1874; J. Dnunmond. Jewieh Meeeiak, pp. 14 sqq., Lon-

don. 1877; A. C. Bang. Voluepii ttnd die tib^limecka

Orakel, Vienna, 1880; A. Bouoh^Leclere. Hid. deUdi-
ffination done FantiquiU. ii. 199-214. Paris, 1880; V. E
Stanton, The Jewieh and the Chrietian Meeeiah, Edis-

btugh. 1880; T. Zahn. in TKW, 1880. pp. 32-45, 77-87;

K. Buresch, Kktroe, Letpsio, 1889; H. Dieb, SQnfiimr

eehe BlAUer, Berlin. 1890; S. A. Hlrsch. in JQR, ii (1890),

400-429; W. J. Deane, Peeudepigrapha, 276 sqq.. Edin-

burgh. 1891; J. E. H. Thompson. Booke which !n^we»ad

owr Lord and hie Apoetlee, pp. 107-100. ib. 1891; E. Fehr.

Studia in oraeula SibyUina, Upeala, 1893; M. Friedlioder.

in REJ, xjdx (1894), 183-190; idem, OeeehiehU der jO-

dischen ApoUnfetik, pp. 31-64. Zurich, 1903; W. Booset.

Der Antichriet, pp. 59-03 et passim. OOttingen. 1895;

idem, in ZNTW, 1902. pp. 23 sqq.; E. Rohde, P^du.

pp. 02-09. 2d ed., Freiburg, 1898; E. Kautssdu Dw
Apokryphen und Peeudepigraphen, ii. 177 sqq.. TObiofea.

1900 (Germ, transl. with introduction and notes); 0.

ZOckler. Die Apokryphen dee A. Te.. pp. 477-484, Mu-

nich, 1901; J. Geffcken. Kompoeiiion und EndAtatg^

geit dee Oraeula SibyUina, Letpeic. 1902; idem, in TV,

viii. 1 (1903) ; £. Oldenburger. De oraetdorwn SibyBiM-

rum eiocuHone, Rostock, 1903; E. Hennecke, HemOnA
der nouteelamenUiehen Apokryphen, pp. 339-350, Tabiar

en, 1904; M. Monteiro. " Ae David and the SUn/le •ov*"

a Sketch of the Sibyle and the Sibyaine Oradee, Loodoa.

1905; A. Rsaoh, Analekta tur Kritik und Exegete der

eibyUiniechen Orakel, Vienna. 1907; J. Schleiper. DU
EreAhlung der SibyUe. Eine Apoeryphieche, nock dm
karachunieehen, arabiechen und iUhiopiochen HandaehrifiM

Bu London, ib. 1908; SchOrer. Oeachichte, iii. 421-45a

Eng. transl., U., iii. 271-291 (excdknt list of literRture

at end of German text); Hamack. Litteratur, L 801-863-

ii. 581-589; DB, i. 743. iii. 227. extern voL, pp. 66-68;

EB, i. 245-250; JE, %L 319-323.

SICARn, si-k^'ri-oi or Bi-ca'ri4 (Lat. "Asesa-

sins"): The tenn applied to Jewish Bealots before

and during the Jewish war, whose aim was to dnve

the Romans from the country. The name comes

from sica, "a small dagger/' which they concealed

under their cloaks, using it during assemblicB or

pilgrimages to kill their enemies, including Jews who

were friendly to the Romans (Josephus, AnL, XX-,

viii. 10; War, II., xiii. 3). The most prominent of

their victims was the high priest Jonathan, said to

have been slain at the instigation of Felix the

governor of Judea.

Bzbuographt: SchQrer, Geachichte, L 574 aqq^ 584, Enf.

tianal.. 178 aqq., 189.

SICKENBERGER, sik^en-berH^'-er, JOSEPH:
German Roman Catholic; b. at Kempten (81 m.

s.w. of Munich) Mar. 19, 1872. He was educated at

the University of Munich (D.D., 19O0) and abo

studied in Italy, Vienna, and Paris. In 1902 be

became privat-dooent at Munich, where he was ap-

pointed associate professor of patrology and Cliii»*

tian archeology in the following year. In 1905 he

was called to Wtlrsburg as full professor of the same

subject, and since 1906 has beien professor ofXe^
Testament exegesis and Iheologyat Breslau. Be

has written Titus von Bostra, Studien tu dMsen
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LukashamHUn (Leipsic, 1901) ; Die Lukaakaiene des

NiketaatxmHerakleia (1902); and has edited Frag-

mente und HomUien des CyrUl von AUxandrien turn

lAJuuevangeliumt in TUf 1909; besides being New-
Testament editor of the BiblUche Zeittchrifl.

SICKINGBN, FRANZ VON: Knight of the

German Empire, and protector of the R^ormers; b.

in the castle of Ebembnrg, near Kreuznach (21 m.
B.w. of Mains), May 1, 1481 ; d. in the castle of Land-
stuhl, near ZweibrQcken (60 m. s.w. of Heidelberg),

May 7, 1523. He was a picturesque representative of

the ''robber knights'' who recognized no superior

but their monarch, and enjoyed no occupation so

much as that of private warfare. These knights had
serious grievances in the early part of the sixteenth

century. Growth of commerce and wealth in the

cities had been accompanied by agricultural depres-

sion, and the knights found their estates becoming
valueless and their incomes reduced to almost noth-

ing. They were free to renounce the station and
prestige of the order of knighthood and as common
civilians and soldiers to enter the service of the

emperor; the alternative was wholesale brigandage.

Sickingen chose the alternative. Desirous of serv-

ing the emperor as with independent authority,

this order was opposed to any approximation to

orderly government, and considered the territorial

princes its sworn enemies. The reforms of the
national government, which through the Reichs-

kammeigericht (supreme court of the empire) for-

bade private warfare and installed Roman law
in the place of the old feudal customs, endangered
this calling, and in 1522 the general discontent

broke out, under the leadership of Sickingen, into

open repudiation of the actions and authority of the

Reichskammergericht.
In Sickingen the revolters recognised an expe-

rienced and eneigetic leader. He had in 1516 made a
raid upon the city of Worms, and for five years,

in the face of a decree of banishment issued against

him, had harassed and ravaged the country around
the city; he had been in the service of Francis I.

of France in 1516, and in 1517 had entered that of

the German Elmpirc; he had carried on operations

against the imperial city oi Mets, and against Land-
grave Philip of Hesse; and with Ulrich von Hutten
(q.v.) he had thrown himself into the cause of

Charles V. of Spain. He had proffered aid to Reuch-
lin in his controversy, and with Hutten had frankly

declared his approv^ of Luther, to whom he pledged

his assistance. Butzer (q.v.) lived in his castle, the

Ebemburg, where (Ecolampadius (q.v.) served as

chaplain from Apr. to Nov., 1522, and Johann
Schw^>el (q.v.) was another Reformer who found
refuge with him.

Hutten and Sickingen regarded as uigent and
necessary a restriction upon and partitioning of

church property (see Secularization), and they

counted on the help of part of the aristocracy, who
eyed with growing disfavor the increase of wealth and
the display of it in the cloisters and abbeys. Sickin-

gen, favored by Luther, and directly incited against

the unregenerate priests, declared hostilities against

the pope and the lords of the church. The attack,

combining secular and religious interests, was di-

X.—26

rected against the ecclesiastical princes and restricted

to them; for it was their worldly possessions that

aroused the Lutheran divines, their jurisdiction that

offended the cities, and their territorial powers that

opposed knightly liberties. Sickingen, with his at-

tempt to overthrow the constitution of the empire,

as a champion of the poorer people, a Gospel pioneer,

and a leader of the "Fraternal League'' organized

at Landau Aug. 13, 1522, for the protection of the

nobility, opened the first war of religion to be de-

clared on German soil. Doubtless thoughts of per-

sonal advancement served to inspire him in this

cause, for he was moved by an inordinate ambition

that embraced the electorate of Treves.

On Aug. 27, 1522, Sickingen issued a declaration

of war against Richard von Greiffenklau zu VoU-
raths, archbishop of Treves, who, as one of Luther*s

most powerful enemies and an enemy of the Gospel,

received the first fury of the attack. After receiving

consecration in the principality of Schaumburg,
Sickingen appeared before Treves Sept. 8. When
ordered by the imperial council to withdraw, he
replied that he was as much a servant of the emperor
as the council, and that he was moving against the

arohbishop in the conviction that the emperor would
sanction the punishment of this priest. He intended

to better the action of the council by establishing a
regular system of law, and to win for himself a peace-

ful life as ruler of Treves. But the archbishop re-

pulsed his assaults with such success that on Sept. 14

the siege was raised. On Oct. 10 he and his associ-

ates were laid under the ban of the empire for viola-

ting the peace of the country. With absolute indif-

ference he broke into the Palatinate and plimdered

the town of Kaiserlautem. He had frieuds in the

imperial council and in the Palatinate, and troops

were levied for him in the Sundgau, Alsace, Breisgau,

and Bavaria. But the princes of Treves, Hesse, and
the Palatinate had in September of 1522 pledged

themselves to destroy the "robber knights," and on
Apr. 29, 1523, they besieged his stronghold of Land-
stahl. He still looked for strong reenforcements

from Germany and France, and for a simultaneous

uprising in the dominions of the three princes, but
he was fatally disappointed. His friends were re-

strained by the superior power of the princes and
the Swabian League; he was mortally woimded on
the third day of the siege, and on May 6 the garrison

capitulated. D. Percy Gilmorb.
Bibuoorapht: H. Ulmann, FranM von 8ickino«n, Leiptio,

1872; F. P. Bremer, Pratu wm Sickingen*9 FMe 0V9n
Trier, Strubiug* 1885; P. M. Rade. HtMen vnd Sickingen,
Barmen, 1887; J. Janasen, HiaL of the Oerman People, iii.

276-308. St. Louis. 1900; J. Ktetlin. Martin Luther, Ber-
lin, 1903; Cambridoe Modem Hiatory, ii. 41. 43. 164 sqq..

New Yoric. 1904.

SIDON. See Phonicia, Phsnicians, I., { 5.

SIDOmUS, si-d^nt-us, APOLLINARIS» CAIUS
SOLLIUS MODESTUS: Gallic Roman poet, bishop
of Clermont, and saint; b. at Lyons Nov. 5 of some
year between 430 and 433; buried at Clermont Aug.
21, 479 (482 or 484). He came of a noble family, his

grandfather having held high office and being the

first Christian in the family; his father also was ** pre-

fect in the pretorium of the Gauls.'' He received his

education in the yet flourishing schools of grammar
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and rhetoric of his native region, devoting his at-

tention to the acquisition of facility and perfection

in writing prose and poetry in Latin.

Barl^ He had in view fame as a writer and in

Life. the service of the State, and among his

instructors were Claudianus Mamer-
tus (q.v.) and other noted teachers. His marriage
with Papianilla, daughter oi Avitus, one of the
prominent men of Auvergne, made him at home in

what was to be a sort oi fatherland to him; his wife

brought to him possessions and a happy family life

which fitted him for the r^le of a poet of home life

and home blessings. But his ambition, fostered by
the combination of wealth and culture, rendered
him not content to lead the life of an obscure

countryman. The raising of Avitus to imperial dig-

nity influenced the muse of Sidonius in the direction

of the panegyric. Sidonius accompanied his father-

in-law to Rome and issued there his poem of praise

(in which the Christian note is altogether absent),

which was regarded as so remarkable that it secured

for the author a place, marked by a bronse statue,

among the celebrated authors thus honored in the
Trajan basilica. But the reign of Avitus was short,

Ricimer bringing about his overthrow after seven-

teen months. After the fall of Lyons, Sidonius

turned his poetry to the praise of the victor in a
composition which has historic value for its por-

trayal of the Franks (lines 238-254). The period of

retirement which succeeded left traces in the epis-

tles of Sidonius, and these are valuable in that they
give pictures of the culture of the time (Epiat, ii.

2) as well as of historic events. During the reign of

Tlieodoric II., Sidonius seems to have lived in

retirement; and under Anthemius (467-472) he
went to Rome at the command of the emperor in

order to represent the people of Auv^^gne. There

he came into close contact with Uie two most prom-
inent senators, and followed their coimsel to dedi-

cate to the new emperor a new panegyric. This is

the latest of his dated carmind, which resulted in an
appointment as prefect of senate and city; it is of

historical value for its description of the Huns, its

mention of Geiserich, and the description of the sit-

uation of the East Goths about 467. An epistle of

Sidonius of about 470 (v. 13) has historical worth
also because of its dealing with the Governor Sero-

natus; and near this in point of time is the remark-

able letter (ii. 1) which narrates the choice presented

him of becoming a bishop or losing his Roman
rights—as a matter of fact the nobility saved their

rights through the hierarchy.

Soon after, Sidonius became bishop of Clermont,

which belonged to the archdiocese of Bourges. As
bishop Sidonius gave up the writing of

Sidonius secular poetry, but in the exercise of

as Bishop, his office he was drawn into the political

arena. His brother-in-law Ekxiicius

was the refuge of the Roman party, while Clermont,

the last firm stronghold of the Romans in Aqui-

tania, threatened to fall before the Goths. Sidonius

appealed for help near and far, and among the ap-

peals is a letter (vii. 6) against Eurich. The ecclesi-

astical situation was lamentable; nine sees were va-

cant, and even the memory of ecclesiastical discipline

had ceased. With the strife of Burgundians and

Goths the land seemed about to be torn apart; all

efTOTts were to be directed to the end that Eurich

permit bishops to be consecrated in order that the

people of Gaul might be held in the faith. The
cause for the sad condition was attributed by Sido-

nius to the heads of the diocese of Aries, and

Bishop Gnecus heard bitter reproaches. Still the

condition was not so bad as it seemed to Sidonius;

Clermont was not destroyed, and the Gothic court

was not so hostile to culture. In Toulouse the mo^
influential man after the king was Leo of NarbooDe,

the teacher of oratory to Marcus Aurelix^. Into

this period falls the most celebrated of all the letters

of Sidonius (viii. 9); it contains a poem, doubtlesB

intended for the king's ear, describing the world-

power of the ruler of the Visigoths, smd this may
well be called Sidonius' fourth panegyric. Sidonius,

who had left his see, was able after some time to re-

turn and exercise his office.

As a writer Mommsen (Redertj p. 139, Beriin, 1905)

estimated Sidonius as far above any other of his

times; yet, in spite of the sententious, satirical, and

graceful passages which are found, his poetry has

lees esthetic value than that of Auso-

His nius. Still, his significance from a liters

Writings, ary-historical standpoint is hi^ In

matter of form, he bridges the transi-

tion to the medieval poetry by frequency in em-

ployment of rime, alliteration, and like artistic

devices; his poetry shows also what was the fashion

in his time; he serves to illustrate, as well, what

forms the classical myths took during the downfall

of the old order of things in Gaul. For church his-

tory the letters are more valuable than ^le camdna.

Sidonius was not original, but he could well set forth

the situation of things in language that was fitting

and expressive. The nine books of letters are edited

in groups. The first, written for the most part about

469 in Rome, begins with a dedication to Constan-

tius, a cleric of Lyons, to whom a life of Bidiop

Germanus of Aiixerre (q.v.) is ascribed. The letters

of book ii. appear to have been issued about the

middle of 472, though they are probably of earlier

date, since they do not reflect the clerictd situation,

and the thought is not Christian. These two books

(twenty-five letters) were the first edited, "nie next

group, books iii.-vii. (seventy letters), reveals a dif-

ferent situation. It begins with the statement that

the writer has imworUdly been chos^i bishop of

Clermont. A section of this group (vi. 1-viL 11)

contains letters directed to bi^ops. Later, at the

wish of friends, Sidonius gathered the remsdns of ha
correspondence for an eighth book, and not long

after added a ninth, " after the pattern of Pliny."

Chronology is not observed in the arrangement, al-

though a certain general sequence is preso^red.

The letters, 147 in number, have great historical

value for the reason that they exhibit as does so

other doc\iment the style of the Latin school of

rhetoric just before its downfall; from this point of

view each separate letter is worthful, even though

its substance is of little value. Among the p^soos

addressed are the African Domnulus, two Spanish

rhetoricians, a Frank who was named " Count

Arbogastes of the Treveri," who received also a

letter from Bishop Auspicius of Toul (himself a cor-
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reqwDdent of Sidonius), and Flrminus of Aries, the
friend of Ceesarius (q.v.). About a third of the let-

ters are addreesed to ecclesiastics, thirty-six of them
to bishops, and the sees of thirty-one of these are

known. Perpetuus of Toiu^ a city which was still

Roman, was a correspondent of Sidonius; there are

tetters to the bishops of Sens, Auxerre, Orleans, and
to Lupus of Treves. Though passing by the bishop
of Aries, Sidonius was in frequent correspondence
with the suffragans of that see, the bishops of

Orange, Vaison, and Marseilles; as a native of

LjTons, he had a patriotic interest in it. There are

letters to the suffragans at Autun and Langres, to

the metropolitan of Aix and his suffragan at lUes,

to Reims, Toul, and Geneva. His letters set the
style for the circle of rhetoricians and the school of

which he was a part, as is seen by the letters and
writings of Ruricius, and of Alcimus Avitus and
Ennodius (qq.v.); in a later period the interest in

him arose anew, suchmen as Flodoard, Sigbert of

Gembloux, Vincent of Beauvais, Peter the Vener-
able, Peter of Poitiers, and John of Salisbiuy

(qq.v.) reading and admiring him. He was not
without influence upon Petrarch.

So far as the poems of Sidonius go, they might
aU have been written by one not a Christian; on
the other hand, heathen mythology is for him but
a means of adornment, monotheistic thoughts ap-

pear in noble form, and he set more
His Sig- store by prayer than by the aid of the

niflcance. physician. However, the Christian

writings do not seem to be of sufficient-

ly high value to Um, possibly because of his en-

forced service to the external organization of the

Church. He had a sort of contempt for the lower

classes who " spoke bad Latin," though he always
displayed a kindliness of disposition toward them.
As a preacher and saver of souls his repute was not
high. His knowledge of the Scriptures, and his dog-

matics were alike weak; he spoke, for instance, of

the Holy Ghost becoming fle^ in Christ. He had
little knowledge of and as little interest in the dog-

matic controversies of his times. He was urged to

apply his pen to the writing of history, but wisely

estimated his powers and declined. His service to

the better part of the nobility of Gaul is summed up
in his advice to the effect that since the Roman
state was breaking up, it were better for them to

save their nobility in the hierarchy and to carry over

their Roman heritage to chiutsh offices. And yet he
himself fsuled in large measure to achieve the end
he thus set before them, not realizing the oppor-

tunity to fill the rhetoric of the schools with a
Christian spirit. (F. Arnold.)
Bibuoorafbt: Late editions of the works of Sidonius are:

that of J. F. Qr6goiiB and F. Z. CoUombet, 3 vols., Parist

1S36; in MPL, IviiL 443-748. with the notes of Sirmondi;
£. Barret, Paris, 1879, with valuable introduction and
diwiiitrilioim. though ^rpographical errors are numerous;
ed. C. Luetjohann in MOH, Auct. arU., viii (1887), 1-

284; ed. P. Mohr, Leipsic, 1895; cf. £. Oeisler, Loci tim-

Hn auctarum Sidonio arUeriorum, Berlin, 1887. There is

a Fr. transL by E. Barret, Paris, 1888.

Sources for a life are Oennadius, De vir. iH, xcii.; Greg-
oiy of Touis, Hi$t. Prancorvm, ii. 21 sqq. Consult: P.

ADard, Saint Sidaine ApoUinaire, Paris, 1909; M. Fertig.

Sidonius und tine Zeii, 3 vols., Warsburg and Paasau,

1845-48 (with valuable essasrs, and includes some trans-

lations): 0. Kaufmann, Die Werke des . . . Sidonitu ale

ein QtteUe fitr die Oeaehiehte eeiner Zeit, Q6ttingen, 1864;
idem, in Neuee eehumzeriechea Afuteufn, pp. 1-28, Basel,
1865; idem, in OOA, 1868, pp. 1001-1021; idem, in Hie-
toriechee Taechenbuch, 1869, pp. 30-40; L. A. Chaix,
8. Sidaine Apottinaire el eon eiicle, 2 vols., Clermont, 1866
(the fullest and most detailed account); F. Osanan, Hiet.

of Civilieation in the 6th Century, London, 1868; F. Dahn.
Konioe der Oennanen, v. 82-101, WOrsburg, 1870; P.
Mohr, In Apottinarie iSidonii epietulae et carmina cheervor

tionee eriHcm, Sondershausen, 1877; idem, Zu Sidoniue
earmina, Laubach, 1881; M. Budinger, ApoUinarie Si-
doniue ale Politiker, Vienna, 1881; T. Hodgldn, Italy and
her Invadere, book iiL, vol. ii., 4 vols.. Oxford, 1880-85;
L. Sandret, in Revue dee queetiona hieloriqueet xxxii (1882),
210-224; A. Esmein, Sur guelqtiee lettree de Sidaine Apdlr
Knavret Paris, 1885; T. Mommsen, De vHa Sidonii, in
MOH, AueL ant., viii (1887). pp. xliv.-liii.; idem, in

SBA, 1885, pp. 215-223; L. Duval-Ainould, £tudee
d^kiet. du droit romain . . . d^aprU lee lettree . . . de Sir-

doine Apottinaire, Paris, 1888; M. MOller, De Apottinarie

Sidonii laHnitate, Halle. 1888; A. Ebert, Attoemeine Oe-
eehichte der Litteratur dee MittdaUen, i. 419-448. Leipsic,

1889; W. Smith, Dictionary of Greek and Roman Biog-

raphy, m. 817-819, London, 1890; W. S. Teuffel. Oe-
eehiehU der r6mieehen Litteratur, pp. 1194-1200, Leipsic,

1890; M. Manitius, Oeechichte der chrietlichen lateiniechen

Poeeie, pp. 218-225, Stuttgart, 1891; E. Bracmann,
Sidaniana et Boethiana, Utrecht, 1904; Wattenbach,
DQQ, i (1894), 97-98; R. Holland, Studia Sidoniana,

Leipsic. 1905; Tillemont, Mtmoiree, xvi. 195-284; Gib-
bon, Decline and Fall, chap, xxxvi (important); Hauck.
KD, L 79 sqq., 83 sqq.; DCB, iv. 649-661 (detaOed and
thorough, but follows Chalx, ut sup.); ASB, Aug.. iv.

697-624.

SIDONIUS, MICHAEL: Bishop of Mersebuig.

See Hbldino, Michael.

SIEFFERT, St'fert, FRIEDRICH ANTON EMU:
German Reformed; b. at Kbnigsberg, Prussia, Dec.

24, 1843. He was educated at the universities of

KQnigsberg, Halle, and Berlin (lie. theol., Konigs-

berg, 1867), and, after being privat-docent at the

university of his native city (1867-71), was inspector

of the theological seminary at Bonn (1871-73); as-

sociate professor at the imiversity of the same city

(1873-78); professor of Reformed theology at Er-

langen (1878-89) ; and since 1889 professor of sys-

tematic theology and New-Testament exegesis in

the Protestant theological faculty of the University

of Bonn. He has written NonntiUa ad apocrypkt

libri Henocki originem perHnentia (Kdnigsberg,

1867); (7c6cr den aocialen GegenaaU im Neuen Tes^

lament (Erlangen, 1888) ; Die neueaten theologiechen

Forachungen Hber Busae und Olaube (Berlin, 1896);

Daa Recht im Neuen Teatament (Gk>ttingen, 1900);

Offenbarung und heUige Schrift (LangensaJza, 1906)

;

Die Heidenbekehrung im Alien Teatament und im
Judentum (1908); and Johann Calvina religidae

Entwiddung und aitUiche Orundrichtung (Leipsic,

1909) ; besides preparing the sixth, seventh, eighth,

and ninth editions of H. A. W. Meyer's commentary
on Galatians (Gottingen, 1880-99).

SIEFFERT, FRIEDRICH LUDWI6: German
theologian and Biblical scholar; b. at Elbing (32

m. s.w. of KOnigsberg) Feb. 1, 1803; d. at Bonn
Dec. 2, 1877. He prepared for the university at the

Gymnasium of Elbing; entered in 1821 the Univer-

sity of KOnigsberg, where he studied under Herbart,

and also imder August Hahn, with whom he collabor

rated in issuing Chrealomathia ayriaca (Leipsic, 1825),

taking there Ws doctorate. He then went to Berlin

for the study of theology, particularly under Nean-
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der. In the summer of 1825 he interrupted his so-

journ at Berlin for a journey to Vienna to examine
a manuscript in the A^enna library containing the

commentary of Theodore, bishop of Mopsuestia, on
the Minor Prophets. He returned to Berlin, where
he was graduated licentiate in theology in 1826;
and then went to K5nigsberg, where he became
privat-docent at the university in 1827, having
published in that year Theodoras MopsuesHensia
Veteris Teatamenti aobrie irUerpretandi vindex, the
fruit of his research in Vienna; he was appointed
extraordinary professor in 1828. Soon afterward
appeared his treatise (7e6er den Ursprung des eraten

hanonischen Evangdiuma (1832), a work of high im-
portance, showing that the first Gospel is a Greek
recasting of the original composition by Matthew
the apostle in Aramaic. It evoked a number of

works in the domain of Gospel criticism, mostly ap-
proving his position. In due season, however,
Sieffert took a pronounced stand against radical

criticism, as in his De librorum aacrorum audoriUUe
canonica (1836), the publication of which attended
his promotion to a regular professorship, in 1834.

Meanwhile, he had also prosecuted his studies re-

specting Theodore of Mopsuestia (q.v.), and pre-

pared a larger work on his life and writings. In the

year 1837, there suddenly developed a disease of the

eyes, which ultimately led to nearly total blindness.

Tins moved him to the thought of combining his

academic activity with some practical avocation,

less taxing to the eyes. Accordingly, in 1839, he
accepted a court preacher's office for the (lerman
Reformed congregation of the castle church; in

1841 he took office as assessor, in 1842 as councilor,

in the consistory of the province of Prussia. Thence-
forth, indeed, and for many years, he administered

these three offices, in all evincing the same con-
scientiousness. But the increasing malady finally

obliged him to relinquish one after the other of his

official positions. Later, in the evening of his

life, he ventured one more composition, dictating

and publishing Die apdogetiache FundamerUirung
der chriadichen Glaubenavnaaenacha/t (GOtersloh,

1871), in which he insisted on the central fact of

the entire and personal phenomenon of Christ.

In 1873, when released from all his official

charges, he removed to Bonn, where he died.

F. SXEFFERT.
Bduoobapht F. Sieffert, F. L. Sieffert, Bine Skieee eeinee

L^bene, K6nig8berB, 1880.

SIEGFRIED, stg'frid, KARL ADOLF: German
Lutheran; b. at Magdeburg Jan. 22, 1830; d. at

Jena Jan. 9, 1903. He was educated at the univer-

sities of Halle (1849-51, 1851-62; Ph.D., 1859) and
Bonn (1851), and taught in the Gymnasium zum
Kloster Unserer lieben Frauen in Magdeburg (1856-

1858), where he was likewise a member of the semi-

nary for theological candidates, as well as in the

gymnasium at Guben (1858-^) and the Dom-
gymnasium of his native city (1860-65). From
1865 to 1875 he was professor and second pastor at

the royal school at Pforta, and in the latter year
published at Jena his Philo von Alexandria ala Aus-
leger dea Alien Teatamenta^ which, valuable to the
theologian, the philosopher, and the classical stu-

dent alike, led to his call to Jena as professor of Old-

Testament theology, a position which he filled from

1875 until his death. He overtaxed his strength,

however, and from 1878 to 1880 was necessarily re-

lieved of his duties, while in 1901 the final failure of

his health compelled him to cease lecturing. The
first large work which Siegfried issued after his ap-

pointment at Jena was the Lekrbuch der neuhdnit'

iachen Sprache und lAieraJtur (in collaboration with

H. L. Strack; Carlsruhe, 1884), and he thai col-

laborated with B. Stade in preparing a Hebrdi$che$

W&rterbttch mm AUen Teatament (Leipsic, 1893).

His remaining publications of major importAOoe

were devoted to the Old Testament: the critical

text of Job for SBOT (Baltimore 1893) ; the trans-

lation of Esekiel for E. Kautssch's new German
translation of the Bible (Freiburg, 1894); and of

the Wisdom of Solomon for the same scholar's

Apokryphen und Paeudepigraphen dea AUen Tata-

menta (1900); and commentaries on Ecclesiastes,

the Song of Solomon, Esra, Nehemiah, and Esther

for W. G. H. Nowack's Handkommentar zum Alien

Teatament (Gottingen, 1898-1901). He likewise

collaborated with H. Gelzer in editing Euadni

canonum epitome ex Dionyaii Tdmaharenaia ckronico

petita (Leipsic, 1884), and also issued a translation

from tiie S3rriac, entitled Buck der Erkenntnia der

Wahrheitf by his deceased friend C. Kayser (Stras-

burg, 1893). Besides all this, Siegfried wrote a large

number of maganne articles on the Old Testament,

Hebrew grammar and lexicography, exegesis, Philo

and Hellenism, and Judaism and Jewish literature,

as well as on more miscellaneous topics, in addition

to many articles in various works of reference. He
was, moreover, a peculiarly able reviewer, and for

nineteen years (1871-89) recorded the literature

on the Old Testament and problems of Oriental

philology appertaining to it for the Theologiadter

Jahretbericht, While in no sense a partisan, he was

practically an adherent of the historico-critical

schod of Reuss, Graf, Kayser, and Wellhausen.

He was appointed an ecclesiastical councilor in 1885

and privy ecclesiastical councilor in 1892.

(B. BlNTSCBf.)

Bibuoorafbt: B. BAntMh, in ZWT, xIti (IMS), 580-^80.

SIEIIA, SYNOD OF (1423-24): On June 22,

1423, the S3mod of Pavia (q.v.) resolved upon re-

nK>val to Siena, where on July 21 of the same year

it was opened under the same presiding officers as

at Pavia. The decrees of the second session, pub-

lished Nov. 8, 1423, repeated the condenmation of

Wydif, Huss (qq.v.), and Peter of Luna, and dis-

cussed imion with the Greeks and the extinction of

heresies. After that the question of the reformation

of the Ghurch was opened, and the French proposed

that, in accordance with the Coimcil of Constance,

cardinab should be chosen from all parts of (Chris-

tendom and that they should number eighteen, or

twenty-four at the most, nomination to be naticHial,

while the pope was to have only the right of con-

firmation. 'Phese propositions met with violent op-

position from tlie papal legates. Divisions arose,

and it was seen that nothing could be accomplished

there, so the whole reform was left to a new qrnod,

and Basel was decided upon as the seat of the next

^ynod. On Mar. 7, 1424, the papal legates leA
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Sienft, and the council was dissolved against the
protests of the French participants.

(Paul Tschackert.)
Bebuoorapht: The best aouroe is John of Racusa, IniHum

€t pro9ecutio Basilienau ConcUii, in Monumenia cancQigrum
fferwnalittm amndi XV., i. 12 sqq., Vienna, 1857. Con-
sult further: Mansi, Concilia, voL xxviii.; Hefele, Cof^
eiHenQtachichU, vii. 392-409; the chronicle of Francesco
di Tommasso, in Muratori, Scriptoret, voL zx.; Pastor,
PoptB, L 238-239; Creighton. Papacy, u. 146-150; BiU-
man, LaHn Chriatianitu, vii. 535; KL, zL 290 sqq.; and
the literature under Uabtxm V.

SIEVEKIIV6, AMALIE WILHELMINE: Ger-
man Protestant philanthropist and founder of the
Hambui^ Weiblicher Verein fOr Armcn- und Krank-
enpflege; b. at Hambuig July 25, 1794; d. there

Apr. 1, 1859. Orphaned at the age of fifteen, she

lived with Fr&ulein Dimpfel, the daughter-in-law of

the poet Klopstock, and there, in instructing the

nieces of her patroness, she began a career as a
teacher which continued, with only brief interrup-

tions, until her death. Here, too, her rationalistic

and skeptical attitude toward Christianity began to

be modified, until later, after the death of a brother,

and under the influence of the works of Thomas k
Kempis and A. H. Francke, she attained to a deep
and abiding faith in the Bible and in prayer. After

a brief residence with a widowed aunt in NeumQh-
len, Amalie Sieveking was requested, in 1811, by a
widowed relative of her mother's, Frau Brunne-
mann, to assist her in taking care of a sick son, and
though the latter soon died, the home thus gained

was kept untU the death of B'rau Brunnemann in

1839. Meanwhile she always had a class of young
girls, and likewise taught in a free private school for

poor girls. During this time her efforts to clear up
for herself certain passages of the Bible seem to have
led her to compose her Betrachiungen aber eimdne
Stolen der heUigen Sckrift, which, in the hope that it

mi^t help others in that period of the revival of

religious life, she published anonymously at Ham-
buiig in 1823. About this same time, moreover, she

formed the plan of establishing a Lutheran order of

deaconesses (q.v.), but since she did not feel herself

divinely called to do this in person, the realization

<rf the concept was left for Theodor Fliedner (q.v.).

Nevertheless, she discussed the entire matter with

C. F. A. Hartmann (librarian and professor of his-

Uny at Hambuig) and with J. Gossner (q.v.), the

latter confirming her in her attitude of prudent hesi-

tation. In 1827 she published at Hamburg (again

anonymously) her Beachdftigungen tnit der heUigen

Schrifi, and her circle of noteworthy acquaintances

increased, while her girls' classes still continued

with great success.

When, in 1831, cholera broke out in Hamburg,
Amalie Sieveking deemed that the time had come
to carry out her plan, and since none answered her

call to unite with her in Christian care of the sick,

she volunteered her own services, which were ac-

cepted when the first woman to fall a victim to the

plague was brought to the hospital erected for such

cases. Regarded at first as a mere enthusiast, her

judgment and devotion soon won such recognition

that she was appointed inspectress of all the nurses.

Even after the completion of her work at the hos-

pital, she realized that conditions were not yet

favorable for her order of deaconesses, but in its

stead she gradually formed the somewhat similar

idea of foimding a '' Women's Society for the Care

of the Poor and Sick." This she established early

in 1832, the movement spreading from Hamburg to

many other German cities. At the initial confer-

ence (May 23) she delivered an address (reprinted

in Bericht aber die Leistungen des weiblichen Vereins

far Armenr und Krankenpflege, x. 56-68), in which
she emphasized the necessity of devoted Christian

faith and love in the care of the sick and indigent.

The sick should be visited personally, and the poor

should be given work, if possible, rather than

money, while every effort should be made in behalf

of religious training and life. All the details of the

imdertaking, which was mainly dependent on vol-

untary subscription, were most carefully regulated,

these including not only the visiting of the poor and
sick, but also the distribution of food, assignment

of work in various trades, care of the raw materials,

sale of the finished products, and the administra-

tion of the poorhouses and the childrens' hospital

later foimded by the society. While the members
of the society, who rapidly increased in number,

were naturally exposed to occasional gross decep-

tion by their wards, and though they were frequently

chaiged with fostering hypocrisy, yet, on the whole,

the movement must be characterized as most ad-

mirably adapted to its purpose, and as affording

spiritual and physical aid in countless cases where a

single individual would not have been able to render

assistance. Toward the end of her life, besides hav-

ing edited the annual Bericht aber die Leistungen

des ufeiblichen Vereina/Or Armenr- und Krankenpflege

(26 vols., Hamburg, 1833-58), she wrote Unter-

fudtungen Ober eimdne Abechniite der heUigen Schrift

(Leipsic, 1855), while a compilation from her wri-

tings was translated into English anonymously under
the title The Principles of Charitable Work—Love,

Truth, and Order—as set forth in the Writings of
A, W, Sieoeking (London, 1863).

(Carl Bertheau.)

BmiooRAPHT: DerUcuHirdiokeiten aua dem Ldten von Amaiie
Sievekino, Hambuiv, 1860, Eng. transl., ed. C. Winkworth,
Life ofA. W. Sievekino, London. 1863; J. H. H6ck. Bilder

aua der Oeaehichte der hambwvieehen Kirche eeit der Re-
formation, pp. 353 sqq., Hambuig, 1900; ADB, xxjdv,
217 sqq.

SIGEBERT OF 6EMBL0UX: A versatile and
productive writer of the early Middle Ages, especially

noteworthy as historian; b. probably in the neigh-

borhood of Gembloux (10 m. n.w. of Namur, Bel-

gium) about 1035; d. at Gembloux Nov. 5, 1112.

He was educated in the abbey of Gembloux, be-

came a monk there, and spent his mature life as

teacher, first in the school of the abbey of St. Vin-

cent at Metz, then (from c. 1070) at Gembloux. As
teacher he was highly esteemed, and in general he

is t^ be commended as a good example of the capable

and learned Benedictine monk of the older time,

filled with genuine piety but disinclined to all ascetic

excesses, an earnest seeker after truth; a highly lov-

able and attractive personality. His best-known

book is a world chronicle, Decennalis liber, continu-

ing Jerome's translation of Eusebius' chronicle,

covering the period 381-1111. Sigebert was nearly
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seventy when he began the work and he wrote it

with reference to the similar chronicle of Marianus
Scotus. Like the latter he makes the year of the in-

carnation the basis of his chronological 83rstem. The
book can hardly be called history, being a bare list

of events, among which naturally in the later time
notices of the German empire and Sigebert's Bel-

gian home predominate. The accounts of the years
' from 1105 to 1111 are the most extended and were
probably expanded after the first completion of the

chronicle. An introduction, explaining the pur-

pose, use, and qrstem of the book, is lost with the

exception of some lines. Sigebert's chronicle was
often revised and continued and became the source

of very many later historical works. The best [al-

most ideal] edition is by L. C. Bethmann in MGH,
Script,, vi (IS^), 300-374, but the treatment of the

sources here is wholly inadeqiiate. After the chron-

icle Sigebert wrote a book on writers and their

works supplementing the De vir. iU. of Jerome and
Gennadius (ed. J A. Fabricius, BQdiotheca ecdesi-

attica, pp. 93-116, Hamburg, 1718), which is his

second important work for the present time. Sige-

bert took the side of the secular rulers in the contest

with the popes which filled the greater part of his

life. To a letter addressed by Gregoiy VII. to Bishop
Hermann of Metz in 1081, seeking to prove that

popes have the right to excommunicate kings, he
wrote an answer which is apparently lost, although
Bethmann (cf. MOH, Lib, de lite, i. 454--460, 1890)
and A. Gauchie (La QttereUe dee inveetituree dane lee

diockaee de Li^e et de Cambrai, i. pp. 66-99, Lou-
vain, 1890) claim to have discovered it. A defense

of masses said by married priests, however, is ex-

tant, written against Gregory VII. (ed. £. Sockur,

MGH, Lib. de lite, ii. 436-448, 1892); and also a
very able and sharp reply for the diocese of Li^
to Paschal II., who in 1103 urged Gount Robert II.

of Flanders to pimish the clergy and people of

Li^ge for their adherence to the Emperor Henry IV.

and to make war on the emperor (ed. E. Sackur,

MOH, Lib. de lUe, ii. 449-464, 1892). Sigebert's

other writings were lives or eulogies of personages

connected in tradition or history with Mets and
Gembloux. Some are in verse, of which one espe-

cially, a long Paeeio aanctarum Thebeorum, written

when Sigebert was forty-four years of age, attests

real poetic gifts. Many of his writings are reprinted

from earlier editions in MPL, clx.; cf. also Ixxxvii.

303-314, and E. DOnmiler in Abhandlungen der Ber-

liner Akademie, pp. 1-125, 1893.

(O. HOLDER-EOGER.)

Bibuoorapht: For an extensive bibliography of editions

consult Potthast, Wegweiaer, pp. 1016-18, and cf. Wat-
tenbaeh, DOQ, ii (1894). 155-162. Almost the only
sources for the life and writings of Sigebert are a chapter
of the Oewta abbatum Oemblacenaium by Qodescalo and
the last chapter of Sigebert's Scriptores ecdenaatici, in
which he gives a list of his writings, probably in sub-
stantially ohronological order. Qodescalc was a pupil of
Sigebert and his work is a continuation of an eariier one
by the latter. Consult further: S. Hirsch, De vita el

eeripHa SigAerH monachi Oemblaceruie, Berlin, 1841; the
prolegomena of Bethmann in MOH, Script, vi (1844).
268-299; H. E. Bonnell. Die Anf&noe dee karolinoiechen
Haueea, Berlin. 1866; L. Demaison. £tude critique evr la
vie de 8. Sioeberi . . . par SigAeri de Oemblotix, in Tm-
tMitix de raeadSmie noHonale de Reima, fadv (1880); Huyg-
hens, Sur la valettr de la chronigue hietorique de SigAert

d0 ifofM, Ghent. 1889; A. Clauehie. La QtMr«Oe <ia ummiCJ.

enrsf dons . . . Liio* ^ Cambrai, 2 parts, Louvain, 1800.

SI6ISMUND, st'giB-mOnt", JOHAKH: Elector of

Brandenbuig 1608-19; b. at Halle Nov. 8 (18),

1572; d. at Brandenbuig Dec. 23, 1619. During

the sixteenth century there were various changes

in the religious situation at Brandenburg, d^)eDdiDg

upon the attitude of the ruling elector. Joachim 1.

(1499-1535) was a strict Roman Catholic; unda
Joachim II. the Reformation of Luther entered the

country. The period of Johann Geoig (1571-98)

was the time of undisputed sway of strict Lutheran-

ism, but his son Joachim Friedrich was indined

toward the Calvinistic doctrine. Johann Sigismund,

the son of Joachim Friedrich, wajs educfi^ted as a

strict Lutheran, according to the directions of his

grandfather, by Simon Gedicke, at that time court

preacher in Halle; but in 1588 his fatiier sent him,

together with his brother, Johann Geoiig, to the

University of Strasburg, where both princes were

favorably impressed by Calvinism. In 1605 he was

in Heidelberg, where he became a close friend of

Coimt Palatine Friedrich IV., and his wife, the

daughter of William of Orange. His personal inter-

course with Reformed princes and theologians led

him to become a decided opponent of the Fonnul*

of Concord. For some time he tried to keep his

change of convictions secret, but in 1613, on Ascen-

sion Day, a Reformed church service was held m
the court chapel on the occasion of a visit of Land-

grave Maurice, to the great vexation of the Lutiieran

cleigy. On another occasion Martin FOssel, enxpfX"

intendent of Zerbst, administered the Lord's Supper

after the Reformed rite. Simon Cledicke, provost

of the cathedral, protested against the infringe-

ment of the parochial rights of Brandenbuig and

published a treatise. Von den Ceremomen bei dem

heUigen AbendmM (1613), against the Calvinists,

especially against Salomo Finck, a court preacher

newly called from Kdnigsberg, who showed himself

a decided Calvinist. A committee of the estates re-

quested C!hristoph Pelargus, general superintendent

of the Mark and professor of theology in Frankfort-

on-the-Oder, to proceed officially against the court

preacher; his refusal made him also a suspect of

Calvinism. Before the elector was now placed the

alternative either to take measures against Finck

and Pelargus or to make his statement of adherence

to the Reformed faith. He chose the latter, and on

Dec. 18, 1613, aimoimoed to the clergy that he did

not claim control over the consciences of his subjects,

and similarly no one might dictate in the matter to

him. He forbade imtimely outbreaks from the pul-

pit, and permitted communion in the Reformed

maimer. He justified himself by appealing to the

amended Augsburg Confession (Augxleiana vanala)

which, he said, was admitted in tiie Saxon kingdom.

In an edict of Feb. 24, 1614, he again forbflude in-

vective from the pulpit and proclaimed as a basis of

doctrine for all preachers " the doctrine of the divine

Word according to the four chief symbols (including

the Chalcedonian), the amended Augsburg Con-

fession, and the Apology." On Feb. 21, 1614, there

was designed a complete plan for subjecting the

whole country to the Reformed faith. Strict Lu-

therans like Gedicke and WiUich, archdeacon of St.
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Peter, were forced to flee, and the elector called

Abraham Sciiltetua (q.v.) to cany out the new plan.

At his advice there was published on May 10a" Con-
fession of the Reformed Churches of Germany/'
the preface of which tried to show that even after

the Reformation there were still left many Roman-
istic errors in the new faith, and that it was neces-

sary to reform the church of Brandenburg anew in

order to equate it with other Evangelical churches.

This confession was a reprint of one first published

at Heidelbei^ in 1562. In the same year the elector

issued his own confession of faith, Cor^esHo Sigis-

mundi. It is not a complete confession^ but touches

merely the points of controven^. The elector again

acknowledges the chief symbols and the emended
Augsburg Confession as the basis of doctrine while

he condemns all other writings " conceived by men/'
meaning principally the Formula of Concord. He
rejects the doctrine of ubiquity and the Lutheran
doctrine of the Comniunicaiio Idiomatum (q.v.); in

baptism he rejects the ceremony of exorcism; in the

Lcmi's Supper bread and wine are visible symbols of

invisible grace. The bread must be real unleavened
bread, and the breaking of the bread must be pre-

served according to the example of Christ. He
adopts the doctrine of election. The Confeasio Sigis-

mundi became authoritative among the Reformed
in the eastern parts of Brandenburg-Prussia. Al-

though the elector declared his intention not to in-

terfere with the faith of his people, he continued the
" reformation " of his coimtry, by constituting a
church council which was to take care of the inter-

ests of the Reformed faith. On Oct. 3 a disputa^

tion between Reformed and Lutherans was to take

I^ace, but the latter were so timid in the assertion of

their rights that the elector himself broke off the

colloquy and obliged every one present to observe

the edict of Feb. 24. The hope of the deigy rested

now upon the interference of the estates. In 1615

the estates seriously complained that preachers of

doubtful standing were forced upon them, demanded
the appointment of Lutherans in the schools and at

the university, refused to acknowledge Pelargus as

general superintendent, and asked the elector for

the renewal and confirmation of his former pledges

for the protection of Lutheranism. After they had
made their demands a fourth time, the elector foimd
it advisable to shield and declared now that ** every-

body in his country who desired, might adhere to

the doctrine of Luther and the unchanged Augsburg
Confession, also to the Book of Concord." Never-

theless, the propaganda in behalf of the Reformed
confession was continued. The church council con-

tinued its activity; the state university and college

were supplied with Reformed teachers; Reformed

preachers presided over Lutheran congregations, and
Pelargus in his love of peace ordained also Reformed

clergymen. But after 1616 the opposition against

the renovations became so strong and general both

among the clergy and laity, that in 1618 the church

council had to be dissolved, and thus the " work of

the Reformation " in the Mark of Brandenburg

came to an end. The Lutheran Church was pre-

served, the elector standing almost alone with his

change of confession. His wife together with her

dau^ters adhered faithfully to the Lutheran creed.

His change of confession involved the elector in dif-

ficulties with the duchy of Prussia, of which he was
feudal lord. The Prussian estates uttered the re-

proach that by adopting the Reformed confession

Sigismimd had violated the fundamental laws of the

duchy. His theologians, Pelargus and J. Bergius,

refused to accept an invitation to the S3mod of Dort
(1618), and its decisions acquired no authority in

Brandenbmrg. The events in Brandenburg occa-

sioned the issue of a great mass of polemical litera-

ture. Between 1613 and 1619 there appeared 231

treatises, among the contributors, on the Lutheran
side, being Leonhard Hutter, Hod von Hotoegg
(qq.v.), and Friedrich Balduin; the treatises advo-
cating the Reformed faith were mostly anonymous.

(G. ICawerau.)

Bibijoorapht: L. Keller, Die O^genreformaHon in Wed-
faUii und am NUdtmhein^ iii. 219 aqq., Leipsio, 189S;
A. ChrouBt, in Fonchvnotn twr hrandenbwroUchen und
pnuBneehen QetehiehU, ix (1897), 12 aqq.; J. C. Beo-
mann. Oraltio tecularit in memoriam a . . . Johanne Sigie-

mundo . . . introductm reformata relioionitt Frankfort,

1713; D. H. Bering, HialorUche Nachrichi von dem ertten

Anfimo der evangeliKh-reformierten Kirche in Branden-
burg und PreuMsen, Halle, 1778; idem, BeitrOge gur Oe-

eehichU der evanoeHeck-reformierien Kirche in den preua-

eiaeh-brandenburgiechen Ldndem, Breslau, 1784; W.
Mftller, in Deuteehe Zeiteehrift fUr chritUiche Wiaeenachafi,

1868, pp. 189 aqq.; Wangemann, Johann Sigiemund imd
Paul Oerhardt, Berlin, 1884; E. Clauanitaer, Die mArkiechen
StAnde unter Johann Sigiemund, Halle, 1895; F. Dittrioh,

in Zeiteehrift fUr die Oeechichte der AUertumekunde Brm'
lande, ziii (1900), 72 aqq.; ADB, ziv. 169 aqq.. cf. xzv.

328 aqq. For the Confeaeio Sigiemundi conault: K.
MOller, Die Bekenntnieeehriften der reformierten Kirehe,

pp. Ivi. aqq., 835 aqq., Leipeic, 1903, cf. O. Seger, Zur
Con/eeeio Sigiemundi^ Berlin, 1899.

SmLER, staer, BDWARD WILHELM ALEXAN-
DER: Lutheran (Missouri S3mod); b. at Bemstadt,

Silesia (22 m. e. of Breslau), Nov. 12, 1801 ; d. at Fort

Wayne, Ind., Oct. 27, 1886. From the gymnasium
at Schweidnits he entered the army, was a lieutenant

of the line in 1819, in 1823 a student of the nulitaiy

academy in Berlin (with Von Moltke and Von Roon),

but in 1826 left the service and became a student

under Schleiermacher in Berlin (Ph.D., Jena, 1829).

In 1830 he became an instructor in the famous
Blochmann's Institute in Dresden, in 1838 a private

tutor on the livonian island of Oesel, and in 1840

the same at Riga. About 1835 he was converted

and in 1843 came to the United States to labor

among the Germans, who were then so destitute of

religious teachers. His first charge was in Pomeroy,

O., his second and only other chaige at Fort Wajrne

from 1845 till his death. He was one of the organ-

izers of the movement started in his study in 1846

out of which came the powerful Missouri S3mod (see

Lutherans, III., 5, § 1). He was its first vice-

president and the first president of the middle

district of his synod. He organized the Practical

Seminaiy at Fort Wayne in 1845, and in it taught

exegesis and dogmatics till 1861. He was a promi-

nent preacher among the Germans of the Middle

West and also an organizer of churches. He wrote in

German several books, including an autobiography

(down to 1843, St. Louis, Mo., 1879) and many
articles.

SIHLERy ERNEST GOTTLIEB: Lutheran lay-

man and classical scholar; b. at Fort Wayne,
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Ind., Jan. 2, 1853. He was educated at Concordia

College, Fort Wayne (A.B., 1869), Concordia Lu-
theran Divinity School, St. Louis (from which he
was graduated in 1872), the universities of Berlin

and Leipsio (1872-75), and Johns Hopkins (Ph.D.,

1878). He was a classical instructor in New York
City (1879-91); professor of classics at Concordia

College, Milwaukee (1891-02); and since 1892 has
been professor of Latin in New York University.

In theology he " holds to the historical position of

recorded Christianity, is a conservative in the full

acceptance of Cospels and Epistles," and '' believes

that the spiritual failure of classical civilization is a
profound argument for Christianity." He is the

author of a number of editions of classics and of

Tedtimonium Anima: or, Greek and Roman he/ore

Jesus Christ (New York, 1908), a series of essays

and sketches dealing with the spiritual elements in

classical civilization; vjid Annals of Ccesar; critical

Biography, with a Survey of the Sources (1910).

SIKHS, stks, SIKmSlf.

I. History of the Sikhs.

Background and Souroes (| 1).

life of the Founder (| 2).

The Other Gurus (| 3).

History from 1708 (| 4).

XL The Religion.

The Granth (| 1).

Belief and Practise (| 2).

Sikh is the name accepted by a people in India

found almost exclusively in the Punjab, who are

bound together not by tribal affiliations but by a
religious bond. The term, meaning " disciple," is

the correlative of guru, " teacher," a common noim
appropriated as the title of the founder of the re-

ligion and transmitted to the nine men who suc-

ceeded him as religious heads of the faith. The fact

that " Sikh " came to have a semi-national signifi-

cance is not an essential of the system, but merely

a consequence of the political conditions at the

breaking up of the Mohanmiedan power in north-

west India during the eighteenth century.

L History of the Sikhs: While the religion was
founded and developed by a series of ten teachers

who were called Gurus, the beginnings of their

faith are traced by themselves to a man named
Kabir, who, as so often in India, was

z. Back- regarded as an incarnation of deity,

ground and His birth date is variously given as

Sources. 1398 and about 1500. He is said to

have been miraculously conceived and
bom in or near Benares, to have grown up a relig-

ious reformer, and to have composed hymns which
are received among the sacred writings of the Sikhs.
Vila »A<r^U nroa n^vnii^crf «11 ^:a4^«««.4:^Qg Q^ CaStC aUd

hastras of Hin-

assumptions of

Lst the bigotry

tr of sects, it is

he last of whom
nplify the tend-

elevated ideals

itition and fool-

lowledge of the

leaders are the

the sacred book

of the Sikhs is the Adi Granth or Granth Sahib (see

below), a work in an obscure dialect of the Panjabi

called Gurmukhi, which includes compositions by

the Giuus and also by Bhagats (Indian saints) who
preceded the Gurus. H3rmns are found also in

Prakrit, Hindi, Marathi, Multani, and a number of

local dialects. For the lives of the Gurus there is a

series of works embod3ang accoimts of tibeir lives,

teachings, and miracles, in various languages, prin-

cipally Panjabi and Hindi, claiming to be by ad-

herents of the faith who were in especially dose

relations with one or another of the Gurus. One

manuscript of the earliest of these lives dealing

with Guru Nanak bears the date of 1588, and was

therefore written during the lifetime of a certain

Bhai Budha, a venerable Sikh, who is admitted to

have been a young contemporary and disciple of

Nanak and to have lived to a great age, actually

linking by his life the leadership of the first ax
Giuus. This would be of impoi-tance were it not for

the fact that the life under discussion, and all later

works of the kind, abound in the legendary, and

have been besides extensively corrupted by tiie ad«

mixture of characteristic Hindu material which

vitiates them for critical use. Two of the most ex-

tensive of these works, the Nanak Parhash, deal-

ing with the life and teachings of Nanak, was writ-

ten in 1823, and by the same author the Stcnj

Parkash, in 6 volumes, was written between that

year and 1843. A great number of schismatic (for

Sikhism had its schisms) and what may be called

apocr3rphal works exist, all of which teem with the

miraculous, while they are sparing of data which

submit to verification.

The Gurus were ten in number, each of the nine

last of whom became leader on the death (or retire-

ment) of his predecessor. Their names and dates are

as follows: Nanak (1469-1538), Angad (1504^52),

Amar Das (1479-1574), Ram Das

2. Life (1534-«1), Arjan (1563-1606), Ear

of the Gobind (1595-1645), Har Rai (1630-

Founder. 1661), Har Krishan (1656^-64), Teg Bar

hadur (1622-76), and Gobind Rai or

Gobind Singh (1666-1708). The important names

here are Nsuoak, Ram Das, Arjan, Har Gobind, Teg

Bahadur, and Gobind Singh. The narrative, in

brief, of the life of Nanak will give the flavor of all

of these Indian lives. He was bom in Apr.-May,

1469, at or near Talwandi (a small town 30 m. s.w.

of Lahore), and died at Kartarpur (62 m. e. of La-

hore) In 1538. His father was an accountant and

agriculturist, consequently Nanak came not of

priestly but of lay lineage. This fact is significant

both for the character of the religion and for the

tongue in which the literat\u« is cast—^the vernacu-

lar and not the Sanskrit. His home was away from

the centers of Mohammedan influence and fanati-

cism, and this accounts for the impetus the religion

secured before encountering opposition. Accord-

ing to reports, the astrologer who was called in at

his birth foretold his greatness—some records affirm

the presence of the gods; at the age of five he be-

gan to meditate on heavenly themes; when at the

ag& of seven he went to school, the master wrote

for him the alphabet, and he inmiediately composed

an acrostic on the alphabet and speedily excelled
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his master in knowledge; this experience was re-

peated when he went to study Persian at the age
of seven; while a youth engaged in herding cattle,

as he meditated tlie cattle trespassed on a grain-

field to the wrath of the owner, yet on examina-
tion it was found that not a single shoot had been
trampled; once while he was sleeping under a tree,

the shadow remained fixed and protected him from
the sun, and at another time a cobra spread its hood
and shaded him (cf. Serpent in Worship^ etc.,

lY., § 2). Apart from such tales, what may be
gathered of his life is that he early reached con-

clusions condemning the religious customs, both
Hindu and Mohammedan, current about him, enn
ployed himself in composing verses in the vernacu-
lar embodying instruction on man's duty to God
and man and expressive of revolt against the teach-

ings and practises of the two dominant religions.

He refused as a youth to put on the sacred thread
and so declare himself a Hindu, confounding in

aigument the Brahman who was to perform the
ceremony.
Nanak was married at fourteen, but could not

be induced to take up an occupation, gaining
the reputation of a madman. At length he took
service under the governor of Sultanpur, spent the

nights praising the Creator, and gave all but a pit-

tance of his wages to fakirs. Having retired into

the wilderness, he was gone three days, during
which he thought he had a vision of the Supreme,
drank nectar in the presence, and was pronoimoed
the true Gum. On his retiim he uttered a cr3rptio

sentence condemning Hindus and Mohammedans,
then took up the life of a wanderer and religious

teacher, and began to make disciples. Like Socrates,

he found the t^mes for his teachings in the daily

life about him, a question, a chance saying, or an
experience giving him the text for a discourse in

verse. Manifesting a supreme disregard for rank
or dignity, he rebuked or taught with equal ardor,

severity, or gentleness, as the case seemed to him
to require, all who met him or listened to him, ad-
dressing as on terms of equality ascetics, fakirs,

thugs, Brahmans, nobles, princes, and kings, all of

whom are said to have acknowledged the divine

source of his teachings. He overcame the tempta-
tion of the devil who sought to buy him with the

riches of the earth from the accomplishment of his

teaching mission. He is said to have traversed

Middle and South India and to have visited Mecca
and Medina. During his life the organization of

tiie Sikh church had begun by the founding of socie-

ties, and the Guru's hymns were committed to mem-
ory as sacred scriptures. At the end of his life he
inaugurated the practise followed by the other

Gurus (except the tenth) and appointed his succes-

sor, in this case Angad. Just before his death Mo-
hammedans and Hindus contested for the honor
of disposing of his remains, but in the morning the

corpse had disappeared—^his supreme miracle. The
methods of NansJE were often exceedingly apt and
convincing. Thus to a man who had acquired great

wealth and ostentatiously displayed it he gave a
needle with the injunction to retain it carefully

tmtil it should be required of him in the next world.

The man took it with the injunction to his wife,

who declared the Guru mad and told him to return
it to the giver. The latter then asked, if so small

a thing as a needle could not be taken into the next
world, how so great wealth could accompany the
rich. On being asked how to take it there he re-

plied: " Give some of thy wealth in God's name,
feed the poor, and thy wealth shall accompany thee"
(Macauliffe, i. 130).

The name of the second Guru, Angad, embodies
the theory respecting the person of the Guru. His
name was Lahina, but this was changed to a word

which included the word for " body,"
3. The the idea being that the Guru for the

Other time being was the embodiment of the

Gurus, first Guru, and that indeed all the Gurus
were not ten but one, the spirit of the

first descending to the second. A consequence of

this is that the compositions of the Gurus all carry

the pen name Nanak. Angad abandoned the wan-
dering mode of life, settled at a place called Khadur,
whither the Sikhs came for instruction and to bring

their free-will offerings. His leadership was marked
by the first Sikh schism, a part of the followers of

Nanak choosuig Sri Chand, oldest son of Nanak, as

Guru, and this sect roceived the name of Udasis
(" solitaries "). The period of the third Guru, Amar
Das, was marked by a second attempt at schism,

since Datu, the son of Angad, tried to set himelf up
in opposition, but was not recognized by the Sikhs.

Amar Das inaugurated the custom for the Sikhs of

visiting the Guru three times a year for instruction

in religion. It was he who began the work of build-

ing the sacred tank or pool. His period is marked
also by formal complaints to the Mohammedan
emperor against the faith, but Akbar dismissed these

and showed favor to the Guru. He formulated the

rules of the religion and created a sort of regulation

of life. By the fourth Guru, Ram Das, the work of

dissemination of the religion was undertaken by
the despatch of missionaries, part of whose work
was the collection of offerings for the completion of

the sacred tank. The importance of this structure

is great, since it gave the Sikhs a center and a home,
the environs of the pool being built up and becom-
ing the sacred city Amritsar, now the goal of the

Sikh pilgrimage. The compositions of this Guru and
of his predecessor were quite niunerous. The fifth

Guru, Arjan, youngest son of Ram Das, completed
the erection of the tank and also the building of a
temple in the middle of it, also beginning the erec-

tion of the city of Kartarpur. His oldest brother

attempted to seize the leadership and created a sec-

ond schism, giving rise to the Mina sect. Thb fact

emphasised a growing tendency to diversity of faith

and practise and the rise of rival scriptures. Ac-

cordingly he conceived and carried through the col-

lection of the body of scriptures called the Adi
(" first ") Granth (see below), which was completed

in 1604 (or within about fifty years of the death

of the first Guru) and deposited it in the newly built

temple. The importance of this for the Sikhs can
not be overestimated, guaranteeing as it did the

perpetuity of the sect. His period is marked by in-

creased stress from the Mohammedans. Already
under the previous Guru there had been armed con-

flict, which in Arjan's time became serious; there
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was now demand made that h3rmn8 in the Granth
hostile to Mohammedanism be destroyed. Arjan

was taken prisoner by the emperor and tortured to

death ostensibly for refusal to become a Mohamme-
dan, possibly, however, for giving aid to a revolting

son of the emperor. Har Gobind, the sixth Guru,
was the son of Arjan. Probably because of the in-

creasing pressure of Moslem opposition, he instituted

a standing army for the Sikhs, and militarism be-

comes more pronounced from this time on. Hos-
tilities were frequent, the Guru was himself impris-

oned, but the Sikhs were welded together by their

trials. The next two Gurus were insignificant. The
ninth, Teg Bahadur, youngest son of Har Gobind,
took up again the practise of travel, but the mili-

tary establishment was maintained. He is repre-

sented as going to the court at Delhi practically aa

a sacrifice for his people, where he was beheaded.

The tenth Guru, Gobind Rai, afterward Gobind
Singh, was the son of Teg Bahadiu*. He was en-

gaged in conflict with the hill rajahs for almost his

whole guruship, and fighting with Mohanunedans
was also practically constant. His significance for

the religion is great. He abolished for the Sikh
conformity to the Hindu customs of cutting the
hair and shaving the head, instituted fivefold bap-
tism with water stirred with a sword after which
each Sikh took the name Singh (" lion "), forbade
intermarriage of Sikhs with Mohammedans, con-

firmed tithes as the substitute for free-will offerings,

completed the Granth and made it better suited to

the changed conditions, and finally refused to ap-

point a successor, directing Sikhs to obey the Granth
as " the visible body of the Guru." This left relig-

ious direction in the hands of the official " reader of

the Granth."
After the death of Gobind Singh in 1708, the his-

tory of the Sikhs b obscure till 1800. It is known
that they were persecuted, and that a price of from

five to twenty-five rupees was for a
4. History time offered by the Mohammedan
fix>m 1708. ruler of the Punjab for each Sikh head.

But as Mohammedan power declined

in the region during the eighteenth centiuy, there

was organization of minor Sikh confederacies in the

Punjab imder elected leaders. Ranjit Singh (b.

1780, governor of Lahore 1800, d. 1839) conceived

the plan of utiludng Sikh military fanaticism and
religious zeal to create a kingdom with Lahore as the

capital, and extended the realm to the Sutlej, then
the border of British rule. During his life the rela-

tions between the British and the Sikhs was friend-

ly. After his death the Sikhs crossed the frontier

into British territory, and the dominion of the latter

was gravely threatened. The Sikhs fought with
their wonted bravery and were beaten back only
after inflicting great losses and winning the respect

of their foes. The second Sikh war in 1848 resulted

in the same way, and the British then took over the
administration of the Punjab. The Sikhs entered

in numbers the British army in India, in which they
still constitute a large and most loyal element. They
proved their worth and loyalty first in the Indian
Mutiny of 1857. Their numbers, as given by the
census of 1901, are 2,195,339, all but 64,352 in the
Punjab, and of these two-thirds are in the United

Provinces and Kashmir. ReligiouBly they fall into

two great divisions and many sects. The divisions

are &e Sahijdharis and the Singhs, the former re-

jecting the baptism of Gobind Singh. Besides the

schismatic UdasLs and Mlnas referred to above, there

are the Handalis, named after a convert of Amar
Das, but not arising till about 1640. Thar descend-

ants, a small conmumity, have their headquarters

at Jandiala in the Punjab, where they are known as

Niranjanie. As a religious sect the Sikhs are beiog

absorbed by the dominant Hinduism, have lost al-

most entird^ the language of their sacred book, and

are in many respects foigetting the distinguishing

practises which under thdr Gurus marked them as

apart from the Hindus.
XL The Religton: The religious tenets of the

Sikhs are exhibited in the Adi Granth {ot Granth

Sahib), consisting of the poetic utteranoes of the

Gurus and of some Indian saints whose sayings the

Gurus Improved. According to oom-

z. The mon conceptions, the Gurus were in-

Gnmth. carnations of deity, and, consequently,

the book is inspired. In its present

arrangement the Granth serves the purpose of a

bible and a lituigy. It is in six parts: (1) an intro-

duction by Nanak; (2) extracts *from two of the
** rags " (see below) used in devotions at eventide;

(3) a devotional chapter composed of extracts from

one of the rags; (4) a chapter of extracts from

three of the rags used as a prayer before retiring;

(5) the Granth proper, of compositions in meter

arranged under thirty-one rags (musical measures to

which the hymns were sung or chanted—the result

is much like a hymn-book with the hymns arranged

under the different meters, short, long, common,
etc.); (6) a concluding portion by various authors,

including Indian saints and fakirs. The extent is

indicated by the fact that Trumpp's translation and

notes (see bibliography) make a small quarto of 715

pages. The language of the Granth is obscure both

as a dialect and because of the educational limita-

tions of the Gurus. It was intended for the under-

standing of the oonmion people, and was therefore

in the vernacular; on this account the Brahmans
remonstrated with the Gurus for putting in the com-

mon speech what the former contended should not

be imparted to the populace, such knowledge being

too high for them. But the Gurus were aiming at

the very evil of retaining the knowledge of religion

within the conunand of a few, and desired therefore

not only that their own people should have thb

knowledge in their own language (not the Sanskrit),

but that other nations should ]eaxn of it, and so

hoped for the translation of their works into many
languages. Of its contents varying estimates exist;

the literature of the East rarely appeals to the mind

of the West, and it is hardly strange that a book

which so abounds in figures, which reflects a life

and ordinary conceptions so different from those of

the western world, and which is more or less mge-

titious should not appeal to those who have not

breathed the inspiration of the East. Sir Lefd

GriflSn (formerly secretary of the Punjab govern-

ment) remarks truly that it b scarcely possible to

turn a single page without being struck with the

beauty and originality of the figures and with the
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enlightened devotion of its language (in H. A. Giles

and others, Great Religions of the World, New York,

1901). This book, like other sacred books, had its

period of persecution at the hands of enemies of the

religion. While the founder of the religion and
writer of a considerable part of the Granth dis-

claimed special sanctity, he asserted Ms authority

in matters of faith and practise.

Sikh theology is natxirally based on established

and current Hindu conceptions. Thus the reason

for the existence of the Sikh religion is that which
explains the avatars of Vishnu—when

2. Belief the world needs it, God vouchsafes a
and new revelation. The new worship b

Practise, based on the old Hindu idea of the

efficacy of repeating devotionally the

name of God. God is one, but in the Hindu-pan-

theistic sense. He alone is real, all the worid is un-

real. He is formless, yet diffused throughout crea-

tion. God and his worshiper are in some sense one;

yet the Hindu distinction between paramatman
(supreme soul) and jivatman (individual soul) is-

maintained, the latter being an emanation of the

former. Attempts have been made to show the in-

fluence of Christianity upon Sikh concepts and
teachings. Many of the ideas are veiy similar and
may possibly be of Christian origin; yet it must be

said that all can be paralleled from pre-Christian

Hindu or Buddhistic sources. How similar these

ideas are to Christian teaching may be shown
by a few examples. Nanak resisted the tempta-

tion of the devil who offered him the w^th
of the world to abandon his mission (cf. Matt,

iv. 8-10). He used to complain because when he

was silent the Brahmans called him an idiot, and
when he talked they said he chattered (cf. Matt,

xi. 18-19). Among the figures he used was the dis-

parity between the sise of the seed of the Indian

fig-tree and the tree itself (cf. Matt. xiii. 31-32).

Tbe incident of the needle related above (I., § 2)

reminds of Matt. xix. 21. Angad made the purity

and simplicity of children the quality of believers

which endeared them to the Creator. However,
the thoroughly Hindu foimdation is immistakable.

The doctrines of reincarnation and of karma are

held in their entirety; constantly in the teachings

of the Gurus inequaJity of fortune to desert is ex-

plained as the result of deeds done in a former in-

carnation. Belief in Nirvana is a tenet of the faith,

and the word is used in the twofold sense familiar

to students of Buddhism—absorption into the Ab-
solute with resultant loss of personality, and a sense

cognate with that of '^ paradise." The sacred num-
ber b that of the Hindus—^five, and true Sikhs are

distinguished by reception of fivefold baptism and
by the wearing of five articles—long hair, comb,
sword, short drawers, and steel bracelet. The essen-

tials of Sikh practise are abstention from Hindu
pilgrimages, from idolatry and from offerings to

idols, from wine and tobacco; women are not to be

secluded nor is infanticide to be practised; the de-

nunciation of suttee (concremation of a widow) is

emphatic; observance of the caste system with its

load of defilements and purifications is prohibited;

and the duty of earning one's living is enforced.

Stress is laid upon the virtues of truth, honesty,

loyalty to the Guru and the religion, gratitude, char-

ity to members of the faith, evenhanded justice,

filial duty, humility, patience, distrust of self, free-

dom from superstition, and the recompensing of

good for evil. Most of the Grantli is taken up with
metrical homilies upon these subjects and on the
duty of avoiding the corre^wnding vices. The Sikh
is to rise before day, to bathe, repeat part of the
scriptures, and meditate on the divine name. He
is to bear in mind that true sacrifice consists in be-

ing charitable to those who repeat God's name and
practise humility. His ordinary acts are to become
acts of devotion, and he is to pray for the extension

of the religion. Geo. W. Gilmobb.
Bcbuoorapht: As a soune inoompanbly the best wotk is

M. A. Maoauliffe, Th4 Sikh RMgwn; tte Cfwtu, mend
WriHno* and Authon, 6 vok., Oxford. 1008 (thk ttBO*-
lates the Granth, plaoing the aei>arate oompoeitions after
the aooounts of the Qurus to whom they are credited.

In the lives of the Qurus the author has used the native
sources, and the flavor of the originals is preserved; un-
fortunately, the matter is rather poorly ammsed. The
point of view is sympathetic to the religion). Next best is

Adi Oranth, traful. by B. Trttmpp, London, 1877 (the transL
is inferior in its English—^the transKfttor was a Gexman
—and is said to be inadequate from the point of view of

fidelity to the original; its value is that it tranaUtes con-
secutively; the introduction is extensive and has value).

For the hktory of the Sikhs consult: J. D. Cunningham,
A HiU. of the Sikhe from the Origin of the Nation to the

BaUUt of the SvtUj, London, 1849; L. Griffin, The Rajahe
of the Punjab, ib. 1873; idem, Ranjit Siitgh, ib. 1892; E.
Tnimpp, Nanak der SHfter der Sikh Rdioion, Munich,
1876. On the religion consult: H. H. Wilson, Retigioue

Seete of the Hindue, Calcutta, 1840; Sakhi Namah. Sak-
hee Book, or the DeecripHon of Oooroo Oobind SiiH/h*e Re-
Ugion and Doetrinet, tranal. . . . 6y Sirdar Attar Sinoh,

Benares, 1873; A. Barth, Retigione of India, pp. 243 sqq.,

London, 1881; E. Trumpp, Die Religion der Sikhe naeh
der QueUen, Leipsic, 1881; F. Pincott, in Religioue Sye-

teme of the World, London and New Yotk, 1893; A. 8.

Geden, StwHee in Baetem Religione, London, 1900 (ex-

cellent); P. D. Chantepie de la Saussaye, ReHgionege-

eehiehte, ii. 165-167, Tobingen, 1906. Some magasine liter-

ature is indicated in Richardson, BneyetapmUa, p. 1013.

SELOAM INSCRIPTION: An inscription found in

the conduit in Jerusalem leading from the Viigin's

Fount (or Virgin's Spring or Fountain of Steps) to

the Pool of Siloam (see JebubaIiEm, II.) . The in-

scription was incised in the right-hand wall of the

conduit as one enters from the pool, and about nine-

teen feet from the entrance. It occupied the lower

part of an artificial niche so hewed as to form a rect-

angular cartouche, and the upper part of this niche

was left vacant. The inscription was discovered in

the summer of 1880 by two boys. Dr. Schick, a
German architect then resident in Jerusalem, having

heard of the find, examined it, and had the water

lowered in order to make a copy of the inscription.

His efforts were not very successful, owing in part

to his lack of skill as an archeologist, and in part

to the fact that there was a deposit of lime over

the place, and further because of confusion made by
chance marks or cracks in the rock. Dr. A. H.
Sayce of Oxford made, the next copy in Feb., 1881,

which was more nearly correct. In April of the

same year a correct copy was secured by Dr. Her-
mann Quthe, who removed the lime deposits by
chemical means, made a cast from which squeezes

were taken, and in this way removed all doubts as

to the actual contents of the inscription.
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This inscriptioii is in siz lines, written in the early

scnpt very doeely resembling that of the Moabite
Stone (q.v.) and of the current Phenician inscrip-

tions. The first line is mutilated at the end, and a
small break intrudes in lines two to four. The lan-

guage is idiomatic Hebrew, the text is impointed,

and the orthography is, in the technical sense, ** de-

fective " in that the letters Waw and Yod, used as
vowels, are often omitted where in later Hebrew
they are written to aid in the pronunciation. An
attempt was made to steal the inscription, and in

the process it was broken; the fragments are now
in ihe museum at Constantinople. The casts,

squeeses, and the original in full light combine to

make possible a nearly complete trcmslation of the

oldest Israelitish inscription known of any consider-

able length. Its date is by most scholars put not
later than the reign of Hezekiah (714-686?), and
it is placed in connection with II Kings xx. 20, where
it is stated that Hezekiah '' made a pool, and a con-

duit," and with II Chron. xxxii. 30, R. V., " Hese-
kiah stopped the upper spring of the waters of Gihon,

and brought them straight down on the west side

of the city of David." The following is the trans-

lation of Dr. S. R. Driver (Notes an the Hebrew Text

of , , , Samuel, p. xvi., Oxford, 1890).

1. [Behold] the piercing through I And this was
the manner of the piercing through. Whilst yet

[the miners were lifting up]

2. the pick each towards his fellow, and whilst

yet there were three cubits to be [cut through, there

was heard] the voice of each call-

3. ing to his fellow, for there was a fissure (7) in

the rock on the right hand . . . And on the day
of the

4. piercing through, the miners (lit. hewers) smote
each so as to meet his fellow, pick against pick; and
there flowed

5. the water from the source to the pool, 1200

cubits; and one hun-
6. dred cubits was the height of the rock over the

head of the miners. Geo. W. Gilmore.
Bibuoorapht: H. Quthe, in ZDMQ, 1882, pp. 725-750

(the origizial publication by this scholar)^ and in ZDPV,
xiii (1890), 203-204. 286-288; C. R. Conder. &i PEF,
Quarterly StaUmerU, 1882. pp. 122 sqq.; P. Better, in

Journal de» dAaU, Apr. 16, 1882; Records of the Poet, new
aeries, i. 168-175, London. 1889; W. F. Birch, in PEF,
Quarterly StaUmerU, 1890, pp. 208-210; S. R. Driver, ut
sup., pp. xiv.-xvi., xxxii., xxxv.; C. Clennont-<3anneau,
Lee Timbeaux de David et dee rote de Juda et le tunnel-

aquedoc de Siloe, Paris, 1897; E. J. Pilcher. in FSBA,
xix (1897), 165-182. xx (1898), 213-222, and PEF, Quar-
terly Statement, 1898, pp. 56-60; M. Lidsbaiskl, Hand-
buck der nordeemitiechen Epioraphik, Weimar, 1898; A.
Socin, Die Siloah Inechrift, FreibuiK, 1899; T. H. Weir.
ShoH Hiat. of the Text of the O. 7., London, 1899; 0. A.
Cooke. Text-Book of North-Semitic Inecriptionk, ib. 1903;
DB, iv. 515-516; JB, xi. 339-341.

SELVERinS, sil-vfri-us: Pope 636-537. The pon-
tificate of Silverius, who was the son of Pope
Hormisdas, fell during the period of the struggle

between the Goths and the eastern Empire and of

the discussion as to the value of the Chalcedonian

decrees. According to the Liber pontificalis, he owed
his elevation to the favor, won by money, of Theo-
datus, the Gothic king, and there was no formal

election, his enthronement taking place Jime 8, 536.

llie speedy success of Belisarius in Italy made diffi-

cult the positicm of Silverius as the prot^ of the

Gothic king. By agreement Bdisarius occupied

Rome Dec. 9, 536; but the agreement was short-

lived, for Silverius incurred the hostility of Empress
Theodora by siding with the deposed Patriarch An-
thimus. The pope soon renewed his relations with

the Goths, and he was charged with purposing to

admit them to Rome; this seems not improbable, in

spite of the denial of his biographer, for from the

Goths Silverius had most to expect. In Mar., 537,

Belisarius deposed Silverius and banished him as

a monk to Patara in Lycia. His successor was

Vigilius, whose subserviency in dogmatic matters

secured the favor of Theodora. The case against

Silverius was reopened, and he was brought back

to Italy, only to be baziished to the island of Ponsa
in the Tyrrhenian Sea, where he died at a date

unknown. (A. Hauck.)
BiBUooaAPBT: Liber pontifkaH$, ed. Mommaea in MOB,

Geat, pont. Rom,, i (1898), 144; Jaff6, Rtgeala, L 115;

Piooopiua, De bello Oothieo, L 25. printed in Murmtori.

Seriptoree, L 1. pp. 247-369; J. Langen, OeeckidhU der

rdmiechen Kirche, ii. 341 eqq.. Bonn, 1885; F. Qracoro-
vius. HieL of the City of Rome, i. 369. 395-^98. London.
1894; Bower. Popee, i. 344-347; Bfilman, LaUrn Ckrie-

tianity, i. 461; Hefele, ConcHienoeechiehle, fL 571. F^.

trand., ii. 2, p. 873.

SILVESTER: The name of two popes and two

antipopes.

Silvester L: Pope 314-335. The important

events falling during the pontificate of this pope

were the conversion of Constantine [and the alleged

" donation " of that emperor] and the beginning of

the Arian and the Donatistic controversies, though

in neither of them had he direct participation.

Eusebius (Vita ConstanUnif III., vii.) reports that

he was represented at the Coimcil of Nicsa and also

at the Synod of Aries, the latter of which sent its

canons to him. The period of his pontificate is

given by the Catalogue Liberianus.

(A. Hauck.)
Bibuoorafbt: Liber pontifiealie, ed. Ifommaen in MOB,

Oeet. ponL Rom., i (1898), 47; Jaffd, Regeata, L 28-29;

R. A. Lipriuo, ChrowAoQis der rdmiechen Bieekdfg, p. 259.

Kiel, 1869; Bower. Popee, L 45^54; Milman. Lehn
Chrietianity, i. 94-95.

Silvester n. (Gerbert): Pope 999-1003. Gerfoert

was possibly a native of Aurillac in Auveigne,

and his birth-year probably falls between 940 and

950; his education he received at the monastery of

Aurillac, remaining in connection with the Abbot
Gerald and his successor Rajrmond, and there mani-

festing his talent. Later he went to Spain and

studied mathematics, astronomy, and music under

Bishop Hatto of Vich in Catalonia, with whom in

970 he went to Rome, where his accomplishments

led John XIII. to recommend him to Otto the Great

From Rome (c. 972) he went to R«ms to receive

instruction in dialectics from a celebrated ardidea-

con of that place, where he came into relations with

Archbishop Adalbero, a man of great eminence in

political as well as in ecclesiastical life. Tlie arch-

bishop stimulated Gerbert to teach as weU as to

learn; this he did, dealing with the " Introductioii
*'

of Porphjrry, the "Categories" of Aristotk, and

with writings of Cicero and Boethius. His pupfls

read the poets, and received training in the ooodooi

of discussions. The course led up to the study d
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arithmetic, music, astronomy, and geometiy, and
the teacher became celebrated in France, Germany,
and Italy. Some time dming this period he held

from Otto II. the abbey of Bobbio near Pavia, not
later than the beginning of 983. As such he had a
high position and took part in politics. Yet his

position as abbot was rendered impleasant by the

possessions of the abbey, which made many his

enemies. At the death of Otto II., he left the abbey,
seeming to see decadence in Church and State, and
went to Reims, intending to take up again his be-

loved studies. He again began to teach, having
assembled a rich library; but he desired ecclesias-

tical activity, and became secretary of Adalbero
and so participator in political affairs. The arch-

bishop was engaged heartily in the service of pro-

tecting and safeguarding the interests of Otto III.,

in which he was ably assisted by Gerbert. Adalbero
was interested also in France; and in the elevation

of Hugh Capet to the throne, after the death of

Louis v., the influence of the archbishop and of

Gerbert was seen. After the death of Adalbero,

Gerbert naturally expected to be chosen to the see

of Reims, but was passed over in favor of Amulf

,

who soon became a partisan of the Lothringians,

which led to the accusation of treason being lodged

against Amulf and his trial before a synod, where
the question was raised concerning the jurisdiction

of a synod over a bishop. Eventually Amulf re-

signed his see and Gerbert was elected in his place.

After this event, Gerbert became pronouncedly
anti-papal, turning against the pope the saying
^* man must obey God rather than man," and de-

claring that if tiie pope sinned against a brother

and did not listen to the Chiuch, he is to be regarded

as a heathen and a publican. Gerbert did not abide

by his principles, however. In 991 John XV. sent

as his representative to France and Germany Abbot
Leo of St. Boniface in Rome, that he might investi-

gate the affairs of the see of Reims. At a ^3mod
called by Leo, June 2, 995, only four German bish-

ops were present, and the French bishops held aloof.

The apology delivered here by Gerbert marics the

beginning of his backward tendency, and attempted
to show that part of the trouble arose through

Rome's delay in answering. Gerbert was prohibited

from exercising the duties of his office until decision

was made. At a new synod of July 1, 995, Gerbert

was sure of French support and therefore was bolder;

but no decision was reached, and Gerbert thought

things favorable to himself and went to Rome to

cany out his plan of defense. Meanwhile John had
died and Gregory V. had taken his place, and was
engrossed with the idea of reform of the Church.

The prospect was therefore not altogether favorable

to Gerbert, and in France his support had grown
lukewarm. But Gerbert was in close relations with

Otto III., who admired his learning and valued his

services and was admired and praised by Gerbert

for his character and power.

The favor of Otto was used with the pope in

Gerbert's interests, and the latter was made arch-

bishop of Ravenna, 998, where he appeared as the

furtherer of Gregory's plans for reform, taking part

in synods concerned with that business. The death

of Gregory in Feb., 999, led to the elevation of Ger-

bert to the papal chair as Silvester II., through the
favor of Otto. Gerbert turned his back upon his
past, recognized Amulf as archbishop of Reims,
assisted the emperor in canying out his plans for
reconstituting his kingdom, plans which were essen-
tially anti-German. Yet pope and emperor were
not entirely at one, Rome was conunitted to neither,
and the death of Otto, Jan. 23, 1002, broke the
prospects of realization of Silvester's plans and his
further hopes of greatness. The next year the latter
also died.

Silvester's writings included the subjects of dia-
lectics, mathematics, and theology. His De carpore
et sanguine Domini inquires whether the Eucharist
and tiie historical body of Christ are identical.

Silvester's reputation was principally for great learn-
ing, which was so great that he was accounted a
sorcerer. He was not creative, however. He was
an idealist in politics, and this gave an air of insin-
cerity to his attempts, while sdf-seeking is not to
be eliminated from the motives which nded his ac-
tion. As a consequence his pontificate is memorable
for nothing of achievement in Church or State.

(A. Hauck.)
Bibuoobapht: The Opera were edited by J. B. Masson,

Paris. 1611; by A. Duchesne, in Hxatorim Franeantm
mriptorea, u. 789-844, 6 vols., Paris. 1636-49, whence
they went into MPL, cxxxix. 201-268; the (Euvret with
life, by A. Olleris, aermont, 1867; the " Lettera.'* with
introduction, by J. Havet, Paris, 1889 (best); eariier ed.
in Bouquet, RecueU, vols, ix.-x.; the Optra mathenuUica
by N. Bubnov, Berlin, 1899. Bibliographies are to be
found in: U. Chevalier, Ripertoire des sources historiquea
du moyen dge, Paris, 1877; F. Cerroti, Bibliografia di
Rama, Rome, 1893; and Potthast, Wtgioeiaer, pp. 501-
602.

The primary source for a life are his " letters "—note
eds. above in Opera and (Exmree. Consult. Mann, Popes,
v. 1-120 (with a critical list of literature) ; C. F. Hook,
Gerberi oder Papat Sylvester II., Vienna, 1837 (best); M. M.
Badinger, Ueber Oerberts wxssenschafUiche und poliHsche
SteUwHf, Biarburg, 1851; C. Prantl. GeschichU der Logik
im Abendlande, ii. 53-57, Leipaic, 1856; F. Lausser, Ger-
bert, itude historique sur le x. sUcle, Aurillac, 1866 (uses
fresh material); E. de Barth^emy, Gerbert, itude sur sa
vie et ses ouvrages, Paris, 1868; C. Qu^ant. Gerbert, ou
Sylvestre II. et le siicle de fer, Paris, 1868; A. von Reu-
mont, Geschiehte der Stadt Rom, vol. ii., Beriin, 1868; R.
Baxmann, Potitik der P&pste, vol. ii., Elberfeld, 1869;
M. Sepet, in Revue des questions historiques, vii (1869),
440-523, vlii (1870), 122-169; H. Reutelr. GeschichU der
retiffi^en Aufkl&nmo im MittdaUer, i. 78-84, Berlin,

1875; K. Werner, Gerbert von AuriUae. Die Kirche und
Wissenschaft seiner Zeit, Vienna, 1879; H. Weissenbom,
Gerbert, Beitrag sur Kenntniss der Malhematik des Mittd-
alters, Berlin, 1888; K. Schulthess, Papst Sylvester II,

als Lehrer und Staalsmann, Hamburg, 1891; idem. Die
Saoen Hber Silvester II., ib. 1893; R. Allen, in English
Historical Review, vii (1892), 625-668 (a prise essay);

T. K. Sohlockwerder, Utitersuchungen zur Chronologie der
Briefe Gerberts, Halle. 1893; F. Qregorovius. Hist, of the

City of Rome, iii. 466 sqq.. London, 1895; F. J. Picavet,

Gerbert, un pope phUosophe, Paris, 1897; ^. Lair, Etudes

critiques, i. 94 sqq., Paris, 1899; C. P., Les Popes
fran^is. Tours, 1901 ; E. Duchesne, Le Domostroi du pope
SUvestre, Paris, 1904; Histoire littSraire de la France,

vi. 559-614; CeOlier, Auteurs sacris, ii. 901-911; Schaff,

Christian Church, iv. 777-782; Hefele, Conciliengeschichte,

vol. iv.; Bower. Popes, iii. 331-333; Biilman, Latin

Christianity, iii. 202 sqq.

Silvester IIL: Antipope 1044-46. See Bbnb-
DICT IX.

Silvester IV.: Antipope 1102. See Paschal IL
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SILVIA AQUITANA: The name under which is

known a pilgrim of the fourth oentury to the Holy
Land, who has left a record of her travels. The
trend toward pilgrimages became almost a craze in

the fourth oentury, against which, e.g., Gregory of

Nyssa protested (MPO, xlvi. 1016-24), though
Jerome favored it (Epist,, xlvi., EIng. transl., in

NPNF, 2 ser., vi. 60-65). A sort of guide-book
made on a journey c. 333 a.d. exists in the Itiner-

arium Burdigalerue {'* The Bordeaux Pilgrim "),

but it is not a journal of travel like that which exists

in the PeregrinaHo <S. Silvia, discovered in 1884 by
G. F. Gamurrini at Arezzo in Tuscany and consisting

of a letter describing her experiences written to the

mms of a cloister at her native place. The manu-
script is not complete, lacks both beginning and
end, and also a ps^ from the middle of the narra-

tive. Fortunately, the omissions are practically

supplied by Peter the Deacon, who used the narra-

tive, as did Bede. The date may be set between
379-387, with 394 as the latest date possible; in

that year the bones of the Apostle Thomas were
translated to the chief church at Edessa, which the

pilgrim distinguished from the Martyriimi which
she visited. Recently, however, Meister (see bib-

liography) has proposed 533-540 as the date of the

pilgrimage, and many have accepted his argu-

ments. Gamurrini sought to identify the pilgrim

with the traveler named by Palladius in the " Lau-
siac History," but F^rotin (see bibliography) has
with greater probability suggested the Spimish nun
Eucheria, and at any rate '' St. SOvia of Aquitania ''

is " a purely mythical personage." That the pO-

grim was a person of consequence appears from the

attentions which were showered upon her by clerics,

monks, and bishops, and even by the military, es-

corts being furnished at times. She traveled in com-
fort and with a considerable retinue.

Peter the Deacon states that she made Jerusalem
her headquarters, visited Bethlehem, Hebron, and
the other cities celebrated in patriarchal history;

covered all Palestine in her travels—^Tabor, Carmel,
Nazareth, Nain, Tiberias, Capernaum; then went
to Egypt and back to Jerusalem, and then to Sinai

and other sites in the Mosaic history, where the ex-

tant manuscript takes up the story. At Sinai she

was shown the sacred sites, the thorn-bush and the

like, went to Paran and Clysma, Rameses in Goshen,
Tanis, and then to Jerusalem by way of Pelusium;
then visited Nebo and the grave of Job in the Hauran
by way of Aenon; next to Antioch, Hierapolis,

Edessa, and Harran, her farthest point east. Her
return led via Constantinople through Asia Minor,

and in Seleucia she read the Acts of Thecla, while in

Chalcedon she visited the grave of St. Euphemia.
The narrative is interesting, faithful, and sincere.

Her notice of the worship of the Jerusalem coomiu-
nity is important, being the only one covering that

period ; she attended such services as those of Christ-

mas, Easter, Ascension Day, and Pentecost, and
describes baptism and the instruction leading to it.

Far behind this in worth are such books as Euche-
rius' De 8itu HieroaolymUarKB vrbia (a compOation
from oral and written sources), the Breviariua de

Hieroaolyma of the sixth century, Bede's De locU

9ancti8f and the work of Peter the Deacon (q.v.).

Of independent worth is Theodosius' De situ ierrm

BancttB (middle of the sixth centuiy) ; the reports of

the Gallic bishop Arculphus rest upon an Itinerwrium

of c. 580 and one of Adamnan. (G. KbI^geb.)
Bibuoorapht: The editao princeps, by O. F. Qftmnnmu

the diiooverer of the document, was ianied at Rome, 1887,

2d ed., 1888, with the account of Peter the deacon and
other matter, Italian transl., Milan, 1890. The best ed.

is that of P. Oeyer, in CSBL, tttjt , Vienna. 1898.

Other texts are those of J. Pomialowsky, St. Petetsbuis.

1889; J. H. Bernard, for Palestine PilsrimB Text Sodetj.
with Enc. transl.. introduction and notes. London. 1806;

E. A. Bechtcd, Chicago. 1902; and a fragment by E. too
Dobschats, in TV, 1899, pp. 167 sqq. Consult: L. De-
lisle, in BibliotMque de rtcoU dm eharU$, xlvii (1877), 342-

346; T. Mommsen. in SBA, 1887, pp. 367-^64; E. WAlff-

lin, in ArcMv fUr lateiniache LexicograpkU wnd Gram^
matik, iv (1887), 269-277; C. Weyman. m TQS, Ixx (1888),

38-60; L. de Saint-Aignan, L« PHerinage de S, SyMe-
. . . «ti 38S, Origans, 1889; E. Ebert, AOoemeime Oe-

tchiehU der LUeratwr dee MiUdaUere, i. 345-347. Leipsic.

1889; O. Krlkger, in Preueeieche JakrhHeher, Ixvi (1890).

491-605; P. <3eyer, Kritieehe BemerkunQen eu S. SOsia
. . . pereffrinatio, Augibuxg, 1890; F. Cabrol. £twie ettr

la PereorinaHo SUvim. Lee iS^AiMs de Jintetdem, la die-

dpHne el la lUurgie au iv. eiicU, Paris, 1895; J. von der

VUet, in TSK, xiv (1896), 1-29; M. F^rotin. Le VeriiabU

Auieur de la PeregrinaHo SylviiB, Paris, 1903; A Bludao,

in Der Katholik, Ixxxiv. 2 (1904), 61-74, 81-98; J. Ang-

Uule, De laHnitaU libeUi qvi ineeripiue eel PeregrtnoHfi

. . . , Paris, 1905; C. Meister, in Rheinieckee Mtaaemau

Ixir (1909), 337-392.

SIMEON, sim'e-on: Second bishop of Jerusalem

and cousin of Jeeus; d. c. 107. His father was
Cleophas or Oopas (see Alph2EU8), who, aocording

to Hegesippus (Eusebius, Hist, ecd., III., xL 2),

was a brotiier of Joseph. His mother may have

been the Maiy mentioned in John xix. 25, who is

designated as the wife of Cleophas. Owing to his

family connections, Simeon was chosen suooessor of

James the Just in the leadership of the Jerusalem

congregation. He is said to have held his office a

long time, and to have attained an age of 120 yean.

As successor of James, Simeon was the head not only

of the congregation of Jerusalem but of all other

congregations in Palestine. Since the congregation

of Jenisalem left the city before the catastrophe of

the year 70 and went to Pella, the seat of the activ-

ity of Simeon must have been there. Tradition also

says that under Emperor Trajan and Governor AU
ticus he was denounced by the Jews as a Davidite

and Christian, a pretender to the crown. At the

order of Atticus he was for many days tortured and

finally crucified. (H. Acheub.)

Bibuoorapht: Tlie souroee are Eusebhn, Hid eooL, IIL,

xL, zxii., zxziL, xxxv., IV., xxii. 4. Eng. tnnsL in NPNF,
vol. L, passim: and tlie same author's ** Chroniole '* for

the year 107. Consult further: TUlemont, Mimoirm,
a. 186 sqq.; J. B. Lightfoot. ApoetoHe Pathere, part 11^

L 15, 21-22. 39, 58. 60, 66. ii. 443-449. London. 1885;

E. LAning, Oemeindeverfaeeuno dee Urchrielemium^ pp.

107-llil. HaUe, 1888; A. C. MoOilTert. ApoetoHc Age,

pp. 564-565. New York, 1807; T. Zahn, Foreehvmoem ew
OeechiefUe dee neuteetamentliehen Kanonet vt 282 sqq.,

Leipsic. 1900; R. Knopf. NachapoetoUeehee ZeUaUer, pp.
1 sqq., TQbingen, 1905; Hamack, Lttferahir, L 223 sqq.;

DCB, iv. 677-678; KL, xL 307-308.

SIMEOII METAPHRASTES, met-a-fras'tts: By-
zantine hagiograpber; flourished probably in the

second half of the tenth century. Of his Hfe scarcely

a detail is known; even the younger Psellos' en-

comium and office for Simeon's day, Nov. 28 [now

combined with St. Theoktiste's day» Nov. 9] (MPG,
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cxiy. 183-208), gives little information. It would
seem, however, that Simeon was bom at Constanti-

nople, where he studied philosophy and rhetoric and
attained high rank, although the only

Life, DatBi office which he is expressly said to have
and filled was that of logothete. The one

Writings, concrete statement of Psellos, that

Simeon took part in a naval expedi-

tion, is, however, incorrect. This error is due to the

misunderstanding of a passage in Simeon's revision

of Niketas Magister's life of St. Theoktiste, which
really states that Niketas, not Simeon, served on
the expedition of Himerioe against Crete in 902. To
the information thus gained Maricos Eugenikos (d.

1443) adds that Simeon held a disputation with a
Persian (Mohammedan?), and that, toward the end
of his life, he became a monk and was buried in the

Church of the Mother of God at Hodigi. B^inning
with the time of Psellos (eleventh century), manu-
scripts of Simeon Metaphrastes are niunerous, and
he is mentioned with great frequency. A monastic

record of 1196 ascribes to Simeon the authorship of

a life of St. Paul of Mount Latros (d. Dec. 15, 956).

It would seem, however, that this life was written

soon after the reign of Nikephoros Phokas, or, stiU

more probably, about 991; and it may wc^ be

doubted whether it really belongs to Simeon; espe-

cially as it is lacking in his collection and is assigned

to him by only a single document. At the same
time, it must be remembered that Simeon may have
written encomiums which he did not include in his

hagiography. It is clear, moreover, that the orig-

inal collection includes the festal sermon of Em-
peror 0)nstantine on the translation of the Edessa
picture oi Christ, delivered Aug. 16, 944, and incor-

porated by Simeon almost without change, thus

definitely placing the compilation in the second half

of the tenth century. Again, in the life of St. Sam-
B(m, evidently written by Simeon, a miracle is re-

corded as happening to the Protospathary Bardas,

the close friend of Romanos II., though the event
in question may perhaps better be referred to the

reign of Romanos' son, Basil (976-1025), while the

life contains other allusions to the reign of John
Tzimiskes (969-976). The theory of many scholars

that the Logothete Simeon Magister to whom is

ascribed a Cknmieon (ed. CSHBy xxxi. 1838) is to

be identified with Simeon Metaphrastes would prove

that the author was a close associate of Romanos I.

(920-944), although he wrote in the reign of Nike-

phoros Phokas (963-969); but the problem of the

authorship of the chronicle is too unsettled to per-

mit its use in determining the date of Simeon Meta^

phrastes. To the Logothete Simeon Magister is

also ascribed a collection of canons (ed. MPQy cxiv.

235-292), which form the basis of the conmientary
of Alexios Aristenoe (about 1130); and it is not im-

possible that this canonist was identical with the

Logothete Simeon Magister who, according to the

PraUica of Eustathioe Romanos (bdv. 1), was an
dderiy member of the imperial court of justice about
1000, and even with the patrician and tot secretary

Simeon, who prepared two novellm of Nikephoros
Phokas in 964 and 967. The Arab historian Yahya
ibn Said of Antioch, who continued the annab of

Eutychius to 1026, sets the activity of " Simon, sec-

retary and logothete who has written the accounts
of the saints and their festivab," in the early part

of the reign of Basil II. (976-1025), a statement
borne out by the express declaration of Maricos

Eugenikos that Simeon's official career was during

the reigns of Phokas, John (Tzimiskes), and Basu
II. Nine letters are also ascribed to Simeon (MPG,
cxiv. 227-236), and some others are preserved in

manuscript, but none of these contain any data
establishing their authorship. He is likewise the

putative author of some prayers (MPO, cxiv. 219-

224), iambics on the Eucharist (ib.), verses on Christ

and the apostles (unedited), a series of ** moral al-

phabets " (MPO, cxiv. 131-136; penitential prayers

in alphabetical form), twenty-four ** Ethical Dis-

courses " excerpted from the writings of Basil the

Great (MPG, xxxii. 1115-1382), 150 chapters on
the fifty orations of Macarius the Egyptian (ib.,

xxxiv. 841-965; see Macarius, 1), and possibly

three necrological poems (ed. L. Stembach, in Eos,

V. 7-21). Only a thorough stylistic study, com-
bined with the establishment of the manuscript
transmission, can determine which of these writings

belong to Simeon Metaphrastes, whose name was
used to give prestige to many works by other hands,

not only for edifying literature in general, begin-

ning with the thirteenth century, but also for an
anonymous account of the building of St. Sophia
(ed. T. Preger, Scriptarea originum Constaniinopolir

tanarum, i. 74-108, Leipsic, 1901). Older scholars

ascribed to him a conunentary on Luke on the basis

of citations in the Catena of Niketas, although these

passages are really quoted from his lives of the saints,

as well as a work De moribua ecdesice (N. C. Papa-
dopoli, PrcBnotationes mystagogicce, Padua, 1697, p.

398), of which nothing more is known.
Simeon Metaphrastes owes his fame to his collec-

tion of the legends of the saints, which has won him
the deep adndration not only of his own conmiunion,
but also of many Roman Catholic theologians. The
extent, significance, and value of the work have all

been matters of much debate, the

His Hagi- cause being the concentration on in-

ography. dividual texts rather than on the col-

lection as a whole. It had already been
observed by Leo Allatius (in his De Symeonum scrip-

Ha diatriba, Paris, 1664) that a certain complex of

lives recurred in many manuscripts, while the trans-

mission of the remaining lives was extremely dis-

crepant. Woridng along this line, H. Delehaye and
A. Ehrhard have carried the problem much nearer

solution, the latter scholar determining the genuine

lives in the hagiography of Simeon to be 149. These
lives are preserved with remarkable imiformity in

the various manuscripts, while the rest present the

widest divergencies. The most of the genuine lives

still need critical editing, and the Greek text of

twenty-four is extant as yet only in manuscript.

Nevertheless, the material already accessible is suf-

ficient for a correct estimate of Simeon's mode of

work, although complete knowledge would involve

acquaintance with all his predecessors. This alone

would serve to determine the independence of Sin^
eon in the choice of his texts, which in calendrical

order diverge sharply from other menologies and are

surprisingly close to the Constantinople Synaxarion.
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It is certain that Simeon created no new legends;

he was, as the epithet given him implies, a meta-
phrast, reproducing the old legends in the style de-

manded by the literary taste of his time, and at the

same time occasionally making alterations in the

matter and connecting traditions which originally

were distinct. The legends which he incorporated

in his collection, and for the credibility of which he
was in no way responsible, were themselves later

revampings of the original acts of martyrs; and
many offenses against good taste must be ascribed

to his sources and to the requirements of his age
rather than to Simeon himself, who was evidently

a man of culture, taste, and talent. It should be
noted, at the same time, that he did not stand en-
tirely alone. A nimiber of his contemporaries were
working in the same spirit; men like Nikephoros
Chunmos followed his example in the style of the

thirteenth century, and in the fourteenth Konstan-
tinoe Akropolites gained the title of ** the new
Metaphrastes." In comparison with these imita-

tors Simeon distinctly gains, and he was, so far as

a tenth-century Byzantine could be, natural and
simple in diction. (E. von DoBSCHtJrz.)

Bibuoqbapht: The oolleoted works are in MPO, oadv.-
oxvi Cf. alao AnaUcta BoOandiana, viii. 308-310, and
Delehaye, in Qriffin and Nau'a Patroiogw orieniaU$t ii.

4. pp. 546-557, Paris. 1907. Consult: L. Allatius. i>e

Symeonum ScriptU diatriba, Paris. 1604; C. Oudin, Com-
menlorttM de acriptoribut eccUtim aftft^vu. iL 1300-83,
Frankfort. 1722; Fabrioius-Haries. BUMotheca Ormea,
viii. 29. X. 180-345. xi. 295-334. Hambuig. 1802-08;
£. E. Kunik. in P. Krug's Forachungen in dtr 6Uertn G«-
•chichU Ru99ianda, ii. 785-807. St. Petersbius. 1848;
A. Rambaud, VEmpire gree au x. aiicUt pp. 92-104, Paris,

1870; F. Hirsch, Btftantinixhe Stiuiien, pp. 52 sqq.. 303-
355. Leipsic, 1870; R. Nicolai, OetchiehU der ffn^chtBchen
lAteratur, iii. 70, 100, 104, 107-109. Macdebui«, 1878;
H. Delehaye, in Revue dee queetione hietoriquea, x (1893),
49-85; Analecta BoUandiana, xvi (1897), 312-329, xvii

(1898). 448--452; C. de Boor, in ByMatUinische Zeitechrift,

vi (1897). 233-284. x (1901). 70-00; A. Ehrfaard, in
FesUehri/t turn ei/hundertj&hrioen JybtUium dee deulechen
Campo Santo in Aom. pp. 40-82. Rome. 1897; N. Konda-
toff. in ZWT, xlvi (1903). 434 sqq.; Krumbaoher, Ge-
echiefUe, pp. 178 sqq., 200 sqq., 358 sqq., 718-719, et

SIMEON THE NEW THEOLOGIAN: Mystic of

the Eastern Church; b. in the vlUage of Galate in

Paphlagonia c. 965; d. in a monastery not far from
Chrysopolis, near Chalcedon in Bithjmia, Asia
Minor, between 1032 and 1041. He was sent to
Constantinople for his education, but showed no
interest in the rhetorical and philosophical studies

which were to fit him for the service of the State for

which he was intended, nor in the life at coiirt which
he tasted as a page. Simeon the Studite (q.v.) had
already confirmed his desire for a religious life, and
became his spiritual guide after he entered the
monastery of Studion, where his mystical bent de-

veloped. Being expelled for maintaining an exclu-

sive friendship with his teacher, a thing forbidden
by the rules, he went to the monastery of Mamas,
near by, of which he became the head and received

priesthood. He raised the monastery out of its

demoralized condition and established his fame as
theologian by his extensive literary activity. Dur-
ing this period Simeon does not seem to have been
molested because of his individual views. It was
only after he had laid down his office (c. 1017), in

order to live in retirement, that he was invdved in

a conflict with the highest spiritual authority.

Stephanos, the sjmcellus of the patriarch, a canon-

ist of fame and an acute dogmatician, attacked

Simeon because he had permitted his namesake

Simeon the Studite to be adored after his death in

the monastery of Mamas. The syncellus demanded
the abolition of this worship; since Simeon persist-

ently refused to give up the worship of his spiritual

father, he was banished from Constantinople by a

synodical decree to the neighborhood of Chrysopolis.

The adherents of Simeon compelled the patriarch

to rehabilitate him formally, but he remained in

exile and built a new monastery, where he died.

The theology of Simeon connects itself with t

development of practical mysticism which may be

traced to the end of the fourth century. Its charac-

teristic element was the belief that in certain spe-

cially elevated moments there was possible a vision

of the divinity as a supernatural light. Simeon was

guided and taught by his confessor to consider the

vision of the light as the aim of religious struggle.

There is nothing novel in the religious experience

around which the thoughts of Simeon moved, but

the power with which he invested his experiences

earned for him the title " new theologian." The

vision of the light which was granted to him, Simeon

understood as a revelation of God through which be

was assured of grace and had personal intercourse

with God. These experiences became for him the

key for the interpretation of the New Testament,

which he read with other eyes since he himself had

come in contact with the realities of which the

Scriptures testify. As the greatness of the Christian

ideal in the New Testament became plainer to him,

the more clearly he seemed to see that personal re-

lation with divinity is the indispensable condition

for an earnest Christian life, since only from a per-

sonally experienced grace flows the power for a life

in the spirit. Simeon recognized that it is grace

alone that elevates and renews man; no Greek has

repeated so often and so emphatically the Pauline

antithesis—^from grace, not from works. Such prin-

ciples involved a polemic against the spirit oif his

church; this inevitably raised opposition to him,

but the opposition could not prevent the formation

of a school around him or the penetration of his

principles into monasticism. The Hesychasts (q.v.)

stood entirely upon his shoulders. In the line of

Greek mysticism that from Clement and Origen, by

way of Gregory of Nyssa and Dionysius the ^eo-
pagitcj finally leads to the Hesychasts, Simeon rep-

resents the culminating point. (K. Holl.)

BiBUOoaAPHT: The '* Works " are in MPG, cxx.. and aa

edition in modern Greek by Dionysioe Zagonios ap-

peared Venice. 1790. A VUa by Simeon's pupil Nioetaa

Stethatoe is still in manuscript, but its publioatioa by
L. Petit is soon to be expected. Consult: K. HoU, Bnr
thueiaamue und BueegewaU. Eine Studie xu ^yiiMDa d^m
neuen Theologen, Leipsic. 1898; Krumbacher, Geeekiekk,

pp. 152-154; FabrioiuB-Haries, BibKotheoa Ormia, zL
302 sqq.. Hamburg, 1808; KL, zi. 1070.

SOfEOlf THE STUDITE: Monk in the mona^
tery of Studion at Constantinople, and teacher d
Simeon the New Theologian (q.v.); flourished

about 975. Exact knowledge of his life b lacking,

what is known coming from Nicetas Stethatos, a
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monk of the same monastery in the middle of the

eleventh century. According to Nicetas Simeon
wrote BibUm hoUn dpheleuu ouaan pneumatikia

agrammatos dn {MPG, ciii. 266 8qq.)i perhaps the
same as " Thirty-two Ascetic Sermons " attributed

to " Simeon the Monastic."

Bebuoobapht: Leo Allattus, De Symeonwn wcriptUt Paris,

leM; Kmmbaeher, GeaehichU, pp. 140,.1&2-154.

SOfBOlf STTLITES. See Sttlitbs.

SIMEOlf OF THESSALOmCA: Archbishop of

that city in the early fifteenth century; d. prob-

ably in the latter part of 1428. Of his life ahnost
nothing is known, except that he had become arch-

bishop of Thessalonica before 1423, when the city

was purchased fn»n the Despot Andronikos Palai-

ologos by the Venetians, to whom Simeon remained
loyal, despite the efforts of Murad II. to induce the

Greeks to surrender Thessalonica to the Turks. As
a theological writer Simeon exercised a wide influ-

ence, being used, and even copied, by many later

authors. His works were first edited by Dositheos

of Jerusalem (q.v.; Jassy, 1683), and were then re-

printed in MPO, dv., which also gives the pagina-

tion of Dositheos. One of the chief mystagogic
theologians of the later Greek Church, he lays far

less stress on doctrine than on participation in the
divine mysteries, which alone give salvation; and
as a polemist his critique of the Bogomiles and his

defense of the Hesychasts have the value of orig-

inal sources. His chief work was the dialogue
" Against all Heresies, and on the One Faith of our
Lord and God and Savior Jesus Christ, the Holy
Rites, and all Mysteries of the Church." The first

part, which is much the briefer, is doctrinal, its

special themes being the Trinity and Christology,

but it also includes polemics against the Jews, Bogo-
miles, and Mohammedans, and declares that, while

it is impossible to convert all men, the Christian

should ever be ready to profess his faith. The sec-

ond part of the dialogue, a mystagogic introduction

to the lituigy, begins with the doctrine of baptism
and chrism; while the E\icharist affords an oppor-

tunity for a most minute discussion of the entire

ritual connected with it, the vestments, the sanc-

tuary, etc. Ordination and the various orders of

the cleigy are then discussed, as well as confession,

marriage, and extreme imction, with an appendix
on prayer, the daily services, the hymns, the Tris-

hagion (q.v.), and the benedictions.

The dialogue just analyzed (ed. Dositheos, pp.
1-270) is followed by a number of briefer writings.

First among these is the treatise ** On the Holy
Temple " (pp. 271-291), mystagogic like the dia-

logue. This is followed by three expositions of the

Nicene Oeed: the " Synoptic Interpretation " (pp.

292-312); the " Most Necessary Exposition " (pp.
313-319; repeated almost word for word in the

Chronicon, iv. 22, of Geoigios Phrantzea, who may
indeed have been, as he claimed to be, the author

of the treatise, rather than Simeon); and the " Di-

rect Interpretation " (pp. 319-322; incorporated

in the first reply of the Patriarch Jeremias n., q.v.,

to the Wittenbeig theologians, and likewise of du-

bious authorship). Unlike these last two treatises,

there is no reason to doubt the authenticity of the

X.—27

" Answers to the Bishop " (pp. 323-370), the prel-

ate in question perhaps being the Metropolitan

Gabriel of Pentapolis. This contains information

on liturgy and such problems as the origin of evil,

life after death, and the angels. The last treatise in

the edition of Dositheos imparts the theoiy of the

priesthood to a monk intending to become a priest,

a strong tendency toward symbolism being a marked
characteristic of the treatise. A number of works
as yet unedited are also ascribed to Simeon of Thes-
salonica, among them a treatise on the exit of the

soul from the body and on " The Similar Triodia of

Passion Week " (both preserved in manuscript at

Jerusalem), as well as a number of letters contained
in an Athos manuscript. (Phiupp Meter.)

Bxbuogbapht: Leo Allatius, De Symeonum tcripti; pp.
186-194, Paris, 1604; C. Oudin, Commentariut de ecrip-

toribue ecdeaioB, iii. 2242 aqq.. Leipsio, 1722; M. Le Quien,
Oriena Chrietianue, ii. 58-69. ib. 1740; W. Cave, Scrip-

torum ecdeeiaetieorwn hist. liUraria, ii., appendix, pp. 113-
114, Oxford, 1743; Fabrioiiu-Hariee, Sibliotheca Cfresea,

xi. 328-334, Hamburg, 1808; Enoh and Oruber, Eney
klopAdiet I., IxKXvi. 87 sqq.; Krumbaoher, Oeachichte,

pp. 112-113; XL, xi. 1073-74.

SIMEOlf, CHARLES: Church of England; b.

at Readmg Sept. 24, 1759; d. there Nov. 13, 1836.

He was ^ucated at King's College, Cambridge,
became fellow in 1782, and in 1783 incumbent of

Holy Trinity Church in the same city. He may be
considered the foimder of the Low-ehurch party.

His " evangelical " preaching at first encountered
opposition; but eventually he made many converts,

and exerted a wide influence. He became interested

in missions, and Henry Martyn's work is traceable

to him in part. He established a society for pur-

chasing advowsons, and thereby was able to put his

S3rmpathisers at strategic points. He published a
translation of Claude's Essay an H^e Camposilion of

a Sermon (London, 1801),' to which he added notes

and a hundred sermon-skeletons, and subsequently

published such outlines (2,536 in number) upon the

entire Bible (Horce HomUeticm, 17 vols., London,
1819-28; new ed., with addition of remaining works,

21 vols., 1840); Memorial Sketches of Rev, David
Brown, with a Selection of his Sermons Preached at

Calcutta (1831); and a large number of occasional

sermons.

Bibuoobatbt: W. Canu, Memoire of the Life of Charlea
Simeon . . . tpith a SdeeHon from hie Wriiinoe and Cor-
reapondenee, London, 1847; F. Close. Brief Sketch of the

Character and Ixut Days of C. Simeon, ib. 1836; J. Will-

iamson, Brief Memoir of the Rev. C. Simeon, ib. 1848;

H. C. Q. Moule, Charles Simeon, ib. 1895.

SIMLERf JOSIAS: Swiss Protestant; b. at Cap-

pel (15 m. s. of Zurich) Nov. 6, 1530; d. at Zurich

July 2, 1576. He was educated at Basel and Stras-

burg, and, after completing his studies at Zurich in

1549, was for a few years a teacher and a ministerial

supply. In 1552, however, he was made professor

of New-Testament exegesis at Zurich, being also

minister of the village of Zollikon, near Zurich, imtil

1557, and deacon of St. Peter's, Zurich, from 1557

to 1560. At Zurich he came into contact with such

refugees from the Roman Catholic reaction under

Queen Biary of England as John Jewel (q.v.) and

John Parkhurst (later bishop of Norwich). In 1560

Simler succeeded Theodor Bibliander (q.v.), and.
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retiring entirely from ministerial work, divided the

lectures on theology with Peter Martyr (q.v.), at

whose death, in 1562, he took charge of ^e entire

New-Testament department, which he controlled

until he died.

Simler was a most prolific author. He began by
translating into Latin a number of the works of

Bullinger and other Protestant theologians, and by
editing a portion of Peter Martyr's writings, although

his projected edition of the collected works of the

latter was never realised. He was himself deeply

interested in problems of dogmatic theology, par-

ticularly in view of the attacks of Italian antitrini-

tarians upon Reformed tenets. First asaailing the

teaching of Francesco Stancaro (q.v.), that Christ

was a mediator only in virtue of his human nature,

in his Respansio ad maledictum Franeisci Stancari

Mantuani librum advertui Tignrina ecdena mifda-

troa de Trinitate et mediatore noatro Jeau Ckriato

(Zurich, 1563), he likewise wrote, in defense of or-

thodox Christology, his De cetemo Dei filio Domino
et SenxUore noatro Jeau Chriato et de Spiriiu Sancto,

adveraua veterea et novoa anOtrinitarioa, id eat Arianoa,

Tritheiataaf Samoaatenianoa et Pneumatomachoa Ubri

guatuor (Zurich, 1568) ; Aaaertio orthodoxa dodrinm
de duabua naturia Chriati oppoaita blaaphemiia et

aophiamatibua Simonia Budncti (1575); Scripta vet-

erum Latina de una peraona et duabua naturia Chriati

adveraua Neatoriunif Eutychen et Acephaloa olim

edita (1571); De vera Chriati aecundum humanam
naturam in hia terria prcuentia orthodoxa expoaitio

(1574); and the anonymous Miniairorum ecdeaia

Tigurinm ad confutationem Jacobi Andrea apologia

(1576). His Commentarii in Exodum were pub-

lished posthumously in 15S4; and he was the author

of OrcUio de vita et obitu . . . Petri Martyria Ver-

milii (Zurich, 1563; Eng. transl. in A. Marten's

version of the " Common Places " of Peter Biartyr,

London, 1583) and De ortu, vita et obitu . . . Hein-

rid BuUingeri (1575). Besides the works already

enumerated, Simler wrote on astronomy, the his-

tory of literature, geography, and lustoiy, the latter

category including his De repMica Helvetiorum

(Zurich, 1576), which went through repeated edi-

tions until the middle of the eighteenth centuiy,

and was translated into German, French, and Dutch.

His manuscript historical material, collected by his

grandson, is preserved in the municipal library of

Zurich. (G. Metek von Knonau.)

BnuooBAFHT: J. Q. Stuki, Viia Jona Simlerit Zurich,

1677; W. A. B. Coolidge. Jotiaa Simler H lea oriffinee de
rAljnmeme juequ^en 1600, Qrenoble, 1904; G. M^jrer
von Knonau. in Jahrbuch dee Sehweieer Alpenklub, zzziL
217-236; ADB, xxxiv. 366-368.

SmOlf, soi'mto (SIMEON), BElf YOHAI:
Rabbi of the second Christian centuiy, to whom
the authorship of the Zohar (see Cabala, ( 17) is

attributed. He was a favorite pupil of Akiba (q.v.),

and was of the party opposed to the Romans. Tra-

dition reports that he was compelled to remain in

hiding in a cave for twelve years, until the death of

the emperor (Hadrian), the cause being an out-

spoken condemnation of the Romans and ^eir laws.

An event which is better placed late in his life was
his mission to Rome to obtain for his coreligionists

greater freedom in worship and teaching, and in this

mission he succeeded. During his hermit life is

placed the composition of the Zohar, the basis of

the tradition probably being that he onnbined a

certain mysticism in his teaching. Yet his teachizig,

prevailingly halachic in type, was rationalistie in

so far as he sought always the underlying reason

for a Biblical injunction.

Bibuoobapht: L. Lewin, Aofrbt Simon ben JotKai, Funk*
fort, 1893; JE, xi. 369-363 (givM further Utentsm.
mostly in Hebrew).

SIMOlf THE MACCABEE. See Hasmonbamb,
§2.

SIMOlf MAGUSw

In the Book of Aots (I 1).

In the Apocrypha and Justin Martyr (| 2).

His Ssrstem Aooordinc to Later HeresioIogiBti (| 3).

Untenable Theories Conoeming Simon Magus (| 4).

A Sorcerer Sjmoretised with the Sun (| 5).

The Twofold flimonian System (| 0).

One of the most difficult and interesting prob-

lems of apostolic and poet-apostolic histoiy is pre-

sented by Simon Magus, a Samaritan, who is de-

scribed at once as a Christian, a Jew, and a pagan,

a magician and a sorcerer, a Christian religious

philosopher and an archheretic, a peeudo-aposUe

and a pseudo-Messiah, the founder of a religion and

an incarnation of God. The earliest source con-

ceming him is Acts viii. 5-24, where he appears as

a sorcerer who had '' bewitched the people of Sa-

maria, giving out that himself was

I. In the some great one," yet becoming an ad-

Book of herent of the Apostle Philip and mar-

Acts, veling at ** the miracles and signs

which were done " (verses 5-13). In

verses 14-10, on the other hand, he seeks from Peter

and John, not (as one would expect in the case of a

sorcerer) the power of working miracles like I^iilip's,

but the gift of conferring the Holy Ghost by the

laying on of hands, cmly to have his request re-

fused because of the imworthy motives which had

prompted it. It b held by some critics that this

entire accoimt was based by a redactor of Acts on

some '' Acts of Peter," this redactor substituting

Philip for Peter in verses 5, 6, 12, 13, adding allu-

sions to John in verses 18b, 19a, 24, interpolating

verse 10, and adding verses 14-18a and 19b. It

should also be noted, in this connection, that neither

the extant Acts of Peter nor the Church Fathers

mention Philip and John in their accounts of Smon
Magus.
The record of Acts is continued by the various

recensions of the apociyphal Acts of Peter and kin-

dred literature (cf . Clement of Alexandria, Strim.,

vii. 17; Hippol3rtu8, PkHoaophumena, vi. 20; Euse-

bins, Hiat. ecd,, ii. 14-15; Amobius, Adv. genleit

ii. 12; Philostoigius, Hear,, xxix.; Epiphanius,

Hear., xxi. 4; etc.), all of which deal with the con-

flict between Simon Peter and Simon

3« In the Magus. The scene is Samaria in the

Apocrypha ilctoK«roe22enMs only, the other sources

and Justin substituting Judea (or Jerusalem and

Martyr. CsBsarea) and, most frequently, Rome.

The time is the reign of Nero or (in the

Acta Vercdlenaea) Claudius, but the cmly new trait

ascribed to the characters is the peeudo-Measiah-

ship of Simon Magus, which is shown, for instance,
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in his attempted aacension (frustrated by the prayer

of Peter) and in the epithet: ** He that hath
stood." An entirely different picture is given by
the heresiologists of the early Church. Tlie frag-

ments of Justin Martyr's lost work on heresies state

that Simon Magus was bom in the Samaritan village

of Gitta, and went to Rome in the reign of Claudius.

There he is described as honored by a statue on an
island in the Tiber, this statue bearing the inscrip-

tion Simoni sancto deo (*' To Simon, the holy god ").

This latter statement seems, however, to be due to

confusion with a statue actually set up on the

island in question in honor of the Sabine deity Semo
Sancus, with an inscription including the words
Semoni Sanco deo. At the same time, the tradition

of Simon's residence at Rome in the reign of Clau-

dius was evidently wide-spread, and Justin also

states that nearly all the Samaritans honored Simon
Magus " as the first god, above all power, authority,

and might," and as accompanied by a certain ex-

courtezan Helena, designated " the first under-

standing from himself " (Apol., i. 26; Trypfio, cxx.).

A valuable supplement to this information is

given by a Roman heresiology written before 175
and incorporated by Irensus in his Hoer.f i. 23, also

being used, in all probability, by Celsus, Tertullian,

Hippolytus, and the pseudo-Tertullian.

3* His Sys- Here Simon Magus appears in an essen-

tem Accord- tially Gnostic garb, being, on the one
ing to Later hand, the '' h^hest God " (or '' Fa-
Heresiolo- ther "), and, on the other, " the most

gists. sublime power of God "; while Helena
(here brought into connection with

Tyre) is represented as *' the first conception of his

[Simon's] mind," " the mother of all," " wisdom,"
'* the Holy Spirit," etc. Emanating from the Fa-
ther, she descended to the realms beneath, where,

in conformity to his will, she created the angelic

powers which, without knowing the Father, created

the world and man. Unwilling to be considered

creatures, the angels imprisoned her in a female

body, and she is the lost sheep for whose salvation

the Father (Simon) appeared, to rescue both her

and mankind from the slavery of the cosmic angelic

powers. To deceive these powers, he was mani-
fested to mankind as man, as the Father to the

Samaritans and the Son to the Jews, suffering do-

cetic passion. To this Irenaeus erroneously adds
that Simon was supposed to have appeared as the

Holy Ghost to the gentiles; and both he and Epi-

phanius give a number of further details which,

while not impossible, can not definitely be ascribed

to the eystem. An entirely different presentation

of Simon's teaching is implied by Oement and
Origen, and is further developed in the Philoso-

phumena (vi. 7-18, x. 12; ANF, v. 74-81, 143).

Here Helena (" Mind ") is imknown, and Simon is

given his self-designation

—

** He that hath stood";

but Gement adds practically no new material, and
Origen little beyond the statement that Simon re-

garded idolatry as a matter of no concern (Contra

CeUiim, vi. 11). A similar ignorance of Helena and
a like emphasis on Simon as *' He that hath stood "

are shown by the PhUosophumena. Here the center

of all being is *' boundless power," which is both
supramundane (inconceivable holy Silence) and in-

tramundane (the " Father," " He that hath stood,

that standethy and is to stand," an androgynous
power with neither beginning nor end, and essen-

tially unitary). While remaining distinct as a
seventh power, the Father causes to emanate three

syzygies of cosmic powers, which in their spiritual

aspect are "Mind," "Intelligence, "Voice,"
" Name," " Ratiocination," and " Reflection," and
in their physical aspect are " Heaven," " Earth,"
" Sun," " Moon," " Air," and " Water." The Fa-
ther is, moreover, " He that hath stood " in rela-

tion to premundane existence; " He that standeth "

in relation to present being; and " He that shall

stand " in relation to the final consummation. Man
is simply the realization of " boundless power," the

ultimate end of the cosmic process in which the god-
head attains self-eonsciousness. All this material

is recapitulated, with some additional data, by the
pseudo-Clementine Homilies and Recognitions.

Simon Magus is here described as a necromancer
driven by Peter from Ceesarea to Antioch, and
finally to Rome, everywhere shown to be an im*
postor, though declaring himself to be Christ, and
overcome by divine miracles. Helena again ap-
pears, this time as " Wisdom," " the All-Mother,"

and " Lady," sending forth two angels (who seize

power over her), one to create the world,\and the
other to give the Law. The pseudo-Clementine
sources also add that Simon Magus was the son of

Antonius and Rachel, that he was educated in

Greek learning at Alexandria, and that, after being
received among the thirty disciples of John the Bap-
tist, he became head of the sect after the death of

his teacher. He is likewise described, though with-

out plausibility, as the representative of Samaritan
wor^p on Mount Gerizim who expounded the Law
allegorically and denied the resurrection of the dead,
as the representative of pagan philosophy (espe-

cially of astrological fatalism), and even as the
defender of Mareion's antithesis of the good and
righteous God.
In some passages in these writings Simon Magus

wears the mask of Paul, and attacks are made on
Pauline teachings under the guise of polemics in

favor of the Petrine theology against the tenets of

Simon Magus. There is, however, no
4. Unten- basis for the theory that the picture of

able Theo- Simon Magus in the Clementine litera-

ries Con- ture is deliberately designed to be a
ceming caricature of Paul inspired by the
Simon hatred of the Judaizing school, or for

Magus, seeing in the struggle between Peter

and Simon the victory of Petrine over

Pauline Christianity. All the traits of Simon in

this literature reveal him as only a magician or

pseudo-Messiah, later given not merely Pauline, but
also pagan and Maroionistic, characteristics; so that

both in the apociyphal Acts and in the pseudo-

Gementine literature Simon Magus was primarily

not a pseudo-Paul, but a pseudo-dirist, and there-

fore the antithesis of Peter. Equally improbable is

the hypothesis which identifies Simon Magus with
the beast of Rev. xiii. 11-17, although it is not im-
possible that the Beliar which the Sibylline Books,
ill. 63 sqq., describe as destined to come " from the

Sebastenes " (Samaritans) i^resented Simon. It
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has likewiae been mainlined that Simon Magus is

to be identified with the heresiarch Simon of Gitta,

who should, on this hypothesis, be dated in the early

part of the second century, but for this theory there

is not the slightest ground, especially in view of the

testimony of Acts, Clement of Alexandria, and Jus-

tin. It is, on the other hand, not improbable that

Simon Magus is to be identified with a Jewish ma-
gician naxned Simon who acted as a go-beiween for

the procurator Felix of Judea. This Simon is de-

scribed by Josephus (Ant., XX., vii. 2) as a Cypriot,

but this statement probably rests upon a confusion of

the Cyprian capital, Cittiimi (Hebr. KitUm), with the
obscure Samaritan village of Gitta (Hebr. OitUm),

All evidence goes to prove that Simon was what
his epithet Magus implies—a sorcerer. This was the

motive for his association with the apostles in Sa-

maria, but while it would seem that he pretended to

be, in the pagan sense, a god in human form (cf

.

Justin, Apci.f L 26), there is no indication that either

Acts or Justin regarded him as a
5. A Sorcer- pseudo-Messiah; and even the apoo-

er Syncr»- lyphal Acts and the pseudo-Clementine

tized with literature characterize him as a false

the Sun. Christ merely on the ground that he
was the first-bom of Satan (cf. Igna-

tius, Epiti. ad TraUenses, longer version, xi.). It is

true that the heresiologists describe him as the su-

preme God and even as the Redeemer, but a careful

study of the sources, particularly of the extant

fragments of his "Great Announcement" (pre-

served by Hippolytus, Philosophumena, vi. 6 sqq.),

shows that Simon himself maide no claim to Mes-

siahship, this being attributed to him by his disci-

ples. With this f^ the theory that Simon Magus
was the foimder of a imiversal religion intended to

rival Christianity; and he was not even the founder

of a sect in the sense that such heresiarchs as Mar-

cion were. The veiy fact that Simon himself be-

came the subject of Gnostic speculation shows that

he was not ihe foimder of Gnosticism, nor do the

earlier sources so represent him; it was only his

followers who made this claim for him. Historically,

then, Simon was but a sorcerer who asserted that

he was a god. This assertion, aided by the high

fame which he enjoyed throughout Samaria (cf.

Acts viii.)» reached its culmination in his identifica-

tion with the Semitic sim-god Shamash, whose cult

was united with that of the moon-goddess Astarte.

This is confirmed by Simon's companion, Helena,

who is imknown to Acts, the apocryphal Acts, the

Alexandrine heresiologists, or the '* Great Announce-

ment," but whose name (" Moon "), combined with

the immoral past ascribed her and her Tyrian home,

obviously points to the Tyrian moon-goddess with

her licentious rites. How long this cult of Simon
Magus, which had evidently arisen long before the

time of Justin, persisted in Samaria and other re-

gions is unknown, but in the days of Origen the
** Slmonians " were exceedingly few in number in

Palestine and the neighboring countries (Contra

Celsum, i. 57), and by the time of Epiphanius (Hcer,,

xxii. 2) they had become extinct. On the other

hand, they had spread widely in the West before

200, and there long maintained themselves (cf . Hip-

polytus, PhUoBophumena, vi. 15). They seem to

have developed a sect essentially occult and libertiDe

in character, worshiping Simon (cf. Irenseus, Uar.,

I., xxiii, 4), and finally giving rise to two systems,

that of the " Great Ajmouncement " and that de-

scribed by the heresiologists who based their wri-

tings upon Justin.

The authenticity of the ** Great Announcement

"

has been assailed both because of its similarity to

other Gnostic systems recorded by Hippolytus and

on account of its divergence from

6. The Simon's teachings as described by other

Twofold heresiologists. Neither of these argu-

Simonian ments, however, is sufficient to prove

System, the document spurious, espedaUy in

view of the confirmation of Hippdytiis

by other heresiologists; and the true explanation

of the divergencies between the PhUo8ophumena
and Justin lies in the fact that there were two

Simonian systems, one influenced by Alexandria and

the other by Syria. The former influence is eq>e-

cially evident in the doctrine of the Godhead as
** He that hath stood," which finds a dose paralld-

ism in the Philonian system, and is also perceptible

in the purely allegorical method of Biblical exegesis

adopted by the " Great Announcement " (cf. alao

the account in the pseudo-Clementine Homilies, iL

22 sqq.). It is imcertain whether the " Great An-

nouncement " was written in Alexandria, but at all

events its citation of non-Samaritan prophets and

of Proverbs shows that it was composed neither by

Simon nor by any of his Samaritan followers. The

accoimt given by Justin and those who drew upon

him, on the other hand, indicates that the second

Simonian system was evolved in Syria, its elements

being a syncretism of Babylonian mythology and

Hellenistic allegory (for the latter cf. Irenieus, H<tr^

I., xxiii. 4; Epiphanius, Hcer., xxi.). Both the

Alexandrine and the Syrian form of Simonianism

are imique in the history of Gnosticism in that they

make a historic personage the supreme God, and,

although destitute of any real Christian spirit, both

show Christian influence, the Alexandrian " Great

Announcement " using written Gospels and the

Petrine and Pauline epistles, and the Syrian system

comparing Helena with the lost shc«p of Bistt

xviii. 12 and Luke xv. 6. (Hans Watix)
In St. Peter's in Rome in the west division of the

left aisle is an oil painting on slate by Francesco

Vanni, " The pimishment of Simon Magus," r^>re-

senting Simon Magus's fall from the skies at the

prayer of St. Peter.

Bibuoobapht: As an indirect aouroe may b« taken into

acoount the excerpts from the ApopfuuU in Hippotytos.

Hwr., VI.. vii.-xviii (Eng. timosl. in ANP, v. 76-81). «
which cf. H. Stahelin, in TU, vi (1891). The most of the

sources are named in the text, but the principal ones may
be summarised here for oonvenienee: Acta ^rm. 5-S4;

Justin Martyr. / ApoL, xxvi.. Ivi., and TrypAo. exx^ both

in ANF, vol. i.; Hegesippus. in Eusebius. HitL «d^
IV.. xxii. 5. in NPNF, 2 ser.. vol. L; Irenaus. Bmr^ U
xxiii. 1-4. in ANF, vol. i. ; Clement of Alexandria. Strom^

II.. xi. 52. VII.. xvii. 107-108. in ANF, v%A. n.; Origm,

ConJtr, Cdnm, I 67. vi. 11. in ANF, vol. iv.; the Oem-
entina: Eusebhis. Hist, eccL, H.. i. 12-15. in NPNF, 3

ser.. vol. i.; Gregoiy Nasianaen. Oniio, xxiii. 16. xliv.

Consult: F. C. Baur. in TiOnnaer ZeUaArift /8r fU^fafM.

1831. pp. 114-136; idem. Pati/ta. pp. 85 sqq.. 318 sqq..

TQbingen. 1845; H. Simson. in ZHT, xi (1841). 15-7»:

A. Schliemann, DU Clmneniinmi, Hambuii. 1844; A. HO-
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genfeld, Du dementiniaehen Recognitiontn und HomUient
pp. 317 sqq., Jena. 1848; idem, in ZWT, id (1868). 357-
396. zlvii (1904). 545-567. xlix (1906). 6d-133; J. Grimm.
Dis Samariter, pp. 125-175. Munich. 1854; E. Zeller.

AposttigeaehichU^ pp. 158 sqq.. Stuttcart. 1854, £nc.
tranal.. CanienU and Orioin of the AcU of the Apoallee, L
250 aqq.. London. 1875; G. Volkmar. in Tubino^ theo-

loifieche Jahrblicher, 1856; R. A. Lipaius. QvelUn der
r6miechen Pelrueaage, pp. 13-46, Kiel, 1872; idem. Die
apokiyphen Apoeteloeeehichte, ii. 1, pp. 28-69 et paaaim,
Brunswick, 1884; J. Delitisch, in TSK, zlvii (1874);
Dieterlen, VApdtre Paid H Simon le Magicien, Nancy,
1878; T. Zahn, Ctfprian von AfUiochien und die deuteche
Fausteage^ Erlangen, 1882; C. Bigg, in Studia BibUea,
u (1890), 157-193; F. Spitta, Die ApoeleUfeaehiehte, ihre

Qudlen, pp. 145 aqq.. Halle. 1891; C. Oemen. Ckronolooie
der pauliniechen Briefe, Halle. 1893; M. Krenkel. Jo-
eephue und Lucae, pp. 178-190, Leipsio, 1894; A. C.
McGiffert, Apoetolic Age, pp. 99-100. New York, 1897;
J. Kreyenbuhl. Dae Evangelium der Wahrheit, i. 174-265,
iL 100 sqq.. Berlin, 1900-05; P. Lugano, in Nuwo Bui-
letino di archeologia erietiana, vi (1900); J. F. A. Hort,
Notee Introductory to the Study of the Clementine Recogni-
tione, London, 1901; R. Lteohtenhan, Die Offenbarung im
Onoeticiemue, pp. 5 sqq.. 56-57. Gdttingen, 1901; H. U.
Mayboom. De Clemene-Roman, parts i.-ii., Groningen,
1902-04; H. Waits, in ZNTW, v (1904), 121-143; idem,
in TU, XXV. 4 (1904). 170 sqq.. 202 sqq., et passim; Har-
naek, Littemtur, i. 153 sqq., iL 2. pp. 518-540; Sohaff,

Chrietian Church, i. 257-258; Neander. Chrietian Church,
vols. i-ii. passim; and. in general, histories of the apostolic

age: DB, iv. 520-527; EB, iv. 4536-60; JE, xi. 371-373;
DCB, iv. 681-688; the literature under Clsiixntina; and
Giroenciau; and the principal commentaries on the Acts
of the Apostles.

SmOlf (SIME09) STOCK, SAINT: Carmelite

and general of the order; b. in Kent, England, c.

1165; d. at Bordeaux, France, May 16, 1265. Tra-
dition makes him take up the hermit's life at the age
of twelve, entering the Carmelite order in 1201, and
studying afterward at Oxford; he became vicar-

general for the West, 1215, was in Palestine in 1237,

went to England in 1244, and became general in

1245. His chief claim to fame is as propagator of

the Scapular (q.v.).

BxBUOOBAraT: ASB, May. iii. 053-654. 762, viL 790; the
Leben by A. Monbnm. Regensbuis. 1888; DNB, Iii. 255;

KI^ xL 319-320.

SIMOlf OF TOimilAI, tQr"n6': Teacher at the

Sorbonne about 1200. Of his life scarcely a detail

is known, but if he may be identified with the Simon
recommended tothe archbishop of Reims by Stephen
of Toumai (AfPL, ccxi. 353), he would seem to have
been bom at Toumai (48 m. s. by w. of Ghent).

According to Matthew Paris (Chron. majora, on the

year 1201), who claimed to have his account from
an eye-witness, Simon in one lecture alleged many
objections to the doctrine of the Trinity, only to

refute them in the following lecture. The applause

which this won him filled hkn'with such vani^ that

he blasphemously congratulated the Savior on the

aid that his dialectic skill had given the Christian

cause, though insuperable objections might have
been brought against Christianity had the lecturer

really been opposing it. Thereupon, Matthew re-

cords, Simon lost both speech and memory, and took

two jrears to releam the alphabet. A younger con-

temporary, the Dominican Thomas Cantipratanus

(d. 1263), makes Simon declare Moses, Jesus, and
Mohammed to be three impostors {Banum univer-

9aJU de aptbus, ii. 48; cf. Importoribus, db Tribus),

and then suffer loss of speech and memory; but

Henry of Ghent (q.v.) merely states that Simon,
being too ardent an Aristotelian, was regarded by
many as a heretic (De script, ecd,, xxiv.). The en-

tire account is explained by some as a legendary
accretion, inspired by orthodox dread of the theo-

logical consequences of dialectic philosophy, about
some catastrophe which befell Simon in the midst
of a distinguished academic career.

(Ferdinand CJohrs.)

Bibuogbapht: Hittoire littiraire de la France, xVi. 894;
B. Haurteu, Hiet. de la phitoeophie echoUutique, ii. 1, pp.
58 sqq.. Paris, 1880; H. Denifle. ChaHularittm Univerei-

tatie Parieieneie, I 45, 71. ib. 1890; Neuider, Chrietian

Church, iv. 418; KL, zL 320-321.

SIMOH ZELOTES, xe-lo'tdz: One of the twelve
apostles. He is mentioned in all the New-Testa-
ment lists (Matt. X. 4; lilark iii. 18; Luke vi. 15;

Acts i. 13). But with Luke alone, he bears the siur-

name Zelotes; whereas in Matthew and lilark, as
correctly read, he is termed the Canaanite, a desig-

nation which appears to be derived from a corre-

sponding local name. The correct explanation of

the term " Zelotes " is supplied by Li^e, with his

translation " Zealot," " man of ardor." The origin

of this surname might rest in Simon's personal

characteristics or in his individual labors rather

than on the basis of some supiiosed connection

with the revolutionary Galilean faction of Zealots

(q.v.).

Identification of Simon Zelotes with the Simon
who is named among the brethren of Jesus (Matt.

xiii. 55; Mark vi. 3), together with the cognate as-

simiption that the latter was a brother of James the

son of Alplueus, is quite unfounded (see James, I., 3),

as are the reports of a later activity of the apostle

in Egypt and in Britain (Nicephorus Callistus, II.,

xl.), or in Persia and Babylonia (Abdias, Hist., VI.,

vii.-viii.). F. SIeffert.

Bibuoobapht: Besides the oommentaries on the passages
noted in the text, and the articles in the Bible dictionaries,

consult: A. Edersheim, Life and Timee of Jeeue the JIfet-

eiah, I 251. 522. ii. 603. New York, 1896; T. Zahn. For-
echungen eur Oeeehiehte dee neuteaUiMenUiehen Kanone, vi.

293, 321, 361, Leipsio, 1900.

SIMOlf, DAVmWORTHHIGTOlf: English Con-
gregationalist; b. at Hazel Grove (8 m. s.e. of Man-
chester), Cheshire, Apr. 28, 1830; d. at Dresden,

Jan. 17, 1909. He was educated at Lancastershire

Independent College, Manchester (1848-54), and the

universities of Halle and Heidelberg (1854-55, 1857-

1858), and at Tabingen (Ph.D., 1863), residing for

a time at Darmstadt. After holding Congregational

pastorates at Rpyston, Herts (1856), and Rus-
holme, Manchester (1858), and after the completion

of his studies in Ciermany, he was Berlin agent of

the British and Foreign Bible Society (1863-69);

principal and professor of general theology and phi-

losophy at Spring Hill College, Birmingham (now
Mai^eld College, Oxford), until 1884; principal

and professor of systematic theology and church

history in the Theological Hall of the Scottish Con-
gregational Church, Edinbuigh (1884-93); and
became in 1893 principal of the Yorkshire United

Independent College, Bradford, Yorkshire. He
translated E. W. Hengstenberg's " Commentary on
Ecclesiastes " (in collaboration with W. L. Alexan-
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der; Edinbuigh, 1860); I. A. Domer's History of
tAe Development of the Doctrine of the Pereon of
Chriet (5 vols., 1861-63); H. Cromer's Biblico-Theo'

logical Lexicon of New Testament Chreek (in collabo-

ration with W. Urwick; 1872); and L. Stfthlin's

Kant, Lotse, Ritschl (1880); and wrote The Bible

an OiUgrowth of Theocratic Ufe (Edinburgh, 1886);
Tht Redemption of Man (1886); Reconciliation by
Incarnation (1898); Some Bible Problems (London,
1898); and The Making of a Preacher (1907).

SDfOlf, JOHN SMITH: Wesleyan Methodist;

b. in Glasgow June 25, 1843. He was educated at
Elisabeth College, Guernsey, and Victoria College,

Jersey, and, after being a lawyer's assistant for four

years, entered the Wesleyan ministry in 1863. He
has served on many of the most important commit-
tees of his denomination, and in 1895 became one
of the members of its Legal Conference. He was a
delegate to the Methodist Ecumenical conferences

of 1891 (Washington) and 1901 (London), and in

1907 was president of the Wesleyan conference.

Since 1901 he has been governor of the Wesleyan
Methodist Theological College at Didsbuiy, and is

the author of Manual of Instruction and Advice for
Class Leaders (London, 1892); Summary of Method-
ist Law and Discipline (1897); and The Revival of
Religion in England in the Eighteenth Century (1907).

SIMOlf, RICHARD: French Roman Catholic

and the real founder of Biblical criticism; b. at

Dieppe (33 m. n. of Rouen) May 13, 1638; d. there

Apr. 11, 1712. In 1658 he became a novice of the

Oratorians, and, after withdrawing, returned in

1662 on receiving permission to continue his studies

during his novitiate. He was ordained to the priest-

hood in Sept., 1670, but on May 21, 1678, was ex-

pelled from the Oratorians because of the publica-

tion of his Histoire critique du Vieux Testament

(Paris, 1678, and often; Eng. transl. by R. Hamp-
den, Critical History of the Old Testament, 4 parts,

London, 1682). He then retired to the parish of

BolleviUe in Normandy, which he had received in

1676, and later lived at Dieppe, Rouen, and Paris.

Before his expulsion from the Oratorians he was for

a time professor of philosophy at Juilly, though he
foimd a more congenial tai^ in cataloguing the

oriental manuscripts of the library and in Biblical,

rabbinical, and patristic studies. Rationalistic in

temperament, and quarrelsome in disposition, the

fresh knowledge which he acquired involved him in

countless controversies, the most famous being that

which centered about the Histoire critique just men-
tioned. This woik, after seven years of preparation,

had been passed by the censor and was in print,

with the exception of the title and the dedication

to the king, when the preface and table of contents

fell into the hands of Bossuet. The heading of the

fifth chapter, " Moses can not be the author of all

the books attributed to him," was enough to cause

Bossuet to interfere, and on Jime 19, 1678, the

copies of the work, with a few exceptions, were
destroyed. From one of those which escaped Daniel

Ebsevir prepared an incorrect edition (Amsterdam,

1680), and in 1685 Simon himself published another

edition at Rotterdam with a preface as if from a

Protestant and notes referring to Simon in the third

person. The work was vehemently attacked, but

the New-Testament portions were so increased in

sixe that they were issued in separate parts under

the titles of Histoire critique du texts du Nouveau

Testament (Rotterdam, 1689; Eng. transl., 2 parts,

London, 1689), Histoire critique des versions du

Nouveau Testament (Rotterdam, 1690; Eng. trand.,

London, 1692), and Histoire critique des principaux

commentateurs du Nouveau Testament (2 parts, Rot-

terdam, 1693), these being followed by the Nouvdlet

observations sur U texts et les versions du Nouveau

Testament (Paris, 1695) and by an anonymous
French translation of the Vulgate (4 vols., Tr^voux,

1702). This version was also attacked by Bossuet,

and although Simon printed slips bearing changes

in translation and explanations to be pasted over

his first text, the bode was prohibited. Toward the

end of his life Simon printed Lettres choisies de M.
Simon (Amsterdam, 1700) and, imder the pseu-

donym of M. de Sainjore, Bibliothique critique, <m

recueU de diverses pihoes (4 parts, Paris and Amster-

dam, 1708-10). After his death his NouvdU bib-

liothique choisie appeared (2 vols., 1714), and among

his other writings special mention may be made of

his Histoire critique des dogmes, des controverses, det

eoutumes et des cMmonies des Chr&iens onenUna

(Tr6voux, 1711; Eng. transl. by A. Lovell, London,

1685).

Richard Simon was the first to attempt to write

a history of the Bible as a piece of literature, an as-

tounding innovation considering the intellectual

conditions of his time. He did not, however, direct

his attention to the contents of the Bible or to the

development of religious concepts, but rather to the

text, Uie versions, and the commentaries. Disre-

garding the traditional and dogmatic presupposi-

tions of the age, he critically discussed the Septua-

gint and the Vulgate, and defended the translation

of the Bible into the vernacular. He regarded the

Masoretic text as representing a good tradition, but

postulated the late origin of the Hebrew vowel-

points and square script. In New-Testament criti-

cism he defended the Hellenistic idiom against the

purists. In regard to the origin of the Old Testsr

ment, he maintained that there were in larad, from

the time of Moses, public scribes whose duty it was

to record all matters pertaining to religion and the

State, and also, in their capacity of public oratorB,

to give directions to the people, these addresses being

published from time to time, and after the Exile

giving rise to the Old Testament in its present fonn.

The verdict of succeeding generations was most un-

favorable to Simon, nor was it imtil the rise of Jo-

hann Salomo Semler (q.v.) that the true merits of

Simon, with all his shortcomings, received full

recognition. E. Nestu!.

Bibuoorapht: A. Bemus, Richard Simon tt mm Bid.

eriiiqus du Vieux Tetlament, Lausanne, 1800: idem, iV«-

tiee bibliooraphique mr Richard Simon, Basel. 1882: L
DioBtol, OnchichU det AUen TealamenU tn der ehriatHchm

Kirehe, Jena, 1869: C. H. Wricfat, ItUroduetion to the OH
T^tament, London, 1891 (the firat part eontaaw a Uftoiy

of criticism): H. Margival. in Recue d'hiel. el Wttr«t»*

rtligieueee, i (1896). 159, H (1897). 17. 223, 625. iii (1896),

117, 138, 508, iv (1899). 122, 192. 310. 435: A. Blodan. io

Der Katholik, 1904, L 29-422. ii. 114-122; A. Duff, Bid.

of O. T. Critieistn, New York, 1910.
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Simons

L Vini Statenfeent.

Bvrly life and Vlewa (| 1).

Pftideutio Objective (| 2).

Later life; liteiaiy Aetivitr

(18).
Theological ContiovezBies (| 4).

Final Activities (S 5).

SIMONS, MENNO.
Characterisation (| 6).

n. Second Statement.
Views of Scripture (| 1).

Sin; Justification by Faith (| 2).

Koiy Livinc: the Ordinances (| 3).

The Church (| 4).

Christolosy (| 5).

Relation to Rationalism (| 6).

Relation to the Reformers (S 7).

Relation to the Swiss Brethren
(18).

Relation to Monster Anabaptists
(5 9).

Victim of Intolerance (S 10).

I. F!x8t Statement: Menno Simons, Dutch Ana-
baptist, was bom at Witmareum (5 m. s.e. of Har-
ingen), Holland, 1492, and died near Oldesloe (25

m. n.e. of Hambuig), Germany, Jan. 13, 1559.

Though the Mennonites (q.v.) bear his name, he
was not their founder, for they existed

I. Early in Holland seven years before he
Life and became a convert; but he was one
Views, of their most influential leaders and

by far their most important author.

Many details of his life are imcertain, for his biog-

ra{^y remained unwritten both in his own and in

the following generation, so that it must be gleaned

from scanty allusions in his writings and in the

works of his contemporaries. In 1515 or 1516 he
held an ecclesiastical office at Pingjum, a short dis-

tance from his birthplace. In 1532 he became pas-

tor at Witmarsum, where, as he confessed in later

years, he preached from motives of ambition rather

than conviction. Much of his self-accusation, how-
ever, may be due to the morbid severity with which,

like Bunyan and other converts, he judged him-
self, for no suspicion of reprehensibility seems to

have attached to his name at any time, unless it

be charged against him that he remained in the

priesthood for twenty years despite his doubts. In

the very first years of his parochial activity he be-

came i^eptical of the doctrine of transubstantia-

tion, and found support for his views on baptism
in the New Testament and the writings of BiUican,

who, with some other Protestants, permitted parents

to choose between infant and adult baptism for their

children. This and the execution of the Anabap-
tist Sicke Snijder at Leeuwarden in 1531 led to re-

newed study of the Bible and the works of the

Reformers, with the result that Menno practically

became an Evangelical preacher, though he had
not yet broken openly with the Church. When he
entered upon his new parish of Witmarsum, he
seems alr^Eidy to have sympathized with Anabap-
tist views.

Menno's attention was less directed, however,

against Roman Catholic teaching than against errors

which had recently sprung up in Ana-
3. Paidentic baptism, such as the doctrines of earth-

Objective, ly power, sword, king, and the plurality

of wives. In this spirit he wrote his

first book, Een gantach duyddycke end klaer hewys

uyt die H. S, dot Jesus Ckristus is de rechte hdoofde

David inn den geest . . . iegen de grouwdicke ende

grootste hlasphemie van Jan van Leyden^ although

it was not printed until 1627. Menno's ambiguous
position received a rude shock in Apr., 1535, when
3(X) Anabaptists were defeated at Bolsward by the

imperial troops, 130 falling in battle, while the

remainder, including his own brother, were made
prisoners and drowned. He felt himself responsible

in a sense for their fate, since he had not taught
them the true way, and he also became convinced
that his priestly office rendered it impossible for

him to gain their confidence, so that on Jan. 12,

1536, he resigned his parish. This ** conversion,"

or *' rebirth," as Menno termed it, was character-

istically Anabaptist, in that it was based less on a
conviction of the grace of God through Christ in

consequence of a sense of sin and repentance thsm
on moral earnestness, renimciation, and devotion

to divine truth, whether contained in the Bible or

in the human heart. It was, therefore, the conver-

sion of a lajrman rather than of a theologian or a
priest. Yet Menno was not imeducated, for he
wrote Latin fluently, was somewhat acquainted
with Greek, and had a certain familiarity with the

writings of his contemporaries (especially Erasmus)
and t^ (Dhurch Fathers.

After his withdrawal from the priesthood and the
Roman Catholic (Dhurch, Menno remained for a

time in Friesland, where all who should

3* Later harbor him were threatened with death
Life; in Oct., 1536. Two months later, at

Literary the earnest petition of a number of

Activity, those who agreed with him in faith

and life, he received the laying on of

hands from Obbe Philips, and became an elder

(bishop) of the community. Where Menno passed
the first years after he left the church is uncertain,

but it is not improbable that he lived in East Fries-

land, baptising both there and in Groningen in 1537.

He seems to have lived in East Friesland imtil 1541

;

in Amsterdam and North Holland from 1541 to

1543; again in East Friesland from 1543 to 1545;

in and near Cologne and limburg from 1545 to 1547

;

and after this latter year in or near Lttbeck, with
the exception of a Ediort residence at Wismar in

1553-54. His life during these years may be best

traced by his writings, his first publications being

the most important. To this category belong his

Van de ware nieuwe geboarte; Vede goede . . .

leringhen op den 26. Psatnit perhaps the best work
of its author; Van het rechle Ckristengdoove; and
Van de geestdicke vernjsenisse. The most impor-
tant of adl his works, however, was the Fondament-
boek (c. 1539), in which he sought to prove the truth

of his doctrines and urged the authorities to test

the purity of the lives of the Anabaptists, thus
ending the persecution and showing their wide
divergence from the fanatics of MOnster. In this

book, moreover, Menno defines belief as trust in

the grace of God and the promises revealed to

man in the words and life of Christ, bringing sor-

row for sin, yet comforting the heart and strength-

ening it in conformity to the divine pattern. The
substitution of adult for infant baptism is based
by him on the commandment of Christ and on
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apostolic usage, as well as on the doctrine of regen-

eration, of which baptism should be the seal. The
true mark of the Christian was regeneration, not

baptism, while the Lord's Supper was regarded not

as a sacrament but as a memorial service. The
Fondamentboek was also designed to warn his fol-

lowers against errors which might be construed as

morally reprehensible, such as the doctrine of David
Joris that external acts were indifferent, provided

the intention was good.

The Fondamentboek was supplemented by the

Lieffdijcke vermaninge . . . Aoe dai een Christen sal

gescfnckt zijn en van het schouwen o/te

4* Theo- afanijden der valscher broederen en «us-

logical teren (1541); Kindertucht (Antwerp,

Cofitiover- 1543); Verdannghedesdoopedailb^^);
ties. Ooreaecke waerom dot ik Menno Simone

niet a/ en laate te leeren (1544); and a
book, now lost, directed against David Joris (1545),

which was answered by Joris' son-in-law, NUcolaas

Blesdijk, in Verantwoording, in 1546. During these

years Menno resided for a time in North Holland,

and in 1547 he was one of the three elders who took
part in the conference with Blesdijk in LQbeck, where
the views of Joris were utterly refuted. Meanwhile
Menno became involved in the one great theolog-

ical controversy of his life, the doctrine of the In-

carnation. Several years after his conversion he
became acquainted with the teaching of Melchior

Hoffmann that the body of Christ was bom in, not
of, the Virgin Mary, so that the Son of God trans-

formed hiznself into the nature of man, rather than
took it upon him, also holding that this human
being was formed by God without any cooperation

of the mother. Although Menno laid little stress

upon the acceptance of this doctrine, he was chal-

lenged to a disputation in 1543 by the East Frisian

superintendent Johannes a Lasco (q.v.). They met
in the following January, and Menno promised to

send his opponent the reasons for his belief, writing

them in Latin, but publishing them in Dutch imder
the title: Een cortemde dare bdijdinghe . . . vander
menachwordinge emv. Lasco replied in his Defensio

inoamationie Ckristi (1545), and his opponent re-

sponded in his turn with his Eyne dare bekentenieee

dat de ghehede ChrUiue Jeeue Godea eygen Sone te,

although it was not printed until 1554, when the
controversy was renewed. Menno's insistence on
this doctrine after 1547 is to be ascribed neither to

obstinacy nor to an excessive regard for it, although
he believed his dualistic theory more reasonable

than the orthodox teaching. To his mind a Christ

who was at the same time God and man was un-
thinkable, and he accordingly believed that he was
created by God alone, without any intervention

on the part of father or mother, and that in his

earthly incarnation he was nothing but a man into

whom the Word had been transformed. While the

Church taught that we are brethren of Christ in

that he took our flesh upon him, Menno held that

only the regenerate are the brethren of (Christ, and
then simply because they, like him, are begotten
of God. From this teaching, however, some drew
the deduction that Christ was not consubstantial

with the Father, but was merely one with him in

will and intent, thus denying the Trinity. The as-

sembly of elders accordingly convened at Goch in

1547 and excommimicated their colleague Adam
Pastor, one of the foremost advocates of this doc-
trine. Menno, who was present, wrote a rather

feeble refxitation of Pastor, entitled BeUjdmghe van
den drieenigen Oodt, although he did not break off

all association with him.

During his residence on the Lower Rhine in

1545-47 and after he had settled in Holstein in

1549, Menno made frequent journeys

5. Final to confer with his fellow elders, and
Activities, between 1552 and 1554 he pubHabed

from his own press a number of wri-

tings, chiefly apologetic in character. One of these,

the Beantwoordinghe over eene edvrift Gdii Fabric is

the longest work of its author, and almost the only
one which gives any infoimation concerning his life

and the conditions of his time. It treats, among
other subjects, of the doctrine of the Incarnation,

on which Menno disputed with Micronius at Wi»-
mar on Feb. 6 and 15, 1554. In the following 3rear

Bficronius published the minutes of this disputa-

tion, to which his opponent replied in 1556, flaw-
ing it with another rotation in 1557. These are not
the most felicitous of the products of Memo's pen;

they are not at all free from personalities and weari-

some repetitions. The closing years of his Hfe were
saddened by the controversies among his followers

concerning excommunication. As eariy as 1551

Menno had ruled that the faithful should avoid all

association with their fellow believers of unseonly
life, unless these should prove responsive to ad-

monition. In the course of the development of the

community, however, many problems were evolved

regarding excommunication. In 1550 Menno de-

cided, in his Klaer bericht van de excommumcatie,

that this avoidance should be extended to secular

life as well, but not in cases where assistance might
be rendered; he mitigated also the severity of the

banishment as far as possible. The elders Leenaert

Bouwens and Gillis van Aachen, on the other hand,

demanded that exconununication be declared in

the majority of cases without previous warning,

and that, if one of a married pair had fallen imder

the ban, the other should avoid him or her. These
measures aroused the deep resentment of the Ana-
baptists living along the Lower Rhine, and they

accordingly sent their teachers Zylis and Lenmieken
to Menno in 1556, whereupon, in the following year,

he went to Franeker and Harlingen to win his fel-

low elders to a milder mood and restore peace. Hie
reverse was the result, however, and Menno him-
self was threatened with excommunication. In his

fear that he might have conceded too much to hu-
man weakness, he published his Oronddtc bericki in

1558, declaring openly that he had formeriy erred

and presenting the strictest views. Zylis and Lem-
meken replied, only to be answered t^ Momo in a
book couched in no very measured tones, though
written just before his death. As he lay dyhig, bow-
ever, he lamented this temporary severity and
warned his followers not to be servants of men, as

he had been.

Menno's character was a mixture of humili^,

warmth of heart, pessimism with regard to the

world and life, spiritual piety, loyalty and bve to
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the " community/* and obstinacy, while he was
deeply conscious of his responsibility as elder of the

people of God. None of his Dutch con-

6. Charac- temporaries surpassed him in ability

terizatkm. to write in a popular and edifying

vein, or in ease of composition.

Through his toil, his books and letters, and the love

which he bore his followers, with which he in-

spired them in their turn, he enabled the community
to increase in numbers and to hold fast to theLr

lofty morality. Every trace of the excesses of

Monster and Joris had vanished, and henceforth the

community was to remain true to the teachings of

the New Testament as their sole rule of faith. Thus
the followers of Menno reverenced him deeply,

though only as one of their pious teachers. Grad-
ually all his works were printed, not only as a
source of appeal in the controversies over excom-
munication and the doctrine of the Incarnation,

but also for edification. The pietistic element

among the Anabaptists called themselves by his

name, as their opponents had done since 1544. In

Upper Germany and along the Rhine, on the other

hand, the Anabaptists of the sixteenth century were
estranged from him on account of their controver-

sies [due to his inastence on his doctrine of the in-

carnation and marital avoidance in case one of the

married pair was imder discipline. Cf. A. H. New-
man, Hi8t. of Antipedobaptismy pp. 309-312, Phila-

delphia, 1897], but in the seventeenth and eight-

eenth centuries his name and writings won their

esteem as the representative of their separatistic

life and their opposition to the established church.

The works of Menno, still preserved (so far as

extant) in their original editions at Amsterdam,
were written in colloquial Low German and trans-

lated into Dutch after his death. The first edition

of a small collection appeared in 1562, followed by
larger collections in 1601, 1646, and 1681, the latter

being almost complete. A German edition of all

his writings was published at Elkhart, Ind., in 1876,

and Eng. transl., in 1871. Although there are sev-

eral portraits of Menno, none of them were taken

from life, and only one, which is preserved at

Utrecht, seems to have come from a circle which
knew him personally. In his later years he was a
cripple. S. Cramer.
n. Second Statement: Menno Simons and his

coworkers differed from the more prominent re-

formers of the sixteenth century in rejecting the

doctrinal system of Predestination (q.v.). Prior

to Jacobus Arminius (q.v.) they taught the freedom
of the will. Of the doctrine that freedom of choice

is not granted man, and yet he is held responsible

and pimished for sin, Menno speaks as '' an abom-
ination above all abominations " (Menno Simons,

Comjdete Works, ii. 94, i. 221, Elkhart, Ind., 1871).

John Calvin, in turn, who had evidently never ac-

quired a firat-hand knowledge of Menno's teach-

ings, speaks of Menno in most contemptuous terms.

While, according to the leading German reform-

ers, " what is not against Scripture is for Scripture

and Scripture is for it
** (Luther), Menno held that,

as concerns Christian doctrine and ceremonies, noth-

ing can be rightly maintained that is not expressly

taught and authorized in the New Testament. Need-

less to say that he attributed to the opinion of
neither pope—^whom he considered Antichrist—^nor

Church Fathers any authoritative

I. Views of weight. On the relation of the Old
Scripture. Testament to the New-Testament

Scriptiues he differed fundamentally
from Luther, Zwingli, and Calvin. Menno, as well as

the Swiss Brethren and Huterites (see Mennonitss),
held that " Christ alone is our law-giver." The
Old-Testament precepts were largely intended for

premessianic times and have been restated by Christ

and the apostles so far as they are to be applied to

the Christian Church. The Old-Testament Scrip-

tures are indeed a part of the Word of God, they
are the foundation and groundwork for the New,
while the latter is the ful&ment of the Old; but in

matters of Christian worship, practise, and life, the
New-Testament Scriptiues are the only authority.

While the Reformers Luther, Zwingli, and Calvin

justified, on Old-Testament authority, a union of

Church and State, war, capital punishment, the
oath, and in part also ritualism, Menno rejected

the same on New-Testament authority. Of the
doctrine of the inner light, as held by Hans Denk
(q.v.) and a few other Anabaptists and later by the

Quakers, not a trace is foimd in his writings.

On original sin Menno teaches that through the
fall all men inherit a sinful nature. Christ, the sec-

ond Adam, has atoned for the guilt of

a. Sin; original sin, hence no one will be con-

Justiflcatiofi demned for the sin of Adam. All in-

by Faith, fants are saved through the atonement
of Christ, according to his express

promise. Condemnation awaits those who reject

the means of salvation offered them. The doctrine

of justification by faith is given great prominence
in Menno's system. Luther's teaching on the sac-

raments (baptismal regeneration and forgiveness of

sin through the observation of the Lord's Supper)
he rejects as inconsistent with this doctrine. *' To
teach and believe," says Menno, " that regenera-

tion is the result of baptism, my brethren, is terri-

ble idolatry and blasphemy against the blood of

Christ. For there is neither in heaven nor on earth

any other remedy for our sins, be they inherited

evil propensities or transgressions, than the blood
of Christ alone, as we have often i^own in our first

writings " {Works, ii. 200). " The blood of Christ

is and will ever be the only and eternally valid

means of our reconciliation, and not works, bap-
tism, or Lord's Supper " (i. 158). The statement
that ** Christ is the only means of grace " is found
oftentimes in Menno's writings; all the riches of

grace may be obtained through faith in Christ

—

by no means through works and ceremonies.

Probably no contemporary of Menno Simons in-

sists with more emphasis on the inseparable con-

nection of an obedient, holy life with

3. Holy true faith. '* Behold, beloved reader,"

Living; the says Menno, '* thus true faith begets

Ordinances, love and love begets obedience to the
commandments of Ckxi " (Works, ii.

246). ** For this can never fail, where there is true

Christian faith, there is also dying to sin, a new
creature, true repentance, a sincere regenerated, un-
blamable Christian " (i. 118). " IVue faith which
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avails before God is a living and saving power which
is, through the preaching of the holy Word, wrought
of God in the heart, renewing, changing and regen-

erating it to newness of mind " (i. 59). On the

Christian ordinances Menno says: " All the rites

ordained of God, both in the Old and New Testa-

ment, have been instituted that our faith may be
exercised and our obedience proven " (i. 34). The
baptism of infants is invalid. Incidentally baptism
is spoken of as the reception of *' a handful of

water " (i. 38, i. 124). Menno also observes that
" the poor world has hitherto believed the new birth

to consist in immersion in the water while the

words are said, I baptize thee," etc. (ii. 215). He
did not hold that believers' baptism to be valid

must be administered by a representative of a church
that is entirely orthodox. On the Lord's Supper
his teaching concurs with that of Zwingli; he dis-

approves of " open " communion.
Menno defines the Church as the assembly of

those ** who hear, believe, accept, and rightly ful-

fil " the teachings of God's Word (ii.

4. The 345), hence a true Christian church is

Church, neceiasarily established on the volun-

tary principle. He says: '* Faith is

the gift of God, therefore it can not be forced upon
any one by worldly authorities or by the sword."
** Tell me, kind reader, where have you in all the

days of your life read in the apostolic Scriptures

that Christ or the apostles called upon the power
of the magistracy against those who would not hear

their doctrine and obey their word? " (ii. 71). " Be-
hold how haughtily and how wickedly the princes

assume, without any awe or fear, the authority of

God and the office of the Holy Ghost " (i. 186).

Toleration, accordingly, means the rejection of all

persecution. Menno would have taken it as an in-

sult had he been charged with advancing the mod-
em idea that false doctrine is, on the ground of

Christian love and forbearance, to be tolerated in

the Church. The government of the Church was
administered by the elders. Questions of faith and
practise were not to be referred to individual con-

gregations. The idea that among the early Men-
nonites ** every church was a law unto itself " is

erroneous. Menno and his oolaborers withdrew
from congregations that sanctioned what they be-

heved to be unscriptural doctrine. The great mis-
sionary commission of Christ was held by Menno
to have been given to the Church; he was in fact

preeminently a missionary. With emphasis he in-

sists on the duty of the Church to care for needy
and destitute members. He testifies that notwith-
standing the relentless, bloody persecution which
had left in their care numerous widows and orphans,

and in which many had lost their possessions, no
one of the church which he represented, nor their

children, had been known or would have been per-

mitted to beg (ii. 309). The CThurch, according to
Menno, is the *' communion of saints " in deed and
in truth, nevertheless there is always a possibility

ot those Having a form of godliness and denying the
powei thereof being found in it. In his writings he
refened to the fact that there was a hypocrite
even among the apostles, but insists that neither

offensive sin and transgression nor false doctrine

must be tolerated in the Church. Of church disci-

pline he says: " In short, as a vineyard without a
fence or indosure, or a dty without walls or gates, so

is a church without disdpline and the excommuni-
cation." Members of the church were not permitted

to eat or do business with those who had been ex-

duded, except in cases of emergency (I Cor. v. 11;

II Thess. iiL 14). On this point both Menno and
Dirk Philips wrote treatises against the Swiss Breth-

ren who disapproved of the ** avoidance " of the

excommunicated. The interesting history of this

practise and the reasons why Menno advocated it

can not be stated in a few sentences. That on his

death-bed he expressed regrets for the stand which
he had taken in this matter, as was believed by the
" Waterlanders," who were of one mind with the

Swiss, is evidently a fable. In the last weeks of his

life he wrote a little book which was published after

his death, insisting on " avoidance " as stringently

as ever.

The swearing of oaths he believed to be forbidden

by (Christ. Of war he speaks as a " wicked, abom-
inable business " (i. 137). Capital punishment he
considered incompatible with Christian principles;

he suggests confinement for life in its stead (ii. 407).

Frequently he denounced the " houses of intem-
perance, ' the accursed drunken taverns." He
was an advocate of '* the simple life "; church-
members who permitted themsdves to drift into

worldliness were strictly disdplined by the church.

Menno believed the coming of Christ near, not,

however, to inaugurate the millennium, but for

judgment.
The old accusation of some of Menno's opponents

that he denied the divine nat\ire in Christ, an in-

sinuation which was vigorously re-

5. Chris- pudiated by him, must be placed in

tology. the same category as other slanders,

such as that he uphdd communism
and was the head of a revolutionary sect. He hdd
a peculiar doctrine on the Incarnation: " Hie
whole Christ, God and man, man and (jod, is God's
son and is of heaven" (ii. 151, Elkhart, Ind., 1871).

Not only was he truly God from eternity, but his

human nature was also of heaven and was not the

result of a creation. Of Mary's body he partook
not otherwise than as a seed of grain partakes oC

the fidd in which it is planted (ii. 337). To assert

that he could in that case not be truly human is to

deny God's omnipotence. Had he, as r^ards his

humanity, " been of the impure, sinful flesh oi

Adam, he would be guilty also, through the eternal

justice of Ckxl, of judgment and death. And if he
himself owed a debt, how could he pay ours 7"

That this doctrine has a tendency towani the denial

of Christ's divinity was indignantly denied by
Menno. His opinion was, on the contrary, that
what is generally considered the orthodox view of

the incarnation dishonors CJhrist's divinity, repre-

senting him as a creature as concerns Ids body.
" If the man [human nature of] Christ was of the
flesh and blood of Bfary, it is manifest that he was
not God's son but a created being " (ii. 158). " Tbat I

have ever said this [that the Word was changed into

flesh and blood] no one will, I believe, ever be able

to prove j nev^thdess they have the effrontery to
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say and write such of us. I have spoken of this as

the eminent apostle has taught me, namely, that
the Word was made flesh "

(ii. 159). '' As he is the
only and true Son of God, he must also have the
nature of the one of whom he is, this is too plain

to be controverted " (ii. 392). " Although he hum-
bled himself and laid down his divine splendor,

privileges, and glory, nevertheless he was God and
God's Word ''

(ii. 164). Menno states that " there

are many among us " who have never " heard or

asked a word " concerning the question of the

origin of Jesus' body, and also testifies that he never
refers to this doctrine in his sermons, ** but I teach
simply and plainly that Christ Jesus is truly God
and man, a Son of God and a Son of man, con-

ceived of the Holy Ghost and bom of the pure
virgin Mary " (ii. 332). The said doctrine of the

incarnation was held by the Obbenites (see Men-
NONiTEs) before Menno identified himself with
them, and it was, according to his own confession,

only after severe and prolonged mental struggles

that he arrived at the conclusion that it is entirely

Scriptual (ii. 330).

The supposition that the teachings of Menno and
his coworkers were tinged with rationalism is with-

out foimdation. His faithful colaborer,

6. Relation Dirk Philips, of whom he observes that

to Ration- " Dirk and I are entirely of the same
alism. mind ** and whose extant writings fill

a stately volimie—an English trans-

lation is now in press—occupied the same position

toward rationalism as Menno, and the same is true

of the Swiss Brethren. The Dutch historian Brandt
asserted that the excommunication of Adam Pas-
tor (q.v.) for denying the deity of Christ was the
work of Dirk Philips. Others have opined that
Menno was at variance with Dirk in this matter.

From Pastor's UndencheU tuuchen rechte leer unde
valsche leer (published in vol. v. of Bibliotheca Re-

fonnaioria Neerlandica), it is dear that he held

Menno responsible for his excommunication, and
the latter testifies that Pastor was no longer of their

number (ii. 96; the English translation of the pas-

sage is inaccurate, see Menno Symoru* Werckenf p.

312, Amsterdam, 1681). In his refutation of Pas-

tor, Menno speaks of the denial of the eternal pre-

existence of Christ as '' a terrible blasphemy, curse,

and abomination " (ii. 184). The hymn of Ludwig
Haetzer (q.v.), expressing antitrinitarian senti-

ments, is not found in the hymn-books of Swiss

and South German Anabaptists, nor of the Menno-
nites. It is doubtful whether its author was rebap-

tized or baptized others, although he agreed with the

Anabaptists in their opposition to state-churchism

and on a few other points (cf. F. Roth, Augsburgs
Re/ormaiumsgeschichU, pp. 221-222, 232, Munich,

1901; Heberle in TSK, 1858, p. 845). His friend

Hans Denk, unlike Haetzer, a man of imimpeachable
character, was an advocate of liberalistic sentiments

although not an antitrinitarian, and became the

leader of an Anabaptist party called *' Denkians,"

but before his death retracted his former teaching

on the necessity of rebaptism. Unfortunately

Menno and the Mennonites have sometimes been

judged from the writings of such men, with whom
in fact they had nothing to do.

Touching the position of Menno and his friends

with respect to the leading Reformers, it is to be
noted that Menno's personal estimate of Luther

was congenial and appreciative, far

7. Rdation more so than the opinion entertained

to the by Luther concerning any Anabaptists.
Reformers. Menno freely acknowledges that " the

Lord has effected much good through
Luther's first writings " {Works, i. 29). He severely

criticizes Luther for permitting himself to lose sight

of the principle of toleration which he had originally

advocated. The Reformation, so far as it was iden-

tified with state-churchism, was in Menno's opinion
quite superficial: it has, says Menno, not brought
a change in the life of the people and its founda-
tions were not laid along Scriptural lines. In the
Lutheran states of central and northern Germany
the priests were given orders to accept the new
standards of faith and practise prescribed by the
heads of the State. The priests, as a rule, accepted
the new order of things and the populace followed

them (no other creed being tolerated by the civil

authorities) with the exception of those who ac-

cepted Anabaptist teachings. If we may believe

Menno's testimony, both shepherds and flock con-
tinued " with few exceptions " in their old incon-

sistent life. There can be no doubt that Menno
was eye-witness of much that must give him an un-
favorable opinion of State-Chiut;h Reformation. It

is interesting to notice his evident surprise upon
forming the acquaintance of Johannes a Lasco (q.v.),

that a man of his piety was a representative of Zwing-
lianism. Menno addresses him in one of his books
as his '' beloved, holy brother." In his view it was
an inconsbtency that while the pope was held to be
antichrist, his ordination was accepted as valid.
" The Uttle gods of Babylon," says Menno, had been
abandoned, but that which was in fact responsible

for prevailing superficiality and inconsistencies

had been left untouched.
Menno, in his extant writings, never mentions

or even alludes to any of the great leaders of the

Swiss Brethren. Was he not informed
8. Relatk>n of the history of the Swiss and South
to the Swiss (German Anabaptists ? Is there a his-

Brethren. torical connection between the Swiss

and the Melchiorites and Obbenites,

and if such is the case, did Menno know of it ? In
vain is an answer to these questions sought in

Menno's writings. Of Melchlor Hoffmann it is known
that he purposely ignored the Swiss and South
German Anabaptists, it is doubtful whether he was
ever connected with them. The Obbenites had,

with the exception of the doctrine of the incarna-

tion, discarded those teachings which had separated

the Melchiorites from the Swiss Brethren, and
Menno's insistence on the " avoidance " of the ex-

communicated was, as has been stated, not approved
by the Swiss. He was well acquainted with the

teachings of the Swiss and South German Anabap-
tists. It is evident from his writings that there is

no direct historical connection between his people

and certain medieval sects, but this, it may be ob-

served, does not exclude the supposition that such

a connection existed between the Swiss Brethren

and older sects although Menno was clearly not
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aware of it. He sajrs, *' Soon after the death of the

apostles, through the influence of the unenlightened

bishops, trust in outward worics was permitted to

take ^e place of trust in Jesus Christ " (Wercken, p.

51 , Amsterdam, 1681 ) . " The understanding of the

holy gospel, which was lost for many centuries, has
been found again." '* May the holy city and temple
which lay desolate for many centuries, be again
rebuilt,

'

' etc. Menno never mentions the Waldenses.
Dirk Philips makes mention of them in his En-
chiridion, but his observations show that he was
not well informed concerning their teachings.

Concerning Menno Simons' relation to tibe MOn-
sterites (see Muensteb, Anabaptibtb in) it is first

of all to be noted that not all Anabaptists of the

Netherlands who disregarded the principle of non-
resistance were followers of John of Lejrden (see

Anabaptists; Mubnster, Anabapfibtb in). Of
his own brother, who in many histor-

9. Relation ical works figures as a MOnsterite,

to Miinster Menno says: '' My poor brother has
Anabaptists, erred only in this, that he undertook

to defend his faith with the fist and
to oppose violence by violence " (Works, ii. 101).

It must be remembered that an unprecedented per-

secution was waged against the dissenters. The
law of the empire demanded that all who had sub-
mitted to rebaptism and were unwilling to recant
must die, and this law dates from the year 1529
—about four years prior to the rise of the MOn-
sterites. Very many had lost their lives. The Ana-
baptists were in continuous danger of death and
under temptation to take the sword in self-defense.

While Menno was yet a priest a laige number of

dissenters, among them his brother, sought refuge

in the *' Old Cloister " near Bolsward and defendeid

it against a contingent of troops. " The poor er-

ring flock," says Menno, ** which erred because they
had no true shepherds, after many severe edicts,

killing and slaughter, came together near my place

of residence, in a place called Old Goister, and,
alas, through the godless doctrine of Miinster,

contraiy to Christ's spirit, word, and example,
drew the sword to defend themselves, which the
Lord commanded Peter to put up into the sheath "

(i. 4). Although these people followed the MOn-
sterites to the extent of taking the sword, they must
not be held responsible for the highly offensive

practises originated by " King " John of Leyden
at Monster; in fact even many of those who had
accepted the latter's leadership and had gone to

Mttnster were loath to follow him all the way. When
John, after long and persistent effort, had persuaded
Bemhard Rothmann and the other pr»EU^ers in

Monster (see Mxtenster, Anabaptists in) that po-
lygamy was the Scriptural course for the '* New
L^ael," a rebellion occurred among his followers

within the walls of the besieged city. Mollenhecke,
the leader of the resisting party, and his adherents
were mercilessly put to the sword by " King

"

John. Of MOnsterite teaching and practise Menno
speaks invariably in severest terms of condemna-
tion. He denounced John of Leyden as a blas-

phemer, seducer, and worthless character, notwith-
standing his imusual gifts as a leader. He says of

the MOnsterites: '^llieir seditious abonunations.

such as choosing a long and what they taught oon-

ceming the kingdom, ^e sword, polygamy, woildly

conformity, and the like abominations and infamy

/we reject and hate with all oiu* soul " (i. 197). " So

it is in yoiu* instance, O ye mad ones," he addreeses

them, '' (foigive me, for it is the truth that I write).

The prophets you read according to Jewish under-

standing, the doctrine of Christ and liie i^xMitles,

you say, is all fulfilled and pretoid that there is

now another dispensation," etc. (i. 97). "They
have justified open adultery und^ the cloak <A the

custom of the Jewish fathers, together with other

infamy of which a true Christian must be appalled

and ashamftd " (i. 227). " Ls it not a grievous error

that you suffer yourselves to be so wretchedly be-

witched by such worthless men, and so lamentably

misled from one corrupt sect into another; first

MOnsterite, then of Batenburg, now Davidist [fol-

lowers of Jan David Joris (q.v.)], and ihaa from

Beelsebub to Lucifer and from Belial to Behemoth
"

(i. 94). " How many innocent hearts have they

deceived! How many poor souls have they se-

duced I What great shame have they brought upon

God's Word! What abominations have some of

them committed under a pious appearance! How
great cause have they given to the poor, blind

magistrates who have, alas! no imderstanding of

the holy word, to shed innocent blood " (i. 96).

After Menno's renunciation of Romanism and

his identification with the religious body which he

so well represented, it was impossible for him to

labor in public. He was an outlaw and a fugitive

although, through the leniency of local authorities,

he foimd it possible to sojoiun com-

10. Victim paratively long in a few places. Had,

of however, any appointment for a meet-

Ihtolennce* ing in which he or one of his friends

was to appear been publicly announced,

he would unfailingly have been apprehended at the

appointed place. In a number of instances the locti

authorities would apparently have tolerated him

and his friends, had they not feared the vengeance

of the provincial or imperial government. Menno
knew full well that only as long as such magistrates

could urge the excuse that they did not know of

his whereabouts would they retrain from putting

forth efforts to have him apprehended. He had a

few private discussions with Zwinglian theologians,

such as Johannes a Lasco, Mutinus Bficronius

(qq.v.), and Grellius Faber, who had obligated them-

selvee to observe strict silence concerning these con-

ferences. In several of his books Menno asks his

Protestant friends to arrange for a public debate

with him, obtaining for him a safe ccmduct from

the government, but this desire was never granted

him. Even Count von Ahlefeldt, who permitted

him to live on his estate at WOstenfelde in Holstein

(where Menno died in peace), would in all probabil-

ity, had the matter been brought to the attention

of the imperial authorities, not have admitted that

he knowhigly gave shelter to this " heresiarch."

Toleration for Menno and his people prevailed

neither on Roman Catholic nor Protestant terri-

tory. He complains bitterly that *' not cmly amooK
Papists and Turks, but among those who boast oif

the holy word " and " in their first writings said
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much of faith, that it is the gift of God and that it

must not be forced upon any one by the sword of

iron " (i. 196) whoever refused to accept the creed

of the State was relentlessly persecuted. Even the

ruler of Saxony and sovereign of Luther, Elector

John Frederick, treated '* Anabaptism " as a cap-

ital crime. In 1536 a number of Anabaptists were
beheaded at Jena in Saxony, upon Melanchthon's

advice, for no other cause than error in doctrine.

Menno says: " I seek . . . the praise of the Lord
and my salvation and the salvation of many souls.

For this I, my poor feeble wife and little children

have for eighteen years endured extreme anxiety,

oppression, affliction, misery, and persecution, and
wherever we sojourned, we were in fear and dan-

ger of life. Yea, when the preachers [of the state

churches] repose on easy beds and downy pillows,

we generally must hide ourselves in secluded cor-

ners . . . and when the dogs bark, it may mean
that the catch polls are upon us here. Whilst they

are gloriously rewarded for their, services with large

incomes and easy times, our recompense and por-

tion must be fire, sword, and death " (i. 7).

The writings of Menno Simons and Dirk (Theo-

dor) Philips are the principal sources for the study

of the principles and aims of the most prominent

dissenting party of the Netherlands, Germany, and
Switzerland of Reformation times. Not only were

these men the spokesmen of their immediate fol-

lowers, but the Swiss Brethren were of one mind
with them on all vital points of doctrine and prac-

tise. A view of the Reformation which fails to take

due account of the great body of Christians which

attempted, with unexcelled devotion to principle

—the Reformed historian Ernst Moller speaks of

them as " a church of martyrs "—^the restoration of

the Church to its primitive purity and power; which,

at variance with the leading Reformers, imdsted on
the voluntary principle and separation of Church
and State, must necessarily be inadequate.

John Horsch.
Bibuoorapht: Biofmphies have been written by A. M.

Cramer, AmBterdam. 1837 (stiU the beat); C. Harder,
KdnisBberg, 1846; B. C. Rooeen, Leipsio, 1848; Browne,
Philadelphia, 1853: F. Baatian. Straeburg, 1867; and C.

Fleiecher, Amsterdam, 1892. See also the literature under
liEXMONrrKS.

SDfOHS, WALTHER EDUARD: German Prot-

estant; b. at Elberfeld May 27, 1855. He was edu-

cated at the universities of Bonn, Strasburg (lie.

theoL, 1880), Zurich, Berlin, and Gdttingen, and
after holding pastorates at Rheinfelden, near Basel

(1881-83), and Leipsic (1883-92), became, in 1892,

privatrdocent for practical theology at Bonn, where
he was appointed professor three years later. Since

1902 he has been professor of the same subject at

Berlin, and also director of the catechetical seminar

of the same university. In theology he belongs to

the liberal school. He has written Hat der dritte

Evangelist den kanoniachen Matthdua bentUzt f (Bonn,

1880); Eine altkdlniache SeeUorgegemeinde aU VoT'

bOd fUr die Oegenwati (Berlin, 1894); Die OUeeU
evangdiache Oemeindeannenpflege am Niederrhein

(Bonn, 1894); Freikirche, Valkekirche, Landea-

kirche (Freibuig, 1895); Niederrheiniachea Synodal-

undOemeinddd)en'* unterdemKreuz" {IS97); Kan-
firmatian und Kw^ftrmandemmterricht (Tabingen,

1900); Kdlniache KonaiatorialbeaMilaae (Bonn,
1905); Matthea Weyer, ein MyaHker atia der Re/or-

matumazeit (TQbingen, 1907); Ein VermOchtniaa
Calvina an die deutishrevangeUachen Kitchen (1909)

;

Urkundenbach tur rheiniachen Kirchengeachichtef i.

Synodalbuch (1909; in collaboration with others);

and Die Kor^firmation (1909).

SDfONT: A term defined by Thomas Aquinas
as ** the deliberate will to buy and sell spiritual

things [privileges and rights] and thdr appurte-

nances." The primitive Church regarded this offense

as the gravest among those exdusivelyZwithin the

province of ecclesiastio legal ruling, it oeing con-

ceived as a sin against the Holy Ghost in that it

assumed to engage the offices of the Holy Ghost in

consideration of money or its equivalent. The name
has its origin, accorcQng to the narrative in Acts
viii. 18 sqq., in the sacrilege of Simon Magus (q.v.),

.

who desired to buy from the Apostle Peter the
power to impart the Holy Ghost to whom he would.
Especially the sale or purchase of ordination for

money or its equivalent must, from this account,

have been viewed as simony, seeing that (even as

eariy as the fourth century) the theory had grown
up that by means of ordination, through the laying

on of a bishop's hands, the Holy Ghost is received,

and with it the power to foigive and to retain ons.

By degrees the concept reached the expanded form
expressed by Thomas Aquinas, ut sup. In the

main, however, simony was held to be traffic in

spiritual offices. The viciousness of simony in this

peculiar sense of the term was purposely emphasized
by the popes in opposition to the emperors during

the investiture strife (see Investiture), and was
employed as chief weapon in that conflict. The
Evangelical conception of ordination involves the

consideration of simony as the bestowal and pro-

curement of spiritual offices for money.
It is directly consonant with the primitive con-

cept of simony, that to give and to take money or

its equivalent not simply for the sacrament itself,

but also for the administration of sacraments and
sacramental acts, came generally to be viewed as

simony. Nevertheless, it soon grew dear that a
volimtaiy gift in token of gratitude for such dis-

pensations and their acceptance ought not to be so

branded; indeed, where a fixed custom had grown
up of showing oneself thankful by means of suit-

able presents, not to recognise the favor came to be
legaided as reprehensible. In that way the Stole

Fees (q.v.) came into being. A special kind of

simony, which can occur only in the Roman Catholic

Churdi, is the granting or obtaining of admission

into a spiritual order for money or its equivalent.

An extension of the idea is foimd when the Church
treats as simony the selling and buying of the right

of patronage on its own accoimt. According to

canon law, certified simony involves in the Roman
Catholic (}hurch for all the guilty parties excom-
mimication from which the pope iJone can give ab-

solution. If Uie act has remidned secret, however,

the bishops can absolve it. In connection with or-

dination, simony subjects the ordained offender to

suspension from the received rites of consecration,

and to the construction of irregularily. Likewise
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the ordainer becomes suspended from his pontifical

prerogatives. All provisory transactions wherein

simony has been committed are invalid. Whoever
has procured a benefice through simony, becomes
irregular, deposed from office, and incapable of ob-

taining another appointment. Forfeiture of the

benefice ensues even for the one who has obtained it

through an act of simony wrought by others with-

out his accessory knowledge, counsel, or approval,

only he may recover such benefice by dii^)ensation,

unless in case of a simoniacal election. Tlie inmate

of a cloister who is guilty of simony in connection

with admission to the cloister is visited with sus-

pension from all capitulary offices, and from all

rights of jurisdiction. The latest regulations are

foimd in CanstUutiones Pit IX,, ApostoliccB sedis,

Oct. 12, 1869.

In the Protestant church, as well, all transactions

affecting official appointments wherein simony has

occurred are accoimted void, so that any resulting

grant of office becomes canceled. In tiie case of

patrons the act is pimished by withdrawal of per-

sonal right of presentation. Simony was also occa-

sionally subjected to fine and imprisonment. Now-
adays it is classed as a criminal offense, and so is

liable to civil correction. Wherefore all cognizance

in the matter devolves exclusively on the temporal

courts. From the present standpoint of the Roman
Catholic Church, simony is matter for ecclesiastical

discipline and the disciplinary province of the church

authorities. E. Sehunq.
Bibuoqbapbt: N. A. Weber, A HitL of Simonif in tk*

Chriatian Chttrch^ Baltimore, 1009 (foes down to the 9th
oentury); Bingham. Orioinea, IV.. iii. 14, XVI.. vi. 28-30;

Q. PhiUipe, Lehrbueh dea KirehmrechU, | 193, 7 vole.,

Recenabuis, 1845-72; N. MOnchen. Daa kanonimJie Sttaf"

recht, n. 274 sqq., Cologne. 1866; P. Hinschius. Kirchen-'

recfU, V. 161 sqq.. Berlin. 1893; A. Leins. DieSinumie. Eine
kanoniatuche Studie, Freiburg, 1902; Hirsch. in Ardtiv fUr
haiholiachta Kirchmrecht, Ixxxvi (1906), 3-19; D. Barry,
in Eeeletiatiieal Review, Sept, 1908, pp. 234-245; J. Dreh-
mann. Papal Lao IX. und die Sinumie. Bin Beitrao aur
UfUerauchttng dar VorgeaehichU daa InveaHturaireiiaa, Leip-
sio, 1908; DCA, iL 1900-01; KL. zi. 321-324; Sohaff,
Chriatian Church, vol. 1. paasim. Documents relating to
the subject are given in B«ioh, DocumanU, pp. 152, 198.

SOfPLICIUS, sim-plish't-us: Pope 468-483.
According to the Liber ponHficalia he came from
Tibur (20 m. n.e. of Rome), and was consecrated as
the successor of Hilary possibly on Mar. 3, 468. His
importance arises from his participation in the
Monophysitic controversy (see Monophybites, §§
5-7), in which he was second only to Leo the Great
And Hilary. He made Bishop Zeno of Seville apos-
tolic vicar in Spain. His biography names four

churches at Rome which were dedicated by him, the
establishment of a hfbdomariua for baptism and
penitence, and the offering of costly church vessels.

His death, according to Duchesne {Liber parUificalia),

occurred on Mar. 10, 483 (not Mar. 2).

(A. Hauck.)
Bibuoorapbt: Sources are. Libar pontificalia, ed. Monmi-

sen m MOH, Gaat, pont. Rom, i (1898), 112-113; Jaff4,

Rageata, i. 77 sqq.; Bpialola Romanontm potUificum oen-
idnm, ed. A. Thiel. i. 174 sqq.. Braunsberg. 1867 (the let-

ters of Simplicius): MPL, Ixviii. 1019 sqq.; and Eva-
grhis, Hiat. aecl., HI., iv. sqq. Omsult further: J. Lang-
en, Oaaehichte der rfimiaehen Kirehe, h. 126 sqq., Bonn,
1885; Hefele. ConcQienoeaehiehU, u. 602 sqq., Eng. transl.,

iv. 26 sqq., Fr. transl., iL 2, pp. 9, 16 sqq.; Bower, Popes,

L 257-271; Milman. Latin Chriatiamt^, L 314, 336-337;
DCB, iv. 690-695 (fuU disetMsion): and iha relevant
litecature under MoNonrrsrrBS.

SDfPSOH, ALBERT B: Presbyterian; b. at

Cavendish, Prince Edward Island, Dec. 15, 1844.

He was gpraduated at Knox College, Toronto, in

1865, and also received his theological education

there. He was pastor of Knox Church, Hamilton,
Ont., 1865-74, Broadway Tabernacle, Louisville,

Ky., 1874-80, Thirteenth Street Presbyterian

Church, New York, 1880-81; since 1881, of the

Gospel Tabernacle in the same city. He has been
president of the Christian and Missionary Alliance

since 1887, and in theology holds " the Evangelical

faith in a conservative rather than liberal sense,'*

also believing in adult baptism by immerrion,
though not a Baptist. Besides editing the Chns-
iian and Miaeumary Alliance since 1887 and Living

Truths since 1903, he has written The Gaspd of
Healing (New York, 1884); Divine PrMenu in

Genesis and Exodus (1890); The Land of Promise

(1892); The Gospel of the Kingdom (1893); Jesus
in the Psalms (1895); Heart Messages for Sabbaths

at Home (1897); Larger Outlooks on Missionary
Lands (1897); The Holy Spirit; or, Powerfrom on
High (2 vols., 1899); Days of Heaven upon Earth

(1900); Discovery of Divine Healing (1902); Christ

in the Bible (a Bible commentary; 24 vols., 1902-

1907); Echoes of the New Creation (1903); and col-

laborated with M. Wilson in Henry Wilson, One of
God's Best (1909).

SDfPSOlf, JAMES GILLILAin): Chureh ai

England; b. at London Oct. 16, 1865. He was edu-
cated at Trinity College, Oxford (B.A., 1888), and
was ordained to the priesthood in 1891. He was
successively curate of Leeds parish church (188^
1893), curate of Edinburgh Cathedral and vice-

principal of Edinburgh Theological College (1893-

1894), rector of St. Paul's, Dundee (1895-1900),

and principal of Leeds Clergy School and lecturer

at Leeds parish church (1900-10), besides being
chaplain to the bishop of Brechin (1896-1900), and
select preacher at Oxford (1909). Since 1910 he
has been a canon of Bianchester. He has written

Christian Ideals (London, 1908), Fact and Faith

(1908), and Christus Crucifixus (1909).

SIMPSOlf, MATTHEW: Methodist Episcopal
bishop; b. at Cadis, O., June 21, 1811; d. in Phila-

delphia, Pa., Jime 17, 1884. He was educated at
Madison College (subsequently merged into Alle-

ghany College, MeadviUe, Pa.), where he was tutor
in 1829; studied and practised medicine, 1829-35;
was ordained deacon in the Methodist Episcopal
Church 1835, and elder in 1837; was vice-president

and professor of natural science in Alleghany Col-
lege, 1837-39; president of Indiana Asbuiy Uni-
versity, Greencastle, Ind., 1839-48; editor of The
Western Christian Advocate, Cincinnati, O., 1848-
1852; and was elected bishop 1852. He changed his

residence in 1859 from Pittsburg, Pa., to Evanston,
ni., and became president of the Garrett Biblical

Institute in the latter place. He was the acknowl-
edged prince of Methodist preachers, and his eloquent
addresses did good service for the Union cause dur-
ing the Civil War, enjoying, as he did, the peraooal
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friendship of President Lincoln. He was the author

of Hundred Years of Methodism, New York, 1876;

Cydapadia of Methodism, Philadelphia, 1878; Lec-

tures on Prwcking, New York, 1879; and Sermons

(posthumous, ed. Q. R. Crooks, 1885).

Bdiiogkapht: Q. TL Ctoola, Lif§ of Biahop Matthew Simp-
«m. New York, 1890.

SmPSON, SAMUEL: Congregationalist; b. at

Centreville, Mich., Nov. 24, 1868. He was edu-

cated at Olivet College, OUvet, Mich. (A.B., 1891),

and Oberlin Theological Seminary (graduated

1894). He also studied at Hartford Theological

Seminaiy (1896-98) and the University of Berlin

(1900-01). He held Congregational pastorates at

Gamer, O. (1894-96), and Chardon, O. (1898-1900),

and was associate professor of American Church
history in Hartford Theological Seminaiy (1902-

1909). He has written The Life of Uhrich Zwingli,

Swiss Patriot and Reformer (New York, 1902).

SmSON, JOHN: Scotch theologian; b. at Renfrew
(6 m. n.w. of GUasgow) about 1668; d. at Edinburgh
Feb. 2, 1740. He received his education at Edin-

burgh University (M.A., 1692) ; and appears to have
studied theology at least under the advice of John
Biarck of Leyden, as he acknowledged receiving in-

struction from him; he is known to have been
librarian at Glasgow 0>llege in 1696; he was licensed

by the presbyteiy of Paisdey in 1698, but, possibly

owing to infinnity in health, did not receive a charge

unti 1705, when he was called to Troqueer, Kircud-
brightshire; he became professor of divinity in the

University of Glasgow, 1708. In this last place he
was exceedingly influential, the presbyteries of the

west of Scotland and north of Ireland receiving a
considerable number of ministers from the men who
studied imder him, and yet his position was fre-

quently assailed, and it was believed that he was
untrue to the standards. In part this was due to

his fundamental position that reason was the basis

of thedogy and to his effort to make orthodoxy un-
derstandable. In Mar., 1714, chaiges were brought
against him in the presbytery of Edinburgh, to

which charges he made answer in 1715, and the

answer was referred to a committee; the next as-

sembly passed the matter over, and, in 1717, a qual-

ified censure of certain opinions and expressions was
passed. In his later teaching, after combating the

Semi-arianism of Samuel Qaxke (q.v.), he assailed

Sabellianism; and in 1726 charges were once more
brought against him, this time in the presbytery of

Glasgow. The next year he was suspended by the

general assembly, a committee being appointed to

carry the case through. But in 1728 Simson's ac-

count of himself was regarded as establishing the
orthodoxy of his belief, though his statements in

teaching were not approved, and suspension fol-

lowed till the presbyteries could be heard from; the
8uq)ension finally occurred and was confinned in

1729. The emoluments of the chair were left to him,

but he was debarred from teaching.

His only publications were those connected with
his ecclesiastical triab: The Case of Mr, John Sim-
son (Glasgow, 1715); and Continuation of the Sec-

ond Edition of the Cass of Mr. John Simson (Edin-

buiKh, 1727-29).

BiBUoa&APHT: In the Britiah Museum Catalogue^ b.v., a
column 18 devoted to titles of pamphlets, reoorde, etc.,

dealing with the orthodoxy and trial of Profesflor Simeon.
Consult further: Correspondence of Rev. R. Wodrow, ed.

T. MaoCrie, 3 vols., Edinburgh, 1842-43; Hew Scott.

Faeti eccleeicB Scoticanat 5 parts, London, 1871; W. M.
Hetherington, Hiei. of the Church of Scotland, pp. 337, 340,

348, New York, 1881; H. F. Henderson, Raigioue Con-
trovereiee of Seotiand, pp. 5, 8, 11-17, Edinbuigh, 1905;

W. Beveridge, Makers of the Scottish Church, p. 174, Edin-
burgh, 1908; DNB, lii. 286-287.

SIMULTANEUM (Lat., "simultaneous [exercise

of religion] "): A term formerly used in the Ger-

man Empire to denote the authorization of more
than one religious body to hold services side by side

in the same territory, so that the worship of the com-
paratively weaker communion should be more than

the right of mere household devotion. The term
also connoted, as it still does, the simultaneous right

of two congregations of different confessions to the

same ecclesiastical foimdation, especially to the

same church building, or the same churchyard. Such
simultaneous conditions repeatedly arose in Ger-

many, notably in the West and Southwest during

the period between the religious peace of Augsburg
and the Peace of Westphalia. The chief causes of

this were the Protestant confiscation of a large

amount of church property after the Peace of Augs-
burg, followed by its restitution, during the Coimter-

Reformation, in accordance with the edict of Mar.

6, 1629; as well as the changes, in the course of the

Thirty Years' War, in the status of the religious

bodies in the various territories; the frequent con-

versions of ruling princes (especially from Protes-

tantism to Roman Catholicism); and the legal es-

tablishment of the joint rights of Roman Catholics

to Protestant churches. The legal theory of the

simultaneous use of ecclesiastical institutions (espe-

cially church buildings) is, however, only scantily

devdoped and is much contested, since regulation

by law is almost entirely lacking, except in Prussia

and Bavaria. The legal basis for the simultaneous

use of a church may arise from joint ownership of

the building by botJh congregations, although it is

also possible that the church in question may be-

long solely to one of the congregations, so that the

title of the other religious body is merely one of

prescription, the exact determination of conditions

requiring a knowledge of the origin of the simulta-

neum in each specific case. In these instances there

are always two distinct congr^ations, conceived

as separate legal entities, the view being untenable

which maintains that the communions in question

must be regarded, so far as the simultaneous church

is concerned, not as distinct corporate bodies, but
as a single congregation which still retains fellow-

ship and unity of faith. Legal recognition of actual

joint use is equivalent to a title to such right, and
a legal simultaneum is also created in case one of

the conununions concerned cedes the privilege of

joint use at the petition of the other party, while

retaining the right of revoking such permission at

any time. On Qte other hand, even right prescrip-

tive can not create a simultaneum in c^ise sufferance

of joint use has been forcibly extorted from the

party legally entitled to sole possession. Provision

is thus made for cases in which the legal rights of the

parties concerned can not be determined, the pre-
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sumptioii being that the privilege of that party

which was the later to receive permiaeioii of joint

use was granted in response to petition and is re-

vocable; while if the status of joint use can not

definitely be determined, both communions are held

to have equal rights.

The simultaneum is subject to great variation

both in kind and in degi'ee. One congregation nuiy

have the nave while the other has the chancel; sep-

arate hours nuiy be appointed for the religious serv-

ices of each communion; one of the partiesmay have
the right to use the church only on special occasions,

as for baptism; and in sporadic instances the two
congregations may even worship together. Ex-
penses, especially those for maintenance, must be
defrayed according to any agreements previously

drawn up, or, if occasion demands, from the com-
mon funds of the church. If such fimds are lack-

ing or are inadequate, both congregations, if pos-

B&Baed of simultaneous privileges, must contribute.

When, however, one of the communions concerned

has the exclusive right of possession, the other hav-

ing only a right of use, the former must bear all

charges legally incumbent on the owner, wliile the

latter is required to contribute only in proportion

to its rights of use. Any new creation of simulta-

neous rights in churches is precluded, from the stand-
point of the Roman Catholic Church, by the rule

that Roman Catholic churches must not be used for

other than Roman Catholic services, and though
Protestants may consistently grant the use of their

church buildings to other religious bodies, as has

been done repeatedly at the request of the Old
Catholics, such action can scarcely give rise to ob-

ligations of a legal nature.

A simultaneum may be dissolved either by the

union of the two congregations concerned (with the

requisite sanction of their ecclesiastical superiors);

or by surrender of rights by one of the parties in

question, although this party is not thereby re-

leased from its possible obligations. It is a moot
question whether one party nuiy demand a settle-

ment with reference to the simultaneous church and
its joint property without the consent of the party

of the second part, even though proper compensa-

tion be offered. This right is generally denied

where the simultanetmi has been created by legal

enactments, as by the Peace ci Westphalia; but if

the simultaneum is based on a private contract, such

a demand is l^al as coming within the scope of

private law. "Die principles of the modem State

forbid it to use either administrative or legislative

measures to compel churches to adopt a simul-

taneum. If, however, the parties to a simultaneum

become involved in a controversy or dispute which

disturbs the public peace, the auUiorities (especially

the police) have the right to interfere. In case of

severe breaches of the peace, the simultaneum may
be temporarily suspended; but the attitude of the

State toward religious communities forbids the per-

manent quashing of a simultaneimi without the con-

sent of the parties concerned.

In the case of cemeteries, however, the right of en-

forcing a limited or contingent simultaneum is re-

served by the State in connection with its claim to

jurisdiction over burial. The Peace of Westphalia

enacted that if one of the recognized conf^ona
possessed no cemetery of its own, its members might

be interred in the churchyard of the other. Tliis

principle, with a number of modifications and am-

plifications, is still in force; but while it is recognized

by the German Protestants as well as by the mar

jority of the German States, the Romim Catholie

Church rejects it except when absolutely cOTupelled

to do otherwise, in the latter contingency forfokiding

Protestant ministers to officiate at the burial, and

also endeavoring, wherever possible, to set apart a

special portion of the churchyard for non-CatlKilics.

The only modem possibility of the neceaaty of

creating additional simultaneous conditions is the

cleavage of a communion by differences evolved

within itself. This contingency was realized in Ger-

many by the Old Catholic movement. Both in

Baden and in Prussia State law permits Oki Catho-

lic congregations, under specified circumstances, to

have simi2taneous use of Roman Catholic churches

and churchyards, etc., but this has failed to give

rise to a true simultaneiun, since the Curia has for-

bidden Roman Catholics to worship in church build-

ings given by the government to Old Cathdics.

E. Sehuno.
BnuooSArar: P. 8. von der Aanoh« Die kirehKdtm Sir

muUanv«rhimm$9e in der Pfais am Rhein^ Mannheim,

1866; U.J,IltLrtQn^,DaBlnrchlieh4ReehiderProtataa^
im vormaHoen Henogthum SuUbach, Erla&gen, 1S72; K.

K6hler, SimuUankirchen im Henogtum Heeae, Dannstadt,

1889; W. Warner, UnUnuehung aber die ruewiekaehe Re-

UoionMaueel, Berlin, 1889; W. Krajs, KircUiche Simd-
tanverhdUni99€, WOnburs, 1890; E. Sehling. Vdttr

kirehUcKe SimvUanverhdUniaM, FnSburg^ 1891; ukm. in

NKZ, ii (1891), 777 aqq.; T. Lauter. Die ^nMcAiav dtr

kirehUehen SimuUaneen, Wanburg. 1894; WaOer. Beitnt
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In religious tenninolpgy sin is the name for evil

Practical philosophy [in the Kantian sense] desis

with a contradiction between what is and what

should be in human life, and, in its most inteioe

moral form, with a '' radical evil." Tike criminsl

code knows of misdemeanor, fdony,

I. Nature, crime. Moral judgment in common
parlance speaks of want of chaneter,

violations of duty, and vice. As sin, evil is conceived

in a religious philosophy only as it is judged remiss

in its duty to deity with its precepts of life. The

concept sin involves a peculiar modification of that

of evU: (1) its heinousness is more serious for a re-

ligious person, because it is a transgression not only

of a human but of a divine order; (2) the scope of

this religious condemnation extends to offexues

which do not occasion the censure or ev^ the no-

tice of human authority; (3) with the idea of eril

imderstood as sin, there is combined the represni'
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tatifHi of a permanent state of the human person
transcending the mdividual act, which disturt>8 the

relation to deity. The word sin involves a religious

and a moral judgment of acts and of persons. The
two are more or less inseparable. Natural religion

considers as sins transgressions of the cult and the

religious customs. In the ethical religions the posi-

tive standard appears as a sacred l^al order, and
sin aiwumes the character of legalistic violation. In
the highest ethical religions, which, with H. Siebeck,

may be called religions of sedvation, there emerges,

with an inward perception of the ethical life, the

consciousness of a more intimate relation with deity.

God leads his people with fatherly long-suffering

and faithfulness, and expects in return not only obe-

dience, but also gratitude and trust. He gives norms
of religious life in the community, which transcend

the ordinances of law, and aim at the mutual exer-

cise of mercy and love. Where God's will is recog-

nised, there the comprehensive norm of the good
is disclosed. Where this standard is transgressed,

God's personal will is violated and fellowship with
him is interrupted. Christianity, the perfected

ethical faith, understands by sin aposta^ from God,
which at the same time is inseparably tiie violation

of the absolute ethical norm of his will. Both phases

condition the nature of the Christian consciousness

of sin, the first its permanent activity, the second
its seriousness.

The Jewish faith attained a vitality and depth in

the consciousness of sin not met with in any other

pre-Christian religion. The general Semitic concep-
tion of sin as revolt against the divinity is not only

followed to its issue, but also modified.

2. In the Offense to the will of God obtains a
Old Testa- significance not exhausted in the con-

ment sequent results of disaster. In the

Bid)ylonian penitential psalms, it is the

external stress that awakens the thought of sin, fol-

lowed by the cry for help and forgiveness. This

coalescing of the stress c^ salvation with natural

eudemonistic motives of an elementary religiousness

is also manifest in the Psalms of the Old Testament
(vi., X., Ixxxviii., cii., cvii.); but in the upper stages

of Israelitic piety the religious-ethical idea gains due
prominence (xxxii., li.), and the certainty of the

nearness of God overshadows the outer event (Ixxiii.

23 sqq.). Hence by the time of the prophets it came
to be recognised that the favor of Yahweh could not

be secured by cultic zeal (I Sam. xv. 22; Hos. vi. 6).

Among sins are reckoned, besides worship of idols

(Hos. ii. 13; Isa. ii. 8; Ezek. vi. 13) and magic
(Deut. xviii. 10-11), imhelief in Yahweh's power
(Isa. vii. 9), trust in human help (Isa. xxii. 8 sqq.),

unrighteousness in judgment and conduct (II Sam.
xii. 9 sqq.), avarice (Isa. v. 8 sqq.), and extrava-

gance (Amos vi. 4 sqq.). Yahweh's will is con-

ceived as nK>ral, and the requirements of his will as

law, but this is presently exceeded. Insensibility to

God's love (Hosea), ingratitude (Isa. v.; Jer. ii. 5),

and hard-heartedness (Isa. xlvi. 12; Deut. ix. 6,

13) are conceived to be sins. The ceremonial law
of the post-exilic period produced a change which
affected rather the content than the intensity of the

sense of sin. Attention is mainly directed to par-

ticular precepts for the maintenance of the obedience

X.—28

and purity of the pious. Ceremonial shortcomings
are duful (Ezek. xxii. 26). However, the sense of

sin did not lose in subjective keermess, if it did in

ethical depth. The strictness of the positive pre-

Bcriptions knpdled to supplication for grace. The
consciousness of sin be^une superficial with the
period of the Wisdom literature. Although the pre-

sumption remained that sin is against God (Prov.

iii. 32-34), yet the idea is more cinrent that it is

offense against the wisdom of life, and on this ac-

coimt leads to misfortune (i. 24 sqq.). These tones
reverberate in the post-canonical literature, until

the belief in the futiu*e life, judgment, and reward
afford a deeper insight. The Old Testament treats

sin as universal in a great many instances. Often
it is the correlate of hiunan weakness and frailty

(Job iv. 18). There are just ones who walk with
God like Enoch and Noah, but such are models of

piety, not of sinlessness. The latter vanishes in the
light of God's majesty (Job ix. 2). The prophets
caJled of God are not excepted (Isa. vi. 5). The law
distinguishes between thoughtless sins (Lev. iv. 2),

which may be atoned for by sacrifice, and presump-
tuous sinsdishonoringYahwehand entailingdestruc-

tion (Num. XV. 30) . As thoughtless may be reckoned
the sins of youth (Job xiii. 26) and the imconscious
errors of man (Ps. xix. 12); but they, too, oppress

a tender conscience and cause a craving for forgive-

ness, if fellowship with God is not to be forfeited

(Ps. xc. 8, xxxiL 6). Only those may be comforted
by the presence of God, who are of a broken heart

and a contrite spirit (Ps. xxxiv. 18). Thought on
the tmiversality of sin led to the conclusion of the

inclination to evil in every man. The doctrine of an
evil tendency is in the later Jewish literature, but
analogous conceptiorLs are found in the canonical

Old Testament. Sin lies in wait for man (Gen. iv.

7); man's heart is naturally evil (Jer. xvii. 9). More
frequently is there mention of individual responsi-

bility for the sin of the comm\mity. Pre-exilic

prophets speak of the conunon guilt of the people

(Isa. i. 3-4; Mic. vii. 1 sqq.). In earlier times the

individual shared the burden of the sin of the en-

viroimient (Gen. xix. 15); later generations are

punished for the sin of the earlier (Ex. zx. 5).

Later this was to be reconciled with the conscious-

ness of the independence and the worth of the in-

dividual. As it had become the rule not to inflict

punishment on the children for the offenses of their

fathers (Deut. xxiv. 16), it became recognized as the

divine norm that each was to suffer for his own sin

(Jer. xxxi. 29 sqq.). However, the theory of indi-

vidual earthly requital encoimtered great difificul-

ties in the face of the facts, due not only to the

limitation of view to an external and temporal

course of events, but to the overlooking of the moral
solidarity. How torturing and hopeless the prob-

lem proved to be is shown not ordy in Ps. Ixxiii.

and the book of Job, but also in the attempt of late

Judaism at an equation of sins and merits, and in

this way to understand man's earthly destiny, with-

out the aid of the later Jewish foreglimpse of the

other world. For a long time Israel did not feel

called upon to investigate the origin of sin. That it

lay in the conmion nature of mankind seemed pat-

ent, and there was a general conviction of the power
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of the will to resist it (Gen. iv. 7). Where an evil

act seemed inexplicable or fatal, it was supposed to

have been ordained of God (Judges ix. 23; I Sam.
xxvi. 19). Later Judaism treated such as due to

evil spirits. Sin is not regarded as historically in-

heritcKl (Isa. xliii. 27), but as the common attribute

of one generation after another (Job xiv. 4). The
account in Gen. iii. was not intended to explain the

origin of sin but to show that death and other evils

originated through it. Its influence, beside that of

Gen. vi. 1 sqq., on the conception of sin is first

marked in later Judaism (Eccles. ii. 24; Sirach xxv.

32). To Adam was then charged in part evil and
in part an enhanced proneness to sin in himianity.

In the first case, Adam's fall was said to have in-

jured the state of man by bringing on evil and death
(Baruch), yet each one was to be morally responsi-

ble for himself. But it is further asserted that

Adam's sin increased man's inclination to evil

(IV Esdras iii. 20 sqq.) . But at the same place there

was ascribed to Adam a root of evil; hence the his-

torical explanation of sin was not consistently car-

ried out. Least of all does the figure of the serpent

offer a satisfactory explanation of the origin of evil.

Identified later with Satan (see Serpent in Wor-
ship, I., § 1), it served only to symbolise temptation.

The Old Testament offers the Uiought of the gener-

ation of sin in its actual manifestation as wdl as a
deep consciousness of guilt and consequent disaster,

arousing the desire for deliverance; but it furnishes

little for the solution of the theoretical problem.

The testimony of Jesus against sin is intimately

associated with the prophetical preaching. Sin is

resistance to the promotive leaderahip of God, hence
with indifference to moral requirements (anomia.

Matt. vii. 23), contempt of grace (xi. 20 sqq.), and
denial of recognised truth (Matt. xii.

3. In the 31 sqq.). It is treated as guilt deserv-

New Testa- ing punishment (vi. 7). Its universal-

ment ity is assumed; all are called to re-

pentance (iv. 17); and are called evil

(vii. 11). The obligation of mercy Jesus bases on
the general need of forgiveness (xviii. 11 sqq.); his

contemporaries he calls an evil and adulterous gen-

eration (xii. 39). The victims of particular catas-

trophes are not sinners beyond others, but meet a
judgment that all can avoid only through penitence

(Luke xiii. 2-5). The human world is so much
under the dominion of sin that offenses are unavoid-

able (Matt, xviii. 7 sqq.). Although he mentions
the righteous whom he did not come to call to

repentance (Maik ii. 17), yet their righteousness is

questionable. The Pharisees who claim it are hypo-
crites (Matt. XV. 7). Even others who assume it

like the rich young man are not sufficiently earnest

in self-denial (xix. 16 sqq.). He who looks upon sin

in his brother instead of in himself is worse (vii. 3-

5) . Jesus carries sin from its outer appearance back
to its inner origin (v. 21-25, xv. 19), and sees in it

a persistent tendency (vii. 16 sqq., xii. 35). Pro-

portions of sin and guilt vary; there are tempters
worthy of the severest penalty, relative innocents

misled by seducers (xviii. 6), and there is an unpar-
donable sin (xii. 31 sqq.). The greater the possible

knowledge of the divine conunand, the greater the

responsibility (Luke xii. 47-48); where the revela-

tion of grace receives no penitent responae is the

maximum'guilt (Matt. xi. 20). Finally, the humaa
attitude oi acceptance or rejection is decisive, when

the divine call to salvation is nigh (xxiii. 37). Jesus,

like the prc^hets, does not explain the origin of sb;

the fall is not mentioned in the Synoptics. From

the practical point of view Jesus ascribes the pres-

ent source of sin to the evil heart (Matt. xv. 19)

and to the worid's offenses (xviiL 7). As a further

source is mentioned, repeatedly, the temptatioD of

the wicked one (xiiL 19); but the subject is not

treated theoretically. The reference serves to lay

stress upon tfa^ infectious and far-reaching power of

evil (v. 37; Luke xxii. 31). The thou^t of the

kingdom of Satan invdves a close relation of sin

and evil (xiL 25 sqq.); their connection is illustrated

(ix. 2-6), although to point out their proportioii in

individuals is not permissible (Luke xiiL 2-5). That

God judges and punishes sin lies at the root of the

teaching of Jesus throughout. Hence, there is no

salvation without forgiveness (Matt. vL 12, xm.
23 sqq.); no way of accepting it but by confeesioQ

of sins (Luke xviii. 13-14) and repentance (Luke

xiii. 5). The new in the teaching of Jesus b the

height of his reUgious-moral ideas (Mat^ v. 48), in

the light of which appear as sins what had been pre-

viously looked upon as excusable defects, and the

way c^ salvation was revealed in his person (Matt.

XX. 28). In connection with the contrast drawn

between the salvation in Christ and the worid with-

out, Paul takes occasion to present a total picture

of the nature and life of sin. It is not an individual-

ised acting against the divine will, but a dominating

power, a general tendency, and a total state (Rom.

vi. 12, 14). It is personified, winning men to ita

service and compensating them (vi. 17, 23). Jews

and gentiles are imder its sway (iii. 9); so all, with

the exception of Christ (II Cor. v. 21) and tiwee

whom he frees from the law of sin (Rom. viiL 3).

Experience shows the univeiiBality of sin (i 24-31),

as do the Scriptures (iii. 9-20) . In the last analysis,

the death of Christ would have been dispoisable, if

there had been any other way to overcome sin (Gil.

ii. 21). Therefore, the universality of sm is oif di-

vine ordinance (Rom. xi. 32); ibe only way of

escape was to ensue, that opened by grace and

faith (iii. 24-26), so that no person mij^t ^oiy

(iv. 2). Slaveiy to sin leaves nothing to man but

the experience of his impotence and the futility of

his moral efforts (vii. 18 sqq.). The rdigious ref-

erence of sin as a contradiction against God is evo*

expressly emphasised and forms the background of

Paul's statements. It is disregard of divine revda-

tion, ingratitude for God's gifts (i. 19-21, 25),

alienation from God (Eph. iv. 18), enmity toward

God (Rom. viii. 7), tiie unethical tenden^ of liv-

ing for self (II Cor. v. 15); and leads in social fife

to envy, hatred, strife (Gal. v. 20). It lays wei^
on earthly things (Col. iii. 2), and especially yields

to carnal desires (Rom. i. 24). Therefore undean-

ness and imbridled sensuality hdd sway over man-

kind (Gal. V. 19-21), especially over the heathen

worid (Bxxm, i. 24 sqq.), wfnie the Jews are more

directly exposed to the danger of sdf-decepUoo

and self-righteousness (x. 3). But notwithstand-

ing all moral differences (ii. 14), there is essentially
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no difference among men in God's sight (iii. 23).

All are fallen under his judgment (iii. 19), and have
forfeited the future glory (iii. 23). The gradations

of sin are determined by the progress of divine

revelation; the heathen perish without law (ii. 12);

revelation oi the law brings responsibility, the

euzBe, wrath (iv. 15; Gal. iii. 10). Pre-Christian

sins are treated by God with long-suffering (Rom.
iiL 25); in view of Christian revelation, there is either

grace (iii. 24) or judgment (II Cor. v. 10), either

life or death (ii. 16). The connection of sin with
the kingdom of Satan seldom occurs; only, decep-

tion and temptation are treated as his work (II Cor.

iv. 4; Eph. ii. 2). Peculiar to Paul and original

with him is his connection of sin with the flesh.

He can not mean the identification oi the flesh with
sense, for sins of a purely spiritual nature he desig-

nates as works of the flesh (Gal. v. 16 sqq.). The
whcde man is represented as Mzrx, so far as he may
be conceived in a religious-ethical sense (Rom. vii.

18). The distinction is formed from the standpoint

that the spirit of Christ first makes man what he
is by the divine will intended to be (II Cor. iii. 17).

Flesh is man who dispenses with the divine Spirit

or shuts himself against his influence. Paul is thus

enabled to designate the entire pre-Christian de-

velopment as the carnal or psychic (I Cor. xv. 45

sqq.) . But this scheme gains its evident completion

by another thought series of which Paul is unmis-
takably conscious. The flesh is the source of lusts

which oppose God's commands (Gal. v. 16; Eph.
ii. 3); and in this lies its positive significance for

the origin of a bias of life against God. The pneu-

matic law which declares war on the lusts meets
with opposition from the other (Rom. vii. 8, 14),

which is called the ** law in the members " (vii. 23).

It is always the Christian's duty after he has been
made free to withdraw his members from the serv-

ice o€ sin (vi. 18-19). These statements can scarcely

be reconciled unless it be assumed that in the fle^

Paul saw the gateway for the entrance of sin into

the human oigamsm. The natural man is therefore

flesh in the twofold sense that he b without the di-

vine Spirit, and so long as this continues the desires

of the flesh have the upper hand. A stronger in-

fluence on the development of Christian doctrine

than the preceding line of thought has been wrought
by the Pauline teaching of the deed of Adam and
its consequences (Rom. v. 12 sqq.). The object of

the passage is to elucidate the power of Christ's

obedience by the adverse parallel of the disobedi-

ence of Adam with a commensurate significance.

As by disobedience death entered the world, by
obedience came life. Physical death is meant, but
possibly the contrast with the life of Christ gave

it a wider significance. The origin and dissemi-

nation of sin can not be deduced from the pas-

sage; it only states that Adam's transgression was
the first sin, not that he produced the condition of

sinning. It is to be admitted that in vii. the same
is said of the individual's confronting a command-
nient as of the progenitor in v. The effect of the

act of Adam appears different according as the va-

riously interpreted clause " for that all have sinned "

(v. 12) is understood; either as an additional cir-

cumstance, or, what seems more likely, as a refer-

ence to Adam's act, which would then be designated
as a total act of himianity. According to the former,
Adam would be only the leader; according to the
latter, the totally valid representative or even the
type of the human race. Questions are raised rather

than answered. What it certainly implies, that
Adam's act entailed a continuous judgment on
mankind realized in death, does not exceed the view
of Gen. iii. represented in late Jewish circles. These
thoughts obtained a further expansion by Paul's

noted paraUehsm, which occasioned a fiuther ex-
tension of the comparison than the passage imme-
diately had in view.

A striking completion of the Pauline doctrine of

sin is contained in the Johannine writings. The
totality of sinful life is more prominent. Sin is the
rebellious refusal to accept the divine revelation of

truth and love (John v. 40) ; it is essentially imbelief

(xvi. 9); love c^ darkness (iii. 19); guilty blindness

(ix. 41); contradiction of the divine standard of

life (I John iii. 4). It constitutes a sphere of life,

contrary to divine light and life (kowioa), and is

attached to things that abide not (ii. 15 sqq.).

The enemies of truth in it combine under the
prince of this world (John xii. 31), hating the chil-

dren of light and the light itself (xv. 19) but un-
able to sustain themselves under the condemnation
of the light of Christ (iii. 19). Belief and unbelief

originate a certain character, transcending time, so
that one bom of God seems incapable of sinning

(I John V. 18), and one having known the truth
who, by denying the same, has backslidden shall

not be saved (probably sin imto death, v. 16). Con-
stant need of foigiveness is recognized for the
Christian life (i. 8). The Epistle to the Hebrews
regards sin as a besetting, impeding power, causing
man to stumble (xii. 1); polluting his conscience
(ix. 14); separating him from God (xii. 14). De-
grees in sin are discriminated as in the Old Tes-
tament; such as unintentional errors (ix. 7) and
wilful sins (x. 26), among which b apostasy, for

which there is no foigiveness (vi. 4-6). The Epistle

of James emphasizes that God does not tempt to

evil, but sin is conceived as lust, and brings forth

death (i. 13-15).

The church doctrine is a continuation of the de-

velopment of the Biblical only to a very limited ex-

tent. The principal thing in Scripture, the deter-

mination of evil according to experience by the
norm of the revealed divine will, be-

4* Ancient comes subordinate; the first sin, its

and Medi- connection with extra-human evil

eval View, powers, and its penal consequences
upon the human race come to the front.

A backgroimd of the original state has arisen hav-
ing little foundation in Scripture. For a fuller pres-

entation of the doctrine of sin in the early Church
see AuGUSTiNB, II.; Peuigius, Pelagianibm; and
SBMIPEL40IANI8M. The Eastcm Church regarded
sin as a weakening of the intellect and of the free-

dom of the will, and integrates it with the fall, from
which it derived universal death. It is uncertain,

however, whether the fall represents a becoming
stationary at a lower level or a sinking from a higher

one. In case of the latter the loss of the image of

God could be thought of as brought upon the race
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by Adam. Human free-will is preserved, already in

antagonism to the physicism of GnosticisnL A more
serious conception of sin arises in the West. But a
strong sensuous admixture is already introduced by
Tertullian with his combination of the physical

unity of the generations from Stoicism, and the

aversion to procreation of asceticism. In his pres-

entation of sin Augustine starts from the will. Only
after the fall, sin acquired the character of a tend-

ency to evil imposed upon nature. This produces

in the human race, as the ** mass of perdition,"

moral depravity, which is incapable of good mo-
tives, though of apparently good actions. Freedom
was retained but the good was beyond its power.

Adam appears occasionally as the representative of

hiunanity; predominantly, however, he is consid-

ered as its physical head. The transmission of sin

takes place by the propagation of ** corrupted na-

ture." Sin is reproduc^ in " concupiscence," not
without involving a divine judgment. This " orig-

inal sin " deserves by itself eternal damnation; even
children who have not actually sinned are subject

to this damnation, although in the mildest degree,

unless they have been baptized. The demoraliza-

tion of sin, Augustine thus considers not alike in all.

In the Greek conception there was only an inherited

evil; to Augustine both an original sin and an orig-

inal guilt. Augustinianism was opposed by Pelar

gianism which, as an ascetic morahsm, to preserve

moral self-development, held aloof from all physical

representations of sin and hyper-physical ideas of

grace. It denied that sin could be inherited; held

that sin was disseminated by the force of example,

and asserted that sin could be avoided, although

admitting a habit of sinning as a moral impediment.
Baptism it could not conceive as a means of grace

against original sin. Grace is rather pardon and
moral direction than an inner impartation of power.

Semipelagianism gives man in the state of sin the

capacity of acceding to grace, and of affording it

an inner relation. Moderate Augustinianism was
continued in medieval scholasticism. Without
abandoning the formulas of Augustine a rational

conception arose alongside of the religious, by which
it was gradually supplanted. In the ori^nal state,

no longer held as the normal, the lower powers were
subordinate to reason, and reason subject to God
(Thomas Aquinas). Tbla " original righteousness "

was a " superadded gift," not to be reckoned with
human nature. The fall deprived man of the super-

natural gift; still his reason and freedom remained.

Original sin, according to Thomas, is formally a
'' defect of original righteousness "; nuiterially it

is " concupiscence." The last is not a natural fac-

tor, for " it exceeds the limits of reason "; it is

" contrary to nature," an " injury to nature."

Original sin is thus a corruption of hiunan nature

(habUus corruptus). Dims Scotus contests the sin-

ful character of concupiacentia, and reduces orig-

inal sin to the absence of a long-lost good.

The Reformation reasserted the religious charac-

ter of sin, as a power fatal to the higher life. Art.

2 of the Augsburg Confession represents sin as the

deficiency of the fear of God and trust in him, and
concupiscence is subordinated as the consequence

of this abnormity. Melanchthon follows Luther in

regarding unbelief as the essential element in sin.

Original sin is not a mere passive heritage but the

active power of a life contraiy to God,

5. Doctrine and dominates the personal wilL Adam
of the Ref- is not only the remote ancestor but

onnation. the type of every one; and the race

participates in his sin. In the ideal

picture of the original state ** original right-

eousness " is not a " superadded gift," but the nat-

ural perfection of man. The fall resulted in the cor-

ruption of human nature, which is propagated in

the race. Only Zwingli broke radically with the

Augustinian doctrine. Without denying that Adam
brought universal corruption upon humanity he

would admit guilt only where the inclination to evil

is appropriated by an act of will. Outside of this

it is an infirmity or disease. The Formula of Con-

cord (q.v.) maintained the total corruption of hu-

man nature, and the spiritual death of the natural

man. Human cooperation in salvation, or syner-

gism, is wholly excluded. On the oiher hand, the

somewhat Bfanichean Fladan expressions of a sub-

stantial reality of original sin is excluded and the

idea of the capability of pislUia dvilU belonging

to tmiversal reason, taught by Melanchthon, is ac^

knowledged. The older Protestant dogmatics t^aho-

rated these views into a sjrstem, taking in all the

reconcilable materials of tradition. As an illumi-

nated backgroimd of the doctrine of sin is drawn a

broad representation of the excellence of the orig-

inal state, which was of the highest religious, mor^
and natural perfection. The fall was a plunge to

fearful depths, to be explained only by Satanic de-

ception. The result was pride, ambition, and inor-

dinate desire. The sinful act subjects man to divine

disfavor. He becomes guilty and worthy of pun-

ishment. The penalty is death, i.e., phyedcal death

and spiritual death or deprivation of the original

perfection, which is damnation. Original sin is fun-

damentally threefold; inherited sinfulness, inherited

guilt, and inherited desert of punishment. The

descent of sin and its consequences from Adam upon

his progeny takes place naturally by propagaUon

as well as legally by imputation. To esci^ the

harshness of the latter there was brought forward

the impukUio mediata, according to which the de-

scendants' own sin was to subject them to this

judgment of guilt and punishment. This device,

however, led to no clear results. Adam is moral as

well as natural head of the race, and his sin is justly

imputed to all (Quenstedt). His sin becomes thi^

of his descendants by propagation and the inherent

original sin justifies tiie divine imputation. This

parallelism continued only so long as the distinction

between the inherited condition and the personal

act was not drawn. Where sinfulness did not arrive

at action, as in deceased unbaptized infants, the

inconsistency became apparent. As manifest in the

race, original sin is represented as blindness of rea-

son, of a will devoted to evil, and as a riotous life

of impulse. This " corrupt state " is the fruitful

soil of actual sins. Previous to their commisdon
the judgment of God by virtue of imputaticNi over-

hangs humanity. As second nature this state b
propagated, forming the substratum of the develop-

ment of the natural life, never wholly disappearing.
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Baptism removes the " formal guilt " or original sin,

but not the desire to evil or concupiacentia. This
disposition is not lost imtil the departure of the
soiil from the body. In degree it is total moral in-

ability, at least in the spiritual sense.

The insuperable difficulties of this view consist in

the speculative elements which are to be comple-
mented by the empirical conception. The doctrine

of the original estate makes the origin

6. Po8t-Ref-of sin inconceivable and is an inade-

ormation quate support for its determination;

Views, for according to it the fall appears as

a transformation prepared by nothing,

which threatens the continuity of person and the

possibility of imputation. The relation of Adam
to his descendants is now of an individual to others,

and again of a genus to its members. Sin, guilt,

and punishment are inextricably confused. Most
defiant is the inconsistency of individual responsi-

bility with the simunary fate of the race, including

those who know nothing of Adam. Safer groimd is

offered by psychological and religious-ethical deter-

minations, except for a closer distinction of the

ethical and religious. A special defect is the over-

sight of sin as a social power. In considering the

relation of Adam and ^e individual that of man
and his fellow beings is overlooked. Only a
powerful ecclesastical authority could keep relig-

ioiis reflection in those grooves. The doctrine of

original sin became one of the first objects of prey
for the Enlightenment (q.v.), after the example of

the Arminians. Kant astonished the rationalists by
discussing a " radical evil " in human nature, a
fundamental inclination to evil, rooted in will, pre-

ceding all empirical acts, involving guilt, and in-

eradicable by human power. True, this was not
original sin, as Kant rejected historical origin and
physical inheritance and insisted that evil was in-

explicable. With Schleiermacher sin is the afflicting

sense of impotence in the consciousness of God. It

transcends the personal life, being in each the work
of all and in all the work of each. It consists in the

total incapability of good. Judged by the highest

type of humanity realized in Christ, it is a dis-

turbance of nature; in view of salvation to come
and the consciousness of God involved it may be
taken as ordered by God himself. The defect of this

theory is the neglect of the ethical standard, and of

mn as a transgression of will, in behalf of a metar
physical bias, threatening to make of sin only a cer-

tain necessary moment cl development. This idea

is distinctly represented by Hegel. Sin is the in-

evitable transition-point of the finite spirit that

emerges from the conditioned state of nature to

freedom. Richard Rothe designates the object of

human life as an integral part of a speculative plot

of a world drama. Matter is the basis of the earthly

sphere; it is created by God, yet his opposite. Man
continues God's creation, by overcoming with pro-

gressive spiritualization the material inanity present

in himself as sensuousness. Sin is that motive of

life which antagonizes the normal development by
reverting to matter or nonentity. Yet not the de-

termination of man by selfish and sensuous impulses

constitutes actual sin but positive assent contrary

to the moral law; not the natural egoism but ego-

ism assumed as a principle. As contradiction of the
divine cosmic order sin obtains religious significance

abo in the degrees of alienation from God and
inimical opposition to him. The almost antipodal
results are reached by Julius Mailer. Sin originates

not from natural conditions but from the self-de-

termination of the creature. Its principle is selfish-

ness, a primary life tendency based on freedom using
sense as a medium of expression. It takes its de-

parture from a primitive extra-temporal decision

involving the character of freedom, of which the
fall is the first revelation. The theory aims to pre-

serve the tmiversality of sin without abridgment of

its guilty character, but only succeeds in basing
personal responsibility on an artificially conceived
presumption and in diverting the attention from
the racial unity and its importance for the life of

sin. A. Ritschl lays stress upon the social effect of

sin, bringing into evidence a long-neglected Biblical

element. The kingdom of God has its antithesis in

a kingdom of sin, in which every sinful individual

is actively and passively involved, receiving and
imparting influences of evil. He properly refers for

support to the New-Testament doctrine of the
stumbling-block (skandaUm),

The assumption of a primitive state of perfection

as well as of a fall permanently affecting the des-
tiny of mankind has been irremediably shattered
for dogmatics by historical and ethical criticism.

The accoimt of Genesis is to be imderstood as didac-

tic narrative to be employed as illu-

7. Criticism minated by other Biblical statements.

of the The original state is the condition of

Doctrine, imtested innocence, and Adam is the

type of the race according to its cre-

ated disposition and its empirical demeanor. His
act is the type of the human racial sin, which in

the successive generations and social intercourse

continues progressively so far as it is not counter-

acted by moral forces. Universality of sin is the
presupposition for the need of universal redemption
and the universal validity of the woric of Christ. A
truth is thus stated accessible to every maturer ex-

perience and attested at all times by witnesses un-
biased by dogma. It nuiy be termed original sin;

for, although an ethical quality of will, and as

obstinacy to God to be conceived of only in personal

life, yet in the testimony of experience it becomes
organic disorder. As such it can be propagated.

With the doctrine of the heredity of acquired char--

acteristics modem thought is more apt to overesti-

mate than depreciate heredity and thus neglect the

guilty character of sin. The idea of guilt attaches

to the conduct of the individual person and its

presupposed freedom. The history of the doctrine

shows that the Christian judgment always adhered

to two points: the recognition of the comprehensive
racial reality of sin, and the personal contingency

of guHt. As to the latter, the Augustinian doctrine

could never satisfy the ethical consideration . Hence
a sharper distinction between sin and personal guilt

is to be followed. Sin is all action against the norm
of the divine will, irrespective whether this contra-

diction to God's will is known or willed by the indi-

vidual or not. Guilt is only the conscious resistance

to this norm within the limits and powers of per-
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sonal life. Thus the New Testament attests that

the individual is not accountable for the sin of the

race as such, but only for his conscious participa-

tion of the same (Luke xii. 37; Matt. xxv. 42), and
forgiveness is not of original sin, but individual sins

(Matt. vi. 12, ix. 2). Guilt is always individual.

It may be said that the greater the spiritual maturity
of a nuin the more his sin has become his guilt, and
the further his influence extends the more the sin

of the community establishes his personal guilt.

Likewise the traditional view of eternal danmation
as the universal punishment of sin is not to be
maintained. That the sin of man, awakened by
divine revelation to his life mission, is at the same
time guilt that estranges from God and must be re-

moved by forgiveness is the irrelinquishable convic-

tion of every Christian. It does not follow, how-
ever, that the punishment must be absolute and
alike for all sins. Eternal damnation as a general

punishment of original sin is inadequate to God's

offended righteousness. The New Testament sug-

gests an individualizing on the part of God's

righteousness (Matt. xi. 24; Rom. ii. 2 sqq.). The
Christian faith maintains, (1) without foigiveness

of sins, no salvation; (2) every one that persists in

unbelief will receive just punishment in proportion

to his guilt known only to God. Religiously sin is

imbelief, and as such simply godlessness, admitting

of no degrees; ethically, it is a deviation from the

moral standard, vaiying in extent, principle, and
persistence. God judges according to the impartial

standard of just ethical estimation. Only his par-

don follows the higher norm of grace not con-

ceivable on the principle of adequate requital, but
immanent in him in the total idea of the moral
world order.

The problem of the origin of sin offers no difliculties

exclusively in the light of punishable sin. The basis

of this is in the conscious practise of freedom on the

part of the personal creature. More
8. Theory difficult is the inquiry how formal hu-

of Sin. man freedom acquired a content con-

tradicting the divine will. Reference

to the total life and original sin only defers the prob-

lem. That God willed sin or imposed it on man
through his nature or law of development is repul-

sive to Christian judgment, and would be incon-

sistent with the divine judgment of sin. Neither is

the evil will creative, but limited to the choice of

alternative conduct. Neither could an extra-hu-

man power contrary to God possess a creative

power beside him to originate evil. Attempts at

solution in this direction have resulted in holding

evil to be the mere negation of the good, which is

unsatisfactory to the Christian conscience. The
only solution remains that the content of the evil

will comes from God; but so far as this is true such

content is not yet evil, but mere imperfection. This

involves not only the sensuous character of the be-

ginning of human life, but also the naive egoism
which obligates man to self-preservation. Both
advance to the valuation of spiritual and common
good in the course of ethical development. With
this, imperfection is transmuted into sin. God in-

tends this imperfection to be removed by man's own
moral self-determination; man wants to retain it

against the known requirement of God. Imperfec-

tion becomes sin when approved and asserted by
the alienated will as the state adapted to the sub-

ject. A derivation of sin does not contemplate at

the same time establishing the basis of its religious

and moral judgment. The latter approves itself by
the revealed will of God; the former may be at-

tempted only on the basis of coherent reflection

upon the facts of experience. If the preceding ex-

planation should lead to an apdogy for sin, it were

better to abandon all attempt and assert the incoD-

ceivability of sin. Paul assumes this deduction of

sin; the Giurch in its teaching abandoned his view

by exaggerating the original state. If the first state

was one of innocency and imperfection, then the

latter became sin as soon as the human ¥dU refused

the divine law of life that prescribed cooqu»t
That it refused is an act of free will not further ex-

plainable, yet always to be determined as avoidable.

Christian faith can neither admit that God causes

sin as such, nor can it escape the conviction that

he is eternally aware of it and subjects it to his

worid-dominion. How an act in time may be subject

of eternal cognizance is inconceivable

9. The to finite mind. The fact itself is at-

Court of tested by the revelation of salvation

Conscience; through the death of Jesus Christ on

Forgiveness, account of sin. How God permits room

for sin in the worid is to be seen in fact.

The judgment of sin is concomitant with its mdcAdr

ing in that its promised success proves itself as de-

ception and its expected freedom as servitude.

Servitude is punishment for the sinful deed. The

bondage of the will, however, consists less in a

confinement of the field of its activity than in the

contraction of its horixon of vision and in the de-

terminism of its motives, both of which are charac-

teristic of the natural man. Many other evils are

attendant penalties of sin which manifest their con-

tradiction to the divine drder and may only be re-

ferred to the personal conscience for experience and

proof. The same holds true of Deat^ (q.v.). A
revealing and intensifying judgment of sin takes

place in conscience, wMch reckons it as guilt to the

sinner; this happens to a certain extent in conse-

quence of the moral law, and more extensively in

consequence of the moral message of divinely sent

prophets (Rom. v. 20). That God consents to the

unfolding of sin and sustains humanity in spite of it

receives full explanation in the manifestation of his

holy love for human redemption. Hiis is a pro-

gressive abolition of sin proc^»ling from within out-

ward. Beginning with the forgiveness of the debt,

it continues with a renewal of the will, and culmi-

nates in the removal of evil. Sucharedemption must
have a historical act of God as its starting-point,

attesting the divine disapproval of sin as ireU as

love for the sinner. The Gospel of such an act is

essentially one of foigiveness. In the Vedas and

the Babylonian prayers this appears rather as the

removal of the penal consequences than ihe restorar

tion of the personal fellowship with God, as in the

New Testament (Matt. ix. 5-6, Rom. v. 2). In the

forgiveness of sin, the interference of this wi^ the

central relation of life to God is annulled, hence

within the conception of sin there is no wider con-
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trast than that of unfoigiven and forgiven sins.

The fonner abolishes life in the highest sense; the
latter gives it anew. This contrast has been em-
ployed for the classification of sin as pardonable and
unpardonable; such as sins of oversight and re-

bellion in the Old Testamenti and venial and mortal
in the Roman Catholic Church. fThe Roman Cath-
olic distinction between mortal (or deadly) sin and
venial sin is that the fonner deprives the sinner of

habitual grace and of spiritual tife, while venial sin

does not. The names of the seven deadly sins will

effectually illustrate their character: pride, covet-

ousness, lust, anger, envy, gluttony, and sloth;

and it is readily apparent that these sins, deliber-

ately persisted in, will drive from the soul all state

of grace. But if such deliberation is lacking, or if

the sin be committed through an ignorance which
the sinner has no means of avoiding, or if, again,

the matter of the sin be of a less grave nature, then
the sin committed is venial, i.e., " the all-just and
all-holy God does not see in it such depravity as
deserves to be punished by eternal torment "

(Himter, Oudinea of Dogmatic Theology, 3d ed., iii.

40, New York, n.d.). It is, however, not always
possible for man to know whether a given unlawful

act is really sin, or whether, if sin, it is mortal or

venial; this can certainly be known only by God;
all that man can do is to have a more or less con-

fident judgment in the matter. Venial sin does not
cause even partial loss of habitual grace, since, if

that were so, venial sin multiplied would amount to

mortal sin, which is a contradiction. At the same
time, venial sin hinders the operation of actual

grace (i.e., grace which is the result of distinct di-

vine acts). By the Decrees of the Ck>imcil of Trent
(Sees, xiv., cap. 5) it is obligatory to confess all

mortal sins; it is not absolutely required to confess

venial sins, although it is undoubtedly best to do
so.] But the correctness of these distinctions is

questionable. Both betray a confusion of legalistic

and religious-ethical standards. Also the opinion

of A. Ritschl that pardonable sins are sins of igno-

rance raises doubts. In accordance with the New
Testament pardon is to be attributed purely to

God's unlimited grace, Christ's atoning work, and
man's contrite faith, and not conditioned by the

minor importance of a certain category of sins.

The unpardonable sin (Matt. xii. 31-32) is one that,

as obstinate rejection and contemptuous debase-

ment of the recognised truth, bars the return to re-

pentance and faith. As piution effects access to

God, it translates into the kingdom where the divine

will is supreme. This involves the renewed trans-

formation of the whole life tendency, described by
Paul as the becoming of a '' new creature " (II Cor.

v. 17) and by church doctrine as Regeneration

(q.v.) or, with special emphasis on moral change,

as Sanctification (q.v.). In the former sin does not

disappear instantaneously and permanently (Rom.
vi. 12 sqq.; Phil. in. 12; I John i. 8, ii. 2); yet it

is in a vanishing process and no longer capable of

striking fresh root, the obverse side of which is

cleaving to God through Christ, the unremittent

battle against the remams of sin, and the practise

of perfection. Like the individual, the Church nuiy

assume a purifying process against the common evil

resident in itself, and the more its energies are
rallied to its great ideals of the new life the fiuther
is its purification enhanced. (O. Kirn.)
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zxxi. 7-16.

SIN: The name of a place in Eg3rpt named in

Esek. XXX. 14-16. Trouble has been caused for

exegetee and mvestigators by what is cleaily a
wrong arrangement of the verses; a correct dividon
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shows four pairs of names, thus: Pathros and Zoan;
No and Sin; No and Sin; No and Noph. Of these

pairs the first always belongs to Upper Egypt, the

second to Lower ^gypt. According, therefore, to

the accepted Hebrew text, which is to be preferred,

the correct view is, that Sin b a place in Lower
Egypt. Ebers' surmise that it was in Upper Egypt
because it appears to derive from the ancient Sun,
which resembles the Greek Syene, overlooks the fact

that thb place existed in Hebrew times, and is men-
tioned by Ezekiel as Seveneh (xxx. 6). The Zoan
that bears a relation to Sin in Elzek. xxx. 14-16, was
probably known to the Hebrews imder the name of

Rameses (Gen. xlvii 11). The Sin of Esekiel is

thought of as one of the most important places in

Lower Egypt, being twice parallded with Thebes
(No) ; it could not therefore have been an imimpor-
tant place in the east of Lower Egypt (contrary to

W. M. MQller, EB, iv. 4629). As '' the fortress of

Egypt" however, it protected during the course of

histoiy the town of Pelusiimi, which lay on the east

arm of the Nile. To the east of this town a high

boimdary wall was erected (Diodorus Siculus, i. 67)

and the town itself was surroimded by a wall twenty
stadia long. The aimies of invasion from the E^ast

could not ignore this arsenal and key to Egypt. As
in strategic importance, so also in general signifi-

cance Sin and Pelusixmi may be identical, as when
Strabo alludes to the marshy surroundings of the
town as Pelusixmi. But what was Sin-Pelusium
called by the ancient Egyptians 7 Brugsch, in the
appendix to his DictUmnavre giograpkique, accepted

the view of DQmichen, the noted E^ptologist, in his

OeachichU dea alten Aegyptens (pp. 74, 263, 1878),

according to which the capital of the nineteentJi

province of Lower Egypt was Am, named after the

two eyebrows of Osiris, which were preserved as

sacred relics in the temple of the town. W. M.
MQller calls it Atne(i), " Prince of Lower Egypt

"

{EB, iv. 4628). In ancbnt Egyptian the word am
(Coptic, ome) signifies morass. Whether the ancient

Egyptians, who loved to play on words, placed a
double meaning on the word " Am," the " town of

the two eyebrows," is imcertain; there was a temp-
tation to play on the word as the city was sur-

roimded by marshes. At the present day, an ancient

ruined castle, northwest of the ruins of ancient Pelu-

sium, is called Tin^h (" clay," or " mud "), an evi-

dence that Sin was an appellation of Pelusium.

(E. KOnig.)
According to the best recent conclusions in Egypt-

ology Sin is either an unknown city or (more prob-

ably) is to be identified with the Seveneh of Esek.
xxix. 10, xxx. 6 (R. v.). J. F. M.

Bibliograpbt: Consult the oommentarieB on Eiekiel by
Smend. Leipsio, 1880; Orelli, Munich, 1896; Bertholet.
TObin«en, 1897; Kraetwohmar, GOttmgen, 1900; Q.
Jahn, Leipsio, 1905; C. H. Comm, Dm Buck deM Prophden
Buekid, ib. 1886; and the artidea in the Bible diction-

ariea.

SIN, DESERT OF. See WANDBRma m thb
Debbbt.

Sm OFFERINGS. See Sacrificb.

SINAI, Boi'nai or sai'na-oi: The mountain on
which, according to the Pentateuch, Moses gave the

greater part of the Law to the Israelites; identified

for a Tnillennium and a half with a peak of the range

which forms the center of the peninsula of Siaid,

between the two northern arms of Uie Red Sea.

The range in question consists of Jabal al-Dair

(6,472 ft.), Jabal Musa (7,363 ft.), and
TopogFAphy Jabal Katarin (8,536 ft.), but it is ex-

of the tremely difficult of access, being dS ail

Traditioiial the main routes, and surrounded by
SinaL barren wastes, especially to the north.

The central group of these mountains
is bounded by valleys on three sides, but continues

without deep indentation on the south. Jabal al-

Dair throws out a triangular spur toward the north

and is boimded on the east by the Wadi al-Sadad,

called Wadi al-Saba'iyah further south. On the

northwest of Jabal al-Dair is the Wadi al-Shaikh,

which turns northward; and on the southwest is

the short Wadi al-Dair, the upper part oi which is

called Wadi Shu'aib ("Valley of Jethro"), and

which debouches into the Wadi al-Shaikh. The
other side of the Wadi al-Dair is enclosed by the de-

clivities of the second lofty peak, the southeast sum-

mit of which is called Jabal Musa (" the Mountain
of Moses ")» Aud the northwest summit Ras al-

ZaSzsd (" Mountain of the Willow "; 6,5i0 ft.), the

northwest slopes of the latter running parallel with

those of Jabal al-Dau- to the Wadi al-Shaikh, which

continues to the southwest to the steep Wadi al-

Laja, which soon turns to the southeast and leads

to the abandoned Dair al-Arba'in (" Monastery of

the Forty [martyrs slain by the Mohammedans] ").

South of Jabal Musa and the monastery rises Jabal

Katarin, the highest peak of the whole group, the

foothills of which connect with Jabal Musa. ()n the

northeast slope of the latter mountain is the Mon-

astery of St. Catharine, behind the apse of the church

of which is the Chapel of the Burning Bush, which

is honored by the removal of the shoes of all who
enter (cf. Ex. iii. 5). The summit of Js^>al Musa
may be reached in an hour and a half from the

Monastery of St. Catherine. On the way a littk

spring is passed where Moses is said to have tended

Jethro's flock (Ex. ii. 15 sqq.); at a height of 6,900

feet is the small chapel of Elijah (cf. I Kings xix.

11 sqq.); and on the summit are another chiqpel

and- a sinall mosque, beside which are the ruins of

a church. [Beneath this mosque is a grotto, sup-

posed to be that in which Moses stood when Yah-

weh passed by (Ex. xxxiii. 22).] The other summit

is hard to climb. It takes its name, Ras al-^faf,

from a willow (Arab, eaftaf) from the wood of wbieh

Moses is supposed to have cut his miraculous rod

(Ex. iv. 2). On the road which passes throu^ ^
Wadi al-Dair into the Wadi al-Laja and past the

Dair al-Arbaln, is the ^ajar Musa ("Rock of

Moses "), a block of reddish-brown granite about

eleven feet nine inches high, identified with that

from which Moses brought the water (Num. xx. 8

sqq.), and this water is said to have returned here

after having accompanied the Children of Israel in

their wanderings (cf. I Cor. x. 4). Near the junction

of the Wadi al-Laja, Wadi al-Dair, and Wadi al-

Shaikh is the traditional spot where the earth swal-

lowed up Korah and his followers (Num. xvi.), wfa3e

a small hole in the rock is shown as the mold of the
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golden calf (Ex. xxxii.). The plain of Wadi al-

RaJ!^, northwest of the junction of the three wadis
just mentioned, is held by many to be the camping-
place of the Children of Israel (Ex. xix. 2, 17).

According to tradition, Jabal Musa is the moim-
tain where Yahweh first reyealed himself to Moses
(EIx. iii.), where he descended with fire and cloud

and gave the Decalogue (Ex. xix., xx.; Deut. v.),

and where Moses abode forty days and forty nights

(Ex. xxiv. 18; Deut. ix. 9). If the arid Wadi al-

Raf^ be taken as the camping-place of the Israel-

ites, Ras al-^f^ would be Sinai, since

Attempted the peaks fA Jabal Musa are invisible

Identifica- from Wadi al-Ra^ia (cf. Ex. xix. 17,

tkais in the xxiv. 17). Since, however, the craggy
Sinaitic and perilous sunmiit of Ras al-!^^

Peninsola. would be ill-adapted for the sojourn

of Moses with Yahweh, it was assumed
that Jabal Musa was Sinai. This theory led to the

supposition that the place of assembly of Ex. xix.

17 was the Wadi al-Saba'iyah, which bounds Jabal

Musa on the east; but this stony, arid, and narrow
valley does not fit the topography required by the

Bible. Sinai has also been identified with Jabal

Sarbal (6,730 ft.), south of the Wadi Firan. This
portion of the peninsula was evidently once densely

populated; the city of Pharan is mentioned by
Ptolemy (V., xvii. 3); and it was the seat of a
bishop in the fourth century and of an archbishop

in ihe fifth century, imtil, in the time of Justinian,

the orthodox monks removed from Jabal Sarbal to

Jabal Musa. This identification is, however, ren-

dered impossible by the statement of the " Pilgrim-

age " of Silvia of Aquitaine that Faran was tbdrty-

five (Roman) miles from the ** mount of God," a
distance which agrees with that between the oasis

of Firan and the Sinaitic monastery, but is several

times too laige for that between the oasis and Jabal

Sarbal. It would appear, therefore, that in the

days of Silvia (about 385) Sinai was identified with

Jabal Musa, and it is equally obvious that Ras al-

^af^af was held to represent Horeb.
The Old Testament gives two different names to

the " moimt of God," Sinai and Horeb; and, while

it was formerly held that Horeb was the general

name of the region, and that Sinai was the name of

the specific moimtain, it is now maintained 'that

Horeb is peculiar to E and D, and Sinai

Critical to J and P. Two possibilities thus arise.

View. either that, like Hermon (q.v.), the

same moimtain had two names, or that

the sources really designate two different places. The
location of Horeb seems to be best indicated by
Deuteronomy, which indicates (i. 2) that the moun-
tain was west of Kadesh-bamea, and also states

(i. 6-7, 19-20) that the Israelites went from Horeb
to Kadesh-bamea ** through all that great and ter-

rible wHdemess, which ye saw by the way of the

mountain of the Amorites." In Ex. iv. 27, Aaron
goes from Egypt into the wildemess to meet Moses,

whom he finds at " the mount of God," or Horeb
(cf. Ex. ill. 1), which would thus again seem to be
located on the road running from Egypt eastward

to Kadesh-bamea. J gives the name Sinai to the

mountain on which Yahweh spoke with Moses (Ex.

xix. 11, 18, 20, 23, xxxiv. 4), while P (Num. x. 12)

locates the wildemess of Paran (q.v.) near the wil-

demess of Simd, which obviously derived its name
from Mount Sinai and is often mentioned (Ex. xix.

1; Num. i. 1, 19, iii. 4, etc.). This would apparently
locate Sinai not far from Kadesh-bamea, in the

desert lying north of the peninsula proper. The
Song of Deborah (Judges v. 4-5) states that Yah-
weh rose up from Sinai to help the Israelites against

the Canaanites, and that he came from Seir and the
" field of Edom." Since, however, Sinai can not be
sought in Edom, Seir and the '' field of Edom "

must designate the southern boundary of Canaan
or of the moimtain districts of the Amorites. This
is borne out by Deut. xxxiii. 2-3, where Sinai is

paralleled by Seir and Paran, while the goal was
Kadesh-bamea (reading Kadhesh for kodheah), these

places all pointing to the southern boundary of

Canaan toward Edom. These passages, therefore,

like Hab. iii. 3, locate Sinai in the southem (or

rather southeastern) vicinity of Kadesh-bamea; but
while this may easily be reconciled with P, J and,

still more clearly, E and D refer to the westem
neighborhood of Kadesh-bamea. If the Sinai of J

be identified with the Sinai of Judges v. 4-5, and
if the ** three days' joumey into the wildemess " of

Ex. iii. 18, V. 3, viii. 27, be taken as having Sinai

as the goal, the real distance must have been much
minimized (cf. the daily marches recorded in Num.
xxi. 12-20); but if these days' joumeys be taken
strictly, the statements of J, E, and D practically

coincide and indicate that Sinai and Horeb were two
names of the same moimtain, or at least designated

two moimtains close together. Judges iv. 4-5 in-

dubitably locates Sinai further east than is implied

by any combination of the statements of the Pen-
tateuch. The Old Testament thus gives divergent

data regarding the location of the mountain on
which the Law was given; but while it would seem
that Judges v. 4-5 best represents actual tradition,

the region is still too imperfectly explored to permit

of identification of Sinai. The attempt has also

been made to identify Sinai with Jabal Barghir, or

Jabal al-Nur, four or five hours northeast of 'At^ba;
and others, on account of the association of Moses
with Midian (Ex. u. 15, 22, iii. 1), have located

Sinai in Midian (q.v.), southeast of Edom. This

theory is, however, irreconcilable with Judges v.

4-5. The hypothesis has likewise been advanced
that the theophany recorded in Ex. 16, 18; Deut.

iv. 11, ix. 15 indicates that Sinai was regarded as a
volcano, so that it has been supposed to be repre-

sented by one of the extinct craters of northwestern

Arabia, southeast of Midian, in the region between

Tabuk and Mecca. While some of the volcanoes in

the Hauran, east of Damascus, may have been active

within historic times, there is no certain evidence

that the Israelites were acquainted with them, nor

do the data of the Old Testament necessitate such

a hypothesis. (H. Guthb.)

BiBUoaRAPHT: C. W. Wflson and H. S. Palmer, Ordnance
Survey of the Penineula of Sinai, 5 vols.. Southampton,
18(M>-72; 0. R. Lepsius, Reiee von Theben nach der Hatb-

ined Sinai, Beiiin, 1846, Eng. transl.. A Tour from
Thebee to the Penineula of Sinai, London, 1846; idem,

Briefe aue Aeovpten, Aethiopien, und der Hatbinsd dee

Sinai, Berlin, 1862, Eng. transl., LeUere from Bgyp^
Ethiopia, and the Penineula of Sinai, London, 1863; J.
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Hamflton* Sinai, the BedjoM, and Soudan, London, 1857;

W. H. Baitlett, Forty Daya in the Deaert on the Track of
the ImraeliUa, London, new ed., 1867; £. H. Palmer, The
Deeert of the Exodua, 2 vols., London, 1871; C. Beke, Dia-

coveriea of Sinai in Arabia, and of Midian, London, 1878;

8. C. Barilett, From Egypt to Paleatine throtioh Sinai, the

WHdemeaa, and the South Country, New York, 1879; R. F.

Burton, The Land of Midian Reviaited, i. 144 eqq., 235-

236, London, 1879; G. Ebers, Durch Ooaen mm Sinai,

Leipsic, 1881; A. P. Stanley, Sinai and Paleatine in Con-
nection with their Hiatary, new ed.. New York, 1883;

Q. Ebers and H. Guihe, Pal&atina in Bild und Wort, U,

255 aqq., Stuttgart, 1884; E. Hull, Mount Seir, Sinai,

and Weatem Palestine, London. 1885; H. S. Palmer, Sinai,

from the Fourth Egyptian Dynaaty, London, 1892; R. L.

Benaly, Our Journey to Sinai, London, 1896; A. Fieiberr

von Gall, AUiaraditiache KuUatdUen, pp. 1 sqq., Qienen.
1898: W. H. Hume, Rift Valleya and Geology of Eaatem
Sinai, London, 1901; E. Meyer, in SBA, xxxi (1905), 640

•qq.; idem. Die laraditen und ihre NachbaratAmme, pp.
67 aqq.. Halle. 1906; W. M. F. Peine, Reaearchea in Sinai,

New York, 1906; £. Hornby, Sinai and Petra, London,
1907; Robinson, Reaearchea, i. 90 sqq., 119 sqq., 140, 158,

176-177; DB, iv. 536-538; BB, iv. 4629-43; JE, xi 381-
383.

SINATTA. See Johannes Climacus.

SINCLAIR, WILLLUM MACDONALD: Church
of England; b. at Leeds June 3, 1850. He was ed-

ucated at Balliol (College, Oxford (B.A., 1873), and
after being ordained to the priesthood in 1874 was
successively curate of Tortworth, Gloucestershire

(1874-75), assistant minister of Quebec Chapel,

London, and evening lecturer in logic at King's

College, London (187&-76), and vicar of St. Ste-

phen's, Westminster (1880^), besides being chap-

lain to the bishop of London (1877-83), assistant

examining chaplain to Bishop Jackson of London
(1883-85), examining chaplain to Bishop Temple
of London (1885-07) and Bishop Creighton of the

same diocese (1897-1901), honorary chaplain to

the queen (1889-95) and chaplain in ordinary

(1895-1901), honorary chaplain to King Edward
after 1901, grand chaplain of England after 1894,

and chaplain to the order of St. John of Jerusalem

after 1900. Since 1889 he has been archdeacon of

London and canon of St. Paul's, and has written,

in addition to several volumes of sermons, The
Psalms, the Authorised Version in the Original

Rhythm (London, 1879); Commentary on the Epis-

Ues of St. John (1880); Lessons on the Gospel of St.

John (1886); The Christian's Influence (1892);

Christ and our Times (1893); Words to the Laity on
Subjects of Ecclesiastical Controversy (1895); Lead-

ers of Thought in the English Church (1896); Points

at Issue between the Church of England and the

Church of Rome (1896); The Churches of the East

(1898); and Memorials of St. Paul's Cathedral

(1909).

SINECITRE {sine cwra): A prebend whose enjoy-

ment is not bound by services rendered, and is there-

fore to be distinguished from sunple " Benefice "

(q.v.), to which certain duties are attached, and
from " cure," or the chaige of souls. But where the

incumbent of a benefice has authorization to sojourn

at a distance from his place of office and to have his

office discharged by a vicar, his benefice becomes a
sinecure. While sinecures occur but seldom in the

Roman Catholic Church, they still frequently

appear in the Evangelical Church (of Germany).
Tliis is explained by tibe fact that, alUiough in con-

sequence of the Reformation foundations and

ddsters were usually abolished and their properties

applied in behalf of churches and schools or incor-

porated in the exchequer of the State, yet certain

cloistral and endowed positions were perpetuated,

and the Protestant endowment and doistral pre-

bends became sinecures which ceased to have any

real ecclesiastical affinity.

But far more numerous than in Germany are the

court, state, and church positions that are sine-

cures in England [these b^ng often used as means

for the advancement of learning by being given to

scholars engaged in special tasks or investigatioiu].

(E. Sehuno.)

SINGER, ISIDORE: Austro-American Jewish

editor; b. at Weisskirchen (160 m. s.e. of Prague),

Moravia, Nov. 10, 1859. He was educated at the

universities of Vienna and Beriin (Ph.D., Vienna,

1884), and afterfounding, editing, and publishing the

AUgemeine 6sierreichische Liieraiwrteitung (Vienna)

from 1884 to 1887, accepted the post of secretary

and librarian to Co\mt Alexandre Foucher de Careil,

late French ambassador at Vienna. Going to Paris

with the coimt, he became a member of the staff of

the press bureau of the French Foreign Office. In

1894-95, after residing for a time at Rome, he

founded and edited at Paris La Vraie Parole to

counteract Edouard Drumont's anti-Semitic La

Libre Parole. In 1895 he left Paris for the United

States to publish The Encyclopedia of the HisUfry

and Mental Evolution of the Jewish Race, which be-

came The Jewish Encyclopedia (12 vols., New York,

1901-05), of which he was managing editor. He
has written Berlin, Wien und der AntisemHismui

(Vienna, 1882); PresseundJudenhm(lSS2); SoUen

die Juden Christen werdenf(lSS4); Briefe berukmter

chrisUicher Zeitgenosaen aber die Judenfrage (1885);

Avf dem Orabe meiner Mutter (Prague, 1888); U
Prestige de la France en Europe (Paris, 1889); La

Question juive (1893); Anarchie et antiaimitisme

(1894); Der Juden Kampf urns Recht (New Toik,

1902); and Russia at the Bar of the American

PeopU (1904).

SINGLENESS OF HEART: Perhaps the most

adequate rendering of the Greek hajiatis, a woid

which occurs seven times in the New Testament

and is variously translated in the Englirii verdona

(Rom. xii. 8; II Cor. viii. 2, ix. 11, 13, xL 3; E^h.

vL 5; and Col. iii. 22). The adjective hapUM
occtirs Matt. vi. 22 and Luke xi. 34, and the adverb

haplSs James i. 5.

As a Biblical-theological conception, hapbtis de-

notes a mood or condition of the religious-ethical

life which in natural life is near the idea expressed

by naivetif but is, however, a nuitter of moral sdf-

determination (Matt. xviiL 3). The New-Testa-

ment conception approaches veiy closely the clas-

sical use, but its use in the New Testament is to be

explained from the fact that it served in Jewish

Greek (Septuagint) as the translation of the He-

brew yosher and torn. The conception finds its real

explanation in the fimdamental view of the Evan-

gelical announcement that the kingdom of God is

the only highest good in such a way that all double-

heartedness is excluded (Matt. vL 33, 24, viiL 22,
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X. 37-39; Luke xi. 23; etc.). Thus singleness of

heart stands in contrast with a condition of heart

in which different tendencies exist side by side, the
religious-ethical disposition being interwoven with
tendencies of the natural ego and thus obscured in

its purity and deprived of its value which lies in its

oneness and singularity (Matt. xxii. 37; II Cor. vi.

14 sqq.). Excluding the intermingling of different

currents or tendencies, which destroy the compact
unity of Christian chsa'acter, singleness of heart in

the religious sense denotes the entire uprightness,

straightforwardness, and determination of the heart

which in undivided receptivity accepts the grace of

God as he offers it (Ps. cxix., cxxx.). In the ethical

sense, singleness of heart denotes purity, soundness,

and soberness of disposition by means of which the

ethical action is the spontaneous outgrowth of love

from faith. Self-preservation in singleness of heart

is a duty of the justified who will not fall back into

the error of self-redemption.

In dogmatics the conception has found its place

under the conception of sanctification because of

the peculiar constitution of the religious-ethical con-

sciousness, which must cling to the himian coopera-

tion with grace in order ^t the progress of the

state of grace according to the essence of the King-
dom of God may take place in an ascending line.

(L. Lemhe.)

SmiM: The name of a region or a people men-
tioned in Isa. xlix. 12. The prophet announces in

the context that Yahweh is about to gather his still

scattered people from the places of their imprison-

ment. He then closes with the statement: ** Be-
hold, these shall come from far: and, lo, these from
the north and from the west [Hebr. miyyamf " from
the sea'']; and these from the land of Sinim.''

Divergent views exist as to the interpretation of the

thrice-occurring ** these." On first sight the mean-
ing seems to be '' these . . . , others . . . , and
still others . . . ," i.e., three categories seem to be
embraced. In that case, Nftgelsbach's suggestion

that the first " these " is general and is distributed

by the second and third ** these " does not comport
with the text. It is to be noted that before the first

and second cases comes the Hebrew word hinneh

(rendered in the A. V. " Behold . . . lo," in the

R. V. more correctly " Lo . . . lo "). It can not

be supposed that a third ** lo " has fallen out and
that consequently the general statement ** from
far " is explained by the designation of special

localities in what follows. Duhm and Marti propose

to strike out the clause ** from the north " and to

substitute the sentence " and those from the ends
of the earth," making four categories. But the

junction in the text of '' from the north and from
the west " makes of this clause a joint description

of one class of exiles—^i.e., those in the northwest,

the land of Phenicia in Its whole extent, S3rria, Asia
Minor, and the ** isles " (Isa. xlix. 1), where since

the sixth century prisoners had been sold (cf. Obad.
20). The prophet does not intend to name here four

regions (for a case where four are mentioned cf . Isa.

xlHi. 5-6), but three, and to this threefold partition

Greek and Aramaic translations, and so the best

Jewish tradition, testify. Nor is Cheyne justified in

making miyyam heremean as an exception '' from the
South " (Prophecies of Isaiah, ii. 16, London, 1884).

In defining the expression ** from far," one must
realize that the spiritual center for the dispersed

Israelites as well as the center of reference of the
author of Isa. xl. sqq. was Palestine (cf. Isa. xl. 9,

xlix. 14, lii. 7). As compared with Assyria and
Babylonia, the northwestern regions of Phenicia
and Syria were relatively near. Since the trans-

portation of captives from Israel and Judah were
to the Tigris and Euphrates (II Kings xvii. 6, xxiv.

15; Tobit i. 10, 14), when one spoke of exiles the

Hebrews in those regions came naturally to mind.
The expression ** from far " would naturally refer,

therefore, to those regions. But the collocation of

words in the text does not relate *' from far " and
" from the land of Sinim," which latter therefore

did not lie in the most distant east or south. In
locating Sinim one must remember the law of proph-

ecy: prophets whose date can be surely fixed reveal

a parallelism between prediction and history, and
they name only such laiids or peoples as are within

the ken of those whom they address. Accordingly

Sinim must refer to the inhabitants of Sin (q.v.),

viz., the inhabitants of the region about Pelusium,

of which Sin was the frontier fortress, the key, the

entrance, and the emblem. To note the importance
to the Hebrews of the region of which Sin was the

beginning one need but remember Jer. xlii. 1 sqq.

Moreover, it is to be remarked that expressions such
as " the land of . . ." designate always a small dis-

trict (Isa. ix. 1). With this interpretation agrees

the construction of the Targum, Jerome, Rashi,

David Kimchi, Ibn Ezra, Bocbart, Ewald, and Bun-
sen. One may not correct the text and read Sewenim
(with A. Klostermann in Deuterojesaia, Munich,

1893; T. K. Cheyne, Introduction to Isaiah, London,
1895; K. Marti, commentary on Isaiah, Tubingen,

1900, and others), since Swnh (Ezek. xxix. 10) and
Syn (Sin) (Ezek. xxx. 15) are different places

in Egypt. [See remark imder Sm, following

signature.]

In accordance with the law of prophecy enunci-

ated above, Sinim might refer to the Sinites of the

Phenician coast (Cien. x. 17), only that these would
be already included in the miyyam in the preceding

clause. It would be possible also to think of the

Kurdish clan Sin in the district of Kerkuk in the

province of Bagdad suggested by Egli, provided

the stock is really old enough and had significance

for the hearers or readers of this prophecy; but in

that case it would be natural to hear something of

the exiles in that place, and the silence needs ex-

planation. But this very law of prophecy does not

encourage one to think of China. When this pre-

diction was written there had been no emigration

of Jews to China, and it was, in general, impossible

for the author of the passage in question to have
meant by Sinim the inhabitants of the Middle

Kingdom. Authorities do not claim a settlement of

Jews in China before the third century before Christ

(EB, iv. 4644; JE, iv. 33-34), and the traditk>n of

the Chinese Jews carries their history in the country

back to the Han dynasty (206 b.c. to 201 a.d.).

Finally, were the region of China referred to in the

passage, etymological considerations would lead
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one to look for a sibilant different from the one
which is found in the Hebrew word.

(E. EOnio.)

Bxbuoobapht: DiseuMioiMi of the subjeot an to be found
prindpelly in the oommentariee on laeiah (aee the bib-

liography under that article), eepeoially thoee of DelitMch
(3d ed.. 1879. 4th ed.» 1889). QeMnius, Hitsic Ewald.
Nflcebbaoh. Cheyne, KAnic. Von OieUi (2d ed., 1904).

DiUmann. Condamin. Marti (TObingen. 1900). and Duhm
(2d ed.. Gdttincen. 1892). Ako the H^rew diotionaxies.

eipeoiaUy Gksenius. Themunu, pp. 948-450. and Brown-
BriffBi-Driver. p. 090. Gonault further: F. von Rioht-
hofen. China, L 436-437. 504. Berlin. 1877. cf. Yule in

Acodany. ziiL 339; E^. in ZWT, vi (1863). 400-410;
T. K. Caieyne. IntrodwHon to the Book of Imiah, p. 275.
London. 1895; idem. /MioA. in SBOT; DB, iv. 638; BB,
iv. 4643-44; JB, iv. 33; Jaoobua. SBD, p. 817; G. P. von
Mftllendorf. Dm Land Sinim, in MonaU^ehrift fUr Oo-
•chiehte und Wiuenaehaft dsa JudenthumM, xzzviii (1893).
8-9; E. Kftnig. Hwbr, und aram, WMmbueh, p. 300, Leip-
io. 1910.

SiHKKR, ROBERT: Church of England; b. at

Liverpool July 17, 1838. He was educated at Trin-

ity Ck>llege, Cambridge (B.A., 1862; M.A., 1865),

where he was chaplahi from 1865 to 1871, having
been curate of Coton, Cambridgeshire, in 1863-66,

and librarian sinoe 1871. He has edited Testamenta

duodecim patriarcharum on the basis of the Cam-
bridge and Oxford manuscripts (Cambridge, 1869),

together with an appendix giving a collation of the

Roman and Patmos codices (1879), and has trans-

lated the same document for The AnU-Nicene Li-

hrary (Edinburgh, 1872), besides editing Bishop
Pearson's ExponHan of the Creed (Cambridge, 1882).

He has written The Charaderietic Differences be-

tween the Books of the New TeetamerU and the imme-
diately Preceding Jewish and the immediately Succeed-

ing Christian Literaiwre considered as an Evidence

of the Divine Authority of the New Testament (Cam-
bridge, 1865); Catalogue of Fifteenth Century
Printed Books in the lAbrary of Trinity College

(1876); Catalogue of English Books Printed before

1601 inthe Library of Trinity College {ISS5); Memo-
rials of the Hon. Ion KeithrFalconer (London, 1888;
new ed., 1903); The Psalm of Habakkvk: A revised

Trandation with exegetical and critieal Notes on the

Hebrew and Qreek Texts (Cambridge, 1890); The
Library of Trinity College, Cambridge (1891); Hese-
Hah and his Age (London, 1897); Higher Criticism:

What isitt (1899) ; Essays and Studies (Cambridge,

1900) ; and Saul and the Hebrew Monarchy (London,
1904).

SIRACH, WISDOM OF JESUS, SON OF. See
Apocrypha, A, IV., 12.

SIRICIUS, si-rish'tus: Pope 384-398. He was
a Roman, and was chosen, in succession to Damasus,
Dec., 384, or Jan., 385. His pontificate has little

historical significance, except for the development
of the papacy. He regarded seriously his rights and
duties as overseer of the Church, demanded that

his decisions be preserved, and so prepared the way
for Innocent I. and Leo I. His first letter, Feb. 10,

385 (to Bishop Himerius of Tarragona in Spain),

dealt with the matter of converted Arians and the

observance of the eariy times for baptism, Easter,

and Whitsuntide, with various classes in the Church,
such as penitents, undisciplined monks, married
priests, and the like; a synod held at Rome Jan. 6,

386, dealt with matters oi like purport. He also

insisted upon compliance with canonical prescrip-

tions in reference to filling bishoprics and admiadon

to the ranks oi the clergy. In regard to niyria be

fostered its relations to Thessalonia, intending

throu^ Blyria to hold open for himself a door to

the East. In 390 or 392 he held a eynod which ex-

communicated Jovinian and eight associates.

(A. Hauck.)

BiBUOonAPBT: The BpittoUB and Deareia are in A. Oal-

landi. BtbUotheea velontm paCnim. voL vii., 14 vols.. Venioe,

1766^1; in MPL, xiiL; and F. C. P. Hinschhis. Decre-

taU9 Pmuio Indonana, pp. 520 sqq.. Leipsic. 1863. Con-

sult: lAbm' ponl^/lcoZea. ed. Mommaen. in MGH, OmL voaL

Rom., i (1898). 85-80; Jaff6. Rogeata, L 40 sqq.. P. Bin-

schiuB. Kirthenrteht, iiL 083, Berlin. 1882; Q. Raasefam.

JahHtHehor der ehritUiehm Kirehe unter TAsadonvt. p. 197 ct

passim, Freibuii, 1897; liirbt. Qvdlen, pp. 50-51; Hdele,

ConeOUnoeoehiehU, iL 45 sqq.. Eng. tnasL. it 385-^88,

Fr. transL, ii. 1. pp. 68-75; Bower, Popet, L 107-126;

Platina, P^pet. L 88-92; Blilman. Latin Chnattaniif, I

119.

SIRMONB, Sir'men, JACQUES: French Jesuit

and one of the most noted of French Roman Catho-

lic scholars; b. at Riom (8 m. n. by e. of Clermont-

Ferrand) Oct. 12, 1559; d. at Paris Oct. 16, 1651.

He entered the Society of Jesus in 1576, and, after

comi^eting his studies and teaching for five years,

was called, in 1590, to Rome, where for sixteen yean

he was secretary to the Jesuit general, Aquaviva, at

the same time pursuing studies which enabled him

to give great assistance to Baronius in the prepare

tion ol his Annates, In 1608 he returned to France,

and on Feb. 22, 1612, was one of the Jesuits who

declared themselves ready to follow the Sorbonne

with reference to Gallicanism. He took part in the

condemnation of Suarez, and in 1617 became rector

of the College Qermont at Paris, where he had al-

ready been for five years After 1637 he was con-

fessor to Louis Xin., and in 1615 and 1645 revisited

Rome to take part in the election of new generals

of his order.

As an editor Sirmond was indefatigable, his woik

here including editions of Goffridi abbatis Vindo-

cinensis epistola, opuscula, sermones (Paris, 1610);

Ennodius (1611; tiie standard for more than two

centuries); Flodoardi historia ecdesics Resismen

(1611); Fulgentius de verUate pnedestinationis et

gratia (1612) and Librorum contra Fabianum ex-

cerpta (1643); Valeriani episcopi homUue viginti

(1612); Petri CeOensis epistola (1613); ApoUmaris
Sidonius (1614); Paschasius Radbertus (1618);

Idaitii chronicon et fasti consulares (1619) ; Marcd-

lini comitis lUyriciani chronicon (1619); AnastasU

bibliothecarii collectanea (1620); Facundus episcopus

Hermianensis pro defensione trium capitulonm

(1629); SancU Augustini novi sermones quadragitda

(1631); Theodoret (4 vols., 1642); Akimus Avitus

(1643; also a standard for over two hundred y^iiB);

Hincmar of Reims (1645); and Theodulf of Origans

(1646). Among his more independent works spe-

cial mention may be made of the fdlowing: Pro-

destinaius (Paris, 1643) and Historia Prtedestina-

tiana (1648); Appendix codicis Theodosiani nons

constitutionibus cumulatior (1631; best ed. by G.

H&nel, Bonn, 1844); Concilia antiqua OaUia, am
epistclis pontificumf prindpum eonstitwtiombus^ d
aliis QolUoanoB rei eodesiastica monmenHs (3 vola.
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1629; suppiementaiy volume by P. Delalande,

1666); AntirrheHcus de canone Aratmcano (2 parts,

1633-34); and the Hidoria pctnUentuB pMioB,
item diaquisitiodeagymo (1651). His collected works
were edited by J. de la Baiine under the title Opera
varta nunc primum coUecta (5 vols., Paris, 1696;

enlarged ed., 5 vols., Venice, 1728).

(G. liAUBMANNf.)

Bibuoobapht: The funeral oration by H. Valeahifl and a
short sketch of the life are included in voL L of the Opera,
Consult further: A. de Backer and C. Sommervoffel, Bib-
HotMque de la compagnie de Jieue, vii. 1237-61; lioh-

tenberger, B8R, n. 019-622.

SISEBUT, si'sd-but: Successor of Gundemar
(Gunthemar) as king of the Visigoths; d. in 620.

He ascended the throne in 612, and was an excel-

lent ruler in most respects, clement, just, and of a
glowing religious devotion, distinguished also as an
author and as a hero in war. He nevertheless won
a dismal reputation as the first Spanish persecutor

of the Jews.

Since the earlier periods of the Roman empire the

Jews had been numerous in the Iberian peninsula,

and were highly respected on account of their

wealth. The Visigoths, tolerant as they were,

maintained the public rights of the Jews during the

entire Arian epoch. Becared the Catholic was the

first to impose restrictions upon them, promulgating

the prohibition against the circumcision of Christian

slaves and the acquisition of them either by purchase

or donation {Leges Vieigothorum, XII., 2, no. 12,

ed. K. Zeimier in MGH, Leg, natianum Germ., i. 305,

Hanover, 1902). On these provisions Sisebut based
his two notorious laws concerning the Jews, starting

his anti-Semitic campaign at the beginning of his

reign (Leges Visigotharum, XU., 2, 13-14, pp. 305-

309). As rightly interpreted by Dahn, his orders

prescribe that Christian bondsmen of Jews should

become Roman citizens and free by law, as should

runaway Jewish servants who were willing to accept

Christianity. Jews were not allowed to have as ser-

vants hired free men. Marriages between Jews and
Christians were declared null and void. Isidore in

his HisUrria Gothorum (issued in 624), while apprecia-

ting the pious intentions of his royal friend, objected

to the mode of conversion employed. In fact, Sise-

but's persecution went far beyond those restrictions.

That there were many compidsory baptisms of Jews,
there is no doubt, and so the third edict conjectured

by Jost—^presumably without justification—com-
pelling them to choose between exile and baptism,
is not necessary to explain the nimierous departiu'es

of Jews from the country. Many sought refuge

among the Franks.

With such a sealous ruler on the throne the Church
was able to display far-reaching activity, especially

as to sjmodal matters. But with all his religious

enthusiasm Sisebut was no " parsons' king," some-
times rather sharply taking the episcopate to task.

In 615 he inaugurated the war of extermination
against the B3rBantine8 which he carried to a suc-

cessful end. As a victor he proved hmnane enough
to set Hie captured Byzantines free and to dismiss

them to their home country. (Franz GOrres.)
Bduoosafht; Souroes are. The Chronica of Isidore of

Seville, ed. Hommsen in MOH, Aud. ani., id (1804), 479-
480> and his Hietoria (hihorunh in the same, pp. 201 sqq.i

the letters of Sisebut to Patridus Casarius. ed. W. Qund-
laoh in MOB, Epiat., iii (1802), 662-675; his hexameters,
ed. Q. GkMts, Index tehdarum Jenenaium, Jena, 1887-^;
the ** Chronicle *' of Fredegar, ed. B. Krusch in MOB,
SeripL rer. Merw., u (1888), 133; and the Legee Viei-

gothorwn anHq%M>rum, ed. K. Zeumer, pp. 305-309, Han-
over, 1804. Consult: F. Dahn, Die KOnige der Oermanen,
vols, v.-vi. passim, Leipsio, 1885; F. Qdrres, in ZWT, xl.

284-206, zU. 105-111, xlii. 270-322, 442-450, xlv. 41-72.
Also: J. M. Jost, OeeehiehU der leraditen, v. 110-120,
Berlin, 1825; J. Asohbaoh, Die Oeechiehte der Weatgoten,

pp. 236-241, Frankfort, 1827; A. Helfferich, Weelgoten-

Reehi, pp. 68-71, Berlin, 1858; P. B. Cams, Ktrehenge-
eehiehU SpatUene, ii. 2, pp. 78-80, 85-00, 101, 3 vols..

RegensbuTi, 1862-70; K. Zeumer, in NA, xzvii (1002),
400-444; Gibbon, Dedine and Fall, chap, xxzvii.; ADB,
xxxiv. 418-421; DCB, iv. 703-704; and the literature on
the Jews in Spain and Portugal under Isbabl, Histobt
OF.

SISERA. See DEBoaAH, 2.

SlSmmUSi d-sin'nt-us: The name of several

persons of note in church history.

1. Pope, Jan. 18-Feb. 8 (7?), 708. He was a Syr-
ian, and was ill when elected to the papal chair; and
all recorded of him is that he made preparations for

the restoration of the city wall.

8. The Novatian: Novatian bishop of Constant
tinople. He studied with Julian under the philoso-

pher Maximus; became a reader in the Novatian
community, and in 395 bishop. Socrates (Hist,

ecd., v., X., xxi., VI., xxi., Eng. transl., NPNF,
2 ser., ii. 123, 129, 152, 156) notes his literary activ-

ity, especially in his work on penitence against

Chrysostom, and one against the Messalians.

8. Sisinnitts of Constantinople: Orthodox bishop
of that city 426-127. He is mentioned by Socrates

(Hist, ecd., VII., xxviii., Eng. transl., NPNF,
2 ser., u. 168-169).

4. Patriarch of Constantinople^ 995-099. He wrote
on the marriage law, and also an encyclical for the

eastern bishops on the procession of the Holy Spirit.

(A. Hauck.)
Bibuographt: On 1: Mann, Popea, L 124-126; Bower,

Popea, iL 14; Platina. Popea, I 175. On 2-4: DCB, iv.

704-706.

SISTERHOODS. See Dbaconess, HI., 2; Monas-
ticism; WoiuBN, Conorbgationb of; and Women's
Work in the Church.

SISTERS OF CHARITT. See CHABiTTy Sisters
OF.

SISTERS OF MERC7. See Mebct, Sisters of.

SIX ARTICLES^ ACT OF THE: An act of the
English parliament, dated June 28, 1539, marking
a departure from Protestant principles. It imposed
upon the English people the doctrines of transub-

stantiation under penalty of death by burning and
confiscation of goods; depravation of the sacra-

ment subjected to the same penalty; claims in be-

half of communion in both kinds, and breaking of

the vows of celibacy were felonies punishable with
death; clerical marriages were dissolved; and
special commissions were to be issued quarterly for

the enforcement of the provisions of the act. The
measure was in part political, aiming to prevent
action against the king, Heniy Vlll., on the part
of continental Roman Catholic powers. While the
law was severe, executions were few under it. It

was modified in 1544 and repealed in 1547. The
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text is given in Gee and Hardy, Documents, pp.
3ia-320.

Bxbuoobapht: J. H. Oyerfcon, The Church in England, L
390, 395, Londoa, 1897; J. Qaiidner, The Bnolieh Church
in the IBth Century, paasim, ib. 1903; A. Plummer, Eno-
lieh Church Hietory (ISOa-TS), pp. 80^1. 84. 805, Edin-
buzsh, 1905.

SIX-PRINCIPLES BAPTISTS. See Baptiots, II.,

4 (a).

SIXTHS: The name of five popes.

Sixtus L: Pope in the reign of Hadrian (Li-

berian Catalogue) and successor of Alexander (ac-

cording to the papal lists). But the monarchical

constitution of Uie Church was not introduced into

Rome before the middle of the second centuiy,

therefore Sixtus must' be regarded as a presbyter

whose name went on the records because he was a
martyr. (A. Hauck.)
Bibuoorapht: Liber pontifiaaliet ed. Mommsen in MOB,

Oeal. porU. Rom,, i (1898), 95-100; Bower, Popee, i 11;

Platina, Popea, L 22-24; MUmaxi, Latin Christianity, 1 260.

Sixtus n.: Pope 257-258. He restored the

communion between the Roman and African

chiuches which had been broken ofiF in the pontifi-

cate of his predecessor, Stephen I. (q.v.), in the

strife over the baptism of heretics. He fell a martyr
in the Valerian persecution, Aug. 6, 258. The later

reports are mingled with legendary elements. The
length of his pontificate is differently given in dif-

ferent sources. Hamack (TUf xiii. 1) regards him
as the author of the pseudo-Cyprianic writing Ad
NovaUanum, though his view has not found general

acceptance. He is right, however, if the question

is concerning the authorship of a composition written
at Rome, 253-258, for no other person of the period

is likely as author. (A. Hauck.)
Bibuoobapht: R. A. lipsius, Chronologie der rdmiaehen

Bieehdfe, p. 213, Leipno, 1809; J. Langen, OeachiehU der
r^miachen Kirche, L 347, Bonn, 1881; Hamaok, TV, xiii.

1 (1895). 1 aqq., zx. (1901), 116 aqq.; idem, Litteratur, U.

2, pp. 190 aqq., 387 aqq.; Bower, Popee, L 34-35; Platina,

Popes, L 53-55.

Sixtus HL : Pope 432-440. He was consecrated

July 31, 432; was in office during the Nestorian and
Pelagian controversies, but had little interest in

Christological questions, and was concerned chiefly

in restoring peace between Cyril and the Syrians.

In reference to Pelagianism he was opposed to

Julian of Eclanum. He maintained the rights of

the pope over Illyria and the position of the arch-

bishop of Thessalonica as head of the Ill3nian

church. His biography mentions the building (en-

largement) of the chiuches of St. Lorenzo and of St.

Maria Maggiore and of rich gifts secured for both
churches and for St. Peter's and the Lateran basilica*

(A. Hauck.)
Bibuogbafht: lAber pontificalia, ed. Momn&sen in MOH,

Oeal. pont. Rom., i (1898). 96, ed. L. Duchesne, i. p. cxxvi.,

Paris, 1886; Jaff6, Regeata, i. 57; J. Langen. OeachiehU der
rdmiachen Kirche, i. 387. Bonn, 1881; F. Oregoroviua,
HiaL of the City of Rome, i. 184-185. London, 1894; Bower.
Popet, i. 186-189: PUUina, Popea, i. 103-105.

Sixtus IV. (Francesco della Rovere): Pope 1471-

1484. He was bom in the vicinity of Savona (23

OL w. of Genoa) in 1414; entered the Franciscan

order; studied in Pavia and Bologna, and obtained

the doctor's degree at Padua. In 1464 he became
general of his order; in 1467. cardinal, with the

title of S. Pietro in Vincoli. He passed not only for

a learned theologian, but was also an unacrupukws
autocrat, never embarrassed on the score of meant.

When he ascended the papal throne in 1471, he

first rewarded Cardinals Orsini and Boigiay to whom
he owed his election; and then endowed his nephews
with dignities and benefices. The one, Giuliano, ob-

tained bishoprics, prebends, and the cardinal's rank,

in quick succession. The other, Pietro Riario, was
endowed still more affluently, and became noted for

his prodigality with the wealUi of the Church. After

Pietro's death in 1474, the pope diverted his favoiB

to Pietro's brother, Girolamo; and in 1480 ap-

pointed him " captain general " of the CSiuichy and

made two other nephews cardinals.

The existing situation laid a double task on th»

pope: on the one side, the adjustment of affairs is

the East and protection against the Turks; on the

other side, the strengthening of the papal political

power. , Sixtus discharged the first of these tadu
piecemeal, sending auxiliary funds to the Venetians.

In the other direction, he made effectual use of his

nephews, weakening the feudal lords of the Papsl

States, while he kept creating new complicationa m
the territorial policy of the Italian states and thus

extended his own power (cf. F. Gregorovius, Hidory

of the City of Rome, book xiii. 3, London, 1900). A
typical instance of his procedure appears in the

conspiracy set afoot, with his acquiescence, by the

Pazzi in Florence against Lorenzo the Magnifioeot

in 1478. The assassins overpowered and killed tbdr

victim, Giuliano de' Medici, at high mass, but

Lorenzo escaped. The news of the miscarriage of

the plot put Sixtus in a rage and he sequestered all

Florentine possessions in the Papal States oi the

Church, and declared war on the republic; peace

was concluded only in view of the new Turkish

war, 1480. On the death of Mohammed II. in the

following year, his intrigues turned upon Italy again,

in order to widen the dominion of Girolamo, whose

portion already embraced Imola and Forli, by the

addition of Ferrara. This fell through, but a bloody

war with the barons in the Papal States ensued.

Sixtus died Aug. 12, 1484, before matters were con-

cluded. K. Benbatb.
Bibuoobapht: Pastor, Popea, iv. 197 sqq. (exhstutive):

Creishton, Papacy, iv. S4-134; Muratori, Scripiom. n..

p. iii., cols. 1071 sqq.; W. Rosooe. Life o/Lorengo the Mof
ni/icent, 2 vols., new ed., London, 1876; J. Burobsnlr

Diarium, ed. L. Thuasne. i. 1-16. Paris, 1883, Eog. tniuU
Diary of John Bttrchard, pp. 1-15, London, 1910; S.

Infessura, Diario della CitUi di Roma, ed. Tommmssmi. PP*

76-283, Rome, 1890; J. Burokhaxdt, OeatAu^Oe der Renaia'

aance in Italien, ed. H. Holtsinger, Stutt«art, 1904; Bomr,
Popet, iii. 238-254; Schaff. Chriatian Church, v. 2, f 52.

Sixtus V. (Felice Peretti): Pope 1585-1S90.

He was bom at Grottamare (1 m. s. of Ancona) Dec

13, 1521; received his education at the neighboring

Franciscan cloister in Montalto; and soon became s

favorite preacher. During the times of Julius III.

he was in Rome, and won the attachment of Philip

Neri (q.v.) and of Michele Ghislieri, afterward Pope

Pius V. After he had been regent of his order's

cloisters in Siena, Naples, and Venice, where he alio

represented the holy office before the senate, he wai

recalled to Rome as the order's procurator-genenL

Pius V. made him bishop of Fermo, and created him

a cardinal in 1570. But the succeeding pope, Qre^
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oiy Xm., kept him remote from affairs. During this

period the increase of his collection of hocka was his

absorbing pursuit in the beautiful villa on the Es-
quiline, which he exchanged in 1585 for the papal
palace. When the election was settled, he sur-

prised the constitiiency of the Church by showing
himself the ruler bom.
In the first place, Sixtus restored personal se-

curity and order in the Papal States. Within two
years he exterminated brigandage, suppressing it

with stem hand and by frequent executions. He
also gave attention to the ordering of the civil ad-
ministration and finances, terminated wastefulness
and peculation, and within three years deposited
three million crowns in Castle Saint Angelo as a
prudential fund in event of need. Ultimately, how-
ever, he expended the siuns acquired upon imposing
pubUc «tmctures. Thus he had massive creations

in stone achieved by the ingenious architect Do-
menico Fontana; whence the Rococo style came to
dominate in Roman architecture for more than 100
years. His principal achievements in this line were
the Via Sistina, and the Square of the Lateran.
Moreover, Rome owes to this pope the restoration

of one of the great aqueducts (named after him.
Aqua Felice). Sixtus also left his footprints in the
domain of ecclesiastical organization and adminis-
tration; he foimd already in operation the still

effective division of the governing boards as ** con-
gregations," whose nimiber he increased to fifteen.

Smce the appointment of cardinals as members or
as chairmen of the congregations had to emanate
exclusively from the pope, the matter was duly pro-

vided that no opinions or decisions should be put
forth which might contradict the general trend of

papal policy. The administration of the city of

Rome Sixtus concentrated in his own grasp, except
for some few remnants of communal independence.
Things took the same course in the remaining cities

of the Papal States, and it was carefully provided
that aU significant positions came into the hands of

ecclesiastics.

It is remarkable how Sixtus, who was inflexible

in his own ecclesiastical and poUtioal policy, showed
diplomatic pliancy even to the extent of wavering
and indecision in dealing with other states. Thus
Venice was able to enforce collection of tithes from
the orders, as from the secular clergy. With Spain,
despite the pope's yielding in the question of his

feudal claims to Sicily, the situation came to open
rupture because Sixtus declined to pay the 700,000
crowns promised toward equipment of the Great
Armada on the ground that no limHing was made
on the English coast. So with Henry IV., the pope's
continual changes so angered the king that he
threatened openly to retract his obedience. Prior
to a decidon, Sixtus was overtaken by death, Aug.
27, 1590. K. Bbnrath.
BtBiiOGRAFHT: The ouroes are flluminatingly disoiiesed in

Baoke. Popes, Hi. 200-257, including the lives by Q. Leti,

2 vob., lAtisanne, 1609. and C. Tempesti, Rome. 1766,
and a considerable number of documents. The account
by Ranke, Popes, L 34 sqq., is the best for the reader of
Boglish. The Britiah Museum Caialoffue has an interest-

inc Urt of documents under ** Rome. Church of, Popes,
Sixtus V." Consult further. J. Dumesnil. Hist, de Sixte-

Qitml, Paris. 1889; J. A. HObner, Siaote-QuUU, 3 vote.,

fc. 1870; A. von Beomont, GetchiehU der 8$adt Bom,, m.

584 sqq., Berlin. 1878; O. Qossadini, G. Pepdi e Sislo V,»
Bologna, 1879; M. Broach, Geschiehte des KirehenstaaUs,
vol. i., chap. viL, Qotha, 1880; L. Capranioa, Papa Sisto,

3 vols., Milan, 1884; I. Raulioh, in iViiovo ArcAtWo Veneto»
iv (1892): Bower, Popes, iiL 322-325.

SKALSKY, GUSTAV ADOLF: Austrian-Hun-
garian theologian; b. at Opatovice near Czaslau

(45 m. e.s.e. of Prague), Bohemia, Mar. 13, 1857.

He received his education at the gymnasium in

Tesohen, the University of Vienna under the Prot-

estant Evangelical Faculty (D.D., 1898), and the
University of Erlangen; served as pastor in Klimov,
Bohemia, and Lhota in Moravia, till 1896, when he
became a member of the Protestant Evangelical

Theological Faculty in the University of Vienna^
lecturing on pastoral theology and Austrian Protes-

tant church law. He has been active not only in the
lines of his teaching work, but in labors for the
benefit of the Czechs and Slovacs in Vienna and
also in connection with the organization of the

Young Men's Christian Association in Austria. His
theological standpoint is that of the New Lutheran
Erlangen school, so far as its position is applicable

to conditions in Austria. B^des a considerable

number of works in the Czech language, he has
issued Zur OeschichU der evangdiachen Kirchenver-

fasaung in Oesterreich bia zum TolerampcUente

(Vienna, 1898); Zur Reform des oesterreichiachen

Eherechta (1906); Der oeaterreichiache Stoat und die

evangeliache Kirche im Oeaterreich in ihrem wechaei-

aeitigen VerhOUnia 1848-61 (1908); and J. ii.

Comeniua ala Reformator der Erziehung und der

Schule (1908); and has edited a number of impor-
tant papers bearing on the early history of the
Unity of the Brethren.

SKEAT, sktt, WALTER WILLIAM: Church of

England; b. at London Nov. 21, 1835. He was ed-

ucated at Christ's College, Cambridge (B.A., 1858;
M.A., 1861), and was curate at East Dereham, Nor-
folk (1860-62), and Godahning, Surrey (1863-64).

He was mathematical lecturer at Christ's College

(1863-71), and English lecturer (1867-83), while

since 1878 he has been Elrington and Bosworth pro-

fessor of Anglo-Saxon in the University of Cam-
bridge. In 1873 he foimded the English Dialect

Society, and was its president till 1896. He is best

known as an editor of Anglo-Saxon and Early Eng-
lish Texts, and among his works those of theological

interest include his editions of Langland's Piera

Plowman (2 vols., London, 1867-84); Joaeph of'
Arimathcea (1871); The Four Ooapda in Anglo-

Saxon and Northumbrian (4 vols., Cambridge, 1871-

1887); Wydiffe'a New Teatament (Oxford, 1879);
-filfric's Livea of the Sainta (4 vols., London, 1881-

1900); The Ooapd of St. Mark in Gothic (Oxford,

1882); The Complde Worka of Geoffrey Chaucer
(London, 6 vols., 1894); and the Proverha of Alfred

(1907).

SKiNAKR, JOHN: The name of two Sootofa

divines.

1. Scotch Episcopal; b. at Longside (27 m. n. of

Aberdeen), Scotland, Blay 17, 1744; d. at Aberdeen
July 18, 1816. He received his higher education at
Marischal College, Aberdeen; served as private

tutor, 1761-63; was ordained deacon, 1763, and
priest, 1764; took charge of the oongregations of
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Ellon and Udny, Aberdeenshire, 1764; was appointed
to the Longacre congregation, Aberdeen, 1775; was
consecrated coadjutor to the bishop of Aberdeen,

1782, succeeding to the bishopric, 1786, and be-

ing edected primus, 1788. His significance rests on
two facts: (1) he was active in 1^ transmission of

the Scotch episcopal succession in America, having
part in the consecration of Samuel Seabury (q.v.;

also see Protestant Episcopalians, I., % 2); (2)

also in the ending of the non-juring Scotch schism.

He presided at ihe synod at Aberdeen April 24,

1788, which resolved to pray for George HI. as king,

and later visited London in the interest of his church.

He published A Course ofLectures (Aberdeen, 1786)

;

A Layman's Account of his Faith (Edinburgh, 1801)

;

and Primitive Truth and Order Vindicated (Aberdeen,

1803).

2. English Presbyterian; b. at Inverurie (14 m.
n.w. of Aberdeen), Aberdeenshire, Scotland, July 18,

1851. He was educated at the University of Aber-
deen (M.A., 1876), Free Church College, Aberdeen
(1876-77), New CoUege, Edinburgh (1877-80), and
the universities of Leipsic (1876) and GOttingen

(1877). He was Hebrew tutor at New College, Edin^
burgh (1879-80); held Free Church ministries at St.

Fergus, Banffshire (1880-86), and Kelso, Roxburgh-
shire (1886-00); and since 1890 has been professor

of Hebrew and apologetics in Westminster College

(the theological cdlege of the Presbyterian Church
of England), Cambridge, England. He has written

Historical Connection between the Old and New Testor-

ments (Edinburgh, 1899) ; and has edited Esekiel for

The Expositor's Bible (London, 1895); Isaiah for

The Cambridge Bible for Schools (2 vols., Cambridge,

1896-98); and Crenesis for the International Critical

Commentary (1910).

SKINlfERy THOMAS HARVEY: Presbyterian

pastor and educator; b. near Harvey's Neck, N. C,
Mar. 7, 1791; d. at New Yoric Feb. 1, 1871. He
was graduated from Princeton College, 1812; was
copastor of the Second Presbyterian Chiuch, Phila-

delphia, 1812-16; then pastor oi the Arch Street

Church, same city, 1816-32; professor of sacred

rhetoric at Andover, 1832-35; pastor of the Mercer
Street PresbyterianChurch,NewYork, 1835-40; and
professor of sacred rhetoric and pastoral theology in

Union Theological Seminary, New York, 1848-71.

He wrote Aids to Preaching and Hearing (1839),

Hints to Christians (1841), Life of Francis Markoe
(1849), Discussions in Theology (1868); he also

translated and edited Vinet's Pastoral Theology and
HomUetics (1854). Dr. Skiimer was a leader in the

New School branch of the Presbyterian Church, a
preacher of great spiritual power, an able theologian,

and a pattern of saintly goodness.

Bibuoobapht: G. L. Prentias, A Diacoune in Memory of
T, B, Skinner, New York, 1871; idem. The Union Theo-
logical Seminary in the City of New York: hietorical and
biographieal Sketches of ita firet fifty Years, lb. 1889; idem.
The Union Theoloffical Seminary in the City of New York,

ita Deaign and another Decade of ita Hiatory, fi>. 1899.

SKOPTZL See Russia, II., % 5.

SKRBFSRUD, skrefs'rQd, LARS OLSEN: Nor-

wegian missionary to India; b. at Faaberg (84

m. n. of Christiania), Norway, Feb. 4, 1840; d. at

Benagaria, near Ebenser, India, Dec. 11, 1910. On

account of poverty he was unable to attend the

gymnasium, butby application heacquired a remaik-

able education, being gifted with the ability to use

about forty-five languages. He attended Proch-

now's missionary training-school in Berlin, gradua-

ting after a period of brilliant achievements; he

was then sent by the Gossner society to Puruha,

India, but friction arose with the German memhecs
of the mission, and Skrefsrud sundered his connec-

tion and established in 1867 the Santiial misBioQ,

which became in many ways a modeL In the

interest oi the mission he several times visited

Europe, first in 1873-74, when his lectures resulted

in the formation of the first European Santhal mis-

sion committees; in 1881-83, when he was ordained

by the Church of Norway; and in 1894-95, this

time also visiting America. His contributions to

linguistics were notable and numerous; among them
may be mentioned A Grammar cf the Scmthd
Language (Benares, 1873); Santhat-EngUsh and

EnglishSanthal Lexicon (material completed m
1904 after a period of preparation covering thirty-

five years); and a tramslation of the Bible into

Santhal—one of the most difficult languages

known. John O. Evjen.

SLATER, WILLIAM FLETCHER: English Meth-

odist; b. at Uttoxeter (30 m. n. of Birmingham),
Staffordshire, Aug. 25, 1831. He was educated at

Wesleyan College, Didsbuiy (graduated 1855), and

the University of Cambridge (B.A., 1875), and held

successive pastorates in his denomination at Allen-

dale (1855-58), NewcasUe-on-iyie (1858-60), Glos-

sop (1860-^), Sunderland (1863-66), Hairpgate

(1866-69), Bamsley (1869-72), Cambridge (187!^

1875), Leeds (1875-78), Edinburgh (187^^1),
Liverpool (1881-84), and London (1884-87). From
1887 to 1903, when he retired from active life, be

was professor of Biblical languages in Weal^an
College, Didsbuiy. In theology he is an Evangelical

Arminian, and has written: Religious Qpportunitiet

of the Heathen before Christ (Sunderland, 1866);

Methodism in the Light of the Early Church (Femk^
lecture; London, 1885); Faith and Life in the Body
Church (1892); the Gospel of Matthew in The Ceih

tury Bible (1900); and LimiiaHons, Divine and

Human (1906).

SLATTERY, CHARLES LEWIS: Protestant

Episcopal; b. at Pittsburg Dec. 9, 1867. He re-

ceived his education at Harvard University (B.A.,

1891) and the Episcopal Thedogical School, Cam-

bridge, Mass. (B.D., 1894); was made deacon, 1894,

and priest, 1895; was master of Groton School and

rector of St. Andrew's, Ayer, Mass., 1894-96; dean

oi the cathedral of Our Merciful Savior, Faribault,

Minn., 1896-1907; rector of Christ Church, Spring-

field, Mass., 1907-10; and became rector of Grace

Church, New York City, 1910. He was also lec-

turer in Seabury Divinity School, Faribault, Minn.,

1905-07, and in Berkeley Divinity School, 1909-10.

He is the author of Felix ReviUe Brunot (New York,

1901); Edvxxrd Lincoln Atkinson (I90i); The Ma*-

terofthe World; a Study of Christ (1906); L^e Bt-

yond Life; a Study of Immortality (1907) ; The His-

toric Ministry and the Present Christ; an Appeal for

Unity (1908); and Ptesentr-Day Preaching (1909).
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L SUmy amonc the Htbievi.
Status of Hebrew Slavee (| 1).

Souroea of Supply (f 3).

Value of Slaves; Duxation of Servi-

tude (f 3).

Lecal Position and Rights (f 4).

n. Slavery and Chiistianity.

L Slavery Among the Hebrewi: Slavery existed

among the Jewe throughout their national life, al-

though this servitude was one neither of debasement
nor of cruelty. In patriarchal times the servants,

together with the cattle, formed a por-

I. Status tion of the estate of the head of the

of Hebrew family or tribe (Gen. zziv. 35, xxvi. 14;

Slaves. Job. i. 3), and ^ere was, accordingly, a
trafl^ in slaves (Gen. xxxvii. 28),

which was actively carried on by the Phenicians.

The rich nomad chiefs owned numerous slaves,

Abraham having 318 that were ** bom in his house,"

i.e., hereditary property (Gen. xiv. 14); and slaves

were also purchased (Gen. xvii. 23, 27). The female

servants seem to have been the especial property

of the wife or daughter, and to have been given as

concubines to the husband (Gen. xvi. 1 sqq., xxix.

24, etc.). The slaves " bom in the house " were, in

general, devoted to the family, and some had the

entire confidence of their masters (cf. Gen. xv. 2-3).

Even in the nomad period these servants were not
mere chatteb, and the fact that the rite of circimi-

cision was performed on servants bom in the house,

as well as on those obtained by purchase, indicates

that they were received as members of the same
race, and as such had religious rights and duties.

In the national period the traditional legal principles

were observed, as in the Babylonian code of Ham-
murabi, although the latter lacked to some degree

the ethical and religious spirit that, from the time
of Moses, exercised its more humane influence on
the Jewish law. The Mosaic idea that the whole
Israelitish race had been in slavery in Egypt, and,

being freed from the house of bondage by Yahweh
(e.g., Ex. XX. 2; Deut. v. 6), had now become his

servants and property, led to the inference that,

being his own, they would never again become
the servants of a stranger (Lev. xxv. 42, 56, xxvi.

13); while the recollection of their harsh treat-

ment in slavery taught them to be considerate

and himiane to their servants (Deut. y. 15, xv. 15).

With the development of national consciousness,

however, the law distinguished between bondser-

vants of Israelitish stock and aliens (cf. Lev.

xxv. 39-46), though practise may have been less

rigorous than theory.

Slavery was, throughout Jewish history, one of

the consequences of war, and as warriors were more
apt to be killed than taJcen prisoners, the majority

of captives were women, especially

a. Sources virgins, who were the prize booty of

of Supply, military and predatory expeditions

(Qen. xiv. 12; Judges v. 30; II Kings
V. 2; Deut. xx. 14, xxi. 10 sqq.; etc.). Many pris-

oners of war were sold in foreign lands (Joel iii. 4, 6;

Amos i. 6), and many were bought by the Israelites

from traveling Phenician merchants. Alien settlers

X.—29

SLAVERY.
Extent of Greoo-Roman Slavery (1 1).

Stilus and Trsatmsnt of Oreoo-Roman
Slaves (f 2).

Slaveiy and the Early Gbuieh (f 3).

The Medieval Church and Slavery ({ 4).

European Slaveiy in the Middle Ages
(§5).

Slavery in America (f 6).

The Philosophical Attack on Slavery
(17).

The Christian Attack; Abolition of
Slave Trade (f 8).

Attitude of Religious Bodies ({ 9).

in the land were also liable to come into bondage,
and the Canaanitish population gradually became
the slaves of the Hebrews, especially in the regal

period. After the exodus, slaves of foreign st^
were employed in lower menial capacities in the
camp and in the sanctuary, thus ultimately giving

rise to the Nethinim (see Ijsvi, Levites, § 3). Both
David and Solomon employed non-Israelitic slaves

in public works, the latter monarch having 153^600
of these bondsmen (I Kings ix. 20 sqq.; II Chron.
ii. 17-18). It was a capital crime imlawfully to de-

prive a man of his liberty and to sell him (Ex. xxi.

16; Deut. xxiv. 7; cf. ihe Code of Hammurabi, i

14). On the other hand, a thief caught in the act

was to be sold into slaveiy unless he could make
restitution (Ex. xxii., 3). Tradition forbade, how-
ever, the selling of a thief into foreign slavery, so that

Herod's law requiring such sale (Josephus, Ant.,

XVI., i. 1) was a serious infringement of hereditary

legal custom. It was usually abject poverty and in-

sdvency that entailed the loss of freedom (cf. Lev.
xxv. 39, 47 sqq.), and in such a case a man might sell

his own daughter. The regulations of the Book of the

Covenant (Ex. xxi. 7-11) apply only to a daughter
sold to be the concubine or wife of the buyer or his

son, and expressly protect her rights as a member of

the family; but Deut. xv. 12 sqq. distinctly refers to
female slaves. The law does not specify whether a
father may sell his son, but he doubtless did so, in

case of povertv, rather than sacrifice his own free-

dom. A Jewi^ creditor might seize both the family
and the person of his debtor, and sell him (Amos
ii. 6, viii. 6; II Kings iv. 1; cf. Isa. 1. 1; Neh. v. 5;

Matt, xviii. 25), though this was not sanctioned in

the Pentateuch.

A slave's value depended on sex, age, health,

capacity for work, and the relation between supply
and demand. Thirty silver shekeb was the average
damages for the death of a slave, whether male or

female (Ex. xxi. 32), and some indication of the
value of slaves may perhaps be

3. Value gained from the scale given in Lev.
of Slaves; xxvii. 2 sqq. for those desiring to be
Duration of released from their vows to serve in the
Servitude, sanctuary: for a boy between one

month and five years old, five shekels,

and for a girl three shekels; for a male between five

and twenty years old, twenty shekels, and for a
female ten; for a man between twenty and sixty

years old, fifty shekels, and for a woman thirty; for

a man over sixty years old, fifteen shekeb, and for a
woman ten. The price for captive Jews, 120 drach-

mas a head, is almost the same average (Josephus,

AfU,, Xn., ii. 3). The duration of bondage was
limited only in the case of Israelitish slaves, who
were never absolutely to lose their freedom, unless

they definitely refused to accept it (Ex. xxi. 1-11;
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Deut. XV. 12-18; Lev. xxv. 39-65). An Israelite

could buy a fellow Hebrew, whether male or female,

for six years only, and in the seventh year must let

the slave go free, a rule which probably applied

also to those sold into slavery for theft (of. Joeephus,

ArU,, XVI., i. 1). On the other hsuid, a gentile

woman given to such a slave as a wife had no claim to

freedom, and the ofif^ring of the pair were also held

in bondage. In the year of jubilee an Israelite slave

was to be set free, together with his children (Lev.

xxv. 39 sqq.)y but if these were bom of a gentile

mother, they, like her, must remain in slavery (Ex.

xxi. 4) . The Hebrew dave of a gentile master should
also be freed in the year of jubilee, although he
should previously be redeemed, if possible, by his

famfly or kindred, his price being reckoned accord-

ing to Lev. xxv. 50 sqq.

Bondservants were better treated by the Hebrews
than were those of ancient Greece and Rome, or even
Phenicia and Babylonia. At the same time Mosaic

law made a distinction between Hebrew slaves and
those of alien birth, priestly legislation especially

considering a Hebrew bondman not as a '^ bond-
servant," but as a " hired servant " (Lev. xxv. 39-

40, 46). While he was not to be compelled to do
work that was too severe, or unworthy

4. Legal of a man, this falling to the lot of the

Position alien, all slaves, without exception,

and Rights, benefited by the Sabbath law. Fur-

thermore, both those slaves who had
been bom in bondage and also, as a rule, those who
were acquired by purchase were circumcised, thus
being received among the people of Yahweh, and so

possessing the privilege of sharing in the religious

feasts, especially in the Passover (Ex. xii. 44; Deut.
xii. 12, 18, xvi. 11, 14). If a slave had been circiun-

cised, he could never be sold to a gentile. While it

was permissible to discipline a slave (cf. Prov. xxix.

19, 21 ; Ecclus. xxxiii. 24 sqq.), cruelty to slaves was
pimished, not simply by compensating the master
for injuiy done to his slave, as in Babylonia (cf.

Code of Hammurabi, §§ 199, 219), but by enacting

that a master who seriously injured his slave,

whether male or female, must manumit the slave

in question without receiving compensation (Ex.

xxi. 26-27). A master had no power over the life

of his servant, and if he struck his slave with a rod
and he died under his hand the servant should be
avenged (Ex. xxi. 20-21); but if the slave survived

his punishment for a day or two, no notice was taken,

the money loss caused his master by his death being

deemed a sufficient penalty. However, according to

tradition, if the master used a deadly instrument in

chastisement he incurred the death penalty, even
though the slave did not die for some time; and
tradition likewise held that, should a third person

kill or wound a slave, he should be punished as

though he had injured a freeman. The status of

Israelitish female slaves who were to become part

of the immediate family is set forth in Ex. xxi. 7-1 1

;

and it is also provided that a gentile prisoner of war
should have a month to mourn her kinsfolk before

being married to her captor (Deut. xxi. 10-14).

Respect for the rights of a slave was considered a
divine ordinance from very early times (Job xxxi.

18-15), and to the present day the lot of the slaves

of the Semitic Mohammedans is a veiy tolerable

one. In ancient Judaism, however, the Essenes and

Therapeutffi alone rejected all slavery, since they

regarded the system as irreconcilable with the

brotherhood of all mankind, and consequently as

unnatural. (C. yon Orelli.)

n. Slavery and Christianity: The problem of the

influence of Christianity on slavery has been pro-

foundly modified by the researches of economie

history concerning the origin, nature, extent, char-

acter, and abolition of bondage, so that, rejecUng

the older view that the suppression of slavery was

caused entirely by Christianity, many now hold

that this abolition was a purely economic proceae in

which religion had no part. Equally

1. Extent problematical is the precise state of

of Greco- affairs confronting Christianity when

Roman it came to confront slavery, for the

Slaveiy. extent of the system in antiquity is now

underrated as much as it was fomieriy

exaggerated. In Greece the climax was reached at

the close of the Persian wars, when a sin^ rich

Athenian could lease a thousand slaves for the Thn-
cian mines; and in Rome the system was most flour-

ishing at the dose of the Republic and the beginmng

of the Empire, when at Delos, the chief market, tens

of thousands of slaves were sold daily. The m^ority

of these were employed in agriculture and manufac-

turing, although the Romans availed themselves of

household slaves to a greater extent than the Greeks,

who preferred financisd gain to luxuiy. At the same

time, the freeman was never entirely supeneded by

the slave, least of all in the provinces (cf. for Pales-

tine, Matt. XX. 1 sqq.; Mark i. 20; Ltike xv. 17),

even though cheapness made slave labor predomi-

nant in estates, mines, quarries, factories, and ^
handicrafts and trades of the great cities.

The status and the treatment of slaves varied at

different times and places as greatly as their num-
bers. In the patriarchal conditions of the eariiest

times the slave, generally a prisoner of war, be-

longed to the faniily and was treated according.
In Greece slaves enjoyed much liberty even kter,

especially at Athens; but in Rome
2. Status rigid severity was the rule, pardculariy

and in large establishments where ciud

Treatment overseers, mostly belonging originally

of Greco- to the servile class, intervened between

Roman master and slave (cf. Matt. xxhr. 49).

Slaves. While, moreover, the slaves seldom

worked in fetters, punishments to in-

sure obedience and to prevent escape were so cruel as

to cause terrible insurrections. It is true that many
slaves fared better than freemen, but even here any

day might bring a change of masters, and thou^
the slave had many safeguards, he was s^, legally

speaking, only a chattel, exposed to every capriee

of his owner. His possession of moral qualities was

ignored; he might at any time be torn from his

family; and he could give testimony only under

torture; yet in religious matters he seems to have

enjo3red liberty. The ancient world never escaped

the antinomy of regarding the slave as at once a per-

son and a thing. Plato considered him a creature

of a lower order of being, only semi-rational, this view

perhaps being colored by the fact that most slaves
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were barbarians; while Cato reckoned slaves as
farm implements. Toward the end of the Roman
Republic the status and treatment of slaves changed
partly mider the influence of Greece and the superior

ctilture of the Greek slaves, and partly through the
Stoic doctrine of the equality of all men. Hadrian
deprived the master of the right to put ins slave to
death and allowed him to be tried (as he always had
been at Athens) in the courts; and Marcus Aurelius
even permitted slaves to lodge complaints against

their masters in certain cases, while manumission
was made increasingly easy. In all this, however,
there is no demonstrable trace of either Christian or

Jewish influence, the real operative force being that
of Greece. At the same time, the ancient worid
never dreamed of a society without slaves, except
as a sort of Utopia or as a reminiscence of the golden
age, which the Roman Saturnalia and similar slave

festivals in Athens, Cydonia, etc., sought to typify,

and the Eesenes, Therapeutse, and such Gnostic sects

as that of the Carpocratian Epiphanes to realise.

With such tendencies as these Christianity had
nothing in common. It simply accepted slavery as a
necessary constituent of ancient civilization, nor
is there the slightest evidence that it either con-
demned slavery as a principle or sought to abolish it.

In his parables Christ presupposed the natural re-

lations of master and slave (Matt, xviii.

3. Slavery 23 sqq., xxv. 14 sqq.; Mark xiii. 34;

and the Luke xii. 42 sqq., xvii. 7 sqq.); and
Early Paul expressly declared that Christian-

Church, ity made no change in existing condi-

tions, and that he who was a slave

ought to remain one, even were freedom offered

him (I Cor. vii. 21; cf. also the attitude assumed
toward Onesimus in Philemon 16). All the gentile

Christian communities contained large numbers of

slaves (cf. Rom. xvi. 10-11; I Cor. i. 11; Phil. iv.

22), although these communities were far from con-

sisting predominantly of bondmen. There were also

Christian masters, as is clear from the admonitions
in Eph. vi. 9; Col. iv. 1; I Tim. vi. 2 (cf. Gement of

Alexandria, PcBdagogtis, III., iv. 28, xi. 73, xii. 84;

C^hrysostom, Horn, on I Cor. xl. 6). Of the conditions

in Judeo-Christian households UtUe is known (cf.

Acts xiL 13). The Apostolic O>nstitution8 (ii. 62)

enxmierate the purchase of a slave among the neces-

sities of life which justify a Christian in visiting the

marketplace; the Acts of Thomas represent the

apostle as the slave whom Christ sells to a king of

India; and Ignatius (Epist. ad Palycarpum, iv. 3)

discourages ^e ransom of slaves at the expense of

the commimity (cf. Salvianus, Ad ecd,, iii. 7), which
seems to have intervened only when a slave's Chris-

tianity was endanged. On the other hand, wealthy
Christians appear to have bought Christian slaves

to manumit them (cf. Hermas, Shepherd, " Simili-

tudes," i. 8; Apostolic Constitutions, iv. 9), and
cases are also recorded in which Christians volun-

tarily sold themselves into slavery to aid the poor
with their price (cf. I Clement, Iv.). But despite

external continuity, there was a change of spirit,

kindness of masters and fidelity of slaves becoming
a matter of Christian principle, instead of personal

character, as in paganism (cf. Eph. vi. 5 sqq. ; Col. iii.

22 sqq., iv. 1 ; I Tim. vi. 1-2; Tit. ii. 9-10; Philemon

16; I Pet. ii. 18 sqq; Didache iv. 10-11; Apostolic

Constitutions, iv. 12), while Augustine, commenting
on Ps. cxxv. 7 (NPNF, Ist series, viii. 602), express-

ly declares: ''He (Christ) hath not made men free

from being servants, but good servants from bad ser-

vants " (cf. Conf,, IX., viii. 17). Christians sought,

moreover, to save the souls of slaves (Acts. xvi. 16
sqq.; Aristides, Apol., xv.; Augustine, De sermone
Dcmini in monUf i. 59). Christianity did even more
than this—^it gave the slave the status of a man
(I Cor. xii. 13; Gal. iii. 28; Col. iii. ll;cf. Irenseus,

Hcer,, rV., xxi. 3; Origen, Contra Cdsum, iii. 54;

Lactantius, InsHtutiOf v. 15). It is true that a slave

required his master's permission before he could be
baptized (Hippolytus, Canones, x. 63), but even if

this were refused, he could stiU be an associate mem-
ber of the congregation; and if he were baptized, he
enjoyed the same rights as a freeman. Slaves

might take orders, and some, as Calixtus I., even be-
came popes, while many slaves were venerated as
martyrs, among them Blandina and Potamifiena

(qq.v.). Not only were Christian slaves forbidden

to sacrifice for their masters, whether pagan or

Christian (Tertullian, De idoUttria, xvii.; Peter of

Alexandria, Canonesf vi.-vii.), but the new faith en-

ergetically combated the vices to which slaves of

both sexes had been compelled to minister, besides

doing away with execution by crucifixion and the
branding of fugitive slaves.

The Christian Church, interested only in the faith

of the slave, and leaving his legal position entirely

to the State, made no attempt to abolish slavery.

With the increasing secularization of religious life,

the social cleavage between bond and
4. The free became wider still, and only the

Medieval monasteries clung to the concept, based
Church and on a commingling of classic Stoicism

Slavery, and early Christianity, of the equal

rights and the human status of the

slave. It was from the monasteries, indeed, that the

revolution with regard to slavery was destined to

come. Dming the imperial period of Rome the im-

portation of slaves had decreased, and they had
largely been replaced by coloni, or serfs, whose num-
ber might include slaves, and more often free

peasants. This system, aided by the subjection of

the conquered peoples in the new German Empire,

persisted in places as late as the eighteenth century;

and though the Church took little part in all this,

and though she frequently protected the oppressed

and even recruited her clergy from the serfs, she

herself exercised seigniorial rights and proved un-

able to exercise a moral influence sufficient to

alter conditions. There were, moreover, actual

slaves until late in the Middle Ages. Even the

Church owned them and vigorously asserted her

rights over them; but though the slave might still be
bought and sold, and required his master's per-

mission in the most important and personal decisions

of life, he enjoyed (as in Greek and later Roman
legislation) a limited freedom in regard to rights and
property, as well as the protection of the wergild.

The Church took these rights imder her protection,

afforded asylum to those seeking refuge, insisted on
humane treatment of slaves, sought to make mas-
ters responsible for the morality of their slaves, for-
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bade ocmoubinage with slavety and aeeuxed the

freedooan against e^ricioiu revocation of his Hbertj,

while each pariah ezeroiaed the right of proteetioD

over the freedmen within it. The manumiflBioa of

slavesy very frequent in pagan time, waa carried toan
extreme after the convenion of the rich and great

in the fourth century. It is dear, however, from
the apocrsrphal acta (e.g., Acta of Peter and Andrew,
XX.) that this waa not regarded aa a Christian duty
in behalf of the slaves, but as an act of aseetioism on
a par with renunciation of property, later coming
to form a preliminaiy to entrance on the monastic
life (cf. Augustine, Sermonea, codvL 3, 6, 7). Man-
umission was usually formally declared in the chureh
(Soaomen, Hid. ecd,, I., ix. 6; Codex Tkeodonanua,
iv. 7), and the dassic legal fiction of sale or gift to a
divinity or temple was also observed by Christians.

Unlike the Churchy which maintjuned existing

conditions, monasticism assailed slavery and
finally, as already implied, overthrew it, tiie two
positions being combined in Gregory the Great, who
as a monk praised manumission aa a good work,
and as pope demanded the most rigid diadpline fnmi

the slaves belonging to the Qiurch
5. European (cf. Epid. vi. 12 with ix. 200). Canons
Slavery in of coundla, as that held at Agde in 606,

the Middle forbade biahops or ^>bots to diminish

Ages. the property of the Chureh by manu-
mitting slaves; and in many wajra, as

by the prohibition against ordaining a slave or

receiving him in a monastery without his maater*a

consent, it was deariy shown that davery was ac-

cepted as an institution, the council of Elvira, by its

sixtieth canon, even exduding the freedmen [of

pagans] from holy orders. The monasteries, on the

other hand, ^received slaves as readily as freemen,

and, unlike the churches, were not expected to

own bondmen. Since, as already noted, the Chureh
was more interested in the slave's Christianity than
in the slave himself, frequent prohibitioDs were
enacted, beginning with Constantine, against

ownership of Christian slaves by Jews; and the laws
against tJie exportation of slaves from the various

Christian lands were closely connected with the pro-

hibition against selling Christian slaves to pagans.

Nevertheless, the Jews of Lyons imported large num-
ben oi Christian slaves to Spain and Africa in the

reign of Louis the Pious; the Venetians had an
equally evil notoriety; and Rome itself waa a center

of the traffic. The dave-trade increased after the

fflavic ware and the Tatar inroads^ those sold into

bondage being chiefly heathens.

It was only in the twelfth and thirteenth eentu^

ries that real davery disappeared from northwestern

Europe, although the q^stem of serfdom long con-

tinued. In 1031 Conrad II. forbade all traffic in

slaves, and a sjmod held at London in 1102 repeated

the prohibition. In southern Europe, on the other

hand, slavery still persisted, aided not only by tiie

constant ware with the Mohammedans, but also by
pirate raids. Slavery was made by custom to in-

clude Christians, despite the protests of the Chureh,

which hersdf legalized the system as a punishment
for heretics and enemies of the Curia, and made
bondmen of the offspring of priests. Latin Cm-
sadere did not hedtate to enslave Christian Greeks,

and the revival of Roman law and the reverence in

which seholasticiam held Aristotle alike combined
to maintain the qrstem. At Ute as 1648 Pad ID.

confirmed the right cf the elergy and laity to hold

slaves, although thdr numbw was no longer large

in Itdy. In Spain, on the other hand, thue was a

regular qjrstem of davery in the old Roman eenae

until the sixteenth eoitury, the bondmen heie

being thousands of Moors; while the Portuguese

imported negroes direct from Africa after 1441.

On the other hand, Christiana frequently became
daves of imbdievers, and, the redemption of cap-

tives being esteemed a good work from the earbest

times (cf. Neh. v. 8; Socrates, Hiat. eed., viL 21),

not only were funds cf the Church devoted to this

purpose by the oouncil held at Ch&lons in the middle

of the seventh century, but the Order (rf Uacj
(see NoLABOo, St. Pbtbr) and Trinitariana (q.T.)

were founded with this speeid object in view.

(E. VON DoBacH€ii.)
Personal slavery having diminishfid in Europe in

the fourteenth and following centuries (ut sop.), it

was revived upon a gigantic scale on tfak eontinait

shortly after tiie discovery of Ammca. The scar-

city of labor in the New World, and the nwutiiy
for it, seem to have overcome all objections to the

system, whether founded upoo motives

6l Slavtiy <rf Christian duty or upon economic 000-

in America, dderations. All the Eur(^)ean natiooe,

Roman Catholic and Protestant, whidi

had coloniea in Ammca, engaged in tramixvtiog

slaves from the coast of Africa to this contmeat
The reeuH was that more than five millions of hu-

man beings were carried from Africa to America

between 1679 and 1807, where they and their de-

scendants became slaves. For more tiian two cen-

turies and a half no vdce, dther in the Qmroh or out

of it, was beard against the slave-trade and its con-

sequenoes.

About the middle of the eighteendi century, how-

ever, two distinct movunents arose, one based on

philosophical, and the other on Christian, gixMmda,

one confined to France and the other to England.

Upon one or the other of them, modem opinion and

legislation in regard to negro slavery have been

based. The philosoi^iical basis is found in that

portion of the celebrated work of Booi-

7. ThePhll-seau, jfmiZe, called Prqfmaion d$

M

osophlca! d^un frieaire mnoyard, Ilie views there

Attack on laid down made a profound imfnesBiatt

Slavery, upon all writera on the theory of gov-

emmeflt during the remainder of the

oentuiy. According to Rouaseau, man is a bemg by
nature good, loving justice and order. In an ided

state of society each member would be free, and the

equal of every other. These doctrines and the vut

qrstcm wMch grew out of them were, for varkns

reasons, embraced with the utmost enthusiasm ia

France. But the fint public offidd document ia

which these opinions are deariy set forth was the

Declaration of Independenee; though in France, the

first artide of "The Declaration of the Rights cf

Man and of the Citiaen," adopted in 1780 at the

begixming of the Revolution, asserts, " Men are

bom free and equd, and have the aame righta"

And aa a logicd lemilt of this declaration, bsaed
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upon the teaching of Rousseau, the French Con-
vention (Feb. 4, 1794) decreed that negro slaveiy

should be abolished in all the French colonies,

and that all men therein should have the rights

of French citizens. This was the first act by which
any nation in Europe decreed the abolition of

slavery.

By the side of these attacks of the French phi-

losophers on slavery as a violation of natural

rights, a movement arose about the same time,

chiefly in England and in the United States, hav-
ing the same object in view, but founded upon con-

victions of Christian duty. Conscience was the
impulse to action, and the result was earnest,

persistent, and personal work. The African slave-

trade was at first the main point of attack by the
abolitionists. Li 1772 Granville Sharp

8. The urged its suppression on religious

Christian grounds. Just before the Revolution,

Attack; Virginia petitioned that no more Afri-

Abolitk>n can slaves be sent into the colony; a
of Slave- few years later, Thomas Clark8on(q.v.)

Trade, devoted his life to convincing his coun-
trymen that they should prohibit the

slave-trade by law, as violating every principle of

Christian humanity. Among the religious denomi-
nations which as a body took an active part in this

work were the Quakers, who presented to the house
of commons a petition for the abolition of the slave-

trade in 17S4; the Methodists and Presbyterians

(see below); [and the Baptists. In 1789 tiie Gen-
eral Association of the Baptists of Virginia resolved:
" That slavery is a violent deprivation of the rights

of nature, and inconsistent with a republican gov-
ernment, and (we) therefore recommend to our
brethren to maJce use of every legal measure to
extirpate this horrid evil from the Is^d." . h. n.]

By incessant work, and constant agitation of the
subject in the press and at public meetings, the

fittle band of abolitionists gained the support of

many prominent puUic men in England, Wilber-

force, Pitt, Fox, and Burke among the rest. Such
was the feeling roused by the discussion of the

subject, and especially the general conviction of the
violation of Christian duty in maintaining the traffic,

that, forced at last by the outcry of the public

conscience. Parliament abolished the slave-trade in

1807. In the United States the foreign slave-trade

was prohibited in 1808. Shortly afterward, all the
maritime nations of Europe followed the example of

England and of this country; and the work was
crowned by the declaration of the European Con-
gress of \^enna in 1815, engaging all the powers to

discourage the traffic, as one " reproved by the law

of religion and of nature "; thus recognizing the

two forces, religion and philosophy, which had
oombined to bring about the result.

In this countiy the testimony of the Quakers, as

a religious body, against slaveiy had be^ imiform

from the beginning. In 1688 the Cierman Friends

residing in Germantown, Pa., petitioned the yearly

meeting to take measures against slaveholding.

From 1696 to 1776, the society nearly every year

declared " the importing, purchase, or sale of slaves
"

by its members to be a '' disownable offense." John
Woolman and Anthony Beneset, illustrious as

Quaker philanthropists, were the pioneer abolition-

ists of modem times. In 1776 the holding of slaves

was prohibited by the disciplbie of the
9. Attitude Society of Friends, and since that time

of Religious its members have been conspicuous in

Bodies, supporting anti slavery opinions and
le^slation. The highest judicatory

of the Presbyterian Church in this coimtry made
formal declaration in favor of the abolition of

slavery no less than six times between 1787 and 1836.
In 1845 and in 1849 the General Assembly (Old
School) in its action, without avowing any change
of opinion as to the sinfulness of slavery, dwelt more
particularly upon the formidable obstacles to the
practical work of emancipation. In 1864, during the
Civil War, that body proclaimed openly ** the evil

and guilt of slavery," and its earnest desire for its

extirpation. The Methodist-Episcopal Church has
been opposed to slavery from the beginning. At
the organisation of the general conference in 1784, a
general rule of its discipline was adopted, declaring

slavery contrary '' to the golden law of God and the
inalienable rights of mankind," and directing that
preachers holding slaves should be expelled. Never-
theless, after 1808 slaveholding among the private

members of the society was not made a subject of

discipline, though the old rule affirming slavery to

be a great evil, and that slaveholding should be a
bar to office in the Church, was still unrepealed.

The aggressive antislavery sentiment at the North
was always very powerful among the Methodists;

and in the general conference of 1844 it was strong

enough to effect the passage of a resolution by
which Bishop Andrew, who had come into the
possession of certain slaves in right of his wife, was
requested to suspend the exercise of all episcopal

fimctions until the slaves were freed. This led to the
disruption of the conference, and the formation of

two Methodist-Episcopal churches in this country,

—one at the NorUi, and the other at the South. See
Mbthodibtb, rV., 1, i 5.

Before the war there were, in the northern states,

multitudes of Christians of thoroughly antislavery

sentiments who took no active part in the abolition

movement, because they were restrained by con-

scientious convictions as to their duties as citisens;

but when slavery was made the pretext of rebellion

and war against the government, and an attempt
was made to found an empire the comer-stone of

which was slavery, and especially when the national

government had decreed the emancipation of the

slaves, every motive for its further toleration was
removed. By the victory of the North in the Civil

War, the abolition of slavery in the United States

was made complete. See Negro Education and
Evangelization. C. J. STiLLAf.

Bibuogbapst: On slavefy in the Bible consult: J. L. Saal-

ohati. ArcAdofevM d«r HebrH^r, n. 236 sqq.. Berlin, 1856;
A. Barnes, An tnquArv into tht Scriptural Views of Slavery,
Philadelphia. 1857; M. Bfielsiner. Die VerhAUniaae der
Skkmen bei den alien HtbrOer, Leipsic, 1859, Eng. transl..

in BvangeHoal Review, 1862, pp. 311-355; P. Sohaff. Sla-

very and the Bible, Meroenbuii, I860: M. J. Raphall, BibU
View of Slavery, New York, 1861; M. Z. Zahn, VBeda-
vaoe Hion la Bible et U Talmud, Paris, 1867; P. Kleinert,

Dtu Detderonomiutn tend der Deuteronomiker, pp. 55 sqq.,

Bielefeld, 1872; A. GrOnfeld. Die Stettung der Sklaven bei

den Juden, Jena, 1886; M. Biandl, Daa Sklavenreeht dee
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A. r., Hambuis. 1880; J. Winter, Die SteUvno der SkUmm
bei den Juden, Halle. 1886; J. B. Lightfoot, in his com-
mentary on Philemon, the introduction, 3d ed., London,
1800; T. Andr6, VBedavao* ehn let ancient tUbrtux, Parif,

1892; A. Bertholet, DU Stdtung der leraelUen und der

Juden eu den Fremden, FreibuTK. 1896; J. F. HoCurdy,
Hidory, Prophecy, and the Monumenie, ii. 168 sqq.. New
York, 1896; Bensincer, Archdologie, pp. 123-127; DB,
iv. 461-469; SB, iv. 465^-68; DCO, ii. 641-642; JB, xL
403^408.
On slavery in Greece and Rome oonmilt: H. Wallon,

Hiel. de Veadavagt dane rantiqwU, new ed., 3 vols., Paris,

1879; J. Marquardt, PrivaUeben der Romer, pp. 135 sqq.,

176 sqq., Leipeio, 1886; W. Richtor. Die SkUnerei im
grieehiechen AUertume, Breslau, 1886; L. Halkin, Lee
Eedaoee ptMiee ehes lee ramaine, lAigfi, 1897; M. Schneide-

win, Antike HumanWU, pp. 206 sqq., Berlin, 1897; P.

Guiraud, La Main d^auvre induetrielle done raneienne

(Mce, Paris. 1900.

On the general histoiy of slavery employ.* T. Clarkson,

Hiel. of the Slav Trade, London, 1849; £. Levaaseur,

Hiel. dee daeeee ouvrih-ea en France . . . juequ'ii la rivo*

Ivtion, 2 vols., Paris, 1859; A. Cochin. VAbolition de
reeelavaoe, 2 vols., Paris, 1862, Eng. transl.. The ReeuUe

of Slavery, Boston, 1863, and The ReeuUe of Emancipation,

ib. 1863; J. E. Caimes, The Slave Power; iU Character,

Career, and Probable Deeione, London, 1863; H. Wiske-
mann. Die Sklaverei, Leyden, 1866 (a crowned essay);

H. Wilson. Hiel. of the Riee and FaU of the Slave-Power,

3 vols.. Boston. 1872-77; A. Tourmagne, Hiel. de Feeda-
vage ancien el modeme, Paris, 1880; A. Ebeling, Die Sklor

verei, Paderbom, 1889; C. D. Michael. The Slave and hie

Champione: OranviUe Sharp, Thomae Clarkeon, W. WU-
berforce. Sir Thomae FolweU Buxton, London. 1891; W.
R. B. Brownlow, Leduree on Slavery and Serfdom in
Europt, London. 1892; J. K. Ingram. Hiel. of Slavery and
Serfdom, London. 1895; C. J. M. Letoumeau. L*6voluiion

de Veedavaoe, Paris, 1897; H. J. Nieboer. Slavery ae an
Induetrial Syelem, The Hague, 1900; W. H. Smith, A
Political Hiel. of Slavery, 2 vols.. New York, 1903; W.
Stevens. The Slave in History, London. 1904.

On the relation of Christianity to slavery consult: E.
Biot. L*Abolition de Veedavaoe dane foccident, Paris. 1840;

J. A. Mdhler. in Oeeammdte Sehriften, ii. 54 sqq., Regens-
burg, 1840; C. Schmidt, Eeeay hietorique eur la eocieU

civile dane le monde romain, et eur ea transformation par le

ehrietianieme, Strasburg, 1854; K. J. Hefele. BeitrAge eur
KirehengeechichU, i. 212 sqq.. TObingen. 1864; A. Riviere,

V^gliee CI Veeclavage, Paris. 1864; Overbeck, Studien eur
Geechichte der aUen Kirehe, i. 158-230. Sohloss Chemnita,
1875 (on the relation of the eariy Church to slavery);

P. Allard, Lee Esclavee dtrUiens depuis lee premiere tempe
de Vigliee j%uqu*h la fin de la domination romaine en acci-

dent, Paris, 1876; W. E. H. Lecky, Hiel. of European
MoraU, ii. 66-90, 3d ed., London, 1877; V. Lechler,

Sklaverei und Chrielenthum, Leipdc, 1877-78; T. Zahn,
Sklaverei und Chrielenthum in der alien Welt, Heidelbeig,
1879; idem, Skieeen aue dem Leben der aJUen Kirehe, pp.
116-159, Leipsic, 1898; C. L. Brace. Oeela Chrieti; or, a
Hiel. of Human Progreee under Chriatianity, London and
New York, 1882; Q. Uhlhom, Christian Charity in the

Early Church, Edinburgh, 1883; A. Roettscher. Die Auf-
hebung der Sklaverei durch doe Chrielentum, Frankfort,

1887; R. Knopf, Dae nachaposlolische Zeilalter, pp. 67
sqq., TQbingen. 1905; A. Hamack. Bxpaneion of Chrie-

tianily, new ed., London. 1908; Schaff. Chrietian Church,
i. 444-448. ii. 347-354.
On slavery in America consult: A. T. Bledsoe, An Be-

eay on Liberty and Slavery, Philadelphia. 1857; G. Haven,
National Sermone, Boston, 1869; A. G. Haygood, Our
Brother in Black; his Freedom and his Future, New York,
1881; L. C. Matlack, Anti-Slavery Struggle and Triumph
in the M. E. Church, New York. 1881; G. W. Williams,
Hist, of the Negro Race in America, New York. 1882; A.
Willey, Anti-Slavery in State and Nation, Portland. Me.,
1886; J. R. Brackett. The Negro in Maryland, Baltimore,
1889; J. S. Bassett, Slavery and Servitude in . . . North
Carolina, 2 parts, Baltimore, 1896-97; M. S. Locke, Anti-
Slavery in America, 1619-1808, Cambridge, 1901; J. C.
Ballagh, Hiel. of Slavery in Virginia, Baltimore, 1902.

SLAVIC MISSIONS HI THE UNITED STATES:
Missions founded in the interests of evangelism

among the Bohemians who had emigrated to the

United States, and later extended to include Poles

and Hungarian Slovaks. There are already in this

country nearly three millions of these people, many
of them contiguous, accessible, and responsive to

missionary efifort. On coming to America multitudes

of the Slavic race abandoned the formal adherence

which in Europe they had preserved to the Roman
Catholic Church, and, finding here unrestricted re-

ligious liberty, drifted from religious indifference

into every phase of unbelief. The danger to the

body politic from the existence of an element of

the population with these tendencies, awakened the

attention of the thoughtful and religious. The

founder of the first mission was Chaiiee Terry CoUids

(d. Dec. 21, 1883), pastor oi Plymouth Congrega-

tional Church, Cleveland, Ohio, adjacent to whose

parish were livmg, in 1880, 25,000 <^ the 250,000

Bohemians then in the United States. He took

counsel with Dr. Albert Heniy Schauffler (q.v.), then

recently returned from service in Bohemia and Mo-

ravia, who undertook the conduct of the mission m
1882. Dr. Schauffler's pioneer woik in Boh^nia,

his mastery of the language and of kindred dialects,

and his passion for souls amply qualified him to

oi^ganise and develop this new and important fiekL

He was, moreover, the only American Protestant

missionary linguistically qualified to carry on the

work. Olivet Chapel, of which he accepted the pas-

torate, was at first made the center of fads labors, but

soon proved too distant from the chief Bohemian
colony and a new location was secured. The Con-

gregational Churehes of the city were interested,

and in June, 1883, adopted the work as their own,

made an appropriation, and enlisted the aid of the

denominational Home Missionary Society. The

Bohemian Mission Board of Cleveland, Ohio, was

incorporated Bfar. 22, 1884, with representatives

from each Congregational Chureh in the city which

chose to elect such representatives. Meanwhile, in

1883, Dr. Schauffler had been conmiissioned by the

Home Missionary Society superintendent of Savic

Missions in the United States, and among his duties

was included that of surveying the centers of Slavic

colonization in the United States with a view to

future evangelisation. The local mission in Cleve-

land was carried on in a place secured for it, and

services were conducted in Bc^iemian and Enjj^iish,

while a Sunday-school was also instituted. Inter-

denominational help was secured for the purchase of

a lot and the erection of a chureh on Broadway, in

the center of the colony; the building was dedicated

Jan. 1, 1885, and was named '' Bethlehem " after

the chureh in which John Hubs preached in Prague.

A chureh was organized with fifty-nine members on

Mar. 28, 1888—^Uie first Bohemian Congregational

chureh in the United States, from which three mis-

sions or branches have since been formed, Cyril Mis-

sion (1890), Immanuel Mission (1904), and Bfizpala

(1908), all in Cleveland. This chureh carries on a

dual work with separate membership, pastorate,

and services in Bohemian and English.

In accordance with the general dutieB of the

superintendent mentioned above, Chicago was

visited, the claims of the fifty thousand B<diemian8

of that city and vicinity were presented, and a

mission oi^ganisation was effected in 1884 with the
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assistance of Professor Samuel Ives Curdss and Dea-
con C. F. Gates. The Rev. Edwin A. Adams, who had
been an associate with Dr. Schanffler in Bohemia,
was placed in charge of the Bohemian Mission in

Chicago. The result is a church reporting about
200 members, with a Simday-school having an aver-

age attendance of 500. Farther extension of this

work appears in the opening of missions to this people

at St. Louis (1889), Silver Lake, Minn. (1890), Mil-

waukee, Wis. (1890), Crete, Neb. (1895), St. Paul,

Mum. (1895), and Vming, Iowa (1899). The Pres-

byterians have missions for the Bohemians at Pitt»-

biirg. Pa., and at Wisconsin, South Dakota.
Outside of Cleveland and C^cago, the first Slavic

mission was the outgrowth of Polish Simday-school
work maintained chiefly by the First Congregational

Church at Detroit, Mich., where in May, 1892, there

was formed the first Protestant Polish chiuch in the

United States. The second Polish mission was un-
dertaken in a large conununity contiguous to Beth-

lehem, Geveland, Ohio, where Mizpah Chapel was
erected in 1893 and work carried on with tiie con-

current use of four languages, Polish, Bohemian,
German, and English. Under Congregational direc-

tion Polish missions have been attempted in Toledo,

Ohio, Bay City, Mich., and in the states of Massar
chusetts and Connecticut. Work has also been done
by the Baptists at Buffalo, by the Methodists at

Baltimore and Detroit, and by the United Presby-
terians at Pittsburg. Another interesting and suc-

cessful work was begun Aug., 1890, at Braddock,
Pa., among the Himgarian Slovaks—a Slavic

people resident in Himgary prior to the advent of

the Magyar—^which resulted in 1896 in the organiza-

tion of a church with 119 members, and in the

rapid extension of Slovak mission work to all the

suburbs of Pittsburg, Pa.

Such expansion required additional workers,

trained and educated in the Slavic and English

languages, for thus far the converts had but a
meager education. The Slavic Department of

Oberlin Seminary was instituted in 1885, and
has since been amply endowed, to educate a suffi-

cient ministerial force; and also The Schauffler

Missionary Training School of Cleveland, Ohio,

was established (1886)—also endowed—for the

training of Slavic women as missionaries and Bible-

readers, through whom the homes of the foreign

population may be reached, as can not be prudently

done by men.
The estimated force (1911) of trained missionary

workers is 125, occupying sixty church buildings,

in thirteen difiPerent states, and working for five

different denominations. Tliere are, also, religious

papers, published weekly and widely circulated, in

Bohemian and Polish. It is everjrwhere confessed,

by those who are opposed, as well as by friends of

this work, that these missions have exerted a great

and uplifting influence for good morals, good citizen-

ship, and a high ideal of religious life, wherever

established. Francis Metherall Whitlock.
Bibuoobaprt: Consult the reports of Dr. Schauffler in The
Home Misaionary Maoatine, New York; and the Reports
of the Congregational Home Missionary Society, 1884 sqq.

SLAVS, CONVERSION OF THE. See Cyril
AND Methodius; Miecztblaw; and Wenzel, Saint.

SLEIDANUS^ sloi-dd'nus, JOHANNES: Histori-

ographer of the German Reformation; b. at Schlei-

den (35 m. s.w. of Ck>logne) probably in 1506;

d. at Strasburg Oct. 31, 1556. £fis family name was
Philippi. He was educated at Li^e and apparently

at Cologne and Louvain, and by 1530 was an Eras-

mian humamst, although professing deep admira-

tion for Melanchthon. In 1533 he took up his resi-

dence in France, where he occupied a number of

positions which brought him into contact with the

anti-Hapsburg policy of Francis I., who sought

alliance with German Protestantism. During this

same period Sleidanus received from the works and
personal letters of Calvin an influence which modi-
fied his entire outlook on life, and he became deeply

interested in the importance of modem history for

the statesman. In 1537 he published at Paris his

epitome of Froissart's chronicle under the title

FroBsardi . . . kUUriarum opua omne, jam primttm

et brevUer coUedum, et LaHno aermone reddUum (Eng.

transl. by P. Golding, London, 1608), and three

years later was secreUy commissioned to watch a
delegate sent to the diet of Hagenau to prevent an
alliance of the Schmalkald League, especially Philip

of Hesse, with Charles V. On his return he wrote,

under the pseudonym of Baptista Lasdenus, an at-

tack upon the pope entitled Oration . . . von des

Bapstumba auffkomen und abnemen (Strasburg [?],

1541), following this with two similar " orations
"

(Augsburg [?L 1542; Strasburg, 1544). In 1541

Sleidanus was sent as interpreter on a second fruit-

less mission, this time directly to the leaders of the

Schmalkald League. His position was then com-
plicated by the repression of French Protestantism

by Francis I., but though he spent some time in

Germany, he returned to France, whence, after ac-

companying Cardinal Jean du Bellay in a vain
effort to attend the Diet of Speier in 1544, be was ap-

parently sent on a secret mission to Germany to win
the Schmalkald League to alliance with France,

thenceforth residing at Strasburg.

Butzer, whose shorter catechism Sleidanus had
translated into Latin in 1544, now urged Landgrave
Philip to appoint the statesman historiographer of

the Reformation, for which he had long been gather-

ing material. The work was delayed, however, by
the French war, and in the mean while Sleidanus

prepared a Latin translation of Philippe de Comines'
chronicle under the title De rebus geeUe Ludovici . .

.

undecimi, GaUiarum regie, et Carcli Burgundies

dude (Strasburg, 1545). In 1545 he was sent on
another fruitless mission to England, and this in-

terruption was followed by another French war,

but in 1551 he was promised an annual pension by
Edward VI. and Cranmer. From the autumn of

1551 to Apr., 1552, he was an envoy at Trent, and
took part in an embassy to Henry II., while in May,
1554, he was the cepresentative of Strasbuig at a
conference held at Naumbuig. During all this time
he had labored on his history, despite poverty
and scanty material, and in 1555 it appeared at

Strasburg under the title De statu religionis et rei-

publiccB, Carcito Quinto Ccesare, commentarii (Eng.

transl. by J. Daus, A Fanwuse Ckronide of owe
Timet Ceiled Sleidanus Commentaries, London, 1560,

and E. Bohun, The General History of the Reforma-
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Hon of th$ Chyrck from the Errvn and Cmrupiian$

of the Church ofRome, ib., 1680). Storms of protest

aroae against it on eveiy side, both Roman Catholic

and Protestant, and Melanchthon declared that its

revelation of Protestant folly and pettiness was such
as to render it unfit to be placed in the haods of

impressionable youth {CR, viii. 483).

The tenure of office of Sleidanus, who had taken
an active part in school administration in Stras-

burg since 1553, expired in Jime, 1556, and such was
the odium excited by his bo<^ ihst no one would
now employ him. When, however, a university

was founded at Duisburg, his name was proposed
for the professorship of history, but before any
action could be taken he was d€»d. A few months
before his death he published his De quahtor turn-

mie imperiie, BabylonicOf Peraico, Qrcbco el Romano,
libri tree (Eng. transl., London, 1627), which ran

through repeated editions and translations, being

used as late as the eighteenth century. A number
of his writings, including the one just mentioned,
were collected in his opuscula (ed. H. Putsehius,

Hanover, 1608), and his correspondence has been
edited by H. Baumgarten (SUidan'e Briefweched,

Strasburg, 1881). (Q. Kaweiuu.)
Bibuoorapht: Earii«r works Are rendered pw< by H.

Baumsarten'e Udnr SUidant Ldbtn %md Briefw^ohtl,
BtnuiburK* 1878, and the BrUfw9eh»A of Sleidanue, ib.

1881. Consult further: J. O. MOUer, Aua den Eifetbergen,

Langenberg, 1887; Bourilly, Jean Sleidan et le Cardinal
du BeUay, in BvUeUn kiMoriqw H litUravre, pp. 226 sqq.,

Paris. 1001; idem. OuiUaume du BeUa^, Paris. 1904;
A. Hasenelever. Sleidan^tidien, Bonn, lfX)6; ADB, sodv.
354 sqq.

SMALLBY, smell!, JOHN: Congregationalist;

b. in Columbia, Conn., June 4, 1734; d. in New
Britain, Conn., June 1, 1820. He was graduated
from Yale College, 1756, where he experienced what
he described sometimes as his actual, sometimes as

his second, conversion, his first having occurred dui^

ing childhood. This later conversion he attributed

to his reading of Edwards' treatise on the Will.

Through this he became a leader in the contest

against the enthusiasm of the Separates, against

the Half-way Covenant, and in defense of the New-
England Theology (q.v.).

Having pursued his theological studies with Dr.

Joseph Bellamy, he was ordained Apr. 19, 1758,

over the Congregational Church in New Britain,

Conn. He remained in this pastorate more than
fifty-five years, and the marked success of his pas-

torate is a matter of historical interest. His suc-

cess as a theological instructor was yet more re-

markable. Among his pupils may be named Na-
thanael Enmions, and Ebenezer Porter (qq.v.), who,
as a professor at Andover, exerted a formative in-

fluence on the seminary. Four of Smalley's ser-

mons were of great importance. Two were on The
Coneietenqf of the Sinner'e InflbUity (Hartford,

i769; republished in England). Two were entitled

Jtutification through Christ an Act of Free Grace, and
None but Believere saved through the All-Sufficient

Satisfaction of Christ (1786, 1787; repeatedly

republished). He also issued two volumes of Dis-

courses (1803, 1814).

Bxbuoosapht: W. B. Spracue, AnnaU of the American
Pidpit, i. 559-565, New York, 1850; W. Walker, in Amer-
ican Church History Series, vol. ilL passim, Sb. 1894; F. H.

Foster. OemtHe HisL ofthe Nem JFujisiW TkmUn, pp. 19»-

aOO, 881, Chioaco, 1907.

SMARAODUS^sma-rOg'dus: The name <^ seven!

medieval monastic authors.

1. Abbot of St. Mihiel, in the diocese of Verdun,

and one of the most distinguished representatives

of Frankish theology in the Carolingian period. In

810 he was one of Charlemagne's envoys to bear the

resolution of the Synod of Aachen to Leo UI., aod

was secretaiy in the ensuing negotiations regaidinf^

the procession of the Holy Ghost and the lituigital

use of the Nicene Creed. Louis the Pious not only

gave himmany gifts and privileges for his monasteiy

but also made him one of the arbitrators in the

controversy between Ismundus, bishop of MHan,

and his monks. His works, most of which are

collected in MPL, cii., reveal considerable patre-

tic learning and much practical piety, but are al-

most wholly devoid of originality. His chief exe-

getical work, Comtnentariw, sive coQecHones in evan-

gelia et epistolas qua per circuiium anni in temjiii

leguntur, is a compilation for homiletic use; but his

ExposiHo, sive commentarii in regulam Sancti Bent-

duii reveab him as an adherent of the strict reforms

of his contemporary, Benedict of Aniane (q.v.);

and a similar tendency is discernible in his compiU-
tion of ascetic rules, chiefly from Cassian and

Gregory the Great, entitled Diadema monachontm.

The latter treatise was abridged by Smaragdus for

the use of Louis the Pious, the strictly monastic

sections being omitted, and the remainder expanded

or curtailed as the special theme of this new Via

regia demanded. He likewise wrote the Ada
coUationis Romanes and collaborated in the Epistda

Frotharii et Smaragdi ad Ludovicum Augustwn,

while he is also held to be the author of the EpisUia

Caroli Magni ad Leonem Tertium Pontifioem di

processu Spiritus Sancti (MPL, xcviii. 923). Bis

CommerUarius in Prophetas and Historia Monat-

terii Sancti Michadis are still imedited, but a few

fragments of his Orammatiea major, sive commenr

tarius in Donatum have been published by J.

Mabillon (Vetera analecta, Paris, 1723, pp. 358-359).

This was evidently the earliest of his works, prob-

ably written while he was still master of the monas-

tery school (between 800 and 805). [His Comma,
ed. E. DQmmler, are in MQH, Poet. Lai cm Car.,l

(1881), 607-619, ii. (1884), 698; cf. M. Manitius in

NA, xi. (1886), 563.]

9 . Biographer and successor of Benedict of Aniane;

b. 783; d. at AniJane (16 m. w.n.w. of MontpelUer)

Mar. 7, 843. His real name was Ardo. His Vita of

his predecessor, an admirable bit of biographiral

writing, has repeatedly been edited (ASB, Frf)., ii.

106-620; MPL, ciii. 354 sqq.; MOH, Script., xv.

698-220, Hanover, 1887).

8. Abbot of a monastery at LOneburg, Saxony;

flourished about 1000. He has been regarded,

though without sufficient evidence, as the author

of the Orammatiea major noted above.

(O. ZOCKLERt)

Bibuoobapbt: The proletomena in MOH, PoeL LaL, vi

up., i. 604-607; Hietoire lUthnire de ta France, iv. 43^

447, 708: B. Haurdau, Sinoutaritiee hieloriquet d liU^

raire§, pp. 100 sqq.. Parte. 1861; K. Werner. Atkuin imd

BeinJahrhvndert, pp. 25. 317-318, Vienna, 1876; A. Ebert

GeachichU der Literatur dee MiUdaUere, ii 108-113. Leip-
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ie, 1880; WatteobMh. DOQ, i (180S), 326; WMrminc-
hoff, in Hi$toriaoh4 ZtUaehrift, 1902. pp. 193-213; O.
Zdckler. Die TvgendUHre det ChriMtentumt, pp. 133-134,
QQteraloh, 1903; Hauok, KD, fi. 118-114, 602-594 et paa-
m; DCB, iv. 708-700; ASB, one. iv.. i. 689-600; KL,
zi 427-^428.

SMECTYMNUXTS. See Calamt, 1.

SMEND, schmendt, JULIUS: German Prote»-

tant; b. at Lengerich (18 m. n.e. of Monster) May
10, 1857. He studied at the universities of Bonn,
Halle, and Gottingen from 1876 to 1870 (lie. theol.,

Bonn, 1884); was assistant pastor at Paderbom
(1879-81), Bonn (1882-85), and Siegen (1885);

and pastor at Seelscheid (1885-01). He was then

professor of practical theology at the seminaiy for

preachers at Friedberg, Hesse (1801-93); and since

1893 has occupied a similar position at the Univer-

sity of Strasburg, where he was rector in 1906-07.

In theology he describes himself as a '' pupil of

Albrecht Ritschl, but does not belong to any party

and, with decidedly liberal theological convictions, is

devoted as a preacher and teacher to the promotion

of eccleaastical piety." He has been associate

editor (with F. Spitta) of the Monaisekrifi fUr Got-

tesdienat und kirchiu^ Kunst since 1897, and has

written Deutsches Liederbuch (Dortmund, 1892);

Feierstunden (Gdttingen, 1892); Der eniehUche

Wert der Muaik (Dortmtmd, 1894); Die evangd-

iachen deuUchen MeBsen bis zu LtUherg deutseher

Messe (Gdttingen, 1896); Der erete evangdieche

Gottesdienst in Stnudmrg (Strasburg, 1897); Der
Wert der Todeserinnerung fUr das innere Leben

(1897); KeUhversagung und Kdchspendung in der

abendldndischen Kirche (G5ttingen, 1898); Das
Wesen der evangdischen FrOmmigkeU (Strasburg,

1899); Feieratunden, neue Folge (Q(5ttingen, 1901);

Zur Frage der Kidtusrede (Freiburg, 1902); Der
evangdische Oottesdienstf eine Liturgik nach evan-

gdischen Gmnds&Uen (G5ttingen, 1904); Kirchen-

buckfur evangdische Gemeinden (2 vols., Strasburg,

1906-08); Schleiermachers poUHsche Predigt (1906);

F€stpredigten{l9GS); Evangdische Predigten (1910);

and Dem VoUce muss die Rdigion erhaUen Werden

(1911).

SMBllDy RUDOLF: German Protestant; b. at

L»igerich (18 m. n.e. of Monster) Nov. 5, 1851.

He was educated at the universities of Gdttingen,

Berlin, and Bonn (Ph.D. Bonn, 1874), became pri-

vat-docent at Halle, 1875; associate professor 1880;

professor of tiieology at Basel, 1881; professor of

Old-Testament exegesis in the philosophical faculty

of the University of G5ttingen, 1889. He has written

Der Prophet Ezekid ErkUkrt (Leipsic, 1880); Die

Insckrift des Kdnigs Mesa von Moab (Freibiug,

1886; in collaboration with A. Socin); Lehrbuch der

alttestamenilichen Rdigionsunssenschaft (Freiburg,

1893); Weisheit des Jesus Sirach, Text und Er-

ib2^-un^ (1906); Griechisch-syrischrhdirdischer Index

zur Weisheit des Jesus Sirach (Berlin, 1907) ; and
Alter und Herkunft des Ackikar-Romans und sein

VerhdUniss zu Aesop (Giessen, 1908).

SMET, smet or sm6, PIERRE JEAN DE: Jesuit

missionary; b. at Termonde (20 m. s.w. of Antwerp),

Belgium, Jan. 30, 1801; d. in St. Louis, Mo., May
23, 1873. He left Belgium for the United States at

the age of ^^wanty and became a Jesuit novice at
Whitemarsh, Md., but in 1823 a new Jesuit settle-

ment was establi^ied at Florissant, near St. Louis,
whither De Smet went. His influence with the
Indians became so strong that he was requested by
the United States Government to allay threatened
uprisings in Oregon and Washington (1858). Again
in 1862 and 1867 he visited hostile tribes, but stead-
ily refused to have any association with American
military measures against the Indians. In 1868
he was the prime mover of the treaty of peace signed
by Sitting Bull between the Sioux and the United
States Government, and two years later he made
another visit to the same important tribe. He was
unceasing in his efforts to protect the Indians against

the encroachments of the Americans, and his relig-

ious zeal and piety were commensurate with Ids

humanitarian endeavors. His control over the
Indians was marvellous, and in his efforts for the
amelioration of their condition he crossed the ocean
nineteen times, pleading their cause everywhere.
Among his workers special mention may be made of

his Letters and Sketches, wiUi a Narrative of a Year's

Residence among the Indian Tribes of the Rocky
Mountains (Philadelphia, 1843); Oregon Missions
and Travels over the Rocky Mountains in 184^-46
(New York, 1847); Voyage au grand disert en 1861

(Brussels, 1853); Western Missions and Mission-

aries (a series of letters; New York, 1863); and
New Indian Sketches (1865).

Bibuoorafbt: F. Desmoodt, P. /. ds 5ffMf, mi9t%onair§

b^lg* aux itaU C/nu. Bniweb. 1878; H. M. Chittendm
mnd A. T. Riohardflon. Lt/e, LttUr*^ and TroveU of Purrt
Jean de Smet, S. /.. 4 vok., New York. 1905.

SMTTHy ALEXANDER COKE: Methodist Epis-

copal, South, bishop; b. in Sumter Co., S. C, Sept.

16, 1849. He was educated at Wofford CoUege,

Spartanbuig, S. C. (A.B., 1872), and, after holdkig

various pastorates in his denomination, was pro-

fessor of mental and moral philosophy in the same
institution (1886-90); and of practical theology in

Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tenn. (1890-92),

after which he again took up ministerial duties.

In 1902 he was elected bishop.

SMITH, ARTHUR HENDERSON: Congregation-

alist; b. at Vernon, Conn., July 18, 1845. He was
educated at Beloit College (A.B., 1867), Andover
Theological Seminary (1867-69), Union Theological

Seminary, New York (graduated 1870), and the

College of Phsrsicians and Surgeons, New York City

(1870-71). In 1871-72 he was a missionary at Chi-

cago and Clifton, HI.; was stationed at Tientsin,

China (1872-80) under the auspices of the American
Board of Commissioners for Foreign Biissions; was
at P'ang Chuang, Shantung (1880-90), although in

1886-87 he was acting pastor of the First Congrega-

tional Church, Pasadena, Cal. He was in Peking

during the siege of the city in 1900, and was then

stated supply of Union Church, Tientsin, in 1900-01,

after which he returned to P'ang Chuang for four

years (1901-05). Since 1906 he has been a " mis-

sioLary it large " in China, except for a brief visit

to the United States, and is now engaged in literary

work, speaking and traveling extensively in the

interest of missions. In theology he is a liberal
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conservative, and, besides his work as associate

editor of The MiMumary Review of the World, has
written T?ie Proverba and Common Sayings of the

Chinese (Shanghai, 1888); Chinese Characteristics

(Chicago, 1890); Village Life in China (1899);

China in Convulsion (1901); Rex Christue: An
outline Study of China (New York, 1903); China
and America Today: Study of Conditions and
ReUUians (1907); and Uplift of China (1907).

SMITH, BENJAMIN MOSBY: Presbyterian; b.

at Montrose, Powhatan County, Va., June 30, 1811;

d. at Petersbuiig, Va., Bfar. 14, 1893. He was
graduated at Hampden-Sidney College, Prince Ed-
ward County, Va., 1829, and at Union Theological

Seminary, Va., 1834; was tutor there, 1834-36;

pastor at Danville, Va., 1838-40; at Tinkling Spring

and Waynesborough, 1840-45; and at Staunton,
1845-54; and then became professor of oriental and
Biblical literature in Union Seminary. From 1858
to 1874 he was with Dr. Dabney pastor of the Hamp-
den-Sidney College Church. He published A Com-
mentary on the Psalms and Proverbs (Glasgow, 1859;

3d ed. Knoxville, Tenn., 1883); Family Religion

(Philadelphia, 1859); Questions on the Oospds (vol.

i., Richmond, 1868).

SMITH, CHARLES SPENCER: African Method-
ist Episcopal bishop; b. at Colbome, Ont., Mar. 16,

1852. He was ordained to the ministiy of his de-

nomination at the age of twenty; and was a member
of the Alabama House of Representatives (1874-76).

He then pursued a coiu-se of study at Meharry
Medical College, Nashville, Tenn. (graduated 1880).

In 1882 he foimded the Simday-school Union of the
African Methodist Episcopal Church, of which he
was secretary and treasurer until 1900, when he
was elected bishop. He is presiding bishop of the

missions of his denomination in South Africa, hav-
ing visited the western and southwestern coast of

that continent in 1894. He has written Glimpses

of Africa^ West and Southwest Coast (Nashville,

1895).

SMITH, CHARLES WILLIAM: Methodist Epis-

copal bishop; b. in Jefferson township, Fayette
Co., Pa., Jan. 30, 1840. He was educated in the

public schools and privately. For twenty-one
years (1859-80) he held pastorates in the Centreville

circuit, Somerset Co., Pa., Carmichaels, Pa., Bridge-

port, Pa., Carson Street, Pittsburg, Uniontown, Pa.,

Arch Street, Alleghany, Pa., First Church, Canton,

O., Smithfield Church, Pittsburg, and First Church,

McKeesport, Pa. He was presiding elder of the

Pittsburg district, 1880-^84, and from 1884 until

1908, when he was elected bishop, was editor of the

Pittfimrg Christian Advocate. He was vice-chairman

of the committee that framed the present constitu-

tion of his denomination and a member of that

which compiled the present hymnal of the Methodist

Episcopal Church and the Methodist Episcopal

Church, South; and that assisted in organizing the

Methodist Church in Japan.

SMITH, DAVID: Presbyterian; b. at Carluke

(28 m. s.w. of Edinburgh), Lanarkshire, Scotland,

May 21, 1866. He received his education at the

academy at Rothesay, Isle of Bute, Glasgow Uni-

versity (M.A., 1887; D.D., 1906), and the Free

Church College, Gla^ow; was (3eo. A. Cburk scholar

and lecturer in Glasgow University; minister of the

United Free Church, Tulliollan, 1894-1907, and oC

St. Andrew's United Free Church, Blairgowrie,

1907-10; Bruce lecturer in Gbisgow United Free

College, 1909-10; and was appointed professor oC

theology in Magee College, Londonderry, 1910.

He has written: The Days of his Flesh: the earthly

Life of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ (London,

1905; 8th ed., 1910); The Pilgrim's Hospice: a
little Book on the Holy Communion (1906); the

volume on Matthew's Goq)el in The Westminster

New Testament (1908); The Face of Jesus (1906); A
Legend of Bethlehem (1909); Man's Need of God
(1910); A Legend of Jerusalem (1910); and the

Epistles of John in The Expositor's Oreek TestamaU
(1910).

SMTTHy ELI: American missionary and BiUteil

translator; b. at Northford, Conn., 8^t, 15, 1801;

d. at Beirut, Syria, Jan. 11, 1857. He was gradu-

ated from Yale College, 1821, and from Andow
Seminary in 1826, and in May of the same year em-
barked as a missionary of the American Board to

Malta. In 1827 he went to Beirut, and in Mardi,

1830, undertook with Harrison Gray Otis Dwi^t^
under directions from the American Board, a jour^

ney through Persia, to get information concermng
the Nestorian Christians. The expediticm, which
lasted a year, resulted in the establishment o( a mis-

sion among that people. In 1838 he accompanied
Edward Robinson in exploring the desert of SinaL

He accompanied the same scholar on his journey io

1852, and contributed materially to the aoeuracy
and discoveries of Robinson's Researches, In 1846

he began his translation of the Bible into Arabic, and
finished a translation of the entire New Teetament,
and the Pentateuch, historical bodes, Isaiah, Jere-

miah, and other portions of the Old Testament.
He possessed eminent attAinments in Arabic, and
has a distinguished place in the annals of the Amer-
ican mission at Beirut. He published Researdies

of... Eli Smith and...H.O. O. Dwight in Armenia:
including a Journey through Asia Minor and ints

Georgia and Persia, with a Visit to the Nestofrian

and Chaldean Christians of Oormiah and Sabnas
(2 vols., Boston, 1833; London, 1834).

Bibuoobapbt: Miuionarv Herold, 1857, pp. 234-09.

SMITH, GEORGE: Assyriologist; b. at Chelsea

(4 m. S.W. of St. Paul's), Engiuid, Mar. 26, 1840;

d. at Aleppo, Turkey, Aug. 19, 1876. He be^ life

as an engraver; taught himself the oriental lan-

guages, and first came into prominence in 1866 by a
contribution to the London Athenwuntf upon tiie

Tribute of Jehu, which revealed his studies, aaskhi-

ously canied on at leisure moments, of the Ninevite

sculptures in the British Museum. In 1867 bo

entered upon his official life at the British Museum,
and in 1870 was appointed a senior assistant of the

lower section in the department of Egyptian and
Oriental antiquities, and from that time stood in

the first rank of As^rrian scholars. He made expe-

ditions to Nineveh in 1873 at the expense of the

London DaUy Tdegraph, and in 1874 and 1875 oo
behalf of the British Museum, and obtained in
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treasures in cuneiform inscriptions (see Assyria,

III., § 7, for his explorations). He published The
Phonetic Values ofthe Cunetform Characters (London,

1871); The Chaldean Account of the Dduge ... Re-

print^from the Transactions of the Society of Biblical

Archce^ogy (1873); Assyrian Discoveries; an Ac-
count of Explorations and Discoveries on the Site

of Nineveh, dvHng 187S and 1874 - • • ti^ lUus-

traUons (1875); The Assyrian Eponym Canon, Con-
taining Trandations of the Documents, and an Ac-
count of the Evidence, on the Comparative Chronology

of the Assyrian and Jewish Kingdoms,from the Death

of Solomon to Nebuchadnezzar (1875); Ancient His-

tory from the Monuments, L, Assyria, II., Babylonia

(2 vols., 1875-77); The Chaldean Account of Genesis,

Containing the Description of the Creation, the Fall of
Man, the Deluge, the Tower of Babel, the Times of the

Patriarchs, and Nimrod; Babylonian Fables, and
Legends of the Qods; from the Curuiform Inscriptions.

With Illustrations (1876); History of Sennacherib

(1878). See Assyria, III., § 7.

Bibuoorapht: A. H. Sayoe, in NaJtwre, Sept. 14* 1876;
TSBA, Tola. L-v.; R. W. Rogera. Hut. of Babylonia and
A^sjfHa, vol. i.. New York, 1900; H. V. Hilpieoht. B»-
piaratioru in BMe Landa, Philadelphia, 1903; DNB, liiL

39-11.

SBfTTH, GEORGE ADAM: United Free Church
oi Scotland; b. at Calcutta, India, Oct. 19, 1856.

He was educated at Edinburgh University (187S-

1875; M.A., 1875) and New CoUege, Edmburgh
(1875-78), and the universities of Tubingen (1876)

aiKi Leipsic (1877). He then traveled in Egypt and
Syria, and in 1880 became assistant minister at the

West Free Church, Brechin, also being tutor in

Hebrew in the Free Church College at Aberdeen in

1880-82. From 1882 to 1892 he was minister of

Queen's Cross Free Church, Aberdeen; became
professor of Old-Testament language, literature, and
theology in the United Free Oiurch College, Glas-

gow, in 1892; and principal of Aberdeen University

in 1909. He has traveled extensively in Palestine,

and was Percy Tumbull Lecturer on Hebrew poetry

at Johns Hopkins in 1896, Lyman Beecher Lecturer

at Yale in 1899, and Jowett Lecturer in London in

1900. He has written Book of Isaiah (2 vols., Lon-
don, 1888-90); The Preaching of the Old Testament to

the Age (1893) ; Historical Geography ofthe Holy Land
(1894) ; Book ofthe Twelve Prophets, commonly Called

the Minor (2 vols., 1896-97); lAfe of Henry Drum-
mand (1898); Modem Criticism and the Preaching of

the Old Testament (Lyman Beecher lectures; 1901);

Forgiveness of Sins, and Other Sermons (1904); and
Jerusalem: The Topography, Economics, and His-

toryfrom the Earliest Times to A.D. 70 (2 vols., 1908).

SMITH, GEORGE VANCE: English Unitarian;

b. at Portaiiington (40 m. w.s.w. of Dublin), Ireland,

Jiuie 13, 1816; d. at Bowdon (25 m. e. of Liverpool),

En^^d, Feb. 28, 1902. He was educated in Man-
chester New CoUege, York, 1836-41, and London
University (B.A., 1841); was minister at Bradford,

Yorkshire, 1841-43, and Macclesfield, 1843-46; the-

ological tutor in Manchester New College, Manches-

ter and London, 1846-57; minister at York, 185^
1875; at the Upper Chapel, Sheffield, 1875-76; and
from 1876 was principal oif Carmarthen Presbyte-

rian Ck>llege, Wales. He was one of the New Testa-

ment revisers from the formation of the committee
in 1870. A " liberal Christian," unfettered by sub-

scription to theological creeds, he was the auUior of

The Prophecies Relating to Nineveh and the Assyrians,

Transuded from the Hebrew, with Historical Intro-

ductions and Notes, Exhibitifiy the Principal Results

of the Recent Discoveries (London, 1857); Eternal

Punishment, a Tract for the Times: with Remarks
on Dr. Pussy's Defence of the Doctrine (1865);

The Bible and Popular Theology: A Re-statement of
Trutiis and Principles, vfith special Reference to

recent Works of Dr. lAddon, Lord Hatherley, the

Right Hon. W. E. Gladstone, and Others (1871); The
Spirit and the Word of Christ, and Their Permanent
Lessons (1874) ; The Prophets and Their Interpreters

(1878); Texts and Margins of the Revised New Testar

ment Affecting Theological Doctrine briefly Reviewed

(1881); The Bible and its Theology as popularly

Taught (1892); and one of the authors of The
Holy Scriptures of the Old Covenant, in a New
TrandatUm (1859).

SMITH, HASKETT: Church of En^and; b. in

London July 16, 1847; d. at Chorley Wood (20 m.
s.e. of Hertford), Hertfordshire, Jan. 12, 1906. He
was educated at Christ's College, Cambridge (B.A.,

1870); was ordered deacon in 1870 and ordained

priert in the following year; was curate of Can-
wick in 1870-72; and of St. Maiy Magdalene,

Lincoln, 1872-75; second master of Lincoln Gram-
mar School, 1870-75; and rector of Brauncewell-

cum-Anwick, Lincolnshire, 1875-99, although he
resided for several years on Mount Carmel and
traveled extensively, spending also two years in the

United States, when he was in charge of All Saints',

Pasadena, Cal., 189S-1900. In 1900 he took chaige

of Ballarat Cathedral, Australia. In theology he
was a Broad-churchinan. He wrote The Divine

Epiphany, in Ten Progressive Scenes (London, 1878)

;

The Lord's Prayer: A Series of short meditative Adf
dresses (1885); For God and Humanity: A Romance
ofMount Carmel (3 vols., Edinburgh, 1891); Hand-
book for Travellers in Syria and Palestine (London,

1892); Ouide to the Mediterranean (1900); and
Patroliers of Palestine (1906).

SMITH, HENRY: Puritan; b. at Withcote
(12 m. e. of Leicester) c. 1550; d. at Husbands
Bosworth (13 m. s.s.e. of Leicester), buried there

July 4, 1591. His father was wealthy and his con-

nections were aristocratic. His education was re-

ceived at Oxford (B.A., 1578-79), and he became a
Puritan while an undergraduate. He had con-

scientious scruples against taking a pastoral charge

and so ministered in other ways, first in Husbands
Bosworth, and from 1587 to 1590 in London where
he was '* lecturer " at St. Clement Danes. Hi-health

compelled his resignation and he returned to the

country to die. He made a great reputation for

himself as a preacher, winning the sobriquet of
" silver-tongued." His sermons were taken down in

shorthand and printed at firstwithout his knowledge,

but before his death he made a collection of them and
gave them his revision. They passed through at

least seventeen editions, but the modem reader finds

them less interesting than he expects. They are,

however, good reading. Perhaps enough are given
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in The Sermona of Henry Smith, ike SUver-Tongusd
Preacher, a selection edited by John Brown, London,
1909. He wrote also Latin poetry, and some haB been
translated.

BiBUooKAnrr: Tlwve li a Memoir by Thoaum Fuller in an
edition of Semunu, London, 1975, new ed., 8 rok^ 1M6.
Oonmilt further DNB, UiL 48-^, where lefeieneee are
given to ecattering notioee.

SMITH,HENRY BOTHTOH: American theologian;
b. in Portland, Me., Nov. 21, 1816; d. in New Yoiit

Feb. 7, 1877. He was graduated from Bowdoin
College in 1834; studied theology at Andover and
Bangor, and then spent a year as tutor in Qreek and
as lU>rarian at Bowdoin. Late in 1837 he went
abroad on account of ill-health, and passed the

winter in Paris, hearing lectures at the Sorbonne, at

the Institute, and at the Royal Academy. The
next two yearswere spent chiefly at Halle and Berlin.

After a short visit to England, he returned home in

the summer of 1840, and was at once licensed to

preach. But his health again gave way, delaying

his settlement until the close ol 1842, when he was
ordained as pastor of the Congregational Church at

West Amesbury, Mass. Here he labored four years,

supplying also during two winters the chair of

Hebrew at Andover. In 1847 he became professor

of mental and moral philosophy in Amherst College,

and in 1850 of church history in Union Theological

Seminary, New York City. Three yean later he was
transferred to the chair of systematic theology.

In both departments he wrought with the hand of a
master, and, alike by his teaching and his writings,

won a commanding position as one of the foremost

scholars and divines of the country. His influence

was soon felt throughout the Presbyterian Church
and was especially powerful in shaping opinion in

the New School branch of it, to which he belonged.

He was sole editor of The New-York Evangdid,
and joint editor of The American Theological Re-
view, The American Predfyterian and Theological

Review, and, later. The Preebyterian Quarterly and
Princeton Review, In 1859 he published Taklee of
Church Hietory, a work embodying the results oif

vast labor. He took a leading part in the memorable
Union Convention at Philadelphia in 1867. During
the war he wrote very ably in support of the nationsd

cause. In 1859 he revisited Europe, also in 1860,

and again in 1869; the latter visit, lasting a yearand a
half, included a journey to the East, After his re-

turn he resumed his labors in the seminary, but with
health so greatly enfeebled ihaX eariy in 1874 he
resigned his chair and was made professor emeritus.

Whether regarded as a theologian, as a philo-

sophical thinker, or as a general scholar and critic,

Smith was one of the most accomplished men of his

time. He was specially gifted as a thecdogical

teacher, arousing enthusiasm in his students, in-

spiring them with reverence for the Holy Scriptures,

fostering in them a devout, earnest, catholic spirit,

dealing gently and wisely with their doubts, and
impressing upon them continually, alike by example
and instruction, the sovereign claims of their Re-
deemer, the glory of his kingdom, and the blessed-

ness of a life consecrated to him. His services to the

Union Theological Seminary were varied and ines-

timable. The Presbyterian Church in the United

States also owes him a lasting debt of grmtitude. He
has been called " the hero of re-union," and no man
better merited the praise. Most of his essays and
reviews are unbraced in his Faith and PkHoeophy
(ed. Q. L. Prentiss, New York, 1877); his Leehtree

on Apologetice (ed. W. S. Karr) appeared in 1882,

New Yoik. He was also the author of Introduction

to Chriatian Theology: 1: A general Introduction:

9: The epeeial Introduction; or, the Prolegomana of
ayetemaUe Theology (ed. W. S. Karr, 1883); and
SyetemofChriaHan Theology (ed. W. S. Karr, 1884).

BnuooBAnrr: Mri. H. B. Smith, Bmtrw Bowmi»n Stmth^
tHa Life and kit Work, New York, 1880; L. F. SteariM,
Hmry Boynton, SmilA, Boeton, 1802; O. L. Frentae, Umom.
Theoloffieal Semimofy m . . . Now York; kiotorieol amd
hio0mpk(eal Skolehoe, New York, 1880; idem. Union Tkoo-
loffieal Sominanf* . . • Another Deeoio of its Hittery, Am-
bury Park. 1899.

SMITH, HENRY OOODWIM: Presbyterian, son
of the preceding; b. in New York aty Jan. 8, 1860.

He was educated at Amhrnvt CcUege (A.B., 1881)

and at Union Theological Seminary, New York
(1884). He was pastor of the Presbjrterian church
at Freehold, N. J. (1886-96), and, after studying in

Europe in 1896-97, waa appointed professcH* of sys-

tematic theology in Lane Theological Seminary,
Cincinnati, O., a position which he retained until

1903, when he retired from active life.

SMITH, HENRY PRESERVED: Congregation-
alist; b. at Troy, O., Oct. 23, 1847. Ha was edu-
cated at Marietta College, Amherst College (A.B^
1869), Lane Tbecdogical Seminary (1872), and the

universities of Berlin (1872-74) and Leipcn (1876-
1877). He was instructor in church history at Lane
Theologkial Seminary (1874-75), and in Hebrew
(1875-76); professor of Hebrew and Old-Tertament
exegesis in the same institution (1877-^). From
1898 to 1906 he was professor of Biblkal litera-

ture at Amherst College (1898-1906); andprolesBor
of Hebrew language and literature at Meadville

Theological School, Meadville, Pa., snce 1907. In
thedogy he aflEums his ** bdief in religion as the life

of God in the human soul, and in ^le Christian

religion as the fullest measure of ihaX life, mediated
through Jesus Christ." In 1875 he was ordained to

the I^eebyterian ministiy, but was suspMided for

alleged ** heretical " teaching by the Presbytery of

Cincinnati in 1893. Six years later he was received

into ^e Congregational ministiy by the Hampafaire
Association. 'Re has written Biblical Schcimkip
and Inepiration (in collaboration with L. J. Evans;
Cincinna^, 1891 ) ; Inepiration and Inerrancy ( 1893)

;

The BibU and Idam (New York, 1896); Critical

Commentary on the Booke of Samuel (1899); and
OldrTetiament Hietory (1904).

SMITH, ISAAC GREGORY: Church of England;
b. at Blanchester Nov. 21, 1826. He was educated
at Trinity CoUege, Oxford (B.A., 1849), and was
fellow of Brasenose College, Oxford, from 1850 to
1855. He was ordered deacon in 1853 and ordained
priest in the following year. He was rector of Tsd-
stone-Delamere (1854-72); vicar of Qrsat Malvern
(1872-96), and rector of Great Sheffcml (1896-1904),
when he retired from active life. He was prebendary
of Pratum Minus in Hereford Cathedral (1870-87),
rural dean of Powiok (1882-96), gTamimng rth^pi^ii^
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to Oie bishop oC Si. David's (1882-97), and honor,
aiy eanon of Worooeter (1887-96), i^ Bampton
lecturer in 1873. He has written IV^^fiT Our B2e«Md
Saviour (London, 1864); FaUh and PMLomyphy
(1867); T^Ctoticterwtt(»</CVMoftt(y (Hampton
lectures; 1873); Hitiary ^ the Diocese of Worcester

(in collaboration with P. Ondow; 1883); Hietory

^ Christian MonasHcism (1892); Bonifaee (1896);

The Holy Days (poems; 1900); The Athanasian
Creed (1902); What is Truth? (1905); and Thoughts
on Rdiifion (2 series, 1909).

SMITH, JAMBS ALLAN: Church of England;
b. at Tyeccmhe, Sussex, Aug. 2, 1841. He was edu-
cated at Wadham College, Oxford (BA., 1863), and
was ordered deacon in 1864 and ordained priest in

1865. He was curate of Holy Trinity, Blarylebone,

1864-66; lecturer of Boston, Lincolnshire, 1866-70;
vicar of Holy Trinity, Nottingham, 1870-84; and
vicar of Swansea in 1884-1902 and of Hay in 1902-

1903; prebendary of Sancte Cruds in Lincoln

Cathedral in 1875-97, and chancellOT and canon
residentiary of St. David's Cathedral in 1807-1908;
became dc^ 1903; chaplain to the bishop of St.
David's, 1897.

SMITH, JOHH: Founder of the Qeneial Bap-
tists. See Smre, John.

SMITH, JOHH: One of the leaden of the school
of seventeenth-century philoeophera known as ibe
" Cambridge PlatonisU " (q.v.); b. at Achuieh (14
m. aw. of Peterborough), Northamptonshire, 1616;
d. at Cambridge Aug. 7, 1652. He studied at Em-
manuel College, Cambridge (B.A., 1640; M.A., 1644,
in which year he was chosen fellow of (Queen's). He
seems to have shown something of Whichcote's
marvellous power as a teacher, ai^ to have been of

pure and lofty character; but he left behind him
nothing except the Select Discourses (ed., with
Memoir, J. Worthington, London, 1660), which are

animated by the breath of a high, divine reason, and
show a logic almost as keen and direct as Chilling-

worth's, and an imagination as rich as Jeremy
Taylor's. Taken together, they fonn the first part
of a scheme of thought which Smith did not live to

finish. The opening discourse, '' Of the True Way
or Method of Attaining to Divine Knowledge,"
gives the keynote of hii system, and shows hc^
he attempted to draw up a scheme of speculative,

and Platonic, philosophy. Having defined the

mode of attaining the divine, and distinguished

it from atheism on one side and superstition on the

other, he proceeds to expound its main principles,

immortality and Ck>d, to which he intended to add
" the conununication of God to mankind through
Christ.

BiauooBAFBT. BeridM tbt mamoir in the 5a{«cl DweoiMM,
vt mip., oonsult: W. If. Metcalfe, Natural Truth of Chri»'
HaniiM, PaMejr. 1880; J. TuUooh. Ratitmat Theoiogy and
Chrutian PkOomphy in Btieland in the 17th CmSmy, tt.

117-192. Edinburth. 1882; E. T. Cumpfnac. The Camr
hrido* Plattmittt, Ozfoid. 1901; E. Oeoi«e. Seventeenth
Century Men of Latitude: Forerunnert ofthe New Theology,

New York, 1906: DNB, m, 74-75: mkI io gOMral the
Utemtme under Cambridgb Platonistb.

SMITHy JOHH PYB: En^ish Independent;

b. at Sheffield May 25, 1774; d. at Quildfocd (17

m. S.W. of London) Feb. 5, 1851. He had no regular

schooling, but read omnivorously in his father's

book-shop, and in 1796, on the expiration of his ap-

prenticeship, studied theology at Rotherham Acad-
emy until 1800, when he was appointed resident

tutor at Homerton College, London. Six years

later he was promoted to a theological tutorship,

which he retamed until shortly before his death.

As tutor he lectured on the New Testament, Hebrew
grammar, logic, rhetoric, mathematics, and, in his

hiter years, on science. He was essentially a man of

industry, versatility, and piety rather than of

brilliancy or depth, yet he made a profound im-

pression on the theological thought of his time by
his Scripture Testimony to the Messiah (2 vols.,

London, 1818-21; a valuable defense of Trinitarian-

ism against Unitarianism) and Rdation between the

Holy Scripture and some Parts of Geological Science

(1839). He was likewise the author, among other

worics, of The Reasons of the Protestant Religion

(London, 1815); Four Discourses on the Sacrifice

and Priesthood of Jesus Christ, and on Atonement

and Redemption (1828); On the Principles of Inter-

pretation as applied to the Prophecies of Holy Scrip-

ture (1829); Scripture and Theology (1839); and the

posthumous First Lines of Christian Theology

(1854).

Bibuoorafht: J. Medwmy. Memoire ofthe Life and WriiineM

of John Pye Smith, London. 1853; DNB, UU. 80-^7.

SMITH, JOHN TALBOT: Roman Catholic;

b. at Saratoga, N. Y., Sept. 22, 1855. He was
educated at the Cathedral School, Albany, N. Y.,

and at St. Michael's College, Toronto (1874-81).

After being a missionary in the Adirondacks from
1881 to 1889, he was editor of the New York Catholic

Review from 1889 to 1892. Smce 1900 he has been
a trustee of the Catholic Summer School, and presi-

dent since 1905. He has written A Woman of Cul-

ture (New York, 1881); SolUary Island (1884); His
Honor, the Mayor (1891); Saranac (1893); The
Training of a Priest (1896); The Chaplain's Ser-

mons (1896); Brother Azarias (1897); Lenten Ser-

mons (1899); The Man who Vanished (1902); The
Closed Road (1904); and History of the Catholics cf
New York (3 vob., 1905).

SMITH, JOSEPH. See Mormons.

SMITH, JOSEPH FIELDING: Mormon; b. at

Far West, Mo., Nov. 13, 1838. At the age of ten,

he went to Salt Lake with the other Mormons ex-

pelled from Nauvoo, and for six years (1849-54)

was a herdsman, harvester, and woodsman in Utah.
In 1854 be was sent as a Mormon missionaiy to

Hawaii, where he remained until 1858, returning to

be sergeant at anns of the territorial legislature

(1858-^59). In 1858 he was made a high priest and
a member of the high council, and in 1860 was a mis-

sionary to England, also visiting Denmark and
Paris in 1862. He again visited Hawaii in 1864,

where he was in charge of the Mormon missionaries,

but was recalled and was associated with the church
historian's office, and engaged in home missionary
work, until 1866, when be was ordained an aposUe,
being also elected a member of the city council of

Salt Lake City and of the territorial legislature in the

same year. In 1867 he was made one of the council
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of twelve, but in 1868 removed to Provo, Utah,

returning, however, to resume his work in the his-

torian's office. Appointed director of all the Mor-

mon missions in Europe, he made a tour of England,

Scandinavia, Germany, France, and Switzerland

in 1874, and again visited Europe in 1877. He was
recalled by the death of Brigham Yoimg, but made
a short mission to the eastern states in the same
year, after which he was in chaige of the endowment
house at Salt Lake City until it was dosed in 1884.

In 1880 he was appointed second counselor to

President John Taylor, and in 1882 was also presi-

dent of the council of the Utah legislature, as well

as president of the Utah constitutional conven-

tion. He was continued in his position of second

coiinselor by President Wilford Woodruff, and, on
the death of Lorenzo Snow in 1901, succeeded him
as president of the Mormon Chiut^h, which dignity

he still holds.

SMITH, JUDSON: Congregationalist; b. at

Middlefield, Mass., June 28, 1837; d. at Roxbury,
Mass., June 29, 1906. He was graduated from
Amherst College (A.B., 1859) and from Oberlin

Theological Seminary, Oberlin, O. (1863). He was
tutor in Latin and Greek in Oberlin College (1862-

1864); instructor in mathematics and metaphysics

at WilUston Seminary, Easthampton, Mass. (1864-

1866) , and was ordained to the ministry ( 1866) . He
was professor of Latin in Oberlin Collie (1866-70),

and of ecclesiastical history and positive institutions

in the Oberlin Theological Seminary (1870-84),

also serving as dean of the faculty; lecturer in mod-
em history at Oberlin Coll^^ (1875-84), as well as at

the Lake Erie Female Seminary, Painesville, O.

(1879-^); and lecturer on foreign missions in the

Hartford Theological Seminary from 1884 till his

death. He was acting pastor at the Second Con-
gregational Church at Oberlin in 1874-75 and again

in 1882-84. In 1883-^ he was editor of Bt&{iotA«ca

Sacra, on which he continued to serve as associate

editor. After 1884 he was foreign secretary of the

American Board of Conmiissioners for Foreign Mis-

sions. His theological standpoint was that of the

New England theology, holding fast to the historic

faith of Christendom, but welcoming all new light

that broke forth from the Word of God. He was
the author of Lectures in Church History and the

History of Doctrine from the Beginning of the Chris-

tian Era to 1648 (Oberlin, O., 1881), and Lectures

in Modem History (1881).

SMITH, RODNEY ("GIPSY SMITH"): Meth-
odist evangelist; b. at Wanstead (6 m. n.e. of Lon-
don), Essex, England, Mar. 31, 1860. He is of Gipsy
parentage, and was converted at the age of sixteen.

In 1877 he became an evangelist under the auspices of

the Christian Mission of London, and preached suc-

cessfully in various places, particularly at Whitby,
Sheffield, Bolton, Chatham, Hull, Derby, and Han-
ley. Meanwhile, the Christian Mission had devel-

oped into the Salvation Army (q.v.), and in 1882
Smith was dismissed for a technical breach of dis-

cipline. He continued to preach in Hanley, how-
ever, but in 1883, after conducting evangelistic serv-

ices for a time at Hull, made a brief visit to Sweden.
Returning to Hanley, he remained there until 1886

when he resigned to resume evangelistic work, being

engaged in these labors until the end of 1888. Eariy

in 1889 he visited the United States, conducting

services in various cities, returning to England later

in the same year and becoming connected with the

Manchester Mission. In 1891 he again visited the

United States. In 1892 he conducted services in

Edinburgh, and from this grew the Gipsy Goepel
Wagon Milton, devoted to evangelistic woric among
his own people. He visited America for the third

time in 1893. After a five months' revivsd in Glas-

gow in 1893-94, Smith went to Australia, preaching

at Adelaide, Melbourne, and Sydney, after wiiich

he returned to England by way of the United States.

In 1895 he preached in London, Manchester, Edin-
burgh, as well as in many smaller cities, and in 1896
paid his fifth visit to America, returning to England
and conducting brief evangelistic campaigns imtil

1897, when he became first missioner of the National

Free Church Council. This position he still retains,

and in this capacity he ha^ conducted revivals

throughout En^and, besides paying still another

visit to the United States in 1907.

Bibuookapbt: Oipty Smith, Mb Lijk and Wofk (antobioc-
raphy), new ed^ New York, 1907.

SMITH, SAMUEL FRAHCIS: American Bap^st;
b. in Boston, Mass., Oct. 21, 1808; d. there Nov.
16, 1895. He attended the Boston Latin School
1820-25; was graduated from Harvard Univ^iaty,
Cambridge, Mass., 1829, and from Andover Theolog-
ical Seminary, Mass., 1832; was pastor of the First

Baptist Church, Waterville, Me., 1834r-42, and
during the same period professor of modem lan-

guages in Waterville College; pastor c^ the First

Baptist Church, Newton, Mass., 1842-54; and
editor of The Christian Review, Boston, 1842-48,

and of the publications of the American Baptist
Missionary Union, 1854-69. Though his fame rests

upon the authorship of the hymn " My country, 'tis

of thee " (written at Andover, Mass., in Feb., 1832,

while a student in the theological seminaiy), and
the missionary hymn *^ The morning light is break-
ing " (written in the same year and place), he wrote
many other hymns. Most of the pieces included

in Lowell Mason's Juvenile Lyre (Boston, 1832),
the first book of children's music, were his tran^A-
tions from the German. He edited Lyric Gems^
being selections of poetry, with several original pieces

(Boston, 1843); and in collaboration with Baron
Stow The Psalmist (1843) which contained twenty-
seven of his own h3rmns, and is the most creditable

and influential of the American Baptist cc^ectioos

of its period; also Rock of Ages, being selections of

poetry, with some original pieces (1866) ; and he was
the author of Life of Rev. Joseph Grafton (1848);
Missi/mary Sketches (1879); History of NeuOon,
Mass., Town and Ciiy from iis Earliest Settiement to

the Present Time (1880); and Rambles in Mission-

fields (1884).

Bibuookapbt: 8. W. Duffidd, BnoUA JTywtsu, p. a<tO, New
York, 1886; Julian, Hymm^ogy, pp. 1063-61.

SMITH, SAMUEL STAHHOPE: American Pres-
byterian; b. at Pequea, Lancaster County, Pa..

Mar. 16, 1760; d. at Princeton, N. J., Aug. 21, 1819.

He was graduated from Princeton College, 1767;
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was tutor there, 1770-73; first president of Hamp-
den Sidney College, 1775; became professor of

moral philosophy at Princeton College in 1779; and
was president, 1794-1812. In 1786 he was a mem-
ber of the committee which drew up the Farm of
Government of the I^«sb3rterian Church. He had a

hi^ reputation as a pulpit orator and college presi-

dent. He published Sermons (Newark, N. J., 1799)

;

Lectures on the Evidences of the Christian ReHgion,

(Philadelphia, 1809); Lectures . . . on . . . Moral and
PoliUcal PhUosophy (Trenton, N. J., 1812); Prin-

ciples of Natural and Revealed Religion (New Bruns-

wick, N. J., 1815); (posthumous) Sermons, with

Memoir (2 vob., Philadelphia, 1821).

Bduoorafbt: W. B. Spiacue, AnnaU of the American Put-
pit, m. 335-^345, New York, 1858; I. W. Riley. American
PkOoeophy; the earty SehooU, pp. 497-50Q, ib. 1907.

SMTTHy SYDNEY: C^hurch of England; b. at

Woodford (7 m. n.e. of Charing Cross), London, June
3, 1771; d. in London Feb. 22, 1845. He was
graduated from Oxford, 1792; took holy orders,

1794; was minister of Charlotte Episcopal chapel,

Edinburgh, 1797-1802; canon of Bristol, 1828; and
canon residentiary of St. Paul's, 1831. He was one
of the most famous of English wits; but he was also

a forcible, earnest preacher, and a sagacious critic

and reviewer. He was the real founder of The Edin-
hvrgh Review (1802 sqq.) and wrote for it some eighty

artkles which are among the best that appeared
during the first twenty-five years of its publication.

Besides his Sermons (2 vols., London, 1809) he pub-
lished Peter Plumley's Letters, and Selected Essays

(1886), which did much to promote Roman Catholic

emancipation; Sermons Preached at St, Paul's

Cathedral, The Foundling Hospital, and Several

Churches in London, together with Others Addressed

to a Country Congregation (1846); Elementary

Sketches of Moral Philosophy (1850); and in 1848

appeared the fourth edition of his works in 3 vols.

BnuooR^PHT: Lady Holland Oiia daughter), A Memoir of
the Rev. Sydney Smith. With a Sdeetitm from hie Lettere,

ed. Mn. Austiii, London, 1865; S. J. Reid, Sketch of the

Life amd Timee of , , . Sydney Smith, ib. 1884; A.
ChevriUon. Sydney Smith et la renaieeanee dee idtea Ubiralee

emAnoleterre auxix, eiMe, Paris, 1894; DNB, liii. 119-123.

SMITHy THOMAS: Free Church of Scotland; b.

at Symington (31 m. s.e. of Glasgow), Lanarkshire,

July 8, 1817; d. at Edinbiiigh May 23, 1906. He
waa educated at the University of E^dinburgh, and in

1839 waa ordained a missionary to Calcutta. Until

1858 he was engaged chiefly in teaching in the Gen-
eral Assembly's Institution and after 1843, when he
joined the Free Church, in the institute of the latter

denomination. He was long an associate editor of

the Calcutta Christian Observer, and for ten years

edited the Calcutta Review, For a short time during

the Mutiny he waa chaplain of the Black Watch,
and it is especially noteworthy that he was the first

to oiganize the system of zenana missions in India.

In 1858 he returned to Scotland; was minister of

Cowgatehead Free Church, Edinburgh (1859-^);
and professor of evangelistic theology in New Col-

lege, Edinburgh (1880-93). He wrote Mediceval

Missions (Edinburgh, 1880); Ansdm of Canterbury

(1882); Alexander Duff (London, 1883); Memoirs

of James Begg (2 vols., Edinburgh, 1885-88); and
Eudid, his lAfe and System (1902); translated the

Clementine Recognitions for the Ante-Nicene
Fathers (Edinburgh, 1867) and G. Wameck's
Modem Missions and Culture (1883); and edited
the letters of S. Rutherford (1881).

SMITH, WILLIAM ANDREW: Methodist Epis-
copal, South; b. at Fredericksburg, Va., Nov. 29,

1802; d. at Richmond, Va., Mar. 1, 1870. He
professed religion at seventeen years of age, pre-

pared for the ministry, and was admitted into the
Virginia Conference in 1825. In 1833 he was ap-
pointed agent for Randolph-Macon College, then in

its infancy. He then filled many of the most im-
portant stations in his conference until 1846, when
he was called to the presidency of Randolph-Macon
College. This position, as well as that of professor

of mental and moral philosophy, he filled with great

acceptability and efficiency until 1866, when he
moved to St. Louis, Mo. After serving here as pas-

tor of Centenary Church for two years, he became
president of Central College, located at Fayette in

that state. At the eventful general conference of

1844 he took a specially prominent part; and in the

celebrated appeal of Rev. Francis A. Harding, and
in the extra-judicial trial of Bishop James Osgood
Andrew, he won a national reputation for delibera-

tive and forensic eloquence and for rare powers of

argument and debate. He was a hard student and
an earnest thinker. The vigor and clearness of his

intellect, his candor, independence, eneigy, and
imquestioned ability, caus^ him to stand in the

front rank of the leading minds in the Methodist-
Episcopal Church, South. His Philosophy and Prac-

tice of Slavery (Nashville, 1857) attracted wide at-

tention as one of the ablest presentations of the

southern side of the slavery question ever published.

Biblioosaprt: A biographical sketch by Bishop J. C.
Gxanbery is embodied in the MiniUee of the denomination
for 1870.

SMITH, Wn^LIAM ROBERTSON: English crit-

ical theologian and Semitic scholar; b. at New Farm,
near Keig (22 m. n.w. of Aberdeen), Aberdeenshire,

Nov. 8, 1846; d. at Cambridge Mar. 31, 1894. He
was educated by his father and at Aberdeen

University (1861-65), New College (the

Life. Free Church theological hall), Edin-
burgh (1866-70), and the imiversities of

Bonn and G5ttingen (summers of 1867 and 1869),

while in 1868-70 he was also assistant to the pro-

fessor of natural philosophy in Edinburgh Univer-

sity. In 1870 he was appointed professor of oriental

languages and Old-Testament exegesis in the Free
Church College at Aberdeen, and five years later he
became a member of the Old-Testament revision

company. It was diuing this period that a crisi3

occurred in Smith's career when he was invited to

prepare articles on Old-Testament criticism for the

ninth edition of the Encydopasdia Britannica. The
very first articles (" Angel " and " Bible ") aroused

a storm of protest, and on the unfavorable report of

an investigating committee, in 1877, Smith demand-
ed formal trial. His activity as a teacher practically

ended in the following year; his entire series of

articles for the encyclopedia were held to impair

belief in the inspiration of the Scriptures; and in

1881 he was suspended from his professorediip. He
had meanwhile delivered at Edinburgh and Glasgow
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two seriee of leoturee whieh were pabliahed ai Th§
Old T€9kEmeni in the Jewish Chwrdi (Edinbuxgh,

1881) and r^FropM«^/ma( (1862). In 1881 be
was invited to beoome editor in chief of the Bnq^
elap<Bdia Briiannica, to which he had continued to

contribute, and for which, besides his editorial

duties, he now prepared a series of additional ar-

ticles. He did not, however, permit his Semitic

studies to languish, but spent the winter of 1879-80

in £!gypt (also visiting Syria and Palestine) and the

following year in Egypt and Arabia. In 1883 he was
appointed to the Lord Almoner's professorship of

Arabic at Cambridge, where he was elected a fdlow
of Christ's College in 1885, and in 1885-^9 he was
chief librarian of the university. In the latter year
he was diosen Adams professor of Arabic, a di^piity

winch he held until his death. In 1888^1 he had
been Burnett Lecturer in Aberdeen, the three courses

being the religious institutions of the Semites^ their

religious beliefs, and the historic significance aiid in-

fluence of their religion. Failmg health, however,
forbade him to publish more than the first series,

Lectures an the Religion of the Semites: Fundamental
Institutions (Edinburgh, 1889).

Smith maintained that Semitic religious concepts

were common to all primitive peoples, and that these

concepts were to be deduced from the data of known
popular religions, the outworking of this theory be-

ing best seen in his Kinship and Marriage in Early
Arabia (Cambridge, 1885) and in his Religion oj the

Semites, It was, indeed, in these two books that his

scientific woric reached its acme. His study of

primitive Arab life, both as recorded in literature and
as observed at the present day, led him to identify

it, in all essentials, with that of the

Theory eariy Semites as a whole. As the basis

of Semitic of the most primitive Arab social oigan-

Religion. ization he assumed matriarchy, with
exogamous polyandry and a totemistic

dan ^3rstem, and for this he sought parallels among
the Hebrews and Arameans. His underlying

ethnological theories, however, need much investi-

gation and revision, and his comparative method,
operating with analogies, often gives his hypotheses
only the support of phenomena first recorded

at a late period. Nevertheless, the Kinship and
Marriage represents an amalgamation of scattered

data into a eystem of culture-histoiy never be-

fore attained in Semitic science. In the Religion of
the Semites Smith sought to ascertain the original

significance of the earliest religious institutions,

maintaining that the histoiy of andent religions

must be based essentially on ritual, sacrifice, and
religious law, and thus seddng to prove that religion

was the common possession of the prehistoric Sexnitic

race. Here again, however, the precautions already

noted must be observed. He hdd that the conserver

of religion was the tribe imited by the consanguinity

of all its members, personality bdng meiged in com-
munism. At this period there is an animism which
makes littie distinction between beings and things.

The tribal god is considered the phjrsical soiuce of the

tribe, and thus a member of it. To the eariier matri-

archy corresponds a mother goddess, beside whom
arises a father god with the devdopment of patri-

archy. As the tribe expands in power, the tribal god

gains prestige and is regarded as king. With the rise

of Idngship comes an exaltation of law, the king often
bdng the source of law and being in duty bound to

safeguard it. The concept of the tribal god tiras

recdvea an ethical content, that of justice. This
ancient tribal religioii was cr3rBtallised in fixed in-

titutions^ particularly in sacrifice, and its cardinal

concept was ** sanctuary," which Smith compared
with the Pdynesian taboo and regarded asespedaOy
affecting sacred places. Side by side with this re-

ligion ci the nomadic Semites Smith posited the
Baal-cuh of the agricultural Semitic peoples^, Baal
bdng, aceording to him, eesentially a fertility ddty.
This double system was reflected by the Sooutic

aorificee, those to Baal bdng a tribute of the prod-
ucts of the fidd, and those to the tribal god being an
animal victim which was eaten (its blood bdng
devoted to the ddty), thus renewing and strength-

ening, by eating the same sacrifidal victim, the Uood
kinship within the tribe as wdl as between the tribe

and the tribal ddty. This kinship, however, could
be secured only if the sacrificial victim was itself

akin to the tribe, so that the victim was the totem
of the tribe, which might be killed only for the sacri-

ficial meal. Fnnn such a meal Smitii deduced his

theory of sacrifice. Gradually the communal meal
and the offering became blended, and the sacrifice

even became (notably in India) a means ci actually

controlling the ddty. On the other hand, his theoiy
of the basis of human sacrifice is untenable, nor can
an the phenomena of Semitic religion be derived, as

he fancied, from a single source; while it is also

problematical whether all the concepts of a primitive

religion can be coordinated in a fixed systcon.

(RuDOLr StCbb.)

BtBuoQBAPBT: DNB, liiL 100-162. In the Bntiak JTmmmi
CoAaJd^iM. .v., an •ntriM of pamphlets oonoenixng tiia

trial and the views of 8mith, but tbey an ooutiowsKsial
and add UtUe to knowledce of his life. Coosult on the
trial H. W. Moncrieff. Hiti. of the C<ue of Profoamr W,
Roherimm Smiik, Edinbiii«h, 1881; H. F. Headovon, Tka
Rdigiom Coniroveniee of SeoUatid, chap. xi.. Edinboiili,
1905.

SMTRHA. See Asia MmoR, FV.

SMYTH sradth (SMITH), JOHN: Eng^ Sepa-
ratist, generally conddered the founder c^ the Gen-
eral Baptists; d. in Amsterdam Aug., 1612 (buried

Sept. 1). He studied at Christ's College (he is iden-

tified by the prindpal authorities with a John Smith
who was graduated B.A., 1576; M.A., 1579). He
was dted bdore the univerdty authorities fox-

preaching on Ash Wednesday, 1586, in favor of a
strict observance of the Sabbath; was preacher or

lecturer at Lincoln, 1603-^; after nine months of

consideration and perplexity he left the Church of

England, and became pasU^ of a Separatist coo-
gregation in (lainsborough, 1606. For further notice

of his woric see Baptists, I., 1.

Smyth's publications were A True Descriptum out

qfthe Word qfOod cfthe VisibU Church (1589; aeverml

times reprinted) ; The Bright Morning Star, or the Res-
olution and Exposition of the twenty-second Paoim,
Preached publidy in Four Sermons at Limooln (Cam-
bridge, 1603; the only known copy is in the Iflirmiy

ofEmmanud Cdlege, Cambridge); A Pattern pf
True Prayer, a Learned and Comfortable BxpoeUian
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or Commentary upon the Lord's Prayer (London, 1605
and 1624; apparently the first edition has disap-

peared); The Differences of the Ckwrchee of the

Separation (n.p., n.d., probably 1608 or 1609; it

called forth a reply from Ainsworth, 1609); Par-
aUde, Ceneuree, Obeervatume (1609; a reply to

Richard Bernard and Ainsworth); The Character

of the Beast (1609; in controversy with Richard
Clifton on infant baptism); A Reply to Mr. R, Clif-

ten's * Christian Plea * (1610). The library of York
Minster possesses a unique tract which contains'

(1) An Epistle to the Reader by T. P. [Thomas Pig-

gott]; (2) The Last Book of John Smith, Called the

Retraction of his Errors and the Confirmation of the

Truth; (3) Propositions and Conduaions concerning

True Christian Retiyion, Containing a Confession (f
Faith of Certain EngliA People, Living at Amster-

dam, in 100 Proportions; (4) 7^ Life and Death

of John Smith (reprinted in Robert Barelay's Inner

Life of the Religious Societies of the Commonwealth,

pp. L-xvL, following p. 117, London, 1876).

BnuooRAPBT: Edward Aiber, The Story of tht PHorim
Fathmn, pp. 131-140. London, 1807; T. Grotby. H%$L of
th0 SnoHah BapH$U, i. 91-00. 265-271. ib. 1738; J. IvimcQr,

HiBl. of Ike BfHftish BaptuU, L 113-122. IL 503^605. ib.

1811-dO; J. Cliffoid. The Bnetieh BaptuU, app. x., xiiL.

London. 1881; H. M. Dexter, The True Story of John
Smyth, the Se-bapUet, Boston. 1881; A. H. Newman.
Hiel. of AnHpedobaptiem, pp. 376-303. Philadelphia, 1807;
DNB, liiL 68-70.

SMTTH, JOHN PATERSON: Church of Ireland;

b. at Killamey (44 m. w.n.w. of Coric), County Kerry,

Feb. 2, 1852. He was educated at Trinity College,

Dublin (B.A., 1880), and was ordered deacon in 1880

and advanced to the priesthood in the following

year. He was curate of Lisbum Cathedral (1881-

1883), and of Harold's Cross, Dublin (1883-^); and
incumbent of Christ Church, Kingstown, until 1902.

Since 1902 he has been vicar of St. Ann's, Dublin.

He has also been chaplain to the Lord Lieutenant

of Irdand since 1889 and professor of pastoral the-

ology in Trinity College since 1902. He has written

How we got our Bible (London, 1886; 18th ed., 1906)

;

The Old Documents and the New BiUe (1890); How
Qod Inspired the Bible (1892); The Divine Library:

Suggestions hew to Read the Bible (1896); The Bible

for the Young (3 vols., comprising Genesis, Exodus,
Joshua, Judges, Prophets and Kings, and Matthew;
1901-08); The Preacher and his Sermon (1907); and
Oospd qfthe Hereafter (1910).

SMYTH, SAMUEL PHILLIPS NEWMAH: Con-
gregationalist; b. at Brunswick, Me., June 25,

1S43. He was educated at Bowdom College (A.B.,

1863) and at Andover Theological Seminary
(graduated, 1867). In 1863 he was an assistant

teacher in the Naval Academy at Newport, R. I.,

and in 1864-65 was lieutenant in the Sixteenth Maine
Volunteers. From 1867 to 1870 he was acting

pastor of the Harrison Street Chapel (now Pilgrim

Church), Providence, R. I., after which he was
pastor ol the First Congregational Church, Bangor,

Me. (1870-75), and of the First Pre8b3rterian

Church, Quinoy, 111. (1876-82). In 1882 he be-

came pastor of the First Congregational Church,

New Haven, Conn., becoming pastor emeritus

in 1908. He has written The Religious Feeling:

A Study for Faith (New Yoric, 1877); Old Faiths

X.—30

in New Lights (1879); The Orthodox Theology of
To-day (1881); The Reality qf Faith (sermons;

1884); Christian Facts and Forces (1887); Personal

Creeds (1890); Christian Ethics (1892); The Place

of Death in Evolution (1897); Through Science to

Faith (1902); Light in Dark Places (1903); Passing
Protestantism and Coming Catholicism (1908); and
Modem BHief in Immortality (1910).

SRAPB, ANDREW: Participant in the Ban-
gorian controvert (see Hoadlt, Benjamin); b.

at Hampton Court (13 m. s.w. of London) in 1675;

d. at Windsor Castle Dec. 30, 1742. He was edu-

cated at Eton and at King's College, Cambridge
(B.A., 1693; M.A., 1697; D.D., 1705); became lec-

turer at St. Bfartin's, London, and chaplain to the

sixth duke of Somerset, by whom he was made
rector of St. Mary-at-Hill and St. Andrew Hubbard
in 1706; he became chaplain to Queen Anne and
afterward to King Groige I.; then headmaster of

Eton in 1711, in this period attacking Benjamin
Hoadly, one of his Letters to the Bishop of Bangor

(1717) passing through many editions; his part in

the controvert caused the loss of the king's favor

and the position of chaplain; he was made prov-

ost of King's College, Cambridge, 1719, and was
vice-chancellor of the university, 1723-24; became
rector of Knebworth, Hertfordshire, 1737, and the

same year changed to West Ildesley, Berkshire,

holding this position till his death. His sermons
were collected, Forty-five Sermons on Several Sub-
jects (3 vols., London, 1745) ; he also edited the Ser-

mons of Dean Robert Moss (1732).

BiBUOomAPBT: DNB, Uii. 203, when refeieaees to Matter-
ing notices are found.

SNETHEN, NICHOLAS: Methodist Protestant;

b. at Fresh Pond (now Glen Cove), Long Island,

Nov. 15, 1769; d. on a journey from Cincinnati May
30, 1845. In 1794 he entered the ministry of the

Methodist Episcopal Church, and served for four

years in Connecticut, Vermont, and Maine;
preached in Charleston, S. C, 1798-99; and during

1800 was traveling companion of Bishop Asbury
(q.V.) ; he was secretary of the general coitference of

1800, and a member of the conferences of 1804 and
1812, taking a prominent part in the measures for

the limitation of the prerogatives of bishops; he
retired to his farm at Longanore, Md., 1806, but in

1809 reentered the ministry, serving in Baltimore,

Qeorgetown, and Alexandria, and acting also part

of the time as chaplain of the house of representa-

tives; in 1829 he removed to Indiana, and, when the

Methodist Protestant Church (see Methodibtb, IV.,

3) was organized, united with it, preaching and
traveling in behalf of it till his death; he became
one of the editorial staff of The Methodist Protes-

tant in 1834; in 1836 took chaxge of the college of the

denomination which was founded in New York City,

which enterprise, however, was a failure; in 1837 he
returned to the west to take charge of the Manual
Labor Ministerial College started at Lawrenceburg,
Ind., which also failed, and he then took up his

residence in Cincinnati, where he continued to live.

His principal publications were A Reply to 0*Kdly's
Apdogy (1800), and Answer to O'KeUy's Rejoinder

(1801); Lectures on Preaching (1822); Essays on
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Lay RepreaenlaHon (1S35); Lectttres an BiUtcal Sub-

jects (1836), and a volume of sermons (1846; ed. W.
G. Snethen).

Bibuookapht: Referenoet to him will be found in the

litereture on the early Methodiete, e.g.. J. M. Buckley, in

Ameriean Chwreh Hittory S^rim, v. 341, 364, 3M. 633,

M9. New York. 1896.

SNOWDBN, JAMES HENRY: Presbyterian; b.

at Hookstown, Pa., Oct. 18, 1852. He was educated

at Washington and Jefferson College (A.B., 1875)

and Western Theological Seminary, Alleghany, Pa.

(graduated, 1878) . He has held pastorates at Huron,

O. (1879-83), First Presbyterian Church, Sharon,

Pa. (1883-86), and Second Presbyterian Church,

Washington, Pa. (since 1886). From 1893 to 1898

he was also adjunct professor of political economy
and ethics in Washington and Jefferson College, and
since 1898 has been editor-in-chief of The Presby-

terian Banner ^Pittsburg). He favored the revision

of the Presbyterian Confession of Faith in 1901-03

and union with the Cumberland Presbyterian

Church in 1904-06, and in theology belongs to the

progressive wing of his denomination. He has

written Scenes and Sayings in the JAJe of Christ

(Chicago, 1903); and Summer across the Sea (New
York, 1909).

SOCIAL BRETHREN: A denomination of Chris-

tians holding to the general doctrines of orthodox

Christianity, formed in 1867 by an association of

persons who had been members of various churches

but disagreed with their former brethren on certain

points of doctrine and usage. The leading points

of their faith are belief (1) in the Trinity as united

into one godhead; (2) in the Scriptures as contain-

ing all tlHngs necessary to salvation; (3) in Christ

as the only mediator between God and man; (4) in

the visible Church as the congregation of the faith-

ful who have been redeemed through Christ, amoog
whom the pure Word of God is preached and to

whom the sacraments are duly administered; (5)

in redemption, regeneration, sanctification, and

salvation through Christ as enduring to the end, yet

with a possibility of apostasy; (6) in bapti8ni--by

tiprinkling, pouring, or inunersion—and the Lord's

Supper as ordinances of Jesiis Christ appointed in

the Church, of which true believers are proper mib-

jects, to which all such have right to be admitted;

(7) in suffrage and free speech in the Church as the

right of all lay members; and (8) that ministen

are called of God to preach the Gospel and that only.

The churches are principally in Illinois and M^
souri. They are grouped into associations of the

ordained ministers, licensed preachers, exhorters,

and delegates of the societies of a covenant body of

three or more churches; the associations possesB

appellate jurisdiction over the churches. The tasr

sociations are aflSliated in a general assembly com-

posed of the ordained ministers, licensed preachers,

exhorters, general superintendent of schools, and

delegates of two or more associations, and this as-

sembly has appellate jurisdiction over the associa-

tions. The associations meet annually, the general

assembly every second year.

The United States Census BuUeHn for 1910 gives

them for 1906: 17 organisations, 15 ministers, 1,262

communicants, 15 church buildings with two rented

halls, and church property valued at $13,800.

SOCIAL SERVICB OF THE CHURCH.

I. Qeneml Survey of PhiUuithropy.
Among Hebrews and Oriental*

(ID.
In the Eaatera Christian Chuxtsh

(§2).
The Occident (| 3).

Decline in the Middle Ages
(I 4).

Rise of Monastic and Cathedral
Hospitals (I 5).

Municipal Hospitals (| 6).

The Reformation (| 7).

Humanism and Modem Philan-

thropy (I 8).

n. Philanthropy in Great Britain.

To Downfall of Monasteries

(ID.
To End of Seventeenth Century

(12).

Sporadic Efforts for Relief of Need
(§3).

LsgislaUve and Other ReUef Meas-
ures (§4).

Rise of Corporate Philanthropy
(15).

Hospitals; Care of Insane; Nursing
(16).

Anti-Slavery and Prison-Reform
(17).

Ragged Schools; Young People's
Societies (| 8).

Movements under Penonal Initia-

tive (I 9).

Movements in Scotland (| 10).

Total Abstinence (| 11).

The Colonies (| 12).

Prospects (| 13).

m. Philanthropy in America.

Colonial Pimettse (I 1).

Church and Voluntaxy FhibB-

thropies (| 2).

Defects Remedied by Oiganintinii

(§3).
Public Administratian of Aid (| 4).

Principles of Work (| 5).

The Church's Higher Duties ({ 6).

Conclusion (| 7).

IV. Pooi^Relief. General Survey.
The Ante-Nioene Church (| 1).

The Post-Nicene Church (| 2).

The Middle Ages (| 3).

The Reformation Period (| 4).

Three Modem Types (| 5).

V. Poor-Relief in the United SUtes.

Early Practise (| 1).

Modem Conditioos and Metbodi

(§2).

L General Survey of PhOanthiopy. The pre-

Christian world possessed no philanthropical insti-

tutions. The Old Testament demands mercy and
charity and contains individual ordi-

I. Among nances for the care of the poor (tithes,

Hebrews Deut. xiv. 28, 29, xxvi. 12 sqq.), but
and there was no organised philanthropy

Orientals, in Israel. There was no need of in-

stitutions because economic conditions

prevented poverty on a large scale. Post-exilic Juda-

ism laid great stress upon almsgiving and there

was much mutual aid among the Jews, especially in

the Diaspora. Likewise there was no oiganiied

charity in Greece and Rome. The aid of needy

citizens in Athens as well as the distribution of eoni

in Rome were not acte of philanthropy, but of a

political character. The idea of Christian philsn*

thropy is approached most closely in the so-ciDed

coUegia of the Romans, which aided their memberB

by defraying funeral expenses, by distributing bread,

wine, or money, and by giving financial aid in

cases of sickness, journeys, and other eventualities.

A real activity of charity developed first in the

Christian congregations; but here, too, there were
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no institutions for the reason that they were not
needed. The members of the small congregations

were able to fulfil their mutual duties

2. In the without institutions, and the poor who
Bastem were mostly slaves were provided for

Christian by their masters. These conditions

Church, changed with the fourth oentuiy in

consequence of the entrance of the

people generally into the Church and the economic
decline of the empire with its resultant pauperism.

The foundation of philanthropical institutions was
one of the results of meeting larger needs with laiger

means. They originated in the Orient not earUer

than the middle of the fourth century. Basil

founded near Cssarea a large institution for the

sick, and especially for lepers and strangers; and,

according to his letters, poorhouses at various

points in his diocese, which were administered by
rural bishops. At Antioch, during Chiysostom's

activity (c. 380), there existed a hospital for the

sick and a house for the poor before the city for

those who, suffering from elephantiasis and can-

cer, were forbidden to enter the city. In Constan-

tinople under Theodosius I. existed hospitals of

the churches. Chiysostom mentions an inn for

strangers, the necessary expenses for which were
defrayed by the church. The assumption that the

number of such institutions increased in the fifth

and sixth centuries is undoubtedly correct, owing
not only to their recognized value, but doubtless

also to the expansion of monasticism, and Johannes
Cassianus reports that the oriental monastical so-

cieties regularly supported xenodochia (houses for

strangers); but there is no positive proof. With the

growing niunber of institutions there naturally

took place a division of labor. The foundation of

Basil was at the same time an asylum for strangers,

an institution for the poor, a place of occupation, a
hospital, and a home for incuiables. This combina-
tion was impossible for any length of time; and
according to the rich terminology of the Codex of

Justinian there was a differentiation into poor-

houses, foundling-hospitals, orphanages, and homes
for the aged.

The Occident followed the example of the East
somewhat later. Here philanthropical institutions

seem to have been imknown until toward the end
of the fourth centuiy. Ambrose does not mention

them and Augustine, in preaching of

3. The hospitality, clearly betrays that the
Occident reception of strangers in private houses

was still necessary; but he, through

one of his presbyters, erected a xenodochium. About
Rome the first foundations proceeded from the

circle of men and women influenced by Jerome.

Later establishments are ascribed in the book of

the popes to Pope Symmaohus, to Belisarius, the

general of Justinian, and Pelagius II. In the let-

ters of Gregory I. xenodochia are mentioned several

times. Beside those, Gregory the Great knows also

of smaller institutions of the same kind, called dea-

conries, i.e., houses in which deacons cared for the

poor of their district. He mentions such in Rome,
Pesaro, and Naples. In Gaul Sulpicius Severus is

the first to be known to have founded a phflan-

thropical institution by transforming his own house

into a hotpUium domua. The early institutions

were founded and supported by the churches or by
private individuab. The Church undoubtedly
gathered the means of support from its members.
It is not improbable that in the beginning the State

for a time participated in the support; but it is

certain that as early as 390, the xenodochia and
kindred institutions were left entirely to the care

and administration of the Church, and the State

restricted its power to protect and advance them.
It approved the principles of organization, com-
plemented them with norms of administration,

and granted privileges which the Church then in-

corporated in legislation. The Roman emperors
on the whole approved the episcopal administra-

tion of the philanthropical institutions, as well as
of the other estates of the churches, and invested

the bishops with the duty as well as the right over
the acquired bequests. Roman law considered

philanthropical establishments as ecclesiastical in-

stitutions and granted them and their administrsr

tors the same rights and privileges which the Church
possessed in general. Concerning the inner ar-

rangement and especially the personnel of the xeno-
dochia there is only incomplete information. Their
administration was in the hands of officers ap-
pointed by the bishop. In the hospitals there were
physicians and a great number of servants partly

remunerated, such as probably the Alexandrine
Parabolanoi (q.v.). More frequently the nurses

seem to have been taken from the circles of ascetics.

They lived after the manner of the monks. This
seems to have been the case especially in the Occi-

dent. Gregory the Great ordered that only religion

should be elected deacons in Sardinia. The con-
ceptions of moruuterium and xenodochium seem to

meige together. During the political disturbances
from the second half of the fourth century, which
finally led to the destruction of the Roman Empire,
a great number of philanthropical institutions per-

ished; but the institution as such continued in the

East and the West. The number of xenodochia in

medieval Constantinople, according to C. du Cange,

amounted to thirty-five. Under Gothic rule the

hospital of Csesarius of Aries was foimded and the

three hospitals of Symmachus were built while

Theodoric the Great governed Rome. In the Prank-
ish Empire Childebert and his wife Ulthrogota

founded a large xenodochium at Lyons; the one
mentioned by Gregory I. was built by Queen
Brunehilde and Bi^op Syagrius at Autim. Be-
sides large institutions like these there can not have
been wanting xenodochia in the country; for the

Synods at Orleans (549) and at Chalon-sur-Sadne

(after 644) protected their possessions in the same
way as that of churches and monasteries. Gregory
of Tours mentions an asylum for lepers at Chalon-

sur-Sadne; such are also said to have been at Ver-

dim, Metz, and Maestricht (636), besides many other

institutions at various places. Most widely dis-

persed throughout the Prankish Empire were the

small poorhouses (nuUrictda) in the different

churches. In the course of time these nudriculm

developed into brotherhoods of lower church serv-

ants, probably brought about by requiring of their

inmates, if capable of work, small church services
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in return for the alms reoeivKi. The matriad(B of

the Franldih period leem originally to have be-

longed regularly to churches or monasteries. From
the Rule of Chrodegang it is evident that ^sisco-

pal churches pooseeeed matriadm ako in the ooun-
tiy. The development c^ the law of diurch prop-

erty in the Franmah period made it pousi' le for

individual mairictda to develop nto in^eoendent
institutions under administrative heads. They were
allowed to acquire their own property and to die-

poee of it, subject to the will of the bishop. Male
adult paupers seem to have been oared for in the

matricula, sofar as may be determined.

Although the philanthropical institutionfl trans-

mitted from the ancient Church continued in the

Prankish Eknpirei and their niunbery perhaps, even
incrcAsed, yet after the migration of

4. Decline nations the period of the institutions

in the closed owing to the economical trans-

Ifiddle formation ol Eurqse. Commerce was
Ages. interrupted, change of population

ceased, industiy was para^raed, and
cities emptied themselves into the agricultural

districts; hence, the need of such institutions ceased

with the exception of aqrlums for lepers and hoe-

pices on the mountain-passes. From the time of

Charies Martel and his sons and the alienation of

ecclesiastical property the independent xenodoch-

ium almost entirely disappeared, except in Italy.

They existed in the passes of the Alps fw the re-

ception of pilgrims, also in the bishoprics of Mo-
dena, Aresso, Aquileia, partly the possession of the

bishoprics and partly of the king or the landed no-

bility. Although their purpose was still the care

of the poor and the reception of strangers, the rev-

enues were frequently not used for that purpose,

or the institutions had fallen into decay; and the

efforts on the part of the nobles for their restora-

tion and the application of their means to their

original object were in vain. Thus in Italy the his-

torical continuity was almost though not quite

broken; the hospital of the Middle Ages linked

itself with the xenodochium of the eariy Church.

North of the Alps, it is evident that the xenodochia

as institutions became quite extinct, and in Britain

the name does not occur. Into the gap, however,

advanced the rising monastic philanthropy. This

is already indicated in the rules of Benedict, and
the restoration of monastical philanthropy was in-

cluded in the reform of the monasteries under
Chariemagne and Louis the Pious in the ninth

century, succeeding that of decay. It is true, the

monasteries again greatly degenerated in the latter

times of the Carolingians, but the efforts of Charie-

magne were not entirely futile. The statutes of

Corbie, the property-list of Frtlm, and other sources

indicate monasteries here and there in which
strangers and poor people found refuge and assist-

ance. But its very limited extent goes to show that

institutional philanthropy at the beginning of the

Middle Ages had lost its importance. The practise

of hospitality in the monasteries indeed was more
extensive, but this was in the least degree benefi-

cent.

The further reform of the monasteries in the

tenth and eleventh centuries and the foundation

of the new orders had, no doubt, an influence upon

the growth of monastical philanthropy. In eveiy

weli-arranged monasteiy there was

5* Rise of now an infirmary for the monks, a

MonatHc hospital (hoBpUaie poMpervm, det-

and motynaria) in which a nmnbar of

Cathodial paupers were continuoudy supported
Hospitals, and needy travelerB received refresh-

ment, wlUle well-UMio strangers were

cared for in a q)ecial hoqpuce for clericals and
monks. But the supportfell mainly to transientB

and beggars and the aid to the pennanentiy de-

pendent was negligible. Ulrich of ZeU r^KNts
that in the Lent season of 1085, at Qugny,
1,700 poor were fed, but at the same time,

the number of permanently aided people in the

eUemo^ynaria of this extraordinarily rich monas-
teiy amounted only to eighteen. To the hofliMtals of

the monasteries were then added those of the cathe-

drals. Canon 141 of the rule of Aix-la4:3iape0e

expressly prescribed that every cathedral dbou&d

have also a hoqntal for the poor. The necessazy

expenses were to be provided from the property

of the churches, and the canons had to contribute

a tithe of their revenues. Although these otdinanoes

may not have been followed strictly by all cathe-

dral churches, yet from that time in many of them
an ai^ylum for the poor and numerous city hospitals

existed. The woric in these hospitals wasdone in the

beginning by members of the monasteiy or the

cathedral, or at least taken in charge by them; at

a later time by the laymen of minor brotherhoods

and sisterhoods who crowded the monasteries and
cathedrab in great nimibers. These fonned a con-

vent by themselves and developed in the course of

time into an order by adopting a rule, most fre-

quently the so-called rule of Augustine, and receiv-

ing a master or mistress. Thus there developed

from the monastical hospital the house of the hos-

pital brotherhood. Many of these hoq>itals re-

mained in the possession and under the supervision

of the monasteiy or cathedral to ^riiich they be-

longed, others acquired independence and became
again mother-houses of new hoQ>itab which were

consolidated with them. There arose hospital

orders, or monastical soeietiefl^ the chief task of

which was the hoqntal service. The most famoos
hospital orders are those of the knighthood. When
hospital service among the knights gradually re-

ceded behind the service of aims and was hti to

the half lay brethren and half sisters of the third

estate of the order, the eommon hospital orders

took up their work. Tlie laigest among them were

the Onlers of the Cross who had settled chiefly in

Italy, the Knights of the CrooB with the Red Star

in Bohemia and Silesia (see CRoee, OnnsBS or), the

Knights of St. Anthony (see Ai«thont, Sjjnt,

Ordbbs of), and the Order of the Holy Spirit.

The houses of the hosiHtal orders and brother-

hoods constituted the transition from the ecclesias-

tical to the municipal hospitals, wherry only these

institutions again acquired a more genend signifi-

cance for the promotion of social oonditiooa. Munic-

ipal became most of the " Holy Sf^t hosiutals,"

which since the thirteenth centuxy were founded

in different plaoes in Qennany; th^ were the fruit
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of either private or municipal initiative, to meet
the emergent needs of the rapidly growing cities,

but were in the least degree hospitals

&• Munio- according to the later sense. The ad-

ipal ministration and care of inmates were
Hospitals, as a rule in the hands ci a corporation

like an order, while others were under
the direct administration of the municipal coun-

cil which installed the hospital officers and in

eveiy case guarded the administration of the

property. The inmates bought a place in these

institutions for old age or were received through

the favors of those having chaige of the funds.

Besides these, strangers, travelers, paupers, and
the sick [found in than a temporaiy refuge.

Hospitab in the real sense there were none. Many
cities beside the hospitals provided also a house for

lepers before the gates. In France in 1225 there

were 2,000 houses for lepers, in England 115. A
special order was organised, the Order of the Breth-

ren of the House of Lepers of St. Laaarus in Jerusa-

lem, or, as it called itsdf at a latw time, the Knight-

hood ci St. Lazarus (see TjATjARISts). After the

thirteenth century there were numwous houses for

the support and burial of destitute pilgrims, and
Alpine hospices, and orphans and foundlings were
received in hospitals. FoundUng-hoepitals wore
numerous in Romance countries, but rare in Ger-

many. The Elsingspittel in London was designed

for ibe bUnd; in Paris Louis the Pious founded an
institution for 300 blind people. Insane asylums
are met with only toward the end of the Middle

Ages, but they were penitentiariee rather than
sanitariums. Fallen giris found refuge in the houses

of the Order of St. Mary Magdalen and the Sisters

of Penitence. The tendency toward municipal

control increased until in the fifteenth century the

^peanmoe of civil, communal poor-relief, which
took place first in the hospitals. Local councils

proceeded from the control of purely municipal

foundationfl to that of the ecclesiastical, made
neceasary by their decline. The members of the hos-

pital orders had become rich lords and the funds

for the poor had become divoted to their luxury

or to ecclesiastical objects, frequently not without

fraud; as a result d which the cities took over

the hospitals for their reform and administration.

At first the Reformation seems to have had a
destructive rather tiian constructive influence upon
philanthropy and philanthropical institutions, be-

cause of a sudden the old motives of

7. The almsgiving ceased befwe the appear-

Refonnation. ance of the new of epontaneous be-

nevolence (ut sup.). With the new
stimulus the Lutheran Reformation revived the

aim of communal poor-relief. The institutional for

the time retired into the background. The process

of secularizing was to be carried out ever3rwhere,

the older hospitals were to be reorganised or in-

corporated with the communal poor-relief, or new
ones, essentially a^limis for the sick, wore to be
«ected. In spite of the renewed motive, the abun-
dant charitable activity, and the wide multiplica-

tion of institutions, the worthy aim of the Refor-

mation, which was the sufficient care of communal
poor and the suf^ression of mendicancy, fell short

<^ realisati(Mi and went down in the Thirty-Years*

War. More, however, was accomplished in the Re-
formed Church. In Zurich and Geneva, poor-relief

was turned over whdly to the municipalities. By
the restoration of the office of deacons the Reformed
churches in tlie Netherlands and in France suc-

ceeded in calling to life a philanthropy that was in

msAy nepecta exemi^ary; especially the excel-

lently managed orphanages in the former, which had
a great influence upon charitable work in Germany,
in particular upon August Hermaim Francke and
in the nineteentii century upcm Theodor Fliedner

(qq.v.). In En|^d medieval ecclesiasticai phi-

laAthrtjpy was retraced by the parish care of the

poor under the authorisation of the State. The
principle of the '' work-house '* (ut sup.) established

in England is still in force, but it has been supple-

mented by the foundation of special institutions;

especially, for poOT children (the district and paro-

chial schools) and for the destitute sick (the infir-

maries and convalescent homes). In the Roman
Catholic Church, the Council of Trent coounended
the medieval tjrpe oi the institutions to the special

care of the bi^ops, but communal poor-relief was
not restored, and philanthropy continued pre-

eminentiy institutional. It is to the credit of that

Oiuieh that after the Reformation great service

has been r^idered; new institutions and new orders

have been added, especially in France, Italy, and
Spain. The main defects to be pointed out are the

diversion of funds to prelates and nobles, and the

want of systematic efficiency and unity. The Lu-
theran Church received a new impetus from Piet-

ism. The orphans' home in Halle, the great work
of Fi^saacke, gave rise to many similar foimdations;

but the seal socm slackened contemporaneously
with State assumption of the entire sphere c^ poor-

relief. By an edict of July, 1774, the government
of Pnusia was entrusted with the supervision of

the pious bodies and all benevolent institutions,

especially hospitals, orphanages, and pothouses.
Consequentiy numerous philanthropical institu-

tions of the Church were secularized.

The humanism of the Enlighteimient presented

the first idea of a rational philanthropy, revolution-

ising the same not only in Protestant-

8. Human- ism but caught up as the keynote also

iim and in Roman Catholic domains. The in-

Modem terest aroused by an abundant human-
Phllan- istic current literature toward the close

tluopy. of the eighteenth century resulted in

numerous establishments, begirming

with the general charitable institution at Hamburg
in 1788. Orthodox Christianity was stimulated by
the influence and began to develop a more strenu-

ous activity. The Society of Christianity of Basel,

founded in 1780, cultivated not only the distribu-

tion of Bibles arid tracts, but also the care of the

poor and sick, training-institutions, and the like.

The distress on account of the wars of French con-

quest and liberation called to life institutions of

various kinds for the alleviation of pain and dis-

tress, and with the reawakening of the Christian

sense, with the gradual invigoration of churchly

life, there went hand in hand a revival of philan-

thropy which called into existence a multitude of
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institutionfl of all kinds; especially houses for the

education of male and female woricers in the sphere

of philanthropy (deacons and deaconesses), houses

of refuge, Magdalen asylums, a^limis for drunkards,

colonies for workingmen, hospitals, infirmaries,

institutions for the blind, the deaf and dumb,
epileptics, and others. The Innere Mission reports

for 1907 18,200 deaconesses of the Kaiserswerth

Federation and others, and in all 25,000 sisters

engaged in charitable relief; and likewise German
brotherhoods with a membership of 2,645. There
are no statistics for philanthropical institutions in

Germany. Those for Prussia contained in Stati^'

ti9<^ie8 Handbuch fUr den preuMischen Siaat, i. 409

(1893), indicate 1,441 general institutions for the

sick fdone, with 75,224 beds, besides equally nu-

merous institutions covering the other departments
of philanthropy. A surprising feature of philan-

thropy in Gennany is the preponderance of munici-

pal institutions over those of the State, the Church,

and private foundations. Hare the idea of the

Reformation is fully realized. The importance
which philanthropical institutions on the whole
have for the care of the poor is shown by the sta-

tistics of the German Empire for 1885 {StaHsHk

dea DetUachen Reichs, xxix.), according to which
270,038 persons in institutions and 616,533 persons

outside of institutions were supported. Thus al-

most one-third of all the beneficiaries in the empire

was supported in institutions, which warrants the

inference that the philanthropic institution has be-

come the permanent basis for public charity and
is destined to advance along this line.

(A. Hauck.)
n. Philanthfophy in Great Britain: The history

of the relation of Christianity toward eleemosynary

activities in England and the other portions of the

United Kingdom extends over a
I. To Down- period of thirteen centuries divisible in-

fall of to three distinct epochs. The first of

llonasteries. these covers the interval between the

introduction of Christianity into Eng-
land in 597 A.D., and the dissolution of the monas-
teries in that country which was practically com-
pleted by 1540. In Scotland they were put down,
and in many cases destroyed by the mob, about
twenty years later. More than, perhaps, in any
portion of western and southern Europe, Chris-

tianity had appeared in England as a civiUzing as

well as a morsdizing agency, and its functions re-

sembled those of modem missions to the barbarous

tribes of Africa and Polynesia rather than those of

missions planted in the midst of the venerable

civilizations of India and China. Throughout this

period of nearly one thousand years, the framework
of society was predominantly military. In such an
atmosphere of continual contention the care of the

sick, the relief of the needy, and even the instruction

of youth, were possible only under the supernatural

sanction claimed by the CSiurch, and for the most
part all three were in the hands of the monastic

orders. The transition from paganism to Chris-

tianity among the masses of the population was a
far slower process than was the nominal acceptance
of that faith by the chiefs of the petty kii^oms
forming the Saxon Octarchy. Speaking particu-

larly of the Northumbrians, J. R. Green observes,
" With Teutonic indifference, they yielded to their

thegns in nominally accepting the new Qiristianity

as these had yielded to the king. But they retained

their old superstitions side by side with the new wor-
ship." With, this view E. A. Freeman agrees. Sudi
religious zeal and humane impulses as the Daik Ages
produced found their expression mainly in the clois-

tered life. When, in the comparative enlight<en-

ment of the thirteenth century, the great preaching

orders of itinerant friars ^rang up, those who
adopted the rule of Francis of Asaisi (q.v.) were
charged by their great founder to minister to the

sick in the lazar-houses whose occupants leprosy

and kindred diseases had doomed to isdatlon from
their fellows. The oldest existing hospital in Lon-
don, St. Bartholomew's, originated in a monastery
dating from the twelfth century. Institutions set

apart for the treatment of the sick as such w^e
hardly known until the sixteenth century.

With the downfall of the monasteries ends U&e first

period. The next century and a half constitutes the

second epoch. During it, philanthropy was depend-
ent on the means and conscience of the individual

citizen, except so far as the State supervened under
the E^abethan poor law. Toward the end of the

seventeenth century forms of associated benevo-
lence begin to appear. This phase constitutes the

third stage in its evolution.

It is easy to understand why the abrupt suppres-

sion of these ecclesiastical institutions in both Elng-

land and Scotland should leave a
a. To Bnd chasm in the lives c^ the poor. The
of Seven- situation is brought vividly bef<»e the

teenth eye in the following passage from a

Century, report by the commissioners charged
with receiving the surrender of Beau-

lieu Abbey in Hampshire (the original qieUing is

retained):
" Ther be Sayntuary men here for dett, fdony,

and murder, xxxii; many of them aged some
very seke. They have all, within (except?) iiii

wyves and childem, and dwellynge houses and
ground wherby the lyve with their fani^rlies,

whiche beynge all assembled before hus, and the

Kinges Highnes pleasure opened to them, they have
verye lamentable declared that if they be nowe send

to other Saynturyes, not onlie they but their

wyves and childem also shal be utteriy undon."
The law which dissolved the monasteries did in-

deed transfer the liability to perform the accus-

tomed services for the poor to the shoulders of the

new owners of the confiscated property, but it was a
duty easily evaded. Though not the only cause, the

alienation of monastic property—and there were
645 monasteries whose aggregate revenues were esti-

mated at $8,000,000—^was one of the principal

causes of the great distress chronicled by Bi^op
Latimer and other contemporary writers. Him-
self no friend of the old order, that prelate breaks
forth against the lax morality of tl^ new in the

following vehement passage from one of his sermons:
" In times past men were full of pity and compas-
sion, but now there is no pity. . . . Now charil^ is

waxen cold, none helpeth the scholar nor yet the

poor." For two generations there appears to have
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been an interregnum in the general provision made
by society for its less fortunate members from the ex-

tinction of the religious orders to the passing of the

first poor lawy only partially filled by the custom
of placing in the churches boxes for the receipt of

alms for the poor. Instances also are recorded of

poor men received into wealthier persons' house-

h(^ds. Gradually benevolent private citizens came
forward who were liberal in their bequests of proper-

ty for maintaining schools and alms-houses. Per-

haps the majority of the older towns of England
contain grammar-schools dating their foundation

to one of the Tudor sovereigns. It may be doubted
whether, in many of these instances, the monareh
for the time being had any real share in establish-

ing them. Henry VIII. 's school at Coventry, for

example, was so named in order to win his protec-

tion, but it was endowed by John Hales, a private

citizen.

During the period which elapsed between the final

severance from Rome and the accession of the

House of Orange in 1688, the sympa-
3. Sporadic thies of the benevolent discovered

Efforts further scope in founding loan charities

for Relief for assisting deserving tradesmen to

of Need, start in business, in dowries for por-

tionless maidens, in ransoming the

Christian captives of the Mohammedan despots

on the North African littoral, in providing work
for the unemployed poor, and in gifts and bequests

to ameliorate the lot of the sick and of debtors and
other prisoners. The late Rev. B. Kirkman Gray,

in his standard work A History of English Phir

lantkropy (London, 1905), mentions " forty-six be-

quests for setting the poor on work between 1572
and 1692." The express injunctions contained in

the Gospeb had always given to the relief of the

sick and of prisoners an especial sanction, and the

frequently recurrent visitations of the plague and
other epidemics, as well as the harshness of the

criminal law, offered abundant opportunity. The
Rev. J. Bamfoid, rector of St. Olaves, Southwark,
was a shining example of fidelity to one's post. Dur-
ing the plague year of 1603, he incurred consider-

able unpopularity among his fiock by urging on them
the unfamih'ar practise of isolating patients imder
proper guardianship, instead of thronging round
them or deserting them as pity or panic got the

upper hand. Another remarkable example is that

of Nicholas Ferrar (q.v.). This gentleman, who
in eaiiy life had been secretary to the Viiginia

Company, removed from London diuring the plague

year of 1625, and collected round him at Little

Gidding, a sequestered village in Huntingdonshire,

a band of persons of both sexes nimibering at one
time, including his own family, as many as forty,

into a kind of religious community having for its

object joint prayer, almsgiving, and acts of personal

charity, such as teaching school, preparing cordials,

dressing wounds, and otherwise tending the sick.

Unfortunately, these efforts, however creditable

to those who made them, were but sporadic, inade-

quate to the needs of the time, and of uncertain

duration. The community of Little Gidding sur-

vived its founder's death only to be dispersed in

the unquiet times of the Civil War. This last event.

by impoverishing the propertied classes, cut off a
principal source of the flow of material charity,

although the Puritan majority in the

4. Legisla- Long Parliament are entitled to credit

tive and for passing enactments conceived in

Other Relief the interest of the masses, such, for in-

Measures. stance, as those in relief of poor debtors

and for the reform of prison abuses.

Dishonest trustees too often intercepted and misap-
plied the funds dedicated to endowments confided

to their administration. Again, the philanthropist

of the seventeenth century was handicapped at

every turn by his want of practical knowledge. His
art was in its infancy. The reserve of past experi-

ence on which he could draw was small. He had to

make his own experiments, and to grope his way by
the light of his own blunders. John Evelyn (d. 1706),

a stanch churchman of the period, was one of

four conmiissioners appointed by Charies II. in

1664 to undertake the care of the sick, wounded,
and prisoners in the then pending war with the

Dutch. His own district todc in the coastline of

Kent and Sussex, and he seems to have extended his

attention to the families of the slain, for he notes in

his diary under date of May 16, 1665, ** To London
to consider of the poore orphazis and widows made
by this bloudy beginning." He reckoned the ex-

penses of his mission at $5,000 a week and subse-

quently at double that sum, and had the greatest

difficulty in extorting it from the government of the
day, as may be judged from the following passage
from a letter to ti^ lord treasurer's secretary:
" One fortnight has made me feele the utmost of

miseries that can befall a person in my station and
with my affections: To have 25,000 prisoners, and
1,500 sick and wounded men to take care of, without
one peny of money, and above £2,000 ($10,000) in-

debted. It is true I am but newly acquainted with
buisinesse . . . learning that at once which others

get by d^^rees." He proceeds to speak of his desire

of serving God " in anything which I hope He may
accept, for I sweare to you no other consideration

should tempt me a second time to this trouble."

The closing years of the seventeenth centuiy saw,
as Kirkman Gray has pointed out, the extension of

individual into corporate philanthropy. The
leaders in this new departure included men like

Robert Nelson (d. 1715) who had made
5. Rise of the grand tour of France and Italy, for

Corpomte the older countries of the continent

Phllan- were at that time somewhat in advance
thropy. of the English in this respect. The in-

flux of Huguenot refugees consequent'
upon the revocation of the Edict of Nantes also lent

a stimulus to the movement. With Nelson was as-

sociated Anthony Homeck (d. 1697), a German
settled in Englimd who had taken orders in the

Established Church. Evelyn describes him as " a
most pathetic preacher, a person of a saint-like

life." Both Nelson and Homeck were authors of

numerous theological works. They joined in form-

ing associations for the reformation of manners and
morals which ^rang up during the last quarter of

the century as a reaction against the license preva-

lent during Charles the Second's reign. Nelson was
one of the founders of the Society for Promoting
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Christian Knowledge (see Teact Societieb, III., 2)

in 1698 and the Society for the Propagation of the

Gospel in 1701. He was also a member of the com-
mission appointed by the house of commons to add
fifty new churches to the metropolis, then r^idly
extending its boundaries. A great object of both
the societies above named was, in the first instance,

to extend religious teaching to portions of Great
Britain and her dependencies which were untouched
by the parochial eystem of the Church of England.
Ilius, regions so far apart as the Scottish Highlands
and the American plantations became objects of

their efforts. A cooperator in the same field was
Thomas Bray, commissaiy to the governor of Mary-
land. The Society for the Promotion of Christian

Knowledge had its headquarters in London, but
had correspondents throughout the country. A
great feature of its work was the establishment of
*
' charity schools." These were originally day-schools

imparting rudimentaty instruction in reading and
writing and, generally, also in arithmetie and some
simple manual occupation. Religious instruction

was insisted upon in all the schools. In the absence

of any uniform or national system of education, the

society did a great work, although the total number
of children in attendance all over the country ap-

pears never to have exceeded 30,000 at any one time.

The eystem continued to be acUvdy carried out
throii^ the greater part of the eighteenth centuiy.

Toward the end of this period Miss Hannah Ball

(d. 1792), an eariy disciple of John Wesley, started

a Sundayrschool at High Wycombe. Another was
set on foot in Gloucester by Miss Cooke, also a
Methodist, for the benefit of the children engaged
in her uncle's pin-factory. From such small be-

ginnings the movement was spread largely through
the sympathy of the editor of the influential GUm-
eetter Journal, the well-known Robert Raikes,

(q.v.). In 1801 a conservative estimate computed
these schools at 1,516, with an average exceeding 100
children in each, in London alone (see Sunday-
schoolb).

The eighteenth century witnessed the spread, and
indeed aimoBt the genesis, of the modem hospital

system. Until then, the only hospitals, even in

London, had been adapted from the

6. Hospitals; medieval monastic establishments of

Care of St. Barthokunew's and St. Thomas's.

Insane; Bedlam was rather a house of deten-

Nursing. tion than a curative institution for the

insane. While the care of the sick, in its

early stages, was intimately connected with the

afflattis of Christianity, the forward movement of

the period above mentioned appears to have owed
its origin mainly to the humane instincts of leading

medical practitioners combined with an entirely

legitimate desire in the profession to utilise the in-

stitutional care of the sick in the study and
advancement of the science and practise of the heal-

ing art. From these considerations it would seem
that, so far as the extension of the hospital system
at this date was a branch of philanthropy, it falls

outside the title and scope of the present section.

An exception should perhaps be made in the case of

the new and more humane treatment of the insane

inaugurated in 1791 at York by William Tuke (d.

1822), a tea-merchant of that city and a meaber
of the Society of Friends. In the Tuke family,

as in the sect to which it adhered, philanthropy has
been hereditcury. William Tuke's great grandson,
JamesHack Tuke (d. 1896), twice travdedinIrdand
to administer relief during the famine year of 1847,

and again during the distress of 1881. He also

journeyed to Paris during the Conmiune of 1871 to
distribute $100,000 raised by his denomination to
relieve the sufferings arising from the siege of the
preceding winter. A further exception with regard
to the late Miss Florence Nightingale (q.v.), who
first established a training-school for sick-nurses,

and had herself in eariy life been a disciple of £3isa-

beth Fry (q.v.), shoidd also, perhaps, be made.
Conversely, the Methodist movement of the same

century (see Mbthodibtb, I.) was too exclusively

concerned with the Evangdical revival to rank
among directly philanthropic or social

7. Anti- agencies, thoii^ John W^ley himself

Slavery and wrotea^dnst Slavery (q.v.). With the
Prison- founders of the so-called "Clapham
RefomL Sect," however, the association of the

agitation against the slave-trade, and
ultimately against davery itself, was dose and in-

timate. As early, indeed, as 1727, the Society of

Friends at its annual meeting had taken up the
position that " the importing of negroes from their

native country and relations by Friends is not a
commendable nor allowed practise." From these
two bodies were drawn most of the champions of the
crusade. The historian Lecky remarks that the
activity of the philanthropic spirit ** has been largely

stimulated by the Evangelical Revival." The
Society for the Abolition of the Slave Trade founded
by Granville Sharp (d. 1813) in 1787 was largely

composed of Quakers. William Wilberforce (q.v.)

was a leading member of the Low-church or Evan-
gelical colony settled round CSapham Common,
and was besides an influential meniber of parlia-

ment and a friend of William Pitt,the prime minister.

Thus he constituted a link between the rdigious and
the political worlds. Thomas Oarkson (d. 1846)
was already in deacon's orders in the Qiurch of

England ^^en he took up the question, and actually

refrained from taking priest's orders lest that
profession should interfere with his prosecution of

the cause, to which he felt so strong a call that be
writes, " At length I jdelded, not because I saw any
reasonable prospect of success in my new under-
taking (for all cool-headed aiul cool-hearted men
would have pronounced against it) but in obedienoe
I believe to a higher Power." Again, the era of

Prison Reform (q.v.) was inaugurated by John
Howard (q.v.). Of Non-conformist training and
strong religious sentiments, his duties as higji

sheriff of Bedfordshire brought him into contact

with the harsh treatment of prisoners in his native

land. The horrors of jaU fever were equaled by
those of the miscellaneous herding together of the
novice or perhaps the innocent with the most de-

praved. His end came in the course of prosecuting

his investigations in the prisons of South Russia.

His endeavors were directed toward the reform of

the ssrstem; those of Elisabeth Fry li^o, like the

Tukes, came of a prominent Quaker famfly, aimed
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at the reform of the individual prisoner. Their

memories have been perpetuated and their woric

continued by societies bearing their names.
Inspired also by the Evan^lical sentiment, and

one of the foremost pillars of that branch of the

Church of England [throughout the middle half of

last century, was Anthony Ashley Cooper, seventh

eari of Shaftesbury (q.v.), of whom Professor Blaikie

has remarked, "The lives of Howard, Mrs. Fry,

Wilberforce, and other great philanthropists are

associated mainly with a single cause—Shaftesbury's

with half a score." Like Wilberforce, he stood for

the ideal of philanthropy in the stormy cross-seas

of politics. His S3rmpathies for the suffering were
first attracted to the insane by an inquiry instituted

in parliament into the condition and treatment of

that unfortunate class. Thenceforward he con-

tinued throughout his life a member of a perma-
nent commission charged with the supervision of

asylums for lunatics. In 1833 he proceeded to

engage in the amelioration of the lot of industrial

workers, particulariy of women and children, at that

time employed not only in factories but also in col-

lieries. Not content with knowledge at second hand,

he ascertained the conditions under which they

worked by personal visitation. And here it seems
permissible to observe that the charity of one gen-

eration is apt to become the oppression of its suc-

cessors. One of the abuses against which Shaftes-

bury strove was the exploitation of young children

in Uie textile trades. Yet this veiy practise had
been fostered, if not inaugurated, in those schools

for imparting instruction in manual crafts as weU as

in book-learning and conduct, set up by the Society

for Promoting Christian Knowledge, and carried

still further in schools connected with the woric-

houses c^ those days. Of course there was always
this marked difference that the factories were run
for private profit, while the receipts from the

echool-chUdren's handiwork went to support the

schools, and not into the pockets of the managers.

To return to Lord Shaftesbury. In the ** hungiy
forties " he took up the cause of the uncared-for boys
in the streets, and promoted the oiganization of

the so-called Ragged Schools for their

8. Ragged benefit—another of those charitable

Schools; movements directly traoeaUe to relig-

Young ious impiilse. Rather than oppose,

People's in common with the land-owning class

Societies, as a whole, the repeal of the Com
Laws, he vacated his seat in the house

of commons. By this time he had acquired a
definite influence among the working classes, who
were beginning to appreciate his di^terested ef-

forts on their behalf. When the wave of discon-

tent, which had been gathering mass and moment
through a long series of years, threatened in 1848

to catch infection from Paris and to break forth

into active revolt, he was besought to exercise that

influence in favor of peace and order, and after-

ward received the thanks of the home secretary

for his efforts in that direction. Another cause

which enlisted his aid was that of the improvement
of working-class dwellings. Lord Shaftesbury was
also a supporter of the Young Men's Christian As-

sociation (see YoxTNO People's Societies). This

society was set on foot in 1844 with the primary
object of evangelizing the masses of young men en-

gaged in trade and business in the metropolis,

many of them living at a distance from their families

and friends, and left to their own resources to avoid

or to succumb to the varied temptations surround-

ing them in so vast a city. In time it added to its

original program by establishing libraries and
reading-rooms, classes in various branches of study,

and employment bureaus. Sir George Williams
(q.v.), himself head of a laige drapery firm in St.

Paul's Churchyard, was identified with this effort

from its conmiencement, and was its treasurer until

his death, when the association included 7,229

branches scattered throughout the United States

as well as the British Empire. A sister society for

young women followed in 1855. Reference has been
made to the Ragged School movement. 0)nnected
with it as regards the class to be benefited was the

Reformatoiy and Refuge Union, founded in 1856 to

supply a center of information and encouragement
for the already numerous local and isolated efforts

to meet the needs of the various classes of delinquents

—e.g., youthful offenders, unfortunate women, and
discharged prisoners.

It has been pointed out above that the last two
centuries have been the age of associated benevo-
lence. But this is not to say that individual benefi-

cence has been superseded. On the

Q, Move- contrary, during the past half-cen-

ments under tuiy, as much at least as during any
PerM>nal eariier period, schemes of the greatest

Initiative, magnitude have been the outcome of

the initiative of a single person. Even
the method of three centuries ago <k bequeathing
money for pensions or almshouses is not extinct.

But the ideal of personal service is higher, and the

chief benefactors have in thdr lifetime drawn to-

gether bands of sympathizers who act under their

leadership and can continue their work. The great

mission carried on by the late Dr. Thomas John
Bamardo (d. 1905) had its modest b^inning in his

compassionate observation of the city arab class

while himself a medical student. At the date of his

death 60,(XX) children were computed to have
passed through the various institutions he had
founded, 16,(XX) having been placed in British

colonies. Of these it is said that only 300, or less

than two per cent, have failed to do well. Another
great oiganization in the same field is the Church
of England Society for Waifs and Strays. With its

establishment the Rev. Eklward de Montjoie Rudolf
has been eq)ecially connected. The Society for the

Prevention of Cruelty to C!hildren, which holds a
qtiasi-official position, and has had 144,234 children

imder its notice during the twenty-five years of its

existence, was the creation of Benjamin Waugh, a
Congregationalist minister. As an example of what
individual inspiration can effect, it would be hard to

find a more conspicuous example than that of the

Salvation Army (q.v.), the creation of the evangel-

izing zeal of the Rev. William Booth (q.v.), and his

wife Catherine Mumford Booth (q.v.). To plan an
organisation designed for home mission woik upon
a military framework must have demanded great

originating power in the first instance. To extend it
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o as to meet multiform distress in many lands and
races demanded obviously great organizing power.

When General Booth issued his scheme of social re-

form In Darkest England (London, 1890), the Army
had already officers and others engaged wholly in

the work to the number of 4,506 in the United ^ng-
dom and 4,910 in the United States and the rest

of the world, and it possessed Shelters, Rescue
Homes, a Prison Gate Mission, and other institu-

tions. The Church Army is a somewhat similar

oiganization foimded in 1882 by the Rev. Wilson
Carlile (q.v.), a Church of England cleigjrman, rector

of St. Mary-at-Hill in London.
As stated above, the monastic eystem came to an

end in Scotland about twenty years after its over-

throw in England. In John Knox's work on eccle-

siastical government, entitled The Book o/Diacipline,

it is recommended that the revenues

10. Move- of the old Church should be applied

ments in among other things to the maintenance
Scotland, of education in the parish and burgh

schods, and to the relief of the aged
and infirm poor. The able-bodied poor were, ac-

cording to his scheme, to be compelled to work.
In 1562, the General Assembly of the Kirk peti-

tioned for provision to be made for the poor. Prac-

tical effect, however, was not given to Knox's
recommendations respecting education until an Act,

passed in 1696, stipulated for the maintenance of a
school in every parish at the cost of the heritors,

or landowners. Neariy three centuries after Knox,
another great divine of the Scottish Presbyterian

church led the van in the reform of poor-relief,

which took place in Scotland as in England, though
not upon identical lines, in the first half of last

century. This was Thomas Chalmers (q.v.), a man
of wide interests who had added to his professional

training in theology the study of natural science

and of political eccmomy. Placed in charge suc-

cessively of the large parishes of Tron and St. John
in the city of Glasgow, then rapidly growing into

the commercial capital of Scotland, he oi^nized,

with the help of a number of zealous lay coadjutors,

the administration of relief to the poor of the

parish on such lines that, while the total expendi-

ture was reduced from $8,000 to $1,400, "this

result," according to Professor Blaikie, one of his

biographers, '* was accompanied not by a dirmnu-

tion but an increase of comfort and morality.

Drunkeimess decreased, and parents took an in-

creased interest in the welfare of their children."

The influence of Chalmers' experience and teaching

in this department of philanthropy was wide-spread,

and its fruits may still be seen in the extensive

ramifications of the charity organization system on
both sides of the Atlantic and of the Pacific.

The movenxent in favor of Total Abstinence (q.v.)

found in Ireland one of its earliest champions. This

was Theobald Mathew (q.v.), a Fran-

XX. Total ciscan friar in Cork. Visiting much
Abstinence, among the poor, he became impressed

with the evils of intemperance, and,

having taken the pledge himself at the instance

of some Non-conformist friends, he proceeded to

preach what he already practised. Possessed of an

engaging personality, his influence was inmiense

with his fellow countrymen. Judges on i

mented on the diminution in crime. The ex-

chequer officials had to coounent upon the diminu-
tion in revenue, for the receipts from the excise on
spirits fell by one-third. Unfortunately the famine
diverted his energies to raising funds for the suf*

ferers. He visited New York a^ Washington, and
prosecuted his campaign there between 1849 and
1851.

Enjoying ample land-room with general pros-

perity, the over-seas self-governing countries of the
empire have so far escaped the necessity of di»-

oovering new solutions for distress in

xa. The their midst. Local adaptations of

Colonies, machinery originated in older countries—^the societies founded by St. Vincent
de Paul (q.v.) from France, the Salvation Army
and the Young Men's and Young Wcmien's Christian

Associations from England, and the Women's
Christian Temperance Union from the United
States—appear to have proved adequate hitherto

to supplement the governmental activities of a
democratic regime. A great deal of quiet boievo-
lence and neighborliness is exhibited in the readj
adoption of orphans and destitute children into

private families.

Within the last forty yearis the desire for social

reform in Great Britain has taken three new tibapes,

those, namely, of charity organization, of tenement
reform, and, through reform of tenements, the ref-

ormation of the tenants, and of settlement work.
While great public spirit and much genuine human
sympathy have been displayed in th^ movements,
and while, in all three, zealous clergymen and oth^-

churQh-membersmay be found taking a share, they,

in common with the earlier hospital movement,
have been too little the product of ecclesiastical or
definitely religious leadmhip to come within the
scope of the present treatment.

It may be that philanthropy is on the verge of
passing into a furUier stage. From causes which
were glanced at in the opening paragraphs, law,

state-craft and diplomacy, medicine and literature,

as well as education, were once subordinate but
almost exclusive domains of the Church. To be

able to read was proof presumptive

13. Pros- that a man was a priest, or at least in
pectk minor orders. The four first pur-

suits have, of ca\xne, long since passed
into the hands of the laity, and education is pasatng
now. At the present moment, departments which
hitherto have formed the realm of philanthropy
are in process of annexation by the State its^.
Already school-children are fed, septuagenarians

pensioned, and employment bureaus and relief works
subsidized at the public cost. Proposals embodying
a drastic alteration of the poor law are being ao-
tivdy luged. If they are carried out in their

entirety the drain on private resources will react

first of all on the funds available for purposes of
voluntary charity, while at the same time few de-
partments of benevolence wOl remain outside the
control of the State or of mimicipalities. The trans-

ference of power from the classes supplsring benefac-

tors to the classes supplying beneficiaries, already

to a great extent effected, is likely to accelerate
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this process, of which the attendant dangers are

obvious. It can only be hoped that the motives
which have hitherto inspired philanthropic action

will in the future inspire the conscientious and S3rm-

pathetic dischai^ge of their new duties on the part

of the central and local administrations and Uieir

officials. In this connection the influence of the

Christian Social Union, a body imder the guidance
of Bishop Gore of Birmingham, Canon Scott Hol-
land, and other distinguished Anglicans both lay

and clerical, which studies social and economic
problems and seeks to control industrial and com-
mercial relations in accordance with the principles

enimciated in the New Testament and by the

Church, may have a great future open to it.

C. H. d*E. Leppinqton.
in. Philanthropy hi America: The develop-

ment of philanthropy in the modem western world is

illustrated by the parable of the seed growing secret-

ly, '* First the blade, then the ear, then
I. Colonial the full com in the ear." In the pioneer
Practise, conununities there is little poverty and

no pauperism; the few who need assist-

ance are cared for by their neighbors; organized

charity is not needed. The churches in the early

New England colonies included practically the
whole population, and any of their members who
were in need or in suffering were relieved by the

voluntary compassion of the brotherhood. As the

eommimities grew older, and families decayed, and
the number of the defective and the decrepit and
the helpless multiplied, some communal provision

was made for the care of the poor; each town con-

tracted with some citizen for the keeping of its de-

pendents. Later, poorhouses were erected and
yeariy appropriations were made, at the town
meetings, for the support of the poor. In these

poorhouses the hopelessly insane were also con-

fined, no provision yet being made for restorative

treatment. Outside of New England the coimty
was generally charged with the care of the poor;

the almshouses and infirmaries were county insti-

tutions. Thus it will be seen that the tendency
pointed out above (I., § 7) as prevailing among the

Lutheran and Reformed churches at the time of

the Reformation was active in the American com-
munities. The care of the poor was tumed over
to the public authorities. When the town and the

church were practically one this was of no impor-
tance; but when the standing order was disestab-

lished, and the secular community was discriminated

from the religious community, this virtual abandon-
ment by the church of one of its primary functions

was a serious matter for the church and perhaps
for the poor.

At the present day, therefore, the American
churches do not consider themselves wholly responsi-

ble for the care of the poor of the com-
3. Church munity. The same thing is tme of

and Voltm- Great Britain. This work has been
taxy Phllan- largely taken over by the civic author-

tfaxopies. ities—by the town or the parish or the

city or the county. The churches do,

however, find work of this kind to do. Many
churches have in their own membership those

who, from misfortune or accident, are in want, and

something is done for the relief of these, though,
even here, the ministiy often lacks much of being
all that could be desired. The churches^ also,

through mission Sunday-schools and other such
agencies, extend their acquaintance among the
poor and the unfortunate, and thus the rich and
the poor are brought together and want is supplied

and sorrow comforted. Services of this nature are

not noised abroad, but it is probable that the

amount of help thus quietly extended to needy per-

sons is considerable. A great variety of voluntary
philanthropies are also maintained in eveiy popu-
lous town or city. Hospitals, homes for the aged,

orphanages, crtehes, Magdalen asylums, societies

for the relief of the poor in their homes, free dis-

pensaries, diet kitchens, convalescent homes, dis-

trict-nursing organizations, social settlements, and
many other such organized methods of compassion
and friendship are ever3rwhere in operation. By
these voluntaiy philanthropies a lai^ part of the
charity of the community is administered. These
are, in good part, the inspiration of the churches;

most of the workers in them are church-members.
Generally these voluntary charities are undenom-
inational; representatives of all the churches unite

in maintaining them; they furnish a grateful occa-
sion for the nianifestation of Christian unity.

The administration of this voluntary philan-

thropy by the churches and the various charitable

organizations, is apt to be defective in two ways;
there is, first, much overlapping, and

3. Defects imscmpulous mendicants are often

Remedied able to secure aid from several differ-

by Organ!- ent sources at the same time; and,

zatk>n. secondly, the relief is apt to be ren-

dered without adequate investigation,

and upon sentimental and emotional, rather than
practical, considerations, so that habits of mendi-
cancy are encouraged and the character of the re-

cipients is damaged. For these reasons the organ-

ization of the volimtary charities has been found
necessary, so that cooperation might be secured

and relief be administered by more rational and
conservative methods. The "Charity Organiza-

tion Societies " or " Associated Charities " have
been, for the last quarter of a century, effective

agencies in the improvement of the methods of

charitable relief. They have not always been able

to seciue so large a degree of cooperation as they
have sought, for there are many sentimental per-

sons in Uie churches and the charitable societies

who have but dim comprehension of the amount
of harm that may be done by fostering mendicancy,
and who are more disturbed by a tale of physical

discomfort than by the spectacle of a ruined charac-

ter. But the principle of the charity organization

societies, " Not alms but a friend," is the sound
Christian principle; the aim is to stimulate self-

respect, self-reliance, industry, and frugality; to

give temporary relief when that is needed, but,

above all, to help the poor to help themselves.

Much criticism has been bestowed on this work by
those who view the matter superficially; these

organizations have sometimes been called " socie-

ties for the prevention of charity." It is quite

probable that the repressive features of the work
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have Bometiinim been over-emphaBued, but the

need of such discrimmations and reetraints ean not

be gainsaid, and the efficiency of our vc^untaiy

charities lai^y d^)ends on such cooperation and
regulation as the charity organisation societies

seek to secure.

The greater part of phiianthrc^ woik, however,

is done by public agencies. The Christian leligion

has filled modem society with what Benjamin Kidd
calls *' a great fund of altruistic feel-

4. Public ing/' which finds expression in a va-

Admlnistra- rie^ of public philanthropies. To
tion of AkL that extent the State has been Chris-

tianized. ** All-of-us/' cooperating

through civil institutions and public agencies, are

seeking to care for the poor and the dck and the

unfortunate. Let it not be fcngotten that it is the

enforcement of the teachings of Jesus Christ by his

Church that has brought this to pass. Such results

are not visible in non-Christian countries. The
public philanthropies are laigely institutional.

Hospitab, almshouses and infirmaries, a^lums for

the insane, the blind, the deaf, the feeble-minded,

the epileptic, homes for orphan children, sanatori-

ums for the victims of tuberculosis—all such insti-

tutions are provided for the most part gratuitoudy

for the helpless poor and the unfortunate. Much
of this work is of such a character that it could not

well be left to voluntaiy agencies; the burden of

it ought to be borne by the entire community.
That the community is willing to bear it—that

public opinion requires the imposition of this chaxge

upon ibe public treasuiy is a signal triimiph of

Christian civilization.

The legitimacy and necessity of what is techni-

eally called indoor relief are thus apparent. But the

State also undertakes to administer relief to the

poor in their own homes, and for this service it is

ill qualified. If, indeed, such conditions as prevail

in the German cities could be secured—^if the mu-
nicipality could enlist a lai^ge force of its most in-

telligent and competent men and women to serve

as visitors, this woric might be done by the publk
with the best results. In Berlin more than 3,000

visitors of the poor are appointed by the city. They
are selected with great care, are men of character,

and are compelled to serve. The districts are small

and the service is not onerous, but it is not optional;

the penalty of refusal or neglect is disfranchisement.

With such a force of visitors the city ean diqiense

relief intelligently. But it is doubtful whether any
such service as this could be secured by an Amer-
ican city; the investigating force is always absurdly

inadequate and generally incompetent; the officials

charged with this duty are frequently careless

and sometimes corrupt; the funds are used for

political piuposes, and, as a rule, the needy are

neglected and impostors get the lion's share. For
this reason some American cities have abolished

public outdoor relief and leave the care of the
people in their own homes to volimtaiy charity,

sometimes employing the associated charities or

other voluntary organisations to do the work of

investigation, and granting relief upon their recom-
mendation.

It thus becomes evident that the conditions of

j^iilanthit^ie wofk in America at the presort time
are somewhat chaotic; the work is not well ^ys-

tematised; there is much conflkst of

5« PrinciplsB jurisdictions and much confusion of

of Work, methods; there is great need of some
revision of the entire program d char-

itable relief. The principles which dbould gorem
this administration have been somewhat roughly
indicated in this survey. (1) It is important that
the State should more clearly define its own i^iil-

anthropic functiim; that it should determine bow
much it can wisely undertake in behalf of the de-

pendent classes. Tlie institutional work in wliiefa

it is now widely engaged should, for the most parft^

be carried forward. If public outdoor relief is to be
attempted this relief should be given in such a way
as not to demoralise the recipients. "Hie woric to be
done in such cases is largely the repair or the re-

building of damaged character. It ought to be in

the hands of those who have some skill in the res-

toration of souls. If the State can not furnish offi-

cials who know how to save men and womso, it

would better leave this work to be done by others.

But it will still be neoessaiy that the law stand
near to help the volunteer workers. There ismany
a broken funily the wreck of which is caused by
the brutality vod dissipation of the husband and
father, and the wisest help will fail to lift the fam-
ily out of misery unless he can be separated from
them and subjected to a discipline in which he
may recover h^ manhood. He ought also to be
kept at productive labor and his net earnings turned
over to his family. Charity workers are constant^
meeting complicatians of this sort in whidi the
power of the State must be invoked for the proteo-

tion of the weak and the enforcement of conjugal

or parental responsibility. If, therefore, such co-

operation as this between the State and the voiun-

teer workers is to continue, the terms upon which
it is carried on should be explicitly defined by law.

(2) It is also needful that the churches should oome
to a dear understanding of their relation to this

entire problem of philanthropy. If they have in-

spired the commonwealth to undertake these works
of compassion they have done weQ, but their vock
is not yet done; it is hardly conceivable that an
institution which represents Jesus Christ in the
world should ever be able to discharge itsdf from
reqwnsibility for the poor, the side, and the iii>-

fortunate. It has no busmess on its hands noore
urgent than this; it can never convince the worid
of the genuineness of its commisBion unless it is ad-
dressing itsdf intelligently and efficiently to this

tadc (3) liie churches of every town or dty shookl
recognise their joint req>onsibility for the care of

all the poor and the miserable and the unfortunate

of tiieir community. If the State has taken over
some portion of it, still the churehes are resfKHisi-

ble for seeing that the work of the State Is hu-
manely done. This is a work that ean not be
done by the chiirehes without systematie eoopeta-

. tion. If there were no other reason for the unioo
of the churches of the community, tiiis would be
reason enough. The Christian people of evoy dty
are confronted by poverty, sickness, distress, and
misfortune. Th^y can not count themselves die-
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mflm of Jesos Christ if they are indifferent to this

cdL And th^ can not meet this responsibility

unless they unite. This is the summons to the or-

ganisation of the municipal churoh, which must
include all who call themselves Christians. Some-
thing which mi^t thus be described ought to exist

m every Christian comnumity. The responsibility

of this body for the care of the needy and the help-

leas can not be gainsaid. No creed is needed for

such an organisation; it should be simply " the

union of all who love in the service of all who
suffer." (4) In many communities the nudeus of

such an organisation already exists. There is a
"Federation of the Churches," or a "United
Brotherhood/' which holds occasional union meet-
ings, but sometimesfinds it hard to justify its exist-

ence. Let it envisage this task. Let it assume
the responsibility for the philanthropies of the dty.

(5) When it is manifest thiat the churches are imited

for this purpose, it wUl not be difficult to bring the

local chi^ties into cooperaticm. Most of the workera
in these local charities are membere of the churohes

and th^ wiU recognize the ri^t of the municipal

church to take charge of this business. Thus the

entire field would be covered, every section of the

city would be supervised, and the work would be
so divided among the churehes and the other or-

ganiaations that there would be no overiapping,

and no failure to reach and relieve cases of real

need. (6) The administration of outdoor relief

would thus be made intelligent and adequate; the

churehes by uniting would recover for themselves

that sacred and vital function which through their

divisions they have so largely permitted to lapse,

and they would regain the opportunity of exeroi-

sing that friendship which is the primary reason

for their existence. How greatly this would
strengthen their hold upon those portions of the

community which are now largely alienated from
them needs not to be said. The financial burden,

if all the churches shared it, would be very light;

the actual amount of money needed for the relief of

want in American communities is not large; the

help that is needed is moral, rather than material.

Every poor family needs a friend, and in the ma-
jority of cases the less there is of financial assistance

the better for all concerned. (7) This municipal

church would also put itself into closest eympeu'

thetic relations with all the vohmtary philanthropic

institutions of the city which are studying these

problems, and seeking to make their service more
intelligent and efficient. All these institutions are

dependent on the churehes, and there is great need
that their relation to the churohes be inade more
vital and organic. The municipal chureh would
have a committee in charge of the interests of each

one of them, watching its work, giving sympathetic

counsel and support, and reporting its needs to the

churehes. (8) The municipal chureh would also

establish helpful relations with the municipal char-

itable and reformatory institutions, with hospitals,

children's homes, work-houses, juvenile courts.

Jails, and prisons. Over all the unfortunate in these

places it would exeroise a watchful care. There
would be an efficient committee over each of them
obierving the conditions, studying the problems,

and keeping the Christian community thoroughly

informed respecting them. It is not to be assumed
that this supervision of public institutions would
be necessarily critical or inquisitorial; it would
normally be sympathetic and helpful; it would only

seek to bring the good-will of the Christian commu-
nity into close and practical relations with some of

its neediest members.
It is a deplorable fact that the organisations

which represent Jesus Christ in our modem com-
munities have no methods of keeping themselves

in touch with the inmates of these public charitable

and correctional institutions. They have passed

all that business over to the State, and have divested

themselves of req>onsibility for it. It is a faithless

performance. In that impressive parable of the

judgment the Son of man arraigns those who are

brought before him, because, as he sa3rs, " I was
sick and in prison and ye visited me not. . . . In-

asmuch as ye did it not to one of these my breth-

ren, even these least, ye did it not to me." Until

the Christian Chiireh in every city or town has put
itsdf into relations of practical friendship with all

these classes, it is resting under a heavy condem-
nation.

Such are some of the pathological phases of the

philanthropy which the Christian Chureh in the

modem community may be expected to practise.

But the true philanthropy is not

6. The merely remedial. It seeks to discover

Church's and remove the causes of misery.

Hi^er And the Christian Chureh has, for so-

Dttties. ciety as well as for the individual, not
only a message of redemption but also

a message of regeneration. It must cleanse the

sources from which want and sickness and vice are

flowing. It is futile to go on relieving all these so-

cial maladies and leave imtouched the causes which
constantly produce them. And the municipal

church, whtti it has once fairly grappled with its

great tasks, will feel that its most important work,

after all, is to give us a new heaven and a new
earth wherein dwelleth righteousness. (1) It will

discover that the sickness and physical debility to

which it is tr3ring to minister are in considerable

part the result of bad housing-conditions, of un-

sanitary tenements and overerowding, and it will

turn the light on these conditions and stir up a
public sentiment which shall abolish nuisances and
pestilence-breeders, and secure healthy habitations

for the people. (2) It will bring home to the Chris-

tian conscience of the community the fact that in

most of our cities multitudes of children have no
accessible playgrounds' but the streets, and that

the conditions Uiere surroimding them are unfavor-

able to the development of sound character. Abun«
dant evidence shows that the streets are the sem-
inaries of vice and crime. Little that is normal in

the life of a child is permitted in them; the tend-

ency of the associations of the street is toward that

which is abnormal and criminal. Safe and well-

regulated playgrounds are a vital need of city bojrs

and giris imd far less costly than the reform schools

to which so many of them are later sent. A few
intelligent men and women have discovered the

importance of this provision and are woridng to
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secure it, but the churches are primarily responsible

for the welfare of these boys and girls, whether they

belong to their Sunday-schools or not, and it is

their business to educate the community upon
this vital matter. (3) It is hardly needful to dwell

upon the devastations of the drink evil (see Total
Abstinence); nor to point out how large a share

of our philanthropic labors and sacrifices are made
necessary by this destructive vice. The municipal

church will be wide awake to this evil, and may be
depended on to do what it can to abate the injuries

of which the saloons are the source. It is to be
hoped, also, that it may discover the importance of

meeting that bad influence by counter-attractions,

and providing safe places of social resort for the

multitude of homeless yotmg men and women. The
terrible ravages of the social evil will also chaUenge
the faith and coiu^ige of the mimicipal church.

For much of the poverty, the disease, the crime,

the wreckage of homes is due to this cause. Com-
petent observers of social conditions assure us that

the damage done by the saloons is trivial compared
with this. To whom may people look for an intelli-

gent, thorough, adequate treatment of this social

malady, if not to the Christian Church 7 Is it pos-

sible that the institution which b charged with the

moral education of society can venture to ignore

this responsibility? (4) Much of the poverty and
sickness to which we are called to minister is due
to the devitalised condition of the laborers, and this,

in many cases, is the result of child labor in earlier

years. When the municipal chiut^ begins to deal

with the causes of the iUs it is tr3ring to cure, it

will find here some serious work to do. (5) Unem-
plo3rment is an ungainly word, but it describes an
ugly thing. Much of it is due to shiftless men or

inefficiency, but by no means all. Two-thirds of

the families which apply in good times to the char-

ity organijBation societies for aid are in need because

they are out of work. To this tremendous problem
the municipal church must address itself sympa-
thetically and intelligently. This is the gravest of

misfortunes, the sorest of troubles. If any man de-

serves a friend it is the man who is in need and is

willing to work. Such a man ought never to be in

doubt that there is one great friend to whom he
can go, and that is the Christian Chiu^. Such
men generally do go to the ministers; there is a
constant procession of them to the doors of the

study, but it is hardly possible for the minister to

find work for many of them; if the municipal church
were properly organized it would have an employ-
ment bureau. (6) Not a little of the imemploy-
ment and the consequent poverty which taxes

philanthropy is caused by industrial wars. Very
destructive and disastrous to the fortunes and the

characters of employers and employed are these

bitter conflicts; tiie municipal church ought to be
able to put an end to some of them. It is the repre-

sentative of the Prince of Peace, and it has no
more sacred fimction than that of the peace-maker.

These are not the only ways in which the mimi-
cipal church could exert its influence in removing
the causes of those ills to which it is called to

minister. But enough has been said to make it

clear that when the Christian Chiirch comes to

itself and realizes its opportunity and its reqxm-
sibility it will find a ii:dghty task upon its hands

and a reason for being of which it has
7. Condo- as yet hardly seemed to be aware. Not

tkm. only in relieving existing want and
su£Fering, but in attacking and remov-

ing their causes, it will rise to its full stature and
fulfil its high calling. It will not be needful to
explain to any one whose church it is; in its life

the life of the Son of man will be reflected. Such a
church will justify its own existence; it will be
evident that its most vital function has been fully

restored to it, aiid it will recover the credit it has
lost, not only among the less fortunate classes, but
also among all earnest men and women to whom
the common welfare is a serious concern.

Washinoton Gladden.
IV. Poor^Relief, General Survey: Pre-Christiaii

times afford no evidence of a Gystematic relief of
the poor. In the heathen worid there were some

approaches to it; such as at Athens
I. The the care of those inci4)acitated for

Ante-Nicenework and in Rome the distributions

Church, of com and, from Nervals reign, the
alimentations. Liberality and per-

sonal benevolence were customary in Israel. An
oiganized poor-relief, however, was first provided
by Christianity. The begiimings of the care of
the poor in the congregation are noted in the
New Testament; and by the second century the
organization was complete. The means were col-

lected by free gifts; partly through monthly con-
tribution to the parish treasury, and partly throug;h

the oblations made at the celebration of ibe Lord's
Supper, consisting principally of natural products.

Compulsion to give, direct or indirect, was excluded
(II Cor. ix. 7). The administration of these means
and the general superintendence of poor-relief were
vested in the bishop, who was assisted by several

deacons. The discipline of the Chiut^ was a sufll-

cient safeguard against the careless diversion ci
such means to the unworthy. The Chureh has at
no other time more strongly emphasized the du^
of the care for the poor and unfortunate, and at no
other time has it more positively insisted that every-
thing be done freely from the motive of love. As-
sistance was chiefly in kind, and the limited size d
the parishes also made possible an effort to h^p
each one according to his particular need. Above
all, it was sought to make the poor economically
independent by procuring for Uiem employment
and tools. A poor-list, in which the circumstances
of the needy were described, prevented any behig
overlooked. Widows and orphans were special

objects of attention, the education of the latter

being entrusted to the bishop. The sick were at-

tended, and strangers received the privileges d
hospitality. By means of letters of introduction

any stranger coming in Christ's name was kindly
welcomed; and, before examination as to being a
true brother, he was provided with rest and refresh-

ment. He was cared for but two or three days at
the expense of the Church; thereafter he must
work [cf. Didaohe, xi. 5, ed. P. Schaff., p. 200 and
note, New York, 1890]. The individual parishes

also mutually aided one another. In this period
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poor-relief actually attained its end, and there was
no want within the Christian communities.

The triimiph of the Church imder Constantine,

placing as it did laige means at its disposal, at first

tended to improve the condition of

a. The the poor. Freedom to receive bequests
Post-Nicene attached the eveivincreasing idea that

Church.^ almsgiving had a penitential efficacy

and opened an abundantly increasing

source of revenue. These means enabled the Church
to extend its poor-relief to meet the growing need
attending the economic decline of the empire. The
poor-lists of the metropolitan churches now nimi-

bered thousands of names. At Antioch 3,000
widows and yotmg women, and at Alexandria, in

the time of Johannes Eleemon (q.v.), 7,500 poor
were regularly cared for. At the same time Uiere

were poorhouses, orphan-asylums, hospitals, and
guest-houses for pil^ims and strangers. All the

great bishops of ike period were true guardians of

the poor. Yet with the expansion of the Church,
the relief of the poor was more and more trans-

ferred from the parishes to the Church at large, or

to institutions. The oblations in increasing meas-
ure lost their significance, the larger part of the

funds being supplied by the Church estates. Grad-
ually the deacons, on account of the complicated

administration of Church estates, made way for

stewards as mediaries between them and the bishop.

A considerable part of the woric attended to pre-

viously by the parishes was transferred to the in-

stitutions, and the care of the poor lapsed into a
wholesale almsgiving. Christian charitas came to

be very like the Roman liberalitaa; the bishops took
the place of the emperor as the great purveyors of

alms. The oiganixed poor-relief of primitive dsys
ceased, and begging became more and more preva-

lent.

The conditions amidst which the new Prankish

kingdom came into being excluded the poor-relief

of ^e congregation in ^e early times. This re-

quired a higher economic basis and
3. The higher development of the cities. In-

Middle BteaA of administration of money there

Ages. was a return to the distribution of

natural products. The unsuccessful

attempt at the restoration of primitive poor-relief

disappears with the dissolution of the Prankish
Church. Chaiiemagne had not only enjoined the

Church to bestow on the poor a portion of its tithes,

but promulgated laws compelling landed proprietors

in case of need to support their vassals. In the

famine year of 779 he levied a formal poor-tax.

Begging was expressly prohibited. No landed pro-

prietor was to suffer the poor to go bagging on his

domains. No one was to give to beggars who would
not work. But after Charlemagne's death this

scheme of poor-relief quickly fell to pieces. Dur-
ing the ensuing Dark Ages there was no oiganised

poor-relief by either Church or State. The dictum
that the property of the Church was the possession

of the poor under the influence of the feudal sys-

tem lost its meaning. It was not the parishes that

exercised benevolence, but isolated individuals or

associations in asylums and cloisters. The funda-

mental reason why there was no organized poor-

relief in the Dark Ages was that benevolence was
primarily not to help the poor, but to secure one's

own personal salvation, lliere was abimdant alms-
giving in individual cases and beneficiary funds of

all sorts were established; there were institutions,

orders, and associations; but no effort was made
to reduce the whole to a well-ordered eystem, and
there was neither coherency nor at bottom the pri-

mary aim to help the poor. The result was general

mendicancy, which was looked upon not as a dis-

grace but as a kind of profession. There were gilds

and brotherhoods of beggars, and towns levied a
tax on the beggar gild as they did on others. The
LQ)er vagcUorum (EIng. transl.. The Book of Vagabonds
and Beggars, London, I860) which Luther repub-

lished, with an introduction, shows that frauds of

every sort were associated with begging. Steps
had to be taken against this state of things, though
it would have been contrary to medieval views alto-

gether to forbid it. Attempts were at least made
to introduce some sort of order, to determine who
might beg and how. These laws became numerous
in the fifteenth century; and as these regulations

of boggars precede the later administration of the

poor, so they mark the first advent in the fifteenth

century of communal poor-relief. This appears
first as associational. Already the ancient work
associations involved the duty of mutual aid. But
now in the towns, independently of the gilds, which
assisted their own poor when necessary, associa-

tions of citizens were formed for the care of the

poor. At first these had no connection with the
local government, which, from the fourteenth cen-

tury, however, came to administer their affairs, and
the associational relief became the communal.
There had arisen, besides, a municipal poor-relief,

an income being derived for that purpose from
funds deposited by citizens with the authorities.

As this work increased, special ofi^rs were ap-

pointed to superintend it.

These were, however, but beginnings. The Ref-
ormation awakened fresh motives of active charity,

and set up new aims. By the doctrine

4. The of justification by faith, it struck at

Reformation the motive of the merit of good works
Period, and replaced the same by ^t of lov-

ing gratitude. The new aim was not

to secure personal salvation but primarily to relieve

the poor. A new poor-relief was developed, the

outlines of which had appeared in Luther's An den
ChrisUichen Add deutscher Nation (Wittenberg,

1520). Begging was to be abolished not merely by
prohibition but by local provisions for all the poor.

All who could work were to do so, and relief was
restricted to the necessaries of life. It was in effect

the old parish poor-relief of the primitive churches.

In place of ordinances regarding beggary, poor-

laws were passed; first, that of Augsbiug (Mar.

21, 1522), more important that of Nuremberg (July

23, 1522). After the Peasants' War the poor-relief

was reorganized with the reconstitution of the

Church-system. Funds were collected in part

through charitable endowments and in part through

collections taken either in the churches or in house-

to-house visitation. Contributions were volimtary

and the funds were administered by overseers known
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as treasurera or deaoons authoriiad by the oongre-

gatioDs or civil governments; and th^ were gov-

erned by strict regulations. Rxoellent as the eys-

tern was in theory, it did not succeed in practise.

The income from endowments was not what had at

first been anticipated; and, after the first enthusi-

asm had subsided, the collectioDS declined. But,

even more important, the overseers were inexpe-

rienced and incompetent. In the Reformed con-

gregations of Germany, France, and particularly

Hdland, the aim toward a considerate, personal,

and individual treatment of the poor was success-

fully worked out to the smallest details. In the

Roman Catholic countries and districts voluntary

poor-relief has continued through the various orders

and establishments, though not by parish relief;

and a work has been done to which ftotestantism

oflfers no parallel.

Fundamental are three great types of poor-reliel,
^

of which all others are modifications: namely, the

'

English, French, and Dutch. Fora-

S* Thrae most is the English, The law of Elisa-

Modem beth of 1601 has renudned to this day
lypet. as the basis of poor-relief. In every

parish from two to four dtisens in good
standing were appointed overseers of the poor, and
to them was coofided the duty of providing work
for all who were without means of support and had
no settled employment. They had the right of

taxing the members of the parish for means of sup-
plying material for the emplo3rment of those ca-

pable of woik, and for supporting those who were
incapable. The emphasis upon setting to work the

able-bodied led to the rise of worichouses (at first

called ** the industrial house "), the first of which
was opened in 1679. In 1713 an act authorised

such workhouses, and any pauper who refused as-

sistance at one was denied it elsewhere. There then

arose a distinction between assistance given in an
institution (indoor relieO and that given outside

(outdoor relieO. By the Gilbert act of 1782 and
the act of 1796, outdoor relief was legalised and be-

came the rule. The " allowance " system was
started, by which the difference between actual

earnings and a minimum scale based on market
prices and the sise of the family was paid by the

State. Pauperism vastly increased. In 1834 re-

forms were introduced. Outdoor relief was limited.

Poor-associations, called unions, were formed,

each with a board of guardians, composed of the

justices of the peace and selected members of the

parish, to distribute relief. A central board of com-
missioners, the poor-law board, was established,

which from 1872 has been subordinated to the local

government board. This system is now entirely a
matter of civil administration; its aim is, by in-

door strictness and hard labor, to diminish the

numbers of outdoor paupers. It is lacking in the

element of training and promotion, not providing

suitably for the sick, the weak, or the unfortunate

by accident. The civil poor-relief confines itself

only to the immediate necessities and leaves the

rest to benevolent initiative, and nowhere else have
societies and institutions of free beneficence mul-
tiplied as in England.

In France the constitution of July 4, 1793, pro-

claimed that public poOT-relief was a sacred obliga-

tion. It was proposed by a decree of July 7, 1794,
to acquire the hospitals and other private institu-

tions. Workshops were to be opened for those who
could work, and a yearly pension given to those
who could not. Of this scheme the only part put
into execution was that connected with the destruc-

tion of the old system. After the Revolution be-
nevolent institutions so far as possible were restored

to the Church, and Napoleon I. reestabhsbed the
orders of relief and granted every sort of State rec-

ognition and si4>port. The old orders and coogie*
gations increased and new ones were gradually
added; and relief rests mainly upon the voluntary
aki of these. By a decree of Nov. 27, 1796, local

boards (bureaux de bienfaisance) were established

in the ecclesiastical communes, to render house-re-

lief; but these are not in conflict with the institu-

tions. These boards were not, however, made ooin-

pulsory, and in 1897 existed in less than one-half of

the communes. Th^ have no power to levy aooeaa

ments. TIm State has, however, taken over the care
of the young and the insane and assigned them to
the poor regulations of the departments.

The Thirty-Years' War alinost put an end to
poor-relief in Germany. After the war numerous
regulations were adopted, but rather to prevent
begging than to aid the poor. Toward the end of

the seventeenth century workhouses and houses
of correction were established. The Pietist move-
ment, by its free impulse toward charity, and the
Enlightenment (q.v.), by its humanism, contrib-

uted toward the progress of poor-relief. For the
first time a oomprehenave literature on poor-relief

sprang up and from 1870 there has been an earnest

effort for reform. A general institution for poor-
relief was established at Hamburg, and widely
copied. The basis for the care of the poor
was really laid, however, by the genial kw of
June 0, 1870, on the principle adopted in

Prussia Dec. 31, 1842, and gradually extended to
include all of the empire excepting Bavaria and
Alsace-Lorraine. According to this the former home-
relief was retraced by that of dependent reeideiice,

qualification for which was established by two-years'

standing in the parish or lost by a two-years' ab-
sence. Whoever has no dependent residence is

called " land poor." Whenever any one within this

privilege hi^pens to be in want the local charity
must Uke cognisance of the same. The work is in

general in charge of poor-associations, and its char-
acter and Boope are determined by the laws of the
different states, to which imperial legislation has
entrusted all details. The Elberfeld gysteni has
been extensively and successfully introduced. The
essential characteristic of this is the principle that
to the individual overseer only a very small number
of dependents (not more than four) are assigned
with the largest freedom of adaptation, limited only
by general directions. The theoretical result of

the evolution of poor-relief is summed up in the
phrase, promotion of self-support; and the prac-

tical result was vmced in the expression of the
charity congress of 1857 at Frankfort—^the organic
cooperation of the civic authorities, the church
ofiSoes, and voluntary associations. The CburcL
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ftilfils an intermediate function between the private

relief of individuals and associations, and the civic

relief, being voluntary like the former and organ-

ised like the latter. The Church fosters the motive
of voluntary charity and has regard in the distribu-

tion for the religious-moral welfare of the benefici-

aries, especially of the yoimg. The State acts in

regard to its own safety, is impartial to all, and thus
has the advantage of strict and just discrimination,

^3rstematic administration, and enforced contribu-

tion. The legitimate sphere of the charity of the

Church is in the congregation, which is concurrent
with that of the mimidpality and the State. See
ChAKTIT. (G. UHLHOKNtO

V. Poor-Relief in the United States: Two general

methods of poor-relief exist in the United States;

outdoor relief, and indoor (or institutional) relief.

Each of these classes is subdivided into private and
public relief. Public relief is relief given wholly or

in part from public funds (state, coun-
I. Early ty, or municipal). Private relief is

Practise, relief given from funds administered

by private organizations or societies

receiving their funds from voluntary contributions,

endowments, and the like. The basis of public

poor-relief in the United States is the almshouse
or poorhouse, the terms being synonymous. In
early American life, irmmtes of poorhouses were
let out to the lowest bidder, a system obviously

unjust to the pauper. Poorhouses in the early

nineteenth century were, so to speak, a himian
refuse heap for the dependent and defective

classes. Abuses were frequent and the conditions

of subsistence and existence of the irmiates were
anything but satisfactory. In the early middle
period of the nineteenth century, special insti-

tutions began to be established for special classes

of dependents and defectives. To-day in many
parts of the country children imder two years of

age, the insane, the epileptic, and the more markedly
feeble-minded have been removed from the poor-

house and placed in special institutions, generally

\mder the State authorities. The residue of the

poorhouse is com[>osed largely of the aged and in-

firm. Most poorhouses shelter temporarily the

tramp and vagrant classes, thereby perpetuating

the existence of vagabonds, who are able-bodied

but live in idleness. In many modem poorhouses

the cottage &f3rstem of construction and classifica-

tion is in vogue. In New England and in the Middle
Atlantic States the poorhouses are generally under
township management,* in other parts of the coun-

try they are under county management. However,
in over one-half of the coimties in the United States

there are no poorhouses. Instead, paupers are

maintained by so-called public relief or ** board-

ing-out " under the supervision of overseers or

similar officials, comparable to the English '* re-

lieving officer." The boarding-out system has its

advocates on the ground of economy. While efforts

are made with increasing frequency to control tend-

encies to pauperism and special aid through poor-

relief, it must still be said that much of the public

outdoor relief given to American dependents is mis-

directed or palliative, in that the relief results, at

the best, in the perpetuation or reduction of pau-

X.—31

perism in the individual case, but does not prevent
the pauperism of others.

American poor-laws are based largely on English
poor-laws. Settlement with the subsequent right

to poor-relief is obtained through residence, the
time necessary to acquire settlement differing in

the various States from several months to several

years. Much of the difficulty in wisely adminis-

tering poor-relief in the United States arises from
the temporary character of the appointments to

office of the overseers of the poor, and their conse-

quent lack of training in tiie best principles of

charitable relief; partly also from the migratory
nature of many of the families and individuals in

receipt of poor-relief. Vagrancy laws are lax and
indifferently enforced. The " passing-on system"
of relieving the corrmumity of a considerable part
of the burden of poor-relief is so frequent as to be
a subject of much serious discussion among pro-

gressive charity workers.

The United States is rich in certain forms of be-

nevolent institutions. The special census report of

benevolent institutions in 1905 shows 4,207 institu-

tions of all kinds, 2,166 of which were known to

have been in existence in 1890, 2,004

a. Modem having been founded between 1890
Conditioiis and 1903 inclusive. Of these there

and were 1,075 orphanages and children's

Methods, homes, 1,493 hospitals, 753 perma-
nent homes for adults and children,

449 temporary homes for adults and children, 166
nurseries, 156 dispensaries, 61 schools and homes
for the deaf, 39 schools and homes for the blind,

15 schools and homes for the deaf and blind. The
total population Dec. 31, 1904, was 284,362; in-

mates admitted during 1904, exclusive of dispensa-

ries and nurseries, 204,372. Cost of maintenance^

1903, $55,577,633, of which the annual subsidy from
public funds was $6,089,226. This emmaeration
omits all almshouses, public and private hospitals

for the insane, and schools for the feeble-minded,

as well as institutional activities of an occasional

character. Special census reports on the above-
named institutions show the following:

AdmittMl
Deo. 31, during
1903. 1004.

Insane in hospitals 150,1M 49.622
Feeble-minded in institutions 14.347 2,599
Paupers in almshouses 81,764 81,412

246.262 133.633
TbisX for 1904 379395

An article in The Metropolitan Magazine for Oct.,

1909, estimates as follows New York State's char-

itable expenditures for 1907:

Institutions reporting to the State Board of

Charity $23398,013
Institutions and oiganisations not reporting to

board 17.000.000
Hospitals for insane, etc 5,927,000
Churohes 3.000,000

Individuals 15,179,770

$65,004,783

The same article estunates that $260,019,132, or

over a quarter of a billion, aimually is expended for

charity in the United States.
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In about 200 cities in the United States there

are eharity organijBations or similar private socie-

ties, the fundamental principles of which are the

relief of the poor in their homes, registration of

oases, cooperation with other dilutable societies,

careful investigation of applications for relief, or

other aid. In some cities, notably New York, no
public outdoor relief is given by tiie city; the pri-

vate charitable societies alone caring for the poor
in their homes. In most cities the charitable or-

ganisations and the public poOT-officials work more
or leas in harmony in the administration of poor-

relief. In general, institutions for special classes

of the dependent and physically or mentally de-

fective are under state or other governmental man-
agement. Almost every state has a public super-

visory body, generally appointed by the governor
to inspect and advise, and, in some states, to

administer state charitable institutions. Generali-

sing, it may be said that poor-relief in the nineteenth

century saw three general stages of development.
The first, the development of institutions for the
care of the various classes of the poor; secondly, the
development of the sjrstem of the care of the poor
in their homes in which the relief of the individual

family was the goal. The third stage developed
from about 1895, and is marked by increasing

efforts to prevent pauperism.

The doctrine of prevention has become practically

a gospel in charitable work. The most prominent
movements to-day in preventive charity are tene-

ment-house reform, warfare against tuberculosis,

against child labor, the movement for parks and
playgrounds, the movement for the reduction of con-

gestion of population, for prison reform, for better

health, and many other like movements. The prob-

lem of poor-relief in the United States is becoming a
national problem of the reduction of poverty. The
public press, periodicals, magazines, etc., are lay-

ing special emphasis upon charitable and correc-

tional problems. Charity workers are emphasi-
sing the prominence of heredity and environment
as causes of poverty, and take ite standpoint that

with the reduction or removal of preventable con-

ditions, due to heredity and environment, poverty
will be reduced. O. F. Lkwib.
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L Definition: The tenn Sodallffln, derived from
the Latin, aodalia, from aodus, " a companion/'
came into general use in 1835. It has passed through
many changes of definition. It implies administra-
tion in the interests of society as a whole, so as to

afford equal individual opportunity. This may be
accomplished by the voluntaiy association of some
of the individuals in a conmiunity, or of all the per-

sons within a definite region. T^en extended over
a national territory, it has been termed national-

ism. As most frequently employed, the term, so-

cialism, denotes control by organised society of

land and capital, of industrial production, and of

the distribution of the income therefrom. Political

socialists ordinarily demand State ownership of

land and of the instruments of production. Under
the fire of criticism there has been a tendency to

abandon this extreme position. The abler social-

istic writers show themselves ready to accept ex-

perimentation, advancing toward the theoretic goal

only so far as may be proved practicable. The plat-

forms of poUtical parties, however, which alone can
be accepted as authoritative utterances, have in no
respect relinquished the full nationalist program.

n. Communism: The extreme form of social-

ism is termed Communism (q.v.), which, in strict

application, is the ownership in conunon of all pos-

sessions, public control and rearing of children, and
the aboUtion of the marriage tie. In consequence

of the imiversal odium felt toward the communists
of Paris because of the atrocities of 1871, the word
is now rarely used by socialistic writers. As a
working system, communism, even when the right

of separate families is respected, has not exhibited

elements of permanence. Ancient and modem in-

stances have been short-lived, showing greatest

persistence when cemented by a common religious

conviction. The monastic establishments of the

Middle Ages, purely communistic in organization,

separated the sexes; and similar to these were the

Brethren of the Conunon Life (see Common Life,

Bbethben of the). The Libertines (q.v., 3) and
the Famihsts (q.v.) were well-known communists
of the Reformation period. John Ball, the Wy-
cliffite priest, who instigated the Wat Tyler rebel-

lion, was a medieval socialist, claiming that the peo-

ple had been robbed of their proprietorship in the

common land.

in. Ancient and Medieval Socialism: Socialistic

features were found in the constitutions of Athens

and Sparta, combined with slavery. Of the theo-

retic systems the more noted were Plato's " Repub-
lic,'' More's Utopia (Louvain, 1516), Campanella's
" aty of the Sun " (Frankfort, 1623), and James
Harrington's CommanrWealth of Oceana (London,
1656), which last advocated a limited monarchy,
having its revenue from public lands.

IV. Modem Socialism: The Socialism of to-day
springs from three national sources: France con-
tributed the doctrine of personal liberty and equal-
ity, England demonstrated the value of cooperar
tion, G^many presented the ideal of the socialistic

state.

1. The Preparation: The preparation for mod-
em socialism came from the fVench philosophic

literature of the eighteenth century. The chief

writers were Voltaire, Rousseau (qq.v.), De Mably,
Morelly, De Warville, Boissel, and Mabeuf . These
writers gave direction to the popular unrest of

France, and laid the theoretic foimdation for a so-

cialistic state marked by liberty, equality, and
mediocrity, in which the inefiGicient, the indolent,

and the unfortunate would find provision, and the
refinements of civilisation would take their chances.

It was Jean Pierre Brissot de Warville who wrote
La propriiU exdusive eat un vol, which trenchant
sentence suppUed to Proudhon his famous La pro-

priiU c*e9t le vol, '' proprietorship is robbery."
These men aimed at the subversion of the existing

system in France, some of them taking part in the
Revolution of 1789. Their writings prepared for

the work of their successors in the following century.

In England during this period Adam Smith pub-
lished The Wealth of NoHona in 1776. Contempo-
raneous with this literary movement was the de-

velopment of the factory eystem, the adoption of

steam power, and of the machinery at that time

invented. The resultant evils called forth the first

Peel factory legislation in 1802; and with Robert
Owen's report to the parliamentaiy committee on
the poor laws in 1817 began the English contribu-

tion to modem socialism. In that report Owen
recommended segregating workers in communities

of 1,200, where t^ey shoi^d live in one building, and
work and its products should be in common. Ex-
periments attempted in England and America met
with only temporary success.

Modem Socialism may be treated in two periods:

the first extending from 1817 to the middle of the

centmy, the second from that time to the present.

8. The First Period: When the Reform Bill of

1832 extended the franchise to the middle classes
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in En^^d, the wage-earners regarded themselves

as betrayed, and there resulted a movement known
as Chartism, which demanded universal manhood
suffrage. In 1S48 the excitement became acute,

and the cause was espoused by certain philanthro-

pists, terming themselves Chris^an Socialists, among
whom Frederick Denison Maurice, Charles Kings-
ley (qq.v.)f and Ludlow were the leaders. They en-

counii^ the wage-earners to form cooperative as-

sociations, the value of which approved itself widely;

and the movement, merging with that of cooperar

tion, disappeared from public view (see Christian
Socialism). The pioneer in France was Saint

Simon (q.v.), whose writings foimded socialism on
the teachings of Christ, stripped of traditional ad-

ditions. His noble aim was defeated by the sensual

mysticism of his followers. Fourier advocated com-
munities of 1,800 persons, living in a great building

a community life with free affinity instead of mar-
riage. Experiments in France and America failed.

Louis Blanc favored workshops under State rules,

with superintendents elected by the operatives, and
equal wages for all. The experiments by the pro-

visional government of 1848, though failures, were
not determinative of the value of the scheme.
Proudhon opposed the immorality of the earlier

socialists and advocated equality of wages and the
confiscation of private property. His famous say-

ing derived from De WarviUe, ** Proprietorship is

robbery," underlies the present socialist demand
for the confiscation of all property employed in pro-

duction. He expected a high moral development
in society, under which government should become
unnecessary because of human excellence. The
stem repression of the socialists by the government
in June, 1848, and the apparent prosperity of the

second empire put an end to socialistic agitation

until the rise of the present republic. Geiman so-

cialism begins with Johann Earl Rodbertus (1805-

1875), whom many regard as the founder of so-

called scientific socialism. He based his doctrine on
the assertion that labor is the source and measure
of all value, and demanded nationalisation of land

and capital for the purpose of abolishing the commer-
cial crises which deprive men of work. He attacked

the individualistic system as productive of such

crises, and called for a gradual change without

revolution.

8. The Seoond Period: As with Rodbertus, the

activity of other distinguished socialists, overlap-

ping the middle of the century, falls chiefly in the

second period. Ferdinand Lassalle advocated a

_^ new political party, devoted to the in-

Q^^^j^ terest of the wage-earner. He claimed

that the wage-earners received a com-
pensation sufficient to provide merely a bare exist-

ence, which statement has been called the " iron

law of wages." He argued for productive coopera-

tion by associations aided by State loans. Two
names, Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels, are closely

associated as the foimders of the revolutionary

school of so-called scientific socialism, which may
be dated from the manifesto of the communist
party in 1848. This was a somewhat incoherent de-

fense of the abolition of private property, closing

with an appeal to the socialists of all nations to

imite. In 1867 the masterpiece of Miux, Da8 Kapi-
talf set forth his economic theory of surplus value,

which was virtually Lassalle's " iron law of wages,"
asserting that the wage-earner in industry received

a bare subsistence and that the surplus of his prod-
uct went to the capitalist. He advocated govern-
mental ownership and control of land, capital, and
all productive and distributive industry, remunera-
tion of workers by certificates representing hours
of labor, and payment for all workers regardless of

quantity and qiiality solely according to the nuni-
ber of work-hours. Orgsmised in 1862, the off-

spring of previous associations, the Litemational
Association of Working Men, better known as " The
International," held world congresses imtil 1873.

Beginning with the recommendation of cooperative

societies, these bodies later demanded nationalisa-

tion of tJie means of communication, mines, forests,

and land, the abolition of rent, interest, profit, and
all remuneration to capital. The International op-
poaed itself to war, but lauded the communists of

Paris in 1871 as martyrs to the cause of the wage-
earners. In the congress of 1872 the Russian an-
archists aroused serious strife which resulted in the
death of the organization in the following year. In
1889, however, and frequently since then, interna-

tional congresses have been held, notably one in

London in 1896, disturbed by anarchists, who were
thereupon excluded. The socialist movement in

Germany advanced in two parallel lines, the aim of

the one being socialization through the state, and
that of the other the establishment of a cooperative
system independent of state interference and grad-
ually absorbing all industry. By a fusing of exist-

ing parties in 1875 was formed the present Social-

istic Working Men's Party, which aims to convert
'' private property in the means of production into

social proper^," and to conduct all production and
distribution under social control.

For some time succeeding the fall of the Paris
commune French socialism was under a shadow,

and suffered from differences which
,^|* ^ were reconciled and ended in 1905 by
^|^®*» the formation of a united party, de-

Bnffli^d ®^^™^ ^o' *^® transformation " of the

»ndBiissia.^^P^^^^^^^^ organization of society into

a coUectivist or communal oiiganiza-

tion." In 1892 the socialists of Italy separated
from anarchism, but have since suffered from dis-

sension, and have shown their activity chiefly in

mimicipal work, in strikes, and in cooperation.

After itke wane of the Owen and the Christian so-

cialist movements in Bngland, though some Eng-
lishmen took part in the International, socialism

evidently lost influence among the people. In 1884
two organizations came into existence, the Social

Democratic Federation in politics and the Fabian
Society in educational activity. The strength of

the trade-unions and the native conservatism of

the English workman have hindered the acceptance
of socifidistic principles. The great dock strike of

1888 aroused a new iaterest which issued in the
organization of the Independent Labor Party. The
socialistic vote in parliament presents a steadily in-

creasing influence. In 1908 the conference of the
labor party of Great Britain, formerly oonserva-
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tive, declared for State control of production. The
Russian Socialists, generally known as Anarchists,

except in methods differ little from those of other

nations. Their chief aim is the abolition of the

central despotism and the establishment of free

federation of free associations, that is to say, the

universal adoption of the Mir or Russian communal
village government.
In the United States, after the early commimity

experiments, organized socialism dates from 1868
with the founding of the German Labor Association

which became a section of the Inter-
' ~?1~ national. In 1874 was oiganized the

States. ^^>^y which became the Socialist Labor
Party of North America. In 1897 a

rival socialist party was organized, which, on re-

ceiving large accessions from the older party in

1899, took as its title the Socialist Party. In 1908
the Socialist Party polled 420,464 votes.

V. Demands of Organized Socialists: Socialistic

parties are agreed on the principle of collective

ownership and administration of the factors of pro-

duction, the means of transportation and conunu-
nication, and the method of distribution. In re-

gard to the application of the details socialists are

widely at variance. Whether all land, all machin-
ery, all wage-paying shall be controlled by govern-

ment are matters on which are held diverse views,

thoxigh the political programs generally demand
complete nationalization. While desiring to abol-

ish rent paid to landowners, socialists expect rent

to be paid to the State. Interest on loans and divi-

dends on stock are regarded as unearned income
which should be abolished. As the State cares for

the individual, socialists demand that inheritance

be denied, the savings of all passing to the State on
their dealii. The inunediate demands of the Euro-
pean socialistic parties call for little more than the

freedom and protection enjoyed by the American
citizen. The Russian desires the abolition of the

central government; the German, of the paternal

State; tiie French desire the State to assume the

entire industrial direction. The control of industry

by restriction, direction, and publicity, exercised

by the state and federal governments as it is ad-

ministered in this land, inasmuch as it is exercised

collectively, is socialism as far as it extends. In
the multitudinous duties of the factory inspector,

in protective labor laws, in the limitation of the

labor of women and children, and in the control of

corporations by commission, the American state

employs a direction of industry which is socialistic.

VL Socialism Untried: The socialistic state or

cooperative commonwealth of thorough-going so-

cialism has never proved itself by experiment.

What has been tried, has been the socialistic com-
mimity within the competitive state. A few such
communities, founded on strong religious senti-

ment, have survived a century. The majority, ex-

hibiting a purely economic socialism, have been
short-lived. Whether, therefore, an economic or-

ganization, possessing the materials and conducting

the production of all economic goods, could be

made successful, is a question pively theoretical.

Cooperative societies for production and distribu-

tion have maintained themselves successfully in

the presence of competition, especially in Belgium
and England; but these enjoy the stimulus of com-
petition. The claims made by socialistic writers

are, therefore, based merely on conjecture, a con-
dition to be remembered in estimating the advan-
tages claimed for the S3rstem.

Vn. Advantages Claimed: The chief claims of

advantage over the competitive system may be
thus stated: (1) The saving of the capital wasted
in duplicating productive agencies, as parallel rail-

ways and light, telephone and telegraph systems
on the same territory, etc. (2) The saving of com-
petitive advertising, trade solicitation, and the
like. (3) Scientific adjustment of production to
consumption, thus avoiding economic crises. (4)

The guaranty of a comfortable living to all men.
(5) The abolition of the middle-man in disposal of

goods. (6) The development of imselfishness

throughout society. (7) The abolition of litigation

concerning property. (8) The termination of trade

disputes and strikes.

VnL The Claims Considered: An examination
of these claims reveals their weakness. It is evi-

dent that State socialism involves a radical over-

turning of the economic basis of society. To ap-
prove itself to calm judgment, it must be shown
not only that State socialism must be more effect-

ive than the present system, but also that it would
be better than any possible modification of the pres-

ent system. Over against the above claims, con-

sidered in order, may be stated the foUowing:

(1) Duplication is not necessarily waste. Parallel

railways often prove their value by developing new
regions for increased market supply. The opera-

tion of the economic law of combination tends to

the elimination of unnecessaxy duplication, while

by government regulation unwise duplication may
be checked. (2) Under socialism a large amount
of advertising would still be necessary to inform

the public of the usefulness of State products.

Combination and agreement have the tendency to

reduce wasteful competitive advertising. All the

necessaxy saving might be had apart from socialism.

(3) It has always been to the interest of producers

to make a scientific adjustment of production to

consumption. Thus far there is no Imown method
sufficient for the task. It remains to be proved
that hmnan foresight can prevent economic crises.

The socialist claim is sheer assumption. It must be
shown in what way and by what wisdom this adjust-

ment can be made, and also that it would be im-

possible under the individualist system. (4) By
discouragement of the captains of industry, de-

moralization of the most thrifty and skilful work-
ers, and denial of adequate rewards to stimulate in-

vention, socialism would disastrously impair the

productivity of society. All would be approximate-
ly on the same level, which would be a condition

of general poverty. (5) The present middle-men
would be largely replaced by officials required to

manage the distribution of the products. Even
under competition there is a tendency to eliminate

the middl&-men. The claim remains to be proved.

(6) Far from developing a spirit of unselfishness,

socialism, by its denial of just reward to skill and
diligence, would produce a spirit of discontent on
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the part of the most able in society, who would be
tempted to reduce their production to the meager
output of the least valuable workers. (7) As per-

sonal property would still exist and rights would be
established in cozmection with renteJs, there would
still be laige room for invasion of rights and conse-

quent litigation, especially if the right of gift and
of inheritance were maintained. Industrial differ-

ences would require judicial adjustment in more
instances than under the present system in which
there is so much of negotiation between the inter-

ested persons. (8) Socialism does not mnove the

cause or the occasion of strikes, it merely shifts the

basis; the contention, instead of being between
private or corporate employer and employed, will

be between Uie government and the employed.
Complaints that some workers receive an undue
proportion of the wealth produced, will doubtless

be submitted to arbitration; but strikes would fol-

low that arbitration as frequently as now. It is

only on the Bfarxian basis of time payment regard-

less of quantity and quality of output that strikes

would disappear; and, if that system were estab-

lished, there soon would be a revolt of the more
efficient workers.

EL Criticism: In addition to these categorical

strictures other objections of greater force may be
presented: (1) Socialism would largely terminate

individual opportunity. The individual would no
longer be free to choose that work for which he is

best fitted. All would be required to accept what
the government indicated. What is unfortunately

true of some to-day, would become the rule for all.

(2) liie demand for the nationalization of the soil

may have some groimd of reason in Europe where
the toiler is excluded from the land held by great

estates. It is foundationless in this country where
it is difficult to obtain a sufficient number of per-

sons to till the soil. (3) The doctrine of the in-

creasing misery of the wage-earners, prominent in

the Manifesto of 1848, is still held by some social-

ists, though abandoned by the more intelligent,

who substitute the claim that the difference in the

economic comfort of rich and poor is increasing.

The latter claim is imsubstantiated, the former de-

monstrably false. (4) The tyranny of socialism

would necessarily resiilt in arrest of the general

progress. The advance of civilization has come of

individual initiative; socialism removes opportu-

nity by suppressing individual production. Some
socialists claim that the industrial phase of govern-

ment would be conducted by the same men who are

now industrial leadera. They fail to show how the

most able are to be discovered and advanced to

leadership. Under the competitive system the man
who has the best machine or method of manage-
ment passes the less progressive. Under sociali^

the men who are in control will not look with favor

on the inventive person whose success would in-

volve their retirement. Society will thus be robbed

of the elements of progress which competition sup-

plies. (5) The claim that the ablest will be the

leaders is, however, without foimdation. The high-

est talent can not be enlisted by a system which

robs it of its adequate rewards; and, if coerced by
stem necessity, will not have the spirit to give its

best work. Furthermore, the structure of the in-

dustrial sjrstem will be poUUcal, not economic. The
men in office will be the plausible and the talkative,

not the thinkers and organizers. Such men will

rigorously exclude from office the men who mi^it
achieve for society. (6) This absorption of all

power by the political demagogue would be im-
pregnably fortified by the absolute control and cen-
sorehip of the press by the government which
would suppress all ext^nal publication. As the
government could not publish everything offered,

it would be necessary to have a body to determine
what books and what newspaper or magazine arti-

cles should be published. All articles and books
seeking to expose government corruption would be
sternly suppressed, and the one metiiod of infoim-
ing the public would thus be dosed to all reform-
ers. Under these conditions the arrest of general
progress would be complete. (7) Although the
more intelligent socialists, recognizing the share
in production of inventive and organizing genius,

the grades of skill, the participation of insurance,

interest, and provision for replacement, have aban-
doned the Bfarxian doctrine of equal payment for
all workers, manual and mental, according to the
number of work-hours; nevertheless, the mass of
socialists cling to the doctrine and proclaim it as
their aim. This would be the robbery of the skilled

in favor of the unskilled, robbery of the head-worker
to enrich the hand-worker, an exploitation as un-
just as any wrong of which socialists complain in
the present syetem, (8) Socialists perodve that
the institution of the family within the socialistio

system threatens the prosperity and permanence d
the system, as it constitutes an interest more en-
grossing than the body politic. This has been the
defect in those experiments which have perished.

Attack is, therefore, made upon the family by sug-
gesting the separate support of the mother while
she cares for her childi^, the public rearing and
care of children, and even free and terminable mar-
riages. Another attack on the family appears in the
desire to abolish inheritance, first openly stated in
the manifesto of 1848. This strikes at the right

and duty of the father to support his chUdren, fully

recognised in both Jewish and Christian ethics. In
application it would be undisguised legal robbery.

(9) The confiscation of land and the factore of
production without compensation to the owners,

as advocated by the Fabian Society and others,

would be robbeiy by legislation, as would also the
repudiation of the national debt demanded by the
English Social Democrats. It becomes evident
from what precedes that, instead of develc^ung a
high brotherly regard for others, socialism exalts

greed and indolence and the disposition to profit

by the exploitation of others. In a word, socialiam

claims a right to do that which it cond^nns in the
competitive system.

X. Improvements Needed: It may justly be ad-
mitted that improvements are needed and possible

in the competitive system. For American indua-

trial society the chief improvements needed may be
grouped under three topics: (1) The relation be-
tween employer and employed. (2) The condition

of the unskilled. (3) llie equalization of prodoo-
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tion and consumption. Experiments in meeting
these needs are in progress, some of which promise

as satisfactory adjustment as socialism could effect.

XL The Relation of the Church: The Christian

Church has not been in favor with socialists because

in their minds it is associated with oppresaon, in

Europe with the oppression of the Roman Catholic

Church, in America with the oppression of capital-

ists. The Church in America has not hitherto suc-

ceeded in disabusing the minds of the masses of

their error, but recent activities and utterances of

various branches of the Church, especially the es-

tablishment of labor departments, have been di-

rected more efficiently to this end, and have been
attended with marked success. Not a few social-

ists are found in the Church in England and Amer-
ica. The Christian Socialists in the United States

have formed several organizations for conference

and cooperation, notably the Christian Socialist

Federation which declares for the cooperative com-
monwealth. Far more numerous in the Church are

those who see the need of wise measures to modify
the present economic system in the interest of the
least paid, and of the activity of the Church as the

messenger of Christ to persuade all classes to Chris-

tian brotherhood, that the change may be peaceful

and permanent. Socialism, stirred by the with-
holding of his due from the wage-earner, attempts
a solution by withholding his due from the eco-

nomical and from the billed. There is needed
something more than a mere economic change;
there is needed the spirit of Christ. It is the mis-
sion of the Church to teach men that spirit; and
she must become the most potent agent in accom-
plishing that which socialism inadequately plans,

the winning of the world to Uve in the spirit of the
Redeemer. James Cabter.
Bzbuoorapht: Consult the literature under Christian So-

eialinn, and Communism, especially the works of Noyes,
Nordhoff, and Hinds. Also: Morelly. Code de la nature,
Paris, 1755; F. M. C. Fourier, ThSorie dee quaire mouve-
menu, Paris, 1806; idem, Le Nouveau Monde indxutrid;
ib. 1829; C. H. St. Simon, UInd\Aetne, Paris, 1817; idem.
UOrtfanieation, ib. 1819; idem, Du eyeUme indueiriM, 3
vols., ib. 1821-22; idem, Le Nouveau Chrietianieme, ib.

1825, En«. transl.. The New ChrieHanity, London, 1834;
J. J. L. Blanc, OrvantMoHon du travail, Paris, 1840, Eng.
transl., OroanuuUion of Labor, London, 1848; £. Cabet,
Voyaoe en Icarie, Paris, 1840; J. Rusldn, Unto Thie Laet;
London, 1862; K. liarx, Dae Kapital, Hambuig. 1867, new
ed., 3 vob., 1906, E-^g. transl.. Capital, 12th ed.. London,
1908; T. Woolsey, Communiem and Sodaliem, New York,
1880; E. Bellamy, Looking Backward, Boston, 1888; idem.
Equality, London, 1897; A. Schaeffle, The Quinteeeence of
Sodaliem, ib. 1889; Fabian Society, Eeeaye in Soeialiem,
London, 1890; F. Engels, Sodaliem, Utopian and Sdentifle,

ib. 1892; R. T. Ely, Sodaiiem: ite Nature, Strength, and
Weakneee, ib. 1894; J. Jaur^, Stvdiee in Sodaliem, ib.

1906; T. Kirkup, Hietory of Sodaliem, 3d ed.. New York,
1907; idem. An Inquiry into Sodaliem, 3d ed., ib. 1907;
R. C. K. Ensor, Modem Sodaliem, 2d ed.. New York.
1907; H. G. Wells, New Worlde for Old, Edinbuish, 1908;
idem, Sodaliem and the Family, Boston, 1908; P. Leroy-
Beaulieu. CoUecHviem, New York. 1908; W. R. Hunter,
Sodaliete at Work, ib. 1908; The Caee againtt Sodaliem,
New York, 1908; G. M. Bell, Sodal Service, ib. 1908;
M. Hillquit, Sodaliem in Theory and Practice, ib. 1908;
idem, Hiet, of Sodaliem in the United Statee, new ed., ib.

1910; W. Rausohenbusch, Chrietianity and the Social

Crieie, ib. 1908; E. P. Tenney, Contraete in Social Projr-

reee, ib. 1908; C. B. Thompson, The Churchee and the

Wage Bamere, ib. 1908; W. E. Chadwiok, Social Work,
ib. 1909; idem, Sodal Relationehip in the Light of Chrie"

Oanity, London, 1910; A. St. Ledger, Attetralian Sodal-
iem; . . . ite Origin and Development, New York, 1909;
E. Hammaoher, Dae philoeophiech-Okonomieche System dee
Marxiemue, Leipsic, 1909; J. Spargo, Sodaliem, New York,
1909; J. J. Ming, The Morality of Modem Sodaliem, ib.

1909; T. C. Hall, Sodal Solutione in the Light of Christian
Ethics, ib. 1910; Jane T. Stoddart, The New Sodaliem,
New York, 1910; H. Jones, The Working Faith of the So-
dal Reformer, London, 1910; Y. Guyot, Sodalietic Falla-
dee. New York, 1910; W. L. Wilson, The Menace of
Soeialiem, Philadelphia, n. d.

SOCIETE EVAHGELIQUE D£ GENEVE. See
EVANGBLICAL SOCIETT OF GeNBVA.

SOCIETT OF MART: 1. Marist Fathers: A
religious order founded in 1816 uniting the work of

education with that of missions. The founder was
Jean Claude Marie Colin (b. at Saint Bonnet-le-

Troncy, in the diocese of Lyons, Aug. 7, 1790; d.

at Notre-Dame-de-la-Neylidre, in the department of

Ilh6ne, Feb. 28, 1875), who persuaded his brother
and some others to join in the organization of an
order under provisional rules drawn up by him.

He received ihe approbation of Pius VII. in 1818,

and the members took up the task of preaching in

the n^lected parts of the diocese, and in 1829, hav-
ing greatly increased in numbers, assumed charge
of the ecclesiastical seminary of Belley. In 1835 the

attention of the Holy See was turned to the South
Sea Islands and the need for workers there; the

Marists were asked to undertake missions in those

regions, and accepted the invitation, upon which
Gregory XVI. approved the Society of Mary in the

brief Omfdum gentium of Apr. 29, 1836, final sanc-

tion being given by Pius IX., Feb. 28, 1873. The
mother house is at Lyons, but the order has spread
imtil it consists of six provinces, two in France, one
in the British Isles, one in the United States, one in

New Zealand, and one in Oceania. In the United
States the order has an archbishop, 105 priests, 75
novices, 5 lay brothers, 2 training-houses, 4 colleges,

and 18 parities besides missions. The government
is imder a superior general, with four assistants, a
general procurator, a procurator apud sanctiun

sedem, and the first alone is elected for life; the
official residence of the general officers is Rome.

2. Society of Maxy of Paris: A society founded
in 1817 by William Joseph Chaminade, the primary
purpose of which is the salvation of its own mem-
bers, and then all worics of zeal. The formation of

the society was stimulated by a desire to strengthen

the church after the losses occasioned by the French
Revolution, and various sodalities were formed, the

culmination of which was the society under disciis-

sion. One of the peculiarities of this organization

is the inclusion of both clerical and lay members,
boimd together by the vows of poverty, celibacy,

obedience, and stability in the service of the Viigin,

and employed in various worics of mercy and serv-

ice. Since the expulsion of the order from France
in 1903, the headquarters are at Nivelles, Belgium,

where the superior general resides. The order com-
prises seven provinces, and has houses in the prin-

cipal countries of Europe outside Great Britain,

also in Africa, China, Japan, the Hawaiian Islands,

Canada, Mexico, and the United States. In the

last the society settled in 1849, and it reports

there 2 normal schools, 4 colleges, 3 high schools,
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and 44 parochial schools, principally in the Middle

West.

BEBUooHArar: On 1: Tlie Comtitutiofu were pabliahed at
Lyona, 1873, and the Statuta eapU%tlorum a«>Mral^'tt>'> in

the tame place, 1907. Consult: Life of VerurabU Fr.

CoUn, St. Louis, 1909; Ph^ Colin, Lyooa, 1898; Ph^
Colin, ib. 1900; Manceret, Let OriffineM de la foi eathoHque
en NouveUo-Zilande, ib. 1892; C. Effxemont, UAnnSe de
rtoliM 1900, Paris. 1901; Baunard, Un tiMe de tSffliee de
France, &>. 1902; Hervier, Lee Mieeione marietee, fb. 1902;
Heimbueher, Orden und KontfreoaHonen, iiL 339-^343.

SOCIETY FOR PROMOTING CHRISTIAll
KNOWLEDGE. See Tract Socixnss, III., 2.

SOCIETY FOR THE PROPAGATION OF THE
GOSPEL IN FOREIGN PARTS. See Missions to
THB HSATHEN, B, II., 4, § 4.

SOCnmS, so-sai^nus, FAUSTUS, SOCINIANS.
L History.

Faustus Socinus (| 1).

Eariy Sodnian Movemeot (| 2).

The Dispenion (| 3).

n. Doctrines of the Sooinians. or Older Unitaiiaiia.

Scripture (| 1).

God (I 2).

Creation; Bfan (| 3).

Christolocy (| 4).

Work of Christ (| 5).

Soteriolocy; the Churoh; Esohatoiogy (i 6).

L History: As a radical by-product of the Ref-
ormation appeared the antitrinitarian movement.
At first it was represented by such individuals as

the Anabaptists Hans Denk, Ludwig
z. Faustui Haetzer, and Jakob Kauts (qq.v.),

Socinoi. and by Michael Servetus (q.v.) and
his followers (G. V. Gentile, Georgius

Blandrata; qq.v.), but there was as yet no unity

of organization. To it belonged also Laelius Soci-

nus (q.v.); but the founder of the antitrinitarians

as a sect was his nephew, Faustus Socinus (Fausto

Soszini; b. at Siena 1539; d. at Luclawice, near

Cracow, Mar. 3, 1604). He was early left an orphan,

and his education was defective. He devoted himself
to the study of law like his relatives, specially

Laelius, by correspondence with whom he derived

anti-Roman religious and theological instruction.

He lived at Lyons, 1559-62, and at Zurich, 1562,

where he was absorbed in the study of the literary

fragments of his uncle, and began his literary ac-

tivity with Explicatio primcB partia primi capitia

Evangdii JohannU (Rakow, 1562), a sort of pro-

gram of antitrinitarianism. During 1562-74 he,

decked with honors, held official positions at the

court of Francesco de Medici at Florence, and in-

dulged in the diversions of the period. At Basel,

1574-78, he elaborated his system, originating two
of his most important works: De Jew, Chrieto

aervatore (Basel, 1594) against the French Reformed
clergjrman J. Ck>vet, and De statu primi hominia

ante lapeum (Rakow, 1610) against F. Pucci of

Florence. He accepted an invitation of Georgius

Blandrata (q.v.) to Transylvania, vmsuccessfully

aiding the latter in attempting to dissuade Fran-

ciscus Davidis (q.v.) from his non-adorant views.

The theological turmoil, together with the outbreak

of the pest, caused him to leave Transylvania, 1579,

and proceed to Poland, where the name Socinus had
acquired fame from his uncle's two sojourns (1556

and 1558), and where the Unitarian movement was

gaining in political influence. Here (157^1604)
he made an earnest efTort to unite the divergent

parties into one oiganization. In Cracow, 157&-S3,

he endeavored in vain to join with the Polish Breth-

ren, a society of Unitarians, but was hindered by
his refusal to be rebaptized.

In common with the Anabaptists, the Unitarians

strongly objected to the holding of political office,

resorting to the civil courts, and military service.

Theolo^cal differences also existed among Aiians on
the preexistence of Christ, on chUiasm, and the mm-
adoration of Christ (see Davidis, Francibcus, §§
4-5); but by disputations in s3mod8, by Bpeaal
discussions, and a number of literary works, So-
cinus finally succeeded in bringing about harmony
and the acceptance of his own views. His idea of

baptism (see below) prevailed over the Anabaptist
at the Synod of Rakow, 1603. In 1583 he left

Cracow from fear of the persecution of King Stephen
Bathory and settled at Pawlikowioe, a viUage near
Cracow. He returned to Cracow, 1585-87, attend-

ing the Synod of Brzesc in Lithuania in 1588, where,
by the brilliant success of his theological disputa-

tions, he permanently confirmed his influence over
the Unitarians. Several times he was ill-treated;

thus, in 1594, by a troop of soldiers, and on Ascen-
sion day, 1598, when students of Cracow, incited

by Roman priests, threw him out of his sick-bed,

carried him half-naked through the streets, and in-

fficted bloody injuries. Only by the mediation of

Martin Vadovita, a professor of the university, did
he escape death by drowning. During the assault

all the papers, manuscripts, and books found in his

house were burned on the market-place. He next
lived at Luclawice, 1598-1604. His woiks, exe-

getical, polemical, and dogmatic, appeared in vols.

i.-ii., BiUiotheca fratrum Polonorum, edited by his

grandson, Andreas Wiszowaty (Irenopolis [Amster-

dam], 1656 and after); also imder the special title,

Faueti Sodni Senensia opera omnia. The most im-
portant dogmatic works are, PrcdecUonea theologica

(Rakow, 1609); Chriaiiancs religiorUa breviaaima

inatituUo per interrogaiionea et reaponaionea, quam
caUchiamum vtdgo vocant (1608); and Fragmentwn
catechiami prioria F, L, S., qui perOt in Cracovienai

rerum ejua direpHane, Immediately after the death
of Socinus appeared the Racovian Catechism, the
chief symbol of the Socinians. The work of revising

the catechism of 1574 was assigned to Socinus and
another Unitarian, Statorius. Both worked inde-

pendently; the InaUiuUo of Socinus was left unfin-

ished at his death; and after the death subsequently

of Statorius the woik was completed on the basis

of the manuscripts of Socinus by Valentin Schmalz,
Hieronjrmus Moskorzowski, and Johann Volkel

(published in Polish, 1605; larger Gennan ed.,

1608; in Lat., CaUcheaia ecdeaiarum, ed. and m-
laiged by Moskorzowski and dedicated to James I. of

England, and briefly cited as Catechiamua Raeovien-

aia, 1609; another Latin ed. with emendations and
additions by Johann Crell and Johann Schlichting,

furnished probably by Ti^nszowaty and Joachim
Stegman, Jr., Amsterdam, 1665; with much added
matter, 1684; Eng. transl., by Thomas Rees,

London, 1818).
' Until the death of Socinus Unitariamam was in
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the ascendency in Poland. Many small congrega-

tions were composed almost entirely of the nobility

distinguished by humanistic culture.

2. Early The most important society was at

Socinian Rakow (55 m. n.e. of Cracow), a city

Moyement founded by the Reformed Johannes
Sieninski in 1569, which soon became

a colonial center for a free-thinking spiritual life,

specially after the accession to Socinianism of the

younger Sieninski. Its excellent school was at-

tended at one time by 1,000 students. Philosophy
and theology were taught; and associated with it

was a publishing-house transferred from Cracow.
Rakow was also the meeting-place of the annual
general ^ynod. The prosperity of Socinianism was
mainly due to the influence of its great ministers,

theologians, and scholars, proceeding from its aca-

demic center at Rakow. Valentin Schmalz (b. in

Gotha 1572; d. at Rakow 1622) was won to Uni-
tarianism while studying at Strasbiu*g, 1591; came
to Poland and was rebaptized; was rector of the

school at Szmigel; became preacher at Lublin,

1598; and teacher and preacher at Rakow, 1605.

He made many journeys in the interest of Unitarian-

ism, and left fifty-two writings of a vehement po-

lemical nature. Johann Volkel (b. at Grimma, 17

m. s.e. of Leipsio; d. 1618) became a Socinian in

1585, after the completion of his studies at Witten-

berg; was rector of the school in Wengrow; and
later preacher in Poland. His chief work, De vera

rdigiane (Rakow, 1630), was a systematic presen-

tation of the Socinian doctrine and was authorita^

tive. Christoph Ostorodt (b. at Goslar, 40 m. s.e. of

Hanover; d. at Buskow, near Danzig, 1611) studied

at KOnigsbeig; became rector of the school at

Luchow in Pomerania; entered the Unitarian soci-

ety, 1585; fled to Poland and became preacher at

Rakow. He was strongly Anabaptist, and war-

fare, public office, litigation, the oath, and riches

were repugnant to him. His most popular woik
was Untetrichtung von den vomehnuUn Hauptpunk-
ten der chriettichen Religion (Rakow, 1604). Hier-

onjrmus Moskorzowski (d. 1625) founded the Uni-

tarian congregation in the town of Czarkow; and
wrote polemical works beside an " Apology of the

Socinians." In the following generation Johann
Crell (b. at Helmersheim, in Franconia, 1590; d.

at Rakow 1631), by his eminent endowments, thor-

ough culture, and tireless eneigy, takes first rank.

He was educated at Nuremberg and Altdorf ; was
converted to Unitarianism partly by Ernst Soner

at Altdorf; fled to Poland, 1612; became professor

of the Greek language in Rakow, 1613; rector of

the school, 1616; and preacher at Rakow, 1621-31.

Crell was an extremely prolific writer, producing

commentaries on the New Testament; two books,

De uno Deo patrCf a very sharp attack by a Socinian

upon the orthodox doctrine of the iSrinity; and
Ad librum H. Grotii, quern de aoHsfactione ChrUH ad-

versus Faustum Socinum Seneneem scripsUf responsio.

All the works of Crell are published in Bibliotheca

fratrum Polonorum, vols. iii. and iv. (ut sup.). Jonas
Schlichting (b. at Bukowlce, near Strasbuig-on-

the-Drewenz, 80 m. s.s.e. of Danzig, 1592; d. at

Selchow, near Teltow, 11 m. s.w. of Beriin, 1661)

studied at Rakow and at the University of Altdorf;

became preacher at Rakow; went to Transylvania,

1638, to settle the controversy of the NonrodoranteSj

but without success; was outlawed by the diet

which burned his confession of faith, 1647; and left

Poland, 1658. He left conunentaries on most of

the books of the New Testament (Bibliotheca, vol.

iv.); the Cortfessio fidei ckrietianoB (1642), trans-

lated into Polish, German, French, and Dutch; and
De trinitate, de moralibtie Veteria et Novi Testamenti

(1637). Johann Ludwig von Wolzogen (b. at Neu-
h&usel or Ersek-Ujvar, 50 m. n.w. of Budapest,
1599; d. 1661) was a distinguished exegete, and,

besides his commentaries, wrote a Compendium
rdigionie Christiana and a severe criticism of the

doctrine of the Trinity (fiitHiotheca, vols, viii.-ix.).

Samuel Przjrpkowski (b. 1592; d. in Brandenburg
1670) studied at Altdorf (1614-16); was compelled
to flee from Poland; and wrote Vita Faueti Socini

(1636); and a comparison of the Apostles Creed
with the sjrmbols of his day. Andreas Wiszowaty
(b. 1608; d. at Amsterdam 1678) was a grandson
of F. Socinus; educated at Rakow, Leyden, and
Amsterdam; pastor of various congregations in

Poland; expeUed by the edict of 1657; lived at

Mannheim, 1661-66, as pastor of the Socinian exiles;

and subsequently at Amsterdam. The most im-
portant of his sixty-two writings was Religio ration-

alia. Stanislaus Lubienik or Lubienicki, the younger
(b. at Rakow 1623; d. at Hamburg 1675), was the

author of the Historia Reformationie PoUmicm (Am-
sterdam, 1685). Peter Morskowski was the author
of Pditia eccUnasHca or Socinian agenda, written

at the order of a convention at Dazwie, 1646 (3

books, Leipsic, 1745).

Socinianism, which had flourished during the first

decades of the seventeenth century, succumbed to

the Roman Catholio reaction started under Sigis-

mund III. At the instigation of the Jesuits, the

church at Lublin was destroyed, 1627.

3. The Under Ladislaus IV., by act of the

Dispersion, senate at Warsaw (1638), the school at

Rakow was suppressed, the Socinians

were deprived of their church and printing-estab-.

lishment, and their preachers and teachers were pro-

scribed. Under John Casimir (1648-68) the final

blows fell upon the remaining Unitarian congrega-

tions. The Swedish invasion occasioned a respite,

and some resorted to the party in favor of the

Swedish king, hoping for relief. In consequence they

were accused of treason and suffered indescribable

afflictions. After the withdrawal of the Swedes
(1638) the Diet of Warsaw prohibited the confession

and promotion of " Arianism " on pain of death.

Many migrated to other lands, many joined the

Roman Catholics, and others remained, secretly pro-

tected by Roman Catholics and Protestants. A new
edict (1661) decreed a stricter enforcement of the

laws against the Socinians. Soon the same fate be-

fell the other Protestants, and the Jesuit reaction

reached its climax with the massacre of Thorn,

1724. Socinianism secured an influential promoter

in Germany in Ernst Soner (b. at Nuremberg 1572;

d. at Altdorf 1612). He studied at Leyden, 1597-

1598, where Ostorodt and Woidowski converted

him to Socinianism. As professor of medicine and
physics at Altdorf he clandestinely labored in the
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interest of Socinianism and attracted a great num-
ber of Socinian students from Tran^lvania, Hun-
gary, and Polsuid. Some time after his death this

hearthstone oi Socinianism in Aitdorf was discov-

ered. Some of the students recanted, others were
banished, the Poles were expelled, and the Socinian

writings were burned. Meanwhile some Polish exiles

found a refuge in Oppeln and Ratibor, Silesia, and
in the territory of the duke of Brieg. There, at

Kreusburg, they held two synods, in 1661 and 1663.

Also Elector Karl Ludwig of the Palatinate allowed
them to settle at Mannheim, but owing to their

proselytising tendencies they were compelled to

leave in 1666 and scattered in HoUand, Prussia,

Silesia, and Brandenburg, forming local congrega-

tions. The pastor at KOnigswalde was Samuel Crell

(b. 1660; d. at Amsterdam 1747), grandson of Jo-

hann Crell (ut sup.). Under the pseudonym Arte-

monius he published a treatise InUium Evangdii
Sancti Johanni (Amsterdam, 1726), in which he
sought to prove the corruption of the text of the

prologue of the Fourth Goepel. He maintained that

the ante-Nicene view of the Trinity differed from
the post-Nicene. He wrote also a dogmatical trea-

tise, based on Rom. v. 12 sqq., Cogitaiumes nova de

primo et Becundo Adamo (Amsterdam, 1700). After
his death Unitarianism disappeared from Branden-
burg but not from the other territories of the Prus-
sian monarchy. Toward the end of the sixteenth

century Socinian congregations had sprung up near
Dansig, Buskow, and Straszin. In 1640 Elector

Georg Wilhelm, urged by the Prussian estates, en-

join^ vigilance for the expulsion of the Antitrinita-

rians, Socinians, and Photinians. Frederick William
of Brandenburg, the " Great Elector,''^seconded by
his deputy in Prussia, Prince Boguslav Radsiwil,

seeking to make his hmd an asylum for Protestant
refugees, pursued the principle of toleration. So-
cinians consequently settled in the districts of Lyck,
Rhein, and Johanmsbuig, without the privilege of

owning land. In 1670 the estates secured a rescript

for their expulsion. Upon the intercession of the

. elector and the king of Poland the storm was allayed

;

but in 1679, 1721, and 1729 the estates repeated
their demands under Frederick William I. llie So-
cinians maintained themselves in wretched condi-

tions and in small numbers imtil the nineteenth

century. In the Netherlands antitrinitarian ideas

appeared simultaneously with Anabaptist views, and
at first frequently combined with them. In 1597
and 1598 Ostorodt and Woidowski found many ad-

herents in Amsterdam and Leyden. In 1599 the

states-general ordered the burning of the Socinian

writings and the expulsion of those two men. Never-
theless, the movement spread so as to call forth ap-

peals for restriction from the synods (1628-53),

until finally the states-general laid an edict of pro-

hibition upon Socinianism. This was not strictly

enforced, however, and many refugees from the con-

temporaneous Polish repression foimd asylum in

Holland. Among those of special importance were
Jeremias Felbinger (b. at Brieg in Silesia, 27 m.
s.e. of Breslau, 1616), who was preacher in Sraszin,

and lived afterward in Poland, Prussia, and at Am-
sterdam, 1687. He was Arminian on the doctrine

of redemption and taught the resurrection of the

wicked to judgment. Christoph Sand, the younger
(b. at KOnigsbeig Oct. 12, 1644; d. at Amsterdam
Nov. 30, 1680), was educated at KOnigsbeig; went
to Amsterdam, 1668; and was author of BibUotheea

anUtrinitarionim (Freystadt, 1684). Daniel Zwidcer
(b. at Dansig 1612; d. at Amsterdam 1678) was
compelled to leave his native city, 1643; lived after

1657 in the Netherlands; and wrote Iremeum Ireni^

eorum (1658), which caused a great sensation. Rea-
son, the correctly interpreted Scriptures, and true
tradition are presented .as the three fundamental
norms. Socinianism in the Netherlands was ulti-

mately absorbed by the Remonstrants, Anabap-
tists, and CoUegiants (qq.v.).

In Trans^dvania, Unitarianism spread at the
same time as in Poland, owing to the activity of

Blandrata (q.v.), alternating between the two
coimtries, and the influence of Frandscus Davidis
(q.v.). In 1568, by resolution of the Diet at
Thoienbuig, the Unitarian confession was recog-

nised, and, toward the end of the reign of Zapoljra

II., it promised to become the prevailing religion of

the country; but the division caused by Ehavidia'

non-adorantism was used by the Catholic oppcments
to their advantage. The nonrodoranies were sup-
pressed and excluded (1638) by the Unitarians; at
the same time occurred the si4>pression of the Sab-
batarian element; but a succeeding period of per-

secutions reduced the Unitarians themselves during
the iKventeenth and eighteenth centuries. The
Carman and Polish elements disappeared com-
pletely after the eighteenth centuiy, leaving only
the BCagyar. A theological representative of later

Tran^lvanian Unitarianism was Bishop Sentabra-
hami (Michael St. Abraham), 1737-1758, author of

a Summa universe theologuB ckriatiana secundum
Unitarios (Klausenbuig, 1787). From 1821 the
Unitarianism of Tranefylvania entered into closer

relations with that of England, and from 1834 with
that of North America, a step which furthered

its material and spiritual promotion. The Uni-
tarians in Transylvania, inclusive of about 1,000
Hungarian Unitarians, may be estimated at nearly

60,000.

XL Doctrines of the Socinians or Older Unitaiiaiis:

Early Socinianism is presented in its main sources,

which are the works of Faiistus Sodnus, the Ra-
covian Catechism, and the writings of the foremost

Socinian theologians imtil about the
I. Scripture, middle of the seventeenth centuiy

contained in the Bibliolheca Fratrum
PoUmorum, vols, iii.-iv. It adheres throughout to

the authority of Scripture, and is decidedly supers

naturalistic. The Christian religion is the way re-

vealed by God for the pursuit of eternal life. The
Mosaic religion was incapable of breaking t^ power
of the flesh, since it did not announce the hope of

immortality, but limited itself to the prophecy of

earthly happiness. Christianity is a perfected

Mosaism,.superseding the ceremonial and juridical

laws, retaining and refining more sharply the eth-

ical, and kindling by higher rewards the love of man
to God. Though inspired, the Old Testament is

practically superfluous and of only historical value.

According to Socinus the sacred writers were in-

spired in respect to the content of religious truth
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only; in secondary matters even the uposties might

err. His two criteria for the critical elimination of

the ungeniiine and for judging what is of divine

content are (1) accordance with reason, and (2)

moral significance and utility. The tendency was
ever toward a more rationalistic faith.

The doctrine of God is divided into the ideas of

the essence of God and of his will. The being of

God undistinguished from his existence is not con-

sidered in the abstract metaphysical sense, but in

the concrete relation to the world of finite being,

more positively in relation to man.
a. God. Being and sovereignty are identical in

God. He possesses absolute (ex ae

%p9o) determination of will in the sense of the Sco-

tist Scholasticism (q.v.). His existence, nature, and
attributes are subjects of positive revelation; there-

fore involved with the proofs of the authority of

Scriptiure. With respect to the divine attributes

the canon holds that they are inseparable in un-

derstanding. Socinianism was occupied mainly

with that of omniscience. God's foreknowledge is

limited to the necessary, and does not apply to the

possible; otherwise there would be no himian free-

dom. Special attention is given to the attribute of

divine unity, which coincides with the divine aseity,

even the conception of God itself. The knowledge
oi the unity of God is necessary for salvation, be-

cause otherwise man would be uncertain as to who
had revealed to him salvation. It is also profitable

for salvation to know that God is- only one person.

Here is the nexus of the polemical battle with or-

thodoxy. The doctrine of the Trinity is represented

as contrary to Scriptiure. That the Holy Spirit is

anywhere in Scriptiure called God is denied. The
passages in which Father, Son, and Spirit are repre-

sented, according to orthodoxy, to be coordinate,

are invalidated. This is followed by the proof of

reason against the Trinity, consisting in pointing

out the inconsistencies and irrelevancies in the dog-

matic formula and emphasizing the omission from
Scripture of such terms as " substance," " person,"
" eternal generation of the Son," and " preexist-

ence." Thus, the theaa, of Socinus was sought to be
established: " Plurality of persons in one divine es-

sence is impossible." The creation out of nothing is

denied by the Socinians and there is posited a pre-

existing matter from which God formed the world.

Ex nihOo according to II Maccabees vii. 28 is iden-

tical with the ex it^ormi materia (formless matter)

of Eccles. xi. 17, or the tohu wabhohu (Gen. i. 2)

which is not said in Scripture to have

3. Creation; been created. Here appears the dual-

Kan, ism that governs the whole system.

The divine image in man consists es-

sentially in his dominion over natiue, including

mind and reason; from these the likeness to God is

derived. Man, created mortal, has by nature noth-

ing of immortality, and therefore did not lose this

virtue by the fall. Man was not created perfect or

originally endowed with a high measure of wisdom.

He had a negative or possible free will, not a posi-

tive actual freedom. The fall was due to a weak
understanding and an inexperienced will, so that

sensuality blinded the reason and incited to trans-

gression. Inner natiue merely asserted itself; yet

Socinianism aimed to conceive sin as an act of free-

dom, in which it was not altogether consistent.

Through sin Adam and his descendants have not
lost free choice. In so far as original sin is the de-

nial of this freedom, Socinianism disputes it most
emphatically. Gri^nal sin as depravity of the
choice of the good and as a penalty impending over
man contradicts Scripture, which in its admonitions
to repentance everywhere presupposes the freedom
of man, and the doctrine not less emphaticaUy con-
tradicts reason. Lust and inclination to sin, in

which original sin is said to consist, are possible in

all but not shown to be in all. Granted that there

is such a doom over all, that it is the result of

Adam's sin would not follow. If this were so, orig-

inal sin would cease to be sin; for there is no sin

where there is no guilt. Hence there is no original

sin as such. Inconsistently, however, the general

mortality of the human race is traced to the sin of

Adam; after the fall man, mortal by natiue, was
abandoned to his natural mortality because of the
sin of Adam. With this assumption there is con-

nected that of a certain sinful disposition produced
by the continuous sinning of all generations. Ac-
cordingly, the freedom of man is weakened; but
with the aid of God man may appropriate salva-

tion. This divine reenforcement is needed to avoid

gross and violent sins, contrary to reason; and those

over which reason affords no mastery require speci-

ally potent and lofty promises of grace, and these

are the promises in Jesus Christ.

The doctrine of salvation contemplates only a
select part and has been char^terized as etfaico-

aristocratic. The Gospel effects a total change in

the spiritual nature of man. Christ

4. Chris- came, not to restore man to the orig-

tology. inal state before Adam, but to lift him
to a more exalted one. The Christian

is more than the truly human. Is then Christ also

more than human? Socinianism answers that he
was, on the one side, truly mortal man; on the

other, more than mere man, a man with unusual

endowments, imbued with immeasurable wisdom,

and exalted by God to unlimited power and immor-
tality. Christ was boimd to be of like nature with

man, because the goal of religion was inmiortality

mediated by his resurrection, and if, on the other

hand, his advantage above all men was in his divin-

ity, he could not die. The Catechism expressly

teaches that the Scripting denies to Christ the di-

vine nature, in so far as it testifies to his humanity.

Here lies the second great polemical center of So-

cinianism. Other human beings are called sons of

God (Hos. i. 10; Rom. ix. 26). " Only begotten

son of God " means " favorite and most beloved
"

(cf. Heb. xi. 17; Prov. iv. 3). " Equal with God "

(John V. 18; Phil. ii. 6) refers to unity of power and
work; and the statement " I and my Father are

one " (John x. 30) is to be understood in the sense

that the disciples are to be in accord as he and the

Father are one (John xvii. , 1 1 , 22) . Against the doc-

trine of preexistence it b maintained that the
" begiiming " (John i. 1) is the beginning of the

. Gospel (cf. XV. 27, xvi. 4). The creation of the

world by the Word meant either the reformation

of the human race, or the future eon of immor-
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tality. " The Word was made flesh " (i. 14) should

be '' was flesh/' meaning that he through whom
God revealed his will was subject to all human mis-

ery and death. The kenosis (Phil. ii. 6) can not
possibly refer to divine nature. From John ill. 13,

31 and vi. 38, 62, it is concluded that Christ was
caught up into heaven for a season like Paul. Ck>n-

trary arguments of reason are added: (1) Two ab-

solutely different substances can not imite in one
person, because mortality and immortality, varia-

bility and invariability are irreconcilable; (2) if the

union of the two natures be inseparable, then Christ

could not have died; (3) the height of absurdity

was the communicaHo idumujUum of Lutheran doc*

trine. On the other hand, Sodnians expressly as-

serted that Christ was " more " than all other hu-
man beings, superior in endowments but not in

nature. He was conceived of a virgin, is perfectly

holy, and has power to reign over all things. Just

as dominion over the earth constitutes in man the

inherent image of God, so the absolute power con-

ferred by God upon Christ constitutes his divinity.

In this sense he is truly God (I John v. 20) and is

to be worshiped, next to the Father. Socinus calls

the fumrodoTanUa non-Christians, because they have
not Christ.

The work of Christ in redemption is concentrated

in his prophetic and kingly offices. For the prophetic
office he was qualified by the instruction received

during his sojourn in heaven (ut sup.).

5. Work The content of revelation is essen-

of Christ tiaUy composed of '' precepts and
promises." The Lord's Supper is a

ceremonial precept, supplementing the law of the

Old Testament. Great emphasis is laid upon the

symbolic idea of immersion and the bresjdng of

bread. The Lord's Supper is taught as a memorial
of Christ's death after the view of Zwingll, and the

term sacrament is spumed. Baptism was depre-

cated as not of permanent validity, but only as a
primitive rite of confession for Jewish and pagan
converts. For those bom of Christian parents it is

unessential. It is not commanded and not designed

for infants, who are incapable of confession, and
those of Christian parentage are holy by virtue of

descent (I Cor. vii. 14). Among promises, on the

other hand, are (1) eternal life, chiu'acteristic of the

New, absent from the Old Testament; (2) the Holy
Spirit, not as a person but a power or divine activ-

ity manifest visibly in the early Church and in-

visibly later as the spirit of revelation and faith.

The essential element in the prophetic office is the

death of Christ. The new revelation was attested

(1) by the sinlessness of Jesus, (2) by his holy life,

and (3) by his miracles and death. The doctrine of

satisfaction is disputed in the manner of Scotist

scholasticism. Christ's death was necessary to attest,

first, the great love of God for human redemption;

and, secondly, the resurrection to eternal life on the

condition of obedience. The kingly office of Christ

consists in the exaltation to the right hand of God to

reign in his stead, power over his enemies, and- the

eternal reign and protection of the just, and begins

with the ascension. The high-priestly office is an
adjimct of the kingly, and means that he will, and
actuaUy does, come to the succor of man, which

is styled a sacrifice. Its seat is in heaven, since on
earth Christ is not high priest and has no tab^*-
nacle fit for the high-priesthood.

The soteriological doctrine shows an essentially

Pelagian form. Presupposing himian autonomy, it

conceives the divine will as manifeflt

6. Soteriol- in revelations, to which the human
ogy; the obedience witii divine reenforcement
Church; responds. On jiistification it is taught

EicliAtology. that that article of faith involves three
elements: assent to the teaching of

Jesus as true, trust in God through Christ, and obe-
dience to the divine commandments. In effecting

this, faith is justifying and saving. All imputation
is repudiatcKi. The tme Church is '' the company
of those who hold and profess sound doctrine."

The Church is one with a school of the true knowl-
edge of God. In government it is an ecclesiastical

democracy, subject only to Christ the head. The
offices are those of pastor, elders, and deacons, of
whom the first is elected by the synod. Church dis-

cipline is strictly insisted upon. Interference by
the state is refused, even in case of heresy. The
Christian is obligated to endure pasedvely all that
the dvil power imposes, but active obedience is due
only where there is no conffict with God's Word.
'' Rather to suffer than to commit injustice " is prac-

tised in private life; fellow church-members are to

be prosecuted in civil courts only in urgent cases;

and on the same principle military service is re-

nounced, except tiiat with weapons one is permitted
to make a feint upon an enemy. Socinus and a
majority of theologians approved of holding civic

office as not in conflict wi^ the law of Christ; but,

in practise, this was impossible in view of the fore-

going. In eschatology, the resurrection of the flesh

is repudiated. The real substance of man or spirit

will be retained, and identity of person clothed in

a spiritual body (I Cor. xv.). 'The \mgodly, with
the devil and his angels, shall be annihilated. Thus
the end like the beginning of the Sodnian doctrine

is immortality. (0. ZOcKLEBf.)

Bxbuoobapht: On the life ftiul teaohinc of Socmus consult:
J. Crell, Be^chrijvinohe van Oodt en nine eygenachappen
. . . Hier w 6y OheooegfU F. Socini lepen en daden, RaJrow,
1650 (7); S. Pnykowski. VUa FatuU Socino, Cneow,
1636, Ehig. transl.. The Life of that IncompanMe Man
Fauitiu Sociniu, London, 1653; Q. Aahwell, De Sodno et

Socvnianiemo, Chcford, 1680; A. Calovius, Scripta Anti-
eociniana, 3 vols., Ulm, 16S4; J. Toulmln. Memoirt of tha

IXfe, Character, iSenUmenU and WriHnga of F. SocinttM,

London. 1777; G. F. Illgen, Symbola ad vitam et doetrina
FatuH Socini, 3 parts, Leipaio, 1826-40; E. Tacart,
Sketchee of the Livet and Charaetere of the Leading Reform^
era of the leth Century, London, 1843; P. Lecler, Fauate
Socin. Bioffraphigue et critique, Geneva, 1885; Bayks.
Dietionary, v. 168-180.
For the history of Sooinianism ocKiault: Bibliotheoa

Fratrum PoUmorttm, 6 vols., Amsterdam. 1626; B. I^my.
HitA. du Socinianimne, Paris. 1723; S. F. Lauterbach,
Ariano-Socinianiemiu olim in Polonia, Letpsic. 1725; M.
Maimbouis. The Hiat. of Arianient, . . . vrith Account of
the . , , Socinian and Arian Controvereiee, 2 vob.. Lon-
don, 1728-29; F. S, Book, Hiat, Antiirinitaricrvm, maxime
Socinianorum, 2 vols., Kdnigsberg. 1774-R4: T. Lindaey,
Hietorical View of the State of the Unitarian Doctrine and
Worship from the Reformation, London. 1783; A. Fuller,
The Ctdvinietic and Socinian Syetema Examined and Com-
pared, Edinburgh. 1815; F. Treohsel, Die proteatantiaehen

Antitrinitariop vor Fauatiu Soeinua, 2 parts, HeidelbeiB.
1839-44; O. Fock. Der Sodnianiamua naeh acinar SteUuno
in der Oeaammtentwickdung dea chriatlichen Odatsa, L 121-
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263. Kiel. 1847; R. Wallace. ArUitrinUarian Biography,

3 vols.. London. 1850; W. Cunningham. Hiaiorieal Tfuot-

oaUf vol. iL. Edinbursh, 1862; E. L. T. Henke, Vorlesunoen

aber neuere Kirchengtachichte, i. 453 tqq., Halle. 1874;

J. Ferencs, Kleiner Unitarierapiegel, Vienna, 1879; J. H.
Allen, in American Church Hietory Series, x. 49-06. New
York. 1894; H. Dalton. Laaciana, Berlin. 1898; W. J.

van Doruwen. in ThT, 1898. parts 1-3; J. F. Hurst. Hist,

ofRationaliem, revised ed.. New York. 1901; O. Koniecki,

Oeachichte der Reformation in Polen, pp. 198-220, Breslau,

1901; O. Kntuse, Reformation und OeQenreformation im
. . . Polen, Posen, 1901; A. C. McGifTert, ProUatant

Thought before Kant, pp. 107-118, New York, 1911; the

works on the history of doctrine, e.g., Hamack, Dogma,
v.-viL, especially vii. 119-167.

SOCnniS, LAELIUS (LELIO SOZZnn): Anti-

trinitarian, and uncle of Faustus Socinus (q.v.)t b.

at Siena in 1525; d. at Zurich May 16, 1562. One
of the Italian free inquirers, he left Italy about 1544

to escape the Inquisition, and, going to Switzei^

land, found a home in Zurich. His candid intelli-

gence and pleasant manner were the cause of much
homage from the leading German and Swiss Re-
formers. Later on, though he did not expressly

deny the doctrine of the Trinity, suspicion arose

against him, and he needed the assistance of Bui-

linger to appease Calvin, and to turn aside the doubt

as to his belief. Thereafter he abstained from con-

troversy, and kept his opinions more to himself.

At the time of his visit to Italy in 1560, on the occa-

sion of his father's death, his correspondence brought

upon his house the ill repute of heresy, so that the

family estate was confiscated to the Inquisition, and
he returned to Zurich to spend there the last two
years of his life in poverty, and yet in peace and
prestige due to the friendship of Sigismund U. of

Poland. He published De hoBreticia, an nnt perse-

quendi . . . doctorum virorum . . . sentenHa (Mag-

debuig [Basel], 1554) ; and De mcramentu diBsertor

Ho (Freistadt, Holland, 1654).

BiBUoaRAPHT: J. C. F. Hoefer, Nouodle biographie ginirale,

8.V., 46 vols., Paris, 1855-66; J. H. Allen, in American
Church HieUrry Series, x. 49-56, New York, 1894; and the

literature under Socinus, Faustus.

SOCRATES, sec'ra-tiz: Greek church historian;

b. at Constantinople c 380.

L Life: Even in ancient times nothing seems to

have been known of the life of Socrates except what
was gathered from notices in his " Church History."

His birth and education are related in V., xxiv. 9;

his teachers were the grammarian Helladius and
Ammonius, who came to Constantinople from Alex-

andria, where they had been heathen priests (V.,

xvi. 9). A revolt, accompanied by an attack upon
the heathen temples, had forced them to flee. This

revolt is dated about 390 (cf . the annotations of

Reading and Hussey to V., xvi. 1). That Socrates

later profited by the teaching of the sophist Troilus,

is not proven; no certainty exists as to his precise

vocation, although it may be inferred from his work
that he was a layman. On the title-page of his his-

tory, he is designated as a scholaaticus (lawyer). In
later years Socrates traveled and visited among
other places Paphlagonia and Cyprus (cf. Hist,

ecd., I., xii. 8, 11., xxxviii. 30).

n. His " Church History ": Socrates' work on
church history was first edited in Greek by R.

Stephen, on the basis of Codex Regius 1443

(Paris, 1544); a translation into Latin by Johannes

Christophorson (1612) is important for its various
readings. The fimdamental edition, however, was

produced by Valesius (Paris, 1668),
Period, who used Ckxlex Regius, a Ckxlex Vati-
Purpose, canus, and a Ckxlex Florentinus, and
Scope, also employed the indirect tradition

of Theodorus Lector (Codex Leonis
AUaHi), The history covers the years 305-439,
and was finished about 439, in any case during
the lifetime of Emperor Theodosius, i.e., before
450 (cf. VII., xxii. 1; fuller details in Jeep, Qud-
lenuntersuchungen zu den griechischen Ktrchenkis-

tofikem in Neue JakrhUcher /Or Pkilologie und
Pddagogik, xiv. 137 aqq). The purpose of the
history is to give a continuation of the work of

Eusebius (I., i.). It relates in simple language and
without panegyric what the Church has experienced
from the days of C]k>nstantine to the writer's time.

Ecclesiastical dissensions occupy the foreground;
for when the Church is at peace there is nothing
for the church historian to relate (VII., xlviii. 7).

The fact that, besides treating of the Cihurch, the
work also deals with Arianism and with political

events is defended in the preface to book V.
Socrates seems to have owed the impulse to write

his work to a certain Theodorus, who is alluded

to in the proemium to bk. II. as '' a holy man of

God " and seems therefore to have been a monk
or one of the higher clergy.

The history in its present form is not a first edi-

tion. This is shown in the opening of the second
book, where Socrates relates that he has thoroughly

revised books I.-II. He has done this

Sources, because in these books he had orig-

inally followed Rufinus, and in books
m.-Vn. he had drawn partly from Rufinus and
partly from other sources. Then, from the works of

Athanasius and the letters of prominent men of

his time, he learned that Rufinus was not trust-

worthy, and was therefore induced to revise hb
work, and add the numerous documents scattered

through the first two books. That the revision was
not confined to these two books, but extended to

the following ones, is shown by the erasure of the
repetition at the end of the sixth book in the sec-

ond Florentine manuscript. This passage proves

also that the first edition was not only prepared but
published. An attempt to state the sources used
by Socrates was first niade in a thorough manner by
Jeep. It was shown that Socrates usually makes
express mention of the source of his information.

Creppert (see bibliography) offers a systematic anal-

ysis of these sources as follows: (1) Rufinus is often

transcribed (I., xii., xv., II., i.; etc.), often quoted
without acknowledgment from the Greek transla-

tion by CSelasius of CJsesarea; (2) Eusebius, De
vita ConstanHni, cited in I., i., viii., xvi.; etc.;

(3) Athanasius, De synodis, cited II., xxxvii.; and
above all the Apologia contra Arianoa (cf. the pref-

ace to book II.); (4) the collections of the acts of

the coimcils by the Macedonian Sabinus, dted I.,

viii., II., XV.; etc.; (5) Eutropius, who is nowhere
cited, although the comparison of Socrates n., xv.

with Eutropius X., ix. shows the use of this author;

(6) the Fasti, to whom Socrates is indebted for

his political and semi-poUtical data. Formally,
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of search for the truth. That method, the method
of (|ue8tion and answer, was so characteristic of

Socrates, and at the same time so full of life and
power that it was adopted more or less by all his

disciples and has ever since been known as the

Socratic method. It is seen in its perfection in the
" Dialogues " of Plato, which are liie idealised con-

versations of the idealised Socrates. The subject-

matter of the Socratic philosophy Ib ethics in contra-

distinction to phjTsics; its aim is practical to the

exclusion of barren speculation; and conscious

ignorance, modesty, moderation, and pure and high

moraUty are among its most marked characteristics.

The chief good, our being's end and aim, accord-

ing to the Socratic ethics, is happiness, that well-

being which results from well-doing in obedience to

the will of God and with the blessing of Heaven.
Xenophon and Plato agree in maldng Socrates

teach that he who knows justice is just, and the

man who understands virtue is virtuous: in other

words, he resolves all virtue into knowledge. But
it is plain from both these writers that he used
knowledge in a high and comprehensive sense un-
usual in ethical treatises, but strikingly analogous

to that in which it is used in the Scriptures. He
makes knowledge identical with wisdom, and ig-

norance with folly and sin, just as in the Bible

piety is wisdom, and sin is folly: the wicked have
no knowledge, while the righteous know all things.

Socrates believed in the existence of one supreme
Divinity, the creator and disposer of the universe,

all-powerful, omniscient, and omnipresent, per-

fectly wise and just and good. His method of dem-
onstrating the existence of such a being was
strictJy Baconian, the same argument as Paley

used in his Natural Theology, And what Xenophon
records of his master of those unwritten laws in the

soul of man which execute themselves, and make
it impossible for any man to be unjust, or impure,

or licentious, without paying the penalty (which
proves a greater and better than any human law-

giver), recalls Bishop Butler himself. Socrates be-

lieved himself to be under the constant guidance of

a divine voice, which always warned him when he
was in danger of going or doing wrong, and thus,

indirectly, always led him in the right way; and he
taught that every man might have the same divine

guidance. He held the doctrine of the immortality

of the soul and the future life as strenuously as

Plato did, but without those dreams and chimeras
of its preexistence and successive transmigrations

by which the creed of the latter was disfigm^. It

was the beauty and glory of Socrates' character,

that his doctrine of providence and prayer and a
future state was the controlling principle of his life,

and he believed that death was not an evil, but the

highest good and the richest blessing. His teach-

ings, illustrated by a conscientious, unselfish, heroic,

missionary life, and sealed by a martyr's death, are

the main secret of his power, and these exhibit him
in his true relation to Christianity.

D. Percy Gilmore.
Bibuoorapht: Sourees are the " Memonbilia ** and " Sym-

podiim " of XenophoD. Plato's " Apology," " Sympo-
•ium/' "Crito." and " Phaedo," Plutarch's Deoenio Socraiit,

and Diogenes Laertius, " lives of Philosopheis." To be
taken into aecount are the works on the hjstoiy of philoeo-

phy by H. Ritter, 4 vols., Oxfoid. 1838-46; W. A. But-
ler, 2 vob., Cambridge, 1866; O. H. Lewes, 4 vob., Lon-
don, 1867; J. B. Blayor, Aneieni Philo9ophy, Cambridge.
1881; A. Schwegler, 3d ed., Freibuig, 1882; W. Wmdel-
band. New York, 1893; J. E. Erdmann,voL i.. London, 1892;
E. Zeller, 2 vols., 1897; F. Ueberweg, ed. Heinse, 9th ed.,

Berlin. 1901-06, Eng. transl., of earlier edition, vol. L,

London, 1876. Consult further: F. Chupentier, tja Vude
SoeroU, 3d ed.. Paris, 1699, Eng. transl., London, 1768;
R. Nares, An B—ay on the Demon or Divination ofSoeraUa,
London, 1782; J. W. Hanne, SocrateM als Oeniug der Hu-
wutniUU, Brunswick, 1841; J. P. Potter, The Rdigion of
Soeratee, London, 1831; idem, Charaelaistiee of the Greek
PhUomtphere, Soeratee and Plato, ib. 1846; E. M. Qoulbum.
Socratee, London, 1868; E. Goguel. Ariatophane et Socrate,

Strasbuig. 1869; H. Schmidt. Sokratee, Halle, 1866; A.
Gamier. Hiatoir§ de ia morale^ Paris, 1865; A. Chaignet.
La Vie d« SocraU, Paris. 1868; E. Alberti. Sokratea: ein
Venuch liber ihn naeh den Quellen, Odttingen. 1869; P.
Mont^. La PhOoeophie de Soerate, Arras. 1869; J. S.

Blackie. Four Phaaee of Morale, London, 1871; H. E.
Manning, The Dtmnon of Socratee, London, 1872; A.
Fouillfo, La PhOoeophie de Soerate, 2 vols.. Paris. 1874;
C. Charaux. UOwbre de Soerate, Paris. 1878; A. W. Benn.
The Oreek PhUoeophere, 2 vols.. London. 1882; idem.
The Philoeophy of Greece, ib. 1898; A. B. Moss. Socratee,

Buddha, and Jeeue, London. 1886; C. du Prel. Die Myetik
der alien Oriechen, Leipsic. 1888; F. DOmmler. Akademika,
Qiessen. 1889; R. M. Wenley. Socratee and Chriet, Lon-
don. 1889; A. D6ring. Die Lehre dee Sokratee ale eocialee

Rtformeyetem, Munich. 1896; R. W. Emenon. Two Un-
pulUiehed Beeoye, Boston. 1896; A. D. Qodley. Socratee

and Athenian Society in hia Day, London. 1896; E. Pflei-

derer. Sokratee, Plato und ihre SchiOer, Tabingen. 1896;
J. T. Forbes. Socratee, Edinburgh, 1906; £. Lange. Sok-
ratee, QQtersloh, 1906.

SODEN, HANS KARL HERMAIIN, FREIHBRR
VON: German Protestant; b. at Cincinnati, O.,

Aug. 16, 1852. He was educated at Esslingen,

Urach, and the theological institute of Tabingen,
and was then curate at Wildbad, near Stuttgart

(1875-80), pastor at Dresden-Striesen (1881-^2),

and archdeacon at Chemnitz (1883-86). Since 1887

he has been pastor of the Jerusalemkirche, Berlin,

and in 1889 became privat-dooent for New-Testa-
ment exegesis at the university of the same city,

where he has been associate professor since 1893.

In theology he belongs to the liberal school, and
has written Der Brirf dea Apoatda Patilus an die

PkUipper (Freiburg, 1889); the volumes on He-
brews, the Epistles of Peter, James, and Jude, Co-
lossians, E^hesians, Philemon for the Handkom-
merUar sum Neuen TestamerU (2 vols., 1890-91);

Reieebriefe aus PalOstina (Berlin, 1898); PaldsHna
und seine Oeeckichte (Leipsic, 1899); Die Schriften

dee Neuen Testamente in ihrer dUeeten erreichbaren

Textgeetalt (Berlin, 1902 sqq.); Die wichligeten

Fragen im Leben Jesu (1904); and UrckrieUiche

Lit^raturgeeckichte (1905).

SODOM. See Paleotinb, II., § 10.

SOERBNSEN, ANDERS HERMAN VILHELM:
Danish clergsrman; b. at Randers (a town of Jut-

land, 118 m. n.w. of Copenhagen) June 27, 1840.

He was graduated from the Randers Latin School

(1858), and from the University of Copenhagen
(candidate in theology, 1865); with his wife he

conducted in C]k>penhagen a school for girls, 1865-

1874; in 1869 he was made chaplain at Frederiks-

berg (a suburb of Copenhagen), in 1876 pastor in

Taanum-Homb5k (Viborg), and in 1890 pastor at

Husby (Funen), his present charge. He is regarded

as Denmark's greatest living authority on foreign
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miaaoDB, and on this subject he is a well-known

writer and speaker. His writings are characterised

by thoroughness. Notable among his productions

are his articles in the NordiMk MisnantUdsskfift,

which he has edited since 1809, and in Nordisk

KvrkeUksikon; also Vcr Tida MiaHofu/arverUninger

og MisaiansresulUUer (IS95); and Xina 09 Afisaumd-

reme (1900). John O. Eyjsn.

SOHMy sOm, RUDOLF: German Protestant

jurist; b. at Rostock Oct. 20, 1841. He was edu-

cated at the universitiee of Rostock (LL.D., 1864),

Berlin, Heidelberg, and Munich; was privat-docent

in the faculty of kiw of the University of G5ttingen

(1866-70), and was appointed associate professor

in 1870. In the same year be became professor at

Freiburg, and from 1872 to 1887 occupied a similar

position at Strasburg. Since 1887 he has been pro-

fessor of German and canon law in the University

of Leipsic. His views upon canonistic theory,

though unusual and novel, have gained great signifi-

cance in German theological thought. His writings

of theological interest are Daa VerhdUnia von Stoat

und Kirdie (Tubingen, 1873); Kirchengeackichte im
Chrundrias (Leipsic, 1888, 14th ed., 1006; Eng.
transl. of 8th ed., Oudinea of Ckwrch HiaUnry (Lon-

don, 1806); Ktrchenrechi, vol. i. (1802); Weaen und
Ursprung des Katholinamus (1000).

SOHN, sOn, GBORO: German Reformed theo-

logian; b. at Rossbach, in Upper Hesse, Dec. 31,

1661; d. at Heidelbeig not later than Apr. 23, 1680.

In 1666 he visited the University of Marbuig; went
to Wittenberg in 1660; studied first jurisprudence,

and then olumged to theology, which after 1672 he
studied at Marburg. His unusual erudition led to

his reception into Uie teaching corps of the univer-

sity in 1674; he became professor of Hebrew in 1676.

His principal theological adversary was his own
disciple, .£gidius Hunnius (q.v.). In consequence

of the ecclesiastical agitations pn Hesse], he ac-

cepted a call to Heidelberg in 1684, but only a brief

career of activity was there his portion.

His dogmatic writings treat mainly of the ques-

tions in dispute between Lutherans and Calvinists

(touching the Lord's Supper, Christology, and free

will) and also controvert the Church of Rome. His
collective works appeared in 3 vols. (Herbom, 1601-

1602; 3d ed., 1600). Cabl Mirbt.
Bibuoobapht: J. Calvin's OroHo dt xita ei dbiiu (7. Sohn,

Heidetbeis. 1589. k nprinted in the " Works," vol. i.,

and is the main source for the life by M. Adam in Vitm
emditaruni, pp. 296-301, Frankfort, 1706; J. Tilemann,
VUm profetaorwn . . . tn aoademia MarburgenH^ pp. 129-
140, BfaibuDB. 1727. Cf. F. W. Strieder. OrvmdJUw »u
eintr heuiaehtn OeUhrten- and 8ehriftti^erg§9chiehU, xv.
109-112. Gassel. 1806; H. Heppe, OMchiehU det A«Mi-
•ekm OeneraUynoden ISesSt, passim, ib. 1847.

SOLEMN LEAGUE AND COVENANT (1643).

See OOVXNANTBBS, § 4.

SOLITARY BRETHREN. See €k>icifnNiSM, XL, 6.

SOLOMON: Third king of alllsrael, second son of

David by Bathsheba, and his successor. His dates,

according to the old chronology, are 1021-081, ac-

cording to Ewald 1026-086, according to Kamp-
hausen 077-038. The natural heir to the throne

was Adonijah, since his elder brothers, Amnon and

Absalom, had been killed, while Chileab (or Daniel),

of whom little mention is made, probably died in
eariy youth (cf. II Sam. iii. 2-4; I Kings i. 6 sqq.).

WhUe, however, it was customary for the succes-

sion to go by primogeniture (cf. I Kings ii. 16), the
long had the privilege oi choosing his successor,

and on this the hopes of Solomon were based.

Solomon, the fourth of David's sons to be bom in
Jerusalem (II Sam. v. 14), was brought up by the
prophet Nathan, who apparently called lidm Jedi-

diah (n Sam. zii. 26). Bathsheba seems to have
been the favorite wife of David, and evidently made
the end of her ambitions the gaining of the throne
for her eldest surviving son. Two factions thus
arose at the court of the aged David. Joab and the
high priest Abiathar were the partisans of Adonijah;
Bathsheba, Nathan, Benaiah, and the second priest

Zadok were on the side of Solomon.
On the approach of David's death Adonijah as-

sembled his partisans at the stone of Zohdeth near
Jerusalem. The news of this gathering naturally

excited the extremest alann among the adherents
of Solomon. At the instigation of Nathan Bath-
sheba hurried to David, telling the dying king that
he had sworn to appoint Solomon his suooessor,

and that Adonijah had already seised the throne
(I Kings i. 11 sqq.). David renewed his oath and
commanded that Solomon be placed upon the royal

mule, anointed long, and proclaimed as the lawful

sovereign of Israel. When the acclamations of the
new ruler were heard at the stone of Zoheleth, Adoni-
jah fled to the altar, where his life was qpared by
Solomon.

Before the death of David, however, he announced
his last wishes to his successor. These were three:

vengeance on Joab for blood guiltiness incurred in

the murder of Abner and Amasa; rewards to the
sons of Barsillai of Gilead for aid rendered David;
and death to Shimei for having cursed the king
(I Kings ii. 3 sqq.). The foolish ambition of Adoni-
jah brought about his execution, while his partisan

Joab was put to death, and the high priest Abiathar
was deposed (I Kings ii. 13 sqq.), Joab being re-

placed by Benaiah and Abiatluu' by Zadok. The
rise of Solomon to the throne has be^ held by such
scholars as Wellhausen, Stade, and Renan to have
been the result of a mere palace intrigue of the usual

oriental type, while David's will b alleged to be a
figment of a subservient courtier anxious to turn

the responsibility for the succeeding bloodshed from
Solomon to David. For bH this there is not the

slightest evidence.

On his accession to the throne Solomon sought to

protect and to extend the rich heritage of David,

who had gained for his realm dimensions which
compelled the respect of all the nearer East. On
the other hand, it was inevitable that on the death

of David recalcitrant vassab and hostile neighbors

should make trouble on the boundaries. Thus
Hadad, of the ro3ral line of Edom, who had fled to

Egypt from David, seised the opportunity to renew
hostility, and apparently made his country par-

tially independent of Israel (I IGngs xi. 14 sqq.).

Again, according to I Kings xi. 23 sqq., there is an
allusion to the foundation of the kingdom of Da-
mascus by a daring Syrian general who established
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himself in the city during the reign of Solomon. It

is thus evident that whUe Solomon held the king-

dom together, it was not without difficulty or even
without some diminution of territory. Possibly,

however, Solomon attached less importance to pro-

tecting his frontiers than to strengthening loael

within. He built strong fortifications, prepared

material of war, and kept his supplies in the best

possible condition. Above all, he was successful in

introducing the horse for cavalry and chariots.

Solomon seems to have possessed high talents

for oiganization and finance, and his justice became
proverbiaL The entire land of Israel was divided

into twelve administrative districts, each required

to pay the expenses of the royal courttfor a month.
There likewise seemed to have been special districts

for public works, one of the chief officials of the

kingdom being Adoniram, master of the levy.

Hand in hand with this organisation doubtless

went the final absorption of the Canaanites, whom
Solomon compelled to share in the levies and taxes

of the Israelites. Besides introducing the horse

into Israel, Solomon extended his commercial rela-

tions to the Sabeans of South Arabia and to Ophir
(q.v.).

Solomon's financial talents seem to have been
exhausted in acquiring vast wealth. He was even
obliged, toward the end of his reign, to pawn twenty
cities, while taxation was so heavy that discontent

appeared in the revolt against his successor. Solo-

mon had never learned in the stem school of his

father. He grew up as a rich heir in the splendor of

a royal court, inheriting certain despotic tendencies

and weaknesses, and inclined to prodigality, dis-

play, and sensuality. In addition to the fortresses

and the luxurious court, which included 700 wives

and 300 concubines, his palaces and the Temple
(q.v.) required an immense outlay. With the help

of Syrian artists he transformed a large part of the

hill of Zion in the eastern part of Jerusalem into a
sort of dty of palaces. Like his riches, the wisdom
of Solomon was proverbial (cf. I Kings iv. 29 sqq.);

3,000 proverbs and more than 1,000 songs were
ascribed to him; and he was said to be the author

of Ps. Ixxii. and cxxvii., as well as of the book of

Proverbs (q.v.). (R. Kittbl,)

Bxbuoobapbt: The MfaroeB are I Kings i.-xi. and I Chion.
sdx. 22-11 Chron. L-iz. Consult further: The works on the
history of Israel by Milman, Stanley. F. Newman. Ewald,
Stade. Kdhler, Klostennann. Ck>mlU, Kittel, McCuidy.
Kent, and others named under Ahab or laaASL, Hxstdbt
or; O. WeU, The Bible, the Koran, and the Talmud, or,

Biblieal Legende of the Mueeubnane, pp. 200-248. London,
184S; O. Meignan, Salomon; eon regne, eee 4erUe, Paris,

1890; M. Qrtlnbaum, Neue BtitrOae Mur eemilieehen Sagenr
kunde, pp. 190 sqq.. BerUn. 1893; idem, OeeammeUe Avf'
eOtae stir Sprach^ wid Sagenkunde, pp. 22 sqq., 1S7 sqq.,

ib. 1901; F. Vigouroux, La Bible et lee dScowertee mod-
emee, iii. 253-405, 6th ed., Paris, 1896; B. W. Baoon,
Solomon in Tradition and Fact, in New World, 1898, f>i^. 212
sqq.; R. F&iber, KOmio Salomon in der Tradition, Vienna,
1902; C. F. Kent, Stvdent'e Old Teetameni, u. 14-16, 165-
199, New York, 1905; O. Beer, Saul, David, Salomo,
Tabingen. 1906; DB, iv. 559-^609; BB, ii. 2235-38, iv.

4680-90; JB, ad. 436-448; Vigouroux, Dietionnaire, fasc.

,1382-96.

SOLOMON BAR ISAAC See Rashi.

SOLOMON, ODES OF: The Odes of Solomon,
which, until recently, were, except for certain

X.—32

fragments and quotations, altogether lost, were
commonly connected in the tradition of Christian

literature with the Psalms of Solomon (see Psbud-
SPIGIUPHA, II., 1). In this grouping of material,

the ancient stidiometries gave them a place, more or

less honorable, among the subcanonical literature.

How near they came to actual ecclesiastical accept-

ance could only be guessed by analogy, from the

companion volume to which they were attached.

The stichometries, however, gave a rough idea of

the compass of the book, from the point of view of

a librarian or bookseller, from which it was easy

to infer that a lost book of nearly the same compass
as the Psalms of Solomon was once in circulation

in Christian churches. In the next place, quota-
tions professing to come from the missing book
were recovered from two quarters: first, there was
a passage relating to the biith of Christ from a viigin,

quoted by Lactantius (De div. inst,, iv. 12; ^ig.
transl., ANF, vii. 110), which he said was from
the nineteenth ode of Solomon. Second, there was
a series of Odes of Solomon quoted in a Coptic book,

a chief monument of Gnostic literature, which goes

under the name of Pittia Sophia. These odes and
fragments of odes were turned back into Greek and
published by Ryle and James at the close of their

edition of the Psalms of Solomon.
The book itself, so long lost, was recovered by

J. Rendel Harris in a Syriac version, Jan. 4, 1909;

it had been reposing along with a number of other

Syriac fragments on his bookshelves, apparently

for a couple of years or more, the manuscript in

question having come from the neighborhood of

^e Tigris. When the identification was made, it

appeared that the manuscript, a late paper one of

no extrinsic value, contained both the Odes and
the Psalms of Solomon; it was slightly mutilated

at the beginning, so that odes one and two and a
part of ode three were missing; at the other end
the eighteenth of the Psalms of Solomon was gone
and part of the seventeenth. The nineteenth ode
contained the quotation which Lactantius gives in

a Latin translation; all the matter quoted by the

PisH8 Sophia was idso identified, and in addition a
part of the first ode was also with some probability

detected in the Coptic text. So that, with a very
slight deduction for the imperfection of the manu-
script, the complete book was recovered and restored

to its place in Christian literature. The forty-two

odes thus recovered are of rare beauty and spirit-

uality; with possibly an exception or two, they
come from a single hand, and represent a hitherto

unknown department of early Christian literature.

They were produced in the latter part of the first

century or the early part of the second. The writer

was a person of G^tile extraction, who had be-

come attached to a Church of Judeo-Chiistians,

probably in Palestine. He did not, however, accept

circumcision or keep the Sabbath, occupying ex-

actly the position which Justin Martyr did on those

points, which he says he learned from an ancient

Christian to whom he owed his conversion. So far

as can be judged from the hints in the odes (it must
be remembered that a psalter is not the easiest place

from which to extract history), he knew Jesus as

the Messiah or Christ, but did not know the Synoptic
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traditdon about him. Whether he know the Fourth

Qoipel, with which he has many ideas and espr»-
mooB in eommoo, is one of the points that are still

in debate. He has occasional points of coota4si with

the Paidine epistles, and even more with the Apoc-
alypse, though it is difficult to astahlish quotatuxtt.

His real Gospel appears to hare been one of the

lost Hebrew or Naaarene Gospels, perhaps the same
as that of which Jerome found a copy in Hberias.

To this he owed some details in rdterenoe to the

baptism, and perhaps one or two sayincs of Jesus.

It is curious that he has no eBohatok)fy, and no
day of judgment; immortality is not innate, but
aequiied. On the ethical skle the most impoftant

feature is that the book appears to contain the first

Qiristian prohibition of the purchase of slaTea.

The chiirch orders and ritoal are almost absent;

it is not certain that baptism is alluded to, still less

are thne traces of a Christian euoharist, as oooh
monly known. The only rrferenoe to the officials

are an allusion: (1) to blessed deacons who cany
the water of life, (2) to a priesthood in spiritual

things which the writer says he posseesss, which is

carefully defined as not being of a carnal nature,

but consisting of truth and purity in the inmost

parts.

The writer shows a strong attachment to the

Jewish rriigion on many sides: he has an affection

for the sanctuary at Jerusalem, which must be as-

sumed to have fallen before the time when he was
writing; he holds fast to the Old Testament, alle-

gorises (as do all early Christians) the story in Gene-

sis, imitates the Psalma, and makes evangelical

doctrine out of Isaiah (e.g., chap. ixxv.).

lliough thef^ is mudi that is still uncertain, as

to the i^ace, time, and character of the writer,

enough is known to place him as a worthy represenr

tative of the first or second geoieration after the

apostles; and the new hymns will exert a wide in-

fluenee upon the thought of the Church.

J. Bbndsi, Habbib.

BnuocuLumri Tk* 0dm and PmOmt of aoUfmom, edited

from the Gbniae by J. lUndel BmniB, CHiibridft, 1009
(edStio pnneep9); J. Reodel Harris. An mwly ChntHan
PwaUsr, London, 1900; Bin jUdiseh-chrisOSehM PMtmbvA
mm dmn enien Jmkiktmdmt. Aim dim Syrirnhm A«r-
mM von J. Flmnmino, td. A. Uwauk, Leipais, 1010;

LUmarioetm ZmtinMaU, 1010, no. 24, oois. 777-781.

80L01I0N, PSAUIS OF. See FUuDBnoRAnu,
O. T., II., 1.

SOLOMOn, WISDOM OF. See Apocbtfha, A,

iv., 13.

80]£, KOHRAD. See Sam.

SOMASCHIAHS^ 0O-mas1d-<in8 ("Regular Clerks

of St. Maiolus "): One of the most important mo-
nastic congregations evoked by the Countei^Ref-

ormation. They derive their name from the Italian

village of Somaseho Q)etween Ifilan and Beigamo),

where their founder, Girolamo Miani (or Rmiliani),

wrote the first rule for them. Miani, who was of

senatorial rank, was bom at Venice in 1481, and,

entering the army, was recognised as a brave but

dissolute officer. Captured at the storming of Cas-

tehmovo, near Treviso, in 1508, he was led during

his im{msonment to repentance for his past career,

and on his Ubewtion (aoootdiog to many, tfaioiisfa

the minunikMisaid of the VirgLa) he devoted fai9»-

sdf to asoetiflism, prayer, and the care of the sick
and poor. At Venioe be took otden, being ordaiiwd
priest in 1518, and manifested the utmost self-

denial and bravely, especiaUy during the famiiie

and plague of 1628. He now made absolute re-

nancistion of his wealth, and, in the habit of amen-
dioant friar, gave himself to the care, education,

and eoavenion of orphans and fallen womoL With-
in the year he estahiished an oii^ian asyfaim in

Venioe, which was imitated at Beigamo, Venma,
and Brssda, and in 1632 he opened a home for

faileo women in his native aty. In 1632 or 1533
ICani estafaliriied his ooogrogatton for the oare of

these institutions and the training of pupils for the
same purpose; and Clement VII. gave him the
mother house at Somaseho, where Ifiani died Feb.
8, 1587| after havhig established daughter houBes
at Pavia and MiUa. He was beatified by Benediet
XIV., and eanomaed in 1761 by dement XHI., fass

day being July 20.

Miani's sueoesoar, Angelo Maxoo Qamharana, ae-

oured fiom Pins V., in 1568, the formal constitution

of the congregation under the Augustinian rule,

thsir name beiag now taken from tiie church of St.

Ifajolusat Pavia, given them by St. Cario Bonomeo
(q.v.). The SomaiBMBhians, who were united with the
Theatinee from 1546 to 1655, and with the fVendi
Fathers of Ouistian Doctrine from 1616 to 1647,

exercised deep influence on education through their

many colleges, especially the Gementinum, founded
at Rome in 1595; while they so inoreaaed in mim-
bers that th^ were divided into the Lombard, Vene-
tian, and Roman im>vinces, to which was later added
the French. The Roman province is now the most
importaaL
The constitutionB of the oongrqgatian, gradoaUy

developed from the autograph draft of the founder,

eoUeoted by the proouratorigeneral Antonio FauUno
in 1626, and confirmed by Urban VIII., have re-

mained practically unchanged to the present day.
Iliey proscribe a habit pndsely like that of the
other regular eietkB, strict shnplicity of food and
furniture, numerous prayers by day uid nif^t, fasts

and self-cairtigation, and occupation with manual
labor, oars of the sick and ofphans, and teaofaiBg.

(O. ZOCKLKKt)

BteJoeaArsr: Tte «* Life '• of tiit foundM* ii giw witli

mtmmmtoKW in ABB, Wb^ iL 217-^4, IteL tnuuL bjr

A. Piigadi, Vwioa, 1865. Otliar Uvm an bgr a Albani,
Ifflaa, leOO; A. Sttiia. VooiM, lOOi; P. Q. dtf Vnari,
ib. lere; aa anonynouB ona, lb. 1707; F. Oaodia. a>.

1SS2; a da SaM-Bcnaoeno, Eoma, ise7: and W. E.
Hubert. Mains. 1805. Oomatt furthar. on tiia otdar:
L. HolitHiiiia, Codoa nguhnm monniiearwm^ ed. M.
BrooUa, iii. IM-Ma, AjogidMug, 17ee; Q. Gfuod, idano-

amfia idofiea dtoK ordini roKffiool, viL ISO aqq.. Room.
1847; S. Qothein, IgnoM von Loyok^ «atf dio Omomofw
maUon, pp. 1S8-108, HaUa, 1806; Halyot, CM^w aioMa-
KffiMa, iv. 23S aqq.; HdmbnoiMr, (kdm md K/mgroga
tiontn, VL 975-878; KL, i± 488-187: Sanki^ PlPiMs. i.

18S-134.

SON OF GOD: A phrase standing lor several

different meanings in the New Testament. (1) It

refers to the divine origination of Jesus by the Holy
Spirit (Luke i. 3A). (2) In the ethical ssom, ke is

the Son. He is Hke tiie Father, perfectly re^MXMive
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to him, and thus reflects the Father's will. By rea-

son of the fellowship of love, the Father is perfectly

disclosed to him, and the depths of his own inner

life are comprehended by the Father alone (Matt,

xi. 27; John v. 17-21, 30, vii. 16-18, xii. 44-60,

xiv. 7-11). (3) From the ethical oneness with the

Father sprang the consciousness of the messianic or

official sonship—the social aspect of his conscious-

ness (Mark i. 11; cf. the baptismal formula. Matt,

xzviii. 19; Didache, vii.). These two aspects—^the

individual and the social—^may be distinguished but
they can not be sharply separated. The messianic

sonship points backward (I Sam. x. 1; Ps. ii. 7)

and forward (Mark xiv. 61). In him the royal hopes
of Israel are fulfilled; he founds the world-kingdom
of God (John xvii. 18; cf. Matt, xxviii. 19; John
XX. 21); his universal sovereignty is won through
suffering (Matt. xix. 20-28). (4) Metaphysical son-

ship is also affirmed of him. As Logos he is the only

begotten Son of God (John i. 14, iii. 16, v. 18; Rom.
viii. 32). He is the image of the invisible God, first-

bom of all creation, mediator of all existence,

through whom all things find their principle and
progressively realise their divine end (I Cor. viii.

6; Col. i. 15-17; John i. 3, 10; Heb. i. 2-3). His
pre-earthly existence was exchanged for himiilia-

tion and death here below (II Cor. viii. 9; Phil. ii.

5-7; cf. Rom. viii. 3; Gal. iv. 4; and see Jesus
Christ, Twofold State of). Accordingly he was
Crod's own son, the archetypal son of God; all

others become sons of God through him (John i.

12). Yet all that belongs to him is a gift of God
(Matt, xxviii. 18; John iii. 35, v. 22, xiii. 3; Acts
ii. 36; Phil. ii. 9-10; Heb. i. 2, ii. 7-8; cf. also I

Cor. XV. 24-28).

In historical theology the Son of God as pre-

existent is the second person of the Trinity, con-
substantial with the Father, and is described as
only-begotten, the Word; as incarnate he took upon
him human nature yet without sin; and existed in

two whole, perfect, and distinct natures insepara-
bly joined together in one person without conver-
sion, composition, or confusion; very God and very
man, one Christ, the only mediator between God
and man (see CHBraroLOGT, IV., VII.; Mediatob).
Ritschl, following Schleiermacher, took the doo-
trine of the sonship of Christ out of metaphjrsics

and planted it in the field of ethics and the religious

life. As Son, Christ stands to the Father in a rela-

tion of incomparable fellowship; his will is identical

with that of the Father in the establishment of the
kingdom of God; moreover, he sustains a unique
relation to the Christian community and to the
world. While for man the Son as pre-existent is

hidden, yet for God he exists eternally ''as he is

revealed to us in temporal limitation.'' Only for

God himself, however, is the eternal Godhead of the

Son intelligible as an object of the divine mind and
will (A. Ritschl, The Christian Doctrine of Justifi-

cation and Reconciliation, JJ 47-49, New York,
1900). C. A. Beckwtth.
Bibuoobapbt: The subject ia treated best in the works on
New-Testament theology (see under Bxbucal Tbbolooy),
and in those on ssrstematic theology (see under Dooma,
Dogmaitob). Much of the literature given under Chrxs-
TOLOOT is pertinent, also that under Son of Man. Con-
sult further: K. F. Ndsgen, Christus der Menachenr und
GfOUtBohn, Qotha. 1869; J. Stalker, Chriatotooy of Jemu,
London, 1879; A. Hamaok, What ia ChruHanity T ib.

1901; R. C. Moberly, Atonement and PeraonalUy, pp. 185
sqq., 211-215. ib. 1901; W. Latgert. Oottee Sohn und
Oottea Oeiet, Leipsic. 1905; M. Lepina. Chriat and the Ooe-
pel; or Jeeue the Meseiah and Son of Ood, Philadelphia,
1911; DB, iv. 570-579; DCG, U. 654-659; BB, iv. 4690-
4704.
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